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MEN'S RECRUITMENT

Campus
See

all

Life

on the

and more

this

Web

at the

I Daily Bruin's

designed to make affiliating with an organization simple and easy! The IFC conducts
official "rush" periods throughout the year. Take advantage of men's recruitment and find but what the fraternity '.^j.,
-^'^
system has to offer to you!
':-.--../\.._^__
Fraternity fecruitrhent

is

«

JOIN A FRATERNITY IN 3 EASY STEPS
now

for Fall

information over the

2000 Recruitment! There

summer.— -

is

^^

no cost or obligation and you

be mailed^

will

a

Stop by 113 Men's

IFC will hold a kick-off event and information forum
about the Recruitment process and each of UCLA's

during "0"

schedules a variety

of

don't

reach those before SP-1
By Neal Narahara
-'''-^

--

'-->

•--^-

events which include meals, speakers,

-'-"'-

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

"The UCLA community has
worked extremely hard to recruit
admitted students to UCLA, and we
are delighted to see that a record pro-

Chancellor

said

those for Native American students

by more than half.
Statements of intent by African
American students were the only ones
to fall from last year - down 5 percent
increased

group, followed by white students at

ended

of invitation to high

represented students are prepared for

almost 33 percent.

school seniors saying that they were
choices. In late June, the

and admitted to the university."
Recent outreach efforts have

ous two years, the numbers of under-

answers, with 40 per-

included partnerships with schools

represented students

and

register

letters

The number of underrepresented students rose again since

its initial

drop in 1997, the last

year the university used affinnative action.
Note: Fi^urK before the year

2000 are for actual enroNment rather than stateflmits of tottm to re^ster.

Representing more than 40 percent

sions officers sent out 10,703 open-

deliberation, admis-

MORE UNDERREPRESENTED STUDENTS CHOOSE TO ATTBIDlJaJI

with a six student decrease.

Albert

Camesale in a statement. "Our continued goal, however, is to intensify our
outreach efforts so that more under-

much

After

This

the best opportunity to meet the brothers pf each chapter and evaluate each fraternity on a
;..:••• :':
•;.-'
;^.:.^.•^..-^;•. -/,••• ':.
r-r---^----:-^-'

13 percent respectively this year, while

.

versity,"

"^^^

activities, etc.

cent.

portion of (underrepresented) students has decided to enroll at the uni-

Week. At these events, learn

fraternities.

ATTEND CHAPTER RECRUITMENT EVENTS

numbers

credited;

ATTEND IFC RECRUITMENT INFORMATION EVENTS

is

of underrepresentied students increases

4ILASS: Outreach efforts

Gym

Register onlme at www.greeklife.ucla.edu/howtojoin.htm

fraternity

Tally

1

—

LJE-mailifc@ucla.edu

Each

• www.dailybruin.ucTa.edu

^-

REGISTER WITH THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
Register

'

• Website:

of the incoming freshman

Americans

will

class,

Asian

be the largest minority

'

'

personal

..._

level.

•.

.

^

UCLA
Fall

UCLA's

first

university got

Interfraternity Council

cent of those students declaring that
the feeling

2000 Recruitment
Kick-off Fair

was mutual.

The number of statements of intent
to register,

Monday, September 25
^^
12 -3 p.m.

its

BBQ

and

Monday. September 25

which should almost exact-

ly

match the enrollment for the fall,
shows a 10 percent increase in the

UCLA.
Of the

number of underrepresented students
over the number enrolled last year.

freshmen

In addition,

7 p.m.

(check fraternity schedule

in

End

of Official

stu-

African Ameripans and American

Daily Bruin)

Indians - will make up 17.2 percent of
the incoming class, up from 16 per-

Wednesday, October 6
8 p.m.

underrepresented

dents - which includes Latina/os,

Chapter Events Begin

Rush

Los Angeles as well as
tutoring and simply informing students about eligibility requirements to
improve their chances of getting into
districts in

Despite the increases over the previ-

1997,

who

intend to
1997

a factor in admissions.

"That's really sad and

proof that

it's

^

institutional inequality exists," said

1,544 students admitted as

Elias Enciso, the internal vice presi-

1997

underrepresented
minority groups, 723 have declared
their intention to attend

UCLA in the

dent of the Undergraduate Students

member of

Association Council and a
Praxis, a political slate

c
I

versity,

1999

IS students

1999

13 students

2000

20 students

J

2000

to figures

from the

message that

"It sends out the

uni-

School Year

which supports
Other/ Unknown

I

the use of affirmative action.

fall.

According

1998

42 students

1998

v.-

from

statements of intent to register

G

Afiican American
I

Caucasian

Native American

I

I

Asian American / Pacific Islander

I

Latino

D

lM««tt:UCU

from Latina/o students increased by

S«e FRESHMEN, page 17

"'':' "
Important Notes: 'r-:^--:' '::.':. —'
• Stop by the Fraternity Information Table at the Activities Fair on your first night of Orientation.
• Register now to get on our summer mailing lists and receive more information.
• Watch your mail for the Greek Life booklet that is mailed to all new students.
•

/Native American EnroHmcnt^

remain below those of
the last year race could be used as
still

-^~-^

JACOB LIAO/Daily Bruin

De Neve
be

Plaza expected to

complete by fall

partially

Questions: Contact IFC at 825-7878 or ifc@ucia.edu

help provide compensatory services

BUILDING: Delays have

to

WOMEN'S RECRUITMENT
Great Women Go Greek!

led to increased costs for

construction of facilities

By Hasmik Badalian

Dykstra residents.
the past few years, Dykstra

Over

residents received a free microfridge,

monthly snacks, quarterly special
dinners, monthly giveaways of movie
tickets, and other items in compensation.

Daily Bruin Contributor

On-campus housing students

Panhellenic Sorority Recruitment Begins

^

are

expected to have a chance to live in
the long-awaited De Neve Plaza this

1

Dykstra residents had to deal with
and dust from

e^tra noise pollution

The dining hall
and mailboxes were demolished
the construction

site.

'

early in the construction phase to

fall.

Tuesday, September

26'

Begun

October of 1997, housing
of the
new residence hall will open after
in

officials anticipate that parts

and ends

several delays

and increased expens-

es.

Tuesday, October

3"*
JESSE PORTER/Oaily Biuin Senior Staff

The Democratic National Convention will take place at the Staples Center in Los Angeles during
August 17- 20. The threat of mass protests has raised security concerns in Los Angeles.

"i am optimistic that we will have
two of the four hv/using buildings
complete by fall quarter," said

Bradley

Erickson,

Campus

"However,

For questions

&

registration information

Staples Center to host convention

pf

director

Service Enterprises.

optimistic that

am

I

we

only guardedly

will

have

all

four

of the housing buildings complete by
the beginning of the school year," he
added.

POLITICS: Possible riots,

named

police reaction threaten

r^siiitsnM»KliiiTgLgafWfgwsitit^TiTtltsfeWcEV»]

gathering of Democrats

name, summer address & phone no.
or

^all 310-206-1521
Watch for our 2000 Greek Life booklet which
will be mailed to all incoming students in July.

By Benjamin Park*

Eighty-four hotels, 250 buses on

34 routes, an estimated 50,000
guests and $132 million* pumped
into the local economy - these are
the elements of a

national political convention.

(right)

Lauren

Sandy

Democratic
National
Convention will take place August
14-17 in the Staples Center in down*^^"'
town Los Angeles.

Panhellenic
President
Meinsen, Vice President
Kelly,

The

CHECK

IT OUT...GET

INVOLVED!

www.greeklifeMcla.edu

city

last

hosted

the

Democratic Party's convention in
1960, whtn John F. Kennedy was
President.
for
nominated
Democrats hope they can repeat
such a successful launch of a presid e ntia campai gn from Lo s A nge e s
l

is

l

The

Secretary

Bill

the son of the former

mayor,

now heads

Daley,

Chicago

Al Gore's presi-

Tom Hayden

chief executive officer of the con-

dential campaign.

vention.

was one of the famous "Chicago
Seven" who faced trial for inciting a
riot in the 1968 protests, and is now

will

take place, those

the event or participate

a state senator

who

represents the

UCLA. He

as volunteers will witness "democ-

district that includes

racy at

best" as the party's plat-

has been vocal about what he sees

form is discussed.
"The convention is going to be
very exciting, so you will want to

as a possible police overreaction to

tune

-

Richard Daley.

Commerce

who

side," said Lydia Camarillo,

who watch

some of

officially

"We believe that history's on our

nations that

Daily Bruin Contributor

just

is

the party's candidate.

Camarillo said besides the nomi-

The

(left)

when Al Gore

this year,

"We

its

in or log

on," said Camarillo.

are going to

issues important to

bfi

discussing

everybot^ ^

including students."

Organizers

may be hoping

to

Chicago in 1968. Street protests
fueled by outrage over the Vietnam
outside of that city's conven-

were quelled under the
t io n o f ege nda ry Chic a o
g
tion

l

year's convention in

Hayden
state

Los Angeles.

criticized a SI

million

budget request for crowd con-

trol that

included equipment, such

and gas launchers,
for
the
Los Angeles Police
Department. He said that the
request - which was eventually
rejected - was "hidden" within a
state budget proposal for the
California Highway Patrol, so that
as pepper gas

avoid the outcome of another 1960?
Democratic convention - that of

War

the protests being planned for this

direo-

M a yor

entire

Plaza

is

at least 1,200 stu-

dents upon completion.

Two or three

be assigned to each room,
depending on the volume of students
who need housing, Erickson said.
people

will

rooms in Sunset
De Neve Plaza rooms will
private bathrooms and air

Similar
Village,

feature

to

conditioning,

according

UCLA

Web

Housing

Certain rooms in

to

the

De Neve

to

Neve Plaza

and approved by inspectors

by then.
Apart from the main housing
structures, the Podium, or Commons
which includes the dining
slated to open early February

will

De

open soon.

"I'm glad that they are (almost)
done building a new housing complex because there are so many students who need a place to live," said

Randy Tashdjiarv

a second-year biol-

ogy student and Dykstra

resident.

"At first, the construction was
annoying, but throughout the year

you get used
"Plus,

to

it,"

.Tashdjian said.

when you know

greater good, you don't

for a

it's

let

it

bother

that much."
The housing buildings were

'Y'
first

scheduled to be completed by fall
quarter 1999 and the Podium building by winter quarter 2000, but the
project experienced several setbacks.

"There were two principal reasons
th«

project
said.'

"One

was
is

delayed,"

that the con-

documents turned out to be
much less than perfect, and that
resulted in the need for the architects
to go back and revise many aspects
of the plans.
a lot of problems as they ended up

ing one of their biggest subcontrac-

De Neve

Plaza

is

located

Dykstra Hall, residents
were inconvenienced by

right next to

the I'unsiruciion.

As

"They

also

had problems with lack ol* productivity and poor workmanship, which,
when discovered by our inspectors,
forced the contractor to re-work or

a result, special

mitigation .teams were formed to

I
:t

tors," Erickson added.

Because

tl

fir-

hall

2001.

I

"Secondly, the contractor has had

building,
is

H

you

Erickson

pleted

ri

and

dents said they are happy that

struction

expect the rooms to be com-

builcling,

check for mail at the front desk.
Both housing officials and stu-

Plaza

officials

Podium

the other dining halls for meals

why

site.

for the

forcing Dykstra residents to walk to

have already been assigned to students for fall quarter, since housing

living there

pay 1

De Neve

expected to house

make room

Sm NOUSMS, pa9c 10
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Orientation Issue 2000

3

seek to curb underage consumption

Officials

we

they can't answer these four simple questions,

DRINKING: Administrators warn

EMS."

are obligated by law to take them to

of clangers in hopes of preventing

Once

emergency room, patients are
is com-

in the

often put in bed to sober up, and an IV

alcohol poisoning, emergencies

monly used tore-hydrate them.
the alcohol poisoning

If

may have

By Barbara Ortutay

Campus

^
severe, patients

is

stomach pumped.

their

If they

have

down

their

.

stopped breathing, a tube

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

is

placed

throat to aid breathinj^.

Drinking at

UCLA

much

not

is

Incidents of alcohol poisoning constitute only

difTcrent

from other college campuses. In addition to
Thursday night fraternity parties, students find

and occasions

places

Westwood bars,
dence

Many

and be merry in
apartments and even in the resito drink

The most

"

"

Meanwhile, campus administrators and offiseek ways to curb underage drinking and to

Binge drinking

underage drinking." said Peter Dell, manager of
UCLA^s Emergency Medical Services. "A lot of
would say over half - are
the calls we get -

underage drinkers."

KEITH ENRIOUEZ/Daily Brum Senior

- 21 of these were

in

on city property, and the
various places on campus.

For some students, college provides a
of freedoms - including drinking.
"It's (students') first

new set

time away from home,

sion," Dell said.

EMS

receives calls for alcohol-related inci-

dents ranging from nausea
is

the

most common,

and vomiting, which

to people

who

are uncon-

scious.

Although not every drunk student will reach
that point, alcohol poisoning is a concern for
housing

officials

and

university administrators.

Last year, Chancellor Albert Carnesale was

among 113 university
who signed on to a

have alcohol "in the privacy of their own room,"

Gershon said
"As soon as

hol

to eight drinks for the night.

presidents and chancellors
national advertising cam-

it's

visible

from the outside,

definition of

would be not drinking

responsible choices," said
affairs

coordinator

Amy
for

healthy and

Gershon,
the

judi-

Office

of

Residential Life.

bathroom," Gershon said.
After passing the threshold from responsible

xlrinking to getting sick, the next danger

room

is

as C6hROOEfliCK ROXAS

For most students, living away from

all,

if

a student

how

is

will

and

not be

up
it

to the patient

30,

UCLA

Company

McLeod

not allowed

is

another

issue.

under 30 as

Transportation

"Our

on an ambulance is not cheap," Dell said.
Once the ambulance arrives, four questions

students are often the

in.

use four basic questions to determine

know what happened

to

"It's

policy

bond," Liou

said. "If

cally

and

away from

"It

freshman year. "After
period, you realize that you're the one who takes care of
yourself and that's what causes you to grow

*-

for strangers to get to

to

only eat halal

Jewish students,

in Islam,

keep kosher, and other

stu-

To accommodate
dents

amount of the
ucts

Vf^

,

their needs, these stu-

who would normally
specific

eat an average

meat and meat prod-

now rely more on

vegetarian dishes.

E

i2

s
3E

The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

Stephen Cheung, a resident assistant and former orientation counselor, answered questions incoming
students may have about UCLA.

Student

What arc stuJenLs must worried
about when they come to UCLA and

Airfares

what advice do you give them?
A: There are a

of live, in-class instruction
• Instructors who have all scored In the 99^
percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
•
•

s>

Europe

•

The

finest

preparation course

in

Eurailpasses

South America
Cities!

•

do.

^

home and

UCLA \ West LA.
use \ Downtown L.A.

they usually

they kind of

^sfudenf
• universe

know

Davis

Sacramento

guidelines

like

said.

IT'S

YOUR WORLD. EXPLORE

vegetarians," he said.

Fawnia Cantu, a third-year chemical engineering student, also noticed that while
female students eat relatively light meals,
consisting of fruits

to

eat

E

www.StudentUniverse.com i

La Jolia

800-272-9676
c
CD

frater-

well as other

U3

them not

That's

basic rules like who's going to
if

you're studying

first

quarter.

students find

classes

is

kind of easy - especially

with English, math and chemistry.

with

it.

t

to these vari-

A lot

of them

of

that, a lot

times, you'll be going out to eat.

~'-_

~^ t"

they won't be eating in the

lot

of the times they expect their

easief than they expected college to

do

to

not leave stuff

They have

to consider the fact that

dorms

all

unless you're planning to eat there

ail

room, or not

when

they're study-

ing, but ... a lot of the times, people
are not used to living with other peobecause a lot of
cuunsclois arc- pl c so they th in k uf t as be ng fi tlie ii
Ttre
orientation
own rooms.
trained to set them up to have a rela-

—

that's

—

—

think

little

it

has to do more with

snacks you eat; so just

control yourself and exercise.

A: Study habits are always a probcan

I

them because it's up to them
plan what their study habits are. ^

give

The only thing I can say

is,

the

to

first

few weeks, the classes seem so easy
that they don't feel like studying

and

when that midterm comes, they're
going to have to catch up a lot, and
when everything falls to pieces.
They need to keep up with their

that's

always better to overstudy.

Q: What can students do to avoid

i

i

i

three quarters, people are

still

readings and kind of take their studies seriously

the

then adjust to
studying a

it.

little

little bit

few weeks and
you think you're

first

If

bit

more

too hard, then
I

guess, but

it's

Q: What one thing would you have
to know as an incoming stu-

wanted

fast that

by the

first

still

not

week you're
and

trying to finalize your classes

buy your books and stuff like that.
Second and third -week - a lot of
the times that's^when the midterms
are - so people need to be prepared
to be overwhelmed with a lot of work
even though it might be busy work or
just easy work it's still a lot of material

There's no sound advice that

^arty a

I

i

to cover in 10 weeks.

never really understood How fast
the system went, especially when it
I

came down

A

1

to finals.

of the times the professors
would cover a lot of material right
lot

midterm and you have like a
week to cover the rest of the material
and then it's finals.
It would also have been nice to
after the

\

*"-.

know when should have been studying for what and how
should have
been studying. You can find this out
I

I

by just talking

your professors and
getting to know the system like what
he's planning to cover and what
to

would be on the test.
Because a lot of professors will be
willing to help you learn about what's
going tQ be on the test in the future or
what yoi/ should be studying.
exactly

dent?

be.

However,

I

won't.go to waste.

the freshman 15?

is

go so

actually pretty

- a lot of the time you won't
use all your meals.
^o, consider the premiere meal
plan and know the fact that you can
get meal coupons so that your meals
the time

a major problem that a
lot of people have. Even after two or
goes. This

adjusted to the fact that the quarters

it

their laundry, or

in their

bring people in

lot

they don't think they needi^o. But

the time, so getting the 19-meal plan -

*

it's

be studying, on campus or

room?

A

actually think

might get boring and they
have to consider that sometimes
it

going out with their friends.

A: Communication is the most
important part of living with other

the

S«eRM)0,pag«1S

dorm food

healthy.
all

year as did a

is

i

.

UCLA first-years

lem.

A: Consider the fact

Q: What advice can you give to students who are not used to sharing a
-

It

food -

••

1

happens to everydoesn't have to do with dorm

don't think

I

—

—:

their study habits?

-

Q: What should students consider
when choosing a meal plan?

they'll

,

According to Ball, women appear more
adhere to nutritionists' advice than
men.
"(The men) probably don't have the
likely to

awaiting
first

i-

stuff."

Q: What can students do to improve

to take a rigorous

why many

roommates
A:

pitfalls

Wi

*

Like the students. Ball said he too has

"Guys are packing on

stuff like that.

Basically, all

UCLA?

their first quarter at

San Diego

salad," she said.

much

people. When you first sit down, of
~ course meet your roommates first,
but also use a couple hours to sit
down
reactions
to
and set down some basic rules.
students'
Q: What are

Irvine

is

5^

cereal.

"Girls are so weight conscious. All they

what time you should go to sleep,
how many guests can you bring over,
if your boyfriend or girlfriend is coming over can they stay over, and other

new connec-

them ask about

v

a

Dorm food is great and all, but after.

to establish

vegetables, male stu-

protein.

while

from them so they want

and

dents eat foods high in carbohydrates and

going to get harder so they're cool

ous organizations that they're interested in and they have to learn about

IT.

much healthier - they're mostly

whole new social environment where
you have to meet new people and you
have to do a lot of things with your
new friends so you don't have as
better for

in fruit

^

the food pyramid.

and the female students.
"Girls buy fruit and the ready-pack salads," said Ball. "Guys buy a lot of eggs, cold
cuts and yogurt - you know, the high-protein

"Girls eat

one.

course load their very

Employees at the store have noticed that
numerous students pay little attention to

ing habits.

take out the trash,

usually

outing to Breadstiks, a small grocery store
located in Westwood.

noticed a distinction between male students

down

it's

students living in apartments consists of an

dents has indicated gender differences in eat-

with classes - you're dealing with a

time to study. So,

Regardless of eating preferences, the
most common type of grocery shopping for

Top Ramen and

the

The classes could be easy, but at
same time you're not just dealing

diet.

of meat, steak, mixing

lot of weight my
of my friends.

course load than they

';

and vegetables just a little," he said.
According to Nguyen, his own diet and
the observations he has made on other stu-

So, they do a lot of things that their
roommates can't stand. So, you have
to sit down the first week or so and set

tively easier

could have.

of cookies and brownies" are a regular part
ofherdiet.

Jonas Ball, a Breadsticjcs employee and
UCLA alumnus, said that students mostly
purchase spaghetti and boxed food, such as

that they're going

if

know how

;

1.800.696.S728

religious

accommodate

the stereotypes

on a mostly-meat, minimal-vegetable

But, as the year picks up, things are

and sororities as
campus organizations.
we can do is refer them

(0

Fullerton

effort to

fit

health guidelines, such as those suggested in

they do,

nities

(fi

San Fernando Valley
Pasadena
Claremont

And

to separate

So, a lot of

'com

8>

Beverly Hills

away from
don't come

to stay

with a lot of friends.

Bus Passes • Study Abroad

itself."

that their first quarter taking three

They come

them by themselves.

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto
San Jose

who

tions.

cc

the country..

•

0)

c
o
c
o

and most comprehensive LSAT

Africa • Asia

More Than 100 Departure

Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
Competitive cost - $1150

TestlVlasters

of students

in, about
what clubs and organizations they
could join, and about what they can

c

5

lot

are worried about fitting

CO

80 hours

with

repeats

female students

Nguyen, though, has avoided various
food groups offered, choosing instead to rely

Resident assistant outlines paths,

Q:

•

make an

Mertaban

myself,"

pus restaurants.

THE
WITH

institution

While the residence dining services may
not serve halal or kosher meat, the institution does pride itself on quality dining,
according to Charles Wilcots, Assistant
Director of Dining Services.
"There is a wide variety of various types
of dishes for everybody from sushi to mushroom sandwiches," Wilcots said. "We want
to treat our restaurants as restaurants.
"UCLA has been recognized as one of the
top ten colleges in terms of dining services,"

students

choices in residence halls or in typical cam-

HrllW

UCLA

proud

gious standards.

who must

menu

"I eat a lot

like to see the

of

students,

amusement has worn off.
"The dorm food is good for the first two
weeks," he said. "Then after a while the

religious teachings.

dents with specific needs, often find few

said.

of salad, breads and cere...x, -.;-•. -vv -.r-v-.

For a number of students, adapting to life
away from home is less about growing up
than about struggling to meet dietary reli-

who choose

common

i

all

associated with them. Brighid Dwyer, a
fourth-year sociology student, said that "a lot

vors of

he added.
According to Mertaban, UCLA should
cater to students who choose to follow their

would

some
grow tired of the repetitive fla-

dorm food, according to Khoa
Nguyen, a third-year biology student.
Nguyen said that while, at first, he was
enticed by the great variety and buffet-like
atmosphere of the dorm cafeterias, the

both physi-

faith,"

initial flip-out

food permissible

know each

lot

..:_

"I

Muslim

students often

Mertaban said he also felt the change has
helped him in building his character.
"The challenge has strengthened my

said, referring to her

no underage drinking."

is

a

to

pounds with meat and bread."

Not

variety of foods in the residence halls,

my health because am

beneficial to

als"

away from home, all night
you're studying and eating pizza," Kingery

look

is

his health,

the

,

While students generally do find a great

as a

spiritually.

"I eat pasta,

meant a growth

get

you pass the

he continued.

forced to refrain from meat," Mertaban said.

independence.

"You

well.

way

adjusting to a major academic institution,

up."

other and to get together and have a

and if they

them," Dell

a

have improved

in

college experience.

of consciousness: the person's name, where

halls

For Lisa Kingery, a fourth-year art history

Those without a valid ID are
During the day, bartenders and
if they

most

fi-eshmen, already feeling the pressure of

student, this adjustment has

looks under

who order alcohol

UCLA,

the familiarity of home cooking.

Nonetheless, drinking - whether legal or
underage - may be a quintessential part of the

transported to the emergency room.

it is

who

days at

their first

also bear the discomfort of being

checks the IDs of anyone

McLeod said.

are used to determine whether a person will be

they are, approximately what time

be married

said.

servers card those

to pay.

"Insurance

starts to affect their

likely to

entering the bar after 10 p.m.

Although this may assuage some students'
fears about calling an ambulance, there is still the

level

more

During

Mertaban, a second-year

praaicing Muslim, said he felt the adjustments he made while living in the residence

to the fact that college students

home means having

dining experience - nutritious or not

math and applied science student as well

Daily Bruin Contributor

off campus, the study found.

Brewing

or not," Dell

Mohammad

By Cameron Zargar

McLeod, manager of Westwood Brewing
Company.
To discourage underage drinking, Westwood

something called

it's

live

and binge

primary patrons of the bars around campus.
"Late Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights,
most of our patrons are college kids," said Laura

taken to the emergency

is

may be due

new

adapt to a whole

frequently than the rest of the nation.

less

Nevertheless,

said.

alco-

university campuses.

in California are older,

an^

is.

whether they want to disclose

someone who has so much
it

they are in doubt about

patient confidentiality,

a clinical term used by

alcohol in their system that

This

for alcohol poisoning.

"We

Alcohol poisoning

if

"If you are over 18, there

hol poisoning.

physicians to refer to

In the residence halls, students are allowed to

is

drink

can cause

it

Contrary to popular belief, parents

to

ER or getting

breathing and

call an ambulance if they
someone may be a victim of alcohol

serious the condition

bill
it

down

urges students to

notified

on

that California college students drink

poisoning, even

alcohol tolerance.

sick in the

make

He

suspects

open container."
On-Campus Housing policy also prohibits
residents from having "bulk alcohol," which can
range from a keg to a large bottle of vodka, and
if alcohol is present in a dorm room, no more
than two guests per resident can be present in the
room, Gershon said.
Both Dell and Gershon agreed that what constitutes responsible drinking varies from one
individual to another. Dell said it depends on
family history, and a person's size, weight and

But the efforts to keep drinking students safe
do not end with the chancellor.
students to

commonly defined

is

Nationwide, an ongoing Harvard survey of
15,000 students at 140 college campuses found

severe liver damage," Dell said.

a

the hallway with an

the point of getting transported to

"We want

it's

j^iolation of policy," she added. "Students can't

"Our

can shut

"It

paign to curb binge drinking.

cial

way

major organs.

have the door open. They can't be walking down

time away from direct parental supervi-

first

his

Staff

received 67 alcohol-related calls in the

the residence halls, 21
rest in

in

despite stereotypes about the prevalence of alco-

Fernando Guayasamin takes another shot on

past "year, according to Dell

had engaged

1/3 of students don't drink at

that about

1

EMS

said they

One-third of

suming four or more drinks in a row for women,
and five or more for men. The study also found

have

to you'll

in 1995.

survey.

prevent alcohol poisoning.

town you go

who responded

those

V

college

students was conducted

binge drinking within the two weeks prior to the

'

cials

"Any

UCLA

by Student Health Services

student Jason Liou of alcohol availability around

'

recent survey available about alco-

among

hol use

always around," said third-year theater

campus.

—

students choose to limit their consump-- .v,-.
;.;•.•
all.

tion or not to drink at

halls.

"It's

1^

a fraction of students' experiences with alcohoL,

A: Eat

right, sleep right. It's just a

myt t i. t li uugl Tl ie f
n't happen for me i

.

t

wh
I

t

nan

1

3

d

i

d-

actually lost a

A: I definitely would have liked lo
get an idea of how fast the quarter

Compiled
Dharshani
by
OharmawarUena, Dally Bruin Senior
Staff.
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Health services available to students
PROGRAMS: Help ofTered
at centers for managing

most services

free since they receive

funding through student registra-

"We

have the luxury of

totally

gearing our services to the students," Pearson said.
But, students

BylinhTat

must pay for immu-

and WellnesiCenter
Monday

Featuring

among

students" lives easier,

organizations like the Arthur Ashe

Student HcaUli and

and Student Psychological Services
provide physical and mental health

UCLA

students so they

don'l suffer from inadequate nutrition, sleep

deprivation or other stress-

ranks

the top 2 percent of health

on

services

WeMessXenter

unit,

center

the

naliofiwldie,

Student Psychology Senrkes
Monday

said.

4223 Math Sciences Building

While Ashe Center programs

(310)825-0768

address physical health issues, stu-

-South Campus Office

dents can seek help for emotional

A3-062 Center for Health Sciences

from Student Psychological

stress

v

Services.

SPS

circumstances.

Students

commonly

visit

the

Ashe

offers individual

(310)825-7985"

how

manage

and

dents

treatment for injuries, colds, the flu,

consultation about problems with

tives, said

buy contracep-

Michele Pearson, director

to

stress,

roommates, parents or a loved one.
It is also the parent organization of
the Peer Helpline, a student volun-

of ancillary services at the center.
Students have the option of sched-

teer crisis hotline that takes

uling appointments, requesting pre-

mous phone calls from students dur-

scription refills

and asking E-nurses

questions online by going to the center's

Web site.

"E-nurses

is

a

way

dents to ask questions

for
...

UCLA

and

stu-

ship

to avoid

said

a face to face confrontation," Pearson
said, 'it's well liked

and

well used.

It's

good educational tool.
"We're looking not only to help
people but to inform them so they can
a

have peace of mind," she continued.
Though students may avoid a face
to face

encounter by writing to E-nurs-

es, the service requires that

provide their

students

name and JD number to

verify that they are

UCLA students.

In addition, the center provides

commonly
stress

who added

more students need

problems,

that

he

is

certain

these services but

are not receiving them.

"Sometimes students may not
(these services) are available,"

Pruett said.
also said students don't always

seek counseling because they think

asking for help

Friday

-Sunday

8 p.m.

-

Mary Cooke

studies at the terrace food court

Bruin Staff

where many other

students choose to study at the places they eat.

-—

~"

•

r^

—^

midnight

(310)825-HELr
Arthur Ashe

"

UCLA study spaces copious;

(H«w.Studwlhyctii)lo»>«tykw.f«flW>liie

can determine GR/V success

to discuss relation-

the entire student body, according to

He

-

seek

SPS Director Hal Pruett.
SPS sees roughly seven percent of

know

BRAD MORIKAWA/Daily

midnight

5 p.m.

MCOeLIAO/Oaily Bruin

and academic

Pruett,

Monday - Thursday

soma

Students most

SPS

Peer Helpline

anony-

ing the evening.

help from

:

and group

counseling, a clinic that teaches stu-

Center seeking health information or
rash, acne or even to

Friday

-Mid Campus Office

:

ful

-

8 a.m. -5 p.m.

campuses

college

Pearson

i310>825-4073

laboratory,

and ^
providing phystcat" therapy and
acupuncture,

To help make

own

pharmacy and radiology

their health.

services to

its

Friday

-Arthur Ashe Building

4esljng and specialty clinics.

At a lime when college sludenis are
jnaluring physically and menially,
Mdny fail to pay enough attehllolfTo

-

8 a.m. -6:30 p.m.

HIV

nization shots, medication,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

i.»»«S>«i*«,-.i*--^*.,v

Arthur Ashe Student Health

tion fees, Pearson said.

stress, nutrition, illness

CONTAa INFORMATION

is

a stigma he hopes to help erase.

Students who seek help

average of four to

six

each situation, Pruett

visit

SPS an

From coffee houses to graduate libraries,
Westwood offers many types of studying niches
PLACES:

times to resolve
said.

Sometimes physical and emotional
stress seem to go hand in hand, with
one resulting from the other.
For example, the Ashe Center provides nutritional workshops to students who are afraid of gaining

campus unturned
With admission hurdles cleared,
it's time to get ready for the major
obstacle that stands between students and their degrees: studying,
and lots of it.
UCLA students, in an effort to

for a diet.

a sign that they are

not in control of their

own

See HEALTH, page 12

situations.

blow of

this collegiate

right of passage, leave

Daily Bruin Contributor

weight.

While some students opt

lessen the

By David Orucker

no comer of

in their

quest for a

higher-learning hangout.

The
is

trick,

students tend to agree,

to determine the

fits

atmosphere

that

their individual studying per-

See STUDY, page 14

PACIFICOBELL
Wireless
Authorized Agent
(Clockwise from bottom left)
Just 19 miles offshore, Catalina Island is a world apart from Los Angeles. Imported Buffalo
roam the rolling hills north of Avalon, protected along with the rest of the island by the
private organization that owns it. Camping, hiking, mountain biking, scuba diving,
snorkeling and boating are all options for those looking to escape urban life.

i

UNLIMITED MOBILE TO MOBILE & FREE
LONG DISTANCE OR 1000 WEEKEND MINUTES

Griffith

for

Choose any personal choice plan and add up 3 additional
just $11.95 a month per line and pool the minutes

^

for

lines for

•

•

Credit
,

Deposit

Weekend

and has been the backdrop
small museum and a planetarium.

L.A. Basin
is

a

Its

of Los Angeles' earliest European settlement and

site

is

An operating
The

train

is

located at the

home to many historic

also offers shopping

living.

Calls

buildings.

It

and plenty of Mexican food.

and now subway depot Union

station boasts

Station is a landmark that works for a
award-winning architecture and an interesting and somewhat
controversial history.

Off Mobile to Mobile

FREE Domestic Long Distance
FREE Long Distance to Mexico

Long Term Obligations

there

Marlachls serenade diners in one of Olvera Street's restaurants. The street

Come get your Prepaid Cards! Everyone is Approved!*
off Local

films. Inside

I
i

50%
50%

numerous

perch above the 405 fi^eeway, the Getty Center Is just as much a showcase
architecture as it is for art, Its lofty location provides some of the best views on the
Westside, allowing visitors to see from Big Bear to Catalina Island on a clear day.

Cocated on

RATE PLAN
Contract

Observatory provides expansive views of the

I

& Canada
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Backed by a turbulent

history,

importing wateFintoX^
valley

waves

creates

still

of ccmtroyersy
^.:

By Michael Falcone
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

unresponsive. At the time, the

quent drought has shaped the attitudes many Californians have

only source of water for the city's

water use. Everywhere
"conservation" is the operative
word, and Los Angeles is no

about

Early on weekday mornings,

someone walking around

UCLA

might notice something peculiar:
grounds keepers with long pressurized hoses spraying water - not
onto plants, but on cement.

According to

state's susceptibility to fre-

The

UCLA

exception.

Facilities

power washers is
one of the most elTective ways to
keep dirt and dust down to a minimum and it's also environmentally
the grounds with

possible largely because

growth

Ohara said.
"We try not to wash down very
often," he said. "'We do it mostly
"
for health and safety reasons.
But Ohara recalled that during
the early 1990s, when California
was experiencing a major drought,
washing down sidewalks along

de-privatized L.A. water system,

with any watering after 10 a.m.

was

strictly

forbidden.

is

of the vision of one man.
Early
first

in the

20th century, the

superintendent of the newly

William Mulholland, realized that
it

was time

to look for alternative

sources of water for the rapidly

growing

city.

Though water conservation
was advocated by Mulholland and
others who saw how quickly the
city's population was increasing,
the residents of Los Angeles were

the north via a system of

in

,..

aqueducts. The 233-mile

Owens

River

Aqueduct was completed

in
-

>

1913,and was

/j.'./;i":-.l'-^i^.-ji;:j

.-

Valley, water

was

plentiful.

Runoff from the Sierra Nevada
Mountains supplied the Owens

and

that water

made

MONDAYS

the valley an

4deal area for growing crops and

StaeVkMpR^

raising livestock.

Mulholland, along with former

that line L.A. streets today are a

addition - and their

Two-thsxis of los Angeles' water supply comes from sources

But more than 200 miles northeast of the city in the expansive

River with a robust flow of water,

fairly recent

tr

M/UQRftOtfiPTOF SYSTEMS SERVING SQUTHEhN CAUEQBSE!

considered a major engineering accomplishment at the time.

depleted.

mansions that personify Los
Angeles - leaves land that is essentially an arid desert.
The green grass and palm trees

sound. Unlike regular hoses,
which use 12 to 14 gallons of water
per minute, the power washers use
only two gallons and can clean five
limes the area,

was quickly being

it

Owens

Hills

Supervisor Rich Ohara, watering

and

river,

away the layers of glitz
and glamour - the Hollywood
movie studios and the Beverly
Peeling

Grounds

Management

inhabitants was the Los Angeles

—

to

r^ColomdoHim

Second lA Aqueduct

Mayor Fred Eaton, decided
tap the resources of the Owens

L.A.

River and divert water to Los

Angeles via an aqueduct.

Through

CfrioradoRimAtiuediict

losAn9«t«

^:«r

clever land acquisi-

Eaton began buying up key
of land in the San
Fernando Valley - land which the
city of Los Angeles would later
have to buy from Eaton and use
for the construction of the aquetions,

parcels

..-.-.,

;^

duct.

Between 1908 and 1913, hundreds of workers constructed the
233-mile aqueduct, which carries

^l^cft

®

SOt^fc jfltJw^ wwrtitXy wWff itiffDM

dbtttttt^AM

JACOB LIAO/Daily Bruin

-•<

from the Owens River
through the Mojave Desert to the
San Fernando reservoir.
r^
water

November 1913, in front of a
crowd of tens of thousands of
In

Angelinos, the

first

water poured out of the aqueduct

According to
Mulholland
responded to the event by saying,
into the reservoir.

historical accounts,
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UCLA Student ID
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•
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also like to watch out for each other.

Terry Tang
Daily Bruin Arts

journalism

at
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UCLA's daily newspaper
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Fifth-year, English

Copy

one of the few departs vi
ments at The Bruin where you know
everyone in your section. We have

Entertainment
.

and

:.^-'

coniniunication studies- - ^^"--^

our own little commune in the middle of the newsroom, and every
night is a party at the copy desk.
Come aboard matey!"

"Writing for

A&E means
reporting, not

Keith Enrjquez
Daily Bruin

Photography

advertising.

Third-year,

math

about every
thing big and

"Quality

—

small in the

photojournal-

ism

is

world of enter-

In

my journal-

ism studies I've

found that only
12 percent of

the people

who

pick up a newspaper check out the
story on the front page

when

there

is

no photo with it. Add a photograph,
and the readership of the story goes
up to 40 percent and increasing the
size

Daily Bruin, photojournalists don't
take pictures for the sake of pictures.

want

Brian

Daily Bruin

layout.

^

-

-

-

dreams (and it can - and will
same for you)."

the

On

Daily Bruin Viewpoint

Without
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Bruin Spring

But,

cynical) then

I

be a part of

write

excellence. So,
in

came the

idea

of joining the

If

Daily Bruin and

you come

amazing student-athletes
up our university.

(and

to love

watching out for everyone's stories
and the quality of the paper. And we

as submissive.

that

ment my

first

year, I've

He believed strongly
and express

In Viewpoint, writers

and readers

visit

do this

daily.

Columnists discuss cur-

by mocking
campus issues. Readers respond with
letters and submissions, creating an
exchange of ideas.
rent events or entertain

The Daily Bruin
es

had the privj-

women

his opinion.

make

Since joining the Sports depart-

por-

the office

enough to

the athletic

covering the
all critical

trayed

I

it

its

staff also express-

opinion in Viewpoint through

weekly

editorials, explaining the

effects

on the

,

r-

because

could be sued.
you're at

-^

Fourth-year, psychobiology

headlines and

if

-v.

reflect a story

knew wanted

Units and grades transfer completely

•

Take care

me a lot

life.

who studies

UCLA community of

communication, the Bruin has
become both a diversion and a learriing opportunity. It's been the place
where I have spent most of my time,' -.;
but also whcTC I've met some of the
most genuine and hard-working peo-

•

ple.

•

Some of those very same friends
told

me when

I

came to UCLA''

first

•
•

,

would not be the most
important part of my education. The
Bruin has shown me no less.
Don't get me wrong. Being a news
reporter, by nature, is one of the most
stressful jobs around and by no means
glamorous. In researching numerous
stories I've had to learn a lot about
how one of the largest universities in
the United States operates. Along the

•

that classes

way, though,

I

myself as well.

learned a

or
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.
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language and
departmental requirements while you study
V
abroad
Transfer students and freshmen can apply
Maintain your UCLA student status
Graduate on time
Pay regular UC reg. & ed- fees
Go abroad for a quarter, summer, semester,
a year (or more!) depending on destination
Full financial aid available
^ ^^
Scholarships available
No language requirements for most
programs
of GE,

or COSTA RICA
or DENMARK

orEGYW

.
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The Daily Bruin Production Department needs Paste-up Artists. If you are hardworking, detail-oriented,
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Apply at
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more about cells and chemicals than

visited the Daily

Daily Bruin Sports

I

subheads that never quite please.
you screw up big time, the paper

reporters has

For a science major

'\

or BRAZIL
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of news

"A student

rtriit#

accurately

mistakes that

be enrolled and
registered at UCLA, through The UCLA
Education Abroad Program (EAP).
stili

Bruin's handful

:

Moin Salahuddin

No one sees the

You

many

Study abroad and

one of the Daily

about

Third-yeai; English

quarter to

"When first
came to UCLA,

miss.

"Countless

hours and

-

picture did not

to

_

..-^

late nights as

r

':

explain that

you catch, only
the ones you

"

r^^

r

and even more

grab readers' attention."

a thankless job.

_

Third-year, biology

AmyGolod

art,

est,

make an impact, and capture
moment.

—-—--—

about people

Fourth-year, English

"To be honworking for
the copy desk is

News

^

.^
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Daily Bruin
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Q]L

taught

and an enticing design for
the newspaper, good stories would go
unread. Join Art and Design so your

^.

KiyoshiTomoM^

,_

visual aids

efforts

Copy

NCAA

'''

O'Camb

that reveal the

any given day our interns,
contributors, and staff can photograph a speaker on gay rights, lake
exciting concert photos of bands
such as No Doubt and The Cure,
record Jason Kiipono's three point
shot from downtown, and document
a student protest at Royce.
Photojournalism lets us see, lets us
be amazed and lets us understand.
Journalism needs pictures, and
photojournalists to take them."

through

through writing!"

teams across

wildest

do

YOUR BEST YEAR AT UCLA COULO BE THE

•i

YEAB YOU SPEHD ABROAriN AUSTRALIA

involved. So, tx>me spark discussion

my college experience better than my

graphics and

;

truth,

a

express thei r
creativity

been able to

/•

motes readers to become more

':

Bruin defmitely makes

ing, the Daily

of

people who _^

any aspect of arts & entertainment
can lend an important voice to this
section."

lots

I've

2000

express contrasting views often pro-

known

learning the subtle art of column-writ-

department,

met

- basketball.

widely

-Championship runs. Each day bringssomething unforeseen
—^ Whether covering late-breaking :
news such as the Bruins defeating topranked Stanford in basketball or

*

I've

for

is

son and their exciting

with the Design

big-name movies and musicians. We
have a big readership out there that
cares about local artists and events
;'-';•
in the UCLA community. It's
important to remember that.
Anyone with genuine enthusiasm for

sport that our school

the country during their regular sea-

"Working

to hear about mainstream,

for ourselves. Photogs take pictures

- photos

:

ranging from volleyball tD track to the

athletes as well as follow

-

'

Readers don't
ist

We don't photograph for editors or
for readers

*

and national issues:
Working in U section where writers

local, state

myriad of sports

forge unique relationships with the

/

,

T)aily Bruin Design

tainment.

even more.
the photo department of the

;.

Fourth-year; biochemistry

of the picture raises readership

At

YuWang
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more than ever.
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Two

of the

is

nearly completed at the

ml

to

improve many areas."
Problems with the plans
;

Podium

cantly affected the

signifi-

building,

lion.

was

fit

initially

•f7GB 7200'rpm/ATA'66 Hard Drive
• DVD-RAM
^
•Zip Drive

"^'

•ATI Rage 128 Pro w/16MB
• 10/100 Base T Ethernet

S6RAM

increase.

height by about 18 inches to 2 feet to

but are expected to be significant due

room

to put

all

and

the pipes

significant delay,"

Erickson

*UCLA Departments: Please

LAPD could avoid publicity over

convention.

Lisa

protests

in

DC,

UCLA ExterKion students, UCLA

faculty,

UCLA

staff

is

available only to

should inquifc at the Computet Store fegafdkij diqibility. UCLA Computer Store price requires

payment
to The

t>y

UCLA

currency, cashier's check, or University Credit Union Withdrawal Check
Store. VISA, MasterCard,

AMEX and

nude payable

Discover are also accepted. Personal checks are

accepted up to $1,000. Money orders are not accepted. Sates tax

wilt

be added to

\

doing tasks at the convention itself
Though not technically a protest, a
homeless convention will be held in a
nearby area of transitional shelters.

"We want

to deliver a

message

wc want no more business
said Fithian.

She added

that

as usual,"

that the puris

to

and

globally."

knows

and pepper spray by

police, as well as

preemptive

strikes

www.uclastore.com

goals are.

liriTh?;;^

At

I

UCLA,

the

Environmental

atnong other groups, has
sponsored meetings to plan for the

out of negotiations with

•
\

-Mli-

TAKE

IT

1

to THE JUDGE!

In addition to protesting, there

should be plenty of celebrating.

On
;

top of the events

in

N

;«

the Staples

Center, there will be private parties at
various locations in the
parties

city.

have come under

crit-

icism for the corporate sponsorship

One

terms of what our
don't advocate it."

left

YOU'RE AT
ODDS WITH SOMEONET"
IF

the federal government over police
department reforms.

to a hypothetical situation of smashed

the by-

locals.

Protective League, has applied for a
demonstration permit, saying that

that

windows - one of

MORAL CONFLICT

the demonstrations

Even the
police union, the Los Angeles Police

tion violent," said Fithian in rgsponse

storefront

in

may be some union

Such

consider property destruc-

efTective tactic in

310.825.6952

Also joining

they feel

Fithian said everyone she

WE'RE LOOKING FOR INTERE9TING
AND EXCITING PEOPLE LOCKED IN

during the past quarter.

jobs include driving officials around,

products of the Seattle protests.
"That doesn't mean I consider it an

Computer Store

BUCK$

•

mail and from tables on Bruin Walk

preparations for the convention in

"I don't

listed prices.

».'•-

of the Staples Center. Melanie Ho, of
the Bruin Democrats, said that her
group recruited volunteers through e-

helping at fund raising events, and

painful holds

t-aOO'QSQ'STTS

August.

and

Seattle

planned protests. She said that
what she was concerned about was
"state violence" - such as the use of

emll

in

now making

is

for the

For information mbout
Applm Computor Lomnm

and UCLA departments. Extenswn students

the problems that the job has experi-

in the

of

Fithian,

"highlight critical issues locally

UCLA students, selected

a result of

"We've been in contact with the
Democratic National Convention
Committee and the Los Angeles host
committee and the Democratic headquarters in L.A., and they're all keeping us aware of opportunities as they
come up," Ho said. Such volunteer

against protest groups.
•RKtrictions ind Payment Policies: Apple hardwire

debt.

Meanwhile, the Democrats are
- including students - to work inside the walls

pose of the demonstrations

pricing

is

calling for 10,000 volunteers

has been encouraging non-violence

call for

in cost

From page 1

Philadelphia.

$469

"The increase

demonstrations

Los Angeles, as well as the
Republican National Convention in

reg.

and increased

to lost reveniie

CONVENTION

Washington,

purchase of the C4

WIN

financial impact of the

enced," Erickson said.

recent

Display 17' with

The

said.

Her group, which took part

this Apple Studio

con-

delays have yet to be fully assessed,

Direct Action Network, agrees.

et $100 off

in

its

the

V

The delays and changes

redesign the building to increase

Concerns over convention security
have been amplified in the wake of the
rioting around the Staples Center that
erupted after the Lakers' N BA championship victory. But in an opinion
piece, Hayden wrote that protesters
don't necessarily want to shut down

'•

i<.-

struction plans contributed to this

the purchase.

>:is<

construction cost was set at $63 mil-

to

the

•2USB,3FireWire

million, but the latest estimated

"The architects were Torced

ducts. This item alone resulted in

^mMB SDRAM

original construction con-

budget totaled approximately

tracts

serving the dining area, did not

^^

-"^"'^

The
$55

some

-•.

the contraclof^iuia-

tion.

'

drawn.

450 MHz 04 Processor

comment on

where many of the mechanical and
plumbing systems, specifically those
into the building that

•

*-;—

of the buildings. Erickson declined

From page 1

provide

Vv

Further delays resulted when the
contractor fired the original framer

HOUSING

f Power Mac G4:

\-

Staff

De Neve construction site.
housing buildings of De Neve Plaza may open in the fall.

Construction

is

often lined up to pull them

party will be held in a location

not too far from

Mansion

in

UCLA - the Playboy

nearby Holmby

Hills.

Rep. Loretta Sanchez (D-Garden

Grove)

is

organizing a party at

- a national

CALL (323) 469-9600

Hugh

Hefner's mansion for Hispanic Unity

USA

4-T

ofT.

political organiza-

coalition,
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CALL US IN WESTWOOD!

Under New Management
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From page

Pam Viele, director of Student

Health

Education, said students need to be

how

careful about

they lose weight.

.

L.A., there's so

"Especially in

much emphasis oh body image and so
much pressure to conform to an ideal

MUSEUM QUALITY

body

many different bodies and shapes that

Hand Blown Ait Glass
Mercury Insurance
Group

Jerome Baker Designs
Crush • Matrix • Cascade"
V

JAH

Creations • Graffix

•

Darkside • Zendog • Kaos

•

Married Couples Discount

are healthy and beautiful."
Viele said students

WESTWOOD

•

of young
have not

lot

reached their full weight, so gaining
weight is not a bad thing at all.**

(Westwood & Kinross, 2 blocks \. of Wilshire)

not good to think of food as

"It's

good food and bad food.

It's

impor-

tant to get a well-balanced variety of

food," she continued.
Besides diets, specialists at the cen-

work with students

to prevent

problem many

students face.
"It

has been estimated that more

than half of

all

college students are

deprived,"

sleep

Dawson,

"Many

said

Ann

Jo

director of primary care.

try to get

by on three to

five

hours of sleep."

"For any adult body, sleep experts

Summer!

generally

recommend

iseven to eight

hours and up to 12 hours a day," she

Dawson

said she

recommends

stu-

dents take short naps or even close

way
and mind.
symptoms of a person

their eyes if they don't sleep as a

And the

to rest their bodies

clothes.

some

or participating in

relaxation

activity.

COMB SEE BANDS LIKE:

"Learning time management skills
person to maintain some
sort of social balance, maintaining
relationships and developing a strong
social support is important," Viele
to allow the

liiiHll LDR.DREJ

said.

For

more

^

^~^

found

at

Common
who

sleep deprived include pain

is

and respiratory cold conditions.

"Some come in complaining they
couldn't
remember
anything,"
Dawson said of students who visited
the center during finals week.

To

stay

awake.some students turn

to various stimulants such as coffee or

Dawson said.
"Those agent* may give a person

caffeine

pills,

a

more alert," she
"But they may end up feeling a

sense that they are
said.

10

which Sanchez is the chair.
Her spokeswoman, Sarah Anderson,
confirmed that the party will take
place on August 15th. She would not
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• INCUBUS • MANDT MOORE • SlIASHMOUTU

names of its sponsors.

developments

nificant

(2582)
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=
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Romer, the former Colorado governor who was initially chairman of the convention
committee, was recently selected to
tion planning. "Roy

Enzo *s Pizzeofki

be the new superintendent of the
troubled Los Angeles Unified School

OPENING

.

committee.
meet its commit-

host

city's

L A2000, is trying to
ment to raise $35 million for the convention. Mayor Richard Riordan
and Democratic party officials had
promised that no public funds would
be needed for the undertaking, but
the host committee recently asked the
city council for $4 million to cover

* >•*

to."

Dawson

said such stimulants

may

in

show-

is

really to get

some

sleep," she

only legal Clothing-Optional Park
Health Spa (in Topanga Canyon)

L^.A.'s

&

.

Student Weekend Special:
Stay a Whole I)av

FOR ONLY

$101

Cheese Garlic Bread $2.50

relieve tension

and give them

'.

Directions: (310) 455-1000

www.eiysiunifields.com
/'I

Meatball Pamiesan

full

-^ Grilled

From page

$4.25

Chicken Sandwich

Enzo^s Specialties

.

aiicken House Salad $6.25

(Served with a House Saiad and llnrad)

Aiilipaslo Salad $5.95

8
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Robert Liu

Homemade Lasagne

PrueoiiUa, .Mortxidla. (immk) S.ilanii and I'ruvalone)

Fresh Garlic-

_

Onions

_

Zitti

$4.95

'

*

(Italian style

18' Clieese $10.50

^

$4.95

add .Meatballs or Sausage $6.95

Baked

14" Cheese $8.50

8" Cheese $4.25

Pepperoni

macaroni

& cheeiie)

Stromboli $4.95
([cppcroni, luuii,

nwwaidla and

Anierlcan dieese baked in

pivsadot^

Anchovies

Sausage

Fresh Basil

Jalapeiio

Prosciutto

iMeatball

iMushrooms

Spinach

Roma Tomato

Canadian Bacon

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Genoa Salami

Ham

Pineapple

Media

Dally Bruin Electronic

Grilled

Sausage Parmesan

Chicken Caesar Salad $6.25

Side of Sausage (2) $2.00

Slice $1.75

Pasta
*'

(Sen«d with a House

Spaghetti with tomato sauce $4.95

.Saiad

\

and Kread)

add Meatballs or Sausage $6.25

Penne Pasta with tomato sauce $4.25 add Meatballs or Sausage $6.95

Any Additional Toppings
Slice $.40

fast-paced

offers additional

on campus
through the Student Health Advocate
services to students living

program, which trains student volunteers in residence halls to provide
basic medical information or aid.
"We're taking services to where

(12

students live and learn," she said,

adding that some students prefer
going to a SHA because they feel their
peers can better identify with them in
illness

in

residence

students should take added

hygiene, Viele said.

Cheese $12.95

means of getting

Cheese $12.95

Toppings $1.75

the news. That's

Toppings $1.75

Internet lets us connect to the entire

world so that everyone can enjoy

what the Daily Bruin has to offer. We
bring you online journalism with the

infection

at www.dailybruin.ucta.edu

To find out
Bruin,

13

either

e-mail

cby rd#medi a.ucta e du or drop by our
office at

^

Eggplant Parmesan $6.95

>*___

.

1

(made vwih

Cheese $4.95

Ricgtta

Beyerages

Desserts
TIramlsu $295
N.Y. Style

Soft Drink

Cheese Cake $2.95

(All

you can drink) $1.00

'

Bottled Water $1.25

San

(cherry or lemon)

Pelllgrino $1.95

\

Coffee or Tea $1.00

and Mozzarella)

additional toppings $.40

OUR EXCLUSIVE CATERING MENU

IS

AVAILABLE TO MAKE YOUR NEXT MEETING OR PARTY A SUCCESS!

snai.xLS
$

99
Q
^'

Mon-Fri llam-3pm

i$2.oo
Slice, Salad,

FREE DELIVERY
($8.00

Minimum

ANY

Purcahse)

fiSoda

Plus a
Daily ll:00am-4:00am

nt Kcrckhoff Halt.

FREE

OFF

(In the Heart of Westwood Village)

^2.^

18" Pizza
2 liter bottle of soda.
{Any Time)

10940 Weyburn Avenue (310)208-3696

you can join the Daily
.

Sm

'.

and

way you read the news."

how

bread)

not just another

medium; it's the future of journalism
and the Daily Bruin.
Whether it's from web programming to graphic designing or just
plain old reporting and editing, EM
has something for everyone. The

refresh the

^J^

Italian Ice $1.25

Calzones

Media Department Is all about. The

the

most common thing to prevent an
is handwadiing," she said.
"Be careful of sharing utensils and
cups. It would be a good idea to wear
(slippers) to the bathroom and showers area
ir^ to prevent tnuiimiuion of

(6 slices of thick crust)

Slice $2.00

hopes of taking one more step toward
the future of progress and change.
Check out the Daily Bruin Online

"In any living situation where a lot
of people are living in close proximity,

slices of thk:k crust)

Electronic

is

(SencdwHh a House .<>)dand and

18" Cheese $1.50

Chicago Style

Traditonal Sicilian Style

what the

Daily Bruin Online

14" Cheese $1.25

:

is

quickly becom-

sleep.

8" Cheese $.75

Chicken Parmesan $795
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sona and to avoid those places that
will tempt them to turn "study hour"
into "social hour."

Ardy

.

Kassakhian,

fifth-year

student,

science

political

a

said

found studying with others
tended to encourage procrastination
no matter where the group decided to

two years at UCLA,
friends meant sleeping
with
studying

"My

the library or goofing around,"
said.

cally last until

English student, theorized as to
the female students at

c

>

"That would basigot hungry and left

UCLA

offers a variety of

Kerckhoff and
on campus,"
"There's enough going on so
in

don't feel like I'm missing out

life

in

my

if

I

decide to go

nient places to pick-up

coiffee,"

Hirano added that various restaulike
Cafe Roma at the
Anderson School and The Bomb
Shelter near the Medical School, are
in-

is

right there,

'm less~ likely to get distracted
from studying when I get hungry,"
Hirano said.^
Those who firtd four walls and a
roof too stifling can take advantage of
the university's wealth of natural surroundings. Loaded with trees, manicured green lawns and spread
throughout the campus, these settings
allow students to "tan and scan" while
absorbing
simultaneously
Shakespeare, Aristotle, or atmosI

I

something about the
squirrels in the sculpture garden that
creates a serene environment perfect
for concentrating on your studies,"
psychology graduate student Artin
Rebakale said.
Rcbakale explained that he found
out about the Franklin D. Murphy
"There's

Sculpture Garden early in his college
career because of his desire to take

advantage of Southern California's
usually mild and sunny climate.

"How can you go to school in
and

most of your

spend
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summer

this

The majority of

UCLA

students,

however, prefer the more traditional
atmosphere of a library to study. With
17 such buildings sprinkled about the

campus, students cun find plenty of
study space in an environment
designed specifically for that pur-

"Hie place on campus that 1 prefer
to study most is the Young Research
Library," Kassakhian said. "Any desk
you pick is relatively secluded from
everyone

else."

Peiiiaps signaling a trend that

Law School
nights

good place to spend
studying when sleeping is not
is

and more!

a

"If it*s necessary, nothing beats an
all

nighter

Rebakale

in

the

law

lounge,"

said.
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who lived in
"We cook for

peanut butter," Kessler,
a fraternity house, said.

X

ourselves."

'

Like other -students, Kessler's eat-

changed from home,

ing habits have
still

A"-:
••»-*;.,

adhere to nutritional

Neeq" to

standards of some sort
"1 try to stay

away from

and foods high

food

fast

carbs," Kessler

in
.
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the College

Library,

UCLA's oldest library, housed

in

bei-e

to

listen.

one

of the school's original four buildings,

EyeFy Nigbt: 8 ptn -midnight

has the reputation of being one of the

worst places to study because of the
socializing that occurs there.

was going to the library to get
some phone numbers, then would
go to Powell," Kassakhian said.
Hirano also said that she prefers to
"If

I

1

.

avoid the College Library.

"Even

in

'Night Powell' - that part

of the library that remains open night2 a.m. - there's so

much

whis-

pering going on," Hirano said. "Its

music than

easier to deal with loud
is

^

with that."

it
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on-campus
Westwood Village also offers a
number of comfortable study spots.
In addition to these

sites,

"I

like

Kassakhian

Denny's,"
"The coffee is sub

studying
said.

at

much

par, but I'm pretty

left

alone

around the clock as long as buy a
side of onion rings."
Denny's Diner restaurant manager
Roxanna Alamiri confirmed
Kassakhian's experience.

mind

come

in

that they

and don't order, then

problem.
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she continued.
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Stress

that's a

"But as long as you or^' something, even
just a side dish, then
you're welcome to stay as long as you

be training

will

new listeners

Leaf, with

Westwood, could

Call

us

if

you

for

this

Fall Quarter. ,

students.

used to bother us," manager
Jim Nath said. "But at this time, we
don't have a policy on time limit.
"It

are interested in

-

becoming a

:

'

listener.
6

"Students are welcome to stay here
as long as they like,"

Nath added.

Regardless of the location, there
are

still

some

students

who want

All cglls

3i^e

anonymous

)

^ncj confi clenti^L

to

study with a friend or two. Those that

do said that this strategy is risky if not
employed properly.
"My word of advice to any incoming freshman

is

not

friends unless your

to'

825-HELP

study with

friends

more than you do and
IS
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"I eat mostly sandwiches, turkey,

study here," Alamiri said. "If you

an option.
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uate students, Rebakale said that the
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together seems to provide a sense of
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she said.
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"Even
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"We
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her all-nighter study sessions.
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eat," Hill said.
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While these

Hirano said that she enjoys stopping by any of UCLA's coffee houses, including Northern Lights on the
north-end of campus, and Jimmy's on
the northeast end near the Law
School, as a way to jump-start one of
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what

food, or those frozen

fast

ternities
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"Guys may tend toward the quick

allows her to'put in hours for studying

even though I'm buried
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books." ^
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eat with

I

eat together more," she continued.

community

enjoy studying

instead

"In the apartments, socially,

psychology student Myoshi Hirano
said she finds Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

on

Work From Home

what

"I coordinate

things," she continued.

students, fourth-year

home

tributed to her eating healthier food.

hampering the health of their GPA.

that
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and others at the Mono Lake
Committee who are still dealing with

Mulholland's reputation was
ruined and he was devastated. He
accepted total responsibility for the
disaster.
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due to the high costs involved. He
^emphasized that reclaimed water
would be just as safe as what comes
out of the taps now and said its use is

into the city

ing toward the Pacific Ocean, deci-
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to bring in reclaimed water for the
past seven years, but has been unable

people and

sent a 120-foot wall of water careen-

its

UCLA has been trying

said

strong since the

aqueduct system
built two years earlier - ruptured, and
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Ohara
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trict) and State Senator Richard
Alarcon (D-San Fernando Valley)
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Angeles, residents of the valley decidforce.
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take

it is,

Los Angeles followed without reserr
vation even as the once lush Owens
Valley began to dry up.
Farmers and ranchers who used to
thrive in the Owens Valley watched
helplessly as water was systematically
diverted from their land to the bur-geoning metropolis. Up against the
political and economic power of Los
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movie "Chinatown,"
starring Jack Nicholson and Faye
Dunaway, Mulholland's legacy has
left a permanent mark on
Los
Angeles, the Owens Valley and Mono
Lake, which has been partially
drained since the L.A. aqueduct was

UCLA Alumni Assbciation

tion in the 1974
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UCLA doesn't want people of color,"
he added.

extended to tap its water.
The aqueduct extension was completed in 1941 and diverted water

move

Owens

lake level

Valley.

As a

Proposition 209, which ended the use

lic

result, the

freshman class of 1998,
the number of admitted underrepre-

group of student environmentalists led by David Gaines
recognized the problem and formed
the Mono Lake Committee to try to

prompted

lawmakers

Mono

ingly

lower than

never return to

But

many

was

it

Sacramento

its

1941, will

Incoming freshmen have taken an
average of 14.7 honors and advanced
placement courses, down from 15.9.
System-wide,
students
29,000
including 4,730 from underrepresented groups have chosen to attend a UC

Miller also said that with less water
Basin,

and

lake levels will continue to rise

.

GPA is 4.05, down from 4.13 last fall.

and the elimination of bird habitats,
have been significantly ameliorated.

Mono
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points over last year, and the average

diversion, like increased lake salinity

"Currently the diversions are

While the number of underrepre-

15-

sented minority students

20 percent of what they used to be,"
Miller said. "And water recycling will

than in 1997, they

men due

represent a

still

to higher enrollment

num-

"There were

slight increases across

Department of Water and
Power to investigate new water recycling projects aimed at decreasing the
city's dependence on lake water.

Terry Lightfoot, a spokesman for the

L.A. city leaders are currently

According to Lightfoot, there are
no predetermined goals for the per-
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the board, but nothing glaring," said
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,',..

•

underrepresented minority students
to the university

include:

UCLA Alumni Network

"

\-

Thousands of alumni' from every industry and profession

education and in turn, attract

12

more than 30
in

r

an attempt to
improve the quality of California's K-

director Bartshe Miller said that the

feet

become an increasimportant issue. The university

reach programs

Lake.

is still

•

has placed increased funding into out-

Mono Lake Committee education
lake level, which

Member benefite

UCLA.

ing diversity has

original level

to pass regulatory legisla-

tion to protect

at

Since the passage of SP-1, maintain-

has offices at both ends of the

aqueduct,

^TREE!

sented minority students dropped off

by nearly 30 percent

and ecological conditions. Years of
lobbying by the committee, which

now

the restrictions went into

effect with the

In 1976, a

its

institutions in the state.

When

threatening the local ecosystem.

restore the lake to

by

reinforced

later

of affirmative action throughout pub-

nearly 50 vertical feet,

fell

was

years

Board of Regents

California voters with the passage of

from the streams that feed Mono
Lake, which is about 70 miles north
of the

UC

In 1995, the

passed SP-I, a proposal to eliminate
race and gender in admissions - the

Member and receive
of SAA membership for

as a Life

'7*

Bruin Contributor.
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-
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"I

"Working
with Student
Council

because

I

learned a

__
lot

more with
them than in

my classes."

:•;•_

Jemiia Gaston

''.'•"

Third-year

\

'

'/•'./:
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rew
College
Welcome,

new

UCLA,

Bruins, to

^^^^^^^H

we

^K^^^^K

was

this

you too can become an exciting part of
place and its stuff. Now

slop saying
get

let's

on with

subject,

a

bad!"

school cliques are over and
with. It's time to stop

wearing that varsity jacket

and using phrases like,
"Dude, could so kick
guy's ass," as they no
I

and

I

my theories may shed a little

think

this

your

is

this

ing to help a

shall leave

of

immaturity.

This

is

my mission:

you

to help

smoothly into your new social

transition

life.

Being a Daily

whoever needs a liver transplant first wins. Then
you will come to a realization, an enlightenment
- what the French call a fontbleauuux (okay, so

I

don't really
is

know

much

that

French). After that

fontbleauuux, you'll probably opt to climb a

psychology and English
student who hasn't seen It all, but has gpt most of
the good stuff on videotape. Contact him at

Uef

dif-

Ackerman

beware the booze at the frat party. You
find there are two kinds of girls at UCLA:

this

way, and even more of our

worst thinkers have

wound up there.

I'm not

you do choose to go,
a short list of things you should never say

here

is

testify.

But

undo,

far too

much

com-

like the

seedy backrooms

active, there should
it,

believe

feel at

We have a long

protests to keep

you occupied.

tradition here at

UCLA of staging demonstra-

(this ain't

years

my

ago,
first

the

year at

summer

UCLA,

I

had a million different thoughts
and emotions running amok inside my
head.

I

ner-

felt

inspired,

ambitious, hope-

worried,

ful,

our direction

in

thing:

VIEWPOINT: Expressing

if

not

more, to your world views. The

opinions in newspaper

adds

UCLA

to

People often

education
me

tell

that

life is

an

educational experience. But they

should not forget that college

is

a

accelerate

many limes,

that

the facts during test time.

While the

shapes and

ries lo gel a

hones yqur

social

and the

and

about certain issues
Silence will get

if stu-

I

the ideas

exposed

you arc
to outside

happens

the

tions,

of the classroom

/

Viewpoint aims to expose read-

from

stu-

and other members of
and the local communities.

dents, faculty,
is

the 2000-2001 Viewpoint Editor.

you would

letter

like to

submit a column or

UCLA

the

Unlike most classes where students

regarding an issue that strongly
iri

concerns you, please send
viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

it

„

e

i

nu /e and
i

i

i gu r gitati' facts
'

i

w

i

th

—

to

hardly enough time for significant

also allows for

com-

foi-

makes

students to examine

it

more
[

open forum where students can
engage in meaningful, passionate,
angry, funny,
It is

Speaking out
ideas lo

important to understand that

dis-

.strongly

abput certain

All of us feel

issues.

Viewpoint allows you the opportunity
lo share

munity

your thoughts with the com-

at large.

By doing

so,

it

al«o-

g ves you the cha n ce to hea r what
pie have to say against you and to
i

issues
affect

my

undy-

hatred

ing

for

use.

see your point of view.

By engaging

in

and discuss

policies that will greatly

our families

articles

'

from

all

I

also encourage

to apply as columnists at the

end^_

able to write your

pc'o-

mcnis.

test

ten

And

trust

mc, a

own

and
argu-

really well wrli-

and passionate column

will elicit

crying."

other week, you'll also gain the status

paper.

.:;

'"

'
'

'

'-

.

;

t

on the swim
team and

when we

was just a

It

Vtmy

V

beat

really fun

Stanford

experience."

it

was the best
feeling ever.
It

really

brought

team

my

together.'

Fourth-year

campus. As you prepare to enter

ment helped convince me that had a
real purpose here on this campus.
Of course, going to parties and
football games helped too. Meeting
friends in the dorms and in classes,
taking courses that would never have
been offered in high school, and trying
to figure out my major occupied a
I

my first

There were days when

months

here.

felt like

the only person that

Mitra

campus

is

make

I

had not

year

own

decision, for your

But

ing

the

UCLA

one hand,

sily,

is full
it is

of paradoxes.

On

student clubs and organizations,

nothing for you to

and

among feelings of enthusiastic

easier for

reveal the secrets of

involvement at UCLA.

Lynn Hollenback

Campus

TerriPoivell

visitor

Campus visitor

you and reveal the secrets of

"When

UCLA.

start listening. In

you

friends.

.

am going to try to make life

involvement at

life

f-.

seems as
do and

things,

nnake

class."

it

Saturday night.

am going to try to

the

for a place

UCLA career,

nowhere to go for guidance.
As someone who has felt all of these

I

all

best

countless majors, and a million differ-

I

"Failing

my first

ally became
some of my

the only girl without a date for

and

in the

who eventu-

with over 30,000 students, 500

if there is

First of all,
your time here at this

met

1

my wife

in college

around you

years ago,"

teaching you

be your greatest

tool,

"The

27

university, listening to the students
will

alumnus.

new people

an enormous upiver-

somehow, when you look

Cal State Fullerton

first

dorms meet-

sake.

to start your

Ebadolahi

an

this

am here asking you to

I

same

the

easier for

amazing place
where you can step outside yourself
and grow, change and learn. But it is
not always an easy process: my first
two quarters at UCLA, I was oHen
torn

university,

remem-

ber the

ent op|:>ortunities for involvement. Yet

realize that this

chemistry
building got

more than you could

shut

ever learn by taking a test or reading a

because

textbook. Students here are motivated,

they

outspoken and dedicated, and by

left

tening to your peers you m\\ begin to

would never figure out what I was
supposed to be doing in college. It

understand some of the most pressing

that

I

I

realized

I

became involved

In spite of all these feelings, or per-

haps because of them,

I

decided to

really get involved in the spring

Ebadolahi

is

a third-year international

peach!

E-mail

comments

a

to

grover @ucla.eda

of my

freshman year. That decision has been
most infiuential factor in my

the single

yourselves

how many underrepresent-

and has helped me to
was never alone on this

college career
realize that

I

:i

;1

became

unstable, so

issues

my feelings were nor-

development studies student. Eat

on our campus.
Secondly, look around you with a
critical eye. What do 1 mean? Here's
an assignment: as you sit in your orientation sessions, look around and ask

-

a

displacement, and a nagging fear that

lis-

t

down

can of picric
acid out

excitement and feelings of loneliness,

they had to

call in the

bomb

squad."

Compiled by Cuauhtemoc Ortega and Amy Gokxi Daily Bruin Senior
StafF. Photos by Keith Enriquez. Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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DAILY BRUIN

We are in the process of gaining

an education. But only through

dia-

logue can the process of learning truly
take place.

':
:

..•-

jH^^^-z '^•.^.

OWN column every

with your column on every copy of the

their views

.>.

started

of every quarter. In addition lo being

dents have the opportunity to think

faults in their

have come to

section of the Daily

of celebrity as your picture appears

more critically about

I

that

conversation with one another, stu-

reexamine the

chaotic time,

wasn't until after

sides.

More importantly, my involve-

yet declared a major, the only student

in the future.

mind and introduce your views to
other students. We respect and print
you

you can
students and have them

we have

mal.

struggling to find Hershey Hall,

Bruin challenges you to speak your

•

thai

and

The Viewpoint

remains

It

and experience. As

the privilege to debate

one of the most
communicate your

one of the only ways
reach out to

_

leadership

part of this elite institution,

is

ways lo
a mass audience.

elTective

and sarcastic debate. ~~:

we all have our opinions.

.

an impact on many oth-

Unlike

ties for

life

and issues that directly affect students.
With that, encourage each and
every one of you to submit your opinions lo Viewpoint, either in the form
of submissions or by applying to be a
columnist. Silence will get you
nowhere,.

to have

many other students in this
country, we are attending a top-rate
university that offers many opportuniers.

in serious

and discussion of social

'

ers to a diversity of opinions
Lalas

This dialogical process
possible

-Viewpoint scaiun-wftfiTDaTly brum.
As one of the newspaper's integral sec-

Lalas

It

this

bound

I

Wc need to

is

political debate.

me just say that no per-

events that affect one student are

allows for

it

__

'

campus lives on an island.
We are social beings who communicate with each other. The policies and
son on

on a myriad of topics. It is
more than just a page where people
can entrench themselves

nowhere.

Moreover, the section becomes an

sources

UCLA

discussion

edy, satire

than one side of a particular topic.

One of these

Finally, let

this

...

you

realize that the experiences

Jonah

process of

It is

Viewpoint section is that

of US feel Strongly

All

that will influence

polili-

~ca problems,

grade.

good responses,

Another great aspect of the

Too

and ideas
and teach us new
things maN' come from other sources.

thought-process-

way you view

good

argue forcefully and

such a great place for learning.

we take end
up as a standardized exercise for how
well wc can use our short-term memo-

gel in the lecture

ing skills

It

ability to

exchanging ideas that makes

too often that the courses

information you

If

efPectively

information and then squeezing out

ing.

.

professors act as

arguments lo flow back and forth
between students.

dents are faceless sponges, soaking up

process of learn-

hall

facts.

your

~~

rallies

you attend, the speakers you listen to,
the student groups you approach, the
events you witness, and the articles
you read in the Daily Bruin all expose
you to a diversity of ideas you may not
otherwise get from a lecture where a
professor blandly spits out

perfect time to

cussion, the Viewpoint section allows

I

'

;-

:

',

"Dating
my husband.

heme, previde direction

great deal of my time during

Since that

can contribute just as much,

my eyes,

Kenneth Ye

happy and sure
about only one

Speak your mind: point your view

came

"Well

"I

vous,

See UEF, page 23

1-''

'':

English

before

be plenty of rallies and

and

—

Justin Lividc

Two

who are more politically

BK^^^^H

... I

Communication studies

-*tHK^^^^<*

Campus involveineiit can make you

'

life isn't all

For those of you

at a frat party:

me, they'll know).
2. 1 can drink you under the table
like " Raiders of the Lost Ark ").

to

is

handle. L'chaim!).

if

I'm a freshman (you don't have to say

a variety of colors.

and miscellaneous chemicals. There's plenty of
good, clean fun to be had around here, like football games (tailgate parties), theater (cast parties), and Hillel (all the Manischewitz you can

and non-fral hoes. Frat houses can be

they'd have to

1.

enlightenment

dlief@ucla.edu.

But Bruin social

in

a lock that

plicated for

a dangerous place. If those walls could talk,

ferent ladder.

Many of our greatest thinkers have come to

"Booty is truth,
know on earth, 'cause

drank the coolant out of my car, dude.
That being said, eat, drink and be merry.

third-year

a

for purchase in

Campus visitor

0Bim smeiun

only a

pep of a young Tracey Gold. In addition to these
programs, BearWear chastity belts are available

just

frat hoes,

It's

matter of time!" except with the optimism and

I

any drunk
hooks on your bra.

will

level

are going to get date-raped!

- that

those you remember from high school, where

new

"You

truth booty,"
I

" "'T:

informative back-to-school special that warns,

thou shalt remain in

I

'^

:

do be careful when swimming in the "*''.:
shark tank. At orientation they will show you an

Of course this isn't so much a candy store as it is

is all

.

Girls,

The system contains

candy

Girls,

time to grow up to an entirely

aftertaste,

Ij. ^

into

"

Third-year

ShereenSabet

^" Pav attention:

get drunk (you

1

-

whom dudes sayst,

to act like kids in a

tion a social-ladder-climbing experience like

it's

know

hav-

girl fight gravity.

an

alway»get naked when
"
who you are).

1

with man, to

you are apt

lege,

college, so

like

midst of other hoes than ours, "Just friends"

used

is

4.

Romantic poet John Keats
said it best in his "Ode on a Grecian Pledge":
With excess brewskies and the smoken weed.
Thou, piece of arse, dost tease us out of pants,
wore Eternity: Cool Water! When hangovers

with the ladies that they

This

the drinking itself the fun.

^^S^^^^H

..
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'

tears

'.-

.

i

lost,

^^^^^^Kk

'

"

-

Katie Younglowe,

ble)

think the great

I

Uncle Jack Daniels' Carnival of Shame. Yes,
you and your fellow freshmen will make orienta-

to.

badly and
everybody told us we had no
chance ... when we won, you basically heard a loud shout from
*
Westwood."

Oh my God, you guys! No, seriously! (indiyou are dumb and therefore more vulnera-

store.

that

longer carry the weight

make

Chicks don't dig vomit, and guys don't

experience with col-

first

you

3.

cates

I

fun, don't

Do not fret, man petit chou (French for

Because

you not to drink, as my stomach has
met its share of chemicals, but will tell
much: make it a guide to having other

tell

certainly

"My little cabbage" - I'm not kidding). Here at
college the ages of 17, 18, 19, and 20 are mere
formalities, little stumbling blocks on your way
to total plasteredness and bastardness.

dents, the days of high

done

here to

life

on just what goes on at this campus.
By now you're probably wondering, "When
"1
is he gonna start talking about the beer?" or,
want some beer!" or possibly, "Beer good! Fire

it.

You will note that in
campus of 35,000 stu-

don't happen to have a

I

light

and

"hella"

game so

there

^

y,^--,.

"-!.;

\

the fact

needed to
win that

myself, but I've read quite a few books on the

"When

^^^^^^^^H

that

Bruin columnist,

the

now

place where stuff happens. Yes,

^K^^^H

vs.

game

ketball

just about beer; there's Trojan-bashing too

isn't

^^^^^Umi^^^l

UCLA bas...

";

'::

walked into
my final and
no one was

Stanford

"

,

English

"The

.'

"

.

.

.

(

.
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opink>n of the
Daily Bruin Editorial Board.

and

Alt

other columns, letters

artworii represent the opinions of their authors.

All

submitted material must bear the author's

nanw, address, telephone numbcii

registration

num-

The Bruin complies with the Communication
Board's poBcy prohibiting

the publication of articles

that perpetuate derogatory cultural or ethnic stereo-

typei

When

muitipte authors submit nutcrial.

some

edtvilh-

held CMOcpl

in

cxtieme casei
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Make yourself useful by

Voice for change at L.A. convention
DEMOCRATIC: Issues are

demand an end

to unaccountable,

faceless cofpofationsrand instit

hampered by agendas of
party,

problems ignored

of our democra-

lions, the erosion

and increasing inequality on a
national and international level.
Those of us in the streets were
cy,

treated to extraordinary displays of

By Kevin Rudiger

solidarity, including the

This summer, history will be

jnade in the streets of Los Angeles
and Philadelphia. Thousands will
converge at both the Republican
and Democratic National

Conventions to protest both parlies' continued pursuit of corporate-dictated, racist agendas. These
agendas serve the interests of the
elite while the vast majority of people,
left

both at

home and abroad,

now leg-

endary "Teamster-Turtle" alliance

are

impoverished and under the

of labor unions and environmentalists. We also saw that when people

do take to the streets,
,
and do change.

things can
..^

...
,

,

vast majority of Americans

The convention will be
a chance to showcase
only one side of LA

Not only did

who

can't aflord access to the $10,000a-plate dinners

and other high-

priced events are

left

outside the

process. This year, though,

be

we will

last

Clinton begrudgingly insisted that

he "agreed with

breaking Seattle protests against
the World Trade Organization,

thousands took to the streets to

COMMUNnT: Day

below the poverty
percent
of full-time
that
45
line, or
workers in the city still have no
health insurance. While convention-goers stay in swank hotels
downtown and on the West Side,
they can easily ignore the shameful
disparities of wealth in Los
Angeles, where 50 people control
as

much wealth as the poorest

routines dictate level of
participation

true. Individuals

by an ongoing

significant

who
I

rhetorical

don't

"I

all.

last spring,

Los Angeles.

sive leadership

during

tives

Under the supposedly progres-

when

elections

screamed

by

organizing the convention have

"welfare reform" legislation, which

CALPIRG

representatives.

The Democratic, National Convention

talked about using the convention

has

be held in Los Angeles from
14-17.
The
UCLA
August
Environmental Coalition is one of

as an opportunity to "showcase

families off welfare rolls, without

heard

Los Angeles." The truth

providing them any real opportuni-

course, that they will only be show-

ties to

There seems to be a prevailing
attitude at UCLA - activism is for

many

ing one side of our

same

will

organizations involved in plan-

ning the protests. For
tion

contact

the

more informaEnvironmental

is,

of

city.

moved thousands of needy

support themselves. At the

time.

Democrats have once

While convention delegates
hobnob in the Staples Center sky-

through the United Nations to a hun-

your

it

at

ernments. Students should

sit

click.

Since the donations are
this

comes

absolutely no charge to you,

except for the energy expenditure

during religious debates.

takes to

Vive
If

newspapers and student gov-

liberal

who might starve without

sponsored by advertisers,

heard

during the March primaries. I've

it

You

send one and a half cups of food

will

fleeing
I

browser.

it

Clinton, Congress passed sweeping

students

"The

because he

getting laid. But for those of

gry person

Association Council. I've heard

who drank

when you open your

the

for

the alcoholic in

It's like

Click on the button to donate food

stu-

Students

Undergraduate

of President

don't get to our ideals,

http://www.thehungersite.com.

at

me alone."

count for anything, leave
it

we

you who need more to be satisfied,
there are easy ways to have a positive
impact on our universal surroundings. Here are a few:
Make The Hunger Site your home
page on the Internet. It can be found

I

way of saying

heard

working toward our

Prince"

maybe

"How can make a difAnd it's usually not

ference?"

we

was ashamed of his alcoholism.
There are plenty of people like
that alcoholic wandering around
campus, satisfied with a drink or

dents talked to campaign representa-

bring this winning combination to

politicos

Little

hear students continually asking

the question,

social cancer.

believe we're worthless even

more.

much for myself as for

is

-on

so.

selves.

to

movement has an opportunity to

The corporate

we

same way about them-

feel the

up

ideals. If

apparently there are other students

I

address key issues which impact us

and

move one
la

it

finger a day.

its

and you can save a happy

inhabitants.

course,- there

You can register to vote on Bruin
Walk long before absentee ballots are
due. The Daily Bruin offers news and
opinion-based summaries of most
issues the week before elections. Just
pick up a paper, skim through the
arguments, and voie^fbr your beliefs,
This is a quantifiable method to fight
for your ideals. And when you're done,

StcU inlomu^cl.

you can dump the Bruin in one of a
growing number of recycling bins on
campus.

DAILY BRtTTT^

you can

participate in, as well. Smile at people

Eye contact is a rare occuKence in
Southern California, and I have found
that people are generally pleased to

encounter a shining face.

It may even
make them feel beltet about themselves. V :^— -.--—-:;—'---••

Sign

lip to

give blood. This process

takes less than 30 minutes,

save a

lif? in

an emergency

and could
situation.

You won't go unrewarded,

either

Donors can claim a range of rewards
from free food to
movie passes to

And if you're irritated with this old,

2000

21

Blood

the

Platelet

The Bruin

to offer.

Go

bound

sway someone

to

of view.

Of

course,

people to use

this

1

to your point

forum

issues to the

The

too.

always

is

looking

always

for

one

participate

in

munity. If you don't have time to do

UCLA. You will

or a donation; those

learn valuable people

in the global

much you can

com-

start small with a smile

efforts add
from a student graduating
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with the struggles of others, and to use
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our privileges as college students to
better the communities surrounding

of 2000 includes a minuscule
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won't be fn

As you read this, I ask you to
remember that many of the issues on
this campus are painful and difficult.
If, however, we push ourselves to
become aw^re and arm ourselves with
the truth no matter how hurtful of dis^appointingitmay be, we can empower ourselves to take action and to alter
reality to reflect our ideals. Our
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right?
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questions about what you don't underto grow.

On the contrary, the number of underrepresented students of color at

UCLA has dropped by over 50 percent over the past 5 years.
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be? In 1995, the
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UC Board of

Undergraduate Students Association
.

Council, such as the External Vice

and 2 (SP-I
and SP-2), which eradicated the use of

President's office, the Cultural Affairs
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Commission, or the Academic Affairs
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don't "need" to get a degree. Engage

affirmative action in university admissions

and
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Imemship'opportunities are available in a wide variety^
of fields such as business, government, law public
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and much more! Check ou^ the internship listings at
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programs coimselor.
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your peers, an d looking critiyour surroundings.
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work abroad, volunteer programs, internships, intensive
language programs, scholarships, teaching ^road,
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One of our upcoming events:
Study Abroad Fair on Tuesday, Octob<
:00am to 4:00pm in the Ackerma
on the Second Floor.
If you need any information on any
come by EXPO and see Eva Waltfic
1

(310)825-0831

.l^I}ing J?
cally at

and Study

out? By

entered

from square one. As a
university student, there are two
broad types of knowledge available to
you. The first is the information you
will receive inyour classes through
lectures, notes, readings and assignments. The second is the awareness
you can gain by asking questions, lisI

feature, pick

all

UCLA

education.

Check the online Help

figure

When

questions,

Questions?

I

dit

tartrecii

Dario

EXPO

#

Tell
asking questions.

We

a wide range of public and private

Intornshlps

;

How did

•

paid student

government

flTocal laternsfkips

back into UCLA.

Facility

work

for elected officials,

1

As an entering freshman, you have
deep reserves of information. College
is our chance to begin increasing our
awareness. This

is

lameflD

our opportunity to

^^C^ K^P^V^^^^v^V^^W/ VV^^V

AJ

y

ionalrelatic

President's Scholarships, stip<

something

(as

students) to put the

relations, in^

provide students with the opportunity to

Have

gence or capacity.

See what materials you have checked out and renew them.

EXPO Programs were created to

enterprises.

reflection of individual intelli-

It is

The

agencies, Public interest groups, international organizations, the arts, media and
•;«'

UseORION2to:

•

I

prepa-

advantages directly affect a student's

•

Spend a quarter in Washington DX
Ten week internships in media, govemrn

Advanced Placement or honors

counseling in high school. These

^^^ look for

get involved.

University of California system,

passed Standing Policies

LIBRARY

Most importantly,

Contact student organizations or one
of the many offices of the

How can

Regents, the governing body of the

UCLA

and allow yourself

\

litLp://ciireef.ucla.edti/expo/
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6 ActivMe
s
Mann

&itertaiiiitieffit
12

Mann

Bruin Theatre

(310) 208-8998

^^j

84

.

Regent Theatre
(310) 208-3259

•

Mann

Village Theatre

(310) 208-5576

Mann

Mann Westwood

National Theatre

(310)208-4366

Mann

—--Fourplex

'

(310)208^7664

'

Plaza Theatre

T.

(310)208-3097

Heritage Gallery

(310)208-1896

Westwood Arcade

Cafes
^~^

(310)443-4316

Desse

St

CA

*

Sunburger Juice Bar
(310)208-1020

^

.

W

Baskin Robbins

DiddyRiese
(310)208-0448

(310) 208-8048
21 City

Bean Coffee
(310)208-0108

1

Coffee Bean

& Tea Leaf

-

^

Don

& Tea

6

Burger King
(310)208-67^1
'

19

California Fresh
(310) 443-561>4

52 Califomia

Pi2za

Kitchen

(310)209-9197
81 California Tetiyaki Bowl
(310) 209-49$^

1* Carl's

(310) 208-6362

Cowboy

Juice Star
(310) 208-8252

Village Yogurt
(310) 209-2913

Antonio's Pizzaria

"

(3T0):208-77$r
21 Denny's
(310) 443-7()^>()

illustration

by JENNY YURSHANSKY/Daily Bruin

•

Design by JENNIFER YUEN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Di Stefano's
(310)208-5

1

•"^torante

v

"

Italian Express

Native Foods

Shakey's Pizza

(310)208-5572

(310)209-1055

(310)824-4111

* Jerry's Famous Deli

Chow

(310) 209-0066

(310) 208-DELI

tt Noah's Bagels
(310) 209-8177

Loco
(310) 824-7776

Jose Bernstein's

M

(310)208-4992

Noodle Planet
(310)208-0777

Sushi Isshin
(310) 208-5224

King
(310) 208-4444

Lamonicas NY Pizza
(310) 208-8671

The Olive Garden

Tanino Ristorante Bar
(310) 208-0444

La Salsa
(310) 208-7083

Palomino Euro Bistro
(310) 208-1960 _._

Madison's

Piccolo Mondo
(310) 824-0240

^^

Fatburger
(310) 208-7365

^

Szechuan Wok
(310)208-7785
First

22 The Gardens
(310)824-1818

•* Maloney's On Campus
(310) 208-1942

(310) 208-7774

IS Tengu Sushi
(310) 209-0071

3 Thai House
(310) 208-2676
Thai Time

Roll-Inn
(310) 208-2354

(310) 209-3344
*'

8 Golden Gate Indian Tandori

Maui Beach Cafe

(310) 208-6699

(310) 824-2119

Subway

(310)824-7588

(310) 824-6250

Togos

(310)209-0494

Saigon Street
(310) 824-2623

Me

Sak's Teriyaki

Tommy's

(310) 208-2002

(310)824-4114

Gusta
(310)208-2226

-~r
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Susf

Jamba Juice

Cuccini's Cafe
(310) 209-5591

73 Gypsy Cafe
Jr.

(310) 208-5505

(310)209-1778

Falafel

(310) 208-1730

^3 Starbuck's

(310)208-8018

El Polio

Bangkok Ca|e

^

Corner Donut Shop
(310) 208-8660

*• Stan's

Starbuck's
(310) 209-1626

(310) 209-1422

Euro

Leaf

& Cafe

Haagen-Dazs
(310) 208-6833

(310)208-1991
Coffee Bean

Penguins
(310) 443-3340

French Bakery
(310)208-6505

? Elysee

Mrs. Fields Cookies
(310) 208-0096

Mongols BBQ

58

Scallions

Dim Sum

•

(310) 208-4416

Cafe

Westwood Brewing Co.
^^10)-209-BREW—

4310)208-2424.

^10^ 824-3a77,

(310)8240869

Hollywood Fries
(310) 443-7776

Moustache Caf6
(310)208-6633

Schlotzsky's Deli

Westwood Noodle Kitchen

(310)824-6375

(310) 443-4448

In

N Ou
'

t

(800) 786-1000

^

Mr. Noodle

(310)208-7808

*4

sepl's
T(
(310)

Giant Submarines
208-7171

•w,.^
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Getting oriented with L.A. hot spots aucial to student

Bruin's

THEATER: From shopping

ENTERIAINMENT

2000

Orientation Issue 2000

new Bruins can

to dining,

a^ways find fun

not exclusive to well-known names anyone can get in.
is

activities

There are also other well-known
where every rock band seems to play at
once in their career; The House of
Blues, where big names play in a small
house setting; and The Whisky, where
The Doors once played regularly.
least

^

los Angetes^is noterlous'fbf ilstack-

adaisical lifestyle,

surfers, stars

its

changed on them by a
beautiful weather,

its

"Ibr

up

to

its

and most of

line the strip.

Having"'

UCLA is justr
much a part

in the

nestled in the

all,

supreme

middle of

it

of Westwood,

hills

life

city,

with a histo-

ry just as rich, and locations that are

First, the streets.

city

has

its

San Francisco has

"streets." Just as

classes

Every

film

a

Gregory Poirier wanted
movie in the College

Library

in

Powell Hall, he couldn't

make

past the double doors.

Of

when he was

a graduate student in

School of Theater. Film

Though no longer a struggling student. Poirier

is still

A

feature movie.

year,

very

much

a film-

romantic comedy

of Jerry O'Connell

Actor Jerry O'Connell participates

and Shannon Elizabeth, who had
male viewers wagging their tongues

don't infiltrate

they

as the exchange student, Nadia, in

summer's "American

Today, with

Pie."

the

behind him, Poirier has
the clout to bring an entire film crew

ty

A

it.

in

an interview on the set of "Tomcats" on

UCLA Events Office.

into Powell.

According

Richard Walter and said

come by and

"Today." So,

Tm

me

sec

often

looking for him to"

cle

kmd of a

ihmg. It"sm>

ing movie. .So.

it's

first

Monday

in

lot

full-cir-

many

direct-

Though Michael

LAPD

is

trying to set

tary ante, he

ends up

its

up

the

who graduated

Poirier.

mone-

screenwriting

when

degree

in

Though

lifi-

jjpub U

campus

filmings are part of going to

UCLA. From time to time,
buildings and common campus
school at

routes will be closed off to students

and

stafT,

Still.

Ihcsc

mnvlc rrnws

"I've only gotten

paid both of them."

residence.

importantly, Elizabeth took

the role of the jaded

LAPD

officer

was a leap from the high
"In
L.At,
especially
in
school comedy, a genre in itself.
Hollywood, you really miss the col-^
"I liked that she was tough and
lege life," O'Connell continued.
she was a cop," said Elizabeth, while
"You can literally come down to
kicking back outside Schoenberg
Westwood, go to In-N-Out and be
Hall. "She plays the tough girl and
right back, smack in the middle of
she plays the vulnerable girl. She just
I

it."

in

Most of the filming will take place
Los Angeles for the next two

months, with the exception of some
scenes in Las Vegas. This schedule

works

fine for

Elizabeth.

some actors may

relish

Though
in

the

because

it

had a lot of colors to her and it
seemed like it would be a bt of fun:"
Though she's spending the entire
day on a college campus, the actor
never joined
finishing

in university life.«^fter

high

school,

Elizabeth

opted to model and act and never

outside

if

Meanwhile,
shooting
"
-

s

omcd

i

at

still

way

An
and

The

also

I

'

''

'-'

.

:

,,

ing

UCLA

campus

a'

r

rather

and out-of-country

can be
found here year-round, complete with
cameras.
pocket
guides
and
Hollywood Boulevard is known best
for its Walk of Fame. Quite possibly the

monuments, Hollywood Boulevard
also boasts a Ripley's Believe It or Not
and Guinness Book of World's
Records museum.

world's most famous sidewalk, the

Melrose Avenue

visitors

The

"These are things that you and
think of as very normal but a lot of
child actors never get to do because

acto r con-

do e s wee kl y Up s

at

Dr ake

n't

ond

f lo or

of th e

Co lle g e

L br a ry
i

i

n

Pow ell

Hal f.

-—^

Sunset Strip

instance,

lar spot. Yes,

is

a popu-

The Viper Room,

in front

Sal Jenco,

this

is

1

Hollywood Boulevard. It is home to
numerous specialty shops which line

and

considered both a cultural

historical

landmark. The Walk

television

both sides of the

from Red

Balls,

street.

Gower to La Brea and continuing on to

sells

Vine Street where

bondage gear.

r^ns from Yucca to

many more

reasons to

is filled

other

visit

like

an out-

See ACnvlTIES, page 31

fear, since

not everything

is

ID

|8

you must have an

over, although

to access the

is

full

bar. Additionally,

on the bottom floor of the
Coconut Teaszer is The Crooked Bar,
which features more independent
entertainment acts and even has an
open mike night for those looking to
located

everything from exotic wigs to

make it

"big."

For the 21 and over group, there are

with stores such as Wasteland, Melrose

Avenue has gained popularity over

Much

and over.
The Coconut Teaszer, a club which

Originating as a thrift-shop venue

>

America."

restricted to patrons 21

which caters to the

rave subculture; to Retail Slut, which

it

should not

Stores range

extends on both sides of the street from

street in

place to

live theatre industry, rec-

is

exist

Though technically not a street upon
which cars can drive. Universal City
Walk, located next to Universal Studios
Hollywood, bills itself as "the coolest

Los

in

often hosts various rock bands,

it

does

Walk

Angeles at night.
Countless bars, clubs and restaurants
line the Sunset strip. But those who
haven't reached the legal drinking age
party

not the street where that

sex-centered

really

Universal City

_

,.

Quite possibly the No.

No,

a star has

Hollywood, just a few blocks north of

several bars, such as the

the

Good

Bar, as

Many

Hp hangouts for starving

students

ness between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.,

and
again between 9 pm'. andT2 a.m. For-

find

the

the Coffeehouse

first set,

is

busy

with the coffee crowd; and for the

meeting up

for studying,

busy with the

ter,

it is

Lu

Valle

ByMkhaelRosen-Moiina

ice

lat-

cream crowd.

A new crop of freshmen are arriving
in the hallowed halls of UCLA and, like

"Their children are a source of

It's

ca.se

his first

with

a pretty cool

how to whip up a script in

help you. But
thi^t

writing,

I

it

helped

everything

innumerable generations of their pre-

one question no doubt
looms large in their minds: Where do

specializes in Japanese cuisine with

me

how one

is

if

to find a

new hangout.

Luckily, especially for this car-less subset,
tic

the

UCLA campus offers an eclec-

mix of hip hangouts for the stranded

student.

or

One need

Westwood

i

lishments located

to have a

good

the building

time.

^__

Northern Lights

The

artistic sect,

trapped in the far

reaches of North Can)pus,

may

find

refuge at Northern Lights, located
'

in

between Rolfe Hall. Campbell Hall
and Charles E. Young Research
Library Besides its token coffeehouse.

is

also

to a dive>se

court that includes a pizza palace,

a Mexican counter, and the oddly
"named Flying Bagel DelT

With a scenic view and a roaring fire,
Northern Lights combines the cozy feel

modern architecture.
of home
are very
fixtures aic
and iiaiuick
"The
ine layout anu
with

'

modem;
We've

they're only lour years oW.

also got a fireplace

and nice

said

"We're busiest between 9 and

Northern

Lights

patrons something beautiful to look

on

is

appropriate given

its

at,

kx:ation

the artistic side 6f campus.

"We

1 1

:30

on word of

manager Amec Chung.
"Over the summer, our business is
more spread out. We have a special

to get students interested in dis-

evening^extension for the extension stu-

said Jimmy's}

"Manager Gabor Fabian. "AH In all, the
atmosphere is nice and relaxing."
Northern Lights always gives
which

Valle's resident

a.m. during the normal school year,"

cushy chairs, and we always have
music playing - modem, jazz, transelectronic,"

Lu

coffeehouse.

the heart of North Campus.

home

teriyaki chicken

as well as Jimmy's,

SMfT

(Above) Steven Coerd reads and eats pizza in Northern Lights,
a popular North Campus hangout. (Right) Jimmy's Coffeehouse
is located in Lu Valle Commons, a cluster of food service estab-

food

learned here from Richard

:

PhojM by WITH ENWQOEZ/Dalty Bruin S«filof

not escape campus

10

all

and a different special selection every day /^
submarine «andwich shop and a personal pizza shop are also located here,

you don't have a
car, questions of major and finance will
naturally be secondary concerns to

in the

Walter and, Hal Ackerman and
ll al gang."

trademark

happenin' college kids spend their

time? Even worse,

~

Dodd

Rice and Noodle Traders

Hall.. Pacific

hip,

know about

I

restaurants located just north of

decessors,

York City

agent at film school and

North campus also boasts Lu Valle
Commons, an eclectic mix of small

.

much mak-

was not the

Commons
*<i.*
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on them," O'Connell

not Hollywood.

sense

t ec

Many

radio,

television,

"Obvtotjsfy, thettegree^itselfdoes-

on the

for

accessible locales great

weeks -just before the quarter's end.

nnovie camera used in the filming of "Tomcats" sits

Room,

Johnny Depp and

I

learned

A

store.
2:

motion

picture,

Megastore that occasionally hosts freeT
with bands such as the
Smashing Pumpkins.
And finally, what would Hollywood^
be without its bodj^altering tattooing^
and piercing. Located on Sunset are
famous tattoo shops such as Sunset
Strip Tattoo Inc. which has tattooed
such names as Billy Idol, Tupac
Shakur, Pamela Lee, Lenny Kravitz
and Axl Rose.

get a college education.

met

Biuin

a shoe

The stars were first set in 1958 as a
permanent tribute to those in the

RESTAURANTS:

son

very beneficial. Besides gaining a
sense of how the industry worked, he

BRAD MORIKAWA/Daily

In addition to these star-inspired

Eclectic eateries provide

and screenwriters who bypassed college and went straight to Hollywood,
Poirier found UCLA's film school

brother Charlie, also an

is

drama,
"Melrose Place" occurred, but it is one
of the best places to shop in Los
Angeles. Melrose Avenue is located in

"personality."

its

the loud

.

success stories of actors, directors

regular hangout.

when

been sighted browsing in the shops
along Melrose. Rumor has it that
Leonardo DiCaprio frequently drops
by at Melrose's Noah's Bagels.

inlaid with stars

is

But Hollywood Boulevard

grow up."
Though there are a plethora of

than

as the place to hit

Special hint No.

and

Denzel Washington.

with

him the differences between theand movies. He is also grateful

that his parents insisted that their

is

enjoys

known

:

ater

my parents. And also New

in

riously

graphs, of 175 chosen stars. Recent

Quite possibly one of the most
"touristy" streets, scores of out-of-state

Sunset Boulevard.

credits film school for teach-

inconie. That

to cla.ss,

actor, frequent the intramural field.

He

A&M.

who graduated from

actor,

NYU,

said.

ardent (lag football player, he
his

to Texas

had a scholarship there and everything," Elizabeth said. "The opportunity for me to work came along. So
I wanted to take it while I had it."
O'Connell, on the other hand,
chose to go on to college. Since his
debut at 12 years of age in Rob
Reiner's "Stand By Me," O'Connell
mingled adolescence with acting.

ing' a living

concentrating on

O'Connell

r l y .s tud io

siders the

was accepted

their parents are pretty

they unexpectedly cross paths

experience of going to school
Southern California.

to

how

More

there,"

LA.

class

the three are

PfiirJcr kaoiifi

close to her

The cameras, props and movie
trailers are all part and parcel of the

a

'89,

working on one scene, they expect
spend most of the day in Powell.

tickets but

have

"[

place to

they're usually

O'Connell and Elizabeth took time
•out to chat.

playing host to

1

oth^r shop

and

looked back.

While students do get star-struck

takes,

with

said.

out

I

film shoots

falling for her

many

that

truck

because

making sure higher

is

with celebrities on their

between

But

two

tell

.

locations, the actor prefers to stay

education doesn't take a back seat to

as well.
In

UCLA.

at

Events Office

.Natalie with his chauvini.stic friend

order to win a bet and

programs

green

O'Connell

Drake

the lime at

all

So. one of the most crucial jobs of

the city library,

at

TV

and

run

movie crews had their way. they
would be able to film during the first
week of the quarter or finals week.

bachelor

a beautiful

films

have filmed

of debt (0"Connell). meets

up with Natalie,
cup (l:li/abeth).

m

on the
various movie

prints,

Today,

the College Library.

prospect of traveling to different

Stadium. You can

is

film

"The X-Files" and "Buffy the
Vampire Slayer" are just some of the

back here."
wilh a

Office

"Scream 2," "Threesome,"

studios.

kind of neat to be

In the scene. Michael, a

Events

the

approached with requests by

show up," said" Poirier. referring to
the chairman of the UCLA screenwriting program. "Its like a

must approve the dates

and locations desired, the parking
plan and even the script.
Many people are unaware of how

library.

to

to the office's official
it

"I

my_

Events Office hands out film permits
based on a number of factors.
guidelines,

Stadium.

great deal of

as well as a barrage of

equipment
Only a few weeks into
filming, Poirier and his team need to
shoot one scene in the school's

V*

like

As a liaison between the universiand Tinseltown studios, the

the resources of a

all

feel

campus whenever

advance planning happens through

film studio

"You got

beautiful

The Viper
co-owned by

and hosts various DJs,
as well as surprise visits from big-name
bands such as Stone Temple Pilots,
Bruce Springsteen and Sheryl Crow.
The interior is modeled after

.

is

clubs.

of which River Phoenix over-dosed,

ognizing their life-long contributions.
BRAD MORIKAWA/Daily Brum

("Mission to Mars," "Scream 2")

"I called

its

also located

numerous

shoes in general - practically every

recording and

open during the spring of next
"Tomcats" boasts some rising

stars in the guise

last

street,

is

well as

and handpersonal messages and auto-

Hollywood

maker. With a script he penned, the
aspiring director is helming his first
set to

Chinese Theater with
architecture

becoming a trendy location for
shoppers due to its specialty shops.
Special hint No.
Melrose is notoyears,

the exclusive footprints

adorned with the names of the men and
women who have helped give

films.

Strip.

of its own.

Walk of Fame

making student

Television,

one of many entertainment venues along the Sunset

looking for rare shoes, as well as just

if

course, that was back in the late '80s

and

than the star-lined sidewalk. Mann's

additions include Harrison Ford

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

is

premieres. Outside of the theater are

By Terry Tang

UCLA

The Laugh Factory comedy club

Haight Street, Los Angeles packs a few

Hoiiywood Boulevard

the

BRAD MORIKAWA/Daily Brum

full

of the wacky and the wicked from the
city of angels.

There

visible Hustler store,

concerts

familiarize themselves with. Places that

are as notorious as the

as attending

it

ily

amid the high noses of Beverly Hills
and Bel Air, and only a few short minutes from Hollywood, lies UCLA.
UCLA students have the unique
opportunity to explore all the hot and
trendy spots surrounding the campus
that every Los Angeles resident must

.

to

and eas:_
whose windows are always filled with erotic and
outrageous lingerie for both men and
women There is also a Virgin

all,

and

i-lch

stereotype of

And

these musically;

all

entertaining venues, various shops also

famous. Yes, Los Angeles definitely
superficiality.

Before,

In addition to

plastic surgeon),

scandals with the

its

lives

campus

and

wannabes. For its women (most of
whom have had at least one thing

gazing

The Roxy,

clubs and bars, such as

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

of

life

Harlem's jazz clubs of the 1920s, and
though the club only has an intimate
capacity of 250, entrance into the club

By Barbara Mcfitnre

as

29

Web site: www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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all this

^^-^

& Entertainment

display a k)t of student art,"

Fabian

mouth

said.

"We

rely

playing their work, but

dents. M'any

from the

in

Scliool

we also recruit
of Art and the differ-

ent departments."

"We

have photography, multimepainted photos," he continued. "Right now, we have a display

dia, paintings,

of them have

late classes

Public Policy and Bunche, and thcy^

want

to get a late snack aAerwards.**
Perhaps because it is further south,
Jimmy's is not as focused on student

art as

Northern Lights.

of painted photographs."

Northern Lights sees its biggest busi-

Sm
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Extras provide valuable hours, background scenery

Cufrentty. the trend

EXTRAS

sets

movie genre's

FILM: Teen

growth creates work

for

youthful-looking actors

Costner

Frompage30

vice. "It

reads like the who's-who

list

of

Hollywood."

When

By Brent Hopkins

shooting a feature film or

Some

"A

/

v

.

When

audiences

sit

down

to watch

"Friends," they instantly recognize

these

Matthew Perry and Jennifer Aniston.
They certainly aren't the only actors

shot with authentic color.

on the show, however.
The guy walking

most extras are just
regular, everyday people. These actors
also don't necessarily need to belong

woman

ordering a

up

fit

his

dog,

the

and the kid
park - they make

onTleir
name on-

background
who make scenes seem more

to

fill

each

who must

Actors Guild. Though

most contracts^Tequire production^
companies to employ a minimum

screen. These are the

number of union

actops

director requests a wide variety of peo-

without even saying anything.

Realistic

ple to

While they may start out as unknowns,
the extras can sometimes rise above
the

call

us every day

and put

who

an order," said Jennifer Saxon, casting
might

started

out doing extra work, like Brad

in

"They

'We need

say,

tract

Some

wardrobes," Saxon

own
"Some of

them have

their

own

said.

LAPD uniforms,

or

stenography
machines. They get paid more for
those. Some people bring their cars for
freeway and traffic scenes.'
The ideal extra is both Hexible and
able to take directions. Those who perfbrm IheTr'Jol) well may^ awarded a^
outfits,

^^-

,

/-

See EXTRAS, page 31

personalities, attitudes

MUSIC: Image, charisma

remain important despite
evolving genres of soiind

though.

what

The

stability

the rock star

is

and thorny future of

among the

mortals.

The music that people love around
their 2ps usually sticks with them forever; then they start

whining about

how good music used to be.
This leads one to ask: so what is a
rock star? If someone can be the
image of the excess an audience feels,
then they're a rock

star.

Sometimes stardom crushes them.

its

'*—«tit what's real and what's fake, a
was indie rock's
It
whole new generation has filled the
"We're Just Plain Folks"
vacuum. No matter how wack hip

rock

stars

to

knees.

ness took over

yourself

became

was to annoy
push them

ROOfRlCK ROXAS

own

and cutting

down

all

way of separating the
"Us and Them," the hip-

ting Marilyn

Manson prance around

now

and,

inevitably, the rock stars' role has

Whereas Elvis' groin was once
banned from the airwaves, there are
entire channels dedicated to

description,

with

changed.

let-

itself

started out j>f an

in the

their

tear-down-the-wall-

between-fans-and-stars dogma. But

thmg is, they made great stars; the
punk bonfire of self-destruction was
the

real, stay-

ing true to the game,

ing for the fans.

and representAnd then they get up

on stage with oversized images

like

rock stars always have.
B.I.G.'s ability to
still

ing his ghetto sensibility

maintain-

makes a per-

Of course, hip hop culture has
always been the bedrock of realness

rock stars of the decade.

kids trying to imagine their way out
of suburban lives. Getting in on the
myth of realness worked for Elvis and

Combs

Oklahoma

country and hip hop fans

know how

to give love to stars with-

that super, clever irony,

,,11

it

self never quite caught on.
Garth Brooks turned out
to be one of the biggest

their fans;

Q^t

of keeping

on the

fect parable

Their triumphs are a victory for

and punks were adorable

insist

still

rock in Versace while

bigness.

attempt to revise the rock star's job

classic virtues

The Notorious

and Harlem World never gave up on

Punk music

and the squares.

get, they

world, oppressing your-

chasing after him, because

in his bikini.

hoppers

to

the rage.

with Sean "Puffy"

revolution, a

now

its

Meanwhile, out

and to become "free."
Rock stars were a social

But everyone's a hipster

to get

jokes, ironic self-aware-

angry freaks, wreck things

sters

its

As rock got old

enough

away so teens could have
some private space to be

world into

T-shirts that truly

brought the concept to

adulthood,

ago, in a far-off

parents,

and

hair

land, the constitutive job

of rock

more

and

true

when

in

of rock stardom

America - a convenient

.

,

is

known

as the perfect

There are several places to eat,
such as Gladstones, a seafood restau-

casting films,

that situation or circumstance for you,"

many

going to high school and college kidsT
Instead of making movies for the 'main-

recently installed

"Back to One."
Since the same level of talent is
required for most extra roles, casting
decisions are generally based on physical attributes. Age is the first category said in

.

most 60-year-olds won't find work

and most

in

teens

no

type that's

set

more in-demand than

owing to the wide variety of parts

required. Sometimes,

can be a broad
call for 18-30 year olds of all races, but
"depending on die role, the requirements
can be extremely

it

"For 'Nutty Professor
stand-ins

for

I!,'

r^

they need-

K lumps,"

their teen movies.

'American

Pie'

and

;-r----'

be

Qub and Dinner Theatre which also

;•:•->-.;

While the roles might

demanding

ru>t

as-

as a starring turn in a major

studio p icture, be ing a b ackground
actor is no easy task. They frequently

know

day of a shoot

hard to make a living being an
extra, because there are so many people

its

And

unless

upgraded to a more involving
may have to look for a new

"It's

it

may be

minutes a day,

with the stand-in doing ten hours of

work," Lamprey

said.

*

things are done.
is

nothing

better.

"1

always

tell

people that a hot set

books

until

is

You can read

you're blue in the face, but

you're not going to learn unless you're

brated. In this case, physical traits are

HLM: For more information on becoming

extremely important, but for most roles,

an extra, call Central Casting at (818) 5622755 or visit www.extracastcom.

less

Monica Beach is
15 minutes from
(depending on the traffic),

important than

age.

UCLA

about

offers just as

many

thrown into the action."

with

^^v

,

UCLA is also involved here,
the UCLA Ocean Discovery

Center. Here students from nearby
V

come
Monica Bay.
Promenade is anoth-

schools and everyday visitors
to learn about the Santa

Third Street
er prime

shopping location with

shops on the street as well as a reguSanta Monica Pier brings to mind

ij

a popular place

lar mall.

Shops such as Guess, Urban
Gap. J. Crew and more,

the beach, this strip of shops contains

nothing ordinary. The street entertainers here are regulars

a year and they
parading up and
in

will

- come back

still

down

be

there,

the street

hoping to generate a crowd of
onlookers.

One

sometimes
called by the name Harry Perry and
can be recognized as a tall man on
such regular

is

movie "The Lost Boys."
Complete with its own amusement

Outfitters.

line the pedestrian thoroughfare,

roller blades with a

park. Pacific Park, the pier

a stan-

providing something for everyone to

around

dard, old-school family playground.

enjoy. Street performers can always

rollerblades

There are 12

be expected, ranging from a violin

singing and playing a guitar for shop-

playing cowgiri to street acrobats.

pers.

the

steel roller

is

rides inside, such as a

coaster and

bumper cars.

Magic Mountain, but
then again, it's located two steps
i
from the beach,
The Playland Arcade is located
Nothing

like

Venice Beach

-

atop the

pier, as is the carousel, with-

out whidi the pier would be incom-

turban wrapped

head.

his

Harry

up and down

Perry

the strip

Other performers range from
hip hop break-dancers painted from
head to toe in silver or gold to fire
blowers and dangerous jugglers.

For some "real"

performboardwalk at Venice Beach is
the place to go. Located parallel to
street

Venice Beach

is

also known for

S«c /ICflVITliS, page 32

faith for

Mick Jagger, and it's still in effect for
Korn and Limp Bizkit. earning them
an unconflicted fandom every rock
star would be so lucky to have.

WE'RE

CfoJit

ALWAYS

iJi\1°I\

and

^^e stars aren't required to hide their

ON THE

mega-ambitions

Students, faculty and
SOUP

staff at

CHICKEN TERIYAKI or
• fIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

UCLA

CUTTING

get:

•

•

• Free

Computer Loans
•
•

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99
•

RICE

•

Checking

ATMs On Campus

:

SAUD SOUP
•

I

CHICKEN TERIYAKI or
•FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
•

I

All YOU CAH
eATsusxi

Car Loans
And more!

Union
Service Center at Ackerman
A-Level (across from textbooks).
Open your account today!

Visit the University Credit

J

and know Macintosh
programs

-

I
I
I

Y

I
I

KOREAN POOD
SAKE BOMBS

Lunch

Web: www.ucu.erg
Phone:(310)477-6628

Dinner

T

TTT BROXTOIvrAVEVTFCONTE
VILL^GE
310 208 7781

tasks

WE NEED YOU!

I

WESTWOOD

The Dally Bruin
Ad Production Department
needs Paste-up Artists.
If you are hardworking,
detail-oriented, thrives on
deadlines, can juggle rhultiple

I
I

-

I

i

Apply at

ASUCLA Human

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

1-^

Valid w/ Student I.D

One Coupon

per person

Serving the

UCLA Community Since 95
1

its

ers, the

•

$4.99
RICE •SALAD*

plete.

fun areas as

Promenade

how

The Third Street Promenade In Santa Monica
for UCLA students to shop and dine out.

«af^

or car, the Santa

pay

ofT.

KEtTH ENRlQUtZ/Oaily Brutn Senior

beaches. Easily accessible by bus

Santa Monica Pier/Third Street

must be similar
in bo^ physical stature and skin tone to
allow the equipment to be properly cali-

bles of the actor, but they

are

level Latin

stardom, the hard work can definitely

the actor's classroom.

j.

Stand-ins don't have to be exact dou-

they

will

a difficult road to

According to Lamprey, there
five

Rumba Room,

Angeles has much to offer in terms of

be working.

invaluable look at

do

be the

shoot every day.

they're

they'll

number of takes an actor must shoot
actor can

Hi Life

part, they

whether

until the

to prepare for their scene. This way, the

"An

Jillians

a multidance club where you can
get your boogie on.
Aside from the streets, Los

don't

Though

minimized.

alley,

has a spot on the street. At Wizardz
you ca n d ine w hile being entertained
by various magicians. Coming soon

When

is

'n'

off":', '-yyv-.-:.

bowling

Hollywood.

up cameras and equipment

rock

Lanes, as well as Wizardz Magic

While the chance of being discovered like Pitt or Jackson may be rare,
just being on the scene provides an

set

own

roll

of people."

through an actor's scene, allowing the

its

'Can't Hardly Wait' set the whole thing

another impor-

walk

MAX theater.

Walk now has

City

and

in this capacity, they

i

For a more interesting evening.

stream,' they're trying to localize with

and you're competing against thousands

tant part of the extra repertoire.

employed

years that their ticket sales are

who want to do it," Saxon said. "There's
not as many jobs as there are people,

Lamprey said. "They needed 300-pound
-African American men and women.*^
is

"Right now, what's hot are 18-27

located

the

all

^

r

specific,

rant;

LUNCH SPECIAL
•

offer,

place to take a date.

'Popular.'"

The same is
Lamprey said.

Walk

City

you'll

'Roswell'

like

'

is

Long

traditional rock tries to figure

door mall only with more to

are 18 but look 16," Saxon said.

Chambers

crew to

the rock heavens.

most dramatically
affixed to the duties of
stardom is also what's
changed most.

uncertain.

Sound, image, and sex. Year after
year and minute by minute, the elements of rock 'n' roll are changing.
But as long as ther« are bedroom
walls to poster and parents screaming
to lower the volume, people will forever dream of being rock stars - gods

into

As

As

as starry as anything injL

description of a rock star's

moves

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

than the tunes

i

Sometimes it just makes
them dress weird.
That's not the whole
job,

By Judy Pak

more

who

year-olds. Studios are just realizing after

Acting as a stand-in

Rock stars'

From page

look, the

31

29

of the shows are high school
programs, so we always look for actors
lot

"The younger you
work on shows

2000

AamnES

Hard Rock Cafe, which boasts
a huge neon guitar in front; and
Wolfgang Puck Cafe, a pizzeria.
After eating, City Walk visitors often
hit the Universal City Cinemas or the

ed

and

Orientation Issue

main focus of the scene.
"The No. trick to background acting is to do whatever would be natural in

^Others,

drive a car.

and you will do fine,"' said Cullen
Chambers in his book ."Back to One:
The Movie Extra's Guidebook."

in

won't be cast as doctors or cops.
_ Following this, body type, ethnicity, and
appearance are all important. There is

be asked to perform a
such as play a sport or
to the letter

and not disthe audience's attention from the

-4)igh school scenes,

line or

special task,

must

I

'Usually, extras bring their

10 restaurant

patrons, five bookstore people,

Pitt,

are shot

themselves.

"Follow the directions

director for Central Casting.

of actors

lot

actors! a casting

many

costumes, props and equipment.

minor

there" or "walk across the

do their best to just blend

enterprising extras even bring their

out the scene.

"They

anonymous plateau.

"There's a

fill

provide

nurse

specific profiles,

to the Screen

the majority of the actors

yet they rarely get their

background actors

Unlike the main actors,

latle

running through the

RODERICK ROXAS

the scenes interesting.

wear

roles require extras to

with just everyday clothes that the

own

"sit

street." In these instances, actors

special costumes, but

use props and special effects to

make
They rely on

more than

'"

the sizes.

actors

television series, directors don't just

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

one chef, or whatever it is, and here are

young

to hire

actors.

Often, these directions are nothing

and Samuel L.
Jackson," said Zane Lamprey, president and founder of ExtraCast, an
online background actor casting serKevin

is

A EnttrtaiiMMnt

Resources,

2nd

Floor,

Kerckhoff Hall

Ortenlaiion Issue
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Micl-tampiis:
82r> ()7(>8

1223 Math SciiMuos

Blclq

Soiith-C'ainpu«i:

8257985

Student Psychological Services
Student Psvcholoqical Services (SPS)

loZi and psySs?^ra,e
summer fee

to currently registered

fa^

A3-()62

UCLA

students.

SUMMER QUARTER 2000
for

any of the

Summer Groups,

plesase stop by our

offic es or

DISSERTATION AND THESIS SUPPORT GROUP

^^

one

of these groups

Tuesdays

Wednesdays

^

if

For Graduate Students
you arc a graduate student who

3;00 p.m

300

p.m. -5:00

1000

Fridays

5:00 p.m.

-

am

-

pm

12 noon

825-0768
825-0768
825-0768

~~
;.

and four session groups each focusing on different coping
stress and increasing performance
skills and strategies for reducing excessive
e s and other sign-up rnformatKJi
chedul
s
group
n
c
effec tiveness The Str ess Cl
Campus location at 4223 Math
Mid
the
visiting
or
825-0768
by calling

1

students to investigate a
personal exploration group, providing an opportunity for graduate
issues in personal
important
and
others
and
yourself
Understanding
wide range of concerns
spirits who know
kindred
of
support
find
the
will
you
Here
emphasized
-rdatronships will be

A

hand the tribulations of graduate school. Call for anaoiake apppintment
2 00 p.m.

Mondays

-

4:00 p.m.

i

Sciences. Sign

:-:r

-;

up

for

all

the groups you think might be helpful,

and progress in
Problems with drugs and alcohol can negatively effect one s performance
how the use of drugs
school as well as other areas in ^e This group will focus on exploring
behavior and ways to
our
and alcohol have led to difficulties in one's life, how they influence
Conduct Course and
s
UCLA
for
prevent reoccurring problems (This group is a replacement
Services
Health
Student
and
jointly sponsored by Student Psychological Services

makes him
bad. So he goes-

way to be

smaller than

and wonders what
superhero.

it's

like to

often related to

how

of stress a

.

situations

A

makes any star who
can liQkLiLhigger^ mylhic
By the time he was 21, Elvis was
everywhere. By the time he made

•

that hip

hop produces

it

because rap
still young.

next bigjlhing

stars
is

is

Kurt

You may send your enrollment form by fax or mail

825-0768

talk

in the boonies, the

Tel: (818) 610-0660

Fax:(818)610-0662

rock

and

7777,

is

Gift Store

the biggest story in the world,

tion-strange a character as

&Play

For Work,

;
,

windows

fic-

ambiance.

anybody

The Bombshelter

tion of heroes, and, inevitably, as the

delight in convincing

music changes, so does the nature of

the building was once a real

stardom.

ter.

,

this tradition hasn't

31

- though

in addition to the real thing

the "real thing" here

not recom-

is

bike path also runs between the
beach and the stores, fun for a bicycle

attended campus

Mischievous lour guides

new students that

bomb shel-

The station has another Pacific
Rice and Noodle Trader and a
Roadside

Grill, in addition to

a sand-

wich shop.

Cafe Synapse

Cafe Synapse in the Gonda
(Goldschmied) Neuroscience and
Genetics Research Center goes for the
more up-town, cosmopolitan look,
serving sandwiches and pasta in an elegant setting. With spartan Bauhaus

and

architecture

futuristic furniture,

the Cafe appeals to those with

modern

sensibilities,

the simplicity of

more

\k^ Jbu andyour friends are ahvaus invited to SftaSSat
J* Services andfor delicious SfuibSat meals every Friday
night at sundown and every Saturday morning at 10:30.
Odu can also Buy a mezuzafi and have it -put on the doorpost
ofyour new summer roomi

^

those that prefer

modern

aesthetics to

Chabad House

the ornate retro look.

at

U.C.L.A. has a strong tradition of providing the resources

for Bruins to help

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

-^Kerckhoff

park, where skateboarders may

many

south campus, equally accessible to

also

is

frequently be found, that houses

a

both scientists and

>

beautiful murals.

artists.

So, that's everything Lbs Angeles
has to offer. Yeah right, just kidding!

quaint ambiance that

Los Angeles is full of surprises that are
always popping up here and there.

than

These few locations are just the more
trendy, touristy, well-known venues
that everyone must get to know. Los

dious and playful alike.

Angeles has many more interesting
places and streets to check out, making

there

is.

to stu-

orienta-

sits
Coffeehouse
between the two extremes of north and

ride or roUer blading. Tliere

it

The

as the safest choice available.

A

graffiti

who

tion tours.

Not only can one find an
unlimited amount of jewelry for their
body here, there are also henna tattoos

mended

*Mo discomris or spei^ls api^

<

dents

ing palaces.

New Rage In Japaivand Australia!

i^

because rap is still young.
Meanwhile, even younger styles are
starling to throw up the next genera-

endless array of tattoo shops and pierc-

The

-r

Campus,
South
Bombshelter will be familiar

stars

From page

weighs only 3.2Skg

u.^

.

the best coffee

In

relatively irony-free

some ways

good

a

a nice, bright place with

- we serve

a million times grander.
It may also be the case that hip

AQIVITIES

a bag

It's

on campus."

See ROCK, page 33

ftts Into

Jimmy's

give

could invent. Still, he's the very
image of the feeling that street-corner life could explode into something

hop produces

windows,

we don't have room for any sort of
stiftient art exhibits," Chung said. "The

changed at all: the *N Syncs of the
world will always be with us, safe

FolOs up,

walls are lined with

great coffee

In

_j.*r^j

"The

so

that's the hallucination rockers

Consider Busla Rhymes, as

29

From page

are charged with maintaining.

Eco Scooter

i*»

RESTAURANTS

Courtney Love might sell 1/10 as
much as McGrath but no matter, she
still dresses up and messes up like

The Ultimate

to:

on some crazy

trying

outfits.

willbe introduced.

• • • •

• • •

<^l^mmmfmifti»^mm

Scholastic Insurance Services
20501 Ventura Blvd. Suite 215

IS

To Be Arranged

s

•'

Proof of coverage will waive the UCLA health insurance charges.
(Within 48 hours, we will provide you with proof of insurance.)

wound himself down to size.

somewhere out

h \CMI

idfcl fxti llciil t<ni

Underwritten by CNA (One of America's largest Insurance Co.)
Medical coverage up to $250,000, No deductible
Pays 100% for outpatient visits( After $20 co-payment)
Pays 100% for hospitalization( After $50 co-payment)
Medical evacuation coverage $50,000 max. Home country coverage
24 hours Emergency Referral Service with the largest selection of doctors and hospitals
(UCLA Medical Center, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center)
Internet access for providers (www.beechstreet.com) or toll free number 1-800-937-2277 ext. 7490
\
Courteous Local Service Representatives

For the moment, Lauryn Hill is
exploding and bulletproof; and

relatively irony-free

stressful
designed to help participants learn ways to remain calm dunng
positive selfand
relaxation
imagery,
biofeedback,
including
tools,
variety of

is

Your Health Insurance?

of $144 per quarter or $576 per year

Cobain couldn't do anything but
mortally

he or she interprets

RELAXATION TRAINING AND BIOFEEDBACK
is

•

love fans give to rock stars

weird love, and

be a

may also be the case

It

2000

,

a

The

life,

Seattle a central rock locale,

and constructive ways of thinking.

This group

..•:-^;-'

jet-set trash.

^

person experiences is
identifying beliefs and
events, not just the events themselves. This group will focus on
with more realistic
them
replacing
on
and
responses
self-talk that may intensify stress

MAINTAINING HEALTHY UFESTYLES - Examine Strategies To
Prevent Problematic Behaviors Due To Drugs And Alcohol

down he's ter-

..

COGNITIVE APPROACHES TO STRESS MANAGEMENT
Constructive Ways of Thinking

The amount

)

i

out of his

is

:.

-

have a point about the boy-centric
nature of stardom, and the lameness
of hotel-thrashing, groupie-banging,

obtained

"^

825-0768

Stress Clinic offtis three

that fake

/--

Indie rockers had a4)oint about
bloated music; just as surely, girls

rified ten million in sales

and

The world has

Stars.

"""

diahgcd."

never be a

will

Low rate

New Styles

not as easy as

New

equals

onstage and in_

rock star because deep

>

fake,

The

moves further and further from
body that represents the sound gets more difficult.
Still, it's

for
i>\

organic, being the

can do.

.-

.

legs.

of rock stars to represent
fans' sense of the surreal is exactly
what makes them real; no matter

M ark (McG rath

Why Pay More

But music's very relationship to
bodies is also changing. As music

ability

it

hormonal tem-

pests of adolescents.

no contraFor rock
diction between fantasy and realness.

stars

suffer

;

'

GRAPUATF AND RETURNING STUD ENT'S PSYCHOTHERAPY
GROUP

first

you

on two

as the rcalest thing

The

Orientation Issue
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ATTENTION ALL INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS!

;

teapots to contain the

the studio, the capacity to embody
the excess is the realest thing rock

is
from panic attacks or panicky feelings, this group is for you. This group
your
manage
and
situations
designed to help you reduce yodr anxiety, face your feared
panic. Call for an intake appointment
825-0768
;
300 pm. 4:30 p.m. .,.V
Thursdays
If

hooking up with the emotions of the oppressed adolescent
and the street hip hop style, he reads

v

star;

how much they fake

can the location numtjer.

32

From page
rock

& Entertaimnem

ROCK

iO

From page

stars, there's

MANAGING YOUR PANIC

would like a safe and
and Dissertation writing
Thesis
the
supportive place to discuss issues and difficulties regarding
being
offered
are
groups
Three
process Call for an intake appointment
to

Sciences

campus locations it is staffed by psychologists, clinical arid serial
provides confidential individual and group counseling through t*o
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. there .s a one t.me $40
w.th the needs and interests of university students. We are open Monday

For information or an intake appointment

Come

Ct>ntt>r for the Ht-alth

Daily Bniin Arts

the culturally diverse

For now, however,

and

this

rich city

should keep

you busy.

'

ENTERTAINMENT:
happening

at

it

For info

•

on what's

the Mann's Chinese the-

Bohemian

Kerckhoff is a popular spot for the

.

"Often there's some sort of entertainment going on. Thursday nights,
are

poetry

free

Sometimes there are cultural music
performances on the stage. The latest
performance was a celebration of
Filipino

said

music,"

coffeehouse

employee Huy Nghiem.
The laid-back atmosphere is a recurring

theme

in

on-campus

UCLA Ocean

eateries.

every Friday @ Si4ndown
High Holiday Services &.
• World of Good Campaign • Cbokie Bake for the Hungry • Hospital Visitation
• Elderly Visitation • Daily Minyans • Women's Torah Academy • Classes in Jewish Mysticism, Hebrew
and more • Anti-missionary Task Force • Succot on Campus • Holiday celebrations • Simchat Torah
party • Mitzvah Campaigns, including Mezuzah, Charity, Teffilin, Shabbat Candle-lighting Campaigns and
more • Jewish Birthday Celebrations • Kashrut $ Aid • Jewish Bookstore • Free Loans
• Jewish Education • Tu B'shvat • Purim Bash • Passover Seders • Lag Ba'omer BBQ... and more!

said.

That kick-back, friendly atmosphere is especially appreciated by new

Discovery Center at (310) 393-6149. To
check out on the crazy nights on

arrivals to

Sunset, call The Coconut Tea«er at (818)
353-6241, the Roxy at (310) 276-2222.

meet

Th e House of BhiW it (213) 6?<H)247
and The Whisky at (310) 6$2-4202.

Here's some of our programs. ••
Meals* Shabbat Dinners at Chabad House

readings.

ment where students can come to
study or just to meet people," Nghiem

the

v

Thinking globally and acting locally is getting a real Chai.
{ChoX is Hebrew for ''Life*)
_
:
:

stu-

Walk can be contacted at (818) 6224455 and their cinemas can be reached
at (818) 508-0588. To get the lov»^-down
at the Santa Monica Pier, call (310) 458as

all.

education, and on a lighter note, building bridges for students of all backgrounds to
meet, have fun and help each other through social and educational programs.

counterparts,

"It's a kick-back, friendly environ-

v^ell

kinder place for us

—Visiting tWelderly and the sick, providing aid to disaster victims, drug prevention

roots of the coffeehouse

atre, call (323) 461-3331. Universal City

8900 as

this planet a better,

closer to the

is

northern

its

With a

make

UCLA. Campus

restau-

forum for freshmen to
new academic colleagues

rants provide a
their

and adjust

(31 0)

208-751

1

• e-mail:

Chabad@ucla.edu

to flow

students take liea
interaction

of college life. New
t - mcdn iii gful soc al

Chabad ftouse eit4f.€;tA.^74hGayley Aver

is

i

i

only a codec cup away.

d to tftt iovt and inspiration ofiAe LuBavitcfier !R§b6e, HjfiBBi !\(enacfiem fMendefSc/ineersenr
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Blue hope to add

luster to their
—

UCLA athletes prepare to

which both he and Granville attended, Strutzel found himself to be the

compete in Sydney games

Since the modern Olympics began
1896. UCLA has had unparalleled

in

success at the

among

UCLA's

93),

ners in college.

expects to send its^share of current
and former athletes to the Olympics

Sydney, Australia. For some ath-

in

letes,

it

will

be a return

trip, either to

those like Jess Strutzel, a track
field All-American at 800 meters.

and

Olympic dream started just last year.
As a high schooler at Huntington
Beach, he was among the best in the
CIF Southern Section, but nowhere
near the level of Michael Granville of
Bell Gardens. Granville ran 1:46.45
to set a national

Olympic

the

record and

Trials.

qualify for

Strutzel,

mean-

UCLA

SOFTBALL:

lop National

players

squad

roster,

By Greg Lewis
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

has an Olympic

tradition

unmatched by any other school, and
extends

tradition

to

softball.

where it is the dominant school with
seven players on the 19-person roster.

UCLA is as conspicuous
tional competition as

giate level.

it is

The seven

at the colle-

players

on

the

onships.

Bruins on the U.S. team roster are
Stacey Nuveman (1997-present),

Ambrosi (class of
Brundage (1995),
Jennifer

Christie

with over half of them
having won a medal -

Amanda

only collegian.

Harding (1995), Joanne
Alchin (1993) and Kerry Dicnelt

Tanya

play in the 2(X)0 Games
Australia, which, along with China, is
Team USA's main competition for the

gold

"

)

in

for

will

made

and

Although he
If

he could

the

entrant

finals.

37

3.

UnitedSt^fs

36

knew he was

:

17 qoM wedais

'y

close.

99), current

|

good

ilore than

haKtf UCLA's 0^pi|»tiilete$ ha%»ned

the

have earned bronze.

LA.

:

Galaxy, are also likely to wear the
American colors. Both are on the

Since then, Strutzel has been training with the Olympics in mind, joining

Daily Bfuin File

See OLYMPIC page 36

will

l^g mMmK^i^ttm^

Coralie

JACOB LIAO/Daily Bruin

Simmons makes a

She will play on the

play for the

U.S. National

team

Photo

UCLA women's water polo team.

Sydney.

Lisa Fernandez - the Olympics give
them a chance not only to represent

United Stales

in

games as a pitcher and is
on-base percentage, and third
three

College World Series), we're playing
It's

a lot

more

Sydney, but

UCLA as well.
"Instead of playing for 32,000 people like in Oklahoma (site of the

starts

Cornell-Douty

at

national team
player,

that

I

it's

am

I

said. "It's

When

also realize

to

"Ifyou work hard here,

wonderful
opportunity to be
recognized as an

Olympian."

final

much

eligibility at

play in the Olympics,

Sue Enquist
UCLA softball coach

you're in

UCLA

Nuveman

forced to

ting as the

to send 12
to vie for

team after
school. Freed

Friday, joining the

completing

finals at

pitched a perfect
striking out

a 19-0 win.

1 1

game

For many athletes
sport, the

batters in five innings of

Nuveman

starting catcher

and

is

is

the team's

second on the

in o i hbase pe r ce n tage, batting

team
and
average
Fernandez has

slugging

2 -0.

"For most

red-

Olympic

cnlle ge Team
o nly cnllege
UCLA w as the only

5tt«nffttLir«titH

was even more

it

were beginning
to think the sport would never make it.
"When the Olympics were in
Atlanta - in our home country - we
uplifting because they

thought

was going

it

to

happen," von

Schwarz said. "When it didn't we
were bummed. It didn't seem like it
would ever happen."
It was rumored that FIN A also did-

But with the Olympics in Sydney
this year, the Australian National
Team, an international powerhouse,
fought to get women's water polo Tn
Uae 2000 Games - and were successful.

They even got

Olympic Committee

trials

their ultimate

Having just swept the
onships

being the host nation; Kazakhstan

Venegas

for the Olympics,

Sua,

their entire lives to

being

Peterson

NCAAs

r

will

be playing on the U.S. Nationai team

In

i

S suft ba

ll

t

ea

m

the Olympics this sumnr>er.

.

d is c us a nd s ho t p u t
the 2000 Olympics this summer.

Wbmen s track staf Sel i a Sua compeH b In
l

Sua

Is

f

l

looking to capture a spot

In

th e

She
the Olympic

success.

about preparing for

is

The U.S. National team has 17
members but will cut its roster to 3 by
July 3. At the moment, the team
1

includes four Bruins -

two current and
two former
as well as coach Guy
Baker, the head coach of both the
UCLA men's water polo and
See WHTEtfOlIt page 36

many

i

whom

he has defeated and been
defeated by, his chances of making the

NCAA system."

Shekedia Jones,

who completed her

junior year this spring, faces arguably

working on getting
my form down," she said. "I've been
lifting weights and I have a few meets

the toughest competition out

After those, I'm just

trials.

"I

the

am

is

excited.

expecting to win and

make

Olympic team," Sua said.
rightly so. Sua has dedicated

And

to track afl*^ field because

life

what she loves
nating

NCAA

to

move

it's

do most. After domi-

competition through-

out her collegiate career, she

is

ra

sits

nk ings.

UCLA

behind eight

record,

men

in the

l a r comJohnny Gray of the Santa

against the likes

on the
of Marion

in the

200m

in

addition to former Bruin Gail Devers

100m, Jones

will face off against

some of the world's finest.
Similarly, high jumper Darnesha
Griffith,

niece

of

Bruin-turned

Olympians Jackie Joyner-Kersee and
the late Florence GriflTith Joyner, must
vie againsr former Bruin and high
jump extraordinaire Olympian Amy
Acuff.

"The approach
Seilala,

U p aga in st the fa mi

petition of

Up

Jones and Inger Miller

ready

on.

45.81, the current

Strutzel

track.

in the

trials."

Despite her taking care of business

approach, she

1

good opportunity for UCLA
ath etes to go and cu npetc at the ii cai
level." women's head coach Jeanette

Derrick Peterson of Missouri, both of

ule.

"I've really been

.:

who

for

someone

like

has a legitimate chance

for a spot, is different from the
younger athletes," Peterson said.
"Athletes like Darnesha Griffith, who
are improving at a very fast rate, are

going to the Trials for an opportunity
to

/
'

—— —

qualifying round;

as a part of her regular training sched-

long run. Entered with his time of

"It's a
l

for four consecutive years,

and personal

of

records.

Tfa ftniKfai; an assistant coach for the UCLA wo nw

woman to win a single event at the

Bruins-tumcd^Mympians.
is young and hungry

for valuable experience

.

in

and the

Jess Strutzel, 2000 Indoor 800
fl^er champion, is also looking
beyond collegiate competition in the

in the footsteps

the Bruin roster

Photo

is

make the team."

field history

humble about her

to

Following

File

she needs to do

winningest athlete

the

UCLA track and
first

her

people who

added.

DailyBfuin

all

get in the top three to

-

will

through the

said. "She's already qualified

jl_

go as the Asian champion; the
Netherlands will go as the European
champion; and Canada won the spot
for the American continent. Thus the
final two teams, Russia and the
United States, had to place in the top
two at the Olympic Qualifying tournament to earn the remaining two spots.
Russia did this by beating Italy and
the United States did so by beating
Hungary 6-5 4n the semifinals of the

trials

"She has proven on an international level that she can do it," throwing
coach and men's head coach Art

:

brand
women's
games.
new pool to host the
This year's Olympics will have six

talks

the sixth-ranked thrower in

-^

to build a

Olympics is a matter of his performance on that given day.
But the bulk of the Bruin hopefuls
have a couple of years ahead of them
to garner experience. Having just
competed in the NCAA championships at the beginning of June, the
athletes got a small taste of what they
will be up against in Sacramento.
"At NCAAs, you'see a lot of people
who go on to the Olympics," Bolden
said. "To me, NCAAs are a prerequisite to the next level of track and field
because so many Olympians went

is

Sua

going to wait for the

an Olympic champion,"

'

NCAA champi-

in

before the

"They'r'e up against

CMyBnjtnFHePtKXC

next level.

both the discus and shot

collegiate athletes, the

er.

illustrious

this

is

are viewed as a stepping

"Those who are fortunate
said.
enough to compete in the trials will be
up against a much higher level of competition and the stakes are much high-

have devoted

an

is

Sua

^

the Australian

Monica Track and Field Club and
athlete like Seilala

whose next step

stone," distance coach Eric Peterson

responsibilities

average.

yet to allow a nin in

an Olympic

dream.

an Olympian," Enquist said.
In March the Olympic team, playing with Fernandez and Nuvcnwin,
defeated Freed and UCLA 3-0 and

—

games are

in

to

derful opportunity to be recognized as

in her debut,

fit-

year.

great message to our current team. If
you work hard here, you have a won-

well.

only

With the qualifying period stretching from January 1999 through July
2000, these dreams have been formulating long before the end of the school

coach Sue Enquist took it in stride.
"Losing Christie Ambrosi and Stacey
Nuveman to the Olympic team sends a

through Friday, June 23.
So far, all seven Bruins have per-

is

Bruin track program looks
of its finest to Sacramento
one of the three coveted

spots in each of their respective events.

The loss of UCLA's two best hitters
was huge for the Bruini, but head

preOIympic
"Central Park to Sydney" tour of exhibition games in June and is 18-0
its

the Olympics,

the world.

UCLA campus. This locale

and Fernandez was
miss occasional games when

team

NCAA stars

A chance for Olympic dreams lies a

called.

formed extremely

12 Bruins against

couple hundred miles north of the

shirted the season,

her national

Team USA began

pit

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

in

year of

heard that
would
actually be
women's water polo
players

the

Boldensaid.

trials

ByOwistiiMTeler

Chula Vista, Nuveman,
Fernandez and Ambrosi work out in
Los Angeles. Before the 2000 softball
season, Ambrosi and Nuveman
learned they would not be able to play
for the UCLA and national teams at
the same time. Ambrosi gave up her

a

When

put,

do the individual workout."
When not training in the Olympic

facility

UCLA playmaker

Hn

"But our sport has gotten

predecessors,

day is planned, the
schedule is strict. With the national
team, there is much more training on
your own. A lot of the time you are
away from the team, but you still have

can learn from them."

you have

wiU

college, every

their friend) as a

great because

said.

Simmons

Coralie

.

women's water polo finally became an
Olympic sport.
"Every year an Olympics came'
around, women's water polo got its
hopes up and was disappointed,"
Payne

//

'

—

TRACK: Upcoming

first,

different,"

I

—

being so

aggressive.

It

team, I am their teammate," she said.
"It's so different - as a coach I can't
really be their friend, but (on the

self-motivated.

women

t

Simmons said.

UCLA atNetes compete for shot at Olympics

in bat-

Richardson starts at second base,
Brundage at third and Ambrosi in left.
"Training with the national team is

more

'

was not used to

"(FINA)

:

being

at the 2(XX) Olympics in Sydney.

first in

the Bruins, according to Fernandez.
"The relationships change. At UCLA,
am their coach. Oji the national
I

Nuveman

'•.

-:•''•:

ting.

pressure," Fernandez said.
There's also one huge difference for

so aggressive,"

women

teams vying for the medals. Australia

October of 1997, after years of
struggling, after years of watching one
Olympics after another go by,

UCU^ has sent 332 athktes to the Olyinpi^ai|es. omiein,
and 42
95 have earned gold medals, 46 have eamii ^ver

"They're not used to

playing a

has an automatic berth by right of

Beauregard heard the

In

•»*

Simmons said.

Coralie

women

When Robin

Calif.

MVP
''

Amateur

of

started screaming.

"She was so excited she forgot,"
Beauregard said with a laugh at a
press conference at the National
Aquatics Center in Los Alamitos,

medals - the highest percentilelfong \iS* col^es.

current-

be - the
Federation

that

keep it from happening.
"They said it was too small, they
said the sport wasn't developed
enough. They gave every excuse,"

was more elated screaming.
And when Catherine von Schwarz
heard the news, she ... well, von
Schwarz admitted with a sheepish
smile, she doesn't remember what she

roster.

teammates on

contact sport.

there

the soccer field, Pete Vagenas
(1996-99) and Sasha Victorine (1996-

•

Nicolle Payne hejrd the

news, she went to the nearest pay

On

Olympic Trials in one year, he
would go to Sydney.
M can do this," he told himself.
the

hordes of other Bruins doing so.
Several of those UCLA stars

is

much longer."
Not that the powers
IOC
and
La

phone, called her parents, and again,

*'•

on the national team

ly

When

news over the phone, she walked back
to the dining room where her family
was eating dinner, smiled at them, and

American

1998

League's

Natalie Williams (1991-94)

top three at

finish in the

as

~~~^^~~

^~^

By Pauline Vu

did.

Sydney,

in

Basketball

cham-

fizzled out in the

pionship race, he

On

For the three current Bruins
Nuveman, Freed, plus assistant coach

the

East^rmany

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

of this year's basketball "Dream
Team," UCLA will have a roundball

Lisa

Freed (1999present). Since alternates will not travteam's
el to Sydney, Nuveman is the

1991

2.

UCU itMttts

n't like the idea

(FIN A), the international governing
body for water sports - didn't try to

While former Bruin Reggie Miller
(1984-97) was not selected to be part
Last summer, Strutzel qualified for
the USA Track and Field champi-

hew

so popular. They couldn't deny us

Internationale de Natation

Tom

also have a

Youngs (1988-92)
shot on the beach.

in

55

(1991-94), Jenny Jordan (1992-95),
Liz Masakayan (1982-85) and Elaine

95 have been gold.

1999),

Fernandez (1993), Sheila CornellDouty (1984), Dot Richardson (1983)

(

women at summer games

Soviet Union

probably be chosen for the Olympics.
For the women, Annette Davis

in interna-

national team had played in four of
UCLA's nine national champi-

and alternate

1.

alum Kevin Wong
better
-is considered to be one of the
players on the beach tour and will

Games,

athletes to the

for 32,000 plus millions.

represent school, nation

this

1984 inl

exhibits style from paric to Sydney

Team

UCLA

1988in$e«il

Also, fellow Bruin

UCLA has sent 332

looks to

popularize water polo for

part of the

all

Team

OLYMPICS:

showthenumberofgoldmedate«»*^il^lAaWetes.

current U.S. indoor national team.

onships

For Strutzd, who completed his
fourth year of school this spring, the

(1995-98) are

ippear

medalAN«been1%U

Laridry (1990-

JeffNygaard (1992-95) and

Stillwell

maintain their position as the world's
best or to undo previous disappoint-

ments. For others, it will be their
opportunity to reach a life-long
dream. Then there is the group of

Dan

Four

fe top three countries In terms of gold

program

volleyball

indoors and out.

the best middle-distance run-

sent 332 athletes to the Garner, with

UCLA

medals vwn.(hilteafewofthe gold

In

should have a good showing, both

Games. The school has

over half of them having won a medal.
Of those medals, 95 have been gold.
again
summer,
This

The United States has consistently ranked

Nuveman.

meets without him. Strutzel's times
were dropping and soon, he was

Daily Bruin Senior Staff
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•

Fernandez, are on the squad, along
with current UCLA slugger Stacey

one closer to the Olympics. Granville
was hampered by a string of injuries
and Strutzel was competing in big

By Dylan Hernandez

m YMPK fiO»^P Mg^AL STANDINGS

be playing on the softball team, which
captured gold in the '96 Atlaiita
Games. Five former Bruins, including current assistant coach Lisa

lile, lagged back in the i:52s.
Yet, after a few ye4rs at UCLA,

OVERVIEW: ^st,^res<

\l

Olympia 2000

BniinOlympks 2000

compete against some of

the best

i

Scc1IUKl,p«9«36

,

Daily
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under-23 national team, which

will

Games.
compete
Steve McCain, a gymnast at
UCLA between 1993 and 1994, has
world championship experience and
a solid shot at making the squad.
at the

Women's water polo has

on the national team, while
"Bruin Sean Kern (!997-presemTlrorf

ning intervals on the track since the
beginning of the summer. His girlfriend, Ali Villagra, looked on, hold-

"I'm a

little

said,

Villagra

Olympic Track

will give

to

Trials in iate

h'

confidence

total

in

remember the ones that used
gives

It

Team USA

SOFTBALL

UCLA history to graduate

in

NCAA sport.

the

funding to help U.S. women's water^

him,

efender Robin Beauregard have,
respectively, one and three years left

They are among
the leading scorers on the U.S. Team.
As evidenced by its Olympic pres-

come

eligibility.

women's water polo has come
a long way. Most of the members of
the national team played on the boys*
ence,

varsity

teams

in

high school because

had no girls' teams.
"No one knew what water polo
was when I was growing up." said

their schools

you strength."

has outscored the oppo-

an overwhelming 133-1
margin. The United States has dominated in international competition
since winning the inaugural softball
Olympic gold medal in 1996. It has

von Schwarz. who was

sport

the

After

an

became

polo succeed. Before, players had to
w6rk another job while training with

Sports on the Web

the United States.

be huge," Baker said. "I
think the U.S. making the Olympics

See

a big step. It's good for the sport,
but if wc could medal, the growth

__..
v.

"It could

is

potential

is

with only six teams in the
the United States has a 50

percent chance of medaling. Not
only that, but the team's potential
impact on the future of women's
water pblo only makes them hun-

wm7

"grierfo

•

and more at

all this

the Daily Bruin's

Website:

"The team

is

motivated by
of their legacy
that,"

www.dailybruin.uda.edu
Orientation Issue 2000

UCLA athletics contihue Tegacy of excellenGe

said. "It's part

the team.

would be

Baker
have a big impact on the sport."
They're motivated by that - and

As soon as she heard it
an Olympic sport, Beauregard decid-

to

ed to go out for the national team.
Before that, joining the team hadn't
been an option.
5.: ;
"I was really focused on school,'*

the fact they are simply playing in

she said. "I didn't think there was
anything in water polo then."

smile.

aware of the impact

event

•

Everyone

raised in

q

Q

enormous."

And
field,

Olympic competition, the national
team finally began getting serious

Drake

to

water polo team in 1995, there were a
total of four Division I programs.
Now there are over 50, and next year

thcy could be making on the sport in

is

the Olympics

TRAOmON: Four

1999, other top 10 sports
reflect athletic

itself.

"To be able

to experience

to be able to finally
is

ByAJGKknan

it,
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go to the big

played.

In addition to the seven Bruins

on

Natasha Watley,
who just completed her freshman
season as an National Fastpitch
Coaches Association Ail-American,
was the youngest player to make the
final round of tryouts for the nationthe national team,

ment, including the Canada Cup, the

I

make

didn't

it,

going through the tryouts was a good
thing. Next time around, I'll have an
advantage over the new players

Games

Pan-American

Softball

International

and

the

Federation

Many incoming freshmen can

Team USA
one-third of

WPSL
get

its

how

its

teams, where the squad will
best pre-Sydney indication of
is

it

play approximatetour games against

will

playing.

So

far,

the national

UCLA also placed four players on

team has defeated the Akron Racers
and the Florida Wahoos each by
scores of 1-0. The low scoring games
indicate to national team head coach

1996 U.S. Olympic Team, with
Fernandez, Richardson and Cornell

Ralph Raymond tliat the pitching is
right on track, but the hitters' timing

have gone through the
experience already," Watley said.
will

the

and Brundage making the

team as an alternate. Janice Parks
(1989) played for the Puerto Rican

team in the '96 games.Through 18 games of the "Central
Park to Sydney," the undefeated

national

is

a bit

off.

The

tour goes through 31

cities,

before ending in Hawaii on Sept. 3.
Olympic play begins Sunday Sept. 17
against Canada. Every U.S. softball

game

will

be televised by

NBC.
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much

athletes in order to acquire as

the occasion."

one day."

gold seen in the school's successes in

experience as they can."
One person who gained a tremen-

period of time

is

in

a short

sophomore

pole-

vaulter Tracy O'Hara. In only her
third year competing in the sport,
O'Hara claimed both the 2000

indoor and outdoor national titles
and would have clinched the world
record in April had her arm not
caught the bar at 1 5- 1.
"After she
onship,

won

;

.

:

the indoor champi-

we both knew

right then that

she has the capacity of making the
Olympic team," pole vault coach

Anthony Curran

said.

Entered with a mark of 14-7
and ranked fifth on the world

O'Hara
trial

is

1/4,
list,

ready to leap at the pre-"

enormity of the
achievements made by track and
field athletes, their world is not as
vast as it appears, for they must face
the same competition time and time
again. This year's Bruin 12 will
encounter a number of UCLA alums
Despite

in the

the

heat of Sacramento. Acuff,

Devers, thrower John Godina and
hurdler Joanna Hayes will be among

them.

Olympic Trials,
"Going
they automatically know what is at
stake and what they're going to have
to do," Bolden said. "They know the
competition is going to be stiff and
that they have to perform on that
into the

Anything, Bolden added, can hap-

predictions.

first

place

2 Turkey Burger
3 Teriyaki Burger
4 BBQ Bacon Burger

$

3^9 -i-tax

$ 4.61

-(-tax

Combo

1

Steak Sandwich

2

Pastrami Sandwich

$ 5.50
$ 5.50

-i-tax

With experience as their coach,
the Bruins donH need to look very far

$ 4.99

-i-tax

-i-tax

3

Teriyaki Chicken

Sandwich

4 Hot Dogger Special

$ 5.50

-i-tax

$ 3.24

-i-tax

of

many teams

FRESHMEN: Process

that

won an NCAA championship

Pboto

year for UCLA.

last

There's no place like Headlines.

10922 Kinross Ave.,

season.

use

76

S.
soma,

was kind of

and introduced to the team.

UCLA

department

athletic

also receives over 100

letters

a week

a

head coach Steve Lavin stumbled

national title contender. Mudi of this

upon one of his top recruits.
"They were watching the tape and
good,"
really
was
kid
the
Sondheimer said. "It was one of

no question

is

that

UCLA

has a great athletic tradition. Nearly

every team the Bruins
petitive in

its

field is

conference and

do with

is

incredible coaching

training, but

behind

these fac-

toward creating

a winning team - reauiting.
Recruiting is what brings young

UCLA

of potential to
to

Fernandez.

UCLA spends between $500,000
on

to SI million annually

ing efforts.

its

recruit-

With the program's 82

NCAA titles overall,

it's

easy to say

money is well spent
"^^ut how is the money spent? The
that the

recruiting process

is

long and com-

when everyone

those cases

else

36

captured
sptitsk*

polo

rich athlet-

UCLA

the

No.

placed

"tin

process.**

travel

the

country

go to the Area Code games, where
they find many of their recruits.
Tennis coaches attend the hardcore
under-17 and under-I8 tournaments.

And sometimes the coaching sUff
Men's volleyball
found out about Kevin Morrow, an
opposite, when he came lu watch his

just spots them.

si^t. This

first

is

UCLA

is

what hap-

UCLA is

says

for athletics,

attend

ing.

around

liked

UCLA

so

much

very

returned twice; once on a recruiting

impressed with him," Scates said.
The men's volleyball team, with

and then permanently to play
basketbaN wearing the blue and gold.

sent

us

and

tape,

was

12 recruits, pulled in possibly their

best recruiting dass ever.
class also signed in the

UCLA

holds every

another

way

fall

Ith grade

and

offi-

recruitment begins Sept.

of

I

"Usually by the end of summer
coaches know who they want,"

Sondheimer
from seniors
1

2th grade

said.

"We

get letters

in high school, but

it's

by

i

t in

g be gin s July

I

of

camps

that

summer

are

whidi future Bruins

are spotted. Volleyball

learned

first

Gray Garret when
of
he came to a summer camp. "Gray
came to camp when he was a junior,"
outside hitter

"He's gotten a

Scates said.

lot

stronger since then."

Forward Maylana Martin, who
starred for four years on the
women's basketball team before
graduating

last year, also

got to

know

It

was

came

to

there that she

the coaches and had a

chance to showcase

W

talent,

long

before regular recruits could.

So ahhou^
to get noticed

100 late"

Pormal recru

in

one such camp.

in high school.

their junior year

sports

before the

UCLA

cial

The youth

Most of the

Bruins won their 18th title in May
"I don't know why," Scates said.
"Maybe because they want to play at

1

trip

only an

elite

there are

by

few

many ways

UCLA

will

coaches,

hecnme

Bruins.

I

See OMJNPIOIISHIP, page 41

UCLA career

new recruit

had already been previously
informed about UCLA from
older

sister, Seilala

I

my

Sua, a shot-put-

who will be in her fifth year at

me

It

offers so

I

from Rorida

also

I

had to consider
I had many

opportunities to go to a Florida

school but

I

wanted to go away

school and be independent.

ask myself
,

tionslike:

v ^:

'.

••

Could I be happy here? Would I be
able to get a good job with my
degree? How would adjust to the
college life? Since I am an athlete,
also had to consider the athletic program and what it has to offer me as
1

I

a student-athlete.

my recruiting trip to

to

Of

would miss my family and
it will probably be difficult for the
first couple of months but that
would have happened anywhere.
My recruiting trip was so amazcourse

many ques-

took

I

am coming all the way

the distance factor.

I

many dif-

and getting a degree

UCLA says a lot about you.

Since

would
had to

When

ferent majors

set

convenient place.

deciding which

UCLA

it

I

While

I

decided

remember how comfortable I
fdt when was on campus. The
campus was just beautiful and
everything seemed to be located in a

impossible.

1

my college.

for

from

seemed

attend,

I

just

finding one

school

UCLA

was too good to pass up.
UCLA had fit the mold had
I

it

that

best

I

a variety of sports, but

they also hold balance in the remain-

arose to go to

probably one of the

There are

USC

that she

is

many differ-

that suited

against the Bruins. Williams

academics

most difficult dedsions

ent colleges
to

best place

have ever had to make. Not only is
stressful, but it is also very confus-

of the women's basketball team.
she

title in

cemed about the academic aspect.

Choosing which college to

so

USC,

team

the Bruins claim the

UCLA. When the opportunity

pened to Olympian Natalie Williams
Heavily recruited by

in the Sears'

Cup in all seven years of the

Not only do

ter

That was also how Scates came
upon Jonathan Acosta, a 64bot-4
outside hitter from Puerto Rico. "He

tracked into the

Coaches

it

love at

athletes seeing

top five

national

program has

competition.

team championships (65

DIARY: Softball player

UCLA to watch a game which pitted

respective sports. Baseball coaches

ongoing four-year

calls

many

for

in the

Directors

'Jock'

I

UCLA athletic

The

title.

UCLA has.

k good for

was brought by the Trojans

attending every major event in their

Michael Sondheimer

where UCLA gets them.
"We have a lot going for us,"
Sondheimer said. "Few schools can
match us academically, athletically
and socially."
With its combination of great athletics, the sunny Southern California
weather and the excitement of L.A.,
is

women's water

-

"

its

a

1

Prospects for

missed on him."

and win national championships and get a great education."
The coaches and their staff only
look at the top ninth- and lOthgraders in the country. They are

Director of Recruiting

fields,

This

NCAA

82

women's indoor
track and gymnastics, and also

jAcbfiLlAO/baUyBfum

way

along with

ball

tides, totalling a nation-leading

recruiting trips to

match, shown the dorms and the

said. "It

more

men's water
polo and volleyin

43

Arkansas

April 1997 Sports Illustrated

named

athletes are

head

to the matches," Bruin

com-

There

go on

when

UCLA. They are taken to a game or

from high school students wanting to
compete for UCLA. Often these letter are accompanied by highlight
tapes. That's how men's basketball

plicated.

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WEST\A/OOD

last

is

"The dad kept bringing the 6-foot-

The

become legends
like
Lew Alcindor, Marques
Johnson, Gail Devers and Lisa

eAQUNi

invited to

coach Al Scates

Bmin Senior Staff

and allows them

Westwood Village

blocker for the Bruins

hard not to notice him."

athletes full

208-2424

senior year. This

9 kid

most think

earlier than

tors lies the first step

//

older brotfier Scott play midfdte

select top athletes begins

and

//

to

By Amanda needier

of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come
All You can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit

3.

School in America, and the 1999-2000
academic year only furthered that
ideal as UCLA accumulated five

under.

with

history the

issue

hopes of ending up

^3.00+ tax

78

another

The

for a source of inspiration as they

has to

All

to

ic

Daily

$ 4.61

impossible

continued to build upon

-i-tax

Stanford

school that has

Bruin recruiters seek best in nation

Cheese Burger Combo

in

it is

fmd

als."

The

Bruins claimed
the top position

4.0krahoiiiaSlat»

Westwood,

^

82

2.

of

fields

competition

Women's gymnastics was one

1

club

gracing

sports

the

year at the

first

helm, that the Bruins posted four
NCAA champi-

1.UCU

and

countless

what it's like," Bolden said, "they'll
be up against people who they've
only seen on TV and have been in
awe of. I want them to see that this is
what it feels to be at the Olympic tri-

2 eggs any style, bacon,
hash browns and toast

director Peter Dalis'

onships.

intercollegiate

only fitting that an Olympian
will lead her Bruins to the trials.
"I just want them to get a taste of

BREAKFAST SPECIALS

and

time

first

1983-84, which was athletic

since

NCAA PMSiOH 1 TITLf^^iv^^^

21

sports

It's

%

This past year was the

come down

athletic

With

team, Bolden was both

in

in 16 sports.

arena.

1984

1.

SANDWICH SPECIALS

the choice did not also

the

a Bruin and an Olympian.

down

to the school's

to the bleeding of the Bruin blue

A

head up north

day."

if

gold medalist herself, Bolden
speaks from firsthand experience.
the

due

rich

A

member of
4x1 00m relay

is

for the first time since 1995-96,

their decision to

"She knows she'll have to perform well. She's been one to rise to

said.

UCLA

attend

Daily Bruin File

BURGER SPECIALS

much of

academic success. But these
freshmen would not be totally honest

world, and she's sitting pretty comfortably going into the trials," Curran

dous amount of experience

World Championships.
ly

team.

almost every prestigious tourna-

won

TRACK

The Bruins placed runner-up
when
UCLA won men's water polo and volleyball titles and finished in the top 1
tition.

so exciting."

argue that
she's in the top five in the

collegiate

honor recognizes the university with
the best overall sports performance in
an academic year and awards points
based upon finishes in NCAA compe-

a drearh
said with a

Simmons

the

is

programs' yearly success. The

athletic

"It's been, obviously,

forever,"

Cup

Sears' Directors

most accurate gauge of a

prowess

pen on any given day.
"I've seen young people come out
of nowhere and veterans who haven't
been doing their best show more at
the trials. You have to do it on that

"Now

men's and 17 women's).

titles in

The

sition by

Ff6fnpage34

starting

female

When UCLA first had a women's

team's starting goalie. Playmaker
Coralie Simmons and 2-meter

him the advantage he needs.
"There's a power here," he said.
"You feel it. Everyday, you see great
athletes training here and you
here.

years."

of college

Strutzel thinks training at

it

10

in

the sport will be an

nervous for him,"
referring

fast

grew

with four national championships,
and Nicolle Payne, the national

ing a stopwatch.

champion, headlines the Bruin contingent. Men's world 200 meter

I

35

women's water polo programs.
The graduates are 2-metcr defender Catherine von Schwarz. the first

though."

because

amazing how

Games are marginal. Strutzel has
been at UCLA's Drake Stadium run-

In track, Gail Devers (1985-88),
the defending women's 100 meter

"Even though

Strutzel.

the

the men's national team.

al

is

From page

have

champion Ato Boldon ( 1995-96),
representing Trinidad and Tobago,
and female shot-putter Seilala Sua
(1997-2000) are also gold medal con-

).>

of course, there

Maryland. "Now yoQ have eastern
high school x:hampionships. It's

Although medal ing in Sydney is
unlikely and his chances of making

four players

currently

USA

Dally Bruin

WATERPOLO

tenders.

OLYMPIC
From page

BniinOtympks 2000

hsue 2000

I

ing because

I

softball team.

really got to
1

have

to

know the

admit

I

was

very intimidated by the whole

"UCLA softball tradition," but after
getting to
that

I

know everyone I knew

could not have chosen a better

was constantly observing
team to play for. The giris treated
my surroundings. I had taken three
me as in were equal and not just a
other recruiting trips but when I got
recruit, and the coadies are die best
on tfie UCLA campus I immediatein the country.
ly fdl in k>ve with it At that nK>ment%r
There are not a bt of universities
was
foe
me.
I knew that UCLA
that encompass both the academic
Althou^ I was on a recruiting
41trip for softbaH. I was also very conr
I

*tiisUt

38
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Freshmen can find niche

H-*!
Pauley Pavikw
The

home court for the men's and women's basketball and voHeybatl teams, as well as the women's gymnastics

squad.
ttteir

Many

camp out

students

in front

COLUMN:

games to 9«.

of the legendary arena the night before key men's basketbaH

make UCLA manageable

prwrity passes and head coach Steve Lavin sometintes rewards such hardcore fans with free pizza.

while offering competition

kitramuralNctd.
football, soccer

frisbee

and

softbali are

played throughout the year here, as well as club sports Kke lacrosse,

and rugby. The annual 'Beat

nothing conte

fill

when

'SC' bonfire

the fieM wHI be torn

and

rally is

abo

usually hekl

up to build, you guessed

it

on the IM

field.

uMmite

But all this wiH

mean

freshmen, you want to be a
Bruin? Step one: figure out

So,

another underground partdng complex

AtMctkncW

Named for its geographic locatiofl, the NAF MS once tile home field of tnenl and wonwfl'i soccH. Itb
honw fietd of the men's Ucrosse team.

This year

it

—

M

you

that

is

it

Not only does

like to do.

UCLA have seem-

ingly millions

wiH pose as a miniature intramural field.

'

of people and

-

rounds. Also, for the

first

x\mt, men's

Rien's

and women's soccer will play

field make their
home games In the new stadium.

and women's track and

their

are just as

many niches
for

Men's Gym
Ironically,

it's still

———————»»—^»-»——^»———————

«

.

—————~-—

I

I

ing

I

site for

women's gymnastics and volleyball as well as home court for some men's voHeybaH games.

also the hot spot for student sport

room three times the

size of the current

one and an outdoor recreation
I

^

facility.
I

. .M

'

^

John D. Morgan Center
The mecca of the UCLA athleticdepaitment

It

hoMs the offices ofall coaches, sports information direaors, and

marketing and athlete tutoring personnel.

recruiting,

campus) the Morgan center should be completed

in

In

the midst of reconstruction

mid-August to September. The

(like

every other buiMing on

new HaH of Fame will open

^

around January of 2001.

The Rose Bowl

is

the honie fieM for the

'

"'^'J.

UCIA football team, during the regular season anyway. As one of two UCLA sports venues focated off

campus, rooter buses are provided on game days, though with

myself,

LA traffic ifs a good idea to go to the bathroom before you leave.

Bohannon said. "Not only did get
in pretty good shape and learn a
new sport, I made some great
-

Christina

if

what they

.

.

•>:,

For those

,.:•:.:';'

;•,,•

At only the best

common

Teller

universities

"would be on the team

And one of the

^./

to

UCLA

it

out for blood, there are

V

mo/e

recreation based.

-

is it

if

is

impres-

Don't believe me? Just check out
next quarter's

IM

basketball league.

a third-

The

IM

I

was playing

my favorite sport

IM

or club sports

yeac^
more championships

repeated year after

here for everyone.

sport here you will get to

team

Maybe

circle

this

year alone,

UCLA

padded its lead among colleges for
most NCAA titles won. Even those
they aren't Bruin fans are

-

Still want to be a Bruin? Step two:
pursue your interest and get

after participating in a

broadens your

blood, there are levels that are more

UCLA tradition of excel-

the university feel a lot

makes
smaller. Our

involved.

neighbor's best friend's $on's cousin

onship or a chance to forego their

The

''

part of a club team also really

Los

Joe, next time you're asked.

intramural volleyball to club hockey.

basketball

roped into watching UCLA duke it
out during March Madness.
^
Whether it's women's rugby or
ultimate Frisbee, UCLA offers an
athletic venture for your liking.
Don't be intimidated by the size
of the school. There's something

sports are not your average recre-

for

home

"Through being involved in a
club team, you develop a great sense
of pride to know that you represent

feels like a really close group
of friends, almost like a family."

For those who aren't out

at the

who swear

better

know

court, not for a national champi-

Wooden
games.

together.

much

to win.

includes everything from co-ed

If you're

lucky enough, you'll even see J ohn

accrued

so

who loved it as much as
I did and who challenged me athletically. A and B level UCLA IM

and they want

your eyes.

made

Meeting new
when you
are doing something you enjoy
, ^
is

with people

to play,

right in front of

is

UCLA community.

ational team. These people

out oh the

Rose Bawl

Pavilion, history

is

how

it

the seats of the

five

women's teams

battling

UCLA

by

With

beyond

it

talent recruited

lence

multitude of both men's and

2 1 varsity teams:

know your
It

and shrinks

UCLA.

is an assistant sports editor for
the 2000-01 year who would love
feedback if you feel so inclined. Write
to her at cteller@media.ucla.edu.

Teller

JA<;6ftUA6/baityTrSCr
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drastically shrinks the size of the

On any given

its

awesome

and Pauley

UCLA sports community.
UCLA athletics stretch far

night you will find a

the

is

..every year.

was that I was on a team with
girls I had played against during my_
previous two club volleyball seasons.
Through this experience, UCLA
became a little smaller for me.
Participation in

athletic ability

respect you develop from watching

From

best part about playing

the enjoyment of pursu-

own

ing one's

Angeles." third-year psychology student Nicole Everett said. "Being

and

sive.

Cory Putman,

the University of California

he went to

ability

desire of many students

to be able to get

year psychology student.

people

who aren't

levels that are

fun," said

Beyond

1:

•

sports

to hear that so-and-so

another school." The
it.

came

answer my craving for the competition and team unity that had been a
part of my life since I was five, I
joined a group from my dorm floor
and played IM volleyball.

their rela-

tell

I

was great

teams

• If

back into sports in a casual way with
people who just wanted to have

tion of Pauley Pavilion. In order to

I

...:

school varsity athlete

when

recreation based.
"It

was very clear that the only blue and
gold jersey I would don would be
the one I'd wear in the student sec-

political science student Victoria

tives.

most rewarding experiences assuming you have a penchant for
athletics - is getting involved in the

N.

'

made

I

my second year was to join

least that's

only

should follow

^

l

'

"
'

during

that

A high

order to indulge their minds. At

you have an
interest, you

and women's kKker rooms, a weight

'

I

suggest that

room, workout equipment a variety of aerobic classes including Tae-6o, basketball courts and a rock wall.
intlude men's

"The best decision

two years of eligibility, but sim-

ply for the win.

opportunities at other colleges in

you should

nization.

If s

and recreation with the offices for intramural and club sports, a full weight

Wooden offim 79 classes and vnH soon undergo construction to

okay; there's still a
vast variety of opportunities for you.
recruit, that's

lege students sacrifice varsity

join every orga-

John Wooden Center
The practice

to

I'm not say-

a good place to spot the occasional NBA player.

"

I

you

chose from.

though men's volley(>aU holds practice here, only women's sports teams like swimming and dhring

and water polo hold events at Men's Gym. But

last

be a part of a team
again, and I found people to look up
to and to count on," she added.
Because of the caliber of both
academics and athletics, many col-

classes, there

Newly refurbished Drake Stadium is where the championship

weren't this year's hottest

friends.
" I was able to

thousands of
DrakeStadium

If you

the club lacrosse team," third-year

what
North

Athletic groups

in intramural, club

39
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Bruins celebrate Lakers'

SUMMER ATHLETICS EVENTS AT UCLA
Magic Johnson
Basketball

Game

current and former

WWEN: July 24-30 7
WHERE: L.A. Tennis Center

will

WHAT: Among

include

NBA

stars

Magic Johnson, Gary Payton,
Cedric Ceballos. Shawn

Kemp,

Abdur-Rahim,

Baron

Shareef
Davis, Vin Baker; Tracy McGrady
and more. A slam-dunk contest
wilVprecede the game.
The event - part of the

Wee k e nd^

Magic

Night's

that includes a benefit

Los Angeles Tennis
Center and a Mardi Gras at
Paramount Studios - is an annual
fund-raiser hosted by the Magic
Foundation, a non-profit

organization

aimed

at

those living in the inner

helping

city.

The
Magic

festivities will benefit the

Johnson

Foundation

Taylor

Michaels

Scholarship

those

making

BASKETBALL Local

pion Richard Krajicek; reigning
U.S. and Australian Open champi-

streets,

singles

benefit

will

i*.,

;

Angels.

took seemingly only 12 milliseconds for the
fans of the Los Angeles Lakers, including many
students, to erupt in a fervor that hadn't been seen in

But

it

UCLA

Southern California for a long time.
As the Lakers grabbed the lead

late in the fourth

quarter on June 19th against the Indiana Pacers in
Finals at the Staples Center, neargame six of the

NBA

20,000 fans standing just outside the arena and millions of others citywide held their breath before break-

the

ing out into celebration.

Tennis

Association, which runs leagues,
and programs for 300,000 juniors

"Three

or

JESSE PORTER/Daily

(877)

Brum

...

two

...

one.

The Lakers

Senior Staff

Fans watch Kobe Bryant outside of Staples Center after

LaTENNIS.

the Lakers'

are the

World

Champions!" exclaimed Lakers broadcaster Chick
Hearn as the Lakers prevailed, 1 16-1 11.
As superstars Shaquille O'Neal and Kobe Bryant
toasted their dramatic victory with champagne inside

and 50.000 adults and seniors.
For ticket information, call (310)
251,

The

UCLA

squad Hnished second

this

Oklahoma in the
game, while women's outdoor

=^year after losing to
title

and men's soccer both placed

track
third.

See LAKERS, page 42

NBA championship victory on )tjrW 1 9th.

Bririns in Hnals." After the Bruins

Stanford and 28 more than third-place

and outdoor

the toughest con-

won, they returned to the restaurant
with their trophy and took pictures

ference to contend with, as evidenced

with the waitresses in front of the sign,

ing tradition of world-class Olytnpic,

titles,

nine

by the success of conference foes, the
Bruins are always prepared for and
have high expectations of postseason
success.

success of

team fmished

other

fifth

in

the country

UCLA

university's national

no one team has
dominated their sport

Boasting the prein the collegiate

ranks, Al Scates,

reached the
the

last

For those keeping count, that's 14
intercollegiate squads in the top 10.
Only the likes of Stanford, a fellow

years.

top three,

With 103

total

-»

national champi-

UCLA
has claimed at least one NCAA title in

onships to the Bruins'^oigdit,

20 years and at least two
-collegiate titles 23 times.
On the men's side, UCLA trails
only Southern Cal 70-65 while the
women trail Stanford (25), Texas (20),
LSU (20) and North Carolina (20). In
19

of the

last

title

for the sixth time in

the team's history and the third time in
the last five years.

UCLA has fmished

streak

eight

...

With fouF

-

in

the remaining

intercollegiate sports.

championships

titles

last

reached the Final Four a

special,"

Baker said after the team won their
1999 crown. "But the journey with this
group was fantastic."

recalled the team's latest trip

NCAA. On their way to the title

NCAA

Seth

Burnham of the men's

team

to the

national

In women's track and field, head
coach Jeannette Bolden's third place
outdoor finish was built on the foun-

record 22 times in 31 years.

ball

years.

are

numerous AllAmericans and Olympians, UCLA

now

of the

championships

18

sport record. With the

has

26

"All

a single

is

has

take a top five
finish in 17

in the '90s, the

program's

that

seen the Bruins

match against Ohio

volley-

State, the

team

passed a local restaurant which posted

dation

of the

1999-2000

Championship indoor

track' team,

Behind the remarkable performances

summm
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I
I

CycleTlme Insurance Services
Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped

mEE MOIDROU

Jewish Men! put on
li

Sla\ infornioci

INSURANCE IS THE LAW
It's

every

monday

less than you
Call for

think!

(310)275-6734
Exchange ad forminimum $10.00
discount with insurance purchase

Deadline to
place an ad
will be

Thursdays
at

Noon

External Display

(310)825-2161

On-Campus
(310)206-7562
Classified Line

(310)825-2221

LOW
Student
Airfares
Europe • Africa
•

South America

More Than
'

v..

100 Departure

Cities!

Euraiipasses

Bus Passes
Study Abroad

studenf

universe
IT'S

YOUR WORCD. EXPLORE

IT.

ettidflntUnivefie,com

Menachem Mendel
Chabad House at UCLA

Ohel

a free quote!

74

1

Gayley

• (3

1

0)

208-75

1

1

•

chabad@ucla.eclu

Readthe

WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDfT CARD

ent types that could

Our team was looking
points,

and

I

just

Finally,

its

in

thissunmien

date anybody's personal needs.

for a lot of
wanted to give them

second national

title in

including

.because ev^crything that you
could possibly need is there.
I have always liked L.A.
because

four years.

the

a college but

from
ence,

"All

UCLA's second
of my dreams have

my
I'll

is all

I

it

"

.

that

-

UCLA

UCLA is a bad thing, but for me
there wasn't

could have

any reason why

shouldn't go to

With star recruits from all over the
country ready to supplement the
already amazing success that UCLA
has had athletically, the Bruins expect
more of the same in the new

Sua

UCLA.

an incoming freshman and

is

a Softball recruit

plays

first
1

and

also

is

millennium.

who

base. She

the No.

prospect

player

utility

pitches and

is

in

considered
the South

probably the top
the nation.

in

*^'

LOVKG
Your neighbor as yourself-

Ohel

I

*

.

Menachem Mendel

Chabad House

<813)

know

not saying that not going to

college gymnastics experi-

take

I

was the best choice for me. I'm

champion, said of
title.

_^

many different

things.

"I'm ecstatic," junior Mohini
Bhardwaj, the 2000 individual bars

true. If this

so diverse and you

There is always something to do so you are never
1>ofed. Althpugh L.A. is a littHr""
crowded I figure I would just :have to get used to it.
Everybody has different opinions on what they want most in

Pac-10.

regional champions.

national

it is

get to set so

Conference Gymnast of the Year
Heidi Moneymaker, a 2000 NCAA™
individual champion. Gymnastics has
won the last 14 conference championships and seven of the last eight

come

I

also liked the student union

Five Bruins claimed All-American

honors,

accommo-

Opportunities tor

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AND VOICE MAIU

DAILY BRUIN

dorms very much.

ed to win and contribute to the team.

PAGER

WITH PURCHASE OF 1 YEAR AIRTIME
MEXICO. CANADA, CENTRAL AMERICA AND
NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER '*2"US!

athletic aspeets^of^oUege^L_

Sua, a graduating senior. "I just want-

gymnastics,

tinue the winning

and

Many of the colleges I had visited only had one kind of dorm
but UCLA offered many diffef-"

program won

coach Baker, the
men hope to con-

••

..

also liked the

Valorie Kondos-Field's

head

-

from Westwood.
"I've never been on a team that
won a national championship," said

head

Krikorian

37

athletes

women

coach

From page

the Bruins will continue the outstand-

ira

Asia

41

DIARY

NCAA Championships,

those points."

alongside

of

of thrower Seilala Sua, the most outstanding performer at both the indoor

runner-up
five
times With co-

Adam

they also hold balance

title

for the third time in four years.

Cup

said,

men's water polo, the Bruins

claimed the

variety of sports, but

the Bruins have
in seven

can boast of similar success.

Burnham

Not only do the Bruins
claim the team title in a

mier head coach

game

constant in the Sears'

along,'"

men's

women's swimming,
in
women's soccer and baseball held top
end of their
respective seasons. The men's basket-bali team tied for ninth nationally after
an amazing NCAA Tournament run
that saw the Brains reach the Sweet 16

manager was like, 'Oh, we
knew you guys were going to win all

than

UCLA

volleyball.

10 national Tmishes at the

title

last year;

consistently

flnished eighth in the

,,

The

In

With the

After an impressive run in the postseason, the Bruin women's volleyball

ly

California

ext.

,,

took a long 12 years for Los Angeles to bring a
major professional sports title back to the City of

-

Tickets go on sale June 19.
Those wishing to buy tickets
should contact Ticketmaster or the

824-1010,

=

It

include
Cup
Mercedes-Benz
Krajicek. Chang. Agassi, Pete
Sampras, Jim Courier. John
McEnroe, Jimmy Connors and

Arthur Ashe.
The event

.
I

the

Southern

$10 to $100.

Daily Bruin Staff

more than

NCAA

use. With arguably

country

ByMoinSalahuddin

tournament and a 16-team
of

at passing cars

37

ing intercollegiate sports.

tennis.

features a 32-player

doubles competition.
winners
Previous

wander

a sign saying "Buckeyes will take the

50

along with both men's and women's

1

The event

throw items

on

police placed

team's fans

tactical alert as

on Andre Agassi; 2000 ATP Tour
Gustavo
Champions Race No.
Kuerten; former L.A. winner
Michael Chang; and Marcelo
Rios, the first South American
ranked No. 1 by the APT TouL.

Fund.

Magic Johnson Foundation at
(310) 338-8110. Prices range from

mavhem in Wsstwoodr

an appearance at the tournament
will be two-time Los Angeles winner and former Wimbledon cham-

concert at the

Johnson

merriment

From page

won

the last 31 years, the Bruins have

CHAMPIONSHIP
Softball

WHAT: The game

"Midsummer

victory witli

Mercedes-Benz Cup

All-Star Charity

WHEN: Aug. 6, 6 p.m.
WHERE: Pauley Pavilion

-

Orimtation Issue 2000

2000

741 Gayley •(310)208-751

1

at

UCLA

•chabacl@ucla.eclu

•r
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crowd as they emptied out of the
Westwood bars and restaurants and

LAKERS
From page

40

An
^he

from the walls of Staples Center.
A peaceful celebration once characterized by the sound of honking horns
soon turned into a lawless mess epitofeet

mized by the sirens of police and

of Westwood

late into the

night, tossing garbage cans

out into the
al

vehicles.

police,

fire-

and

~~

bottles

The overwhelming
sentiment of UCLA and

street, nearly hitting sever-

Many

who were

students taunted

placed on a tactical

the city of Los Angeles,

melee broke out on Gayley
Avenue. The activity, however, paled in
comparison to that of downtown Los
alert as a

fighters.

And

estimated 200 revelers roamed

streets

while the streets surrounding

grew more frisjuieas
winning grew; the
of
the excitement
bars, restaurants, apartments and dorthe Staples Center

mitories of Westwood also

felt

large part of that.

and gold won.

affection

"I love L.A.!" yelled the large

Bryant enrolled

Not since

many

in

ed Arkansas

UCLA Italian class-

Bruins typically sway their

SUMMER BRUIN

1995,
in

when

UCLA

defeat-

men's basketball for the

Pacers fans.

point fourth quarter deficit to

'

.

.

to the

said

"it's all part

Moshe

of a conspir-

UCLA

overwhelming sentiment of
and the city of Los Angeles,

knew

their seventh

"It

NBA

title.

was unbelievable," graduate

Foradvertis

j

were going to
Leonard said. "It was just

a question of when."

wish our school could

UCLA garnered five national

titles last

year,

seems the Bruins need

it

NBA

World

according to

week long,"
graduate Danny Ben-Moshe said.
.While it seemed as though the
all

Bruin

current

Check out the
ORI
online right now!
www dai lybruin ucla edu
i

.

.

.

Jesse

we'll

have to worry

WANTED SUBJECTS WITH or WITHOUT

about stuff to celebrate. With Kobe an^i
Shaq, the Lakers will keep on winning

and

we'll

SERVING VIENNA 100%
ALL BEEF HOT DAWO'9

keep on cheering."

OPEN DAILY

n

Lectures,
Online, phoneline.
- we'll assist with your

FIBROMYALGIA for UCLA RESEARCH
Subjects must:
-

Mon-Thur ll.OO-QrOOPM

n:00-IO.OOPM
11:00-8:00PM

Fri-9c'jf

gundau

STUDY
TORAH
Menachem
Chabad House

74

Gayley

1

• (3

1

0)

208-75

1

1

1

UCLA

at

Wesfwond

Village

Chi-Dawg

8t

20

-

undergo an examination of their muscles and joints

-

get an electrocardiogram

-

give 40cc of blood (3 tablespoons)

-

participate in an experiment

rate,
i

out questionnaires

where we

will

monitor heart

blood pressure and measure blood flow

in

two muscles

(jaw and shoulder)
^- ;"****

oz. Refillable Drink

^
6 CT 50
Tax
Musf
8f presenf ooupon at tim* of purohas* ^ V^
plus Chiti-Cheese Fries

chabad@ucla.edu

•

10874 Kinross Avenue

UCLA QUPER QPECIAL

Mendel

Ohel

be female between 21 and 55 years old
fill

>,

ISPUBUSHED

EYE CARE FOR UCLA

ONKENE

Smith.

'TBonlOiink

"I've been partying

lease call

MONPW

how

Others merely worried about

825-2161 or 825-2221

EVERY

Ben-

incrediljle,"

win a football or basketball title to
have another excuse to party in the
strcc. ^rWestwood.
*
But that shouldn't be a problem,

the Lakers

Championship.

won

it

to

seen the crazy fanfare that occurred
after the Lakers

said. "I

While

the

nniuch to celebrate the

moments

make

Create such excitement."

acy.'*

"I

15-

NBA Finals.

"The Lakers are

senior Jake Cooper, an Indiana fan for

over 10 years,

overcame a

'-

"The Pacers should have won,"

DAILY

seven against the

Blazers, the Lakers

NCAA Championship, had Westwood
just

game

the decisive

happy with the outcome - mainly

win the titled"

toward the "Showtime"
both of the 1980s and of the
Lakers

Bruin

But despite the jubilation of many,
who weren't

there were a few Bruins

''..]:..,

43

title

pushed to the limit by the Sacramento
Kings and the Portland Trailblazers. In

even dose to back then."

^

With the likes of
Magic Jo*hnson showing up on campus
regularly throughout the year and

--crst:
J^'^
same fervor.
^
Screams of joy could be heard
throughout campus as students, having
jusl finished final exams, became even
more relieved as their men in purple

es,

"This

in 1995.

Orientation issue 2000

entering the playoffs, the squad was

(party) isn't

favored the Lakers.

But the focus of the night was celebration and UCLA students were a

that

back

tion

Still,

favored the Lakers.

Angeles.

much of

Lakers were going to capture the

Stephanie Leonard said of the celebra-

I

Lakers' win.

50

-'>

"Even though (Pacer guard) Reggie
still love my
Miller is from UCLA,
Lakers!" said junior Rebecca Jones.

into the streets just seconds after the

the lockeroom. bonfires erupted just

<'.

present.

D«iy8niin Sports
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If

you

are interested in participating, please contact ^-
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CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
HAWAII $129 (o/w)
Call. (3 10) 574 0090

2000

www.4cheapair.com
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Pregnancy
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For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

Classified Une: (310) 825-2221
Fax: C310D 206-0528
Classified Display: C3103 206-3060
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Wanted

—

Appliances
I

Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates

Cameras

Computers

o

know about
^

th e

board

Software

/

in

Beverly

a new

oral investigational

drug for female sexual

disorder.

^

,.

^

m e rcha ndi se.—
you're 18-49 years old without sexual problems,
in good general health and not taking birth control
pills or shots, we may need your help.

and include that In the ad. Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

compensation is proved - up
to $400.00 for patients who complete
the 4 visits.
Financial

Hills Is

looking for healthy women to participate in a
sexual health stuciy. This research study evaluates

classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without pnces.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask what you would like
t

Padma-Nathan's Office

r^T^T^'^^^1

Etjrailpass

Hotel

————

JIarin Padma-Nathan,
;

and enroll, you'll receive all study->
related care at no charge, Including doctor visits,
laboratory services and in office use of the study
If

1100

2200

2300

Campus Happenings

Research Subjects

Sperm/Efjg Donors

you

qualify

medication.

Accommodation^--'
Cor Rentals

For more information, please contact us
^today. Enrollment is United!

.;-— --Mfr-

V^^eFairH^^

:-

Tour Packages

-^»#;,"-

adve^

SS,^

International Airfares

*Asla*Aftloa*Ausiralla*Etfope*Sat«i

AmBiQg*JndkfCQnodQ*Me?dQQ*Haftoii*

If

descnptions

fully

Towest DomesTic orj^

i^

SpKKiliioinslictlnlBfnalionolMonsAvailablB
McM ow lublact to Chang* winour noHc*.
AvatabMy may b« Imtted and Kxn* ti>rtcWon« may

M.D.

apply PKjircniM

9100 WilshireBlvd, Suite 360
Beverly Hills, C A 90212

1 1310)

PHONE (310)441^680
10650

mstmSiMB 434,

WeshnodCfi 90024

858-4455

*

Make

the Call that

Could Make a Difference®

Furniture

PERFORMING
DANCE GROUP

Garage / YSard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical instruments
Office

Equipment

Remals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

Auto Accessories
Auto insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

UCLA Ackerman

Union room 2414.
Mondays 6:15-6:55pm. Starting October 2.
Demonstrate fun dances ©campus cultural

Meet

Pets

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

announcements
1100-2600
1100
Campus Happenings

JANE AUSTEN
MOZART-BEETHOVEN

SOMEWHERE

IN

TIME

Annual Southern California Autumn HistoriOctober 21
ballsimple/elegant
Learn
7:30-midnight.
room dances of the early 19thcentury. Lessons 10am/2pm, Tea Time ©4pm. Costumes
welcome/not necessary. Dinner included.
213-384-6622. Details at www.regency-

at

events and future performing opportunities
include darice festivals in Brazil (December).
Mexico (March). New York (April), and Israel

310-284-3636 or email
danceclubs@usa.net.
(July). Call

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
laxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

'

friends.org. Garpooling available, call

BDC

Travel Tickets

310-284-3636 12th Annual Victorian Grand

Vacation Packages

Costume

Ball

November

25th. Contact

laha@pacbell net Ragtime Costume
Bain 0/1 4 Sherlock Holmes Bain 1/4
1

-9P0 numbers

Insurance

Alcoholics
Mon.

Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage

Discussion,

Fri.

Healthy females ages
wishing to help

^

Or.Cliiu

Siil)jocts

between the ages of 18-30
wanted as subjects in experiments dealing in
balance and eye movements. Must have
normal vision, balance and be in good
health. $30-40/session. 310-206-6354 for
more information.

VOLUNTEERS

Uttr,

paper »t?v;ycb

U>i'>

3501 Adunnan

I

Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

PowerPoint. Only $395. Call

Forakohollc* or IndMdmIt mho

Cc'impiis

hmm a *ttUngprobhm.
13*k

OUCU»

nir^ift

Housesitting

Oct. IB*"

4900

/ Egcj

Autos

Donors

ACURA INTEGRA. 60K

for

Sale

alpine system, mint condition, $6300. Sal-

vage. Dario 310-478-8802.

POLICE IMPOUNDS! Cars as low as $500
for listings

are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
body disposes of each montn can be
useo by an infertile woman to have a

1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

you

—

825-2161 •825-2221

Happenings

Research Subjects

Research Subjects

SALSA

UniversityDanceClubs(a)usa.net
20^**

There

is

Personal Assistance
liBmporaiy Employment
Vokinteer

8:^00
^,,N

Lessons 10 p.m

8400
HSOO

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished

8<i()0
I

I

Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed

Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates
Roommates

Room
Shared Room

- Private
-

9700 [Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

ADHD

Travel n«?slm;jnoiis

I

Luxor, Excallbur

is

currently looking for adults aged

»R/T non-stop

air

2"^ Floor

you have

•Sightseeing Tour

•2 nights hotel

•Dining/show coupons
•Coupons over $100!

'Group discounts on four or

nnore!

TRAVEL CONNECnOIX

INATTENTION
HYPERAOIVITY
IMPULSE CONTROL

800-344-3977

This research study requires weekly
will receive either the study

visits to

UCLA

for

ifCU

6000

6000

insurance;

liisnr.iiu.e

6 wa'ks where you

medication or placebo. Participants

ThB Dally Bruin Ad Production Department
'
needs Paste-up Artists.
- -^-^
v^-—^ If you are hardworking, detail-oriented, thrives on (Aatfllnes,
can Juggle multiple tasks and know Macintosh programs - _

—

WE NEED YOU!

will

room 24i4
receive free medication for

(3i0) 284*3636
<s'^^
Romantic Dance Lesson Series octa4>oc. 4

weeks and a free

ADHD

8 weeks following completion

of the initial 6

Mercury Broker in W^twood. No Brokers Fees. Also other
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

evaluation.

(31 0) 208-3548

STUDENTS-STAFF-FACULTY-ALUMNI
For more information,

call (310)

1081

825-6587

Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

Apply at

ASUCLA

HuiTian Resources. 2nd Floor, Kerckhoff Hall
Display

Cl.issifietls

A

X

FoonuuiPRBnew
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baIlroom@uclaoed u

E-mail for oddltieiial moMbor boncfits

f

p«r person, dbl occ, rMtriction* appty

Campus

Lounga

If

ON THE

problems with;

Ballroom Dance Club
e>UCLA Ackerman Union

www,DiSlhfBn.Gom

CUTTING

& mom!

$199.00!

•Airport Transfers

DANCE LESSONS Mondays 7 & 10 p.m. w«*k«

bm m atuditf

(310) 826-2051

ALWAYS

2 Night Packages
MGM,

18-55 to participate in a medication treatment study.

_Ll_

IHtm to

•Laser Ablation of Red and Brown Spots

WE'RE

TENTH WEEK

SIS \€';i;is

from
The UCLA ADHD Research Group

WHERE GREAT ROMANCES BEGIN

"Hm hatnt fonfottmn what If9

•Lip Augmentation*

Romantic Danc« Lesson Scries o ucla Ackernan union rooa 2414

Join the Most Popular Club on

MD

•Acne«Mole Renx)val*Warts«Rashes»

5680 SUMMER

CELEBRATING 55 TEARS

persistent

Silvers,

-

"""^'^""mmitmiii'^i..

Merengue-Lindy Hop -Waltz -Cha Cha & more

s^zgZ

-

with

SWING-SALSA-TANGO

who qualify.

Jack H.

•Laser Hair and Tattoo Rerrioval*

adult

imemship

6200

For more Information, please call: 310-794-1600
at the UCLA Medical Plaza

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE CLUB
Mondaya 9 p.m. 10/2-12/4 CUBAN

C2 talks So. of >A/lisriire)
24 Hours g Doy Service

a clinical trial available for you child or teenager. Eligible
patients 7 to 17 years of age will have routine physical evaluations and
study medications-all provided at no cost. Financial compensation for

summerbruin

2200

WORLD

the

(310)312-0202
1281 WestNA/ood Blvd.

advertise

infertile couple realize
dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Hiunan
Reproduction! Firiandal
compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,
please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

baby Help an

Are you an

Inc.

Health Services

their

followed by tho bo«t social ovont of tho yoar
Acfcorman Orand allfoowi (1" 1000 >tii<iif will Ho aamWted)

LEARN FUN DANCES from AROUND

/iiistate
IKmAw in good hands.
Mike Azer Insurance Agency.

Diminished pleasure ^
in almost all activities
Feelings of worthlessness
Poor ability to concentrate

miles, sporty,

2200

Lcasona 8 p.m

Insurance

Sad, tearful, irritable

Annaal

SWING/SALSA

6000

(310) 451-1077

1100

hallrooin@ucla.edu NEW STUDENT WELCOME hallroom@ucla.edu
(FW ESHMEN-Jr. TltAN»y«»-OltADUAT»-tAW-«U«NKW-M«DiCAL «TUP«MT»)

Monday

Depression?

those

Siu^, 3508 Adnrmon
M/T/Wibn.DOTtalA3-029
Wad. Ibn. A3- 029
Discussion, Al limM 1 2: 10 - 1 KM pm

Writing Help

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Warned
Help Wanted

Research Subjects

Ihurs. Boole

I

7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200

Research Subjects

From

Suffering

Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services

2200

Research Subjects

(S10)-206-9664.

EGG DONORS
NEEDED
If

2200

Your Child or Teenager _^

Is

MAC POWER BOOK 190cs. Mint Condition.
Fully loaded with MS Office, Word, Excel,

1994

Research

^

3UOO

room Oucla.edu

2200

2200

couples.

CALL MIRNA (818) 832-1494

2300
Sperni

infertile

Coniputers/Softw.-ire

for participation.

IMaik, caN

2200
Research Subjects

9-28

1

Generous Compensation

Genetic study of Diat}etes recruits
healthy volunteers (1 8-40 years old) for
free diat>etes screening with standard
oral glucose tolerance test (2.5 hours).
Qualified subjects (who pass the oral
glucose tolerarKe test and have nonmal
blood pressure) wHI be invited to
participate in a genetic study of
diabetes. Sut>iects win be paid $1 50

BALLROOM DANCE CLUB AT UCLA. MONDAYS 7-10PM ACKERMAN 3517. LEARN
FAMOUS PARTNER/LINE DANCES 9PM.
BECOME A MEMBER! 310-284-3636. ball-

Anonymous

Slip Siudy,

EGG Donors Needed

FREE
DIABETES SCREENING

SWING/SALSA/TANGO

niis paoi^ir tt^cyclii

Financial Aid

university-

SUMMER LESSONS
MONDAYS 6/26-8/28

cal CosturT>e Ball, Saturday,

9H()(I

Many

present pereons of any oogin. '«••?«
supports the University o( California's polcy on nondiscrimination. No medium shall accept advertisements vrfuch
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way
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ih^an
persoTbeliev.ng
Any
In
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issue.
represented
ad^ertlTme^ts
(310)
«ca« me
8K^ckho« Hall. 308 Westwoid PiLa. Los Anleles, CA 90024. For assistance with housing discnmination problems, call the UCL^ Housing Office at (310)55-4271
for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible for the first mcoa
475^9671 Clarified ads also appear on-line at http7/www.diilybruin.ucla.edu. Placement on-hne is offered as a complimentary servwe
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ASUCUV Communications

Camcorders

/

Collectibles

UXMnHD

9«)()0

item.

Books

3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

9400
9500

Dr.

Always include the price of your

•

24HOUR5ADAY

.

your Items.

accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

Calling Cards

3700

8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300

RESB^AnONAT
hflp://www.fxismoweb. com/aquatmvel

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate

paymem

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:60pm
Fh; 9am-2 :30pm

M^ YOUR OA/N /«^ CMl HOra

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

Please -make checks payable lou
"The UCLA Daily Brum." We

Tickets Offered
Tickets Vyianted

3A00
3500
3600

k'

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,
at 12 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,
at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day before printing.

Sperm / Egg Donors

The

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

0.60
28.00
2.00
93.00
5.60

Monthly, up to 20 words
..each additional word

E-Mail: classifiecls@media.ucla.edu
Web; http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Recreational Activities
Research Subjects

20 Words $8.30

...each additional

...each additional

Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals

1700
1800

k

Plaza

CamfMJS Recruitment

1500
KiOO

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300

One

8 Kerckhoff Hall

TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

an 6liBcJliic ad

UrUTtPi
noo Campus Happenings

AQUA

FOR HEALTHY

hoMfioiMille

206-3060
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Orientation Issue

Daily Bruin Classified

46

Oripntation Issue

2000

47

Daily Bruin Classified

2000
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7,

Special Egg

6200

6200

6700

Health Services

67OO

Health Services

Health Services

Professional Services

Professional Service's

(Offic* or S. Sotoimanl,
*

p

>

Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria:
l

Expires

•

24 Hour Emergency Service

•

Medi-Cal

Phases of Dentistry

8/M/OO

310-478-2899 Fax: 310-477-6833

& AAost Insurance Plans Accepted
&

Members are walcome*

Faculty

Wilshire

11

Ih

l ]1

'

•

i'rt

iiU lI

1

1

II

Vn

>H|'

•

i

l l

i ll'

tt

West Los Angeles, Betwei^'n
Santa Monica (fret Parking in Rear)
,

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

•Height Approximately 5'6" or

TaUer •Caucasian •S.A.X
Score around 1300 or High A.C.T. •CoUege Student or
Genetic Medical Issues^
X^faduate Student Under 30

\^m flRP MB

Initial

G>n»witati

e WORK PERMITS e VISAS
e GREEN CARDS e LABOR CERT,
e IMMQRATION PROBLEMS

No

^Attorney
1

23

JENNIFER

S. Figueroa. Suite

S.

WW

I^BI

• Full oral eumination
•

Necessary X-Rays

•

Cleaning

A

Polishing

•

Or«l Cancrr Screening

•

Penodnntal Rxamirution

•

Permits, Change of

X-Rays arc non-lransferrablc

6^00

6500

Movers/Slornfje

Music Lessons

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The

careful

movers Experienced, reliable, same-day delivery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pickup donations for American Cancer Society.
Jerry 0310-391 -5657.

IMMIGRATION
I

IMMIGRATION
Green Cards, Work

time introductory offer with this coupon

1620 WeslwcKxl Blvd

visa center"

*

•

i

Angel

C reate Oeauliful Smiles!

All

Tel: (310) 475-5598 / Fax: (310) 475-^970
Online: www.onvillage.eom/@/dentalhcalth

patient: Tcra Bonilla

Coupon

DOS)

•

First

'

"

6200

'All Students

I

.

DENTAL HEALTH CARE

DohorIVeeded
'

-

Status, Citizenship,

Visa Extensions,

Company

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES

with dedicated pro-

home or WLA
No drum set

fessional. At your

studio. 1st-

lesson free.
Ne« 323-654-8226

necessary.

Reasonable Rates
Attorney Representation.
Call For a
t-ree Consultation.
Total Confidentiality Guaranteed.
Privately Owned and Operated.

Start-

ups, and more...

Member

of the

Better Business Bureau

LIM

220 Los Angeles. CA 90012

^ssmed^m^^

Westside 310-837-8882
Downtown 213-680-9332

Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals
Comprehensive help by PhD From DC
International Students Welcome

(923) 665-8145

5680
Travel Destinations

5680

5700

Travel Destinations

Travel Tickets

5700
Travel Tickets

EXTENDED or DAHY 2 pr $59
DISPOSABLES

*3Qh

^Mo/4B«es'69

BROWN EYES_.aT 79pr

CHAIlGE

BkM

Hazsl, Grvon,

•

CHANGE UGHT EYES b&l.^ J49rt
...

BkM, Gre«n, Aqua

BIFOCAL/MONOVISION

add

ASTIGMATISM EXT

SOUTH AMERICA

Compeiisatioii

"50

I

*89r»

EYE EXAM $1 5

LOSMGBfS/

1(D8S.RotartMnMwd.,«1

BwBrty

Vlfed3-5Fri11-1

Hills

Ad)

t»(2W.URnUA«e.,«6

PACKAGES & CRUISES

(310)360-9513

Wed

UMGBEAOt

4130 AlMleAvaL. #106

B

112Z7«*y «<.»»

11-1.

Fri

3-5

TtHirs3-5.Sat2-4(ini

Thurs11-1|Mn.Sani:30-lpni
Mo AQpoMmonl MooMnrWJuit WWk-fei

VAUGHN E. DOBALlAIIL MJD

INCA TRAIL 5D/4N $490
MACHU PICCHU 3D/2N from $365
JUNGLE LODGES 3D/2N from $300
AMAZON CRUISE 4D/3N from $595
GALAPAGOS CRUISE 4D/3N from $7631

•Roundtrip Airfare
Pkjs Tax. Inti Student ID required
Restrictions apply. Call

NOW!.

Europe Bus-pass
1

5 day pass to travel
throughout
Europe!

GUAYAQUIL/QUITO

SANTIAGO

II0-108-I55
1

Paid to you and/or the charity of your
choice. All related expenses will be paid
in addition to your compensation.

Westwood

Blvd. in

Westwood

$430
$620
$499

CUZCO
LIMA
SAO PAULO/RIO

t:.iri'

Kit

va./J'

A Guide to the Perplexed

f

universitysecrets.com

httpZ/univer sitvsecretsco m

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

R/T AIR FARES FROM
BUENOS AIRES

HREL

$566
$400
$619

Oomprahantive Oisawtation AacMano*
Thases. Papers, af>d Parsonal Statamanta
Proposals and Books
imarrwtional Sludants Walcome. Since 1985
SlMTon Bear, Ptt.0. (310) 470-MC2

6700

com
PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL StERViCE
WNAAw.pro-travel

Village

Council Travel

.

South America Specialfsts
>

www.counciltravel.com

Profession.'d Son/icos

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING

Liz

csmoiroaa-ia-

de-

tor

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress,etc. Couples/Individuals. Crime victims may t>e eligitile for free treatment. Call

Gould(MFC#32388)e310-578-5957

to

sctiedule free consultation.

MEDICAL SCHOOL

PERSONAL

STATEMENTS/APPLICA-

TIONS. Expertise

BRIGHT LIGHTS.

to

present your

t»est. Edit-

and

finalizing.

Dissertation formatting

ing.

Personalized, professional assistance.

Words,

etc.

Ace

310-820-6830

7000
Tiitorin(j

BIG CITY

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be
especially gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

SUMMER TUTOR
EXPERIENCED AND PERSONABLE TUTOR tttat wiH get results. Catch up or get
ahead tNs summer. Seven-years

)
And no dorm

For more information or to obtain an
The College

<

m

application please contact Michelle at the
law OfiBce of Greg L. Eriksen

Clft

more out

Jewish

Trip to
ol

summer

your

days louringjewish

New

of Liberty. Broadway

New

York for just

vacation than a

Now, how's

»

I

Hill

i

ml

II*

I

>ir

m Am

wt^'

^m^' iimt^hi'mffimmttim^itm' Ui nt

»

7100

tan

Tiilorint)

last a lileiime

and sounds

ol the Big

your

spirituality

And

that lor a vacation? Call

all

"^O

SAT TUTORS

WANTED

other

Need

So, you'll

Apple, you'll gel closer

for less

JAM

V^

C^oMo

than 100 bucks

today to lind out more

high

%

*'^*

September 111-19

energetic people with

SAT scores to

call

JAM

at

323.930.2034

tutor,

especially in W.L.A.. San

Femando

Valley. Pasadena,
Palos Verdes.

$l5-$20/hrRexible hours.
Car needed. Call Joe

(310)

more details please

Wnnted

Spend ten

¥*

For

is

Stanford graduate.
Help with the English language— for students ol all ages/levels. 310-440-3118

J*N>.h Aocranatl Ma^arrani

{o the core of

i

*This ad

KIND AND PATIENT

$99.

and so muih more You'H bond with

not only sec the sights

or email EggDonorInfo@aol.cdm.
',

gmxJ

SAT/algebra/French/E3L/English/hteCall Will 310-701-8969.

WRITING TUTOR

food.

Yi>rk with slops ai Olhs Island, the Statue

Jewish students and share experiences to

(800) 808-5838

or

e-mail us

at

4481744

jamC^^^ucla.edu

'-^r-

being placed for a particular client and

is

not soliciting eggs for a donor Imnk,

uiaSSiiicuS

825-2221

experi-

ence.
tory.

•~(s

Offered

ni^nl^^u

206-3060

•••

"•«'

7700

7100
Tutoriruj

Child Caro

Wanted

responsible
individual with B.A./M.A. and/or
bright,

experience
education.

in

Work

Wauled

person to serve as babysitter

noons M-F. Enormously

with children:

who

4-year-old

learn difficulties, school anxiety,

Located

poor organization/study skills,'
etc. Strong high school

in

Help

Help Wnntod

MATH
All

offered in small

CALL NOW! (310)500-8233

—

Valley.

.

you call)

BABYSITTER

m

3pm. Person needs to have
hours. Starts 7/31. 818-905-1215.

BABYSITTER WANTED

7200

LIBRARY CLERK

Create, develop, or refine. Editing, word processing, application typing, dissertation for310matting, transcribing. Ace word s, etc
.

820-8830.
specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

310-828-6939. Hollywood. 323-466-

iWlonica,

2888

rsT

^

or twnnt to

7^00

Business Opportunities

your parents
for extra cash.
call

No experience

health/nutrition

10 countries seeks outgoing individuals for
part time/full time Training available. 310552-3244.

COACHES NEEDED
SCHOOL. 2000JV

Girls

Varsity

Football.

Paid positions. 310-391-7127.

Nate

ext.

247

DRIVING MISS DAISY. My recently widowed
86yr-okJ mother shouldn't be driving your

4

Ices.

NO

Agency leads and

7813.

ment

only.

MOTHER'S HELPER
drive,

Bright, motivated, organ-

Computer/accounting knowl-

3 10-

help

realize their

becoming

558-4221.

Furnished apartment in Santa
Monica. From July 18 to Oct. 18. Utilities in-

$795/mo. Newty reniodeled, 2bd. gated garden apartment, two entries, oak floors, ceiling fans, appliances, 1/2 bkx;k UCLA's 561
bus, shopping, freeways, approx. 8mi
UCLA.818-399-9610.

Beautiful

dream

parents.

of

So

us

FITNESS & NUTRITION

or e-mail us at

COORDINATOR

if

donors@ccb.com

you're looking for a great
job and little extra cash,
call

310-824-9941

Needed

for

glewood.

community-based

Innovative,

responsible,

sional for public relations

and

agement work. 20hrs/week,
first.

project in In-

profes-

project

$5/hr.

man-

close to

$

Spanish a

FRONT DESK HELP
weekend

Pertect P/T position! Short shifts,
evenings in small exercise studio. Must be
friendly, outgoing,

computer

literate.

PART TIME JOBS AVAILABLE

Felteia

7800

WORKcompany
FROM HOME
New

Help Wanted

seeking motivated

internet

people Great support. 661-263-8903

*MOVIE EXTRA

7500

Laundry

SECRETARY

Career Opportunities

BARTENDERS
•

Earn $iao-$200 a day
week

• 2
•

1

training

ft

Job

Placefnent included
not a )ot> -It's a PARTY'!*

It's

National Bartenders School
(fia«lQ)
(800) 64ft -

MIXX

Beats

ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT: PT-FT

WLA

School looking for capable
and experienced teacher assistants to work
with elementary level students, M-F, 8AM1PM Begin September Please fax resume 310-471-1532

825-2221

pay

for free

math

skills.

in

$10/hr, Fax: 818-508-2(X)1.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
business
Office.

for interna-

Must know
310-278-9338. E-mail

Call

or fax 310-

Eam

only.

No

Assistant to psychologist/best-selling author
typist, filing,

errands, car

RN at VA Medical
Some benefits. Fax

atoohol. Flexi-

for

doctor.

brary

Rm11617

at

Young Research

required.

Great pay!

Flexible

No

$600

1

ROOM FOR

pulveda by 405 &

P(MS()iiiil

Receptionist

2,

10.

and

Call Dr Kassoria 310-205-0226.

insur-

Upbeat
needed

&

for

cheerful receptionist

WLA optometry office.

Fax res 310.828.3447

Rent

323-651-3382.

accompany/hang out w/1 3-year-old boy.
Teach Italian in relaxed atmosphere. Beach,
games, movies, etc. Prepare for trip to Italy
6hrs/day 4dys/wk. 6/24-7/21. Possible
time

in

fall.

have own

full-

Call:3 10-553-7595. $8/hr:Must

car.

AVAILABLE Clean.

close to

Walk

to

Private room, share bath,

parking space, near bus. $42C/mo. includes
utilites.

No

deposit required.

2.5Bath townhouse. AC, Sec. Syst. Rare small yard * extra storage. Barbara Gardner, Broker 310-

285-7505

'OO-'Ol

9000
House

for

nfce view, ntoe

barbeque area, pool table, pingpong
table, piano, rec. room, gated parking. Looking for female student, rK)n-smoking, quiet.
$500/mo. Call now! (310) 569-8233.

more information, see
on page C
For

for iixJrm/1 k>ft

Two

WESTWOOD
needed

share room in
2txJmV2l)ath luxury condo on Wilshire. Park-

person

1-2

ing.

Low

to

rent. Pool, Jacuzzi,

Tennis courts.

ACROSS
1

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Top cards

5 Witch-hunt
locale

Erfc-31 0-475-341 3 pager: 310-915-2611.

10 Area
14 Bolivia's

_1_

rwightxjr

ADVERTISE

Pierre"

16 "Once

—

share very large

washer/dryer. $700/mo. Very large master bedroom, walk-in closet, $850/month 310-4771/2 bath.

Fireplace, patio,

753-7050.

AFFORDABLE
$725, 15 min.

bdmVI bath apt. in Palms,
drive to UCLA, security bklg.,
1

lease up in September but
renewable. Available now.

pool,

laundry,

LOOKING FOR A PLACE
Your move

sing10l.net.

summer

to

off

Hve?

www hou-

campus! Search

sublets.

S.M.

SANTA MONICA— Furnished bedroom

Female nonsmokers only

SUMMER STUDIO
Looking

for quiet

student. Pool/)acuzzi/gym. Laundry. Parking.
l

-August 25th. $1,600.

310-208-1880

utilities

9800
V/acation Rentals

WESTWOOD.

Walk

to

UCLA. Male-Only.
bdrm w/bath Kitch-

en privileges, laundry, parking. $700/mo.
Another room $600/mo. (7/1) 310-473-5769

BEAUTIFUL,

Forgo
Imtate
Pie i la
Mineral spring

—

Den

46
47
48
50
53
57
58
60

1

~^

feature
Injured

7 Turkish coin

8 Slippery one
9 Avalanche of a

chairperson

SPACIOUS

YOSEMITE

HOME

SnU;

others
41 Mideast gulf

42 Buddy
44 Homed
animals

,

sort

in oil

Arising (from)

Temporary

Swiss city
Octot)ergem
12 Zero
13 Terminates
21 Shipshape
23 With "out."
1

gift

Rasp

Level
61 Norwegian

62 Soda buy
avis
63
64 Potato parts
65 Manicurist's

11

distribute

—

25 Gl tmant
26 Foul-up
27 Singer Bryant

45 Nearer to the
end
49 Suspicious
50 Iceberg
51 Optimistic

52
53
54
55
56
59

Type

of lock

Overfeed

He was terrible!
Roman ruler
Chew
Wheet

part

r-r-rTT«g-g-?-rTT«TrTrTrTr

surrounded by tall pines. Close to
everything. Fully Equipped. 5000' elevation
sundeck, reasonable rates. 818-785-1028

Hid

His

www.yosemite.i8toveiy.com.

WE'RE ALWAYS
ON THE

32 Fastener
33 Slept like
37 Lag
38 Common
amphibian
39 Starr and

—

Cattiedral part

2 Gael
3 Commentator
Sevareid
4 Part of HOMES
5 Cut
6 Worshipped

— of bricks

Grad
Cooking

31 Disturb

DOWN

Musty
Phonograph
record

29 Muscat native
30 Willow

t)oard

66 Winter weather

city

pool, Jacuzzi,
it,

sass macQSQ @QBia

Spoke

40 Frequently

in

large, bright, 2txJrm apt. $650/nrK)nth. Avail-

Yard. Available July

Actor Baldwin

42 Streann
43 Highway safety

SUBLET

QSCQCSB

SQSsamszziQmGiiDmiim

attraction

25
26
28
33
34
35
36
37
39

41 Like

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA.

SODS
BUS
QQQQ
OBDSB ^SQS SOD
SQS

—

22 Grins
24 Carnival

Sublets

8922^

gym. $800/month, $500deposincluded. Dario 310-478-8802.

."

.

footing

9700

Qmaa

Dso SQSS

15 "Good-bye,

.

able 8/1-10/1.

WESTWOOD
to

a<

c

|IP^

CUTTING

hi

IIP

wkk^

3241 Sepulveda. 310-

GREAT WESTWOOD

397-0255

WALK TO UCLA

in

Sale

GREAT WESTWOOD 3BED.

Furnished Bunk Bed,

uc a Ashe Center

please. Call Laura 310-264-0503.

Large, private furnished

for

FURNISHED, STUDIO LOFT,

WESTWOOD. Elegant 2bdrm/1bth condo to
share. Own room, phoneline, furnished,

ROOM

Condo/Townhouse

most services

for

pool,

WEST LA/PALMS

3bdrm/2

3 bed 2 1/2

Bath Townhouse. AC. SEC Syst.
Extra Storage.
Rare small yard
Barbara Gardner, Broker (310)
•»-

STUDENT

Blvd.

attached

and bath for rent. Private
parking, waher/dryer. 1600 ft townfx>use,
near Melrose and Crescent freights. Must not
be allergic to cats. Extrerr^ly clean. Oetx>rah

Assistance

ITALIAN-SP^AKING __^

kitchen,

Washington Place. 310-450-8414

1/2

and
one person.

for

FREE

<

spactous ibd/lbath apartment on Strathmore/Veteran. Rent $375/mo. Close to Campus Express. Call 310-824-2911 ASAP

for

J

UPSCALE
PRIVATE

schedule.

leave message 310826-9811

full

Westwood

Professional/student

Condo/Townhouse

closet, bathroom. July/Sept. At National/Se-

skills

11609

8700

FALL

Li-

81 OO

to

Single 600sq/ft $600, refrigerator and stove.

skylights

or call Antigone Kutay 310-

825-1084.

full-bath,

WEST LA

8600

APARTMENT NOW!
SUMMER '00

SUMMER LIBRARY JOB shelving and other
stacks duties. 12-19hrs/wk. $6.70/hr to start.

Weekends. Laun-

dry/cleaning, assist w/cooking, etc.

UCLA,

/

543 LANDFAIR. 1-3 persons to share large
Ibdrm/bth 1 block to campus. 3 parking
spaces. July 1 -SeptenWf-i 5. Martfia 760-

Westskje Pavilk>n, bright, private, utilites
pakl. $550/month. Megan:310-474-1749.

675/mo 310-358-9949.

RESERVE YOUR

^

top $$$. 323-441-0985

busy

close to

unit

trees, quite student only please,

insurance needed

HOUSE TO SHARE

UCLA. Walk

Apiirtnients Furnished

guest

No

18 Earth
19 Auttror Ayn
20 And so on

Furnished

Bachelor

SMALL PRIVATE FURNISHED

.

4mi/campus. Own room, share bath,
backyard Quiet neighbortiood Female preferred. Available 8/1 $500/mo, 1/3 utilities

8500

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

roles. Tokyo. Japan. Email resume: don_dusatkoegallup.com or call Don at 949-474-

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OFFICE ASSISTANT

• •

Japanese Graduates— Senior Leadership

Students only apply
in

&

systems

7900x710.

Private

SINGLE FOR RENT

(310) ^77-7237

Individual alarm

Peter (310)259-2227.

WLA

Near Wilshire Blvd.

Facilities

Through Feb 2001 preferred. Call

utilities.

midnight
17 Lose one's

1235 Federal Ave.

&

1

house. Male grad. student. Microwave, refrigerator, A/C,
weekly cleaning, near bus.
$400/mo., yr. lease. 310-312-0669.

Bun.310-267-2878.

Beautiful

hardwood

floors

2bdrm/1bth $1500. ibdrm/lbth
$1050 and $1095. Stove, Fridge, Laundry
room, Parking. T310) 824-2112

/carpets.

285-7505

9200

to

ASSISTANT NEEDED
Speed

GIRLS
WLA. Conversation

office in BevHills:

resume aribussel© hotmail.com
278-0038

ance

re-

wanted at exclusive social clubs

ble hours.

accounting-type office. Includes phones and general
office duties. Must have computer ,ind basic

MS

PRIVATE

jobs. Start immediately. Great

Fun/Easy No crazy fees Program
medical Call-24/hrs 323-850-4417.

tional

TEACHER ASSTNTS

all

administrative and organizational
skills Must have medical front office and surgery scheduling experience. PC and telephone skills required. Team player for a busy
strong

M

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool, Near bus line

Gated Assigned
Parking ^

Susan Orrange 310-268-4404.

to

'

FURNISHED BEDROOM, WLA

UCLA

mile to

Singles

Room

Alan at 818-762-3467.

STAR SEARCH 2000

Westside office. Benefits and 401 K. Fax
sume to 310-996-0223

WORK*

310-825-6069

Study Lounge

lOhrs/wk. Kim 310-393-6399.
with

1

Spa
Fitness

Center West LA. $11/hr

\nilage

Avoid Westwood rents

Campus

Rooftop Sundeck

Approx.

FULL TIME SURGERY SCHEDULER

3 Blocks to

SALESPERSON Needed for Internet
Service Provider, sell DSL and dial-up services. Make $75-$200/ day Part-time. Call

Half-time (mornings) to

and

for

'

i

I

in

310-559-4116.
I-

'

already paid

apartment on Veteran
parking spaces. $374$500 per person. Contact Christine:909-5920729.

$575/month. Call Marsha:310-390-9007.

1&2
Bedroom Apartments

SALES CLERK. $7/hr. Saturdays only No
experience necessary. Cashiering, wortiing
Hospital.

to School

APIS

310-827-3035.

UCLA

Walk

Single,

run or plan to run a marathon $8-9/hour pA-

http://www.chaotigood.net/roomate.html
1, :—^F^»
PALMS- Own room. 2bd/1ba. apartment.
Near Venice/Sepulveda. $465 •- deposit and

for July-Sept.

OKAY. Woman, nonsmoker. Private
bedroom, living room, and kitchen included.
Share bath. Utilities included. Near bus.

Apartments

LEVERING

RETAIL-SMALL RUNNING SHOP near
beach MDR. Must be personable and have

line.

wanted

DOG

BRENT MANOR

GLENROCK
AND

phone

1/2

TWO OR THREE FEMALE ROOMMATES

a house. Mountain view, quiet,
kitchen access, washer/dryer. 15min to
Westwood. Studious, non-smoking male tenJim:310ant. $400/mo. includes utilities.
470-2142.

Sunny
& 1 Bedroom

Wilshire
1450/nr>onth

and

Driver,

Singles

Ma-

Case Manager. Van Driver needs Class B-P
license. Others need solid computer skills.
Gerontology majors encouraged to apply
$9.4d1/hr starting. CALL 310-479-4119 or
FAX resume to 310-231-1060.

Room

Large

Rodeo &

APARTMENTS

Rent

BEVERLY GLEN

.

LEVERING ARMS

Near Glenrock

Center needs Activities
Director. Front Office Clertt, Newsletter Pub-

for

CANYON

GLENROCK

Citizar>s

Van

tL

^^

piOearthlink.net.

resume

9/fOO

bdrm 2nd

floor

$375/mb.,

FEMALE ROOMATE TO SHARE room

SEEKS...

Room

667-669 Levering Ave.

310-273-6639

Medical Plaza. Suite 430. LA.. CA 90095 or
to 310-794-6583 or email adhdca-

plus. Call:31 0-722-8784.

Village

729 Gayley Ave.
(31 0) 208-8798

165 S. Canon

fax

with patients.

UCLA

(310) 208-3215

1

2bd/2ba. Avail 7/1 to
DWP & Gas, own
Call John (310)497 -8038.See

share,

Roommates-Shared Room

from bacl< East seeks
housesitting/prlvate furnished room. Quiet,
non-smoker, excellent refererx:es. Dr. Snow
(310)995-7669.

hardwood floors

Very charming

payments, typing correspondence/nwnuscripts, copying, faxing, telecommunicating. 30hrs/week and up. Starting salary $10 and up, based on experience.
Send resume to ADHD &CAPI. 100 UCLA

fA.

couples

By appoint-

receiving

lisher/Administrative Clerk.

drawing nrKXJels

pets.

FOR RENT:

.

infertile

UCLA, no

students have

HANCOCK PARK

9600

Prof,

NearLeConte

front.

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ

WANTED

billing,

to assist disa-

$1525, 2bdmi/2bth,

cluded: $600/month Call (310) 392-4240

friendly

UCLA

Visiting

11728 MaytieW. 310-271-6811.

appointments, communicating with patients,

Call Peter at

wanted by photographer

parking, near

drive, must have references, nonsmoking, experience required, must speak
English. Hours and salary flexible. 310-275-

&

Walk to

t>alcony, carpet/drapes, stove, refridgerator,

edge. Peachtree, Microsoft Outlook/Office a
plus. Wori( with families in fast pace clinical
setting. Responsibilities include scheduling

10 minutes from

life

BRENTWOOD.

Must

ized

PROF

bedrooms

Across the Street from

registerec

Beautiful unit in security buikJing. Available

Houslny Needed

ing:31 0-278-8999.

WANTED

On UCLA campus.

bled woman with errands/laundry/misc.
chores. Must have car Call 310-828-4686.
or

gated $625 and up. ibdrm $895
and up many w/fireplaces, luxury and nr>ore.
2bdrm $1495 and up many w/dishwashers,
bakxjny, A/C and nrK)re. Call for free list-

3t0-476-8811.

9200

Apartments!

paid, pool,

Care

Female to share large 3bdrm. Parking. Near
UCLA. Own large bdrm $650-»^l/3utilities.

West LA

Super Big Super Clean

1

w/bath.

$7604l/3utilities. 310-476-8811.

m

ARTS

Singles and

bdrm

master

Student Health

asap. $637.50/month.31 0-442-7671.

GAYLEY MANOR

w/utilities

2000

Responsible female needed. Own bedroorrVbathroom in 2bed/2bath apartment.

310-472-4346

0=

FREE LISTINGS

OFFICE ASSISTANT

FEMALE
ATTENDANT

FEMALE FIGURE

323-464-3172.

MOTHER'S HELPER

hood Senior

UCLA. Young woman wanted

info.

4433.

310 474-1687

12 hours a week/$lOhour

studio seeks female

must have references, nonsmoking, experience required, must speak
English. Hours and salary flexible. 310-278-

Looking for Business Education
Major who wants to pick up extra
money with new company. Big.
opportunity for the right person.
Excellent computer skills needed.
Contact Roberta at 310-289-3312

©

comprehensive health
screening Plus you can

No

nrKxJels for part-time modelirig and photoportfolio required.
test. $150-$350/day

and JV

Variety of Tasks,
and general
savy
computer/internet
include
office experience. Also willing to do some
driving in our car Flexible Hours Please fax

You'll receive free

required.

MODELS$$$. Catak>g

Soccer Boys: Varsity

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT.

sperm donor program.

AND UP APARTMENT RENTALS CALL
$625

types

BACHELORS/SINGLES— some

MIDDLE SCHOOL&HIGH

Gallup Organizato: don_duresume
Email
tion— Irvine, CA.
satkoegallup.com 949-474-7900 x.710.

you're male, in college or
have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job
where you can earn up to
$600 per month, call for
details on our anonymous

stort«'rt'

company

in

2001 school year.

for R(;nt

AND SPECIALS

OF INTERVIEWING. The

if

all

Apiirlmenls

•Plus size •Children
For print & non-union commercials

EVENING
SUPERVISOR

Call us.

«j«-t

Looking for

Must

Business Opportunities

r

INTERNATIONAL

530 Veteran
208-4394

8/iOO
Are you a model.

Own

UCLA.

Year lease.

f'

part time

stress. Need patient, good driver. Flexible
hours. 1 or 2 days/wk. Her car or yours.
Claudette Shaw:949-721-8484.

7400

No

athletic, outgoing.

18-t-,

BEVERLY HILLS

Call

¥

Must be

^nale/female modeis/acronr

Lacrosse.

7400-8300

Don't

Manager wanted

Please call (310) 826-7494
or fax resume to (310) 826-9564

Football.

recycle.

$200-$1000

experience necessary. 323-377-7937.

Cantenese Speaking Babysiter is needed in
Westwood. 8-5:30 $200/wk. (310) 470-7594

IK]

Price reduced for
immediate occupancy. Academic

full

CHILDCARE WANTED for 6mo/okl picked
up from daycare to babysit in your home

employment

required.

car w/good driving record. Refer-

ences/driving record required. 818-379-9598

amenities, light housekeeping
provided. In Bel-Air, 6 minutes to

UCLA by car.

MODELS WANTED EARN

Excellent salary and benefits.

from 5pm-8pm on MTW. Prefer UCLA Staff
or Student with child care experience. Refer-

Resident/Grad or Medical
Student? If so, you can live in a
private, fully-furnished guest
apartment in UCLA Medical
Family home. Separate entrance,
all

Fax:310-208-5971 Attn:Sal or email salOin-

M AN AGt R

For two boys 8&12 3 afternoons 3-6 plus
possible additional time. Mutholtand/Beverly

Own

Westwood.

in

fotrieve.com.

time for a busy dental office in West
LA. Must know typing and Microsoft Word.

ences:3l 0-470-2047.

company

delivery

share large 3bdrm. Parking. Near

to

BRENTWOOD

Are you a mature and
responsible UCLA Medical

vwrking for established photographer. Nudity

or

BABYSITTER/
DRIVER
Glen.

WORD PROCESSING

ment

DETAIL shop needs

BRENTWOOD
Female

I STUDENTS ONLY!

..ndup

Isstie

Room

Roomniales-Priviite

Riiiit

I foruclamed

Special

Singles $965

PfT/ffT $l0-12/hr. Reliable, detail-orientated
person to search library catalogues for docu-

hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience required. Flexible hours. Ozzie:3l 0-859-2870.

Receptionist/OfTice

RESUMES
'.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO

2227.

APPLICATIONS/

Gutistfiuuse for

Casablanca West

Summer

BATIA & ALEEZA

Regular Friday/Saturday night, 2 kids.
$10/hour References required. Suzy:452-

Typing

Apjirlmonts for Ronl

Orjentation

9500

8800

Bachelors $645

4512. fax 310-777-2494.

Starting after
flexible

Brentwood

Contact Diane 310-393-4875

Are looking for a receptkxiisl P/T Tueis-Sat
in a beautiful salon in Beverly Hills. 310-657-

San Fernando Wiley $10/hour. 20hrs/week.

(310)459-4125.

u

1st Call Harry O Creative
Futures for details. 1-800-245-5423.

July 23-Aug.

retail store.

.

Pacific Palisades^

Openings for clothing sales clerks at Mercedes-Benz LA Open Tennis Tournament

loves to play/have fun.

.

8ltOO

*Art Classes Also A vailable

bright/intelligent

BelAir/Roscomare

Call:3 1 0-889-01 1

academic tutoring skills required.
Call busy tutoring agency in

Wiinl(3(l

backroom/sales job

after-

in

8200
Tfinpotaiy EniployiiuMU

Full time or part time

Ages • All Levels

(Please mention this ad wlien

780U

RETAIL CLERKS

IVfAnF FA.SY1

Incredible Prices!

Looking for responsible/caring/energetic

psychology or

Daily Bniin Classified
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•ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER
NEEDED*

EDUCATIONAL/STUDY
SKILLS TUTOR
Seeking

-^^-^--r-.

Daily Bruin Classified
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Orientation Issue
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Housing)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Small 1 bdmi-$975.
Strathmore Dr
10990
Ibdrm-$1250.
Large
Parking, laundry. Available Sept No pets. 1year lease. 310-471-7073.

Display
2UB-:i060

FEMALE INTERESTED
room

Needed

in renting

a guest

in a private home, long-term.
range $460-ish. 310-395-0636

nUq^ifipfl*;

825 2221

Price

The Dally Bruin Ad Production Department
needs Paste-up Artists.
If you are hardworking, detall-orlented, thrives on
deadlines, can Juggle multiple tasks and know
Macintosh programs -

WE NEED YOU!
ASUCLA

ip|EE-i"iEpp|
Hb2
54
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Apply at
Humfiui Resources, 2nd Roor,
Kerckhoff Hall
Display
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Strong Community

Modern,
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Shabbat programs?
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Try the

Westwood
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student cooperative on Landfair
Avenue in the heart of Westwood.
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500 yards from campus
Discounted rent
A cooperative living environment
Single and double rooms available

jfl

'

.:'•'

.
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Outdoor pool
for applications call (310)
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We Have
Homes

partment

absolutely

Or Choice

Item

n Bruin Country.
El
1

Pr^erties Professionally

inc.

& Barbecue,
idvole Plaza

& Company

Call (310)

I

1

&2

&

Roortop Spa

most modern

Leisure

the

824-0463
Kelton Plaza

Area

430

208-0064

nd convenient housing
near

Room

Bedrooms;

Call (310)

*f.

Fitness

540 Midvale Avenue
Singles,

offers the

Avenue

jSingle Units Only, Rooftop

'The Standard of Excellence.

.W. Selby

Tiverton

Sun Deck
^& Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa

Managed By

Sdby & Company,

Greca
030

Midvole Ptoza

II

—

UCIA Campus and

527 Midvale Avenue
Singles, &2 Bedrooms,

Westwood

Sauna, Spa, Study Lounge w/
Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

1

Village.

I

1

Moke your

fall

housing

arrangements now!

ellworth & II
0983 Wellworth Avenue
&2 Bedrooms, Pool,

1

Rooftop Spa

Call (310)

&

Leisure

Call (310)

1

Kelton

Avenue

&2 Bedrooms,

Rooftop Spa

& Leisure Area
Call (310)

Pool,

824-7409-

Description
leather with oomtx)

$25

310-798-0247

BUREAU
CALCULATOR
CELL PHONE

wood,

$75

310-826-5961

HP 48G graphic

$75

310-403-0536

new, Samsung 3500

$80

310-966-1511

CHAIRS

metal

CHAIRS

wooder)

-

'•

Description

Phone

Price

COMPUTER MOUSE

IBM

DESK

very large, walnut

DINING SET

310-209^1 V
310-824-2697

OTTOMAN

$60

310-391-3172

PORTABLE STEREO

CD tape, radio base

$46

310-57&O511

Wack, contemporary

$80

310^1-3172

SMALL WOOD DESK

3 ft

FREE

323-935-5895

DOGHOUSE

new door,

$46

310-20»€211

SONY NOTEBOOK

unopened txw

N/A

310-209-1667

ERICSONDH318

cell

$60

310-798^47

TEXTBOOK/READER

communications 10

N/A

310^312-2466

frame, mattress, sheet

$60

310-575^11

TEXTBOOK/READER

engli8h3

N/A

310-312-2465

2books

$10

310-27M026

TEXTBOOK/READER

women studies

N/A

310^12-2466

$20

310-276-8026

managennent 1A

N/A

310-312-2466

$10

310-276-8026

mattress and boxspring

$80

310<3ei^172

$100

310-79frO247.

TEXTBOOK/WORKBOOK
TWIN BED
WIRELESS PHONE
WOODEN BUNK BED
WORD PROCESSOR

$20

310-57&O511

sturdy, w/mattresses

N/A

310-209-1667

brother, electric

$30

310-745-0994

excell. oorxl.

310-209^11

^l^

large

phone,

digilBl

FUTON BED
GMAT PREP BOOKS
QRE PREP
GRE PSYCH BOOKS

2booi(s,or1g.$30

HP48SX

SCIENTIFIC

KEYBOARD
LARGE DRESSER

computer

$6

310-824-2097

cream

$40

323-935-5895

LARGE IKEA DESK

5fL long, black

$60

323-935-5895

CD rom ind.

Kaplan

CALCULATOR

color

new,

$100

310-966-1511

$60

310-20^^11

DVD optical, 2m

$40

310^4-2697

misc. items

N/A

323-935-5895

w/drawers

$ao

310-826-5961

autofocLB 80mni

|7D

310^4-2697

fuii-size

alrTX)6t

new, big

310-20^^11

long,

black,

3 drawers

good

10
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you don't miss out on great savings!

for updates so

MATTRESS
MICROWAVE
MONSTER CABLE
MOVING SALE
NIGHT STAND
NIKKORLENS

and submit

Aslc

W«twood. Check weekly

Phone

Price
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;
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NOT A STORY.

IT'S

A LEGEND.
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wnitHnuii
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No

insurance needed!

FREE
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for

most services

service mediICQ Clinic

MDs and NPs

Professional staff of

Pharmacy
Laboratory

Radiology
Physical Therapy

and Specialty

Clinics

3y appointment or

Mid Campus

'or

Walk

In

Location

more information,

visit

our

web

site,

ittp://wv/w. saonet.ucla.edu/health. htm
orcall

310 825-4073
J
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ucia

Ashe Center
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RESTORE

ARTS

&

ENTERTAINMENT

WEATHER
Tomorrow

Today
Football linebacker
arrested. See

Drive your coche to the theater and see
some super heroes. See page 6
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::Cbnference
UNION: Workers express

said despite working six days a

discontent with practice

week

all

of 'casual employment'

received full-time or career employee

"i:

The center is used for
ferences and functions

"The majority of people up there
are casual employees," Hernandez

various con-

80 serLake Arrowhead.

said, referring to the roughly

(and) vacation time."

describe

er's allegations.

Noble denied allegations of
improper employment practices at
the conference center. She said confusion may arise because of the
nature of employment, which has
varying workloads during different

it

"We

such as grounds

"casual

employment,"

in

which

employees are fired for a small period of time so the employer doesn't
have to pay benefits a career employee would receive.
A housekeeper at the conference

Council

the director of the

don't have situations where

we aren't following the policies that
know of," Noble said. "We treat all

disagree

of unionization and the practice of

UCLA

vice employees at

"They are

Nancy Noble,

differently.

staff,

for

staff.

I

with the university's discouragement

Summer school spirals
summer read short stories
mer skill softmrare

facility.

conference center, denied the work-

keepers and kitchen

-

six

Pamphlets
for
the
UCLA
Conference
Center
at
Lake
Arrowhead paint it as peacerul and
relaxing - but many of its employees

Some employees,

-

been here

said.

Daily Bruin Contributor

'(-

this point, I've

years. Ldeserve to be full-time," she

By David King

--"

year long, she has not yet

our employees equally.
"Right here, we're isolated from
campus, so we hope that we try and
address every situation that the workers bring to us."

Casual employment practices by
the university are not

uncommon,

basically keeping people

as casual to not give

them

benefits

seasons.

"We

are a

little

different here,

we are truly seasonal, so our
people who work in grounds we hire
from March to November," Noble

because

doudy

h'

HighW
'

Low 64'

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

llcies

according to Jose Hernandez, an
organizer
for
the
American
Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employees, the union that
is working to organize workers at the

status.

"At

'

to remain anony-

mous

Partly

High 78'
Low 65'

2000

• If

who wished

center

30,

Partly doudy

said.

"We do

in^xiuestion^

have some people who

have been with us for a long time also
working these sort of seasonal jobs."
She added that seasonal employ-

housekeeping

ees, particularly in the

department, work less
months, not more.

in

the

summer

"They go down to between 20 to
30 hours a week, and sometimes less
than that," Noble said.
But the housekeeper said she has
worked more hours this summer
because many departments have
fewer employees.

"We're understaffed, we're overworked and we're tired," she said.

As a casual employee, she
is

periodically fired

the university,

and

said she

re-hired by

and expects

to

which they would agree

to

work
vrlv

every Saturday.

Because she did not sign the agreement, the housekeeper said she will
not receive her tip check - a portion
of the total tips received at the center.
But Noble said the paper was only
a clarification of the employees'

and having them
sign the agreement was simply a way
to ensure that the workers were
aware of the stipulations of their conexisting contract,

tract.

The

stipulation

was made

after

several workers protested their work
hours by saying they weren't aware

work Saturdays though it
Noble said.
go strictly by our hiring

they had to

was

in their contract.

"We

be fired

for three days this September.

agreements," she said.

Another housekeeper, who also
wished to remain anonymous, said
administrators recen^^ presented
employees with an agreement in

wanted

to

make

sure they

"We

just

knew

(this

policy)."

S«eEMPt0VUS,page5

members dash

r'v..

summer wear ucia shorts
summer snack snickers

noMPUTEB

In

appointment process

USAC

President, committee's

»

^
1

views conflict over selection of

— ^j

student appointees to boards
Mpia/

SturiRnts

Visit

us

Fall

ByMdodyWang

quarter and

Daily Bruin Contributor

The Undergraduate Students Association
Council has appointed the Budget Review
Director and Finance Committee Chair for the
upcoming year, but members still struggle to
appoint one of two undergraduate representatives to the Associated Students of

UCLA

ASUCLA's board of directors makes
The

council appointed

groups

Chair, respectively.

Finance Committee Chair allocates funds for
specific

events

throughout

the

year.

financial

Marykay

Tsuji, a

Jlflh-year political science and East Asian stuct
ies student,

beginning of the year, while the

and Janet Quindara, a third-year
undeclared student, to the offices of Budget
Review Director and Finance Committee

BH>-_

down on June

Madison's had to be closed

because of health code
remained closed over the weekend and opened again on June 20.

development," he

restaurant closed; sewage, roach

an unannounced, routine examination of the facility on June 16.
**^We have basically a zero-tolerance policy

President Elizabeth Houston. "She just

the only council

council to be appointed.

The
president
is
advised
by
the
Appointments Review Committee, which is
headed by Internal Vice President Elias Enciso
and consists of General Representative Ryan
Bulatao and Facilities Commissioner Steve

ONE
310.825.6064

•jrfr'

problems

cited

by investigators

when

\mW\m iiriactorp

rom

;ESS£

POmiR/CMy Brum

SeoKV

criticism

over her appointment decisions.

UCLA graduates and sports fans prepared

to celebrate in

Department

We stwood
of

earlier this

Health

Environmental Health closed

montb.

Services

the

and

down Madison's

Bar and Grill, a popular student locale on Broxton

At the June 9 USAC meeting, Houston nominated Joseph Manko, a fourth-year political
science and history student for the ASUCLA
board position, but the council voted him down.

because of cockroach infestation and a sewer

noted leadership experience through

Sm AffOINTMINn, page 4

said.

.

Health inspectors shut

down

drainage problem, according to

the restaurant

Adam

Rocke, the

West Area Environmental Services manager withBureau of District Environmental Services.
The res ta u ra nt has si no r^opwwd.
in the

*There were cockroaches

/

comes

we

to a

see live

amount that shows
close them down."

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

As

it

said. "If

Dharmawardcna

Avenue.

Sijff

Resident Eliiabcth Houston has faced

By Dtiarshani

Davey.

Manko

shut

irily

The inspectors discovered the violations during

applicants to be

cant must receive a majority vote from the

UCIA campus

down

HEALTH: Violations force popular

• II

voted on by other council members. The appli-

FiiU-coJor
•otnal of

It

appoint as the second representative.

The USAC president is
member who can nominate

P^^"

violations.

Madison's

blew everyone away."

photographic

16th,

and Culture and Asian American studies student, as one of the ASUCLA Board representatives, but the council could not agree on who to

USAC

Ja Visit «»

:.•_-

Council members unanimously appointed
Phyllis Feng, a fifth-year American Literature

"(Feng's) interview was fabulous," said

V

i

decisions involving the association.

Board of Directors.
The Budget Review Director is responsible
for allocating set funds to various student
at the

>

in

varying stages of

vermih infestation," RckJcc
vermin in the facility in an

there

is

an

infestation,

we will

According ta-1<ocke, inspectors determine
whether an infestation
establishment

is

occurring within an-

they sec significant amounts of
vermin in the surroundings.
if

Madison's manager, Leigh Slawner, agreed
with Rocke's assessment for the closure, but wanted to

terms used in the reasoning.
"Any kind of pipe that's damaged, no matter
clarify the

where

it is, is

called sewage," he said. "!f the pipe

in the toilet leading to the bathrooms breaks
down, you're talking about sewage. If the pipe is

'I
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

UCLA hires 24-year-old

Foundation
Mathematics

professor

harmonic

analysis,

The Bruin Democrats held its First Annual
Alumni and Friends Fundraising Reception on

an advanced

that us^s physics equations.

He

June 22 at the Brentwood home of UCLA alumni and professor Neal Kaufman
The event sought to encourage public service
_
and bring together current and former

equations and algebraic geometry, an entirely

from harmonic

analysis.

One of Tao's proofs of a problem in harmon-

particular geometric

space.

-

Tao,

-^

1 1,

at

More

—

Democratic nominee for State Assembly, and
former Bruin Democrats President, and Gill

who was learning calculus and entering

Garcetti, L.A. District Attorney

by age

and

UCLA

Law Alumnus

earned his Ph.D. from Princeton University
21 and joined the UCLA's mathematics

department the same year.
He has received two national fellowships

than 45 alumni attended, including

Jane Harman, former Congresswoman and former
UCLA professor; Paul Koretz,

dimension in Euclidean
_
_ ,.^:___A_._.

international mathematics competitions

UCLA.

Democrats at

more than 50 pages.
Along with two colleagues, Tao obtained the
most precisely known estimate of the size of a
analysis consists of

ic

and

at)out their time at

UCLA.

if

T-shirt retailer Jazz'd is closing

bookstore," Hall said. "Overall,

about the

on

but

village,

just

I

want

am

I

hopeful

19 years of business in

Westwood

my other businesses."

BUDGET: 44 positions

owner Tim Hall citing low sales and an econonv
ic slump in the village as reasons for the closure.

Chancellor's

UCLA merUCLA

dents frequented the store to buy
shirts that are sold for less

"Many

T-

than their counter-

UCLA Store.

students think the store at

too expensive, so
items at

.

we

UCLA

offered them the

much cheaper prices," Mejia

—

.

-,-

,

.

dent affairs as well as campus

is
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The Associated Students of UCLA are hop-

is

officer

to financial stability.

ASUCLA
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Management works to

below
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A Callular

staff

and wire

reports.

cials to realize

damage

Error causes

Numeric lagers

DAILY BRUIN
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manager of
ations

appliances fried by
too

much

voltage
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done

Assistant Art Director Jason Chen
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Local

Joy

Photo Editor

McMasters

Viewpoint Editor: Jonah

David

Hill

and other electrical
devices were
damaged in
Hall
June
19 after a
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on
facilities maintenance worker

made an
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the building's transformers.
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-

money through layoffs,

looks to boos.t

its

bottom

line with

of

loss

it

"Even when

you're

still

it's

goes

error while replacing

age,

it

shut off,

their

"We

low drain, so

As

was shorted."

RonCalloway ^ ;;
Facilities Management
p.

Though

year's budget

at

replacing an old transformer in

Kinsey when wires were crossed

preparation

and a 220-volt surge was sent
through the building, which nor-

transformer that was plugged

Schniedewind, the acting chair
of the near eastern languages

mally takes

into an electrical socket at the

and

William

Professor

1

10 volts.

"Somebody made a mistake," said Ron Calloway, the

a

Sc«11UNSHNIMa,|»a9c4

into a

UCLA commu-

"We believe we can handle the changes without disrupting the operations

critical to

on the B

site

level

of

leaving the l,660^uare-

on A level availid>le to
an outside vendor.
Also, the Fast Track apparel department
will be moved to where children's apparel is
currently located, freeing up another 3,900
square feet for lease. The magazine section will
no longer be a separate section of the store, but
will be integrated into the main BookZone
area, opening up 1,500 square feet for lease.
Some space in the back of the store currently being used for offices will be converted to

—

lease to

a savings of $1.8 million.

time of the restructuring.

cultures department.

Web

hopes to save

foot Paper Cuts location

the elimination

tions eliminated were already vacant at the

time of the surge was damaged.

"When power comes

last year's is

Eastman said.
According to Eastman, 19 employees were
laid off, as some employees were shuffled
around to other positions and some of the posi-

the entire week," said

ASUCLA

Ackerman Union,

this

nity,"

building to a standstill for pretty

much

and

for us to continue to serve the

brought the

turn off any electrical devices in
repairs, nearly anything with

change between

"These changes are painful, but necessary

"It's basically

scheduled

substantial

Store

money by restructuring the UCLA Store floor
plan and leasing out excess space.
In the new plan. Paper Cuts merchandise
will be integrated into the Market and
Essentials departments

personal lap-

housed

for

larger surplus than the association

of 44 of the association's 254 career positions,

professors and staff

Kinsey were told to

ASUCLA does busi-

down as
members

in their

Additionally,

signif-

operations were shut

upgrade of the high-voltage distribution system, workers were

in

way

UCLA

more aggressively this year.

unveiled a budget plan

in 10 years.

The most

tops to try and do work.

part of a campus-wide

"Now, this week, we move on."

icant changes to the

has had

"We

begin to advertise the

result, officials

-a

ness development.

last

until the

coming year that includes several

million

ASUCLA director of busi-

lay-

working

Kinsey's

brought

said Terence Hsiao,

very

still

many of

professors and staff

"This year, sales grew 50 percent online,"

Executive Director Patricia

ness, culminating in a projected surplus of $2

Because the damage was so
extensive,

[:'':

to

in-store sales.

minimize the impact of the

were
...

a

for the

copiers to surge protectors.

supplies burnt."

its

sales

can expect that to continue for a year
or so," he said, adding that the association will

offs," she said.

power surge fried everything
from pencil sharpeners and

power

ASUCLA

minute

In addition to computers, the

had

finances.

Eastman at an open forum meeting for
employees on June 13.

feeding voltage into a
at a

up ASUCLA's

to patch

offi-

something drastic had to be

UCLA Store.

retail

space as well.

provid-

~~,
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were close to $1 million
under projections this year, making it one of
the main culprits in the association's monetary
troubles. Next year, ASUCLA hopes to almost
double its online BearWear sales and increase

"This has been a difficult several months,"

when it got hit with the high voltEditor in Oiief : Christine Byrd

inteTuonai

crafts

Alpha-numeric Pagers
Managing Editor

projected

previously

their

$83,000. This, combined with severe losses

said

Image Paging

—

-

increased income from the ailing

BearWear

ing the 1999-2000 school year, falling well

damage caused by one of their workers.

repair the

organizations.

POWER: Computers,
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In addition to saving

ASUCLA lost an estimated $ 1.9 million dur-

over the past few years, caused association

Compiled from Daily Bruin

ASUCLA's

said Rich Delia,

.

same

said.

—

it has planned for
including eliminating 44
the coming year
positions - will return the troubled association

.

;

be

ing the whopping changes

seldom given to someone involved in student
.;
affairaiT
v Sanlo was nominated^for tfie award by the
Lambda Student Graduate Network and
Robert Naples, assistant vice chancellor of stu-

chandise. Store employee Betty Mejia said stu-

to

mit^iioyate space for retailers

Academic

Environment Award.
The award, which is given every other year,

Jazz'd specializes mainly in novelty T-shirts,

but devotes a section of the store to

Open

and

Fair

million defidt

UCLA Store to rent

eliminated;

Bisexual,

Village, with

$1^

to concentrate

Ronni Sanlo, director of the Lesbian, Gay,
Transgender Campus Resource
Center was one of three people to receive the

doors after

its

3

plans major changes

to resolve

they opened a specialty

~^^

to close soon

parts at the

the importance of student political participation

would be nice

LGBT center director
Westwoodl-shiil slore
^~^
receives award

Harman, Koretz and Garcetti spoke about

this

"It

was

Sheila Kuehl

ASUCLA

suggestions to the future

2000

tenants of the space at 1069 Broxton Avenue.

honored with the Bruin Democrats' "First
Annual Contributions to UCLA Award." Her
staff accepted the award in her place.

fundraising event

also deals with non-linear partial differential

xlilTer ent field

Institute.

some

Hall offered

Sherman, also attended the event.

Bruin Democrats hold

24, will

be promoted to full professor on July 1.
Tao - who teaches freshman calculus and
graduate courses - specializes in a theoretical

form of calculus

Lane Sherman, the mother of
Brad
Congressman
U.S.

from the Packard
the
Clay
and

Assemblymember

UCLA mathematician Terence Tao,

field called

year -

past
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Three new subway stations in North Hollywood,
Universal City and at
Hollywood Boulevard and
Highland Avenue have
been built along the 6.3-mile
extension, expanding the
Metro Rail system to neariy
60 miles between the San
Fernando Valley and L.A.
"Commuters can get
from the valley to downtown in less than a half an
hour, rain or shine, no matter what the traffic conditions
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Paul Valtierra, Ernest Yoshikawa
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L.A.'s bus system.
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"The only thing

Passengers board the subway at the Universal City Metro Red Line Station on

that's

going to get people out of
their cars

is

opening day. This Is one of
three new subway stations that opened on June 24, extending the route of the Metro Line system.

portation that saves them time and money," he
it

saves them both

Though the longiwaited event is perceived by
some as a blessing for LA.'s commuters, the
city's Bus Riders Union says the metro diverted
much-needed funds from the Metro bus system.
"For the last decade, the MTA has spent $4.5
billion on a Red Line project that will serve no

Arts

Si

more than

Entertainment: 825 2538; News: 825 2795;

825 2161

who are

ban," said Deborah Orosz, spokeswoman for the

BRU, a multiracial civil

825 2221; Classified Display: 206 3060;
Sales:

5 percent of their customers,

disproportionately white, upper-class and subur-

Sports: 825 9851; Viewpoint: 825-2216;
ClassifiecJ Line:

1

400,000

r iUtri

da il y

—uveiwhelm

irHX)me people of o(rfor

-*

in g l y

crowded and dilapidated," she said.
Orosz added that the MTA's construction of
^^^ ^°^* Hollywood segment of the Red Line
violates the provisions of a 1996 federal court

order to implement a five-year plan for expanded

bus service that would link riders to jobs, schools
and medical centers throughout the county
"In signing that document, the MTA agreed to

make

low-

iwt increasingly over-

the bus system the

ing," she said.

first

priority for fund-

"But they have been spending 70

percent of funding on

rail

projects,

and the ques-

ally

be the

first

step the

MTA

is

taking toward

addressing the prc^lem of inadequate bus

according to

provide speedier, more efficient transportation

by making fewer stops and using what is known
as the bus signal priority system,
Each of the approximately 100 new Rapid
buses is equipped with a loop-transponder detector that will lengthen green signals

mass

ttTtinnt u/ithniit Qtrtppinj

is

transit ^ystemJhaLiian-caciyJialLajniliiQn

people

all

up

to 10 sec-

onds, allowing them to continue through

inter-

over."

But the new Metro Rapid Bus

lines

may

actu-

^^W ^HBW^V^ 9^^^^^ ^
*\

v>

ser-

its proponents
which
run from Santa Monica
Rapid buses
to Montebello and from the Warner Center to the~
Universal City Red Line station - are designed to

vice,

whether they are creating a system that
goes a few miles for a few people, or a countywide
tion

rights organization.

"In the meantime, buses that serve over

Over 100,000 riders used the North Hollywood Metro Red Line station on June 24.

its

public trans-

continued. "In this case,

POtmrvCMy Bruir> Scmor Staff
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APPOINTMENTS

SAG,

the Office of Residential Life

Orientation Program

and
on

his

Houston said she believes a majority
of council members did not vote for

Manko because they had already decided they wanted to appoint Merrick
Pascual, a fiAh-year public policy

and

Vice Chair Kei

of other people do too.

^

pointed."

I

was

position in

representative because

ly

for

it

be
biased about.*^

disap-

^

Elisa

Sequeira said serving on the

CLA

Manko to be biased because he is

each position, but the next day she

Communications Board during

not involved with a Student Advocacy

the

Pascual with the necessary experience

ly

common

is

a

for the

real-

thing to be concerned

about," he said, adding that
directly affected

1999-2000 school year provided*

ASUCLA

two boards are closely

SAGs are

"I don't see

by the actions of those

related.

I

"Even though you're involved with

about," Sequeira said.

:

be voted on

June 20

at the

Kuong, who has served as president
of

of

Association

the

Chinese"

Americans and as part of the Wooden
Center Board of Governors, was also
voted down by the council.
As a compromise, the council decided to send both Manko and Pascual to
the ASUCLA retreat, held June 19-21,
to be trained for the board of directors

•

important for

it is

appear qualified based on
tion turn out to

TRANSFORMER

Houston said she will bring both
candidates back to the table on July S,
and council members will appoint one
of them - adding she is confident she

ARC

knows what the outcome will be.
"Everybody knows what's going to
happen; Joe will get voted down and

their applica-

be unqualified during

Merrick

the interview.
"I explained to Elizabeth that's

why

said.

was so important to interview more
than one person," Enciso said.

voted

will get

"This

Houston

in,"

not a compromise

is

because a compromise (involves) two

it

Ronni Sanlo,

3

From page

director of the

LGBT center,

wasn't as worried about the articles saved on

people. This

that the extent of the

especially in terms of data loss,

damage,

may

take

months to determine since many professors
have already left for vacations or to do

is

me compromising."

At Madison's, a pipe located under the bar
area failed to drain properly, which caused
inspectors to decide to close the

research.

to lease out a portion of the

believe

"Some

faculty don't even

know what's

pened to their computers," Schniedewind said.
At the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Campus Resource Center, four
computers, two printers, three monitors, a
microwave and a clock radio were damaged.
"The only three things that didn't get hit
were the TV and VCR because they weren't
plugged in, and the fax machine because it's
from hell," Slcvcn Lcider, the office manager
at the center said jokingly. "It's

brought every-

o

it's

going to be

To help

hap-

fix

nance called

but

feels,

CD

the latest Student

an outside company. Call One,

conducted in the spring. —*%;

in

"What we're

computer service.

finding

is

ASUCLA

the great majority of

machines that were damaged had

their

power

er into

gone

added

that

damage would take more
determine since many professors are

extent of the

time to

for the

Patricia

summer.

Also,

move

vendor

from

is

safer for the associa-

vendor would be

one who must deal with competition from Westwood Village

Full

the

its
its

association
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into the business."

upstairs back area not associated with food.

"There have never been any cockroaches

•

"She looked

Restaurants closed for vermin infestation
remain shut for 48 hours under departmental

MN D. V«CiEL, •nVMEimiST

1M1 M.mOON AVI. WUTWMW VUUIM

:

.

—

ation, according to

Rocke.

;

reopened on June 20, it
received a "C" from the Health Department.
The department assigns letter grades to food
establishments based on an inspection score
ranging from 70-100 points.
Slawner and co-manager Sacha Bambadji
After the

facility

reinspection,

but

because

the

closure

occurred on a Friday evening, they had

difficulty

in finding a pest-control

closure, both

Slawner and Bambadji attributed

Madison's age and location with some of
7^^
problems and its 9 grade.
-

its

"You're going to have some general mainte-

nance problems, especially when we try to pre-

rather than at

you're white, they think you're educated and

the personal level, I've got bartenders, waitresses

have hope for another step."
Shirley Bennett, a member of the kitchen

this

Even though the broken pipe drained properly when inspectors returned to Madison's on
June 18, they still found live cockroaches and
decided that the facility was not suiti^yble for oper-

said.

better qualified.''^

and

"That gives them some time for pest control to
come in and any residue will have time to kill the
«
remaining vermin," he said.
...

by the conference center management.
Because of such discouragement, Bennett
said she now holds union meetings at home,

workers went unpaid for that time.
"I've got a staff of 10 to 20 peopIC he said.
"As a business, we will survive,obviously, but on

problems, Rocke

said.

in

Additionally, Slawner said the restaurant's

which an announced re-inspection
occurs to see if the owners have rectified the
policy, after

that union representation has been discouraged

security people here. All of us didn't

*They

work

weekend."

staff,

"They lose in a weekend (two hundred) to
three hundred dollars," Slawner continued.
- Slawner and Bambadji both said they have
taken steps to meet all the standards set by the
health department, including hiring a

new

lot

concurred.

Menachem Mendel

741 Gayley*

(3

10)208-751

UCLA

at

•chabacl@ucla.edu

1

.'

>

mote someone who's here, someone who is
more qualified."
Noble said long-time employees are encour-

more freedom

aged to apply for promotions, but often don't.
She denied that any discrimination occurs at

because of our experience to run this business in
a successful, yet ... safe, healthy and attractive

facility.

-

-

;:

"

*

"Our only counsel

;

;

:

them was not to talk to
our employees on their work time," Noble said.
"I've had to tell them that repeatedly."
"We've had a horrible time with the unions,"
to

she added.

Despite such disapproval, Hernandez

said*

the union plans to continue pursuing efforts at
the conference center, though he doesn't expect

that's

anytime soon.
is going to be a long labor

significant results

;

depends on who walks in the door
qualified, never mind what color they

"It just

"You have to remember that our grade is only

—

•

the

way, and that's our goal," Bambadji said.

their off hours.

Hernandez, who has made several trips to
the conference center, agreed with Bennett.
"They want to prevent the union from going
there and talking to people," Hernandez said.
"If they have the right (o talk about the football
game the night before, they also have the right
-^--to talk about the union ..?
"That's what they call interrupting things,"
he continued, referring to administrators.
But Noble said union representatives are
allowed to talk to employees, just not while they
are working.

outside the conference center, "rather than pro-

pest

work during

complained

also

"In the end, this
struggle,'^

Hernandez

said.

,

temporarily a C," Slawner said. "We're confi-

dent we're going back to a B."

Slawner said.Madison's employees and health

department

officials

have cooperated to reach a

successful end.
"It's

sides,"

From page 3

Universal Studios or City Walk,

Universal City." Scannell said.
"People can just walk right across the street to

According to

"We work with them. The inspec-

came out have been very

this

helpful in

MTA spokesman

new system could

"This project

very supportive and nice people."

cially

Speaking from experience, Rocke said he did
not expect Madison's to reopen with any new

Scannell,

designed to get people, espe-

is

commuters, to

their destinations faster,"

The new Red Line

he

stations are also located

near popular tourist destinations including
Mann's Chinese Theatre, the Hollywood Bowl,

down

have a tendency to dramatically improve, and for

Universal City

most part, many of them maintain that level,"
he said. "We're not going to let them open unless
the

Walk and

the North Hollywood

Arts District

"On

good shape."

this

new

-

it's

And

the price

is

only $1.35, compared to the

$7 people would normally have to pay for park-

cut the travel time of com-

said.

violations.

they're in really

Ed

muters across the valley and the L.A. basin by as
much as 25 percent.

ommending to fix a problem, but have been over-

find that facilities that are closed

is

certainly right

terms of not just pointing out a problem or rec-

"We

the stops

not us versus the health department or

he said.

tors that

all

METRO

extension, for instance, one of

But with the introduction of the Rapid buses
MTA will cut limited express bus service in
the Wilshire/Whittier and Ventura corridors, and
critics say these attempts to improve the existing
bus system do not offer an effective solution.
"We were initially very supportive of Rapid
the

buses," Orosz said. "But the

what was

MTA

has turned

originally a 16-line project into a two-

(They are) only implementing a tiny
little piece of an entire program that the Bus
Riders Union wants to see."
line system.

-

"We

still
have the same
amount of output, but we have
to get it done in a more efficient

said.

WE'RE

ALWAYS
I

TZEDOKOH
Chabad House

don't

Regarding supervisor positions, Bennett
from
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FOR THE
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The Daily Bruin

Ohel

"We

said administrators usually hire people

control company.

"We've been given a

know already who will be assistants or

at the front desk," she continued.
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had already invested S 1,500
pay-per-view services for that weekend.
said the business

cockroaches elsewhere and

She said the conference center is a good
work environment for its employees.
"We have a close working^environment, and
we want everyone to feel appreciated," Noble

ira
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From page 1

But service employees disagree, and suggest
some administration policies are racist towards
the minorities employed.
"If you don't speak the language, you don't
get promoted," the first housekeeper said. "If

Slawner, while unable to quantify the losSes,

the kitchen or in the bar area," Slawner said.

are,"

of work to

six

email: insuranceQbaloban.com

(«lk:0tt20M

ASTIGMATISM
•

in rent

the end of our year," Bambadji s^id:

lem, Slawner said, remained isolated to an

CUTTING

t

•

in

lot

is

Noble said.
She added that about three of the 2 supervi-
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center
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transportation.
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location, saving

I

UCLA VISION INSURANCE WELCOME
USE YOUR YEARLY VISION CARE
BENEFIT AND SCHEDULE
AN EYE EXAMINATION TODAY

have to weather some stormy

Pico Rivera to an on-campus

the

.

still

conditions in the coming year.

Leasing the space to an outside

tion since the

Do You

•

are rosy, the association will

new/userfCD retailAckerman Union to help

o

18

though the financial forecasts

Eastman

ASUCLA director

are hop-

ofTicials

bring foot traffic into the store.

As of Monday, Calloway expected nearly all
the repairs to be completed, but he

Union survey

that

as by cele-

fight, as well

"Our big business year. That's where we take revenue from that weekend and really reinvest it

rather than food preparation violations led to the

remain

will

Eastman emphasized

ing to get a

supplies burnt," Calloway said.

full

months."

the problem, facilities mainte-

that specializes in

the

difficult several

According to Eastman, a
store was rated the hi^est on

OK."

been a

distribution center.

"That

Monday, June 26, 2000-Fnday, Jun« 30, 2000

Employees such as Bennett

brating graduates.
r-

rent less space."

ASUCLA's

Shane Mosley

vs.

Slawner said the inspector failed to find cockroaches in any food preparation areas. The prob-

off-campus, but we'll need to

part of the distribu-

"The warehousing

BookZone area to a CD retailer.

i

we moved

"This has

facility.

Hoya

News

1

lost rev-

enue that would have been brought by fans coming to watch the Lakers game and the Oscar de la

freshwater or tap water, that's also sewage."

company.
"(The inspector) found a few living stragglers
after the main pest control people had come
through," Slawner said. "When you have any
kind of problem like this and you do pest control,
a few of them survive and die out gradually." '/
Still emphasizing that structural problems

when

results

back to campus,"
said Keith Schoen, director of

backed up for months.
"To be honest, I can't even go there," Sanlo
it

"We had good

said.

Because of the closure, Madison's

said they tried their best to prepare the building

tion center

Also, plans are in the works

not as throat-slitting as

dis-

tribution.

material her office uses that hadn't been

said. "It's

Mp3

3

From page

her computers as she was about the day-to-day

He added

merchants and online

FINANCES

Bambadji

From page 1

for

thing to a screeching halt."

serve the natural archKecture of (the building),"

MADISON'S

.

more than one person for
each position since some people who

'

don't see what he could be biased

Houston

position,

brought Eugene Kuong, a fifth-year
psychology and math student, to the

has to be cleared

to interview

.

Samahang Filipino makes him biased.

appointed.

Enciso said

Houston could not be reached for
comment, ----r- - Council
members questioned
whether or not the president was
allowed to forward and then de-forward applicants. Because the bylaws do

how the fact that he's in

the

for

position.

position as planned.

position, since the

it

__ for the position.

changed her mind and only wanted to
interview one person for each position.
Enciso said he felt it was too late to
cancel some of the interviews, so ARC
interviewed two applicants for each

ASU-

Group.
"(Involvement with a SAG)

day

agreed to interview two candidates for

representative

Manko

As a compro mise, the^
cotiricll decided to
send both Manko and
Pascual to the ASUCLA^
retreat ...to be trained

to inter-

said the

Sequeira said.

meeting.

before the interview, he and Houston

Filipino.

less like-

He

us to rubber-stamp her decision,"

table to

;*^

view for the positions.

"(Houston) pretty much just wants

from an objective stand-

think

up," Ajami said.

Enciso said Houston changed her

Sequeira

USAC general

"I

*

mind about who she wanted

accept Houston's decision.

Because the council did not approve

point it was fine, but

committee should interview.
Disagreements over the interpretation of^ the USAC bylaws arose
between council members durinj^ Uie

(Pascual) could

over-

bylaws.

Houston has

appointment process.

'

would be

ASUCLA

been indecisive with her recommendations for which candidates she feds the

it

members

Ajami said because this problem
had never occurred before, the Judicial
Board and the Constitution Review
Committee should ^now clarify the

'.

culty appointing a second

Ramzi Ajami, one of Houston's
heads of staff, said

.

would nominate more than one candidate to be voted on by council so that
the council would not be forced to

so that she could change

turned her decision.

Enciso said the council has had diffi-

said she

Samahang

':

board.

'

it

Sequeira said she wished Houston

can be done, Houston

her mind. But council

of the

undergraduate representatives on the
';

if this

interpreted

African Student Union, was one of the

'Idpiftseewhat

was unimpressed
with PasCual during his interview and
felt he could be biased because of his
Houston

year, Cori Shepherd, president

entails.

me who thinks Joe's qualified. A lot

not specify

Directors

SAGs. Last

directly affect funding for

board of directors

Nagao about what

of

does not make any decisions that

the

a legitimate concern," Ajami said.

talking to current

economics student who is also president of Samahang Filipino.
"You're not supposed to vole some-4)ne down because you have someone
else in mind," Houston said. "It's not
just

some reason

But other council members disagreed and strongly supported Pascual.
Representative
Elisa
General
Sequeira said she hopes to appoint
Pascual because he has shown both initiative and interest in the p)osition by

the

application.
-

for

if

president feels you will be biased, then
it's

UCLA

ASUCLA's Board

doesnt mean you won't get

it

appointed, but

From page 1
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Bring out the dance

Turn to
this

A&E next week to get the first look at

Tony Award-winner.
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Monday, June

26, 2000-Friday,

A&E on the Web

ENTERTAINMENT

Straight off Broadway/'Fosse" hits Los Angeles.
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Loaded Weenie Roast

ummer

lineup lacks substance
campus.
"We're planning a

enjoy free concerts at

Hammer Museum,

series

of one-

cians

act student plays," said Northern

manager Gabor

Lights

Royce

Fabian.

from

Hailing

side established

peter

UCLA never rests for long. The

Coordinating the event with
Fabian is Associate Professor Gary
Gardener of the theater department, who will organize departmental involvement throughout the sea-

over the

son. Specifics are not yet available,

over and

is

home

summer,

for the

arts are as active as ever

summer months, and

many

those

who

are

series

KLON-FM
On

program

planning a special series for those

who

working
and taking classes on and around
people

be

will

for

hosting a free con-

the

pianist

Radio

host

the

Angeles

Chamber Orchestra

in

the

Spice

Island^"
See

fans.

was just nowhere near that.
Instead, KROQ's annual Weenie
Roast offered 50,000 fans a numbBut

con-

Anaheim's

premieres
MICHAEL SHAW

SUMMER, page 8

The Company

per-

tastes at several arts

The Getty

Granola Suite" from
By Barbara Mcfiuire
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

^

\-' ,.

celebrating director

Bob

about growing up and finding that inner-adult. The transition from
College

Fosse.

(Bottom)
(left

is all

high school to college

to right)

is

somewhat

paral-

Festival

books and leaves.
Another interesting exhibit at the Getty

ventures for those who embrace their

"Making

new

found love of theiirts.
Running through October 8 is a collection of photos taken by Eugene Atget titled,

"The

Man

a Prince's

Museum: Drawings

Borghese in Rome." This exhibit runs
through September 17 and features 34 orig-

act as a picture guide to the city of romance.

the

younger years.
This summer is full of fun things to do to
refine and cultivate the growing adult in all
of us.

Also at the Getty, opening August 15 and
showing through November 5, is the exhibi-

in Italy.

"The Queen of Angels." This exhibit
centers on the depiction of the Virgin Mary

Shakespearian Theatre

B

in

tion,

for

Villa

only meant boring with a cap-

arts, that

in the Street:

is

the Late- 18th-century Redecoration of the

ing appreciation for things like the theatre

ital

Photo Courtesy of Shakespeare

has free parking for college students with a
student ID, offers many intriguing artistic

and

Stephanie Erb,

Nothing."

Center, for instance, which

Eugene Atget in
Paris." These photos were taken by Atget in
1890 as a way to document the endangered
aspects of Parisian life and history and now

from the cinemas to the
theatre. As one gets older, it seems as if suddenly there is this unwarranted and shockleled to a transition

Darby Stanchfield
and Terrilynn
— Towns in "Much
Ado About

The work of many

venues

forms "Crunchy
"Fosse" a musical

Middle Ages and the Renaissance.
different artists, such as
Gentile de Fabriano and Simon Bening, will
be shown in 18 illuminated manuscript
in the

The Getty Center

inal

drawings by Antonio Asprucci, an

architect

who

helped to renovate the 200-

year-old Villa Borghese in
ings are set

way the

up
villa

Rome. The draw-

in a fashion that

and

its

rooms

resembles

actually exist
.

.

This summer, Shakespeare seems to be

having

its

year

more than anything else.

of life,

story on the writings of East Los Angeles poets
Cervantes, Sandra C. Munoz and Marisela Norte.

adolescence through Latina/o-Chicana/o
eyes starts off season of new productions

The

increasingly difficult to navigate

moments, such

compensated

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

-

notice

how

"great" of a dancer she

much

Latino

in a

white community.

seen

plays

Girls, Like

on a double

bill

Me" and
at

The

serious "curve balls."

One

Woman and Other
My Coche," two new

'Drive

strength that

Gang

stand what she was going through.

Actors'

in

Hollywood,

reality

it

takes for her to

tine over

The

considers

itself a

experimental plays. "Taper, Too" productions allow for a

more

intimate setting and closer interaction

and "Whatever!" Such transitional
between the audi- moments remain light-hearted and comical no matter what

ence and the actors on-stage, with Just as interesting shows.

The

first

play,

"Black Butterfly," created and directed by

Ara Cdi and Jesse Borrego
together

in

"Drive

star as

My Coche," a

two

rock

(it

Mark

Iap<'' forurr,

lovers fighting to stay

'n' roll

nnemory

play.

the prior scene absolves.

"Drive

My Coche," though taking place in the 70s, focuses

Cypress

same rou-

and over again?
Offspring,

to right) Cristina Frias, Carla

Jimenez, Justina Machado, Christina Malparo and Ziiah Mendoza star
the coming-of-age play "Black Butterfly, Jaguar Girl, Pinata Wonnan, and Other Superhero Girls Like Me."

(left

in

dealing with his first love.
llic story is
tol<J in

is

flashback f^hion in which

multi-talented, taking

"steps

into the 70s. In the present

day he

ilary officer, to a

of a mic, singing, free-styling
liuncmg, while acting out various roles in his memories
Such ,i double-scene trade ofT keeps the play engaging. Bill

iCathy, played

out

ol

present day

life

and

anil

the roles of different characters in

the play, magically changing his voice

Bill

pociictljy icjis his story in front

on

from a hardheaded

mil-

drugged-out Veteran.

by Ara Celi, is the only other actor in the play

undisputed leader of the night,
Korn. Overloads of angst-ridden
teens everywhere released their frustration and used their heavy music
as a punching bag for their daily
lives, a temporary antidote to their
bitterness.

quintet's creepy metallic grind, as

it

engendered a kind of narcotic
mood, a condition seething with the
vulgar frustration of the young and
However, Korn didn't misplace
rage in a wash of complicated
indulgences, and it hadn't forgotten
the importance of humor in such
bizarre and monstrous musical
its

On

the other hand, Davis's

good

pal

from the crowd
recreate the

in his

attempts to

pandemonium

at last

Woodstock. And, boy, did
Durst try hard. He was as restless as
a caged leopard, hyping the crowd
year's

to

jump and "bum

rush the stage"

with his lame rendition of House of

"Jump Around." And during'
"Nookie" he evoked fans to break
through the security barricade.

The crowd's

reluctance to turn

annihilative demonstrated that

Fred

trademark ability to
incite a teeming horde to hostility
like he did last summer. Maybe security was doing a better job, or maybe _.
some people are sick of Durst's typical anthem of anti-authoritarianism.
has

lost his

As the eccentric card in
lineup,

Moby

bore the challenging

and

positive messages, admirable as

that the entire genre's mettle

they

may be,

still

got the

are beginning to sound

uh, parental.

little,

u'nbearable perfor-

viability

was greeted with

and live
indiffer-

ence of tens of thousands of kids.
Moby lost the crowd's attention by

mance proved there -shouldn't be
any more room for inspired imitators in metal. Anaheim's own Lit

everything and nothing, while his

and opening

boys lowered the energy leveK

n't offer

act Incubus really did-

anything memorable but

its

were still strong enough to make
Third Eye Blind look like a sister
sets

group.
In

this

day of pseudo-macho,

kitcheiMink,

smarmy

acts dominat-

Weenie Roasi, ihe women
were not forgotten. The huge video
ing the

•

this year's

chops, but their mild sermonizing

Godsmack's

"I don't think so,"

on the stresses of adolescence as well. Written by Roy Conboy
teenagers in East Los Angeles. Each faces various challenges, and directed by Diane Rodriguez, the play has an intriguing
some dealing with their culture and nationality, some dealing beatnik club teel to it. I he mam character. Bill, played by
with problems any teenager could face. Alfaro based thi« Jesse Borrego, is an 18-year-old Chicano facing the draft and
Luis Alfaro, follows the "growing-up" years of five Latinc

ttKStoS (ourlesy

as.

by the A

mantle of bring the only electronic
act. His performance on^' proved

a

a branch of the
testing

if

of rap or has simply lost

plateau. Sure, they've

and the
forgive her mother and under-

Mark T^per Forum which girls grow up, for each year they are older they stop and shout
grounds for new and somewhat out various phrases that teens at such an age would say such

For example,

however, did
deliver a solid performance but
never really ascended the innovative

For the most part, however, "Black Butterfly" is upbeat,
Taper, Too" 2000 season, these plays are the first to be per- with each girl beaming girl-power (not the Spice Girl kind),
and realizing that she should be proud of who she is. As the
formed under the "Taper, Too" after its five-year hiatus.
is

once, you've

it

ing old territory with the

focus on such curve balls as well as everyday issues. Part of the

"Taper, Too"

it all.

seem's

brought them to the forefront, why
beat the listeners to death by revisit-

in the face

cast

Pain's
it

the creative spirit for the music that

of the teens, for instance,

of being slapped by her mother

com-

performance.

several key acts

Hill is tired

experiences the death of her father. Another deals with the

"Black Butterfiy, Jaguar Girl, Pitiata

Superhero

more

do, feeling

you've seen

like if

by attempting some
obnoxious
moves.
The game of life is filled with many surprises that can throw
Justina Muchado, Christina Malpero,
one off course, and sometimes a curve ball is even thrown in, Zilah Mendoza, Carla Jimenez and Cristina Frias play the
making things even more difficult to deal with. Kor most peo- five teenage girls. They all have their Latino culture in comple, these curve balls are nothing more than a broken heart or mon, though each exhibits a wide range of personalities.
Such comical, yet realistic issues are brought up alongside
a speeding ticket, but for some, they are things like getting
drafted into the Vietnam war or growing up shamefully as a

we

as

in his

From

is

was been

Fred Durst of Limp Bizkit was
unable to initiate a lively response

reunion

^

spell

had once played such an integral
role in one of heavy rock's seminal
bands. He lost the visceral and metaphysical elan he had helming Black
Sabbath during those awesome peak

pelled to irKiude a Black Sabbath

is

The

'

expression.

Apparently, Ozzy rates his solo

embarrassment of one of the girls when
boy at school calls her and hears in the back-

band have not lost
tantalize the crowd

drugs, he and the

Ozzy Osbourne reached one of
his lowest points for someone who

years.

watching the Spanish channel. Other
scenes that make the audience grin include one in which one
of the teens is at a dance trying to get the boy she likes to

By Barbara McGuire

for the band's unex-

plosive music.

as the

ground that her family

even the band's fans

got nauseated. But the fireworks

Alma

cized trials and tribulations with

disillusioned.

Creed crooned too many soundalike songs until

.

,

pained vocals rode high above the

Lead

the concession area.

See BRIEFS, pag« 8

<

have the greatest voice as is, and
one too many times he slipped into
an annoying whine that sent thirsty
throngs out of their seats and made

teenagers' problems are intermixed with comical

the most popular

and aggres-

___

Despite the singer*s much-publi-

Lead singer Jonathan Davis's

it

evening.

women.

singer Jenkins does-

stuff

trials

flair

its

n't

Taper, Too' resumes after hiatus with double-billing
THEATER: Plays exploring

,

wasn't difficult for Third Eye

siveness.

Another Shakespeare piece being performed this summer is "The Taming of the
Shrew," showing through September 24 at
the Theatricum Bontanicum Summer
Repertory in Topanga. The play is being
reenacted in the outdoor amphitheater on
Sunday nights at 4 p.m. - a great idea for a

summer

was kinder and gentler

complete lack of

a '30s and '40s comical twist.

beautiful

it

bill,

underrepresented

with

with clarity and vibrancy.

Blind to sedate the audience with

modem day, while at the same time giving

cohesion

Over the past eight years, the
Weenie Roast has been known to be
bigger and badder each time, but

It

17th season from June 29

This version has taken the timeless piece up
it

International

the

bouncy set of
ska-inflected rock. With her unique
riot girl-meets-fragile babe personality, she displayed a broad palette of
emotions, styles and sounds through
her dynamic ballads, testosteronefueled rock, diaphanous slow rock,
and a dash of power pop.
It also helped that Scott Weiland
from Stone Temple Pilots was as
eccentric and spontaneous as ever,
appearing in a bight red wig and a
tiny silver dress, making a point to
the crowd that he wanted to show

their ability to

Fair

through July 30 and will be showing its production of "Much Ado About Nothing."
to

Edison

than ever before, resembling Lilith

quite popular. "Shakespeare Feslival/LA"
is

modem rock at

woman on

schizo,

Field.

this

THEATER: Indulge newfound

it

ing 12 hours of bleak

Photo Courtesy of FOSSE National Toui

(Top)

crowd

have been a day-long, hulking, sundrenched, beer-soaked, hormonecharged, rockin' heaven for rock

ducted by the famous tenor.
"Pearl from the East - One Night

American Jazz

the

consideration the concert should

Sept. 5 at 7 p.m. will be the

Philharmonic. Beginning July 29
and running until Aug. 19, the six

living,

Mike Lang.

will

meat was cookin',

was massive, but, surprisingly, the
concert ended up cold.
Yes, this year it was bigger, longer
and louder. And with that under

Domingo's Operalia 2000 The Eighth Annual World Opera
Competition. This performance will
be the final contest with the Los

the

Institute,

hot, the

composer Terence
conductor
'Bruce

^

heat was on, the lineup was

The

trum-

Placido

by the Henry Mancini
summer education

cert series

like

series.

Northern Lights

For entertainment all summer
long. Northern Lights Coffee House

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

film

Caymmi and

Royce Hall
is

musicians

whipped up a

By Judy Pale

the

Broughton, Brazilian guitarist Dori

their choice of entertainment.

hall

and

Blanchard,

commencement.

Royce

Stefani, the lone

and post-college
recipients will perform along-

level

but will be announced upon the

fortunate enough to remain have

scholar-

around

all

actors involved."

students are

is

who have received full

globe, the college

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

acts underrepresented

new musi-

ships to attend the institute.

"We're working together with the
theater department to get student

By Michael Rosen-Molina

but

productions feature 80

camera scanned the crowd

encouraging the females to repre- _
sent with bare breasts. Finally, the
crowd began to generate a raucou» ^
ambiance when No Doubt's Gwen

woman as female

lone

THEATER: Students can

The school year

screen's

MUSIC: GwenStefani

running around and doing a

little

venomous comments about

of

frat

Weenie Roast did do
a good j(^ of being an open-fhinded
festival, providing a little something
for anyone and nothing for everybody. It's just too bad the quality of
music and atmosphere had to be sacAll in

all,

the

nficed for the immensity ofihe concert.

'
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An

—

and tumultuous
love who constantly plays mind
games with him. Kathy serves as a
fantasy world for Bill up until his

dance, folk songs
and fashions from Maluku,

draft

Indonesia.

Bill's first

is

status

is

altered

to

I

A.

pm.
The show presents

Sept. 9 at 6

The

and presents
Bill with the reality of war and life.
"Drive My Coche" combines

Chamber

takes a sharp turn

fun with serious issues just as^
"Black Butterfly" does. The game
of love

is

effects

Vietnam war and
on all the people

involved.

The double

performs

Angeles

at

Royce on

Sept.

23 at 8 p.m.

provides an

The

differing

of "Black Butterfly " and
"Drive My Coche" provide something for everyone, both to enjoy
and resonate with while at the
stories

time, not

bombarding

the

audience with totally opposing
themes.

be
releasing various innovative and
experimental plays through July 1
at The Actors' Gang in Hollywood.
For information or tickets call the

Center Theatre Group box office at
(213) 628-2772 or check on-line at

www.TaperAhmanson.com.

artists will

UCLA

be

LATC

Hammer

in
Westwood.
Every Friday evening for

the

month of

July, a free,

outdoor performance in the
Hammer's garden courtyard will be provided for a
fun relaxing evening, begin-

—

The Los Angeles Tennis
at

UCLA

has

Sept. 10

is

iTs

On

Acura Music

the

Subtitled

Festival.

"Destination
New
Orleans," the performance
features music greats John
Fogerty, Dr. John,

and Irma

Thomas, as well as blues
and jazz on a separate

eclectic

with

.

-

•'^

'•

•..->

LA will present an
mix of performers

R&B artist

jazz saxophonist

Eric Benet,

Dave Koz,

New Age

musician Craig
Chaquico, stand-up comedian and weatherman Fritz

Coleman,
Sept.

16

ancj
at

others on
7

pm.

theater to music,
is

far

from

a

time for on-campus

Away from

the winner of a Lucille Lortel

New

summer

studeh^ can relax, kick back
and erftpy the art that may
otherwise be hard to see.

It

for Best

is

-Christrnas celebratioirwith ^OfflFTffusic^lov-

ing

aunts.

JSlark Taper Forum

for the Mancini

Institute Concerts are avail-

able at the Royce Hall Box
Office beginning June 29.

The

Office can be reached at
(310)825-2101. Tickets for
other Royce events can be

purchased at the Central
Ticket Office, and non-Royce
event tickets can be purchased through Ticketmaster
(213)480-3232. For the infor-

mation regarding events at
the Hammer Museum call
(310)443-7000.

acclaim,

spectacular

promising

a

is

of much

The Mark Taper Forum will be showing
"King Hedley 11" by August Wilson this summer, from September 14 through October 22.
is

a Pulitzer Prize as well as
playwright.

Tony

The play takes
homes

place in 1985, in the backyards of two

in the play are the successes

and

community experiences when dealwith issues of family, unemployment and

failures a

ing

and

and

be talented and
up-and-coming comedians from around Los
Angeles. Somewhat like a theatrical Saturday
Night Live, the Groundlings will be featuring^
all-new, original collections of sketches and
improv skits.
"Growing-up" may actually entail much
just

things like art

and the

theatre, but

who

So

get out there

of the finer things in

and lake

in

year

online at www.getty.edu. To get tickets to the

"Fosse,"

choreo-

graphed and directed by Bob Fosse, comes to
California from Broadway and will be show-

(323) 934-9700.

cal "Fosse"

by

calling Tele-Charge at (800) 447-

t

place."

best father.

'We've heard about the privilege of
Art Reichle as a friend. Well, guess

said,

moment,
"Son, I'm gonna save
/

-

;

he found a scholarship wait-

later,

I

get to talk about having

said. "I bet

you he was a

Decision's been made.

children

grow

known

*

-

we

knew he was hurting. He just got back
on his horse and rode on," Anglen said.
out he broke three

'it turned

much

ribs.

He

spent two weeks in bed, even though

it

was supposed to be six, and ran his
ranch from there."
He was strong to the end. When
Wooden heard Reichle was ill he gave
him a phone call.

he

his

And they remembered what Reichle

Year and the Pac-IO co-Freshman of
Jhc Year awards.
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UCLA will now have three returnenrolled at

UCLA during the Spring

Quarter and took

He

finals.

ing starters from last year's NCAA
Sweet 16 squad - senior guard Eari
Watson, junior center Dan Gadzuric
and Kapono.

partici-

on-campus workouts for professional teams to allow scouts to
gauge where his skills would put him
on the draA charts. He did not attend
the NBA Pre-DraA Camp in Chicago
June 6-9, though former teammates
Jerome Moiso and JaRon Rush, who
remain in the draft, did.
**I made an effort during the spring
to continue my progress toward a
degree and I'm going to summer
in

Kapono

school, too,"

said.

"The

"Of course we

line

is

a

bot-

to

first

22 games, including wins over
three Top 10 teams to reach the

upcoming season.
"As our leading scorer from

last

season,

our

return

his

solidifies

both lived and taught, and his lessons

last

are ones those he loved

single-season

But maybe

get.

never

let

them

that's

because Reichle

forget that he'd always

man

former coach and

mentor by recalling something Reichle
said to him before he died:
"There'll always be a saddle, there'll

always be a horse, and when you get to
heaven, we'll finish that ride."

.

Jason's choice," said his father, Joe

signed a grant in aid contraa to play

Kapono. "He just wants some

basketball at

survived by his wife,

is

Ruth, 82; son Art

recruiting class.

round, and I'm

surprised he's not going, but

polish-

mg.

,

guard's ability to shoot the basketball.

He's

three-point

Walcott,

same purpose

in-aid serves the

sdiolarship to play

record with 82, breaking the old

as a

NCAA basketball.

school record of 78, set by Tracy

Shadow Mountain

Murray in 1992. His end of the season
honors were capped by the CBS

State Championship.

to the

Arizona

A

5A

cousin to

University of Arizona standout

who

who was also recruited by

Mike

Nuys.
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and Arizona
State, is UCLA's third incoming
freshman recruit for the coming season. He joins 6-foot-9T. J. Cummings,
from Homewood-Rossmore High in
Homewood, III. and 6^oot-8 Josiah
Johnson, from Montclair Prep in Van

Last Fd>niary, Walcott helped lead

daughter

a complete player,

the likes of St. Louis

the official signing period, the grant-

(made)

really

very quick on defense."

UCLA.

Denise Margarit, 49; son Ridiard, 47;
and granddaughter Chanel Rachel, 2.

Sr., 54;

our starting point guard," Conner
"He not only has point guard
skills as far as being able to push the
ball and pass, but he possesses the off-

While Walcott joins the team after

Other UCLA records set by the
Lakewood, Calif, native induded the

all

said.

member

signed a third

in the first

Tournament

"This was Ryan's fourth year as

it's

was going

1999 and advanced

to the Arizona State

• • •

Don MacLean's

266 mark in

four seasons.

to the 2000
Ryan Walcott a 6foot-3 point guard from Shadow
Mountain High in Phoenix, Ariz.,

single-season

• • •

coming sea-

It

"We had a lot of confidence that he

the memorial, Anglen finished

Reichle

behind

ing a

was announced last Monday that
the Bruin men's basketball program

fresh-

18.6 in 1988-89.

be there for them.

At

history,

Arizona State semi-finals. Shadow
Mountain was 27-5 in 1999-2000.
During Walcott's four-year (19972000) high school career. Shadow
Mountain was 92-37 overall, includ-

son," he said.

season and was the second highest

UCLA

its last

he said.
Lavin was optimistic about the

oring your word. They were values he

in

He

helped lead the team to 21 victories in

nation's top teams for the

mark

four seasons; Walcott

last

UCLA family for

His 16 ppg scoring average was the
highest by a freshman in the Pac-IO

never for-

For the

another year of education and basket-

Earl

vei^ bright."

has been the starting point guard.

ball,"

only two

is

round draft choice, he wanted

come back to our

chances of again being one of the

will

future

decided that even though he would be

Watson, to start all 33 games last year.

believed in - loyalty to friends and hon-

from an elite high school program and
-was well^chooled by his coach, Jerry
Conner. Our staff believes Ryan's

basketball at the next level. Jason

season."

Bruins, alongside co-captain

—

field,

"Ryan comes

family," Lavin said.

"Jasdn was very deliberate in his
approach to exploring his future in

I

Kapono was one of

averaged 16.2 points and 5.4 assists
per game last season as a senior. He

40 percent from threeix>int range and 76
percent from the foul line.
"We arc thrilled to have Ryan
Walcott join the UCLA basketball

are very pleased to

a statement.

Bibby, who is currently with the
NBA's Vancouver Grizzli^, Walcott

shot 52 percent from the

have Jason returning to our team,"
Bruin head coadi Steve Lavin said in

want to come back and
play for coach Lavin and do what I
can to help us be a successful team this

tom

he was

that

for trying to out-give others.

his tribute to his

"Art didn't say a word, though

7400 or at www.telecharge.com.

God knows

good people;

into

by you," he said.
Reichle was tough as well. For many
years he owned ranches and ran sum-

/

better father

giving out nicknames; his desire to help

habit of giving so

off- hard.

as

than a friend. Actually, there's no bet

ing for him. "Art would always stand

mer camps for city kids to learn how to
live in the forest and care for horses.
Gary Anglen, a former pitcher and
ranch worker, recalled one time when
Reichle turned around on his horse to
take a picture of those behind him
when the horse budced and threw him

him

a father," a tearful Richard Reichle

SportsLine National Freshman of the

KAPONO

pated

Reichle was just the

was an awesome father."
That day, 75 people gathered and
remembered the things that made Art
Reichle memorable: his penchant for

It

When Hoffman came to UCLA one

ART: For information on art exhibits at the Getty
Center call (310) 440-7300 or visit the Getty

And to his kids,

to

said.

your scholarship."

some

ner

UCLA?

go to a more wonderful

left

what.

and then

life.

628-2772. Tickets can be purchased for the musi-

to play for our

Wooden said. "I got to share

was Hoffman's
dream come true. Just one problem.
"I told him, M would love to play for
UCLA - but I promised the coach here
I would stay for two years,'" Hoffman

and

The Shubert Theatre will also be busy this
summer, hosting "Fosse," a Tony Award win-

want you

Reidile was silent for a

one can pretend. It's important to realize,
however, no matter how you choose to interenjoyable.

said, "I

Play for

cares,

pret them, the arts are readily available

UCLA faced off, Hoffman almost

team.

going to see and appreciate

The Ahmanson Theatre and
its
shows
can
be
accessed
at
www.TaperAhmanson.com or by calling (213)

Musical.

a few words with him before he

their 25th year. Presented will

call

Best

Johnny,'"

of the

sin^e-handedly destroyed the Bruins.
After the game Reichle came up to him

Shubert Theatre

for

phenom at the College
Sequoias, and when his sdiool

then a freshman

The Groundlings (located on Melrose
Avenue) is releasing its new main stage show,
"Groundlings vs. The State of California," for

Shakespeare Festival/LA call (^10) 377-4316. To
check out the Theatricum Botanicum call (310)
455-3723. For Groundlings Info and show times,

crime.

talk.
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located in the Hill District of Pittsburgh.

Presented

"They told me he was too weak to
Then I heard a voice say. 'Who is
JhalT^When they told him it was me, he
laid, i'll Ulk. I want to talk to

REICHLE

and
night.

more than

Award winning
ART: Tickets

Award

based on a classic Irish
short story that Joyce wrote about a family
Musical.

August

9
1*.

Comedy
At the Ahmanson Theatre the final production of the season will be showing this
summer, through September 3. "The Dead"
is a musical play written by James Joyce and is

the crowds of

the regular year,

show

exciting

dead
arts.

well-experienced and the

Ahmanson

Museum

From
summer

Center

Frompage6

visiting

:

stage.

will

of jazz
4lie^

.

Wave
THEATER: The Taper Too

impressive selection

ning at 6:30 p.m. and ending
-at 8 p. m

share of events as well.
bill

intcrest^ng night.

same

Los

Orchestra, also

examined, as well as the

stresses of the
its

tradi-

tional

Suddenly her character's attitude

BRIEFS

'

Monday. June 26, 2000-Frid4y, June 30, 2000

ing through July 9. Dancers in "Fosse" are

ac

r
—

Monday, June 26. 2000-Friday, June

10

NBA

30,

2000

two from UCLA

draft claims

M.HOOPS: Moiso may go

declared his intentions after

many

Sweet 16

believed he might be a marginal pick

No. 8; Rushiess hopeful;

Kapono decides

to

wait

from the

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The exodus of some of the nation's
from

best basketball underclassmen

Wednesday
annual ama-

N BA holds its

the

teur draft at 4:30 p.m. at the Target

Center

Minneapolis.

in

UCLA

While

reclaimed one of its

would-be draftees

Kapono

in

freshman Jason

Monday, two other

last

Bruins,
sophomores
J e r o m-e

the

in

steps

for-

point

JaRon Rush

guard

Baron Davis, who

left

college for a

"I think
in the

I

have the potential to play

NBA," Moiso

decided to enter their names
draft. "|t will take a lot

year to

in the

of hard work

make the transition

from college basketball

UCLA

to the Cleveland

to

all

the necessary skills

develop into a solid

NBA forward.

The Guadeloupe, West Indies, native
has a smooth midrange jumper and a
soft touch, as well as a great leaping
ability to

rebound and shotblock

to the pros."

has already had five

round draft picks

this

decade, and

will

attempt to land two more

first

year of the

new

first-

in the

millennium. In a

weaker

who has also

written for pub-

Hoops

pound
But

Rush, a 6-7 forward^

much

He

NCAA

amateur

much of

was suspended

ers,

son before returning for

profile athletes will try to land a spot

contests.

on an NBA roster next season.
Moiso, a 6-foot- 10 forward who

But

for

nine

its final

his playing in those

games was

UCLA

reach the

crucial in helping

to

behind

is

place

first

1

2.UCU

1,103.5*

runners at

B.Midiigan

965

and second with
two outs, cen-

4.NoithCarotina

908.5

S.PennState

859.5*

at the press con-

Buck was caHed

LIAO/Daily Bruin

The
standings since the

thought

we had a

UCLA

year,"

great overall

Associate

Athletic

Michael
Sondheimer said. '* Finishing second is
a major accomplishment for us.
"UCLA has had a lot of great years
but this was the best in a few years," he
of

Director

recruiting

men's soccer team

game

semifinal

to

*

*
•
*
*
*
•
*
*

totally

crete,"

she

was
the aggressor, that he punched
Asi in the eye and Faoa struck

when her son

back once.

had taken.
Should Faoa be found guilty,
the prosecution has not yet
decided what punishment it will

don't

days after the incident, his eye
was black and bleeding from the
hit

know

all

that hap-

pened. It seems Unlikely that
Asi would provoke a fight. At

it

a process

world's leading

to identify

innate and not learned.

We

NCAA

champion Indiana.
The UCLA men's tennis team was
picked by many to challenge for the
NCAA title but their hopes were
severely damaged when the Bruins'
No. 2 singles and No. doubles player
Brandon Kramer fractured his right

2

executive sales role at

around the globe. Gallup has learned that the talent of leadership

leadership role at Gallup with unlimited advancement opportunities, you will receive feedback

maximizing your human

position at Gallup; you will also receive feedback

call

on your

a 65 year old world-class

training to improve workplaces
"

Wednesday, it would mark the first time a
Bruin has gone in the first round in back-toback years since 1979-80.
The last time two players from UCLA
went in the first round in the same draft was
1992, when Tracy Murray and Don
MacLean went 18th and 19th, respectively.

grams.

It

began

potential

I

1

I

was a

FrompagelO
do with creating a gauge of his current status. It should allow NBA scouts to examine
his game more closely next season from its
start. The Lakewood, Calif, native might then
attempt the draft next year and work himself
to

The last time a UCLA player cracked the first
round while not garnering a first team AllConference award was in 1995 when George
Zidek was taken by the Charlotte Hornets.

into the lottery.
in

the

first

round

1

pints

949-474-2710 or email

top five innate

hot
buy!
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Requirements include a college degree, experience in

sales,

In the event you are chosen as a finalist you will talk with
the most reputable organization in the world.
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NEW SOY varieties Reg $1.39

X2plC*l2<».eaM Reg $5.99

Ultra2 powrtfwr (42 loads)

•

Powtfw w/

2/«5

•

Homeetyle

Rm (42 lea*)
MMCh (33 load*)

$

$ 699
92

Reg $3.99 ea
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Pizza
Turkey Franks
Varieties

oz.

Star Kist

fS3^»gs»

'

I

10

12 pk

Reg. $9.39

Chunk

I

•

12

oz. bottlee

Reg $13.99

Brawny

Light

Tuna

Roll

Towels

99"

,
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'
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:
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DonDusatko

6-8

oz.

Reg. 1.69

16

oz.

Reg. $1.79

Reg $1.39

Star Search 2000
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varieties
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RED DOG

1
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unlimited opportunities at what

%

It I

•

Regular

and

.

consulting or operations, fluency in English and Japanese.

I

Pure Pramlum Orange Juice

•

jENOs

"

'

,

Umit 6

99

be

human strengths.

''''-'''".

12 pk* 12 oz. bottles

NoUmK

on your

Don_Dusatko@gallup.com. You will

management consulting organization

Gallon

Henry Weinhard's Porter

,0\\IIV/

& Sprite

Coke, Diet Coke

an executive leadership or

talents in

surveys for the best men's

OWTIUB) WATBI (79«)

Reg. $3.49 each

I

and applying your

its

His June 16

hot
buy!

is

and increase the value and volume of our clients' customers

'.•

DRAFT

The Cup began during the 1993-94 season^
Prior to that season, USA Today conducted
separate surveys for men's and women's pro-

CRvsTia mcsH omNiufM watch
• MOUNTAIN «MtMO WATER

Haagen-Dazs

64oz.

management

times.

in legal trouble.

—

Reg. $1.39/lb.

given a password and instructions to take our web-based "Strengths Finder" You will not only be applying for a leadership

is

Sears Directors' Cup, the measuring stick for

that he might

NCAA sponsored sports a school has.

69

-

The Gallup Organization, then

The Gallup Organization

and had no idea

of the

SeeSEAB^pageTT

.,.;

.....

help individuals to unlock these talents and maximize their opportunities in the workplace.

interested in truly

the athletics department, strive to win the

injustice

The Cardinal has 28 sports while UCLA"
The Sears Cup standings consider all

ha9^2l.

I

added.

top five talents as identified by our Strengths Finder

you are

extent of DeZubiria's injuries,

program in 1971 and for the best women's
program in 1977.
Under that format, UCLA was selected
the No.
men's athletic program 1 times
and the No.
women's athletic program 10

an

sees

"They've got more sports than we do."

For

lbs.

:'-::'-\.

The Gallup Organization

Open^tU

MiHnip^ht
« •

^r*

aa^

I

think the format favors them," he said.

Sparkletts*

*

If

"Stanford's got a great program but

UCLA," UCLA

Peaches

2
Upon applying for a key

sports," he added.

Cup competition.

SceOMFTrpagell

of employees

all

However, Sondheimer feels the tables are
tilted more toward the Cardinal in the Sears

.

she

loss as well,"

Should Moiso go

your talent through in-depth interviews and compare them with more than 100,000 of the

managers and millions

cation to excellence in

finish in the

—

complete shock to him.
"Why was my son not questioned by police officers in this
matter? Tliey just showed up
and arrested him," she said.
"I just hope this whole ordeal
doesn't afTect him, that he can
go on with his education.
Something like this can destroy
somebody."

Kim Faoa,
came home a few

every year at

pro-

done against her son. The time
between the fight and his arrest,
Faoa had not been aware of the

wage

arrest at his dormitory

to

its

Cup

gram, Stanford's student-athletes, coaphes
staff are rewarded for their dedi-

UCLA athletic

the

calls,

very proud of

Directors*

spokesman Marc Dellins said.
Sondheimer added: "To have that kind of
program where every sport does well nationally you need special coaches and special athletes. At UCLA, we have both."
Meanwhile, Stanford won its unpr^edent*
ed sixth straight Sears Cup behind two national tides in men's tennis and men's outdoor
track and field and runner-up finishes in baseball, women's tennis, women's golf, women's
volleyball and men's water polo.
"Eadi year Stanford's student athletes and

be

fault."

said DeZubiria

strive for

and treatment will contin-

Kim Faoa

of self-defense on Asi's part,"
Grimes said. "It wasn't his

According

"The insurance

11

and support

play.

"Our finish in the Sears Cup shows the outstanding broad base athletic program we

added.

be a reaction

is

tournament

Sears Cup.

ue for quite some time.
"Rodrigo has also lost time
from school and work. I have
taken an unpaid leave from
work to care for him so I am

fight.

Faoa's
lawyer,
Milton
Grimes, tells a different story.

"We

department

thing,

the effects of the

knocked unconscious."

Grimes

fight.

Despite the close

helps, butxloes not cover every-

Faoa's fannilies feel

"He was

said.

wrist three days before

incurring

to

Ted Ldand said.
"Through the Sears

10

Both DeZubiria and Faoa's
families feel the effects of the

for her son|

unprovoked."

appeared

From page

high," Wirtfesaid of treatment

Both DeZubiria and

"It

come

"The medical costs are quite

opposite of this.

you want a piece of me?'"
According to Wirth nobody
would fight with Faoa, and so
he hit a nearby student who happened to be DeZubiria.
"Rodrigo didn't even see the
blow coming; he was totally
blindsided and thrown down,
striking his head on the con-

facts

lost a four-overtime

3-2 to eventual

The Gallup Organization is Searching for Leaders. Gallup is prepared to take applications from Japanese men and
women to work in Tokyo, Japan. We are looking for sales and research consultants and a director of operations. These are
senior leadership roles. The responsibilities are to help us to lead Gallup and to win new accounts or a combination of both. We
invite you to take a web-based interview to determine your talents. We call tliis new psychological scientific test, "Strengths
It is

claiming

—But the defcnse'slstory is the

"Asi was challenging people
-to fight," Garcetti said. "Hc^
was asking something like, 'Do

depends on how

June 30, 2000

college athletics," Stanford Athletic Director

SEARS

out at the preliminary hearing."

hit

*

Finder"

is

him. Garcetti said
an option, but added,

26, 200(>-Fri(by,

Bruin

***•***•***•***•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•***
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
^*
*
*
• /Japanese Star Search 2000^^
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*
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•
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*
•
*
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that Asi

is

Monday, June

steal third base.

straight

Cup

she

as

attempted
jAcO^

1995-1996 season.
"1

first

terfielder Crissy

sowa spMtik*

sev-

the Sears

With

inning.

early

on the case and to several
students who have come to visit
DeZubiria, Faoa started th«tive

final

i;i69.5*

top five finish and best performance in

a great opportunity

the

I.Stanford

* points from the College WMttf Series to be a<i(M.

was

enth

chance
win the game

out for leaving

(1269.5).

UCLA's

Oklahoma
had
an
3-1

to

Stanford
It

lost the

but

166

points

really

It

championship game

in the nation,

team

softball

in

103.5 to

1

finish

Jerome Moiso

depends on how the
individual team workouts go."
Kapono's recent pullout has much
round.

the sea-

Westwood.

UCLA

The

more hard-

excellent

the Bruins

scored

worse, into the second

slip, at

to

SEARS DIRpgpfr^ |11P SrillfiillG^

national

titles,

me," Rush said

might

ware

UCLA

injury-free, several other

^

standings.

five

I

and

the Bruins received a timely

Spearheaded by

"Coach has talked to the
GMs and said could go anywhere
from 15 to 25 (in the first round) and

received

rules

Cup

was UCLA's

sports could have brought

in 1997.

program

^_

kicked the ball just right, or had

been

as

if

Sears Directors

reasons

ference.

publicity last season for viola-

tions of

skills

"I think this

looking to get drafted on Wednesday
is

giate athletic

for

UCLA

tabbed

hit,

finished the 1999-2000 sea-

according to the

complementing that with a desire to
play aggressively above the rim, as
witnessed by his numerous alley-oop
jams and rebounds against bigger
players. His tenacity should help him
survive an NBA season.

rebounds per contest while shooting
nearly 50 percent from the field.
UCLA's other underclassmen

it

jock school

UCLA

areas last season,

him AII-Pac-10 Honorable Mention.
He averaged 12 points and seven

1

when

perimeter

both of those

prowess earned

And

this past

son as the second best overall colle-

Rush
improved in

in the paint.

his offensive

the No.

But

more physical contact
NBA, Moiso must be able to

the

too far off

titles

Wirth,

"It

him first, but that is
untrue," Wirth
said.
"The
police report and witnesses to
the incident say the attack was
Rodrigo

district

Dana Garcetti and
who spoke to the detec-

attorney

it

highest total since the 1983-84 season.

season that Sports Illustrated wasn't

draft board.

ger bodies and

department

athletic

provided some more evidence

why he could
slip down the

any other in college basketball, but
can also disappear while being the
largest player on the court. With big-

UCLA

The

handling and

as

dominate unlike

Staffs

into consideration.

deputy

to Garcetti

ing Faoa.

know

for

prison

and
Wirth 's accounts, there was no
evidence of anybody threaten"I

to

seek

he added.

According

fight.

sponsored sport, however,

was not taken

The five national

ball-

shooting

Insider

Daily Bruin

all.

Yet skeptics such as George
Rodecker, a CBS sportsline.com

NCAA

By Oirb Umpicrre

not a likely sce-

nario, the critics point to Rush's

draft lacking

immediate impact playtwo of Westwood's most high-

latter is

rank

1

.

first-round to not being chosen at

While the

at a

Stanford takes No.

12

30.

titles this

women's indoor track and field,
women's gymnastics, men's volleyball,
and women's water polo. Since
"women's water polo is not yet a

•

professional level.

said at a press

conference held after he and Rush

in the first

—

Cavaliers.

Moiso has

for excellence of program;

overtime,

Maples Pavilion:
While his statistics might make
many NBA teams turn away, the
Kansas City native's athleticism still
has many teams examining his" draft
possibilities. Rodecker has tabbed
Rush as going anywhere from the late

m

professional basketball contract.

in

national

worst, he was defending himself,"

According

The Bruins won

past season in men's water polo,

to lead the Bruins to a 94-93 upset vic-

Kalz, saying that Moiso could

Critics say he can

UCLA

mer

many basESPN's

buzzer

Andy

go as high as No. 8

foot-

of

line jumper at the

UCLA awarded

TROPHY:

scored 17 points, capped by a base-

and Basketball Times, have dubbed
Moiso as inconsistent and as someone who turns his energy on and off.

ing to follow

He

suspension.

From page

May

first

tory over then top-ranked Stanford ai

lications like College

attempt-

arc

squads, he has

instrurhental in his

game back from

private workouts with sev-

NBA

analyst

Moiso
and
JaRon Rush,

Rush was

first

-

FAOA

varying accounts- on who was
the aggressor of the fight on

atNetic department No. 2

for the third time in four

ketball analysts, including

college to the pros begins

when

middle

scouts with his versatility and size.

eral

Cadman

lottery to the

Daily Bniin Spofts

Cup standings name

Sears

years.

round, has impressed professional

Through
By AJ

r^

DaHy Bfuin Sports

M

.

price*

^09-111^

good thru Thun. 6/29

Daily Bruin

12
day for the NBA

Ifs draft

Wednesday UCLA men's
ketball sophomores Jerome

This

not

'

>

Deborah WT

Faoa and DeZubiria
^roltidedrepeatedly in^ moshptttrt
the
party.
Then Faoa struck
DeZubiria with his elbow once.
DeZubiria was said to have been

s

to his family.

from brain damage.
Faoa, 19, was arrested on June 16
and charged with one count each of
mayhem and assault after a May 30

ground. Though the prosecution says that the combination of
Faoa's hit and the impact of hitting
the ground caused DeZubiria's
brain damage, the defense says it
was solely the fall that put
DeZubiria in his present state.
DeZubiria is recuperating at his
San Francisco hcune. The brain

altercation with third-year psycholo-

damage he received affected the part

gy student Rodrigo DeZubiria, 22.
The incident occurred at a
Lambda Chi block party on

of his brain that controls speaking,

UCLA

fell

_^__J

.

redshirt freshman

line-,

backer Asi Faoa was arresfed ^or hit.ting another student who is now suffering

reading,

comprehension

writing,

Freshman linebacker Asi Faoa
was arrested on June 16.

Tournament.

could occur at a respected universi-

way,"

ty,

local

when

the

Anaheim commumany

selves as witnesses to his character.

"There arc people here who love
him and who believe in their hearts
that our son is not the person that
they said he was or accused him of
being," Kim Faoa said. "The support has been so marvelous."
The prosecution and defense have

decisions."
^

At his arraignment on Monday,
June 19, Faoa pled not guilty to both
charges. His preliminary hearing.jt

in

a positive

was

DeZubiria's

mother,

inally set at

Anaheim,

in

people came forward to offer them-

investigate the

and

community

Also,

supposed

his bail, orig>

$100,000 at the time of

SccM0A,page11

.

Construction

Kapono withdraws
M.HOOPS: Forward

UCLA next season

Jason Kapono announced
on Friday of finals week that
he would withdraw his name
from consideration for this

NBA

year's

Wednesday and

on

draft

return to the

Bruin basketball program.

Submitting a formal
to the

NBA

offices in

'

letter

New

York

five

days before the

Kapono
to

is

June

21,

eligible to return

UCLA because he did not

sign representation with an

—

^

Photo courtesy of Richard Reichle

to understand the

agent while a draft candidate.

The

meaning of loyalty

-

NBA Draft on May 13.

of the

He

near

current noise, hassles

my

notice to

resume participation

in inter-

collegiate athletics at

UCLA

and withdraw

my name

candidate for the 2000

had a

consider,"
believe

I

last

involves tearing

summer

trees will

new building

lot

By Pauline Vu

UCLA men's

Wooden

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

love )^u,

UCLA

record books mention that

Art Reichle served as the Bruin head baseball

coach for 30 years; that he led the
College World Series

Bruins to their

first

appearance

1969; that he compiled a

in

747-582-12 overall record; that he was

inducted into the

Fame in

UCLA Athletics
more

lot

to Art Reichle

stats.

man whose word was his
bond. A friend who gave as much loyally
as he inspired. A father who passed these
He was

a

values to his children.

And though Arthur Eugene Reichle Jr.,
86, died May 23 of heart failure, those who
showed up at The Church of the Way in
Van Nuys

the

not come to

honor

his

"It's

day before Father's Day did

mourn

his death so

much as

to

said.

"I

would have been a

ball

coach

UCLA

we

miss

in

the head men's basket-

and a former
was another
memorial. "You couldn't
Louisville

assistant

speaker at the

coach,

have a better friend than Art Reichle," he
said.

"And

while

we

all

certainly will miss

Art, he could not be in better hands."
earlier

memorial was held

not within

my

how

I

vocabulary to ade-

feel

about him."

for-.

in

where Reichle moved in 1989.
The Van Nuys memorial was held by
Reichle's son Richard and daughter
Florida,

Denise,

who

live in the

Los Angeles area.

Most of the approximately 75 people present were UCLA-related. They included
Wooden, Crum, current baseball coach
Gary Adams, former men's swimming
and water polo coach Bob Horn (19631990), and a host of former players.
Those present remembered the good
kindness

moved

it's

a

little difTicult

cost

10,000 pounds.

.

Wooden recalled his
toward him when Wooden first

to California from the Midwest.

similar

incident

occurred

back to UCLA, be with my
teammates, play for the
Bruins and continue

my

col-

some are upset with

the process of

Physics

is

Astronomy

FUNDING: Added funds

tion."

building.

trative specialist in the Physics

Lab

and Astronomy Department who

the current Physics Research

UCLA

and clear the area around it by
October of this year. They will

has been at

also excavate a space for a two-

workers are cutting

level

said she

60

basement.

The new

brick building will be

is

for 22 years,

upset construction

down about

trees to clear the land.
"It

was

connected to Knudsen Hall at
every level except the ground

really awful

when was

JENNIf-ER YUEN/Oaily B<uin Senior Staff

I

Trees near Knudsen Hall are cut
Se« BUILDIIIG, page 9

room

for a

new

down

to

and Astronomy

Physics

make

building.

.-5ti

Disclosure of drug past

remained

KAPONO pagci

may affect financial

school, eliminate a fee hike, improve the quality of undergraduate education, and provide
raises for

employees

in

Iw paid positions.

By Timothy

Kudo

Higher Education $10.8

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

(OotUrsinBiiiions)

Education (K-12)

andHousir>g

in

$7.;^.

Relief $4.4

I

from

Funding $3,7

Youth & Adult
Corrections $5.1

-;

last year,

and

1

cent increase to the

which

now

"This budget allows us to maintain
access to a high-quality, affordable

education for
while also

ments

all

IJC-eligible students

making

strategic invest-

in research, health

care and out-

reach to California's elementary and
said
schools,"
secondary
President Richard Atkinson in a

baseman
from 1967 to 1968, remembered the first
time he spoke to Reichle. HofTman was
first

a

large

portion

Ka pono a ttempt s to g ua rd B a Sta te's Duan*
Clemens during the NCAA Tournament in March.

graduate earlier than four years and a

But Olsen added there would be a
state-subsidized $400 increase per

stu-

is

i

18 percent increase, said Sieve

it

and

quarter; the average time

it

as a result,

greatest concern

an additional question about whether

that they
es," said

Student Legal Services.
"It

for the

Kemper, director of

a student has been convicted of a
drug-related crime. Students convictineligible for

is

know about this law so
can make informed choic-

students to

Liz

has potential to disrupt acade-

this as

See FAFSA, page 6

a deter-

Traditionally, taking the equivalent

budget that funds education,

number of summer school classes has
cost students more than if they took
them during the year because the cost

billion

research as well as the hospital.
In preparation for the children of

baby boomer generation, which
create an influx over the next 10

state

has begun funding UC's

summer

University officials hope that by

rest

state.

The change

is

also provides for a 2

money

for merit raises, according to

UC

su mmer as affor dable as the

of the year, students

will

be

dlifornia

in

SCHOLARSHIP:

ACLU

award may be

unfaii' for poorer,

contends

By Linh Tat
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Scholarships help students out,

to take efl'ecl next year.

The budget

concems

scheduled

percent 'raise plus additional

school.

m ak in g

of instruction hasn't been subsidized

by the

raises

takes stu-

dents to complete their degree.

dent next year as part of UCLA's $2.4

will

going to K-12 programs, UCLA's
budge t nc r ease wo n 't approach the

UC's

encouraged to attend

state-

University of California's budget

"My

Federal Application

for Financial Student Aid, including

BROWN/Daily Brum

finance.

the

of the

the conviction.

Lawsuit over MicNgan grant

$1

Olsen, vice chancellor of budget and

years of about 60,000 students, the

Since

& Consumer Services
ADAM

UC

ment.

JESSi PORTtfVDady Bru«n Senia Siaff

Other

per-,

totals $3.2 billion.

in the

is

Environmental Protection $1.3
State

SOOWt ?fl0fr/001Sljlfl)ud9f<indU(0f>kfofthfPtnidw<

UC's budget,

aid will be cut for one year following

Although some see

California State University System

and Community College System.
There is a $486 million, or 7.9

A provision to the Higher
Education Act of 1998 instituted

a student

Resources $4.5

UC.

the

convicted while on financial aid, the

if

financial aid.

$ 10 billion for high-

including

law.

ed of such a crime are

gives $32 billion to K-

education,

students ineligible, but

changes

12 education, a $4.2 billion increase

er

Not only are previously-convicted

Get convicted of drug use and U)se
your federal financial aid - that's the

Local Cjov.

winners, by far

-

discrim-

minority students.

a statement. "In a

many

it

lower-income and

against

inates

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Business, Transportation

$32.3

Tax

my State of the Slate Address,

Davis said

rent to drugHise, others say

By Christine Byrd

,

Gov. Gray Davis signed next year's
$99.4 billion l)udget June 30, with education at the top of the list of the
biggest expenditures - totalling nearly

The budget

loyalty.

CONVICnON: Some say provision curbs narcotics
use; others cite discrimination of minority students

dren."

later.

aid

The UC received a 17 percent increase induding Ending to reduce the cost of summer

the biggest winners arc our school chil-

ll

and

2001, but workers will demolish

2000-2001STATE BUDGET BREAKDOWN

graduate research,

budget with so

Jason

thft

Christine Green, an adminis-

scheduled for Spring

et to benefit California schools

and educa-

Wooden, "You ought to get a basketball court," Reichle showed up one day
and together. Wooden and Reichle built a
concrete court for Wooden's kids.
"He was a very giving person, and he
had a heart as big as his body," Wooden
said. "He'd help anyone, give anything."
Ross Hoffman, a Bruin

Like the Public Policy project,

constructing

projects,

said the actual construction of the

to hear

The road will be
end of 2001.

<St.<c~r-

undergraduate education

Telling

Others also recalled Reichle's

-

at the

versity's construction

<--

The deciding factor for
me was being able to come

draft.

"The big city frightened me. Art was
one of two people to begin with who really
befriended ma," he said.
Wooden recounted that when he and
his wife Nellie bought their house in Los
Angeles, it cost them everything they had
and they did not have enough money left
to have someone set up their sprinkler system. Then one day out of the blue, Reichle
showed up with several players to install
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some

lose

Washington
changes

demand

to

two contracts

in

Los Alamos privileges
2002. Department ofTicials said the

weapons

contract

the

lapses,

California of

management

security

its

National

New. Mexico and the
Livermore
National

in

,

Laboratory in
department said.
.

intends to strip the University of

California,

the

and some

weapons programs at
Los Alamos and another governmeni research lab
t

he u ni v ersity

Bill

it^

"There's. Still a culture

of lax security (at the

Tor

-government labs);''—

managing the Los Alamos and
Lawrence Livermore labs "must be
restructured
to make much-needed improvements to security and
...

shortcomings

...

at

an interview
that the university "will still be
actively involved"
in
scientific

The

university,

our

beginni^ng

would be transferred elsewhere.
The restructuring was expected to
be worked out by September as part

which

America's first
nuclear device in the New Mexico
desert, has come under sharp criti-

in

of a renegotiation of the govern-

cism for security lapses

highly critical of the university's han-

performance in managing
security at the weapons labs unacceptable.

and

to create a path for-

meets

all

security needs,"

"There's

Richard Atkinson, the university's

rity,"

president, said in a statement.

Richardson said

it

was important

,

The

incident

—

still

a culture of lax secu-

Richardson said Friday,

ring to the

government

refer-

laboratories.

National Laboratory

marked by

qualified candidates

I999-200G term one

its

cities to

fully

fhan students in larger classes

and they continued to do
moved on to the larger

more than 92 percent of K-3
have been moved into

important to notice that the

ethnic groups

all

who were

racial

and

placed

'in

smaller classes^" said Brian Stecher,
senior social scientist at the

RAND

Corp. and co-author of the report.
Teachers in reduced-size classes
reported spending more time working one-on-one with students, working with small groups and focusing

in the inner-

take candidates who are not
prepared," Stecher said in a

amendments

some of America's toughest

and

interview
telephone
from
Sacramento where the report was

ents' rights, states' rights, police tac-

civil rights

released.

nation's attention.

"Students most in need are most
likely to have teachers who aren't
It's
unfortunate
because one of the goals of class-size
reduction was to close the gap in
achievemer^l between minority and
majority students," he said.
The report is part of a $ 1.2 million
four-year study of California's

credentialed.

efforts at class-size reduction being

put

together

AmQrican

RAND,

by

the

Institutes for Research,

Policy

Analysis for California
Education, EdSource and WestEd.

Observers of California's educational system say the report contains

no real surprises and call for continued efforts to lure* more qualified
teachers into the state.

tics

on

Washington
University law professor. "The court
showed a certain fearlessness in taking on the cases it did."
The conservative court, which
ended Wednesday the term it began

Kennedy, 10 for Thomas,
Rehnquist and 14 for Scalia.

The
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The
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30 other
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was hoisted atop the

Elian

Protester

flagpole.

in front

Leonard T. Eddy

carries a lynching effigy while walking

of the South Carolina Statehouse June 30,

Gonzalez returns

in

Columbia,

S.C.

home to CXiba

homas - one

.

power

of political heat, the case of Elian

Youth Law Clinic.
"The worst that could be said about
Juan Miguel Gonzalez was that he was
Cuban and an adherent of the communist ideology," but that was not enough
to take the 6-year-old Elian from his
father and give custody to relatives in
Miami, Perlmutter added.
Still, now that Gonzalez has taken
his son back to Cuba, some experts in
family and immigration law hope the

Gonzalez was

controversy

child immigration issues

w^*
By Laurie Asseo
The Associated Press

vote

WASHINGTON -After
months of

to help grandparents

close ties to children

^f\ i

The court stopped short, however,

troop leaders, prevented rape victims

from suing their attackers in federal
courts, and barred the federal Food
and Drug Administration from regulating cigarettes as dangerous drugs.

over

and

left

children

visit their

gets to

University of Miami's Children and

case as guide for future

against parents' wishes.

who

may use

BOY: Officials

not

of giving parents absolute veto power
The Associated Press

unanswered many questions

state courts face daily in visitation

A boy waves a Cuban

battles.

a

Reg. $1.39 1

the

as fairest in history

exit polls

rally in

bitter

seven

emotions and plenty

finally resolved

under

will

lead to

new

ideas for

who

long-standing rules on parents' rights

handling the cases of children

and immigration

arrive in the United States without a

law.

what
Elian
"Ultimately
the
Gonzalez case stands for is the right of
a parent to speak for and raise a child ...

whether those standards need chang-

irrespective of the parent's nationality,

ing," said

parent or close adult

"The

relative.

real question

going to be

is

Neal Sonnett, a Miami

ideology or economic status," said

flag during

Bernard Perlmutter, director of the

See GONZALES, page 9

Manzanillo on Saturciay.

-

As

voting neared a close

party

appeared to

for 71 years

in three

major

more than
n't clear

a century in which the

first

in

outcome was-

beforehand. Despite hundreds of

could be that

we make history today," said

7/9

It

said the PRI's Jesus

finished third, with 22 percent.

Francisco

who is in a tight race with

Liibastida

s

of

PR

the

Institutional

I.

vot i ng boothii c l o sed in cen tr al

Me xico,

dead

at

SANTA MONICA
who won an Oscar

someone

lost

as a

closest

I

loved as a

friend

and a

human being," said frequent
co-star Jack Lemmon. "We have also lost one of
the best damn actors we'll ever see."
Rowers were placed on Matthau 's star on
Hollywood Walk of Fame on Saturday.
Often castcd as a would-be con
life's

man

foiled

the

Matthau bellowed complaints
tormentors and moved his lean, 6-

travails,

comedy

for

and cemented his
Madison in "The Odd Couple," died Saturday
of a heart attack. He was 79.
Matthau was pronounced dead at 1:42 a.m.
John's Health Center in Santa Monica.

value

First

Amendment

WASHINGTON American
except

Free Speech

when

it

ple find offensive, a majority in a

have too

is

a great

be protected protects the airing of views {peo-

principle that should

new
S.

poll says.

news media

much freedom, while the other half said

the press has about the right

amount or not
by the Freedom

ter brother-in-law in

enough freedom, said the poll
Forum's First Amendment Center.
"It appears many Americans are having second thoughts about the First Amendment," said
Kenneth Paulson, executive director of the center. "They treasure it as part of this nation's her-

directed by Billy Wilder,

itage,

Award as best

allows others to speak out in offensive ways."

foot-3

frame

in surprising

"Walter walks

like

ways.

a child's windup toy,"

Matthau's performance as

Walter Matthau, the

Americans say they

On press freedom, half said U
by

Lemmon once said.

79

"The Fortune Cookie"
stardom as the sloppy Oscar

at Si

have

remarkable

against his

foghorn-voiced master of crotchety

said she planned to vote for opposition

National Action Party,

—A
Thurs.

Herzog

actor,

Revolutionary Party, or

AH prices good thru

Silva

widely seen as Mexico's fairest ever.

candidate Vicente Fox of the conservative

^Kt^X}^

Creel of National Action.

for Santiago

Walter Matthau comic

Meza
can« Reg. $11.99

Democratic Revolution Party
held onto Mexico City's mayorship as Andres
Manuel Lopez Obrador won 40 percent of the
poll, the leftist

alle-

waiting in line to vote.

oz.

to the Tele visa network's

gations of pressure and vote-buying - most perpetrated 1^ the ruling party - the elections were

Rebeca Meza Oliva, a 45-year-old housewife

^ 12

"I

television

compared with 34 percent

Lindi

Funston.

brother,

According

vote,

Sunday's presidential vote was the

by the two national

spokeswoman

said hospital

lost the

networks.

in a historic presidential race, the

Mexico

have

to

three key local races, according to

regional races.

"It

18 pk

PRI appeared

Mexico elections seen
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Hundreds of anti-Confederate

one of its mosr closely watched

In

of those

have suflcred crushing losses

6

by

May.

win the right to see them regularly

that has ruled

HONEY

J

oz. Bottles

ypREAMtRY

BATH TISSUE

(Jmy

12

the

Legislature in

part of the

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

DREAMERY.

XL

-

monument.
The new location was
compromise
reached

short of a majority.

20 cases.
let

sol-

Rehnquist, Scalia and Kennedy

sion.

in 13

on

flag

grounds, in front of a Confederate

intended to further the religious mis-

a

decade.

UGER

tS'M'R

more than

another
Statehouse

gious schools.

a

limits."

its

raised

dier's

reli-

73 signed decisions were reached by

defmitely has

in the court's

II

other instructional materials for

Although O'Connor agreed with
that result, she refused to join an
extraordinarily sweeping Thomas
opinion that would have allowed virtually any government subsidy of reli-

it

War

Civil

tion

very conservative and activist court,

but

continued

demonstrators held bright yellow signs

lowered the figurative wall of separa-

it is

flag

was being lowered.

re-enactors

differ-

that

law professor. "In some regards

it

Confederate

In that case, the court significantly

was an amazing term

"It

to Southern

dome for 38 years.

But protests over the
even as

ences.

states.

some and a tribute

Statehouse

supplied a

wrote separately to voice key

abortion" law,

seen as a reminder of slav-

heritage for others, flew atop the

liberal jus-

crucial vote for the majority but

perhaps dooming similar restrictions
in

when she

the Confederate flag

War roots.

flag,

ery for

13 for

also limited the conser-

state decision

Civil

The

vative thrust of an important church-

before

state's "partial-birth

its

found themselves in dissent
often. John Paul Stevens cast
28 dissenting votes, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, 22; David H. Souter, 21;
and Stephen G. Breyer, 18.

justices

removed

1

more

upheld the famous Miranda warnpects

more

boycott. South Carolina

from atop its Statehouse on July in a
somber ceremony that paid tribute to

tices

October, did not always reach con-

servative conclusions.

court's four

NAACP

an

She

73 cases, compared wilh nine for

George

of debate and mounting pressure from

as the

cast only four dissenting votes in the

a

COLUMBIA, S.C. - After decades

finally

Mary

"They're not ducking," said

By Jim Davenport
The Associated Press

all citizens.

court's pivotal .majority-maker.

nuanced account of the Rehnquist
court," said Erwin Chemerinsky, a
University of Southern California

Cantaloupe

for

O'Connor again loomed

and gay Boy Scouts captured the

Cheh,

raised near Statehouse

ratified after the Civil

abortion, school prayer, grandpar-

'

social issues. Decisions

new banner

persist as

a

War," said Yale law professor Akhil
Amar. Those amendments ensure

legal

CONFEDERATE: Protests

major defeat for
Congress, showing that the court has
a narrow view of congressional
power under the constitutional

was

"It

WASHINGTON - The Supreme

Court made

NAACP debate

in

that way.

Reduction Research Consortium.
The report, commissioned by the
state's Department of Education,
says that third grade students in
classes of 20 or fewer performed bet-

benefits are equal to

The University of California manages
both
Los Alamos and
Lawrence Livermore.

By Richard Carelli
The Associated Press

report released by the Class Size

"It's

stantial delays.

'.•".,

"^

rape victims -

loss for

Rehnquist wrote that it
is up to the states, not Congress, to
choose whether to protect women in

stu-

dents.

"The more

5

rights victory.

those teachers are being hired at

and non-English speaking

2000

i

highest in over a decade

number of classrooms - and most of

ty

Friday, July 7,

after continual

whi ch the co urt struck down a key
p rav s i o n of th e fe de r al Violence
Against Women Act - was a states'

^ne-vote wiH^mteome^

tackling

smaller classes.

program was on schedule
and within budget, Richardson was
told without warning there would be
a $300 million cost overrun and sub-

the slate's increasing

The

RECAP: Percentage of

of history's most consequential by

students

lion laser

fill

2000

is

expected to need 300,000 more
leacheriover th&next decade
Fh€ f cport fottftd ^hat mor e
underqualified teachers are being
hired to

Supreme Court year

and leaving the schools

1996,

bil-

the state

3,

removed

flag

small, positive gains," according to a

Also, since the effort began in

in California.

After repeatedly assuring the $1

state's $4.5 billion effort to

fourth grade classes.

Lawrence Livermore

at the

And

a state

schools serving low-income, minori-

week.

last

better as they

Congress for his resignation.
Last year, Richardson also was

gram

clas.s-

according to a stale-commis-

last year,

prompted demands^

and have

all

Monday, July

Controverslat

Divisive issues rule

are taking the jobs in the suburbs

ter

'dling of a sophisticated laser pro-

Congress to question whether a university atmosphere can mix with
security needs of the
nudear
weapons programs.

"The university welcomes the
opportunity to work with DOE in
that

recent

in

to

tists.

exploded

The two-month disappearance of
twovcomputer hard drives from a
vault at the Los Alamos lab caused a
growing number of lawmakers in

called the uni-

versity's

this effort

Project,

years.

ment's contract wilh the university,

ward

Manhattan

known

new

the

classes "continues to be

month after it became
some Los Alamos scien-

responsibilities, especially security.,

He

The

learned of the security breach for

nearly a

all

"reduce Thenumb^r ot sludents^ TfT
kindergarten-through-third-grade

l

aged the nuclear weapons program
at Los Alamos since 1943 and tjie

said.

roorfis,

fill

enough qualified

sioned report released

-weapons a boratories,'- the depar^ment said.

weapons programs, but some other management
aspects of the nuclear

Richardson

teachers to

two hard drives, containing nuclear
secrets from a highly secured Los
Alamos laboratory vault. He was
even more incensed by not having

which has man-

shackled by the state's

still

inability to hire

rage over the disappearance of the

in

^ reduction

- siz

)ing well in Californt

but are

who have completed

teaching credential.

-Cl ass

Richardson has expressed out-

other facility operations."

Richardson said

said in a statement.

those

state rcqutremenls

The Associated Press

*

Richardson
Energy Secretary

—

i^J(il«y(U»sel

;

Bill

has a shortage of qualified teachers

—

seoiuljL^ndjTianagement
expertise to implementTsecuriTy)
improvements," the department
specific

serious

according to the report.
But due to class-size reduction

and population increased, California

in next 10 years

to bring into their operations

addressing. with the university "the

Richardson

t:€mtracls

needed

John Gordon, former deputy CIA
director, was charged with overseeing the contract renegotiating and

responsibilities involv-

Energy Secretary

immediate-

The^new £hief of DQE'a nuclear^
weapons agency, Undersecretary

ing nuclear

told

will

sity

Alamos

on children with reading problems,

officials

expect 300,000 educators

"The department

begin immedi-

will

responsibilities at both

Los

SCHOOLS: State

expected to be re-negoti-

management

Lawrence

Energy
department gave notice June 30 it
security

is

lybegin negotiations with the univer-

Laboratory

After a siring

University of California expires in

ately to start the process of splitting

the

hindered by teacher shortage

the

News

WORLD &( NATION

Plans to reduce classroom size

ated this year.

for their future."

By H. Josef Hebert
The Associated Press

of

comfortable

scientists feel

Negotiations

WASHINGTON

The government contract with

keep the university's "strong science and academic expertise" as part
of the weapons program "so
to

SECURITY: Problems lead

News

shys-

"The Fortune Cookie,"
won him the Academy
supporting actor of 1966. He was

twice nominated

for best actor in 1971 as the

cantankerous .oldster

Lemmon) and

Lemmon's

in

in

"Kotch," (directed by

1975 as the feuding vaudeville

but they

The survey,

become uncomfortable when

released June 30 to coincicie with

the July 4 weekend, explores America's commit-

ment

to the

45-word

First

AmctKiment.

partner of George Burns in "The Sunshine
Boys".

it

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Monday, July

2000-Friday, July

3,
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2000

Of

mic careers." she added.
than an
ounce of marijuana, can lead to
ineligibility for one year; and
less

convictions for selling drugs or

more than one

at a

will

od of ineligibility.
Although the question was on

The

- and 20 per-

it

cent chose not to - were
ble for aid.

Kemper

still

eligi-

w

be

ill

required to answer the question

Any

to'get federal aid.

<fid

prpvision does allow for

again

they complete a drug-

if

this favors

higher-income students

who can

working with Student

Psy chological Services to create

and

are trying to educate students

about the new l^ws by working
with Office of Residential Life,

who

the

dean of students'

Academic

Advancement

who depends on

we're very conscious of getting

cation, this could be devastating.

information

The American Civil Liberties
Union calls this provision
"unwise and discriminatory."
"The provision discriminates

Ishino, assistant director of the

their finan-

aid revoked.

For a student

on the basis of class by targeting
students of lower income who
depend on financial aid," said a
brief on the ACLU Web site.

whose family can afford

pay

to

for college will not

be

affected by the legislation.

The
vision

ACLU

is

ACLU Web

the freshman level

at

by

Department of Justice show
that African Americans reprethe

ers,

1

3 percent of

aad

workshops

provide

will

and

brochures to inform continuing
students of the changes to the
law.

"We're

really trying to

cover

many areas as possible,"
Kemper said, and she empha-

as

the

word

drug offend-

but are 55 percent of the con-

out.

UCLA.

despite attending

already here.

about

it.'-

she said.

"If they are

armed with

necessary information, hopefully
will

choose not to jeopardize

their financial aid,"

Kemper con-

ents paid

may

all

these taxes for

as well go to

it,"

bureaucracy

with

ship recipients based solely on

and Gold Scholarship, the
awards criteria do not hinder students coming from lower-tiered

he

He said he

and pr

i

vatizi n g

everything^

line outside the

—€et44^

the Libertarian Party advo-

tration.

cates drastic reductions in the

"I

government's role

in

used to stand

people's

used to

'What

about?' That's.when

"The

Libertarian

party

to take a really

and in very
government," said

believes in liberty

limited

in

in the

started

I

hard look

at

government," he continued.
"One day figured out that
I've
always
been
a
I

Gail Lightfoot, U.S. senatori-

candidate for California.

Libertarian."

"We

need few, simple, clear
laws that everyone under-

unsuccessful

stands.

nominee, said the Libertarian

life

Barry

the right to live

Hess,

another

presidential

Party represents the ideas

as long as you're

America was founded on.

"We

peaceful and not hurting any-

are not a third party.

one," she continued.

We

the

first

The Libertarian Party may
be most famous for its stance
on the drug war. While they

America," he

said.

are

party

in

Ishino,
KFlTH ENRIQUEZ/ Daily Btuin Semof

new

Libertarians favor hands-off

can't be a Libertarian.

agreements

many oppose age

Many

party

tion expressed dissatisfaction

restrictions

with the current two-party

use.

members

system.

tentacles reach into too

many

aspects of people's personal
lives

and

liberties.

The party

copies

of

Salvette said

each

"The

other,"
bi-parti-

against wel-

san system doesn't really care

fare, social security, public

is

health care, abortion laws-

about you."
Delegates voted to add

both for and against-as well

their opposition to the death

as hate-speech codes on col-

penalty to the party's plat-

Daily Bruin Contributor.

Education, said

than other states in awarding

fair

money

to students, especially witfi^

Gov. Davis' proposed scholarship
programs.

One program,

Governor's
Scholarship Program, would provide
$1,000 scholarships based on the
the

statewide Stanford 9 Test scores.

The

IS

some

The idea behind the governor's
program is that students coming

basis, as

more competition for the scholarships. Students from lower-tiered

may receive lower scores, but
are fewer students who would

schools
there

be serious contenders for the award

THE
WITH

students must take the

allow lower-tiered stu-

Party offers a "viable alterna-

should

own

tive" to

things

no one created?" asked
Harold Kyriazi, a delegate
from Pittsburgh. "The current position

is

the

first

users

"The Reform Party

thing

is

joke;

Ross Perot's

it's

that

we want

is

a

tool,"

c

he said. "The Green Party
has good

will

the principles of private prop-

people are just nasty."

erty,"

those

reports

Kudo and

he continued.
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Despite exorbitant prices

and (Jot.com booths that
contrad ct p un k cJogma,
i

anticipated acts quench
fans' thirst for

Van's
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music at

Warped Tour
Jason
Navarro excites
the exhausted
crowd during the
Vocalist

Photo courtesy of USA Films
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Suicide Machines'
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afternoon

and Ethan Coen

set.

Dan Hedaya and

to right)
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Emmet Walsh

film 'Blood Simple', re-cut
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and re-released by USA
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being re-released, re-cut

is

Daily Bruin Contributor

Reva Rice performs 'Mein

from 'Fosse,' a Tony Award-winning musical that celebrates the achievements of Bob Fosse,
legendary choreographer and director.
Herr'

Smash musical

Heat and exhaustion were expected at the all-day
festival of punk rock and skateboarding, but
the exorbitant prices made the Warped Tour seem
more focused on business than fun.
This year's concert filled the Awowhead Pond's
parking lot in Anaheim with bustling pre-teens and
teenagers on Thursday, June 29. With that in mind, the
$10 parking and other expenses should have been

summer

celebrates

more

legendary choreographer
THEATER; Tiibute

to

Fosse

Ticket prices averaged $25 and bottled water was
priced at $3.50. This, along with the countless promotional dot. com

booths contradicted the punk dogma of
anti-corporation, dampening the atmosphere.
Each band's set lasted 30 minutes and scheduling
was closely monitored.

musical "Pippin" and his television
special "Liza with a Z."

includes talented dancers,
brings stage-magic to L.A.

Fosse's credits don't rest here,

He was

though.

demonstrated
Thirteen years after his death,
award winning choreographer Bob

made waves on

Kosse has magically

Broadway scene once

again.

Director Richard Maltby

Ann Remking
and

spirit

down

Jr.

and

are bringing the style

of Fosse to the stage - right

trademark hats and toe
moves. The two are combining his
to his

works from television to
Broadway productions into a show

various

simply

titled,

Shubert Theatre

company

has been perform-

September 1999

ing 'Fosse" since

when

they

the

Los Angeles, the

in

started

tour

the

in

Chicago.
Headlining the show

is

the multi-

Reva Rice with her domineering stage presence and deep
voice, lliough the show consists of
various scenes from hosse's wide paltalented

let

of work, each

is

seamlessly lied

an overall connected
Greats such as "Bye Bye

together

show.

in

Blackbird" and "Dancin*
included

i<n

the show,

Man"

arc

and though each

has a completely different clement to
it,

they

make

Tlie night

sense together.
is.

after

all,

a celebration

of the choreographing wonder, Fosse,

who

is

the

first

director in history to

have won the Oscar, Tony and

Emmy

award

m v cr

in a a in gic

and directing

ye a r fo r

sion of "Cabaret," his

hi s

fi l

Fosse

getting kicked

through act-

much

as

There were moments when

as he did

Although the two-hour long show
does not fully acknowledge all of
Fosse's talent,

good

taste

it

'^™^'

'"'"

seem

his death.

The

Flag greeted the crowd with a message of unity.

The

and multi-millionaire.
Waring Hudsucker, plunges 44 floors to
you

sidewalk

a

call

bellboy cracks,

You wonder,

"With

anticipated acts.

the

numbers

"Big

so

a prostitute to a Hap-

no way an easy task.
Especially notable is the performance
by Terace Jones, whose solo comwhich

is

Welcome. You are facing the typical
dilemma of a Coen brothers movie.

most

they're

It

may have started with their first film.

how many

that explores just

means

to

trombone

is

brought out

circum-

murder there

really

USA

The

worid of smoky bars, dusty roads, clunky
Pontiac cars and guys

(Above) Eric Melvin, one of NOFX's guitarists, grimaces during his performance at the Vans'
Warped Tour last Thursday.

S*n(0»

who

look like they
stepped off "The Dukes of Hazard."
With echoes of "Fargo," the plot sur-

vulgar detective (M.

Anaheim based Massengil showed up

to play

kill

her

However, everyone has ideas of their
own about who should get elixpinated.
who murdered who, and what the best

skating

throwing corpses into an incinerator are
just a couple of the ways used in the film.

to

kill is.

From

Burying someone

alive

and

the original version of this inde-

pendent film

IS years

Simple"

tone for the

set the

future films

ago. '"Blood

Coen

broth-

and introduced audi-

Std'!

ences to their unique

style.

But, the brothers cringe
recall

those early efforts. So.

when they
when faced

-

Broadway

with releasing

SeeFOSSf,pa9«17

(Right)

Donna

A. of the

Donnas pleases the crowd with her

rich vocals.

Blood Simple as a
"

the brothers opted to restore

*

#

Gene

Siskel predict-

ed he wouldn't see a better movie that
He was right. Both Siskel and his

year.

then-partner Roger Ebert gave their cov1

movie of the year spot to

Fans have also shown fascination with
the Coens' films. According to a 1994
Premiere magazine article, a student
wrote

on the Coens' 1990 film.
and sent the the
brothers a questionnaire on what the
symbols and happenings really mean.
Their fans' interest amuses them
his thesis

"Miller's Crossing,"

"You make
later

these stupid movies,"

in the article,

"and then a year

you've got homework.

*

It's

really

kind of alarming."

Even
tors,

at the top

of their game as direc-

producers and Academy-award win-

ning screenwriters, the Coens are

still

budgets, except in the case of "The

her

way

the venue used to be a trailer park.

1996. late film critic

Emmet

i>n

when

think so.

somewhat of an anomaly in Hollywood.
They are not given deadlines for their
films nor do their films usually require big

(McDormand) and

lover (John Getz).

ers'

Bfum

story takes place in Texas, in a

and fans don't seem to
At seeing "Fargo" in March

critics

Ethan said

being re-cut and re-released by
Films Friday, July 7.
is

of imagination," he

:

Simple"

At 2:30 p.m.. The Suicide Machines assumed stage
one and energy levels increased driven by its positive
riff style.

The

;

though.

Walsh) to

ii

D«ily

(1997

and we (knew) we'd done

"It's the limits

Academy Award winner for
"Fargo") and Dan Hedaya, "Blood

mances.

The group was thoughtful enough to pass out food
and water at no cost to dehydrated fans. Additionally,
couple of large tents with water mistef s were set up
MINDY HOSS/

McDormand

it

that before (in 'Blood Simple')."

best actress

hires a

unannouinced side set, bringing back old school
hardcore punk which the band played years ago while

complete

with drums, a piano, a trumpet, a clar-

walking

skillful at

when they kill someone otT

between the perfor-

forth

.

"Fargo."

And

evolved, their unique style was

evident at the beginning of their career.

eted No.

few inconveniences

and

may have

Goodman.

when

trying to get back

Blood Simple.'"
But some things remain the same.
While their storytelling and techniques

work from Nicolas Cage's baby-napping
movie "Raising Arizona," to their most
recent work, "The Big Lebowski,"
starring
Jeff
Bridges
and John

closer to the entrance causing a

Local

The concluding number, "Sing,
Sing. Sing" from "Dancin'," no
doubt leaves the crowd aching for
more of I osse's remarkable style. A
traditional style jazz quintet

in all their

rounds bar owner Julian (Hedaya) who
discovers his wife Abby's infidelity and

skacore and power

the grace of ballet.

a

much anticipated acts.
TSOL, Lunachicks, and Snapcase

in

bines break-dance type moves with

and

to see the

Riddance,

ed adjacent to one another, but stage three was set up

scene they are required to take on

from

happy

Good

played the early part of the festival which began at
noon. Stages one and two, the main stages, were locat-

to

roles,

was during

it

with the perspective of sleeping and
looking back at it. That's why we cut

mused.

I985's "Blood Simple," a crime thriller

this short amount of time that the
bands brought out the best in their fans by thanking
them and letting them fill in their lyrics as the sets progressed. There were moments when getting kicked in
the head actually became tolerable because fans were

to enjoy the performance.

of

What should

moments

of

to cut the movie,

like

looking at

because fans were^o happy to

much

we knew how

the road in 'Fargo,'" Joel said, "and we're

it's

do?"

You'll find such

15 years experience

fully

when

laugh?

I

°^ ^^°^ ^"^

"We were shooting the scene where
Steve Buscemi was pulling the body off

"Is that funny? Is that

disturbing? Should

•^'"^

"What do

dressed? Waring Hudsucker!"

to take care of one another

See WARPED, page 17

"The Hudsucker

that tightrope

But

"Fosse" arc not just dancers, but
singers as well as actors. With each

inet

CEO

Starring Frances

mood

be a "big spender." This
piece demonstrates the true talent of
those on stage. Those involved with

per,

the head

In their 1994 film.

Proxy."

I

the third stage, the politically conscious Anti-

band encouraged everyone

bodies into a wood-chipping machine.

are.

outfits comically attempting to entice

new

On

and Ethan Coen's Oscar nominated "Fargo," the bad guys shove dead
In Joel

stances and

Spender," features only women
dancers in loudly styled and colored

man

in

of it. The opening number,

ern trained to Broadway gypsies,

a

tangents.

^

Just a

is

the upbeat

truly

clockwork, precluding any impromptu musical

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Staff

'^'^

.f^^^
flabby," said elder brother Joel in a press

cutting,

— actually became tolerable
see the

does give viewers a

Bowl of Cherries," sets
of the show and the
dancers, ranging from classical/mod"Life

One
at

his talents

film.

like

e%)ressed

through choreography.

"Fosse."

Running through July 9
current

ing

and

television

on the grounds to remedy the heat.
Flogging Molly played its bagpipe influenced punk
tunes and ijitroduced NOFX to the largest crowd of
the day. The band assumed the stage in typical NOFX
style with plastic bottles being thrown onstage and El
Hefe and Fat Mike cracking jokes. Its set started with
the slow and melodic intro of "Together on the Sand"
which erupted into a chaotic mess of crowd surfers
and mosh pits.
Fans sang the entirety of the short tune "Murder
the Government" and demanded an encore at the conclusion of the band's performance. The crowd, however, was disappointed because the schedule operated

through positive anti-racism and anti-war sentiments,
in songs such as "Got the Numbers" and

Tony Awards, as well as numerous
other Emmys and Oscars, for his varwork on

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

the

the recipient of nine

ious musical shows, in addition to his

By Barbara McGuire

controlled.

Films.

:

.

the film while adding extras like a Four
Tops song, which wasn't affordable when
the film was first released.

interview.

Photo courtesy of FOSSE National Touf

•

return to directorial beginnings

1-'-%..:

MarikoObrero

the 1985 Joel

Goen brothers come long way,

sum me
By

star in

DVD.

and n<ul

Hudsucker Proxy" ($25 million).
Faced with a dozen journalists at a
Hollywood hotel, the Coens answer the
questions tersely with few soundbitefriendly quotes. But they are able to talk
at length

about the filmmaking process,

equipment and techniques that sound
foreign to the average moviegoer.
Dressed in well-worn plaid shirts and
jeans, the Coens don't seem to have let
fame or Hollywood affect them or their
work. They're just thankful they don't
need a second job.

FILM; 'Blood Simple' opens July 7 at
selected theaters in

New

York and Los

& Entertainment
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16
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groove and "Honolulu" could be
come straight from your dentist's
waiting room.

strength of industrial-sized guitar

Not too many groups can switch
gears from hard rock to easy listening

Pitchshifter's hook-friendly back

the task without too

THE MIGS

much

and danceable breakbeats.
"Deviant" builds on

Even the mariachi-esque excursion of

"The MiGs"

tion of

DJ Bonebrake on marimba

and JefT Veal on trumpet. ___ -^
So while the group may not live up
to its tough-sounding name, it suc-

Self-Released

who

Every young child

aspired to

ceeds

in crafting

be a fighter pilot from the "Top

Those looking

remembers MiGs to be the
evil, shadowy airplanes llown by evil,
shadowy Communists, an emblem of
all things un-American and nasty.
Thus, hstening to the self-titled album

sciousness

Gun"

by

era

this

L.A. sextet

is

a

little

some

tasty tunes.

to raise their con-

may want

time, the

MiGs

are your band.

Brent Hopkins
Rating:?

confus-

Pitchshifter

"Deviant"
MCA Records

'

killer tunes.

This

the music of faceless,

isn't

oppressive Soviets— it's corny fun at
its

best.

On

the eight-song album, the

band crafts an odd blend of Beach
Boys pop. They Might Be Giants

"Deviant," neither

Though

the

comes

MiGs

definitely put together some interesting blends. " 1600 Armadillos" bor-

rows Nashville country

Many

Kennedy's legend

guitars,

"Too

People" kicks off in a funk

Dead

Jello Biafra, are

also easy favorites for

new

fans.

The album's bouts of schizophrenia originate not so much from the

.

music per se, but rather the produc"Deviant" runs so perfectly
smoothly at times, you'll wish a guitar would slip out of tune for just
tion.

you.

for a second.

a miracle that Pitchshifter isn't a

band can

and "As Seen on TV,"

a song that features

lenged rock scene,

steer clear of

filled

In short,

market saturated
with abrasive guitar work and barbaric drumming, the Nottingham.
England outfit have quietly carved
out a legion of fans based on the
certified star. In a

album

fifth

a rock

and as a result, a lot of the rawness
and visceral kick of Pitchshifter live
isn't

it

a depth

album's lead song, exhibits the band's
expansiveness.

The

captured. Nevertheless,

reason to see the band

it's

a

in the flesh.

guitar introduc-

low and quiet, but the powerf^l'vocals, performed by all members
of the trio, overlap each other while
themes of breaking guitars and the
tion

life

is

of a

girl

being a

girl

is

band.

not only lim-

The chorus replies with,
"No More!" and the second part

It is full

leads with

range of abilities and talent
in

of a parent/child

on

"All

sive track that contains experimental

and innovative

rela-

tionship.

vocals.

It is

a perfect-

ending track for an equally
solid album.
ly solid

yields a very serious social

.mentary through a song that
easy to listen

to.

Also,

its

is

comvery

Additionally,

is

Mariko Obrero
Rating: 8

lis-

no introduction.

"Was

tragedy of a young

themes

girl's

Slow tempos, overlapping
vocals, profound lyrics, and building
percussion sounds shape this track
on multiple levels.
suicide.

down a little to adjust to
setting. The characters have no

From page

BOOKREVIEVir

frustrating that they

it's

2000-Friday, July

new moved

do noth-

it

seems

like there's

ing about them.

Roger's ex-wife Ethel, a school
teacher who left him for a "little gui-

The finale is a much needed pickme-up after slower numbers like "Mr.
Bojangles" which is an intimate number sung by Matt Loehr and featuring
two dancers, Cassel Miles and Terace

off with a

man who

finds a drooling

fascination with electric fans. fYes,

thankful your life isn't like the average Joe's in southern Georgia, as
"seen thTougF tlie Tyes oT authoT

they find that White devotes an
entire
cKapterT "1914 General

Bailey White.
.

Plant

Meadows becomes

the talk of his
southern Georgia town when he's
pictured on the front page of

two peanut
plants, one sick and one healthy.
Apparently the photographer was
Agrisearch,

holding

supposed to take pictures of some
red wattle hogs in Sam Martin's new
automatic feeder pens, but couldn't
get the doors open. A picture of
Roger just had to sufTice. _ ~v
v

Now,

this

readers

will

chuckle at

Fan with Collar Oscillator,"
phenomenon, in which the
fan man finds one more rotating
wonder for his collection.) Ethel's

may seem a little dry for
when in

mother, Louise,

is

believer in outer-space aliens

Title:

Quite a Year for Plums

insists

that

little

men

*

-it-

'

*

H^Mg jgjI
'

The Gallup Organization is Searching for Leaders. Gallup is prepared to take applications from Japanese men and
women to work in Tokyo, Japan. We are looking for sales and research consultants and a director of operations. These are
The

invite

you

Finder"

to take

responsibilities are to help us to lead

a web-based interview to determine your

new accounts or a combination of both. We
new psychological scientific test, "Strengths

Gallup and to win

talents.

We

call this

a process to identify your talent through in-depth interviews and compare them with more than
100,000 of the
world's leading managers and millions of employees around the globe. Gallup has learned that
the talent of leadership is
innate and not learned. We help individuals to unlock these talents and maximize their opportunities
^
in the workplace.
It is

Upon applying

for a key leadership role at Gallup with unlimited

advancement opportunities, you

will receive

feedback on your

top five talents as identified by our Strengths Finder

If

you are interested

executive sales role at

maximizing your human

in truly

The Gallup Organization, then

call

potential

and applying your

949-474-2710 or email

talents in

an executive leadership or

Don_Dusatko@gallup.coni. You

will be

given a password and instri^ctions to take our web-based "Strengths Finder." You will not only
be applying for a leadership
positidn at Gallup; you will also receive feedback on your top five innate human strengths.

The Gallup Organization

management

is

a 65 year old world-class

most reputable organization
•

'

-

in the world.
'

:

specializing in surveys

and

volume of our clients' jCustomere.

in sales, consulting or operations, fluency in English

In the event you are chosen as a finalist you will talk with
the

management consulting organization

training to improve workplaces and increase the value and

Requirements include a college degree, experience

me personally about the

andjapane^

unlimited opportunities at what

~^

is

:^^^^:
;

arguably

,.--^.

._^

,

^

:

DonDusatko

'

X

17

writes that "for

some reason

every respect" - Roger's

life is

picture-perfect order. That's

and^iguratively.

the dancers
-

JACOB LlAO/Da!Iy

..

-•.

same

where the dancers
both

As one of

signature pieces, in almost

Rating: 3

all

literal-

Fosse's

scenes

don some type of head

Bru!n

decoration, ranging from

schoolteachers gossip, wives run

feeling indifferent.

From page

away with

a

and gives hop e to fans for

large

another resurrection.

cowboy

THEATER:

"Fosse"

V

Star Search 2000

.

*
*
*
•
*
•
*
•
*
*
*
•
*
•
*
•
•
•
*

Of

447-7400

(800)

some deeper underlying themes,

invade their homes any day
while some-

such as the need for transience and
perseverance, but the tale is lacking

will host a library picnic or a livestock convention - but until then,

times relate to the characters' trou-

in a

one

and townsfolk

readers

will

find

themselves twiddling their thumbs.

The story does not delve deep

superfluous detail, nor does the plot
float at the surface

of a superficial,

when

to weigh

And

treading without suspense
it

down.
is

what the readers

Not just

the overexagger-

suspense

will crave.

ated action, such as

man

when

in

substance. While we^can some-

bles (falling in love, suffering

from

the fan

sneaks back into the restaurant

GE 940566

(you daredevil, you!). Readers want

we are

fan of your dreams),

tric

der of the evening.

left

alone with their troubles and their
lack of initiative.

Pop punk

-

::

favorite

took the

"Chick Magnet," "Cold and Alone,and "Responsibility."
Things got out of hand at 7 o'clock

"Mama Makes Up Her

Mind" and "Sleeping in the Starlite
Motel," is also a commentator on
National Public Radio. Her storytelling is simple and sweet, tame
enough
for
a
fourth-grader.

when legendary Green Day graced
the stage with "Longview," "Hitching

a Ride," "Basket Case," and

Come Around." To add

who look for
that may have to

"When

to the

I

mad-

Unfortunately, readers

ness, during a cover of

anything more than

"Knowledge," a fan was invited
onstage to play Billy Joe Armstrong's

Operation

Ivy's

move away from southern Georgia.

cades, but fortunately

The Gallup Organization

************************^*^*^^^^^^^

Westwood

Reggae

artists

•

for applications call (310)

'

.

V

858-3059 or email isdev@ix.netcom.com

Website: www.bayitprQJect

.

—

com

-^t"^^.

-

:

:
-

^

•—

,

.
.

,

injuries

Long Beach Dub
soon

Allstars followed

after,

calming

crowd with "Rosarito." "My Own
Life," and the Sublime tune, "April

the

The rap metal outfit Papa Roach
earned the privilege of closing the
show

at 8 o'clock

bands on the

bill

even though other

had longer standing

careers.

Even though the bands dijlivered a
sundry of musical flavors, the predominating taste left by the lineup,

and venue

prices,

set

up were purely

indicative of the fact that this year's

Warped Tour was more
deal than a music festival.

w

Bayit-a Jewish

500 yards from campus
Discounted rent
A cooperative living environment
Single and doubie rooms available
Outdoor pool

no

resulted.

student cooperative on Landfair
Avenue in the heart of Westwood.

•

at

Masses of people filled the venue
in hopes of getting as close to the
band as possible. The forceful crowd
ended up knocking over side bara-

Koslier Kitciien
and Regular Sliabbat programs?
Try the

•

online

or

www.telecharge.com., as well as at the
Shubert Theatre Box Office.

Are you looking next year for a warm Jewish
environment witii a Strong Community,
ModOfn, nilly Equipped ^

•

at

29, 1992."

MxPx

stage performing the bass driven hit

White, author of national bestsellers

15

"You've Got to Die for the
Government."
At 6p.m., Weezer brought fans
back to the classics with "Undone-the
Sweater Song" and "Buddy Holly."
The crowd's presence and support for
the band set the tone for the remain-

painter's block, not having the elec-

into

to steal a collector's 1914

•

is

in

guitar.

course, the novel suggests

old mothers believe extraterrestrial

taking scandals - or

^

showing

the
Los Angeles through
July 9. Performances are scheduled
Tuesday through Saturday at 8 p.m., and
2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Seat
prices range from $40-$70. Tickets can
be purchased by calling Telecharge at
Shubert Theatre

passion, action - elements that

fire,

new man every year, and

tirelessly

they're

ly

WARPED

ture soap opera without the breath-

maybe

the scene

White's novel lacks, leaving her
unsatiated audiences hanging and

in

story kicks off like a minia-

is

The truth of Fosse's talent is
demonstrated through the wonderful
reception that "Fosse" has
received across the United States.
The fact that his work and creative
talents remain a potent force in the
musical world today is a testament,
to the lasting elTect his work wilP
have on the dancing community at

the

in sync.

finally take off their hats,

210

painted her

unfulfilling read. The light-weighted
drama balances humor and conflict,

not

Price: $12.00 Pages:

who

in

the pic-

had come out amazingly good

moving

This

Publisher: Vintage Books

come

,

now. Oh, and once

But it's also the
introduction to White's latest novel,
"Quite a Year for Plums," in which
the hero, Roger, manages to snag a
front-page photo, as well as the
attention of half the town's women.
But no matter how much of a stud
Roger may seem to be - White

as they went, while at the

time,

windows green. ;; /:
And that's where the novel loses
its glow. White's hometown in southern Georgia is the setting where

fact - well,

is.

piece

the. final

them

Author: Bailey White

...

life will

just

a half-crazed

\yit^

dancers were having fun with the
moves, letting loose and c reating

this fact until

to this

the average L.A. dweller,
it

Jones.

Electric

Roger

pathologist

the swing era has never

seen before.

nothing to do in Westwood, just be

The

1 EIIKS9KIIIIIP9niinVIRIHRRDi^V«9B1 ^

senior leadership roles.

2000

well-done, scene, the hats

X)YCECHON/Da

*
•
*
•
*
*
*
*
*
•
*
•
*
*
*
*
*
*

7,

off.

standard swing moves as well as some

Nashville' with a goatee" later runs

Whenever

14

take the stage demonstrating both

difficulty identifying their struggles,

but

last,

for this conclusion. All the dancers

toned

tar-strumming nincompoop from

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

White opens the doors to Roger's
family, whose thrill-seeking lives lack
good direction.

a Lie?"

it

fails

By Sharon Hori

ture

aggressive

vocals immediately confront the

retells the

"Now is the time."

Lastly,

tracks

"Youth Decay" holds a refiective
tone and conveys a somber, melancholic mood reminding us of the con-

It

bills."

one of the concluding
Hands on the Bad
One" is the analogous and witty
"Milk Shake n' Honey," an expan-

evident

is

following tracks.

flicting issue

and finished sound of its own.
A nother standout track is "Leave
You Behind" a tune tharcbrnTorts tlie"
listener over the emotions of breaking up through beautifully sung harmonies with lines such as: "Wonder
how you looked the day you were
erased/Did you disappear?/Were you
just misplaced?/ Left behind with no '^
one else to blame/Are you letting
go?/Somelhing lingers on...."
More intensity and depth are communicated in "#1 Must-Have"
through calm melodies and heated
lyrics, "Inspiration rests in between
my beauty magazines and my credit .^.
card

to locate serious

band are expressed^

'

band are included.

But Sleater-Kinney

album with

electronica-precision production,

13 tracks

and richness
" iL
that is rare to find nowadays.
"The Ballad of a Ladyman," the
carries with

tener since there

it's

is

with catchy melodies coupled

ited to

Battery," a groove-heavy

guitar track,

Considering today's tonally-chalit's somewhat of

along.

overtly serious territory, the

will

Sleater-Kinney's

to diversifying their

potent industrial formula.

once played on
MTV's Spring Break Special where
lead singer Jonathan Clayden and
company hit the stage and let it rip.
But the dumbfounded looks in
the audience revealed that no one
knew quite what to think or feel.
After listening to their latest album,

eclecticism and. well, just about any-

thing else that

commitment

Pitchshifter

Rock Stars

arrangements. Each of the

"Dead

above deliciously cheesy synthesizers
and dippy guitars to make for some

Kill

girl

here but the song has a well-crafted

'

"Deviant" starts out heavy and
powerful with "Condescension," a
rock track with a throbbing dance

from "www.pitchshifter.com"
a dozen times over, tracks like
"Condescension" and the menacing
"Chump Change" show a renewed

ing.

The name belies a tough, overbearmg military force, but the music
is as far removed from that image as
possible. Frontman Bernard Yin's
airy, enjoyable vocals dance around

Sleater-Kinney
"All Hands on the Bad One"

with complex lyrics and vocal

single

Perhaps the catchiest and most
memorable track is "You're No
Rock 'n' Roll Fun" because of the
simple guitar riffs and arrangements,
as well as the harmonies. More good

limes with a

pulse that represents

where, but for folks just looking for a

good

Rating:?

spring-breakers.

some of
Pitchshifter's strongest work to
date. While the band could have
easily remade "Genius," the smash-

to look else-

dis'

the' same

—group "s ii YejihowSx Al time s.
"Deviant" tend to be dominated by
schizophrenia and chaos, leaving
you feeling like one of those dazed

impressively, largely due to the addi-

The MiGs
"The MiGs"

novel entertains, but

Anthony Camara

intensity that characterizes the

—^'Muchaeha #^"^omes across

just

the

appoint hardcore fans.

emphasis
~on solid pop-smithing, allthe white"
staying true to the aggression and

trouble.

BOOKS: Southern-tinged

and "Deviant" certainly won't

riffs

convincingly, butj[jese guys rise to

3.

hats to '50s style feathers, but for this

FOSSE

'Plums' delivers lightweight read

OUND BnES
catalogue with
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nno Campus Happenings
1200
1300
1A00
1500
1G00
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2^00
2500
2600

Campus Organiza|ions
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found

Egg Donors

/

Vfanted

Weekly, up to 20 words

28.00
2.00
93.00
5.60

Plaza

CA 90024

issue,

up

word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
...each additional

Classified Line Ads:
working day before printing,

JMEW YORK

60

1

noon
Classified Display Ads: at 12

2 working days before printing,
at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day before printing.

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: C310) 206-0528

-"-

payment

^S

Appliances
Art / Paintings

Bicycles / Skates

_^

hflloinki

_

_

6000

VfENHA SEVILLA

ball Cairo

mltan

Insurance

Sydney $861

los aiiAbios

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate

pe-u Jamaica bueno.s aires antwarp
FLORfcNCF. NFAVORLEANS
nong kong brazil bangkok

PUERTO VALLAKTA MF1.30URME
taniti

your items.

Tlllstate

PARIS $676

Always include the price of your

item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads

'VbiAv in 0Dod hands.
Mike Azer Insurance Agency,

1281 West\A/oocl Blvd.
C2

ask what you would like
the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such Information as brand names,

Collectibles

Computers

/

Software

'/i~~\

Research Subjects

Sperm

/

$11.99/MONTH
UNLIMITED INTERNET ACCESS for
$11 .99/month. No ads, no busy signals.

UCLA Parking Services is iooldng for friendly,
courteous people to assist our customers with
tiieir parlcing and information needs,

/""^

/""v

/*~i

f^

818-762-3467 or

31 0. U C LA. FLY

Egg Donors

HAVE YOU BEEN diagnosed with BIPOLAR
DISORDER? Participants saught for UCLA

Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office

research study on

Equipment

eligible

Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale

be

will

life

experiences. Those

paid

for

participation.

Call:31 0-825-6085

(Previous customer service and cash handling experience preferred*)

you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
body disposes of each monm can be
usecl by an infertile woman to have a
baby. Help an infertile couple realize
their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

announcements
1100-2600

FREE
DIABETES SCREENING

1100

Genetic study of Diat^etes recruits
healthy volunteers (18-40 years old) for

Campus Happenings

'Must be a currently registered

Reproduction! Financial
compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,
please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

^700

Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

5600 Resorts / Hotels
5620 Rides Offered
5640 Rides Wanted
5660 Taxi / Shuttle Service
5680 Travel Destinations
5700 Travel Tickets
5720 Vacation Packages

Alcoholics

Anonymous

Fri.

M

For akohokct or Ind

Sttp Study,

dtmtt

AUTO

Egg Donors Needed

driver,

Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help

infertile

Autos

Details, call Dr.Chiu (310)-206-9664.

m.

Call Mirna (818) 832-1494

for Sale
)

1300

1300

1300

Campus Recruitment

Campus Recruitment

Campus Recruitment

Campus Recruitment

U.S.

-

For a free information package,

^m

call

1-900 numbers

A
Jj^Mtiruia Sfalc

Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages

IJai

l*rol&sionall.iiu corporation

Ccun^d

Spfiiiilist in lniniii<riiti«in

N.itiAnjnt\

BUENOS AIRES

CA

(310)

5734242

•

FAX

(310) 573-S093

•

90272

Telecommunications

Typing

with Acquired

A

Dr. Padma-Nathan's Office in Beverly Hills
is

looking for

women

Financial compensation

with sexual problems

to

4

to participate in a sexual health study. This

research study evaluates a

new

$400.00 for patients

is

provided - up

who complete

s

ummer

AQUA

is

If you're

1

8-49 years old, in good general

the

If you qualify

Sublets
Vacation Rentals

health and not taking birth control

we may need your
and

doctor

visits,

pill

or

9100 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 360
Beverly Hills, C A 90212

help.

enroll, you'll receive all

study-rielated care at

office use

tndex

icon.

B

laboratory services and in

of the study medication.

,

^

;

the Call that

Could Make a Difference

6^00

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES

Chile

with dedicated prostudio. 1st-

necessary.

Hotel Acconnmodations

Belize

Neil:323-654-8226.

Car Rentals

Guatemala

Caracas

i

Intemolional Airiores Available

a* iut)l»ct to cTong* wimout nof ice

Wilshire, Suite

434. Westwood CA

90024

Forn

«i »/m brndtn

r/i

purdww SuMn

i*

<<w»|t

h»H

www.4cheapair.com

free.

home or WLA
No drum set

6700

''«M»i. OT#?0<;9tS-40

ProfessioiiitI

Mexico Escapes
$369 Cabo San Lucas
$479 Cancun
$369 Puerto Vailarta
f/f

ooioccO

nights

-

^^t

SO^

v\\

^x^f^'

Air - Transfers)

Boston

Chicaao
PhilatMlphia
San Francisco

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

299 RA
219 R/T
229 RA
82 RA

Compret>ensive Dtuertation AasManoe
Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books
Intemattortai Students Wekxxne. Smce 1965
Stteron Bear. Pn.O. (310) 47»4M2

(323) 277-4595

^y^i/e^vt^^

Services

NEW YORK %59r/t|

w^ArMf.victorytravel.com

i

American Cancer Society.

lesson

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE$$$
Europe $249 (o/w + taxes)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
HAWAII $129 (o/w)
Call;(310) 574 0090
•

for

Jerry 031 0-391 -5657.

QuHo

PHONE (3iq)441<3680
10850

De

careful

same-day de-

Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations

LinM
Buenos Aires
S.

reliable,

fessional. At your

-

J

Make

Westside 31 0-837-8882

Bogota

*Asia*Africa*Australia*Europe*Soutti

825-2161 Display
825-2221 Classified Display

LIM

ElSotvador
Hondufxit
Costa Rica
Nicaragua

Eurailpass

ruin

S.

Downtown 213-680-9332

LATIN AMERICA SPECIALISTS

Tour Packages

(310)858-4455

no charge, including

JENNIFER

123 S.Fi9ueraa.Suite 220 Los AngalM.CA 90012

Movers/Storage

VICTORY TRAVEL
Mexico City
Guadalajara
Cabo San Lucas

limited.

Harin Padma-Nathan, M.D.

'

livery.

AIRFARES
r/R HOTEL

2(iH0URSADAY

PriCM

Room
Room

Room
Room

ConsuN

movers. Expenenced.

http://www.prismaweb. com/aquafravel

Special domestic

shots,

Shared

Initial

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The

International Airfares

visits.

today. Enrollment

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed

Private

I

• WORK PERMITS •\
• QRONCARDSei

[Attorney

TRAVEL INC

Lowest Domestic and

For more information, please contact us

disorder.

-

IMMIGRATION

South America Specialists

RFSEf?;ATiUNAT

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished

-

LIMA
SAO PAUIO/RIO

CST#101 7039-10

AmeriCG*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Hnwaii*

for

Free ConsultaExperienced attorneys, reasonable
fees. (Cheryte M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800420-9998. Pico/Overtand, WLA.

PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL SERVICE

MAKE VOURCWN AIR

oral

investigational drug for female sexual

Help
Rent

.

$566
$400
$619

WORLD WIDE LOWEST

Female Sexual Disorder

7//M//7

Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

Travel Tickets

dvertise in the

Women

For

Writing Help

Roommates
Roommates

SANTIAGO

5700

Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted

Volunteer

826-2051

(310)

www.DrSlhfer9.com

tion.

www.pro-travel.com

Resumes

Temporary Employment

Red and Brown Spots*

of

GET OUT OF DEBT NOW!

visalawC^wolfsdorf.iom

Personal Services
Professional Services

Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance

•Laser Hair and Tattoo Removal*

CUZCO

$430
$620
$499

GUAYAQUIL/QUITO

WVVW.VVOLFSDOKFXOM

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted

•Acne«Mole Removal •Warts»Rashes«

R/TAIR FARES FROM
lu

I

be a stucfont"

•BANKRUPTCY*

j

\

MD

• IMMGRAnONI

Music Lessons

for

PACKAGES & CRUISES

l-8()()-\

17383 Sunset Blvd, Suite 120, Pacific Palisades.

Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage

llkm to

our

ISA-LAW
Bernard P. Wolfsdorf

Financial Aid

Silvers,

Beard CwtNtod dwnwlologlat.

•Laser Ablation

\vaTlablc to foreign students and their families.

Lottery Department at

Insurance

Jack H.

INCA TRAIL 5D/4N $490
MACHU PICCHU 3D/2N from $365
JUNGLE LODGES 3D/2N from $300
AMAZON CRUISE 4D/3N from $595
GALAPAGOS CRUISE 4D/3N from $7^

Immigrant Visas

to be Issued in 2002

1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

1300

6200

•Lip Augmentation*

October 2nd to
November 1, 2000

POLICE IMPOUNDS! Cars as low as $500
for listings

Travel Tickets

Ke^istration Period

student dis-

^900

couples.

5700

Travel Tickets

"H* hatnt forgotfn what It's

Lottery

Price.

http://universitysecrets.com

5700

SOUTHAMERICA

Green Card

counts & good driver discounts. Call AAIA,
free quote 1-800-225-9000.

Generous Compensation

for participation.

who <i« v a dhnUng probhm

INSURANCE. ...LOWEST

Same day SR22. Any

(2.5 hours).

(who p>ass the oral
glucose tolerance test and have normal
blood pressure) will be invited to
participate in a genetic study of
diat}etes. Subjects will be paid $1 50
Qualified subjects

3508 Ackannon
Tltun. Rook Study, 3508 Adcarmon
MA/W Rm. Omlal A3-029
Wed. Rm. A3- 029
Discussion, Al tinws 12:10- IKWpm

AAon. Discussion,

glucose tolerance test

w

universitysecrets.com

UCLA student

Auto Insurance

free diabetes screening with standard
oral

U.S.

Perplexed

Health Services

transportation

4600-5500

to the

Some restrictions appty.CST #101756060

statravel.com

\A/\A/\A/.

For more information and an application,
stop by the Parking Services office
at 555 Westwood Plaza On Structure 8)
or call (310) 825-1386

If

Call

www.bulldoghost-

920 Westwood Blvd.
AN fares are roundtrip. Tax not included.

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

visit

only

ing.com.

wpve been there.

A Guide
XZ^^^Si

Fumiture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products

Service

Computer/ Internet

and other specific
descnptions

2200

T^T^Thr^T^fl

VV/ilsl-ilre>

o Doy

6100

colors

.

Camcorders

So. of

know about

Books
/

l=>lks.

24 Hours

Calling Cards

Cameras

Inc.

(310)312-0202

without pnces.
• Avoid abbreviations— make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Race yourself in the readers
to

accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

VISA

coloqni
cologne

cliibiin

position,

Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
MostOfCard.

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

•

^

.

ocapuico

The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University of Caiitornia's policy on nondiscrimination. No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race, sex. or sexual orientation in a
demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions. capat)(lities. roles, or status in society. Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any o( the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue. Any person tielieving that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager,
Daily Bruin, 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Raza. Los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310)
475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpy/www.dailybruin.uclaedu. Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service lor customers and is not guaranteed. The Daily Bruin is responsible for the first incorr
insertion only. Minor typographical en-ors are not eligible for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon.
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Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
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2700
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3000
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3200
3300
3A00
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3700
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4300
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to 20 words
...each additional word
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Research Subjects
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Daily Bruin Classified

2000

5700

5700

Travel Tickets

Travel Tickets

7100

k

SAT TUTORS

3 Nights

7^00

7800

Business Opportunities

Help Wanted

Need

TROPICAL IGUAZU FALLS
f|J.Q
W*»?J 3 Nights Cataratas Hotel-R/T AirlareJ

uni{(ue jab opffortunitif

7900x710.

energetic people with

SAT .scores

WANTED: Female

San

especially in W.L.A.,

CUSTOM-MADE PACKAGES TO SOUTH

(Argentina) 5 Nights

$15-$20/hr. Flexible hours.

Victory Travel Vacations, Inc.

(323)857-6900
argentinatravel@earthlink.net

(310)448-1744

.Iff

p

|i

DDL Occup

R<-stru-1i,>ns .ippiv

h

^

www.tutorjobs.com

CST«;041CK185 40

flexible hours

6000

6000

Insurance

Insurance

niinimat'tinie

cammitement

7200

8000

you're male, in good health, in
:i:;
college or have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job where you can
earn up to $600 per month AND set

RESUMES

1

Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

081

^

Create, develop, or refine. Editing, word processing, application typing, dissertation formatting, transcribing.

Ace words,

etc.

310-

6200

6200

Health Services

6200

Health Services

Health Services

HEALTH CARE

IDElSfTAL

(Offlc* of S. Sotoimani,

I

DOS)

I

$98.'VArch<Heg.^/-.

e C. reate jDeaotaiol omaies!

•

ADA accepted

•

POST-PRODUCTION Company

•

24 Hour Emergency

•

Medi-CoJ

"All

Service

portunity for

permanent emplo^ent.

/

this

SALES ASSISTANT/INTERN Make

m

coupon

$43

1620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Angeles, Between
Wilshirc & Santa Monica (Free Parking m Rear)

^S| I^RR MH

Full or»l examination

Ml
00

7500

I
a
X

Val:310-998-0417.

japcr

»

^

^hvi, p;ib«r
'i'iy pr:bf:>'

ivcyclv; U>)5 pS!;efKi;y<;it
re-ycl- ?hft papor rr-nycU.;
:

-^^
II Ii

Company

Translation

(Reg. $170)

6700

6700

7200

Professional Services

Professional Services

Typing

and one major

lai«gu«gc. Outstanding language,
comiminication, computer C office skills.

Oetail-miiided

•

'Conscientious

resumes, fliSanta
l^onica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 323-466-

Reasonable Rates

IMMIGRATION
Green Cards, Work

Attorney Representation.
Call For a
Free Consultation.

Permits, Change of
Status, Citizenship,

Organized

*

Versatile

possible Profit Share!

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

INS Sponsorship Available

2888.

Fa* resumt'

and

7300

^60-7705
358-6(60

( ^lo.';

call {310)

WmiHG i EDUm

Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Disifertotions, Books, & Proposals
Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323)

TEACHER ASSTNTS
WLA

PRIVATE

School looking for capable
and experienced teacher assistants to work
with elementary level students, M-F, 8AM1PM. Begin September. Please fax resume:310-471-1532.

ups, and more...

7600
$$$

LOW PRICES $$$

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL
UCLA

Better Business Bureau

CONTACTS

grads. Ages2.5/6years.

Open

play-yards.

7000

NO HIDDEN CHARGES!
EXTENDED DAILY 2 prS59..

run

Two

7:30-5:30.Close to

1

B&L

1
I
1

Hazel. Green, Blue

»49Pf

EXPERIENCED AND PERSONABLE TUTOR tfiat will get results. Catcfi up or get
ahead

tfiis

summer. Seven-years

experi-

employment

BIFOCAL/MONOVISION

..add'l

7400-8300

tory.

SAT/aigebra/FrencfVESL/English/hisCall Will 310-701-8969.

TUTOR
^ 1 KIND WRITING
AND PATIENT
graduate
stud*89r,| Help with the English language—

Looking

7400

for

EYEw/EXAM $15

ents of

1
|

Blvd., »1

Fm 1-1

1842 W.Uflcoln Ave., «G
(310)360-9513

WedlM,Fri3-5

UMGRFACH

4130

B Monte

11227 Valley

1

Atlantic Ave., «1 05

Thur<; 3-5. Sat

2-4pm

all

ages/levels 310-440-3118.

N(i

FREF

'

Aaxxnttntnl

(:;ir« !

H

NK«ury/Jusl Walk n

Kit

eligible for free treatment. Call

Gould(MFC#32388)© 31 0-578-5957

Liz

Ages

F.A.SYl

• All Levels

(18+)

new

Incredible Prices!

CALL NOW! (310)569-8233
when you call)

*Art Classes Also A vailabk

by

Tutoring
SEEKING MATH TUTOR

TIONS
ing.

and

finalizing

Personalized, professional assistance.

!•

adult site

Lacrosse.

year old boy.
Contact

ADVERTISE
Ciassifif

J06-306)

Football.

Varsity

Nate

ext.

and

appointment

—

Earn top $$$. 323-441-0985

Valley.

660 Veteran
208-2251

\

X

APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

UCLA

mile to

&

Singles

Looking

Near Wilshire Blvd.

personable 7.5y/o

girl.

Pick-

up school/camp. CDL, own car, insurance.
N/S. M-F Approx 3-5 hours. Afternoons
$9/hr-i-gas Laurie 310-440-6738.

DRIVER/BABYSITTER,

to help
in

No

July 24-April 2001

approximately
15hrs/week,
$8/hr-t- mileage. 2 teens 13&14. Need good
car, driving record, and references. 310-470-

..ii,'!-;''

u-.;y-;U-/ iitiv p/i!;*'' iv-.

No

LIBRARY JOBS shelving and other stacks
duties 12-19hrs/wk. $6.70/hr to start. STUD-

ex-

'^•r-

Singles $965

Rm

apply at Young Research Li11617 or call Antigone Kulay 310-

825-1084.

MODELS WANTED EARN

$200-$1000

established photographer. Nudity
required. Must be 18+, athletic, outgoing. No
experience necessary. 323-377-7937.
lor

few good
students to study while answering phones
Flexible hours, close to campus. Cindy 310839-4777.
a

Classifieds

Display

825-22^1

206-3060

garden

view

310-471-2556

wob

site to

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Pulls

5 Filers' aids
9 Bathing need
13 On the summit
14 Drama awards

—

16
Minor
17 Stagger
18 Tweak
1
Singer Diamond

20
22
24
25
26
29
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
43
45
47
48
49
50
54

Guaranteed
Muscle parts
Gather leaves
Motorist s org.
Stain

SiBQafi]

QESISfEl
LIE 8
I

gjQOQ sssinafaama
BESDQ saanii lEDsa
laBO OBIS]
SQCiSQ
IGIUIAIRIDIRJAI
laiiQl!]

I

ILMHIUIRITI

OfflC]
^RIYI INIGHSjTIEjMIMI INIGi
BBjais sQQos [lasm

Gradually
Assistants

I

I

Johann
Sebastian
Flank

—

LOLSILIOHL

siaiis

Beam
Choir voices
Last of a senes
Singer Guthrie

crazy

Vat

—

Actor Connery

5 or 6
1988 Olympics

58 Algerian port
59 Chess turns
61 Gourmet cheese
62 Chills and fever
63 Dress style
64 Actor Sharif
65 Beneficiary
66 Spike and
Peggy
67
Disney
,

—

Indians

"It's

—

to Tell

a

Lie"

Chums
Some dresses

12
1 5
21

home

32
33
35
38

Thoughts
Very small
Alliance

Montgomery's
state

41 More
frequently

43 Emt)er
44 Robin Hood's

weapon

Sheep

23 Seize
26 Singer

46 Pnckly
seedcase
47 Makes fun
49 Public

of
,

fuss

50 Webster
Wyle
51

or

Be persuasive

Vaughan
27 Crown

52 Hawaiian

28 Romantic

53 Laze (at)out)
55
mater
56 Authentk:
57 Mongol's

interlude

DOWN
Fictional

long time
10 Sandwich
cookie
1

T E RHRIAIRJAI

scaBQa sm^si

5 Kansas capital
6 Tolerate
7 Com cnb
8 Cult
9 A month of

Football position
Foot, slangily

2 Colorado

I

3 Departs
4 Spend like

Cut of meat
Immaculate

site

1

SDOQ

lEITICIEITIEIRIAMSIMI

29 Dyeing process
30 Religious image
31 "Camnen"
composer

r

island

—

tent

60 Compete

w

GREAT WESTWOOD 3BED.

8am- 5pm

*

only.

Large

and side by
Charming updated 3 bed fvxjse w/3 room guest house.
Sec. Syst.

Natural

Small 1 bdrm-$975.
1bdrm-$1250. 10990 Strathmore Dr.

Parking, laundry. Available Sept.

No

»-

extra storage

side parking. $675,000

wood

floors,

AC. spacious

rooms. Barbara Gardner,
285-7505.

Broker 310-

pet.s. 1-

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE

Corridor/Hi-

1or2bdrm $90K-$150K. Walk toUCLAA/illage, 24hr/security Spectacular
F^ise single,

IT

views, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, valet service.
Agent-Bob, 31 0-478- 1835ext 109.

Sunny
& 1 Bedroom

Large

iaFafKi
Dooi.
CilAiiiaiiii^
^^^^^^n^ w^^^^^^y r^^^Y

310 825-4073,

call

and up

ENTS ONLY
brary

Single apt from $575, $600deposit.
Stove, refrig., carpets,
vert, blinds. 310-837-1502 leave message

LEVERING ARMS

310-476-4205.

Sale

1/2 bath.

$335,000

for

Bachelors $645

over.

it

2.5bth townhouse w/rare small yard. AC,

WESTWOOD VILLAGE.

Special

1

(310) 477-7257

.

lot

Den/dining room. Patio,
gym, pool, sunroof. 2car and guest parking!
Ibed,

$215,000

year lease. 310-471-7073

10th grader taking Spanish, Algebra, and
Science. 2-hours per evening M-F, $9/hr

RECEPTIONIST— WANTED:

design and portfolio opportunity.

Summer

lees

HOMEWORK SUPERVISOR/TUTOR

working

8595.

experience required.

Satur-

night female babysitter wanted. Addition-

for

Casablanca West

•Plus size •Children
For prim & non-union commercials

3pm. Person needs to have
hours Starts 7/31. 818-905-1215.

CHILDCARE

for all types

2 txl/2 bath townhouse near Bel-Aire hotel
canyon view, backyard, hardwood floors,
fireplace, view deck. Parking. $3250. 310276-8505.

CENTRAL BRENTWOOD

2bdrm/2bath. $1595. Park
rooftop pool/jacuui, intercom entry,

Rent

ARTIST RETREAT

Condo/Townhouse

1235 Federal Ave.

VETERAN-

for

8700

1-year lease only.

male/female models/actors

$10/tK)ur, 20hrs/week.

8600

Bachelor

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool, Near bus line

310-998-1501. 310-478-2251.

M

bdrms. Pool, Jacuzzi, walk-in ctosets. fireplace, full kitchen, balcony, gated garage,
laundry room, gas&hot water paid, instant
broadband avail, www.keltontowers.com.

BRENT MANOR
i

•

Large singles and 1-bdmns, 2

Condo/Townhoiise

'OO-'Ol

gated parking, laundry, all appliances. Movein ASAP. Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

UCLA

WALK TO UCLA
WESTWOOD.

Cathedral CciHnss, no pets

New, view, large, secured,
alarm doors, washer/dryer inside unit,
month-to-month, pets ok. $2600 avail July

view,

bedrooms

(310)208-8798

tL

Fireplace, Jacuzzi, t>Hhwasher,
Rcfrtseralor, Air Conditioner Laundry,

WESTWOOD

1380

1

Across the Street from

BD $1195-1295
2 BD $1495
BD w/loft $1495

Intercom System & Gated Parkins
Rec room, Sauna, Gym Room

3BDRM

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social clubs in
WLA. Conversation only. No alcofiol. Flexi-

1

729 Gayley Ave.

2 BD w/ Loft $1815

SUMMER '00

1st.

Singles and

UCLA. $1050/mo.

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

FALL

Gallup Organiza-

amenities. 2 car gated parking.

Sinsle $950-$995
Sinsle w/loft $1145

Individual alarm

247

Irvine,

all

Apartments

Gated Assigned
Parking

310-391-7127.

talk

request an appointment or

ACROSS

Apartments!

Diamond Head

APARTMENT NOW!

JV

feef free to call us,

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Walk to Village
Near Le Conte

RESERVE YOUR

Soccer Boys: Varsity

Paid positions.

ble hours.

hours possible. Experience and references necessary. 310-470-4662.

Career Opportunities

310-470-8595.

f

.

UC a Ashe Center

APTS

310-390-5996

&

systems
•

Are you a model.

Afternoons

for

|~

.

.

uda.edu/heaMt.hhn

GAYLEY MANOR

t>akx>ny, air corKiitionir>g,

Laundry, bus connection

Ex.driving

CA. Email resume to: don_dusatkoegallup.com 949-474-7900 x.710.
tion

al

818-215-7836

change

Ace

Girls

OF INTERVIEWING. The

bright/intelligent

BelAir/Roscomare

JV

Football,

BABYSITTER

day

ARCHITECT STUDENT NEEDED
Small pay
desitjn home addition

continue.

EVENING
SUPERVISOR
after-

fireplace,

2-«-2,

Short Term Surrwncr Discounts Available

COACHES NEEDED

UCLA.

Wanted

BABYSITTER/DOGSITTER Regular

Nudity
Full Nudity

only.

to

summer

large

loves to play/have fun.

San Fernando Valley
flexible

No Sex

Car need. UCLA undergrads
Paul at 310-285-9670

In

possibility

over 21,

must know LA. Quality company,
great pay. 310-457-5051

starting after

Partial

Wanted

for 14

Expertise to present your best Edit

Words, etc 3^0-820-8830

for

7500

STATEMENTS/APPLICA

Dissertation formatting

needed

to

MEDICAL SCHOOL

and

Full-time,

7700

in

Quiet, tower

~ Laundry Facilities
|-«

on your mind about the miracle

tion /iffp;//%^ww.saonef.

=0

PALMS

1

552-3244.

is

ask a health related ques-

Super Big Super Clean

PALMS.

Your Choice!
Lingerie Model

schedule free consultation

PERSONAL

company

health/nutrition

w

Upper bachelor $449/month. Call:310-5750021

- Study Lounge

10 countries seeks outgoing individuals for
part time/full time Training available. 310-

Call:310-889-0119.

$300-$1000

7100

PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING lor depression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress.etc Couples/Individuals Crime vicmay be

All

MAOF.

Located

YOUNG TEEN
PRINCESSES

w/Piirclmsf?

A FREE SESSION
tims

MATH

who

4-year-old

(Please mention this ad

Blvd., ir2Q8

Thufsn-1pm,Satn30-1pm

INTERNATIONAL

^

Clinic

for you.

^

11913 AVON WAY $1195/MO.
11931 AVON WAY $11 95/MO.
11748 COURTLEIGH DR. $1195/MO.

BRENTWOOD ADJ.

Room

Fitness

Women's

you're ok, the

or vist the Ashe

OPEN HOUSE MON-SAT 10-4PM

1

record,

for responsible/caring/energetic

noons M-F. Enormously

Business Opportunities

'CI f'u,tha%,-

1038 S.Robertson

BEVERLY HILLS

2001 school year.

person to serve as babysitter

Star,ford

ASTIGMATISM EXT

I-

intimacy

For information or on

(310)391-1076

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:310-859-2870.

job

^ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER
NEEDED*

ence.

Aqua

3-5

know

.

Campus

Rooftop Sundeck
Spa

hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

Call

SUMMER TUTOR

3 Blocks to

MIDDLE SCHOOL&HIGH SCHOOL. 2000-

Child Care

Tutoring Offered

^1

ext *79pr

1&2
Bedroom Apartments

Single,

|~

CHAUFFEURS.

310-473-0772

CHANGE BROWN EYES

for interna-

office in BevHills:

in

665-8145

Member of the

6Mo/4Boxes%9

business

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs

Total Confidentiality Guaranteed.
Privately Owned and Operated.

Start-

or

LEVERING

278-0038.

Writing Help

ALL

'

Rent

GLENROCK
AND

Child Care Offered

Visa Extensions,

Wm

APARTMENTS

in

Must krK)w
MS Office. Call 310-278-9338. E-mail
resume arit}ussel dhotmail.com or fax 310-

tional

78-2899 Fax: 310-477-6833

Wed

to

for

make an appointment,

GLENROCK

accounting-type office. Includes phones and general
office duties. Must have computer and basic
math skills. $10/hr. Fax resunie 818-5082001.

Unique Opportunity with

es, dissertations, transcription,

VISA CENTER"

*

ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT: PT-FT

specializing in thes-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports.

NOEL

WORK*
Beats all jobs. Start immediately. Great pay.
Fun/Easy. No crazy fees. Program for free
medical Call-24/hrs 323-850-4417.

Project AAanager
Truly bilingual in English

Ad)

- whether you're ready

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME, FP, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT,
GATED GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

Ihi^,

K^

*MOVIE EXTRA

in

Santa Monica n^

• Oral

WORD PROCESSING

Help Wanted

for

absolutely confidential.

of being female

MAR VISTA

r<jcv< io thii s,v3pi;rr'jcyciithirN

Apartments

7800

Career Opportunities

Canctr Screeniru!
• Necessary X-Rays
• Periodontal Examination
» Cleaning & Polishing • X-Rays are non-transferrable
•

Expires 8/31 /OO

II

I

Online: wwrw.onvilIage.eom/@/dentalhealth

Hills

hos something

need

It's

3614 PARIS DR. $1295/MO.
ON-SITE MGR. (310)837-0906

screen-

morning hours.
Will train. Great for business major or MBA
grad student. Pay $10-$12/hr Culver City.

8^00

whitening
just one
50 minute visit

Fax: (31Q) 475-1970

patient: Tera Bonilla

Call

ing calls, assistance. Flexible

I

Based on 2 arches

in-office

time introductory offer with

Tel: (310) 475-5598

Beverty

(or not), or just

2BD, 2BA. TOWNHOME, FP, GATED GARAGE,
SEC. AMRM, CAT OK, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT

offers op-

i.

& Most Insurance Plans Accepted
Students & Faculty Members are welcome'

First

Blue, Green,

just for illness

(310)391-1076

r

Joel:31 0-8 28-2292. provideol ©earthlink.net

• All Phases of Dentistry

CHANGE LIGHT EYES

••

PALMS

not

services are free.

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $21 95/MO.

INTERNSHIP POSITION

your own hours, call 310-824-9941
for information on our anonymous
sperm donor program. Receive free
health screening and help Infertile
couples realize their dream of
becoming parents.

820-8830.

DjSpO|ABLES

Most routine

Clinic.

LOFTTOWNHOME, FP,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED GARAGE,
SEC. ALARM, SUN DECK

Internships

APPLICATIONS/

(31 0) 208-3548

Company

Women's

If

In

Mercury Broker in Westwood. No Brokers Fees. Also other
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

Coupon

Check out the Ashe Center

4BD, 3BA +

,

Singles

9000
House

Apartments

iMndn.
fufldeck.
^w^w^^ip WW ^^^^w^fw^^^

wpM doMh. Ua SMMy D«p«iil
Mil l#el to kCMN on Oitiibet M

530 Veteran
208-4394

2000

between us

Just

^^tever

$600 per month

Typing

Auto

**

Consulting psychologists in Ocean Park
P/T or F/T available.
Expert in MAC / MS Office
Administration support / website design
$12-$18 per hour
Fax info: (310) 392-6043

7,

R(mU

for

It's

Car needed. Call Joe

Pm-^s

Apartments

WWW. keltontowers. com

l.xtHiitive .Vssist.Mit
w.uitcd iniiiu'diatcU

2000- Friday, July

3,

O^kOO

Rent

Palos Verdes.

AMERICA
GREAT AIRFARES-ONLY

Av

Ho«e»-City Tour- Trasf -Tango Stiow-R/T

singer, 19-26,

w/great
looks/style for alternative/pop bard a a Cardigans, Oasis, No Doubt. Major labe' interests, serious inquirjes only. 818-508-8555.

to tutor,

for

Monday, July

WALK TO UCLA

Tokyo, Japan. Email resume: don_dusatkoegallup.com or call Don. at 949-474roles.

Fernando Valley, Pasadena.

$999 TANGO CITY

81*00
Apartments

Japanese Graduates— Senior Leadership

WANTED

PATAGONIA MOUNTAINS & LAKESI

high

MACHU-PICHU

7^00
Business Oppoiiunities

STAR SEARCH 2000

Fs Nighis La Cascada Hotel-Trasf »VT AirJ

$799 Libertador Cuzco-R/T

Wanted

Tutoring

South America
EXCITING RIO 5 Nights
Rio Cop-R/T Airfare

Daily Bruin Classified

Walk

to School

and

for

Side

PALISADES

Village

NEW HOME

(510) 208-3215
667-669 Levering Ave.
Near Glenrock

of your choice with this packPrime location! Walk to beach, cool,
club house. Own your own space. AllowarKe
for new mobile home included in price.
$255K. Financing available. Call:Doug:310453-8047.

age.

Classifieds

Displav

825-2221

206-3060

21

«.

Monday, July

22

2000-Friday, July

3,

7,

2000

9500

SET

Roommates-Privnte Room

Rent

for

$325/month +
secure parking.

deposit. Washer/dryer,

Good

neighbortiood. Saw-

Available August

telle/Palms.

WE ARE ALWAYS ON THE

^^T

OWN
ROOM
$150

FOR UCLA MED
STUDENTS ONLY!

ON A

I^ANOS

^Ollft

Call;310-

1.

r^

Monday,

Daily Bruin Classified

if

DallxBruIn Clas$lfie<

8800
Guesthouse

r-

UCLA
JULY-AUG SUBLET

private, fully-furnished guest

apartment in UCLA Medical
Family home. Separate entrance,
all amenities, light housekeeping
provided. In Bel-Air, 6 minutes to
UCLA by car. Price reduced for
immediate occupancy. Academic
Year lease.

OBO.

1-2

PEOPLE TO SHARE

LOOKING FOR A PLACE
singl01.net... Your

summer

Rent

Santa Monica/Brentwood. Private room
and bathroom in luxurious condo. Security
building, parking available. $700/month utilities included. Available now. No less than 6
months. Call Linda 310-442-5215.

M

Federal Stafford Loans

Knowledge

fist

• On-Compus

Apply

^^^

Ackermon Union, A-Level

• FREE Checking

• ATM

the UCLA

• Computer

Phone:(310)477-6628

imnfERsmr creint union
FiTumctoJ services for the

in

hamains
\J

^^^

Web: www.ucu.org

recycle.

UCLA commtinity

Student deals

The Daily Bruin
Ad Production Department
needs Paste-up Artists

Studio Summer sublet
Furnished on Landfair, August Available. Fits
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-

moVt recent and

its

percent of

earlier

—

regarding Rush, the

win."

Green

/

games.

lot alike.
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Lone Star State blues
UCLA

Sports on the

football recruits helped lead

California to a thrilling

over Texas
Classic.

in

See

the All-Star Shrine

story,

See

29-27 victory

this

rockin'

page 27.
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NBA
DRAFT: Moiso goeshigh,

mind was on the N BA. The y were
behind me and had their support, so
that was good."
Another UCLA sophomore with
NBA hoop dreams, JaRon Rush, did

Rush doesn't

go; Clippers

revamp, Lakers pick low

senior writer

Georgetown coach and current TNT
television analyst John Thompson,
compare Miles' game to that of
Minnesota Timberwolves forward

name called from the
podium. Rush is now a free agent who
not hear his

ByAJCadman

-has permission to sign with any
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NBA

Through his agent Raymond
Brothers, Rush has announced his

said.

intention to participate in the Boston

two

Jerome M6iso has played for and the
professional program he will play for,
one would have to acknowledge his

Celtics

passion for teams with legacies.

guaranteed contract nor an invitation

After two seasons

with

most storied basketball

the

school in

Bruin

Weslwood

in

NCAA

soon pack

will

former
bags for

history, the
his

Boston to play for another storied
program. On June 28 in Minneapolis,
the Celtics selected

11th pick overall in
Draft.

The West

Moiso with the
the 2000 NBA

Indies native will pro-

vide a plug at any of Boston's ffont-

court positions.

"Depending on what my role is
going to be on the team, know that
when get on the court, will produce," Moiso said. "I'm pretty sure
have the talent and the skills, and
know where I'm going now."
Adjustment/rom the college game
to the professional level, combined
I

I

I

I

I

with the

move

to the East Coast,

-

the

all

needed,"

I

"The coaches pushed me
way through. They knew my

said.

new

UCLA must

.^CAA: Ruling says

delete record of

Many

from

the

.in

its

More
began

a

over.

NCAA

Ihan seven months after the

its

investigation, the doors

former. Bruin forward

first

that because

can nnove on."

in

round

JaRon Rush's

1999 Tournament

is

UCLA-4jsed Rush, an

UCLA Athletic
^^^~~~~~^~"

"We were aware that
JaRon Rush

this

was

case and that

the last step of

we would have to

return a portion of our share from the 1999

ruled

NCAA

ineligible

statement.

we

Director

Tournament,"

said

UCLA

Athletic

spokesman

Marko

many Iranians, over-

threw the monarchy.

peacefully in front of the Federal Building

At the time, Nejat was working at a factory, but he said when the government
changed, so did the way he was treated.
"They asked me to come to the office
and they said, 'You are Jewish. You did
this. You did that,' he said. "And they laid

movement

reforms

ic

Jaric

democrat-

Rioters,

in Iran.

police

group came together

tending team."

on

At a news conference at the Staples
Center last Thursday, Richardson

anniversary of a police raid on a college

Under a sky

daz-

the

clash In

red,

and green
American and

white, blue

of

Iranian

owned

dormitory that

to

out of the

then traveled over the moun-

in

it

would change and get

better," Nejat recollected about' the atti-

tude people had toward the revolution.

changed - but it's getting worse."
Eijan al-Andd also described the cur-

West,

BRAO MOnKAWA/Oaity Brum

Thousands of non-violent demonstrators shut down Westwood streets July 8, commemorating
the anniversary of last year's student uprising in Iran and calling for democratic reforms.

~~
See DEMONSTRATION, page 9

commemorate

UCLA hospital
named best In

HOURS QF WORK IN ENGLISH CLASSES

Gass credits adjusted

Surveyed ^deots were asked to

whether ttiey felt certain classes re<ittir« "^'>«
tea work, or the same than
En9iiili133

fifth for

—

ottitr class.

100,

(19J hours)

""wlj,

I

I

nation overall

began investigating Rush on
1999 when UCLA suspended him for

years of eligibility and enter the 2000

two

Eniiisk

lifts

Then on Feb. 1, Rush was suspended for 44
games by the NCAA after its discovery that the

in

Med

says workload unequal

some

U1

TRACK: Soong,

Ames win

young squad masters

(1$.9iioun}

By Timothy

specialty areas

En9lisb142A(1U hours)
(15.7hwi»)

showing a higher workload
than the 12 hours per week pre-

classes

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

she claimed the

hammer throw

her loss of 194-10, a

Hrst place; Bruin rosier

should fare well

in future

new

with

national

junior meet record.
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The youth of the UCLA track and
Held team showed their'strcngth last
weekend at the U.S. Junidr Track
and Field Championships in Denton,
Texas from June 2.V24.

Two

of

UCLA's young
Dan Ames and

guns,

freshmen
Cari
Soong, powered through the championship weekend, clinching two titles.

Ames
title

fought his

way

to the di.scus

and was second place

in the

shot

"She was in position to do very
and she did," throwing coach
and men's head coach Art Vencgas
said "She did it the Bruin way. in following through with her potential."
Soong had the competition nailed
"^~^^
from the beginning.
"It wasn't even close. She could
have won it on about every throw."
Vencgas added.

rest

of the competition as

With her

ability

the past year,

Warwick Veteran Memorial team.
"I'd been training with a lot of

summer, and

I

knew

that they wouldn't be able to pull a

Soong

"Last sumnier
at

this

said.
I

—

didn't

competition, and

do
I

as Well.

told

my

blossoming over

Soong

fulfilled

that

goal.

"She cornperedjust great as a true
freshman." women's head coach
Jcanette Bolden said. "She's a bigtime meet performer. When it comes
time to perform at the higher-level
meets, Pac-lOs and nationals, she
comes through."
very well as he

last

come back

Ames

8,

represented the Bruin

managed

men

not only to

throw of 189but also lo' clinch second in the
his

Ames

compete in
Canada from July 17-23, in Mexico
from August 3-5, and at the World
Junior Championships from October
17-22. Ames will also compete in the
World Junior Championships.
Though not yet on the Bruin roster,
incoming freshman Shcena
Johnson from Garfield High School

m

scribed in a four-unit class,

als

ended- with a mark of 58-8

Olympic

is

in the nation.

will

continue her

competition

in

the

summer

Olympic

trials

held in Sacramento from July 14-23.

mark 59-10 l/4set by JcffChakouian
ofthcSeckonk Warriors

Johnson

US

junior nationals out

will

face

current

Bruin

competes

in his final races before

EU3

in

a

News

U.S.

&

MI9

EMI*

E1S4*

'indKatn ihat ont uudent ivnOtiti thtcknuobrTm

No ahtr cloiin had inpomn

ol

mxk

~

Tm work
JACOB UAO/D<ily

Bruin

chair of the

English department. "I'm not sure

someone would be reading
material

iii

that

another departclasses

found that students spent anywhere
from 12.8 hours per week, including
class-time, to 19.3 hours per week on
each class with an average time of
about 16.9 hours a week.

many

Additionally,

students

were asked to compare
with others said

who

their classes

English classes

more work. ^

Fall

required

will join the

"Surveys of our students were
showing they were spending 15 or so

series

SOUKt: OtfiimtnulHiintiallh^(Uut%

lower division English 10

which was changed to

five

See UNITS, page 6

units several years ago.

World

i

r

across the country.
you'll never

"Chances are

these rankings - but

if

need

you do, they

the fifth best hospital in the nation,

By David Drucker

Stanford
The Loyola Marymount
men's volleyball program, an up-and-coming one in the MPSF
conference, has been

moving up one notch from

Daily Bruin Contributor

News Web

site as

it

reads the U.S.

CASUALS: Employee status root of

last year.

conflict; senate bill

addresses issue

"The

i^&i»»

is

available in this

of "Americas

year by the American
County and Municipal

fire this

of State,

Employees union.

AFSCME alleges that UCLA intentionally fires

dean of the School of Medicine.

The ranking

come under

casual work-

Best

and

rehires the

every

1

1

same employees approximately

months. According to union

some workers have been employed

in this

olTicials.

manner

is

tive

reason

this

is

with them says that

an>one working more than
12 months is a career-position employee that is entitled to full benefits and the

-><«

Arnett said

took into

contract with
"

tabor
issues.

See

page 4/

1995,

was

in place.

UCLA has not used casual workers

on a long-term basis

they're

bargaining agreement

we have

AFSCME. signed in
Ppliticians

that the collec-

Resources Ruie Arnett denied the allegation, and
UCLA employed casual workers long before

said

the current collective bargaining agreement with

to sidestep the university's

AFSCME.

Wc discourage departments from doing that,'^

she said.

Arnett explairied that personnel decisions are
more complex than the union admits.

"We're a very decentralized environment
What happens is, a department requests 'X' dollars for permanent employees. Arnett said. "Then
...

salary that goes along with that." Lindsay contin-

"

ued.

But Assistant Vice Chancellor of

for nu>re than 10 years.

UCLA

up.

them three or

organizer

Grant Lindsay.

UCLA's employment of long-term
Federation

before a year

casual workers, then r^ire

AFSCME

doing
ers has

is

four days or a week later."
said

"We

have extraordinary physicians and nurses who have developed
some of the best programs in the
country." said Dr. Gerald Levey,
provost of the Medical Sciences and

"What happens
will fire

explains reason

behind the survey.
The^ Medical Center was rated as

yeAr\

1

life,"

by union organizers

Hiring practices questioned

could save your

canc e ll ed
See OUMPIONSIIIPS, pa9e 2S

2000 are English 80. 85, 90,
MI0IA-MI07C and 133-199. They

2 outside bows (Mr w«tk is

Olympic trials this
month. Find out how
he did at the recent
Golden
JSpike
in
.

regarded as the

1/2 in the shot, (short of the first place

With the

• Jess Strutzel

tri-

top prep female hurdler and jumper

States

Thomas Wortham,

Report survey of 2,550 physicians

with her time of 56 minutes, 82

seconds. Johnson

En9Mi154 (124h«un)

expectfdiniiHiiiltdast

WHrw.dailyliriiin.wcto.wiit;

the 400-meter

hurdles and qualified for

many of its classes to five units.
The classes to be changed starting

their local

For the 1 Ith consecutive year, the
UCLA Medical Center ranked as the
best hospital in the Western United

the

English department has changed

hospitals are simply not enough.

will

won

Dale City, Va.

She

shot put battle.

Soong

when

threatening diseases

these stories
online at

of their way, Soong and Ames will
continue onto a slew of international
competitions.

win the discus with

those girls

to

been a goal of mine,"

182-06 by Katherinc Johnston, of the

Soong was head and shoulders
above the

It's

Soong won the hammer throw by
14 feet. The second place matJ< was

big throw,"

put.

and win.

wanted

I

she said.

well,

By Christina Teller

coaches that

Check out

said

The survey of English

Citing a recent survey of English

UCLA

people from across the
country - and even the globe - visit
UCLA Medical
the
renowned
Center seeking treatment for life-

ask our students to read

ment."

Kudo
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By Bartiara Ortutay

nationals

"We

much

14J

See RUSH, page 26

designated four-units

to

Sick

UCLASs talented

Department

Center's position

forward took $6,125 from his summer league

Jane

ENGLISH:

part to survey
6,000 pages of fiction in six weeks,"

n7.9houn)

BigMi 1421 (173 iwws)

RATING: Doctors' survey

N BA draft.

coach during high school. After a

in

Eii9lisir173A(17.t hours)

NCAA violations.
since decided to forgo his final

ili$h1t»

due
Samewwl

141A (IMiioun)

NCAA

10,

way

he

"It's

Westwood counterparts

don't expect further penalties for the

everything

sold

order to buy his

He

"They thought

Across the globe, Iranian students outside Tehran University joined their

sanction

he

tains to Pakistan.

one student dead

left

-

in

country.

one-year

the

off"

Afterward,

See
page 5.
Iran.

the

fiags,

lution of 1979

me

Tehran.

SeeM.HOOPS,page26

T~~~~:-

with

zled

echoed Miles' optimism.
"I'm so happy to be with these

Iran during the Islamic revo-

extremists, backed by

calling for

finished their draft by

left

moil of a 21 -year revolution, gathered

No. 30 - the first selection in the
second and final round.
"I feel good," Miles said. "I think
the Clippers are a good, young team. I
feel we can develop as the years go on,
and hopefully we'll be a playoff con-

Rush has

have closure
on the matter and can move on," he added.
Because of the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act, which protects the privacy of

NCAA

18.

one of the

refugees of a country embroiled in the tur-

student

No.

that our students are in

right-wing religious

man Quentin Richardson

at

the people, the

when

at

possible

Tournament.

student-athletes,

"the other^

tell

Iran," said Steve Nejat,

Nejat

Thousands of people, some of them

July 8, in support of a

in

Dec.

1999

the

in

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

for a future

to

demonstrators.

-

Corey Maggette,

taking European guard

The

received by participat-

ing

up'

-^?We are here
American people,
jail in

Kudo

abroad

ers fought with right-wing extremists.

university," she said.

money

45 percent of the

By Timothy

L.A. team" then took DePaul swing-

The Clippers

"We

"We now

deleted.

student-

NCAA

addition,
in

the

of the case, the

Peter Dalis

the

demonstrations

here,

turned bloody as pro-democracy protest-

-

lot

They

protest

democratic reforms

call for

Jankowski was prohibited from discussing
Rush's case, but she did state that she sees no
more sanctions for UCLA in the future.

requiring us to return just

loss to Detroit

In

UCLA's performance
the

have closed on

athlete reinstatement case.
In the last step

participation

Tournament,

Mercy.
i:s

earn-

which the Bruins sulTered

Daily Bruin Staff

The saga

its

picked

The team once known as

experts.

ends

can be a

Westwood

the somber. day. But unlike the peaceful

commemorates
student movement; many
IRAN: Event

first-round pick.

had been

basketball

I

the 10th spot.

Derek Strong and cash

of professional

"The university
had no knowledge of
JaRon's actions which
caused him to be ineligible,
and the cabinet agreed,

"We now have closure
on the matter and

also

With the third pick overall,
general manager Elgin Baylor selected East St. Louis prepster Darius

Tournament, the
school must return 45 perings

By Chris Umpierre

that

Director Peter Dalis in a

cent (S45,32l) of

performance

team

1999

NCAA

return percentage of earnings,

to a

laughingstock

Investigation of Rush's ineligibility
player, during the

Keyon Dooling at

sports.

Miles.

1

life

lit-

The Clippers then acquired

Angeles scene, the

Lcfs

KG a

draft rights to Missouri point guard

could also pursue a guaran-

the

my

him."

like

once-botlom-feeding Clippers took
one night to revamp their roster and
the

Moiso

Jerome Moiso, shown here challenging a Washington defender
in a ganne last year, was the
1th overall pick in the NBA draft.

On

look at

a great player. Hopefully,

teed contract overseas.

fidence.

:

He

I

tle

camp, but Rush will have a
forum to showcase his open court
game, speed and leaping ability.
-^ Should the Kansas City native
fail
to find any JslBA suitors, he still has
several options. Rush may choose to
test the waters of the Continental
Basketball Association, which could
soon be sold to the NBA players
union by former Detroit Piston point
guard Isiah Thomas. Or he could join
the
newly
formed
American
Basketball Association, which will use
a red, white and blue ball like the original ABA, which existed from 1967 to
1976.

are

Webber

Chris

www.ddilybnjin.ucla.edu

Protest draws thousands to

more because he was in the same
situation as me, and he went through
the same things. He's a great man and

league team starting

This does not constitute a

to training

not shake the Bruin sophomore's con,.

summer

17.

bring

"I got the experience
Ptwto

Daily Bruin File

does

July

"He and

favorite players.

MoNOAYjuiY 10,2000-FRiDAY,Juiy 14,2000

Serving the UCLA community since 1919

Kevin Garnett, who also made the
leap from high school to the pros.
"Kevin Garnett is my idol," Miles

ballclub.

Judging by the college program

likes of E SPN.com
Andy Katz and former

includi ng the

I

Human

See UNION, page 6
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

New ambulance

Protesters demonstrate
free speech

on July 4

no

Westwood

injuries or arrests

were

its

Medical Center Auxiliary volunteer
organization which funds medical equipment
and other programs, is equipped with a state-of-

protest peacefully at 10 a.m., but the

demonstration grew more violent when another

the-art cardiac defibrillator.

said Lt.

the

Wilshire

Boulevard, and officials had to put on their

undergraduate and graduate students that have

riot
'

gear at one point.
Leffler said there

,.

The EMS, which runs year-round, is part of
campus police department that serves tlie
campus and Westwood area, it is staffed by

street,

'

Ken Leffl^r.
Some 200 people gathered near

the

undergone a

vice agencies through the Education

state-certified training

activities,

program.

new

He

the opposing groups.

The

despite high

related to entrepre-

Brenda Muftoz, a sociology and women's
studies student at the University of California

has created several nonprofit outreach

programs through the center,

working with a nonprofit
organization and conducting field reseafctilo~
assess the role of working women.
Mufioz said the growing Chilean economy
has increased the importance of women's work
to the point where Chilean families can no
longer depend on a single income. She is studying how women view their jobs and whether
they see it as an option or an obligation.
She plans to present the results of her
research at a meeting of the American

particularly in the

areas of child care arid youlh education.

in

He also

developed a curriculum model that applies the
same concepts of opportunity recognition and

development to nonprofits, schools,
churches and governments.
Osborne has served on corporate boards,
municipal committees, and advisory groups.
strategic

UC studiehts travel

creative entrepreneur

abroad for internship

The Anderson School

monitor the event.

for Entrepreneurial Studies

Alfred Osborne

For additional

Jr.,

founder and director of
at

UCLA's

Price Center

and an

associate

In

and around-Santiago,

Santa Barbara,

is

UCLA America

Reads and Jumpst^rt Los Angeles work^
to bring the advantage of literaq^ to disadvantaged children

Sociological Association after her return to

UCSB.

•..>:;

.-.-v,;.;.'

Chile, University of

Compiled from Daily Bruin

California students are teaching in public
schools,

unemployment and economic

recession conditions in Chile.

business development at

Professor honored as

Los Angeles County
Sheriffs
Department,
Los
Angeles
Police
the
Department, the federal police and the
California Highway Patrol were at the scene to

focus on devel-

oping internship opportunities with business,

faculty research, stu-

all

was one "minor skirmish"

where oHlcers had to break apart members of

EOP will

In future years, the

and curricula

Abroad

Program.

Young's

Anderson.

'UCLA

opposes lenient immigration laws,

group gathered on the other side of the

The center organizes
dent

neurship and

a decade old.

The new ambulance, purchased by

The Voices of Citizens Together, an organizabegan

is

&

entrepreneurs in Ernst

Emergency Medical Services
new ambulance July 7 to replace

another ambulance that

1

annual competition.

UCLA

received a

reported, authorities said.

tion that

UCLA campus

The

on immigra-

Protesters with opposing views

tion clashed July 4 outside the

Federal Building, but

for

studying pollution, and working with social ser-

was chosen as one of
innovative
Los Angeles-area
professor,

and wire

Staff

'*

reports.

working with abandoned children.
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Bill

"This school

is

seen as well-connect-

ed to the high-tech and biotechnolog-
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By Linh Tat

The Anderson School
attracting more diverse
it

still

seems

less

at

UCLA

is

applicants,

appealing to

Students entering the Masters

S10J29J221
i1l.2NJ060
us online

& Entertainment: 825-2538; News: 825

2795;

Sports: 825-9851; Viewpoint: 825 2216;

Business Administration program
were up against the second-

Classified Line:

825 2221; Classified Display: 206 3060;

For (he 330 available spots, 4,S63
people applied to the program, down

from

last year's

with a

15.1

4,926 applicants. But

percent acceptance

The Anderson School

is still

rate.

consid-

ered one of the most selective busi-

at

wu-u'dailybn wiucla.edu

said

many

applicants

are

attracted to the school because of

location

which

in
is

progi'ikms in (he nailon,
ofTicials said.

Though

in

history.

Arts

The Anderson School

Khool

"Other professional fields like
medicine and law have about an
equal proportion of women and men.
That is hot true in business school.
We don't know why," Broesamie

its

Southern California,
blooming with such

the

number of

applicants

"Certainly our

do extremely
of

dents hold a medical or law degree,

and seven have doctorate degrees.
"People are going to be very

cre-

dentialed in the next, few decades,

marrying the business degree with

women

women

well, so

it's

graduates

Additionally, 24 percent of last

not a matter

held an
undergraduate degree in business.
Economics and engineering students
followed suit, with both disciplines
making up another 21 percent each
of the overall admittance pool.

finding less opportunities

when they graduate," he

said.

Some women may be

deterred

from enrolling because most students
enroll in business programs in their
late '20s, which coincides with the

entering students

year's

"You

will see increasingly the per-

are rising, they are stillpredominant-

time

many women consider starting a

centage of people coming from other

men. Only 29 percent of the original applicants and 30 percent of
admitted students this year were
women, said Linda Baldwin, director
of admissions to the M.B.A. program.
Broesamie said that in 1985. the
percentage of women at The
Anderson School peaked at 38 perc e nt. By 99 5, wom en c o m p rised 30
percent of the program.

Lynn Lipinski. a spokeswoman for The Anderson School.
The average grade point average
of admitted students the past two
years was 3.6. Also, applicants this

areas rather than simply business,"

want to be in
making world. Engineers find

year averaged 702 out of a possible

their vehicle to participate in the

800 on the Graduate
Management Admission Test - up 12
points from last year, placing those
studen ts in t he 9 7t h percentiic

economy or

ly

1

,\'.

family, said

score

of

.

This year. 15 of the admitted stu-

Baldwin
with

said.

"You'll find people

backgrounds who
the policy- and decision-

technical

to be

owners and

this

is

new

entre-

preneurs."

While some applicants think fewer
students a re Mcce pt ed to a giaJuat e
school on the

which they earned their undergraduate degree, Baldwin said the admissions office does accept UCLA students.

—

;—-'-r--

same campus from

—

~
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But, she added, the school receives

more applications from

other degrees," Baldwin said.

said.

addition to the media,

businesses.

women.

highest applicant pool in the school's

Adveitise in the Bruin

He

-

but

field in

entertainment, and communication."
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Lisa Pyles, Whitney

needed

it

seemed both challenging and fun.
"It was an ideal job," she said. "It provided a chance to test and build skills'and
best of all; I'd get to work with children."
BruinCorps pays student tutors
through funds from AmeriCorps, a group
of national programs addressing various
community-based issues, and through

Account Representatives:

Deal of
the Day!

on preschoolers.

grader to learn

Cadman, Greg Lewis, Moin

Account Executives: Lon

Pago #

Unlike
America
Reads,
Jumpstart Los Angeles focuses
V
on younger children.
It
became
part
of
BruinCorps in 1998 because
program organizers wanted
to extend the America Reads
Challenge to preschoolers.
It attempts to build language
development and social skills
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at Western Elementary School in South
Central Los Angeles.
Having heard about America Reads in
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response to President Clinton's
challenge, and Jumpstart Los Angeles,
part of a national literacy program focus-
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"For any kind of achievement, people
need to learn how to read before they go
through any learning experience," said
Celia Cudiamat, program director of

.
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adequately by the third grade.

Sixty students from the UCLA
America Reads program served at 12
elementary schools and three communi-

An umbrella organization
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behind," Cudiamat said.

Timothy Kudo,
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which

"Research shows that if you can't
read by the third grade, you're already

America Reads Challenge in 1994.
The program aims for children to read
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focused on tutor-

third grade.
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and Stanford students.

"You

see a lot of reversed north-

south trend," Baldwin said. "People"

who went

to schools in

California

apply

to

Northern

schools

in

Southern California. They already

know what

it's

like in the north.

They're interested
ent environment."

in seeing a differ-

Thf average age of
dents this year
officers look

is

27.6,

more

entering stu-

but admissions

at the applicants'

experience than age, Baldwin said.

"Too oHen most
think

it's

college studtnts

the age number, but

it's

never tfie number," she said. "It's
always » much mofe qualitative ttung
called the experience and the focus
experience.
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Assemblywomen
TOUR: Romero, Havice

UCLA

visit

to

look into

alleged that casual employees

work, often

full-time, for the universi-

ty but are fired after a period so the

efnployment practices

mandates
that would allow the employees to
beconte full-time and receive benefits.
Job security, lack of full medical
coverage and retirement funding
were outlined as major issues of concern by Jose Hernandez, an organizer with the American Federation of
State,
County and
Municipal
Employees.
"We have a big problem," said
Hernandez, "(Administrators) are
abusing the system, undermining service, and are keeping people scared
by threatening to fire them if they
university can avoid hiring

By

Todd Belie

Daily Bruin Contributor

Assemblywomen

California

Gloria

Romero and

Havice
came to campus July 7 to examine the
working conditions of casual employSally

ees at

UCLA

nizers

from two unions representing

at the request

of orga-

university employees.

In

addition

Commons and

to

visiting

Covel

the Neuropsychiatric

Institute, the state representatives

received an overview of problems

speak out."

Anthony Campagnoni, an

associ-

tion to further discuss the issue of

NPI, briefly met with
the group, which was touring campus
under the auspices of looking at new

casual workers because of time con-

ate director at

research.

He

:..:",.':..

straints.

University administrators could

casual workers were being treated

Friday afternoon.

unfairly.

The tour group,
assemblywomen,

"Policy

is

many

comment

not be reached for

disputed claims that

done on a case by case

late

consisting of the

disgruntled

come here as a
transition job out of school, but come

employees, and labor

work and don't want
Campagnoni saidr

they interviewed workers in the cafe-

basis,

casuals

to like the

"

Campagnoni

"They are

said.

simply too valuable to us."

The

informal

meeting

impromptu

and

in the halls

of the

NPI gave

labor officials and Havice a chance to

The group, howdeclined Campagnoni's invita-

voice their concerns.
ever,

Commons

shuttled to Covel

——

to go"

We don't mistreat casual employ-

ees,"

was
where

officials,

^tcmr
While discussing conditions with a
small group of workers, the assemblywomen were confronted by Michael
Foraker, director of the Housing
Administration's
Business
and
Financial Service, who informed the
assemblywomen that it was improper
to disturb employees while they were

working.

After

a

Foraker, the assemblywomen

on

moved

Covel dining area, where
in Spanish about working
conditions with several off-duty
employees.
As they departed from Covel their
conversation with the workcrsHel
one of the employees in tears.
"This is an issue of fairness,"
Havice said. "With no c1i»nce of
moving up and no benefits, these part
time employees are stuck here forevto the

both spoke

,

This shouldn't happen

er.

in

also gave her reaction to

employee concerns.

~

CONFERENCE: Study says
.
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-

ly since their peak in the 1980s, public
nfTirinU worry
u/nrrv that
that mmnlu.
health officials
compla-

_

dgh-risk sex._dnigJiabks

AIDS roaring back
By Oanld Q. HaiMy
The Associated Press

South Africa Rou^ly 5 million Americans have
sex and drug habits that put them at a

DURBAN,

SeePOLITKIAN,page10

Community Service Center moves to new
WESTWOOD: Crime

location

"Westwood has always been

new U.S. figures, and experts
an upsurge of the disease after a
decade of stability.
While AIDS infections in the
United States have fallen dramatical-
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Westwood, the jurisdictions of campus
police and the LAPD overlap, resulting in a
In

sharing
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and

(According to officers)

base" for both agencies,
the

Police

move ...was to

Service Center on Broxton

Avenue

celebrated

opening July

moved
its

7.

original location,

A

BRAD MOfilKAWA/D*«ly

community

at the

speaks about the role of police

Bru(n Seniof StaH

in

the

opening of the new Community Service Center on Broxton Avenue.

dirty needles.

safety, a lost-

pared to

\}r^

^^^^

on

mock

his ears to

Salinas - rose to the

lost.

The center was created in February 1996. At
that time its goal was to become an integral part
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Iran -

and tear gas at rioters who smashed

ical scientist at the elite

bus windows and shouted slogans
against Iran's Islamic government in
the latest outburst of political unrest

College of
that

no

The

Police fired bul-

lets

July 3.

violence started outside Tehran

University

during

demonstrations
marking the first anniversary of a
bloody police raid on a university dor-

Screaming "death to the clerical gov-

mitory. It overshadowed student
groups' peaceful commemorations of
the July 9, 1999, pre^lawn raid that left

ernment," the rioters burned bundles
of hard-line newspapers, shattered

See MAIt |»ige 10

July 8.
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ommendations from her. Defense
Secretary William Cohen and Sandy

President ponders

Berger, the national security adviser.

failed missile test

—

"There are four criteria that the president is going to be looking at: the threat,

WASHINGTON - Qinton administra-

Four men were
injure(land several others suffered cuts and
bruises Trom stampeding bulls July 9 - the
third day of Spain's immensely popular San
Fermin Fiesta bull runs in Pamplona.
Six bulls trotted through Pamplona^s

tion officials said July 9 they expect the president

the technology, the cost

decide whether to go ahead with the next
phase of a national missile defense system and

all

crowded cobblestone

lions

The run was

I if

on

.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Spain

streets

in

a threelater

faced bullfighters.
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BURBANK

his

up trouble aAer clashes between supand opponents of democratic
reforms. At least a dozen people were
injured
and
scores
were

unique

gradual," said Sergio Aguayo, a polit-

believe

businesses.

porters

has been very slow, very

experts

on downtown

Witnesses and authorities blamed
the eruption on hooligans trying to stir

store

Vary tiaawy duty (10

12oz bottles

ters

peaceful student protests;

opposition party candidate could
have had a victory accepted before at
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in Iran
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frauds such as Salinas' in 1988 and in
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man who was

Iranian students carry a

tended to speak as the presidentelect, expressing sorrow that he
would have to rule "against the will of
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For

The Associated Press

freshman congressman named
Vicente Fox - fraudulent ballots hung

As

Ave. at Qayley

evidence on both sides.

scandal-marred

A
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10974 Le Conte

be

election of Carlos Salinas de Gortari.

Chapman.

Alliance, a

/ xpressmart %

gence of the epidemic among gay
men.
Last week, the San Francisco
Department of Public Health reported a sharp increase in new HlV^nfeO'

-

':

certify the

aides to ask:

uts

seen troubling signs/over the past
year that we fear could signal a resur-

money, having

unlocks door to

does he think he

•hf^

between I percent and 4 percent. However, said Gayle. "We have
stable at

decreasing, although there seems to

an attempt to see how many

In

among gay men have remained

Hundreds of
and soldiers guarded Mexico's
Congress "3ne summer day 12 years
ago as the ruling-party majority pre-

KidCare profingerprints
and

they get

community

group of local
business- and home-owners seeking to promote

o< ~<-Village

rates

police

identifies children in case

Community

at high risk.

MEXICO CITY -

safe-

service to parents in

gram

Walsh, executive director of the Westwood
Village

and car

the area, the
"'"

center to the heart of Westwood," said Robert

Chapman

sex habits and avoiding

ly to safer

By John Rice
The Assodated Press

Westwood.

Police Clarence

RiteAid.

University Police Chief Clarence

million people -

Gayle said jhe study did not
attempt to learn whether this level of
risky behavior is increasing or

attributed large-

is

.

Vicente Fox's presidency

as

on

a vision to bring the

The improvement

use has increased
.^~_
since
the
1980s,

although only about 40 percent of
unmarried people and 23 percent of
drug users report using them.
Ovei" the last decade, infection-

male homosexual contact, using
crack cocaine or injecting Hni£«

infec-

tions annually during the mid-'80s.

finally

KidCare ID program,"
said University Chief of

bring

heart of Westwood.

Westwood Boulevard near

new

the 100,000

•,

substantially

infected with HIV, engaging in prosti-

down from

condom

.•

.

HISTORY: Party's legacy

and-found service, as well

the center closer to the

The center

l

from several

Slow change comes from many events

crime preven-

women's

ty,

its

after four years at

"We had

patrolling

tion, alcohol

the main reason for the

Community

but there

responsibilities

"We do
"home

instance,

c

still put themselves^
This includes having six
or more sexual partners annually,
having sex with someone known to be

between 1
percent and 4 percent.

Conference on AIDS.
Currently,
about
40,000
Americans contract HIV each year.

"

departments.
a

among

data

center,

relationship

as

latest

which focuses on community
policing, is staffed by Community Service
Officers from UCLA, and managed by UCPD
Crime Prevention Officer Ricardo Bolafios.
In addition, four UCPD officers and four
LAPD officers rotate in and oyt of the center,

By Barbara Ortutay

Serving

findings

Between 2 percent and 4 percent of
the adult population - 4 million to S

stable at

Saturday at a briefing hosted by the
American Medical Association on
the eve of the 13th International

ing to

act -recklessly,
recklessly, the

r:_j;

tution for drugs or

Gayle presented the

AIDS, accord-

i

large-scale surveys. Their conclusion:

^y men have remained

1

i

ued.

The

between the two police

safe,

was always a sense that it needed to-be safer for
residents and to attract costumers," he contin-

area on rotating basis

unique

2000

business in the area.

prevention,

other programs continue; police
to patrol

infection rates

still

CDC analyzed

Prevention.

fear

Village's

/-ta/^

Over the fast decade,

"I'm scared by the trends we are
starting to see," said Dr. Helene
Gayle, AIDS chief at the U.S.
Centers for disease Control and

*;

Americans

.

.

-,:

cency about the disease has caused
backsliding - especially among
young gay men - that could bring

are starting to resurface

high risk of catching

~

14.

Some experts worry AIDS may be dn an upswing

a state

university supported by the public."
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investigate charges of unfair labor

allegedly facing casual employees.
It is

y"

N«w$

far

more crowded than

in pre-

vious days, increasing the danger to the run-

About 1.6 million people are expected
to visit Pamplona during the eight days of the
San Fermin Fiesta. The event started July 7.
Overcrowding has made the runs extreme-

will

not leave

it

up

to his successor.

Senators raised concerns about spending

on

bil-

the proposed system, which failed

important

test early

an

some suggestfaced more potential

Saturday, and

ed the United States
threats from terrorists on the ground than missiles in

the

air.

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said

ners.

would be "irresponsible"

it

for the administration

to put off the decision, as suggested

by Sen.

dangerous. Since record-keeping began in
1924, 13 runners have been killed and more

Chuck Hagel, R-Neb. Such a delay, she said on
ABC's "This Week." would give countries such
as North Korea and Iran more time to develop

than 200 have been injured. The

last fatality

missiles that could threaten the United States.

was an American

first

ly

a ino e 19 8 0.

in

1995, the

death

"I think the president will be

on

si

later th ia

wi mnw."

making

his deci-

dw said, bmed

on-ree-

American

and what

it

does to over-

march
against British army

that pre-

vented them from parading through the mpin
Catholic district of this fiercely Protestant
town.

bomb

In Portadown, leaders of the Orange
Order, Northern Ireland's major Protestant
fraternal group, promised they would even-

tensions, a

planted by Irish Republican

Portadown's senior Orangeman,
Harold Gracey, denied responsibility for
encouraging the Protestant riots of recent
days - then in the same breath called for even

Army

more

intense demonstrations starting July

10.

The car bomb attack in Stewartstown
heightened many Protestants' belief that the

IRA

remained committed to the abolition of Northern Ireland as a Protestantitself

dissidents detpnated in front of a police station in Stewartstown, 10 miles north of

majority state linked with Britain.

Portadown. Th e b

C o m piled

l

ast

wo un d fd

that

foot-high steel wall blocking their intended

PORTADOWN, Northern Ireland
Offering bitter words but no violence, an estimated 3,000 Protestant hard-liners marched

Compounding intercommunal

and demonstrated

path,

-

car

the leg

tually get their

Protestants

army barricade

in

way and march down disputed Garvaghy Road by wearing down British
authorities through mass civil disobedience.
Standing on a podium in front of the 20-

security," Albright said.

July 9 to a British

woman

extremists on both ^des want to tear apart
Northern Ireland's 1998 peace accord.
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"As a customer of the dorms, and as a taxpayer, I don't want my money to pitch in to these
unfair working conditions," Doan said. "We're_

.„"—«,

From page 1

have available

we

what

and counter witlTwhai we
permanent employees, and

the budget
lot/

have

employees."

available

But Osborne responded that

'

t

.

philosophy

this

backward.

is,

in efTect,

^

*'0h, so the taxpayers should pay more?*'

Arnett added that Associate Vice C^jifccellor
of Business and Finance Sam Morabito' recently

asked Osborne.

changed (he Housing Administration's polic\ on
the hiring of casual workers to allow onl\ one
rehire per employee, also calling for a 30-day
break between appointments as a way to stem

going to survive and prosper. .,., -.; -^
;
AFSCME, however, has its own opinion of
what UCLA's priorities should be.

Employee

Relations

"Management

Brandon

T.

happening), but
it."

if

it

is.

he said.

abuses?

BRAD MORlKAWA/D.ii;,

down

for a

promotion

twice.

to long-

•

kind of scrutiny, so

I

don't think there's any need

to defend them," said Foraker,

Recommended. every 7^00 miles or 6 months,
wnlcheVer comes first

been

finds the union's charges offavoritism

to assistant

cook

abuses personally offensive.

When

f

and other

y--^here

asked to explain employee complaints,

Williams declined to comment, citing depart-

Although some university officials were hesitant to comment on the issue one way or the
other, not everyone at UCLA has a problem

AFSCME's

unfounded.

"I don't think they will

AFSCME

,

hold up under any

Anderson School
Osborne, Jr.
casual employment."

with casual workers.

are those that like

But Lindsay disagreed.
"It's

not a choice

if the

university forces work-

ers to take these jobs," Lindsay said,

Director Willie L. Pelote.

UCLA class of 2000 graduate Luu Doan, an
AFSCME volunteer and participant in the
Department

recent

Housing

UCLA

has a moral responsibility that super-

Pelote expects the

take

it

up

in

"1 never

said

protest,

a

bill

when

saying and sign

it,"

doing observational

studies,

From page 1

are equivalent in difficulty to the four

may be spending hours

Though

that

hours that an English student spends
hours on English classes,"
said.

Wortham

"Allowing for exaggeration,

it still

was close to the number that students were spending."
But the change doesn't mean the
English major is more difficult than
other ones, said Karen Rowe, an
English professor and chair of the
Faculty Executive Committee, which
along with the Undergraduate Council
of the Academic Senate approved the
seemed

According

who spends

clinical psy-

time working

to Judith Smith, vice

Science, one unit equates to four hours

of time spept on a
class

and

class. So, a

woula require

—

required

~

more work.

class time a week.

less

graduate their students

units

Wortham

than they

15 classes. Currently the

Smith also said a major is defined as
60 upper division units or. if classes are

increase

it

requirement

is

will
set

12 classes but with the

now meet
by the

the unit

college.

will

departments

Pelote said.

um

will

come

to the

10 years."

campus over

.

,-

Tundra Land

Rowe

said about the influx

UC in the next

would

taking

respect, because

2.

UC student

university's goal

to graduate

is

students in four years so there

is

a high-
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and one that stretches beyond
UCLA to encompass the entire UC system. To
combat this, AFSCME has pushed the
California legislatui^ to pass SB 1857. which
would make such actions illegal.
•^It says that the UC can no longer keep a
casual work force in place for five, Idi, or 15
years without making them permanent employees," said AFSCME Political and Legislative

/Associate Professor Alfred E.

Foraker blamed AFSCME.
"These are outside organizers using tactics of
an old era to create trouble," Foraker said.
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ongoing and

it
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JR Hernandez speaks to union members about the hiring practices at UCLA that AFSCME
alleges are illegal. University officials hav^ said the uniyn charges are unfounded.
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situation.
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But Foraker said the union
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The issue flared up on campus last month
when AFSCME led 15 food-service and janitorial workers in a march on the offices of Housing
Administration Director Mike Foraker and
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Hospitals," published July

News

&

World Report.
While the rankings were welcomed by nurses and physicians at
the Medical Center. Levey said the
U.S.

biggest benefit

for the patients

is

"who come here and and take

great

comfort in the fact that the hospital
is ranked one of the best in the
world."

UCLA

of Los Angeles, according to
Medical Center spokesman David
Lagness. Many of them may benefit
from UCLA's geriatrics program,
which received the highest ranking

has receivetl the best hos-

pital in the West
4h€ «uf vey's 44
year history. To

—

each year

title

in

—

•

"We have
faculty, good support. We love

may

great

of attending a good college, she

Jonsson Comprehensive
Cancer Center ranked eighth in the
"nation - jumping up five places
from last year.

—

^

-

"When people

6.247

of

173

Judy

diagnosed with

centers.

QDJy.,

xancer, they

which made the
final cut.

come

nation,

rates

m

areas

specialty

17

specialties include areas

"I think

such

five hospitals

in their area, ignoring cost

and

loca-

tion.

UCLA

received 21 points in FT

specialties. In first place

when

31

points in 16 specialties.

There

is

a high concentration of

older people living in the west side

-

children's futures.

.

From her experience. Liou said
many of these children face dilTiculties at home in addition to the disadvantages they find at school. *„
,^
"Many of the parents don't know
.

how
in

they can help their child succeed

we work

school because the areas

of a large population of

at consist

.

appreciative of

who

the only ones

BruinCorps

tutoring,

JThrojUi^h

learned. She said

working with her students.
"You may be stressed about your
own grades and tests, but the
moment you walk into the class and
you get a hug from your tutee, you
realize your troubles are so minute in
the grand scheme of things," Liou

however, requires imagination.

my literacy and math activities

edge, not for the sake of the grade,"

AIDS

tries

"All

had

who

are not

life

members try to help youngsters overcome many of the disadvantages they
face, Liou said. Working with them,

families,

_

_;

she gained a different perspective on

said.
-

is

The children Liou tutored

your work." she

all

hav^

one of the goals of our
'\rprogram
to promote literacy as

isn't

to participate in their children's edu-

immigrant

days, which

.something fu n."

parent

"It's rare to find a

to be fun, because ideally, that's

the best

way

and spark

to learn

est in learning for the

inter-

food and water are lacking

in parts

protesters

of

"No economy, no
al-Andd

said.

down."
Al-Andd

One man, Charles

jobs, nothing,"

"Everything

is

going

Sedghl,said

olution but went back for a short time

was because
America didn't want

-

protest)

Some demonstrators brought lawn
chairs or sat in wheelchairs with their^

"chMren and^ grandchildrenrwho

to get involved.

smiled while they carried flags and
candles alongside the marchers.

«.Many protesters exchanged hugs and
greetings with friends and relatives. ;
After speeches by Iranian scholars

and

community

members, the
demonstrators began marching to
UCLA, shutting down Westwood's
major

The

streets.

-^

maybe

the lackluster media
^ presence (at the

said he left before the rev-

future there.

the

Monday, Juiy

crowd gathered

in the

mid-

MEXKO

dle of their march, they

began singing
the Iranian national anthem before
turning and heading back to the
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Federal Building.

least

protesters gave

homeless

man who was
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we're

recruiting,"

"When
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people are diag-

digestive disorders

program, which includes treating
ulcers, was also ranked as the sixth
best in the nation.

"We

are
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with
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"You

and appreciate being recognized for it," said Dr. Michael
Karpf. director of the Medical
lence,

•

Charles Sedghi, said

**
*
*
*

realize

how

to

^-

•

^

^
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crete posts that dot the outskirts of

the federal building to (our blocks

walking uneasily waved a miniature
Iranian flag over his head while his

mother scrambled

to keep up.

By

Party,

would elect a few congressand nwyors over the years, but

the time the demonstration

has been the use of

AZT

and

spread of HIV. However, a study
scheduled to be released later at the
meeting suggests this approach may

between 1997 and 1999. Also,
gonorrhea and other sexually spread
diseases have risen recently in several
cities among HIV-infected gay men.
Experts worry that complacency
about getting AIDS, fueled in part by

may be behind

from infected mothers to
their babies during birth. In the
United States, only a few hundred

HIV treat-

babies

now

patch up problems
inated economy.
fell,

in the

When

•
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FREE TRADE:

where

this

cially in

On

a return to

tragedy

is

common,

espe-

sub-Saharan Africa.

Friday, Boehringer Ingelheim

would offer

AIDS drug

risky sexual behavior.

said

One of the most impressive victories over HIV in industrialized coun-

nevirapine free to developing countries

it

its

but the stars dotting the night were

•

PRI

THE MASSACRE: The army's

massacre of student demonstrators
in Mexico City in 1968 turned a gen-

•

was nearly wiped

to help stop mother-to-child
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from winning the governor's race in
Chihuahua state along the U.S. border. Tens of thousands demonstrated, uniting for the
tuals

first time intellecof the right and of the left.
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The Gallup Organization is Searching for Leaders. Gallup prepared to take applications from Japanese men and
women to work in Tokyo, Japan. We are looking for sales and research consultants and a director of operations. These are
senior leadership roles. The responsibilities are to help us to lead Gallup and to win new accounts or a combination of both. We
"is

invite

you

Finder"

to take

It is

a web-based interview to determine your

talents.

We

call this

new

psychological scientific

"Strengths

test,

a process to identify your talent through in-depth interviews and compare them with more than 100,000 of the

world's leading

managers and millions

innate and not learned.

We

of employees

around the globe. Gallup has learned that the talent of leadership

is

help individuals to unlock these talents and maximize their opportunities in the workplace.
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Upon applying

for a key leadership role at Gallup with unlimited

advancement opportunities, you

^

top five talents as identified by our Strengths Finder

If

you are interested

executive sales role at

in truly

call

and applying your

potential

949-474-2710 or email
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feedback on your
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maximizing your human

The Gallup Organization, then

will receive
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an executive leadership or

Don_Dusatko@gaIlup.coni. You

will be

given a password and instructions to take our web-based "Strengths Finder" You will not only be applying for a leadership
position at Gallup;

you

will also receive

The Gallup Organization

management

is

feedback on your top

innate

human strengths.

Apply

Now for fall
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courses of

Columbia UniversiVs Biosphere 2 Center,
-

Scholarships ore available!

Inquire on-line at
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.

students

a 65 year old world-class management consulting organization specializing in surveys and
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In

1986. the PRI used fraud to keep
National Action's Francisco Barrio

within 18 months.

* *

President

REVOLT AT THE POLLS:

the virus through breast milk, the

difference

—

trade, entering the international

A study of 1,797 pregnancies
found that a combination of the
drugs AZT and 3TC cut the risk of
transmission to newborns by more
than half. However, as babies caught

same approach

the

slow the spread of HI V to babies

prices

Miguel de la Madrid led Mexico
toward private enterprise and free

feeding.

Many hope
will

oil

the resulting crisis alienated mil-

not have a big impact, because
women can still spread the
virus to their babies through breast

each year.

state-dom-

lions of middle-class voters .

infected

way

get the infection this

COLUMBIA

of soldiers

for supporters.

THE SYSTEM:

events that began to weaken
labor unions.

surpassed by the thousands of burning flames lit below.

created also

tions routinely crushed rivals. But a

IN

by dissident railway workers
was brutally suppressed by the government in 1958 - one of several

was

it

The PRI's all-embracing network of
farm, labor and urban organiza-

CRACKS

strike

over, the sky had faded into darkness

later generations

or

did not even try to field a presi-

•

the federal building forming.

2000

General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade in 1986. He began selling off
the state companies the PR] had
used for decades as sources of jobs

he

executing students

In the midst of the march, a toddler

It

it

——

Iraq,**

As the protest wound down, the
demonstrators placed the candles
they had been carrying on the con-

shadowed by more sinister slogans
like "Death lathe Islamic Republic."

PAN.
\

chant of "United Nations, pay more
attention." and banners saying, "Stop
Iran," were

National Action

made

hostility

privileged you

•

*
*
•
*
•
*
*
*
•
*
•
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In 1939, a

dential candidate until 1952.

would be another
'

THE NEW PARTY:

The

Center, in a statement.

* *

I

THE ECONOMY: President
Jose Lopez Portillo used booming
oil revenues and soaring debt to

ruling

Revolutionary Party,

right

maybe

the lackluster media 4}res
was because America didn't want

of the

small group launched the center-

several local new*-,

vans.

One man,

favor

party.

***********************************
*

>

- against the ruling

are to be where you're at," she added.

the virus

/!^

tions

ments,

,

wary of being used for political ends
as they had been in the past.

until this year, all

A few of the milestones on the
path to an opposition victory:

far

Federal Building

'

in

in

The event didn't make the evening
news on many stations, though an

said.
^:.

And

Institutional

"It

Cries for help from the crowd's

1994.

10, 2000-FrMay, July 14,

their students

5

event.

said.

sake of knowl-

other drugs to prevent the spread of

the availability of effective

committed

I

eration of intellectuals - and later

presidential elections were tilted

to a

get involved.

sea of thousands snaked from

away at the intersection of Le Conte
Avenue and Westwood Boulevard.

As

Some

only to rea lize that there >wa$ no

involved readtng in our relaxation

,

many

rent state of oil-rich Iran, in which

be helpful to us

will

it

The Center's

was Johns

Hopkins Hospital, receiving

.

some of

nosed with cancer, they come here."
Other highly ranked programs at
the Medical Center include gynecology, which was fourth in the nation,
and psychiatry, which ranked sixth.

- to pick the top

C udiamat said

for

bad day or was tired, we took it
easier," she said. "But we always

•

tion as

and

and kidney disease - a category added this year.
To rate the programs, the magazine asked
150 board-certified
in all

ahe ad.

were uncooperative,
change her lesson plan

students

ing a

-'

on-one can help these students move

correctly in order to

"If a group or individual was

Even^though some families e x pert
ence hardships. Liou said she found
most parents cared deeply about their

Tutors working with students one-

needed to

them.

children." she continued.

From page 1

child

and make things more relaxing

who are completely with the program
and make sure the child does their
homework and really work with the

^

pair, they

they walked,

thanked the Los Angeles Police
Department officers who directed the
crowd using megaphones.

the country.

the

course, there are parents

preven-

continued.

physicians in each specialty - 2,550

forcing her to

Whenever a

Despite her attempts to create a
fun environment, Liou said some of

their children in conversation.

cancer

basic

as cancer, geriatrics, pediatrics, psy-

chiatry

engage

to help students

As

DEMONSTRATION

News

the reasons for the high ranking.

"America's Best Hospitals."

The

win.

"And of

build on."

name

spell the

all

where the parents
don't necessarily speak English and
cannot read or write it," she said.
Although many parents may want

research

scores in at least

of

pro-

in

science, clinical

-them based on
six

care,

research

grams

director

hospitals in the

"in

outstanding

Jonsson Cancer Center

lop

the

cited

excellen"2e

Judy Gasson

which

Roll.

in

Gasson,

Shr

_

^

of any

patient

Honor

ranks

thc

s

center.

U.S.

News

i

director of the

here."

The

Thi s

the West;'5iiid

are

eventually hinder their chances

"They don't have those kinds of
advantages to prepare them to be
competitive," she said. "We want to
give them a foundation of skills to

The

found a matching

and when they get home,
they look at their children and realize
that their kids are strangers to them
and that Ihey don't know how to

added.

caring for older persons."

with their spelling.

the time

Cudiamat said.
Such unfavorable circumstances

division of geriatrics.

"There are parents who work

said.

game Memory

the

said.

past a certain level of education," she

which lack educational services for
elementary school-aged children,

have been right on the top
for the past seven or eight years,"
said David Reuben, director of the

cancer center

surveyed

zine

serve disadvantaged communities,

"We

" highest

maga-

the

Liou

For example, Liou said she used

such interaction,

their reach prevent

3

she said.

"There are parents who never got

in the nation.

rank the hospitals,

cations more, circumstances out of
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among Khatami's strongest
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porters.
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Saturday began with nonviolent gestures

"I'm concerned about the basic
practice of abuse." Romero said.
"When people are working five or 10
years and only getting the benefits of

one student dead and triggered

13-month part-time job, there's a

Unity, the largest pro-reform stu-

a

>^

sup-

Representatives

the widest unrest since the 1979

of the Office for Fostering Unity

Islamic revolution.

visited

The Office

Fostering

for

jailed

homes of

leading

reformers, writers and

and gave

political activists

their

clear problem."

dent group, was quick to dis-

families flowers as a gesture of

While leading part of the tour Cliff
Fried, executive vice president of

avow the rioters.
"The demonstrators were not

solidarity, said

University

and

Professional

group said in a
statement. "(Students) had noth-

is

^^

ing to

cy

don't seem to Want to dance,"said

Mohammad Khatami

women

the assembly-

both said they wanted to

meet again

discuss the

in the future to

issues further.

BRAD MORIKAWA/Ddily

of

Biuin

assembly members Gloria Romero and Sally Havlce speak
with UCLA Dining Services employees in Covel Comrnons on July 7.
California

•»

Nectarines /2
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It gave no other details.
Also, vigilantes attacked an earlier
demonstration by students chanting slo-

reported.

gans

support of reform and
freedoms.
in

to violence

is

We seek to pro-

i

rig

Amid

at a

injuries.

town

':..

':
-

.

district in

.

"

Along with

in the capital's

Community

Village

I

.1

-4-

local

to

businesses,

the

Westwood

Alliance and the city of Los

Angeles,

UCLA administrators

move.

^iT^^

also supported the
^

il*^^ provide police officer and crime prevention

down^

support to the center as our commitment to the
Westwood community." said Allen Solomon, associate vice chancellor of administrative services.

it

— - We are pleased

that

41

gathering took place without

our efforts have contributed

«^
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move, according to offiwas to bring the center closer
to the heart of Westwood. At 900 square feet and
with more windows, the new location is larger and

The

Transit

••

..->

brighter than the previous one.

was dark and hard to get to.
weatherman Fritz Coleman MC'd the
opening ceremony, which was also attended by FifthDistrict Councilman Michael Feuer and Capt,
Wallace Graves from LAPD's West L.A, division.

—

The center is located at 1036-B Broxton Ave. It is open
Monday-Thursday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Friday from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m.

and Saturday TO a.m. to
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Computer Loans

And more!
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Service Center at

&
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Apply
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Chapman
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needs

Campus Express
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cers at the ceremony,
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Interior Ministry permission, the

See

1114 Qayley Ave.

Westwood Villaae

11

Westwood community, which has

demonstration

outside the dormitory, saying the

•
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turn contributed to the health of

The main reason

Westwood, according

have established ourselves as a flagship for
these kinds of programs," he said.

firing live

hard-line

.':'

':

\

10,

tinued.

"We

was not clear if police were
ammunition or rubber bullets or
whether anyone was hurt,
district,

"

Chapman.

the tumult outside the Tehran

campus

4

of the business

when rioters turned on them:

But police arrested a number
of students

in private cars,

in

University

#»

"•

and fired tear gas. but some
5,000 people soon gathered to watch the
brawl from balconies, pedestrian bridges
and sidewalks. Police fired into the crowd

tors."

SparWetts*

SAVE

moved

The situation degenerated later in the
Hundreds of people, raany wroed
with rocks and chanting "death to dicta

chanting sloga ns support

From page

Bystanders fled the scene after police

political

society," he said.

in

between the two
a dozen people were

most with head

to the health of the

POLICE

fighting

in

groups, but at least
seen being driven away

News Agency

Islamic Republic

respect for opposing views in our

popular reforms. Students are
'

official

fought a vicious battle against
dozens of hard-line vigilantes armed with
rocks and chains. The vigilantes were

President

and rival
hard-liners who have closed
Sown pro-reform newspapers
and arrested presidential allies in
a bid to roll back the immensely

Fried.

Campagnoni and

supporters

injured

day.

mote the culture of tolerance and

of tension between pro-cfcmocra-

ge tting^the

administration to dance, and they

Fateh

offering flowers.

do with this incident."
The trouble followed months

need for policy meetings to resolve
problems among casual employees.

group member

"Our response

students," the

Technical Employees discussed the

"The hardest part

Nima

A

10
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commemorating

last year's raid.

the

supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.
It was unclear how many people were
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Women's jright to
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.

unreo

crisis

1

As

s

• It

my third yearaL

begin

I

UCLA,

find myself experi-

I

encing what

SHAVING: Skewed ideals,

—Western culture demand
unnatural female beauty
summer is here again - the
time when women start bar-

Ah,

ing their midriffs, legs

and

and

were

legs

advent

visible with the

I'd like to call a

Gillette figured that

women were

if

presented with yet another

way in

which they could alter their body in
conformity to current fashions, they
would flock to it. And, it seems, they
were right. Currently, shaving is a

and

overwhelmingly supported and perpetuated by our society.
There are many ways in which this

also the

when peo-

time

ple start staring
at

my body,

and

social

whispering

me
my back,
and asking me if

think of the

I'm European.

such

about

While it
could be for a
variety of reasons,

Seymour

reactions to the

shave

don't

I

carried out. Try to

my legs or underarms.

from "NorCal."
I still have a

hairy legs or underarms.

fondness (or as

women
is

can count
on one hand. One of

Julia Roberts,

I

shaving their bodies.
not

though,

make

it

I

More impor-

so difficult for them to

stop doing so in the

first

identity.

hysteria of this type

-

shave might be surprised to learn that
the majority of women in the rest of
the world do not do so. Word has it

time-honored American tradition of women shaving began very
that the

recently, in the 20th century.

In fact,

in fact,

has

It

been traced back to the 1910s and
'20s, when, for the first time, armpits

research on unshaven

comments

mail

is

supposed

women

for this

als

^

upon which most

biologically different, but hairiness

NorCal

is

that, usually,

have thicker and darker hair

in

those

Jones goes on to simply say "Don't use drugs.
Yes, it's as simple as that! The Man won't have
any cause to lock you up." Sure, at the same time
don't drink coffee, eat sugar, chocolate, Viagra
and all other drugs that provide relief in some

being targeted by drug laws,

respond.

the

First

of all, Jones

when he
Drug War has been

starts out correctly

says that the change in the

influenced by President Clinton,

who has created

one sure way

to avoid

being mistreated by our
'unjust' criminal

system

obey the law." Maybe
Jones once again looks too
to

many new prisoners for the prison system that
the United States now has more prisoners per
capita than any other country The worid is now
in a state of war against the people who use

are trying to repair the

"Drugs".

social fabric that has

so

Since the temperance

movement of the

I9th

century there have been people fighting to limit
which drugs people consume, how they are con-

sumed, or for what reasons they are consumed.

What

it

comes down

to,

though,

is

that people

are just afraid of things that are different from

themselves or their "norms."

It is

more a ques-

tion of intolerance for others than anything else.

simplistically at

.

these communities just gave

The

up

their rights.

violence associated with this crime

in

Los Angeles,

I

comes

befrtgs,

because

it

has

capable of avoiding what a higher power

deemed

his thinking

it.

illegal,"

Jones

writes. Unfortunately,

of an independent being
than mine

^,«.,_^._

if

government

is

different

he thinks that
is

our higher

power.
It is

prohibition that

killing

is

and separating people,

home,

is

an especially

by this
jWar:
They are trying to stop the
prison industry from housing our family members for using 4 plant. They are trying to divert
money from prisons to education and hospitals.

When Jones goes on to say that "Tough-oncrime laws would no longer be a problem if
minority communities chose to avoid drugs and
•

,

comes with them," he implies
inugh-nn-cf ime laws would no longer be a prob-

many
who are in prison

drug offenses are

The

in fact

police cor-

undeserved imprisonment

it

on our peoJones says. However,

the real 'war

ple,'"
is

not that

cent ofdrug charges, but the fact

we are innothat we haven't

committed any crime. Many of them are there
for no more than possession or being an activist.

Though
tainly sad,

the violence related to drugs
it

would be

could be handled

in

is

killing

communities

and separating people, creating paranoia and
snitches. That must surely be the way to create a
trusting, whole community. There are people

better

if

is

cer-

legal disputes

a court rather than the street.

Prohibition, not legalization,

is

the cause for the

corruption. Ihc market wi ll a ways be
l

tlicie,

know

K

:

that

,

v:

,

-

have also experienced
disdain

home

problem.

com-

become a

My NorCal friends don't

even know what I'm talking about
when I bring up the idea of heightened social consciousness. They tell

me

to quit analyzing everything j)eo-

I

I

why had
Westwood at

didn't understand

up

to

go

into

why people didn't

I

freely

one another in social
situations. Slowly I began to understand these conventions and why
they exist. What's funny is that some
associate with

Southern Californians

campus

ers

unity

that

...

such a huge

campus

little

ter.

I

campus and
there's no

bet-

think

center.
'

the buildings
in

I

South

Campus are

not as nice

as those of

North Campus. South

Campus

not as exciting,

is

it's

It's

There

is

a

wide array of student groups; we
should constantly encourage student groups to f<^rm ... people

more bland."

should get involved with things."

this

Thomas Murray

Robert Battles

I

kind of

Third-year
Electrical

";;•

Fourth-year

engineering

•

":..

"
.

.

African Anrjerlcan studies

V,.-

-

would
improve the

"I would
change how

food.

much money

"I

using the word

^.-:' '::

cism, which reflects the changes they
see in me, implies that I have "sold

the school

one
place to go

makes from

out" to the Southern Californian
conventions. God forbid I should

the students

that has

and how

good food
and that's
Ackerman.

much

forget to take off my sunglasses
I

come

friends

indoors, or

I

I

might lose

really

,

when

all

my

from the Bay Area.

vival tactic. After

to dress

the lack of

such as flow-

There's only

the social codes of Southern

exist.

say eliminate

thetic stuff

would

"I

"dope" instead of the traditional
"helld." Some of my friends' criti-

why

do

"Add
more aes-

a

catch for coming

my hair, and

do and just "kick back."
One adjustment I had to make
when cafne to UCLA was learning
California - and believe me, they

Marissa Miyazaki

Neuroscience

with a suntan, blonde high-

lights in

ple

I

_

Third-year

the

hand; you wouldn't

first

Having the extreme consciousness
of social situations and symbols that
comes from living in L.A., and trying
it's

;r:^_

Computer science and engineering

.,

for summer.
NorCal residents also have a disdain for SoCal life, preferring the
relaxation and simplicity of the Bay
to the smog and traffic of the Basin.

believe the hell

Northern California, where

classes."'

would make

it's

heightened.

to use that consciousness in

NorCal when

in

is

more
more

to hire

came home

not unique to Los

two years, my consciousness of
images has been dramatically

They need

I

t

the classes

instructors or schedule

Fourth-year

residence

its

been more than 90
freakin' degrees everyday since I

past

night, or

Roush is a third-year American literature
and culture and French student who
loves to hear from readers. E-mail her at
meegan@ucla.edu.

V

want.

all

think

it's

changed since coming to the
Los Angeles area. Maybe it's a surL.A.

take respon-

is

sibility for

same thing, it gets kind of dull;
you just want to go off campus."

I've

all,

don't really

Everyone pretty much has the

important to analyze

they

proba-

making.

the

money they're

We in turn have to pay a

more for our education in
regards to parking fees, housing
lot

and enhancemeru fees for
classes that have Web sites that
you hardly ever use or can't use."
fees

one »f the laffeest supporters of
Social Darwinism. Simply put, in
L.A. you eat or you get eaten. In
bly

order to be taken seriously (at least

have to

socially),

I

ance and

attitude.

some shame

in

alter

my appear-

suppose 1 have
doing so. but unfortu-

will blatantly

I

Compiled by Cuauhtemoc Ortega/Dally Bruin Senior StafTPhotos by Keith
Enriquez/Oaily Bruin Senior

Staff.
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serving longer sentences in prisons for drug

crimes than other serve for murder, robbery,
rape or many other crimes. Soon we will have to
pay the consequences of letting our government

away our rights to be

What do y ou

independent

free,

^beings that are trying to group into a society.

Jones

is

__

prohibition that

people

to

ruption which leads to such

snitches.

in the worid.

Tobacco kills 400,000 people each and every
year, but deaths from Cannabis are far fewer.

innocent.

They

It is

paying attention to

seller, just like

this simplification:

for

creating paranoia

been

any other business

take

"There

communities

and

there will always be a buyer and a

is

;"
,

first

it

their clothes.

the weather

I

pletely inapplicable has

I

is,

in L.A.,

Angeles, Northern California lacks
the Southern California habits of
such close observation. During the

am

Southern California culture is very
much based on "keeping up with the

with the loss of the right of equal justice. "But

torn

the violence that

Gitfouit it 9 wtident of Quebec Can ada

what the

legalizers are doing.

if

damaging counterpoint
is

materialism

to.

I

Jones," that

requires thinking of people as independent

Even food and water
requirements of drugs, and eat-

would meet the
ing and drinking as addictions. Think about
The column continues,
"Ifa community feels it is

lem

that's a difficult idea for activists,

a drug.

not stop problems addiction cause" by Andy
Jones (Viewpoint, June 8, 2000), I just had to

used

had to cite one main reason
that Northern California differs from
Southern California, it would be that

Column misplaces blame for 'War

"Legalization will

it

used to take for granted
seems strange to me.

ture that

If

article,

have picked up
the habit of observing others' images
and paying close attention to the
image I project in return. While

as easily

can no longer tap into NorCal
culture without analyzing the hell out
of it. The relaxed, friendly social cul-

now

After reading the

By living

-^-

AndrewWu

Some people still try
to persuade me how rainy and cold

used to

I

See SEYMOUR, page 14

is

as

friendly stranger at

men

to

way Even aspirin

come

::

don't get

.;S^:::^^

heard countless individuals at
UCLA try to convince me that they
can "tell" who is from NorCal based

on

the qualities that

doesn't

There doesn't seem tjp be any program to suppori working adults
conning back to school."

gram but
still

I've

some-

(pleasantly) surprised to encounter a

same places as men. (The one and
is

me

giri

of strangers
the

all

I

to school after leaving for awhile.

stereotypes are hard to

fight off:

of classes.
I'm in the
honors pro-

in

students that

Somehow because NorCal

The

would be the
availability

come back

this

have experienced

I

^~

it

work in one
work in oth-

know

I

plac-

recognizing

are judged as hippies or stuck in the

California lifestyle.

Northern California, has taken on
the stereotypical characteristics of
aggressive Los Angeles driving.
Being accustomed to the indifference

the age of

puberty, naturally have hair in

that

lifestyle.

lacks the glitz of SoCal

past.

For example, my
driving, which teamed with calmness
and patience when I still lived in
for

not one of those differences. All

By Peter Gitroux

Southern California cultures.
Southern Californians have an
obvious disdain for Northern

social conventions that

hand.

were once innate just by living in the
Bay Area, such as the ability to relax
and appreciate the sedate settings.
Being a stereotypical laid back

<

;

and of a culture

1 feel I've lost

and women are difTerent and should
therefore dress, act and appear differently. Obviously, men and women are

prohibition, tough regulations

feel

emphasis

though symbols of wealth appear to
be a unifying characteristic of most
of Southern California.

7

thing

the images of Hollywood,

What we can conclude from
Montaigne's essay is that certain

disdain for Northern

change one

gest chang-

more

another.

Southern Californians
have an obvious

could

I

ing

demonstrate why no
culture can adequately judge another
or say that one is "better" than

-

"ifr

would sugis

because

know very well.

people argue that unshaven women
deserve this freak status is that men

of lower classes brought on by

I

one way

just

is

bals that tries to

of

my

to think. It

thing

natives

its

ing

California

like an outsider as I struggle to
understand the behavior of individu-

curiosities like

;•

Usually, the basis

LEGALIZATION: Criminalization

writing from

familiar surroundings,

"shemales" and naked pregnant

saintblue@hotmail.com.

during the past few

am

I

not

lifestyle is

ers. The same ideas apply I believe,
when looking at Northern and

base in the East Bay Area.
Recently I find that even in my most

women a freaky fetish, along-

only difference

ulariy glaring

weeks since

Sociology

and even
SbCal weather.
The French philosopher
Montaigne wrote an essay on canni-

and consciousness
wealth found in

strong

at the idea

Fourth-year

"The^nly

proximity of Hollywood, Bel Air and
Beveriy Hills to our campus, even

my NorCal

Dana KnickeriMKker

^

of life that has developed in response
to extreme economic competition,

to

what

women, having passed
Seymour is a fourth-year American literature and culture and women's studies
student. She loves reruns of''90210''on
FX and hates physical exertion. Please e-

wince

to

any way, what would you do?

Psychology

Her

culture don't necessarily

home

when attempting to do

women.

me

for

it is

Fourth-year

since-

symbols since many individuals define success and social status by
what they have. The wealth that I
have witnessed in the UCLA community may be influenced by the

This predicament has been partic-

us not to shave.

side other

place.

and

with pundits and fashion critics dis-

hairy

Most Americans who can't imagine a world in which women do not

native region,

enough

column, the only Web sites I could
find were porno sites that classify

wish society would

my

would like

borders on romanticism)

completely abdicating

scandalous, astonishing, bizarre for

to the realization

^^

unshaven underarms. This event was
covered extensively in the media,

Media

custom is completely arbiand without any logical
basis. While it's not a very realistic
hope, I wish that more women would
recognize this and reject the idea of
tantly,

talgia that

for

that this

came

Roush

Californian friends would say, a nos-

the premiere of "Notting Hill"

trary, sexist

I

Megan

my Southern

who showed

any type of media coverage at all sends the message to women that it

when

someone

as

cussing the crowd's reaction and
debating why Robert's hadn't shaved.

stopped doing so about four years
ago,

identify myself

LA.,

visits

so foreign to her.

is

necessarily "normal," as

visual

dif-

it

when she

Southern California

Southern California.
In Los Angeles, it is particularly
important to display wealth through

ficult to solely

in a sleeveless dress, sporting

Nicole

attribute these

fact that

is

as well as visual

in

Andrea Chung
in

still

observation signifies that the

social observation

The changes
have been such
find

everything

be supported by the conventions of intense

sis.

I

California

concerned about what

seems

you could change UCLA

normal

California as a whole

hierarchy, which

^*'~

that

less

If

My mother, for example, always

find that people

where survival
depends on staying ahead of com^titors. People in L.A. seem to be
concerned with maintaining a social

my hair

last female actress, singer
or television personality you saw with

them
up to

usually

I

is

remarks how she forgets she's

I

be

Silicon Valley,

I

metamorpho-

a

bash L.A. culture,

deny these conventions exist; these

others are doing, unless they work in

have undergone

cultural reinforcement of

female shaving

behind

even

~

multi-billion dollar industry that

Although
Northern

.4

kinds of hyper social consciousness
are so internalized they're thought to

tend to be

was born and raised in
C alifornia, I have been living in
»^^*Westwood for two years during
which my attitude, my dress, my
s peech, and

^'/^

of the sleeveless dress and high hems.
Apparently, some genius over at—

arms, and donning bikinis, tank tops
it's

h

what others have and do and striving
to obtain and do the same. L.A. culture is based on looking, observing
and copying others.
While 1 don't want to completely

-from Northern

„ipid-college identity crisis.

And, for me,

13
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shorts.

2000
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decision highlights the
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View on the Web

Recent Supreme Court

lacl(

Viewpoint

is

probably correct about

it

decreasing

your quality of life -just knowing that 20 armed
SWAT team members can come into your home
at any time to harass you can do that.
The drug problem is not as simple as Jones'
column. Telling families that they should lock uptheir kids for their

answer.

own good

is

their foibles too.
it.

but forcing

humans and

We can offer help if they will
it

is

against our rights as inde-

human beings. We need to work togethorder 10 create a new soclwy for everyone.

pendent
cr in

:

::

^

also not the

time to learn tolerance of our fellow
take

For the first time in over 70 years, Mexico has elected a president from a
party other than the PRI. How do you think this will affect the nation?
Send s ubmissions in to viewpo int@media.ucla.edu
;\- ';

We are moving into a new millennium

and it is time to end the harm that is prohibition
and work on creating a society for everyone.
There are no new frontiers any more, so now it is
all

think?

~^,-
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Obviously, what the United States
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fit
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feel about shaving. Many have told
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clothes
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what a woman looks like.
I have heard other women be a
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your appearance or
wearing traditionally feminine
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have happened to me when it comes
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notion within people that men's bodies are fine, acceptable and attractive

to shaving.

the

way

they are. but that

women's

bodies are not - they require maintenance, alteration, and conformity to

wonder if a

I

single

one

one

specific standard.

Honestly,

of these wohrien

her boyfriend

tells

dards, even

how

it's

sometimes very

conform

cult not to

if

diffi-

to such stan-

not shaving seems like

a simple thing. After years of people

my high school gossiping about me
because didn't, of having my father
force me to do so before he would let
me out of the house, and having (for-

disgusting she thinks

in

I

his hairy legs are.

Jr

fe^j

mer) friends say they are embar-

me

rassed to go out in public with

when my

My choice not to do so has always

ble.

been questioned? criticized, and
ridiculed.

Even some
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if

I
I

can

VO^NjtsSo^^

worth feeling a little self-conscious about my body every time

\Xi

208-2424

From page

10922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village

questioning

if it

really

is

their

own

Had

shaving not been introduced,

pushed and mainstreamed by the
fashion and shaving industries, I
highly doubt that the overwhelming
majority of women would shave, as
they do now. As if, eventually, one
day, it would simply just have

I

outward appearances are sim

While

I
I

dont

fve sold out

think

or abdicated the core of
I

think I've

made

my

in lifestyle

so that

I

don't get lost or taken advantage of
in the shulTle

of thousands of people,

and fashion trends. I feel I've
found a good mix of both cultures
that's worked best for me. I may get

i
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LARGE

I

Free Liter

blonder during the second half of my
college career, but

I

tojust "kick back."

heed
NorCal buds

will try to
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the wise advice of my
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adjustments

will.

givon to drivor.

i

ply too important lo over look in

me, and suggest that most women
comply with this custom without real-

Must mention ad.

13

way

Such

5:30 pm)
No modiurm and offflr excludos
SiciUans. No hatf & hatf ardors.

ROUSH
nately

looks."

NIGHT ONLY.
(After

Coupon must b«

just like to shave,"
it

MONDAY

Brentwood

208-8671 820-6636

to

ly

Westwood

around.

rolls

OFFER VAUD

guess

wrong with

statements seem very disingenuous

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WEST\A/QQD

and

for us to act

really want.

it's

summer

of women have told me, "I don't

not shaving, but

Headlines/'

H

FOR THE

that

ideals. But, unfortunately, that

think there's anything

Fries or Fresh Fruit

like

room

little

challenge that fact in any way.

women to feel they can make

many women's choices

of our Burger

is

our society are constantly

in

appear as we

lives.

seems to be the reasoning behind

All

leaving

see the significant

based on reasons other than

me

indoctrinated and strictly enforced,

iso-

strongly about this

has for women's

that has taught

what they are pressured or expected
to do. or what fits in with the status

quo

'^

What

choices about their bodies and their

3.00+ tax

guess I've developed a small

wearing a tanktop.

subject because
1

visi-

image of feminists as bra-burning,
hairy-legged, angry women. It's
funny that people consider a natural

I

BURGER SPECIALS

underarms are

complex about it.
It still makes me nervous when I
want to do something as mundane as
raise my hand in class when I'm

of not shaving disparagingly, such as

when they criticize

I

legs or

TWO TOPPINGS

Free Liter

I

good only with this
coupon, ono coupon p«r pizza.*
Coupon nnust b« given to drivsr.
Offor
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I
I
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The doctor

'"
is

-'

in

'

-

-

ENTERTAINMENT

The Pasadena Playhouse comes talife
with

its

latest production of "The

Doctor." Check out
all

the info on this

Monday, July

Good

A&E next week

new

10, 2000-Friday, July 14,

for

play.

2000

A&E on the Web
See

cool

Web

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

-

MOShing etiquette

MUSIC:
,1

L

-

^^"
a

.1

1

usually gets pushed aside

Monday, July

enjoy a jazz
at the

trio

Hammer museum features

Garden Courtyard of

'

UCLA Armand Hammer
Museum, Every Friday evening
"^

the

spective performance at the
its fifth

festival

The

and talents of jazz
your fingertips.

eclectic style

music are
trio.

now at

fifth

annual Westwood Jazz

Hammer

at

back with an
impressive lineup of renowned performers. The festival is free and performances are at 6:30 p.m. every Friday in
the

series is

July in the courtyard of the

Hammer Museum.
"We always have

spokeswoman for the
Business
Improvement

Jennifer Barry, a

who

Morrison

drums and

year career

-.•^-c-.

play."

Edwards and
music

jazz

sic

to

blues-style

jazz

to

play

some

some
some

ballads

and

straight-ahead
blues and we'll
we'll play

we do a

ents of the Peter Erskine,

Alan Pasqua

and Dave Carpenter Trio.
"They're a very modern,

hip, pro-

They have
young contemporary side to

gressive, traditional jazz trio.
sort of the

appeal to that type of jazz following,"
said

Todd

Later, a

member of the marWestwood

keting committee for the

BID

that

developed the concept for the

series.

a sampling of what the local restaurants

weeks ago,

have to

least

some

Barry

offer."

drinks can be purchased.

said.

later than the usual closing

The museum
p.m. with

people,

from Ray Charles to Benny Goodman
to Sarah Vaughn to Gerald Wilson to
Benny Carter. The list goes on and on,
plus doing my own thing," Edwards

my

we've tried to create here

jazz but also

The

make any

moshing and

merchants

in

were made

ular

Westwood

music, rock and

at

rap

conjunction with the office building

S«e JAZZ, page 20
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ART: Giving an eye-to-eye

out ofa

view of life on the

streets of

Paris, Atget depicts realism

man who, though

makes a legend
largely unrecog-

nized during his lifetime, laid the ground-

work for photographers such as
and Walker Evans.

Man Ray

Megan

on Atget's biography and technique, in the
end it is Paris - the city Atget loved - that

Dickerson

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

remains the star of the show

For the photographer Eugine Atget.
Paris was a living organism.

The groundbreaking photographer
_
knew that Paris, like any other municipali.

of the 19lh century, lived and

ty at the turn

breathed a dichotomy of existence; bountiful

storefronts bordered the carts of lonely

ragpickers, while children's dolls sold at a

premium.
At a new

exhibit at the

Musetim^, Atget's photos
ly

J.

show

Paul Getty
the careful-

decorated homes of the poor, as well as

the daunting expanses of the city's

tall

buildings.

Atget's Paris

is

lesque and berets.

not the Paris of sly bur-

On the contrary, Atget's

and real, much like the
American cities Walker Evans later portrayed during the Great Depression. After
all. Atget came from hearty but artistic
roots - an actor and a seaman, he stayed in
touch with the people. He became known
for combing the streets of Paris, unwieldy
camera in tow, and became a tolerated fixParis

is

tureofthe

city scene,

"Man with a Movie
was a man with two bags

Before there was a

Camera," there
of heavy
plate glass
and an awkward
.
_
photo camera. The results ofhis labors are
.

windows

Storefront

cast

longing

life?

ed by new technology

"The
in Paris"
Courtesy o(

Eugene

J

Paul Getty

Museum

Window, avenue des
Gobelins' (19-^5, mane albumen) is on view from
t
June 20 to October 8 at the Getty.
Atget's "Store

.,.

Man

in

the Street:

Eugene Atget

moment

his ability to capture not just

time but also the movements
of a legendary city
a

in

The exhibit (and a concurrent display of

from the casual

stroller's

viewpoint,

like his Impressionist counterparts.

much
Some

on labeling Atget a surrealist, though his work bears the mark of a
realistic documentarian. But what better
tool than the camera lo show the skewed
historians insist

He

be the ghost of a man
entering a store with a wheelbarrow, or a
little girl standing by a staircase. Nearly all
his photographs are from street level, as if
it

we, the viewers, are the ragpickers he photographs wandering through the narrow
strcets.

all

Atget thus gives us the city moments we
take for granted. His work reminds

viewers that every city has a unique heartbeat,

something incredibly relevant and

often taken for granted in a place like Los

Angeles.
It

also inspires thoughts of

contempo-

How

would Atget see,
for instance, a place like a Southern
California shopping mall?
Sometimes Atget's work seems to show
rary counterparts.

~^

only
...^ the shells of
_.
storefronts

human

^~

existence,
>,..„.>..^^, with
„....

outnumbering
W people. Here
I

is

treats Paris as a living

organism, with storefronts acting as the
city's eyes, staring at

passersby with

vis-

ages either vacant or bountiful.

and

people of a city both

figuratively

highlight says

to

kind of good time.

Many

Now

mid-

to

times

found

myself
I

don't profess

beany

discon-

annoyed,

tent,

flustered

sort of a

(the

can go on)
from the lack of
list

moshing expert, but
at least do know the
difference between
moshing and street

miO

h

s

i

n g

I

moshing

1980s,

etiquette.

The source of

my

frustration

begins from the
parties

fighting.

was known most-

is

made

ly as

pho-

in three

tographs, placed relatively close to

certs

one

>«^

m the Getty exhibit.
One leatures the Au B^be Bon

„
a toy
.^^

slore,

Marchc,
which
...v.. offers
v/..^.^ a dazzling
ua^...^ axxa^
array

of adoptable
passcrsby.
prostitute

dolls, arms outstretched to
Another photograph shows a
leaning in a store doorway, her

dangerously high for the time,

skirt

Finafly. a third,

people on the planet. Injuries
are like little badges of honor and a

literally

no overt message upon his
viewerl making the comparisons, con-

Atgci

li

pro-

work personal to the viewer.
Jnds us raw material, and we proy his

vide

tlif

what

a

connections.
— -.w. Af^er
...v*
.

ity itself
is

all,
MIS,

isn't that
•%t%

supposed to do?

Like a real-life sparring partner, a
ing,

bnathing city challenges

allovMii

with

translate

It

nt-

!

V

them

its

streets to

to leave the city

its

liv-

inhabi

metaphor.
boundaries

ideas

Courtesy 0<

Eugene Atget's (1857-1927) albumen
(1 924).

What wares we choose lo

something about our values.

sign that they've

enlbrccs

.liometime-'iievelations

Set AVKT, paft 19

•

silliest

work still keeps the emo^stance of a true documentarian.

duced

in

The mosh pit concept proves once
again that young suburbanites are the

of everj/thing a
mate cl*ils lo living women.

i>nd

be the point

back.

convey a quiet critique
culture sells, from inani-

I

may

moshing became so well
publicized that there was no turning

Together, they

trasts,

but this

history that

dow rejecting trees from across the street,

He

__

This

is

Of)e of

print titled "Staircase,

i

Paul (jetty

Muieum

Montmartre'

many Atget photos on display at the J. Paul Getty

Museum from June 20 to October 8.

there

New

in 1991,

cleverly executed pho-

tograpH shows a group of female mannequins in a clothing store, with the win-

tional

7

slam danc-

York
and West Coast punk music clubs.
But it was probably the Nirvana
video, "Smells Like Teen Spirit,"
which introduced moshing to an
extensive, mainstream youth audience. Not to say that massive moshing began at this moment of Nirvana
ing in

anothet

tanls

Moreover, the storefront windows
reflect the

early

Yet Atget's

where Atget again

Atget took the chance to capture Paris

explores the lively world of Atget.

emphasizing

quietly stunning

A'greait contrast

brings 21 st century viewers into a fleeting

I

glances at a world galvanized and degrad-

Paris.

cally brutal

and conwhere

-

Atget's street-walking produced an

gritty

past

in city's

everyman's view of an exciting

moment, whether

But, despite the show's labeled accent

By

surrealism of daily

for a couple

of decades. In its
infancy in the

%'

has become

I've

concerts

This form of
energy
release

on

-

is

live

has been going

.

it

everywhere.

Mayuto and Samba Pack
perform Latin-style jazz. Mayuto is

Photos by KEITH ENWOUEZ/Oaily B»utn Seniof

Atget's contemporaries)

I
digress. Anyhow, some might
choose to drink a lot of beer and/or
smoke a lot of weed before joining a
mosh pit. But please remember that
not everyone is looking for a physi-

it's

increasingly pop-

July 21

Getty displays photos of moments

why

sense

This barbaric, voluntary activity
called

ag^>.

the

in

doesn't

fell

so easy to imagine such a terrible seenario at a place of musical festivity.

concept for the series began sev-

eral years

I

will

is

said.

niid-'90s efforts

On

It

nice location for happy-

a

hour networking," Later

said.

a 21-

festival in Baltimore.

and I'm not a has-been either^
"(In) the
have plenty of energy and I have plenon behalf ot
he

later,

ple.

fessionally

ty left to play,"

eight

Less than four days

entrance for visitors that

not only a great venue for listening to

64th year of playing pro-

at

According to Later, the concert usually attracts between 800 and 1,000 peo-

said.
is

ing getting

80 feet to his death
during the Fourth of July performance of the Summer Sanitarium

'

"This

two

year-old fan

"What

long hair and clothyanked off.
Rule No. 6: Open your eyes before
you jump. Too many kids go soaring
in the air only to end up on their
backs, sweeping the slippery floor. ^
Rule No. 7: Keep your body loose.
I
once lear^ned that when you're
Whitewater rafting and you faH off,
don't stiffen up and resist unless you
want to be inserted into the rocks.
Keep your body loose and flowing
and you will just glide over the rocks.
rings, necklaces,

Denmark.

time of 7

evening.

artists.

many

tree

not

during a Pearl Jam concert at the
annual
Roskilde
Festival
in

open an hour

also stays

Rule No. 5: Discard anything
loose from yourself. Beware of ear-

young fans slipped or fell in front of
the stage and were trampled to death

Black Tie Catering provides a bar where

and we hope to satisfy most of the
people that might attend." Edwards

it's

stay away.

pit,

angry.

in

is

Just

During the

said.

life

fun anymore.

warm summer evenings.

concert, for the

variety of

things

"I've recorded with so
tal-

Palomino, Tengu, Maui Beach Cafe and
Westwood Brewing Company.
"It's sort ofa community gesture and

danger,

accompanying

his

Latin music because

Brazilian/Latin jazz.

Last Friday's concert featured the

one's

styles.

"We'll
play

plimentary hors d'oeuvres before each
concert. This year's restaurants include

perform a variety of jazz

artists will

rV

just

com-

sure to

Plus, avoid striking musclemen
because you're going to regret it
when they hit you back. Keep your
eyes on the little guys too. They have
something to prove and they're

their

over-

might be
mindless
fun and games,
but when some-

rants are presenting a selection of

^"^ ^^"'^ s^^
draw some attention

*^y°"'''! '^^"^"

of the

flail

It

soul-stirring blues vocals.

down where

pass each other

head.

In addition to the music, local restau-

..-^'...v.y^-^'^-.^-

Since he began performing in 1936,

clas-

jazz includes recording in

the middle of

one another and

form

Edwards has done several recordings
and worked with many well-known

from

Barbara

28,

do a very wonderful evening of music
and hope we have plenty of people from
Westwood and from UCLA and many
other parts to come out and ))ear us

keting committee for the festival. This
year's artists cover everything

in

July

20-something-year-old guys
arms, slam into

perform. Morrison's 25-

will

and they want to
Masses of teenage and

flowing,

inflict pain.

genres ranging from blues to gospel to
pop. She is fiimous for her ability to per-

part of the mar-

is

on

Finally,

I'm going to play the

lastly

swing, we'll play

a really impressive

of jazz artists from around the
country and around the world," said

District (BID),

bass and Gerryck King playing the

UCLA

selection

Westwood

element," Later said.

is

around

By Angela Salazar

The

have a group of wonderful musicians. I have Art Hillery playing piano,
and I have Wendall Williams playing

They're liquored up, their testosterone

tenor saxophone," Edwards said in a
recent interview. "We have in mind to

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

vides the bass as part

of the jazz

anntud

conga players.
"They are a sort of Latin/Brazilian
pop and R&B sound with a real Latin

"I

Friday evening in July in

museum. (Below) Jazz pianist
Alan Pasqua plays for the
Westwood crowd. (Opposite
page) Dave Carpenter pro-

saxophone player Teddy Edwards, wiH
perform.

various jazz artists every

of July will feature an intro-

often noted as one of the world's best

in

and raise your hand. There are a few
good men out there who will help you
up and if you happen to knock someone down, help them up. Usually
what goes around comes around.
Rule No. 3: Check out the crowd
before jumping in. Moshing techniques vary from place to place.
Rule No. 4: Blend in. If someone is
going frantic by himself in the middle

ByJudyPak
This Friday, legendary clarinet and

you stop

you're going

is.

^°^f
make

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

performance

pit

up,

cSS-V"

UCLA Armand

2000

10, 2000-Friday, July 14,

injuries.

*^a'^s. if

mosh

death

by need, drive of violence

The

site:

some common sense

use

Summer concertgoers

at

the Daily Bruin's

To avoid concert

(Right)

and more

this

all

had the experience.

is

always

plenty of music

When

and alcohol.
playing,
ing^a

I'll

good

start

the music starts
grooving and hav-

time.

After a while, a fast song by a punk
rock band will start playing, and soon

enough, a

little pit will form and the
moshing begins. They'll run around,
banging into each other and knocking each other down.
I'll smile at them and after the
song is over, I'll start passively danc-

some peomoshthe tempo or

ing again. Unfortunately,

ple in the pit will continue to

without any regard to

type of song playing and the people

around.

Uncontrolled moshing might be
fun and some might even consider it
an art of dance. But the potential for

just

injuries are so great that the risks are

into

often not worth taking.

Cranberries

Therefore, concertgoers should
keep in mind some essential moshing

reconsider,

survival tips that will keep them out
of the emergency room. Here are
seven golden rules.
Rule No. I: Go with the flow. You

when a cup

Now, normally

I'd say,

"Hey,

it's

good fun, let them dance." But
when these same people are ramming

me

while
is

a

song

playing,

I

by

the

am forced to

My good nature quickly turns sour
of beer

swimming

poured on
me because some drunk dork is
swinging his hands to a rock ballad.
It would be one thing if these people knew how to mosh, but all they do

Don't make any sud-

*•• ^^^B^f pi^v I"

don't want to be the guppy

full

is

against the big fishes.

Rule No.

2:

r'-^

Monday, July

18

10, 2000-Friday, July 14,

2000
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Monday, July 10, 2000-Friday, July

14,
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r^O'-irnik /

From page

learn the stealthy

ways of a regnar

those of our worid. While Cardassians

The

how Garak
Bamarren despite

are superior to

lizard.

18

was able

truth behind

to attend

his social standing recalls Dickens'

among
shorts

and

and through

films,

of playlist-free

Everything

Web
is

sponsoring

tfie

ing with the entertainment media, this site isn't

radio stations.

presented on the

trying to

sell

Barbara McGuire
Rating: 8

its own unique theme. Upon entering
'Video Stations," viewers are presented with

with

four additional "stations" to look

One exanhple

www.sputnik7.com

is

Sputnik 7
www.sputrfflky.corrr
Sputnik7.com, an entertainment-based Web
site, has so much to offer that one can easily b^
within the

site,

constantly discovering

and more interesting links to check out.
With an opening page featuring some
sperm who are supposedly "too slow" at
attempting to

new
,

an egg, sputnik7.com

fertilize

is

quite an eye-catcher.

This

site

has a theme that screams the

"Alt/Electronic," which

a

to distribute independent, under-

ground and

less

-division of the

mainstream content.

It is

noted as the world's first real-time audio/video
online entertainment provider.
Visitors can basically find anything dealing

with the entertainment industry on this

site.

Independent film and music programming is
available through the presentation of various

is

also a

Film/Anime

much

success. In

December
first

isn't.

with a look at various pop cultural elements
such as extreme sports and top-of-the-Iine ani-

One of the more

Designed most definitely after its name, the
site and its links are set up like an atomic
chart. Rm stands for room on their site and Te

Additionally, atomicliving.com offers

more

online shoppers. Also oflered for sale on the
site

and creative excellence. Especially notable was the
fact that this was the first year that the ASCAP
offered awards to Internet organizations.
Sputnik7.com has a lot to offer. Ranging
from videos to music, basically anything deal-

site is its user-friendliness.

represents tech (as in technology),

house for the

first

time

may

need.

The content providers of the

Andrew Robinson
touch of reality

gives

to sci-fi

By Emilia

By

Howard Ho

a time that he pre-

*

ture

Empire would
power of the

Perhaps the only other future histoTitle:

Price: $6.50 Pages:

JACOB LIAO/Daily

Bruiri

Garak's story,
three converging narratives.

told in

The first is the present Garak, trying to
make sense of the ruins of Cardassia.
The second is the Garak prior to
from the
and most com-

Cardassia's

liberation

Dominion. The third,
pelling, is the young Garak, trying to

genre was similar to the horror

Order, the Cardassian version of the

created a universe so complete that

CIA. Garak,

ture.

something that might exist. After
Asimov, however, science fiction writ-

Klingon

a fallen Cardassia where he constructs

ers

became more

like historians,

docu-

ry

In

this

instrumental figure in the Obsidian

considered a real language.

is

comes Andrew

tradition

Robinson's "A Stitch

in

a

Time," a novel

memoir

exiled

on DS9, returns

for Dr. Julian Bashir,

to

tol

Cardassia

itself consists

FREE MOTOROLA PAGO)

.^.^

YEAR AIRTIME
MEXICO, CANADA. CEhTTRAL AMERICA AND
NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER "2" US!
WE DEUVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD
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9-29 yr
30-39 yr

-

$70.00 per rrnxith
$1 09.00 per month

40-49 yr
50-59 yr
60-64 yr

-

$1 71 .00 per

-

$252.00 per month
$290.00 per month

Ifi=l

-

own

misguided" and not making

much sense.

MOSH

.''

Without the formulaic elements of
big names, mind-numbing special

From page

f

summer

year's

block-

l)ig-budget

Hollywood production would like to
introduce you to a company of actors
who appear purely for your aesthetic
pleasure; more water than you'd need
to float an ark; and a plot with vital statistics

that flatline.

is

is

ritualis-

(Shohreh
Agdashloo) is kidnapped from the airport upon her arrival in America, and
her two children are forced to navigate
the streets of Los Angeles alone. Tenyear-old Sam (Keyan Arman Abedini)
and his younger sister Sara (Lauren
the

movie,

Pari

Thanks to your patronage, the
untamable forces of "The Perfect
Storm" have clearly washed out the
competition for this summer's box

Parissa Abedini) encounter potentially

his

dangerous characters as they attempt

and

office returns.

to find their only relative in town.

Enter an independent film. Director

box

office

with

'

But the gangsters, prostitutes and

studded
steel

I

at least

1

allu-

belt, necklace, rings,

WWF,

and there is
no championship belt to be won.
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is

and Cardassia

reflect

It's about flowing to the music
and grooving to the beat.
If that weren't enough, there
are always those perverts who
decide they can fondle and grope
any and all females who pass
above their heads.

To
here

guilty parties involved,

all
is

don't

some

advice:

1)

if

you

know how and when

mosh, stay out of the
because a

to

pit; 2) just

girl is floating

over your

not

''••':

ship.

that

deats

common

ref-

sense

in having fun and remember what
your kindergarten teacher taught

you about

^<

common courtesy.

Judy is a fourth-year English student and mosh pits make her feel
old and tired. E-mail any comments
to Judee525@aol.com.
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Baskin(^Robbins
Ice

4BD, 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME. FP,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED GARAGE,
SEC. ALARM, SUN DECK
3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2195/MO.
(310)391-1076

10%

Off

w/

infinite possibilities.

Hi

ON-SITE MGR. (310)837-0906

Assodoli

OeMislry USC
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I
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(310)391-1076
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OPEN HOUSE MON-SAT 10-4PM
.1

Cream 6 Yogurt

208-8048 •WtttwoodVillagt
10916 KinroM An

ANY CAKE
$13 MINIMUM

:s'>

Every

'7 »-

wi Itpbomint

Monday until August 28

ivnfkBteai CosmMit DMIblry

10921

COURTLEIGH DR. $1195/MO.

/L.

m

2BD, 2BA

11748

Prof., Oiaiuil

Ji.

$1.99 $2.99!

MER BRyiN

Restorative Dentistry

__
I^MlJi

VISTA

TOWNHOME, FP, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT,
GATED GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT. OK
11913 AVON WAY $1195/MO.
11931 AVON WAY $1195/MO.

eBivd.

-

:
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fxp.7/24/00
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July 24

August 28
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Yogurt
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in a

universe of
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ATGET
From page
Atget's

16
city,

as seen through the

Getty exhibit, does just that. With
Atget as a guide, we see a Paris with a

mournful soul. Grimy, dark and
abandoned at times, Paris comes off
as achingly beautiful. Like the old saying goes, a picture

sand words. In

Atget

this

-.-'--

in

Man

worth a thoucase, it might be
''-/' '
is

the Street: Eugene
Paris' runs at the Getty
in

Museum through October 8. The
museum is open Tuesday and
Wednesday from 1 1 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
Thursday and Friday from 1 1 a.m. to 9
p.m., and Saturday and Sunday from
1
a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission is free, and
parking reservations are unnecessary
for college students with ID. For more
information, call (310) 440-7300.

./r»;v,<^„

Hon Young Azor-Mehr

Smoothies I $3.00 OFF

3614 PARIS DR. $1295/MO.

IN

Village

UCU ID (in store only)

WE DELIVER!
noon-10 pm

2BD, 2BA, TOWNHOME. FP, GATED GARAGE,
SEC. ALARM, CAT OK, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT

MAR

Westwood

WWW.AMRmHK.CpJi

TV series that

that Star

gap between peoples

'.'^SiAi*.;-

NEW9

in the

Trek

SI-'CENTURY

208-8048
•

i

FOR TNE

Cream & Yogurt

10916 Kinross Ave

GET YOUR

^..^r*

DENUL PMCTICE

s tri ng

and

always has been, about bridging the

^•«

nCN

not an episode of

Time" proves

P^t^
HIGH

is

"A

'JtA7

insuranceObolaboncom

it

appeals to diehard fans,

PH: (310)820-8221
emoil:

to

Despite obscure references to char-

FINANCIAL/INSURANCE SERVICES
(AikOUTSM

readers

characters.

BASK IN'THE

floor kerckhoff hall
UCLA SlumntsOnty

of today,

issues

cism, but of genuine spirit

Daily Bruin

apply atrasucia

••.-•

special elTects or outlandish romanti-

^A'

y.-m^-'-:..

of dictator'':'

challenges

of a TV episode,

ART: "The

your

find

understand different cultures and
ways of thinking. Though Rojbinson's
book is essentially a novelized version

Cranberries are not hardcore.

I'm not trying be the party

to

In the tradition of the Star Trek

true.

eree. Just use

struggle

'.--

head doesn't mean she is coming
on to you; and 3) remember the

toed boots

are two inches from your face.

This

Wolfgang

Now

who decides
that he's a kickboxer when his feet

Kamshad Kooshan cannot compete at
the

each other.

do
know the difference between
moshing and street fightings
On an even higher level of
annoyance is the whole "crowd
surfing" phenomenon. Again,
there's nothing wrong with a little
floating here and there, but when
that 380-pound big boy decides he
wants to be passed over your
head, you know that things have
gone a little too far.
The same goes for the guy with

blockbuster brain damage.
In

hit

moshing expert, but

reckoned with, offering summer auditic

push and

don't profess to be any sort of a

a force to be

ences a refreshing break from

17

after centuries

Robinson

Robijison uses these literary

Federation

democracy

PASTE UP ARTISTS • JOB #30

starting at
1

'

starts to

today
'

description of Shakespeare as "politically

of democracy. Similarly, many

needs

I

^^..HN.^e.,^

to the presti-

when he

Ad Production Departnnent

doctor,

Full

1

when

virtues

countries

surrounded by six "spokes" of vary-

esteemed cohort from DS9.

Do Ybu Need Medical Insuranoe?
coverage with no deductible, choose your
CTA P^^ month.
only ^# v
plans

consists

line

humans psychological-

they have yet to learn about the

of a capi-

an

The

Wm PURCHASE OF

is

genre, providing a chilling vision of

fiction

393

Time"

Stitch in

more daunting than Asimov's is
Gene Roddenberry's. Star Trek has

Before Isaac Asimov, the science

Publishen Pocket Books

"A

make his mark in society.
As expected, Robinson lays out
many details of Cardassian infrastruc-

A Stitdi in fime

Author Andrew Robinson

Deep Space

and helps further clarify the minutiae that define the Star Trek universe.
Garak is known to most casual Star
Trek fans as the tailor on DS9. But as
later episodes reveal, Garak was an

the

*

fictional universe

human-like robots, to tens of millennia
the Galactic

"

to the

This

buster.

X>YCECHON/D««(y Bruin

Nine," provides insight into alien cul-

under

pline, especially

and overly simplistic story lines,
Kooshan's "Surviving Paradise" cannot draw large audiences in its first
weeks in limited release. Nevertheless,

Hwang

Welcome

dicted would see the invention of

Foundation.

Daily Bruin Contributor

series "'Star Trek:

-

the independent film

TV

when

outdoes mainstream

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

spanned from

later

diversity stereotypical,

site

about Elim Garak's coming-of-age.
Robinson, who played Garak on the

1-996,

relief

is

Peterson's unbeatable equation (o^ksuccess.

.

expands on

Sara, two children strand-

effects

menting a future consistent with itself
Asimov's own history of the future

come

FILM: Indie movie's take

still

promise
further interesting discourse as well on the
site. Spikeradio.com, a 24-hour Internet radio
"station" which focuses on new, up-and-com-

Star Trek actor's novel
style,

the movie "Surviving Paradise."

anything anyone moving out of their parent's

for outstanding music-related content

BOOK: In Asimov

In

making

$eeNnSCAPES,page20

,

BOOK REVIEW

Sam and

from formulaic flood
on

^

are electronics and housewares, basically

"

~~

than just fashionable clothing items for trendy

as

Tale of lost kids

tent portion to their site. This area will feature

1999, the

Light in«e»l<*«nTX'nt

notable aspects of the

atomicliving.com

providers as well as online viewers themselves.

to

Ksyan and Lauren Abedinl star
ed on the streets of Los Angeles

dising but have also recently launched a con-

entertaining stories written by content

New

_^

mation.

they are not focused solely on merchant

sites,

Robinson's Shakespearean plot
even garners irony from Garak's

Expectations."

power and a future in the
sions to evoke classic themes in a new
government. Bamarren's ruthless^ jetting. Indeed, the charm of the novel
training techniques make college
comes from its settings deep within
seem like a walk through the Mandara
Cardassia, a place that is light years
Valley on Tohvun III. It is here that
away from Shakespeare's England.
Garak finds friendship, love, betrayal,
While much of the Star Trek universe
and, most importantly, himself
is Federation-centric, Robinson delivRobinson borrows much from
ers a world where humans are carepopular literature. The account of
less, good-intentioned meddlers, and
Garak's trek through the Mekar
Cardassians are the characters the
Wilderness reminds one of Frank
reader must identify with.
Herbert's brand of spiritual disciconflicts
The
between
the

.

Atomicliving.com also features something
for the adrenaline rushing side of college students and young adults. Centerseat.com, also
a content provider, provides online viewers

the

"Great

in

access to

and informa-

With plenty of Web sites out there geared
toward the 18-24 demographic ol' college students, sometimes it can be hard to differentiate between what isrworth looking at and what
Even though atomicliving.com boasts the
same features as many college-based Web

win an ASCAP
(The American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers) Deems Taylor Award

Web site was one of the

links

T^ak.

gious school of Bamarren, he finds

MTV interactive branch that

many entertainment

offers

Pip

social mobility, but

little

Garak gains entrance

womengamers.com, a site dedicated to
electronic gaming lovers, and sonicnet.com, a

tion.

4ink which offers showings of award-winning
shorts as well as anime features.
More than 50 short films will be available
this summer on sputnik7.com. Recently premiered is "Horned Gramma," a short which
was an official selection at the 2000 Spike &
Mike Festival of Animation and the 1998
Chicago Underground Film Festival.
With accredited chairman Chris Blackwell,
founder of Island Records and Palm Pictures,
it's no wonder that sputnik7.com has encountered

underdog status of the Internet - providing

medium

Ato mic Livi
www.atomicliving.com

at.

life'

The "Cardassian mosaic"
of

are

hosts indie-type music ranging from California

ska to heavy metal. There

lost

underground music from across the globe
....'...,
is one such provider.
Other content providers whose uniqueness
help bring much-needed definition to the site

site as vari-

ous "stations." of which there are many, each

the farmers of

b^ns

administrative spoke of Cardassia.

ing,

viewers anything but a good time.

Garak

purposes.

ing

ly,

''-f

*

w

wfm^^
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July 10, 2000-Friddy, July 14,
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disenfranchised characters of the film.

PARADISE
19

From page
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Entertainment

(which

JAZZ

j

where

however,

Disappointingly,

.

&

"Surviving Paradise" succeeds by pre-

16

movie turn out

empowerment

soufce of

be

to

Hollywood,

fountain of vice.

view

it

fails

falling into those

"Surviving Paradise" ofTers a refreshing

of diversity

to

same

keep

The

nic diversity.

immigration explodes into one

Los Angeles is a paradise where
unity is found in celebrating diversity.
For the Iranian American children,
who must navigate through a rainbow of
ethnic neighborhoods, hope and help
come in all colors, ranging from African
Americans to Asian Americans to
Mexican Americans.
Diversity is power to Kooshan. The
Iranian-born writer, director and pro-

stereotype after another.

tions.

tions in a "salad

The

film

The ow ner of the Chinese

some

and

u ho

gives

Sam

his

They are

The

result

Since the kidnappers do not appear to

!

is

From page
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Mr. F.

especially equivocal, as the

is

man

short story writer-turned-hit

ponder the

to

is left

Planning to reach more than
this

to stay true to

its

viewers.

Sponsoring various events such^s
the Warped Tour and special
advanced screenings of movies
such as "High Fidelity" at various
campuses, they will have no trou-

Kooshan's feature

films.

15

end of
young
year, atomicliving.com hopes
adults by the

million

•

pation. His multi-faceted character solicits

debut offers an alternative to the larger-

"Storm" and proves that you
don't need a deluge to tell a story.
than-life

deeper inspection,

much like the other

Westwood

combination

this

new

bring

will

people

into

"We

The primary sponsors of the festival are Arden Realty and GTE,

encourage people to come

out and start their weekend

Westwood," Later

in

said.

but a small portion of funds also

come from the Westwood Village
Community
Alliance.
The
Westwood BID works with Festival
production company, to develop the

JAZZ: The Westwood Jazz at the
Hammer series Is every Friday in July
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. In the courtyard
of the UCLA Armand Hammer
Museum at 10899 Wilshire Blvd. The

lineup f6r the festival.

concerts are free to

Productions, a well-established jazz

very

are

effective

For information

in

call

who

all

FILM: "Surviving Paradise"

now in

it's

nothing of the

Barbara McGuire
Rating:?

I

limited release.

tion.

For

sort.
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Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors

Wanted

forTsaie

on healing methods and eating

2700

active part of

salon.com, you can participate

in

forums or write in letters voicing
your opinion. So whether you are
looking to read what others have
to say, get current news and entertainment or just say your piece,
you can do it all at saIon.com.

feminism.
to
presireli-

Salon

and even the "Lie
of the week." There is also a politi-

www.salon.com

cal calender for the current

in politics

Angela Salazar
Rating: 8

:

month
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Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates

3001.

Books

3100
3200
3300

3TmHngs
$9,95

-
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Cameras

/

Furniture

5U00

^

DmhreryOnly

feM

SI 00

.'i^OO

s5no

Lunch specials from $3.99

•

Complete dinners from $4.99

MANN

MANN

Come in and by our new menu items

•

Camcorders

I

/

Software

LAEMMLE

I

Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
liable Sports

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
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like drinking pina

am

into

If

champagne,

tomorrow
cut through

a bar called O'Malley's

where we'll plan our escape

Do you

like chocolate truffles?

and basking warm
If

Dcparlment
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I

and

if

your IQ
like

in

high

my

at

nape?

Yes,

I

me and

escape

like eating chocolate

truffles

and lounging by the pool
I'm broke from paying taxes

and valedictorian of school

meet you by noon

tomorrow
cut through
at

all this

red tape

a bar called Maloney's

where we'll plan our escape
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Aulo Insurance
INSURANCE... LOWEST Price.
Same day $R22. Any driver, student discounts & good driver discounts. Call AAIA.

AUTO

quote 1-800-225-9000.

^900

Shi

Autos

Sublets
Vacation Rentals
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sun?

you're not into taxes
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Generous Compensation
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been looking for

Egg Donors Needed

Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494

red tape.

the I'm the love that you've

you are a woman between the ages

Reproduction! PbuHidal
comperuftian, of course. Completely
cormdential. For mofc information,
please call USC Rapiodactivc
Endocrinology at (21)) 975-9990.

u

all this

while kissing

of 21 ai\d 35, the numy eggs your
bod V dispoBts of each monm cait b«
uaea by an infertila woman to have a
baby. Help an infertile couple realize
their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance Icnowleage of Human

^\.)\m

meet you by noon

I've got to

midnight
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wishing to help infertile couples.
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$il.99/month. No ads, no busy signals.

YOUNG.
AJI

graduate application essays. Any

7000

Paid to you and/or the charity of yoiir choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition
to your compensation.

^zea2g(lfefe-T^-->
Mercury Broker in Westwood. No Brokers Fees. Also other
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.
(310)208-3548
1 081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

TRAVEL
Westwood

Ace

310-820-883P.

views, proposals, studies, theses, dissertations,

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be
especially gined in athletics, science/madiematics or music.)

Insurance

$11.99/MONTH

920

etc.

SUMMER TUTOR

61 OO

310.UCLA.FLY

finalizing.

Since 1970 - PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers, reports, statistics, re-

$^9

6000

Computer/Internet

OFFERING RIDE

Words,

$566
$400

6000

milan

PARIS $676

POLICE It^POUNDS! Cars as low as $500

arxj

Personalized, professior^l assistance.

buenos

brazil

present your best. Edit-

to

Dissertation formatting

ing.

C$T#1017039-10

Sydney $861

good

820-4145.

(or listings

^-

u^
acapuico
puico clublm
clublin cologne halsinki
nalsmki

STATEMENTS/APPLICA-

TIONS. Expertise

,

NEW YORK $303—

MUST SEE

in

limited.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
PERSONAL

South America SpeciaHsts

sette, leather seats, air cond.. sunroof, au-

tomatic. $29,500.

Space

counseling.
Call:310-704-3611.

www.pro-travel.com

BOMti fvlADRlD
,.._ TF.L AViV psi
OSIC
sycney tokyo no de Janeiro new yoric ion cfori
,

in-

service. Call anytime.

london $624

AMSTERDAM PRAGUF
Ph^^^p:..

Like new, radio w/cas-

MA. Marriage and Family Therapist
an adoptee specializing

'doption

PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL SERVICE

LAND ROVER LS
1998 w/1 3,800

ers,

tern (*35018),

R/TAIR FARES FROM

STUDENT TRAVEL

63K, white, automatic, fully-loaded, excellent
condition, dealer-pampered, 60K dealerservice done $7,600. 310-476-8267/949609-4471.

all aspects of being an adoptee with
adoptees Facilitated by Dianne Riv-

style/requirement. 323-871-1333.

GUAYAQUIL/QUITO
1993

<;,in- Kit w/l'iiic;l»;is€'

Explore

PHONE (31C!)441-0680
_

/k900
for

&

5^/0/

MLI

ottier

INCA TRAIL 5D/4N $490
MACHU PICCHU 3D/2N from $365
JUNGLE LODGES 3D/2N from $300
AMAZON CRUISE 4D/3N from $595
GALAPAGOS CRUISE 4D/3N from $703

*

C5

i

UKNCBB/

Tour Packages
Hotel

hit

Ttwrs 3-5. Sat 2-4|ini

International Airfares

Eurailpass

I

n227ValiyBM,f20l

lOIi

RESERVATION AT

24HOURSADAY

*89rt

ADULT ADOPTEE
GROUPS FORMING

SOUTH AMERICA

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

L

'50

.addi

EYEw EXAM
SI
fur

I

courteous people to assist our customers with
their parking and information needs.

B(T *79pr

^

ASTIGMATISM EXT
C

(310)312-0202
WosfwoocJ Blvd.

(323) 277-4595

UCLA Parking Services is looldng for friendly,

brown eyes.

BIR)CALyMONOVISiON

Inc.

1281

299 RA
219 RA
229 RA
82 R

Chicoao

IfouiVe in ffDod

Mrwvf.vicforyfraveLcom

AQUA

^

S'

CHANGE UGHT EYES B4L-.,-™.«49Pt

«m4J»ji. -

Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria:

/iiistaie

(IT#70(79tS-40.

Boston

Air - Transfers)

-

Tom not indudtd.

NEW YORK^59Rn1

W

"iri s

BhM, Gre«n, Aqua

-ot

.

>

^Mo/4B«es<G9

Hnal, Graan. BIim

Carocos
Sub|«(i lo

S(

pr

Donor Meeded

Special Egg

fun without leaving

Chile

6700
Professional

NO HIDDi N (;HAM(.I
EXTENDED Of DMLY 2 $59..

ext 9033.

Belize

Mexif o Escapes

preferred*)

23

CONTACTS

home.

Bogota
ChMte

FoMflita/wttwJwi/l puidwst.

j/p Doiocc (3 nights

mirV18 yrs older.
7420. It's all the

Lima
Buanos Airw
S.

/ t(](]

-&..

$2 99 per
Procall co number 602-954-

•l«/M« Pawl*

Mexico City
Guadalajara
Cabo San Lucas
El Salvador
Honduras
Costa Rica
Nicaragua
Guatentalo

2300
Spertn

FOR SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT FUN

LATIN AMfEl?lCA Sr^EClALlSTS

and cash handling experience

2000

•

VICTORY TRAVEL

(Previous customer service

10, 2000-Ffiday, July 14,

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITiNG & EDITING

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/CCXINSELING

lor

de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic

stress,etc. Couples/Individuals

fessional At your

tims

lesson tree.
Neii:323-654-8226.

Liz

may

t>e eligible for free

Crime

vic-

treatment. Call

Gould(MFCi32388) ©310-578-5557

schedule tree oonsuNalion.

kjtKifj%

?06-3060

/^
'tidii

to

ThMM,

Papart. and Par*onal SislamenM
PrepOMlB and Boolia
Imwnattonat Sludinia YKatecima Sinos 1966
•ar.

MiO.

(S1i| *

7000
TiiturliU)

Oflured

WRITING TUTOR

KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate
Help wMTi Ilie Engllkh languege-for studant* of al aoaa/level*. 310-440-3116

24

Monday, July

10, 2000-Friday, July 14,

Daily Bruin Classified

2000

Tutoring
Evaluation

and treatment of oil

^

health

7400

WjiUed

Businf?ss Oppoilunities

Business Oppurtiimties

Diagnosis and treatment of symptomatic

unique job opportuniti^

Counseling and support

for

relating to sexual function,

concerns

AU

lo tutor,

NO

l

HIV

http://www.saonel.ud^eciu/health.htm
(^nhr

for definitions.

PT

Ashe Center

Novelist

Puzo

RESUMES

DSB

Fragrances
Karate rank

SI

T

1

GMjA

Esi

A
D
R A Y
A R L oR'H A L F^A
1

Corral

instrument

umm

23 Low necklines
24 Singer Easton
25 Act like a police

hUs
S
SB
TOO

1

28 Eucalyptus eater

ssaci

^So

1

[sH

1

— Tin

64 Singer James

DOWN

product
38 Mine entrance
39 Restaurant
offenng

1

44 Not as bright
45 Naps
48 Baseballer

Canseco
residence

50 Emulate Dali
52 SctKK)l of
whales
55 Adequate
57 Poet Dickinson
59 Wheat
60 Norwegian king

—

Gamut
62 Soap ingredient

Dim

Raleigh's title
4 Party thrower
5 Aura: slang

6 Not working

—

7
moss
8 Pouch
9 Like plastic
glassware
10 Attack on,

Minister's
1

12

castle
Director

28
29

Light brown
"Sorry!'

31 Sheik, for

2 Pressing need
3 Walter

40 Hardwoods
41 Residence
42 Synagogue

63 Agile

Live on the

well-rounded, friendly fast typist
really knows the internet. Night/Day

who
shifts,

fT/PT I0-l2hrs+comp. benefits pack-

including 401 K.

created

this

ad

just

If

it

for

seems

like

we've

you, please

Dwan

Swabbers
need

5 Sicilian volcano
18 Eye makeup

33
34
35
37

Matinee

one

man

Roomy

41 Having no

adornment

43 Jungle animals
44 Football coach

jacket

21 Drenched

52 Two cups
53 Gymnast

Grad
Director Clair

Pour

2000

2S

84 OO
Apartments

(or in

ut

ages 4 1/2 and 2 1/2. PaReferences required.

BABYSITTER
Valley.

$10/hourr20hrs/week.

3pm. Person needs

to

have

818-905-1215.

BABYSITTER WANTED
Regular Friday/Saturday night. 2 kids.
$10/hour References required. Suzy:452-

For two boys

accounting-type offk:e. Includes phones and general
office duties. Must have computer and basic
math skills. $10/hr. Fax resume 818-508-

2001.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

in

ex-

Must krK>w
310-278-9338. E-mail
resume aribussel@hotmail.com of fax 310-

MS

business

Office.

278-0038.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
needed

Assistant

tor flex-lime

FAX

eling. Flexible hours. $20/hr.

For foot mod-

818-501-3959

TEACHER ASSTNTS
School looking

lor

and experienced teacher assistants

capable
to work

with elementary level students, M-F.

1PM. Begin September.
sume:310-471-1532.

8AM-

Please lax

re-

7600
Care Offered

Satur-

AdmimstratiiJe
Assistant

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL

run by
Ages2.5/6years Two large
play-yards Open 7:30-530. Close to UCLA
310-473-0772
grads.

20 hrs/wook

school/canf)p.

(4hrs/clay). National leader,

Pickup 8 & 11 y/o from
M-F 12 through 6pm. Pacific
Call:

213-841-

CHILDCARE

(or personable 7.5y/o girl. Pickup school/camp. CDL. own car. insurance.
N/S. M-F. Approx 3-5 hours. AfterrKX)ns
$9/hr+gas. Laurie 310-440-6738.

DRIVER/BABYSITTER.

July 24-April 2001

Afternoons

approximately
I5hrs/week,
$8/hr-t- mileage. 2 teens 13& 14. Need good
car. driving record, and references. 310-4708595.

Pn

an accredited reproductive
tissue bank seeks exp'd
person to assist in all new
client account activities.
Must type min. 50 wpm &
have good computer j
keyboard experience.
Candidate siiould have a
.

positive attitude,

communication

nearby West
wood/Century City home. Referer>ces and
experience required Please call:310-5&l2036
in

and
Must be

skills

Excellent with chiW-

needed

in

Needed

filing,

good communk:atk)n skills, MS Word/Excel.
Send resumes to Lori/Debbie 310-206-8015.
small medical research group. Good conv
municationywriting skills, word-processing,
Windows 95, Up to 20/hours, weekdaymomings. Starting-$8.00/hr. Westwood. 310-

is

Westwood. 8-5 30 S200/wk 310-

COACHES NEEDED2000-

Soccer Boys: Varsity
Varsity and JV La310-391-7127 Call
positions.
crosse Paid
Nate ext. 24^ A
Football,

Football,

P/T positions

A\

University

during the summer.

Start

Credit

HELP WANTED
MARKETING STUDENT NEEDED to market
and promote an up-scale optometric practice. Leave message at 310-418-2020 and
fax resume to 310-271-3959.

HOME CLEANERS
and up. To clean in Westside areas. Must t>e dependable and have
P/T-F/T, $9-$12/hr

April.

HOMEWORK SUPERVISOR/TUTOR

for

and

2-hours per evening M-F, $9/hr
310-476-4205.
Science.

www.ucu.org/jobs.htm, Ackerman A-level
Service Center or fax resume or letter of in^'
terest lo 310-477-2566.

working PH". Lifetime residual income. Simple concept. 562-428-4910. Recorded message:800- 31 3-3526 ext. 207.

as TA

in

5th

k:al skills

,

310-274-5963.

ENTERTAINMENT LAW FIRM seeks

full

time legal typist/transcriber. Must be fast and
accurate 9:30-6:30. Fax resume and salary
requirement to E. Kraft 310-441-8010.

IN

COMPANION

to vital

woman. Westwood Condo, Walk

in

Santa Monica. P/T Flexible,

Male/female

8000
Internships

FILM/PR/ADVERTISING
ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING COMPANY

English

some

skills,

guage fluency

also with foreign lan-

skills to

intern credit, cjose to
ble, plus

some

add

to our staff. Pay,

UCLA,

pan-time/flexi-

skills.

Please send

anamariaOeiol.com.

Phone:

For

INTERNSHIP POSITION
POST-PRODUCTION Company

offers op-

permanent empk>yment. Call

Joel:310-82B-2292. provideol Oearthtink.net

new

SALES ASSISTANT/INTERN. Make

City.

OF INTERVIEWING. The QaNup

Classifieds

uir.DKiv

r.i.msitlPfK

825-2221

206-3060

825-2221

Great

for

surtriderentOaol.com.

81 OO

F/T and P/T for
Westwood. Please fax: 310-

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST

Organlza-"

MODELS WANTED EARN
working

for established

required Must be 18>,

$200-$1000

photographer Nudity
athletic,

outgoing.

No

experience necessary. 3 23-377-7937.

Persoiuil Assistiipct!

ELDERLY UCLA ALUM
Needs help and compank>nship. Seeks
ture,

responsible,

driver to

do errands

Er^lish-speaker.
arxl light chores.

NURSING STUDENT
ovemlghts/week with
Call Lauresponsible
be
twin Infants Must
for help 1-2

ra:31 0-478-2434.

n>a-

good310-

270-4290.

WANTED

Fireplace, Jacuzzi. Dtahwaihar,
Rcfrtserator, Air Condttloncr LaiMtdry,
Cathedral Ceilings, no pets

Short Term

Summer Discounts Available

660 Veteran
208-2251

MARINA DEL REY ADJ. HOUSE.

2+1 h/w
w/d hkups, w/c car garage. $1,500.
310-395-RENT fee. Free search at
www.westskjerentals.com
floors,

OWN ROOM in 3bdrm. ApaiXmenl
Available July

1

$500/mo

-August. Call ASAP!! 310-

209-5073

PALMS

GLENROCK

J

Quiet, lower

1

APARTMENTS

P^

GLENROCK
•J
AND

2-t-2,

balcony, air conditioning,

—

all amenities. 2 car gated parking.
Laundry, bus connection UCLA. $1050/mo.

fireplace,

310-390-5996

PALMS TOWNHOUSE

2bdrms/1bth, catok.

patio, laundry, parking. $975.

low agent fee. Free search
erentals.com

310-395-RENT

at

www.westsid-

LEVERING
PALMS.

^A
^^^^~
^L

^

k

Bedroom Apartments
3 Blocks to

Campus

Single apt from $575, $600deposit.
1-year lease only. Stove, refrig.. carpets,
vert, blinds. 310-837-1502 leave message

8am- 5pm

only.

PRIME SANTA MONICA APT 2+1

I~

Rooftop Sundeck

&

^^Vfl-

Fitness

^^^^-

Room

PRIME SANTA MONICA APT
laundry, great locatkKi! $675.

Study Lounge

In

6

unit

buikjing. laundry, parking. $1,400. 310-395-

RENT low agent fee. Free
www.westsklerentals.com

search at

w/ltMfh, R&S.
310-38S-RENT

tow agent fee. Free search at www.westsiderentals.com

^kkfl-

Laundry

^^^J-

Gated Assigned
Parking

\ Bv

^r^^B
••I

m^

screen-

grad student. Pay $10-$12/hr. Culver
Val:3 10-998-041 7. ;
^

EVENING
SUPERVISOR

intercom entry,
gated pari<ing, laundry, all appliances. Movein ASAP. Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

ing calls, assistance. Flexible morning hours.

ented people. For more information please
call 310-208-0785 or 310-612-7873 or e-mail

stores tor upcoming releases

2 BOw/l^ft $1815
Intercom System ft Gated PartUng
Rec room, SaurM, Gym Roo

entry,

rooftop pool/jacuzzi.

^kBl>

call:310-476-4632.

offk:e in

BD $1195-1295
2 BO $1495
BD w/loft $1495

Facilities

oriented

MBA

retail

Telephone

benefits. Ideal candkjate is

fax to 310-91 5-9188 or email in text format to

FOR...
18-26

Fur-

se^ks high energy interns with superior

portunity for

singers

1

Gated conf^

1380 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bath. $1595. Park
view,

^il

data-entry, basic -der-

Fax: 310-277-2687.

single $950- $995
Sinsle w/loft $1145

lyr lease. 310-824-1830.

to

business major or

Call

plex. Quiet. Pool. Laundry.

90

Will train.

Film advertising.

MIN TO UCLA. WESTWOOD. Ibdrm.

w/great
singer,19-26,
looks/style for alternative/pop band a la Car-

rava/dance/R&B/freestyle groups. Also need
dancers/songwriters/and other musteally ori-

ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING

1

nished. Carpeted. $lOOO/nfK)nth.

WANTED:Female

grade classroom Sepi-June. 3 morning
hours daily. Fax resume:31 0-472-7856 or

tion—Irvine. CA. Email resume to: don.dusatkoegallup com 949-474-7900 x.710.

470-7594

TYPIST/TRANSCRIBER

and has accurate typing

3 10-282-8060.

resume

.

West LA. Fax

tising industry aspiratk>ns, detailed

Flexible hours available for part-

time/day-time.

Coordinate
store visits. P/T-F/T-8am-12pm or 12:30pm4:30pm-flex $10mr-t4)onu8. 310-333-1985.

-

nursery school teach8:30-12:30.
M-F

dynamic with entertainmertt and PR? Adver-

Must know computers,

AfMirtincnts

4253.

woriting with the entertainment industry sec-

shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19hr8/wk. $6 70/hrto start. STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research Library Rm.116l7 or call Antigone Kutay 310-

208-4457

our website:

sought.

Wilshire Boulevard Temple.

tor

LOOKING

ELEMENTARY TA

ENERGETIC. WARM,

ie:323-935-5102.

LOOKING FOR A
SUMMER JOB?

Retire in 2-4 years

COLLEGE STUDENT WANTED

letter to Valer-

825-1084.

EARN
$300-$1000 WEEKLY
NEED PEOPLE NOW

plus.

LIBRARY JOBS

Flex

Diamond Head

^

OF

VILLAGE, MIDVALE N.

.

Must be dedicated, aggres-

ented, computer

must have

2-^1 plus
sunny, patk). garage. $1 ,275. 310395-RENT tow agent fee. Free search at
www westskjerental.com
in kit.

1bdrm/1bath. $1050. Hardwood private patk), telephone entry, walk to UCLA. 10966
Roebling Ave. 310-824-2595 or 310-208-

TEACHER/ASSISTANT
er/assistant

1bdmr»$1075-

MANHATTAN BEACH DUPLEX.

eat

BLOCK TO CAMPUS

1

to: www.alladvantage.conrVgo.asp?
refid=TBJ262

Lobster

Monica and Barrington, needs help 6
nights/wk. No Saturday Nights 10pm- 11pm.
$60/wk Call Homa ASAP 310-479-0180.

schedule, p/t-f/t. no delivery,
car/ins. 323-822-9209.

month-to-month, pets ok. $2600 avail July
1st. 310-998-1501. 310-478-2251.

Advantage today.

INTERNATIONAL FILM
ACQUISITIONS

medical

www. crvQbank com — ^

fees

sive, self-starter, very organized, detail ori-

COMMISSION ONLY $8-15/HOUR.

alarm

LEVERING. LARGE 1&2-B0RM APT. EXCELLENT VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-6294.*

458-9294 or fax:310-458-9654.

Please fax resume and cover

Rent

New, view, large, secured,
doors, washer/dryer inside unit,

•WESTWOOD

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED The

Languages a

for

1
All

Restaurant

literate.

RENT low
www.westsiderentals.com

$1125. Half a block from UCLA. Security
building, quiet, spacious, furnished, parking
available. Rent irH:ludes gas and water. 650
Landfair. Call Uuren 310-824-03191.

WESTWOOD

competitive pay, great k>cation. Laurel:3l0-

SENTATIVE.

at (310) 208-8477,
Attn: LaTrice Allpn or email
to laJlen@nrvohfl.nkr.nm

•Plus size •Children
pnni & nun-unnm coinmcrdal.%

DISABLED WOMAN WHO LIVES near Santa

Apartments

STUDIO.

Must See! $625. 310-39^agent fee. Free search at

HUGE SINGLES $775-$825.

campus. 310-472-9945

male/female models/actors

ASST NEEDED.

^^

north of Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-8987.

CASH!!!
GET PAID TO SURF
THE WEB!!!

yr/old

for all types

jsasL
to

R&S.

fee.

$525 BACHELOR APT. Fumished, near bus
and UCLA, 1601 Beloit Ave, west of 405.

SURF THE WEB FOR

WEEKEND LIVE

yt-t -.tortetlT

No

BRENTWOOD GUEST COTTAGE
Ibath,

3BDRM

x.710.

Visit

digans. Oasis, No Doubt. Major label interests, serious inquiries only. 818-508-8555.

Are you a model.

F«ir

8400-9800

Part-time. Call

resume:310-445-1283. Betsy:31 0-445-1 280.

Looking

housing

dial-up ser-

Leadership
roles. Tokyo, Japan. Email resume: don_dusatkoegallup.com or call Don at 949-474-

7900

$685. 310-395-RENT low agent
us at www.westsiderentals.com

quiet.

Internet

for

DSL and

Make $75-$200/ day.
Alan at 818-762-3467.

Go

or wvnnt to

BRENTWOOD APT. w/large ctosets. laundry,

inter-

—Senior

pay.

Go

the

in

and a gen-

STAR SEARCH 2000

Unkjn.

Excellent

environment.

Needed

Provider, sell

vices.

Join

10th grader takir^g Spanish, Algebra,

530 Veteran
208-4394

k.^

SALESPERSON

ate.

310-471-6212,

ftiiiK ttAiM iftinftMannftffflhiftit

pointment.

for up-5cale optometric pracF/T or P/T. High-energy, articulate, ex-

N») experience required

CUSTOMER SERVICE

our stores

^

year. Giris

JV

to worit in

ndup

Call Harry O Creative
1-800-245-5423.

clerks with experience in the

environment

Japanese Graduates

communication skills. Computer LiterLeave message:310-418-2020 and fax

1st

for details.

Singles $965

merchandise focus salon.
managers, asst.. manag-

area. Excellent pay/benefits

cellent

car.

July 23-Aug.

SALES Now hiring FT/PT at Rufcut, used
and vintage Levis, in WLA. Retail experience preferred. Bob:310-473-LEVI for ap-

ASSISTANT

MIDDLE SCHOOL&HIGH SCHOOL
2001 school

for

and sales

retail

HELP WANTED
trce.

RETAIL CLERKS
Openings for clothing sales cler1<s at Mercedes-Benz LA Open Tennis Tournament
Futures

in

Special

Bachelors $645

RETAIL/PUREBEAUTY
The new name

michelle.london.cpa@world-

to

Summer

RECEPTIONIST— WANTED: a few good
students to study while answenng phones.
Flexible hours, close to campus. Cindy 310839-4777.

net.att.net

Must have

faxing, data entry.

piOearthlink.net.

urxJerwear modeling. $50/hour.
races. Please send full-length bathing suit

photo

Tf-mpomry Employment

ing salary

for

bilingual in

.

ren Great driving, errands Local reference.

tance:

$10 and up, based on experience.
Send resume to ADHD &CAPI, 100 UCLA
Medteal Plaza, Suite 430. L.A., CA 90095 or
fax to 310-794-6583 or email adhdca-

Casablanca West

8200

receiving payments, typing correspondence/manuscripts, copying, faxir>g, telecommunicating. 30hrs/week and up. Startbilling,

Earn top $$$. 323-441-0985

GORGEOUS GIRLS
AND GUYS

INSIDE SALES PROMOTIONS REPRE-

Visit

CANTONESE SPEAKING BABYSITTER

good

Spanish/English
l£u-iguage. Please faoc

NEEDED

CHILD CARE needed

Positicxi.

attention to detail.

LOVING CHILD CARE
.

LOW PRICES $$$

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social clubs in
WLA. Conversation only. No ateohol. Flexi-

All

clinical

For personal
care for disatiled man. Morxlay-Friday one
hr/day and alternate weekends. Will train.
Strong References. Near UCLA. $300/mo.
310-475-5209.

appointments, communicating with patients,

Sennce

offk;e assis-

DRIVER WANTED

P/T

Refs. required.

CLERK NEEDED
UCLA- Opthamalogy. General

hours,

July 10-August 15.

Palisades.

permanent, good English skills,
West Los Angeles, $99.50/hour. 310-826-3759 ex.229.

pace

with families in fast

Responsibilities include scheduling

ADULT RESPONSIBLE MALE.

with

310-996-0223

to

Full-time,

well-organized.

office in BevHills:

Call

resume including availability and phone
number to:3 10-398-6651.

0792/310-454-4366

FEMALE I^DELS WANTED:

FULL TIME SURGERY SCHEDULER

strong administrative and organizational
skills. Must have medical front office and surgery scheduling experience. PC and telephone skills required. Team player for a busy
Westside office. Benefits and 401 K. Fax re-

resume:31 0-271 -3959.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Work

settir^g.

erous employee discount. Call for
view:310-474-4080.ext208.

summer

job and possibility to continue. Ex.dnving
record, must know LA. Quality company,
great pay. 310-457-5051.

edge. Peachtree, Microsoft Outlook/Office a
plus.

Fax resume 310-450-4868.

for interna-

BABYSITTER/DRIVER

for

MOTHERS HELPER

in

pos4tk>n at westside research institute.

day night female babysitter wanted Additional hours possible. ExperierKe and references necessary. 310-470-4662.

to help

design arxl portfolio opportunity.
310-470-8595.

UCLA

ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT PT-FT

plus
Mulholland/Beverly

BABYSITTER/DOGSITTER Regular

Full-time, over 21.

826-0679.

medical Call-24/hrs 323-850-44 17..

:

ARCHITECT STUDENT NEEDED
design home addition. Small pay

$$$

crazy fees. Program for free

Own car w/good driving record. References 3 1 0-470-2047

Career Opportunities

Cliild

No

Glen.

7500

WLA

Great pay.

jobs. Start inrvnediately.

8&12 3 afternoons 3-6

possible additional time

818-215-7836

PRIVATE

all

Fun/Easy.

tiorial

BABYSITTER/
DRIVER
.

CHAUFFEURS.

CLERK TYPIST/RECEPTIONIST Manage

WORK*

RESEARCH

No Sex

change

*MOVIE EXTRA
Beats

enthusiastic coun-

Computer/accountirig knowl-

friendly.

LA

re-

2227

.

54 Pigment
56 Negative
votes
58 Tumblers pad

Help Wanted

Palisades area
310-459-9071.
cific

Your Choice!
Lingerie Model

Korbut

pick-up after school, driVe to activisupen/ise homework, Mon-Thurs. 3:30-

girl,

ties,

hiring

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

Bright, motivated, organ-

restaurant seeks hostess/cocktail waitress 2-3 nights per week.

ble hours.

fun includes:jet skiing,
amusement parks, tjeach days, paintball arxl
morel 18 and up. Call Heather:31 0-477-2700

very personable 11 yr

7800

BABYSITTER NEEDED

Starting after

__

Call

selors!

ble.

loving, flexible. Mid-Wilshire area.
Must
dnve/provide refererKes. 323-936-8856

PRINCESSES

Nudity
Full Nudity

$7/hour.

&

ized

ers,

Monica

Santa

sume

CLERICAU

girls.

flexible hours. Starts 7/31.

Partial

old

3 and 1.5 yrs. 9am to
2pm. two-three days plus occasional evenings. Please be experienced, energetic, fun,
For two sweet

YOUNG TEEN

$300-$1000

:

Valley.

FOR A DELIGHTFUL

Camp now
Summer

Pali

WLA CHILDCARE
7:30PM. Begins 9/11. $10/hr. Call Dr. Alan
Yasser 310-277-2796. Summer work possi-

San Fernando

(18+) needed for
new adult site

Shula

45 Self-satisfied
46 Pan of a

51 At a distance

Bold
Overfeed

Looking for the perfect Internet Business?
www. homebusiness. to/jet

47 Admission
48 In a
quickly
50 Paper-mill's
commodity

loves to play/have fun.

BelAir/Roscomare

in

quired. 2 children

Heaps

—

who

bright/intelligent

Call:31 0-889-01 19.

Caesar s road

1

23
24
25
26
27

Located

Wanted

person needed for
lOyr-old girt. Help w/homework. keep room
orgar)ized. Afternoons. Dea Shandera:310260-1557. 310-449-3745.

WEEKEND BABYSITTING SERVICES

INTERNET DOLLARS!

time
students.
Michelle:310-474-7771.

On UCLA campus.

We're looking

FINE DINING

Bookstore

for retail sales clerk. Ideal for

part

Bright, happy, energetic

visit

er.asp

has opening

Child Care

NEEDED!!!

got the job for

BOOKSTORE CLERK
CONSTRUCTION TECHNICAL

VERY SPECIAL SITTER

BABYSITTER

Need

you!

age

web? Have we

company

health/nutrition

10 countries seeks outgoing individuals for
part time/full time Training available. 310552-3244.

7700

Wanted

BABYSITTER
NEEDED*

EXPERT
INTERNET SURFER

www.inetnow.com/home/jobs_web_surf-

Roof

61

Business Opportunities

1

N U M eNa LpC AhjG A R Y
O R A NHM V E SllB L E U
N
f^ A R
A G US
L
H E Q
E
E
A L T
H

officer

leader

Child Care

req^cle.

7400

INTERNATIONAL
in

7700
ENERGETIC

1

FILE/OFFICE CLERK. Law fimi has P/T position at $6.50/hr, minimum 20hrs/wk Monday-Friday afternoons. Fax resume to 310274-2798 or mail to Lurie & Zepeda. 9107
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 800 Beveriy Hills, 90210.
No phone calls please.

DAY/OVERNIGHT

4-year-old

1

BEVERLY HILLS

on our anonymous

Looking for responsible/caring/energetic
person to serve as babysitter in after-

T
B
tIbIy B
D E
B A C
L T
Z E E
O N
E A N
T S Y
C K

Call Chris 310-659-

OFFICE ASSISTANT

life

CAMP COUNSELORS

W]

DQEa

drawing models wanted by photographer. Call Peter at 310-558-4221.

hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience required. Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

310-824-9941

call

FEMALE FIGURE
Or

;

Santa
Monica. 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 323-4662888.
reports.

noons M-F. Enormously

20 Chirp
22 Keyboard

49

fli-

SEDDSS QIQSQ

Qoras

hours,

to assist disa-

bled woman with errands/laundry/misc.
chores. Must have car. Call 310-828-4686

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs

:

sperm donor program. Receive free
health screening and help infertile
couples realize their dream of
becoming parents.

specializing in thes-

i.

32 Fuzzy fruit
36 Single thiing
37 Vineyard

own

for information

Typing
$2.50/page. Photocopying, answering service,
$50/month.
Personal
mailbox,
$50/month. Car garage. Personal answering
service also provided. 310-475-8787.
services.

DOSS

DQISS

Cairo's river

31 "Cat on

your

820-8830.

Brainstorm

'30 Slants

you're male, in good health, in
^
college or have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job where you can
earn up to $600 per month AND set

Create, develop, or refine. Editing, word processing, application typing, dissertation lormattirig, transcribing. Ace words, etc. 310-

#

f^

5002.
If

10 minutes from

UCLA. Young woman wanted

weekend hours also
and Santa Monica ar-

ship. Health Benefits.

APPLICAHONS/

lists,

POSITION-

Seeking friendly, motivated, responsible person for front desk position. Monday thru Friday 5:30 AM-1 1 :30 AM. Free club member-

$oOQ per month

commitement

Typing

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVEQ,

Use a rod
and a reel

5 Execs
9 Neigtiborot
Mex.
12
13
14
16
17
19

minimal-time

7200

ers, brochures, mailing

FEMALE ATTENDANT

HEALTH CLUB

B.H.

ftexibie hours

Paul at 310-285-9670

es, dissertations, transcriptk)n. resumes,

ACROSS

F'<;rsonal Assisl;iiu;e

start,

eas. Can: 323-822-9209.

WORD PROCESSING

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

or FT. $8.50 to

www.iutorjobs.cora

TYPING/SECRETARIAL

ucia

WORK

available. Century City

testing*

health related question:

Please call the Ashe

Hflp Wanted

Entertainment law firm seeks
F/T office clerk to do copying, faxing, and
mail processing. Must have clerical office experience. Salary doe+benefits. Fax resume
to E.Kfaft:31 0-44 1-8010.

3 79-7070

Enthusiastic
responsible individual with
great phone voice needed for fun txjsy office.

SEEKING MATH TUDOR for 14 year old
Car need UCLA undergrads only Con-

310 825-4073, or visit the Ashe web
site to request an appointment or ask a

*

Wiinled

NM.ESSAKYNp tKES

(310) 448-1744

For information or on appointment call

-3t

81 OO

WESTWOOD

12 hours a week/$lOhour.

boy.

Ultra confidential or confidential

RXPF.RIF.NCK

ASSISTANT OFFICE

l

h

tact

agrs, all typ««.

Ai]i)nioNiN(;Now(8 1 8)

performance

or orientation

Clinic

1

TplRVMion, Film, CiHninftrcials, Music
Videwii, Print & Modeling.

energetic people witti

SAT scores

Croup in n<iw
& new talrnt for

Ittoking^ for n<rw facrM

$ 5-$ 2 a/hr. H exib e hoursT^
Car needed. Call Joe

nooinfenance of

sexual health and to reduce risk of STDs

Hedlti

7800

GENERAL OFRCE

F/T

International Talfnt

Palos Verdes.
assist in

7800
Hfilp

Help Wanted

especially in W.L.A., San
Fernando Valley, Pasadena,

STDs
Counseling to

7800
NEW FACES WANTED

\\'ANTED

Need
high

Men's

74 OO

SAT TUTORS

non-symptomatic sexually

tronsmittecf dflseases ^STDs)

r

7100

10, 2000-Friday, July 14,

issues

and reproductive

related to sexual

Monday, July

Daily Bruin Classified

pEcrcj^E

^^M
437

REDONDO BEACH APT

Individual alarm

systems

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

RESERVE YOUR

1 APARTMENT NOW!
SUMMER '00
1
PALL 'OO-'Ol

2+1, baloony. Lg"

ck>sets. pool, yard. $1,400.

310-395-RENT

tow agent fee. Free search at www.westskjerentals.com

SANTA MONICA APT.
ets,

laundry

2+2, w/C pet, lg. Clos$1,595. 310-398-RENT. Free

&ANTA MONICA

APT. w/ R&S, in garden
$750. 310-395-RENT tow agent fee.
Free search at www.westsklerentals.com

'*

setting

GAYLEY AVENUE

fully

SANTA MONICA APT w/walk-ins. laurtdry,
new paint. $775. 310-395-RENT tow

full kit.

agent

fee.

Free search

at

www.westskjeren-

tals.com

w/ocean view, walk to beach. $695. 310-395RENT tow agent fee. Free search at

310-839-6294.

www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA

MONICA

CANYON

TRIPLEX,

BRENTWOOD APT

SANTA MONICA DUPLEX.

2+1. conl.

tandem

cess, laundry, yard. $1,195.

310-395-RENT

RENT

^

search at www.westskjerentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1 .2.43BEDROOM
$8954UP. LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE* W/HAROWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS

pool,

i

ckjse to beach

SANTA MONICA APT

fumished bedroom, available for
summer sublet Share with one male. $475.
Includes parting spot. 310-208-5187.
Large,

2+1 dsm»shr, laun$895. 3lO-3e5-RENT
k>w agent fee. Free search at www.westsiderentals.com

dry,

2+2. catok, bakxjny.
parking. $1,595. 310-395-

tow agent fee.
siderenlals.oom

Visit

us

at

«vww.wMt-

low agent fee. Free search

at

K^

www.weetskl-

erentaia.oont

Display

J!

:\,

Monday,

26

July 10, 2000-Friday, July 14,

2000

Daily Bruin Classlfif d

Monday,

27

Jiily

10, 2000-Friday, July 14,

OaHy Bruin Sports

2000

—J

8^00
Apartments

I

i
)

for

Rent

Apnftments

H

Rent

for

2bed/2 bath condo. Security, pool. Jacuzzi, near park and
and
storage.
UCLA
Great
closets
$1900/month. Call:310-234-2690

www.keltontowers.com
2bdrm/lbth $1500. Ibdrm/lbth $1050 and
$1095. Stove, Fridge, Laurxlry room, ParkingaatO) 824-2112.

WALK TO UCLA
WESTWCXDD. Large

singles

and 1-bdrms, 2

bdrms. Pool, jacuzzi, walk-in closets, fireplace, full kitchien, balcony, gated garage,
laundry room, gas&hot water paid, instant
broadband avail, www.keltontowers.com.

WEST LA

Cool person needed ASAP to
share good location 2bed 2bath apt.
w/female and cat. $480/mo + utilit. 310-820-

TOP LOCATION
1-lxJrm. junior.

and

All utilities

one parking included. Days 310-475-7533.
evenings 310-659-4834;

•

^

»
ir
LEVERING ARNS
Sunny
& 1 Bedroom

Large
Singles
Walk

to School

and

$335,000 GREAT WESTWOOD 3BED.
2.5bth townhouse w/rare small yard. AC,
Sec. Syst. * extra storage arxl side by
side parking. $675,000 Charmmg updated 3 t>ed house w/3 room guest house.
Natural wood floors, A.C. spacious
rooms. Barbara Gardner. Broker 310285-7505.

Ibed,

1

Village

667-669 Levering Ave.

Small 1 bdrm-$975.
1bdrm-$1250. 10990 Strathmore Dr.
Parking, laundry. Available 5ept. No pets. 1 year lease. 310-471-7073.

Near Wiishire Blvd.

WESTWD. WALK UCLA
Lovely
2bedroom/1bath,
and
$1500
ibed/lbath $1050 and $1090. Small
2bed/1bath $1250. Beautiful hardwood
floors-carpets. 310-824-2112.

WESTWOOD. 2BPRM/2BATH. $1325 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM.
MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. 310-839-6294.

Ibath,

$695. 310395-RENT low agent fee. Free search at
www.westsiderentals.com

FURNISHED Guesthouse
1st.

Utilities

One

quiet,

available August

UCLA.

included. 6-miles from

non-smoking female preferred.
$750. 310-390-1032.

8900
House

APT

2+2,

modem,

bal-

cony, blinds, large closets. $1,250. 310-395-

RENT low agent fee. Free
www.westsiderentals.com

search

for

dry,

Rent

and minutes

to

"n

N.

OF WILSHIRE
2ba, den.

Spacious, fireplace, wet bar. Avail
$1900. 310-273-0784.

Aug

4mi/campus. Own room, share bath,
backyard. Quiet neighborhood. Female preferred. Available 8/1.

Across the Street from

washer,

Walk to

www.westsiderentals.com

Village

WESTCHESTER DUPLEX.

ummer

Lg.

729 Gayley Ave.
(310)208-8798

9000

.

8500

.7

Apartments Furnished

BEVERLY HILLS

GUESTHOUSE
825-2161 Display
825-2221 Classified Display

PALISADES
NEW HOME

of

age. Prime location!
club house. Own your
for

UCLA. $995

including

utilities.

Walk

to t)each,

cool,

own space. Allowance
new mobile home included in price.

$255K. Financing available. Call:Doug:3lO453-8047.

9200
Housinc)

310-858-

8600
for

pack-

New

6031.

Condo/Townhouse

this

your choice with

appliances, wapher/dryer access, private entrance, garden-view. Beautiful. lOmins. from
person, furnished.

Needed

DOCTORAL
CANDIDATE W/ HOME

Rent

- ARTIST RETREAT

for Sale

REPAIR SKILLS

to

full

kitchen,

Westwood

Walk

Blvd.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE
APT FOR RENT
15-minutes south of campus.
Quiet, cheerful teacher's fK>me, share bath,
male student-preferred, light cooking, car
necessary. 310-836-6730.

$300

208-7299-

is

up against the

well,

Sacramento

in

Pac-IO

nneet won't

take her out of

"Coach

Her

have liked at the NCAA meet have
given Tolson a level head.
:^

1

1,

is

lifetime best, currently at 56-

away Trom where she
do well, according to

just inches

needs to be to

all

util.including

laun-

dry&garage. Walk to campus. $550/mo. 310474-5012.

Professional/student to share very large
3bdrm/2 1/2 bath. Fireplace, patio, washer/dryer. $700/mo. Very large master bedroom, walk-in ctoset, $850/month. 310-477-

8922.

WLA ADJACENT
TO

Santa Monica/Brentwood. Private room
and bathroom in luxurious condo. Security
buikjir>g, parking available. $700/month utilities included. Available now. No less than 6
nwnlhs. Call Linda 310-442-5215.

9500
Room

ROOM FOR 2, Fumished Bunk Bed,
bathroom. July/Sept. At National/Sepulveda by 405 & 10. 3241 Sepulveda. 310397-0255.
1

closet,

house,
Westwood/Pico. 3-mo. min stay. Required 2
good references. Private bedroom sharebath. $450/nDonth, includes

in front

utilities.

but

I

they

know

that

it

would come

it."

"I'm excited. I need to relax right
now because I'm overwhelmed. I
can't believe I've actually

With Tolson' and
Chaniqua Ross ready

teammate

made

it

to

the trials," Tolson added.

comknows what she wants,
she knows what she has to do. and she

to storm
through the shot put event, the competition may have been underestimat-

This

is

the mind-set that she

petes with. She

what I'm hoping

done

for,"

spins again to launch another awe-

some throw.
"There
form right
can throw

Now

is,

it

there.

that's

it,

that's the

With

this

form, you

more pressure.
more pressure, the better
throw, and that's what you
better with

with

you'll

need," Venegas explains.

;

confidently clutched

in her right
hand. The difference will be that
depending upon where the ball lands.
Tolson will be rewarded not only by

the praise of her coach, but possibly

with a spot in Sydney.

w/home

391-6303.

Description

apt.

$375/person. A/C, rooftop spa, cable,
7/1-7/31. Females only. Helty -31 0-824-8925.

BEDW/MATrRESS

built-in

LOOKING FOR A PLACE

BICYCLE 21 -SPD

oonvTHJter, great oond.

540 MIDVALE. 2 spaces open

summer

Your move

in

of the best deals in Westwood.

Phone

Check weekly

ranrVB

vram

Item

for updates so

you don't miss out on great savings!

www.houcampus! Search

BIKE

sublets.

ROOMATE ASAP

RACK

trunk

bookshelf

mount

new osterizer

Description

Phone

Price

310-204^3432

DININQ SET

tbl46 chair&fleaf

$60

818-990-5187

N/A

310^4-0995

FRENCH TEXTBOOK

trench 1.2,3

$20

310^42-73(19

$86

310825-4826

FUTON BED

frame nmttress sheet

$50

310-5760511

$100

310-825-4826

FUTON BED

mattress, sheets

$60

310^750511

$45

31(^664-9551

FUTON BED

twin

$60

310-208-2609

N^A

elegant, auftientk:

N/A

31(>€640551

new k2^ 90ft boot

$10

2bdrm/2bth

to live?

off

FREE* some

Price

200 mhz/64

w/ wood frame

BLUNDER

brand

BOOMBOX-PHIUPS

odtaperadb

$45

310-475-0511

GUCCI PURSES

CD-RW

24x2x2

IQO

310-204-3432

INLINE

$10

310-209^11

LAMP/NIGHTSTAND

$6

310-2090211

wooden, kxiks new

none

CHAIR

MAC POWER PC

8100, good oondilion

310-208-2609

metal

310-20&^11

$450

CHAIRS

Share big, spacious apartment, furnished. $700/month.
Call Danielle:310-209-2100. Sophie:310-

penUum Intemet

$100

21^4534192

MATTRESS

queen,

$75

323«7-7029

COMPUTER
COMPUTER BAG

310-664-9651

MATTRESS«3UEEN

largus

M/A

serta/good condition

443-9539.

$100

TEXTBOOK

mtfiagement12QA^206

$60

new!! crate&barrel

909-596-8934

310443-8509

COMPtJTER DESK

T\i

black.

900 noG^

$20

310-575-0511

lO rca ookjt iv

SIA-iKVAlOP

CORDLESS PHONE

ipR
9bO

2bdrm apt. $650/month. Available 8/1-10/1. Female nonsmokers only

TV

large, bright,

please. Call Laura 310-264-0503

$75

tv/radio/lape

$46

good range

WATCHMAN

black,

310-575-0511

310-204-3432

CORDLESS PHONE

nokia5190

$60

310842-7349

SUBLET FOR RENT ASAP West

LA.

1

bed.

2bed apartment. Own bath, riew complex,
$850/month. $425/each for 2^310:571-0802.
in

"^

ROOM ATE/SU B LETTER
NEEDED NOW!
July-September.

Private

phone

bedroom

and

line.

•

S.M.

••

SUBLET

SANTA MONICA— Furnished bedroom

rdy

.j^

in

SUBLET NEEDED

SKATES

.

WIRELESS PHONE

new

ene p/onA
sUtrOtO-OtM^

(vy>

310-204-3432

Atrium Court 2bed/2bath. price negotiable,
move-in immediately, contact Jarrett at:

7

jquon9ucla.edu

WESTWOODFumished on

To place a
Studio

Landfair,

Summer

sublet-

August Available.

ad

Fits

3 people. 2 parking space. $825/mo w/all
utilities

in the

Bargains,

Bmin

fill

out

information on the right
submtit to the Daily

SPACIOUS

maximum,

I

including spaces)

I

I

• Description:

I
^

1

(20 characters

I

maximum,

(20 characters

including spaces)

I

•

Price:

maximum,

I

including spaces)

I
I

Price:

I

I

I

I

i

YOSEMITE
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Art Venegas

"I've got a better chance in the

then not placing as high as she would

1-2 PEOPLE TO SHARE 2 bdmrV2 bath on
Midvale Ave. in Westwood. Large, bnght, secure with laundry/jacuzzi. July 12-Sept 1,
Dates negotiable. Ami: 415-387-7331.

Private roonfVfull bath. Beautiful view, large
security,

it."

are best.
shot," Tolson said.

they really catch
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hammer
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girls aren't

PR and get a lifetime best.
Competing in the Olympic Trials
means accomplishing a lifelong
dream for Christina Tolson since she
started competing iri track and field.
"It was a dream, but
didn't think
it would be a reality," Tolson said.
'I
always wanted to go to the Olympics,

"She just doesn't quit.

throw throughout the 2000 outdoor
season, including the 2000 Pac-IO title
after her 208-5 launch, Tolson insists
that the shot put is where her chances-
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top

can both
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hammer throw as
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take

in not only the shot put

world for two days of competition
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backyard, hardwood floors,
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One bad meet won't

share with female. Right by Westwood
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in quiet

Venegas. "She's very driven; she just
doesn't quit.
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to
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view,
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$400/month, $1,200 move-in. 310-202-8521

$600

can help you, but here you've really
got to muscle it out." Venegas
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But because of Tolson's hard work,
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UCLA. Walk

—of her

ready to give

former, she's got a shot, according to

Competing

"She knows that she's on center
stage now, and when it comes to practice and competing, she turns it on,"
_ Bolden added.
It's this seasoned quality that has
carried Tolson through her season of
ups and downs, and will help maintain
her focus in one of the biggest meets

is
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parking. Female, non-smoker. Graduate
student only. $75(VrT>onth. 310-478-5359
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gym and
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cuzzi. Available August.

ROOM FOR RENT Own

1st.

h/w floors,
laundry. $750. 310-395-RENT low agent fee.
Free search at www.westsiderentals.com.
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SHERMAN OAKS, wanted female Roomate.
Nonsmoker, Own room/bath, shared apart-
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to succeed in the shot put.

"This event

go through, she went through
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Great location. 310-453-9474.

FEMALE NEEDED to share beautiful large 2
bd/2ba WLA apt. New everything, full amen-

A/C, parking, laun-
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QAYLEY MANOR

OKAY. Woman, nonsmoker.
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$575/month. Call Marsha:3l 0-390-9007.
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2bd/2ba bungalow with patio hardwood

Call:310-575-0021.

HILLS ADJ.

BEVERLY HILLS

Furnished room in large house. Grad students preferred. Kitchen privileges, pool,
washer/dryer, utilities/included. Need car.
$400(very small). Abby;310-275-3831/818-

WEST LOS ANGELES

bedroom and bathroom in a
four bedroom apartment.
$589/month.
Call:323-460-4560. Your own bedroom in a
four bedroom townhouse. $499/month.
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Available immediately. 310-281-6268.
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kitchen access, washer/dryer. I5min to
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Big bedroom w/private bath

"
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"I'm going for the mark to make it
there. If anything, fR-ing and doing
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SANTA MONICA CITY

HOUSE TO SHARE
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Large

1235 Federal Ave.

A

Patio,

WESTWOOD VILLAGE.

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool, Near bus line

BACHELOR.

view.

II^AGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/HiRise singlefpor2bdnn $90K-$150K. Walk toUCLA/Village, 24hr/security. Spectacular
views, pool. Jacuzzi, sauna, valet service.
Agent-Bob, 310-478-1835 ext. 109.

Guesthouse
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U.S. team, both McPeak and May, and
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come here," Tolson said. "I
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While Tolson's presence
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There are four top teams, but only
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before

years
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"I have my own style,
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because
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coached by one of my ex-
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Former Bruin and SaberCat kicker Chris
made all but one extra point attempt,
and also made field goals of 45 and 25 yards.
His 62-yard attempt in the third quarter was

mark of 72-3. He is ranked second on the trials list with his
mark of 226-6.
Godina has dominated the

blocked, though.

shot put competition recently,

The Avengers were plagued by injuries.
Starting quarterback Todd Marinovich left
the game in the first quarter with a rib injury,

and won World outdoor
1997 and 1995.

Tray Crayton left in the second with a sprained

two years as a
Bruin in 1994 and 1995. Having
already won a silver medal in

fill

happen

for a
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any other place

in the

Getting two

help
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the

game on a

women's

will

number

ideas," Olivier

the

of

Tia Jackson

said.

Carrier, a former assistant coach at

Cypress Junior College, will also play an
important role for next year's team. Olivier

leading team

Pac-10

of the Year
Maylana Martin and
starting guard Erica

Gomez

they

in

year

conference..--:

altered

Bruin

squad.

"Any time you have
two
people leaving and
________^______
only four on staff you
definitely have a transition year," Olivier
said. "But it's a positive situation and we
will make sure we work as a team and show
the players how a team operates."
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fired up, though,

depends on that day."
Track and field is decided in
a single race, or throw, or jump.
Anything can happen. It leaves
an element of surprise with
each and every event.
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The

trials offer athletes,

both

veteran and rookie, a ticket to
the next level. Highlighted by

performances of a lifetime and
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Olympic
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and a dream come
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that far.
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discus and enters

Coming on strong in the shot
put will be junior Christina
Tolson and Chaniqua Ross.

Wide receiver and defensive back Anthony
Rice had three touchdowns, including a 55-

fifth

meet out of the way,"
pole vault coach Anthony
Curran said.

currently sixth in the

is

in the

and I'm

His only regrets were the two interceptions he threw,^"I wish I could have those
throws back," Semptiphelter said.

Tracy O'Hara, currently
in the world,

to get this

training

passes.
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tucked

212-3.

passes for 346 yards and hit seven touchdown
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Seilala Sua, the ath-

the trials in third with a

played in four weeks, he completed 18 of 31

he contin-

in

Sua

was taken out,
Semptiphelter stepped in. Though he hadn't

feel it,"

chance to be the first UCLA
member of the USA women's
pole vault squad. As the 2000
Indoor and Outdoor champion,
she has been training hard for
over half a year.
**It's been a very long season,

world

Marinovich

can

I

the trials with valuable experi-

behind secondplace Powell's throw of 214-3.
"I'm excited," Sua said. "My

After

energy,

ence under his belt.
Also competing in the throw-

still

arms.

feels that they're

the world record of 15-1 earlier

produced spectacular
Iriays, like Damien Groce's touchdown pass in
the third. As Groce caught the ball in the end
lone he was smacked in mid-air by two
SaberCats, both of whom landed on him. But
when they got off, Groce had the ball safely
in his

"Nobody

winding down. They're picking

Olympic Games, Godina enters

on.

J

better

up the steam. There's so much

NCAA shot put

most wins in
UCLA track and field history, a
four-time outdoor discus champion and both the 2000 indoor
and outdoor shot put champi-

make next
a more challeng-

ing one for the drasti-

in

titles in

throwing

"They're

the shot put in the 1996 Atlanta

with

29

than ever.

has a shot at the
pole vault team. Barely missing

lete

the

2000

"They're ready, to throw.
They're not in this late season
slump," said Venegas.

ued.

is

10, 2000-Ffiday, July 14,

pressure.

titles in his final

ing circle

will

Assistant basketball coach

"Everyone's
number
one job is recruiting, and I
will excel at that," Jackson

...felt

earned respect from the

in addition to

loss

cally

But Jackson's main

Los Angeles

Player

one job is recruiting,
and will excel at that."

in a

focus will be on recruiting.

will air

into

country I'd rather be

new coaches

I

first."

left

stretcher in the third.

than here."

"Everyone's

a key role

will really

new

and Victor Hall

32

He raked

the program.

assistant,

of areas and she

lot

on
12:30 pm.

12 at

will

'

"I've always

on UCLA's coaching staff.

Olympics) yet," said Jordan.
it
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basketball," Carrier said. "I can't think of

first

Jackson

haven't even thought about

This weekend's matches
See TOLSON, page 27

excitemen

leaving Stanford, but things

13.

"We have to focus on making

compete.

to play for pride now," Rice said.

"We're playing spoiler."

says Carrier will bring enthusiasm and

reason. I'm a firm believer

to Sydney.

that (the

plans,

- the Buffalo Destroyers, who need to win to

"We got

TRACK

Sailer

The Avengers have no postseason

who

gether," Jackson said. "I wasn't thinking of

said.

mates, she has the advan-

said Rice,

W.HOOPS

bring

would actually happen."
Because Roberts was
also coached by Venegas at

that

make the AFL playoffs.

extensive travel schedule, which will

wrap up on Aug.

know

mer team.

their best in spite of the

alone motivates her team-

didn't

but they do have one game lefi on the schedule

in that."

it

just

Avengers are out of the running for a postseason berth as from the fact Rice lost to his for-

With five more international tournaments left for the teams to qualify,
including stops in Germany, France,
Portugal, Japan and finally China, the

out in any

Bruin.

Semptiphelter said.

consistent."

the same,

she

game. His disappointment, however,
didn't stem so much from the fact the

Monday, iuty

the shot put, Tolion will be
ready to perform in the face of

AVENGERS

left foot,

"Srce^ahd Fontana are strong coiF
tenders for the two positions available.
"Every weekend someone else is
winning," Jordon said. "But right now
Holly and Misty are probably the most

up or
down, it's

Los Angeles, the last-place team in the
Western division, felt they earned respect
from the leading team in the conference.
"Tonight we showed them, we're just a couple of plays away from you guys,"

afier the

"There^s bad blood there,"
was a SaberCat just last year.

Olympic qualifying
matches, this tournament was a good
gauge of who will end up on the sand in

she's

all

international competi-

tions count as

our
and
downs and

Sua
Teammate

said.

be attempting to qualify for the
Olympics throughout the summer.

have
ups

Seilala

Syracuse
that Tolson
chose
to
a
become
in

Z9

yard kickofT return, but he was unsatisfied

to

will

whether

Orangemen
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Minus Hanley, the other three
Bruins who competed this weekend

It

-we

the

join

_

L

.

away from us and our serve needs

effort as she

»

she can."

to

^
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Tolson's

makes us

was

"Whether she's up
when her for
mer coac h, or down, she he lps
Candy
n
out In any way
Roberts,
there. It
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said.

immediately
made an impact on her
Bruin teammates.
'*She sets a good example
by doing all of her work,"
freshman teammate Cari
Soong said. "She does it all

UCLA during her third year
)

W.VOLLEYBALL

character

her through transferring to
)

helped with
technique,"

it

learning
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Bruin

alumnae compete

FOOTBALL BRIEFS

in volleyball semifinals

UCLA Nres new coaches

Farmer signs with
May

BEACH: McPeak,

wind,"

McPeak

Steelers

reflect

and we were able

Add

Olympic hopes

in

do

to

some

that."

crucial

By

Farmer signed a

team

errors by Fontana, and her

never had a chance. In the
the right to give

Dally ^ruin Senior Staff

former

UCLA

"Now

May and McPeak

- Four

volleyball

players hit the sand for the semifi-

Beach Volleyball
America tournament held this past
weekend al Seal Beach, Calif.
Backdropped by a stadium full
of

nals

the

of tan skin

and

wide-

>

.

brimmed

1

former

——^—

umph

May (Long Beach

the match,

round.

dove and stretched

ball in play.

Fontana ace put her team

in

the early 2-1 lead, but a lucky point

was something McPeak

May made a habit of answering

and

some tough serves of their
own, which put them ahead 6-4.
"We got them in trouble with our
serve," McPeak said. "If we can get
with

them

in trouble

we're quick enough

and get off good hits."
Despite a strong wind that rose

to pass

just in time for the final

match,

McPeak and May were able to keep
up

their killer serving.
"It

staff;

team looks

to

A meeting to set the preliminary hearing for UCLA linebacker Asi Faoa is scheduled for
July 10 at 8:30 a.m. Faoa. his
lawyer Milton Grimes and
deputy district attorney Dana
Garcetti are scheduled to meet at
the Los Angeles Municipal

recruit, rebuild aflBr loss of top players to graduation

was very challenging with the

win that advanced them to the

The

the semifinal round, which

is

Deciding that

in

what

"UCLA was
Gene McArtor
JESSE PORTER/Oaily Bfuin Seniof Staff

(Arizona State) for third place after

alumna Linda Hanley dives for the ball during a match
Saturday in the Beach Volleyball America Tour at Seal Beach.
Bruin

4osing to Arce and Fontana in the

Coming

opponents and finished

their

15-4 to

win

the bronze.

semifinal,

"We

were up 5-2 and we were

made

playing well," Jordan said. "I

fell

finishes, includ-

Tia Jackson takes on the
tant coach role,

replacing

quarterfinals by

lot

of hitting errors

in the

begin-

in the

10-15.

their prerogative."

«..^_^_«_i_
"I

staff

Molly

replaces

can't think of

any

berth her junior

than here."

the ninth overall

the

as

that left third-year psychology

student Rodrigo DeZubiria with
brain damage.

Faoa pled not guilty at his
arraignment on June 19. A preliminary hearing date could not
be set at that time, however,
because Grimes was not present.
At the arraignment, attorney
MaryEtta Marks represented
Faoa in Grimes' stead.

year. Drafted in

the

first

round as

pick, she played

third assistant.

"

The desire to
become a head

Theon

Carrier

games

for

the

Phoenix

-^^—^—

Mercury

,

avenues,

first

now

two

but

all

Assistant basketball coach

coach
drove
White to pursue

in

season.

its

is

the second assis-

while she was an assistant coach at

tant coach at

UC Irvine, according to

Stanford, the Cardinal tied for sec-

ond

Olivier.

"They were

just ready to

in the

Pac-10

"We

did pretty well but

we

let

some scoring opportunities

.:

Senior

to a jury

mind

until

she got a

if

roles as Bruin

JESSE PORTER/Oaily

Wide

offer alto-

coaches.

receiver

Anthony Rice

Angeles Avengers.

A former WNBA player and assis-

tries to

trial.

Brum

Senior Staff

Dally Bruin Senior Staff.

break a tackle for the Los

Avengers lose to

games could generate.
Teller, Daily

Bruin

o

J

.

.

in

c

SaberCats

rival

^^^ points short of upsetting the
J"^V^
conference-leading SaberCat^ (11-2)

Game ends in

ARENA:

Staff.

narrow defeat

Saturday night

at staples Center,

Semptiphelter.

"We just made one too

many mistakes."

with

Consistently trailing the SaberCats

by about 20 points throughout the
game, the Avengers pulled it together

a final score 75-72.

I

San Jose

in the final seconds.

By Pauline Vu

Pacific Bell

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

PCS

name, but

They

Store

failed

Facing

BRAD MOWKAWAA5aily

Head coach Kathy Oliver, has

14 FREE PHONES

"I

RATE PLAN

With our

Digital

Edge USA
nationwide

Theon

for

women's basketball

domestic

—DR. ROSS

J.

of the season, a 78-25 beating

Brock told

BAl JSCH

Vwlwll

U

Vision plans

b

I ll

VHIlL

the clock for the win.

"We

of the Arena Football League came

backup

played our hearts out," said

quarterback

See AVENGERS, page 29
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WANTED SUBJECTS WITH or WITHOUT
FIBROMYALGIA for UCLA RESEARCH
Subjects must:

be female iDCtween 21 and 55 years old

- fill

out questionnaires

-

undergo an examination of their muscles and joints

-

get an electrocardiogram

-

give 40cc of blood (3 tablespoons)

-

participate in an experiment

kit

• 6 months

follow-up care

(like insurance)

I

crjils

went out-of-bounds and San Jose ran

down

high.

towns

* ^^^'^® agreement

team aAer the game,

teani.

• Complete eye exam •Care

cities aticJ

his

er Kyle Pooler's onside kick attempt
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(Includes)

fitting

as Avengers head coach Stan

they should keep their heads held

ONTACT LENSES

Control of you minutes

In

the
same San Jose
who gave them their worst
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May. the Los Angeles Avengers (3-10)

Bfuio

Carrier and Tia Jackson

Computerized contact lens

charqes ond no roaminq charges^*

75-72.

wasn't from lack of try-

I

touch

rate plans,

their

HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"

DIGITAL
EDGE
USA
"
The
in

hired

(not shown) as assistant coaches for the
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LONG DISTANCE OR 1000 WEEKEND MINUTES

to stay

up#p

SaberCats 75
Avengers 72

But then, with 37 seconds left, kick-

loss

way

it

to live

Down 75-58 with

46 seconds left in the game, quarterback Semptiphelter threw two touchdown passes to bring his team within

ing.

SaberCats

only

^^lO)

rate,

3 1 9-9999

1531 Wilshire

Blvd.

will

blood pressure and measure blood flow

monitor heart
in

two muscles

(jaw and shoulder)

Santa Monica

(corr)«-of16(t)StrM», across from Jaguar

where we

If

Showroom)

you are interested

in participating, please contact

Dr. Glenn Clark at (310) 825-6406

& Medi-cal wQicome/Appointments made^4Jiours^_dayi
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heartbreak for L. A. after

lines for

is suffi-

SeeWJIOOPS,page28

See W.VOUEYBALL, page 28

Choose any personal choice plan and add up 3 additional
just $11 95 a month per line and pool the minutes*

there

Notes compiled by Pauline Vu,

call

Bruin Linda Hanley (1978-1981)

teamed up with Carrie Poppinga

decide

in losses in television, ijevenue

Notes compiled by Christina

get

will

cient evidence for the case to

season.^

from Olivier.
"It was an appealing

But Jackson and Carrier are ready

new

judge

But leaving Stanford didn't even

move

cross Jackson's

their

last

At the hearing, witnesses from
both sides will testify, and the

And

while Tutler

assume

altercation at a fraternity party

Four

other place in the
country I'd rather be

>

Faoa was arrested on June 16
on one count each of mayhem
and assault, six weeks after an

.

ing a Final

Carrier

Court.

15-9.

•

it."

UCLA
Thcon

first assis-

the

which

as $500,000

Arce and Fontana

of

ber

to

that the

a

Jordan and Davis got the

lead early but

mem-

Thursday.

on," she said.

UCLA may take legal action, citing as much

(Hawaii), but was eliminated in the

ning and brought them back into

Against Arce and Fontana

WilletteWhite.a

last

found other schools to play in pur place, but
none of those were acceptable to UCLA,
is

bring her extensive basketball knowl-

UCLA women's basketball head
coach Kathy Olivier announced two
new additions to her coaching staff

"We

said in a statement.

Since the two schools had a contract,

.

out with the early lead

Jordan and Davis bulldozed

at least agreeable to let

Missouri associate athletic director

series,"

tant coach at Stanford, Jackson wit!

Fletcher

edge and recruiting experience to the
Bruin squad.
"She was highly recommended by
several people in the profession,"
Olivier said. And it's not hard to see
why. Jackson attended the University
of Iowa, where
she led her team
to four Top 25

other

Missouri find an acceptable substitute for the

(Stanford) and Leanne Schuster

>

2001 season was chal-

schools have yet to resolve the matter.

Nancy Reno

'

Amanda

Tutler

Nebraska already on the schedule, Missouri
proposed moving the dates of the contests.
Talks over several months between the two

Jenny Johnson Jordan
(1992-1995) and Annett Davis

•

UCLA for

lenging enough with teams like Texas and

Bruins

.

their

nixing the

is

was scheduled against
the 2001 and 2002 seasons.

we needed to do," May said.
The No. 1-seeded team of former

(1992-1994) battled

University of Missouri

series that

final

"Our defense was awesome

semifinal.

»

Missouri cancels series

a

in

By

seven-year

McPeak and May com-

4.

Both teams had a "never say die"

"I'm ready."

many

bined hustle and sheer power

like that

W.HOOPS: Carrier, Jackson join

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Having recovered from his recent bout
with injuries. Farmer will report to traiiyng
camp in Latrobe, Pa., on July 16.
"I'm healthy, and I feel -good," Farmer

Ahead

5-4

No. 3 team of
Lisa Arce and Barbara Fontana 15-

State) defeated the

A

Farmer

nal.

throughout

keep every

in,"

career receiving record with 3,020 yards.

the semifi-

McPeak

to

fit

in

as JO points

attitude as they

I'm just looking to

Orange County Register. "I'm going
do what I can to add to the great receivers

said.

by as

1990) and Misty

He

Farmer was the only Bruin selected in the
2000 draft in April, when Pittsburgh took
him in the fourth round. He set the UCLA

15-4 tri-

a

Bruin Holly

(

women's basketball

for

three-year, $1.1 million con-

we already have."

Schuster in

May/McPeak d. Arce/Fontana

No. 2-seeded team of

to

"They played great and were
really hustling," Arce said. "When
you see that, and you're struggling
it makes it tough."
To get to the gold mediil game,
McPeak and May blew away
Nancy
Reno and Leanne

BVA-Seal Beach Title

the

hats,

Hearing date to
be set for Faoa
on July 10

told the

Calif.

women's

Danny

also received a $300,000 signing bonus.

their ISth point.

SEAL BEACH,

receiver

tract with the Pittsburgh Steelers July 6.

play

last

of the game Arce hit the ball wide to

Amanda Fletcher

UCLA wide

Former

hitting

31
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New coaches on staff

.+

Tia Jackson

joined the

and Theon

women's

-

S P O RTS

.

Carrier recently

basketball staff as

assistant coaches.
1

See page 31 for the

story.
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Rembert pleas no contest to theft charge
W.BASKETBALL Forward

that she got off a

suspended, likely to serve

months of jail time

three

The day following her
basketball

a
By Christina Teller and Pauline

Vu

Santa Monica Boulevard.
the store then identified

director of sports information Steve

Rourke

called "a violation of

On

department officials
have not commented on whether or
not the suspension had anything to

do with

Rembert entered her no contest
plea just as jury selection was about
to begin for her Superior Court trial.
"I'm happy that it's finally come to

day of her

Rembert

arrest,

in

which

from Walls, according to Eum.
"She did write out a confession."

the arrest.

Eum

said at the time. "I asked her

why she did
to give

it.

me an

At

first

Weelcs

she didn't want

her

after

confession,

Rembert pleaded innocent

Serving the UCLA community since 1919

Campus may face

several continuances since

then.

The

latest step in the

case was her

no contest plea. Rembert's sentencing has been scheduled for Aug. 18.
According to Deputy District
Attorney
Alyson
Messenger,

Rembert will likely receive three
months in county jail, a suspended
term and three years probation, along with paying restitution
state prison

The

hope she has learned a

"I

incident upset Walls in a

way

lesson,"

know I learned a
about who you can

Walls added. "I

her athletic scholarship did not give

something you can't forget about. It hurt me a lot. She was
supposed to be my friend, and I take

With contributions from Daily Bruin

friendship seriously," Walls said.

wire reports.

money to survive.
According to Eum, Rembert used

Wall's spare keys, which she took on

valuable lesson

from.

and who you can

trust

"It's just

life."

,

^

let
:

The heat

is

on

Olympic hopefuls

several

seeking a bid dow^n under

will

Despite rough roads,

By Christina Teller

one

in

Under

Sydney

the hot

take the

will

UCLA

tradition to the

The Olympic trials, startweek from July 14-23, repre-

By Christina Teller

With the shot put firmly gripped in her right hand,
she confidently walks toward the throwing circle.
One foot in front of the other, her eyes focused on the
cement inlay, Christina Tolson mechanically eases

—

and

in the

Like

because of her finely

UCLA
ed

height you

with the legs, there

er."
all

facets, that's

makes her so solid as a thrower."
With the Olympic trials just around
is

as focused as ever

nations best what she's

really

what

and ready
capable

show

to

the

short

is

track

club coached by Art Venegas, the

throwing coach and men's head

.

-

..

,-*_

\tiM

,

John Godina, who graduated
'95, is

atop the shot put

list

with his

com-

running events: the

Sec

TMOC page 29

Christina Tolson hopes to keep her

on her road

to

NCAAs, and

I

Sydney

for the

need to change whatever

to the trials as another

it

BRUIN QUAUFIERS FOR TRACK AND FIELD TRIALS

was."

Current and former

chance to redeem

UCLA

"Thiits something

1

need to put behind because

Amy Acuff (1997) -

embodiment of intcn.sc

"She

is

a very focused

Aridrea Anderson
i*

and very serious person."

women's head coach Jcancttc

BoldtMi said. "She's

been to the big meets, and she knows what she

I

wants."
It

is

this intcnsit\ that

High

Jump

^

Mebrahtom

1

999) -

400m

Mid»elle Perry (Junior)

(1988)- 100m, lOOmH

Sacramento

- lO^OOOm

JOBS: Projected uptick

-

Pole Vault

- 100mH,400mH

Su/y Powell (1998) - Discus

Chaniqua Ross (Sophomore) - Shot Put Discus

Dawn Dumble

Heather Sickler (Sophomore) - Pole Vault

(1995) - Shot Put, Discus

John Godina (1995) - Shot
Griffith

Erica

Hoernig

(Sophomore) - High Jump

JoshJohnson (1998)

ami

ifom

,

;.

Pole Vault

(Junior)

Shakedia Jones

Deana Simmons (Sophomore)

Put, Discus

Javelin

(Junior)

- 100m,

Jess Strut2el(2000)
.-'•
-

Seilala

-800m

Sua (2000) - Discus

Luke Sullivan

200m

-Triple Jump

Scott Slover (1998) -Pole Vault

.

as high as 66.7 percent for computer science teachers

in enrollment creates

need

(1999) -

Discus

Christina Tolson (Junior)

- Shot Put Hanwter Throw

wtpciiMnon

and

31.8 percent

for philosophy, religion

and

physi-

task force

is

considering

wages of specific student
positic)ns, an idea Dario Bravo,
assistant director of Internship
and Study Abroad Services, said

job that

issue.

in

officials said there are

mid-June,

no plans

we can

at

what we

point out to the

students," he said.

for starting posi-

"We want

to

on the
employment bulletin board fall between $6 and $7

market better so that students are
aware of all these positives."
Such incentives include a 20

hourly.

to

percent UCLA Store discount for
ASUCLA employees, flexible

pay more," Bravo said.
"They may have to be more com-

SceBMP10VEES,page8

"On-campus jobs are going

to

iTave to

lay off student employees.

The

Most wages

the association laid ofT

"We're looking

think are the positive parts of the

a must.

tions currently displayed

is

goal, Williams said.

lack of stuiient applicants

There

\

is

also

an

istry

teachers in the upcoming

decade.

Daily Bruin Contributor

the

In

decade,

approximately 7,000 new faculty

members need to be hired to
accommodate the influx of students
entering

the

of

University

Califomia system as the result of
Tidal

Wave

An

3,000

a

60,000-student

is

demand.
The university plans to do this
"with a focus on creative solutions

expected in the end," said Karl

tailored to the needs of individual

Hedlind, projection unit manager

campuses and

the

at

California

Development

Employment

On

a nationwide

be a

22.6 percent increase
in university

increase,"

"The hiring of new
occurring on an ongoing

and

college faculty.

graduate and 2C^percent graduate.

ipated by state and feder^tl agen-

and school age population."
According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, there will be a 22.6
percent increase in university and
college faculty on a nationwide

cies.

basis.

state

and

nationwide increases are also antic-

Employment

Office, a state agency

Tidal

Wave occurred

terns

The only other occupation to
surpass university and college faculty

is

special education teachers.

the influx.

Hayward

said faculty hiring has

incoming students is expected to
last
longer than the original
increase, according to the Web site.
But only one new university UC Merced, opening in 2005 - is
being built to accommodate the

A

variety of other possible solu-

include: increasing

summer

session

enrollment by expanding course

more students
off-campus locations; and cut-

offerings; enrolling
in

ting the average graduation time

from

1

were

UC system.

But the increases for all post-secnndary faculty exceeds the entire

hired throughout the

work force avemge- with estimates

bers will need to increase in the

"We do know

that these

num-

hope

to

gains before start

of Tidal

Wave IFinHux

"UC campus growth, along with
needed renovation and seismic pro-

the Tidal

Web
cific

site

Wave

II

$500 million per

Web site.

But the

does not indicate the spe-

amount

that will be allocated

for the hiring of

new

faculty.
'^^

who have come from poor fam-

ilies that financial assistance wilfnot
be an obstacle to.attending a universi*
ty or community college," Ortiz said.
Cal Grants are a form of renewable need-based financial aid distributed by the California Student Aid

to students attending

public institutions of higher educaLegislation currently sitting

on

tion in California.

applicants in the state by 2006, but

Between 7,500 to 8,000 UCLA students have received Cal Grants each
year, and that number has been ris-

speculation persists about whether

ing.

Gov. Gray Davis's desk could guarantee Cal Grants to all qualified

the governor will sign or veto the

enacted. Senate

Bill

by
Deborah Ortiz (DSacramento) would increase the
number of Cal Grant recipients to
sored

100 percent of those

who

Eligibility for

bill.

1644, spon-

qualify - a

from year

grade point average.
Based on the amount of money the

program

of

who

the

grants for the

received

upcoming school

year.

to year

a

the 18 percent

eligible applicants

Cal Grants fluctu-

and is based on
number of factors, most importantly a student's financial situation and
ates

marked increase from

"We're creating a promise, art
assurance, and an entitlement to stu-

CONNir WU/0«ilv Bfutn Smtot SuW

dents

Commission
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3 quarters to 12.

year in capital funding," according

years, 362 tenure-track faculty

make

If

1997-1998 and

23.6 percent statewide.

AID: Supporters

contend with incoming children of the baby boom generation

ment increase for all occupations

fiscal

qualified

all

tions to

jects, will require

1998-1999

grants to

By Michael Fakonc

been steady in recent years. For the

at

may give

bill

This increase in the number of

change statistics
for the future, estimates an employthat projects labor

Proposed

in

baby boomer
opened three

The UC
new campuses to absorb
generation.

"All occurring projects are a ref-

erence to the industry, staffing pat-

employment growth,

Wave

--

:

first

UC

increase.

expected to be 80 percent under-

Development

dedicated to Tidal

the 1960s, with the

basis there will

said.

California

site

AOAM BK>WNA)aHy Brum

surrounding

their

communities," according to a

Web

Office.

The

the

He sa'id the systemwide breakdown of the student enrollment is

new

meet the enrollment

we were conservative. The
estimates may be larger than the

basis."

The

has led the university to pursue

faculty

be needUC system, and 4,000
ed to replace retirees, according to
UC spokesman Brad Hayward.
"Systemwide, there is going to

increase in the

system's student population

•L

members would supplement

be

The projected

UC

tions

II.

additional'

who will be heading our way,"

dents

strategies to

"In order to determine projec-

upcoming

The nurnfaiytf students awarded

coming years to allow UC to
accommodate all the additional stu-

expected

increase of 35.7 percent for chem-

ByMaryHoang

professors

he said.

cal science.

for faculty hiring

Alongside the UC's projected

Dave Dumble (1997) -Dicsus

(

1

fn

Midiael Marsh (1989)-^ 100m

Sheila Burrell (1995) - Heptathalon

Joanna Hayes 1 999) - 400mH

I

See TOLSON, page 28

(

Keflezighi (1998)

Tracy O'Hara (Sophomore)

Darnesha

has carried her through an

2000 Olympic Trials, hdd

Gentry Bradley (1996) - 200m

Gail Devers

locus.

in

%.

from July 14-23.

I

need to go on." Tolson said. "I want to show them
what can do."
To watch her compete and practice is to observe
the

compete

athletes to

The

ASUCLA offi-

employees

With such competition in the
job market, informing and
attracting more potential employees is the task force's primary

stu-

raising

association's

19 career

as potential employees."

dents," he said.

formed a summer-long task
force early in July to develop and
propose a plan to resolve the

applicants.

More students means more

faculty

2000 Olympics.

a competitive

STUDENTS RECEIVI

Hayward

momentum

it's

they'd like to explore,"

^

will

in

employees, so

vacant.

response,

"(Internships) expose them to

"They are very sought-after

Store suffered record

many jobs

though

^*

on-campus restaurants plagued by a record low number of student

current faculty pool throughout the

coach.
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Recent graduate Jamie Lawson prepares food at the Bombshelter, one of the

who entered 2000 ranked

the world in the lOOm,

members of the Reebok Bruin

will

javelin. Bruins will also

plete in seven

the corner.

when it came time to compete, placing fifth with her mark of 52-9 1/2.
"Ijieed to be more focused than
was at
NCAAs." Tolson said. "Something happened at
fell

They

herseir.

a frustrating

shot-putters, but

predominantly represent-

is

put,

men's

I

meet at the NCAA championships in early June behind her. she is looking to
avenge disappointment caused by her fifth place finish III the shot put and the hammer throw.
Going into that meet. Tolson sat atop the lists of

With

2000 Bruin squads,

the

women's pole vault,
women's high jump, women's hammer throw, women's triple jump and

She looks

think

Tolson

field

in field events.

shot

like that!

in

come

generally

market when trying to get

UCLA

In

BRAD MOFOKAWA/Daily B»uin

10.94.

compete
in nine field events: men's and
women's discus, men's and women's

tuned physical mechanics.

"(Christina) works hard at

Devers,

Devers has been at the top of
world competition through the '90s
and earned the World Outdoor title
in the lOOm in 1993 and the lOOm
hurdles in 1993, 1995 and 1999.
Most of the alumni throwers who
will be competing at the trials, are

higher level."

That was close to 58
feet. That would be a big throw
at the trials," UCLA throwing
coach Art Venegas says as he
watches Tolson during practice.
The key elements to a good thrower are skill, balance and strength, especially in the legs.
"It's hard to be a thrower," Venegas explains.
"You have to be a good lifter, as well as a good throw-

ing

9

**

have options

Bravo said. "Plus, a lot of the
employers will take these students

establishments

cials

^^b<^.-i»>V.-.v.

NCAA meet.

worst performances," said women's

degrees and the ironball has

it

ran at the

third in the nation with a time of

trials

Within the blink of an eye,
her body has rotated 360

can give

1

fifth

head coach Jeanette
Bolden. "I'm glad that our athletes
are getting a chance to compete at a

how much

^H

mnip

wKHj/jm

m
wmm

pay sim-

ply to gain experience.

ment.

Associated Students of

cants during spring quarter, leav-

J
^1

willing to intern without

many

On-campus restaurants and

.>;..vi.MSI|^|

1

more focused on

fields

the

in the

bring out the best and

track

into her throwing position.

fifth

championships despite suffering from a strained hamstring, is
entered as No. 14 for the trials with
her time of 1.23 seconds which she

sented against the nation's best.

"The

100m

NCAA

With nine current Bruins and as
many as 17 alums vying for a spot,
the blue and gold will be well repre-
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who placed

Jones,

-

-

hard work.

"See

^^^H Br

will fea-

dash, senior Shekedia Jones will
face alum Gail Devefs.

sent a culmination of a lifetime of

all

handful of the events

erations of Bruins. In the

Sacramento sun,
Bruins, both graduated and current,

ing this

air,

take only the top three in the

A

next level.

been launched 58 feet

meters,

and workplace
experience. He added many are

other than on-qimpus employ-

ciation.

J

wages

higher

dents

low numbers of student appli-

.vi

jobs instead because they offer
that stu-

is

"Help Wanted" signs may be

of student employees for the asso-

-4

Bravo also said students turn
to internships or career-oriented

also the

Williams also said college stu-

September, following a shortage

t

H
p^

head of the task force.
"The general feeling
dents today are

ture face-offs between different gen-

this shot-putter strives

to throw
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men's and
women's 200m, men's 10,000m,
men's 800m, women's
100m,
women's
100m hurdles, and
women's 400m hucdies. Each event

for

^H

work

ASUCLA

school," he said.

11
>(,

track of all those Bruins
TRIALS:

IPH

potential

want."

Williams, director of food services for

By David King

in
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-

Watch the field to keep
100

1

on

petitive to get the students they

is

jobs, internships cut in
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into your

V

men's

J
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mainly caused by the changing
campus population, said Bob

ASUCLA: Better-paying

k
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Ayesha Rembert

and undergoing counseling.

answer, but later stated

her enough

www.ddilybruin.ucld.edu

Feb. 9 arraignment. Sh? has been

granted

she has not been able to fully recover

Eum

Monday, Juiy 17,20O0-FrioayJuly21,200O

at her

had done something stupid."
said that Rembert told him

that she

address but included several of the
missing items, including the earrings

said. "1 definitely feel

the

signed a written confession

were missing, Walls, who had been
Rembert's friend for nearly a year,
confronted Rembert, who denied any
wrongdoing. Walls then filed a report
with the LAPD on Dec. 27.
On Jan. 14, Walls found a package
on her doorstep that had no return

27.

clerk at

she admitted to stealing several items^

After she discovered the items

morning hours of

A

Dec. 25, to enter Walls' residence.

She then took Walls' belongings on
Dec. 27 while Walls was sleeping.

Rembert out

of an eight-person lineup as the person who sent the package.

team

rules." Athletic

TifTiny Walls, a third-year history stu-

an end," Walls

Pauley

in

Rembert, a transfer from
Marquette, was indefinitely suspended from the team for what assistant

Ayesha Rembert, a junior forward
on the UCLA women's basketball
team, pleaded no contest to three
burglary and theft charges on July 6.
According to the charges, she stole
several items, including a laptop computer, diamond earrings and a cellular phone, worth about $3,000, from

Dec.

practice

arrest after

Pavilion,
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dent, in the early

and the phone. Walls later received a
Federal Express package that held
the jacket and the laptop, though the
laptop was partially damaged.
LAPD Detective John Eum, the
lead detective on the case, traced the
second package to a business on

little bit easy by
being able to plead no contest and
basically get out of what she had done
without openly admitting it."

gets

CSAC

from the

sets certain

state budget,

GPA

for each type of Cal Grant.

criteria

SB 1644
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS
Los Alamos scientist Wen Ho Lee
was arrested for allegedly mishan-

Survey finds UC lab
has positive image

For example,

dling sensitive nuclear information.

January 2000 survey by the Charlton
Research Company found that the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory is seen as wellmanaged, protective of its national secrets, safe
and an important economic resource to the
local community.
The survey excluded people who worked for
the lab. the Department of Energy and the

diseases

University of California.

include a high proportion of at-risk individuals.

"TTiet-ab

seen as a^ood neight)or and

is

rtfe

community holds
regard.'" said

the Laboratory in high
Natasha Stein of the research

company.

UC's operation of

the

DOE

which includes the Los Alamos
National Laboratory and Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, has come under fire in
Congress after it was revealed that two hard dri-

owned

labs,

ves containing nuclear

weapons disarmament

information were misplaced.
Last year, the labs

came under scrutiny

after

managed-care

Researchers examined policies and practices

The

of managed-care organizations

which

patients,

cities

STD

by the Center foT Health
Policy Research, was the first to examine STD
policies and practices among Medicaid
study, doiie

Medicaid

gram providing

is

legal

and even

architectural firm Greg
abandoned many traditional
methods about eight years ago in

He

and

UCLA

10

students

physician autonomy,

STD

clinical practices and
treatment guidelines
but low organizational
priority seems to be the biggest culprit," said

Orientation sessions seek to ease transition to
college; some say focus is too academic

his

in

Embryological Housing seminar are represent-

''

religion as reasons for failing to

require adequate

who owns the

FORM,

architectural

-

-

•

Time magazine honors

ing the United States, along with

Time magazine selected UCLA Professor
Greg Lynn as one of seven people changing the
face of design in its new series, "Innovators,
Time 100: The Next Wave." Lynn is featured in

Architecture Biennale in Venice,

the magazines July 17 issue.

Compiled from Daily Bruin

Columbia

architecture professor

care system often cites eco-

liabilities,

•;

.

Lynn,

Lynn

favor of computers.

health care to approximately

"The managed

..-.:.-

is

recognition for his work."

seven large

in

whose populations have high numbers of
c^ses^nd large percentages of Medicaid

beneficiaries.

a state and federal pro-

35 million individuals and families.

nomics,

are considered at a

higher risk for STDs.

policies lead to inad-

equate control of non-viral sexually transmitted

among Medicaid

who

politics, health,

one of our school's many distinguished faculty, in the Department of
Architecture and Urban Design whose creative
vision is helping to shape the artists and designers of tomorrow," said Daniel Neuman, dean of
the School of Arts and Architecture. "We are
gratified to see him receive such prominent

"Greg Lynn

Medicaid subscribers are mostly low-income
women and children, including large proportions of individuals

of design, religion, sports,

technology and finance.

patient

curb the spread of STDs, the study said.

A UCLA study released last week concluded
that current

fields

information with the local health department to

Study shows Medicaid
poorly controls STDs

patients.

Recently the

than half of the

less

managed care providers shared

A

The series is the culmination of 18 months of
work looking into tomorrow's leaders in the

Professor E. Richard Brown,
director of the center.

University,

seventh

the

at
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An orientation group takes a rest after finding everything
on their list for the nighttime scavenger hunt.

International

one of

Italy,

By Dharshani

the most prestigious forums for exhibiting

Dharmawardena
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architecture internationally.

staff and

When incoming freshmen arrivec]
early for their orientation to UCLA,

wire reports.

some of the counselors took them
Westwood Village and told them
find their way back to campus.

to
to

"They took us to Diddy Riese and
said 'This is Diddy Riese,'" said
Monique Evans, an incoming math
student. "They didn't even take us
home and we ended up coming back
.

For additional

^^^
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mic planning.

UCLA.

who advises math and

For Davis,

"The OCs were very

classes.

are arranged according to major.

classes will

Undeclared students are placed in
groups in the area they indicated on
their application, such as life sci-

easier, she said.

planning their

ences or humanities.

difficult part

As

Rosa

part of their job, counselors

in

Some

their first quarter

fall

"I've been

working on

my

sched-

and academic aspects of
it

lets

Senwr

Staff

each student find

"One on

social,

one on acad-

A panel of students also talks
about their college experience to
help the students, Davis said.
Tye Elliott, an incoming biology
student, expected all the academic
advice and information that orientation counselors

schedules," she said. "I just didn't

through various workshops and the

expect them to focus entirely on

traditional barbecue.

was happy that they focused
more on all the academic aspects,"
she said. "That is what college is real-

"On

Although Yamada met people
her group, she said she did not

program was as

social as

it

**l

would have more

the

day, they start off

first

in

with a presentation by a professor

feel

and by the dean," Davis said. "Then
where they take workshops - then
they can pick and choose what they

could

have been.

quarter the most

of orientation.

said ori-

entation introduces students to both

She added

helpful in

8fu.n

out more information about campus

the

students said they found

said she

organizing everyone to plan their

a difilcult class and two easier

make

fall,

way

the

social

for the first

education requirements. Enrolling,

the

emics."

program is set up."
Davis, on the other hand,
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during Carpe Noctem at orientation.
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Republican Gov. Pete Wilson, told the
newspaper he was unaware of political

followed

UC

made on

merits.

GOP

ng to get

rid

donations

campaign helped an investment firm

longtime

its

pres-

Bush and the

fund, urging an overhaul of investment
strategies

UC contract after

to

by executives of the firm, Wilshire
Associates, also of Los Angeles.
Citing UC records and unnamed
"informed sources," the newspaper
said Parsky pushed for a restructuring
of the university's $59 billion pension

heads George W. Bush's California
win a no-bid

made

and sparking a move

ident gave $80,000 to a Republican

series

fund, the San Francisco Examiner

Wilshire Associates, culminating with a

reported July

$350,000 no-bid contract

Regent

16.

Gerald

Parsky.

a

Angeles financier appointed to the

Board

of

Regents

by

Los

UC

former

of consulting

carry out

much of the

contracts

in

May

to

to

restructuring.

Parsky downplayed his role

He also denied

wanti-

of treasurer Small.

Federal election records show that

on

May

vote

1

1,

one week before
the

the

UC

banker

who

is

Bush's California fund-

Wilshire president Dennis Tito donat-

donation. "I have never had any con-

ed $80,000 to a Republican Party

Mr. Tito about making contributions to the Bush campaign," he said.

hire

money committee

raising

soft

money

to

support Bush.
California law says appointees to
state

boards and commissions cannot

"accept,

tact with

The regent

solicit

or direct" political

donations of more than $250 from

when
awarded after com-

said he does not play a

significant fund-raising role in the

campaign, explaining

his

main job

prospective contractors, except

Partners,

active Republican fund^•aisers.

Tito said the donation had nothing
to

do with

the

UC contract and Panicy

is

to

His company, Aurora Capital

the contracts are

in

Bush

direct Bush's political strategy in the
state.

is

one of the

After Parsky

was named

to

fund.

He began

tinize Small's

urging regents to scru-

investment strategies and

her job performance.
Critics question the

move

to oust

UC treasurer Small, who has long man-

raising chairman.

Parsky said he was unaware of the

to

petitive bidding.

Wilshire's hiring, saying the decision

was not involved. He said the money
was solicited by his friend Bradford
Freeman, a Los Angeles investment

investment firm,

to oust

UC treasurer Patricia Small.
Parsky then persuaded UC to give a

procedures and was

state's

most

became a

regent, he

UC

committee

head a

that oversees the university's pension

aged UC's pension fund.
Small "is an excellent treasurer,"
said former Regent Glenn Campbell, a
scholar

at

Stanford's

Hoover

Institution. "Her rate of return has
been outstanding. Higher than almost
any other university."

In a

1999 report, the treasurer's
fund had outperformed

office said the

comparable funds and had an annual
return of 16 percent over the past 20
JffiUL
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Daity Brain

News

Someone

accessed a woman*t'

er

pe^^^^^Bied to Hnd his victim at
(^^^^^Balth Sciences to "conih

MIDEAST: Lack of time

the

plete

pushes groups

tlfl^^BPe,'' accor(Hi^s to a June

28ref

reach

to

and watch worth a total of $7
stolen from various locations

n apartment building on the
Landfair Avenue on June 19

incurred a total loss of S

Grand theft

rested a

A black 1998 Dod

niMiqj^^Hppasing

Nova u

David talks signaled optimism July 16 about reaching an

**

That same day, a man
'seen allegedly peeping into the
of the Men's Gym locker room.

breakthrough was

Compiled from UCPD media reports
between June 19 and July 14 t)y Linh Tat

with only three

Oept Log

slowed by dominant party

FREEDOMS: Government

tumed

labels journalists as part

held onto their seats too long have

become

ofl-.

to other voices of dis-

Critics say politicians

Mae Ghalwash

The Associated Press

RO, Egypt — Egyptian journal-

nowhere

to say

lot to

say but

it.

newspaper, AIShaab, has been suspended after the
government accused it of causing riots
because of its articles about an allegedly blasphemous novel. Other papers
treat Hussein like a pariah. His Labor
Party, tagged as too cozy with Muslim
fundamentalists, has been ordered to
suspend activities.
Human rights groups say Hussein's
is among the latest voices of dissent to
be silenced in a country that claims to
be democratic.
His

opposition

"What happened to us
kills the
amount of freedom in the press that
we had achieved. This freedom was
the only democratic progress we had
...

made," Hussein

said.

Egypt's efforts to join the global

economy have not been matched by
moves to meet international standards
on

freedom of expresfreedom of assembly and free

and

The veering between

greater

and

who have

intolerant of challenges

and

Abu Saada went on
for liberal

their positions for at least a decade.

Ibrahim,

Opposition
journalist
Gamal
Fahmy, who was barred from writing

30 on charges that included preparing
a documentary film on Egypt's elec-

for just over a year, believes that his

tions that

nomination of Mubarak for a fourth
term, but for a piece critical of former
Prime Minister Kamal el-Ganzoury.

Mubarak

The Associated Press

Hassan

Khalifa, a

Islamiya,

is

mennber of the Islamic

handcuffed to

democracy may be attributed to
President Hosni Mubarak's caution,

lesser

his choice to

move

his

militant

group al-Gamaa

al-

people along a

to

freed scores of political prisoners.

path slowly.

Opposition parties and

Mustafa el-Fikky, a top Foreign
Ministry spokesman and former
adviser to Mubarak, insists the government's ultimate goal is a more open

pers flourished. Human rights groups
were founded.
But in the early 1990s, the government unleashed a tough crackdown on
a violent insurgency launched by
Muslim extremists. Thousands have
been jailed and 96'have been executed
.;"
since 1992.
.

Egypt.

"People

criticize

Mubarak

ing slowly. But this (pace)

trol,"

is

for
is

mov-

good.

a very difficult country to con*

newspa-

,

Once

El-Fikky said at a recent event.

their

the militants were crushed.

verdict

"It is

full

(Mubarak's National Democratic
Party), although they could win honestly," Ibrahim said in an interview

The Associated Press days before
The government strongly

FLORIDA: Plaintiffs

may

not see any seUlement

money

MIAMI —

Kennedy

Mubarak's

of the colossal $145 billion punitive

damage award levied against the tobac-

1995, several journalists have

been barred from writing for varying
periods. At least six have been jailed
on libel charges. Three independent
newspapers have been shut down.
Hafez Abu Saada, secretary general of the Egyptian Organization for

Human

was ordered into court
in February after a newspaper alleged
that he accepted a $25,000 check from
a British parliamentary committee in
return

Rights,

for

writing

a

report

that

president

who have

The N DP controls 97 percent of the
seats in the 444-member parliament.
Mubarak's presiwere considered
as demonstrated by NDP vic-

In the early days of

elections

cleaner,
tories

New
in

of just two-thirds of /the seats.
parliamentary elections are due

November.

Many of the
dom are laid out

ists.

to appeal.

no

order can be signed for

final
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defends election decision

By Brigitte Greenberg
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -

why we
money ded-

George W.

Bush said July 16 his vice presidential
would be based on factors

selection

other than the candidates' views on
abortion, despite the urging of con-

Kennedy said. Among other things, the

servative Christians that he pick

payments to fund college scholarships and make up budget
shortfalls in the Department of Health
and Hospitals, which administers

anti-abortion running mate.

state uses those

an

Bush was responding to James
Dobson, the president of Focus on

8tudentUnlverse.com
80Q-272-967e

the Family,

Medicaid.

ly

But other attorneys general who
less

,

"I don't think
it,

at

will

it

least at

.

have any

this

^

Mike

by

stale

by picking a per"all

kinds of

along," he told

interesting advice."

in a rare talk

"I'm going to pick somebody who
can be president of the United States

going to take a

and somebody with

to sue to tobacco industry.

The Associated Press

Republican candidate Texas Gov. George W. Bush gets primped during a break in the live broadcast of ABC's This Week' on Sunday.

who opposes abortion. The Texas

governor said he gets

point," said

in the efforts

Republican nominee, "cannot and
not" be elected president if he

son

effect

Mississippi Attorney General

who recently said the like-

will

concern about the flow of

funds.

including

group to use

board

Web

"org." But

sell

as

names

site suffixes

such as

how many more suffix-

out.

resolution, passed unanimously by

19-member board, was praised by
a boon to companies that register and

the Internet labels.

a major step," said

service provider in Oslo,

—

ut th e

move wa s

will

Norway

cr

i

ti

the

whom

ICANN

I

ABC's "This Week"

•where they're from matters and their
gender matters."

show appearance. "I'm
lot

of factors into con-

Bush said he had not yet decided

if

sideration: obviously issues matter, a

can get

Bureau

for failing to set clear

person's

voting

record

number of new

to be introduced or

be phased into

how

WASHINGTON - They could have called
themselves "roommates" or "boarders." Even

c is e d b y so me

not directly ask people their sexual prefer-

matters.

See ELECTIONS, page 11

"In the same way that the government

wants

to

know how many,

are in the United States,
there

is

a gay and

who

Census 200&-f<<rm, Ronald
Nelson checked off the box next to the words
he felt best symbolized his long-standing and
committed relationship with the man he's lived
with the last five years - "unmarried partner."

don't have

Instead, on* his

lesbian rights groups encouraged

other couples to do the same this year, hoping
it would provide the most comprehensive stalook ever at the size of America's same-

s c x-c ou p l c

pop u

l

a tion.

Th e

fir s t

C e nsus

Samoans, there
they need to know

say,

lesbian population," said

lives in the nation's capital.

little

in the telephone

pink triangles near our

book, and

this is

a

way

"We

names
to get

some hard numbers."

contend updated
numbers could influence policy decisions at
the federal, state and local level.
rights advocates

Reagan's condition
deteriorating

specifically asks
official

about sexuality, there

is

count of the number of homosexuals

first

President

Alzheimer's disease can, but that the disease
"just gets

worse every day."

"He makes

it

ve^y easy for us,"

Maureen

CNN's

Reagan

said

Edition."

"He goes for walks and does
we encourage him to do.

Sunday

on

"Late
all

the

"But the disease just gets worse every day.
it is just that it never gets better. So ...

no

And

in

when

America. Approximately 150,000 households
included same-sex unmarried partners in 1990,
«p(iei»:

Former

Ronald Reagan's daughter Maureen says her
father is doing as well as someone with

things that

Because no question on the Census form

the

Gay

WASHINGTON -

ences.

Nelson,

tistical

-

would have been appro-

from the responses to the "unmarried partner"
box on the Census form. The government does

priate.

Gay and

scheduled to be

Gay groups believe homosexuals
should volunteer this information,
which technically can only be inferred

they

use.

"otjier non-relative"

results are

released early next year.

Gay rights supporters
want better Census

.

It's

-

on the Internet

they will be used remains to be

"It's beautiful.

members of

itself

guidelines for the

Steinar Grotterod, of Active ISP, an Internet
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See SUMMIT, pagelO

largely pes-

Nader

abortion;

and education on

icated to health care

ICANN 's

universe

Beilin said.

priority

the future of the tobacco industry,"

approved the creation July 16 of the first new
top-level domain names on the computer network since the 1980s.
The decision, made at a conference in
Japan by the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers, will bring

The

iT-S

is still

"This-is just another reason

new domain names

worked

srudenr

now, the

reluctantly

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

"com" and
es or how

Study Abroad

^

had been

day before yesterday, because there
has not been a breakthrough,"

the

to

Moore, a leader

additions to existing

208-2424

to the talks,
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be paid off as the tobacco
settlement payments come in.
the

YOKOHAMA, Japan - The private corpo-
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Prime Minister

this point to give

state's

billion share last spring, with

industry appeals.

Internet
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All

fears the jury decision could
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700,000 sick Rorida smokers plan to
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Meanwhile, some

table. Until

who came

servative Christians

court

to

on the

Palestinians,

show

returning

on some of

cited progress

met

night, Clinton

break* before
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hash browns and toast
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style,

issues

"does not energize his base" of con-

Student
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are difficult," he said.

negotiated the national tobacco deal

LOW
1

ty,

hard at

Speculation continues over Bush V.P pick

grams the settlement money is financing by selling bonds. The Florida
Legislature set up bonding mechanism

Attorneys representing the 300,000 to

SANDWICH SPECIALS

the informal setting. "These issues

award, lawyers get only a weekend

in effect since

Monday

BURGER SPECIALS

Palestinian delegation sources,

by Muslim extrem-

on freean emergency law

until all

"It is

some kind of impression of optimism more than yesterday or the

Treasurer John

state

can't afford to gamble with

The companies had sought a verdict
of less than $400 million and claim the
historic damage award would put their
industry out of business. They also say

roads.

speaking on condition of anonymi-

Sadat's

in

1981 assassination

been

Friday's devastating

ability to

$4.6 billion share of the settlement, and
he wants to build security for the pro-

tobacco companies promised

verdict,

minister

recent days as tense at times despite

smokers have their
individual compensation claims heard.
Although the two-year-old trial officially concluded with the damage

restrictions

Coptic Christians
1998.

a penny from the tobacco companies.

decades

that has

southern Egypt in

may die before ever getting

Moments after

accused police of abusing some 400
in

a stake in rigging

co industry

the elections."

dency,

Hundreds of thousands

Beilin, an architect of the landmark
Oslo accords, told Israel's army
radio that the talks were at a cross-

described the atmosphere in

The previous

and the
which both

national settlement with the industry

effect

promises of free and fair votes could
be undermined by "people around the

in

He

future

Minister Yossi

Justice

Israeli

•

sixth day.

a

sides claim as their capital.

YossiBeilin
Israeli justice

of

status of Jerusalem,

to leave

needed,"

points of dispute are

expressed concerns that Friday's jury

Louisiana
By Catherine Wikon
The Associated Press

is

T

negotiated the states' $257 billion

award could threaten their
collect on that settlement

after appeals

of sick smokers slated to receive a share

that

an intense effort

separately with

mother's farm."

denies fixing elections.
said

that

from an easy one,
no sign that the gaps

million Palestinian refugees

spokesman Joe Lockhart told
reporters on Sunday^ the summit's

bankrupt Big Tobacco

for

Ibrahim

Miami.

situa-

Palestinian state, the fate of several

kind

of impression of

They understand

...

"The

far

boundaries

the

everyone understands

the calendar.

Saad Eddin

police arrested June

harmed the country's image.
"Rigging has become a way of life

with

billion
in

some

to give

days remaining
is

hard at this point

optimism."

"I think

award could

Punitive

his arrest.

law

Soon after succeeding Anwar Sadat
the presidency in 1981, Mubarak

to act as lawyer

sociologist

whom

Judge Robert Paul Kaye reads aloud the $145
the jury awarded in the Florida smokers' trial July 14

Circuit court

more tolerant than his
"
ministers
Fahmy said. The ministers
"behave^ if the country was their
"is

Since the passing of a tough press

wheelchair by police.

his

is

Press

local

unused to any checks on their power.
Some Cabinet members have held

was sealed not when he wrote in
Al-Arabi newspaper against the re-

Egypt

fair elections.

rights

fate

political rights:

sion,

and human

activists.

Muslim extremists

Under pressure from

and
international activists, the government
eventually accepted that Abu Saada
had received the money for a women's
legal aid project. The. trial was called

officials

sent, like journalists

Adel Hussein has a

is

The main

in the offing.

White House spokesman said
the pace of talks was picking up,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

Egypt's progress towards

ist

tion there

and there

are narrowing."

A

The Associated

I

reporters in Jerusalem.

with his negotiating team.

for Japan.

CA

David's

Evergreen Chapel and then met

from

Cabinet min-

Barak said there was no basis for
claim of progress. Foreign
Minister David Levy, who chose
not to accompany Barak to the
talks, was especially downbeat.
"I am worried,"
Levy told

Camp

the

before President Clinton

By

Camp

at

Israeli

who had spoken by telephone

a

accord, but Israeli officials said no

lan Union.

from lots 1 ani
Three laptop com

Md.

Palestinian delegation sources

ttic^^fljcrage in

tickets at

stolen

of

5

to

"The

The president attended Sunday

THURMONT,

dispute. Police received the report

as an "attempted burglary.

But several

them."

services

andlord and tenant had gotten

mto a

isters

feel to

By Laura King
The Associated Press

anager attempted to remove

Several car break-ins. in

two seated on either side of him.
While declining to say what they
dinners have always had a positive

ne22.

in June.

simistic in their assessmer)ts.

talked about, Lockhsjrt said,

a box culflon die 500 blodc of Glenrock

disk

Ehud Barak and Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat, then ate dinner with
the

accord during summit

A mat^tempted to cut his victim with

2.

An office desk, video camera^ coi

Source: Ufliversity Police

2000

A Q^^^^M attempted to kill anoth-

Eleven parking permits or proxy cards

and about $3,392 in wallets or cellular
phones were stolen in Ae past four weeks.
Someone stole wheels and a bicycle
seat worth a tQtal of $7S from ttie

1986 Chevy
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peace talks show optimism

Palestinian

report;

Neuropsychiatric Institute July
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account without her permission and withdrew $260 July 6. She suspects the culprit
was a store salesman, according to police.
A man between the age of 60 to 70
appeared disoriented and reportedly told
someone he "Uked to watch girls" before
fleeing towards the soccer field in a police
Petty theft

Dm^k

lfVw>
wWnf UfURI H^i^
II^IL,

I

say (his condition

Alzheimer's families

is)

not so good,

know what

I'm talking

about."
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San

,

companies

Francisco's

under

squeeze

real estate

SPACE: Rates of vacancy

to shriftk, they are reconsidering that

1

percent; mergers,

some

closures free

For those

have leased more

that

space than they need, some say subleasing is the answer.

spots

Often landlords prefer

to rent to a

companies must
more space than they can use.

single tenant, so

The Associated Press

lease

SAN FRANCISCO -

In

San

They can, in
do not use.

Francisco, where commercial real
estate vacancy rates hover

around

turn, rent out

what they

...

And

What landlords cati get
,

Nasdaq comnumber
of dot-coms have gone under or
following the

posite index's dive in April, a

commercial space
doubled in the last year.
for

decided to downsize, increasing the
amount of vacant commercial spaces

few months.
One commercial real estate brokerage firm has kept possible tenants
abreast of potential availabilities by
sending out a list of office spaces that
in the past

•••

Haley Barbour opens the 1996

'''

'".

...

GOP Convention
some to

nnany corporate sponsors, pronnpting

in

'''-

The Associated Press

San Diego. Both

say corporations have too

much

influence in politics.

Company names shine with good
DONORS: Corporations help pay
conventions, say motive

is to

for political party

advance democracy

GOP

the

both political parties' conven-

By Jonathan D. Salant
The Associated Press

tions.

WASHINGTON - From AT&T
General Motors, several companies hoping to save their federal
to

from budget cuts are
helping to pay for cocktail receptions, posh dinners and other glitz
subsidies

Some of the donors have anted
up as much as $1 million each to
the Republican and Democjatic

host committees that are arranging
the entertainment

and transporta-

event

month

this

and

to

exceeds the sup-

- about a percent vacancy rate.
"With that low vacancy rate, there

ply

I

many

winners," said

Mark

100 customers, you're not making

much money."

the

Brokers say fewer people are com-

Democrats' bash in Los Angeles in
August.
The companies' good deeds will
not go unnoticed. Their names will
be proudly displayed as "primary
partners," "platinum and gold
benefactors" and "trustees" in the

peting for the spaces, and

some com-

panies have even backed out of leases.

More space is also becoming available with many companies downsizing,

That has not posed much of a problem, as the amount that landlords can
get
for commercial
space has

merging or consolidating.

Some companies had

SeeCONVEimON,pa9e9

sow

many

companies merging.

tion at the quadrennial events.

The donations allow them

still

San Francisco. "There is this illusion
that brokers are making all kinds of
money, but if you're a store and you
have three tubes of toothpaste and

becoming

available with

Philadelphia

in

is

demand

Walker, president of Walker Pacific
Commercial Real Estate Services in

will
Space

ago, the

aren't

Examiner reported.

good will among the federal, state
and local officials who will attend
later

at

could open up through mergers or
consolidation, the San Francisco

parties' conventions this year sport

leased

work

to

invite

you

Finder."

to take

it is

more

increased considerably

space than they needed to accommodate future growth, but with many

year.

opting to stay the size they are or even

foot.

in

is
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will

given a password and instructions to take our web-based "Strengths Finder." You will not only be applying for a leadership
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expected to
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propose new benefits to the asso-
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management
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Daily Bruin

GRANTS

come

percent number," s^ id Steve Arena, a

REGENTS
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ciation's executive

scheduling and food coupons for

employees,
said
Patricia Eastman, executive direc-

restaurant
tor of

ASUCLA.

In addition to a greater market-

Eastman

campaign,

ing

said

bonuses for referring other

stu-

employment, early
access to textbooks and additional employee discounts are some
dents

for

features the task force

is

consider-

ing.

Despite the benefits of work-

ASUCLA. some

ing for

student

unchanging GPA standards,
not based on state funding.
But the legislation comes with a substantial price tag, and the governor and
the bill's supporters are at odds about
the long-term financial impact of one of
the bill's major provisions, the "Cal
Grant Guarantee Program."
The State Department of Finance
estimates predict the cost of the grant
guarantee program will top $2 billion
each year by the fourth year, but sup-

would

.

quarter.

fall

"For the summer we're in pretty good shape, but during the
school year we'd like 100 more,"
he said.

According to Williams, cam-

.
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number

ond-year biology student, said

Bombshelter
and
Northern
Lights had roughly 100 vacant

work there a few
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more money following the state Student

quarter.

Aid Commission's July 10 report of a
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they find another
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job.
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Store stock
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related to the medical profession,
for

my

agency.
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more money

costs the association

due

to fees paid out to the

wages, Williams said.

The

UCLA

does not
otTer the experience he needs for a

short-staffed during the spring

future career.

and was forced

but feels

at the store,

it

But according to ASUCLA
officials, many of its positions
offer managerial training and
experiences comparable to those

found off campus.
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level,
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real-
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students are at
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supervisor

time in

first
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experience,"
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will
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still

"A majority are

said.
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Nattida

nervous about leaving their

home situation."

in

Eight of the 15 companies that
have donated to both conventions'
host committees benefit from the
federal

programs

ers are trying to

some lawmakThey also have

that

kill.

substantial other business pending

with the government, ranging from
contracts to regulatory issues.

GM
made

and DaimlerChrysler have
sizable donations at a time

211 ^to cut $126.5 million, or about

half

the

budget,

Partnership for a

from

the

New

Generation
of Vehicles, a joint venture between
the government and the automakers
to develop a car that gets 80 miles
per gallon. The Senate has not decided yet whether to go along with the

Commerce program

legislation.

givers to bOih conventions, includ-

GM, which has received $8.7 mil-

c

$45
$65

ROLLS

•

/

LECONTE

AT&T,

lion

under the program, contributed
more than $1 million to each convention's
host
committee.
DaimlerChrysler, which has gotten
$19.7 million, is supporting each to

which has given $1 million to both
conventions, and Verizon Wireless,
the former Bell Atlantic, which has
contributed
$1
million
for
Philadelphia and $100,000 for Los

Taxpayers for Common Sense, an
advocacy group that supports cutting corporate subsidies, worries
about the effect of such donations.

the tune of $250,000.

Angeles.

Both car companies also have
received millions of dollars under
the
Commerce
Department's

Another target of the corporate
subsidy cutters is the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation,

goes to grease the wheels of these
political conventions makes it diffi-

"It

is

no

secret that

Headboard

• To

cult to stop the corporate welfare

machine," Ashdown

said.

Subjects must:

be female between 21 and 55 years old

70%

- fill

out questionnaires

-

^
undergo an examination of their muscles and joints
get an electrocardiogram

-

give 40cc of blood (3 tablespoons)

-

.

where we will monitor heart
rate, blood pressure and measure blood flow in two muscles
(jaw and shoulder)
-

participate in an experiment

Once Each Year Event
If

You've Been Waiting For is Here!

you

are interested in participating, please contact

Dr. Glenn Clark at (310) 825-6406
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money

WANTED SUBJECTS WITH or WITHOUT

SAVINGS
The Only

Carpe Noctem.

Another is insurance giant
American International Group,
which
gave
$500,000
for
Philadelphia. AIG and a subsidiary,
SunAmerica, also gave $1 million
each for Los Angeles.
Keith Ashdown, a spokesman for

also are big

ing communications giants

prize for

which provides loans and insurance
for companies doing business in
developing countries. One OPIC
customer is McDonald's, which has
contributed
$50,000
to
the
Philadelphia
convention
and
$25,000 for Los Angeles.

GM

-

FULL $55
KING $85

hopes of getting the

which uses federal and private dollars to develop new products and is
another target of the budget cutters.
donated 400 cars to each
convention. "We consider that a
marketing opportunity, making our
vehicles available to an important
group of people," said spokesman
William Noack.
Several other beneficiaries of the

:

Staff

Samanukom outruns the corDpetition

Advanced Technology Program,

said Rep.

20*^

1

SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or
• FIRE BEEF
•VEGETABLE TEMPURA
3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
RICE

w

VILLAGE

310 208 7781

of that," he

they are fighting efforts to trim

,

1

WESTWOOD

hard for students to get out

programs that fund their research
*
and development.
^f
Last month, the House voted 214-

it,"

a tax deduction - to convention host
committees.

moron and

Our staff of 3 includes
8 Groduote Gemotogists

1

"It's

just for the fun of

pay for their conventions.
But the government allows corporations, unions and individuals to
donate unlimited amounts - and get

extremely naive to believe that the
wealthy corporations are contribut-
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• Full Factory
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not know specific information
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FUTON MATTRESSES
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Includes futon
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• Sophisticated

more

about meeting other people
right now."
Davis said that although she did

all

Bernard Sanders, an independent
from Vermont who has led the battle
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store

pol^ical

backgrounds, unlike during high

Both pieces
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activities instead.

Emily Richards, a third-year

what they see as wasteful federal
subsidies to wealthy companies - the
critics call it "corporate welfare" -

consultant.

BRAND NEW NAME-BRAND BEDDING
TWIN $45
FULL $55

variety of fabrics.

SUPPLY SERGEANT

off-campus

she met people from ail over
West Coast with a variety of

polo

some

The parent-son/daughter

party," she said.

^
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others choose to participate in

MATTRESSES

a

in

ties,

Others locked

March, regents adopted
Wilshire's recommendations -

Assembly and the Senate by unanimous

first

water

school.

spokesman James

In

specifical-

bill,

the

clubbing or at a

Night.

massive events.
"We support the democratic
process," said>- Lockheed Martin

invest-

of eligible applicants.
is

Orientation Counselor

help defray the cost of staging the

By early this year, according to
documents and sources, Parsky
and Wilshire consultants said
UC's pension fund should be over-

goal of providing grants to 25 percent

"This

Raher said. "We have parents follow us on tour because this is the
first time their children have been
away from them."

scavenger hunt,
and
Cabaret

Though many

can often mean breaking

it

old lies for

differ-

"They're

2000-Fnday, July 21, 2000

activi-

own experience.

Brendan Rahcr

nob with Wasmngton's elite.
The companies say their motive is
simply to_ advance democracy and

first.

changing the mix, hiring money
managers to run about 30 percent
of the portfolio and hiring a gener-

significant," she said.

orientation,

its

tionship

marked

Noctem, a night

convention programs and on the literature and placards on display at
the events whaj^ executives can hob-

show Parsky saying no other
bids were solicited because the new
contract was seen as an extension

on the chances of a veto override

SB 1644 passed

about

ties,

friendships through

ence from her

Carpe

nize

sched-

new

make friends."

students take part in these activi-

From page

utes

before Davis has taken action on the

but said

to decrease

CONVENTION

contract to Wilshire. Meeting min-

chance the Cal Grant Guarantee could
be enacted by a rare veto override,
which takes a two-thirds vote of both
houses of the legislature.

attributes

more counselors

tion,

mission gave a no-bid, $250,000

;V'

event of the veto, there

counselors orga-

the

team and

as a

most students agreed the experience helped them meet students
they would never have met in high

_the

•

to

real

The governor has until the end of the
month to take action on the bill, but
even

they could

Elliott said that

the regents authorized hiring con-

does not begin to
:-

to oversee the

and their wives donated a combined $10,000 to Bush's campaign,

number as a ceiling, we see it as a Hoor,"
still

"Or

ing

uled activities, a

the

orientation

the size of the groups."

"The students work

17.

Just as orientation can create

Tito and other Wilshire executives

just a

bucket compared to the

up

set

win the contract.
In July 1999, a few weeks after

would mandate.
"The governor sees the 25 percent

increased budget allocations for the

"As the end of the school year
approaches, academic demands
are

vided in his current state budget

..aid.

the statewide spike in

focused on their studies by then.
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Ortiz said the funds.Gov. Davis pro-
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address the huge need."
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spirit,
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foster

fewer stu-

Whether or not they enjoyed

performance

its

ing contract. Parsky said Wilshire

-
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.

financial aid information to the univer-

Staples

more

said, explaining students are

looms on the hori^^

and

ple

sessions with

everything

Last year, a commission chaired

of thousands of new students - the children of the baby boomer
>
generation - by 2010,

centage increase as the state projected,"

always a difficult

II

Ortiz said. "It

is

and

benchmarks.

influx of tens

students receiving

In a statement, the
is

Wave

___-_—_^—

The term Tidal Wave

not known -

n, iX

treasurer's office hired Wilshire

since students have not yet released

- she

asset

hire

:

-

in the fund's successful

he said more steps need to be taken

tion

said.

"Spring

3

dents," he said.

as

by Parsky

achieve the 100 percent goal her legisla-

is

changes

California's poorest stu-

Office of Financial Aid, said while the

UCLA

became alarmed

indicate she

more

inter-

dents with their higher education costs,
since "Tidal

number of grants awarded.
"I'm hoping that we see a large per-

Eastman

some of

financial

to hire outside

history,

its

what she saw as abrupt, major

zon. "

trend in the

help for student positions for the

While Arena acknowledged that
budget provisions for the Cal
Grant program show a commitment by
the governor and state legislature to

Cathy Staples, Cal Grant coordinator and a senior analyst at the UCLA

sity

lime to staff with students," she

"What many people don't
ize

was also

Store

Parsky and Wilshire pushed for

drop

Cal Grants next year

agency

rooms," he added.

Small declined to be

a

Cal Grant awards for 2000-20Q1.

number of

addition to paying employee

in

Villeda said he enjoys working

v,

viewed, but documents she wrote

if it's

help

number of new

percent increase in the

vacancies

were eventually filled by workers
of an independent employment

three weeks

ago. "I want to find something

in the past, these

From page

stu-

dents meet peoschool

state

act,ually

is

around $321 million.
Proponents of expanding the Cal
Grant program are also asking for

employees

3

moving target, you get concerned that you are going to get further
behind if the (applicant) pool mushand

set

porters say that

the

as

sucti

To help

ORIENTATION

"If you can never reach that figure,

group by the
*"
Eastman said.
Meanwhile, ASUCLA restaurants
have enough workers
because fewer are needed during
the summer, Williams said. But he
remains concerned about filling
student positions for

close to the statutory budget 2S
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paign did not immediately return
Sunday.
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characterize the efforts.
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Fn addition to the formal negotiating

teams secluded

at

Clinton

to

set

is

ELEaiONS
From pages
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Asked about the Israeli ministers' comment, Lockharl said:

David,

D.S. delegations staying at near-

'I'm not going to get into handicapping the comments of those

who

gates talked

Gore and
Republican Gov. George W.

before breaking up into small
groups, Lockhart said.

aren't

President

Al

Sunday morning

Bush of Texas, the likely candidates to succeed Clinton in

down

January.

Clinton has shuttled between the

- "Governor Bush said it was a
friendly, brief call and that Prime
Minister Barak let him know
they were working hard but had
reached no breakthrough at that
point," campaign spokeswoman
Mindy Tucker said Sunday. A
spokesman for the Gore cam-

two

Since the three leaders

together

on

first sat

Tuesday,

sides in talks described as

contentious and

Summit

difficult.

participants

for

summit

a

in

I

have

tion.

would be

U.S. olTicials briefing reporters

minister to remain

have repeatedly used words

Israel for

Baltiansky told Israel radio that

"grappling" and "struggling" to

21 2000

11

7
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Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson that

two-person contest and cast their vote

moratorium

he will make appointments that will be
very pleasing to them. That's not difTh

on

Gore said. Recent polls have
suggested Nader could hurt Gore in

that state.

cult to interpret."

important states

would encourage people to invest

Gore

said he opposes parental noti-

which

fication,

would

teenagers to get a parent or guardian's

July

permission before getting an abortion.

31.

Vice President AI Gore, his
Democratic opponent, repeated his
belief on

NBC's "Meet The Press" that

Bush would take away a woman's right
to choose whether to get an abortion.
"I will protect a

woman's

right to

choose. Governor Bush has sworn to
take away a woman's right to choose,"

Gore

said.

"He has

told (evangelists)

The Democrat brushed

Nader

aside ques-

tions about whether

consumer advo*cate Ralph Nader, nominee of the
Green Party, is cutting into his sup-

Gore

said he

be running

"Nobody

is

if

I

entitled to votes.

They

Republican Gov. George Ryan

•

made

a wise decision

in calling for

a

money.
Texas was

lion in federal school lunch

Bush said

that, in fact,

retirement savings in the stock market

"higher than the national average^ in

addition to a core Social Security

signing up poor children for subsi-

tion's

have to earn them."

a

Social Security,

option to invest their Social Security
funds in the stock market.

"I wouldn't

to criticism that his

administration mishandled S33 mil-

candidates.

it is

will see this as

Responding

*

dized meals.

On other issues:

most people

in

fund that lawmakers could not touch.
Bush said people should have the

Gore or Bush.
"I think in the final analysis,

On

were found

in

said

were
worried about taking votes away from
Al Gore or George W. Bush," he said.

want
to pick "between two stark choices" -

•

after errors

Sunday on CBS' "Face
the Nation" that he was not concerned
what effect he mij^t have on other
»

port, saying voters eventually will

likely that

Michigan and

like

Pennsylvania.

require

convention in Philadelphia starting

that,"

Gore defended

•

tics,

his administra-

1996 campaign funo-raising

saying he

tac-

believes a California

still

Bush said he would expand
research on an anti-ballistic missile system. Gore was more cautious, saying
the decision was still
President

request for funds.

No money changed

hands," he said.

Gore has denied

Clinton's, but that, "It's only responsi-

knowing anything about

event he attended at a Buddhist temple
was not a fund-raiser "There was no

*

ble to investigate

whether or not

in illegal

it's

possible."

the $60,000
donations that followed his

appearance

at the temple.

spokesman Gadi

Israeli

agreed to disclose nothing of the
substance of the negotiations.
like

'

-,

;

i^

he would announce his running mate
decision before or during the party

Japan of the world's industrial
powers and Russia, and U.S. otTicials have said that should not be
considered a deadline for wrapping up the peace talks.
"It is still our desire to see an
agreement ... before the president leaves for Tokyo," White
House spokesman P.J. Crowley
told reporters on Saturday.
Barak left home July 10 amid
a political crisis triggered by the
collapse of his governing coali-

by Emmitsburg, Md., are talking
about secondary issues. The
Americans met separately with
both sides and then all three dele-

here"
Also, on July 15 diplomatic
sources said Barak telephoned
Vice

Wednesday

and

Palestinian

Israeli,

2000-Frid4y^ July

At one

issues as "intractable."

Camp

1 7,

T

point, Lockhart described the

calls

Monday. July

difficult for the

it

prime

lane

away from

much more

The Associated Press

President Clinton,

than a total

of two weeks.

left,

and

C^usiom

Palestinian President Yasser Arafat discuss details of

a potential mideast accord at a

working dinner held

at

Camp

David,

f4
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financial aid to students
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have been convicted of

drug-related offenses. What impart do you think this will

have on students?

Elizabeth Delgado

Take the

-summeF

plots of

Third-year

Sociology and Chicana and Chicano

Physiological science

studies

"People
"I think

Rock Vegas."

Flintstones in Viva

Your movie should

thoroughly to

movies do, with

Hollywood
as "the

is

known

dream

to

many

factory."

It is

a

where larger-thanlife is manldatory, and where Kevin
Costner
inex-

plicably

possible,

still

about a big

stars

it

on

gotten past that,

Simply pick and
choose the elements you like for your
movie's preview, and find the person

has

a job. Counting

to the previews.

from "Mission:

with the scratchiest voice possible to

Impossible

2",

narrate

Hollywood

is

release

to

set

ite

134 movies this

suck even

worse, but that

no reason why
you can't get in
on the action.
Were you to see
is

movies, even

would

set

knows

at the

under penalty oftorture, or

following

is

story.

of every preview you've ever seen.
In a world, where law is no more,

^^

^^

till

High Enough"

If you think

into a

I'm joking, wait

"Remember the Titans"

hits the

Now for our feature presentation.
You should
ject

_

your procontent. If your film

select a title for

based on

its

is some sort of thriller or action
movie, you have to pick a short title
that is based on either riflery or mili-

ahead of time by using the song,
"Ain't No Mountain High Enough"

tary jargon, such as "Bolt Action,"

enticing, isn't

"Weapons Grade," or
"Schwarzenegger's Neck

preview. Failing that, at least

have a scene where the characters
sing a song using a household object

should be the

as a pretend microphone, e.g. a hair-

like,

name of an

doesn't play by the rules. She
ple farm girl trying to strike

of those

all

her

matinee price,

own

at

a prestigious

is

it

New

Veins." If it

where quantity
quality,

many

is

"Duke of Earl," "Earth Angel,"

"NOOOOOOOO!!!!!!" about.

out on

like

it

market

money.
Next

the

After

all,

with this

the

Lief

a third-year psychology

is

English student

bucks

back.

who wants

left his

professional

and

in the blink

MICHAEL SHAW/Oaily

or a trans-a-ves/

Pants or dress/

Hate fags? The
answer's yes."

terrorist

mafia aliens

-

-

legal battles, the case

anti-gay lyrics

who

Bfuin

have led the

Clerical

workers take

a cue, fight for rights
commend you

in the

The quote from Jose Hernandez in
Todd Belle's story, "Assemblywomen investigate charges of unfair labor "(News. July 10-

summarizes the issue.
The only problem with your story is that it
fails to mention the fact that approximately
14) well

one-third of clerical employees (administrative assistants, library assistants, child

and more)

at

care

UCLA are also classi-

)

and subjected

to these

same

management abuses.
The Coalition of University Employees,
which represents 18,000
been, and

will

UC clericals, has

continue to be. part of the fight

to bring justice to these

the

workers As chair of

UCLA local of CUE,

I

was part of the

union delegation that met with the assembly-

women:

Did

clericals at

are urged to get

in

UCLA

mmmm

CUE is actively supporting this

men

mmmmim''

touch with

share of body hair?
Claudia

Homing

Chair of the UCLA local at CUE

seems

many

to

feminists, Nicole

UCLA

if

Men

hair

from

usually

have trouble seeing both sides of a

Which reminds me

women

...

I've

express utter disgust for hair on men's

the gripes about restrictions

to

"Women's Right To Be

remove body

hair, but

mentions

shoulders, backs,

attire in

wonder

At the law firm where

if

a single one of these

her boyfriend

how

women

tells

disgusting she thinks his

restricted than

women
I

in

maay cases.

female employees could wear earrings.

blame is not the answer. None of
us can really change who and what they're

slacks or a skirt, long or short hair,

to.

I

had

remove mine. They could choose between

hair legs are."

attracted

similar to

formerly worked,

to

Selective

most men. a growing

are actually voicing their grievances.

no makeup, long or short

sleeves,

men had no choice

wear

but to

member of the

National Coalitlon of Free

Men

Moshing

makeup
etc The

or

for releasing

energy, enjoyment
starts off her article

concert injuries, use

some common

mammoth BSA

appealed its case to
the Supreme Court, arguing in April

tion rights as a private organization

2000

argue

decision.

artists

lyrics

who

and other

and degrade

tors of society.

I,

Boy Scout lawyer
George Davidson stated that homo'sexuality was contrary to the Boy

and

Scout Oath, w'.Mch requires Scouts to
be "morally straight" (RS Issue 844).

commentator Kenji
Yoshino argues, the BSA's court case
was paper thin, plagued with contradictions and weak attempts to cover
up blatant discrimination (Yoshino,
www.cnn.com/2000/LAW/07/colum
Yet, as legal

quite frankly, fundamentally dis-

agree.

This summer, I've heard one bigot
too many invoke a First Amendment

and association

to

justify his or her individual contribu-

tion to perpetuating hatred

sion in

American

society.

and

mosh

funding
don't

like

thinjc

everybody

else.

I

to. It

know what

these inconsistencies,

Aura Baldomero
Fourth-year

with the

Ethnomusicology
Trida Taylor

"The

Fourth-year
Sociok)gy

students

might not be

"I think

non-profit organization which had

able to pay

nurtured him through adolescence

that

and

unfavorable

for

to ask

going to discourage a
lot of people

Nevermind that
Dale was a model citizen, a Sunday
school teacher, and among the 3 percent of all Boy Scouts to receive an
Eagle Scout Award, the highest
award granted by the BSA. In the
eyes of the Boy Scouts, Dale's sexuality canceled out all his accolades and
leadership qualities, leaving hjm the
into adulthood.

victim of a zero-sum game.

Of course,

with the BSA's conser-

vative track record, the organization's failure to recognize

gay rights
comes as no surprise. According to
Rolling, the

BSA

has, in

its

Issue 844).

Even more

significantly, the

oft'ense. In

essence,

BSA,

as a non-profit, volunteer-based

it's

going to be one more roadblock for people of disadvan-

just

multi-million-

member organization. Of all

donors,

and secular, the reactionary
Mormon Church remains the single

religious

of the people from those communities wouldn't be here if they

going onto higher education is
because we need to gain more

intimidate

in

that

you may or may not get financial
aid is to say you may or may not
get into this institution even if
their academics are up to par."

commitment

drawing

support from the Boy

Scouts

if

its

Wendy Thomas
Political

"I think
Science and psychology

"It

would

should not

be consid-

reverse

ered for
financial aid

of

what we

because

think out-

the purpose

tion

grams are

diverse.

The government

and

less

enti-

is

gay rights have been a hot
topic throughout the country, with
debates waging over everything from
same-sex marriages to homophobic

mined unless they could expel open-

reached Scout executives nation-

they would want to base financial

ly-gay Scouts like Dale. But prior to

wide, was telecast over a satellite

aid

role

had never
articulated IhiS message anywhere
within the plethora of recruiting and

coincidence that Radcliffe

informational materials published by

heteroscxist assertions right before

the organization. For decades, the

he launched the most aggressive

studies student. Eat a peach! E-mail

BSA had
don't

on

that. If you take

pose.

I

away

that opportunity to go to school
by giving less means to achieve,
that's defeating the

know about these convicbut don't know whether

tled to

tions,

to better yourself, then

of doing

will

believe that

is

going to school would b^ a means

attempting

Our campus

if

of rehabilita-

reach pro-

to achieve.

drug

have the
effect

BSA's

and we do not
homosexuals provide a

that

offenses

probably

level.

have had for

it."

Alumna

top bureaucrat, stated that "the BSA
has always reflected the expectations
that Scouting families

can't afford

Sociology

gays are allowed to partici-

In 1993, Jere Radclifte, the

are

HowanaLundy

to with-

pate in the organization on any

The reason we

Fourth-year

sponsor of Boy Scout troops
the United States, and has repeatits

like this.

knowledge and the people who
need it most are the people who

To

them by saying

largest

edly stated

ing. If they want to
and don't get financial aid,
they'll have to work two or three
jobs, making them drop out. It's

can't afford to pay for a school

is heavily dependent on
huge financial contributions from
conservative religious groups in
its

from applygo to school

not their fault that their families

operation,

order to maintain

it is

taged communities that are not
represented on this campus. A lot

couldn't get financial aid.

nine

decades of existence, "been resistant
to cultural change, and proud of it"

(RS

it's

whether or
not you were
convicted of
a drug

less multicultural

comments to grover@ucla.edu.

fact

that these

gay "message" that would be under-

a third-year international

should be optional."

they wanted."

enough.

is

think the

by something they did when they
were 14 years old when they still

become

BSA

government has a
you shouldn't
have to answer if you don't want
I

they should be judged

the organization,

the Dale case, the

in the

right to ask, but

BSA claimed a First
Amendment right to convey an

anti-

not going to want to go to college

because they did something

decide to go to college they
should deserve to go and receive

model consistent with these
expectations." His speech, which

is

A lot more people are

past that might affect their future.

ns/n.yoshino.boyscouts.07.03). In
court.the

divi-

Enough

would

interfere with the organization's mes-

Some evcff say that

right to expression

also insist-

sage; in court.

tal-

entire sec-

lyrics are hijrmless

The Boy Scouts

ticipate in their organization

so-called

use their expressive

New Jersey

all

^

.^^

may cause
problems.

the

Amendment

and freedom of associa-

ed that allowing homosexuals to par-

expression dictate tolerance for

Eminem's

that their First

free speech

freedom of

Despite

BSA had violated a state law

had been violated by the
will

to

1999 unanimously ruled

in

impressionable fans.

Ebadolahi

sense,"

July 10) claiming that every person in a

way

Unwilling to be defeated, the

rap lyrics to the Boy Scouts of

("To avoid

its

banning discrimination based on sexual orientation. The BSA was
ordered to reinstate Dale (Chuck
Sudetic, Rolling Stone Issue 844).

Lately,

Judy Pak
is

on women's
the workplace, even though men are

nothing about similar pressure on men. She
even blames the entire problem on men: "I

more

silence of

MarcAngciucd

in to

heard countless

on women

her column

number

and

Law student and

necks.

Seymour

chivalry

backs and

their shoulders,

Hairy Unrecognized (Viewpoint, July 10-14).
Seymour complains about societal pressure

in

go

try con-

sidering other perspectives. Despite the

maybe 40/60,

and even necks.
Connection, maybe?
Seymour's one sided complaint

coin

Hair

women, she might

she did, she probably didn't like

but no big difference."

remove

long sleeves and slacks, regardless of the heat.
Next time Seymour writes on an issue she
thinks effects only

I

the results. "It's about 50/50.

also live by

societal standards
Like

called the

I

Removal Center for a breakdown of clients by
sex. Maybe Seymour did the same,
don't
know. But

Men

occur to Seymour that
might feel similar pressure,
it

proportionate to their average

CUE to help with this campaign.

"casual" cat-

egory.

fied as "casual"

"Casual"

UCLA manage-

ment's abuse of employees

•

that the

he should be left alone to rap
freely about whatever he wants to.

important work.

for your July 10 coverage

of the important issue of

teachers,

Ebadolahi

that
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made

album sold over 1.7 million copies in
its first week, and continues to top
charts and delight Eminem's young,

Eminem's

LETTERS

which

Marshall Mathers LP,"

ents to insult

See UEF, page 14

Supreme

New Jersey Supreme Court,

Mitra

that laws governing the
•

recently, a pivotal

Rutgers University. After intense

the

There are those who

dlief@ucla.edu.
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at

(www.glaad.org). Nevertheless, the

"picked the wrong guy to meiss with."

at

hermaph

which has the most blatantly homophobic lyrics GLAAD has seen, ever

that kid

out the nation.

James Dale, a gay assistant
Scoutmaster, was summarily
expelled from the Boy Scouts of
America when the organization discovered that he was co-president of a
student gay and lesbian organization

Alliance Against Defamation to con-

to screw with his

and

Supreme Court in late June sided
BSA, issuing a 5-4 ruling
upholding the BSA's "constitutional
right" to ban gays from becoming
troop leaders. Suddenly, James Dale
was legally removed from the very

ago,

Lesbian

of an eye, when

so the act

ones having all these reports filed
against them. If they're 18 and

didn't

complex webs of hatred and intolerance that have been successfully
spun by neo-conservatives through-

Court case called into question the
right of the Boy Scouts of America to
deny membership to gays. Ten years

Or a homo-

if

their sexuality.

Most

in the

you're a fag or

demn "The

international drug-trafficking

rogue

you

head, whether

Gay and

is

from "Jerry Maguire" who we will
assume is his son. If he isn't, just
have him killed anyway. The audience will go nuts.
Kent vows vengeance on the ex-

his ei^ht

him

Contact

(who should have a name
of consonants like Kent

realistically ugly wife,

CIA

stab

to cut their

Boy Scout members were
discriminated against on the basis of
funding

gay rights within this country, so
that we can begin to dismantle the

Eminem

Eminem's

family. This requires the death of his

for

"I'll

;,•
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Oh, the

time for the plot. The

someone decides

most of the screenwriters

do much
brainstems behind "The

lot

changed

can
column.

certainly didn't

it

it's

coal or something. All that

out there have taken such classes,

and

Cast Deniise

career in the field of bad-assing to
return to a simpler life of farming

I

ice

hatred.

Kentkrank) has

UCLA offers several classes on

The

"The

his latest release,

Marshall Mathers LP,"

sex, a

surly leader

with a

On

les/

Richards: she could really use the

yoursein

all

in front.

the sounds of sum-

lyrics.

proudly raps:

Meryl Streep in this role
a baboon kidney. We don't care

20 ext^a pounds

So why shouldn't you write one

bypass them

This

about this character's emotional wellbeing nearly as much as we are concerned with her ability to stand with

smallpox.

think

phobic rap

will reject

York

Way, had threatened

and even states. The time
long past for Americans to exam-

individuals

cream man. Violent, homo-

should be someone officially delineated as a Hollywood bimbo. Audiences

a sim-

probably because other major corporate sponsors, such as the United

attacked by private organizations,

Amendment

mer. Crickets.

Ben Affleck character. This
should be someone worth screaming

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention with the last strain of

1

Mmmm,

for

Bfuin benior Sta«

ty,

ine

the

see the light of day, even though they

screenwriting, but

limits of First

and
unpleasant as any male.- There is of

room for variation.
Then you need a love interest

favorable over

in a vault at

America. And on nearly every front,
gay rights have been successfully

DECISION: Scouts policy,

lines,

potential to be just as cold

financial aid,

that

Chicano,
and black youth are the ones that
are being criminalized and the

Anti-gay ban, rhetoric warp constitution

course

craptacular films will

should be kept

JASON CH£N/Oaily

that within every female lies the

ducer would be stupid enough to
spend that kind of money on movies
in a

guy with only two

receive any

Latino,

is

old song

you back $670. Hollywood

This means that

the minority

and the tough woman who proves

title

that only a professional pro-

this bad.

show

homophobic rapper push

Affleck, the quirky funny guy,

won't

because

statistics

•

Smith bastardization of it.
Now it is time to begin conforming to the summer movie formula.
Round up your cast of stock characters. This means you need the standard "rag tag motley crew." Included
in the bunch are the surly middleaged but still good looking leader, the

Ben

a romantic comedy, your

is

failing

do

their lives

minorities
just

try-

better in

against

the original songi then at least a Will

fan.

it? For
an added effect you should inform
your audience that your movie sucks

in the

a compos-

_.

and

if

and justice is a fading memory, there
is just one man, with one chance, and
one mission, and one past, and one
testicle, to walk away with it all, and
find the tryg meaning of sisterhood.
He's a streetwise rookie cop who

summer. Many
will suck, most
will

The

it.

rolled-up newspaper, run as fast as

Chilling

it's

No

or "Am't

you can.

atrue

of?

Once you've

you

together by time-travel,

No Mountain

•

drawn
bound by
honor, to fight a menace they can't
even see. This August, fear has a new
name: American Something-OrOther. Rated R. This film is based on

Leonardo
DiCaprio, and it rhymes with
"Bitanic." What movie am I thinking

sinking boat,

place where the impossible

--becomes

this one: It's

And

the story of two siblings

fish.

should see someone singing "Ain't

Pets.com Studios proudly presents

Millionaire?" question. Perhaps

you've seen

brush or frozen

ing to

nation

Mountain High
Enough." If you do name your movie
after a song, you are required by law
to use the song within the movie

questions pre-

be about the same difficulty as the
average "Who Wants to Be a

movie

action

dance academy Columbia-TristarDreamworks-Paramount-Microsoft-

all

sented by Coca-Cola. These should

create your very

own

trivia

begin, as

who are

discrimi-

it's

other films and mix

Anthony Venuti
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Md-year

to

I

thinks

make sure

it's

whole pur-

just another law

that people

of color

are not allowed to go to school."

that."

Mormon
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hook-up provided by the

Church (RS
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made
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and discrimination against other
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reunites with his former bad-ass unit.
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Although they may seem an
unlikely pair, Eminem and the Boy
Scouts of America are examples of
two entities which can actually play
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word

Once

who

finally
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Smith, or

innumerable others).

uncommon

lots

the last thing

Pak goes on
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reveals he has trapped
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not surprising that the church con-

large masses of people at
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ferent events.

to his death.
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mosh

pits?

how
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LSAT courses

are available July 1 7th in
El SegundOy and August 29th in West L.A.
for the October LSAT.

reali-

terrible

and

"it

was

Has anyone

ting before Nirvana.

just as

then.

Courses at

popular
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truth
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is,

as

Mormon
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begin August 26th.

was back

it

music excited
will continue to

simply to bash Pak.

moshing

method

article

call

not
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My point is

everyone, but
of fun and a great

isn't for
lot

it

for expressing yourself.

a perfect

way

to enjoy

off some steam

and have
Don't let anyone tell
you what you should or shouldn't
a great time.

Moshing may only appeal

few people but

to a

us.

our parents tell
don't judge something until you

try

it.

like
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-
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people then and it
do so in the future.

like.

Amer

in

ever heard of the Sex Pistols, the
Misfits or the Ramones? Moshing

less tragic.

Instead of promoting acceptance
and understanding, neo-conserva-

Church and the Boy Scouts of

8 7)

,

was

to an extensive main-

let

tive entities like the

dif-

How is that in anyway

about. She claims,

music,

predictability of the

no
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.

After explaining

is

actions, however,

in

moshing.
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BSA's

Better Scores. Bette
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no one has ever died from

that

is

considerable financial resources to
pressure other organizations to do

reality

was

many

incident cited

associated with

can be a

The

Job #30
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Baltimore where one of the fans
plunged from the top of the stadium

and hatred
throughout the nation, and to use its

the same.

Hall

A crowd was

Denmark.

The purpose of my
it

tinues to spread bigotry
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Free Liter
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2nd Floor Kerckhoff
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stream youth audience." I hate to
shock everyone but there was pit-

fund-raising drive in the history of

banned same-sex marriages in
California and invalidated such
unions if performed in other states,
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nately occurs wherever there are

moshing

the passage of Proposition 22, which
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Jerry's

Review

probably the Nirvana video 'Smells
Like Teen Spirit' which introduced
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Across from

mud, leaving eight dead.
This type of incident is in no way correlated with mosh pits and unfortu-

came
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campus in Westwood Village

deadly mosh pits can be Pak gives
us a brief history of how mosh pits

ate.

OFFER VALID

Westwood

Close to

at:

falling in

ing the writing of this column, except

MONDAY

Apply

accept

trampled to death after slipping and

again,

So that's how you create a summer movie. Good luck writing those
scripts. If you really want the best
bang for your summer movie buck,
go rent "The Dirty Dozen." The
End. No animals were harmed durI

extremely happy!

tragedies.

incident referred to

first

The second

one tuna sandwich

US/Kandis

too.

to claim people's lives

two recent horrible

cites

it's all

credits.

-I

to inflict

are in danger because of pits. She

"NOOOOOOOO!!!!!!"

is

in a pit.

would not have evolved without

bomb with only one second
remaining on the clock and escapes
in the nick of time before Mars
blows up. Cue Aerosmith song over

.

my mind

it

"mindless fun and games."

es a

^^^^''

on

fans. Finally,

not only his plot, but also a
shocking secret about how mankind

for

plus.

very

will spill

despite his death earlier. Kent defus-

.o^eslttJ^tf.

pits in

Mosh pits are a release of energy
absorbed while listening to music
that inspires and energizes ians. Pak
however, sees this tension release as

name like Mr. Sinister,
Hey Look At Me I'm

computer world. Then he
McBoobs,
who he kills, prompting Ben AfTleck

ON

It is

pain on anyone while

confronts the leader,

genetic intervention, or that

FOR THE

mosh

to be in a pit without a

number of female

Really Enigmatic and Nasty; he will
be played by Donald Sutherland. He

to yell

Knowledge of Photoshop and Quark a
UCLA Students Only

for

Princeton

Anthrax, Bad Religion, Pennywise.
Metallica, Rancid, not to mention

there the

screwing up, causing
of explosions. Ben Affleck yells

Kent

2 PIZZAS
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concerts such as Megadeath,

movie he won't

that big).

look better,

It

The

LEHERS

.

about this." After that it's off to
Mars, where McBoobs stows away
on board despite Kent's admonition

starts

can help you
see better, and

Is

-

in

that I've taken part in

use a

Correction

us to ensure that future generations
are not so influenced by hatred.
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understanding and respect so that
we may replace the ignorance and
malice prevalent today. It is up to

"NOOOOOOOO!!!!!!" and dies.
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Laser vision
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sure such entities to promote
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(don't worry, in the
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slow-motion scenes.
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o
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attempts to further division and
misunderstanding in our society.

Kent seduces McBoobs (completely forgetting the wife who was
murdered less than 45 minutes ago)
and in doing so obtains an ally and
the

show our

1

must be certain that our financial

matically-spinning-around.
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Once there, Kent meets with Booby
McBoobs, who has some job normally reserved for ugjy old men in bow
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influence to clearly

guys' evil empire.
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This time,
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Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D<

ance throughout America, and
instilling such values in youth from
a very early age. These values are
often reinforced by pop culture
icons like Eminem, who abuse their
freedom of expression by using

But he cannot do it alone. He needs
an elite team of unqualified immato carry out the plan.
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CHIdren's movies actually

some

say

FILM: Director's

must

imaginative ways
explore

Stories,

intelligent things
find

to tell

2" for example. As the intrepid Buzz
Lightyear and his compatriots are trying to bust into a giant toy store, they

mediums

find themselves

classical

CD to seem cultured, shop at
really

instant access.

about

Maybe

slips

Everyone
who's ever

to find

taken

giant

Is

some sort

Why? OK,

r~

vouileiy of

Itie

By Emilia

Pldyhouse
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Harry Groener, top, and Raye Birk perform in a Neil Simon's sketch
adaptation of an Anton Chekov short story. Ten such sketches will
be featured in "The Good Doctor" at the Pasadena Playhouse.
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the outer reaches
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A group of 25 teenagers infiltrated
the 15th floor of the

'Good Doctor' revives
-

THEATER: Short stories

-

"It's

human

take timeless nature of

humans

to

modern

level

nature, but

it's

laugh at
fallen - the absurdity

a body

al

crumpled heap on the

laugh, but

Daily Bruin Staff

nature

is

a typical topic in

about any English

class.

Doctor," written by 19th-cenlu-

floor," said

"We

an injured

man

ideal

fodder for another

human

that transcend time
it is

tion of 10 narra-

sketches.

and

find

you'll

human

at this collec-

—

its

most absurd
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The source of all the hubbub was a
new science fiction adventure film
called "War World."
However, the movie wasn't ready

;

feeling

they're

thai if

embolden^ us

Stephanie Shroyer
Director

liv-

"The

on

go forward."
A boy inVbaseball cap said

market. However, Rubin and Miller
invited teenagers to read

that

he

their script before

its

and

critique

submission and

production.

sometimes show a

will

it's all

have multiple readings as they
make changes to the script. In the
first set of participants, they brought
together teens from various areas
and ethnicities. They plan to also
have additional readings with entirely diflerent people from varying age
groups and cultural backgrounds.
to

"Ultimately, this

is

a business,"

step

up on

will

be

much

greater."

participants are encouraged

to take notes during the reading.

afterwards, they

fill

And

out a survey eval-

uating their response to the script.
If it's as

simple as testing a movie's

screenplay before
duction, then

why

it's

gone

haven't

pro-

movies

happen or they're just not

inclined to

utilizes his

experience

see

movies

and marketing.
'I'm doing everything

I

possibly

can to guarantee that my script isn't
one of ten thousand scripts sit-

tion."

ting

on a pile waiting to be

somebocty when

it

rejected by

needs to get atten-

the attention the writers are

trying to capture

is

not only that of

studio heads, but also that of the

developmental process

move for the

a strategic

is

writing team.

"The teenage audience

is

the audi-

ence that fuels blockbuster movies,"
said.

They're not only characterized as
a dating crowd, but also as repeat
viewers

who

like to see a film multi-

ever going to find creativity like that
expressed in animated films. In fact,

"If you get a hot

going lo

renounce entertainment altogether.
I know this probably sounds pretty
ludicrous, that a bunch of barnyard
animals made out of clay are better
than the great actors of the past, but
as far as I'm concerned, it's true.

Does Paul Newman have the
charisma of Rocky the Rooster? Can

movie

like

going to appeal to an audience
that's going to go back and see the

movie several times," Rubin said.
Furthermore, Miller said that
teenagers tend to know what they
like. Boys, like his son, tend to watch
lots of TV and play many video

fingertips right

is

now

able to

commu-

nicate to us as filmmakers better than

Rubin and Miller plan
touch with kids

who have

to stay in

attended
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Mike Myers as funny as

think not.

I

Maybe

it's

A good animation director can

um.

get his "actors" to

do exactly what he

wants - he just has

his artists

the scene that way.

Most of the people

render

working on big productions like
"Chicken Run" or the "Toy Story"
series can create just about anything.
a little harder for a real actor to
do that - not to say that Newman and

Myers

aren't great actors or anything,

just that they're limited

that they're

make
drop

human

by the

beings.

fact

They

can't

their eyes bulge out in fear or
their jaws to the floor in surprise

way an animated character can.

TV and slapstick comt-t
:d^
Chekov knew audiences would laugh
before

al this fellow

"s

misery.

Teenagers join actors in a test reading of the "War World" script before it goes Into actual productioi Their strong
opinions should provide useful input for the movie's predicted marketing success.
i.

brilliance of C

hekov

able to capture a core of

- he's

human

See DOaOft, page 20

thinking adults.

intelligent,

Maybe

you just don't get regular movies
'cause you're too

damn dumb."

I

didn't use that exact

many times,

but you

I

and none of it's rubbed off on

me.

I

don't particularly care, though.

my fondness for the simple
pleasures in life is a sign that my intelPerhaps

somewhere down there with
knuckle-draggers and half-wits,

ligence
the

is

but at least I'm happy.

I

don't really

think that movies like "Chicken

Run"

or "Toy Story" are mindless entertainment, though.

They're

intelligent, too, just

ferent standards than, say,
flicks that

premier

down

by

dif-

some of the

at the art-

house theaters.

their

more

grown-up

cousins.

little

more clever than a

regular

who can

N..

It all boils down to this: I'm not
saying that everyone should

offer, too.

just technical stulT.

to appeal to audiences

and generations

—

In writing this, I've pulled back
many, many times and said, "Good
lord, what are you doing? You're saying that a movie aimed at children is
better than something written for

more creative than

it's

nological changes and dilTerences

The

long time were designed to appeal to
the elementary school scene.

than that that makes kids movies

don't think

though. No, there's something

filmmaker since directors are trying

culture

my kid

renounce regular films and spend
all their time watching
Nickelodeon, it's just that the kids
section of Blockbuster's got a lot to

the

vived even in the face of major tech-

"

let

watch half the garbage that's designed
for children most of the time.
But by and large, the best examples
of entertainment that I've seen in a

college,

the nature of the medi-

And

eager dentist sadistically pulling out a
priest's tooth in "Surgery
Back

be embarrassed to

And maybe that's it. Maybe really
am just an idiot who stumbled into

is

Directors of kids movies have to be

in

dumb.

doom?

"The SeduclTon."

70 years before "Tile 'Hiree
Stooges." Chekov wrote about an

kids films are great. A lot of the things
designed for children are just, well,

get the idea.

just a

Shroyer

all

escapes from their impending pot pie

set out lo show that human
nature
both good and bad - has sur-

claimed seducer of other men's wives

not like

Well, ok.

I

they ever were before."

it's

phrasing many,

It's

"They have the instruments of
technology and production at their

mind,

Steven Spielberg direct as tense a

'The

erally

this in

scene as the chickens' attempted

Perfect Storm' or 'MI:2,' you're gen-

teen audience

if

Ginger the Chicken doesn't win Best

those weird ultra-capitalist rats?

ple times.

With

I'd

ever made. Forget "Casablanca" and
"Citizen Kane." I don't think you're

I'nfi

•-•^

are

up.

I'll

always be the best films

Actress this year.

And

Rubin

will

damned, the various

way neater than anything
Industrial Light and Magic can dream

down my $7.50 to
"Chicken Run," I know that kids

in

publicity

just

think

Run"

After slapping

think like we're thinking."

Rubin

I

waves and

chicken-launchers that Nick Park and
his team figured out for "Chicken

me that any of my

Like Peter Pan,

pure, creativity, though. Big

iightsabers be

first

renounce this whole growing up thing
in favor of living lo be a kid again.

will

to pro-

more

was exact-

place, but a recent trip to the

do something

movie, they just

blow you away with really neat
Nothing is as special as

try to

"They're scared that bad buzz

now," Miller said,
referring to the growing sophistica*
tion of teen audiences. "The target

money
The

I

the most highbrow guy in the

has convinced

a

"The

special effects.

that.

attempts to be mature and cultured
are just a foolish waste of time.

thing that will definitely appeal to our

chance to make

not like

it's

-

.

think to

like that in a regular

towards ensuring success?
"People are very nervous to show
their material to people before it goes
out to the studios," Rubin said.

games.

target audience, the

during

obvious

the

we know what our
audience wants before we produce it,
or if we know we're producing someMiller said. "If

taking

taken

teenagers. Involving teenagers in the

"Studios

done and they've
already spent their $97 million,"
Rubin said. "We're doing this at a
stage where we can still make some
major changes if the need be."
Though Thursday was their first
test reading, Rubin and Miller plan

identity

the lyth cenlury,

it

"I

ence when

as stories set in

self-pro-

gesta-

<c

c

finished rtiovie to their targeted audi-

its

to

side,

"Road Trip." And his
friend wanted to see

liked watching

spiky-haired

with a

to

volition.

Without
away its

it,

on our

lef the material

breathe

Russia

m

-

stories,

Drowned Man"
a

-

Shroyer wants to

own

range from a

drowns

rise?

see if they get

"The Snee/e."
So with Ihe
creativity
and
of literary

was partly a personal

before they are released lo the public

1 3

in

insight

tion,

teenagers

guy who sneezed
al his boss, and would noi lei anyone
forget what a horrible faux pas it was

"The brilliance of

script

find in

unprecedented step

in

"'"~^^^"^~"

than

asking them?

of actually reading the script with

what were they expecting to
the eminent Wcstwood high

to take the

there's the

its

funniest.

ters

a prostilute for his

nature at

worst,

Its

place.

him

father buys

in

what

sight, so

want

owed

Creature," or the

to find out

pushed him to write it because it
sounded good," Jordan said.
Hollywood routinely tests pictures

is

"A Defenseless
awkward boy whose

husband

Then

But lake a closer look
tive

and

what's

ducers

way

better

son, Jordan, as the conception of the

"Our core market audience is the
teenage ciJDwd," said Rubin, who
graduated from UCLA in 1973. "We

subjected lo an angry and loud wife
lo her

And

capture audiences

away as Palos Verdes and
Thousand Oaks.
There wasn't a Backstreet Boy in
as far

was the story.

- we're

sensitive to noise

adiipted

Anton Chekov and
by American playwright Neil

rousing discussion on the

'

we laugh al - someone's pain
really odd ducks."

who only wants lo collect

themes

are

it

Miller wer0 testing

who can think and
when you think about what

ry Russian writer

Simon, seems

in a

what

snug conference room after having
traveled from far away lands, some

What

been submjlied to the studios.
Miller, who cowrote the screenThe teeiis were participating in a
play for "War World" with Rubin, is
unique test, screening - one without a"^ also interested in involving their tar
finished film to test. What producers
get audience in the creative process.
Steve Jay! Rubin and David Lee
He values the input of his 13-year-old

That may explain the story where

The Pasadena Playhouse's "The

Good

their script has

Oppenheimer

Plaza building Thursday evening.
The throng of teens converged in a

"Scary Movie."

movies teens are interested

cast.

In fact, Ihe screenplay hadn't even

the only creatures

By Sandy Yang

Human

not an

trail.

director Stephanie Shroyer.

jusl

if

talces to

Our first impulse is lo
somebody who's tripped and

admirable

producers and directors to
see

Chekov's humor, pain

The battle scenes had
not been shot. The heroes and villains
to be screened.

-^

^

Well, I'm giving

ly

to.save their boat in

No one would

Hopkins

ofsuf)eriority.

being read.

mat

down on

Admittedly, that would be a little
odd, but I hope you can see my point.

Brent

that they're enti-

screenplay

telling his

Perfect Storm."

suddenly thinks

>-

George Clooney

fishermen to jump up and

"Beowulf

tled to

thought that was

I

absolutely brilliant. You're not going

or

I

voila,

I'm just easily amused or

something, but

read

Miller, listening attentively as their

enough force and.

we actually
know what they

Philosophy

•War World" screenwriters Steve Rubin, left, and David Lee

genius and orders his fellow toys

and

are.

fw Ma«

in.

instead to jump in unison, they are

like

Biiiin St-

get

dow - no luck, it doesn't budge.
When Buzz is struck by a fit of

able to get

Freudian

Photos by KtlTH eNRIQUtZ/Daily

open the door
They try jumping up and

made tortillas
talk

have enough mass

to trip the sensor lo

We buy a token

Trader Joe's to pretend that we
need those hand

toys, they don't

and

they're deep, high-minded
intellectuals.

the pres-

sure mat at the entrance. Since they're

—all

Everyone likes to think that

hampered by

Next time you're looking for
something a little different from the
standard date-comedy or shoot-emup, take a trip back to your childhood.

It's

a pretty fun ride.

dreum up wild fantasy worlds
- and probably do each time their
teacher brings up the subject of math

care center

or history.

t-mall

already

Let's use a scene

from "Toy Story

Hopkins can be reached at his dayif you want to play tag.

him

at afropic@>ucla.eclu to set

up an appointment.

—1_

.

^i^'-y
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How tosurvive those improbable situations
BOOK: Serious advice

street-smart city boy, and Borgenicht,

for

There

all

The charismatic

of us.

also a timeless quality to the film as

is

Duritz plays a modern-day Scrooge whose
childhood amnesia prevents him from living a

upcoming novel. When Michael acquiesces, he is pampered with expensive tailored
suits and cash as they push into the shady, lawless

befriend each other

in

"Disney's The Kid"
Starring Bruce Willis

Willis

Disney's "The Kid"

turned upside down. In a

mysterious side of the

contrived love story, lobster and cream sauce

Amy's only

fiaw might be showing too

forgiveness

when

it

comes

screenwriter

On

Audrey

hTowever.

it is

-_.

easy to see

why

embarrassing riioments. Bu||bis endearing
awkwardness is easy to sympathize with,
whether it's at age eight or at age 40.

Wells, a

UCLA alumnus.

40 years

old. Duritz

Emilia

to earn

himself a scholarship to (you guessed

it)

UCLA

isn't

happy with

if

not utterly relent-

takes your breath away, perhaps too

much.
There are many gruesome moments of sexual

mutilation, which surround the character

^ with

an

inflexible

to see

This

parade of graphic, face turnis

not a film that one decides
'

on a whim.

•

Overall, the film displays an admirable elTort
of exploring the idea of conflict derived from
the multi-faceted inhabitants of Los Angeles

and the city itself. However, the ending offers
no moral closure, avoiding the inevitable retribution of living a double

an

ele-

him. since, after

Under the

belly

worth. His stepfather, Leo Steinberg (Paul
Malevich) pawns his most prized painting to

/'

rake the stinger out of the skin

The guide, however, disgraces all
members of the "how-to" book family. The authors not only discourage

real story

real

own

of his

life.

A

world send him into a delusional act of

.

,

"The Woman Chaser"
Starring Patrick Warburton
Directed by Robinson Devor

his

is

a

man

against the world. Set

against the familiar sites of Exposition Park

who stands alone.
Hudson

reveals the depraved

Al's

You

enter a

smokey

bar.

The dark music

.^^

.

'

the noir character
;:-,"

alligators.

book was born.
Complete with easy

to follow, step-

by-step instructions (given you have
the intelligence

and the

insanity), as

well as clearly labeled diagrams, read-

up

Now they live to boast of their

of

how

into the skin,

How of
which can occur

to 10 minutes after the stinging.

And how

to identify a mail

if

for

lumps, bulges or protrusions, without
applying pressure." Chdck for nonsense

return

packages

addresses,

in string

wrapped

or twine, excessive

postage (parcels

book. But

swarm

trained professionals) in a survival

killer bees, for

book geared toward the Boy Scouts'
motto, "Be prepared."
The handbook, split into five

example,
the
authors are not

sweat-dripping chapters, provides a
glimpse through an obstacle course of

details.

40 extreme situations. Piven, the

away

freeze.

taking

up

bar,

in the

end,

all

and the jazzy

that's left

?ri

Publisher Chronicle Books

case you were curi-

car, look

AOAM BROWN/Daily Bruin

no

further.

In a way,

by
two Philadelphian writers who want a
taste of life at the bigger kids' playground. With their guide, Piven and
Borgenicht bungee-jump off a six-foot
clifT into a puddle that's three inches

And

after reading the guide,

you'll suspect that these daredevils

not

sometimes run with

Instead, run

scissors or eat

dessert before dinner.

in

This

is

not to say that these

men are

Their hypothetical ordeals are

practical

and convincing,

interesting

and thought-provoking. When would
you need to know how to maneuver
on top of a moving train and get
inside?

Oh, and

who

Army lady.

And

realistically

.

know how
wound?

wouldn't want to

treat a bullet or knife

to be a fan of film noir to
enjoy "The Woman Chaser." because at its
core is a movie about movies and a story about
the art of storytelling - in six reels.

speaking,
to

But wait. Listen. The deadpan narration you
hear is not a Humphrey Bogart voiceover.

crushed by the reality of the aging Ross, a "dog-

guy with a twitch."

Unfortunately, the film does not avoid the sub-

plays Richard Hudson, the hard-boiled used-

With the suspense

stance-abuse movie cliches.

car salesman turned writer/director.

"Indiana Jones" and "Titanic," who
wouldn't want to know how to survive

chick-less

The movie might seem

a

little

to

predictable

if

you're familiar with Charles Dickens's "A
Christmas Carol." However, there is only one
ghost of the past

in the film

and he

is

even more

lovable than Tiny Tim. In his feature film

debut. Breslin does an impressive job of keep-

up with Willis. Line for line, joke for joke,
even punch for punch, the duo turns the fantasing

tic

story of time travel

and transformation

into

Instead,

Drifting aimlessly from his daily

work as a
gas attendant to secret fight clubs and S&M
dens, Michael plays the Hollywood game of
ambition and addiction. He lies and manipulates to feed his needs, alienating himself from
his wife who wants to help him
A slow downward spiral ensues, followed by
an equally slow recovery.

it

belongs to Patrick Warburton

Following

Woman

who

Emilia

pulp fiction tradition. "The
Chaser" is based on the Charles
in

Willeford novel of the

same

Robinson Devor. the movie

title.
is

The book works well

Hwang

Rating:?

Directed by

However, Devor 's innovative treatment of
original '60s pulp is both homage and parody.
While much of the plot and dialogue holds
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movies

like

mountains or at sea?
The guide is a breeze through the
lives of the stunt man, park ranger,
car thief and all-around American
gladiator. But of course, it's nothing
you should even think about trying at
home.

point. Terse.

..

in

in the desert, the

sharp and to the

Full

for the adven-

turous outdoorsman and for the average Dorothy who strays from Kansas.

JASON CHfcN/Daity

'V

a funny and engaging

Los Angeles in search of a new life with his
wife Chloe (Rebecca Gayheart), withdrawing
from a former life filled with drugs and alcohol.

less,

y

it's

collection of scenarios compiled

deep.

the

lit

You don't have

Pages: 176

Price: $14.95

Rating: 7

in

tinkling of the piano.

the seduction of a Salvation

noir.

David Borgenicht

sissies.

that dimly

is

Authors: Joshua Piven and

first place).

in

Handbook

alligator

ous and wanted to know how to
break down a door or hot-wire a

bravery (with the assistance of highly

Do

ever

should not try to do anything illegal with the instructions in the

angry
of

with

for

For the beginning criminal, the
warning also says that readers

to escape

Survhfal

amateurs who lose any significant
appendages while pinning their reptiles can only blame their own stupidity

The Worst-Case Scenario

Title:

home" dis-

(Translation: Alligator-wrestling

wrestling in the

telling

stingy

they add a "don't try this at

so.

or parcel, inspect

cies.

an

readers from testing their adrenaline

bulky

deal with emergen-

how

wires.

claimer against any attempt of doing

letter

"^^

oil

under the book's instructions, but

bomb:

professionals,

In

addresses,

"If a carrier delivers an unexpected

ers can take a look behind the scenes
fear, for

infect-

increase the

BOOK REVIEW

,.

way that

learns the hard

'

and 'demolition
for example - the hand-

derby drivers,

According*!o authors Joshua Piven
and David Borgenicht, alligators will
lose their fear of the hand that feeds
them and then become more aggres-

bull-

venom

may

19

of course, protruding

lot.

So

informs you that you are no longer in color.
Indeed, you have entered the black and white

worldof film

is

sideways motion. Pinching the

ed area

handwritten

stains, and,

Hollywood, everyone has their price. People
are bought and sold, just like the cars in Honest

Coming to select theaters July 21

Angeles lurks a dark, seductive nightlife.
With scenes of moral and physical degrada-

"Shadow Hours"

Hudson

bomb squad officers,

eastern United States, never feed the

planes.

to tears, but the harsh facts of the

physicians,

fighters, locksmiths

"The Worst-Case
Scenario" handbook is here. Piven
and Borgenicht have been thugs and
have been mugged, they've stowed
away on trains and stolen drinks from

begins to

latter)."

After consulting the experts -

in the

Never

and dreams in the
reading of TS. Eliot

or unlikely (mostly the

in a

2000

weighing more than 16 ounces must
be mailed at the post office), suspicious

':

you ever find yourself stranded
marshy swamps of the south-

is

near, try running through bushes or

likely

sive.

fund Hudson's fantasy of becoming a director.
To Hudson, it is just the portrait of a clown, but
to Leo, it is a priceless wqrk of art.
While trying to tell another story in his film

and Capitol Records.he

of bustling downtown Los

If

retreat

weeds to give minimal cover. Swatting
the bees only makes them angrier.
Angry bees will sting. If you are stung,

to survive a variety of crisis situations,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

no

nature fanatic, speak bluntly

backgrounds who worried a lot
and were interested in knowing how

By Sharon Hori

learn the relative value of

Man Who Got Away," Hudson

bee

ferent

he has seen so many films.
the surreal world of Hollywood

"The

killer

attacks, alligator fights

all,

Thus it is in
that Hudson must

through

.

ment of self-consciousness to the film that lends
it a humorous edge.
«.
In the film, Hudson asks himself, "Isn't the
making of money the reason for existence?" He
grows bored and realizes that seducing women
and selling repossessed cars does not constitute
a full and satisfactory lifestyle.
Through his unique brand of perverse logic,
he decides he must write and direct movies in
order to fulfill his life. It makes perfect sense to

moves him

,

life.

is

blur the lines between reality

Rating:4

behind the glamorous fa(;ade of the city.
Michael Holloway (Balthazar Getty) moves

wealthy but lonely 40-year-old self. Rusty 's
childhood dreams of becoming a pilot are

•

.t

horrifying,

Judy Pak

Directed by Issac Eaton
Now playing

reality

However, the kid

less;

is

Starring Balthazar Getty, Rebecca
Gayheart, and Peter Weller

plishments

o

participate in

witness and sometimes

"Shadow Hours"

tion,

.

nightclubs quickly

pulp predecessors, there

its

arson.

and consequently went on to greater accombusiness world.

Hwang

Rating: 8

own image makeover. Ross had

worked hard throughout high school

The debaucTieiy they

ing, images.

for

ter's

an awkward and pudgy cry-baby, reminds the
workaholic of everything he hated about him-

in the

falls

isn't

the verge of turning

before his

she

Ross. At times you have to laugh at his charac-

(Bruce Willis) magically encounters himself as
eight-year-old Rusty (Spencer Breslin). Rusty,

self

much

to Ross's insensitive

wearing a $2,000
suit, the successful image consultant can be
found sporting a UCLA l-shirt. Hi"s keen fashion sense might be attributed to "The Kid's"
Duritz

city's

degradtjtion.

slight-

meets hot dogs when romance sparks between
Duritz and his assistant Amy ( Emily
Mortimer). Smart, beautiful, and charming.

and Emily

Now playing
When Ross

is

_jind dishonest ways.

Mortimer
Directed by Jon Turtletaub

innocuous adventure into the

sincerely

evolves into a whirlwind of sinful pleasure and

His world

Spencer Breslin and Bruce

nocturnal world of Los Angeles.

A

lite.

f ourlfiy of Disiies

true to

for his

full life. Racing through five-minute hours, he
avoids his father and doesn't have time for any
kind of fulfilling relationship. He doesn't even
have time to go crazy - until Ruity enters his

ly

Stuart Chapell (Peter

Weller) lures Michael to be his research partner

living

if

about their book: "We were just a couple of inquisitive journalists from dif-

the
a believable account of the kid in

search of shelter, and

17, 2000-Friday, July 21,

Reg. $6.99

Mondayjuly
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17,

Daily Bruin Arts

2000-FridayJuly 21,2000
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DOaOR

sure to write

you go up for something, you rehearse and
work with other people, memorize your lines,
and go up there."
Then sometimes, the situations are pre-

16

From page

thought," Shroyer said. "We're so influenced

by technology, but
with the

same

our core, we're happy

at

sented so outrageously

things our grandparents are

truths about the

hard to discern

condition from these

character in "The Governess,"

"There are classes of people who are taken
of, like people who are new in this
country or illegal immigrants who have no
advantage

and

and

articles writ-

Monday, July 17, 2000-Friday, July

in this

writer's imagination

is the.

his interest in stories,

Shroyer

said.

Shroyer nor the actors could choose. The
ries

sto-

people -

speak diflerently to di|Terent

and on the st&ge.
a very interesting evening

the audience

in

"It's

many

because there are

today's world.

Groener

man

stranger. His craft

in

hoMfioiiiilte

•

for

me

uiiiiiH^iiiTnripi
Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services

different roles,"

"You are playing a drowned
young boy, and the governess

said.

to a

1

1

One

to such solitude that his

mother could not bear to bother him.
Some of the actors were not able to

own

becomes a hooker
Michael Learned,
arch

relate

to the colorful characters in the play.
"1 don't feel tortured

in

who plays a cruel

other

characters, says she sees the themes play out

(about acting) the

way he was," said Harry Groener, who plays
Chekov as a stern and quick-witted man. "It's
a joy to do this. For many writers, the pres-

end.

It

celebrates

308 Westwood Raza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

Birtlidays

in today's

time and society. Under the veneer

THEATER: Nell Simon's'The Good Doctor" plays
through August 20 at the Pasadena Playhouse.
Courmy ol ihe PaMderva PtaytxHjse

and are available by
1-800-233-3 123. For more information,

Tickets are $1S-$42.50
calling

that pose serious issues in today's world.

log

on

at

From left to right, Time Winters, Harry Groener and
Marita Geraghty perform in "The Good Doctor."

www.pasadenaplayhouse.org.

Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy

2001)
20f)0

2100

Sperm / Egg Donors

2400

READING

with

16

From page

the teens are

left

reading the exposition.

is

many of

Like

the other partici-

pants, 16-year-oId Jonathan Urquijo

had never been to a reading before.

the reading via e-mail.

According to

Miller, teenagers are

media-oriented people, interested

new technology

DVD

like

in

and the

internet.

However, the reading of the
ence fiction script consists of
actors

who merely

sci-

six

read the dialogue.

Without the usual audio and visual

hard to envision the story off
the paper," he said. Nevertheless,
"It's

effects that typically characterize big

own

Fifteen-year-old

McNair

Lethin

Rubin isn't worried about how the
action, humor, and fun characters of
"War World" will translate from the
page to the young minds of his read-

she said.

ers.

-.

•"'"

'.

enjoyed imagining the action scenes.
He said that reading the screenplay is

imagination going."

had no problem following the

'.

films.

effects forced

Urquijo liked the script and said that
it reminded him of an anime movie.

'

reading. Nine-year-old Jon

Kimmie Agin,

imagination and to focus on the

have that and people are

if

you don't

still

Some

>.

of the younger kids did an

impressive job of keeping up with the
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To place an ad on the
Daily Bruin Movie
Guide call
825-2161 or 825-2221
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the story lines.

"I

means it's probabe a really good movie."

-611 Eli
'Sj^
xJwsfr.i^cnsg^

away from

can lower the lights in the room
and create weird sound effects in the
background," Rubin said. "But, I
think I'm going to leave it up to the
imagination of the people."

paying

«*»»— ^«««

AdyerSse Your
Business Here

attention

attention, then that

bly going to

book coming out before

But books and screenplays don't
have the special effects that can take

a big part of

is

to preview the movie.

the movie," he said.

story.

movies," Agin said. "And

way

"It's like a

everyone to use their

"Music, especially,

Movies have been both lauded and
denounced for their accessibility to
mass audiences. Technological innovations in movie making allow a

a good

reading the script without the special

story.

"It's like reading a script in a play,"

noticed that

15,
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Software

day before

after

Office

accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

4fi00

labie Sports

"^

descriptions.

1300

2300

Campus Recruitment

Sperm/Egg Donors

1300
Campus Recruitment
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EGG DONOR
COUPLE

HISPANIC

DONOR.

Equipmem

Pets

simply do not respond to ads
without pnces.
• Avoid abbreviations— make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask what you would like
to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad. Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

printing.

Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments

4100
4200
4300
4400

Healthy

for details at pre

EGG

SEEKING

women, 18-30

and ask

for

yrs oW.

CaH

June. 310-376-

7000

Remals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

announcements
1100-2600

2Z2MSSD
4')00

Auto Accessories
Auto insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale

5000
5100
52U0
5300
5400
5500

Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

4«00

of the

payment

^^^s

;
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Furniture
fiarage / Yard Sales

3700

3800

Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers

3000

4700

u-i:^r:;i.^f.i.

Books

3SIMJ

4(iOU

i
s

Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates

290U
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400

noon

The ASUCO Coinmunications t)oafd fully supports the University o( CaWornia's pdcy on nondiscrimination. Ho medium shall accept advertisements which present persons ol any origin, race sex, or sexual orientation in a
demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the DaHy Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any ol the services advertised or, the
advertisements represented in this issue. Any person tielieving thai an advertisement in this issue vWaled the Boards policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in wntmg to the Business Manager
Daily Bruin, 118 Kerckhoff Han, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnmination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Far Housing Office
at (Sioj
475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpy/www.daifybruin.uda.edu. Placament on-line is offered as a comptenentaty service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daily Bruin is responsibie for the first incorr
insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligitale for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bnjin Classified Department nimi be notified of an error on the first day of
pubtc^ion by noon.
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This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items.
• Always include the price of your
Item Many classified readers

Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9ann-2:30pm

Wanted

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you am selling

12 noon

at

oHoehouTB

Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted

2/00

m

.
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Classified Une: (310D 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528
Classified Display: C3103 206-3060
Fax: C3 G) i06-0528

an eflecfliiB ad

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,
at 12 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

to

For Classified Display ads.
please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

Freedman

wider range of people to appreciate

"I'm not going to be sitting in the
corner firing off sky rockets every five
minutes to simulate space battles, but
I
think our writing is very sharp,"
Rubin said. "If anything, it'll get your

issue,

There are no cancellations

phoiis

Recreational Activities
Research Subiects

22(10
2M)()

2Sl)n
?(ion
all

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Lost&RHind

of slapstick and absurdity, there are truths

action pictures,

E-Mail: classifie(ds@media. uda.edu

Legal notices

both the actor's craft and the writer's craft."

"The Governess," and the angry wife

"A Defenseless Creature," among

in

matri-

at the

up

20 words $8.30
...each additional word
0.60
Weekly, up to 20 words
28.00
...each additional wOrd
2.00
Monthly, up to 20 words
93.00
...each additional word
5.60

8 Kerckhoff Hall

.

him

subjected

2000

21,

Pressed to pick a favorite story, neither

there are truths that

pose serious issues

very timely."

is

Chekov, the connective theme

ten by

Under the veneer of
slapstick and absurdity,

who was

cheated by her employer.

choice. Every single story

various extreme measures of which Chekov.

was no

title

collection of p'ays

In these accounts, the characters resort to

a tortured writer,

"People today really can't stand up for
themselves," Learned said, referring to the

Originally short stories

"^"^"

~

:"^-

human

it's

wacky characters and circumstances.

happy about and their grandparents (are
happy about)."
One hundred years later, we're laughing at
the same things. Chekov's stories could
translate easily into modern sitcoms, screwball comedies and witty banter. The story
about the seducer ofother men's wives could
easily be a "Friends" episode. The neurotic
sneezer sounds like a character from
"Semfeld."

unbearable. With an actor,

is

you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
body disposes of each monm can be

If

1100
Campus Happenings
Alcoholics

by an infertile woman to have a
baby. Help an mfertile couple realize
their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human
Reproduction! Financial
compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,
please call USC Reproductive
usecl

Anonymous

Mon. Dmcmmoii, rn. ^ttf SiMy, 39N Adnrman
iMin> Bmk ituuf,,350li

M/TAVka.0MyAX»9

Endocrinology

Wy.llM.A3-029
AI li—i 1110- 1:00pm

at

013) 975-9990.
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MANN
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Westwood
VILLAGE

THX

208-5576

-
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GOM

Mt.MnaW«lraM(R)
THX

948Bro)(ttfn

239-MAIIN

-

Dolby

Mon-Tlw
CIUTERION

Dollw Digital
(1:15 4:15) 7:30 10:15
-
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Mon- Tho (12:00 2:15 4:45) 7:15 1:30
I

DiQilal
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Westwood

Beverly

8000
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UA WESTWOOD

Scary

10889 WeNworth
475-9441
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Mon-Thu

(1KX)) 3:10

520

Mwto

Digital

OaZScrama

I

TXX- Dolby

Small TloN Crooks (PG)
Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:20 5:40 8:00 10:15

R)

(310)659-5911
4 hours validaled parking $1

REGENT
1045 Broxton
208-3259

1067 Glendon
208-3097

BEVERLY CONNECTKW

X-Mai(P6-13)
Os { MMMS
THX Digital Sound

475-9441

MOA-Tlw 11:30 3:00 7:00 lft40

Presented In
11:30 1:45 4:15
10:30 12:45 3:15

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:25 4:50 7:20 9:45

PACIFIC

Mon-Thu (1:30 4:15) 7:00 9:30

Gladiator (R)
Dolby Digital
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1

1050 Gayley
208-7664

SUNSET 4

Westwood
CREST
1262 Westwood

CiMck aai Back (R)
Mon-Thu (12:30) 2:55 5:20 7:45 10:10 12:15
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THX

Blvd

-

BEVERLY CONNECTION

GENERAL CINEMA

5M 7:35 10:1(5

Digital

Mon-Thu (12:00 2:40 5:15)

474-7866 Of
777-FILM (#025)

Westwood

Santa Monica

7:50 10:2(J
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MONICA

Scary Movie (R)
Oa 2 Scraeas

BEVERLY CONNECTION

SR

LAEMMLE

Mon-Thu (1200 2:20 4:40) 7:20 9:35

Tko Virgin Seicides (R)

2

WESTWOOD 3
1050 Gayley
208-7664

ettm
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1322 2nd St.
(310) 394-9741

www.laommle.coin

WLA/Beverly

Dolby Digital
Mon-Thu (12:30 3:30) 7:00 9:45

1050 Gayley
208-7664

Oiaonar (PC)
DTS Digital

4

Mon-Thu (12:20 2:40 5.00)
SbaagkalNooa(P6-13)

DTS
Mon-Thu

Binuli Stwifi

I

ROYAL
1523 Sama Monica Blvd.
(310) 477-5581
1

>

Hills

MONICAS

Santa Monica
Promenade
395-1599

TlHM Regslaed (NR)
Mon-Thu (130) 500 830

1

MUSICIMLL2
9036 Wilshire
274-6869

Oa2Sera««s
THX

Dolby Digital
Mon-Thu (11:30 11 45 2:00
2:30 4J0 5:15) 7:15 8:00 9:45 10:30

Tim

HUMt
THX

-

mm jfthni
-

Dolby

Don't Let

Me

Die

On A Saadav (NR)

Mon-Thu

1

Show

(5:20) 7:30 9:40

L'

0p«M7/IB:NiC>a«ri(Pa-13l
i7/Z1:LaoariP6-13i

\

AVCO CINEMA

Tke Adveetares
'

in DigiUI

o(

Sound

(

our website: www.laomiirie.com

AVCO CINONA

BaNar«y(G)
Mon-Thu

(5:10) 7:30 9:50

the

iRwi(6)
Presented in THX Digital Sound
11:30 2.-004:457:3010:00

1-900 numbers

18-59, male/female, are needed for a study
by investigators at the UCI^ Brain Center involving magnetic stimulation of brain. Volunteers will be paid $25/hr plus parking. Study
duration up to 4 hours. Call 310-794-4964 or

Financial Aid

email koskiOloni.ucla.edu.

Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted

721)0

Typing

Enjoy the
MoviesUI

8400
8500
8000

Bruin

Guide,
call

8800
8900
HOOO
9100
920(1

9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800

10:00 10:45

310.825.2161

h

courteous people to assist our customers with
their parking and Information needs.

Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage

(Previous customer service and cash handling experience prefemed*)

Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services

For more information and an application,
«top ftyy the Parking Servicee office

Resumes
Telecommunications

at

555 Westwood Plaza (in Structure
or call (310) 825-1386

8)

^ust be a currently registered UCLA student

rmfl

U.S. Gi^eeii

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
ChHd Care Warned
HelpMfonted

Ko^islrdtion
^ Octohri

Temporary Employment
Volunteer

lovoiiihcr

Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Rent

House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats fbr Rent
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
-

/
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and
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Shared Room
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index

HAVE YOU BEEN diagnosed with BIPOLAR
DISORDER? Participants saught for UCLA

CAMERAS/COMPUTERS WANTED.

.iw C'orp«tr>iti«>M

cash. 661-299-6829.

3800
Miscolliint'ous

CANNONDALE
TANDEM MT. BIKE

1998

FREE
DIABETES St»EENING
Qenetic study of Diabetes recniits
healthy volunteeri (1 8-40 years dd) for
frse diabetes scrsening with standard
oral

gluoose tolerance test

Mountain bike 1000 Shimano XT 24-speed.
Rapid fire, front-rear pacK, rear-rack,
sp>eedo, lights, clipless pedals and caged,
pump. Excellent bike $1,600 OBO. Roger
323-296-6525.

(2.5 hours).

(who pass the oral
glucose tolorance test and have normal
blood pressure) wM be invited to
participate In a gsnetic study of
diabetes. Subiects will be paid $1 SO

WIRELESS PHONE

Qualified subiects

for participation.

IMMi, cal OtCMs

(310)-20S'9e64.

NOKIA
Kept

Stiiisot IJIvd. Stiitr 120,

Panfir Palisades, Ct\ 90272

(310) r>7.1.4242

•

FAX

(310) 573-50O3

www

WOI

I

• v
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isahnv<5vu>lfsdorf.i«)m

COM

5190. Great condltton. Qnly 1yr oW.
case. $40 includes case, cigarette
and AC charger cords. In box with all

in

lighter

packaging and manuals. Pac Bet)
Wireless compatible. Must replace SIM card
lor activation (c.$20) Stephanie:310-702original

mSL

M^^^

Niton.

Canon, Hassy. digital cameras, Powertxjoks, include iMAC, Q4s, etc. Immediate
Rollei,

research study on Hie experiences. Those
eligible
will
be paid for participation.
Call:310-825-6085

I, J()(M)

For a trtH' inloniuitioii package, tall our
Lottery Drpartinoiit at 1 S()()\ ISA-LAW

Private

Sublets
Vacation Rentals
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2i)(i lo

U.S. Iniini^ranl Visas

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Fumished

for

I'i'riod

3^00

2200

Card

Lottery

Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance

Roommates
Roommates

couples.

UCLA Parking Senflcea Is looking for friendly,

Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages

Guesthouse

9-28

Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494

k

Insurance
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7000
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7800
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8200
8300
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infertile

Generous Compensation

Writing Help
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ecjal A(lviee/Attorr»eys

I

_

RESEIMnONAT

23

S.

HouSroa. SultB 220

pa

is

lOndOFI $624
OSLO

m«x „crv

Eurailpass

YORK $303

iSIEW

l

acapuico dublin cologne

6700
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING

milan

ic

may be

Gould(MFC#32388)@ 31 0-578-5957

Liz

TIONS. Expertise
Weslwood CA 90024

Since 1970 - PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers, reports, statistics, re-

Personal Statefioenls, Papers, Theses,
Di$sertations,^ooks, & Proposals
Comprehensive help by PhD From UC

farces

are rounckrip. Tax not ir>dudad.

FOR SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT FUN

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition
to your compensation.

Some restrictions apply.CST #101756060

5700

5700

Travel Tickets

Travel Tickets

EVEKV PERSON ATTF.NniNC RECEIVES:
A FREE APPRAISAL!!!
FROM FIRST FINANCIAL BANCORP

CALL JULIE FOR RESERVATIONS AT
(310) 657-6000 EX: 137

SOUTH AMERICA

ext 9033. $2.99 per

same

CELEBRITY PROPERTIES
9328 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

fun without leaving

/ilistate
IfoiAe in flood hands.
Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
128
C2

1

NA/osfwoocJ BlvcJ
So. of Wllshilr©)

t>lks.

24 Hours

o Doy Servtce

6100
Conipuler/lnlernel

EXTENDED

INCA TRAIL 5D/4N $490
MACHU PICCHU 3D/2N from $365
JUNGLE LODGES 3D/2N from $300
AMAZON CRUISE 4D/3N from $595
GALAPAGOS CRUISE 4D/3N from $763

$11.99/MONTH
UNLIMITED INTERNET ACCESS tor
$11.99/month. No ads, no busy signals.
818-762-3467 or

Call

BUENOS AIRES

WEB DESIGN
Web

FIRM

Design Firm seeks the
following: Administrative Assistant, Software
engineer, Artist/Designer. Email resume to:
HIP,

being placed for a particular client and

is

SANTIAGO

Auto Insurance

^700

5680

Auto Insurance

Travel Destinations

Travel Destinations

Ini

VICTORY TRAVEL

-/&ass2^iiish-/&asr

Mercury Broker in Westwood. No Brokers Fees. Also other
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.
(310)208-3548

1

081

LATIN
Mexico Gty
Guodalajara

Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

Same day SR22. Any

Price

student dis-

driver,

Costa

counts & good driver discounts. Call AAIA,
free quote 1 -800-225-9000.

Autos

1982
owner,

pagne,

for

PORSCHE
full

AM/FM

cham-

f/f

f

1998 w/13,800 mi

Doiocc(3 nights

•

Like new, radio w/cas-

cond

,

sunroof, au-

tomatic $29,500.

Air - TransfTs)

i

vers! t vsecret$

1

Jack H.

Linn Mi

I.

TRAVEL AGENCY
INTERN NEEDED,

20hrs/wk,

825-2161 •825-2221

Studio City

one free trip to
Western US every 4 wks, along with training and experience in tfie travel business
Call 818-907-6740 and leave msg

1-800-319-3323 ext A214

summerbruin

*89rr

NEW YORK *259r/t|
Boston

Chicaao
PhilacMlphia
San Francisco

A

299 R
219 RA
229 RA
82 RA

Europe $?49 (o/v/

specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes,

wv

C

f^*u/

/

Compu-

rr

» i

Free advanced ESL instructk)n. M-TH. From
10AM. Stoner Park. 1835 Stoner Ave. In

gym

at>ove

swimming

Help

UB«MBES/

IONS.

BavartyHMsAdi

Wad 3-5 FH

pool.

ents of

all

Business Opportunities

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

All

FA.<^

4130 MmIc Am., tlOS

11-1,

Fri

Ages • All Levels

Incredible Prices!

UKmCN

EARN

3-5

>

CALL NOW! (310)SO»-8233
(Hease mention tills ad wtien you call)

«tf.f20i
Thwll-lpm.i.SiM1:30-1pm

*Art Classes Also A vailable

.

No AapoMnianl NvoMMfWJuM WMk-ln

DORM
intematk>nal business
from your dorm or apartnr>ent. Technology
and professk)nal business design make it
possible. www.retirequKMy.conV1779

INTERNET DOLLARSI
fect

VAUMM E. nmiftllftM

MJ>.
(;.!<- Kii w//i>iii<:iiiiHi.-

FROM YOUR

$

Run an automated,

T1ws3-5,Sat2-4(>ni

11227

I

7400

for

ti

qiO|3GO«13

la

7400-8300

L^iafrford

Englis.^

11-1

Wad

i

employment

WRITING TUTOR
graduate.
with the
language—
stud-

MATH MAHF

Coniprahanaiwa DIaaaftaikm AaaManoc
Thaaaa. Papara, and Paraonal 9ialamaota

7100

r,m.0.010)'

Health Simvkujs

6200

Looking

lor

Ow

Per-

Business? www.hometxisi-

Internet

ness.to/jet

TUTOR WANTED
For UCLA level Computer java programming. Leave message 310-775-2032 or 310550-7869.

i

9

Create Oeautiful Omiles!

*

I

ADA accepted

*

Need

Based on 2 archct

'All Shidonts

high

of Dentistry

&

energetic people with

SAT scores to

Focuky MMnbors or*

time introductory offer with

Tel: (310) 475-5598

Palos Verdes.

(310) 826-2081

www.DrSllvers.com

needed

for

adult site

$300-$1000
Your Choice!
Nudity
Full Nudity

/

No Sex
818-215-7836

this

7500

Carneeded. Oil Joe

coupon

Fax: (310) 475-1970

^

$170)
• Full oral
•

1620 Westwood Blvd., West Lot AngelM, Between
Wilshire k S«nt« Monka {Frtf Parking in Re«r)

(umirutkm

Ntccuary XRays

• Citaning

A

Poliihir^

• Oral

Cancer Scrttning

• Periodontal

Career Opportunities

,

$15-$20/hr. Flexiblr^ours.

wlcomo"

Online: www.onvilI*ge.com/©/denUlheallh
paHent: Icra BonilU
Coupon ExpimR/ 31/00

new

Fernando Valley, Pasadena,

•

•Laser Ablation of Red and Brown Spots

(IS-t-)

tutor,

I

First

PRINCESSES

especially in W.L.A., San

24 Hour Emorgoncy Sorvko
• Modi-Cal A Most buuronco Plans Accoptod

•Laser Hair and Tattoo Removal*

SAT TUTORS

WANTED

•

•Acne«Mole Removal •Warts •Rashes*

YOUNG TEEN

Lingerie IModel

$98.'VArch<H««.^^/-)i

I,

PhaMS

14-year-okl

Partial

(oniM or s. t aiMiiii— set)

• All

for

HiKilth Seivices

DENTAL HEALTH CARE
e

SEEKING MATH TUTOR

geometry student. Prefer math or physk:s
major with math SAT 700+. Car needed.
UCLA undergrad or grad only. Contact Paul
at 310-285-9670

imamational Sludanta ^Malooma. Sinoa 1985

Health Ser-vires

(

•Lip Augmentation*

summer. Seven-years experi-

this

SAT/algebra/French/ESL/English/hisCall Will 310-701 8969.

tory.

h€f\

<

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

6200

(310)4^-1744
www.tmoriobs.com

FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
eling Rexible hours.

For foot mod$20/hr 818-501-3959

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PRIVATE

WLA

School kx>king

capable
to work

for

and experienced teacher assistants

Eumiration

' X-tUyi art non-tr>n»>trrabl«

8AM1PM. Begin Septemt>er Please fax re-

with elementary level students, M-F,

7200

sume:310-471-1532.

Ty|)iii<l

6300
f

faxes)

CHEAP FAKES WORLDWIDF
HAWAII $129 (o/w)
Call:(310) 574 0090
v/v/w.4cht'npair.coni

fli-

brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa
Monk:a. 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 323-4662888.
ers,

ence.

EYE EXAM SI 5

^

m K*l^
MD

6AOO

Leyiil Advico/Atloriujys

MdVtMS/SlOtiKJL'

•BANKRUPTCY*
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW!

Free Consultation. Experienced attorneys, reasonable
fees (Cheryle M White, UCLAW "86") 800-

420-9998 Pico/Overland,

WLA

Placcifioric

825-2221

"50

add'i

ASTIGMATISM EXT

$566
$400
$635

6200

"Hb hmtnt forgotfn whmt /»'•
llln to bB m gtud^nt"

(sinwmuo

experi-

WORD PROCESSING

terized statistical analysis available.Tutoring

*49rr

com

Silvers,

Beard CMUflad

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE$$$

area, flexible, unpaid but get

POLICE IMPOUNDS' Cars as low as $500
lor listings

n

r

LAND ROVER LS
sette, leather seats, air

Caracas-

re-

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/He-

Aqua

Hejilth Seivices

—

ESL

brew/chemistry/biology/astronomy.

small

BIFOCAL/MONOVISION

CST»1017030>10

6200

www, vUtorytravel.com
(323) 277-4595

1992 PONTIAC LEIVIANZ
46,500 mi. Automatic, AC, AM/FM cassette
stereo 4dr Good condition Gray $2800oCall:310-473-5563.

175

\x^

cassette,

//u

0^'

.

major

(800)90-TUTOR

Baliia

$369 Cabo San Lucas
^„^
$479 Cancun
SO^*^ iTw
$369 Puerto Vallaria

120K, excellent
condition $10,000. Al:31 0-47 1-0557

,tX)

Bogota
Quita

Mexico Escapes

928

D* Chile

225
210
225
ton «f «/• k«W w i/i purdiM.

Sale

leather, automatic,

Rka

Nicaragua
Guatemala

4900
Sir>gle

99

Honduras

tp

lima
Buanos Aires
S.

INSURANCE. ...LOWEST

t

MimKKk SPmCtMLtSTS
110
105

Cabo Son Lucas

AUTO

h

ENGLISH make you

WWWMY-TUT0R.COM

KIND AND PATIENT

South America Specialists
323-852-0549

to the Perplexed

^

Auto

Blu«, Gf««n,

www.pro-travel.com

universitysecrets.com

extTSpt

CHANGE LIGHT EYES ui

PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL SERVICE
5680

IN

in t>asic skills to

sen/ices. Typing
Photocopying, answering service,
$50/month.
Personal
mailbox,
$50/month. Car garage. Personal answering
service also provided. 310-475-8787.
$2. so/page.

Tutoring W.inted

not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

A Guide

4700

$430 CUZCO
$620 UMA
$499 SAO PAULO/RIO

GUAYAQUILyQUITO

twoodOluruimedium.com

is

**ENGLISH EXPERT

TYPING/SECRETARIAL

TOEFL PREP/ACTING

£ MO/4 Boxes *69

BROWN EYES

www.bulldoghost-

visit

^

0AILY2pr $59

or

GrMn, Bki«

Hazel,

R/T AIR FARES FROM

only

ing.com.

YOUNG,

"^is ad

Tutoring Offered

ahead

)^AfiLES

;rv^;ii4:^:^ J:^:

7000

crazy? Assistance

for you. Fast-t-accurate. Profes-

310-839-3101 or page 310-915-2255.

Iris

DOES WRITING

it

sional screen plays accepted. $2.5Q/pg. Call-

SUMMER TUTOR

PACKAGES & CRUISES

Insurance

(800)808-5838
or email E^onorhifo@aol.com.

HATE TO TYPE?
me do

EXPERIENCED AND PERSONABLE TUTOR that will get results. Catch up or get

6000

For more information or to obtain an ^plicationplease
contact Michelte at the Law Office of Greg L. Erilben

Typing

servk:e. Call anytime.

home.

(Extra compeiisation available for someone who might be
especially girted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

7200
Let

665-8145

search paper completion.
enced.31 0-839-9933/Adam.

—>» wnt n^mtm tmttft

Procall co number 602-954-

min/18 yrs older.
7420. It's all the

-

l>U\»'ls

ll>,t

1

Welcome

Infernafionol StucJenfs

.

1-900 Numbers

CALL 1-900-226-3188

^

...^^

Frpg ?W'minar with breakfast and
lots of information to help you
purchase your first home or
investment property
July 22, 2000 9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

WWW. St a travel .com
5800

N,

Operated.

Member of the
Better Business Bureau

ups, and more...

(323)

weve been there.

Start-

uimnmiBmm

Illl

Owned and

Privately

finalizing.

style/requirement. 323-871-1333.

TRAVEL
AN

*>?^'_ ../.;.

and

formatting

Tot.TJ Confidonti.ility Gu.ir.inteed

PersonaHzed, professior^al assistance. Ace
Words, etc. 310-820-8830.

views, proposals, studies, theses, dissertations, graduate application essays. Any

920 Westwood Blvd.

.

Company

present your best. Edit-

to

Dissertation

ing.

310.UCLA.FLY

Visa Extensions,

STATEMENTS/APPLICA-

lV\

?f ;>^>Xl

to

MEDICAL SCHOOL
PERSONAL

ensation

Status, Citizenship,

vic-

eligible for free treatment. Call

schedule free consultation.

PHONE (310)441^680
]0m Wilstm, Suite 434,

Crime

stress.etc. Couptes/lndividLtals.

tims

PARIS $676

apoiy PhjiToxej.

Attorney Representation.
Call For a
Free Consultation.

Permits, Change of

for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

anmies peru Jamaica buenos airo» annvBro
PUERTO VALLARIA MELBOURNE FLORENCE NEW ORLEANS
tahiti hong kong brazil bangkok

lubilsct to

Reasonable Rates

IMMIGRATION
Green Cards, Work

A FREE SESSION

VIENNA SEVfLLA

iro
bali cair

los

ctxmg* wltnout notic*
AvoNabttly may be Nmlted and Kxne rettrtctlons may

Score around 1300 or High A.C.T. •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

310-478-2899 Fax: 310-477-6833

Professional Services

Sydney $861

*,ASla*Alrioa*Auslfalla*Europe*Sculti

Amerioa*lndia*Canada*Mexioo*Hawall*
PrICM or*

helsiriKi

QNTER"

U» MgrtM. CA 9001

AMSTERDAM PRAGUE POM^ MADRID

TEL AVIV
Sydney tokyo no de janeiro new york tondon

Hote Aocommddations
Car Rentals
-

•Hfeigjit Appraximately 5'6" or Taller •Caucasian •S.A.T.

Anoel visa

Westside 310-837-8882
Downtown 213-680-9332

24HOURSADAY

^—

Proftissicmal Sf^rvices

rAttomey JENNIFER S. LIM

Mtpy/www.prisnKmeb.com/Oquafravel

-

670U
Profossioii.il Sorvicfjs

ConsuM

iinifiol

Tour Packages

criteria:

23

67 OO

• WORK PEMflTS* VISAS
• onsN CARDS • LMon ecm.
•IMMORAnONPfWaUMS
1

International Airfares

Donor will

Tmvel

STUDENT TRAVEL

Lowest Domestic and

-J-Pftlerred

5680

Mondayjuly17,2000-Frida^,iuly21,2000

IMMIGRATION

TRAVEL INC

WORLD WID E LOWE ST /^RPAR ES

Donor I^eeded

Special Egg

Daily Bruin Classified

BEST MOVERS.

Many

ents fTWved for $98. Uc. -1-163844.

TOO SMALLI 1-800-2-GO-BEST
mail/pager:323-263-2378

o

^Ub-30bU

Licensed, Insured Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful.

1

1J

.:>

o M c U :)
I

825-2221

stud-

NO JOB
Voice-

6^00

6500

MovtMs/SlDi.njc

Music: L(!SS()iis

JERRY'S M0VING4DELIVERY. The
movers. ExperierKed,

reliable,

careful

same-day de-

Packing, boxes avaHabie. Also, pickfor Amedcan Cancer Society
donatk>ns
up
Jerry
31 0-391 -5657
livery.

O

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES
fesskXMl. At your

home

lesson free
No
Neil:323-654-8226

or

RESUMES

WLA

studio. Isl-

Create, devetop, or refine. Editing, word processing, appUcatkx) typing, dl8seriatk)n formatting, transcribing. Ace words, etc. 310-

set

necessary.

820-8830.

with

drum

•

APPLICATIONS/

.

dedk^tedpro-

BARTENDERS
tiee-eato a «ay
• 2
•

in not « Job -im « MRTYtll
*>
it

M

n.
fl I.

X

TvlIX

•
(II

>.

II t«

I

I

(

I*

(t. I'
I

•

.

(

*

I'M
»l

1

t

24

Monday, July

1 7,

2000

2000-Friday, July 21,

'

Daily Bruin Classified

7^00

7400

7800

7800

7800

7800

Business Opportunities

Help Wanted

Help Wnnted

8300

8^00

Business Opportunities

Help Wniitod

Hi;lp W:iiU(!rl

V/ohiMtfM;r

Apartrnfiiits for Riint

Don't

Elementary and Specialty
Teachers Needed

your parents

call

Call us.

for

POSITION-Salary $70k-85K depending
on experience. Bonus: Percentage of
website sales and b to b sales. (Potential

Jenny or Diana

4th grade teacher

you're male, In college or
have a college degree, and

Science/computer teacher

/^

.

Assistant Teachers
For students ages 6-1 1 Full time.
Si 8K wtth benefits. Experience required.
.

P.E. Teacher
For students ages S-l 1 2 days a week.
$25.00 per hour

NEW FACES

.

couples

dream

becoming parents. So

us

International Talent
Group is now looking for
new faces
new talent for
Television, Film,

or e-mail us at

if

donors@ccb.com

you're looking for a great
job and little extra cash,
call

WANTED

310-824-9941

of

&

Commercials .Music

first.

Videos, Print

company is small with sales about lOmill.
The company has been growing at a rate
of 35%, and has become natioruil with
Los Angeles, Sacramento, Las Vegas, Dallas, and Atlanta.
Chef Merito is now looking for a creative
distribution centers in

and computer-sawy

& Modeling.

All ages, all types.

individual

who

will

its computer system.
Jt>e
Althougf^ this individual does not have to
be Windows NT certified, it woukj be of
great help. The company would be willing
to pay for NT certifk:alk>n if necessary.
We will train for ail necessary NT software. Chef Merito has at least three software programs which are linked: A Dosbased nr^nufacturing/inventory system, a

charge of

in

.

comprehensive health
screening Plus you can
realize their

-—

For students ages S-1 1 1 Day per week.
Salary based on experience.
(S30-4S per hour)

You'll receive free

infertile

—

Drama Teacher

-^

would like a flexible job where you can earn up to
$600 per month, call for
details on our anonymous
sperm donor program.

Benefits:

Health insurance and bonus program.
Chef Merito. inc., is a food manufacturer

and distributor gf specialty Latin American and Mexican foods. Although the

32-40K with benefits.
Salary based on experience.

Full time.

available:now.

8AM-4:30PM.

Hours:M-F

32-40K with benefits. Must be credentlaled
and tiave ntn. 3 years cxpertence

help

When

unlimited).

ft

Needed

TECHNOLOGY

310-230-0257
Ask

GORGEOUS GIRLS
AND GUYS

DIRECTOR OF
INFORMATION

Seven Arrows
Elementary School

for extra cash.

Windows accounting system, and a windows route-delivery system. The company
also has

an

b to c website. whk:h
few thousand dol-

existlr>g

currently generates a

lars a nrtonth. The new director of technology wouW be expected to revarr^) this
website and link it so as to make
very
it

profitable.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NO FEES
(818) 379-7070

7500

7700

Career Opportunities

Wanted

Child Care

BEVERLY HILLS
INTERNATIONAL

company

health/nutrition

10 countries seeks outgoing individuals for
.part time/full Wme Training available. 310552-3244.
in

SATURDAY NIGHT

oaoQ

BABYSITTER
FEMALE NON-SMOKER. $9/HR Near

Jooking for a change? needed

erly

manager for

east coast office

Bev-

310-550-7028.

tions available.

College degree, bilingual

VERY SPECIAL SITTER

(span/asian) a must, strong qj /
writing skills / comm. / organizat n

person needed for
Help w/homeworit, keep room
organized. Afternoons Dea Shandera:3l0260-1557,310-449-3745.

skills

/

/

Bright, happy, energetic

lOyr-old

peoples

is an
send resume to

travel required, this

entry level position,

322-277-9612 attn:marti

Camp now
selors! Summer

7800
Help Wanted

www.cscc-online.com

*MOVIE EXTRA

$$$

LOW PRICES $$$

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL

Are you a model...

Ages2.5/6years. Two large
play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30. Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772.
grads.

Looking

No cxpcncncc

BABYSITTER NEEDED
For 5 1/2 year old b)oy P/T. Evenings and
some Saturdays. Child development major
preferred 310-473-6802.

BABYSITTER NEEDED
WEEKEND BABYSITTING SERVICES
quired. 2 children

ages 4

1/2

and 2

1/2.

Valley. $l0/hour,

to

DRIVER-Drive 5yr old Sherman Oaks to
UCLA and back. School hours 8:15-11:35
AM. Mon-Fri. Need good car, driving record,
and references 323-783-1288.

in

Nate

Football,

people

skills,

tribute cards, correspon-

orders.

Filling

CANTONESE SPEAKING BABYSITTER

is

8-5:30 $200/wk 310-

knowledge

Jewish culture a plus. Low to mid-twenties. Please
email or fax resume and cover letter to MA-

ZON:A

Jewish

of

.Response

to

Hunger

Attn.Barbara Silbert Fax:310-442 0030 ma-

^onmail d9ol.com

MS

No phone

calls please.

Office.

Call

Af-

ternoons approximately 5 hrs/wk, $10/hr
($50 wk minimum). Transport 5 year old 2
miles from school to home in Westwood

CDL,
l^ust

car,

be

insurance,

reliable.

P/T

refererKes required

310-472-8843

or fax 310-

AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE
(9&12)

for

2 kids

20-25h/wk Near UCLA. Must
have car and references. Begin late August
Call Elizabeth 310-472-9920 or fax 310-472l^-F

9178.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 5-yr old daughter International

or

bilingual

WORK

responsible

POSITION-

individual

with

phone voice needed for fun busy office.
PT or FT $8.50 to start, weekend hours also
available Century City and Santa Monica areas. Call: 323-822-9209

great

ASST MANAGER

CHILD CARE

background preferred,

car&references. Grand Piano. Beverlywood
Laird-3 10-287- 1677

For WLA self storage
2-3 days/week. Call

1500 or fax resume

sage:800-3 13-3526

company P/T needed
Matt Doss 3 10-4 54-

lo:31 0-454-4300.

BABYSITTER NEEDED TO CARE for 15
mo/old boy. Wednesday and Saturday 2pm10pm. Must have own transportation and
References $7.50/hr 310-838-0503

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs

ble.

Car w/insurance.

Errarxls, typing. Famil-

w/Beveriy Hills area. $8/hr.
310-205-0226.
iar

Recorded mes-

.

HANDY-MAN NEEDED
FOR WESTWOOD. apartment building. PaW

as TA in 5th
grade classroom. Sept-June. 3 morning
hours daily. Fax resume:31 0-472-7856 or
call:31 0-476-4632.

FRIENDLY, EXPERIENCED HOST and or
server for Jade restaurant. Century City. Call
after 2:30 PM. 310-556-0335.

ASST NEEDED.

at

literate.

Languages a

Please fax resume and cover

Gallup Organiza-

shelving and other stacks

environment.

hours,

pay,

Go

to

wwwucu.org/jobs.htm, Ackerman A-level
Service Center or fax resume or letter of interest to

P/T child

F/T and P/T for
Westwood. Please fax: 310-

208-4457

Seeking self -motivated, energetic self-starter
w/ strong phone skills, sales exp required,
computer literate, bilingual, college degree
pref. Fax resume to 310-553-3996. Drawa-

commsion.

DESrGN ASSISTANT

hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

Person w/graphic art/computer skills to help
in design office Mon-Fn. full or pan-time for
2-3mth8 + Start ASAP Call Mark 323-692-

firm

has P/T po-

& Zepeda, 9107

800 Beverly

Hills,

90210.

quired Flexible hours Oz2ie:31 0-859-2870

6380

at

exclusive social clubs

ble hours. Earn top $$$.

No

full

time legal typist/transcrit)er. Must be fast and
accurate. 9:30-6:30. Fax resume and salary
requirement to E. Kraft 310-441-8010.

singer,19-26,

w/great
la Car-

band a

digans, Oasis, No Doubt. Major label interests, serious inquiries only. 818-508-8555.

DESIGNER
WEB
RETAILER STARTER company

INTERNET
in

Westwood

knowledge of HTML programmer F/T-P/T.
Email resume&expected salary to yangraceOaol.com. Fax:310-824-2738. 310824-5036.

11

-6PM

WEBMASTER.

Webmaster, experienced with
HTML, Java, Frames, Photoshop and Flash.
Flexible hours, must be student. Fax resume

18-t-,

P/T

Property

office assistant.

Management Co.

MODELS. HB Design seeks models for summer catalog. All types considered. New OK.

WANTED

for help

twin infants.

1

-2

in

ak:ohol. Flexi-

323-441-0985

INDUSTRY

ENT.

Management/Production Company. Actor
staning films, award-winning your^ writ-

Read

scripts,

etc.

Hrs.

flex.

CaH Tom: 31 0-664^9044

ovemights/week with

Must be responsible.Call Lau-

FILM/PR/ADVERTISING
worthing with the entertainment industry sec-

P/f
for

Bfv

Hills

seeks high energy interns with superior

tor

prop mgt co.

English

10-15

phones, & assist w/ offk:e duties.
hrs/week Fax 310-247-1707.

home

skills

ble,

plus

some

UCLA,

data entry, Mac/Quick-

Own

Accuracy important. Good English

Weekdays

310-394-2933.

SALES ASSISTANT

P/T

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Computer
Skills

required. Flexible, part-time hours.

MUSIC PR FIRM
SEEKS INTERN
mass

Please call:310-475-8668

SFPR.

seventeen year okj girl with physhandicap to assist in classrooms for all
12th grade subjects. M-F 7:30AM-3:30PM.
Begin late August-June 2001. $450/wk.
Guest house available if wanted. 323-933bright,

.

•

•
.

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST/EXERCISE

Pc!rson;il Assi*il;iiu;e

ELDERLY UCLA ALUM
ture,

responsible,

therapist for okler

driver to

goodchores. 310-

do errands and

light

270-4290.

8300
wom-

VolllUlCM.T

Near campus. Five days/week, ihr/day.
SlOO/week. Call her son: 713-522-9990.

VOLUNTEER

few good
students to study while answering phones.
Flexible hours, close to campus. Cindy 310839-4777.
a

full

broadband

Large singles and 1-bdrms, 2

kitchen, balcony, gated garage,

avail,

www.keltontowers.com.

WEST LOS ANGELES SINGLE

attached to

house. Kitchen, bath, hardwood floores.
Quiet Responsible tenent. $525/mo. Utilities
included. 310-839-2704. .

BRENT MANOR
APTS
UCLA

mile to
Bachelor
Singles

&

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool, Near bus line
Blvd.

(310) 477-7257

OPPORTUNITIES
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
national in

SM. Meet and

at Hostelling Inter-

interact wAravelers

all around the woridi Call Lucy at 310393-9913ext18

from

825 2221

58
62
63
64
67
68
69
70

1

GATED GARAGE, SEC ALARM, CAT OK,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT
3614 PARIS DR. $1395/MO

3BD. 3BA TOWNHOME, FP,
GATED GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT
3614 PARIS DR. $1795/MO
ON- SITE MANAGER (310)837-0906

*

2BD, 2BA, TOWNHOME, FP, CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT, GATED GARAGE. SEC. ALARM,
CAT OK.

AVON WAY.

COURTLEIGH

a while
Spooky quality

out on our

it

-

time.

http://

coll

$1 295/MO.
DR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076

^^^ei^EN HOUSE MON-SAT 1 0-4PM

QDQs mmn
aQSQ maos

BDSia
[ZJCSQDS

Moved

.,

If

ILIEIAINI!

(>

DQCSDD

SQESQS ESQDD

II

I

|i

IfWI

I

stealttiily

Cult

Actor Costner
Plant disease
Set of tools
Star in Cygnus

lUiPITIQISINjUjFIFMEIMI ILJYI
I

Boredom
Relative of

PDQ

Summarize
Sea

—

Fragrant
t}lossom
Artistry

Actor Mineo

Type

of account
Entree meat
Whistle sound

The Seven —":
film

Campers
Bramble
Mare or stallion
Uninformed
Artist

Hymn

dramatic

4 Worked

of praise

Digit

Cries

for

31 Cultivate

a

judge

5 Goal
6 Hoover's org.
7
Stanley
Gardner „
8 "— alive!"
9 Formidable
10 Top
11 Barnyard
sounds
12 Close relatives
15 Chewing-gum

—

Degas

2 Actor Hawke
3 Get melo-

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME. FP.

11748

After

DOWN

(310)391-1076

VISTA

1

20
22
25
26
28
32
35
37
38
40
42
43

Gas for signs
71 Hardy wtieat
72 Plus

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2195/MO

• MAR

Manor woman

1954

1235 Federal Ave.
Near Wilshire

18

45
47
48
50
52
54

Avoid Westwood rents
1

Casti dispenser:
abbr.
Zodiac sign

ingredient,

TOWNHOME, FP, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT,
GATED GARAGE,SEC. ALARM, SUN DECK

931

Check

first

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Spelling contest

pertiaps

4BD, 3BA + LOFT

1 1

me

15 Chocolate tree
16 Malted

* PALMS •

an.

RECEPTIONIST— WANTED:

1

208-2251

English-speaker,

TRAINER!
Need water/dance

1

Discounts Available

laundry room, gas&hot water pakl, instant

a four
townhouse. Balcony, upper-room. Oail:310575-0021

Needs help and companionship. Seeks ma'

Summer

1

4 Tearooms
9 Tiny amounts

WALK TO UCLA

in

81 OO

Vision

care for

Or

ACROSS

660 Veteran
V

BRENTWOOD ADJ
bedroom

mailings, general office work. 2-

ical

.

Short Tern)

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1,2.&3BEDROOM
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE4 W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

offers op-

.

edu/heolth.hffm

Intercom SyMcm < Gated PorWns
Rcc room, S«un«, Gym Room
Fireplace, Jacuzzi, DMiwaiher,
RcMserator, Air Condlttoner Lauridry,
Cathedral Ccllinss, no pets

2 BEEDROOM 2 BATH APARTMENT in
great west LA location. Siacurity building with
many ammenities. Available ASAP.
$2000/mo. Call 310-915-7333.

portunity for permanent employment. Call
Joel:31 0-828-2292. provkleol Oearthlink.net

3 days/week

.

BD $1195-1295
2 BD $1495
1 BD w/loft $1495
S BDw/ Loft $1815

Cats consWered. 310-477-5108.

INTERNSHIP POSITION

and

website

/carpets.

floors

anamaria @ eiol.com.

We

PERSONAL TEACHER

Pari<

rooftop pool/jacuzzi, intercom entry,
gated parking, laundry, all appliances. Moveview,

YOUR OWN BEDROOM

will include

1

place,

Ibdrm. Fumished. Carpeted.
$1000/month. Gated complex. Quiet. Pool.
Laundry. Telephone entry, lyr lease. 310-

part-time/flexi-

and has accurate typing skills. Please send
tax to 310-915-9188 or email in text format to

are naUonal flower shippers. 310-230-0811

For

MIN TO UCLA

WESTWOOD.

benefits. Ideal candidate is

industry aspiratkjns, detailed oriented

MIP

Fall,

MnAnAf.soonet.ucla.

txjrms. Pool. Jacuzzi, walk-in closets, fire-

ASAP

car*^—

SJnale $950-$995
Sinsle w/loft $1145

WESTWOOD.

dynamic with entertainment and PR?Adver-

ASSISTANT
office,

also with foreign lanto add to our staff. Pay,

intern credit, ctose to

lisirig

PfJ

some

skills,

guage fluency

Filing,

2BR

310-839-6294.

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING COMPANY

ra:31 0-478-2434.

-^

Single $750.

1380 VETERAN- 2bdmT/2bath. $1595.

com-

AiMirtmcnts

,

824-1830.

Flexible hours. Call Gail

$200-$1000

atNetic, outgoing.

BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Hard-

1

virtually

Diamond Head

wood private patk), telephone entry, walk to
UCLA. 10966 Roebling Ave. 310-824-2595

seeking

WESTSIDE OFFICE

$1300

2bdrm/1bth $1500. Ibdrm/lbth $1050 and
$1095. Stove. Fridge. Laundry room, Parking. (310) 824-2112.

OF

LEVERING. LARGE 1&2-BDRM APT, EXCELLENT VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-6294.*

$1050.

will

Place Apts. Call :3 10-396-

hardwood

Beautiful

ing:31 0-278-8999.8

1

you

coverage. This

WALK TO UCLA

and much more and many w/dishwashers,
balcony, A/C and more. Call for free list-

Ibdrm/lbath.

for

plete health

pari<ing. Walking distance to UCLA. 310475-0807.

w/utilities

com company

Progressive

hove

condo. LARGE, bright, view. Microwave, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer/dryer. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Extra

up.

VILLAGE, MIDVALE N.

UCLA

students)

WALK TO UCLA

luxurious, 2 fireplaces, washer/dryer in unit

•WESTWOOD

ance Plan

2/3BDRM

Ibdrm $995
luxury
and more.
and up many w/fireplaces,
2bdrm $1295-$1395. 3bdmi $2200. huge,

$850 and

Insur-

310 825-4073

or 310-208-4253.

Internships

Must be

FREE LISTINGS
AND SPECIALS

4

paid, pool, gated

needs computer savvy

Village

Classififids

825-2221

.

BACHELORS/SINGLES— some

TYPIST/TRANSCRIBER

310-996-0223

Conversation only

AND UP APARTMENT RENTALS CALL

MIP (Medical

Dental

310-998-1501. 310-478-2251.

7900 x.710.

No

with

and organizational
skills. Must have medical front offrce and surgery scheduling experience PC and telephone skills required. Team player for a busy
Westside office. Benefits and 401 K. Fax re-

WLA

—

Senior Leadership
Tokyo. Japan. Email resume: don_dusatkoegallup.com or call Don at 949-474-

experience necessary. 323-377-7937.

administrative

GIRLS wanted

1st.

$850

8000

1406.

calls please.

FULL TIME SURGERY SCHEDULER

to

dial-up ser-

New, view, large, secured,
alarm doors, washer/dryer inside unit,
month-to-month, pets ok. $2600 avail July

roles.

Filing,

Mike.

sume

WESTWOOD

worthing for established photographer Nudity

required.

for R(Mit

UCLA

only.

$1450-«-Lincoln

3BDRM

inter-

STAR SEARCH 2000

or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

FILING AND GENERAL OFFICE work needed Computer literate, flexible hours offered,
P/T. $9/hr Fax resume:310-859-0547 Attn:

strong

Apnrtments

at the

for

Ashe Center. With

VENICE

8/bOO

the

Internet

8am-5f<m

Part-time. Call

POST-PRODUCTION Company

sition at $6 50/hr, minimum 20hrs/wk Monday-Friday afternoons. Fax resume to 310-

No phone

in

Brooks: 310-454-1500

FEMALE FIGURE

Wilshire Blvd. Suite

day.

SANTA MONICA

in

only. 8-12hrs/wk.

loE Kraft:310-441-8010.

to Lurie

for

DSL and

sell

Make $75-$200/

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST
medical office

en,

to

FILE/OFFICE CLERK. Law

Needed

Attn: Han 310-859-0547.

Doctor's

Entertainment law firm seeks

274-2798 or mail

SALESPERSON

care provider Flexible hours. $6/hr to start.
310-477-1511 ext.
Please call Barbara
1616.

310-477-2566.

CUTOMER SERVICE
gainst

STUD-

apply at Young Research Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay 310825-1084.

Private

Or life drawing models wanted by photographer Call Peter at 310-558-4221.

Excellent

plus.

letter to Valer-

you

Rent ir>ciudes gas and water. 650
Landfair Call Lauren 310-824-03191.

provided

is

available.

3117.

and a gen-

ENTS ONLY

Needed

hours. 310-205-0226.

cleri<

our stores

erous employee discount. Call for
view:310-474-4080.ext208.

sive, self-starter, very organized, detail ori-

ented, computer

in

area. Excellent pay/benefits

Must be dedicated, aggres-

ADMIN ASSISTANT

do copying, faxing, and
mail processing. Must have clerical office experience. Salary doe-i-benefits. Fax resume

E-mail:

University Credit Union,

summer

^

building,' quiet, spacious, furnished, parking

SUMMER SPECIAL 1BR

8400-9800

clerks with experience in the

environment to wori<

kx}ks/style for alternative/pop

NURSING STUDENT

GENERAL OFFICE

F/T office

retail

WANTED:Female

INTERNATIONAL FILM
ACQUISITIONS

P/T-F/T-8am-12pm or 12:30pm-

WESTWOOD

and sales

ers,

ENTERTAINMENT LAW FIRM seeks

HOST/SERVER

Irvine,

Fnr

lookir>g for

ers/directors.

INSIDE SALES PROMOTIONS REPRESENTATIVE. Film advertising. Call retail
stores for upcoming releases. Coordinate

EXPERIENCED BOOKEEPER.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
the

and

2-hours per evening M-F, $g^r
310-476-4205.
Science.

$475/day. Call 323-464-3172 to apply.

ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING
visits.

We're

Japanese Graduates
for

10th grader taking Spanish, Algebra,

housing

merchandise focus salon.
managers, asst.. manag-

in

Alan at 818-762-3467.

HOMEWORK SUPERVISOR/TUTOR

care

Single apt from $575, $600deposit.
1-year lease only. Stove,, ref rig., carpets,
vert, blinds. 310-837-1502 leave message

in

COLLEGE STUDENT WANTED

store

The new name

and up. To clean in Westskje areas. Must be dependable arxl have
310-471-6212, April

HUGE SINGLES $775-$825. Ibdrm $1075$1125. Half a btock from UCLA. Security

PALMS.

Spanish-speaking female student needed to
help interview research patients. We'll Train!
15 hrs/week. $10/hr. 310-206-2670.

P/T-F/r, $9-$12/hr

car.

Mo»rly FREE medical

NEAR UCLA

ASSISTANT

vices.

HOME CLEANERS

2000-FridayJu<y 21, 2000

1917 Spanish Misston Style Building. Single,
hardwood floors, Ngh-ceiling, separate kitchen. $700. Ibdrm. hardwood floors. $950.
Close to UCLA. Available now. Lease. 310-

RESEARCH

Service Provider,

CA. Email resume to: don_dusatkoegallup.com 949-474-7900 x.710.

Do good and get paid. Pay $8.00 to
$l0.26/hr Must be a UCLA student with 1 +
academic years remaining with a valid driver's license. Phone. 310-825-2148. WEB:

during

310-

For repairs and maintenance.
859-4619.
tx)urty.

1 7,

479-8646.

LA

207.

ext.

ELEMENTARY TA

—

HIRING

Start

Kassorta

Dr.

Telephone operators for UCLA Medical Center to be part of 6-month grant sponsored research project.
Excellent verbal skills required. Must be available to work holidays,
evenings and weekends. $1 1 .70/hr-fShift dif310-794-0588 or fax resume to
ferential.
310-794-0599.

RETAIL/PUREBEAUTY

flexi-

MODELS WANTED EARN

tion

CSO PROGRAMS NOW

ucia edu.

com

GREAT STUDENT
NEEDED
/
PSYCHOLOGIST ASSISTANT. Hours

transportatk>n. Flexible schedule.

cso@ucpd

ASSISTANT OFFICE
Enthusiastic

ple concept. 562-428-4910.

office. Flexible

ucia edu/ucpd/cso.

resume aribusselOholmail
278-0038.

Retire in 2-4 years

wori<ing P/T. Lifetime residual income. Sim-

OF INTERVIEWING. The

Ramm

www ucpd

BevHills:

notmcation and permit delivery.
This part-time temporary position pays
$9/hour and requires living your own vehicle, a good driving record and carrying full
liability auto insurance. Please call Mike or
Rob at 323-957-1000x152.

©

EVENING
SUPERVISOR

to work nightshift
(6:00 p.m.-ZTOO a.mj
Cal
at 310-487-3787

Must know
310-278-9338 E-mail
in

Flex

must have

EARN
$300-$1000 WEEKLY

Sliakeys

for interna-

business office

sen/ice represena-

tive for film

4:30pm-flex $10/hr-t-bonus. 310-333-1985.

247

P/T positions

DRIVER/OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER.

and JV La-

Paid positions. 310-391-7127. Call

ext.

fiekj

duties. 12-19hrs/wk. $6.70/hr to start.

Great

secretarial experience. Detail

oriented, reliable,

tional

Varsity

ASST Manager needed

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
needed in Westwood
470-7594

JV

Football,

Pizza

dence and mailings,

have
hours. Starts 7/31. 818-905-1215,

flexible

2001 school year. Girts Soccer Boys: Varsity

2001.

Phones, assist with

20hrs/week.

3pm. Person needs

Ices

re-

BABYSITTER
Starting after

permanent, good English skills,
well-organized. West Los Angeles, $99.50/hour 310-826-3759 ex.229.
Full-time,

crosse.

Palisades area, Refererxjes required.
310-459-9071.

San Fernando

Nn

required

accounting-type office. Includes phones and general
office duties. Must have computer and basic
math skills $10/hr Fax resume 818-508-

cific

Ex.driving

COACHES NEEDED

27S-2SS8

ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT: PT-FT

Pa-

summer

MIDDLE SCHOOL&HIGH SCHOOL. 2000-

For pnni

(3f Ol

continue.

are looking Jo^

LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCED

for all types

•Plus size
•Children
& non-union commcrcial.\

Wanted

to

,

CLERICAL/
CUSTOMER SERVICE

male/female models/actors

7700
Child Care

possibility

over 21

must know LA. Quality company,
great pay. 310-457-5051

by

run

COMMISSION ONLY $8-15/HOUR.

NEED PEOPLE NOW

Full-time,

record,

WORK*

DRIVER WANTED

modeling, etc. Inexperienced ok.

Danny:818-980-1666.

and

ex. 14.

GREAT STUDENT JOB
We

$100

For participating in a 45 min psyc study,
email Karen at karenychenOyahoo.com

ASSISTANTS

modeling.

shot

$50/hour All races. Please send full-length
bathing
suit
photo
michelle.lonto
don.cpa@wortdnetratt.net

LIBRARY JOBS

$10-$20/HR. Gay artist seeks totally cleanshaven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21

job

Beats all jobs. Start immediately. Great pay.
Fun/Easy. No crazy lees. Program for free
medical Call-24/hrs 323-850-4417.

9

schedule, p/t-fA, no delivery,
car/ins. 323-822-9209.

CASH PAID DAILY
for figure

you're interested in this position,

please fax your resume to Plink) Jorge
818-787-7565 or to his
Garcia
emaiMpliniogarcia Oearthlink.net If you
wish to find out more about us, visit our
website, www.chefmerito.com or call 818-

skiing,

includes:jet

If

coun-

enthusiastic

amusement parks, beach days, paintball arxj
more! 18 and up. Call Heather:31 0-477-2700

CHAUFFEURS.

Child Care Offered

fun

director of technology

glamour

for

EARN $10-WIN

RESEARCH

ie:323-935-5102.

girl.

leal

7600

hiring

tion.

787-0100

DAY/OVERNIGHT
Pali

international labor consulting firm.

and good supervisory

CAMP COUNSELORS

Glen/Mulholland. Must have car. 2 posi-

The new

woukJ also be expected to make all necessary changes to make it into an effective b to b operational site. A very genbonus/commissions
program
erous
would be established, effectively giving
this indivklual his/her own .com opera-

AUDITIONING NOW

UCLA

Monday. July

Daily Bruin Classified

t>ase

17 Plumbing
problem
21

Johnny

—

Dixie soldier

23 Always
24 Eats
27 Head
supporters

29 African animals
30 Luau dance

32 Hardy cabbage
33 Egyptian
goddess
34 Bath powder
36 Fishing needs
39 Supporter
41 Urgent request

44 Not as warm
46 Softly glowing

49

**—

is

me!"

51 Certain Asian

53 Stumbles
55 Lasso
56 Baseball great

Hank

—

57 Annoyed
58 Now and
59 Took a taxi
60 Golden Fleece

—

ship
61 Dress faster>er

65 Casual shirt
66 Computer in
"2001"

2S

Monday, July

26

1 7,

2000

2000-Friday, July 21,

Daily Bruin Qassified

Odiiy

8^00

9000
House

Apiirtinonts foi Rent

Aparlinents for Rent

for

Room

WALK TO UCLA

age

Super Big Super Clean-

9200

Special

Across the Street from

UCLA

Singles $965

(310)208-8798

w/home

.nd up

m

530 Veteran
208-4394

Small 1 bdrm-$975.
lbdrm-$1250. 10990 Strathmore Dr.
pets. 1-

year lease. 310-471-7073.

STUDIO One

UCLA, $995

including

WESTWOOD FURNISHED

stove,
refrigerator, carpets, drapes. Parking, laundry, near UCLA, transporlation Small build-

WLA-

BDRM

facilities.

Near bus lines/food

No

malls.

pets.

Room

twchelor available 8/00-9/01. $695/month. 310-446-6334.

8600
Condo/Townhouse

for

Rent

ARTIST RETREAT

^

LEVERING ARMS
Singles

Luxurious

er/dyer Walk-in-closet security building po6l

$l,300/mon 310-278-6601

SPACIOUS

Sunny
& 1 Bedroom

NEED MATURE STUDENT

room

ba-

for

P/T child

exchange for room w/ private bath,
must own car and carry ins for school d-otf/pup, must be avail for misc activities. Hispanics welcome. WLA 310-838-5720.

8700
Condo/Townhouse

for Sale

Near Glenrock

P/T

CHILDCARE

NEED MATURE

Student in exchange for
room w/bath. must own car
insurance for
school trips. Hispanics welcome; W.LA,
310/838-5720
-t-

9lkOO
for

Rent

t

err
GLENROCK
APARTMENTS

GLENROCK
AND
LEVERING
1&2

garden

Fitness

Laundry

Facilities

$625/month. Call 310-234-2880,

UCLA/Village,

24hr/security.

Charming,
immaculate bedroom. Private bath, washer/dryer, utilities, secured building, garage,
air conditioned. $500/nrKDnth. Want mature
for

long term,

323-

DOG OKAY. Woman, nonsmoker. Private
bedroom, living room, and kitchen included.
Share bath. Utilities included. Near bus
$575/month. Call Marsha:310-390-9007

ROOM

Landfair.

gated parking space. $900/month.
now-Sept. 19. Contact;ohan-

1

Available

daleeOaol.com

SHERMAN OAKS,

wanted female Roomate.
Nonsmoker, Own room/t)ath, shared apartment. Gated entrance, parking, gym and jar
cuzzi. Available August. 818-461-0136

WEST LA
Responsible female needed. Own bedroom/t)athroom in 2bed/2bath apartment.
Beautiful unit in security building. Available

$637.50/month. 310-442-7671.

Looking for responsible,

Own

friendly female.

roorrVbathroom. Cat.

Near SantaMontea Blvd/Barrington. $625,
Available August furnished, month-to-month.
310-477-5065.

laundry.

9700

for Mimi.

In West LA. 5 minutes
UCLA. Large room, Tandem Parting.
Available Immediately. Female proffered.

$575/mo. -feeo/dep. Call 310-477-1162.

SINGLE FOR RENT
full-bath,

UCLA. Walk

to

kitchen,

full

Westwood

Blvd.

close

to

Walk

to

Westside Pavilion, bright, private, utilites
paid. $550/month. Megan:31 0-474-1 749.

Sublets

miles from UCLA.
Upscale neightx)rtK)Od. Serious, non-smoker
for
private,
a
furnished
room.
$400/month, $ 1 .200 move-in. 3 1 0-202-852

WESTWOOD
LeConte-Levering 1 large private room,
shared livingrom, kitchen, 1.5 bath, patio,
garage in gated complex with pool. Available now Min 2 year stay. $800 » ($50
p.m.

Female grad/professional
310-208-

contact:818-879-6348(day)

3918

roo-

Parking, Laundry, AC,
Dishwasher, Balcony. $482/mo. Available
ASAP until Sept. 15. 310-837-6857 or 416606-7658.

needed.

FALL bUARTER SUBLET. Private room in 3
bedroom apartment 10 minutes from UCLA.
Less than $500. Call ASAP. 310-391-5797.

singlOl
for

.net...

summer

Your move

www.houcampus! Search

*o live?

off

sublets.

ROOMATE ASAP
SUBLET FOR RENT ASAP West LA. bed.
in 2t)ed apartment. Own bath, new complex,
$850/month. $425/each
1561 Barrington #211.

for 2.

310:571-0802.

STUDIO SUMMER SUBLET on

Kelton.

$416/month. Security, pool, partying space.
Female roomate needed to share apt near
campus to mid-September. Call Vanessa
80 5-984-2437.

(eve).

SUBLET NEEDED
Atrium Court 2t)ed/2bath, price negotiable,
move-in immediately, contact Jarrett at:

WESTWOOD
Professional/student
3t»drm/2

to

share very large

wash$700/mo. Very large master bed1/2 bath.

Fireplace, patio,

room, walk-in closet, $850/month.31 0-4778922.

iquon@ucla.edu

WESTWOOD.

BEDROOM APARTMENT

1

733-5769.

9800

TO

vate bath,

building, parking available.

$700/month

We Hove

runished available for sublet C session. 1,000 or negotiable. Call Jane at 512'
partially

WLA ADJACENT

thru

September 15. $250/montfVperson pripremium cable. T1 Internet, Free
local phone. Maid service. Liam 310-209-

BEDROOM/2 BATHROOM. Female

mate

1

Santa Monica/Brentwood Pnvate room
and bathroom in luxurious condo. Security

AVAILABLE Now

2

LOOKING FOR A PLACE

rent.

references.

403

utili-

now. No less than 6
months. Call Linda 310-442-5215.
ties irKluded. Available

portment

Vacation Rentals
YOSEMITE
BEAUTIFUL,
SPACIOUS
hOiAE surrounded by tall pines. Close to

Guesthouse

Greco
Properties Professionally

to-

R.W. S«i>y

Bruin

"fft^

avail-

able with kitchen, shower. Low Rent, In a
great neighborhood. Contact Abby @ 310-

428-6968

WEST LOS ANGELES
1st

Utilities

included

UCLA.

quiet, non-smoking female preferred
$750 310-390-1032.

8900
House

RESERVE YOUR

for

.W. Selby

and minutes
276-8505

to

offers the

Production

Department
needs

& Company

540

Rent

A/C, parking, laun-

campus $2450 310-

Micfvale

Knowledge of Photoshop and Quark a
UCLA Students Only
Apply

ear
the

plus.

2nd Floor Kerckhoff

Hall

^^

Job #30

nl^^QQiftpnc

ni<;nlav/

"825-222T

206-3060
•-»
•

.

*

fall

housing

4 • « 4 •

Avenue
^

824-0463

Avenue

—

&2 Bedrooms;

Kelton Plaza

& Leisure Area
(310) 208-0064

Roonop Spa

430

Call

1

Midvale Plaza

II

dlworth

I

&

&2 Bedrooms,

Leisure

0983 Wellworth Avenue

1

&2 Bedrooms,

Call (310)

208-4868

Pool,

Rooftop Spa

&

Call (310)

479-6205

Leisure

Rooftop Spa

Area

u

824-7409

Pool,

Sauna, Spa, Study Lounge w/
Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

II

1

Roommate

1

Avenue

Call (310)

527 Midvale Avenue
Singles,

Kelton

&2 Bedrooms,

&

Village.

arrangements now!

'OO-'Ol

»>«.9k*

Westwood

Tiverton

Call (310)

UCLA Campus and

Make your

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES
at:

most modern

1

I

nd convenient housing

Paste-up Artists

BEL AIR HILLS
floors, fireplace, central

'

Singles,

2bd/2ba bungalow with patio hardwood
dry,

& Companu, Inc

Standard of ExceH0nce.

030

Single Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck
I& Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa
& Barbecue, Fitness Room

idva le Plaza

available August

6-miles from

One

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

Managed By

Rent

GREAT LOOKING GUEST HOUSE

Bruin Country.

In

Spectacular

for

Homes

Of Choice

Fully Equipped, 5000' elevation
sundeck, reasonable rates. 818-785-1028
www. yosemite isiovely.com.

everything

8800

systems

FALL

living-

at

with private bath-

Corridor/Hi-

views, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, valet service.

Individual alarm

APARTMENT NOW!
SUMMER '00

bedroom

view

Rise single. 1or2bdrm $90K-$150K. Walk

FURNISHED Guesthouse
Gated Assigned
Parking

apartment

Large, private

;1

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE

&

Study Lounge

ROOMATE/S (NEEDED)
TO SHARE

1/2 bath.

1

Campus

Room

for rent. 6blks/UCLA.
Must be clean and quiet. New
carpet, furniture and paint. $650/month.
Female preferred. 310-234-3488.

Private entry.

Den/dining room. Patio,
gym. pool, sunroof. 2car and guest parking.
$215,000. 310-471-2556
Ibed,

Agent-Bob, 310-478-1835 ext 109

Rooftop Sundeck
Spa

parking,

kitchen,

$335,000
2.5bth townhouse w/rare small yard. AC,
Sec. Syst + extra storage and side by
side parking. $675,000 Charming updated 3 bed house w/3 room guest house
Natural wood floors, AC. spacious
rooms. Barbara Gardner, Broker 310285-7505.

Bedroom Apartinenls
3 Blocks to

bedroom and shared

GREAT WESTWOOD 3BED.

CENTRAL BRENTWOOD

Single,

BEVERLY HILLS/ADJ
FURNISHED ROOM

8149.

k.

Private

WEST LOS ANGELES-3

DOUBLE/TRIPLE

667-669 Levering Ave.

LARGE BEDROOM

WLA TOWN HOME.

from campus. Avail-

spacious twicony, huge

&

er/dryer.

WESTWOOD

(310) 208-5215

f

for

939-2772

2bed/2 bath condo. Security, pool, Jacuzzi, near park and
storage.
and
UCLA
Great
closets
$1900/month. Call:31 0-234-2690

School and Village

Great price Jessica:31 0-826-7825.

to

in

woman, 30+,

WESTWOOD CONDO
SPACIOUS

Apartments

•

ASAP!

able

10-nfwn.

share 2br/2bath

to

Help

exchange

Room

1 bedroom condo.
Fireplace private terrace
wetbar mirrored walls new decor. Wash-

Large

|~

ROOMATE WANTED

Furnished

276-8505.

Jacuzzi sauna.

location.

ASAP

utilities)

^^

I

in

view deck. Parking. $3250. 310-

BEVERLY GLEN. WILSHIRE

to

for

5&7yr oMs. Caring/responsible females.
5-minutes
from
UCLA. Ellie
Phone:310-859-1374.

310-551-5791.

Walk

salary

2bdrm/2bth townhouse near Bel-Aire hotel
canyon view, backyard, hardwood floors,
fireplace,

-i-

0680.

bysitting

care

CLOSE TO UCLA

up. 310-454-8211.

Unfurnished. $850/mo, 1-yr
lease. Carpeting, gas stove, balcony, laundry
1

310-858-

utilities.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1325 AND
UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING

$975 and

ap-

trance, garden-view. Beautiful. lOmins. from

6031.

bdrm.

9300
ROOM/board and

New

persoo, furnished.

room arKl private bath. Security building and garage parking. 1 mile from
UCLA $725/mo 1/2 utilities. Call 310-914-

bathroom,

LIVE IN BEV.HILLS

GUEST HOUSE

stove refrigerator, parking. 1383 Midvale. $1500. Single living room and full kitchen. $710. 310-454-8211.

ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. 310-839-6294.

house with yard and garage on

RENT!

Private

WESTWOOD,

$40/day.

BRENTWOOD

a large, bright, apartment on penthouse

floor.

utilities.

310-475-8787.

ROOMS FOR RENT

pliances, washer/dryer access, private en-

Hardwood

floors,

ing

quite 2 bdrm.

BEVERLY HILLS

WESTWOOD VILLAGE.

1

Honest people. Mate

ing/drinking, drugs.

bath. $450/month, includes

room.

preferred. 310-838-6547.

WANTED TO RENT
Married, professional couple, seeks cleen

Apartments Furnished

one parking included. Days 310-475-7533,
evenings 310-659-4834.

Spacious

RANCHO PARK

in

family.

Prof.,

8500

and

All utilities

UCLA

the westside. Call 323-933-9898.

TOP LOCATION

WESTWOOD.

PRESTIGIOUS BEL AIR
Luxury townhouse. On top of hill, mountain
view. Very safe area. $1000/month. All
amenities. Beautiful view. 310-649-1582.

ROOM FOR

(Germany,
4P). Need housing {2or3 bedrooms) from
Aug 15, 2000-Jan31, 2001. Contact:310825-4577.

Rates mUbcIIo iRcnatt OR October 1st

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

2 bdrm duplex.

athlete looking tor housing
22/m, clean, good cook. Call

HOUSING NEEDED

WESTWD. WALK UCLA

No

FORMER UCLA

VISITING

and
$1500
2bedroom/lbath,
Lovely
1 bed/1 bath
$1050 and $1090. Small
2bed/lbath $1250. Beautiful hardwood
floors-carpets. 310-824-2112.

WESTWOOD.

en&laundry privileges. Young-woman. N/S.
no pets. $735 Available 8/01. 310-459-2109.

10-MINUTES TO UCLA. $325 and up. UtiliPrivate entrance. No smok-

repair skils. Call;3lO-529-7776.

for fall quarter.

ilflUu r^oi mil
Cal))e leadjf, pool, laundry, tondeck,

Parking, laundry. Available Sept.

quiet

house,
Required 2

in front

stay.

kitch-

858-759-9619.

tL

Large

W/BATH, Kitchen

priveliges. in

unfurnished,

27

courtyard-style, spacious apartment. Great

Private entrance/bath. Park-

utilities/cable,

2000-Ffiday, July 21.2000

good references. Private bedroom share-

ROOMATE WANTED

ties included.

729 Gayley Ave.

$1000/mo.

REPAIR SKILLS

SM CANYON
ing,

Westside/SM neighborhood. For mature,
non-smoking, male doctoral candidate

Bachelors $645

Walk to Village
Near Le Conte

1-bdrm, junior.

DOCTORAL
CANDIDATE W/ HOME
ROOM

bedrooms

1

4mi/campus. Own room, share bath,
backyard. Quiet neighborhood^ Female preferred Available 8/1. $500/mo. 1/3 utilities.
Bun:310-267-2878.

LUXURY BCH. HSE.
Housing Needed

Summer

Apartments!

to

HOUSE TO SHARE

Westwood/Pico. 3-mo. mIn

WLA

453-8047

Casablanca West

ARTS

Singles and

location!

15

QAYLEY MANOR

Walk

beach, cool,
club house Own your own space. Alk>wance
for new mobile home included in price
$255K Financing available. Call:Doug:310-

www.keltontowers.com
Jf

Prime

of your choice with- this pack-

1 7,

Room

Roommatt.'s-Piiviile

Rent

ASIANA^UIET/CLEAN. Bus

PALISADES
NEW HOME

for

Monday. July

Classified

9500

9^oo

Sale

Brum

Area

Serviced

Furnished Aparhnents'
Ask About Our Lejse Specialsy

''•

*

—
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hook over

From page

Join hundreds of university students

32

come, out and be really aggressive. I
thought she made some luck shots.
Oae over the top and one off the glass

from the outside with 6.8 seconds
left to give the Lynx a 57-56 lead.
With time ticj^ing away, Dixon
drove to the basket and was fouled in
the lane by Martin with 1.3 seconds
left. Dixon then made both of her

Sometimes

against just another player."

free

appeared that her return to Los
Angeles would have a storybook ending. With 35 seconds left in the game
and the Lynx down 54-52, Martin
found guard Betty Lennox at the top
of the key. where Lennox buried a

Sparks.

«,

deserved to jtart."
Martin, who had been averaging
H).5 minutes per game, immediately

and educators from America

got introduced to Leslie as the Sparks

went to their center

game's first
possession. Guard Tamecka Dixon
lobbed the ball over Martin to Leslie,
who was promptly fouled by the for-

mer

in the

made both of her

free

throws, the Lynx brought the ball up

and threw it to Martin in the paint.
She pumped twice and hit a jump

on Character and

<jlobal Perspectives

Leslie's outstretched arms.

hit

It

Bruin.

After Leslie

three to put Minnesota

up by one.
The lead would not stand, as Leslie
answered with two free throws.
Lennox then raced downcourt and

:
:

Monday, July 17, 2000-FridayJuly 21, 2000

Martin would hold Leslie at bay
for most of the game as the Sparks'
center shot just 5 of 12 from the field.
She was. however. 14 for 14 from the
charity line and finished the game
with 24 points and 13 rebounds.
"I tried not to think of it as I'm
guarding Lisa Leslie," Martin said.
"I just tried to think of it as I'm going

W.HOOPS

throws to

game

ice the

for the

know

don't

I

that

about that.
happens when you

come home and you're

excited to

play."

who was averaging

Martin,
points and

2.8

rebounds before the
game, said she had some trouble
making the transition from college to
1.6

who played on

the gold medal-win-

been a big change, but
I'm finally getting the hang of it."

dribble. It's

For instance, Martin is now being
asked to hit the three-point shot.
After shooting just one threepointer

ning U.S. Olympic team

in 1996.

game," Leslie

said.

"She

tried to

system

of

last

season for

she has attempted

UCLA,

threes already

1 1

for the Lynx.

she has gotten over

feels

have a long career

hump.

"It's

thought she had a pretty good

all

Leslie thinks the former Bruin will

But she
the

my game a lot. Get better
my outside shot. Get better off the

expand

to

on

the pros.

Martin's play impressed Leslie,

"I

so

is

in

"I think she will

been tough because (Agler's)
a

see,

I

the

WNBA.

come

along," she

"She has a good body size. And
and that's
half of it right there."
said.

^———

she said.

lot different,"

"As you could

she's playing aggressive

was out on the

Healthy Adult VoluntMrs Needed
Fer Research Study

Lasting Love: Models of Relationship

Cultural Exchanige Program

Why:
We

are investigating on expenmenta!

way to

diagnose certain psychiatric disorders using an

August

V

KOREA
August

9*^^-

15**^

investigqiional mecKcafion

techniques

Bruin

^

Registration Fee $400.00 per tour
all

Sponsored

The World

meals

by:

&.

>

(SPKF scon)

Adults (30-40 years old)

for

how

long:

The study vml

accommodations.
DEADUSE TO REGISTER IS JL L ) 21" !!!
To register CALL (626) 792-8673 or (626) 8:^-3387 ,

Includes roundtrip air transportation,

Production

-

Monetary compensotion

invostigotor:

r\'^

Jomes J McGough, M.D., UCLA
James T McCratien, M.D., UCLA

Knowledge of Photoshop and Quark a plus'
UCLA Students Only ^^^^^u

For

more information cdt the stt%

at:

.

-

2nd Floor Kerckhoff

Hall

)
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of the lOOm free, which included 1996
Olympic gold medalist Amy van Dyken, and

SWIMMING
From page

The top

When she fmished her

make since forever."
race. Chua glanced at the

saw her

round.

it

hope

thought.

Chua

younger

time, but right after that

saw correctly" was her

I

her the news, even

Her mother's response was

lackluster

and

her

But four hours later she called

"Vm

yelled.

Several other Bruins turned in good perfor-

Okla.

first

competition since she quit.

Tm

totally surprised,"

many of them already qualified for
Olympic trials in their events. On Friday, graduate Keiko Price made it to the Championship

fly,

individual medley,

last

101 st overall

ing 6-1 loss in the

two

"I

got

I

Spears

"That

his toss

TRACK

of 69-2

NICOLE MILLER/Oaily Bruin

Katie Younglove gets a great start

in

the 200-meter freestyle at

USC on

Saturday.
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Amy Acufl" ('97), who_

qualified for the 1996 Atlanta

Games

but did not compete due to a hurt ankle

of a second ahead of

in

NCAA

Angela Williams of USC. the
lOOm champion. Neither Jones nor
Williams

made

it

the qualifying round,

ify effortlessly for

to the finals.

The men's 100m race was also close.
With Mike Marsh ('89) entering the
round ranked fifth with his
time of 10.12, he advanced to the finals
end up placing

in the

)

final

before the

compete

in

little

relieved only because
all."

The Bee.
sophomore
Bruin

I

in the

Darnesha

Another Bruin unable to qualify was
John Godina ('95) in the shot put. A
favorite for the Olympic berth, Godina
entered the final round on Saturday

round of the high jump.
Top of his pack was distance runner
first in

the

1

Keflezighi ('98),

who took

0.000m race with

of 28:03.32. Keflezighi,
to take the lead in the

1

who

first

his time

burst out

6,500 meters

of the race, maintained a healthy lead

the

round of compe-

I

Ith overall with

189-9.

Tolson

the shot put starting

will

on

Pole vaulter Scott Slover ('98) quali-

round, clearing the

Andrea Anderson

400m dash ranked

1/2.

('99) entered the

tFlird,

after

ber of the team to pitch two perfect

31

From page

winning

her heat in a time of 5I.5L

With only a handful of the athletes
having even stepped up to the line so
far in the trials, the week ahead will
showcase more close competition and
the making of Olympic dreams.

;^

games.

an

Freed,

double duty was current sophomore

Amanda

Freed's second appear-

ance for Team USA. Freed joined
the squad in mid-tour after completing spring finals. Also playing for the

Ambrosi
('95),

UCLA

team from

national

Nuveman,

junior Stacey

July 20.

opening height of 180-2

Fernandez became the second mem-

SOFTBALL

first-

0th with her throw of

fied for the final

GritTith no-heighted in the qualifying

Mebrahtom

ranked

60.34 meters, finished

Acufl"

told

1

advanced to the

mark of

trials.

on

hammer throw team. Tolson, who

her best

haven't competed hardly at

mark of 65-3 /2.
In the finals, Godina came up a few
inches short and finished fourth with

ever

from a fender-bender just three weeks

finals.

with his fifth-ranked

junior Christina Tolson

short of nailing a spot

fell

tition

"I'm a

Marsh did not

top eight

the finals of the high

UCLA

tion,

jump on her first attempt of 5-10 3/4.
She managed this despite recovering

semi-final

with his time of 10.199.

seemed to qual-

Up against a tough field of competi-

are

Christie

Brundage
('93),
Lisa Fernandez
and
(1999), Jennifer

USA.
Earlier in the year

coach Sue Enquist

Amanda

Fernandez
fect

have pitched pergames. Last Saturday against
('93)

another team of collegiate Ail Stars,

head

"When you

her.

I

returns.

31

no way you don't pick some-

like her."

in,

I

and

knew

I

could win,"

I

my

.

>
%

70%

SPECIAL:

$50-

Wake

put the pressure

responsibilities:

on the

cover the base,

last

second on the team
7.——

No. 4

if you

are a licensed orthopeDAVE HILL/Oaily Brum Senof

Because,
it's

on June

so

sound of his voice

that

it

The

hubbub behind

the

first

round for

and

up through Friday.
At least two former Bruins will be playing in the qualifying round. Kevin Kim only
lettered one season at UCLA ( 1997), but he
was named an All-American that year and
sign

was

already

was

Seventy-year-old Sal

our time.
"If 1 never got back on thai fieW ~ if 1 had to
stay with him 24 hours - I would do that.
it's

Staff.

what makes

this

if

game

"I cry every time

see that part," Richardson
"So often, I have been on that line, decid'Do I go 100 percent with medicine?'"
I

who

stayed with

Lamendola

ing,

This

the

isn't

first tirne

medical duty called

THeprevious week, on a

during„£oftball duty.

tour stop outside of Tampa, Ra., the team meet-

was interrupted when Richardson and team
Laura Mincey rushed outside to help a
man who had been in a car accident. The victim
ing

in

restarted, with Jennifer

trainer

Richardson's place.

turned out to be

fine.

Richardson knows that there is no competition between a life and a game of softball. But
she has decided to pursue both. Playing softball

and going through medical school was

full-time

quite a challenge.

It

respectful."

recently to officially

Richardson, however, understood why the
game had resumed.
"There were so many people who had come

forgo

to see us play," she said.

"We could not help him

"I

until

have been so lucky that I have not had to
my medical career," she said. "To be able

to represent

my

competition,

any more. He was in God's hands, and he was in
the paramedics' hands."
Richardson recalls the scene in "Field of
'Dreams" where a ballplayer must choose
between sport and medicine. With a little girl
choking in the stands, he stares over the magical

took Richardson, 38,

become a doctor.

country at the highest

level

m

•

/

I

have had the best of both

Richardson

is

one of seven former Bruins on

the national team.

The same game

-

in

which Richardson took up
See SOFTBiUl, page 30
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he

crosses the line, he can never play again.

"The game should have been stopped and all
focused on the man," catcher
Michelle Venturella also told the A P. She added
that the team had gathered some things to send
to Lamendola's family. "The whole team was
very upset. We just felt that was not being very

CPR.

Lamendola opened his
eyes - but just for a brief moment. He was pronounced dead later Thursday night at Sisters of
Charity Medical Center on Staten Island,
"Life is precious, and we need to live it to the
fullest," Richardson said. "That gentleman was
there because he was a softball umpire. He was
where he wanted to be. God will take us when

are able to touch

attention

When

blue.

we

well that

full

said.

McFalls playing

Richardson saw another doctor compressing

made the second-team AU-Pac-lO.
Mark Knowles ( 1990-92) will be compet-

that's

The game had been

the man's chest, she immediately began

also

many lives. And

that

play," she said.

base dugout.

turning

game

ambulance came, found herself standing by the road as the ambulance pulled away.
"All of the sudden, it hit me: I've got a game to

There she found a man lying with his back on
the ground. He had no pulse, wasn't breathing

the four qualifier spots, though players can

this

Richardson,

She dropped her glove and sprinted toward
the

through

boundary knowing

baseline

until the

'83) told the Associated Press.

round of the 32-player singles tournament starts on Monday. 37 players are

a game." she said. "But

really, this is

incredible."

tone then just a re-positioning
the

Siaft

-rr;

medical," Richardson, a former Bruin (class of

Notes compiled by Pauline Vu, Dally Bruin

•Nttrous Oxid* (Lauffhitifl Gas)

SAVINGS

in the

command.
"I knew by

first

Senior

and only

somebody from the coaching staff
her name. But there was something more

call

with

May.

requirement rarely comes

29, she heard

singles.

in the qualifying

in

V

CPR

against a group of collegiate all-stars

This Saturday and Sunday the qualifying
round for the Mercedes Benz Cup will take

up to play

Championships

of the second inning of Team USA's game

urgent

tennis courts.

wh^e to

NCAA

Softball

Just as Richardson took the field before the
start

rr.» *

Rec

ing the

knowing when to
throw the ball, and per-

dic surgeon like Richardson,

season, Spears ranked

28, playing primarily at

so the

into play,

WTA

in singles victories

Alabama dur-

keeping track of runners, posi-

formingCPR.

Tour for her tournament win.
Sunday she competed in the finals of the
PeachTree tournament in Georgia. After
that she will play in the Acura Tournament.

As a freshman

sum-

mer, bats

tioning yourself just right,

OK,

five points

this

against

2-6, 6-4, 6-2.

Spears gains

team

Dot" is not just a nickname.
For Dot Richardson, playing second base on
the U.S. National Softball team entails a lot of

sophomore Adria

Forest

~

the United

for

:*'Dr.

which he has competed for in the 1992
Olympics and in previous Davis Cups.

•TOOTH BONDING, BLCACHINO
ii'M'

game for squad

serve

first

To

~

Freed, playing

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

ing as a representative of the Bahamas, for

M

more Amanda

By Greg Lewis

seeded Cindy Watson of Australia 7-5, 6-2
in the second round. In the semifinals she

signed

Although Freed will not be pitching for the gold medal favorite US
squad in Sydney, by striking out 26
of the 33 batters she has faced and
not allowing a baserunner of any
kind, it looks like Freed is well on
her way to proving Enquist right.

UCLA sopho-

to

States national

forced errors out of her."

place at the Sunset

only have 14 spots,

Make Them Look White?

The Only

serve

first

lot,

said. "1 started to get

said, "I think

should be on the Olympic

Tired of Covering your
Teeth with Liquid Paper to

20"^

UCLA

do so many things so well.

body

coach

'

team. She's talented enough and can

Richardson re-entered the game
during the fourth inning, in time to
see Freed pitch her second perfect
game. Four other Team USA pitchassistant

the

•

there's

including

/^

for

Sydney squad, also plays right field,
and pinch hits and runs for Team

Sheila Cornell-Douty ('84).

ers,

alternate

CPR

Freed pitches

off-field;

another perfect

Before even playing Chang in the final
though, the unseeded Spears beat second-

throughout the race.

1/2.

High jumper

my

and had strong

in

on

Engel

1.32 just a tenth

2000

collegiate all-stars

to take the next

first set

was double-faulting a

defeated

1

2000-Friday, July 21,

6-4, 6-3.

that if
said.

man

a

.

Hovsepian

team wallops

USA: Richardson gives

Sunday.

She defeated fourth-seeded Kyung-Mi
Chang of Korea, overcoming a demoraliz-

lOOm backstroke, lOOm breaststroke, 200m
and 400m medley relay. Several
Bruins competed on Sunday.

mances, though

National

player Abigail

won the 2000 Edmond Medical
Center Women's Satellite in Edmond,

of sophomore Lyndee, also had

sister

the
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Spears

Bruin. Leslie Hovsepian. the

was near my best time today. I'm barely rested."
The meet continued on Sunday with the lOOm

so excited!"

UCLA sophomore tennis

,

was pleased with her time because she quit swimming nearly a year ago. Missing the sport, she only
took it up again in mid-March. The invitational was

about 5 a.m. there.

Chua back and

to this

it

2()0m breaststroke with a time of 2:51.49, she

in the

said.

said.

make

the heats

Although Hovsepian only placed

first

She called her mother to
though her mother is in Malaysia and the time was

Chua

all

impressive times.

tell

sleepy.

eight times of
'

One incoming

the screen changed.
i-eally

TENNIS BRIEFS

placed eighth there with a time of 57.31 seconds.

she said. "I've been trying to

"1

July

final

32

screen and briefly

Monday,

u

i
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The doctor

is

on the

field

Sports on the Web

Dot Richardson, a former Bruin, a

See

member of the

National Team, and a

doctor, leaves a

game to give

someone CPR. See

all

this

and more

at

i

the Daily Bruin's

Website:
story,

page 31.
www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Monday, July

2000-Friday, July 21, 2000

1 7,

Alums vie for US. team;

many unable toqualify
high in track,

field trials;

some Bruin grads

Sacramento Bee.

final

jump

round on her third'jump

heats.

UCLA alums held the spot-

Several

and performed
like
the

1

qualifying

are.

And one

she

PAXTV

Holding

m
^

'.,

TV

^^

recognizes

her

world-class

com-

petition.

^

"Look at what
they've done the
last three years -

\

ADAM BROWN/Daily Bruin

been
extraordinary,"
"They've helped make

-

they've

the Olympics for

Devers

said.

women's track more

Gail Devers ('88), an Olympic veter-

retirement.
\

Monday, July 17, 8-l$S[r#&(TV

the third time,

two-year

a

two

Olympics,

12,

of them broke
"~

past

of

KeFs^hadto
fight her way into
the top three to make

veterans thev

Sacramento State Universit)^ \

Sunday, July 23 4-6p.m. NBC

the

list

ed the event the

Saturday, July 22, 10a.m. 12p^i!i.ilB^

as

on

eighth

Olympic

i^\

Friday, July 21, 8-lOp.m.

Listed

com-

Devers dominat-

Thursday, July 20, 8:30-l(Sbpjn.

Friday.

light
1

press

a

It's

Though

Trials

Hornet Field

the

ing."

TRACK & FIELD
U.S. Olympic Track
V'

than that," she
at

"1 feel

she

"Twenty feet
- girl, you better
come up with
something better
said

around," Devers told the

still

through

conference

performance.

.

her

self,

in

.

.

good and I'm
confident. My thought was to just
come into the trials and run myself

for

3/4.

thought to her-

crowd

qualified

history,

Before

Hornet Stadium, the 2000 Olympic
U.S. track and field trials began. Under
the Sacramento sun, records were challenged and hype was backed up with

golds.

American

final
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Olympic

panies the seven, best long jumps in

of 21

zBy Christina Teller

five

- "I'm

Sunday's

excel

In front of a sold-out

name accom-

Sunday. Kersee, whose

OLYMPICS: Competition

an with two gold medals to prove

it,

visible."

Devers continued to the
but her

fifth

place finish

final

in

round,

1.149 did

1

J

took her heat with a time of 1.24 in the
opening round of the 100-meter dash.

not qualify her for the Olympic team.

She ranked second entering the semifinal round. Devers placed fourth in

Jones placed fourth

few months of recent practice under

the semis behind the top time of

ended ranked

her belt, Jackie Joyner-Kersee ('86)

Marion Jones (10.93 seconds),
who is gunning for an unprecedented

U.S.

the

i
r

record
*

long

with

jump

but

only

leapt her

1

the

in

a

way

into the final

round on

first

100m, Bruin junior Shekedia

In the

Chua headed for
Sydney; Goodwin to race

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT/Daily

place

See TRAOC, page 30

one-hundredth of a second faster than
the

Olympic

26.79.

trials

Burnham

qualifying time of

grinned and

just

platform.

Goodwin's

call

wasn't likely

to happen.

By Pauline

it's

unheard

of," she said

of dropping a whole second

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

50m

in the

freestyle.

Before she headed out to swim the
50-meler freestyle race
end's Janet

at this

week-

Evans Invitational

at

use, Beth Goodwin told UCLA
assistant coach Brad Burnham, "I'll be
back in 26.78 seconds."
That time was not only a
under her personal record,

full
it

second

was

also.

And then came the shocker: Beth
Goodwin swam the fastest 50m free in
her

life

When

she

Goodwin

I

the

finished

race,

didn't even look to the elec-

where the times were
flashed
she simply looked at
Burnham and UCLA head coach
Cyndi Gallagher, who were jumping
up and down with huge smiles on their

Olympic

tri-

event to go along with the

100m and 200m
already qualified

butterfly that she

"This

one of

is

Team

my

greatest

Goodwin

Bruin,

said.

a club team that

includes several current Bruins, as well
as a few incoming Bruins

for.

my

"I've been telling

coaches

all

accom-

graduates,

competed

and

UCLA

at the invite that

S«mcx

at the

trials

tational as a tune-up for the trials, a

swim in the Olympics.
At the recent Santa

Clara

few of the other Bruins - like Goodwin
- used the meet to begin to grab hold
of their Olympic dreams.

Chua still didn't make the
The Janet Evans Invitational was
her last chance to swim at least a 26.79

I

believe

I

can do anything,"
^<

Goodwin said.
Not only did Goodwin make
s

Olympic
er

the

on Saturday, but anothBruin qualified for the Olympic
trials

tional water sports governing body, to

Invitational,

cut.

and earn a spot to Sydney.
But Chua didn't let the pressure get
to her. She swam the 50m free in
26.49.
"It's

not a big deal.

I

relieved,"

felt

Games. Sophomore Marilyn Chua
had already placed

in the

See SWIMMING, page 30

top two to

*

Bruin's return to

LA. almost perfect

Team loses, but alumna
her own against Lisa Leslie

MARTIN:
holds

was nice that I got to start in front
hometown. It was good seeing everybody

Martin
of

my

again.

said: "It

We lost, but

it's still

neat to see everyone after

a couple months."

By Chris Umpierre

Martin graduated from UCLA last winter and
was selected No. 10 overall by the Lynx in the 2000
Welcome home, now go guard Lisa Leslie.
WNBA draft. She averaged I8.I points and 8.1
That was Minnesota Lynx head coach Brian
rebounds per game during her Bruin career, finishAgler's message to former Bruin Maylana Martin
ing as UCLA's all-time second-highest scorer. Her
before his team's game against the Los Angeles
play was influential in turning the Bruin women's
Sparks on Saturday.
basketball program into a conIn her first game back in Los
sistent top-20 squad. During her
^™'"
Angeles since her storied
stay in Westwood, she spearUCLA career, Martin got her
headed the Bruins to three
Sparks
second career start and the
NCAA tournament appearLynx
unenviable task of guarding
ances - including a trip to the
last year's All-WNBA second
Elite Eight in 1999.
^
team center.
Agler didn't realize it was
Martin stepped up to the challenge as she scored
Martin's first game back in Los Angeles until after
points (5 of 7 shooting) in 26 minutes as her Lynx
the game.
nearly upset the Sparks, 58-57.
"It was ironic because I didn't think about that
Daily Bruin Staff

™^

~

58
57

~~

Check our online
site, www.dallybruin.ucld.edu, on
Tuesday for more
updates on women's
swimming and tracic
and field
Women's swimming competed at the
Evans
Janet
•Sunday.

prestigious
Invite

on

,

competed on Sunday and
Mdncjay at Olympic Trials.
Find put how they did
Also, several Bruins

'

1

1

"Playing against probably the best post player in
the world, Maylana held her own." Agler said, refer-

Former Bruin Maylana Martin goes up
for a shot against

the Sparks' Lisa Leslie.

r i ng

to

Les

li

e "I th nk
.

i

i

t' s

s

om e th

fidence that she can build on."

i

Staff

compete for Malaysia at the country's
Olympic trials in May, but her time
then still did not meet the qualifying
time required by FINA, the interna-

"Now

plishments,"

Bruin

from Friday to Sunday. Among
the 800 athletes competing were several world-class swimmers.
Although several of the Bruins have
already qualified for Olympic trials in
various events and were using the invilasted

faces.

with a time of 26.79 seconds,

qualifying for this year's
als in that

"Finally

said.

showed them."

tronic screen

"Basically,

Vu

freestyler, not just a but-

Goodwin

lerfiyer,"

Sheklda Jones runs in the finals of the 100-meter dash
NCAA 2000 Track and Field Championships on June 3.

impressive times at

50

year, I'm a

pushed the junior a step closer to the

in three events at trials

her heat of the

ninth, with her time of

UCLA swimmers chart
INVITE:

in

quahfiers with a time of 11.25. She

when we decided to start her." he said. "That's not
the reason we started her. we started her because she

ng to g ve h e r coni

SeeWJIOOK,pa9e29

among the

nation's best.

AND ONLINE NOW:
Missouri cancels

its

agree-

ment with UCLA football to
a.
-pl4^^
ho mgr a n d -h o ma

——

Series in

2001 and 2002.

r.

r

M

.

fc

I

I

t

1
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t4
*

^

News on the Web

•

See all

this

and more at

security zone overruled

The LAPO must redraw the security

perimeter arourxj Staples Center to
allow access by protesters, ruled District

the Daily Bruin's

In

DNC

^--s

•

Website:

Court Judge Gary A. Fees. See page 3

www.ddilybruin.uda.edu
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208-8671

X^

want to talk

Authorities

(

^despite lack of input

and Brentwood

APPROVAL Board^srole

UC San

Although the regents were happy

t

820-6636

questioned; backers say

with the results,

more spending covered

the board's role in the budgetary

SAN FRANCISCO - Propelled
by a strong economy, the UC Board
.

process.

legislature. "If

we

didn't pass this

of Regents approved the 2000-2001
budget while

budget today, what would happen?"
Regent Ward Connerly responded with, "We've already passed last

questioning

year's budget, but

whether
the
university's

this year's), life

For more

a

Jjtd

meaningful
h

t

e

The

would

didn't (pass
still

go on,"

vice president of budget.

jffegents^

"We're having a big influence,
right Larry?" Conneriy said jokingly.

Regent Judith Hopkinson said
she was reassured by Hershman's

4.

proposal.

promises of a budget proposal next

regents

received

we

before turning to Larry Hershman,

Seepage

role in shaping

if

on the

governing

the

fall

budget after numerous revisions
throughout the year culminating in
Gov. Gray Davis' approval in June,
it was voted on at the second, and
last day, of the board's meeting at

that

would be more

areas such as

how

detailed in

outreach

money

Regent John Davies said he
shared some of Hopkinson's conis

CASE: Police looking

new

increased for customers
Rko

By Laura

Daily Bruin Contributor

LAPD

officers,

according to Barnett.

string of car break-ins at a

Westwood

Village parking structure

~

Bmin Senior Staff

Daily

man they
may know something about

believe

the disappearance of a

seen in Dykstra Hall the night Michael

UCLA student

Department released a sketch July 17
of a man wanted for questioning in the
case of Michael Ndgrete, who has
been missing since Dec. 10.
"It's encouraging now that we have
a lead that's pointing to a person, that

someone

there's

to look for," said

Mary Negrete, Michael's mother, July

disappeared.

The man

is

described as white, 35

years old, 5 feet 7 inches, with a heavy

and no

facial

hair.

He was

Police

not

did

whether the student attends

say

UCLA.

who is not in trouble
with the police, came forward with the
information of their own accord, said
The

Los Angeles County

This

Sheriff's

Department

man may have Information

reported to police as wearing a gray
jacket with a turquoise design.

Michael, a flrst-year undeclared
Dykstra Hall resident at the time he
disappeared, was

last

student,

Deputy Sheriff Bruce Thomas.
Though police do not consider the

man

regarding the Negrete case.

-

18.

man who was allegedly

police about a

more than seven months ago.
The Los Angeles County SheriflTs

drawing a suspect, he

in the

is

wanted for questioning.
"We feel he could be a very vital
part of the investigation," said Sgt. Joe
Purcdl of the Sheriffs Department
Homicide Bureau.

seen wearing a

blue plaid shirt and khaki shorts.

He is

See NECIETE, page 13

breaJc-ins

him," he continued.

The

which has an automobile
also accessible by foot at
the front of the building, not far
from the parking attendant's station.
lot,

structure

with security to see

offers

they can catch

new leads since then.

received few

Police are looking for a

"We have added a courtesy patrol
answer questions our patrons may
have," Barnett said. "They constantly walk through the lot and work
if

He left behind his wallet and other

In early July, a student alerted

entrance,

to

^

ByLMiTM

10.

SeeBU06CT,pa9c12

consisting of regular lot attendants

"

complexion.

personal belongings, and police have

build

the suspect."

A

brown eyes and a mediunL

According to police, he logged off
his computer around 4 a.m. on Dec.

spent.

and undercover

find suspect; lot security

leads; individual is

not a suspect, sheriff says

LAPD investigates Etroxton
THEFTS: Police Avorks to

5 feet 8 inches, 130 pounds, and has

for,

black hair,

have a procedural question,"
asked Regent Irene Miura before
voting
on a budget already
approved by the governor and the

Daily Bruin Contributor

'

some questioned

"1

By Benjamin Parke

man about Negrel^

to

Francisco on July 20.

It is

is

the only city operated paricing

Westwood. The

in

two hour

ing patrons

and employees of

"Our stafT is there to find the suspect, and the LAPD is there to catch

lot

free parking, attractsur-

SeeCMS^pageU

has residents concerned about the
lot's security.

The

Los
Angeles
Police
Department is investigating reports
of vandalism and break-ins at a parking lot on 1036 Broxton Ave., but
they

BARBARA ORTUTAY/Oaily

Bruin Senior Staff

pack up their equipment after investigating a small fire
a Glenrock Avenue apartment building on the morning of July 18.

Firefighters
in

would not say how many

reports they've received.

The
month
•
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LARGE

I

PIZZA w/
Free Liter
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TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

I

I

Westwood

Barnett, district

pened,

manager of Parking

which runs the

we

LARGE

lot

opened

The

PIZZA w/

208-8671
Brentwood
Monday Nights

only

(After 5:30pm).

No mediums and offre excludes Siciiians.
No half and Half orders. Must mention ad.

Open

until

1

I

any

Free Liter

LAPD

suspects,

a.m.

C ou pons m us t be gi ven t e driyer
Coupons valid at Westwood and Brentwood

I

making

all

I

I

Offer

good only

with this coupon,

one coupon per

I

.1
pizza.

'

g

until 1 a.m.

Coupon s mu st bo g iv en to dr ive
Coupons valid at Westwood and Brentwood
No 1/2 and 1/2.
r.

.

locations.

good only

with this coupon,

in a

one coupon per

officials

*

pizza.

locations.

Limit

3 pizzas per address.

UCPD

safety in the

he said.

inaugurated

its

t

male suspect,

J

Coupons must be given to driver.
Coupons valid at Westwood and Brentwood
No 1/2 and 1/2.

locations.

—C

residents regarding fire

ofTall the time.

Miranda Davis, a fourth-year psychobiwho lives next door to
the apartment where the fire started.
The manager of the building
declined to be quoted for this story.

Bolanos

said.

He
Htfll

en ce rne d a bo ut the b re ak -in s.
Concepts

Inc.

recently

in extra security guards.

A

recent string of car break-Ins in the Broxton

MUttUN/aaiy fliian Sartre

Avenue parking

has Westwood residents bringing up security issues about the

Staff

"When we were out-

looked up and there were people

is

illegal,

when

there

is

no

punishable by up to a

$2,750 fine and/or

six

months

in jail,

Kallian,

Angeles Fire Department

Los

firefighter.

who lives on
same fioor, was also in her apartment when the fire started. Although
the alarms went off, the third-year biology student said she wouldn't have
evacuated had she not smdled the
the

smoke.
Kallian said

omeone sta rted pou n d in g on her door

s

lot

and

lot.

woukhi't have

alerted her about the
left

fire,

it's

dangerous when

people don't leave their rooms when
they hear a fire alarm.

On Jan.

students were killed and

19,

three

more than 50

injured in a dormitory fire at Seton Hall

University in

Davis said she leA her room when

declined to give further information.

Parking
brought

raised cor>-

ology student,

I

ofTone or two times a month

according to Patrick

We didn't think anything about it," said

munity service center July 7 in the
same building that houses the parkParking attendants and eye wit-

until 1 a.m.

it

build-

507 Glenrock Ave. apart-

ment complex.
"The fire alarm goes

com-

nesses gave similai' descriptions of a

Open

was contained by the

cems among

should hope-

if

Michelle Hernandez,

fire

ing's sprinkler system, but

fully detract the suspect,"

The

Westwood building the morning of

July 18.

ing structure.

Limit 3 pizzefs per address.

Open

Offer

LAPD,

"The increased presence of law

820-6636

I

A small Are from a halogen lamp led
tenants to evacuate several apartments

said.

dysfunctional or

Pulling a fire alarm

cf our

The

I

not sure

it.

at least," she said.

fire

and working with them so we can
apprehend the suspect," Bolanos

enforcement

" 1 1 goes

is

is

looking out from their balconies."

By Barbara Ortutay
DaHy Bruin Senk)r Staff

UCPD is collaborating with
the LAPD in its investigation, said
UCPD OfTicer Ricardo Bolanos.
are

people pull

side

The

Brentwood

I

820-6636

I

I

I

questions of

building safety are raised

Nancy

said

fire;

services for university police.

"We

the alarm. She said she

whether the alarm

contain

staked a surveillance

Greenstein, director of community

208-8671

I

Brentwood

I

820-6636
Offer valid

208-8671

I

APARTMENT: Sprinklers

operation July 7 but did not catch

Westwood

I

in

1997," Barnett said.

resources available to the
I

evacuate from residence

lot.

haven't had any incidents

reported to us since the

TAX INCLUDED

I

Inc.,

Ray

to

"Until this ring of break-ins hap-

TWO TOPPINGS

I

Westwood

I

Exp. 8/31/00

I

I

I

m

I

according

ago,

Concepts

I

Exp. 8/31/00
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Hemes cause tenants to

incidents started about one

New Jersey.

•*Everyone rolled over, nobody took
it

serious ly

a nd because o f that, nobody

but she

had she only heard

SccMiEfpagei
)
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ic

UC

the Santa

DONUT, finds neutrino
UC

Center

tion a five

announced the compleyear experiment July 21. nicknamed

DONUT,

that has led to the discovery

Davis

and

graduation from the UC-wide

Monica-UCLA Medical

average of four years and a quar-

Astrophysical Journal Letters.

Children's Hospital at

Davis completes
scientists

of new

will create

Evidence of the elusive tau neutrino, a nearly

UCLA

UCLA neonatologist and

the center's codirector. "It allows us to trans-

was discovered

port a hospitalized mother and her as yet unborn

after scientists fired a

beam of

neutrino at a

sandwich of iron plates and layers of emulsion.

The

particle left

sure of«unlight
Phil Yager, a

pant

in the

donuts

an imprint similar to the expo-

on photographic

film.

celebration

on the day they

announced the discovery.

program

joint

between

will visit

I

"Believe me,
;::.

do

couldn't

without the

this

ing in next year's budget decreasing the cost of

summer

make

school to

Berkeley pays students

into taking the sessions.

to leave early

Scientists

ill

dents

UC

UC in

the next 10

more com-

it

of an Arts &
Entertainment column titled
Portions

For additional

"To avoid concert injuries, use
some common sense" (July 1014, 2000) should have been
attributed to a Maxim maga-

Stories and

breaking news

Q^^^'hr

portions
rism,

constitutes

plagia-

one of the most serious

an academic and legal one.
The Daily Bruin does not

^

tolerate breaches of ethics

and

has "taken steps to rectify the
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Though city officials may expect
the upcoming Democratic National
Convention to bring good publicity
Los Angeles, many groups are
hoping for something else.

The

International

Socialist

and six thousand students use
provided by AAP.

TRIO

is

ser-

a national organization providing

'

disabled students.

AAP has

created special-

for students seeking jobs in

for

office looks at

dents of minority ethnicities at

gram can no longer use race or
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REGENTS: Recent lapse in
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Gov. Cruz Bustamante questioned
Browne on the recent security lapses as to
whether espionage was involved in the
disappearance of the hard drives.
Browne responded by saying he didn't
think that was the case, though he didn't
have evidence one way or another.
"It does appear to be human error.
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Department of Energy Laboratories on
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meeting at UC San Francisco.
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"You are taking our money out of
our pockets, and you're using it for

Daily Bruin Contributor

we should go

out to bid again."

Parsky denied the allegations originally reported in the San Francisco

By Benjamin Parfce

company

''Maybe

.-

Ward Connerly

Additionally, Regent

conflict

the statement read. "Safety

-

the

as educational

were met with varying responses
from the regents, some of whom
defended the decision to give the firm

Rubinstein,

Eli

descent.

In

Union heads attack UC over alleged

.

'

said during the negotiations.

The Associated Press

From left to right, Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak, Abu Mazen, President Clinton,
and Chairman Yasser Arafat attend a Shabbat dinoer at Camp David June 14, 2000.

David tested his metas a peacemaker, the legacy he so

world."
tle

of

Israeli

"It's really hard. It's the hardest
thing I've ever seen," the president

dearly desires.

leader

great

in

issues inflaming a half century of

Palestinians.

Okinawa toasted Clinton

between

conflict.

with grim-faced

and

the

David

Prime
Ehud
Barak
and
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat on

The other

Israelis

Camp

at

Minister

two summits 7,600 miles apart. One
was on Okinawa with smiling presidents and prime ministers of the

for post-doctorate work.

said "there has been a lot of politicization

,;',•

promise

President Clinton raced between
that the inci-

talks

in

Maryland. There, Clinton spent nine
days trying to find grounds for com-

- One was a

and precooked communiques. The other is a
slugfest of grinding negotiations and

at the lab, leading to a

control of nuclear material

'j.-/-:

NAGO, Okinawa

citizens the

dent affected Asian Americans working

John Browne
Los Alamos Lab.director

going to miss him very

all

greatly, indeed," Blair added.

Regent David Lee, who expressed con-

resources?"

- and that a
low rating for one area in any particular
year didn't necessarily reflect on other

first

difficult

measures since the lab

Browne acknowledged

Los Alamos, the univeralso
manages
Lawrence Livermore
sity
and Lawrence Berkeley National laboraIn addition to

is

is

perception.

ed for mishandling nuclear information.

arrest-

to take additional

it

DOE

same?" asked Lee, who said Asian
Americans would be reluctant to apply

can go beyond

But he pointed out that the audits considered five different categories of security - such as control of information and

Wen Ho Lee was

sets security requirements,

"Do we
"Yes, you

5

Part of the security problem, accord-

cern for the fate of physicist

said.

discovered behind a copy machine, the

nuclear scientist

UCLA

Browne

2000
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unfairly targeted for investigation.

the hard drives were eventual-

mix-up added to an already existing controversy surrounding the lab since

Justin Fong,this year's student regent and a

years,

1

t
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lab

ing to Browne, was that since the

asked

reported missing.
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you," he said.

security audits gave a tess-than-

out of the past

two hard drives containing nuclear
weapons disarmament information were

ly

unintentional or deliberate,

t

received the highest rating possible.

satisfactory rating to the lab during four

UC's management of the labs' securicame under fire earlier this year, when

Though

it's

tell

DOE

Director
19

Alamos

in Lx>s

News

k

money

to family planning programs.

very few details of the programs, but

hoped the population would
within two decades.
said he

"Achieving

overcome

this

is

stabilize

a challenge. But once

the challenge,

we can

we

truly develop

our national human resource into a formidable
force ... for alkiround prosperity," he said.
With reports from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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between
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George W. Bush

dential candidates

at least
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f#

puppet's pants are pictures of presi-

indcicarpets
or

and Al Gore. ISO member

Bill

Neal.

who led the discussion, said these picsymbolize

tures

the
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was not required
-er

to

have an extinguish-

July 23. five days after ih&-

fire. the extinguishers were still missing
from three of the four cases in the build-
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got out." Kallian said.

When

On

there.

to

it

was

and

Davis,

difllcult to

all

find a fire extinguisher in the four-story

who

has lived

The

third floor, according

world-wide

in

chaos,

ISO member Sean

Angeles plan to be non-violent.

Even

in

Los
."

so. activists said they contin-

"And with enough
you can (create change)."

Quinn Jones, a member of the
ISO and. Direct Action Network,

solidarity,

said there

is

group than the planned

to the

DNC demonstration.

scope or application."

in

ue to be challenged by police.

One ISO member

"making

the process of

were always

from

fire started

a combustible

From page

said.
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pens,
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A
mountaintop presidential

Los

the

He

Angeles

Fire

should be kept away from combustible

case, according to Kallian. If they are

materials.

Department.

said students should

be careful using these lamps. Nothing
should be hung from them and they

empty, the building's management

"A

lot

,,

.

of times students use them

because they're cheap." he
they can burn

The

up

sprinklers caused water

in the apartment where the

by law the building

said.

"But

to 1,200 degrees."

and the one below

damage

fire

starled-

to a helicopter to fly to the

without

"Whether we

another

activist organization, believe

demonstrators are aware of undercover olTicers who attend the protesters'

meetings and the police jotting

down

numbers. __
"The police will be harassing us up
until the DNC," Jones said.
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Mideast agreement.

Okinawa a
of pre-negotiated summit

Clinton
blizzard

left

behind

in

agreements expressing high-minded
resolve to help poor nations escape
crushing debt, combat infectious
diseases,

improve education and

join the high-technology revolution.

The

communiques

echoed

mantra of "putting a"
on the global economy," a theme he has emphasized as
Clinton's

human

face

the United States tries to recoup

from

embarrassing failure to
launch a new round of world trade
its

talks in Seattle last year.

All the

words

in

Okinawa were

designed to battle a growing populist backlash against globalization,

by labor unions and environmental organizations and human
rights groups who believe that while
the rich countries are doing fine in
an increasingly interconnected
global economy, the world's poor
are being left behind.
led
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Clinton told reporters here he
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because of the news blackout rule.
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wasted the time," he said July 23 in
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And I'm very grateful for that.
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lamp, according to Capt. Steve Ruda

been much smaller
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At 507 Glenrock, two of the four
cases were empty on the day of the fire.
There were no cases on the. floor where
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no ultimate solution
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showing up at the IMF, the WTO.
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determination not to

3

erupted

Downtown

poinlmenl with both the court's deci-

and the

ACLU.

"A year ago, we

Lt.

said

invited the

ACLU

to

DNC.

said they

World

original perimeter.

"We're going to comply with the
court's order and submit our new
plan to the court next week," Frank
said. "We're going to be prepared for
week."

—
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LAPD designated
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Ruiz added that while Direct
Action Network can't speak for
everyone, his organization's four-
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vast majority of violence that
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point guideline for the

DNC protests

ignored what happened

people or property, and
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Though
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protest tactics for the Berkeley-based
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percent of the people acted up, yet the

ship that currently exists.

non-violent

a^^iinsl

police targeted everybody," he said.

have reason for concern, they blame

illegal

The Ultimate

the

hope they don't use Seattle as a
model, where only one tenth of one

admit the police

activists

if

"I

the police for (he adversarial relation-

Shan, a trainer

Ruckus

if

but cautioned

overreaction.

we would be

remiss as a police agency

specifically forbid violence against

said he will understand

anarchists,

city to ensure that

they are protected, and
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versus them' mentality^

'us

police respond with force to violent

police are irresponsibly fos-

"There are groups that said they
want to shut down this city," Frank
added. "We have a responsibility to

substances.

was police violence," Ruiz said. "They used chemicals, clubs and rubber bullets on nonoccurred

Shan

the people of this

,,.

he added.

differently.

violent protesters."

:<,

created by the police has got to end,"

atmosphere of fear and irresponsibility," Shan added.
But the police view their obligation

Horace
LAPD spokesman

Lt.

•

difTicuU by adopting a tone of

"This

tering an

Frank ^^---

wide perimeter around the center.
"The police didn't create that. Those
things happened, and those are the
protest groups that committed the
violence that everyone saw on TV.
But activists challenge that assess-

"The

regardless of the events of
'-^

this city."
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tion.

would refer people to whiit happened in Seatt-kr Frank said, explain-

why

who

completed a four-day seminar in
Malibu in preparation for the conven-

"I

ing

believe they were incredibly

over-reacting," said Shan,
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more

situation.

want to shut

down

business closures.

and they declined the offer, and then
this week they take us to court."
The undetermined revision has to
be submitted to the court for
approval, but Fees indicated from the
bench that he was not at odds with the
western or southern boundariesofthe^

this

Seattle during the
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Organization conference.
Seattle officials were unprepared for
the large number of protesters, forcing numerous conference delays and

Horace Frank.
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the legislature.
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nationally

(310)

Press.

Circgg, R-N.H., a senior

the
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mine what the ads look like, what
issues they tackle and where they will

may be

Dartmouth College received $15

ad and
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neled through the state parties.

the only option, administrators say.
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would say
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recently delivered to the Livermore
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UC provost and senior vice president of academic affairs, is scheduled to meet with Gen. John
Gordon and T.J. Glauthier. deputy
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that a

"We

he said.

A

main

$120 million
plan to counteract such security
breaches has not been funded.
The Lt. governor said the labs'
security was of the utmost impor-

But defenders say schools have to
find money wherever they can, and

are investigating an experimental

mentioned

lie

Oil

STJDENTIjOAN

sensitive lab data.

tricts.

We

said he believed the

HANOe

^Ollft

a

is in the realm
of cyber-security. in which computer hackers might be able to access

\

monitor heart

will

blood pressure and measure blood flow

(jaw and shoulder)

is

.

;

participate in an experiment

Browne

never park there, especially

"I'll

"There

threat facing the lab

damages he incurred
keep him from parking
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wear lenses.

Eyes of

ttie village.
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4

of this issue."
"The media. Congress, and
everyone else have made ii a larger
issue than it would be alter the 2000

cen-

But for Paul Matthews, an employMaui Beach Cafe who had his
Honda Accord broken into June 23,
the lot is not so attractive anymore.
"My passenger side window was
broken, and 70 CDs as well as my
day planner with all of my credit
cards were taken," Matthews said.
According to Matthews, his credit
card was used at a local Shell gas station. Authoritiesare now viewing surveillance video tapes taken afthe sta-
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marketing, not heritage

United States has shallow reputation abroad
Many worldwide

JAPAN:

righUy see nation as land
of riches, not lofty ideals

and

Japan, he said,

is

"tight

while America

is

loaded with opportu-

nity. In

American greenbacks more than
admiration for those tremendous principles of democracy supposedly
embodied by red, white and blue.
What happened? Presumably the
Founding Fathers (and though you

small,"

America, he explained,

skill,

not social position, birthright or (and
this is big in

Japan) age

is

important

for getting ahead.

So

And while you would probably find

much for the United States

some contrary

racy.

attitude, correct or otherwise,

Japan,

in

many think

of the

sistent

United States more as the Pigeon of

His

;,

too)

:

—

.'about stuff like justice for

'.

all

is

not to

Japan are not

interested in the

cal convictions

a

least

have long played

tacit role

at

Remember
that stuff?
;"
;

Surely

•-the.

-

matums. And when we

poverty-stricken, oppressed or ambi-

democracy, other

least to the

Japanese

I

have spoken with, the United States

more than

is

-^-^

nothing but a place of economic

a nest-

we

states ulti-

worldwide

states see

—

especially poignant today

because of the American indifference

Ministers meeting on July 12, to

problematic, though, because many
people perceive it as the "rise" of
Latina/o musicians and it is not

desire for

such attachment, the United States
like

a gigantic, heavily armed

talk

Brian

and disputes

international issues

a

in

President Clinton's late arrival in

Okinawa, the United States has shown
scorn for an assembly of the world's
great powers. So much for international cooperation and democracy.

representative of the diversity that

you find

Latin America.

in

Certain singers also portray

"Why do Americans

is still

want to tell all
countries what to do?"
^

true.

nothing new. Latino musicians
have been prominent in the U.S.
for

many

years.

Talented musicians like Tito
Puente and Perez Prado were
essential to the popularity

is

asked a Japanese

States slips off

See

friend confidently.

of

MOSQUEDA, page 19

soldiers, guns, airplanes

and other

paraphernalia on military bases com-

Mosqueda

posed of land co-opted unwillingly

Studies student. She

you cannot escape your past
completely. And we Americans are
still affected by American dogma.
Unfortunately American ethics often
Still,

from private Japanese citizens.
Okinawa, the site of the G-8 summit - a collection of eight of the
world's most industrialized

nations -

a flash point for these issues.

offend our international partners

Under

Another Japanese friend of mine
wanted an explanation of American

human rights policies.
He wanted to know why Americans

military institutions.

seem

And while the Japanese govern
ment

is

tion as to

human

it is

to think

it

all

right to

"Why do Americans want to tell all
countries what to do?" he asked confi-

and freedom has no

Japanese educational system.

percent of Americans have never

rights differences,"

History

the United States

The
ing

in

and

a lecture about

globalization.

implication being that

condemn-

human rights practices is tanta-

mount to Americans' condemning cul-

came alive when a

tures.

me that

For better or worse, the Japanese

he plans to go to the U.S. for work.

are insulated against outside ethical
systems, since they have a centuries-

Rshman

misses

Remind him

at

LA summer

weather.
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minority basicetbaJ! player to integrate goes unrecognized
•<

.

NCAA champion team.

laudable in light of era's

American, played only three games

anti-Japanese sentiment

in

the

NBA.

I

scoring a total of six

can't

achievement of Misaka

pomts But while Misaka was the

first

is

person of color integrated into the

NBA.

Chang

the

am

writing

in

order to dear up a

all

N BA

20 books on the history of

which

I

have seen

NBA in

who joined

NBA Wat
Misaka was picked m the first round

Jackie Robinson of the

tion, sports

and the

of the professional draft
the

New

York Knicks

in

1947 by

integration.

r

ll

tory,

contact

Chang

at

ll

l i

i

jkchd@ucla.edu.

and

acceptance of

NBA with
is

people of all

colors.

this his-

have never
seen Wat Misaka's name even mentioned

To help recognize Misaka's achievement
sn a books on NBA a id basketba

integration

1956) as the

Not only

torical fact altered, but

for the University of Utah, the 1944

list

regard to breaking the color barrier

and

after playing

the

not seen as a

milestone for the

Chuck Cooper (an African American

large omission in regards to integra-

fathom why the

when

it

comes

and contributions of all
Americans and not just those which
arc deemed politically and demographicajly correct.

the

For example, how about Tiger
Woods and how he is represented

Misaka, the

to being a

sports-integration pioneer in any

sports history books.

This version of the integration of

tory

an American? His mother

the

NBA

in

1956 (by Cooper) as

opposed to 1947 (by Misaka) is a litt i b
d siu r b ng because makes me
wonder when America will start
l

'

i

t

l

l

i

i

is

as

Asian,

and his father is one-fourth Chinese
and three-fourths African American.
Yet he is never depicted as an Asian
American golfer and always an
African American golfer when in

more Asian (genetically)
than anything el.se. What happened
with Wat Misaka is analogous to the
depiction of Tiger Woods. Omission
is another way minorities are marginfact,

I

So

have begun a campaign this
summer whereby I hope to have all
the books on NBA basketball history
re-written to include Wat Misaka as

appreciating and recognizing the his-

Unfortunately Misaka, a Japanese

1
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Vermont, states need to recognize same-sex relationships

allows legal benefits for

gay couples'

civil

he

alized.

is

I

first

player,

minority

in the

NBA's

NBA.

first

non-white

Major California newspapers covered the "wedding" of two Vermont
women on July 2, but the headlines
were somewhat misleading.
Carolyn Conrad and Kathleen
Peterson were the first of many

light

this in

internment camps had just closed

in

I

couldn't agree with her more.

fits"

because few Americans are familiar
with the LGBT community - and

banned

anyone

religious claims.

few individuals care.
The majority of voters are uneducated or apathetic toward gay rights
issues, so it is no surprise that federal
legislation does not exist to protect

of their

like the

,

inspector general found troublesome

column, "Anti-gay ban, rhetoric
warp constitution" (June 17), "on
nearly every front, gay rights have
Elonai

would love
in

Recently

to read

and

reply to

response. You can contact her

by e-mail

at

Of course,

among

some members of the gay
Army company"

victim's

overlook

U.S. government ultimately cannot

fundamental

deny marriage to any

to obstruct the fair administration

couples

it is

not "equal" that in

all fifty

group of citizens are

of maintaining custody of their

genetic child and the economic hard-

person they are mentally, emotional-

gain benefits from employers for

and physically committed
husband or wife.

their partners.

not "equal" that

to their

Like

in states with-

less

states, the

zoning laws further prohibit these

in

older than our school system," "a

mitted same-sex partners

harmony in living, not political
faiths" and "a bilateral loyalty"

benefits, hospital visitation rights,

federal level in the struggle over

(Zablocki

the ability to create a marital

legalizing same-sex marriage.

By this very description, it would
seem to be a violation of fundamen-

couples from living

in "families

Nor

is it

new civil union legislation
Vermont only begins to address

this

only" housing.

comprehensive domestic

partnership legislation in other

out domestic partnership legislation,

But the broadest attack society
has made against the LGBT community has been made on the state and

the only state in

ity

ships incurred because they cannot

-older than our political parties,

is still

Other committed couples

could

prohibited from legally calling the

c_l.html).

widespread discrimination

against a group of people who, by

"equal" that most comin

some estimates, comprise 10 percent
of the country's population.

the

United States are not allowed tax

Redhail, 1978).

partner.

legal bat-

a dying, hospitalized

They could discuss both the complex-

(X)00719/ts/military_homosexuals_d

Vermont

tles just to visit

rights.

It is

v.

financially

tell heart-rending tales concerning the effects of their inability
to resolve break-ups in a court of law.

ly

This restriction hardly seems fair,
considering the U.S. Supreme Court

who encountered

and emotionally exhausting
supposedly

has described marriage as "a right of
privacy older than the Bill of Rights -

melonai@ucla.eda

of

from Buddhists to members of the
Ku Klux Klan - are afforded equal
But

legal age.

Individual examples prove this to

be true. The Human Rights
Campaign lists stories of committed

states, a specific

consenting couple of

trau-

allow moral or religious arguments

founded on principles of tolerance.
This means that people of all kinds -

rights to

and economically

matizing.

the fact that, in the public sector, the

Army's

anti-homosexual attitudes

chologically

their defenses

We live in a nation

ing of a gay private went unpunished
story, "the

moral and

justice.

in the military, the slay-

(http://dailynews.yahoo.eom/h/nm/2
her

even though some

would seem to
be a violation of

near-marriages really

in

sex,

It

news service wire

As Mitra Ebadolahi wrote

own

churches willingly perform ceremonies for same-sex couples.

kind cited by

relationships under the law. But the

country.

states to

with the misfortune to love a partner

orientation. Subsequently, job dis-

although, according to a Reuters

ty's

50

all

analogous relationships. The results
of such discrimination toward the

LGBT community have not been
widely studied, but they must be psy-

such discrimination against the

societal

discrimination on the basis of sexual

For gay rights activists, these
unions may feel like a huge step
toward equal recognition of same-sex

and Transgender communilong-term war for equality in this

in

and

Yet these are rights traditionally
allowed to heterosexual couples in

organizations continue to justify

LGBT community with

the psychological

any

conservative individuals and private

it, is still

all

to

consenting couple of legal age. Yet

only offers the "beneof marriage. Matrimony itself,
it

comforts associated with

munity.

beginning of the Lesbian, Gay,

deny marriage

and

erosexual couples.

at the

rights to

Extremists can perpetuate ridiculous

Ebadolahi cannot be regulated.
And the Boy Scouts aren't the
only ones to attack the LGBT com-

fall

tal

stereotypes of gays and lesbians

committed
same-sex couples hundreds of the
same legal benefits accorded to hetlegislation that allows

notes

of the fact that the Japanese

Of course,

crimination

1

the entire nation to offer the benefits

of marriage to same-sex couples.

states."

same-sex couples to enter into a civil
union on July under new Vermont

was there nine years before

Chuck Cooper. He achieved

been successfully attacked by private
organizations, individuals and even

unions

Bisexual

« •^.

OMISSION: Player's career

By Jon

Bruin

bfishman@ucla.edu.

First

to

cnnosqueda@ucla.edu.

human

claimed one of my

Japanese professors

a promised land of

Japanese friend explained to

for

comments

By Malsha Elonal

"Cultural differences define

What happened to ideology?
What happened to self-determination?
What happened to democracy?
For some Japanese, however,
sorts.

Coordinator

E-mail

This sentiment reaches into the

heard.

is still

MEChA de UCLA.

currently the

dently.

qualms about squashing democracy,
human rights, and freedom if it means
expanding military bases of which 90

America

Studies

and Chicana/o

is

MARRIAGE: Recent law

preach

ethics to other nations.

a valid ques-

how the land of democracy,

rights,

a Sociology

like

government conscripts
land owned by private Japanese citizens to provide space for American
the Japanese

also culpable,

Chicana/o

is

Japan.

United States,

treaty obligation to the

I

a bit

pedestal of lofty ideals by housing

its

is

is

stereotypes of the Latino
community. The perceived "rise" is

Fishman

The United

phenomenon

common

completely shielded from America's
side.

music scene. Their recent ascent to
fame here is only a phase in the

This recent

America is the land of
opportunity - a place where dreams

dark

had already

Albright's absence at the Foreign

And without

their ideological roots.

Americans

not to say that Japan

Iglesias

entertainment industry's fascination with Latin American artists.

the sense that

is

Vand Enrique

democratic fashion. But, from
Secretary of State Madeleine

And among

That

Marc Anthony, Ricky Martin

American ideology, but that many

commercials.

can come

—

achieved a great deal of success
before emerging in the American

Presumably, the meetings are an

Today, when we

at least, there

-*;.

opportunity for countries to approach

the

younger people

American pop scene.

i This discrepancy between talk and^
is

in the visi-

bility

international cooperation.

action

the past year, there has been a

Intremendous increase

The frightening part is not that people around the world do not recognize

blows

news and Meg
Ryan speaks
Japanese in bank

talk

rights

Mosqueda

of Latina/o musicians and
artists in the mainstream media. It
is a Latin boom of sorts, with social
and economic effects in the United
States. Many of these artists were
already popular in Latin America
and with Chicanos and Latinos
before they "crossed over" into the

we talk

American
unilateralism and American scorn for

cash.

tumbleweed across the world.

on

f-

toward the G-8 summit.

understanding and

President

we talk human

States a destination for the worid's

But now, at

By Cynthia

and woridwide democra-

about giving sovereign

talk

U.S. citizens have disconnected from

reflects

rights

But when

cy.

making the United

ing ground for people with lots of

United States.
Clinton's

human

created equal.

history.

it

of economic opportunity, but ideologi-

opportunity, nothing

a wonder-

ment, but

ideology and internationalism,

and people being

ful

say that people
in

con-

•;:- .;

some influential Mothers
meant it when they were talking

-even if misguided - senti-

Cooperation.
is

'.

is

United States has always been the land

tious.

there were

throughout

Military

That

——
with those of

American

Cockatoo of

the

opinions,

potential immigrants

Or the Vulture of Dollars. Or

Conceit.

never hear about them, I'm betting

my friend's

being the Great Eagle of democ-

Here

17
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Web
View on the

Congress debates

right to

July 24-28,

But legislation only begins to
this national problem.

fix

Until every state in the United

life

estate trust, or the ability to resolve

divorces

in

a court of law.

Sec ELONAI page 18

1946 and anti-miscegenation laws,

which precluded African Americans
as well as Asian Americans from
intermarrying with whites, were in
place in

more than 25

states.

Also, segregation in the military
(i.e.

all-Asian units such as

442nd and

SeeOMNCpagelS
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events with us on

T.V.

against ideological imperialism.

260 million
Pigeons of Conceit were headed
way, I'd want an umbrella too.
I

sympathize;

..'-

._

it

bothersome that anyone feels the
need for an umbrella, especially when
the principles upon which America
was granted its wings are still beautiful
and attainable - freedom, justice,

What to do? Ignorance pervades
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we wrote 225

years ago

American apathy

for

~

and igno-

ranee of international perspectives

and believing
that international acceptance and pursuit of American dollars is tantamount to acceptance of American ideleaves the nation blind

ology.

And while the
long given

lip

United States has

^

service to ideological

imperatives laid

down hundreds of

years ago by intelligent, albeit far from

^^
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perfect, people, today the
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seventeen words:
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my article in

will

be."
flags flying over

tainted ground, the

Okinawa Summit

continues - ostensibly led by the
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Great Eagle of Democracy. But half
of the time it cannot be found, and the
other half of the time it cannot find

L.A.X.'s

itself.
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and anti-Asian immigralaws were still in force. The
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tion

omission of Misaka's achievement
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seems to discount the discrimination
and historical barriers that Asian
Americans faced everyday in their
struggle to survive and assimilate.
I can't fathom why the achievement of Misaka is not seen as a milestone for the integration and acceptance of people of all colors, especially when you take into account that
Utah's 1944 NCAA national championship team had not one but two
Asian Americans on its squad Misaka, who was an Ail-American
that year, and his teammate Mas
Titsuno.

SEPULVEDA BLVD., EL SEGUNDO
Block South of Imperial)

States recognizes the right of same-
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married -

not just committed - until
tion, taxes,
all

legisla-

and benefits are applied

citizens regardless of their sex-

and

until the
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stigma

bad
memory for most Americans, we arc
perpetuating prejudice and injustice
harmful to a specific group of peoof gay relationships just

is

a

ple.

All citizens of the

United States,

regardless of their sexual orientation,

should be aware of this bastion

of discriminationjn our country.

The Human Rights Campaign
and
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media.
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have
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of the present Latin boom is the
lack of diversity, with both the
musicians and the music. Whether
is

it

Ricky, Enrique or Marc,

their hit singles

all

.^

sound the same.

Their music

is not truly representaof the Latin genre or of the
Chicano and Latino community.

tive

Even if you included Santana,
you would still be lacking much
diversity that was present before.
To get an idea of how diverse Latin
music really is, just go through all
the Spanish language stations on
your radio. In L.A. there are stations ranging from rock en espanol
to corridos, or ballads.

The umbrella term of "Latin"
cannot be used to describe just a
few artists. There is a general lack

ffstoranto bar

of diversity with the present Latin
sensations. Ricky,

Marc and

Enrique and Jennifer Lopez were
born in either Puerto Rico or

all

Spain. In order to have a true Latin

boom, there must be artists from
many more Latin American countries who sing and play a wide

—

:

rV

,

Tteasejoin us for a casuat (uncfi uHth a colkague, a Birtfufay celeBration,
an
office ^atheriry, or zvfienyou simp ft/ want to get away from t/ie campus

for some

range of music. Besides Santana,
no other Mexican or Chicano musi-

truly authentic ItaUan cuisine or aglass

oflinot

(jrigio

or Cfiianti.

boom.

cians are part of this recent

Also, there are no artists from

Central and South America or
other parts of the Caribbean in

would be misleading

Lunch Hours:

this

to say

Monday through

of artists represents

ii:30cim

Friday
3:oopin

-

is

Dinner Hours:

not truly representative of

Chicanos and Latinos. Jennifer
Lopez, and to a greater extent

its

explanation of issues such as

legalization of same-sex marriages

can be found

at: http://

mamsel_issues. asp

w ww.hrc.orth

Monday through Saturday 5:30pm
Sunday 5:30pm

Christina Aguilera, are not the typical Latinas.

They present

sexualized image that

is

-

10:00

-

11:30pm

pm

a highly

a stereotyp-

1043 Weslwood Boulevard

'

of the Latina.
This can be problematic when
young girls begin to believe that
they have to act and look a certain
ical role

-^
-

The sexy image is also common for the men. Ricky Martin has
commented that he has to live up to

.;

Westwood
Los Angeles.

Village

'

CA 90024

way.
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Latin Lover.

Industry executives have corn-

modified Latin music

make
The

it

'We g[adly provide 2 fumrs validated parkiry for (undi inaff-Wlase'Par^nf,' ht^
(Looifor a blue .ujn uithayeftow "P ) CUiseM
Structure. UUb 'BroKton fAvenue, behind our restaurant. VaUt pariirig is also
available. Or simpltj tai^e the campus

order to

shuttle

as profitable as possible.

lack of diversity

artists

in

and

in

a pr i or i ty; rather,

paramount

among

the

the music itself

in this

is

not

mak ng money
i

i

s

present phase of

the attraction to Latin music.
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ual orientation;
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The people mentioned are a
very talented and diverse group,

boom

'

DOG
Cain Ifit 31 3-PARKUCU

-

all

to

1

'

'

Latin music.

sex couples to be legally

(Exit Sepulveda South, 2 Blocks South of 105 Fwy,

-V/-

received.

rise. It

ELONAI

888. N.

"

English most of the time, Ronstadt
was able to bring classic Mexican
music to popularity. Many more
artists have brought their music to
the U.S. and have been well-

that a handful

From page

•.

1987 with her album Canciones de
mi Padre. Although she sang in

One of the main

expects to be ignorant and free

Near American

^-

Linda Ronstadt brought classic
Mexican songs to popularity in

nation that

expects what never can and never

-^

:

generally lacking from the
Latino artists in the mainstream

Thomas

summarized

'-

Machine have used Afro-Cuban
rhythms and instruments to create
many hit songs such as "Conga."

which

States seems to stand for nothing.

Jefferson

AIRPORT

United

/

\

'"[

are unlikely.

;

'---.!'•»•'..'.'

Since the early 1980s, Gloria
Estefan and the Miami Sound

such noise, constructive attempts to

,

Latino artists and music also
includes several talented

much noise about the discrep-

ancy between American "ideology"
and American action. And without

St.

:.'

has helped fuel the Latin explosion.
The love affair with Latina and

where Japan is) but enough dollars
drip from American pockets into
international ones that no one makes

1410 Third

,..-.,.;,

known by more than just our parents' generation. As a veteran, he

domestic and international politics
(George W. may not even know

& /(fi^uee>fe>u.

Holy confused.

such as "Oye Como Va," a cover of
Tito Puente's "Samba Pa Ti" and
"Black Magic Woman" are well

the Pacific.

that

Half Jewish,^
Half Christian^

"La Bamba."
Popular Chicano band Los
Lobos hails from East Los Angeles.
One cannot forget to mention
Carlos Santana, whose classic hits

democracy- even if they are often,
forgotten and ignored on both sides of

all

19

the

in

termed a classic son jarocho called
"La Bamba" into an instant rock
'n' roll hit. His short life and tragic
death were the basis of the movie

my

is

1/2 Off

Latin jazz

United States. Later, there were
- others like Richie Valens who

if

As one of those pigeons however,

HAPPY HOUR FROM
4-7PM

2000
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mambo and
old cultural umbrella as defense

Over 38 monitors!
28 Pool Tables! t.
7 Big Screens!
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Olympk track ami field triai$ finish
Bnjins^ lx)th oirrem
qualified lor
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2000 Otympk Games ^

S)^. Read abmit their triumphs on page 22
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watch
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Tliose {NNH^ probaMy luv«B*t seen
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i^cfaael

The

iaft-

Gambm iiiay.

from Spoicme, W«ii., curreiiliy ranked 3ist in Ike wotld; has aB the toois
necessary to pick up Hie tank from ti^
23-ye«r<oki

lijS. feneration.

He*« got a cannon for a sorve, HUfmhluaMled fnm boA sades an4 has dK iHRVhg desare la
readi (Ik piimacie of has qtoit "^ to be No. 1 hi
ttewodl.
'*You^re ioddng at Ale Tutare of Atiaerican

S«ifpas toil Asap^port&cooi
o^orrkw dier Itt ediged eat
tneuB**'

4,

M

in

an

in this year's Wimtiiefion

think he's a

atud^nt as far as

with a lot of potential.

**Whenewr you look at
tipt yon look jtf a weapon,^
"He's got H. He*s f^t a _
Really has a big gaif» a good fe^tfe
Urn does GaabU have the iHky to be one oi

^iaftrview.

tennis^ cito?

^There
No.:}1 hi

is

ApemmM top49 pli^?
no way

Vm

nm iiwid;**-|7 n

gol^g to
i iilill

«Me cai from l^^da, iilvfe

y& in die Davis C19.

p ai d

se^

to be

^» c eifar

W competed

for tfie

^**I won^t settle until Vm finished with tennis.
Becoming No. 1 is idways the goid.**
GambiO burst onto the natimm! scene in
March of 1998 at the Newswed^ Champkms op
in Indian Weils. Ranked No. 126 going into the
tournament, the 64oot-34nch r^lHluwdtr beat

No. 14 Mark PhUippoasis, No. 46 Courier and
No. 40 Agassi before loidttg in the aoBlfiBais to
No. 7 Marceio Rios, 6-7 (3), 34.
His play in the touraament increased Agassi
so nwch thirt be called him the bMl ywiig

MERCEDES BENZ CUP / LA CHAMPIONS OF THE DECADE
1990

-

Stefan Edberg

1991

-

Pete Sampras

1992

-

Richard Krajicek

1993

-

Richard Krajicek

1994

-

Boris Becker

1995

-

Michael Stich

1996

-

Michael Chang

1997

-

Jim Courier

1998

-

Andre Agassi

1999

-

Pete Sampras

Top entries of 2000
Andre Agassi, Gustav
Ivanisevic,

lo Rios,

Michael Chang, Thomas Enqvist, Goran

Wayneferreira, Jan-Mlchaei

tktet tofofmation,

call

(310) 824-1010 or call

toll

free at (877) LA-TENNIS
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CUP SINGLE S BRACKET
Second Round

July 26, 27

[jan Kfoslak (Slovk RepubHciT
(^Cyril

July 26,

QMrttrfinab

—

July

27

Anthony Duputo (Franct))

Quarterfinals

28

July

28

fOualifitfr

July

29

'

said

players dominate field

S^bmiw Uraau (Canada)^

Semifinals

"These guys are unbelievable,"
UCLA-bound wide receiver
Tab Perry of the Bruin contin-

SHRINE: Larger, faster

ParactomSrkhaphanfrhaiand))

Saulni»r (Ff»nc«)

with

UCLA

"Manuel White was awesome, Pat Norton, everybody was

gent.

recruits

KavinUltyttaambabw)

Chris Woodruff (USA)

great."

Ronald Aqanor (Morocco)

who was the MVP earlier this summer in the Cal-Tex
Shrine Game, had two catches for
Perry,

ByGrtgLcwb
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

fMarcos OrxJruska (S. Africa)

/

•

jMWNJr)
looked like they were already
used to playing at the Rose Bowl,

4te

Mkha»l Chang (USA)
'

I

Six

QuattfifJ

AndrtwWte (Australia)
Loranio Manta ChwitBtrland))

running through multiple tacklers
on each reception.

matched up California's best high

White, a running back, had

u
u

James Sektritov (Australia))

)

Vincent Spadaa(uiAK)

)

)

^\

g

KEITH ENRIQUEZ/Daily Bruin Senkx

JACOe LIAO/Daily Bruin

Florida

Staff

Running back Manuel White performed well
in the Shrine All-Star game.

first

and

test

Current and former Bruins will compete
Australia, starting

make

it,

September

in

the Olympic

Sydney,

pleased with
15.

AmyAaiff{1997)- High Jump
Andrea Anderson (1998) -4X400 Relay Team

John Godina (1995) -Discus

Sheila 8iOTell{ 1995) -Heptathalon

Suzy Powell (1998) -Discus

^ilDewo(1^M0()mH

Mebrahtom
Sellala

Dawn DumUe (1995) - Shot Put

SACRAMENTO

-

Sua (2000)
'r,-

After

it

has

The coveted
been filled, and the
close.

come

:.,..

-^.

head coach Jeanette Bolden said

UCLA

of the 28

roster has

athletes.

"We

feeling

legiate athletes. It's a really

field

when you have

so

good

many

people doing so well."

completed on
trials

The

weekend of competi-

final

Bruin Senior Staff

Sua entered the finals ranked
fourth on the list, and Suzy Powell
('98) entered in first. With Powell
throwing third in the finals, and
Sua throwing fourth, the recent
graduate was able to watch the

tion

evening.

performances, both on the track

tage for

and

Bruin to qualify by

what she was doing," Sua said.
Not only did Sua surpass
Powell's opening throw and

He

increase her lifetime best by near-

been

was

chock-full of noteworthy

in the field.

Mebrahtom

Keflezighi ('98)

stocked

was the

with

winning the 10,000-mcter run.

nine

first

Bruins,

set the stage for

both

later in the

mer

for-

Seilala

and

performances

week.

Sua

"I

ly

thought

four

me

feet,

it

was a big advan-

because

I

could see

"I'm so pleased that

nating the discus competition on

here."

we had so
women's

be

Exjininutioti,

SPFXIAL:

her

first

throw of 216-2.

•Nitrous Oxicl«

and 53 3/4 respectively.
Also competing in the throws
was John Godina ('95) who finished second in the semi-final
round and second in the finals,
with his throw of 208-8. Dave
Dumble ('97) and Luke Sullivan
('99) did not advance to Sunday's

Dr.

to her lifetime best Saturday, but

"I couldn't believe

Sua

said.

first

throw."

"I'm glad

I

it

did

myself,"
it

on

her

mark of 43-8 landed her

The Associated Press

in

Alumna

my
See TRACK, page 25

shown here in Switzerland,
the Olympics in the 100m hurdles.
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far,

and

said.

the hero of the Calfield

goal with three seconds left for a
.^.-^-^ ;i^._
29-27 win.

lineman

Offensive

Eyoscff

Efseaff was strong and aggressive
the smaller

and quicker Rorida

Tim

UCLA's

in

Warfield,

commit from

first

the Class of 2000,

than Florida. The
Sunshine Staters did not have one
defensive back over 6-foot-l,

Punter Chris Kluwe looked
capable, but did not

kicking ability that

show off the

made him

while the Golden Staters did not

the

highest-rated punter in the coun-

California head coach

try.

Gene
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If

you are
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made 24 hours a

to

prepared to take applications from Japanese

determine your

talents.

We

and

to

and

director of operations. These are

win new accounts or a combination of both.

call this

new

psychological scientific

test,

"Strengths

your talent through in-depth interviews and compare them with more than 100,000 of the

managers and millions

of employees

around the

globe. Gallup has learned that the talent of leadership

is

help individuals to ufriock these talents and maximize their opportunities in the workplace.

leadership role at Gallup with unlimited advancement opportunities, you will receive feedback

interested in truly

executive sales role at
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and research consultants and a

are looking for sales

a web-based interview

maximizing your

potential

call
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The Gallup Organization, then

and applying your
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an executive leadership or
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position at Gallup; you will also receive feedback

The Gallup Organization
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has some serious hang time," he
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•OpMt Urto Hours, Froo / Vall<i«tod Parliing
•Choolis, Crodit Cards A Insuranco Forms Woieoma

finish\in the top

Cali-Florida

X-Hjys & ueth Clcanimi
$140- Exp 2 /01 /01

.TOOTH BONiMNQ. >L^cHiNo

Though junior Christina Tolson
and sophomore Chaniqua Ross
advanced to the fin^ound, they

.

ONTACT LENSES

('95) in the shot put.

placed third in the final

.

"In over 40 years of coadiing,

ing

the

Last Night^s.

the kicker.

and a

the ability to run through tackles,

in

Los

mater

Alamitos, offered high praise for

set for

bullying his

victory.

alma

also a coach

Looking down the roster, it
was easy to see why California
was able to move the ball more

OPERA CUtOE

Dawn

of 190-9 and 181-10, respectively.

*

triumphant precedent by domi-

Bruins

will

finals as they finished

longest throw ever in the United

('00) followed his

current, in eight events.

many

Sydney

were unable to

veteran.

Sun day

gotten the

of the game,

TOOTHACHE

.}&....
DENTAL
SOAP

competition with her mark of 57-

-

to a

spots have

and

had

in

Dumble
Dumble

- Discus

CONNIE WU/Daily

have the largest contingent of col-

USA

throw tonight,"

1.

been completed.
With the USA Olympic track

team

gent

SOWbg:JK:

countless preliminary, semi-final

rounds,

my

Joining the throwing contin- 10,000m

Keflezighi (1998)

1

at

~ California 21

•mil
4.Xs;;,^^i4feout

Sua added.

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

final

in

in its 21-1

Sydney

wanted to win, if that meant
throwing 201. I am more than

others don't

By Christina Teller

and

Games

last scores

19 yards

California utilized a four-receiver

to

"I

BRUIN QUALIFIERS FOR 2000 OLYMPIC GAMgS

some

athletes' mettle;

field gaifTiesm

may have

Kluwe's

Tex game, booting a 53-yard

touchdown, as well as two receptions for 19 yards and a touchdown. White was the tailback, but

California

but California got everything

between

Nine former; current Bruins on track to

why

five carries for

''':'.:.:.:

ter.

Mark Phillppousis (AustraliaJli

against

talent

produces the most Division I
football players in the country
year in and year out. The
California players were bigger,
stronger, faster and just plain bet-

Justin Gimtlstob (USA)

I

football

who was

Vollnogle,

Kluwe was

Bafins.

valuable player for ihe

first

Rorida's, showed

Paul Gofcteain (USA))

-I

UCLA recruits highlighted

school

probably be a
he gets
to
Westwood, played linebacker
because of California's one-back
set. Norton looked fast, having
trimmed down to 235 pounds
from the 280 pounds he weighed
on his official visit to UCLA just a
few months ago.
will

when

On

annual Cali-Florida Bowl
Saturday night. The game, which
the

Norton, who

fullback

Saturday he immediately showed that he could be a

36 yards.

It

OLYMPICS: TVials

bowl

California outshines Florida in All-Star

Second Round

.

Star Search 2000

The Gallup Organization

\>

July 24-28,
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appearance

Los Angeles.

in

MERCEDES

his first

From page 20

dictable, emotional players

"He's one of the most unprecuit,"

Dent

Agassi, Marcelo Rios, Taylor

and former Bruin

Justin Gimelstob.

current

the

Agassi,

U.S.

Open champion, was

Australian

and
in

$3 million

in prize

money. This

In

million

won

And while the players battling it out

and

is

expected to gross $3

on the courts of the LATC came for a
Mercedes-Benz championship, and SI
million in prize money, it helps that

UCLA

about $100,000 of the

should receive
profits.

money from

four tournaments and the expected

facing Agassi in the

Gimelstob made It to the third
round of singles at Wimbledom, where
eventual champion Sampras took him
out. He looks forward to playing on

revenue from the next three have paid

round.

first

drew him

for the

first

UCLA,

earned the individual

familiar ground.

he led the

it's

UCLA

same year he
doubles, title and

will

benefit

from the proceeds of the event.
Although the university dpes not

BRAND

Limited to stock on

"When you go

Cincinatti or wherever, sometimes that
is

>

Center.

;

a wonderful relationship," said

assistant

provost

of

Letters

and

who

over-

Sciences John Sandbrook,

LATC

helped arrange the agreement.

..

not as enjoyable as the week in Los

QUEEN $75

$269
5 piece
Dining Set
^^flflifilK^ ti^^vn

1

ii.J";

Designer Sofa Beds
5-piece Dinette Sets

T

(cart

•

•

•

actually got

my

chance.

"He

served a

lot

of aces," he added

in

U-C-L.A.

"
.-

.

@ 8:00 p.m.

Saturday services and
luncll

@ 1^30 P.Rl.

in that situation."

Gambill then took out Fabrice Santoro
and United State's Paul Goldstein in the

right direction.

second and third rounds, respectively.

and doubles player in the U.S.
semifinal match against Spain, which will
be played on clay from July 21-23.
He'll have little time to make the
switch from clay to hardcourt as the

After beating No. 12

Thomas

he was stopped by Sampras

McEnroe

Enqvist,

in the quar-

terfmals.

"1 definitely

plans on using Gambill as a

singles

had a good tournament

TzzzzzzilMaltriJr
ARTISTS

JOB #30

ucla

apply at asuclahunMwiresoufces* 2nd floor kerckhoW hall

always love playing in L.A.,"
Gambill said. "I think the transition will
be okay for me. I think it's easier to make

from hardcourt

that

and more.

grueling rounds during the
finals was
sophomore Tracy O'Hara,

final

who

Continuing to the

down from leading
new millen-

tri-

als.

,

Strutzel entered the semi-

round on Saturday with

cleared the qualifying

the seventh-best time, after finishing second in his heat in

nium, Gambill has embraced the idea.
"For people to say, 'You could be the

mark of 13-2 1/4 on Friday.
Teammates junior
Erica
Hoernig
and
sophomore

a huge honor," Gambill said.

Heather Sickler did not quali-

Trinity

fy.

semis, Strutzel

American men's

next guy'

is

"It's great. It's

a definite compliment.

not a burden at
.

"'To

with

it,

tennis in the

go out and
that's

best tennis,

is

It's

<)'Hara finished her sophoin a two-way tie

all.

have a good time
how I've always played my
to have fun on the court."

more season

just

1:46.70.

Up

against collegiate rival

Gray of Brown in the
knew the race

would be fast-paced and that
he would find his position

for sixth at a height of I3-8.S.

Holding true to its tradition-

^

7

- T

students oniy

GC^

^Village

See lUaCK, page 26

//!.

^s J" xpressmart^^
" 10974

'^

Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

Ben & Jerry's

HIGH TECH
DENTAL PRACTICE
FOR THE

.

MasterCard

Ice

Cream

21'*CENTURY

WWWJiZARIIEHRXOM

PLATFORM BED
Solid

all

Jess Strutzel ('00) faced three

in store)

THE DELPHI

mechanism

22

25

800m run

hype, the men's

has been

eighth place.

to clay."

Instead of backing

al

FREE
PARKING
(While shopping

STARTING AT:
TWIN
$45 FULL $55
QUEEN $65 KING $85

THE McCARRON
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the transition from clay to hardcourt than
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Great Selection of
Bright New Colors
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FUTON MATTRESSES

not included)

Black Finish
Full Factory
Wan-anty
Includes futon
mattress
Sophisticated
Slide

I

scheduled to start

"I

$99

.......:....;...............;...........

STEVENS
ALL-METAL BI-FOLD
•

where

is

Highy Rated Queen
Pillow Top Set $259

$99

4i^HHtJ

set

July 24-28,

Mercedes Benz Cup
on July 24.

$59
$99
$195

Bunk Beds

Shown:

a tremendous advantage to be

$95

KING

Brass Headboards

DjNgn^SFTS

UCLA is UCLA.

connected to the campus," he said.
"All you have to do is say four letters:

Followed by KabbaUl Shabbal and Dinner.

Both pieces

second

game

do about it when you're

741 Caylev • Westwood • 310 208-7511 • chabad©ucla.eclu

Candle lighting

in the

wasn't until his third Service

most people like the idea of spending a
week in Los Angeles."
And according to Kramer, it helps
"It's

-

It

Angeles," Sandbrook said. "I think

and

"We

From page 20

the interview. "There's not a lot you can

that

use the profits for the benefit of the

UCLA student body."

to other places,

Gambill said about Wimbledon.
"The grass fits my game. I know I can
play with the big boys now."
Because of his strong play of late, U.S.
Davis Cup Captain John McEnroe selected him for the four-man American team.
In an interview with Asapsports.com,
McEnroe commented on Gambill's
impressive play at Wimbledon, and said
that he sees Gambill as heading in the
there,"

GAMBILL
time.

simply L. A.

is

m

NAME-BRAND BEDDING
$45 FULL $55

TWIN

hand.

L. A.

the past

and will pay for the construction of the
Arthur Ashe Health and Wellness

saw the building of the

fun. It's exciting."

Additionally,

finals

Fittingly, the

"It's

"It's fun to play at UCLA," he said.
"My friends get to watch me play, so

of fans to

NCAA

a lot of fans over,"

MATTRESSES
NEW

a

vanety of fabrics.

PCX;'*

Open.
he beat Andre three years

LATC,

charge rent for the use of the

Kramersaid.

SOFA & LOVESEAT
Available

1997

high school, has the unenviable task of

against Stanford. That

be

in

ago, he really

1996 Bruins to the

en route to earning over

And

the tournament

"When

the courts. While at

tour-best seven

will

cir-

singles.

he upset Agassi at the Los Angeles

said.

('96) should attract plenty

I

singles titles

the

irr

Taylor Dent, a local prodigy out of

"I

from Wimbledon and his playing condition was questionable. He still
intends to play in the Cup, though.
Rios is the first South American
ever to be ranked No. on the tour. In

won an ATP

Kramer

on

round at
Wimbledon also and he took it to me,"
Dent said. "I'm looking forward to the
rematch (at UCLA). It should be fun."
UCLA's own Justin Gimelstob

a

car accident shortly after returning

1998 he

placed second
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Laser Surgery
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CONSULTATION
\Deliver Brilliant Results^

Custom Designing and Manufacturing on premises
ORTHODONTIST

Diamonds and jewelry

at affordable prices

As always, discounts given to the

UCLA community
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Free
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of Orthodontists
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Member American Association
Specializing
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Dr.
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knew

I

had

with 50 meters to go."

it

Strutzel said.

25

From page

I

all

he's going to take

happen on any given

it

have to get into good position behind him." Strutzel said after

case in the

the preliminaries.

with a lime of

out.

I

wwwxlailybmin.uda.edu

good

position for the team, but anything can

know

just

In that semi-final round. Strulzel

800m

day, as

ify

perspective of the

final.

:47.60. too

Olympic trials

slow to qual-

for the Olympics.

more than kept up with Gray, passing
him in the last 100 meters of the race.
Once across the finish line. Strut/el

and hurdle
races starting on Saturday, some of the
best match-ups came at the end of the

paid his thanks to the crow d with a sub-

trials.

on his fingers.
"The race went as planned. With
100 meters to go, passed Trinity, and

between Marion Jones and Inger

tle kiss

for a columnist's

was the

Strutzel placed eighth in the finals
1

With the

In

final

sprint

midst of the battle

the

cased some of

Marion Jones and Miller.
"She was in a tough heat," Bolden
said of the semi-final race. "She would
have had to run a lifetime best to make
it into the finals.
I'm happy for her
because she was able to beat collegiate
athletes who had beat her during the
season. She knows what she needs to
work on now."
Former Bruin Andrea Anderson

Devers ('88) led the way with her time
of 12.33, breaking her own American

of the finals

('99), fell short

advanced with her time of 23.25, rank-

meter, finishing I8lh on the

ing her ninth for the semis.

her time of 23.60. She

finals

and placed ninth

in the semi-finals,wiih

UCLA's

her time of 22.57, in a heat with both

her heat behind Miller. Shakedia Jones

Jones missed qualifying for the
by one-hundredth of a second,

Shakedia Jones qualified
for the semi-finals, finishing second in
Miller, junior

I

site,

finals with the fastest

time, Strutzel looked to be in

"We

our Web

Visit

Entering the

behind Gray.

Daily Bf uin Sports

to

in the
list

trials

Gail

his

time of 20.26, but did not qual-

From page
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who have

another year of college,

^

^

'

20.61 in the semi-final round.

v

three

From page

gold medals, she has never medaled

in

they can figure out what they need

pete at the

accomplishment

Grant ('98), Joanna Hayes
('99) and junior Michelle Perry also
competed in the 100-meter hurdles.
Grant and Hayes advanced to the

She Icnows now
what it takes," Bolden said.
In the men's 200-m, beyond the
rivalry between Maurice Green
and Michael Johnson dubbed by

NBC

"You set certain goals out here.
Making the finals is a good one,
and being the top collegiate is

a hurdles race.

;

Bisa

with

Perry finished her weekend in the pre-

but did not qualify for the team.

liminaries with a time of 13.72.

"For athletes

like

named to the 4x400m relay team.
The women's lOOm hurdles show-

Michelle Perry,

SeeTIUICICpage27

to woric

on

here.

"1

•

as the heavyweights,

Marsh

put

have one wide receiver under

considered an

trials is

my arm around the ones

amount of

and Gentry Bradley
competed. Bradley's
quest ended Saturday with his
21.19 finish. Marsh moved onto
('89)

('96) also

it

and a limited
was no wonder

Vollnogle put the ball in the air the

them

entire

to

keep the

Bolden

faith,"

game.

"We didn't generate enough offense,

another one.

although

we had some

opportunities,"

Rorida head coach Dave Wilson.
"California played better^ you have to
give them credit. We just couldn't get
said

the best track

It's

and field meet in the world next
the Olympic Games."

the semi-finals in ninth place with

blitzing,

Skills halftime contest

27

John Sciarra, Jr. Son of
UCLA's Rose Bowl-winning-^arterback John Sr., Sciarra committed last
Thursday to the Bruins.
"UCLA offered (a scholarship) on
Sunday, and I said yes on Thursday,**
Sciarra said. "I've always wanted. to be
a Bruin. It was an easy decision."
«
Also iit the game were four of the
other five Bruin commits from the
Class of 2001. Safety Matt Ware, linebacker Marvin Simmons, offensive
lineman Bob Clear y, and wide receiver
Jacques Lazarus were becoming
friends and discussing the best ways to

Participating in the Quarterback

The main reason Florida could not

2000

senior-to-be

a great honor."

anything going."

to

was because

two turnovers and seemed to be in the
right place most of the game.
"I wanted to go out and show everybody what I know in my heart, that I'm
the best defensive end in the country,"
the Nebraska-bound Thomas said.
"But I have to say I couldn't have
done anything without the coverage of
our secondary and my fellow linebackers. When they told me 1 was MVP, I
thought they were playing with me. It's

With

who just missed it, and encourage
said.

Mike

6-1.

the all-star rules restricting the defenses
to certain formations

in itself

the ball consistently

of the game's MVP, California defensive end Bernard Thomas, who caused

23

able

com-

to qualify, just being able to

move

FOOTBALL

with his time of

ify for the finals

Though not everyone was

Though Devers has earned

finals,

still

TRACK

records.

200-

be going
Sydney, as she was recently been
will

and

finest.

July 24-28,

recruit other

was high school

members of the 2001

UCLA.

for

class

.......
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Summer

Free

•

$25 value

Music Dlreetor
moora

Concert Series Returns to Royce Hall

NATO

COVERALLS
REISSUE

Saturday, July 29 8 p.m.

HMI Orchestra

Sunday, August 13 3 p.m.
HMI Orchestra with film composer and guest
conductor, Bruce Broughton; bassist.

with trumpeter,

Terence Blanchauxl & tenor

saxophonist,

David Sanchez

Christian McBride

Dave Taylor

August 4 8 p.m.
HMI Chamber Orchestra & Big
alto saxophonist. Bud Shank

Friday,

coopemon

with

like to thank

UCLA

August 18 8 p.nn.
HMI Big Band & Chamber Orchestra with
violinist, Mark O'Connor

^^^^

REG.
Saturday, August

Bud Shank

HMI Orchestra
and

violinist,

1

9 8 p.m.

with guitarist,

Mark O'Connor

call

310/825-2101

(limit

4 per person).

'

UCLA

Parking: $6

•29»

No cover chamo with ad.
nalMthm 12-311

Don Caymmi

www.manciniinstitute.org
For Royce Hall ticket reservations,

^"^

for all their support.

-

Destination- 1301 Sth St - Santa Monica
5th St a Arizona In Santa Monica

•

MO

In all

$19.95 value

NOW ^14.95

•

95

•
30

•

OTHSR

CAL.

AVAILASLC

50

•
•

EA

Sizes

NOW

^Jj^

fluty
«
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KHAKI SHORTS

Friday,

pianist,

V»ry l*«avy

I

•

M2

16««

vwth film composer and

alto saxophonist.

6
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SLEEPING BAG
ARh/lY REISSUE

Band with

guest conductor, Jerry Goldsmith;

Mike Lang &

bass trombonist,

«NwMt MylM MW « raiawt

Front

The West End would

Cdebmtes Convention 2000.

Saturday, August 5 8 p.m.

HMI Orchestra

In

&

10

The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

FUEL CAN

8
IP EA

$1

CAL.

80 hours

of live, in-class instruction
Instructors who have ail scored In the 99^
percentile on the actual LSAT
Student helpline open 25 hours each week
Licensed use of aii real LSAT questions
Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests

Competitive cost

Largest

9
Badg

Stock

$^495

^c«rity

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730
SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 45a4166
BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. (818) 845-9433

The

finest

and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course
Berkeley

San Francisco

UCLAVWest LA.
use \ Downtown LA.

Palo Alto
San Jose

Davis

•

24 hr. Emtrtainment In! • - 3ie-313-3293

$U.50

TestMasters

off

Embloms

SMad tu»% mmiaBtm

-

in

Sacramento

the country.

Beverly Hilfs

Irvine

San Fernando Valley
Pasadena
Claremont

Fullerton

La Jolla
San Diego
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/^

t

Banana Republic
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1-800-696-5728
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CELLULAR
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A/.t>»tor

BRUIN EYE GUY

11701 Wilshire Blvd. #6 Los Angeles, CA 90025
We are on the comer of Wikhire and Barrington

Dealer

M
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24.99'per month
for

your

first

3 monltis

•
,

Rale Plans tndude

iSOAnylinieMinules

500 FfM Mghl & WMkend Minutes
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%
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Motorola Star Trac 7860 $1 19.00*'

AudioVox 3300 $49.99**
AudioVox 120 Free**
Nokia 61 90 for 39.99

Samsung 411

Free Nokia 51 90 phones

Motorola Vphones are

now here

•

Rdte

Min lnclud€'d

Artditiondl Air

Per Month

Time Per Min

Fref Weokends
PerMontfi

Free LD

.ind UnlimitPd

MTM

Minutes

•

20

$0.49

250

Or

Free Long Distance and Unlimited Mobile to Mobile

29.99

120

$0.45

1000

Or

Free Long Distance and Unrimited Mobile to Mobile

39.99

250

$0.39

1000

Or

Free Long Distance and Unlimited Mobile to Mobile

49.99

450

$0.30

1000

Or

Free Long Distance and Unlimited Mobile to Mobile

79.99

750

$0.25

1000

Or

Free Long Distance and Unlimited Mobile to Mobile

99.99

1100

$0.25

1000

Or

Free Long Distance and Unlimited Mobile to Mobile

149.99

1700

$0.20

1000

Or

Free Long Distance and Unlimited Mobile to Mobile

199.99

2800

$0.15

1000

Or

Free Long Distance and Unlimited Mobile to Mobile
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Intensive Tennis
Training Programs

Airfares
Europe

•

Africa •

Asia

•

South America

Euraiipasses

•

Cities!

Bus Passes • Study Abroad

for serious

National Cellular Inc.

310.231.3344

.j^iirssKi'iSE^aFaSFE-'^^

•

Conditionming
Matchplay ^
Charting
Tournament play with

•

CORNEAL MOLDING TO REDUCE
NEARSIGHTEDNESS

universe

U.S. national

YOUR WORLD. EXPLORE

SAFETY EYEWEAR SPECIALISTS

player,"

Mark Weidmann (SCTA 35 and over doubles)

Champ.
"I-Tennis was the perfect mix of
coaching, training and fun. It raised

my game

programs

National Amateur

to

new

Patrick Harper

&

Doubles

heights,"

(NTRP

6.0)

"I learned more in the first three weeks of die
I-Tennis program than I did in my f iivt three
years playing the game,"
'

Bill

Block

(NTRP

4.S)

Champ.

INTIMATE PRIVATE COURT OFF WILSHIRE BLVD.
Beginner

.-

Trainmg

is

&

Intermediate Clinics also available!
Avaialble throughout So.Cal with these great pros:

IT.

Scott Davis (Orange County)
•

Jr.

Craig Johnson
Former #1 U.S.

I-Tennis
IT'S

tournament

Top 100 in world
All American Stanford

One week. Two week
one month and six
wee k intensive training

Student

in

it!"

"There's nothing like I-Tennis for the adult

John Letts

Singles

LASER VISION CONSULTATION

my butt when Tm

Murphy Jensen, (ATP tour player).

adult player
Video Analysis

WE SPECIALIZE IN CONTACTS FOR

they're saying...

"I-Tennis training kicks
LA... They really gor for

So. Cal's #1 training

I-Tennis pro

MoreThan 100 Departure

What

I-Tennis Pros

ASTIGMATISM

19.99

^* CELLULAR

¥

programs

STUDENTS AND FACULTY-10% OFF
CALL OFFICE FOR MONTHLY
SPECIALS

Wireless Plan

I

Student

TERRIFIC SELECTION OP EYEWEAR

ON NON-ADVERTISED ITEMS

I

I

UCLA VISION INSURANCE WELCOME
USE YOUR YEARLY VISION CARE
BENEFIT AND SCHEDULE
AN EYE EXAMINATION TODAY
^
I

AudioVox 4000 Free**

Free*

•

Gf^^lSfJrils

TENNIS TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR
ADVANCED & TOURNAIVIENT PLAYERS

Lowest Prices Guaranteed - Call 310-231-3344

#1 in the world
doubles/U.S. Davis

Cup

Trey Lewis Mason (South
NCAA Women's Champ

Bay)

VILLAGE EYES OPTOMETRY
DR. JON D. VOCEL, OPTOMETMST

1M2 eLINDON AVI. WMTWOOD VILUMI
(310)315-0886
2505 Wislhire Boulevard, Santa Monica, Ca
http://www.i-tennis.com
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Lions

and

;-'.7F^>

and

tigers

A&E on the Web

dinosaurs ...oh my!
La Brea Tar Pits

See

91 where you and your

Pit

July 24-28,

Get the guide

in

A&E.

2000

ITES

;

~

lend "Quality Control" a poetic

momentum and

spontaneous energy
that ceaselessly drives the album.
Though varied in harmonies and

-•—

Jurassic 5

etv

.

The

Imagine everyone's favorite
Peanuts character and the best
canned fish on the shelves. With a
name like Chali 2Na, why would you
need the help of five other guys to
sell

college

with her

latest film

Daily Bfiiin Senior Staff

ing to deal with adolescence

and all

its

is

just start-

-^

such as "Fast Times at Ridgemont

High" and "Clueless," Heckerling has entertained

unique album offering
beats you can move to as well as
tunes you can sing along with.
Jurassic S also indulges in an ele-

ment

As proven

embody their fun and confident

Sharp metaphors captivate listeners and their "hypodermic vocals"
leave them infected.
it.

The hip hop

(Jason Biggs), a small town guy adjusting to university life in the Big Apple. With the ethics of a Boy

forget

comedy

his stoner

its

call

collective

roots, with

combining

Scout and a hunter's cap reminiscent of Elmer
Fudd, Paul seems to emit an aura of dorkiness to

role in

sjJir-

does not

MCs and DJs

the right elements to

all

attention to the beats

lyrics in their

music.

P~,.

Rapid rhymes from freestylers
Chali 2Na, Marc7, Zaakir and Akil

roommates.

about beginning the

"All

You
is

"Mermaid Avenue

tributes.

The aspect of this album

Billy

that sets

it

preciated position.

comes in its flawless collaboration.
The vocals, the rhythms, and the
lyrics, all combine perfectly to make

/

has been the subject of numerous

sisting

•

of lyrics written by the

sequent series?

bonus track from the "Deqj Space
Nine" episode, "His Way" features

There are also pieces of music on
the

CD for specific episodes. A

It is

In

Nana
of

and "Voyager," the composers
Alexander Courage, Fred Steiner,
Dennis McCarthy, Jerry Goldsmith
and David Bell manage to maintain
the characteristic Star Trek sound
through

"You Give
J.

Me

Fever," originally

Davenport and E.

Cooley. The song has a

sound

to

it

more galac-

than the ori^nal, but

not as strong or as appealing.
Perhaps Star Trek's appeal does
rest solely on the fact that it has
proven itself through the ages. Both
the show and its music have sur-

Over

the years,

Woody Guthrie

apart from the others

a melodic masterpiece.

way

that they just

stick

•

it all.

The opening music

more."

opening

the original "Star

_

Visitor delivering a rendition

by you.
Although the album provides
good music, the people who would
really find it worthwhile to purchase
the soundtrack are the die-hard
Trekkies who would be able to
appreciate the evolution of the
show and its music. For milder Star
Trek fans, just watch the shows.

Law" and

age of bubble-gum pop and
hip hop nations, the day of the
singer/songwriter has become a
thing of the past. With the release of

The album is a continuation of the
acclaimed "Mermaid Avenue," con-

and the

way.

Generation," "Deep Space Nine"

th'

come here to love,
By the tides washed away forever

Bragg and Wilco do everything
in their musical power to remind us
of the importance of that underap-

^

vived in such a

lad that ponders over the "footprints

II," folk-rockers

quer any obstacle that gets in his

each spin-off? Is it just the solid colors of the uniforms introduced in the
original series that connect each con-

themes from

appealing) tracks like

of the lovers that

com-

the air like

Trek," "Star Trek the Next

less

"Secret of the Sea," a light folk bal-

In this

music shoots tfirough
an explorer come to con-

fidently, the

no

Another exceptional song

Vol. ir

Then con-

series culminates. In the

Bragg &Wilco

harmony of voices.

mand respect through lyrics that

Heckerling taps into the feeling of alienation that
inevitably plagues most unsure college freshmen.
Her mouthpiece comes in the form of Paul

brings definition to

Billy

the air with their beauty.

life, in contrast with some other,
more pointedly political (although

Fascists."

Electra Records

natives

lit-

reminder of the simple pleasures

"Against

to

sounds to the original as well as to
"The Next Generation" both prick

is

;

"The Next

Enterprise silently traverses, the

"The Best of Star Trek,
Volume Two," Star Trek's familiar
theme and variations for the spin-off

in

^

to grab

tic

tle

Emilia Hwang
"•^'^^-/-.T
Rating:

managed

onto generation after generation of audiences
hke an old family friend that just
won't go away.
What is it about Star Trek that has
allowed it to continue to seem familiar, tfiough the cast changes with

still

for

black universe that the Starriiip

the music hasn't.

Was

Bom." This song's soft semblance to

have a good time.

these years. Star Trek has

Natalie Merchant lends her silky
vocals to their effort on "I

''«'-

all

The introduction

written by

more.

a of crew poets,

After

r-r-

The familiar music that says: the
show has changed, but not to worry,

not being

is

know how

"How We

',

made any-

that just

roll

a nursery rhyme serves as a nice

to

•

.

not merely the appearance of
the show that endures old and new
generations alike. It is the music.

not preachers. They're on a mission
to deliver their message, but they still

rings true in the track itself through

The Los Angeles

So it seems almost natural that the director
would put her own spin on the unpredictable transition between high school and college. In "Loser,"

is

"Mermaid Avenue

generations of teens.

Biggs

journey, Jurassic 5

for Bragg's grungier, hard-

edged sound.
The opening track of the album,
"Airiine to Heaven," is a great start.
With its Bob Dylan-esque sound, it is
a throwback to the kind of rock 'n'

in their latest lyrical

invibed in such positive messages

a solid

slow theme but with strings instead.
Like the sparkles of a star in the

the DJs' innovative sampling col-

expressed does not seem to rest on

Get Along," is that people need
listen to one another. The hope

GNP/Crescendo

tunes, presents the perfect comple-

half-Jifeoffame.

Their prescription in

Amy

school flicks

full-

given the fact that Guthrie did not

coming rock band Wilco,) with his
raspy voice and irresistibly catchy

rappers' freestyle flows and

length debut, the overall sentiment

concomitant

Heckerling has already become a
sharp navigator of the teenage mindset.
As the scribe and auteur behind comedic high
anxiety,

Jurassic 5's

Generation" has a similar-sounding

singer/songwriter for the up-and-

ment of self-consciousness. In tracks
like "W.O.E. Is Me (Worid of
Entertainment)" and "Lausd," they
explore the music industry and the

commercial gain. In fact, their message is unity and harmony - unity in
rhythm and harmony in rhyme.
The spirit of Jurassic 5 also
evokes sentiments of unity and harmony in the world at large.

By Terry Tang

Although her 14-year-oId daughter

-

records?

When listening to

Amy Heckerling graduates to

"Loser" a

the senses.

,'

Various Artists

'

'r~~~^'

^

generation.^

'

-^

thing. Jeff Tweedy, (lead

lides in a

of the high school experience,

title

'

^

~r-

The Best of Star Trek, Vol. 2: TV
...';.'
Soundtrack

leave

.

"Quality Control"
v
Interscope Records

Having portrayed the humor

the

';;-

;

—

—

^^

away before he had a chance to ~~
record them himself. These compilations are all the more impressive

accompanying notes to any of
these songs; Bragg and Wilco put his
words to music decades later.
This album has just about every-

tempo, the album's colorful tracks
are united by smooth transitions.
The skillful turntable work of DJs
Nu-Mark and Cut Chemist weave
samples from various musical flavors into an all-you-can-eat buffet for

"Quality Control"

:

Paul, Jason

29

24-28,2000
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at the Daily Bruin's

JURASSIC 5

As

July

>

Entertainment

friends can see live excavation.

and more

this

all

.

Web site: v/ww.dailybruin.ucla.edu

reopening

is

& Entertainment

Daily Bruin

to each of the

series, perfectly personifies the char-

whole show. For
instance, cheesy lounge music and
the macho Captain Kirk reflect the
period of the original Star Trek's

acter of the

inception.

_

^^^

Grace Uriarte
Rating: 6

^^

opening theme in "Star Trek:
the Original Series," which started
Tlie

airing in 1966, begins slowly with the

Leila

leg-

Mobayen
Rating:9

endary Woody Guthrie, who passed

xylophone, an instrument that provides sounds characteristic of that

See LOSERS, page 31

college experience.
Columbia Pictures

wake-up call
for forgotten, downtrodden
'Doctor' offers

Reserve judgment on
others, give
RESTAURANT: Generous

'Five Senses'

all

Oiolo a try

El

Although El Cholo is nestled at the
corner of Wilshire Boulevard and 1 th
Street, in 1923 Alejandro Borquez
opened the first El Cholo Spanish
Cafe - then called the Sonora cafe - at
the corner of Monet and Santa
1

portions, flavorful dishes

draw crowds
By Sharon

to L.A. cafe

Hon
'

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

With a

mob

of bar-hoppers, starv-

and family friends crowding around the door, only one word
will get you into Santa Monica's El
Cholo Mexican Restaurant on a
ing students

Friday night.
Reservations.

The

Los Angeles. Back then,
Borquez' restaurant had only eight
stools, three booths and a hot top
stove. But those were the only ingredients needed for him and his wife Rosa,
who created what they called "The
Barbara

secret to breaking through the

barricade of newcomers and connosseiurs is to call ahead at the restaurant.
Otherwise you'll end up waiting over

an hour for the hosts to page you for
your table. Oh, don't forget that you'll
have to wait 15 minutes to get the

tillas

than could

l.os

Cholo

ponders sensuality, the universality of experience

Though writing may be difficult for
due to
is
the
house
ideas.
There
lack
of
a
Maclvor) who
cleaner (Daniel
believes he can smell love, the baker
(Mary-Louise Parker) whose cakes
look better than they taste, and the
the Canadian,

By

"I

Howard Ho

always

came

into

filmmaking as

a director, not a writer," said Podeswa

Daily Bruin Contributor

and

phone interview. "I became a
writer by default, because no one gave
me anyUiing wanted to direct."
"The Five Senses" is Podeswa's latest efTort both as a writer and director.

space, propelling the viewer into reve-

Playing in select theaters throughout

lation.

Los Angeles,

in a

Jeremy Podeswa is not a writer. In
fact, he finds writing difficult. His

medium

is

visual storytelling, swivel-

ing the camera, playing with light

I

it

is

about

five

people

fill

6,146

i^'

it is

certainly not

lonely eye doctor (Philippe Volter)

who is slowly becoming deaf. There is
See SENSES, page 32

::*•«: :«;*

We

Los Angeles,

90006

Mon.toThur., lla.m. -lOp

m

^

Phone Number:

(323)734-2773
Entree Price Range:

^8

BROWN/Oaity Bruin

playwright Neil Simon,

churned from the
minds of two accomplished writers from two
cast

playfully performs a

com-

bination

of

like

recalls his

lads,

characters

stories feature

who just want

someone to

listen to

them

because they fear they
are not worthy enough

Mary-Louise Parker (r pnter) and Marco Leonard! play five people looking for
their lives, in the film "The Five Senses," playing in select theaters throughout L.A.

(left),

to merit attention.

bal-

~~""~~"

'

sensual meaning

in

watchmg

for.

who

pretends

for

people's

entertainment
money.

and

man
to

(Birk)

drown

The actors create overthe-top characters which

the stories a [ot of

But the characters
and circumstances can
seem so extreme that it is
fun.

easy to forget that you
at a rapid pace.

cents, but

boss (Rayc Birk). The faux pas

it still

determines

is

so awful, the

rages in his mind, torturing him so-much
he begins to realize how wrong it is that he should

memory

his

focuses on a homeless

make

who is rich and who is poor.
One story, for instance, tells of a lower-class man
(Time Winters) who accidentally sneezes on his
Daniel Maclvor

the

Another character study

Most of the

Many stories deal with different classes of peopie. Money may be counted in rubles and kopeks

Fe«ufM

be gentle with

labored

ingly

and character studies
by donning different characters

Fin* Line

It is

bargains with a

son become a man.
Character studies include an eager actress
(Marita Geraghty) who only wants one chance to
prove herself and makes
an audition she has lov-

sion

and

Manhood.

who

of his thrifty father

self-mocking confes-

instead of dollars

to her

youth and his father's

tion also recounts the father's sadness at

of 10 stories

a collection of

screwball

comedy, witty banter,

(Michael

owed

his

different centuries.

The five-member

is

son. Balanced masterfully with absurdity, the situa-

true through themes

these narrative sketches

are

that

prostitute before telling her to

Good Doctor"

art in a collection

Chekhov and
adapted by American

and lightly glistening with salt. And El
Cholo isn't stingy with its salsa - each
guest gets an entire dish. The extrafamished may decide to order one of

SeeCNOU^pageSO

is

memory

playwright

Russian

13

ADAM

money, love and

this

who

Anton

Style

(310)899-1106

Pasadena Playhouse's "The

woman

^

money

special 19th birthday present:

human

written by 19th-century

hot

Nachos for
such as the Sonora
$6 75 or the sweet Green Corn
Tamale, a summertime special. Of

Groener),

short stories translated into mini-plays. Originally

menu of popular
worth the price ranges

the filling "antojitos," or appetizers,

Daily Bruin Staff

matter the time period, themes in
comedies and tragedies just don't change.

retrieve

husband. But she is not about to pull on heartstrings to get handouts, and she just will not give up
until she gets her money.
The comedy continues with Chekhov (Harry

By Sandy Yang

No

wacky comedy "A Defenseless

lower-class

a

Learned) must

on tough issues of class, humanity

"The Good Doctor" works

Angeles. The

Sun. lla.m.-llp.m.

Creature,"

set in 19th-century Russia.

modern

Fri.toSat., 11a.m. -11p.m.

absurdity to vignettes which focus

like

Empire State

tortilla chips, still

his boss the served.

Similarly, in the

reminds audiences that

offers entrees that define

a basket of crisp

be the server and

THEATER: Extreme characters lend

lives.

from enchiladas to tacos and fajitas.
Every meal at El Cholo begins with

Santa Monies 90401

1121

Cholo

tastes that arc

Address: 1025 Wilshire Blvd.

I)

looking for sensual meaning in their

became the worlds largest user of
Cuervo 1800 Tequila with their presentation of the margarita. By 1996,
El Cholo had sold more stacks of tor-

a culture within a diversely

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Hours:

Jeremy Podeswa's second full-length movie

Mexican Food By Which All Others
Are Judged."
Dishwasher Joe Reina joined the
restaurant team in 1932 and later
became head chef for the next 54
years. Nearly 40 years later. El Cholo

El

El

canvas of creativity

Buildings.

pager.

r

in

FILM:

is

some of yourself on stage, repeatedmoment or saying the
embarrassing
ly reliving an
wrong thing to an
J<^P«[*^
'"'-''*—
"^["j^
"' is also
There
'" Chekhov himself (played by

may be

seeing

Groener),

who seems

to

be the only sane being.

However, he introduces his stories in a quite contradictory manner, telling the audience that the
writing tortured him and condemned him to a soli-

Paudcn* MayhouM

Harry Groener stars as Chekhov in 'The Good Doctor.' The series of
vignenes runs at the Pasadeni Playhouse July 7 to August 20.

July 24-28,

30
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DOCTOR

CHOLO
From page

28

^

course, you can't

of hot

tortilla

go wrong with

soup

'

From page

V

tary

a cup

chicken,

ol"

The most popular dish. Blue Corn
Chicken Enchiladas (S11.95), are
wrapped w ith soft blue corn tortillas in
lomatillo sauce with sour cream and
avocado. Sonora Style Enchiladas
(S8.95) are topped with olives and a
fried egg. Other El Cholo style enchi-

spice-cravers

to

was indispens-

it

So here are

his stories,

ingly without connection.

CAFE

want someone

just

appease
T

and vegetarians

them because they fear they are
not worthy enough to merit attention. They are deterrpined to be
heard even if they have to beat the
door down and choke the person
they should look up to, like the
"A
woman
in
enraged

alike.

realistic suggestion,

say

it is

Dishes taste twice as
Photos by JENNIFER YUEN/Daily Bruin Senior

The quaint and relaxing atmosphere
"Taste of History," including
choices and

is

and Spanish

The
be

Cholo
promises a day's worth of food in one
sitting. Dishes taste twice as good as
they smell and look 10 times as conquerable as they really are. Tacos Al
Carbon plants grilled top sirloin into
two corn tortillas, packed with bacon,
jack cheese, rice, beans and a refreshing pico de gallo. The thick Burrito
a healthy day's diet, but El

created fbr El Cholo's 50th
is

just a

at

El

take-home box

waiting to be ordered.

all

call

they have been

feel

down

for too

Staff

four

characters which

rice for $10.50.

make the
lot

of fun.

"The Good Doctor" is human
nature mocked and celebrated in
all its idiosyncrasies, and demon-

is

strates

that

absurdity

not

is

always practiced but of choice,
but out of necessity.

Warren Beatty,
Marlon Brando and

Nicholson,

tacos, tamales

$8.25.

The

and

all-time

chile rellenos for

combo

plate

is

a

Cholo,

ears. That's the drill at El

whose experience

is

well worth the

Diners sample the wide variety of Mexican food at the

wait.

And that's the whole enchilada.

Cheese Burger Combo

2 Turkey Burger

$ 3.69

-i-tax

$ 4.61 -ftax

1

2

El

Cholo

$ 4.61

As

4 BBQ Bacon Burger

Another reason Biggs didn't mind playing
was the opportunity to work with the

the nerd

director. As Biggs puts it. Amy
Heckerling were the two words that lured the

drew from her own experiences of feeling like a misfit. Heckerling, who grew up in the
Bronx, exchanged the typical high school for the
High School of Art and Design in New York.

was

film's

actors to "Loser."

claimed fans, Suvari

how

social-

15.

collaborative their director was.-4-^-r-^

everyone equally with the utmost respect\..

^^^^^^^^^^^K____£J^^^H

P9

We

clicked immediately."

Although Suvari has no complaints about
how filming went on her other flicks, she also
'felt at home with the crew of "Loser." Besides
going out to concerts and hockey games with
colleagues, she also picked up technical knowl-

of Paul. Unlike her bewitching role as the

moved out to L.A. when I was

Though already self-proand Biggs were amazed at

"They say the vibe on the set stems directly
from the director. And it's very true," Biggs
said. "Amy is so laid-back and so cool. She treats

very, very quiet, very depressed,"

HHy^ —

''i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l

'

M
H
^

Columbia Pictures

Mena Suvari's character Dora engages in a student-teacher relationship with
literature professor,

played by Greg Kinnear

In "Loser," a film

her English

about the college experience.

edge.

go to work and do my thing and
then go home. You don't have time to do too
much but sleep. On 'Loser,' ... we were all just so
unified, it was great. This is how things should
be and I just want to work on things like this."

You usu-

"Usually

form those relationships in high school that
you have in middle school. You kind of know
everybody. I really didn't have that," said
Suvari, whose family moved with her from
Charleston, N.C.
"I went two years to one high school and then
graduated
from another," Suvari continued.
I
ally

calling 1-800-233-3123. For

more

on

to

log

information,

From
writer

She

business.

how

loved

With

all

really

being a

woman

it

I

cannot do

"I failed the driver's test five times.

mom, great everything."

thing, let alone a "loser."

lives in L.A.,

That

scene in 'Clueless,' where they end up on the

love her to death.

these praises of her talent,

who

too well.

1

across," Suvari said.

believe that Heckerling could be

and producer.

thing the director,

in this

knows what she wants.

just got her.

I

She's a great

Heckerling at the helm as director,

iso far,

she'd just get

"I felt like

a female perspective, Suvari delighted

in seeing

come

'*She's
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Biggs

"In order for 'Loser' to work, you have to

said.

THEATER: 'The Good Doctor"
Pasadena Playhouse. Tickets are
$15-$42.50 and are available by
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people."
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with chile rellenos coming out of your

notorious for

that are put in outlandish situations,"
first

wouldn't say I'm only intereslpd in young

ter

combination
allow
to mix and
which
you
plates,
match two of the cheese enchiladas,
is

"And

V

me, even while

playing kind of outcast characters or characters

time that you really go
whole
love
through that
thing," Heckerling said.
"That's the

stories a

plays through August 20 at the

Cholo

press junket for

plays a nice, albeit eccentric, girl in "Loser,"

Elizabeth Taylor.

No problemo.

Vos Angeles

"Loser."

and I wasn't in that school."
Even Suvari can sympathize with the charac-

Enter with an empty stomach, leave

can't decide?

cent angst at a

that the audience will root for

school,

El

Still

Hcckerling

seductive Angela in "American Beauty," Suvari

and painted idioms like
hay mas peces en el mar"

Madonna,

A lover of most romantic movies,

ize because everybody came from different
places. So all the kids in your neighborhood
were hanging with the people they knew from

over-the-top

above the doorways,
welcoming and celebratory. And it
boasts celebrity status from guests like
Jack

and sympathy while humping a pie in
"American Pie."
" I like to think that what bring to the table is
a kind of sympathetic and endearing quality,
I

Heckerling said. "You didn't really get to

served with fried beans

the dimly-lit air

drawback. Not many actors could get laughs

•;

•/.•.;."

••

actor, however, doesn't see this typecasting as a

talked aboutTibr revisit to the world of adoles-

"I

vines wrapping around the borders of

llores,

ing her.-

Cholo adds helps create a satisfying dining experience.

Monica, which opened in 1997, has
grown two stories tall, with patio and
booth seating to accompany any
Friday night crowd. With painted fruit

"No

when
charming student, Dora (Mena
^Suvari). Though Dora is enamored with her
manipulative boyfriend, (who is also their
English professor), Paul can't keep from pursuin love

-The three-hour commute impacted her chances
of making friends.

restaurant and bar in Santa

the ceiling

was more about academics for me and gradi was never very much into the whole
social thing. I never went to prom."
Biggs, on the other hahd, seems to be on a
trend of playing the socially inept Romeo. The
uating,

he falls for a

but one can

The actors create

really are.

anniversary,

who

forgotten or beaten

and look 10 times as
conquerable as they

Dorado,

not a

long.

as they smell

may

It is

a metaphoric wake-up

to people
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From page

said Podeswa.

to."

SENSES

Podeswa, indeed, has been getting

Though he

made

American Film

responses to the film, which has

way from the Director's Fortnight at
the Cannes Film Festival to the
its

the

masseuse (Gabrielle Rose)

who

i^

out of touch with her daughter, and the

daughter (Naadia Litz)

who

Toronto Film

enjoys

Best Picture.

voyeurism. These five characters are

by a missing young girl
and the resulting media frenzy.
"This film is about the universality
of experience, which you only get out of
all

the characters together,"

Festival,
It

Not bad

was then acquired by

Podeswa

"It is so varied tonally that there are

Podeswa has
Canadian roots. In

"The Five Senses"

takes place in

mainstream

in

sonal, intimate sphere.
"I

filmmaking is an
making cars

Even though I'm sure

he's

a good

matographer, he won't be interested

but they're making movies," said

the

Podeswa said.
Podeswa looks

same

things

1

am

all

cine-

industry. People could be

vas of sorts. This should not be surprising since his father

over 20

"In Canada, people
writers write novels

not enough (patronage)

is

in

the U.S. to support arthouse films,"

advertise

Student

films like

and poets write

poems."

Fellini,

who are less interested

Podeswa

said.

is

Canadian

were painters.

movie called "Wild

emanates a boyish love of
and one can see the
twinkle iti his eye, behind his oval glasses,
'>en he speaks of Scorsese's direcstill

great directors,

is a whole other world (in
where you can make a body of
works that express who you ar§,"
Podeswa said.
"The Five Senses" is Podeswa's personal dialogue on the senses. After
reading Diane Ackerman's "The

"There

torial ilair.

"His use of off-screen space

'

is

Asia

•

Podeswa said. "It's as if
a whole world beyond the

evocative,"
there's

screen."
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Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

S,fWi

9800

2300
S()erm/Eg<j Donors

Registration Period

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale

I

Interaction Fund

1300

Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

1/2 Price Pitchers of Beer

Association FY 00/01 Budget

We

1300

U.S.

-«-

• Approval of Graduate Students

• Approval of

Software

$3.00 Hamburgers w/ Fries

Monday-Friday, 4-7pm
$7.50 Pitchers, $2.50 Beers

Daily Bruin."

position, ask what you would like
to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad. Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific
descriptions.

to

.

Camcorders
/

make checks payable

accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

Equipment

A 100

T

Starving Student Night

FY 00/D1 Budget

psyment

^^^^

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical instruments

7'.M)0

• Approval of Student

/

simply do not respond to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations— make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

Furniture

of Directors took action

on the following matters:

for variable rate information.

9am-2:30pm

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your items.
• Always include the price of your
item Many classifieti readers

The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University o( CaMomia's pK>iicy on nondiscrimination. No medium shaR accept advertisements vwtiich present persons of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in a
demeaning way or imply ttiat they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society. Neittier the Daily Bruin rxx the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented In this issue. Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated ttte Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writirra to the Business Manager,
Daily Bruin. 118 KerckhoH HaN. 306 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistance wHh housing discrimination problems, can the UCLA Housing Office at PIO) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing OfTice at (310)
475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpi/Avww.dailytoniin.ucla.edu. Ptacenwnt on-Cne is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daily Bruin is responsible for ttw first incorr
irisertionorily. Minor typographical errors are not elgHile for lehxKte. For ariyie(und, the Daily Bruin Classified DepartmerMnnust be noti^
first day of puttHcation by noon.

'

3100
3200

2 noon.

The UCLA
Fri:

liOOO

1

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day t>efore printing.

For Classified Display ads.
please see our rate card

Mon-Thu: 9:0Gam-3:00pm

Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates

(310)477-7550

• Executive Director's Report

Une: C310D 825-2221
l=ax: C310D 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: C310) 206-0528

at

Omred

Appliances

5G00
5620
5G40
5660
5680
5700
5720

• Election of Officers

Appointments

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

2.00
93.00
5.60

Please

fTT

On the Agenda

•

word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

to

22ZMSZZ?

Lvpninqs and w<?eKGnas
appcinlmcnl

CA 90024

up

...each additional

Wanted

2i;oo

bK&Kies wash, conditkm and <fty-

- bij

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

issue,

^g Donors

2700

1^

StudentUniverse.com
80O-272-9676

20 words $8.30
...each additional word
0.60
Weekly, up to 20 words
28.00

One

Classified

Recreational Activities
Research Subjects
Tickets
Tickets

—

E-Mail: classifieds( gmedia.ucla.edu

21(10

2S00

Plaza

Web: http://www.c lailybruin.ucla.edu

2()r.()

2!)0()

100 Departure

Los Angeles.

Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals

2(UU)

Hall

308 Westwood

Birthidays

v_^usfom riajpcuffinc

More Than

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services

very

summerbruln

Africa

118 Kerckhoff

'

"

lane
•

2000

Geese."

He

and grandfather

TV

Airfares
Europe

July 24-28,

currently adapting a novel

to the screen as well as directing a
at his films as a can-

film)

Though he was influenced by
Americans such as Woody Allen and
Martin Scorsese, he leans toward the
influences of Europeans, such as
Federico

825-2161 •825-2221

make

the time, but there are only a few real

Podeswa

necessarily,"

the masses instead of to an artistic stan-

to

'

to others.

Despite his aversion toward writing,

dard or

opening

started his screenplay about

the senses connect us to the world

friendships,"

in

mer blockbuster, "The Five Senses" is
making respectable business in interna-

goal.

Senses,"

"There's too many people around us

wouldn't want to work with the
Patriot.'

of the

History

Podeswa

how
and

:"

:

cinematographer from 'The

his native Toronto.

"In America,

the

Podeswa, referring to how Hollywood

"There

LOW

his

Podeswa avoids
search of a more per-

creating masterpieces.

blockbusters are designed to appeal to

countries.

character to respond

fact,

the

Natural

than they are with

line

"Eclipse").

entry points. Everyone would

own

keep

tried to

studied here at
Institute,

bottom

While not having the weight of a sum-

was 1994's

tional arthouses,

have their

won

it

for his second fulHength

film (his first

said.

many

where

Fine Line Features.

tied together

in the

i

.

for participation.

CAMERAS/COMPUTERS WANTED.

Nil(on,

Canon, Hassy, digital cameras, Powertx)oks, include IMAC, 048, etc. Immediate
Rollei,

cash. 661-299-6829.

SMOKERS WANTED

3800

SMOKERS OF TOBACCO OR COCAINE

MiscolliiiuH)iis

wanted for research study at UCLA. Must be
23-50 yrs old. 310-206-0396.

WIRELESS PHONE
NOKIA

EARN
CLINICAL

mon

lor the

com-

cold. Male/female l8-55yrs. old, non-

smolter, no
ity,

$$$$$

RESEARCH STUDY
asthma

history. Limited availabil-

Call today 3iQ.78S.at?l

subjectsOyahoo.com

5190. Great condition. Only lyr old.
case. $40 includes case, cigarette
lighter and AC charger cords. In box with all

Kept

erfnail rHnical*

in

original pacltaging

and manuals

Pac

Bell

Wireless compatible Must replace SIM card
(Qf

activation

6455.

(c.tZO)

Stephanta^lO-702-

/

•

Daily Bruin Classified

2000

July 24-28,

34

2000

July 24-28,

Daily Bruin Classified

3S

».

2300
Sperm

/

2300
Sperm

Egg Donors

:::

:

:

^-

:

/

Sperm

Egg Donors

..-......

'-.-'

..':

>

2300

5700

5680

5680

6200

6200

6200

Egg Donors

Travel Tickets

Travel Destinations

Travel Destinations

Health Services

Healtti Services

Health Services

2300

:,

/

-

•

Sperm

Egg Donors

.•-'

.,

.

':

....:.:-

/

AQUA

:''

.'.•-A.,-,,,

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

Donor Needled

Special Egg

CARE
IDEISTTAL HEALTH
DOS)
%

TRAVEL INC

MAKE YOUR O/VN /«^ GAR HOra
RESERVATION AT

(Offfic* of S.

STUDENT TRAVEL

We

http://www.prismaweb. com/aquatravel

24HOURSADAY

SeaMe........$188

Eurollposs

H otel Accommodatiof^

America*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Hawoli*
Special domestic * //itemo/fono/ Airfares Available
Prices »© subject to ctKjnge wlttvDut notice
AvaJtabtttiy tiov be llm(t«Ki ond jcxto* o^itrlctioos mov

oppiY PluiTaxM

Wilshire,

Home

All

•

24 Hour Emergency

*

Based on 2 arches

Service

81
•
naminalion

Full or»l

Bcmilla

Necejiiry

1620 Westwood Blvd West Los Angeles, Between
Wilshire & Santa Monica (Free Parking in Rear)

Coupon E«pim>/31/00

XRays

(Ke«.jr/U)

Cancer Screening
PenodonUl Examination

I

» X-Rayi are non-transferrabie

4

• Or»l
•

,

Cleaning

&

Potithing

Lonilit......$62f

Sick

.$676

Paris

Home

Sick of

time introductory offer with this coupon

Tel: (310) 475-5598 / Fax: (310) 475-1970
Online: www.onvillage.con(i/@/dentalhealth

6300

6700

6700

Lenal Advice/Attorneys

Professional Services

Professional Services

or just simply
\Afe

PHONE (310)441^680
10850

-ii£iat

Wliether you're

*Asla*Africa*Australla*Europe*Soulh

•Height Approximately 5'6" or Taller •Caucasian •S.A.f.
Score around 1300 or High A.C.T. •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Ten

patient:

-^

Car Rentals

ADA accepted

Phases of Dentistry

•

First

Tour PacJ^ages

:

•

& Most Insuronce Plans Accepted
'AH Students & Faculty Members are wekome"

Internotional Airfares

:

Create Beautiful bmiles!

• Medi-Col

Lowest Domestic and

Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria:

9\*\m tmk,

•BANKRUPTCY*

can get you there.

GET OUT OF DEBT NOW!

SuHe 434, Weslwood CA 90024

Mew

tion.

VliriL.,.J303

fees.

n

Free ConsultaExperienced attorneys, reasonable
(Cr>eryte M. White, UCLAW. "86") 800-

ANGEL^/lSAaNTER"

WLA.

420-9998. Pico/Overland,

310-478-2899 Fax: 31 0-477-6833

sation

IMMIGRATION

TRAVEL

Tee

aicucuinysa.
Al taree are

InitTdf

Consultation

rom^Op.

1te noclnduded.

ini ini

uu . s t a t r a u e I . c o

Some

• VISAS
• GREEN CARDS
• LABOR CERT.
• IMMIGRATION PROBLEMS

m

Status, Citizenship,

1-900 Numbers

NHL-NFL-NBA

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition
to your compensation.

SOUTH AMERICA

SCORES!!!
SPREADS!!!

R/T Air Fares From LAX

1-900-226-1206

ilRES

EXT. 2657

^QUIL/|UITO

$2.99 per minute.
U 619-645-8434.

6000
Insurance

SAO PAULqIMI

Packaqes

For more information or to obtain an application
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L E
(800) 808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aoLcpm.

i».

28 1 WostNA/ood Blvd.
<2

talks.

So. of

VVIIsl-ilr8>

24 Hours o Dcay Service

61 OO
Coinputer/lnlernet

$11.99/MONTH
visit

being placed

a particular client and

for'

is

not soliciting

MACHU

e^ for a donor bank.
5680

5680

Auto Insurance

Auto Insurance

Travel Destinations

Travel Destiitations

VICTORY TRAVEL

-^as^iz^^l^-^axs,-iD

208-3548

1

transponaUon

/kOOO
Autos

4600-5500
/k700
Auto Insurance
AUTO

INSURANCE. ...LOWEST

Same day SR22. Any

Sale

1987

Single owner,

PORSCHE
full

AM/FM

928

leather, automatic,

cham-

120K, excellent
condition. $10,000. Al:31 0-471 -0557

pagne,

cassette,

1984

VOLVO

QL wagon, brown wAan intenor
145Kmites with new rebuilt engine and trans-

240

mission

$3500 310-888-8090.

very

condition,

G}sta

76000

310-395-6461.

Air

-

new

310-206-1034

Ask

f/r

POLICE IMPOUNDS Cars as low as $500
for listings

1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

White,

Good

AC,

FORD ESCORT
AM/FM

cassette

condition. Automatic,

obo. 310-443-8504.

4dr
$3500

stereo,

104K.

Subi«(t lo

D<kocc(3 nighh

•

Air - Transfers)

dwny. Toiw

IQT«lM7nS-40

Chicaao
Phibdelphia
San FrancJKo

TRAVEL AGENCY
20hrs^vk.

area, flexible, unpaid but get

Studio

one

Europe- S',^49
City

free thp to

Western U.S. every 4 wks, along with training and experience in the travel business
CaN 818-907-6740 and leave msg.

(o/w

-^

\axvs)

CHFAP FARES WORI DWIDF
HAWAII 3 129 (o/w)
Call:(310) 574 0090
wv^w.4ch«,'apair.corTi

Jack H.

Silvers,

FIRM

Web

Design Firm seeks the
following: Administrative Assistant, Software
engineer. Artist/Designer Email resume k):

Display

825-2221

206-3060

lesson free.
Neil:323-654-8226.

necessary.

finalizing.

etc.

Ace

Since 1970 - PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers, reports, statistics, reviews, proposals, studies, theses, dissertations, graduate application essays. Any

14-year-old

TUTOR WANTED

310-820-8830.

For UCLA level Computer java programming. Leave message 310-775-2032 or 310550-7869.

style/requirement. 323-871-1333.

ALL

SAT TUTORS

mirm i Eomwc

WANTED

Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals
Comprehensive help by PhD from UC

Need

energetic people with

high

Welcome

International Students

SAT scores

to tutor,

especially in W.L.A.. San

(323) 665-8145

Fernando Valley, Pasadena,

7000

$15-$20/hr. Flexible hours.
Car needed. Call Joe

Tiitorinq Offered

(310) 448-1744

^^ENGLISH EXPERT
DOES WRITING

IN

www.tutorjobs.com

^

ENGLISH make you

crazy? Assistance in basic skills to major research paper completion. ESL experi-

7200

enced. 31 0-839-9933/Adam.

^IJJq^
Haz«l,

123

S.

JENNIFER

8.

^

6

mA Boxes *69

^ ,^

p^

CHANGE UGNT EYES b«

M»r

LIM

Sum 220 IM AiKMlM, CA 90012

WMtskle 310-837:8882.
Downtown 21

APPLICATIONS/

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS/English/Hebrew/chemistry/biology/astrofKMTiy. Compu-

add! *50

BIFOCAL/MONOVISION

ASTIGMATISM EXT

*89Pr

EXAIVl
SI
it I'm
*

r»

hit s*'

service. Call anytime.

ACADEMIC TUTOR.

820-8830

Chemistry, math, and
science Flexible hours. Competitive rates.
High school to graduate school. Please Call
310-573-2284.

SUMMER TUTOR EXPERIENCED AND PERSONABLE TUTOR that will get results. Catch up or get
ahead

this

summer. Seven-years

SAT/algebra/Frenct^ESL/English/hisCall Will 310-701-8969.

tory.

1(niS.RokirtMRBM.t1
Wed3-5Ft11M

010)360-9513

ia42W.UiH0lnA«t.,fG
Wed 11-1, Ffi 3-5

MATH

L0N6KACN

4130 AlanleAvs^ #106
Thufs 3-5, Sat 2-4pm

All

BMonb

1

1227 ViNy

Blvd.,

«20e

DOBAUAN. IMJl.

l/AUGHN
I

(:.it«>

Kit w/l>iiii:li.ir^i

Comprahentlva t}lM*(t«lk)n Assistance
Thaaes, Ptfmn. and Psrsonal Stetatnants
Proposals and Books
Irtlamattonal Studsnts Wakxxna. Sinoa 1966

r,PtLD.(S10)47MM2

experi-

ence.

BavwtyHnisAdi

Thursll-lpcn.Sal ii;30ipm
No/^noMn
im«M NacMMryjiMl WMk-ln

RESUMES
Create, devetop, or refine. Editing, word processing, applk:ation typing, dissertation formatting, transchbtng. Ace words, etc. 310-

terized statistical analysis available.Tutoring

BdM, Qr««n, Aqua

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

I

RoutrM,

QrMn, Btu*

UBMmBI

Initial G>n»ul(
^
• WORK PERMITS •VISAS
• ORBN CARDS • LABOA Cem.
• IMMMfWnON PnO«LIMS

Attorney

^^^ ILES

fcv

IMMIGRATION
.

'BffflMlatt

w/ mm.

Ml

•Lip Augmentation*

www,DrSll¥0r9.com

niiiinif (;HAK{iLS'

Legal Advice/Attorneys

•Laser Hair and Tattoo Removal*

(310) 826-2051

(800J90-TUTOR
www.my-tutc5r.com

EYt

6300

Beard CMTtNtotf dMinatoleglst

twoodOlunamedium.com

Cidssifieds

studio. 1st-

EXTENDED or DAILY 2 pr $59

00% NATURAL
NO DRUGS
EAT AND LOSE

MD

•Laser Ablation of Red and Brown Spots*

WEB DESIGN
YOUNG, Hip

and

Personalized, professional assistance.

with dedteated pro-

home or WLA
No drum set

fessional. At your

Seivir.t.'s

323-806-0786

•Acne«Mole Removal»Warts»Rashes»

Computer/ Internet

to present your best. Edit-

Dissertation formatting

for

geometry student. Prefer math or physics
major with math SAT 700-t-. Car needed.
LXJLA undergrad or grad only. Contact Paul
a t 310-285-9670

Palos Verdes.

6700

"H« hasn't forgotfn what H'»
llkm to ba a Btudant"

6100
BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE$$$

1

Health SeiA/ices

299 R/T
219 RA
229 RA
82 RA

STATEMENTS/APPLICA-

Words,

$10/hr. 310-

Needed 2-4 hours per week.

SEEKING MATH TUTOR

PERSONAL
ing.

MUSIC THEORY TUTOR
859-7359.

TIONS. Expertise

Music Lessons

ALL LEVELS/STYLES

TO LOSE WEIGHT
NEXT 30 DAYS

c^jij^

MEW YORK *259></tI
Boston

to

MEDICAL SCHOOL

6500

WANTED

6200
iwi

5680
INTERN NEEDED.

•93

w r/i pwdww

t>e eligible for free treatment. Call

Gould(MFC#32386)O310-578-5957

careful

movers. Experienced, reliat>le, same-day delivery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pickup donattons for American Cancer Society.
JerryOai 0-391 -5657.

^5 PEOPLE
WILL PAY YOU

r

httpy/universitysecrets

(323) 277-4595
Dcslin.'ilions

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The

Professional Services

Internet

Chile

ivMnv.vfcforyfravel.com

Tr.-iv«;l

/

Belize

$369 Cabo San Lucas
-^s^ v
$479 Cancun
^^w(vO*^'
$369 Puerto Valbrta V)tf«^yo<^*

for

Olivier

De

Mexico Escapes

tires.

285-8686

frnm iaiT^

Health

to the Perplexed

Corocas

Very good state

conditioning

W/14ft truck and dollies,
notice ok. SF LV, SD.^
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOthyr. 310-^
short

small jobs,

6200

OuHo

Rko

Forw »i */i \fnti

reliaie.

mail/pager323-263-2378.

$365
/2N from $300
4^N from $595

6100

universitysecrets.com

Bogota

Nicaragua
Guatemala

HONDA CRX

5 speed $1,500.

miles.

S.

may

Wanted

Typiiuj

A Guide

lima
Buenos Aires

—

HYUNDAI EXCEL

1991
red color

Salvador

Honduras

Automatic, AM/FM, white/silver, 2 door
hatchback, good condition, $2450obo. 818784-9773.

-

1982

oo

El

$2450. 323-436-7478.

/kOOO
for

excellent

cruise,

dnver, student dis-

Autos

Mexico Gtjr
Guadalajara
Cabo San Lucas

Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

"d

Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students moved for $96. Uc.-T- 163644. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST. Voice-

CST#1017039-10

V

LATIN AhtKKKA SPECIALISTS

1985 PONTIAC FIREBIRD. Red, auto, premium sound, a/c, power steering, alarm,

Price

counts & good dnver discounts. Call AAIA,
free quote 1-800-225-9000.

for Sale

081

BEST MOVERS.

South America Specialists

Cojnpuler

Mercury Broker in Westwood. No Brokers Fees. Also other
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.
(31 03

Movers/Storage

www.pro-traveLcom

F^ECrCi.E

^700

Ini

6AOO

PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL SERVICE

A700

Auto

tims

Tiilorincj

for

schedule free consultation.

Cruises

mi

depression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumatic stress.etc. Couples/Individuals. Crime vk:Liz

$61

lif

7100

A FREE SESSION

DRUM LESSONS

-'

A A A A A A^

Association

:D/2N from

PIC

JUNGLE LOD
AMAZON CRU
GALAPAGOS CRU

www.bulWoghost-

ing.com.

is

- Better Business Bureau
-American Immigration Lawyers

/4N$490

INCAT

Member of the
Better Business Bureau

ups, and more...

PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSEUNG

Member

UNLIMITED INTERNET ACCESS for only
$11.99/month. No ads, no busy signals. Call
818-762-3467 or

*This ad

-

Start-

220 Los Angeles. CA 90012

Westslde 310-837-8882
Downtown 213-680-9332

Inc.

(310)312-0202
1

S. Ftgueroa. Suite

LIM

S.

HONEST MAN

/lllstate
\biA:« in 0Dod hands.
Mike Azer Insurance Agency.

123

$430
$620
$499
$566
$400

SANTIA80 ^^k
^
CUZCO
LIMA
_-__^

Must be 18 years. Serv-

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be
especially gifted in athletics, science/madiematics or music.)

JENNIFER

Attorney

Total Confidentiality Guaranteed
Privately Owned and Operated

Visa Extensions,

Company

5800

Attorney Representation.
Call For a
Free Consultation.

Permits, Change of

WORK PERMITS

ppiy.CSr #101 796060

Reasonable Rates

IMMIGRATION
Green Cards, Work

IVIAnF.

FA5^

HATE TO TYPE?
Let

me do

it

for you. Fast^t-accurate. Profes-

sksnal screen plays accepted. $2.50/pg. Callins

310-839-3101 or page 310-915-2255.

TYPING/SECRETARIAL

services. Typing
$2.50/page. Photocopying, answering sermailtKJx,
Personal
$50/month.
$50/month. Car garage. Personal answering
servk:e also provided. 310-475-6787.

vice,

WORD PROCESSING

specializing in thes-

resumes, fliSanta
Monica, 310-826-6939. Hollywood, 323-466-

es, dissertations, transcription,

Ages • All Levels

Incredible Prices!

CALL NOW! (310)569-8233
(Please mention this ad when you call)

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports.

2888

*Art Classes A Iso A vailable

TOEFL PREP/ACTING
Free advanced ESL instruction M-TH. From
10AM. Stoner ParV. 1835 Stoner Ave. In
small

gym above swimming

pool.

WRITING TUTOR
KINO AND PATIENT

Stanford graduate.

Help with the English language— for students of all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

nicnipu
Classifieds

36

July 24-28,

Daily Bruin Cbssificd

2000

July 24-28.

Daily Bruin Classified

m

7^00

7U00

Business Opportunities

Business Opportunities

Cliild Ciiro

37

2000

7700

7800

7800

7800

8000

WnntcMJ

Help Wnnted

Help Wtiiitud

Help Wanted

Internships

J.

WLA CHILDCARE

FOR A DELIGHTFUL
old

job opportunity

uni({vie

very personable

WANTED

pick-up after school, drive to activisupervise homewort<, Mon-Thurs. 3:30-

girt,

ties,

7:30PM. Begins 9/11. $10/hr Call Dr. Alan
Yasser 310-277-2796. Summer wortt possi-

7SOO

Acupuncture services are offered

one hour

visits last

in

Ashe Center. The

the

a fee of $1 8 per

v/ith

7400-8300

8:00

am

to

12:00 pm. Proposed schedule

and Thursdays from 1:00
8:00

am

to

for Fall

:

Tuesdays

5:00 pm and on Fridays from

YOU EARN

IF

12:00 pm.

to

Appointments

minimai'time

PERYEAR...

may be made

an Ashe Center

flcKibte hours

$25K-i-

clinician. To

and

directly or

by

referral

from

make an appointment,

either

request one on our website:

find

h ard to

It

1-888-252-6325

make ends

ext.

you're male, in good health, In
college or have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job where you can
earn up to $600 per month AND set

www.tiomebusi-

ness.to/jet

http://w^^/saonet.ucla.edu/health.htm
or coll

310 825-4073, option

and option

1,

1

YOUNG TEEN

again.

PRINCESSES
(18+)

new

needed for
adult site

1

Make

5 Play a guitar
10
out: abandon
a project
14 Cowtiand's need

B E E
A T M

—

1

WHO

1

1

protectors

Chaney

of film

1

Actor Aide

Alaskan bear
Curl
Territories

1

L

K

sE
D

S

N
N E B
E C A
S K
S T
T
S
R
N T
P A E
S P E
1

1

S

1

R

N E S S
E C T
G H T
B L
E N N U
P
G U L L
S A L
L L
E A K
A M U R A
A R
B R
H E D A R K
T O E
A N
Aj N lb]
L T
1

1

1

1

1

—

Tailor's aid
Ordinary writing

67 Winter weather

Ultimate

DOWN

"Anne

Green

of

Actor Pitt
2 Sluggish

42 Westem

Hairdresser's aid
Landlord's fee

Small tower

61 Declare
positively

62 Exclusively
63 Cfiop fine
64 Ending for
"silver" or "tiard"

65 Knockout punch
66 Act like a thief

.

9 Kind of
avalanche
10 Fit in
1

Novelist Waugh
Writer Dinesen

1

Young men

21 Extinct birds

23
25
26
27
28

—

fowl

.

strings

1

32 Nevada lake
34 Construct
35 Neither fish

."

7 Irritate
8 Hawaiian

gram

—

^

4 Royal symbols
5 Dwindle
6 Tight

Reference book

Bread spread
Track star
Jesse

.

—a

midnight

entertainment

— Park.

(fish)

Colorado

1

3 "Once

Encircling

30 Catches
31

loc.

Nutritious

.

:

Guy
Originate

Greek letter
Bay window
Jeans material

38
42
43
45
46

momings
Please fax resume

Computer skills needed.
$8-10/hr.

TECHNOLOGY

(from your

POSITION-Salary $70k-85K depending
on experience. Bonus:Percentage of
website sales and b to b sales. (Potential

Specters

Route

Bans
Deep gully
Wedding-page
word
47 Tiny amount
50 Seized
51 Arm bone
52 Depend (on)
53 Heredity factor
54 Andes native
55 Lendl of tennis
56 Roman
emperor
57 Got bigger
60 Humorous
one

When

unlimited).

8AM-4:30PM.

Hours:M-F

dence and
people

skills,

a

ture

plus.

Benefits:

insurance and bonus program.
Chief Merlto, inc., is a food manufacturer
and distributor of specialty l-atin American and Mexican foods. Although the

company is small with sales about lOmill.
The company has been growing at a rate
of 35%, and has become national with
distribution centers in

Los Angeles, Sac-

ramento, Las Vegas, Dallas, and Atlanta.
Chef Merito is now looking for a creative
and computer-sawy individual who will
be in charge of its computer system.
Attftough this individual does not have to
be Windows NT certified, it would be of
great help. The company would be willing
to pay for NT certificatton If necessary.
We will train for all necessary NT software. Chef Merito has at least three software programs which are linked: A Dost>ased manufacturing/inventory system, a

Technology based Co.

knowledge

Low

of

and cover
Response

to

make

nec-

all

essary changes to make it into an effective b to b operational site. A very gen-

program
bonus/commissions
erous
would be established, effectively giving
this indivkJual his/her own .com operation.

If

you're interested in this position,

please fax your resume to Plink) Jorge
818-787-7565 or to his
Garcia
emaihpliniogarcia Oearthlink.net

wish to find out more at)out us,

www.chefmerito.com or
787-0100 ex. 14.

wet>«ite,

you

If

our
818-

visit

call

7600
$$$

LOW PRICES

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL
UCLA

play-yards.

Open

run

7:30-5:30 Close to

by

large

UCLA.

310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care

Permanent.- Starts 7/31

and soon
" Free digital call

internet

New

You must be motivated, reand outgoing. 310-954-1804.

West LA.

ASSISTANT OFFICE

WORK

POSITION-

responsible individual with
gl'eat phone voice needed for fun busy office.
PT or FT. $8.50 to start, weekend hours also
available. Century City and Santa Monica arEnthusiastic

interactive Full E-

enthusiastic counfun includes:jet skiing,
amusement paries, t)each days, paintball and
more! 18 and up. Call Heather:3 10-477-2700

CASH PAID DAILY
Gay

$10-$20/HR.

shaven male,

& most valued On-Llne Community!
Students earn easily &1 00-$200 a day!
Call Camile: (909) 466-81 07
Unbelievable Opportunity!

CHILDCARE & DRIVER
from
vise

WLA schools,
homework

at

ll.girt 10.

Pickup

drive to activities, super-

Encino home. Mon-Thurs

2:30-6:30. $10/hr arxi possible UCLA parking privileges. Need good car, driving record,

references. Begins 9/5. Call Nanette 310244-3805 or fax resume 310-244-2488.

Looking

OFFICE ASSISTANT.

d

For 12-yr-old

Santa Monica/Brentwood.
M-F, 3:30-7:00pm. Must have reliable car
with proof of insurance. References required.
$8-^hour
Night:310-828-6206,
Day 818-954-3276. Start asap.

and

job

DRIVING BABYSITTER
age 3. Pickup
afternoon and take home

experience required.

No

from preschool late
to Brentwood, care through early evening,
Mon thru Thurs. Must have own car

advertise
825-2161 •825-2221

continue.

sumnier

.

Ex.driving

permanent or temporary, good
English skills, well-organized. West Los Angeles, $9-10/hour. 310-826-3759 ex.229.

COACHES NEEDED

cutting-edge

firm

financial

JV

and JV La-

Varsity

Football,

ext.

indivkluals with strong wortt ethics,

phone communication skills,
multi-task. Fax resume 310-470-3984 or

AFTER-SCHOOL

for

email: jtllianOfinancialfrontiers.com

2 kids

M-F 20-25h/wk. Near UCLA. Must
fuv3 car and references. Begin late August.

ASSISTANT/

9178.

ORGANIZER

•

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR TEACHER
assistance for fall school year. Candidates
should have experience in child care. Salary
is
negotiable. Tuesday/Thursday/Friday
8am- 1pm. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 5-yr old daughter Interna-

background preferred,
car&references. Grand Piano. Beverlywood.
bilingual

For a floor covering

showroom

Computer knowledge,

full

or

in

p/t.

perience helpf ul. David:310-837-8110.

ASST MANAGER
AUDIO VISUAL OPERA-

TORS

FEMALE NON-SMOKER, $9/HR Near
Must have

knowledge and customer service
ferred.

car.

2 posi-

tions available. 310-550-7028.

18-month okJ giri.
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 323-653-3265.
for great

required.

Do good and

UCLA student
Clerical

and

For details

rate

w/at least

AV

skills

Worit

310-206-

call

during

Start

get

paid.

Pay $8.00

to

U

at

the

University Credit

summer. Excellent pay,

Go

to

www.ucu.org/jobs.htm, Ackerman A-level
Service Center or fax resume or letter of in-

with AUTISM. Start 5 hrs/wk
12hrs/wk in Sept. Need psych 170
A&B Pay on experience. Call Barbara 618760-7040.

now-

call

Mike or
t-

GREAT STUDENT
NEEDED
PSYCHOLOGIST ASSISTANT. Hours
ble.

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST/EXERCISE

NEED HELP?
From

grad needs supplemental income.

Housecleaning

8300

wom-

therapist for older

Volunteer

EARN $10-WIN

RESEARCH

^

Display

825-2221

206-3060

$100

For participating in a 45 min psyc study,
email Karen at karenychenOyahoo.com

ASSISTANTS
Telephone operators for UCI^ Medical Center to be part of 6-month grant sponsored research project.
Excellent verbal skills required. Must be available to wori( holidays,
evenings and weekends. $1 1 .70/hr-(-shift dif310-794-0588 or fax resume to
ferential.
310-794-0599.

_ VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
SM. Meet and

at Hostelling Inter-

wAravelers
from all around the worid! Call Lucy at 310393-991 3ext1 8.
natk)r)al in

interact

.

CUTOMER SERVICE
Seeking self-motivated, energetk; self-starter
w/ strong phone skills, sales exp required,
computer literate, bilingual, college degree
pref. Fax resurrw to 310-553-3996. Drawa-

commsion.

Car w/insurarK:e.

flexi-

HANDY-MAN NEEDED
For repairs and maintenance.
859-4619.
houriy.

nine

310-

not

alone.

month oW
In

HOMEWORK SUPERVISOR/TUTOR

COMMISSION ONLY $8-15/HOUR
p/t-fA. no
323-8229209.

schedule,

CLINICAL

for

and

2-hours per evening M-F, $9/hr
310-476-4205.

an upscale, attractive. Century City retail
Must enjoy worthing with children. Call
Lynn at Petit Jardin Children's Shoes:3l0in

476-0805.

RETAIL/PUREBEAUTY
The new name
We're kK)king

delivery,

Westwood

Village

erous employee discount. Call
view:31 0-474-4080.6X1208.

RESEARCH

for the

the

For fk>wer shop on Melrose

wood

(Full/Part-Time).

West

in

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST
Westwood. Please

SALESPERSON
Sendee
vices.

Needed

Make $75-$200/ day

fax:

medical

of-

310-208-4457

$200-$1000

wor1(ing for established photographer. Nudity
required. Must be 18-t-, athletic, outgoing
experience necessary 323-377-7937.

Summer

dial-up ser-

Part-time. Call

Special

Alan at 818-762-3467.

SINGER/SINGERS To

sing and record on
American musk: sor)gs. Must
provide words and musk:. Call Rk:hard:323-

Bachelors $645

938-5347.

Singles $965

tape, Patriotk:

.ndup

STAIRWAY TO
this
.fifldeck,

fiiliiiii|iB(i to

313-3526ext207.

No

NURSING STUDENT
help 1-2 overnights/week with

Must be

JRCMtt OR Odobv Irt

530 Veteran
208-4394

STAR SEARCH 2000
—

Senior Leadership
Tokyo, Japan. Email resume: don_dusatkoegallup.com or call Don at 949-474roles.

3BDRM

7900x710.

ENTERTAINMENT LAW FIRM

seeks

full

time legal typistAranscriber. Must be fast and
accurate. 9:30-6:X. Fax resume and salary
requirement to E. Kraft 310-441-8010.

WESTWOOD

New, view, large, secured,
alarm doors, washer/dryer inside unit,
rnonth-to-month, pets ok. $2600 avail July
1st.

310-998-1501. 310-478-2251.

BLOCK TO CAMPUS

1

1bdrm/1bath.

WAITER(ESS)

'

responsit}le.Call Lau-

ra:31 0-478-2434.

cafe

in

$1050.

Single

$750.

WAITRESS/WAITER
RESTAURANT EXPERIENCE
Tu/Th,

familiar

PFT

required,

with American menu

aariy dinner shift for restaurant

Westwood.

in

Call David:310-473-5045.

WANTED:Female

singer, 19-26,

digans. Oasis,

No

band a

Doubt. Major

ests, serious inquiries only.

w/great
la Cari

lat}el inter-

818-508-8555.

law firm seeks P/T office derits. Phones,

WEB SURFER

photocopying&filing court docu-

ments. Must have autofinsurance.*- Francis

Wanted

Che:310-453-6711

30-t-hrs/week,

for

hip

internet

$8/hr.

ASSISTANT

data entry, Mac/Ouicken. Accuracy important Good English Own
transportatkxi. Flexible schedule.

310-394-2933.

Weekdays

start-up

ASAPI

E-mail Stephanie at

tccpjobsOmediaone.net
office,

or 310-208-4253.

1-MINUTETOUCLA

for details.

txJrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-

entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr

ity

lease.

1380
view,

$1100/mo. 310-824-1830.

VETERANrooftop

gated parking, laundry, all appliances. Movein ASAP. Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BEEDROOM

2
great west

SANTA MONICA

Property

Management Co.

P/T offtee assistant. Flexible hours. Call Gail
Brooks: 310-454-1500

2

BATH APARTMENT

LA location.

many

in

Security building with
Available
ASAP.

ammenities.
$2000/mo. Call 310-915-7333.

-

424 LANDFAIR

SINGLE APARTMENT

large

living

room

Lower level apartment. Swimgarden setting, availat>le Sept. 1

w/Tireptace.

mir)g pool,

WESTSIDE OFFICE

2bdrm/2bath. $1595. Part<
intercom entry,

pool/jacuzzi,

$725/month. 310-459-1200.

BURBANK 2bd, parking. Won't
www.altofLA.Com. 818-623-4444.

last!

coW. Male/female 18-55yrs. oW, nonsmoker, no asthnw history. Limited availability. Call today 310-785-9121. Email; dinteal-

mon

subjects Oyahoo.cont
j

on T
j

«_i

LlaSSIIIfClS

825-2221

Hard-

wood private patk), telepfx)ne entry, walk to
UCLA. 10966 Roebling Ave. 310-824-2595

1

k>oks/style tor alternative/pop

OFFICE CLERK

in

Century City Apply Yin Yang
10250 Santa Monica Blvd. a/f 2pm 310-5563333.
Asian

competent and

only 8-12hrs/wk

Rent

Casablanca West

Internet

for

DSL and

Provider, sell

for

Holly-

WAITER(ESS), HOST(ESS). Needed
for

MODELS WANTED EARN

fwme

Apartments

,

experience needed

P/T

8ltOO

Monk:a:323-

Call

or call Antigone Kutay 310-

310-550-1920.

twin infants.

8400-9800

inter-

for

TYPISTATRANSCRIBER

for

housing

month kx}king for financial freedom. 562428-4910 or recorded message 1-800-

825-1084.

Private

com-

the

in

SALES CLERK
WANTED FOR CLASSY
FLOWER SHOP

Japanese Graduates

SM

in

SUCCESS

shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19hrs/wk. $6.7Q/hr to start. STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research Li-

WANTED

our stores

in

Seeking a few motivated people

LIBRARY JOBS

fice in

experience

clerics with

area. Excellent pay/benefits arid a gen-

Ho-

room in West LA Looking for Personable &
organized salesperson. Design and sense of
color helpful. FT/PT. 310-837-8110.

must have

EARN $$$$$
STUDY

merchandise focus salon.
managers, asst.. manag-

environment to worit

310-208-3945.

Flex

,

in

for

and sales

HOTEL DESK CLERK

Rm.11617

in-

time sales positk>ns

852-0848.

Santa
Monica near UCLA bus stop on Montana
Ave. 10-20 hours/wk. $10/hr. 310-828-3319.
mother,

Part-Time. Momings.

full

Errarxls. typir>g. Famil-

FOR WESTWOOD apartment building. PaW

with

and

store.

LA

w/Beveriy Hills area. $8/hr. Dr Kassoria
310-205-0226.

filing, faxir>g,

DRIVER WANTED
car/ins.

RETAIL SALES
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE. OUTGOING

ri

Classifieds

Officework.

to

Evenings & Saturdays. Westwood/Beverty
Hills areas. $10/hr. Excellent References.
Monica 323-466-0504

Near campus. Five days/week. Ihr/day.
$100/week. Call her son: 713-522-9990.

retail

iar

to310^477^2566^

310-206-6525.

two young boys

service represena-

auto insurarx:e. Please
323-957-1000x152.

Full-time,

environment.

hours,

pre-

BEHAVIOR THERAPIST

fiekl

MEDICAL ASSISTANT. Dermatok>gy Office
in Beverly Hills. Th., Fri.. & Sat. Fax resume:

experience not required. $8.50/hr.

Contact Chris at

a

public rela-

$10.26/hr. Must be a UCLA student with
academic years remaining with a valid driver's license. Phone: 310-825-2148. WEB:
E-mail:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.

for delivery of

Bev-

Starting

Station.

our

at

HIRING

gainst

Wanted. Part time help wanted
AV equipment throughout campus Must be
able to lift 35lbs. on occasion Computer

kx)kir)g for

STUDENTS

CSO PROGRAMS NOW

terest

For WLA self storage company. P/T needed
2-3 days/week. Call Matt Doss:310-4541500 or fax resu me 10:310-454-4300.

Laird-310-287-1677.

SATURDAY NIGHT

available

Office training provkled.

P/T positions

Sales ex-

Personal Assistance

UCLA

divkluals for part

Established designer fkx>r covering show-

"CUSTOMER SERVICE
Union

Brentwood

323-441-0985

INTERIOR DESIGN

csoOucpd.ucla.edu.

Call Elizabeth:3 10-472-9920 or fax 310-472-

erly Glen/Mulholland.

position

Police

good

ability to

1406.

247.

5473.
in

0-475-8668.

8100

seventeen year old giri with physhandicap to assist in classrooms for all
12th grade subjects. M-F 7:30AM-3:30PM.
Begin late August'June 2001. $450/wk.
Guest house available if wanted. 323-933-

ers,

brary

and

CARE
P^ CHILD
CHILD CARE

158

Science.

Paid positions. 310-391-7127. Call

flexibility

ments. Looking for positive, organized

$10/hour. 310-

ext.

10th grader taking Spanish, Algebra,

one year remaining.

At

Flexible

files.

Adam 323-651-2400

HELP MOTHER ENTERTAIN

Full-time,

tk)ns duties.

and

"30 hours/week.

at

twins,

TANT

ASSISTANT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

WANT TO PLAY?
siimmerbruin

over 21

CLERICAL/
CUSTOMER SERVICE

lee.s

Westwood. Legal and marketing depart-

or

phones,

Filing,

record, must know L^. Quality company,
great pay. 310-457-5051.

$8.00/hr Must be a

446-1790.

tional

Full-time,

possibility to

Westwood

girl,

WANTED FOR TODDLER,

Rob

CSO OFFICE ASSIS-

•Plus size •Ctiildrcn
For prim & ntm-union commercials

(9&12).

CHILD CARE

F/T.

310-788-2604.

CHAUFFEURS.

Nate

for all types

male/female models/actors

for responsible, caring, fun loving in-

Around

clean-

totally

xeroxing documents. $8/hr. Call ArKJy Terani

Football,

'

dividual with car, for 2 great kids, 5 1/2
7.

seeks

liability

CENTURY CITY OFFICE

Office Assistant

FUN-LOVING SITTER

prospecting

and permit delivery.
This part-time temporary position pays
$9/hour and requires fiaving your own vehicle, a good driving record and carrying full

tel.

No

leads and maintaining

looking

tive for film rK)tifk:ation

or gay preferred, urxler 21

bi

World's Largest

Fortwogreatchildrenboy

artist

We are

for figure modeling, etc. Inexperierx:ed ok.

crosse.

:

AFTERNOON

hiring

2001 school year. Giris Soccer Boys: Varsity

Are you a model...

The ComiMny will take care of hosting, hardware, software, national
advertising, accounting, customer service, technical support, training etc,
YOU, will also malce residual income on every cliclc inside of what will be soon the

COMPANY

GREAT STUDENT JOB

MIDDLE SCHOOL&HIGH SCHOOL 2000-

eas. CaU: 323-822-9209.

Looking

Nanny needed

is

or fax 310-

Free Woild Wide Internet based Telecom Systems

818-

needed in Westwood. 8-5:30 $200/wk, 310470-7594

Must know
310-278-9338. E-mail

office in BevHills:

Call

Camp rtow
Summer

Pali

or Nathan

sults driven,

new

hours. Contact

for interna-

Times. The alternative news
and arts weekly in LA. Earn up to 50K first
year. Comp ir>c. sal +commission, twnus,

Join the

Phones with the lowest rates in the us * a

905-1215

CANTONESE SPEAKING BABYSITTER

Office.

for

Danny:81 8-980-1 666.

ADVERTISING SALES

BABYSITTER

San Fernando Valley SlO/hour. 20hrs/week.
starting after 3pm. Person needs to have

calls please.

278-0038.

under your gigantic portal

Wanted

BABYSITTER
flexible hours.

all

$$$

Ages2 5/6years. Two

grads.

entertainment etc

DRIVER-Drlve 5yr old. Sherman Oaks to
UCLA and back. School hours 8:15-11:35
AM Mon-Fri. Need good car, driving record,
and references. 323-783-1288.

Child Care Offered

business

calls please.

ble hours. Earn top $$$.

selors!

MA-

to

resume aribusselOhotmail.com

enable you to provide your customers with:

"Professional Web Presence: 300 Mb industry dedicated
Commerce Web sites at a fraction of tlie martcet cost
" the best WEBTV applications on the market

director of technology

would also be expected

letter to

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Internet Access (they are getting paid to sign on & to stay connected every month)
" Electronic Shopping (they win receive up to 50% money bade when shopping In
brand name stores)
" On-line Services at discounted rates: insurance, banlcing, financing, university on
line, art, culture,

experience helpful. Call David 310-473-

Jewish culPlease

Hunger.
Fax:310-442-0030, ma-

zonmailOaol.com No phone

**

also has an existing b to c website, which
currently ger>erates a few thousand dollars a month. The new director of technology would be expected to revamp this
website and link it so as to make it very

The new

will

restaurant

Prior

call:31

bright,

ical

firm

for qualified indivkJuals to hielp in

Please

^

mid-twenties.

to

Attn:Bart)ara Silbert.

MS

Great

orders.

Filling

medical, 401 K.

Windows accounting system, and a windows route-delivery system. The company

profitable.

E-Commerce

Consulting with this publicly traded Full

Established

DAY/OVERNIGHT

secretarial experience. Detail

ZON:A Jewish

tional

FILE/OFFICE CLERK. Law

mailings, general office worlt. 2-

3 days/week.

310-558-4221.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

CAMP COUNSELORS

tribute cards, correspon-

mailings,

oriented, reliakMe,

A unique business model that rewards your customers with
Products & Service that are "LESS EXPENSIVE THAN FREE"

Healtti

Westwood.

in

at

mass

Filing,

an.

models wanted by pfwtogra-

pher CaH Peter

MUSIC PR FIRM
SEEKS INTERN

PERSONAL TEACHER
For

Need water/dance

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social clubs in
WLA. Conversatkjn only. No ateohol. Flexi-

Phones, assist with

Beat AOL, Yahoo, and E-Bay simultaneously!

ayailable:now.

restaurant

drawir>g

life

Joel:3 10-828-2292. provkleol Oearthlink.net

Nice B.H.

Dental Office. Phones, filing, support.
4hrs/day 4 days/week. Great for student.
$10/hr. 310-271-7727

offers op-

permanent enr^ptoyment. Call

portunity for

TRAINER!

No phone

SATURDAY momings.

P/T

Doctor's

FEMALE FIGURE
Or

PART TIME OFFICE HELP:

hours. 310-205-0226.

310-273-7396.

CAHIER/HOST

PifT,

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

the fastest growing Industry In history!
home or office with virtually NO COMPETITION!)

in

3pm

call after

10:310-273-6936.

-

Nobody today can offer you an easier
Easier Immediate Great Income

An

8846 or

for

preferable,

:

EXPERIENCED BOOKEEPER.
office. Flexible

Fax resume 310-273-

momings and Sunday afterTKX>ns permanent
position 10-15 hrs/wk.

cess. Must have excellent speaking/phone
skills.

outprOaol.com

has P/T position at $6.50/hr. minimum 20hr5/wk Monday-Friday afternoons. Fax resume to 310274-2798 or mail to Lurie & Zepeda, 9107
Wilshire Blvd, Suite 800 Beveriy Hills, 90210.

sharp person for grocery shopping/ local errands/ walk dog. Must live on the Westskje/have car and clean DMV. 3 weekday

West LA finance company for
growth position to follow up on invok:ing pro-

Needed

Internet Profits!

DIRECTOR OF
INFORMATION

1

Oklahoma city
mouse
Quiet

Gables"
41 Present

44
47
48
49
50
53
58
59

M

L E

L

20 Ore blaster
22 Clotliing

C A C A O
H U M A N

1

A T E, R
S N E A K E
K E V
K
T
D E
R
A S A P
L A C
L
E S C R OW
T O
L E
T R A
H
R S E
E D G AQ
N E O N

Japanese poem

16 Actress
Lanchester
17 Excited
18 Reigned
19 Go first

24
25
26
29
33
34
36
37
38
39
40

1

Sams

C A F Es
L
B R A

skills.

email or fax resume

distinct

BUSY BRENTWOOD HOUSEHOLD needs

Must have computer and t>asic
$l0/hr. Fax resume 818-769-

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

less

in

4694.

Mega

Career Opportunities

10hr/wk for small business
Perfect for accounting/business student.
Learn and get paid. 310-396-4737

accountIncludes phones and general

ing-type office.

on our anonymous

Sherman Oaks event firm seeks person for
phone solicitation, data entry. Pay $lO/hour.
Fax/EMAIL resume: 818-986-7109, knock-

BOOKKEEPER

office duties.

No Sex

7500

$l2/hour. Fax 310-

flexible.

ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT: PT-FT

Nudity

818-215-7836

In

310-824-9941

,

Partial Nudity

ACROSS

call

sperm donor program. Receive free
health screening and help infertile
couples realize their dream of
becoming parents.

Your Choice!
Lingerie Model

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

hours,

for information

$300-$1000

Full

own

your

10 countries seeks outgoing individuals for
part time/full time Training available. 310552-3020.

288-0972.

math

company

health/nutritton

in

management co

property

for

WLA. Hours

If

for the Per-

INTERNATIONAL

BOOKEEPER
NEEDED

Looking

Business?

Internet

commitement

call

EVENT ASSISTANT

BEVERLY HILLS

ACCOUNTANT/

336.

INTERNET DOLLARS!
fect

meet,

$000 per month

Gallup Organiza-

CA. Email resume to: don_dusatkoegallup.com 949-474-7900 x.710.

NOW
(818) 379-7070

required. Flexible, part-time hours We
are natk>nal flower shippers. 310-230-0811
or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.
skills

INTERNSHIP POSITION
POST-PRODUCTION Company

SFPR.

tiorv— Irvine.

AUDITIONING

Beats all jobs. Start immediately. Great pay.
FurVEasy. No crazy lees. Program for free
medical Call-24/hrs 323-850-4417.

Business Opportunities

OF INTERVIEWING. The

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NO FEES

WORK*

ments are available during the summer on Fridays from

EVENING
SUPERVISOR

All ages, all types.

*MOVIE EXTRA

Appoint-

visit.

4:30pm-flex $10/hr+bonus. 310-333-1985.

Commercials, Music
Videos, Print & Modeling.

WciiUed

IHelp

SALES ASSISTANT

Prr

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Computer

INSIDE SALES PROMOTIONS REPRESENTATIVE. Film advertising. Call retail
stores for upcoming releases. Coordinate
store visits. P/T-F/T-8am-12pm or 12:30pm-

loternational Talent
Group is now looking for
new faces & new talent for
Television, Film,

ble.

employment

ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING

NEW FACES

11 yr

206-3060

$900.

«}-

July 24-28,

38

'•

Daily Bruin Classified

2000

Daily Bruin Classifwd

24-28,2000

July

39

I

8^00
Apartments

8^00

Rent

for

Apartments

foi

8400

Rent

Apartments
GUEST

MID-WILSHIRE

* PALMS *
TOWNHOME,

4BD, 3BA + LOFT

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT,
GATED GARAGE.SEC. ALARM, SUN DECK
FP.

^

FP,

"

3614 PARIS DR. $1395/MO

Apartments

hardwood

floors. $1000. (310)395-7368 fee.
Free search at www.westsiderentais.com

NEAR UCLA

LARGE STUDIO,

:^-;v;-;

full

310-

$750/month.

1+1 on
cuklesac $750. www.aHofLA.com. 818-6234444.

STUDIO CITY 1+1 Sundeck. high ceilings.
$725. www.allofLA.com 818-623-4444.

FP,

SUMMER SPECIAL 1BR

BD $1195-1595
2 BD $1495
1 BD w/loft $1495
S BDw/ Loft $1815

BRENT MANORS

$1300 + 2BR

Fireplace, Jacuzzi, Ohhwmtwr,
Rcfrtserator, Air CofKMtloncr Laundry,

Cathedral CciUnss,

931

11748

AVON WAY.

COURTLEIGH

$1 295/MO.
DR. $1 295/MO.

HOLLYWOOD

FREE ROOM
PRIVATE BATH

OWN ROOM+BATH

in

exchange

home

HANCOCK PARK APARTMENT
Last!

ref.

GUEST APARTMENT

APTS

HOUSE

2bedroom.

Super Big Super Clean

w/d

Rent includes gas and water. 650
Landfair. Call Lauren 310-824-03191.

31 0-395-7368. www.westsiderentals.com.

—

'-

w/c pet. high ceilings, laundry.
$425. www.allofLA.com. 323-634-RENT

SANTA

1+1

MONICA

R&S

CANYON

tL

GUEST

SANTA MONICA STUDIO R&S

Apartment, Private entrance. $695. 310-3957368. www.westsiderentals.com.

$654.

310-395-7368.

refrigerator,

Singles

Sunny
& I Bedroom

Apartments
Walk

WESTWOOD
stove,

floors,

to School

and

2/bdrm

duplex

fiardwood
parking. $1500.

refrigerator,
txl

1

WEST LOS ANGELES

NATIONAL & BARRING-

FURNISHED
1st.

One

quiet,

8900
House

apartment.

and minutes

dry,

den

living

amity room, Jacuzzi, patk)

f

carpets,

erator,

near UCLA.

drapes,

Stove,

laurxjry,

refrig-

House

8211.

WESTWOOD-

Max 2peo-

2bd/2bth. $1800.

floors.
Backyard.
Hardwood
Washer/dryer In the unit. Dishwasher,
mk:rowave. Imi. from UCLA. Garage. No
undergrads. 310-470-7594

WILSHIRE/BUNDY
10
Great location!!
3bdmV2bath/den. Huge,

min.

UCLA.

to

of

9200
FORMER UCLA

athlete looking for housing

22/m, dean, good cook. Call

for fall quarter.

858-759-9619.

HOUSING NEEDED
UCLA

"^R.W. Selby

& Company

bachetor avail310-446-6334.
$720/month.
able 8/00-9/01.

9300

Ideal for

525 Sawtelle

Bl.

Room

310-477-4832.

most modern

Call (aiO)

Tiverton

Call (310)

view,

near
the

Make your

fall

Village.

housing

Luxury highrise security buikjing. 24 hour
valet, Pool, Spa. $2250/mo. Available August
1.310-209-8272.

angements now!

Call (310)

&

Leisure

&
II

1

&2 Bedrooms,

Leisure

Area

Call (310)

824-7409

8700
Coiulo/Townhnusc:

for S;ilo

Pool,

exchange

salary in

for ba-

UCLA.

Ellie

CHILDCARE
student in exchange for
must own car + insurance for
Hispanics welcome; W.LA,

ROOM/BOARD

WEST LOS ANGELES-3

miles from UCLA.
Upscale neightx)rtKXXJ. Serious, non-smoker
for
a
private,
fumished
room.
$400/(iKXith, $1,200 move-in. 310-202-8521

WESTWOOD

IN

EXCHANGE

for

personal

1
large private room,
shared livingrom, kitchen, 1.5 bath, patio,
garage in gated complex with pool. Available now. Min 2 year stay. $800 ^ ($50

Sauna, Spa, Study Lounge w/
Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

CalM3 10) 208-4868

310-206-

IN

TO

Santa Monlca/Brenlwood. Private room
and bathroom in luxurious condo. Security
buikling, partdng available. $700/month utilities included. Available now. No less than 6
months. Call Linda 310-442-5215.

9500
APT

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Room
sunny,

in

beautiful,

spacious 3bdr. Hardwood
Aug. 10. Call

Male roomate needed for spacious master
bedroom, own bath, gated parking
$400/month plus utilities. Price negotiable.
323-462-8411.
house,
Westwood/Pkx). 3-mo. min stay. Required 2
good references. Private bedroom sharebath. $4S0/month, includes utilities. $40/day.
310-475-8787.
in front

BRENTWOOD
to

$723/montti-futilities.

Parking,

pool,

w/d.

to

UCLA. $700/mo,

Avail-

ROOM FOR RENT IN
VENICE
Renting one room in four-bedroom
house. Hardwood-floors, fireplace, washer/dryer. part<ing, across from part<, treeSept 1st. $525/month includes utilities.
Female-preferred, no-pets, non-smoker.
310-450-3177.

Corridor/Hi-

Rise single, 1or2bdrm $90K-$150K Walk toUCLA/Village. 24hr/security. Spectacular

Bel Air
twnhs. 2900 s.f
Pvt. GRG & STRG. Pool. Spa, EQ Ins.
move in condition. Motivated

3 + 2.5 Brite

fl

I

r^

»-\ I

crnr.

o« »

206-3060

$949,000.
Aot. 31 0-470-1 056

roooi/bath. shared

Female, non-smoker preferred. Gated
parking,

gym

utilities.

and

Jacuzzi.

ROOM FOR

RENT!

a large, bright, apartment on penthouse

floor. Private room and private bath. Security bulkjing and garage paricing. 1 mile from
UCLA. $725/mo + 1/2 utilities Call 310-914-

SINGLE FOR RENT
full-bath,

full

kitchen,

close to

net A w«fc to Weatwood Blvd Walk to
WMtside PavWon, bright, pftvate. utHites

Beautiful unit in security buiWing. Available

$637.50/month. 310-442-7671.

WEST LA/PALMS
LOOKING FOR FEMALE non-smoker

paid. $550/month.

Megan:310-474-1749.

to

share 2bed. 2 1/2 bath condo, $600/month
each Water and trash paid, dishwaser.
washer/dryer. Partially fumished. 310-478-

9800
Rtjiitals

YOSEMITE

SPACIOUS

BEAUTIFUL,

HOME

surrounded by tall pines. Close to
everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' elevation
sundeck, reasonat)le rates. 818-785-1028

Aug1-Sept.30.

www.yosemite.islovely.com.

7339.

and extra short sizes just need to go to
Jimmy Au's For Men 5*8*^ and Under in Glendale
in short

Beautiful

Ibdrm^loft

apt

need subletters for private bedroom
$800/month for one person $400/month
each for 2 gated paridng. Laundry, rec room,
AvaUable Aug

1.

walk

a normal men's

like

You

store.

see hundress

suits, sport jackets,

everything

you would

else

mally find

in

nor-

What

such a place.

this place different

everything

that

is

men 5 '8"
The name of this
is Jimmy Au's For

catered to

is

ahd under.
unique store
Men 5 '8" and Under.
Back in 1972 Jimmy took cussuit orders

back to Hong Kong

men

every month because shorter

U.S. were unable to find suits

Jimmy saw a need
was not being met by the
men's wear industry in the U.S.

that

were not
Suits and
made for shorter jnen. But this was
only part of the problem. Suits and
sport jackets were eventually developed in short sizes. However,
still

Jimmy's problem beSo he began to

cause he was 5 '3".

men

design a new size scale for
under 5 '5".

using his tailoring and design

knowledge, Jimmy developed, for
lack of a better term, an extra short
5 '5"

and under. Not
a cadet scale, which already existed
and was really designed for the
This was
body of young teens.
scale for

men

men

proportionately designed for

under 5'5".

A

bom

business was

new
men

finally have a
and shorter
place they can really shop in.

1975,

Jimmy Au's has

been providing tailored and casual
clothing for men 5'8" and under,
but even more so, especially for

men under

310-824-2143.

men

these sizes were designed for
between 5'6" and 5'8". That

Now

5 '5".

store

the

and extra short suits
and sport jackets, pleated and plain
carries short

WLA BEAUTIFUL TOWN HOME.

Responsiroom/bathroom. Cat. 2m to
UCLA. Punished, $650, Month to Month,
Available August. 310-477-5065.
ble female.

Own

in

room

rise

dress

slacks,

31

wear and numerous other items.
would be easier just to go in and

take a look.

Jimmy

and" has dedicated his
to

2bdrm/2bth private conOo. FuUy-fur-

nished. balcony, garage, non-wnoking
male only $450/nrK>nth 310-208-7748.

short

sleeve dress shirts, outer wear, cas-

It

Roommntes-Shared Room
large

front

ual

9600
GAYLEY NEXT TO UCkA

When

into

dress shirts, silk ties and

slacks,

Since

WESTWOOD.

Glendale Galleria

UCLA men looking for tailored and casual clothing

5677.

share

end

1

Vacation

$300/month. own room, fully fumished.
lOmin (1 bus) to UCLA. Maxine:41 5-902-

By

Responsible roomate needed. Own bedroom/t)athroom in 2bed/2bath apartn^nt.

0680.

Furnished

til

partdng space.
except phone. 818-

utilities

www.houcampus! Search

Sublelter

sublet-

346-4950.

SUBLET
OWN ROOM
needed
WEST LA

818-461-0136

WEST LA

Jacuzzi.

views, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, valet servtee.
Agent-Bob. 310-478-1835 ext. 109.

Seryice

SHERMAN OAKS. Own

ASAP

3 people.

Fits

to live?

off

bar, spa-

Summer

Studio

summer sublets.

didn't solve

able now. 310-446-9556.

lined street, beautiful t>ackyard. Available

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE

ROOMATE WANTED

GUESTROOM
$785/mo.

Your move

wet

$550-HJeposit.

patio.

Landfair, Available rK)w

$800/mo w/aH

310-391-5797.

sport jackets

inci utilities.

to Share 2bdrm apartment
area starting Aug. 1 rK>n-snx)ker $450/month
utilities included 310-842-8410

$525/month. 1/2

N/S female tenant

ASAP

Call

WESTWOOD-

ft

oping clothing
under

for

is

said,

works

size scale that
I

how
"Now

times
that

for

I

my

have
have a

clients.

continue to focus on providing

them with

fashion.

made

lored clothing

have our

I

in Italy,

and the U.S., with
imported from Italy.

all

devel-

5 '8"

in all clothing categories.

and

tai-

Canada

our fabrics

People want

quality and fashion without sacrific-

ing a proper

Guys can come here

fit.

looking for the

AND

ors

latest styles

will find

and col-

here in short

it

and extra short sizes. For the guys
under 5'5" that haven't been here
before, they may have yet to feel or
know what it is like to put on a
proper

fitting suit."

When

asked

of his son,

Alan,

what shorter men can look forward
to in the near future, he said, "Right

now we

are gearing

Anniversary Sale
plan
sale

where they

30%

We

August.

in

our clients to a private

to treat

from

up for our 2Sth

to

will

60%

save anywhere

oflF

on our

entire

inventory before the sale opens to
the public."
clients

who

For those

weren't

he said, "All they have to do

come

and get registered on our
mailing list and they can benefit
from the great savings and early seWe also plan on
lection, too.
launching our website sometime in
is

in

the near future."

you want to find out more about
Jimmy Au's For Men 5'8" & Under,
you can visit them at the Glendale
Galleria on the 2nd floor across fi'om
JCPenney or give them. a call at
If

(818)243-9898.

Come in and
Register now for our
25th Anniversary Sale
& receive a FREE gift.
Offer ends Sunday. 7/30/2000

S/oce 1975

Jimmy Aus
A/tenaveor For

f/ie

Mon S'S" A tynder

only 5 '3"

life to

men

asked

changed he

in their sizes.

mature feshare gorgeous 2bdrTn/2bth condo.

Karen;323-782-1743.

walking distance to UCLA- a
house w/prlvate enquiet
beautiful,
trance/balh/backyard. Laundry/Kitchen privi-

net...

in the

FEMALE PROFESSIONAL seeks

entrance,

WESTWOOD

of

tom

share a 2bdr/2t}ath

Kate:310-471-7211.

floors, laundry, patio. Available

PRIVATE

FALL QUARTER SUBLET. Private room in 3
bedroom apartment 10 minutes from UCLA.

makes
ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. Bus

apt.

room and

Joel:310-209-5147.

Aug.

included. Avail-

utilities

kitchen/dining,

1. Full

Fumished on

3Bed/3Bath

street from

tt>e

bathroom. July-Octot)er. At Nattonal/Sepulveda by 405 & 10. 3241 Sepulveda.
310-397-0255.

dreds of

WANtfeD

1/2bath. Hardwood floors,
access. Close to campus. $750/rTx>nth. Call
3 1 0-44 9-3830.

roonVbath. part

cious living

Fumished Bunk Bed,

clothing store or men's section in a

MALE ROOMMATEPalms

a 2BR, 1
bay window. Pool

ROOM FOR 2,

what looks

Room

310-914-5421.

in

1

department

WEST-

down

own

able Aug.

$600

GLENDALE-You

for R(Mtt

1

Siihhits

in the

9^00

WOOD

Area

9700

(eve).

Quiet security buikling with paricing near

BR AVAILABLE September

1

rooms. Bart>ara Gardner. Broker 310285-7505.

'

BDRM

WESTWOOD UCLA
SUBLET

Just

and Under Discovered

p.m. Female grad/professional

contact:818-879-6348(day)

male

—

for

A Place for Men 5'8'V

LeConte-Leverir>g

Female m/s 22-30

care for young professksnai dissabled. Eariy
am/late pm, 5 days/wk Experience Preferred
WLA 310-31 2-081 5.

-t-

Furnished Apaifhiients\
Ask About Our Lei se Specials
825-2221

w/t)ath,

school trips.
310/838-5720

in

Classifieds

5&7yr

P/T

1

rent. Pool, Jacuzzi,

female to share a t}edroom in a 2
bed/2bath apt. on Kelton Ave. Very spacious
and dean, pool and Jacuzzi on roof. Call:3l0824-7831.
Looking

for

okJs. Caring/responsible fe-

NEED MATURE

leges

$335,000 GREAT WESTWOOD 3BED.
2.5bth townhouse w/rare small yard. AC.
extra storage and side by
Sec. Syst.
side parking $675,000 Charming updated 3 bed house w/3 room guest house.
Natural wood floors, AC. spacious

479-6205

Roommate

ROOM/board and

Ocean View Condo

ocean-view condo,
completely furnishied,
available from September to
end of November. Amenities
such as tennis courts,
gymnastics, restaurants, 24
hour

WESTWOOD

Sunny, Quiet. Private patio. Serious student.
Sublet until Dec, maybe longer. $750.util.
included. Ryn:3 10-39 1-8226.
„_

Convenient kx:ation. Meltow neighborhood. $50a/mo. 310-345-9163.

Help

LIVE IN BEV.HILLS
from
5-minutes
males.
Phone:310-859-1374.

VILLAGE 2 BED/2 BATH.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED COTTAGE

Low

singlOl

437 GAYLEY

room

Tennis courts.
Eric-31 0-475-341 3 pager: 310-915-2611.

irig.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE

hokl.

VENICE—

to share room in
person
2bdm(V2bath luxury condo on Wilshire. Parte-

1-2

ROOM FOR RENT Sawtelle. Student house-

3918

~

WESTWOOD
needed

Less than $500.

WEST LA

To cook meals, babysit, and light housekeeping in exchartge for room and board and
pocket nfX)ney. Call Sharmila 310-780-3054.

floors,

WESTWOOD

430 Kelton Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa

Singles,

«8blue-

for dog-care.

email:luluinla Oyahoo.com.

HOUSITTER NEEDED

bysitting

WESTWOOD

824-0463

527 Midvale Avenue

Rooftop Spa

hardwood

2bed/2 bath condo. Security, pool, jacuz2i, near park and
UCLA. Great closets and storage.
$1900/month. Call;31 0-234-2690

Room

208-0064

ellworfh I & II
1 0983 Wellwortfi Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Pool,

backyard,

Kelton Plaza

UCLA Campus and
WesKvood

Rent

view deck. Parking. $3250. 310-

SPACIOUS

Avenue

Area

.Midvale Plaza

UCLA.

Roommates-Private

large,

and convenient housing

$100. Bonus

tncl.Util.

1,

ctoset.

Detached Garden Room.
furnished for male student. $550/mo.

Fully

In a 2t>ed/2tMMh Westwood
apartment. Available now-erxl of August.
Price negotiable. Please contact:310-5597245.

I

Beautiful

1

offers the

for

for

Room

l& Leisure
& Barbecue, Fitness

Leisure

I

WLAADJACENT

seeks cleen
quite 2 bdrm. house with yard and garage on
the westside. CaH 323-933-9898.

WESTWOOD CONDO

Sun Deck
Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa

&

family.

special. Attractive

Near UCLA/VA.

SPACIOUS

[Single Units Only, Rooftop

Rooftop Spa

310-234-2880. for Mimi.

HOME

FAMILY

utilities)

(Germany,
4P). Need housing (2or3 bedrooms) from
Aug 15, 2000-Jan31, 2001. Contact:310825-4577.
Prof.,

Married, professnnal couple,

WESTWOOD FURNISHED

Beautiful

idvale Plaza I
540 Midvale Avenue
Singles, &2 Bedrooms;

Call

5 minutes to UCLA.
Large room, TarKJem Parking. Available
Immediately. Female proffered. $575/mo.
4«00/dep. CaH 310-477-1162.

WANTED TO RENT

CLOSE TO UCLA

276-8505.

Greco

$625/nx>nth.

living-

laundry.

Housing Needed

VISITING

8500

parking,

Aparlnienls Furnished

fireplace,

n Bruin Country.

'The Standard of Excellence.

for Sale

your cr>ok:e with this package. Prime k)catk}nl Walk to beach, cool,
club house. Own your own space. Allowance
for new mobile home included in pnce.
$255K. Financing available. Call:Doug:310453-8047.

newly remedied,

Aug 1.310-442-0602.

bedroom and shared

kitchen,

PALISADES
NEW HOME

owrier's apartment, laundry $l750/mo. Avail-

canyon

Homes

&

room

txis to

TOP LOCATION

Private

WEST LA

9000

$975 and up. 11091 Strathmore 310-454-

able

ASAPI

bathroom, spactous bateony, huge

One bedroom

callJean:31 0-231 -3377.

Avail-

UCLA by

parking,

Transportatk>n. Small building.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

parking, 11300 Expo8itk>n, available Sept.

ROOMMATE WANTED

^400/month. 310-838-0653.

2bdrn\/2bth townhouse near Bel-Aire hotel

-^ Of Choice

Inc.

living

Leave message.

lO-mln. from campus.

SUMMER SUBLET

fenwle,

ROOMS FOR RENT

RANCHO PARK

yard,

ARTIST RETREAT

We Have

A/C, parking, laun-

campus. $2450. 310-

to

large yard 2car garage Smin. to

CoiuJo/Townhousc

Company,

Large

15th.

net access. 310-312-9987

able

276-8505.

8600

Rw. Sclby &

a
ment. Available August

II

bus.

667-669 Levering Ave.
Near Glenrock

itoors, fireplace, central

WESTWOOD spacious Ibdrm.

1

Managed By

for Rt.'ut

2bd/2ba bungalow with patio hardwood

students. Suitable for two. Definite must see!

Properties Professionally

2t)drm/1full-t>ath apart-

for rent In

WESTWOOD,

3txl/2ba

furnished-singles.

030

Room

SHARE, Asian

nonsmoker, $320/month. new. 8pack)us. gated

area, kitchen, partially-furnished, cable/inter-

$700. 310-39S-7368. www.westsiderentats.com

WLA-$555&up. Move-in

1

UCLA.

WEST LA

ROOM TO

TON

Guestf>ouse available August
included. 6-miies from

Utilities

floors.

Village

tals.com.

El

avail-

BEL AIR HILLS

$810. Single, full kitchen
$710. Small building 310-454-8211.

(310) 208-5215

www.westsideren-

partment

Sublets

ROOM FOR RENT IN
WEST LOS ANGELES

floors-carpets. 310-824-2112.

w
Large

£

Roommates-Shared Room

laundry room. Beautiful hard-

ple.

729 Gayley Ave.

$850.

bright.

Rcjoin for Rent

O

2bedroom/1bath.
and
$1325
1bed/1batfi $1100 & $1050. Parking, stove,

bdrms. Pool, Jacuzzi, walk-in closets, fireplace, full kitchen, bateony. gated garage,
laundry room, gas&hot water paid, instant
broadband avail, www.keltontowers.com.

UCLA

(310)208-8798

Rent

non-smoking female preferred.
$750,310-390-1032.

l-bdrm, Junior. $1000/mo. Alt utilities and
one parking included. Days 310-475-7533,
"
evenings 310-659-4834.

fireplace,

garage. $1350r www.allofLA.com. 818-6234444.

9700

GREAT LOOKING GUEST HOUSE

WESTWD. WALK UCLA

Large singles and l-bdmis, 2

LEVERING ARMS

bedrooms

Walk to Village
Near LeConte

:,

323-634-RENT
3bedroom.

1

Across the Street from

hookups garage. $1000. www.allotLA.com.

SANTA MONICA

available.

RENT

GAYLEY MANOR

building, quiet, spacious, furnished, parking

LOS FELIZ

Tg

9600

(or

Small

WALK TO UCLA

Apartments!

RESEDA HOUSE

$775-$825. Ibdrm $1075$1125. Half J block from UCLA. Security

$400.

Discounts Avallat>le

Singles and

HUGE SINGLES

323-634-

www.allofLA.com.

no pets

3=

b.

634-RENT

for

-

'

great views! $725. www.allofLA.com. 323-

evenings. Female students-only. Live with
one person in condo, Pacific Palisades.
Near-busline 310-454-6757-after 6PM.

Won't

HILLS

Summer

-

bright, view. Mi-

crowave, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer/dryer. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Extra
parking. Walking distance to UCLA. ,310475-0807.

WESTWOOD.

Near Wilshire Blvd.

PASADENA

www.westsideren-

tile

208-2251

310) 477-7237

OPEN HOUSE MON-SAT 10-4PM

310-395-7368.

R&S.

pool.

floors,

WESTWOOD APARTMENT w/kitchen,

660 Veteran

1235 Federal Ave.

(310)391-1076
g,

UCLA

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool, Near bus line

CAT OK.
1 1

Short Term

&

AIR/HEAT GATED GARAGE. SEC. ALARM,

Hardwood

LA.

9UOO

able with kitchen, shower. Low Rent, In a
310great neighborhood. Contact At>by
428-f

garage. $595

3117.

condo.

System < G«tcd Parfclng
Rec room. Sauna, Gym Room

mile to
Singles
Bachelor
1

WEST HOLLYWOOD R&S

$1450+Llncoln Place Apts. Call:31 0-396-

WALK TO UCLA
2/3BDRM
LARGE,

IntcrcofT)

APTS

CENTRAL

RENT.

1383 Midvale.

VENICE

Sinsle $950-'$995
SInsie w/loft $1145

Avoid Westwood rents

TOWNHOME,

great

pool,

_1950's

Guesthouse

Rent

location! $550. www.allofLA.com. 323-634-

wood
w/garage.

1

2BD, 2BA,

for

8800

.

~~

AiMntmcnts

vert, blinds. 310-837-1502 leave message
8am-5pmonly.

* MAR VISTA *

WEST HOLLYVVQOD.

$675.

$1350. www.allofLA.com. 818-623-4444.

Diamond Head

Single apt from $575, $600deposit.
1-year lease only. Stove, refrig., carpets,

3614 PARIS DR. $1795/MO
ON- SITE MANAGER (31 0)837-0906

Apartments

WEST

SHERMAN OAKS QUEST HOUSE

VAN NUYS HOUSE 3 bedroom

PALMS.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT

Rent

siderentals.com.

234-1200.

3BD, 3BA TOWNHOME, PR
GATEDGARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK,

and

front

backyard. $1250. 310-395-7368. www.west-

kitchen, -stove, refrig-

laundry, gates.

erator,

8400

tals.com.

SANTA MONICA COTTAGE charming catok.

SANTA MONICA HOUSE R&S
-.

for

www.keltontowers.com

479-8646.

GATED GARAGE, SEC ALARM, CAT OK,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT

8400

Rent

www.aHofLA.com. 323-634-RENT

1917 Spanish Mission Style Building. Single,
hardwood floors, high-ceiling, separate kitchen. $700. ItxJrm, hardwood floors, $950.
Close to UCLA. Available now. Lease. 310-

(310)391-1076

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME,

floors.

$550. www.allofLA.com. 323-63^-RENT.

NEAR UCLA

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2195/MO

for

WALK TO UCLA

$350.

Hardwood

pet.

AfKirtrnonts

APARTMENT.

Backyard.
Private
entrance.
www.allotLA.com. 323-634-RENT

MIRACLE MILE w/c

8400

Rent

for

2168 Glendale

Galleria

(818)243-9898

40

UWiJ VIMn UnHHBS

Jiiiy24-%2000

<^M

7800

7800
Holp Wanted

Wantod

Ht'lp

EARN MONEY S WHILE GOING
TO SCHOOL AND DO IT ON
YOUR OWN TIME!
Company Gives You 4
Powerful Money-Makers Under One Roof

Established 7- Year Old

Make money

What's more you c an do
of residual income.

Bruin

own

marketing machine!
on your time through the power

with your very
it

^T"

_

'\;."

^'
.

."r

:

.

Deregulation of the telephone monopolies opened up long
distance over 10 years ago. Now the rest of the utilities
gas, electric, cellular and cable are doing the same thing!
Billions of dollars are up for grabs.

"Go/ Pizza? Want The Besr

Production

Department
needs

We will show you how to participate!

Paste-up Artists

^People turn on their heat - You get paid!
-People turn on their lights - You got paid!
» People make a phone call - You get paid!
-People log on to the Internet - You get paid!
^People get a page from anyone - You get paid!
-People turn on their TV - You get paid!

Knowledge of Photoshop and Quark a
UCLA Students Only

2nd Floor Kerckhoff

own 24 Hour Cash Machine!

Salad

-

Garlic Bread $2.00

Cheese Garlic Bread $2.50

/half$2.25

Side of Meatballs (2) $2.00

FREE INFO - CALL NOW!

Grilled Chicken

classified lines

->.>;!.

;

v

Grilled

Chicken Sandwich

Sausage Parmesan

.

,.;

$4.25.

Enzo^s Specialties

House Salad $6.25

Antipasto Salad $5.95

825-2221)

(

full

-

:

Eggplant Parmesan

Genoa Salami and Provalone)

Meatball Pannesan

:

:

Chicken Caesar Salad $6.25

Side of Sausage (2) $2.00

1-818-772-4747

(Prosciutto, Mortadella,

,:

^':, half $2.25 full $4.25
House Salad

'

-

Chicken Parmesan

Italian Grinder

Caesar Salad

.

Fried Mozzarella $4.95

Job #30

Hall

Your Choice $4.95

A ppetizers

plus.

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES

.

*^^^'
Your

Hero Sandwiches

(Prosciutto, Mortadella,

(Served with a House Salad and Bread)

.

Genoa Salami and Provalone)

Homemade Lasagne

vftSWW-

.

$4.95

.

^

add Meatballs or Sausage $6.95

Pizza

:

utns
nt-tD-student deals

8" Cheese $4.25

Slice $1.75

.

Baked

,

18" Cheese $10.50

14" Cheese $8.50

(Italian style

.

^^^^^

:

;

Pepperoni

Fresh Garlic

Onions

Anchovies

Sausage

Fresh Basil

Jalapeno

Prosciutto

Meatball

Mushrooms

Spinach

Roma Tomato

Canadian Bacoii

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Genoa Salami

Ham

Pineapple

*

-^:

.

:

^

:V

..

(pepperoni,

$4.95

Zitti

macaroni

;

& cheese)

.

,

Stromboli $4.95

ham, mozzarella and American cheese baked

in pizza

dough)

Pasta
(Served with a House Salad and Bread)

absolutely

FREE* some

Check weekly

of the best deals in Westwood.

for updates so

you don't miss out on great saving^!

Any
•/

Item
i.rnnioRTv

nowtt only 3 months

TV
? CHAIRS
? QIJFFN HFD SET
? TARI FS
?-QilFFNBFnSFT
TARI FS
Al ARM CA OTK RADIO

Qnnrtrrfvttinn

AIOFVFRAPIANT

pmuiflas alno u«Mn

ANSWFRIfsIR MArHINF
RARY SWINf;

htortcAtfltol

BECl

hnarihnarrUmanrass

_$15_
_S2(L
-S3Q-

RFn W/n MATTRFSS

hlarlnwwl

19'

»ari> fipr*fr»w>
Mihl, rptrn

p«a

am/tm hnyror

nn

RFn/ROX SPRINfi
RFnSPRFAnnilFFN
RirvriFPi-sPFPn

4.

rtiwnriptioP-

qnnrt nnnri

tramt; praat rnnriil
qiiiltftd

trunk mount, holds

3

mrmth

ii<art

1

BCX^KSHFL VES

kaa

wihita

BUNK BED
CALCULATOR

matal had Qonfl shape

CATAUNA TICKETS

pnii«;a

CD-BQM..

new, ayup iartirmari

naw

tall

CD-RW

hfht«H inri

-24)^1^
"'"'°'

CblAIBS-

CQMPAOPC.

-P73fiQ.nsottCB2QQQ

COMPUTER

AMDK6

COMPIITFRnFSK
CQMPUI£ailESK_.
COMPUTER DESK
COROI FRS PHONF

hlark aurl r.nnfl

DINING SET

thl.Olaw lnp/4 rhairi

DOWN COMFORTFR

fiiM/Onnfioflnwn/naw

DRPSSFR
DRFSSFR

Q drawers mirror

?yr

iltaa

pariart rnnrlitifn

jtanyn

OnO mhT/opaakaf

ikaa a riraiwers.
,

aitvai?.?4fifi

MAC PERFQRMA

J3_

ai&47a^<s3

RFD
FIITONRFD
CARNFT FARRINGS
CARNFTNFCKlACe

aimoA-Tmn

-SflS-

aifmajMQaa
airvByuupR

MirROWAVF
MirROWAVF
MIOROWAVF

ain.ai?-?4fis

MINI-FRIDOE

ain«»s.««>fi

MOniFIFn PSX

31CM73-&4S3.

-SBQJfiS_SSQ_
JSSQ^SGQ_

31M15-1g9

31(Vflfifr1M1
ain.afli.77Q2

N/A

ain.gfifi.isii

-sa^
-SKL

.ain«is.is9g

GARNETS
r.A-S STOVF
QUCCLEUBSE.
H Al OOFN AMP
HP MFT MOTORCYCLE
I

I

Hnil.SFHOIDITFMS

SHFI F SMAI

out

ai0474.S419

TEXTBOOKS

maximum,

(20 characters

maximum,

»

including spaces)
*

'

(12 slices of thick crust)

Slice $2.00

Cheese $1195

Cheese $12.95

Toppings $1.75

ainjg»fu»in

-SKL

3i(vsn6'-3?nn

-S2S-

MnJOd,MM

•

Dinners
(Served with a House Saland and Bread)

,

Chicken Parmesan $7.95

naw

.dO&

(made with

Ricotta

Tiramisu $2.95

and Mozzarella)

N.Y. Style

mimmM

MUM

J|*l

II

3MQ-

Drink

Cheese Cake $2.95

San
"

$2.00

off!!!!

any 18" Pizza and also get a Free 2

ai(Vt71At1Q

(just

_Ni!A_

310.784^738
aiM1«t.1S>Q

.SIL

aHMMHSII

II

-

liter bottle of

•Phone:
* Ad

(

_)

must be submitted

in

penon

Please round to the nearest dollar— NO

OBO)

mention coupon when ordering)

31(V?^M^U^g

31M2MQ24

hta

-S3Q-

ain.aoi.77ng

_S1S_

ai>vai3.ai«K

-a.
J2&-

.iiM7i>-?m«

aifUtTOAliM

The Night Owl Delight

31M1?-?iffi

31(M7afi«3
aift-gwuifino

iOUL.
mlrtrlaMnthliitnfy

N/A

aitmaoMwa

?yni gnnrtcondakin

-SKL

31O-20e-fle77

hmwn TV VCR

-sas-

aioais.is9Q

tu/rartift/lapa

-Sifi-

"i^f^-^OOJ^^

-

choice of

topping, salad

1

(house or ceasar)

and "all-u-can drink soda"

Penne

._ ..,.^

.

(house or ceasar) and
"all-u-can-drink soda"

$2.99+1.

I

V

$4.99+1^

$3.99+Tx

Expires 8/31/00

including spaces)

• Price: _!

-

I

or by mail

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round

to the nearest

dollar—NO OBO)

I
I

No phone

orders allowed

Deadline

is

2

work days priorto

issue at

•Phone:
12pm

All

(

Bmin

)

Pasta, Salad

including spaces)
'.

maximum,

#1 Slice

(offer good everyday from 9pm - 4am)

"all-u-can-drink soda"
maximum,

#2 Spaghetti or

_31Q422:SaQfi

N/A

I

I

Pelligrino $1.95

soda

I

FREE

you can drink) $1.00

Coffee or Tea $1.00

-

-

(All

Botded Water $1.25

(cherry or lemon)

aumg^sToa

.221k]t«.

(20 characters

Soft

Itahan Ice $1.25

additional toppings $.40

Cheese $4.95

Beverages

Desserts

-•nn-PHiuww

in

• Description:

I

Eggplant Parmesan $6.95

"^l^^^

^^

J

I

I

to the DailyClassifieds.

I

I

(example $25, $74ea,

Bruin

-SSQ-

.pokfUiDlacL.

(15 characters

including spaces)

• Description:

Chicago Style

Calzones

• Item:
(15 characters

Penne Pasta with tomato sauce $4.25 add Meatballs or Sausage $6.95

'
.

(6 slices of thick crust)

2 slices of cheese pizza and

• Price:

and submit

JUQ-&KL

iinjap.»nn

310-?BfrfWnR

tiack.ony

J6^

information on the right

«>a^«>-7?a7

JUL

«amanniiawithwhttala
9 tatrara laMal H»

niomfrflfm

iifngA-ogn

J2S_

tMiinifiill

JttgaJQltia.
wnnrl, iTwhngaay-

iihniiflftfhao

Jli/A-

WA
..ao.

iMhita

SUITCASF
SlIMMFR JAM TIX

WATCHMAN

_3iifc2SBtsDuQ

-S2S_SB&_

martiim-iiiyB.

ain.ai2.24fis

ayu-¥iftiti7R

-$ZS-

anKqiiaMmal

vfiinnifitivimirt

:«in.aQi.77n2

_SGQ_

anQPAJHB?

ft

comhr. bio w/

.Ml

visfir

*"*'

JBQ-

aiftaoi.TTn?

«rt » jJ

add Meatballs or Sausage $6.25

Toppings $1.75

ai(MP*-?flS7

-SUL

ttonmn"!

hiark iMth

g1^312.415B

hnx
apr hlarkanrtQfay

T-SHIRTS
T-SQtlARF
TFACHFR MATFRIAI S

aifrfl43-2M0

JBL

31M1?-?<ffi
310^24.5624
310474-5419
3ifVfi«M?nn

«rnff«{jaaf

nn riasrnptinn
amnthyst A .silver
nnrMara/aamnqa

_Uack-

iirviQK.n<WR

JitA.

rtalfnat

SiiirrASF

TWIN RFn
WALL UNIT

-OQjao-

manual

1

31(M74-&41fl
311>474-S4ia
ain474-.s4i9

310474.5419

_3ia£Q2:a2QQ
^ft*i«>ir«n

JOB-

nfiflii imifl

STIinYTARIF
SUITCASE

airuP4.««P4

jsl^

haai1.<hapari

iiyf«nlri Mi/part»

SKATF SCOOTFR
SOFA SET
SOFA W/RFn
gPPIMTPrSOCII
STFRFO RFCFIVFR
STliDFNT DESK

aift«>4.Sfi?4

hliiapari

A31 Kahnn

hiarit ttTa

SHELF SMALL

.ain.9in.ad4a

18" Cheese $1.50

B1frfll'V?fMn

S25
-S25_$3S_
_S2Saa

in the Bruin
Till

patari

HFAOROAHn

SHFI F

aiQ.2Q2.9g77

• Item:

Bargains,

gnndmnd

I

.ain.2Ql.3432

aifutumnaa
310^6-1511

rii«has pots tnwftia

To place a

nr rifl artop A raM
?n»1Qlaa>

I

.ain^20^«p4

..stfidino silvBL—

nalmnilnriihiaJMa-

PAPASAN CHAIR
PARKINO
PHONF
PICNIC BASKFT
RFFRIQFRATOR
ROI FR SKATFS
ROI FRRI AHFS
SFCRFTARY OAK

31Q-2QM211

aKVftlMfgg

hifl

iinit/rjviWgm«Mi»m>y

OfllFNTAi RLJfi

3in.9Qd-3i32

N/A
N/A

joetiiianam mhitn

NOKIA SI on

ain.9fiH.34fii

rg>fV¥Tft^17«

matttmnmtra
pfuMifii jtHUnaw
«h«p Qnnrimnri

NFWTON OR»ANI7FR

ain.xifl^K)fi-

mattm^RAwitspnnq
ikaa rlTMihla, w/tramo

r>ARNFT RINfi

tiKiniii?H

Sim

^Spaghetti with tomato sauce $4.95

ano-aoMCg
pood cond.

twin, firm,

-OQ-

31(He4-5fi24

MMOfMnn

-$Z5_

.OjaBD-

UmRQWAVF

ain^i'itwififla

_SUL

_siaL

.ajcaLcdOcL

ain.asi.770g
aift«is.isg9

^i2Q_
_saa_
-Jqhl.

PCM, mnnitnf, printar

MATTRFSS
MATTRESS
MATTRFSS
UATTRFSS

aifwafi-innH

3ifHncvnmfi

coaL

I

MMuLxyfm

aifKHy-Mfifi

rmam gnmtmnd
jonouLsiZfBS-

I

'

ai047»Kmfi
TIO-yOMPTZ

tack-

-S2Q-

^KKVHgJflfi
aio-7a*^73a

''".

;

31M2MB1Q

JUL

lafOR.mateL

14" Cheese $1.25

Traditonal Sicilian Style

^Qffi&flBlO

-SZSl.

UAiB_

31Q-79M7aa

S7S
$inaa

^rirknanti

8" Cheese $.75

Slice $.40

('
^-

Phone

Price
jaoL

ROARn

aifMg>A.i«g>g

-OC

P"ll

ad

new

innNiNfi

ain,i2«>.QQP4

FH F C/^INET
Fl OPPY DRIVE
FRFNCH DICTIONARY

RFFCH DFSK
gPFrU SUFI F

N/A

.SIOL

hpdflggraphr

Description

LAMPS (2)
AOK TARI FS
nVF SFAT
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• Change engine oil
oil filter
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oil filter
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Change engine
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Replace

oil filter

oil filter

• Lubricate chassis
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adjust brakes
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We
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& refill transmission
Inspect belts & hoses
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Change engine
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oil filter
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• Replace trans & differential fluid
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worlcs with stu-

outreach programs.

Merrick

who

of

President

also chairs the

USAC

unanimously appointed
Phyllis Feng, a former director of
Project Literacy and once involved
with on-campus housing government
as one of the BOD representatives at
their June 9 meeting, but the council
cannot agree who to appoint as the
second undergraduate student on the
still

Appointments Review Committee,
Urrutia did not understand what

BOD

the job entailed.

sentative will

Enciso said the second

saicl

he would have the
drive and motivation for the job,"
Enciso said.
"It

worried us

He added that

the job

and

that

SFAC

is

is

how much of

tr

to find the best qualified candidate,'

he

said.

To appoint someone,

important,

a two-year term

advises

BOD repre-

be appointed Aug. 1.
"We're all going to sit down and

if

since the position

president

Pascual,

Vice

Internal

Elias Enciso,

involv-

ASUCLA.

~~~.

the

USAC
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questions

"The next

regents you 've

They are
ing,

I

actually

met so far?

all

Staff

The Westwood Hills Christian Church and the Westwood Business
Improvement District resolved disputes over fees earlier this month.

own

five to

1

tinne

on

all

their

passions.

own

depends
Is it
on the character of the person and
who's wilhng to listen. I think you
could have 100 people on the board
in

think

it

only one person spoke, then
temis of th e t o tal nu be r s t

and

They

all

have

why

it.

the cannpuses/'

and what

it

own

they believe they

And

are a regent!

all

have

if

m

make

i

a difference,

think

you 're

that type

what the

UC is

should be to the

A:

I

think

(Note:

the issues that are going to face

during your term as a voting

oj person?
I

am.

resi-

you

mem-

ber?

In previous years only

A:

Wave

2

is

group gets reduction; BID
to

be reassessed in 2002

ByUnhTat

Verbal disputes between a church
and the Westwood Village Business
Improvement District ended in July
after both sides met to discuss assessment fees for the church.

BID

asked

\

the

Church

to

in

exchange for

ing

fees

to

property owners

last

September.

As a

result, the

church, which had

never paid business fees before, was
assessed property fees.

but a noivprofit organization, and

statisticians say

it's

of the c u rrent

student regent's term.)

from merchants

business promotions, but began assess-

The church contested the fee on the

thinking about capital projects and

t

fees

previously only assessed

the fee riormally assessed to a business.

change, Davis

m<mbT for m oa

The BID

going

grounds that they are not a business

ing

officials said they will then ask

an exemption from the fee.
"It's our understanding that the
church is very pleased with what (the
group) came up with," said Bob Walsh,
executive director of the BID. "From
our point of view, the effort was successfully engaged and completed."

pay 25 percent of

be we're going to need to start

non-vot-

Church

going to be

in st ead

SMdM^pagelO

The

ask ed for ex emp t ion

two

Westwcxxl

•<«•»•

when the
Westwood Hills

Conflict initially arose

what the

will sit as a

fees in full for the next two years,
which time property owners will
vote whether to continue the BID.

for

one student sat on the board for
most meetings. Due to a procedural

to

ment

at

(Christian
If Tidal

Non-profit

dif-

Q: What do you think are some of

Do you
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they

dents of California.

Q:

to village business board

didn't get

passions and their

reasons for

Church agrees to pay fee

extremely interest-

educated people. They

their

more

than they've ever had before. In the
past it's always just been one.
I

think of the

They definitely have - I don't want
to defme it as an agenda - but they
definitely have their own interests,

years (are) going to

be a tough

27.

What do you

UC students?

Two students is

wouldn't really
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and attended
undergraduate

Q:

involved in thq board just to do

26-memher hoard ade-

enough?
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think having two stu-

quately represents

Muffltn

dependent on how vested
those two people are and how willing to listen and willing to not jump
to conclusion the other people on
^
-"
the board are.
It's really

ferent ideas as to
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• Rotate tires
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transmission
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fill.
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Complete Automatic Transmission Service
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ed students to four committees, with

The CPC allocates funds for oncampus events, while the CAC determines funding for community service
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TRANSMISSION SERVICE

Pascual originally applied for a

on the Associated Students of
UCLA Board of Directors, but, after
he couldn't attend an ASUCLA
retreat in June, he was not brought to

Activities, Student-Initiated

PhyttbFcng

and Vanessa

Pilipino,

and Chicano/Chicana studies student,
were appointed to the SFAC.

The

the

studeotfiees;

Exhaust steering & shock absorber
& hoses

ASUOA Board of Directors

Samahang

Association Council recendy appoint-

The

prognRHpttton t^ student

brake

V-drne belts
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The
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Car Wash

GSA
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& emergency
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Free

• Road test & personally advise you of the results of this
most vital service
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•i-tax
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• Tire condition, tire pressure

Replace air filter
Replace coolant
In^Mct belts & hoses

•
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THE FOLLOWING CRITICAL SAFETY

USAC BOD

representatives to board

• Battery, transmission, brake, dutch.
master cylinder, differential & cooiant,

Pressure test cooling system & assess system operation
Clean & adjust brakes (when applicable)

•

®

& emergency brake

I

oil

oil filter

Replace spark plugs (resistor type)*

•

service.

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Sifuentes, a third-year political science

for

UCLA programs.

& BRING TO SPECIRCATIONS
THE FOLLOWMG FLUID LEVELS:

Lubricate chassis
• Tune motor • Set timing*
• Ad)ust carb idle (non EFO

Indudes "U R THE -k" license frame,
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• Battery, transmission, brake, dutch, master cylinder, differential & coolant
'
INSPECT & ASSESS COND/TION OF THE FOLLOWING CRITICAL SAFETY
COMPONENTS:
• Exhaust, steering & shock absortier systems
ADJUST 8^0R VERIFY THE FOLLOWING:
pressure

USAC appoints students to various committees that oversee or offer advice on fundino

INSPECT

Will...

•

•

intermediate

additional

Our Service Excellence Team

•Road test

• Tire condition, tire

59
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every 30,000 miles or 24 months,
whlcnever comes first

• Drain

•

&

• Rotate tires

yotJ

• Replace air filter

w/genuine Toyota
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Council appoints four students to comrnittees
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oil
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MAJOR SERVICE
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• Change engine
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dutch, master cylinder, differential
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Save $20

power steering & battery
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& coolant
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OF
INSPECT & ASSESS
• Exhaust, steerina& shock absortMr system, belts & hoses
ADJUST &/0R VERIFY THE FOLLOWING:
• Tire condition, tire pressure & emergency brake

• Transmission, differential, coolant, clutch,

brake,

oil filter

"U R THE ir" license frame, upon request

• Battery, transmission, brake,

license frame

INSPECT & BRING TO SPECIFICATIONS
THE FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:

w/genuine Toyota

Rotatetires
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$

blades
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oil

oil filter

• Lubricate chassis
• Clean & adjust brakes
•

/

• Inspect tire condition
• Inspect all lights
• Inspect windshield wiper

"U R THE

every 7,500 miles or 6 months,
whichever comes first
~OarServfce Excellence Team Win...

first

brakes

• Inspect belts & hoses
• Adjust tire pressure

• Includes

comes

Will...

w/genuine Toyota

• Lubricate chassis
• Inspect front & rear
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wniche>/er

Replace
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Hills

sides

its

Mills, a lawyer
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the church's board of directors, asked
foi

.
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would pay

John

exempt ion

at the

B D' s Fe brua ry
I
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UCLA hosts two

make noise, vibrations

math conferences

Demolition of the Plasma Physics building,
which started last week and is scheduled to go
on for two to three weeks, will create noise and
vibrations that may affect surrounding areas.
Housed in the building is a 1940s era
research vault that will have to be destroyed.
Made up of two layers of- six-inch-thick steel
plating and five-foot-thick concrete walls,

An estimated 2,000 mathematicians from
around the world will gather at UCLA this
week for two major conferences on past developments in mathematics, prospects for the
field in the new millennium and how math

matics
ly

is

a

linked to other disciplines

by Ron Enholm,

that are currently evolving the explosion of

National Science Foundation,

to a demolition notice given

technology and advances

the project manager.

information

"One layer of steel plating on one wall alone
may weigh 20 tons," the notice said. "The highdensity concrete may weigh over three tons a

genetic studies," said

cubic yard."

Though Enholm
would

last

tion there
tor will

did not say the project

longer than expected, he did menis

a "reasonable chance the contrac-

encounter

difficulties that delay the

work."

ed

in

in

a

.

ceremony Aug.

wha

patients

Trials,

received LTK experienced improved vision
immediately after the procedure with minimal

Prize.

The LTK

post operation recovery time.

shidents to relax since

the eye.

"This technology

the

contact lenses," Brain S Boxer Wachler, direc-

mathematics department, in a statement.
"Mathematics has always played a key role
in all aspects of human knowledge, and the

tor of the LRC and assistant professor of
opthatmology said in a statement.
Hyperopia, which affects about 77 million
Americans, occurs when he eye is too short or
the cornea too Hat. Sufferers are often unable
to focus on objects just a few feet away.

conferences

help set the stage for the next

will

century of work
fields,"

FarsightQd treatment
offered by Institute

in

A

mathematics and related

who

_

six-second procedure will allow patients

from hyperopia, or farsightedness,
to see clearly according to doctors at the
UGLA Jules Stein Eye Institute.

he continued.

The
"Mathfest,"
hosted
by
the
Mathematical Association of America, fea-

suffer

Compiled from

and wire
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new
For some students, the Franklin D. Murphy
sculpture garden, a five-acre quadrangle of
land sandwiched between Bunche and Dickson
Halls
means
a
break
from
the
hurriedness of UCLA life.

reports.

great," said former

UCLA

Aug. 4
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on canv

my favorite place here."

Murphy in

2000

vsTK'w.dailybruin. ucia.edu

only an image envi,.,

.

prestigious university

UCLA's reputation as a
was growing,

the

Puzzle.....

25
'

Movie Guide

29

LAMONICAS

•

Nicolas,

Dagmar

Soehike, Cyrus

According to Troller, Murphy told them that
"Gentlemen, I want you to design the finest
JENNIf ER YUEN/Daily Brum Senior

sculpture garden in the world!"

some

French

were met with
because some students

Media

believed the space should be used for parking.

as

Cornell also satisfied Murphy's wishes by
installing curved, fluid seating areas to follow

more

'

Despite the controversy.

Murphy teamed up

EM

it

the

theme of continuity instead of

UCLA's

individual

avidly

giant figures towering above

a

distin-

sits

between

there, according to

it

any person who

in the area

ing to Dunlop.

Mahler in

Dunlop.

Murphy's dream
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NASA said the new lander will be

Palestinians

a larger,

difficult decisions.

more

sophisticated

and

longer-lived version of Sojourner, the

"An opportunity was missed, d\\ of us
could have gained from an agreement."

little

The

rover that landed with Pathfinder.

decision lo launch the

$350 million
comes as the NASA
reassemble a program criticized after the

lander mission in June 2003

NASA plans return to

tries to

losses for being undersiafl"ed,

the Red Planet
NASA's

next mission to

Mars

will include a

bag landing, a better rover than the
1997 Pathfinder model ^nd a host of equipment
designed to find out what happened to water,
one of the keys to possible life on Mars.
air

NASA,

from two Red Planet
flops hast year, announced July 27 that the
wheeled robot will be launched in 2003 for 90
days of mobile exploration. It will be bounced to
the surface of the planet like a beach ball in
January 2004.
still

stinging

Unlike the Pathfinder mission, the lander
carry instruments to study

underfunded and

too ambitious.

how Mars'

will

climate

evolved and what happened to liquid water

was

slain*

Monday, was

ordered held without

They

bail

in

custody and was

on

a

murder charge.
was

said Panilz's wife, Eleanor Panitz,

being held as a material witness.
In a show that was broadcast July 24, Nancy
Campbell-Panitz, Ralf Panitz and Eleanor
Panitz traded barbs for five minutes, with

Campbell-Panitz walking off the stage
applause shortly after her ex-husband's

"The emphasis has
bouncy

Clinton said a peace agreement "just takes

areos

his

Milosevic

conventions usually provide a surge

analysts say.

ests

all

whom

opponents,

been

its

for

Predrag Popovic.

mit could be the starting point for any renewal of

Authorized Agent

not ovoiloble in

may suffer due to
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Kosovo last year.
Pro-Western Montenegro, which

crimes

crackdown against

"terrorists."

But, President Clinton said July 26, "a certain
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final

cials regulariy

Compromises offered by Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak at the Camp David sum-
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breakup of
Montenegro, Serbia's

election law changes, the president

forces against the Yugoslav president.

Victory

trigger the

A Milosevic win would also like-

dence.

Mideast summit ends
without agreement ^^
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The Associated

French firemen look through debris at the crash site of the Air
France Concorde flight AF4590, in Gonesse, France on July 26.
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Hague, which indicted him

ed attention to the fragmented opposition, which has been criticized by both
Western officials and Serbian opposi-

"Without the united opposition

Store Happy.

Will

it would consult a
on the disaster, expected at
the end of August, before allowing
Air France Concordes to fly again.
But flights could resume as early

rep)ort

dition to the international court in

in a

junior partner in the Yugoslav republic
has said it would proclaim indepen-

Party ofllcially

The oily vvay to stay

cities

The Transport

Democratic Party of Serbia, said
statement.

The Associated Press
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after
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The decision followed Milosevic's
announcement the day before that
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etections would be held Sept. 24. The
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this country will perish,"
Kostunica, the leader of the small

lawsuit against Napster.

PCS Store -^
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France's supersonic jetliners, said

lawsuit.

7/31/00

A

Specialists

ket

Pacific Bell
Act now!
Ending Todayl

that

the jet's engine

victory

Last Chancel

know

1

"The flames seen

discussed the decision in a Napster

segment not being met. I'm on
here looking for old '70s music that
you just can't find anymore."
Before the stay, tens of thousands
of Napster users had pledged to boy-

air-

it

Investigators already

1

legaPs setback.

its

flights.

France's civil aviation authority.
Experts from British Airways and

on the run-

utes after takeoff July 25

before letting Air France resume

Concorde

engines and caused a fire.
The Transport Ministry said July

on

off,

have

The supersonic jet crashed minfrom

the July 28 ruling was

safety measures

Jacques Girerd, spokesman for

the plane's tires ruptured

way.

announced. Users of the site took to
the chat rooms, thumbing their virtual

fuel tank

new

take-

wrecked Concorde
30 that the flames

that they believe they

to discuss

spewing debris that pierced a
part of the plane near one of the

confirmed, the find could bolster the theory that one or more of

spewing out of the aircraft most
likely came from a major fuel leak

date has

The RI AA could still appeal

the decision to the
Circuit

trial

Also July 30, Transport Minister
Jean-Claude Gayssot caHed a meeting of international aviation experts

from Air France and
and British transportation ministries were to begin meeting Monday "in view of an eventual
resumption of flights" of Air

Investigators probing

the cause of the

lawsuit goes to

been

.-'^-

the French

If

PARIS -

means Napster can

ruling

On one Web

millions in profit because of music

piracy

ByJocdynGcdicr

The statement said that
"one of the pieces found on the runway seems lo come from a fuel

had been raised about "the
merits and form of the injunction."

to

am

Association

of

is

Internet giveaway.

In the meantime, scientific research
on the dangers of using cell phones has

"Some

com-

which

industry,

to

hands of

in the

its

claimed Napster's sole purpose

in the

We simply want

on

to

they'll see that the
all

at

on hiatus

fleet

July 30.

Napster employees screamed jubi-

recording

the

U.S. are already certified, they already

Hopefully

said that

a

Napster had faced a midnight

"I

and tested" in
meet
Federal
Communication Commission certifialready "designed.imilt

limits,

to remain online -

Larson said the CTIA's decision to
make the publishing of SAR data

mislead them.

SAR

Inc.

ing of copyrighted music

ceptions regarding product safety.

According to Larson, the

Napster

puter servers after a judge sided with

sions data in order to avoid miscon-

order

show

allowing

when two

July 28

these phones are safe."

mandatory was based on this desire
keep cell phone users informed, not

Specific

Sandler said cellular phones are

we comply

came

Office, part of France's transportation ministry, said in a statement

tions"

least temporarily.

are required to provide radiation data to consumers.

Travis Larson, a

CTIA,

for Motorola, Inc.

"We

stay,

Westwood

for

Farming's wildly popular music-shar-

deadline for shutting

the safety of our products,"

Sandler, a

victory

federal judges granted
BRAD MOKIKAWA/fJaily Brum

have a high degree of confi-

Norman

baseball cap

tight,

lllh-hour

ing service

The information will begin to
appear on the packaging of new cell
phones within the next three to six
months, leaving manufacturers and
some experts worried about the misinterpretation of radiation ratings by
consumers.
in

his pockets,

down

The

panies to submit radiation emission

dence

from

Shawn

and the wide grin
of an Internet wunderkind who justdodged a legal bullet.

resents the wireless industry

"We

in

pulled

certification for
is

appeals judges said "substantial ques-

deep

Industry

Association, an organization that rep-

nies,

Napster

headquarters with his hands stuffed

-

French

from a major fuel
and Inquiry

in all likelihood,

leak," the Accident

possible start of fire;

judge hearing the lawsuit had

would have effectively shut down
Napster two days later.
But in last week's ruling, the

Fanning emerged

Cellular

CRASH: Tire explosion

granted an injunction July 26 that
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of radiation their devices emit.

Starting August

said Hilary Rosen, president of

A

By Ron Harris
The Associated Press
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Riel leak likely <ause of GorKorde calamity

be

theRIAA.
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Speculation about health risks asso-

will

able to continue, at least temporari-
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Federal court to Napster:

EMISSIONS: industry says

Dfvin IVfWS

shifted

back to mission

success as opposed to funding," said Firouz
Naderi, manager of the Mars Program Office at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadpna.

called her "old"

and

to

new wife

"fat."

A

few hours after the show aired - and not
long after Campbell-Panitz told a judge she
feared for her life - she was found dead in her
Sarasota home.

'Springer' guest slain,

ex-husband

In

custody

The ex-husband of a woman found dead after
their twisted love story aired on "The Jerry
Springer Show" last week was taken into custody in Sarasota. Florida July 28. ofllcials said.
Sheriffs ofllcials confirmed Ralf Panitz. who

had d sappea r ed^fte r
i

N a ncy Campbell

Panitz

Authorities had said the couple were
believed to have fled to Maine and could
attempt to cross into Canada. Panitz, a

German

citizen, was thought to be trying to
reach Germany's Canadian embassy, while

an American Indian, was thought to
heading for a Canadian
Indian

his wife,

be

reservation.

Compiled fro m paily

Druin wi i e repo r ts.
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RNC

GOP

their dissatisfaction with

and ideology.
"Our purpose

cies
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From page

to point out the

fundamentally anti-democralic nature

about more llian just ihe presidential nomination.
is

"The con\ention
tant to the parly,"
will

\er\ impor-

is still

DeVeaux

said, "it

help us encourage grassroots

new Republican

activists,

and

voters,

'"

undecided voters.
But amid the political brouhaha
the

RNC

37th

and

o\'

estimated

its

45,000 attendees - including 15,000

media members - a healthy contingent of protesters plan on employing
nonviolent action lo demonstrate

ol'

American

the

which

applies

republicans

political

to

system,

democrats and

alike,"

R2K

said

spokesman David Levy.
"We have a one party system with
two factions that we call the corporate party*." Levy continued.

lormer UCLA history professor
John Bader. who recently left the university to work for Democrat Jon
Corzine's U.S. Senate campaign in

New

you look back

ize that

^
is

"If

poli-

Jersey, said political turmoil

is

part of convention tradition.

a

in

time,

conventions were

you

real-

ter

more
outcomes

in fact

said.

because the
were not as predetermined as they are
now." Bader said. "There used to be
lots of deal-making and excitememt'"
Levy said R2K. a protest umbrella
interesting,

group

with

allied,

Los Angeles," Levy

cerned, judging by the Philadelphia

protesters

Police Department's past behavior."

event.

Lt.

to turn into

But he said he remains suspicious

RNC

Department's attitude toward the
protesters.

said.

"The

.

Philadelphia

situation here

is

Police

probably bet-

•.':..-.'..

Slawson also mentioned

';;-

We

is

RNC

between
a non-

be plainnot have uni-

.;

"^

He
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said.
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tude of police olTicers
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who obey

-

representatives

met.

pointed out that
church did not receive all

last

until

tions

continue paying its $3,988
assessment fee each year.

Even though

the law don't

it

was

have been trained to be verbally
abused, our job is to take that abuse." Slawson said.
"As a protester, you can say whatever you want,
you just can't do whatever you want." Slawson

more

than

because

it

most

but

Shelley

owns more square

Westwood

both
result-

asking a religious

siiid

money

organization to pay

Taylor,

a

move,

it's

said

Kambiz Hekmat.

some people

exempt

with the resolution, but he feels

are

doesn't work

be hearing

BID

city,

is

and

up

for

local resi-

new bound-

how to assess fees. ^~
said depending on how

things turn out for the next
years, he will decide

two

what further

actions need to be taken.

"In two years

some

disappointed

I

will

recommend

policy to be adopted about

non-profit

assessments,"

Mills

said.

it is

Si)arkletts
^
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that's

ary lines and

Mills said he understands that

fees.

if it

dents can determine

met with the church. "The two
have met and they have come
up with a resolution on that matter
... They were able to solve it amicably between the two parties."

Peaches

Learned
from

chair of the

sides

resident, said at the

get

us." Mills continued.

review with the

that

long-time

from paying the

from

BID who was not part of the group

the meet-

to

something

to

out. you'll definitely

that,"

meeting that rather than assessing
the church, the board should
it

"We came

reasonable, but

In

on

want

along."

a

"I can't pass judgment

'

.'

PR

We

community.

to the

decision.

some community

with the decision.

footage. Mills said.

Taylor

know there are folks who are
we don't have the

resources nor the desire to fight
withHhe business community," he
said. "We're part of the Westwood

said.

bad one."
she said. "It leaves a bad taste in
the mouth of the community."
Board members defended the

ing voiced their dissatisfaction

businesses

Representatives from
groups agreed the meeting

cleaning,

street

members who attended

originally

given a 75 percent reduction fee.
the church still ends up paying

officers

or

Nevertheless,

-

"I

upset with us but

religious organizations." she

"As a

acknowledged that the church
only paid a quarter of normal
assessment fees.

2002. the church

will

-

the

BID

benefits, such as holiday decora-

it

from

^

a reasonable one.

BID puts Westwood in a bad light.

Mills

board members and

reported at

he contin-

••

'
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BID

church

We are hop-

their best behavior."
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After the five-person committee of

to the respect-

ing or disrespecting of the rule of law.

wSjy mg«iim^im

12.99

further reduced to 8.5 percent.

that

week's meeting
that the issue had been resolved.

"Our

i

able to have a

high road and publicize the fact
that they're not taking money

church's already reduced fee be

proposed

voked violence.
"The highest likelihood of violence is police viiv
lence on nonviolent protesters, as took place in
Seattle." Levy said.
"We are concerned because of the general atti-

continued.

Learned
from

"The board should take the

board understood
where the church is coming from
and the church understood where
the board is coming from," Mills

Later, he

said he remains cautious, though, of law

Slawson said protesters
need to worry.

i

between the

relations

"Once we were

meeting.

enforcement's commitment to refrain from unpro-

ued.

Lovejoys

v

:

ed in better
two groups.

discussion, the

ing they will be

that her

-

;

beating of a criminal suspect by police in North
Philadelphia in early July.
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the protesters

formed ofTicers on the front lines,"
Slawson said. "These officers know
how to use the gift of gab to calm a situation down."
Levy said Philadelphia city ollficials. including the Mayor's office,
have adopted a more conciliatory attitude toward R2K since the alleged

another Seattle - referring

going to be that kind of violent
protesting. We're simply prepared in
the event that it happens." Slav^son

the

clothes oHlcers.

World Trade Organization conference last November.
"We're not worried that there's

has had with Los Angeles.

and the police

be dealing with

will

to the

D2K

taking tactical precau-

"The police oHlcers

Susan Slawson

and said she doesn't expect the

is

tions to enstire that violence

attempted to assuage those concerns,

Convention counterpart
D2K. has had more cooperation with

of

department

"But we are definitely con-

spokeswoman

National

Philadelphia city officials than

in

is

it

Philadelphia Police Department

Democratic

its

than
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brought Jason Lin. a third-year
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From pa^e 1

down
presideni

recommends a siudem

first

ARC

for the

politi-

and business/economics
student to'^lhe table, but he was voted

cal science

as well.

The majority of council wanted

to interview, then she

appoint Pascual as a

The
advises council members how ii>

brings the apphcant to the table.

tive

ARC

member

because of

his

of

to

BOD representaexperience as a

ASUCLA

the

Communications Board.

vote.

USAC

Presideni

Elizabeth

Council

Houston asked council to vote on
Joseph Manko. a fourth-year political
science and history student who was
also on the Assistant Vice Chancellor's

decided

Manko and
June

BOD

retreat

BOD

whic^ii

him .down.

Houston

ASUCLA's

because he was

attending a fellowship at

voted

both

be trained for the

Leadership Advisory Board, for the
position June 9. but the council

send

to

position. But. Pascual could not

go on the

UC BerT<eley.

granted him a scholarship for
^^
graduate school.
^^
^

then

retreat.

table to

Munko

enough reason

uttended the

Houston brought him to the
be voted on July 5. Again, he

ed the

was voted down 4-6.
^
Pedro said she did not vote for
Manko because she felt no new infor-

^~

T

"It

was

discussion and
tlnd out

Pedro

Pascual

didn't have time to

Eastman

USAC

5

meeting.

Executive Director Patricia

said the fact that

be

position because he can

full

will

Manko would

two-year term, while

be graduating at the end of

we appointed someone who

"If

said.

At the July

said

the school year.

did on the retreat."

Manko was

the only one to attend the retreat was
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down

another student.

w,ould further discuss the candidates

and possibly

Enciso said while
it

is

previous ones.

revisit
it is

unfortunate that

taking such a long time to

second

BOD position,

council

members
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what users choose to post or to download. With no accountability to speak
of on Napster's behalf, no wonder the

Ability to fight for

(www.cnn.com/2000/TECH/computing/07/ 1 8/napster.boom.idg/index.ht
ml). This

is

also in part because

my

opinion stems from being a trained
musician. This strengthens
that artists,

par-

production of their

works, deserve credit for what they
do, ultimately

meaning

that they

have

control over the distribution and

among.st

power

with beauty of American system, dissenting voices

LA.

Los Angeles
have been dealing

officials;

politician.s

with a gnawing

dilemma of protest-

ers.

icated toward the rejuvenation of the

_

-

Democratic Party's
the festivities of the

2000

Democratic National Convention,
there lurks a

shadow of Seattle. The

convention, which
's

14-17,

will

occur

in

Staples Center from August
is

supposed to be a period ded-

is

a fourth-year political science

student. She

is

the co-director of Public

Rriatinns fnr thp Rruin

Ppmof rats

spirit for the

November elections.

It is

a time for

partying.

The convention

will high-

Los Angeles as the symbol of
the Democratic Party. The diversity
light

of the state juxtaposed with

boom

has

its

made

it

symbol for the party and its future.
Yet behind all of the pomp and
ca mar a d e r ie of th e e vent ther e
lingers a foreboding sense of fear

during the World Trade
Organization meeting last fall proIn Seattle

testers nearly

working, rallying and, of course,

recent economic
lyer

am great-

artists'

me a goody-two-shoes or

capitalist,

but

don't feel right

I

it's

stealing

and

a potential violation

of copyright laws.
Napster, however,

is

not without

defense. Napster reps claim that
site is

industry.

They say

real, folks.

that record sales

way to

a

destroyed the event.

Policemen had to came onto the
streets of Seattle using rubber bullets
and tear gas. The memories of the
fall

meeting have hung

like

somber

shadows upon the shoulders of
prominent politicians and police. It
has affecled various summit meetings. In Los Angeles, with regards to
ihe DNC. politicians from kichard
Riordan to Gray Davis want to pre-

people

at all costs.

It is

here that a

which questions the fundamental nature of the American
Democratic system.
conllicl lies

Kears of protesters have subdued

atmosphere of the conwas a bloc
party planned for the convention for
Angelenos to celebrate the event.
The overwhelming fear of protest
the festive

vention. Initially there

rallies

disturbing the peace, led to

fund raising by the
LA. host committee. The LAPD is
proposing a multimillion dollar buddifficulties in

Mayor Richard Riordan wanted

i.e.,

don't rely

I've noticed

Napster plans to make
money through advertising and chat

anyone

tell

refuse to

let

me that Napster is an

will

thought
at

all.

quo

first time
such "normalcy," such

scene" been corrupted;

Committee

When

agree to take action to resolve

these copyright

is

there

no

See ROUSH, page 15

really started thinking

everyone cares what

others think of them, deep
follows trends

And,

and

certainly,

down, and

socially set rules.

impress people with

sound condescending,

different.

saw

I

own many of the

was
band

the

I

mail

comments

.

saintblue@hotmail.com.

of this precaution necessary?
people who are exercising their

strange.

It's all

but surely.

It's

any

illusions

I

no longer hold

about being different

and unique. Those teums are
I

would

I

are rather rare, but

I

like to think

big revolutionary

punk rock

about town because

ety,

some

kill

Basically,

no

I

think

Unfortunately, a

and

I

think that

so

adhere to basic standards and expec-

mings, followers, sheep,

tations. Likewise,

cized them for their tastes and opin-

people within

"underground" or non-mainstream
communities adhere to basic stan-

and

World arts and culture

"If you

choose to

been using

smoke then
you should-

power in

n't

ny because

obviously
only after

little

about health. They need to pay for
health just like auto industries need
to pay when people get hurt from

Think about

car crashes and defective cars.

for

I

The

for a lot of money, but

it

evens out

ferent

how to make their prodand how to

less

It's

ridiculous to sue

would be
you were forced to

in the first place. It
if

smoke or

ucts less addictive

cause

making yourself sick? It's not
problem that you chose to

smoke.

at the end. Overall,

the tobacco industry needs to fig-

ure out

sense.

You choose

to put
harmful stuff into your body, why
in the world should they pay you
it.

their

also hear that a lot of people die,

so

it

would make

money and don't care

was

be

allowed to
sue a compa-

make money.
They are

people, including myself,

etc.,

things, like for

industry has

tion

take their presumed superiority out
on other people. I can't tell you how

have labeled "normal" people as lem-

many different

order to

lot

many times

that much money then that's
going to allow people to sue for

their addic-

an endeav-

scenes are really just microcosms of

fair

tobacco

major

general society, wherein people

it's

•The

of indie and
punk kids don't see through their
behavior and this often means they

groups or communities

not

try

First-year

lawsuit

freak

that

company

or.

I've realized that

it's

really ethical.

Geophysics

about getting

less juvenile

your

for

not right;

Stephanie Chang

And we often compete

it's

is

First-year

We want to be the most shock-

and

To sue them

actions

KatyTsdiann-Orimm

popularity contests in the rest of soci-

can no longer

pride myself on the fact that I'm

own

selling guns."

most among our "normal" classmates. It's no less pointless than the

Of course, have my tastes and

know

I

should be taken away."

ing to our parents or to stand out the

all rela-

yourself.

say that the people should get

has a license to

it's

other.

that

is

do anything.

You're actually responsible for

because they're seeing loved ones

for having liked a certain indie rock

label, etc.

to

is

die before their eyes.

and punk

to a

anybody

The tobacco indusshould appeal the decision
and it should go their way. If you

that are suing,

points for having the most piercings,

band before they signed

like the

industry
forcing

not only the people

that they sue; the tobacco

I've described

that day,

them-

tobacco

their families are suing as well

des-

against the mainstream, not just each

I

not

smoke around me since
me and others slowly

attention, getting noticed, getting cool

that's not true.

to

most

responsibili
ty for

they're killing

threads

but

more

selves. It's

to get into their business, they

game anymore.
underground society, the game
less pressure,

should take

Anything that can alter
your mind shouldn't be allowed.
When I come up to people I tell
them that although I'm not trying

participate in that
In

'A

that people

attitude.

shouldn't

-

-

"I think

changes
your whole

and appearance - until I realized I
couldn't, and didn't really want to

such as the indie rock and punk

-^

my cool

in

The

^

that

well-

I

Undeclared

and
externally, and

recall those

when

First-year

smoking

internally

in the

and I was sporting one of the same brand of shoes
that I kept noticing over and over. I
think the only real difference between
myself and many of the people whom

people outside of the

Seymour is a fourth-year American literature and culture and women's studies
student She loves reruns of 90210" on
FX and hates physical exertion. Please e-

junior high school days

on

live

Jean Chang

I'm against

because I've
seen what it
can do to you

perately wanted to be trendy, to

'

Is all

Amendment rights deserve to
have their freedom of assembly

no

I

attributes that

a conformist in

cialism. Virtually

LAPD is ready at all costs, and have

Do

Lest

Everyone

is

"Personally,

rock kids compete to be the weirdest,

tive.

some
sense; virtually no one is immune to
things like consumerism and commer-

make a protest free zone, which
many politicians have cynically
named the Riordan Road. The

rowdy.

.

would

for

smoking

most

part of the market

it

other parts of the world.

First-year

be the

I

basically the same. Indie

to realize that there are very few.

to

testers get a bit

I

about the differences between "normal" and "abnormal" people, I came

and technology ques-

prepared defenses such as tear gas
and rubber bullets just in case pro-

- dressed or best-looking.

probably has

shirts

such thing as independent or punk
rock anymore?

to

coolest, the trendiest, the

trendiness being

Well, not exactly.
that the Senate

between
~
myself and many
people is that no
longer hold any
illusions about being
different and unique.
difference

this situ-

their grass-roots ideals; has "the

sumer.

hope

I

obvious that people

It's

think

I

haven't inforitaed people of all the
consequences of tobacco use."

that

mainstream compete

I

So what's going on here? Have socalled punk kids suddenly shunned all

innocent business looking to help out
both the music industry and the con-

I

what

formity.

we destroy

Undeclared

most social groups,
while they may be subcultures, have
very ritualized and specifiedcodes of
appearances and behaviors. And, as
the boy with a mohawk and cell
phone proved to me, subcultures are
not free from following some of the
same trends found in the mainstream.
The way in which underground
communities mirror mainstream soci-

think the only real

ferent.

rooms (www.idg.net/idgns/2000/
07/01 /UPDATE/SenatePanelHears
I

I

if

here

punishment to
the tobacco industry, since they

be labeled that if she were a corporate
lawyer? These are simplifications, but
is

I

will

it

results serve as a

Think about it - would a preppie
be called a preppie if he wore ripped
jeans and a flannel? Would a hippie

the point

in the case, so

do much to
them anyway. Smoking is a
worldwide phenomenon and even

Why would

unfair.

other easily-identifiable groups.

I

embraced
by people who are supposed to be dif-

industry.

MusicDebate.shtml).

realized that

and the same goes

don't think

Anthony Hughes

and

in dress, style,

were sued for

consequences."

ety goes farther than just simple uni-

cell

was inherent irony wasn't irony

status

noticed, but

jewelry trends over and over.

This was definitely not the

who have

its

health problems."

them
dif-

forcibly intoxicated, but

something that you decide to

do."

criti-

Speaks Out compiled by Cuauhtemoc Ortega, Daily Bruin Senior
Staff.
Photos by Mindy Ross and Nicole Miller, Daily Bruin Seniof Staff.
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First

removed from them? Although having the Democratic National
Convention is a great honor and status symbol for California, it appears

gct to quell the cries of the protesters.

Seymour

The more thought about

tap into the

and be

beliefs tastes,

all

Throughout the day, I counted several of the same band T-shirts, countless pairs of the same kind of shoes,
and the same clothing, hairstyle and

phone.

I

to stand out

of one another,

way.

Nicole

vintage T-shirt - answer his

already been established by the music

have climbed since the introduction
of programs like Napster; it's true.

vent protests from these kinds of

friend

wearing the standard indie-rocker ensemble - Converse, jeans and
_

Napster's creators are

looking for a

its

helping, not hurting, the music

all.

We turned to see another boy in

ation,

and

found This Ain't No
Picnic to be a perfect example of people trying to be different in the same

line,

the

alternative

festival

'90s? Ironically,

I

colossal base of consumers

about not paying for music. To me,

my belief

and individuals who

ticipate in the

even a

same lawyer who won

same

comes across in an unorigimanner. Does anyone remember
wave of young women getting

on commercial products or socially
constructed ideals). The second we
concluded this conversation, there
was a ringing sound next to us.

profit to

in the

with worthless individuals. I'm
sure that they have the finances to
cover the amount of money they

you sue somebody for something
you enjoy? They've seen the
Surgeon General's warnings; they
should have been aware of the

we don't accept
homophobia, that we appreciate art,
that we support independent music
and films, and so on and so on. These
things may make us a little different
from the status quo ideals, but does
that really make us different in the
long run? We're pretty much clones

their belly buttons pierced in the early

punk concept of

If

for violating anti-trust laws. Let's get

I

the

the traditional

freedom of expression makes democracy woric

CONVENTION: Overly cautious politicians interfere

Iyer

__

nal

pretty

it

all

was

lawsuit

culture people that

this often

much defeated

While college students
nationwide seem to love

to the unsolicited

said,

be made, then
why would Napster exist? Because its
creators think the music industry is
ripping off consumers? They'd love to
convince you of that: they've even
hired the

to access these files

As my

and

not without the chances of a profit.

no

want

of the great
irony of it

recent legal battles against Microsoft

opposed

vide. Call

lit-

kind of

limitless,

on

Picnic festival

about everyone. People, be they
surfers, frat boys or Riot Grrrls,

my

with

DIY ("do-it-yourself,"

technology are virtually

best at

>;

him, but because

time, the music industry

there were

cell

making fun of

that multiple-plat-

possibilities with this

it

The

society.

large majority of them are filled

should get what's coming to
them, that's the bottom line. The

it.

For example, there is a general
consensus among us so-called counter

he had played at
earlier in the week.
But I think his quote applies to just

because we were

nternet in general

The

RIAA

music programs
which businesses«<ike Napster protake of a

is

threatened a lawsuit).

access to

to post only legal

LA

I

some universi-

Bruin

'sharing'

think Napster

should begin to embrace the technology facilitated by Napster and the

certain uni-

through Napster,

Barry, claim that

same

the

how easy and convenient it

Napster's "users are simply legally

Amid

as their

including Yale,

seems

I

Napster should also be held accountable for the behavior of its users. At

networks was so

(That and

scheduled.

CEO Hank

on

It

Warped Tour, an

friend, not

fear of losing their fortunes^ but

tle

clogging the system.

September, when an appeals hearing

The source of the controversy

and

inum recording artists should have

have banned the program because it was

tinue operating at least until mid-

Anupa

files

By no means do

don't always realize

He was actually referring to the

punk rock

mohawk a few feet ahead of my

and me, talking on a
phone. I had 16
point him out
and laugh about

slowly

business.

high that

Friday afternoon, however, a federal
court judge allowed Napster to con-

fairly simple.

is

No

different, but

way."

punk rockers at a hardcore
punk show, I noticed a boy with a
green

be

to

line

the con-

Internet junkies, but

versity

Federal

On

in

their labels.

I

Perhaps Mike Watt said

norms

friend

going to put the music industry out of

activity

San Francisco. The
judge agreed to the injunction, which
may put Napster and its counterparts

By

all

than using CDs, tapes,

in

permanently out of business.

of copyrighted material

dards and expectations, though they

just

that these things aren't true.

month, while waiting
a
Last
long
of indie rockers and

and

slipping out of the hands of artists

or the radio. Napster

Court

etc.),

It's

pretend

July 2 of this year: "Everyone's trying

As

Maybe
happen to know a lot of

ing to music, rather

Thus, on July 26, a hearing for a
preliminary injunction sought by the

,

trol

product of trends,

the This Ain't

(digital,

Internet technology advances

modems, DSL,

that, oftentimes, they like to

music of

control over music's distribution.

Ethernet cable network.

primary way of listen-

in this

lawsuits.

in a

that

CONFORMrrV: Alternative

own actions. If they spend their
money on the cigarettes then they

following social

no
less) is readily available to anyone is a
little scary for the music industry and
music retailers who once had total

(cable

use these

currently repre-

recording industry began

The fact

caused a lot
of harm to

ing for a cancer stick, then they're

Wanna-be punks just wanna belong
mainstream are no exception.

I

think they've

going to get cancer. People
should be responsible for their

lifestyle

connections to the internet get faster

most of my college
friends have hundreds
of MP3 files stored on
their hard drives. They

copyright law dispute and similar

laws"

Napster also puts online music
retailers out of business since they
nullify the idea of paying for music on

they have access to an

over campus.)

which arc the most common kind of
digital music file.) The Judiciary
Committee decided that Federal
Courts should resolve the dispute,
and an agreement must be reached
between businesses like Napster and
major record companies

bother to pick up the albums.

the Internet.

company;

what they
pay for. f f

Bruin

they're pay-

legemates often use MP3s as their
only source of new music, and never

high recording quality

when

student housing and

files

RIAA, which

particularly

JENNY YURSHANSKY/Daily

it

of others' computers,
including media files such as MP3s

is

am

(UCLA provides one in

that allows internet users to

access the

is

I

aware of the high
degree to which students use Napster and
similar programs to
download online music

fully

Napster repre-

.

say that something

dorms at UCLA,

America and

District

I

must be done to control the spread of
copyrighted music over the Internet,
whether in the form of legislation, or
an agreement between the recording
industry and Napster and similar
Internet music distributors.
Having lived in the

is

Association of

sents

of getting their original

me when

with

unreleased

sentatives to

Napster allows consumers to pre-"Iisten" and sample music before they
buy it from retailers, which I agree
seems to be helping the industry. My
concern is that people such as my col-

find that

judge had pulled the plug on Napster

Industry

program

I

my musician friends, who are relent-

wish the Federal Court

particularly

heard testimony

illegal

RIAA wants to take legal action.

the "shar-

ing" on Napster's central server

Recently

the

tobacco

then they get
lot

all

for suing

Sec IVER,

pagcU
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By preventing

from asserting

on how to
and build human
barricades. Despite all of the commotion caused by the protesters, the
for training protesters

convention represents the American
system. If we did not have protesters

government and if we
did not have lawmakers fighting the
protesters then we would not have
American democracy. Lawmakers
fighting the

we are

suppressing their fundamental

_

and the foundation of the
American nation. By limiting prorights

"
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more

and so called "democracies," there
no such thing as protesters. There
are only those

who

is

are rebels to the

system and who thwart the proceedings of the government. The ability

makes America the "land
free and home of the brave."

to protest

of the

At the DNC, legitimate protest
groups are given a good 14 minutes

trap. In a sense, they

.

like

<?0^

have laughed

I

make
"

else. And we
how does that

everyone

continue to do

so.

But

us any better than "everyone

else"?

This
as

is

just reverse snobbery. Just

some sorority girls

in

spandex

have been

I

and punk rockers would

to say indie

sneer at such a person and their style
if they

ever

came

to, say,

a hardcore

punk show.

What this stems from is a refusal
understand that all humans have a
and we're

all
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fy as part

to voice their appeals.
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girls;

be just

ple,

polar opposites can find a harmonizing region. In so many countries

with

n

in the

basic desire to belong. We're

and the volunteers

in its creation. It is a

1

^.

we've ridiculed people
that enjoy mainstream pop; we've put
people down by saying that they want

to

democratic process.

protesters
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tops, black stretch pants

a land where both the enemy and
the friend of the system can partake
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My friends and

mallrat

to

ing a party to recognize the efforts
of the volunteers at the end of the

depict the raw nature of America.

Parviz Azar-Mehr
Friday,

^

IT.

at the competitiveness of teenage

The Bruin Democrats have

"Convention Week."
In addition to students, people from
all walks of life have been jumping
onto the convention bandwagon.
The L.A. host committee will be giv-

The

USC
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• universe
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the radio to hear today's latest hits.
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Bud Shank

with film

with film composer and guest

Celebrates (invention 2000.

HMI
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McBride &

Christian
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conductor,

Dave Taylor.
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unjust treatment of protesters. Just
recently a judge ruled to give protesters

week

American

Student

•

When

a final realization of
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essence of the American democratic
state.
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MoreThan 100 Departure

citizens are unable to exercise their
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that things

<2

will

American democracy

onlij-

know

among

must be changed. When protesters
and lawmakers can come together
and maintain equilibrium, then we
will have achieved the core function
of the American system with the will
of the majority and the minority.

America will become a police state
and if we want to we can lake away

and wtHikends

appcinlmcni

politicians are

feel like

your rights." What
Lvj^ninqs

people, and so they

making a statement about the
Constitution. They are indirectly

a speciality
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fact that protesters are fighting the

protesters

their views,

:'

scale buildings

was founded
upon, namely freedom of speech,
religion, press, expression and
assembly.
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they have "boot camps"

organized,

that this great nation
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Now you see him, now you

~:

don't

'

If

you

like

week when A&E checks out
latest film,

-August

"Hollow Man" stamng Kevin

2000

4,

A&E on the Web

ent:

Paul Verhoeven's

Bacon and Elizabeth Shue.
July 31

.\

scary movies then tune in next

See

and more

all this

at

the Daily Bruin's

Web site:
www.dailybruin.uda.edu
July 31

But that's the beauty of being
young - you don't know enough

TELEVISION: Series spins

web around

other shows,

about "real

#^

and the

Hwang

prestigious

^,,»_

--••——.-*-.-

-4.

-

haven't heard of the

in

Cape

ulary

and

don't ring a bell in

the campanile of

'^^lll

all

.

made

That's right.

show

visitors
iiice

what life in

L.A. was

when road rage meant

mammoth

upsetting a

JASON CHEN/Daily Bruin

"There were over 100 tar pits dug in Rancho La
Brea, which now compromises the 23 acres of
Hancock Park," said tar pit administrator Kurt
Abdouch in a recent phone interview.
"Each major tar pit area perhaps has a special
fauna from which certain kinds of
v\ ere recovered," Abdouch
said.
flora or

By Barbara McGuire

__

_

~

Dairy Bruin Senior Staff
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Currently under excavation, for the

--a^'

saber tooth cats, American lions and Colombian

mammoths roamed

cial site.

Los Angeles seems wild now, imagine what it
must have been like at the end of the Ice Age, when
If

the streets.

»_

1

Today, thousands of years after the extinction

^

RtiiM tNHi j'jLZ'LJaiiy tsium Senior

Excavators from the Page

Museum

search for the remains of ancient animals

in Pit 91

of the La Brea Tar

Staff

Pits.

"It

is

the longest continuing urban paleonlologi-

excavation on the planet," he said. "There's no
urban excavation of its kind anywhere else on

Brea Tar

earth."

Pits.

the Page

Museum and Hancock

the

many

often think

Rawley

Academy. There
is
no Dawson
and he doesn't

a

al

Park, the La Brea Tar Pits offers a comprehensive
look at what life was like in Los Angeles 10,000 lo

Every day through Sept. 10, Page Museum paleontologists and volunteers will be searching in the
pit for remains of ancient animals such as dire

40,000 years ago.

wolves and ground sloths.

No

On

word excavation.

ry inside the

museum

WB

the

Approximately 1,000 vertebrate fossils and 50
five-gallon buckets of sediment containing microfossils are unearthed from the pit each summer.
According to Abdouch, this can create many
years worth of work cleaning, identifying, cataloging and adding the specimens to the collection. *"*
Located in the Page Museum is an actual laboratory where scientists do all of this processing work.
"One of the major exhibits is a working laborato-

toiling daily at trying to

understand thf

here and add to the knowledge that

fossil

record

we have about

that plagued

apply to

See nut page 19

this

its

as well.

heard people say that "Young
Americans" is unrealistic. One look at

and you'd

is

acter played by actor

lets

students

explore different genres, hosts
free concert series in

Royce

are."

Institute

sought during

its

auditions in early

spring were ones looking to expand their

Daily Bruin Contributor

musical scope.

tradition in conservatories

everything.

more about

in

1996 by the music director of

American Jazz Philharmonic, Jack

train

summer

musiciansin

The program

institute

all

is

designed to

the music idioms.

follows the legacy

you

David Sanchez

will

Summer Concert

'ji/Mf'S/ol

Iti.'

Mcnri Mjfif

perform at the Henri Mancini

Series

in

li.',liluti-

Institute

^000 running through August

19.

live a life in

"To survive

left

"How

do

music?"
in

styles

to learn

of music

classical conservatories;
jazj?

desired to learn

more about symphonic music.

music today, you need

perform

HMI

a one

in

scholarship winners

month concert series feaand popular

turing jazz, orchestral, film

music.

wanted

it

is

work," Fisher

being

Rodney

to see the face

ing

from big bands

to

symphonic orches-

tras.

They

workshops with topics
Career Survival" and

also attend

"Creative

In addition to daily private instrumental

my Wednesday

everything from jazz to musicals to band

and maybe

Glickman

a rap artist

who

uses strings."

emphasizing the importance of having a wide musical scope.

Ken
in

said,

Kisher,

music from

who graduated with a degree

UCLA

scholarship winners

Royce Hall

in 1995.

who

in the free

will

one of the
perform in

is

summer

concert

cent
Institute

is

fully

supported

and corporations, the Recording Industry's Music
Performance Trust I'unds being its largest

MANONl R*9« ^^

is

more

is.

they never

mind and

soul.

The theme here

is

pretty universal - teenagers struggling

privately by both individuals

S««

for

have to leave their New England
town, because their extraordinary
Odyssey is one that spans the adoles-

music.

lo find their identity

And

just

"Dawso
Terrance Blanchard

about
will

perform at the Mancini

Institute's free

concert series at Royce

Hall.

there

i

rs.'

life

is

appeared

in

"Dawson's

my

to

like
t li

f

Pacey

English

is

human

and

it's

existence.

an individual yet we are

In literature, intertextuality

weaving of outside
story In

life, it is

is

the

texts within a

the intertwining of

similarly unrelated situations or people, like the popular theory of six
degrees of separation.

Our lives may steer down divergent
paths, but they all eventually lead
back to a single point of convergence,
The bottom line is we are all familiar

may be

paths

In literature,

intertextuality

life and television,
adds a remarkable

layer of richness to otherwise isolated

and

irrelevant instances.

In bringing together

genealogy and

its

network

its

$6 million sponsor,

"Young Americans" makes
references

to

it's

playful

WB

"Felicity" while integrating

cousin
its

Cola product placements into its rich
plot. What genius - the
must be
where philosophers and poets go

WB

Don't get
Americans is
bad,

show. In
it's

me wrong, "Young

from being the perit is sometimes so
embarrassing to watch. But it
'

fect

far

fact,

seems to me that that feeling of vicarious humiliation and self-consciousness

is also at the core of growing up.
So even though there is no "real
life" Rawley Academy or Capeside to

visit,

Raw

l

in

ey k ds ta k
i

l

as if they know everything
know - at iIm MMf 15.

,

they die.

their fictitious inhabitants exhib-

enough raw emotion and young
hope to keep this aging American
it

glued to the tube.

.

teens

_

Coca-

'

the

x

with the same stories, players and settings, no matter how divergent our

when

The remarkable thing

out of a strictly classical repertoire and

The Mancini

human

deemed worthwhile

"Young Americans"

watcher.

to break

while you're at

connected.

all

a woeful routine comprised of

than just blue-eyed beauties in trivial
adventures - these gorgeous guys and
girls are on an incredible journey

ries lack today.

be performing with Pavarotli, Celine Dion,

UCLA's summer session

needs to have more than just visual
appeal to captivate this astute TV

immerse

enter into one in which they work with

exis-

A truly captivating show, however,

themselves ih a unique musical oasis that
seeks to make up for what most conservato-

They arc given the opportunity

me from

general viewing.

and Terrance Blanchard, the participants
cat lunch with their world-renowned teachrecipients

evenings

my own mundane

uations to be

lessons with musicians like David Sanchez

The scholarship

choose to

I

A television show does not have to
be based on actual people in actual sit-

"Playing Pain Free."

Everyone

Scott,

communication.
At
Rawley
Academy, summer school is a whim
for the young and the beautiful who
spend their sunny days rowing crew
and frolicking in a dazzling blue lake.
What would you rather watch?

ensembles rang-

Your parsame mis-

long-lost friend of

core of

the

at

of reality,

chapters about the theory of

said.

the

learned about this in

I

a char-

atrocious midterms and never-ending

Fisher and the other scholarship winners
in different

is

tence.

is

make

up

(Joshua Jackson).

15 years

of my bathroom mirror
for an hour every night after dinner.
But because the real world isn't all

the truth of

29.

you are called lo perform in the
Grammy award orchestra, you're going to

to

be able to play everything," said Mitchell
Glickman. executive director of the Henry
Mancini InsUuile.

make

He

watching a show that relieves

ers.

In addition to studying various musical

"If

behind by the late Henry Mancini.
renowned composer and musician, and is
designed to answer the question:

in the classic4l

wanted

and other

most

disciplines, the

fellowship

Elliot, the

'

jazz

in

the world's best jazz musicians.

the

1'l.otO',

not taught

those entrenched in

full

Created

V

Those who were trained

from the Henry Mancini
Institute, allowing them to eat, drink, and
breathe music at UCLA alongside some of
a

resourceful to

like

They arc immersed in music 24 hours a
day for four weeks, working to absorb
Eighty accomplished musicians received

which began July

"Whoa,

I'd sit in front

A

"Part of being a musician

can participate

The kinds of students the Mancini
By Grace Uriarte

series

Creek" as a

who is 22 years old in real life.
Which brings me to another point:
What is "real life"anyway?

In reality,

MUSIC: Institute

say:

not a real person.

spend

"The more skills you have, the more
employable you are. So if someone calls you
to do a gig, you can say Ves' and be comfortable, no matter what the challenges

predictable at times?

class. It's called intertextuality

that great sometimes,

Scholarship harmonizes musical styles^ training

little

Will, recently

Well, of course he does. First of all.

I

too pre-

is

same, they're not.
Sure Rodney Scott looks a little
familiar. That's because his character,

I've

Will

show

you think that all the
shows on the WB network are the

predecessor seems to

new series

Will Krudski

this

and

Finally, if

following "Dawson's
Creek." The same criticism, however,

If

dinosaurs are found

One look at

it?

old-

_

and face

different pasts

make some mistakes

pre-

he looks way too old to be

that visitors can actually peer

and see trained volunteers as well as professional scientists who work on the fossil remains that are
literally coming out of the tar pits," Abdouch said.
"We call it the fish bowl laboratory," he continued. "They are not actors; these are people who are

12,

directly

slot

^'

the kids

takes they made. And you'll probably
watch your kids make the same mistakes that you made.
Why not watch the kids at Rawley

Emilia

a

miered its latest teen drama "Young
Americans" strategically in the time

'

than that?

realistic

ents watched you

Hwang

July

SAT

But, isn't the process of growing

creek.

when they hear

into

amazing animals, scientists can find their
remains and learn of their "wild" lifestyles at the Lii

Composed of

IT'

Pit 91,

1

ol

these

P^m'f<

summer only,

which was originally discovered in 1915.
l-xcavation didn't begin until 1969 and the pit has
been worked on annually every summer for the past
3 years. According to Abdouch, Pit 91 is a very speIS

P^.!

fossils

here, however, as

Senior Staff

come from

dictable.

have

kids.

one another. What

"Young Americans,"

you'd say:

no

is

really

:t'-^

larger than the average

is

the seemingly generic story lines

There

and

r-

"Dawson's"

at those

different futures together.

up.

Excavations at Pit 91

.

desires to

In

worry -

they're

'':;'-.

could be more

reality for you,

don't

the creek

prep book. Yet, they still can't communicate their most essential fears

been to Capeside.

4,

down

lives

They've known each other all their
lives and they've never left Capeside.
Not to mention, their extensive vocab-

Cod, Massachusetts and yet never
If these places

;

,

Look

Rawley Academy, even
one of the most exclusive

though it's
boarding schools in America.
Perhaps you've vacationed

-

who

girl

to cause confusion, frustration

grier

Maybe you

you

that

the saipe

time, the world of a teenager doesn't
have to be larger than your parents
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life"

haven't got a clue.

tends depth to characters
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with Americans'

real life
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BOOK: Dating adventures
dibmyet Jones's

woman

of eclectic single

ilry

her "prime,"

provide honest insights

when men her own age

and continued in "Bridget Jones, The
Edge of Reason."

through

Bridget Jones's Diary

Author Helen

Bridgel Jones
Fielding

new

Publisher: Penguin Bools

A

Pages: 271

Price: $12.95

is

woman

"Singleton," Jones

Rating: 9

is

maintair\s trails that
relate to.
JACOB

every woman's
in

her

or a

.^Os.

a character

who

one not

not a real

women

all

can

Her adventures, or misad-

an inside look

ers

attraction

of her resolutions, such as

"behave

to

sluttishly

ers are watching,"

seem unique

lo

Title:

Jones. Others, however,. like, "I will
not sulk about having no boyfriend,

Bridget Jones

Author Helen

Fielding

Publisher Penguin Books

stance, complete without boyfriend,

Price: $12.95

at her

Pages; 271

do with

See JONES, page 19
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.
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JACOB

friends

band's search for

new sounds

Coast. Thurston

Moore bantered

with the

crowd about driving on San Vicente before
launching into the "Schizophrenia."

launched a wall of sound at the crowd with
their guitars, while

By Brian O'Camb

Shelley

Most theatergoers expect a night of civility and culture, not a teenage riot.
Opting for the more intimate feel of a
theater, over large concert venues and
slamming crowds, Sonic Youth brought a
little bit

of SoHo to the Wilshire Theatre on

-

July 24.

•

Unfortunately, the choice reflected a
band that has outgrown its name for the

sake of art.

Promoting

&

flowers," the

cuts

Kim Gordon

ARMENIAN/Daily Brum Senior

from the

From

Slaff

lends her husky voice to Sonic Youth's

the

album "nyc ghosts

band resurrected old mate-

while experimenting with several

rial

PATIL

latest

its

new

latest release.

the start,

band was here

it

became obvious

slammed

the

crowd

to attention

with forceful toms and kick bass.

Working

Shelley, the

band pulled

the

song to an ethereal drone, deciding to join

that

to experiment.

Returning to their only true mainstream
hit,

band launched "Bull

the

is, "emotionfuckwittage." In lay-

close.

With

because

constant labeling

ever

commitment scare. Their
with this term and never-€nd-

mic, dwindling to a whisper with each line
oflyrics.

"heartbreakers," as everyone in the real world

Returning to some new and experimental material, the band synched their sound
to the visual display behind them. Footage
from the streets of New York displayed
everything from subway windows to hyper

does at least once in their life, giving the book an
almost non-fictional tone, despite the fact it is

As

many

facets of the

behind the canvas, the
group launched into the defining "Teenage
Riot." Staying true to their name, the

group swung the crowd-pleaser

into

plays and exhibits on the wide range of animals that once inhabited Los Angeles. One
can see the bones of the only human being to

woolly

ever be recovered from the tar

whose

a

woman

are believed to be the Catalina

<5fTgi(is

Her age

sand years

pits,

is

marked

at

is

more than

just a collection of fossils.
tors

is

Also offered to visian understanding of the personality and

about a thou-

old.

$eeTiUC|»age29

who

always

is

up with

are her

polar

many

are

other

settings.

seems relatable

to

woman. Any woman who has

insecure next to a model-looking

felt

and

She gets women to laugh at themrealize there are sometimes, though
psychotic lapses, and even help them

hurt.

selves,
rarely,

understand their bizarre motives a little better.
Bridget Jones is the singleton goddess/guru

100 percent fiction.

her "journal" almost daily,
listing at the top of each entry her weight, how
many alcohol drinks she's consumed that day,
in

for everyone, regardless of sex or age.

Though

may seem like something locked up in
'Voman only" section, males could just as

her series
that

smoked, calories eaten, as well as various other tidbits of daily information. Her selfdepreciating compfients that go along with this

well relate to the experiences in Jones's

life,

enjoy the comedy and learn something about the
opposite sex as well. Not a bad idea.

KEITH ENftlQUEZ/Oaily Bruin Senior

The La Brea Tar

model of wooly mammoths sinking

Pits feature a

in tar.

an

intensely experimental interlude.

Turning their guitars into metal detectors, Ranaldo and Moore began s,weeping

catchy chorus and heavy
melody, the next song, "renegade princess"

mammoth.
The Page Museum, however,

woman, any woman who has ever been in love,
any woman who has ever been used, cheated on

cigarettes

lights flashed

lion, there

-

In short, Jones character
just about every

Jones writes

of the

funny dramas she experiences at her workplace, a
wedding, and other ran-

they suddenly have a

Every one of Jones' friends eventually
become subjected to the rejection of one of these

her husky voice to the

children, reflecting the

its new album. Dotted with electric chirps
courtesy of O'Rourke, Shelley continued
to cement the track with his powerful

the

that

dom

not you, but them

"it's

North America and eventual extinction
mammoth. On display will be mammoth tusks and teeth, as well as a piece of-

tion to

;

there are various dis-

dad and runs off with Julio,
a Latin con-man. In addi-

backs out of a relationship
claiming that

museum

'..

mother who suddenly has a

who suddenly

someone

^

r^^^

opposite. For example, her

are her polar opposite.

means

this

Heather." Pulling the song up-tempo,

band's soundscape.

Turning in a new direction, the group
began "free city rhymes," the first track off

in

practically

man's terms

19

mid-life crisis, leaves Jones'

Gordon brought

the necks to create a storm of sound.

ing family

who tries to set
Jier up with men thaL.

ing redefining always provides a laugh.

him by grabbing a set of drumsticks.
Ranaldo and Moore experimented with
different ways of using their guitars by
striking them with the sticks, and grinding

pounding, eventually rolling the song to a

Displaying his knowledge of the West

experimental jam on July 24 at the Wilshire Theatre.

Kim Gordon rooted the

song on bass. Struggling to be heard, Steve

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

better than electric turkey gobbles
which detracted from the poppy guitars.
tle

Moore, fellow guitarist Lee Ranaldo,
and guest performer Jim O'Rourke,

pushes boundaries of 'art'

had heads bobbing. Unfortunately, the
added efTects from O'Rourke sounded lit-

2000

encounters that Jones has with one man to the
next. Readers also witnesses to her embarrass-

family

. everyone with

al

set-list,

label

16

Inside the

Islands.

Readers also witness
her embarrassing

of the more frequently used words in the
novel, which Jones and her

4,

exhibit details the origins, evolution, migra-

The books, however, are not just self-narrated

men

herself.

-August

Also of interest is a special exhibit,
"Mammoths: Wild and Woolly" which will be
at the Page Museum through Sept. 17. This

the last Ice Age."

the "big picture."

trying to set her

One

LIAO/Oaily BruIr

Sonic \buth concert takes ^periment too far
MUSIC: Despite solid

fact that she

Their advice thus leaves her
without a clue on what to

Rating: 9
.

on the

entirely based

is

From page

any anxiety from this leap to another novel.
Jones is seemingly much more self-disciplined,
though one wouldn't go so far as to say mature,
in this novel. Her low self-esteem and game playing, however, are somewhat frustrating and,
readers may just want to scream at her to look at

Throughout the novels, Jones gets completely
different advice from each of her best friends.
Shazzer, a hardheaded feminist, Jude, a sucker
for her own commitment-phobic boyfriend and
Tom, a homosexual male.

The Edge of Reason

but develop inner poise and authority
and sense of self as woman of sul>

emotions and
stale of mind throughout everything

seem some-

plays hard to get.

around

the house, but to instead imagine oth-

person point of view. as. journal
entries by Jones' herself, giving read-

ventures, into the world of dating past

LIAO/Dally Bruir

is

Many

for

power" creator who uses comedy to
hook readers in this two book series.
The books are written in the. first

best friend.
single

readers to believe,

Year's

Resolutions."

person. Rather, British author Helen
Fielding is her enlightened "girl

Daily Bruin Senior Staff
Title:

may be hard

"New

to obtain boyfriend,"

July 31

1AR

"The Edge of Reason," continues where
"Diary" ended, so readers do not experience

what universal.
Readers are taken on an emotional roller
coaster as Jones enters a dysfunctional, sexbased relationship with her superior whose

first

her

way

as best

the

book, readers meet Jones and
begin to understand her mentality

many

By Barbara McGuire

Upon opening

FrompagelS

begin going for 20-somethings, arc
recorded in "Bridget Jones's, Diary"

Jones, though this
fujfty!

she experiences.

may put a smile on readers* faces because of how close they might hit
home to their own self-perceptions.
numerical write up also

JONES C

have female appeal
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instruments oVcr the lloor,
searching their speakers for new

Gordon

um.
"There

the stage as the

left

grinding the necks of their guitars

hard on the ears.
After the experimental section,
Gordon returned to the stage, com-

\

menting on the dangers of leaving
men alone to playr Taking the helm
with

femme

her

Gordon launched
(what was

it

fatale

into

As

(323)

934-PAGE or

flowers" fed into itself as

aC

set

hits.

was more

suited to the eyes than the ears.

with as
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Thurston Moore experiments with

his guitar

Staff

people as

we can
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full

is

house.

a two-way street.
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summer
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series

Fridays

Saturdays through August

and

Institute

1

and

9. For tickets

Royce Hall Box
Office at (310) 825-2101 or check out
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mon cokj. Male/female i8-55yrs. old, nonsmoker, no asthma history. Limited availability. Call today 310-785-9121. Emailrdinteal-

new economy? Measure your

t>y

RMumes

(.000

Ecjg

printer

EARN $$$$$

RESEARCH STUDY

potential for success

r.

..

5000

0700
OHOO

/

FOR SALE iMac and Epson Stylus 740
32MB ram. $G HD, 56K. 233

for participation.

Anonymous

Hi. Slip Sluojf /

Mok
MA/Wia.0wlalA)4n9

ifmrv

'/Bj/aVA.

$1 5.95
$1 8.95

Valid w/ Student I.D.
Ong Cou p on pe r person
'

Alcoholics

for ftent

1-900 numbers

JIVOO
n <o()

•

I

like

know

to

$800/obo. 323-906-8248.

Resorts / Hotels
Rkles Offered
Rides Warned
lieMi / Shuttle Service
travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

//no

SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or
• FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
•

Genetic study of Diabetes recruits
healthy volunteers (1 8-40 years old) for
free diabetes screening with standard
oral gkicose tolerance test (2.5 hours).
Qualified subjects (wtK> pass the oral
glucose tolerance test and have normal
blood pressure) will be invited to
participate in a genetic study of

(Mails, cili Or.ChiH (310)-206-«664.

77^777?

ad CmpacOm Bbmuiil CMWlMm

LUNCH SPECIAL
RICE

Vehidas

H5 Artesia Blvd., Manhattan Beach
Affordable prices
Financing Available

•

Cnmpus

Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale

828-2181

465 North Roxbuiy Dr., Beverly Hilk

tonfa imy uay.

11 oo

Personal Services
Professional Services

(310)385-0590
I

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale

(i(>00

\

of your

classified readers

ask what you would

position,

EGG DONOR

Remals

FAACS. AAFPS, AAOHNS. LACMA, CMA,

TO

Many

2300

Research Subjects

Equipment

Steven Burres, M.D.

15 years experi«nc«

45a4166
84Sa433

2200
FREE
DIABETES SCREENING

Movers / Storage
Music Lessons

Double Board Certified

€

curity Dadci

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd.
SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd.
BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd.

^fc

Always include the price

simply do not respond to ads
without prices
• Avoid abbreviations— make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

to*

"The UCLA Daily Bruin" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

Camcorders

/

Pets

5«()((

THURSDAY
AT NOON

•

Item.

475-9671. Ciassined ads also appear on-line at httpyAMivw.dailybfuin.ucla.edu. Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. Tlte Daily Bruin
Minor typogiapWcil errors tn not etga)le for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bmln Oassified Department must be notWed of an enor on the Tirst (tay of puWicalion by noon.

services

DEADUI#}

your items

pajfiiieni

ARE YOU entrepreneurial efx)ugh to be suc-

AMERICANACADEMY OF FACIAL PLASTIC AND RECONSTRVCrfVBm^T

off

2 working days before (xinting.
at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day tsefore printing.

make checks payable

— ^—

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate

insertion only.

0400
0500

'

'

9am-2:30pm

Health Products
Miscallanaous
Musical Instruments

5000
SOHO
5700
5720

Hf icrodermabrasion
(one art*a only)

CAU.

SIZES
AVAIt_ABLE

NOW

Free

30$"

6

for variable rate information.

Computers / Software
FumKure
Garage / Yard Sales

3fi00
3(S00

5b00

m

.j^^

5.60

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selltng.

^
at 12 noon.
Classified Display Ads:

The ASUCLA Conwrninlcations board My suppcxts Vn» Univanity of CaWomia'S polcy on nondiscnmination. No mediunn shall accept advertisements wtiich piesent persons at any origin, race. sex. or sexual orientation m a
demeaning way or Imply that ttwy are Hmlted to positions. capabHitles. rotes, or status in society. Neither the Oaity Bruin nor ttte ASUCLA CorrHnunications Board has investigated any dl the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue. Any person believing ttiai an advertisement In this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in vxriting to the Business Manager.
Daily Bniin. 1 18 KarctOtotr Hall. 306 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistance with housing discrimination problems, cal the UCtA Housing Office at (310) 82S^271 or ciM the Wtatside Fair Housira OTTice at (310)

travel

I

Laser Resurfacing

93.00

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

Collectibles

5(i20
5(340

•

$19.95 value

Fri:

Books

r.f.oo

PUBLISHED
EVERY

^

';

« Cooac (noudad

j(2^

IS

'<

lbs.

SLEEIMNG BAG
ARMY REISSUE

BRom

0.60
28.00
2.00

Classified Une Ads:
1 working day before printing,

Calling Cards

4800
4noo
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400

'

S gai. as n*«w tnsida.

Vary Haawy

From

Nose-cosmetic and breathmg problems!
Insurance may apply
• Acne Scars'probltjm cases welcome!
• Natural Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
^
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
.
• Chin & Cheek Implants
-..±_JL Liposuction
• Ear Reshaping-often no incision!
• Snoring
I?.

20 words $8.30

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm

Aft / Paintings
Bicycles / Sliates

4(>00
470(i

•

REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
"^
WITH PICK &

Wantad

Appliances

3000
3100
3200
3300
3A0O

to

Please

I

2i\M)
2 'J 00

up

word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

Classified Une: (310) 825-2221
Fax; C310D 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310) 206-0528

AdivMes

issue,

...each additional

90024-

iranspottauon

FREE CONSUtTATION
Computer Imaging 4rat(able, Mmi Ituiimtiee Ae^ki

S^

Store

& Found

2(1111)

2700

«i

Facial Plastic &
Laser Surgery

#

f

LEATHER COVER
$25 value
moors

Plaza

CA

^r

One

Hall

E-Mail: classrfieds@media.ucla edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Miscallanaous
__
Parsonal Messagas
Personals

4400

$

Los Angeles,

forlsale

so the

community knows about this wonderful group," Glickman said.

support of a

by using drumsticks

many

have to create opportunities
for ourselves, create places where we
can share music with other people,"

to create outlandish sounds.

JUNGLE BOOTS

118 Kerckhoff

308 Westwood

LagaliMtlcaa

^

than those that cost money.

of

Even though the Mancini Institute
does not profit directly from ticket
sales, the musicians still profit from the

lengths the

actual "music" produced.

^r

announcements

you've

think that free things have lesser value

may be

though free concerts

"We

Sonic

The
band members took to
produce new sounds was admirable,
but the same couldn't be said of the

a result, the 80 participants in

superlative quality, people tend to

background. With
strobes flaring and sound blaring, the
band replicated the title track on
screen before moving into an encore.
Despite some classic

if

Glickman also said that when the
Mancini Institute moved their program to UCLA last year, their greatest
challenge was rebuilding their audience base. However, once the community 'found out about the concert
series, it became very popular.
"We want to share the musicians

that

in the

that elevates the music.**

it,

program all receive full scholarships and are chosen entirely on talent
and technique, not financial viability.
The Mancini Institute has found

display of power-

Youth's experimental

calling

music," Glickman said. "So

the

pierced the double exposed film

running

ble for

by

got a great audience that's really into

sound and mixed media, "nyc

lights

T^'

children,

musicians feed off an audience as
much as the audience feeds ofPthe

supporter.

voice.

&

and seniors and $2 for
ages 5-12. Parking is accessi$5. Information can be obtained

for students

Campus Happwiings
CampiM OrganliatKMit

MANCINI
From page 16—

-August 4, 2000

seven days a week from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Admission is $6 for adults, $3.50

Servicea
Birthdays

oppression with her dry, sensual

ghosts

July 31

Campus

of white corporate

in a

MUSEUM: The La Brea Tar Pits and the
Page Museum are located at 5801
Wilshire Blvd. The Museum is open

"nevermind

mmediately follow ing, Gordon
led the band in "Cool Thing," dancing and nailing on stage. Swinging
the mic around her waist, the singer

Culminating

the world."

CamiNis RacruKment

I

ful

the true treasures here,

which were the fossils in unprecedented numbers," Abdouch said. "This is
the most important site of its kind in

persona,

anyway)."

liquified the tale

mine before

also an asphalt

www.tdrpits.org.

heart.

its

was

the

it became a park."
La Brea Tar Pits is just one of the
many aspects of Los Angeles that
make the city one of the most unique
places on earth. Not every city can
claim to have one of the richest
deposits of fossils right smack dab in

was certainly

it

social history here

Abdouch about

before

massive org> of sound.
\yhilc the event was dellniteiy a specin a

the eyes,

some

behind the muse-

Page Museum. "Various commercial
activities occurred in Hancock Park

joined O'Rourke. rubbing and

tacle for

is

it

museum site) was an oil field

we discovered

as well," said

Like a liquid squid, the two gui-

together

19

rich cultural history

feedback grew feverish
tarists

and

From page

their,

sounds.

"(The

WW

e-mail

I

Auto

In

Mercury Broker in Westwood.
.

.r

v\i%.

natin
o lO-/ 0*«-»40 lO

<>

U700
Auto insurance

hk> Brokers Fees. Also other
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

(H0)20IH548

108IWI

'

».".,

v^
22

July

31- August

4,

2000

Daily Bruin CiassiTied

Daily Bruin

2300
Sperm

2300

Egg Donors

/

Sperm

/

2300

Egg Donors

Sperm

/

Sperm

Egg Donors

/

2300

6100

Egg Donors

5680

Coni|)uler/lnternet

Travel Deslinalions

Tr.ivel

QassifM

Mft\-

5680

7100

Drslmatioiis

Tiitoniuj Wiiriled

Special Egg

Donor JVeeded

818-762-3467 or

Call

visit

lof

only

7700

Cart;er OiHjortiiintu.'s

Child Care Wantefl

www.bulldoghost-

ing.cofn.

MmiiiA

YOUNG,

FIRM

Web

Design Firm seeks the
following: Administrative Assistant, Software
HIP,

engineer, Artist/Designer.

Preferred Donor will meet the following

criteria;

resume

Enruiil

to:

twoodOlunamedium.com.

Seattle

I

6200
i-mmi>>
'

Jack H.

Silvers,

Home

^
MD

Sick

(310) 448-1744
WW1

We

been growirtg

become

Wanted

English Tutor

.$876

Paris.

$20/hour; 10-15 hours/week;
B.A. in English preferred.

can get you there.

stucfont.

Thousand Oaks. Call Tom
Hyun (805) 492- J 776

•Lasei^Hair and Tattoo Removal*

•Lip Augmentation*

ensalion

7200

Red and Brown Spots*

ot

www.DrSlhfer8.odm

PEOPLE

(Extra compensation available for

someone who might be

Soitw rami ioia m apply.CSr »101 75eoa3

Stat rauel.com

uuiniiAi.

TO LOSE WEIGHT
NEXT 30 DAYS

00% NATURAL
NO DRUGS
EAT AND LOSE

7000

Professional Services

Tutoring Oltered

pr

Legal Advice/Attorneys

[Attorney
1

23

S.

JENNIFER

S.

.*49rt

addl *50

ice. Call

UBMGBB/

ia38S.IMMlnnBM,i1

BawertyHMcAdj

Wed

3-5

fit

to

major

HATE TO TYPE?
Let me do it for you. Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays accepted. $2.50/pg. CallIris

310-639-3101 or page 310-915-2255.

re-

experiencedr

TYPING/SECRETARIAL

Typing
answering service,
$50/month.
Personal
mailbox,
$50/nr>onth. Car garage. Personal answering
servtee also provided. 310-475-8787.
services.

$2. 50/page. Photocopying,

Wed

4iaOAlMlcA»s„t106

ahead

No tapoMnMrt

r

ence.

Mtliiyimt ¥IMk-ln

" DOBAUAHiftD.
|{f£E Ciirc Kit \A//l'iii<:liiiK<:

6AOO

summer. Seven-years

exfjeri-

Comprahanaiva 01iM(tatk>n AMiattfK*
Thaaas, Papers, and Paraonal SUitemanta
Proposata ar>d Booka
International Studanu Wekxime. Since 1865
2
Sharon Bear, Pti.0. (310) 470

Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

SW

is

being placed for a particular client and

is

TOO SMALL!

not soliciting eggs for a donor bank*

mail/pager 323-263-2378.

5680

5680

5700

Travel Destinations

Travel Destinations

Travel Tickets

VICTORY TRAVEL
LATIN

SPECIALISTS

Rl«/M*

Mexico City
Guadalajara
Cabo San Lucas
El

P««l4

Lima
Buenos Aires

small jobs,

Hondurof

Bogota

Costa Rica

Quito

Nicaragua
Guatamala

Belize

f/i

pMrdiow S«t|«d

lo

Mexico Escapes
$369 Cabo San Lucas
\sV>
$479 Cancun
^^'JexO*^'
$369 Puerto Vallarta V^^o*
f/rooLOcc 13 nighH

•

Air - Transfers}

dtony

Boston

Chicago
Phila<&lphia
^Son Frcmcisco

5800-7300

7400
IF

YOU EARN

6000

studio. Ist-

lesson free.
Neil:323-654-8226.

necessary.

Eurailpass

(310)312-0202
1281

Accommodations

Westwood

C2 tjiks

Car Rentals

So of

24 Hours

o Day

Blvcd
WIlsMlre)
Service

find

it

make ends meet,

fiard to

886-252-6325

ext.

Special Oomesfic & imernatmol AirtofK Available
PricM or* tubfecl to change wtmoul norice

advertise
825-2161

Ta««

*

825-2221

434, Wesfwood CA

Expertise to

Words,

etc.

For

UCLA level computer )ava programming.

Leave message 310-775-2032 or 310-5507869

Wanted. Looking

for

an

Cohen

tact Mrs.

at

Care Offered

$$$

LOW PRICES $$$

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL mn
UCLA

grads. Ages2.5/6years.

play-yards.

Open

Two

7:30-5:30.Ctose to

snmmerbriiin

Any

First

•

c ri 1 w

ereces required. Ck>se to UCLA.
476-0223.

ir1<'r>r

speaking

non-snrK)ker,

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR TEACHER
fall school year. Candklates
have experierx:e in cfiiki care. Salary
is
negotiable. Tuesday/Thursday/Friday
8am- 1pm. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

assistance for
stKHJkJ

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 5yr old daughter. Intemattonal

or bilingual

background preferred,

car&referer>ces required. Grar)d Piarv3. Bev-

ertywood. Laird:310-287-1677.

7800
Help Wantfid

•-.

NEW FACES

(

WANTED

c>m

International Talent

Group is now looking for
new faces & new talent for

Wanted

Television, Film,

Commercials, Music
& Modeling.

CHILDCARE & DRIVER
For two great ctWklren boy 11

WLA sctxx)ls,

vise

homework

,

1620

Mtatwood

girt 10.

Videos, Print

All ages, all types.

Pick up

drive to activities, super-

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NO FEES

at Erx:tfK> tiome. Mon-Ttiurs
$10/hour and possible UCLA

Need good

car,

AUDITIONING

driving

NOW

(818) 379-7070

record, references. Begins 9/5. Call Nanette
310-244-3805 or fax resume 310-244-2488.

7400

Business Opportunities

Business Opportunities

your parents
for extra cash.
call

you're male, in college or
have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job
where you can earn up to

UCLA.

on our anonymous
sperm donor program.

details

You'll receive free

comprehensive health
screening Plus you can
.

help

infertile

couples

dream of
becoming parents. So

310-824-9941

realize their

50 minute

If

you're looking for a great
job and little extra cash,
visit

I

call

us

or e-mail us at

donorsOccb.oom

first.
.

>^

coupon

Wtal Lm A|
Monica {Frtr Ptrking

Blvd.,

4 Santa

in Rtwr)

825-2221

310-

woman for FrMay-Tuesday,
regererKes. Care for three
chiklren, fxxjsekeepirtg, cooking, occaskxial
errands-driving. $200/week. 310-476-0223.
lish

7700

from

Call:

NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER

(Gaao)

1< 'r

light

LIVE-IN, seeking mature, responsit)le, Eng-

noa-tiamitTTpiw

|

nicnl'>\/

1

:Ub-3UbU

this

room&tx>ard,

Tel: (310) 47^-55987 Fax: (310) 475-1970
Online: www.onvillage.com/C/ckntalhealth

Tm

patient:
BonilU
Coupon Eipim S/11 /OO

lime inlrodudory offer with

for

310-473-0772.

Create oeautiful dmiles!

WiWiirv

n

by

large

(OMee er t. teMiMiri,

Since 1970
PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers, reports, statistics, re-

late afternoon-evening.

excf^nge

house-keeping/cooklng/errands-drivirtg. Ref-

If

...':.

in

If

6200

-

r.

•

Fri-Tues

7600
Chilli

HtNilth St.'rviees

Al Phoses of Dentistry
'•»
• 24 Hour Emergenqr Service
• MedhCol A Most Insurance Pkms Accepted
'Al Sludento A Focully Members ore welcome*

LOVE CHILDREN?
LIVE-IN AVAILABLE

Call us.

Heiilth Services

Ace

ill^.

818-783-1271.

6200

310-820-8830.

»f 1.

Lovaas

experlerK:e,

He.illli Serviiu.s

We

itif

trained student to work with an adorable six
year old boy Will pay $20/hour. Please con-

6200

present your best. Editing.
formatting
and finalizing.

graduate application essays.
style/requirement. 323-871-1333.

n.

THERAPISTn"UTOR

Tutor needed

TUTOR WANTED

:

Mixx

•

Don't

•

tions,

90024

(BOO) GaG

Wiintcd

helping writing reports. 310-998-9145.
Please call Mon 6-9pni.or Tuesday.

age 3. Pfck-up
from presctKx>l late afternoon ar>d take home
to Brentwood, care through earty eventr>g,
Mon thru Thurs. Must have own car. 310231-4061.

Career Opportunities

in

Personol Slolements, Papers, TtMses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals
Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
International Students Wsicqme

views, proposals, studies, theses, disserta-

PHONE (3]q)441-^3680
Wilshire, Suite

EXPERIENCED GRAMMAR

DRIVING BABYSITTER

336.

7500

GRAMMAR TUTOR

uiwarmiEDirm

MENTS/ APPLICATIONS
Personalized, professional assistance

.

10850

call 1-

CARE
DEmTU- HEALTH
DM)

PERSONAL STATEDissertation

America*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Howaii*

PHjI

Tuloiiiin

\

6700
MEDICAL SCHOOL

Inc.

*Asia*Alrica*Australia*Europe*Soutti

Classifieds

fessional. At your

Insnrjmce

IfoiAie in iiDod hands.
Mike Azof Insurance Agency.

Tour Pockoges

Opplv

wtth dedicated pro-

home or WLA
No drum set

/iiistate

International Airfares

(3231 277-4595

7100

httpZ/univefSitysecretscom

,

.

paricing privileges.

PER YEAR....

.

and

$25K-i-

• All Levels

*Art Classes Also A vallable

plink>garcia Oearthlink.net

email:

2:30-6:30.

Profession.il Servict.'s

Lowest Domestic and

Hotel

L(?ss()iis

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES

24HOURSADAY

www.vi€fory f^avel.com

careful

6500

RESERVATION AT
http/Avwwprlsmaweb com/aquatravel

299 R/T
219 R/T
229 RA
82 RA

universitysecrets.coni

Jerry 0310-391 -5657.

services

his

to

8:15-

WANTED FOR TODDLER,

AFTERNOON

Business 0|)poniinities

FA.'^Yl

CALL NOW! (310)560-8233
(Ptease mention this ad when you call)

X

SD.

Bmins! lOthyr. 310-

Music

TRAVEL INC

LV,

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day delivery Packing, boxes available. Also, pickup donations for American Cancer Society.

AIRFARES
MAKE VOJR CWN AIR CAR HOia

NEW YORK *259r/t

Go

SF,

Ages

you're interested

Child Care

Incredible Prices!

to the Perplexed

dollies,

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The

WORLD WIDE LOWEST

km mt w6tM gMWmS-W

notice ok.

MADF.

285-8688

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE$$$
Europe $249 (o/w + tax(js)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
HAWAII $129 (o/w)
Call:(310) 574-0090

AQUA

Carocas
Farturt >/» bcwj OB

short

wAvw.4cheapair.com

—

A Guide

W/14ft truck and

Student discount.

S.Oe Chile

Salvador

All

-800-2-GO-BEST. Votee-

1

HONEST MAN

MATH

If

his/tier

you wish to find out nxKe atxHJt us, visit
our website, www.chefmerito.com or call
818-787-0100 ex. 14.

7400-8300

BEST MOVERS.

Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students moved for $98. Lic.-T- 163844. NO JOB

operatk)n.

indivkjual

employment

pool.

WRITING TUTOR

this

please fax your resume to
Plinio vtorge Garcia O 818-787-7565 or to

WHI 310-701-8969.

gym above swimming

A Dos-based

hours

:35AM. Mon-Fri. Need good car, driving
and references. 323-783-1288.

NstkNisI BartHNton School

TOEFL PREP/ACTING
small

will train for all

Sherman Oaks

School

• 2 MMaktraMno a Job
PtaowiMfit inoudsd
- ITS nal a ioto -<ra a PARTYin

Free advanced ESL instruction. M-TH. From
10AM. Stoner Park. 1835 Stoner Ave. In

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

li

okj.

back.

record,

software. Chef Merito has

in this position,

1

SAT/algebra/French/ESL/English/his-

tory. Call

MYER LAW

FIRM, Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

ttiis

DRIVER-Drive 5yr

UCLA and

day

EXPERIENCED AND PERSONABLE TUTOR that will get results. Catch up or get

11227 \MnHvd- 1208
T)wn11-1pm,S«11:30-1pai

We

^

For 12-year-oM girl, Santa Monk»/Brentwood. M-F, 3:30-7:00pm. Must have reliable
car with proof of insurance. References required. $8+hour. Night 310-828-6206, Day;
818-954-3276. Start 09A)5.

BARTENDERS

SUMMER TUTOR

Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-

Movers/Storage

*This ad

own com

analysis available. Tutoring servanytime. ^

310-573-2284.

Thurs3-5,Sit2-4|iin

NT

linked:

\!\j\.''j\.\t

UMBEMH

its

manufacturing/inventry system, a Windows accounting system, and a windows route-delivery
system. Tfie company also has an existing b to c website, which currently generates a few triousarxJ dollars a month. The
new director of technology would be expected to revamp this website and link it
to so as to make it very profitat)le. Ttie
new director of technotogy would also be
expected to make all necessary changes
to make it into an effective b to b operattonal site. A very generous t>onus/comnDissk}ns program wouki be established,

Chemistry, math, and
scierKe. Flexible hours. Competitive rates,
high school to graduate school. Please call

11-1, Ffi 3-5

ctiarge of

will t)e in

necessary.

'\^ ::.".:

11-1

010)360-9513

CHILD CARE

three software progtrams which

at least

ACADEMIC TUTOR.

*89rr

1S42W.Um«IrAm^IG

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
Auto-acckjents, Slips/falls.

310-

if

necessary

Math/Physics/Statlstics/English/Hebrew/
chemistry/biology/astronomy. Computerized

Pt#r «/»«**

-'<./

Free Corisuitation. Experienced attorneys, reasonable
fees. (Cheryte M. White, UCLAW. "86") 800420-9998. Pico/Overland, WLA.

tion.

etc.

(800)90-TUTOR

EYEw EXAM SI 5

LIM

CA 9001

*BANKRUPTCY*

NO COST.

sicills

ESL

310-839-9933/Adam.

Aqua

ASTIGMATISM EXT

GET OUT OF DEBT NOW!

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen
(SbO) 808-5838
or email EggDonorIn£(^@aol.com.

ENGLISH make you
basic

fiation

WWW.MY-TUT0R.COM

BIFOCAL/MONGVISION

Westside 310-837-8882
Downtowtv 21 3-680-9332

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

Ace words,

who

irxJividual

computer system. Although this irxlividual
does not have to be Windows NT certified, it would be of great help. The company would be willing to pay for NT certi-

statistical

Initial

Hgueroa. Suite 220 Los MNMtBS.

in

Haz«(, Gre«n, Blue

BiiM, Green,

OxuuHoil
• WORK PEIMTS • VBAS
• GREEN CARDS • LABOR CERT.
• IMMIGRATION PROBLEMS

especially

crazy? Assistance

79Pr

ext

CHANGE UGHT EYES bu

IMMIGRATION
FFee

CHANGE BROWN EYES

IN

search paper completion.

D|Sro|A|LES.....^ Mo/4 toes ^69

6300

DOES WRITING

vy

effectively giving

**ENGLISH EXPERT

NO ninurrj chamc.es'
*^
EXTENDED Of DAILY 2 $59

word pro-

820-8830.

6700

CONTACTS

323-806-0786

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to
your compensation.

T« not indudad.

Create, develop, or refine. Editing,

cessing, application typing, dissertation formatting, transcrit)ing.

WILL PAY YOU

1

RESUMES

310.UCULHy92o Westvyood BlmL
Al fmrm are POund»ip.

rtational with distribution centers

Los Angeles, Sacramento. Las Vegas,
Dallas, and Atlanta. Chef Merito is now
looking for a creative and computer-sav-

are

APPLICATIONS/

WANTED
75

Typing

TRAVEL

(310)826-2051

at

is

Westwood. 8-5:30 $200/wk. 31 Ob-

in

470-7594.

in

•Acne*Mole Removal •Warts«Rashes*

Laser Ablation

company is small
company has
a rate of 35%, and has

foods. AlttKHjgh the

needed

with sales aout lOmill. Ttie

Home

Sick of

"He /lasnf forgoU»n what lf»

6e «

Palos Verdes.
$15-$20/hr. Flexible hours.
Car needed. Call Joe

$624

CANTENESE SPEAKING BABYSITER

POSITION-Salary $70-85K depending on
experience. Bonus.Percentage of website sales and b to b sales. (Potential unlimited). When availat>le:now. Hours:M-F
8AM-4:30PM. Benefits: Health insurance
and bonus program. Cfief Merfto, inc., is
a food manufacturer and distributer of
specialty Latin American and Mexican

Fernando Valley, Pasadena.

Fernando

$10/hour,
\^lley.
20hours/week. Starting after 3pm. Person
needs to have ftexlt>le t)ours. Permanent.
Starts 7/31. 818-905-1215.

TECHNOLOGY

tutor,

or just simply

Board CertiflMl d«nn«tol09lst

Ilk9 to

'

Lontfon

SAT scores to

especially in W.L.A., San

UUhether you're

Health Services

Approximately 5'6" or Taller •Caucasian •S.A.T.
Score around 1300 or High ACT. •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

energetic people with

high

San

DIRECTOR OF
INFORMATION

WANTED

Need

WEB DESIGN

BABYSITTER

SAT TUTORS

STUDENT TRAVEL

Signals.

23

7500

$11.99/MONTH
UNLIMITED INTERNET ACCESS
$11.99/month. No Ads, No Busy

Augwsl 4,2000

24

July

31- August

4,

2000

Daily Bruin Classified

Dally Bruin Classified

July 31

-August

4.

2000

25

s»

»a

••

ii

it*

7800

7800

7800

Help WiiiUed

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted
FILEADFFICE CLERK. Law

Responsible Skate &

Campus-sawy

Sales, technical and teaching
positions available at the

&

Full

part time positions

available.

Must be honest and

experienced. Great perks,
discounts, & bonuses Salary
depends on experience.

No phone

& Zepeda, 9107
800 Beveriy Hills, 90210.

Receptionist

with

COMPANY

new

)obs Start immediately. Great

Fun/Easy No crazy

Program

fees.

pay

for free

medical Call-24/hrs 323-850-4417.

BEHAVIOR THERAPIST__CUSTOMER SERVICE
Two young boys

Seeking self-motivated, energetic

AUTISM. Start 5 hrs/wk
now- 12hrs/wk in Sept. Need psych 170
A&B. Only 10-miles from UCLA. Pay on
with

w/strong phone

BOOKKEEPER

lOhr/wk for small business.
Perfect for accounting/business student.
Learn and get paid. 310-396-4737.

Collections

company

Billing

close to

Flexible hours.

310-828-9900

Camp now
selors! Summer

ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT; PT-FT

amusement

in

account-

phones and general
office duties. Must have computer and basic
math skills. $10/hour. Fax resume 818-769ing-type office. Includes

4694.

Pali

hiring

fun

includes;

beach days,

parks,

jet

skiing,

paintball

and

.

filing.

For West

LA linarice company,

growth po-

for

up on invoicing process. Must
have excellent speaking/phone skills Comsition to follow

puter

needed. P/T. rTX)mir>gs preferable, $80-10/hr. Please fax resume to:3l0273-6936.

MS

and

possibility to continue.

great

business

Office.

for interna-

Must know

office in BevHills:

for full-time position.

FUN CAMP OFFICE NEEDS ASSISTANT.
Customer

computer

service,

general

skills,

duties. $8/hr full-time, some weekends. Call Lindy 310-477-2700.

office

GET PAID TO SHOP!

!

Call

pay 310-457-5051.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

2000-2001 school

Phones, assist with tribute cards, corresponderKe and mailings, filing orders. Great peo-

Varsity Football,

ple skills, secretarial experience. Detail-on-

Call

ented, reliable, knowledge of Jewish culture
a plus. Low to mid-twenties. Please email or

resume and cover letter to MAZON: A
Jewish Response to Hunger Attn: Bart>ara
Silbert.
Fax;
310-442-0030
mazonmail@aol com. No phone calls
fax

Lacrosse.

In

train.

medical office 30-40hrs/M-

Computer knowledge man-

F/9:00-6;00pm

datory. Great job lor

Business/Pre-Med/Public-Health majors 15-min to UCLA 310-476-

4205

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
hours,

prefer

Are you a model.
want

OP

»o get stripted?

Looking

and JV

310-391-7127.

•Plus size •Children
For pnni & niin-uni<in commcrcialv
No cxpcncntc required No Iocs

jsasL

ADVERTISING SALES
New

Times. The alternative news
and arts weekly in LA. Earn up to 50K first

Comp

UCLA

position

station.

available

Starting

rate

at

DOCTOR'S OFFICE

$7/25hr

students w/at least 1-yr remainir>g.

Clerical

and

public relations duties. Office

training provided.

For details

call

Work

flexibility

required

310-206-5473.

CSO PROGRAMS NOW
HIRING
get

paid.

Pay $8.00

to

$10.26/hr. Must be a UCLA student with 1 +
academic years remaining with a valid driver's livense. Phone; 310-825-2148. WEB;
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
E-mail:

Sakcommission, bonus,
medical, 401 K You must be motivated, results driven, and outgoing. 310-954-1804.

P/T positions at University Credit Union.
Start

during

the

summer. Excellent pay,

hours,
environment.
Go
to
www.ucu.org/jobs.htm, Ackerman A-level
Service Center or fax resume or letter of interest to 310-477-2566.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Friendly,

$15-$25/hr Call Jasmine
M-Thurs. 3pm-10pm.

@

310-820-2710.

showroom

Computer knowledge,

I

perience helpful.

or

in

I

Brentwood

Sales exDavid:310-837-8110.
lull

Westwood.

helpful. Call

PROGRAMMING
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
FT/PT

HTML, Coldfuswn, Internet, graphcs,
network support. Call; 310-828-9900.

p/t.

am

PROTIONS REPRESENTA-

IDEAL PART TIME JOB

FOR PRE-MED
STUENTS

OPERATORS

If

ing,

Sherman Oaks event firm seeks person for
phone solicitation, data entry. Pay $lO/hour.
Fax/EMAIL resume;818-986-7109. knock-

in

private cardiology of-

Cedars Sinai Communications, typand computer skills required. No prevt*

ous experience necessary, salary starts at
$10/hr. Send resume to Dr. Asher Kimshi,
PO Box 17659 Beveriy Hills, CA 90209 or email to klimedcoOucla.edu.

INTERIOR DESIGN

EVENT ASSISTANT

Wanted. Part time help wanted for delivery of
equip)ment throughout campus. Mostly
weeknight shifts avail^)}le Must be able to lift
35lbs. on occasion. Computer knowledge
and customer sen^ice skills preferred AV experience not required. $8.50/hr.
Chris at (310) 206-6525.

Contact

you're interested in helping

Pays

well.

at

FLOORS. ONLY

and sales

for

room and

managers,

experience in the retail
to worit in our stores in the LA
area. Excellent pay/l>enefits and a generous
clerics with

t)oard in Tarzana.

Take care of IS-year-oM giri. 20hours/week
Evenings and Sunday aftenrxxms. Flexible
hours. 818-343-4148 or page at 310-380-

me with the next big

CaN Davkj; 310^73-5045.

9886.

Needed
sell

(or

DSL and

MEDICAL
RECEPTIONIST
experience needed (or medical ofWestwood. please fax:310-208-4457.

Beveriy Hills. Th,.
310-550-1920.
in

Fri..

Offtae

Needed

Asian cafe In Century
City. Apply Yin Yang 10250 Santa Monfca
Blvd. a/( 2pm 31-556-3333.

&Sat. Fax resume:

STAR SEARCH

2000. Japanese Graduroles. Tokyo, Ja-

pan. Email resume: don.dusatkoegallup.com or call Don at 949-474-7900 x.710.

MEDICAL OFFICE

andreag2iehotmail.com
310-475-8944
Come on, you know you need a job.

NEEDS

P/T

and general office help
WLA kxation, Overiand and Venrce 310837-8200 or tax resume 310-837-8356.
billing

MODELS WANTED EARN

$200-$1000

working for established photographer. Nudity
required.

Internet

tccpjobsOmediaone.net

start-up

Must be 18^,

ASAP!

atNetk:, outgoing.

experience necessary. 323-377-7937

No

STUDENTS NEEDED
TO HELP PACK

GOOD

PAYlfl

students urgenity needed to help me pack
personal belongings. Close to UCLA. Call:

310-475-3720

Classifieds

POST-PRODUCTION Company
portunity for

3060

up by e-mailing you

5pm

Intematkxial in
all

SM. Meet and

interact w/irav-

Share with

an existing male tenant. $62S/mo. Secured
entry and Paricing. Utilities paid. Close to
UCLA and Wilshire/Bundy business and
shopping Available Sept. 1. Please Call
Mary at 626-293-7090.

$1450

-»

$1300

LEVERING Anns
Large
Singles

^

Walk

at

bright,

Walking distance to UCLA. 310475-0807.
parking.

avail,

WEST LA
2bed near Santa Monica and Bundy. Upper
stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry,

available

housing
8400^9800
Rent

Village

AfMitmcnts
1

—

OF

BLOCK TO CAMPUT

4253

BLOCK TO CAMPUS

1bdrm/1blh. $1050. Single $750 Hardwood,
private patio, telephone entry, walk to UCLA

10966 Roebling Ave. 310-824-2595 or 310208-4253.

Short Term

Summer

Discounts Available

El

40
43
44
45
46
48
49
50

—

DOWN
1

Daydream
Buikler's unit

Slackened

Where
Cambodia

SQ

29 Muslim deity
30 Not gk>ssy
is

2 Small gull
3 Overlook
4 Hodgepodge
5 Violin's

off

Memo
Uppity or>es
Pullet

relative

Estate
Hall-of-Famer

—

6 Pitcher
Hershiser

evenings 310-659-4834.

WESTWOOD-

69 Fangs
70 Artist Paul

Hardwood

2bd/2bth. $1800. Max 2peofloors.Backyard. Washer/dry-

er in the unit. Dishwasher, microweve. Imi.
from UCLA. Oarage. No undergrads. 310470-7594.

WESTWOOD. 2BORM/2BATH. $1325 AND
UP. TILE kTTCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING

Aug

1.

310-442-0602.

advertise
82S-2WKS-2221
I

summfirhruin

WALK TO UCLA
www.keltontowers.com

pew

—

1

By way

31 Pale-faced

33 Offspring
34
35
37
38

Spotted horse

Garden tool
Taproom
Halfway

41 Stops eating

23
26
27
28

660 Veteran
S08-2251

'

36 Burden
37 BkxxJ fluid
39 Spanish hero

brother
68 Chair or

l-bdrm, junior. $100Q/month. AM utilities and
one parking included. Days 310-475-7533.

Available

Cathedral Cclllnss, no pctt

[SiSiSmS

13 Join (metal)
21 Charged

locationll
10 min.
to
UCLA.
3bdrm/2bath/den. huge, newly remodeled,
owner's apartment, laundry $1750/month.

Fireplace, Jacuzxl, CMthwaiher,
Rcfrtscralor, Air Conditioner Laundry,

BBSS

ISQG]

3]caffl00@

response

26 Navajo lodge
29 "I
Canfiera"
32 Canadian

65 Ac(x>mpanied by
66 Manifest
67 Abel's

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

WILSHIRE/BUNDY

8 BD w/ Loft $1815
Intsrcom Syalcm A Gal«d Parkins
R«c room. Sauna, Gym Doom

noffiQiaaH

12 Ken of

Near Glenrock

bL

Great

BD $1195-1295
S BD $1495
BD w/loft $1495

QQBISS

Cassini
62 Airplane tracker
64 Singer Guthne

667-669 Levering Ave.

ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF W ILSHIRE 310-839-6294.

Diamond N««d

1

ibdrm/lbath. $1050. Hardwood, priavte patio, telephone entry, walk
to UCLA. 10966
Roebling Ave. 310-824-2595 Of 310-208-

8^^5-2221

pets,

Single $950-$995
Single w/loft $1145

LEVERING. LARGE 142-BDRM APT. EXCELLENT VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE,
CHARM. GARDEN APTS. 310-639-6294.*

1

no

now $925/month. 310-440-0768.

QDO

7
8
9
10

ple.

1

and

TOP LOCATION

www.keltontowers.com.

Flower
Get some
knowledge

Mel
52 Energy
53 Act of declining
57 Diver's gear
61 Designer

view.

Mk:rowave, oven, refrigerator, dishwast>er,
washer/dryer. 21 -ft. jacuzzi on roof. Extra

broadband

N.

to School

(510) 208-5215

Large singles and 1-bdrms,
2-tx1rms Pool, Jacuzzi, walk-in ckjsets, fireplace, fullkitchen, bakxvny. gated garage,
laundry room, gas & hot water paid, instant

VILLAGE. MIDVALE

&

Sunny
1 Bedroom

Apartments

Lincoln Place /Spts. Call

LARGE,

sosq
samoizjnas sm^sos
asm Qoaca
QBQii oaniaai

Novetist Jong
Skye or Wight

peninsula

WALK TO UCLA

•WESTWOOD

Blvd.

(310) 477-7237

1-2 fe-

sound

18-wheeler

20 Busy place
22 Loose
24 Elsie's utterance
25 Positive

1235 Federal Ave.
Near Wilshire

Cat's

19 Post

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool, Near bus line

Bedroom. $1455 2 bedroom 1 1/2
baths. Hardwood floors. Charming split level,
covered pariclng. dishwasher, relridgerator.
943 7th Street. Cats OK 818-761-1108.

ext. 18.

Aptirtriicrits for

UCLA

mile to
Singles & Bachelor
1

1

ROOM FOR RENT

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Molecule part
witches

10
14
15
16
17
18

Avoid Westwood rents

NEAR BEACH
$1195

2/3BORM CONOO.

around the wortd! Call Lucy

310-393-9913

ACROSS

APTS

WALK TO UCLA

Hostelling

Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLF

BRENT MANOR

310-396-3117.

OPPORTUNITIES

for

5 Group of

PRIME LOCATION
N. OF WILSHIRE

SUMMER SPECIAL 1BDRM

VOLUNTEERS
at

ucia

530 Veteran
208-4394

SANTA MONICA

2BDRM

Volunteer

part of the health

care you've already paid

StlK'

VENICE

8300

is

and up

only.

TWO BEDROOM TWO BATH to

Call

a serwce thai

cam-

o((

Joel:31 0-628-2292.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Special

males, quiet, no drugs, drinking or smoking.
References, privileges. 1 $475. 2 $375. 818789-5022.

offers op-

permanent employment.

Cliisbifieds
?l)6

.

ucla.edu/health.htm

Bachelors $645

310-837-1502 leave message. 8am-

STUDIO CITY

(or details.

INTERNSHIP POSITION

ates— Senk)r Leadership

thing,

hip

(or

8400

for fast-paced

the

BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

Single apt (rom $575, $600deposit
-year lease only. Stove, retrig, carpets, vert,

30-fhrs/week. $8/hour. E-Mail Stephanie at

SERVER

Full-time,

MEDICAL ASSISTANT. Dermatotogy

1/2

1917 Spanish Mission Style BulMing. Single,
hardwood floors, high-ceiling, separate kitchen. $700. ibdnm. hardwood (k)ors, $950.
Close to UCLA. Available now. Lease. 310-

blinds.

for fast

WEB SURFER
Wanted

vices.

Beveriy HHIs.
9200.

Summer

NEAR UCLA

1

singer. 19-26. w/ great
k)oks style (or altemative/pop band a la Cardigans, Oasis. No Doubt. Major label interests, serious inquiries only 818-508-8555.

elers from

Casablanca West

PALMS.

WANTED: Female

Internet

$10Aiour caah.
Word Processing. 310-274-

and

back with answers and appointment

1

links to sales Omogulsoft.com

dial-up ser-

Make $75-$200/day. Part-time. Call
Alan at 818-762-3467.

right

enter

time suggestions. vrww.saonet.

479-8646.

Call for interview;3l0-

SECRETARY PART-TIME.

fice in

WANTED:
WEb TALENT
FREELANCE WEB

For flower shop on Melrose in West
Hollywood (Full/Part-Time). Call Monica 323852-0848.

SALESPERSON

you

fix

upper Quiet buikllng. $710/month.
1387 Mkjvale. 310-454-8211.

A

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?

WAITRESS/WAITER
Restaurant experience required. Competent
ar>d familiar with American menu. Tu/Th. early dinner shift for restaurant in Westwood.

SALES CLERK WANTED FOR CLASSY

Sen^ice Provider,

E-mail the

full

it's

ADJ.

www.housingl01.net.. Your move
pus! Search (or summer sublets.

FLOWER SHOP

BABYSITTER/NANNY
exchange

asst.

room,

$775-$825. Ibdmi $1075$1125. Half a black from UCLA. Security
building, quiet, spacious, fumldhed, paridng
available. Rent includes gas and water. 650
Landfair. Call Lauren 310-824-03191.

time legal typist/transcriber.
accurate. 9:30-6:30. Fax resume and salary
requirement to E. Kraft 310-441-8010.

mercfiartdise focus salon.

managers,

environment

LIVE-IN

drawing models wanted by photogra-

for

Living

LaurKJry,

310-273-

seeks full
Must be fast and

~

pool/jacuzzi,

WESTWOOD.

Established designer floor covering showroom in West LA. Looking for Personable &
organized salesperson. Design arxt sense of

pher. Call Peter at 310-558-4221.

Contact Andrea Gonzalez

:.

Liz

474-4060. ext.208

STUDENTS

FEMALE FIGURE

We're looking

in

SINGLE.

kitchen. Stove, refrigerator, carpet, drapes.

310-839-6294.

TYPIST/TRANSCRIBER

RETAIL/PUREBEAUTY
The new name

employee discount.

cotor helpful. FT/PT. 310-837-8110.

get to take part In a product that will benefit everyone.
Are you interested In joining
me as part of the Marketing team?

AV

Call

lntcriisl)i|)s

ASSISTANTS

WESTWOOD

HUGE SINGLES

RESEARCH
Telephone operators for UCLA Medical Center to be part of 6-month grant sponsored research project. Excellent verbal skills required. Must be available to work holidays,
evenings and weekends. $11.70/hour+shift
differential. 310-794-0558 or fax resume to
310-794-0599.

^eed an appointment?

SOME SPANISH STYLE* W/HARDWOOD

ENTERTAINMENT LAW FIRM

fice at

P/T-F/T-8am-12pm or 12;30pm-4:30pm-flex
$10/hr-»-bonus. 310-333-1985-

You would be my market research partner.
You could work full or part-time.
We are open to work around your schedule.

AUDIO VISUAL

company

8000

Vil-

-year lease.

1,2BEDROOM
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.

Salary plus commission. Must be very experienced. Split-shift. West Hollywood office.

Cleaning
9631.

rooftop

BEVERLY HILLS

SALEPERSON

David 310-473-5045.

Westwood

Pariting. stove, refrigerator,

1380 VETERAN-2bdnTV2blh. $1595. Park

DYNAMIC, MOTIVATED

Prior restourant experi-

Fri and Sat nights I1pm-7am.
lage Hotel. 310-208-3945.

his-

TIVE. Film advertising Call retail stores for
upcoming releases Coordinate store visits.

hope your summer Is going well.
I've put this ad out to inform
you all of a great opportunity.
working at an Internet Communications Company.

J

HOTEL DESK CLERK

ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING

life

school year. Candkjates should
have experience in chikj care. Salary is
fall

1

intercom entry,
gated parking, laundry, all appliances. Movein ASAP. Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

growing firm
w/high profile clients. Flash and mySOL database skills a plus. Email worit/qualificatkxis

I

ORGANIZER
covering

ence

rrxjmings. Established res-

Front/back assistant

Dear Friends

ASSISTANT/
floor

taurant in

4

great

For a

Flex

In

eas. Call; 818-410-8322.

SATURDAY

P/T

male/female

ASSISTANT OFFICE WORK POSITIONENTHUSIASTIC responsible individual with
phone voice needed for fun busy office.
PT or FT. $8.50 to start, weekend hours also
available. Century City and Santa Monica ar-

Trading available. 310-

552-3244.

E-MAIL and websurfing!
www.xcash.web.com, www.xcash.web.com,
www.xcash.web.com.

Or

For

utilities,

$900/mo. Untumished Ibed, $1000. 310824-1830.

TELEMARKETERS

designers/programmers

ASSISTANT

company seeks team orientindividuals to kick-off new Bev-

eriy Hills expansion.

.

energetic people for salon sales.

PRESCHOOL
LOOKING FOR
TEACHER

Tuesday/Thursday/Friday
8am-lpm. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992

HOST/CASHIER

outpr@aol.com

SALES:

inc.

Mike or

323-957-1000 x-152.

ed, energetic

Limited availability. Call today 310-7859121 e-mail;clinicalsubjects9yahoo.com.

cso@ucpd.ucla.edu.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

call

tory.

EARN CASH

Near campus. Five days/week, ihr/day.
$100/week. CaH her son: 713-522-9990.

Health/Nutrition

must have

no asthr^

at

auto insurance. Please

wom-

an.

service represen-

GROWING...

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH
STUDY

field

therapist for older

negotiable.

Part-time,

18-55yrs. old, non-smoker,

Do good and

Rob

DOGWALKER NEEDED

schedule, p/t-f/l, no delivery,
car/ins. 323-822-9209.

are looking for a

liability

P/T help needed. lOhours/week. Answer
phones, typing, appointments. Filing, etc.
Call 310-788-4998.

COMMISSION ONLY $8-$15/HOUR.

Need water/dance

This part-time,
$9/hour and requires having your own vehicle, a good driving record and canying full

DRIVER WANTED
our

NOW HIRING

and permit delivery.
temporary position pays

insurance 310-442-0013.

310-826-7000.

PHYSICAL THERAPIST/
EXERCISE TRAINER!

tative for film notification

ES

assistant

We

@ 310-230-6085

on an 'as-r)eeded' basis. Mon-Fri,
some weekends, must have reliable car and

Westwood

1406.

GREAT STUDENT JOB

part time positions available.

INSIDE SALES

for all types

male/female models/actors

Join the

&

retail

ENCE. SALARY $660 PLUS ALL EXPENS-

Office

IS

or fax resume to 310-230-4536

247

ext.

alcohol.

Experienced bartenders, cocktail sen/ers.
security, also private party staff. Apply in person. 5-7PM daily, Gotham Hall 1431 3rd St
Promenade, Santa Monica.

bonuses. &

more. Must have some
experience.

Soccer Boys;

Football. Varsity

Paid positions.

P/T, flexible

1-5pm, computer literate,
Windows95. 10KEY. $7-9/hr. Call 310-5572139. 8-10AM.

year.

JV

salary, great perks,

Call Jessica or Erica

CSO OFFICE ASST

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

Good

Full

COUNSELOR FOR GREAT SIERRA CAMPOUT NEAR YOSEMITE. AUG21-SEPT.1
NEED YOUTH AND CAMPING EXPERI-

please.

Will

Nate

year. Girts

No

GOTHAM HALL

salespeople with interest in clothing
to work in young, hip, new store.

COACHES NEEDED
MIDDLE SCHOOL &
HIGH SCHOOL

278-0038.

social clubs in

Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 323-441-0985.

Great job waits for you in busy retail
establishment. Looking for outgoing

Ex. driving

Monday-Friday. 15-25 hours/week. West Los
Angeles, $6.50-7.50/hour. Permanent. Good
English skills. 310-826-3759 ext. 229.

310-278-9338. E-mail reor fax 310-

GIRLS wanted at exclusive
WLA. Conversation only.

seventeen year okJ girt with physical handicap to assist in classrooms for all
12th grade subjects. M-F 7:30AM-3:30PM.
Begin late August-June 2001. $450/wk.
Guest house available if wanted. 323-933-

$1100 & $1050.

pets. 310-824-2112.

1-MINUTETOUCLA

Dependable, Creative, Hardworiting, Loves
10 hrs/wk. 2 per day School in
Westwood. Call Leslie 310-440-3485.

PART TIME OFFICE HELP:

bright,

Small 2bdrm/1bth. $1325 and Ibed/lbth
.

Single, bright, clean, (umished, large closets,

NEEDED.

Got a health question?

chikJren.

writing skills, potential

PERSONAL TEACHER

WESTWD. WALK UCLA

position (or the 2000-

ASSISTANT

I

laundry room. Beautiful hardwood fkx>rs-car-

view,

Ntee B.H. Dental Office. Pfwnes, filing, support 4hrs/day 4
days/week. Great for student. $10/hr. 310271-7727.

-^

(310)208-8798

Ek

2001 school year (September-June). MonFri. 3-6 twurs/day For more info. Call Sheibi
818-342-8232.

TEACHING

UCLA

729 Qayley Ave.

TANT^^

Westwood Elementary

APARTMENT
Clean, modem buMkig, great security. 2
major appliances,
parking spaces, most
pool, spa, gym, cats ok. $2000/month.
Please call 310-915-7333.

Village

NearLeConte

__TEACHER'S ASSIS-

Please fax resume to
Live Media attn; Mr. Baselli at 310-358-0269

For

Walk to

1 bedroom, $875, paricing, launclose to market/txjs. 1242 Barry just off
Wilshire. year lease. Available 9/10/00 310-

dry,

WEST LA 2BED/2BATH

bedrooms

Across the Street from

School In Greater West LA area. Fax resume
to Education Director. 310-573-2098. Phone
310-459-2328.

—

1

WEST LA
471-7073.

Apartments!

Singles and

Enthusiasts, dynamk:, experienced teachers
o( Judak; subjects (or synagogue ReligkHJS

-

CLERICAL ASSISTANT

sume aribussel©hotmail.com

__

COMPANY
Must have excellent

busy westside law firm. $7Fax Resume 310-473-2789.
for

FOR

PRODUCTION

_:_

APTS
Super Big Super Clean

laundry room, includes

PAID INTERNSHIP
,

No

Prefer speak Chinese.

okay. 310-314-9105.

is

GAYLEY MANOR

nursery school teachsought.
8:30-12:30.
M-F
Wilshire Boulevard Temple. West LA. Fax resume;31 0-445-1 283. Betsy:310-445-1280

er/assistant

summer

must know LA. Quality company,

record,

We

^

SF

WARM

ENERGETIC,

;

Design. Fashion &
Merchandising Student Alert

skills

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
tional

job

over 21,

Full-time,

NANNY

FULL TIME RECEPTIONIST/FILE CLERK
$10/hr.

CENTURY CITY OFFICE
CHAUFFEURS.

P/T/F/T
English

wanted

OFFICE ASSISTANT.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT NEEDED

required. Flexible, part-time hours.

-

Plus get free dinners, movies, and more!
Free details:307-472-1700 ext. 1584.

F/T or P/T. Filing,
phones, xeroxing documents. 8/hr. Call Andy
Terani d 310-788-2610

SALES ASSISTANT

or fax resume; 310-230-4146.

ext.

-

data entry,
near campus. Call 310-828-9900.

entertainment industries. Position offers
school credit. Please fax resumes to Zazie at
310-271-6405.

more! 18 and up. Call Heather; 310-4772700.

-'\

;

telephones,

Seeking an organized, responsible, and
highly motivated individual for an intern position at a publicity special events and marketing company that caters to the fashion and

coun-

enthusiastic

323-651-2400

-

Weekdays

are national flower shippers. 310-230-0811

Flexible

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Answering

ING INTERN

DAY/OVERNIGHT

telecommunications

for

campus

Adam

Contact
: ._

^^

skills

FT/PT RECEPTIONIST/

sales exp. required,

skills,

58,

Own

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Computer

looking

prospecting

files.

data entry, Mac/Quick-

only 8-12hrs/wk. 310-394-2933.

self-starter

DESPERATELY SEEK-

CAMP COUNSELORS

RECEIVEABLE

1

computer literate, bilingual, college degree
pref. Fax resume to 310-553-3996. Draw
against commission.

experience. Call Barbara 818-760-7040.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/
ACCOUNTS

hours.

leads and maintaining

office,

transportation. Flexible schedule.

P/T

FINANCIAL SERVICES

(310)475-7484

for

all

Heavy

home

81*00
Apr'irtnuMits for Rf;nt

TEACHERS NEEDED

Accuracy important. Good English.

en.

Danielle.

for qualified individuals to help in

Beats

Private

8^00
A|j.'irtnuMits lor R<miI

"^^

ASSISTANT

P/T

phones, filing, and light typing. Earty hours.
Please lax resume to 310-443-3440. Attn;

michelegough©hotmalUom

*MOVIE EXTRA WORK*

Che;310-453-6711

F/T

experience.

Phones,

ments. Must have auto-i-insurance. Francis

calls please.

LOOKING FOR

relations.

clertts

faxing, photocopying&filing court docu-

FINANCIAL FIRM

Contact Michele Gough

230-6085
230-4536

law firm seeks P/T office

to Lurie

Wilshire Blvd. Suite

Immediate Opening. Pays Well.

Call for Jessica or Erica (310)

Fax resume to (310)

274-2798 or mail

needed to
an Internet company.

Individual

and enjoy public

SM

filing,

7800
H«Hp Wnnt(;d

TEACHER/ASSISTANT

OFFICE CLERK

has P/T po-

firm

day-Friday afternoons. Fax resume to 310-

conduct research for
Needs to feel comfortable interacting with the UCLA
community, reasonably computer literate

Westside's best bbardshop.

Help WjHited

minimum 20hrs/wk Mon-

sition al $6.50/hr,

Part-time Researcher Wanted

Snowboarders Wanteds

7800

of

Hosiery color

Nursemaid
Flowering tree
Jacob's twin
nhirty-

something"

partk^
Got under way
Wolves' cries
Leek's cousin
Zest

42 Hiker's bag
47 Purchased
49 Ran into
51 Seer's card
52 Australian city
53 Plies tbe oars
54 Writer Wiesel

55
56
57
58
59

Greek cheese

Wash
Kind of hog
Russian river

Nastase

of tt>e

courts

60 Shade
63 Ruby or
Sandra

*

'".

/
July 31

26

-August

4,

2000

8400
Apartments

for

8400
Apartments

Rent

for

H

Rent

8600
Condo

Townhouse

/

for

8900

Rent

House

SPACIOUS

bungalow with

»k)ors, fireplace, central

SPACIOUS WESTW(X)D

2BATOWNHOME,

2bed/2bth condo.
Secunty, pool. Jacuzzi, near park and UCLA.
Great closets and storage. $l900/month.
Call: 310-234-2690.

FP,

GATED GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT
3614 PARIS DR. $1295/MO

3BATOWNHOME,

3BD,

FR,

penthouse: high

hardwood

Guesthouse

Guesthouse with

for

deck

1st.

Utilities

quiet,

Help

CHILDCARE

Rent
3bd/2t)a

friendly

boarding house has

Apartments

ROOM POR

Convenient

location.

CHILDCARE HELP
help with
8yr-oW boy In exchange for room in Brentwood, board and stipend. Jon:31 0-8254098.

utilities.

FEMALE PROFESSIONAL

Mellow neight>or-

9500
Roommates-Private Room

.

LOOKING FOR
GRADUATE/POST-DOC/
FACULTY

Female roommate needed
one bedroom apartment.
$400/mo. 310-443-0400.

to

share large

Own room

,

at university apartment.

$491 /month. 310-841-9317.

To share apartments
for

at '655 Kelton. Private

bed/bath. $825 total/month. Available Sept.
1. Female preferred. Call ASAP. Linda:310-

208-6634.

9700
Sublets

WEST LA

9600
room

to

1-2 people

needed Wilshire

Blvd. Pool, Jacuzzi, tennis courts, free unlimited parking

2611.

ASAP

large

in

LUXURY CONDO

Beautiful unit in security buikling. Available

Private

and laundry

facilities.

Eric:310-475-3413.

Low

rent.

VENICE—
BEAUTIFULLY
FURNISHED COTTAGE
Sunny, Quiet. Private patk). Serious student.
Sublet until Dec, maybe longer. $750.'util. included. Ryn:31 0-391 -8226.

Pager:310-915-

9800

$637.50/month. 31 0-442-7671

Vacation Rentals

WEST LA/PALMS
Looking for female non-smoker to share
2bed. 2 1/2 bath condo, $600/month each.
Water and trash paM, dishwasher, washer/dryer Partially furnished. 310-478-5677.

WESTWOOD
Looking for female to share a t>edroom in a
2bed/2bath apt. on Kelton Ave. Very spacious and clean, pool and Jacuzzi on roof.
Call:31 0-824-7831.

BEAUTIFUL,

SPACIOUS

YOSEMITE

HOME

surrounded by tall pines. Close to
everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' eievatron
sundeck, reasonable rates. 818-785-1028.
www.yosemite.istovely.com

VENICE
across from park, tree-lined street,
backyard. Available Sept. 1st.

WESTWOOD

cable TV, and 15 meals/week. Female students only. 310-206-5056.

dry, paricing. $700/month. Another
room
$600/month. 310-473-5769.

utilities,

Apartments

UCLA. Male-Only. Large, private furnished bdrm w/bath. Kitchen privileges, launto

8^00

8^00

Rent

Apiirtments for Rent

for

We Have
partment

Of Choice
In

Properties Professionally

JfLvi.

Sdby & Companu.

Single Unifs Only, Rooftop Sun Deck

Inc.

&
&

'7Vw Standard of ExcelltfKe.

"R.W. Selby

Bruin Country.

E l Grec o
1 030 TiveHqn^ Avenue

Managed By

idvale Plaza I
540 Midvale Avenue
Singles, &2 Bedrooms;

& Company

Leisure Area, Sauna,

Barbecue, Fitness

Call (310)

offers the

Rooftop Spa

most modern

&

Leisure

824-0463
Kelton Plaza

Area

-jond convenient housing

4 near
f

the

ellwoiih

Village.

fall

housing

arrangements now!

I

&

WelKvortfi

Avenue

&2

Bedrooms, Pool,
Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
1

Call (310)

,.

Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa

Leisure

Area

824-7409

Pool,

w/

Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

Call (310)

208-4868

Service'

FMmjshed Apoilments
Ask About bur
825-2221

Avenue

479-6205

Roommate

Ci.'JssifiRfis

Kellon

Call (310)

Sauna, Spa, Study Lounge
II

&2

&
II

527 Midvale Avenue
Singles, 1 &2 Bedrooms,
10983

Make your

1

Midvale Plaza

UCLA Campus and
Westwood

430

208-0064

Call (310)

Outdoor Spa

Room

1

Specials\
utD|.;uty

2()l)-3lJbU

3

7339.

Renting one room In four-bedroom house.
Hardwood-floors, fireplace, washer/dryer,
beautiful

In

Subletter needed Aug1-Sept.30.
$300/month. own room, fully fumlihed.
lOmin (Ibus) to UCLA. Maxine:4 15-902-

ROOM POR RENT IN
partying,

room

West LA

2bdrm/2bth. private condo. Fullyfurnished, bateony, garage, non-smoking female only. $450/nr>onth. 310-208-7748.

Call

QUARTER SUBLET.

OWN ROOM SUBLET

Roommates-Shared Room

Responsible roommate needed, own bedroom/bathroom in 2be/2bath apartment.

443-5661.

Ijedroom apartment 10 minutes from UCl^.
Less than $500. Call ASAP 310-391-5797.

WESTWOOD

WEST LA

540 MIDVALE Shared sublet month of Aumales preferred. Fumished, parkir>g
available, roof spa. 2txJrm/2bth. Maggie 310-

"gust,

FALL

:./

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA

Own bedroom in a 2t>ed/l>ath apartment between SMC and UCLA. To share with female

27

Room

lene;310-477-5065.

share

2000

9500
Private

room. 2mi to UCLA. Cat. Furnished. $650
month-to-month available August.
May-

student. $412/nfK)nth. 310-473-8117.

to share 2bd/2bath

-

WLA BEAUTIFUL TOWN HOME Responsible, friendly female. Own bedroom/bath-

SHERMAN OAKS
Wanted female roommate. Nonsmoker, own
roonVbath, shared apartment. Gated entrance, parkirfg, gym and Jacuzzi. Available

seeks mature

ROOMMATE/S NEEDED

VETERAN AVE.

roommate 20-

Roommates

August. 818-461-0136.

female to share gorgeous 2bed/2bath condo.
Quiet security buikfing with parking, near
UCI^. $700/month including utilities. 310914-5421.
.

.

406

$40/day.

Student house-

~

rooms available for fall>'$725/mon.(2/room);
$635 (3/room); $612.50 (5/room) includes

Rent

for

RANCHO PARK

Walk

S^kOO

Rent

WEST LA

ROOM FOR RENT Sawtelle.

Private

$450/month, includes
310-475-8787.

.

hood. $500/month. 310-345-9163.

10-Minutes to UCLA. $325 and up. Utilities
included.
Private
entrance.
No
smoking/drinkir>g, drugs. Honest people.
Male prefen-ed. 310-838-6547.

ACROSS STREET
PROM UCLA
Clean

room, patio large
yard 2car garage 5min. to UCLA by bus.
$2400/month. 310-838-0653.

8400

Rent

in

1

bedroom share-

t}ath.

hold.

WESTWOOD

IN

BR Available September

and

living family

310-202-7762.

house,
Required 2

college grads looking for

in front

good references

Non-smoker 310-396-3377.

APT.

28yrs old. Private bedroom/bathroom, parking space. M/F $650p/m. Call Noah 310470-0485.

All

area, kitchen, partially-furnished, cable/inter-

ROOM

Room

amenities, ideal tor female grad student/young professional, 2bdrm/2bth. West-

DO.

stay.

FOR RENT- CULVER CITY. Private
entrance, private bath, share laundry and
kitchen. Available Sept. 1 $495 includes util-

Private

NEWLY REMODELED COURTYARD CON-

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. Bus

Leave message.

-

SANTA MONICA

Westwood/Pico. 3-vno. min

net access. 310-312-9987

Roommates
New

a 2t}drm/1 full-bath apartment. Available August
15th. Large living
for rent in

.

bed/bath, $440/ month.
2mins. WalktoBu8«12.

Room

4,

$525/month includes utilities. Fenule-preno pets, non-smoker 310-450-3177.

Rent

RANCHO PARK
den

2109

Private

-August

ferred,

8900
for

9^00
for

a 2BR, 1 1/2
bath. Hardwood floors, bay window. Pool,
access. Close to acmpus. $750/month. Call
310-449-3830.

UCLA.

utilities/cable,

entrance/bath.
unfurnished,

UCLA Cardk>k)gist needs childcare

BDRM

1
1

Private

kitchen&laundry privileges. Young-woman,
N/S Of) pets. $735. Available 8/01. 310-459-

student in exchange for
must own car + insurance for
Hispanfcs welcome; WLA. 310-

Room

available August

House

VILLAGE 2 BED/2 BATH.
Luxury highrise security buikJing. 24 hour
valet. Pool, Spa, $2250/m&nth. Available
August 1.310-209-8272.

for

for

in

included. 6-miles from

Parking,

w/l)ath.

school trips,
838-5720.

non-smoking female preferred.
$750. 310-390-1032.

WESTWOOD

Apartments

Rent

WEST LOS ANGELES
One

CANYON.

NEED MATURE

twenty hours of
grading papers weekly. Flexible hours. 310472-2167.

8600

Rent

Room

exchange
cooking, shopping, and

private

FURNISHED Guesthouse

8^00
Apartments

9300

PREE RENT POR HELP
for

for

for

LUXURY BCH. HSE.

Room

-

side/near UCLA. $750/mo. 310-478-5359.

BARRINGTON

car.

ities.

WANTED TO RENT

room

pool,

Need

PALMS- furnished. Spacious AC living room
& kitchen. Balcony, pool, gym. Own

Manied, professk>nal couple seeks clean
quiet 2 bdrm. house with yard arxj garage on
the WestskJe. Call 323-933-9898.

8800

1

310-477-4832.

visiting

Kitchen privileges,

I

Roommates

A MUST SEE!

NATIONAL &

house. Grad stu-

utilities/included.

Rent

WEST LOS ANGELES

^

view. 1 +1 1/2 bath. Den/dining
room. Gym. pool,->€car, patto. and party
room. $205,000. 310-471-2556.

OPEN HOUSE MON-SAT 0-4PM

Bl.

kitchen.

Garden

(310)391-1076

students. Suitable for two. Definite must see!

310-825-0778.

ceiling, ne,w

P/T

Condo/Townhouse

by

in large

for

9500

9500

ROOM FOR RENT IN

$400. Abby: 310-275-3831/818-783-5151.

SM

Feniale single/1 bdrm. Gated. Mod1-Sept. 23. Email to
Sarah at jenkinsoOpolisd.ucla.edu or call

BRENTWOOD

COURTLEIGH DR. $1195/MO.

WLA-$5554up. Move-in special. Attractive
furnished-singles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for

SUMMER SUBLET WLA Wanted

« bath

new 50-k

Furnished room
dents prefen-ed.

Housing Needed

Sean 310-663-7326

Call

ALARM, CAT OK.

Apartments Furnished

9200

2 side by side parking, huge patio,
pool, washer/dryer in unit, spa, sauna

TOWNHOME, FP, CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT GATED GARAGE. SEC.

1525 Sawtelle

floors,

3'

VISTA

8500

campus. $2450. 310-

em block, elevator. Aug.

Westwood 3 bdroom,

2BD, 2BA,

.

to

A/C. parking, laun-

faculty.

3614 PARIS DR. $1695/MO
ON- SITE MANAGER (310)837-0906

11748

and 7-minutes

riardwood

patio

Room

foi R(;nt

BEVERLY HILLS
VERY SMALL
washer/dryer,

Sale

for

Room

Hent

276-8505.

$495,000

GATED GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT
OK, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT

MAR

dry,

8700
Condo/Townhoiise

foi

9^00

9^00

BEL AIR HILLS
2bd/2ba

WESTOOD CONDO
2BD,

July 31
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28

Asked why she
wanted to play

MAGIC
From page

30

on Sunday.

Also

in

many

star players

it's

is

Denver Nuggets' Nick Van Exel, who
should dazzle the crowd with one of the
the

It's

But despite

Ceballos. another former Laker, will also

attraction

is

all

It is

in

Shawn
Cavalier
Kemp,
Cleveland
Sacramento King forward Nick Anderson,
Utah small forward Bryon Russell.
Minnesota Timberwolves forward Joe
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Arts High School in South Central, was one of last
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a prime opportuni-

younger generation of basketball
Magic lace up
the sneakers one more time, take his 6-foot9 frame to the point guard spot, and wave
his wand over the parque lloor at Pauley.
"The first time we had this event, it started out there at UCLA in Pauley." Brown
said of the game's move from the Great
Western Forum. "We thought it would be
fitting to bring it back to where it all start-

be on hand.

i

who graduated from Manual

Estella Serrano,

the other stars, the

Magic.
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gram. We look for students who may have fallen
through the cracks of other scholarships or who
may have been overlooked."

ference in their lives."

league's best crossover dribbles. Cedric
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Serrano said that there
its

line at the FleetCenter.

Christina Teller, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

contributions

by

Pauline

scholarship recipients, including otTering her

Foundation
"The best thing about this schorarship tslhe
Tupport." Serrano said. "I have won other scholarships where they said, 'Yeah, we're going to
keep in touch with you and give you a job later.'
They made all these promises, but the Foundation
was the only one that would e-mail and call me
and ask. How are your classes?'"
This personalized treatment is one of the goals
an internship

...

Vu and

With

a unique difference

with what the Magic Johnson Foundation otTers

Pierce will play alongside former Bruin

center Jerome Moiso on the Boston front-

is

at the

"(Magic) meets with every scholarship recipient," Brown said. "It's a chance for him to get to
know them, and for them to get to know him. He
wants them to realize that Magic Johnson is not
just a name: he cares about the kids he gives scholarships to."

winners of the Taylor Michaels
Scholarship are paired with a mentor to monitor
their progress and provide any assistance needed.
"The mentorship component is very important." said Taniya Luckett, assistant to the Vice
President of the Foundation. "They keep in close
contact with their mentees throughout the school
year. They offer advice, tutor and give them someone to talk to."
In a way, the world now~sees a diffefenl Magic"
from the one it watched during his playing days.
For those people whose lives he touches,
Magic's on-court heroics are a thing of the past
and the off-court ones will always remain.
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Portugal.
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"In the past, Jim, Andre, Pete, and

I

have been asked

many questions about the future of American tennis,"
Chang said. "I don't know who to point to. But obvious-
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nis in the

ers.

is

really leading the

that the switch

to the hardcourt in Southern California

in

to have played as well as he did

is

absolutely

necessary to

and

a tribute to

Check weekly

of the best deals in Westwood.

you don't miss out on great

for updates so

"He's got a

savings!

lot

of talent and there's a

lot

of talented

(American) players out there," Chang said.

Gambill was recently offered a spot on the Olympic
team (to join Agassi and Chang), though he had to
decline due to several tour commitments.
But the state of American tennis won't skip a heartbeat as the Changs of the tour leave and the Gambills of
the tour emerge.
"I think
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The Taylor Michaels Scholarship, for
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The Sydney Olympics will have a new format compared to the one at the Atlanta
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But

and

ahead of the U.S.'s No. 3
and Holly McPeak. another former Bruin
('90), who have 2,402 qualifying points
Masakayan and Youngs are at a crucial
point. Even if they win the two remaining
tournaments in Japan and China, they can't
pass Davis and Johnson Jordan's total, but
winning the last events mean they can still
stave off May and McPeak for the other
Olympic berth.
Though it's coming down to crunch time
for them. Youngs and Masakayan don't feel
any added pressure.
"Obviously, it's an important year, but
there's nothing different now than there was
a few months ago." Masakayan said in a
phone interview from Portugal.
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two won the event

quits after the

it
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stomach muscle while playing. They will still
compete in Japan and China, however, and if
they win the final two events they could even
pass Johnson Jordan and Davis for the country's No.
berth.
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May and McPeak did not compete in
Portugal because May recently pulled a-

second pl^ce for the U.S. are
former Bruins Elaine Youngs ('92) and Liz

way."

United States, representing the U.S.
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nervous then
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losing to eventually place fourth in the tour-

Gambill has taken the prime role as the future of tenfinals

of those

because of his

set.
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quickness,

freely

the knee injury," Gambill said.

maybe if could slime one
points out at 30-40 and make

thought

At the Portugal Open, Johnson Jordan
and Davis made it to the semifinals before

the professional tour.
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increased confidence, helped get him

"I think
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"I thought
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speed
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he could somehow sneak a

if

"We haven't had a time to really enjoy it,"
said. "We had to go from France to

might never be the same, people are recognizing that
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and see
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able to
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crowd. Gambill decided to make a go of

that they've celebrated yet.
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players with Gambill's ability and dedication have bright

ly

finally gel in

But rather than sulk about the fact that American ten-

futures

two

With a raucous cheer from the
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and Sampras all join J im Courier in the retired ranks.
"A lot of those guys have been an inspiration to me.",
Gambill said.
nis

medical timeout.
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after that.

n't

it

Cup

somehow." Gambill said.
Gambill would not get a chance to
serve again as the young American wasserve

asked for and received a three-minute

1
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Chang

that
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it

who knows

point

After his second injury. Gambill

a pass-

before.

injury occurred after Gambill

overhead smash the

heard

lost that

I

what could have happened

need an MRl.

never heard anything

he sprained his ri^t

its

said. "If

in my body pop
was like, 'Oh God. that doesn't
"
sound good at all.'
Not only did Gambill gel hurt on
that breakpoint, but if he had won the
point the complexion of the match

he sull'ered his sec-

^

ankle.
.<

set.

not

will

"1

With contributions from Pauline Vu and Christina
Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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In addition,

Teller,

on my ankle wrong." said Gambill. who
was told by trainers after the match that
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Twenty-one years ago a young
and brash point guard frpm the
state
of Michigan arrived in
Southern Cahfornia as the first pick

1979NBA

of the

Draft.

It

of the

Draft, chosen

by the Charlotte
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In a

game

against Washington State, fornner

return to Pauley for the

first
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time since starting
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NBA
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career.
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Baron Davis

(Charlotte Hornets)

to Pauley Pavilion for the first

when he was

-
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the Answer in the backcourt, he

NBAs second
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leading scorer at 28.4 points per

Jazz)

small forward
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Saturday, August 5
6:30 p.m. - Corporate Reception

a

& Dinner

8 p.m. - Mardi Gras Gala Party at

Children's Mardi Gras and a bene-

'-,

Paramount Studios (Tickets $125)
Sunday, August 6
6 p.m. - Magic Johnson's All-Star Charity

concert on Friday, and a corpo-

and Mardi

Basketball

Gras on Saturday.
highlight of the

proceeds will benefit the Taylor
Michaels Scholarship, helping inner-city
students achieve thicr college dreams.

For ticket information,

Other key

out, will play for the first time in

Philadelphia's

ance

Michaels Scholarship Fund, which

against the Washington Huskies. In

provides college and postgraduate

that

grants for students based on their

ful

game Davis left the Bruin faithin awe after several highlight

reel

dunks.

need and achievement

in

a

home

UCLA

clamoring for

after pulling

muscle during a Davis

Cup

a car crash that

left

him

in

no condition

his

autograph.

Or maybe it was just the way
Michael Chang lasted through everyone

else's injuries

and problems

to play.

begin re-capturing his former glory.

It was L.A.'s turn to shine, and the
tournament didn't seem to have a field
worth watching.

ers or not, this year's

Whatever

Cup will

it

was, brand

name

to

play-

Mercedes-Benz
be one to remember.
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call

Baron Davis, a
native and Crossroads High stand-

in

Gustavo Kuerten was out

Ticketmaster or the Magic Johnson

Annual "A Midsummer
Night's Magic" Charity Basketball
Game.
The game will benefit the Magic
Johnson
Foundation's
Taylor

his last

it

Game at UCLA Pauley Pavillion

Foundation at (888) MAGIC-OS.

1999

Maybe

All

Game.
Santa Monica

in

another.

(Tickets $10-$60)

place

Paul^since

Marcelo Rios vyas ejected for verbal abuse of a chair
umpire during a match against Goichi Motomura.
Motomura had been leading the first set 5-3.

paramount Studios

at

in

was the way Jan-Michael Gambill's
Backstreet Boy looks had teenage girls

match, and Andre Agassi was out after
tNHIUUtZ/Djily Brum benioi StdH

defeated himself

out because of a sjcheduling conflict,

.
Ktllll

added the word
"you" to an already inflammatory
word. Maybe it was the way former
Bruin Justin Gimeistob upset top-seed
Mark Philippoussis one night, then
chair umpire said he

not.

his groin

Lucy Pearl at The Greek Theater

was the way Marcelo Rios
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Allen
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appear-

uniform
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NBA

will

and

Payton,

Rocket

who

Iverson,

guard

Steve

bring his ballhan-

dling and leaping exploits to center-

See

MAGIC page 28

20.5 ppg and 8*0 rpg last season.

season.

Ricky Davis (Charlotte Hornets) ~ He finished

averaged 24.2 ppg (seventh

Nick Van Exef (Denver Nuggets) ~

fourth in the recent All-Star slam dunk competition.

Known as

Paul Pierce (Boston Celtics) -The former

(Above) Jan-Michael Gambill leaps to

Westchester High and Kansas JayHawk standout

return a ball in a

a perennial

assists (fourth).

1

7.8

member of the

in

the NBA) and 8.9

^^u-

(Cleveland Cavliers)

battle

1

for a constant

- With an

one-on-one

in his

6.1

In

Nick the Quick, he averaged

ppg and 9.0 assists per game (sixth

the NBA).

will return to Los

season

former Laker fan favorite helped lead

^ minutes a contest

;

Dallas Mavericks to a league-best 9-1

he's

Reebok commercials.

record at the

end of the regular season.

in Boston, where

in

ROSS/tJaily Bfuin

.ijtf.

:

match against

Laurence Tieleman.

he averaged 19.5 ppg and

Michael Chang displays
prize after winning the 2000
Mercedes-Benz Cup.
(Left)

Nick Anderson (Sacramento Kings)

was ninth

MINDY

Angeles after a strong rookie

Cedric Ceballos (Dallas Mavericks) - The

18.0

between Iverson and Doctor Francis, as

known

season.

- He

ppg and 8.8 rebounds per game.

ppg average, look

was 39.6 percent from beyond the three-point
line last

public)

it

league's All-Defensive Team. Last season he

is

Steve Francis (Houston Rockets)

Bryon Russell (Utah

August 4

Maybe

got ejected from a match because tht

He had a 46.4 field goal percentage last

averaged

game.

- The

^

7 p.m. - Concert featuring O'Angelo and

'

was

men's tennis were quickly deserting the
Los Angeles tournament.
Of the four stars billed on the tournament's poster, Richard Krajicek was

:

^

Charity All-Star Basketball

- Known as

(Seattle Supersonics)

Shawn Kemp

—

also the

.V

fii^hriN>h»^.

events of the aii^HM^

open to the

lege."

takes

"

1
a.m. - 2 p.m. - Children's Mardi Gras at
Magic Johnson Recreation Center (not

together."

rate reception dinner

;,

Before the 2000 Mercedes-Benz
started the all-star roster of

Midsummer Night's M^(c:yVecked"

Friday,

money for a
cause," she added. "A game like
this can raise a lot of money for col-

fit

,

Antoine Walker (Boston Celtics) - He averaged

The Glove, he

first

Known

"A

way for

The weekend's events include

.

Joe Smith (Minnesota Fimberwolves) -

Gary Payton

time since 1999,

Allen Iverson (Philadelphia 76ers) -

Earlier

raises

it

.

THE ALL-STAR CHARITY GAME

Returning

drafted by Charlotte in the

round as the No. 3

IN

''--'

"There's entertainment (in the

game) and

,

Cup even

ances at Pauley Pavilion for the

financial

KEY PLAYERS TO BE FEATURED

come

:

Pauleji™ifon

sees a lot of today "s players

people to

turned out to be far from boring.
:•

it

athletes take to the fioor for a

point guard

Charity BiiiaUMHiaaiiia

Cup

..

Pete Sampras versus Andre Agassi

J

SundjMtAugustd

being idolized, and he saw a

Yet this year's Mercedes-Benz

Vu
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Magic Jol^^jyi-Stir

Make My Dream

to

By Pauline

in

make cameo appear-

UCLA

15th

Ij.iily

Johnson said

Baron

afternoon, both

Earvin 'Magic" Johnson and
will

who

weekend
Sunday in Pauley
Pavilion as Magic and some of the
NBA's most exciting and talented

Come Sunday

Davis

somebody

BASKETBAtlT

lit-

Brown. Senior Vice President of
the Magic Johnson Foundation.

The

Hornets.

mer

help, a

little

"He's always been one to give
back." said
Kawanna Myers

He

NBA

1999

a

Children Live."

would take the Bruins to the Elite
Eight in his freshman campaign,
earn conference freshman bV^hc"
year honors ahff' become the third
pick

is

and

"Words

one
season
for
the
former
Michigan State Spartan to bring
Showtime and an NBA championship to Los Angeles.
Three seasons ago. another
young and brash point guard, from
Westwood's own backyard, arrived
on the UCLA scene to bask in the

overall

need

believes in them,"

took only

limelight of Pauley Pavilion.

;

BKIIXjI

- The forward

I

OBHIt N/Ddily Biujn Senioi

iljft

Dustin Hoffman and Michael Chang congratulate

the league three-pointers made.

each other

SOURCE NBA (Dm

CONNIE WU/Daily Bruin

Senior Suff

his

after a successful play during the "Night at

the Net" celebrity match.
i^EITH

ENRIOUtZ/D*ly B/uin benio« M*(f

Johnson's philanthropy helps inner-city youth
FOUNDATION: Organization

munity.

provides opportunities for

"Business ventures must have a
redeeming social value." Johnson said

communities

students, local

in

a

once again, is on the inner-city, and
opening employment opportunities for
inner-city youth.

Thus, the Johnson
Corporation. Magic's

statement.

Development

After Johnson's Nov.

recently formed real estate firm, devotes

By AJ

its

Cadman

lime and financial resources toward

reshaping urban shopping centers. The

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

company
all

It

began with

Now

their son.

giving of his

A young

a parents' gift to

the son

is

doing a

little

own.
Earvin "Magic"" Johnson

once received a basketball on his birthday and hasn't picked up his dribble
MHCC.
I

roni a

Michigan

state

championship

as a senior at Everett High, to
title

five

an

NCAA

two years later al Michigan State, to
NBA world championships as the

ringmaster of the Showtime Lakers.

Magic continues to make an impact just not only on the basketball court this
time, but on the world as a whole.

June

Bug,'" as the Lansing, Mich,

neighbors native was

known

as a child.

on the court and'in the community. Magic will be 41 on Aug. 14.
and with seemingly unconquerable barriers behind him. the 11-lime NBA Allis still

Slar

active

is

flourishing in multiple business

ventures that positively impact the com-

u

nities

displayed his private

employment opportuand' sparks economic growth to

Senior Vice President of the Magic
Johnson Loundation. "He"s not just a

name on marquee everyday. He takes

he's in the office

pride

in

what he

does and

in the

Magic
same

also inspires others to

company."

1991 retire-

life

to the public to

show that this disease can afllict even
most high-profile figures. He forced

brings

run-down areas.
"He's so into the company and he
really has a passion ft)r what we do
together." said Kawanna Myers Brown.

7,

ment from basketball, when he
announced that he tested positive for
HIV. the virus that causes AIDS. Magic

the

the world to

and

AIDS and

public
•

come
his

to

HIV

openness made the

more aware of

ing a cure

terms with

the value of find-

and education toward preven-

tion.

Enter
the
Foundation.
It

Magic

Johnson

started with inner-city driven pro-

His well-publici/ed Magic Johnson

grams aimed toward health education
and has spawned several other educational and social programs to help the
local community. 1 he foundation as
donated $10 million toward HIV/AIDS
prevention and awareness, including
funds for the development of care facili-

Sony
have opened

impoverished parts of the world
such as Argentina and Brazil.

Los

Most recently. Magic has corralled
his team al the Foundation toward programs to help disadvantaged youth with

"He pushes employees

do

the

to strive hard

and work hard." Brown added. "He's
"

the best boss in the world

riieatres.

Retail

in

partnership with

Entertainment,

state-of-the-art multiplex screens in

Angeles. Atlanta and Houston. Others

New York, Chicago.
Cleveland. New Orleans. San

are planned for
Detroit.

Diego and Washington. D.(

His focus.

If

(Left)

ties in

('OHTFH/I),lilv HfiJiii S(<HK)'

MINDY ROSVDaily Brum

SmH

Michael Chang concentrates on the

ball

(Above) Justin Gimeistob displays a wide range of emotion during his
victorious
Daily B<uin File

Magi c John s on

w

Pavilion to raise

money for the Taylor

ill

ho s t an A

ll

Star

Char t y
i

gam e

at

Photo

Pau ley

Michaels Scholarship.

Mllh

lN«KJUl.''i jhv Bfuin Senio'

Sl<itl

match against Mark

Philippoussis.

Seniof Sia«

during an evening match in

the Mercedes-Benz Cup.
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SeeaiAIIITXp4ge29
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—

"
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Hey now, you're an
NBA

Several

All-Star

Sunday

See

Game

Magic Johnson All-Star Charity
this

Sports on the Web

stars will play in the

all

and oiore

this

p

Q
at

i

the Daily Bruin's :

at Pauley Pavilion.

Website: •

See page 30 for stories
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Qiang taki^ cup

^i^^l'

in tG3rS

heart, promise

MERCEDES: Gambill pulls out

knee

early for ankle,

exhibits

injuries;

winner ranks No. 22

world

in

TENNIS: With several UJS. players*

By Chris Umpierre

on the verge of retirement, many

Daily Bruin Staff

Michael Chang rarely gets emotional

wonder who

in

up as a

will step

star

public.

But after the former No. 2 player in the
world defeated Jan-Michael Gambill to win
the Mercedes-Benz Cup on Sunday in the Los
Angeles Tennis Center - his first title in more

Daily Bruin Staff

have been tough," said Chang,
won in Shanghai in 1998.

Mercedes-Benz Cup, Jan-Michael Gambill could have
stopped the match then.

some ups and

After playing the week before for the United States

ple of years

who last
"In

life

you're going to have

Davis Cup team

some downs," he added.
"When I had my downs it was hard not to get
discouraged. I think in life when you are
you're going to have

emotional after a match.

The

ical

6-7

emotional

French,

'

Chang

Final

Gambill

bangednip

said.

in the '89

is

"Obviously we've had

match when Gambill retired
after they played the first two sets 6-7(7-2), 6-3.
Not only did Chang win his first title in two
the

it

in the city

where he honed

is

his

M iini Nhii

game.

Michael Chang earns

"I've got a lot of friends

and family here,"

Chang, who was born in New Jersey jjut
grew up in Los Angeles. "In a sense, I was
playmg in front of my hometown.

first set

7-6

by winning the tie-breaker

is pretty neat." he added.
Chang's long awaited trip back to the winners circle wasnt easy, as the 23-year-old

the second set.

Gambill gave him

weekend's Davis

Cup Action
The Mercedes-Benz
Cup took place at the
Los
Angeles
Tennis
Center from July 24-30.
H you missed:

Marcelo Rios'

ejec-

tion in the first round
for verbal abuse of the
chair umpire,

his left

Gambill was forced to

who

Gambill,

Tournament top seed
Mark Philippoussis' second round loss in a
three-set thriller,

Former Bruin Justin
Gimelstob yelling at a
fan because her cell
phone rang just as he
was serving,
•

II

Then check out the
daily online
last

week's

Benz Cup

recaps of

Mercedes-

OLYMPICS:

Davis,

Johnson Jordan duo
ready for toii^h ^ames

By Pauline

Vu

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Everyone knew that Annett
Davis and Jenny Johnson
Jordan would earn
one ol the country's
two Olympic berths
for women's beach
*

knee and

ijn'y

tiruin ->eniOf SlJtt

after defeating

set,

Gambill

finally retired

hustle

'

Daily Bruin

Semor

Staff

from the match,

upcoming Democratic

National Convention, housing

Nam,

now

UCLA student

oflicers,

groups and hospital ^talTiisire^aring

upcoming

for their roles in the

who get injured on

the street.

"(Protesters are) going to flat-out

cause confusion and chaos, but

HOUSING page 9

make

.

and
-

the African Student

Union.

.

_^.i.......

gather

National labor unions

"We want

to be out there as a visi-reminder to politicians there are
African Americans who do have a
ble

and they are accountLane said.
She said though most African
Americans are democrats, some
party members still fail to look at the
political voice,

able to that voice,"

poor conditions in schools comprised
predominantly of minorities.

A protest against police brutality

are dissatisfied,

have said they will not
demonstrate during

in

the

ASU,

members

said

to

the

Century
City^
and Westwood,
where
they
believe most of
the
economic
power lies.
Joining

Karren Lane,
chair of

demonstrators
will

MEChA

will

^^^.^

Greed."
McDonald,

testers

housing, said the arriving personnel,
See

demonstrators
_^

Corporate

With the Democratic National
Convention a week away, law

DNC since they

——

—

'

Democrats supmeasures
negatively

McDonald

adults,

in

Westwood,

though places
Petroleum, Bank

said,

like

of

American com-

America, Gap, and Starbucks are

munity.

expected to be the

For example,

many

affect

zones are

around

or

in

Occidental

.

be 10 to IS graduate students from UCLA's Environmental
Coalition. According to Nikki Pyles,
a staff member of the coalition, the
group will hold a street theater in

place

official protest

the

Lane
said
propositions 209 and 21, which
banned the use of affirmative action
in hiring and admissions policies and
allows juvenid^s to be tried as an

.,

No

African

affect

is

scheduled at Westwood's Federal
Building Aug. 16.

port

—

',

some

that

that

support presidential
candidate Al Gore.

protests will

plan to volunteer their services to pro-

associate director of

at

not

According

which student groups will attend.
Meanwhile, hospital staff members

offi-

cial said.

Alfred

is

its

The LAPD and other law enforcement agencies have plans to deal with
expected demonstrations, some of

UCLA residence halls in prepara-

tion for the

14,

busier than ever.

up

About 800 California Highway
at

'^

for

week's events.

Patrol ofTicers are expected to stay

out.

bustle lifestyle,

enforcement

,

By Timothy Kudo

and

known

accountability.

the week's organized events include

demand

city

4.

Americans.

of several
demonstrations in the Village.
sites

Unlike last year's Worid Trade
Organization protests in Seattle,
national labor unions have said they
will

not demonstrate during the

African

DNC

raOMMTIONS, pag«

S«e
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trying to resurrect his own career and started to do so

posed:

retire after

At the Mercedes-Benz Cup last week in Los
it was clear that Gambill and former Bruin

Angeles,

('96),

in last

——

Chang, are priming

themselves to take the throne.

-

"I think we're getting ready," said

Gimelstob,

who

scored one of the biggest victories of his career with a
three-set win over Australian Mark Philippoussis on

growing

in

of classes attracts

it

greats will be

gone soon when Agassi, Chang

de

World

event

Vollyball

from

were happy about winning the tournament. We had
never beaten Behar
and Bede) before.
(

she added.

See TENNIS, page 29

Davis

('94)

Johnson

ry over

('95).

in

the

iind

Jordan
No.
.3

Adriana Beliar and
Shclda Bode earned

team in the world,
had lost all seven of

ihem

their

I'rcnch

title,

the

matches

against the Brazilian
tht-y

a ticket to Sydney.

h;ul

tandem.

CLirrcnlly

top-ranked team.

year legal program at Concord costs

$4,800 a year, while attending a traditional law school costs many times
more.

By Dharshani Oharmawardcna

For various reasons, many

ihe

taking classes through the Internet,

stu-

say distance education pre-

dents are opting to take distance

critics

learning classes through the Internet

vents students from experiencing the

of

traditional "col-

attending traditional

lege life,"

which

includes dormi-

institu-

or cam-

"Students
who enroll in

pus bars.

however,

said

students

look-

tory they found out that win-

programs
are
working
professionals

ning

who

educational

Open

After their French

vic-

tournament raised
their FIVB Olympic qualincation point total to 2,676. enough
to guarantee that they would
end the season as one of the top
two teams in the U.S.
the

fill

the 24-leam

Beach
receive

the

teams

their jobs,"

Olympic qualifying
upon their llnishes

that

FIVB World

excited.

"

I.

Johnson

MINDV

burnps

Uw

R( )SS/f Jdily Bfijin Sefin)i Sraft

pjfUwr
johnson Jordan during a BVA tournament
i

s

Lwll lo

is

commonplace and

pus

becoming more and

a part of our lives. At UCLA, class

Web sites

es

three-part series will look at
cles

some

"Our

cours-

are

geared

work responsibilities,

learning.

family

obligations,

geographic
"Their needs are

constraints or travel schedules
it

who

live far

from post-

difficult for

facility

them

make

said.

UCLA, loo, offers educational ser-

graduate institutions, distance educafion offers a cheaper and more conve-

vices through the Internet as well as

nient alternative, said Jack R. Goetz,

through video conferencing technolo-

Dean of Concord

gy, where UC students in one campus
can see a lecture given in another

"Although Concord is based in
California, studenu hail from eight
countries^ Ooctz said. "Seventy-four

Campus

Avenue

be closed ciown

week while the road

being repaved.
can be accessed through alternate streets such as Strathmore and Veteran Avenues.
will

this

is

Former UCLA professor Horowitz dies
LAW: Legal pioneer was noted for fairness; spent

changes
still

11 years as vice chancellor, influence

still felt

today

to attend a fixed

program," he

through

Various sections of Gayley

Staff

^an

audience whose

of the obsta-

and reasoning behind distance

life.

towards

sometimes

classes are

taught simultaneously here and abroad. This

Sch(X)l of Law.

A nnet t Dav

See W.VOLUVtAlL, page 29

more
are

said.

President and

Jordan said about hearing that
she and Davis had made it. "It's
been a long qualifying process.

wnrlH\

he

For others

1999-Aug. 15.2000.

"We were

Distance learning

very specific."

lour events

take place from Jan.

How has the Internet affected education?

K£ITH £NRIQUCZ/0»Hy Bruin S*n*w

tra-

cam-

ditional

Bill

company.
"These
are
working adults
who want to
move ahead in

points based
in

looking for

skills,"

tion

being the

volleyball

their

College.com, a
distance educa-

Australia, which can send three
right oj"

facilities

ident of Kaplan-

each country can send at
most two teams, except for

are not

ing to enhance

Rosenthal, pres-

field,

teams as a

ing at distance

are look-

said

Olympic

life

Rosenthal,

our

host country.

1998. former Bruins

23 after their victo-

the

courses

For example, a four-

ditional school.

nontraditional students

taking

that

cheaper, than attending a tra-

tory

Since they began

Brazilians

is

tions.

To

'We

happened on July

online

Despite the ease and low cost of

See FINALS, page 29

Internationale

llnal-

He added

many

:

playing full-time

But when

percent reside outside of California."

LEARNING: Convenience
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the latest Federation

Tour

riders

popularity

in

Thursday.

The

Rough

is

who advanced

lately.

Then when Gambill was one point away
from breaking Chang and making the score 5-

Internet education

who will step up?

All-American Justin Gimelstob

Three games into the second set, Gambill
was noticeably favoring his left leg.

"To be honest, we didn't
know we had clinched it,"
Johnson Jordan said in a phone
interview
from
Espinho.
Portugal, where the duo com-

volleyball.

snagged

J

it

semifinals in Spain,

peted

two
weren't even aware

www.dailybruiii.ucla.wiu

to tough

Former Bruins land on Sydney
beaches with volleyball berth

ly

DNC; presence

preps for

instead

Open

at

ir//i

tremendous amount of tennis he has

been playing

7-2.

played for the U.S.

Cup

to the

July25r29.

•

title,

came into the match with his left knee sore due

that reached as

Mercedes-Benz

•

right ankle,

he could handle.

Backed b> a powerful serve

and decided

to the semifinals before losing to

Because of injuries to both

Angeles

all

second Mercedes-Benz Cup

high as 127 mph. Gambill took the match's

Los

title in

his

j;

Jan-Michael Gambill.

said

"To break through and win a

Los Angeles, a

downtown during the week to protest
the WTO and demand corporate

of

DNC will focus on one theme.

"Human Need,

enforcement

merchants Aug.

of

Other student groups attending

On Aug.

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Law

Village

be

will

Protests are scheduled so each day

of the
By tilth Tat

knee, Gambill took a med-

first win in nearly three years.
With the possibility that America's best tennis players - Andre Agassi, 30, Pete Sampras, 29, and Chang,
28, - will soon say good-bye to the game, the question

tough."

years, he did

Tom McDonald
LAPD, at a meeting

West

Westwood

coming week's events

of convention
CHP:

the

Santa Monica Aug. 13 and

with his

times in private where things have been pretty

He won

left

which point tournament director Bob Kramer said he
showed "tremendous dedication."
"He's played some tough tennis," said Chang, who

I

other than

no mistake about it -they are not con-

Protesters,

police, businesses prepare

Chang on Sunday while attempting to protect

tirneout

second

remember the last time was

in public

CONVENTION:

expected to be massive

As Gambill struggled to move for the ball, everyone
knew that he would have to retire from the niatch.
But he wouldn't succumb that easily to his injuries,
fighting on in pursuit of the win. Once Chang took the

6-3 (retired)

(7-2),

"I can't really

that

d.

in doirmitories

23-year-old

his already

Chang

and doubles portion of the

pushed his way to the final in both
events, playing two matches a day and making his
body more weary with each passing shot.
But despite hurting his ankle in the singles' final
against

Mercedes-Benz Cup

Gambill flew to Los Angeles

Mercedes-Benz Cup.

^—

-

in Spain.

to play in both the singles

down, you got to get yourself back up."
At the press conference, the 1989 French
Open Champion was asked when he last got
that

www.dailybruin.uda.edu

Plans surround Democrat gathering
for

cou-

last

Officers to live

during weel(

ByMoinSalahuddin

in his eyes.

been emotional for me. The

"it's

August?- 11,2000

fused," said Lt.

Twisting his right ankle while trying to return a <left
lob shot from Michael Chang in the finals of the

than two years - tears welled up

Serving the UCLA community since 1919

with performance

live video.

SatHMMRIr^agtlO

in

in faculty relations that are

use today.

"He helped

to create the kind of

academic personnel system that
left

By Amanda Fletcher

mark on

the university that lasts

to this day.

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

^

Harold W. Horowitz,

a

"He -reviewed

individually every

died of

case that went through committee on

complications with Parkinson's dis-

academic personnel," said professor

ease on July 28.

Ken

Karst, a friend

A pioneer of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, Horowitz was a former UCLA

"Hal

is

his insistence

77,

law professor and vice chancellor who

and colleague.

famous within that process
on faimeu.

Horowitz's

work

resulted

for

m

known not only

in the

is

law school but

throughout the university," said
Norm Abrams, current vice chancellor of faculty relations at the UCLA
School of Law.
"Following in his footsteps was
very hard,"

Abrams said. "Sometimes

i

.

A
2

August 7 -11,2000
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Stowaway survives
flight

jet that

UCLA
5.

Medical Center

The man thrashed about
removed him from
degrees

the plane

in

for treatment

from chemical processes

spokesman David Langness.
Traveling 600 mph at 38,000 feet, air temperature would have been about 50 degrees below

known rocks on

Anything below 85 degrees is usually fatal.
"His clothes were shredded from the wind
and he was covered with grease," Langness
said. "It is a remarkable story. We don't know of
any other person whose body temperature
dropped this low who has survived."
The man was moved from the intensive care
unit to a bed in a hospital ward Aug. 4. He wrote
zero.

Stanley Coben, a former
history professor

denly at his

Cohen's

the oldest-

31.

1'

.

;

.

.,

..

Palmer and J. Edgar Hoover to explaining the
historical development and pragmatisfn of

the planet^s early

through geological records.

Chemists from

atmosphere
''
j^

quantum physics.
He was working on

r

UCSD reported in the Aug. 4

of "Science" that their analysis of
Precambrian sedimentary rocks reveal a "pro-

latest

found change"

Coben.

issue

ing sulfur

in the

chemical reactions involv-

and oxygen

in the

died, said his wife,

On July

1

7,

need

The Daily Bruin

Stories and

"Like Vermont,

which

The

tained an error.

brea<ing news

conarticle

should have stated that the two

men who

killed a

gay private

were sentenced to prison.
The story titled "Council
appoints four students to com-

~^^^^^^

mittees," published July 31,

Daily Bruin's

contained an error.

It

should

have read: "Houston nominated Eugene Kuong, who was
also voted down."

site at

1968.
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'^.

•

.,

and wire

staff
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"
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states

to recognize same-sex

relationships"
I

reports.

shared a love of research," Herminia

ran a Viewpoint submission
titled,

in Los Angeles,"
Herminia Menez-

Compiled from Dally Bruin

"We

atmosphere about

the final chapter of his

book, "Religious Rights

when he

UCLA in

and running. In 1995, Dr. Coben won his last
National
the
Masters
at
gold medal
Championships held at Michigan State.
"Those were his two passions in life,"
Herminia said. "History and running."
Coben is survived by his wife, brother
William, daughters Celia Alaniz and
Elizabeth Waldman, and four grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Sunday, Aug. 6
at Hillside Memorial park.

ranged from

studying the lives and careers of A. Mitchell

in

York

Coben enjoyed attending jazz performances

Earth have discovered a way to

and ozone

New

attained a Ph.D. in history from

year teaching career at

American

•

interests in history

Coben

Columbia University in 1961. He then instructed at Princeton University and started his 30-

UCLA

'^

of

graduated with a bac-

After practicing journalism in

who retired last year, died sud-

home July

He

Southern California.

University

the

to

transferring

calaureate in 1954.

in

recover details about the evolution of oxygen

For additional

Web

atmosphere -

history professor dies

CORRECTIONS

see the

in the

Retired American

said hospital

some of

before

City,

v

Scientists analyzing

developed a tech-

by oxidizing sulfur-bearing gases.

this case,

evolution of oxygen

of hypothermia and dehydration,

scientists

ognizable signature in rocks that originated

UCSD scientists track

arrived at the Medical Center

said. " I

nique to track oxygen by discerning a rec-

the night of

His core body temperature was 79

when he

Elaine Schmidt.

was his harshest critic and he was mine."Born in Flushing, N.Y. on Aug. 6, 1929,
Coben attended Union College in New York

oxy-

levels increased sharply.

The

spe-

questions about his name, age and

woman

as paramedics

on

when asked

gen

.,,

wheel well of an Air France

good condition Aug

indirectly

when

2.5 billion years ago,

where he was from, Langness said." > ....
Immigration and Naturalization Service
agents conducted an interview with the patient
but would not publicly reveal what, if any, information was discovered, said hos|)ital spokes-

took off from Tahiti remained

hospitalized at the

3.

cific

survived a freezing, eight-hour

tlight in the left

Aug.

responded

from Tahiti
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jumbo

French and English
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"Whoever

so

less

can get a place," Green
I

When

can

have

know what

my

all

doing after graduation," Sandberg said.
Graduate Student Association President
Martin Griffin said the lack of socializing

among student parents

because there
are so few meeting places for graduate stuif

there

Community Housing

housing

officials said.

was one central gathering

is

room apartments

"It's the best deal,"

he

ter.

For students who start a family, managing
writing papers and changing diapers are not
easy tasks.

..

balance study time and

"It's difTicult to

The complex provides a computer

housing close to campus.
But when student parents receive

UCLA

housing, things work out well. Brent Green,

moved

was a

student in history and father of two.

the University Village housing complex

cannot devote
either part of my life," he
said. "When I'm studying, I feel like I should
be home. When I am at home, I worry that I

Sawtelle Boulevard with his family approxi-

ties that his

mately two weeks ago.

people.

should be studying."

leaving his family in Hawaii

Tina Oakland, Director of The Center for
Women and Men, formerly known as
UCLA's Women's Resource Center, said

California alone

"Sometimes
enough time to

many

I

feel like

I

students share Altice's feelings.

a
"A lot of student parents ask, 'Am
<pf nding fnniigh time
good parent? Am
with my children7'" Oakland said.
I

"I

.

who had

considered

and coming

to

in

relief for

.

family can attend and meet

more

.

In addition to family housing, the university also

provides other assistance to student
*

parents.

On

he did not get hous-

first if

community

Association in the complex will plan activi-

secured housing a month before com-

ing here," said Green,

a small

Green.
He is also looking forward to school starting because he anticipates the Student

a graduate student in linguistics,

on

a swim-

Hawaii, the safety of his family was a concern, so seeing that the complex had security
gates

the

first

Monday

of every month, the

ing.

center holds information sessions where par-

Since getting admitted in March, he said
he constantly called the housing office to try

ents can find out about

to secure

an apartment

for

him and

his fami*

-1)L

Housing

officials said there

is

usually a

nity services to help

campus and commuthem with child-rearing

and give feedback.
As a rcsull nf these monthly meetings,
baby-changing tables have been installed in

—

Oakland

with student parent's concerns.

"Brown Bag
Re-Entry and

Also, the Center holds

Discussion

for

Nontraditional Students," which provide a
space for student-parents to talk with people

have similar experiences.
With all the difficulties of raising children,
attending school and balancing jobs, many
of the students are happy with their decithat

sions.

Sandberg said she enjoys seeing her

Coming from

family time," said Eric Altice, a graduate

into

lab,

ming pool, security gates and a day-care cen-

problem faced by most

UCLA students is finding reasonably priced

tables,

their babies' diapers,"

Over the next three years, the center will
a new program consisting of one-onone assistance and counseling, an Open
House in the Fall, and workshops dealing

as

His children are meeting friends and the
local elementary school has a good reputation, he said.

students.

A common

much

said.

outdoor play areas, picnic

new job."

change

to

said.

Lunch

place for graduate students, the facility

ing a

his

$766 a month.

could provide chiidcare services, allowing
student parents to interact more with other

the

happy with

are listed for as

rained.

pilot

three-bedroom, two-bathroom apartment in
the complex. University Village three bed-

results

dents.

said

listings,

it

"Students would ask where could they go

Office, which provides students with apart-

ment

when

said.

Nonetheless, Green

friends are

when a tenant

on the grass when the weather permitted,
and having a difficult time finding a place

students don't receive housing,

they are referred to the

many family obliga-

time

buildings.

more

is

has to give a 'short notice' (a 30-day notice)

time to socialize with their peers.

"I don't

calls at the

some campus

Before the tables were installed, Oakland
said she observed parents changing diapers

But Green said getting housing
about being persistent.

"There's no good time to have children,"

I

<;;»locfi')«;-7lA1
•^W«8W^aV,/^^ &.iWt

home by seven

home

tions, student parents often realize they

He

mother of two girls. "There's
always something - a job promotion, start-

te

his

into the

housing complex.

said Berta Sandberg, a graduate student in

math and
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dropping

see the kids," he said.

but unlike others, he also has

Like Gantner,

,

mately 8 a.m. and ends with reluming
in time for dinner.
"I

Like most graduate students, he has a

Vanessa Flores

'

..

Altice's routine begins with

start a family.

3)0 20a 77SI

designed to help out

move

six-to-nine-month wait to

oldest daughter off at school at approxi-
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year as a grad-

He commutes for two hours back and
forth from Pomona College where he holds a
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Reia Davidson, Ted Helwick.Don Hoang,Teron

UCLA graduate student parents are being made

of many

Vanessa Scott
Traffic

Display Sales Account Representatives:

Bruin Senior Saff

Hernane Tabay

daughter learn something new
for the first time.

like

walking

She also looks forward

to

spending time with the children as a break

from studying.
Altice said she feels

many

people have a

misconception of student-parenting.
"I think it might be very easy to see your
family as a burden because being a good parent does demand time, and not just a few
minutes of quality time." Altice said. "But

you just get yourself mentally geared to the
fact that yoUr life is very full and very busy.
"While that may be a hassle sometimes,
you also have a lot of built-in rewards by
being involved in your children's lives."
For

more

about th« Center for
o nrwn a n d Men, v t t tt
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win

trying to

doesn't appeal to

still

legal battle

EDUCATION: Some

Allegations of mlstreatmeht of protesters continues

all

But not everyone agrees with

ARRESTS: Officials praise

GOP's education platform.
Omar Ariaza, a sixth-year political

police for using restraint;

science student, said Republican

advocates claim abuse

feel

the

By Mary

party's stance ignores

Hoang

Daily Bruin Contributor

affirmative action issue

internet music downloading systems are under fire by record industry lawsuits, and both sides arc poinlIng the finger on each other.

measures

mostly
wealthy Americans.

Web

download

users to

Republican National
the
GOP called
Convention,
the

at

ues to operate pending an appeal of

Judge Marilyn Hall Patel's July 28

"increased access for all" the sin-

decision to stop the site from operat-

gle

ing.

higher education.

In a statement released after the
initial

Barry

ruling,
said,

Napster

CEO

Hank

"The Judge's, ruling

commercial

file

on the

help those most in need through

Grants, which the platform

Pell

refers to as "the

issue facing

form

is

issue of affirma-

proposed

families"

that

Although Napster may be the most
well-known among them, a number
of Web sites allow for the trading of
music in the form of MP3 files.

finance their college

help

"challenging

ing

by
promoting programs

sharing violates the

for students tak-

fits

to

law."

to learn-

by increasing the bene-

courses" in the fields

access

increase

doorway

ing for millions of low-income

tive action, the plat-

non-

essentially this: that one-to-one

—

most important

Silent

of math, science, and
technology.

students

As

far as increas-

education -.such as

ing access at

UCLA

education

in particular,

Franke

savings

enhanced
tax deductions on student loans and more

expects

accounts,

GOP

the

platform to have only
limited

a

impact.

"Republicans
are
Grants awards.
making a good faith
"The proposals are
effort to increase access," he said,
definitely viable and wise ways to
attain the end goal," said Richard^ "but you've got to ask yourself:
Will it increase the diversity on
Choi, Vice Chairman of Bruin
this campus? The answer is no."
Republicans. "I believe all stuBruin Democrats President
dents would benefit from these
.

think that Napster
NICaE

helps

artists."

A student in

the CLICC lab uses Napster to search for music. Music

industry companies have sued the

GenesanKim
Web

site,

because

it

officials

was

the network for

company which started as
the dorm room project of five UCLA
Scour, a

computer science students

in

1997,

blocked the

academic purposes.

UCLA has not taken similar action.

At Penny Lane Records in
Westwood, manager Fred Sablan

Napster

at

who go

into the

gone down.
"Without access to music on the
Internet, sales would probably go up
with more students coming in to purchase music," he said.
store but sales have not

high-speed Internet connections.
firewall

students

Internet music trading software, the

UCSD

Associated Students of UCLA

starting

in

"We do

is

proposals,

expect pirating to have a

income

negative effect on the store," said

dents"

the

dorms

Napster helps artists
by making them more well-known,

and

helps

it

students

financially

and minority

Todd Franke agrees improving

stressed access

is

making college affordable.
"It's also got to be about outreach," Franke said. "Once a stuis

in college,

then the

document makes

8 1 -page

explicit

decision

to

leave

affirmative

action out of the platform

have been because

money

it

was too

no matter how

and
I

Activists say

I

the detention center

screams, that a

man was

that left 15 officers injured, including

with

filled

is

traffic-blocking demonstrations

the police commissioner.

handcuffed

contrasted accusations of brutality,

Philadelphia police deny the accusations and say they have treated the

including the 1985

corruption and racism against the

department going back

anarchistic organization operated,

the Republican National Convention

and the July

attorneys

who

visit-

prominent leaders John Sellers of

lar stories after their releases

begin-

Society

Some

Philadelphia Direct Action Group,

ning the afternoon of Aug.

younger

activists

8.

appeared

Among

who

visibly

sounded weary and worried.
"I reacted by just collapsing
longtime

fright," said

Davis of Philadelphia
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on $500,000

Sorenson

of

McGuckin was

bail for

held

misdemeanors.
The Asvxiated Press

See

dinton says no to

Mounted

Philadelphia police officers stand by a group of protesters sitting In the middle of a
Philadelphia street near city hall Aug. 1. RNC protesters have alleged that the police were abusive.
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latest
The

cized the veto.

party politics holding

up

plan for marriage reform

legislation.

families

'Vas the

people

right thing to do.

What

kind of tax code is it that penalizes
marriage? It's a bad tax code."

-

President

"It

provides

Clinton
a
Republican-sponsored tax cut for
married couples Aug. 5, describing

little relief

need

it

married who are benefited by the
version that was passed," said
Gore,
speaking
from
Westhampton, N.Y. "So I do sup-

He 'returned

-
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for extra taxes 25 million

Congress with a
said the tax plan

KABUL,

tax code.

a large fraction of

"It provides

that

need

families

sumptive Democratic presidential
nominee, said he agreed with the
veto but would sign a different tax
cut for married couples.

it

with

vacationing

is

letter in

was

lies

Vice President Al Gore, the pre-

most Afghans
locals had
apparently gotten a ride from the aid

attacked

little relief

The gunmen later set
bodies on fire, he said.

benefits to

its

higher

incomes,"

Clinton's letter said.

The

veto,

which

of the Taliban militia that
controls 90 percent of Afghanistan

Afghanistan

— Gunmen

and the opposition traded accusations

Nations' mine clearing agency, in
western Herat province, an aid work-

tion soldiers,

aid workers,

organization told

Clinton

who carried out the killings.

over

"The
al

all

killing is the

work of opposi-

who also arrested severof our men accompanying aid

workers,"
said
Kheirullah
Kheirkwah, the Taliban governor of
Herat. "The vehicles belonging to the
Taliban were also burned."

employees of

Mine Gearance
and Afghan Rehabilitation, were
killed near Kotal-e-Subzak on Aug. 5
on thp road between Badghis
province and Herat, an official of the

most, while devoting

the victims'

Officials

the Organization for

to fami-

The

workers.

shot and killed 12 people, including
seven Afghans working for the United

The

regressive.

official,

like

uses just one name.

er said Aug. 6.

which he

the

The opposition rejected the charge,
saying that the area where the incident

occurred

The Associated

"It

is

is

controlled by the Taliban.
a

great

tragedy,"

said

Press.

Five

SecLKBtimOll^pagell

other

victims

were

ScenUM^^pagcTT

local

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS
Verizon reported workers pidceting at more than 100 sites. About 150

Verizon employees
strike; service affected

Korman 's demand that Swiss compawhich might have used slave
labor should come forward within 30
nies

workers gathered outside a Verizon
building in Syracuse, N.Y., August 6.

Much

days or face additional lawsuits.

Workers at the riation's largest local telephone company walked off the job August 6, but

desire to have better access to Verizon's bur-

negotiators continued talking, trying to resolve

geoning wireless division. Though a majority of

contract issues involving working conditions

the

and union representation
^
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the legislation to

two-wage-earner couples must pay
because of a structural quirk in the

be a top priority after Congress'

Nose-cosmetie and brea||M
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House

The marriage penalty is the popu-

Mohibullah,

were clearing mine

ByAmirShah

where the first family
this weekend.

lar

said

of repeal of the marriage

resort island of Martha's Vineyard,

President

Afghans,

when gunmen

morning
round of golf on the Massachusetts

Clinton

AFGHANISTAN: Victims

also support the

I

Clinton vetoed the $292 billion,

gift

leader said an override attempt will

GOP

are in the upper brack-

10-year tax cut before his

Bill

killed

III sition

I •

and people who are not even

ets

most."

said the tax break package

more than a

tax relief to

tax."

strategy" that would

little

who

right kind

as "the first installment of a fiscal-

to

and not giving

port the veto.

to families that

by Taliban

tax,

said at a rally in Pontiac, Mich.,

The Associated Press

Mass.
vetoed

"I'm for repealing the marriage
but not going beyond working

criti-

Bush

ByAiMMGcaran

EDGARTOWN,

Ul^ aid workers

tax cut proposal

running mate Dick Cheney,

VETO: Republicans claim

override Clinton's veto, but a
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ed the detention center said they
found no evidence to confirm abuse.
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for

submit to fingerprinting, and that a
woman on a hunger strike writhed on
the floor from lack of water and food.
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police

restraint during the convention that

erase projected budget surpluses.
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Officials

a crucifix-position to force him to
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grades are."
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may

an issue.
"There are differing views within all political parties and ... a variety of views are under the GOP's
stance on affirmative action,"

courses in high school, they aren't

.

tion center Saturday, most charged in
connection with brawls with police

divi-

sive

becomes very important. But if
children don't have the right

they have or what

of

mention of affirmative
action, but Choi said the party's

not simply about

in,

See

no

of higher education policy, but

much money

'

The

ing six days of sometimes-violent
demonstrations coinciding with the

GOP

education institutions."

access should be the central goal

going to get

'.

criticized the

UCLA Public Policy Professor

importance

CDs," he
•

Ho

promoting a
diverse student body at higher

families

because they don't need to buy more
said.

Melanie

lower
stu-

their

con-

especially

platform for "failing to discuss the

dent

last year.

"I think that

Despite students' easy access to

was put up against

store in

But Hsiao said packaging holds
some value, and people feel that they
should pay for the works of others.
Second-year computer science student Genesan Kim took advantage of
the fast connection and Napster in

said there has been a decline in the

number of

CD

Terrence Hsiao, ASUCLA director
of business development.

But the effect of accelerated
exchange has taken a toll on record
sales at local retailers.

open a

Ackerman Student Union.

the

site

including movies.

A

tinuing plans to

inhibiting the use of

also provides multimedia exchange,

Scour is now awaiting trial after a
joint Recording Industry Association
of America and Motion Picture
Association of America lawsuit
against the company.
Digital media downloading software has become popular on college
campuses like UCLA, wired with

Web site for copyright violations.

UCSD

February. According to a

Second-year student
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fairly. Civil-rights

Pell
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By Jennifer Brown
The Associated Press

GOP measures," Ariaza said.
The GOP platform proposes to

When approving their platform

free music, contin-

average

the

a result of these

ly better off as

Police arrested 391 protesters dur-

convention, which ended August 3.
More than 200 remained in a deten-

UCLA student will be substantial-

^f

that allows

site

think

advocacy group.

benefit

will

don't

"I

By Karen Matsuoka
the Daily Bruin -
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News

Music controversy continues

August?

fast-growing wireless

for

employees

in the

is

over the unions'

company's traditional landline workers are
union members, fewer than 50 of the 32,000
wireless workers are unionized.

field.

The strike against Verizon Communications
by two unions representing 87,200 workers
began when their contract expired at 12:01 a.m.
and affected operations in 12 Eastern states
from Maine to Virginia.
"We're intensely bargaining with the union,"
said Verizon

of the dispute

spokesman Eric Rabe, who

is

hop-

ing for a quick resolution to the strike. "I think

we're on the path to get this done in the very near

,

Swiss banks to pay

The largest union. Communications Workers
of America, said "substantial progress" had

been made on issues such as job security and
union organizing rights. '
'

•

ing claims.

Office of Dignitary Protection safeguards the

billion settlement with

Jewish organizations.

Holocaust survivors and

heirs.

California taxpayers

Among
right

all

down

pay

the states, only California pro-

UBS

questioned

to

its

all its

statewide officials -

superintendent of public

instruction.

cost California taxpayers

It will

and Credit Suisse Group AG said bank
lawyers had officially notified U.S. Judge
Edward Korman, who approved the settlement
last month, of their acceptance.
however,

The

California

Highway

Patrol's Protective
its

lieutenant governor, treasurer, comptroller, sec-

vides bodyguards to

lawyers,

California.

retary of state
instruction

and superintendent of public

- as well as workers

in protected

buildings.

In addition, California Attorney General

Swiss banks have formally endorsed a $1.25

Bank

—

Services division protects the governor while

millions in VIP security

AG

future."

visibility for state officials,

once we get past the governor," said
Mark Baldassare, who conducted a visibility
survey for the Public Policy Institute of
particularly

"There is no basis in law for these conditions," the lawyers said in a letter. Nearly
600,000 people have expressed interest in mak-

Holocaust reparations

In a statement issued Friday in Zurich,

"There's very low

more than

$31 million this year to protect those seven officials

and others who work

in

protected state

buildings.

m

'm

.riM^a*

A

is

.

Bill

protected by special agents from the

Department of Justice.
"Lockyer gets a couple death threats a week,"
said spokesman Nathan Barankin.
Nineteen other states follow California's
state

practice of protecting the governor's official

and

private residences as well as the governor him-

according to a December survey of 45 states
by the MinnesoU Department of Public Safety.
self,

All that security is provided even though
Califomians are notoriously indifferent to their
'.'
governing class.
\
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Lockyer
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Buchanan
for president

soon

to

be

WASH INGTON - So near, and yet
so

far.

After four decades in politics, Pat

Buchanan

is

presidential

political party

and the

nomination that goes with

Those "few people" are party leadand allies of Perot who have tried
procedural and political maneuvers to
stop Buchanan, or at least slow him,
even after some of those same folks
invited him in.
Last year, when it appeared the
third party would have a primary fight
between two marquee names Buchanan and billionaire Donald
Trump - former national chairman

over.

The only reason why

that a

few people are doing everything

much

they can, not so

it.

And

The Associated Press

yet,

Party's

Reform Party presidential candidate Pat Buchanan jokes in the Green
Room before appearing on "Face the Nation" in Washington Aug. 6.

people who only months ago had welcomed him into Ross Perot's political

"So this battle by all rights should be

within reach of control-

own

ling his

simply to derail

Back from a recent cross-country
tour in which he lined up far more delegates than his opponents, Buchanan's
"
" X7frustration showed.
"No one else any of the other candidates - have anything compared to
us, maybe one delegate here or one
there," the former Republican said.

By Laurie Kellinan
The Associated Press

on

the eve of the

Long Beach,

significant

leaders believe the

can

ceremony

will give Ishi

finally

It

was

American Indian

be buried in peace.

191

1

when

Ishi first

stumbled

out of the wilderness alone near

proper respect deserved

Oroville,

and into modern
Found huddled near a

Calif,

America.

SAN FRANCISCO Northern California's

Elders from

Pit River tribe

are scheduled to travel to Washington,
DC. Aug. 7 and bring back the brain
of Ishi, often called "the last of the
Yahi," for a sacred burial ceremony.
Ishi's brain will be taken from the

party

obstacles

Smithsonian
'

foothills

of

Institution

to

Mount Lassen where

Ishi,

dis-

Francisco museum.

would

be forever
changed. His existence, from the wilds

the

Ishi's

tribe

life

invited both

men

compete.

Buchanan,

Vemey

promised

says,

on

to respect the party's silence
issues.

Since

then,

he

social

contends,

on the

ballot

anywhere - but

SeeRERNIM,page9

be put to

rest

museum

Last year, the brain was finally

Francisco, has been chronicled by

where the University of California,
San Francisco Medical Center now

transferred to a jar in a ceremony

stands.

eled from Ishi's Oroville homeland to
burn sage, healing grass and warm
wood to purify the room.
Ishi's status in American lore grew

cylinders

recorded on wax

and taught

to school chil-

dren.

at

an anthropology

Ishi's spirit

upon

"If there

will

be at

his

was said

death

to

be disrupted

when

1916

in

University of California anthropologist

last at rest

Alfred L. Kroeber offered

Ishi's

was then shipped to the
Smithsonian and it sat with other

retrieve Ishi's brain.

brains for decades in a stainless steel

worked

in

San Francisco

..:

brain

tank at the institution's warehouse in

for a

Two

Worids," written by

Kroeber's wife, Theodora. The book

Ishi's

(

after the 1961 publication of the book,

"Ishi in

scientific use."

^

attended by a delegation which trav-

Kroeber told the curator there,
"There is no one here who can put it to
-

MONDAYS

Maryland.

brain to the Smithsonian Institution.

and at peace and free to join his family and ancestors."
Gemmill was part of the delegation
traveling to Washington, D.C. to
Ishi

Bar and

to

week

"Hopefully, he

play as a living exhibit in a San

Vemey

greeting on Market Street in San

lines across the country.

clothed him and put him on

single

Russell

time, sweeping floors for $25 per-

guage no one could identify, Ishi was
soon dubbed the "Wild Indian of
Oroville," a "savage," and made headAnthropologists took charge of

is

ers

of Northern California to his fanfare

anthropologists,

was translated into 18 languages and
became part of the history lesson plan
for California fourth-grade students.
Ishi's exact burial place, somewhere near the foothills of Mount
- •
Lassen, will be kept a secret.
'
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was anyone exploited by
non-Indians to the max, it was Ishi,"
Mickey Gemmill, a member of the Pit
River tribe, told the Mercury News.
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device expected

services

and not tearing down government but building government," he said in an interview on the
NewsHour with Jim Lehrer.
Ho, however, takes a different view. She said she

-

The

may be going

car stereo

AM/FM

traditional

the

way of

but "did not voice

the

alienate

Victrola and the eight-tracl^ player.

The very company
in cars is

among

more

and

useful, entertaining

plugged-in product.

Motorola

Inc.'s

pus strongly

iRadio prototype and a

truckload of competitors, at most

more away from

year or

Web

bringing the

still

CD

the market, are

Motorola, which pioneered car radios

Internet access in

new

54 models

fall.

this

will

A

of downloading e-mail and doing limited

in cars

browsing, but only while the car

is

Ford Motor Co. says it
have some
and Internet connection
soon in its luxury models.
The carmakers are betting that millions
of drivers will be willing to pay as much as
$30 a month for Internet-access gadgets,
which are expected to become standard
equipment in new cars within five years.
Motorola, a longtime electronics suppli-

automakers and the world's No. 2 cellular phone manufacturer, is vying for
domination of the burgeoning industry of
er to

its

trucks.
Ts

Demand

y'.-

discrimination," she contin-''-.

for

r- '-:':'

'

''j-

sales to

about $1

bil-

lion in the next three years.

be the next air bag in
the auto industry," Santoro said. "It's an
"Telematics

will

Its

a

combines

that

existing capabilities with a few

new

ones.

After indicating preferences on a

ence

expected throughout
during the convention.
is

"Students and residents

::.

LA.

will see

on the road," said Sgt.
a CHP spokesman.

officers

Rhett Price,

Nam

said discussion of the hous-

was not being

dis-

closed to the public for safely rea'.;--•

sons.

••>;

-^

.:

•:''..

'•

---•.

But Kevin Rudiger, a spokesman
for the Direct Action Network, or>e
of the main organizers of the

of the officers
wouldn't impact their protest plans.
ing

the

location

"We

really

getting

into

want to sort of avoid
unnecessary street

fights with cops," he said.

Nam

said

the

CHP

is

being

jcharged for housing, just like any
other group that comes to UCLaJL.

DNC

protests,

Relattons

Former UCLA law professor and
:Ylce Chancellor Harold W.
Horowitz died at the age of 77,
due to complJcatiof>s from

._:,

many of his opponents

REFORM
From page

atmosphere in Perot's .absence
opened the door to taJceover.

6

A
Buchanan has flouted those

philo-

^

:

and

his allies

list of states in
which they say Buchanan has expelled

longtime leaders

you're following in the

feel like

footsteps of giants,

and

how

that's

it

party elders and prompted the

police to threaten to shut

Vemey and

who had

built the

party.

you

winter between warring

rified

his opi>osition to abortion

are furious about a long

^

last

about

In addition,

From page 1

Nashville

factions turned into a brawl that hor-

homosexuality.

PROFESSOU

nationally telecast meeting in

sophical roots by speaking frankly

.

Parkinson's disease.

agree that the

it

down.

dent

in

and

a

UCLA graduate stu-

urban planning said know-

Now, Buchanan's candidacy has
united one-time enemies. The showdown begins two days before the convention opens Aug. 10 in Long Beach.
Like most of the party's other

"i never invited

the party, to change

them
its

to take over

founding prin-

dis-

weapons

will be the party's
sometimes-convoluted rules. The
meeting could "make Na^ville look

putes, the

we being fair? If not,

is

there a practical

way

and she praised the

GOP

Bush who are pointing out a Haw

we should

institutions,

in

With reports from Michael Falcone

and Linh

Tat, Daily

Bruin Senior

Staff.

who

fight for

continued inequality on the premise that there
practical solution.

He was one

like

they were invited into our house,
it

and threw us

like

a tea party,"

in the

Law

be

mittee that will resolve disputes over

Buchanan roadblock.
Hagelin says he has found eviden9e
^at Buchanan broke party rules during the primary, and a committee has
adopted new guidelines that say any
candidate found to have committed

which delegates to seat. The question
of whether Buchanan remains on the

Party, to

part of their

words of one

leader.

be disqualified.
In late July,

Buchanan

Hagelin and anti-

on the executive
committee declared that Buchanan
had been thrown off the ballot for
refusing to cooperate in an audit of his
supporters' list. Buchanan countered
the claim was bogus because he had
gained enough influence on the comforces

mittee to block such a vote.

After trying unsuccessfully to get

by Vemey and national party secMangia, picked John

retary Jim

Hagelin, a little-known physicist

who

The

164-member national
committee will meet Aug. 8 near the
convention center to decide whether
to install Ohio state chairman Frank
Reed, a Buchanan ally, to chair a comparty's

ballot

is

likely to

The

come

decision

Buchanan, who

up.

is

-.

;;••-

crucial

is\trying to

amass

"^

to
a

two-thirds majority of delegates to

guarantee him the nomination. The
panel will decide who gets 40 seats

from 26 states that are currently being
fought over by Buchanan's supporters and their rivals.
Buchanan also is expected to challenge the party's primary rules.
Even if Buchanan ultimately wins
the nomination, thaL won't stop
Perot's supporters.

••Some people just don't want to let
go of the old ways," said national
party diairman Gerald Moan. "Even
if Perot were to die, I guess they would
say he should

still

be the head of the

organization."

of the principal

became

drafters of the law that

Title

6 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

which forbids^ recipients of federal
money from discriminating on
the basis of race.
"This turned out to be the most
important factor in the desegregagrant

tion of schools in the South," Karst

our educational

question those

U.S.

ciples, to

heads the Natural

fraud in the nominations process can

led

"Instead of condemning those like George W.

plan.

large law enforcement pres-

Perot to run, Buchanan's opponents,

site

instant results in the car, according to the

declined to

Buchanan argues the party was so
consuj^ with infighting that it was
in the midst of self-destructing, and

platform for bringing attention to this issue.

from home, drivers using iRadio will
be able to speak a single word and get

CHP

the

out."

fee allocations are unfair

Web

Michael

Department
of
Health,
Education and Welfare, Horowitz
was an early proponent of civil rights
and principles of equality.

be fair?" she continued.
While she does not claim to have any solutions to
the problem, Houston said the current mandatory

iRadio, unveiled in January, remains

A

director

and then they trashed

to

tantalizing prototype

Housing
Foraker and
comment.

the associate general counsel of the

tion: are

enormous opportunity."

ing arrangement

USAC.

said

March, the Supreme Court ruled that the
Madison did not violate
the First Amendment rights of students when it used
their mandatory fee payments to finance campus
groups they do not support.
"There are many different arguments surrounding this issue, but all of it leads us to ask one ques-

Web-con-

•

halls.

throw people out who disagree with them," said Vemey. "It's

'''r-r'.--'-''

University of Wisconsin at

projected to help triple the

company's telematics

sort of e-mail

its

and

nected cars

in

will

provide some

version of

leading the push to

is

..'^-V'

more
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Covel dining halls confirmed they
expect about 800 of the state
employees to arrive, starting Aug.
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ing.

Cooper

through distance learn-

said*

Teleconference and

Although some distance learning
institutions have extended their services to students in elementary and
secondary schools, many undergrad-

Distance Education Sfecialist. "It's

uate and graduate students also take

same level of instruction even if
students and professors are not physi"
cally in front of one another

classes offered by online schools.

"The goal

is

for the technology to

become transparent,"
Hansel,

UCLA

said Daytra

the

The

of
Instructional
Development Distance Learning at
UCLA is connected to the statewide
UC Videoconference Network and
offers approximately 25 courses
through video conferencing. Hansel
Office

the next level" Rosenthal said.

Distance education, however,
not for everyone, Rosenthal said.

have found that the students
who will be most successful are those

Internet to teach, delivering online
in the

US

who

and 60 countries abroad, said Lynette
Cooper, program assistant for the

are self-motivated to participate

regularly in classes, self-disciplined to

do the work and to allot enough time
for studying and attending classes,"

UCLA Extension Distance Learning.

courses at the university, 60 percent

Rosenthal said.

are attempting to finish a bachelor's

Although

ing classes over the Internet need to

degree while the rest are pursuing

Bar
Association and the State Bar of

be comfortable with basic computer

graduate studies, a spokesman for the

California do not recognize online

and

University of Phoenix.com said.

law schools. Concord students can

Internet

skills.

^ "The goal

is

for the

technology to become
transparent."

telephone to communicate with their

Goetz said.
"Concord has complied with

professors and classmates.

registration requirements of the Stale

According to U.S. Distance
Learning Association, American cor-

passing

porations are increasingly using dis-

Examination, graduates

tance learning services to retrain 50

fied to practice in California courts."

Daytra Hansel

million employees because of the rela-

Distance Education Specialist

low costs and convenience of
earning college credit through tech-

Bar of California," he

see

tively

of the challenges facing the

spread of distance learning and

up degree programs

ting

education institution, also cater to
older students wanting to learn more

accreditation.

skills.

process aimed at ensuring the highest

15,000

taking

students

institutions

in the Internet.

of

is

educational

Duke

already

programs ranging from engineering and business administration.
"The ability to effectively deliver
an online degree program should be
made on a case by case basis after a
careful analysis," Goetz said.

the issue of

an

Stanford and

exacting
integrity,"
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northern Takhar province,

who
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one name. "We condemn
the killing and reject the Taliban alle-

also uses

idential election

gations."

Herat, located 300 miles west of

and its neighboring
provinces are ruled by the Taliban.
One other aid worker, who was
seriously injured in the incident, was
the capital Kabul,

Kheirkwah
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presidential candidate

reli-
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X

break gimmicks they know he will veto.
"I support tax cuts, but tax cuts we

Clinton accuses Republicans of using

''But

entire coulitry.

trillion

Republicans are giving away the store.
Many Republicans believe Clinton's

ment

northem-based opposition on several
fronts in an attempt to capture the

budget surplus range from S1.5
to $2.2 trillion over 10 years.

his success to justify election-year tax

Senate author, Sen.
Bailey Hutchison, R-Texas, gave an

are battling their

Estimates of the non-Social Security

Democrats are trying to offer their own
cut package while arguing that

The

said.

the tax cut package
proposed by Bush, would cost more
than $2 trillion over 10 years. Bush said
Saturday he would have signed the bill.

tax

cation of what

The Taliban

November pres-

looms. Clinton and the

reductions.

brought the
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Jalalabad early Sunday, Mohibuliah
special
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.
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Napster allows the exchange of music that
may have been pirated without the permission of

though they did not

described,"

Record companies are fuming
because they say anyone can have access to their
artists' work, but the artists gain nothing from
pirating. The Rl AA, which filed the suit against

legal director Stefan

Napster, represents record companies nation-

-

reject the possibility of mistreatment.

"I think

things

highly unlikely, the kinds of

it's

have

that

Philadelphia

the

'

ACLU

been

Presser said Thursday.

Philadelphia
Epstein called the

wide.

defense
cells

attorney

Jules

Scour spokesman Miguel Cortez said the

"Dickensian, but not

company has held firm

unconstitutional."

ative but

in the belief that

it is

not

the agent of copyright infringements because

Police said protesters have been uncooper-

plastic handcuffs."

artist.

it

does not put the songs out on the Internet for
others to download. The users are the ones who

no mistreatment has occurred.

The RIAA

said they should not be responsi-

as an opportunity (to loot), and

PREPARATIONS

work of artists are not being infringed.
"Companies like Scour are making billion
dollar businesses off of the work of others without their consent," said

woman

for the

Amy

Weiss, spokes-

RIAA. "That 4s just wrong and
"

they should not be doing that."

Both Scour and RIAA acknowledge music
can coexist in the CD form and online, but the
RIAA does not want music to be a free product
in the digital

world.

"Why would anyone want to purchase authofrom a site that charges $1 a
for
song
the same song that someone can geL
from Napster for free?" said Weiss.
rized music online
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.
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since they support presidential candi-

Center, others

date Al Gore. Local unions, on the

the

other hand, are planning protests.

Melanie Ho, president of Bruin
Democrats, said an estimated 50 student volunteers from the organization
will drive officials and other dignitaries around town and greet them at

McDonald would not disclose the
LAPD's operations plan, but he said
police will not come out in riot gear.
In addition to demonstrators, the

LAPD

must watch out for possible
looting by street gangs. Using the Los
Angeles Lakers' championship as an
example,
"H^ndividuals

McDonald
may lake this

DNC run smoothly.

\m¥^-

may even work

Others

DNC

conventions and

qualified to

become
to read

make

said.

decisions and to

politically active,

but

and keep ourselves informed,"

tal,

party's platform during the conven-

tor of the

ing the convention because they have

'^"

'"'"'

'

preparing for the

treatment for injuries resulting from

candidate. Democrats will decide the

have choice volunteer positions dur-

on the street," Morgan said.
"They have a feeling there will be a lot
of minor injuries on the street."
LA., which averaged one demonstrati^ per day the past year, experienced fewer than 10 protests last
month, according to McDonald. He
said this is because most protesters are
that occur

the

Meanwhile, a team of doctors at
Medical Center, which does
not expect an infiux of patients seeking

Ho said.

tion.

and

UCLA

we need

inside Staples

students will

Americans

''

"Students our age are definitely

Besides nominating a presidential

"A good number of

not as^^^

its

week.

Center.

said,

Democrats with

as

Democratic party need to look at the
way campaigns are run and ensure
that everyone can participate despite
their background or aiffluence," Ho

will

Young

California

the

assist

Democrats

Ho

said she

would

riots, will

like td focus

at

on issues of poverty, the increasing
income gap, and campaign finance

While

volunteer outside the hospi-

Morgan,

said Dr. Marshall

direc-

Emergency Medical Center

city officials estimate that

30,000 to 60.000 protesters

will

sent throughout the week,

McDonald
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HMI Orchestra with
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Terence Blanchard & tenor
David Sanchez

saxophonist,
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HMI Orchestra with film composer and
conductor, Bruce Broughton; bassist.
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Band & Chamber Orchestra with

Mark O'Connor

composer and

alto saxophonist.

pianist,
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Bud Shank

HMI
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Orchestra with

violinist.

guitarist,
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Mark O'Connor
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for taking care of potential injuries

"We

youth caucu».

during the

their hotels
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Free drink
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In addition. Bruin
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BRUIN CARD

Buffet

will

been volunteering throughout ^he
summer," Ho said.
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we

have to be aware of that."
While thousands are expected to be
demonstrating outside the Staples

time to celebrate or demonstrate but

SHAKEVS DEUVERS

Augnst 7 -11,2000

are exchanging the information.
ble for policing Scour's system to ensure the

<*

Union toured the detainment
center and said they saw no evidence to substantiate the complaints,

Activist Jeff Ebbsen, 38, of Philadelphia

;::;;

American

the

Civil Liberties

was denied, food and water was not made
available for 18 hours, and that cells were so
crowded some detainees were unable to move.
"I saw one individual who was cuffed to his
open cell door with metal cuffs, in the crossposition. Police would move them up and try
to get him to agree to be fingerprinted. This
went on for 10 to 15 minutes where he was
screaming," said Davis, who was released late
Friday. "1 saw several people hog-tied with

;'-:\::

From page 4

Two attorneys affiliated with
Protesters complain that medical attention

police

Ncwi

4 per person)

UCLA
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Every student should

See

study abroad to gain a
.

better understanding of

all this

and •

at the Daily Bruin's •

more

Website: •

world cultures.
www.daliybruin.ucla.edu
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INTERN: Working for free
doesn't stink

death on each other's fashionably oversized beards and

unless you

...

mustaches.

*

'This

breathe too deeply in D.C.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

visit

As

I

protests reveal local

sion.doc.

No,

inal charges.

go vernments' true
priorities: stifling free

expression and

-

-

.

the streets

14,

w\i^ll

the System will tremble,

masses
people

be heard!

will

rumble,

regardless of their behavior,

and the

From

who brought you

because someone must be respon-

the

sible for

Seattle in

"keeping the peace."

juvenile delinquents to a

they have on display the

proteins and/or meeting Janet

copy of the Constitution
that Andrew Jackson

Reno. Your internship will almost
certainly open you up to a world of

used as

opportunities that are only available

':^

.:'.

^-?

.

—

I

am
'.

:

protecting

DNC delegates or

WTO members means throwing a

guides to this

D2K!"

couple hundred rowdy protesters

unique

In

one

of Los
Angeles

citv

to a

little

Not

once

tear-gas every

while, then so be
will

be flooded

exactly.

non-violence and pacifism, police

sands of peo-

headed

tactics transgress

for

mental

the

human

numerous funda-

rights, including the

rights to expression, association,

Democratic

life

National

and

How can America

liberty.

human rights
internationally when our govern-

claim to champion

Convention

in

Mitra

downtown

ment

Ebadolahi

LA. While

is

of its

rights

hundreds of

so clearly violating the

own

citizens?

And whatever happened to

'

delegates will be ushered inside

pacifism?

Staples Center's multi-million-dol-

police

lar walls to participate in

our oligarchic "democracy," thousands of
activists will spend their week out-

physical abuse to control large

side, protesting the

crowds of people? And why is it
that many Americans refuse to
examine police behavior with a
more critical eye, even after nonviolent Americans are harmed for

two-party sys-

tem's lack of concern for issues of
social justice, including labor
rights,

environmental regulations,

universal health care

Why is

it

American

that

must use force or threats of

disparities?

corporate abuse.

It is

absurd to believe that there

Unfortunately for those planning to protest here in L.A. next

are no alternatives to violence. If

week, the same repressive tactics

peaceful society,

deployed by the Seattle police

November and

DC.

the

April are expected to be

we are

last

hold

police in

members of one of

America's mainstream, corporatevilified protesters as

anarchic thugs wtio were a plague
society. All violence,

including the incredibly repressive

laterally

shows of police brutality, was uniblamed on the demonstra-

protesters

tors, despite the fact that the over-

bystanders, arrested demonstra-

whelming majority of activists
were peaceful during both events.
Once the media had unjustly
incriminated the protesters by

tors en

charging

all

activists with violent

behavior, the police stepped foris

a third-year international

development studies student. Eat a
peach!

comments

E-mail

grover@ucla.edu.

individuals,

and

hold

I

same

What,

so unfathomable

is

standards.

to

ward and deployed an extraordinarily excessive show offeree to
"control" the "renegades." Police

tear-gassed thousands of peaceful

and innocent

masse (despite the fact that
activists had obtained permits to
march from city officials), barred

community journalists from
IMF/World Bank meetings, and
censored

But the police aren't all bad,
right? What about the innocent
civilians who could have been
harmed by uncontrolled crowds of
protesters, who might have turned
violent without police control?

nently debilitated. In the

Shouldn't citizens support their

by shutting
down Kinko's copy shops throughout D.C. to prevent groups from
photocopying informational flyers
activists

permamonths

and brochures.

police tactics leave victims

warp

Viewpoint 7/

1

the point of the

sion

on gays

police,

who after all

Washington Toxins Coalition
invoked that state's Public
Disclosure Act to obtain "Material
Safety Data Sheets" from the
Seattle Police Department. These
pages

put an end to

listed

information for

is

one of the most important
freedoms we have, so let's keep it that
way.

SeeEM00UNI,pagc16

dead? Such considerations have

in

is

a private associa-

not a business (and

is

thus not

afTected by anti-discTimination laws

As a private assothey have the power to decide

Graduate, Class of 2000

The

ideal

and

ciation

Fishman

them or not.
They have the same power as any
other private association.

The

free-

dom of association, protected by the
First

Amendment,

protects groups

from the government

telling

them

tions of America in other countries

is

no matter how hard they try, they
from an arrogant point of view:
anybody outside of America particuthat

larly cares

View of U.S. is
presumptuous
great

associate with

problem with American commenta-

start

against companies).

who will

that U.S. influence stems

tors attempting to ascertain percep-

Supreme Court's decithe Boy Scouts. The

The Boy Scouts
tion,

is

to get

that

is

~

intern nightlife,

is

of course, exactly

young anywhere

in

being

like

America. You

find a place that has cheap liquor,

loud music, and is lax in their scrutiny of fake IDs. Washington DC.
has no shortage of such establishments, not surprising when you

remember that this
Kennedy works.

where Ted

is

necessary?'

to

of the greatest figures of our history
have trod. Plus, it's hotter than the

By now you've noticed that I
quote Marion Barry a lot. Let me

because people come in groups, and
close off those groups by dancing
exclusively with them. Such a circling of the wagons prevents all but
the most determined inebriates from
breaking through and hitting on

between the flaps of Rush
Limbaugh's back fat out here.
Washington D.C. is home to a special brand of air called, "stank"
which is 10 percent nitrogen, 5 percent oxygen, and 85 percent human
sweat and swamp gas.
In other Washington weather
news, city ordinances require 20
minutes of rain between 5 and
7 p.m. daily. This is to support the
large number of people hocking
umbrellas on the street, as well as to
mitigate at least some of the stank.

MICHAEL SHAM'/Daly Brum

air

California interns will certainly

Mexican food there

is

none

to be

found, save for the "fried chicken
with salsa" that is available in many

of D.C. 's finer restaurants.
Some of you might be nervous to
embark on a D.C internship experience. "Don't people get killed a lot

there?" you might ask.

Not

Mayor Marion Barry once

subway system in that it doesn't
smell like bourbon and urine.
Another unusual feature of the
metro is the ghost trains. Each

promise you a police car on every
sidewalk," and he meant it.
D.C. is divided into four quadrants: NW, NE, SW, and SE. Much
like in Los Angeles, the farther

turn to

lowest crime rates in the country."

probably due to the fact that'
impossible to get a jaywalking
ticket, even if you were run over in
the middle of the street and you
needed the paper for a tourniquet.
This

Doug Lief is a third-year psychology and

who

asks not, 'Hey

what have you done for nr»e
lately?' Contact him at dtief@ucla.edu.

country,

New York

said, "I

Marion Barry for solace,
who once said, "Outside of the
killings, Washington has one of the

almost impossible
to lose weight in D.C, mostly
because of the high protein content
of the stank. Also, if you are looking

system has many advantages over
the Los Angeles metro system, in
that it goes to more than two places.
It is

D.C:

It is

As an intern it is your duty to And
a way to work every day. This most
likely means you'll be taking the
metro. The Washington, DC. metro

to worry.

south and east you go, the more likely you are to die. Again, you can

eating.

"What

right does

note for the record that these quotes
for

have another more important concern about coming to Washington

is

it is

also superior to the

metro line is designated by a color.
Every once in a while, however, a
train
will

on

the non-existent gray line

come blasting through,

and come from a highly
important reference work, "The 267
are

all real,

Stupidest Things

Democrats/Republicans Ever Said,"
compiled by Ted Rueter. The reason
I've

done so

to note another

is

ship.

I

think

Marion Barry can get remayor of D.C, even after
being caught on videotape with
crack and a former mistress, but we

Past

all

the

phony artiflcial

social

we have created, however,

DC. will actually say hello

to you as they pass you on the street,
and smile at each other. Maybe it's

impeach the president for a few
extramarital slips of the tongue (so

What a town.

to speak).

As

an
sex. There

I've said before, being

intern isn't

all

about oral

are far

more

the

of an intern. You

life

exciting things to

become acquainted

do

in

will

witAr the

magical

and cavort

of them choking to

you.

people

Unfortunately, they w^re
after the war, all

is

idiot like

to dig vast tunnels under the capital.

there

there. This

elected

world of niing. An intern must
prance through alphabetizing, frolic
along the Dewey decimal system,

left

meet new people

there are actual people to be encountered in DC. Unlike Los Angeles,

hilarious that an

it's

An

hives

aspect of D.C: political partisan-

lights

and carrying no passengers
except a driver and two hobos
passed out in the back. The ghost
trains date back to the war between
the states, when gray-coated confederate prisoners of war were forced
off,

Society's tobacco regulations
SMOKING: Government,

—

commercials

is

by Brian

"United Stales has

fact that
is

movie

stars

appear

because they are

shal-

rampant
distinctly

stars.

America, is no longer a
American phenomenon. It

in

cannot be used as evidence of this

seem so

low reputation abroad," Viewpoint

U.S. idolatry to which you

7/24) was gone by the 1950s.

convinced that we all subscribe.

Anyone

who believes America is a land of
opportunity sees that available

in

The phenomenon of celebrity, though

concept that America

free (as referred to
in

The

about America.

I

over

all

namely in America
and Western and Central Europe The
the western world,

.

all

don't want to be too hard

on

Fishman, wl)0inost definitely set out

a^anced colu mn; it just
strikes me that his attempts to be unbito write

beyond

its

sheer material strength and wealth.

Although

I

businesses discriminate
against

many consumers

Welcome to the era of fear of
smoking. The strange thing is that
being driven by the so-called

who demanded

believes he stated such, his

comments

by a critical
and rather sad error. Sad, because it
seems to be against what you would
have America be.
fact

is

that

America

Misrepresentation

goes unnoticed

is still

agree with the perspective that

Jon Chang presents ("First minority basketball player to integrate

goes unrecognized," Viewpoint
7/24).

freedom,

ingly

misrepresentation this country

was 50 to
years ago, but monopolized by a
it

1(X)

nation that personifies the aging hipster.

The American century is over.
ScanAfbor

more

levels

their

of prejudice and

own kids.
They

are hiding their fascism behind their
It is

my belief that

you cannot legislate against risk.
This has been done, however, in
regards to smoking. Now, everyone
runs to the government looking for

—.—

—^—^^—

and human
rights are out of date. They are not led
by the dynamic young state in the face
the leader of free speech

'n'

Now they want to

hypocrisy, inconsistency.

.;.,••

Furthermore, it is important to
understand that there are increas-

growing up. Ideologies such as being

of the establishment as

the past.

ban everything for
It's

.1

to this effect are tainted

The

roll in

"family values."

am sure that Fishman

pose

lightly twixt the

copy

machines.

in

southern hospitality. Maybe it's
southern comfort. Whatever the reason, it's up to you to take advantage
of this and network as much as possible.

Or, as you

may

more advantageous

find,

to

it's

even

make your

colleagues your friends as well.

That's my report from
Washington D.C, the city that never
dries.
hope you've learned a few
things, and that your visit will be as
enjoyable as mine has been. Stuff
yourself on soft-shell crabs and you
ought to come out alright.
I

larger threat to personal liberties

protection at every turn.

But

By Joy M. Faulkner

leave cities destroyed and people

tums and the American dollar assume

Daniel B.Rego

seem

which

there

important feature of dance
clubs in D.C. is that it is impossible

all

chemicals used by the police

the riots and stampedes which can

ased miss the point. Talk of ultima-

involved.

This

freedom of association
means freedom of association
point

who they can and can not have

constitution,"
7) doesn't

Then

Congress have to go around making
laws just because they deem it

popularized sex, drugs and rock

Mitra Ebadolahi ("Anti-gay ban.

You'll

ment and gum them up yourself,
rather than gumming them up from
a distance. It is a place where some

children

be taken away

my salary every day.

double

gain respect anyway, and be consid- ^
ered three fifths of a colleague.

following the Battle in Seattle, the

LETTERS

Association can't

like to think that they

Barry asks,

this is

rhetoric

is

English student

the police to the
exactly,

-

i

agree that

I

women's phone
numbers on them while they're
still on display. Make sure you go
and fmd out just why, as Marion

1

And let's not forget that certain

During both the protests in
Seattle and W^ashington, DC,

Ebadolahi

same standards.

also

getting paid.

about that?

America's most brutal police

American

sectors of our social order

harm other

forces.

to

to

vandalize property, or seek to

especially anxious to restore their

owned media

we must work

protesters should not be armed, or

by the LAPD. And after the
embarrassing Lakers riots, I'll
wager L.A.'s "boys in blue" are
reputation as

all

to the

mimicked

serious about creating a

You should

check out the Kennedys'
private collection of bar nap-

on the Potomac isn't
a city where you can

people willing to work for free.
Don't worry too much about not

get right inside the gears of govern-

simply speaking out against social

and

it.

kins with

fun. This

all

right?

it,

the vice presidential

to write

Mary J.

Blige concert, to hunting for green

to

nomination, and the
box of Crayolas he used

metropolis.

in a

exiled the

speech Dan Quayle
gave when he accepted

Life out here

Besides violating the tenets of

with thou-

ple

or exposing them

in jail overnight,

week, the

paper

Cherokees. They also
have a copy of the

Lewinsky. Let
former mayor

'99andA16inD.C.iastApril,it's

toilet

when he

Marion Barry
and I be your

If

Depending on where you go, you
could be doing anything from running an anger management class (as
I have been doing), to escorting

not here on crim-

as well as several

itself,

That was for
the clever joke
you probably
just thought of
about Monica

prompted many people to argue
that police should be defended,

the National

The life of an intern is not entirely
wrapped around office supplies.

other important documents. For instance,

ha.

this for a

is

original Constitution

ha, ha, ha, ha,

unpopular opinions

minutes of cavorting daily to ensure

Archives and see the

I

intern here. Yes,

I

an intern in
Washington
DC. Ha, ha,

am

1

at least 15

am sitting at a
Washington DC.

write this

desk in the
Superior Court, saving this
over something called mobconfes-

Police violence at previous

recommend

Physicians

healthy knees and gumis.

where the law of
made. You can

is

the land

summer
How's
blockbuster? "On August

own

Student finds government metropolis a world of its

»4»^^»i^-^

the founder of Snfx>kers Of
the World Unite and president of the
Faulkner

is

New Zealand Chapter.

it's

about control, like
swipe cards in schools, new gun control laws and resource management
that tells farmers what plants they
can grow and what weeds they can't
pull out and how many animals they
can have. If you allow the control of
one thing, like smoking, you open
the door to the control of all things
by the government:
There are many risks in life. Life
itself is it? It's

up to individual
freedom to decide which risks to
take. As a smoker am aware of the
risk 1 take, as is a body builder who
takes steroids and eats 54 eggs a day
is

a

risk.

Surely

Once governments
make ...draconian laws
to protect against one
risk, all will

expect the

same protection for the
risks

to attain that body, then dies

because of it. But he is glorifled and
I am vilified; he stresses, I relax.
This hostility toward the smoker
based on the so-called notion of

There

is

much

scientific material

from highly respected
studies being compiled for governments that conclude that the risk of
passive smoking comes from "corrupted science." That is, scientific
research can be compiled to give the
result the customer requires. Or to

smokes 100

cigarettes a

day, does not exercise

and weighs

give the answers they wish to hear.

400 pounds,

This

is

precisely

what the tobacco

hostiles claim regarding

themselves.

tobacco

ently believe their

are

immune from

own

scientist,

demeaned

educated party (even outside the
tobacco industry) tries to put for-

ward information debunking the
passive smoking theory, medical
journals and the media in general
won't publish

it.

Yet the anti-lobby,

passive smoking, or second-hand

on almost a daily basis

smoking, which I think is built on
scientific evidence based on sugges-

of media, bash away at the

in all

smoker and the industry

forms

and confidence.

I

will

certainly have

-

rides his motorcycle

and plays Russian
may slip on a banana peel

blindfolded,

his neck.

A statistician
activi-

was a factor - but of course

for

the benefit of scientific proof that

take a long time rebuilding respect

no

confidence in science or scientists

anymore.
There is much independent material that debunks the passive smoking theory or shows that the risks to

smoking kills - his death would have
been blamed on his smoking.
Once governments make policy
and draconian laws to protect
against one risk, all will expect the
same protection for the risks they
perceive to themselves, whether the
risk is logical or

about the same as being
struck by lighting, but the special
others

to the

and

practices free-fall without a

altimeter,

ties

has been

in this process

A sky diver

could prove that each of his

greed, ego and

self-interest. All science

who

roulette

researchers

tion, not solid

"bundle" mortality

Statisticians

figures to prove a point.

and break

industry scientists, yet they appar-

proof When anyone,
doctor or any interested,

having the research done
(at the taxpayers expense) only
release the information that suits
their side of the argument.
interests

available

they perceive to

it is

1

is

point of harassment.

not just about smoking

not such as the fear

is

SetMUUNHtpagel?

refuses to reveal.

the job of individuals like
Mr. Chang to expose the discrimiIt's

nation and racism that
tight grip over the

still

hold a

American

soci-

ety today.

Great job Jon!!
MndiHIiii-
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COME WORK AT THE

department

Details;
Now hiring for fall employment
Starting pay: $7.25 / hour
Flexible scheduling
Ticket incentives
Central Ticket

HOW TO

UCLA

the

UCLA

classified

APPLY;
Your

Attend one of our Informational Sessions!

6PM
Wednesday, August 16, 2000 at 6PM
Tuesday, August 22, 2000 at 6PM

is

our offices in the James West Alumni Center. The sessions
should last about an hour long. If you have
ha^
any questions, please call (310)
825-2101 and request to speak to Sc
bandra.

——

The
Princeton

against protesters

Review

Better Scores. Better^mbols.

trend.

the

first

deemed

delegates

DNC has

The

Lecture

Sat.,

Aug. 19

1

Mon., Aug. 21

Lecture 2

Wed., Aug. 23

Lectured

Sat.,

Aug. 26

Lecture 4

Mon., Aug. 28

Lecture 5

Wed., Aug. 30

Lecture 6

Wed., Sept. 6

Lecture 7

Sat, Sept. 9

Lecture 8

Mon., Sept. 11
Wed., Sept. 13

Lecture 9

l:30pm-5:30pm

7:00pm-10:00pm
7:00pm-10:00pm
l:30pm-4:30pm
7:00pm-10:COpm
7:00pm-10:00pm
7:00pm-10:00pm
l:30pm-4:30pm
7:00pm-10:00pm
7:00pm-10:00pm

S.

the 186-acre "no-

around Staples Center

room youth about smoking. The
show asked him what

far,

Sat., Sept.

l:30pm-5:00pm
7:00pm-10:00pm

aren't exactly positive: the

Mon., Sept 18

H

Wed., Sept. 20

7:00pm-10:00pm

ment

Lecture

Tests

Sat., Sept.

23

Lecture 12

Mon., Sept 25

Lecture 13

Wed., Sept. 27

Test 4

Sat., Sept.

Lecture 14

Mon., Oct. 2
Wed., Oct. 4

Lecture 15

30

7:00pm-10:00pm
7:00pm-10:00pm

This convention

is

LAPD

~^~'

DNC will

opportunity to join with

others and participate in a public

expression of solidarity and direct
action organizing.

Come to the DNC. It will be a
time to advocate loudly for a more
equitable global social order and to

move toward

creating our

peaceful society.

800.2Review

-i

ew.com

own

be our
chance to monitor police behavior
to prevent armed forces from
drowning out the voices of the pcople. We must set the example, so the
future can follow.
It will

have come

I

let-

and surfed the
to real-

smoker has been relegated to
home and their car the control

move onto another of
pleasures.

makes me wonder why
is

busi-

this. In

already a ban on

in malls, to

use coffee

ments. Then

1

my freedom

will get

back.

me

that some smokers
They will begin to
problem when the "con-

worries

It

are apathetic.
realize the
trol
'

freaks"

make

go

their supplier

out of business.

Come on

provide social activists with a oncein-a-lifetime

h

selves will be lobbying govern-

-

destined to

The

-

this.

shopping

again join together to agitate against
existing injustices.

WESTWOOD

bars and clubs, the businesses them-

change the course of American politics. Despite police presence and
repression, protesters will once
'

DINER & PRESS CLUB

smoking in bars, clubs and hotels
and they are losing business.
Maybe I should just sit back and
watch because as the smoker is not
allowed to go out to drink, to go

and
D.C. to watch other police departments in order to "prepare" for proLos Angeles.

the

people die of cancer

see,

have researched and written

It

unit to Staples Center, has

testers: in

Village

said they didn't say

nesses are putting up with

tives to Philadelphia, Seattle,

l:30pm-5:00pm

Westwood

told his audience with great

freaks will

been practicing in riot gear for
months, and has sent representa-

7:00pm-10:00pm
7:00pm-10:00pm

10922 Kinross Ave.,

It's

life's little

to fun-

has reassigned every gang enforce-

l:30pm-5:00pm

Courses in West L.A. start August 19ih!
Call today to Enroll.

the

the signs

Lecture 10

208-2424

their

damental freedoms and basic

Thus

//

not end with the smoker. That once

remains

Test 2

16

He

Internet, since

DNC will be a test of this
rights.

There's no place like Headlines.

ize that exercising this control will

While this ruling is a positive step
toward guaranteeing Americans the

human

//

too

told his captive audiences of class-

Australia there

commitment

All

—

ters to politicians

and vague"
Purdum, New York Times,

country's true

and Sandwich Specials come with
You can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit

of our Burger

choose.

July 23 2000).

that the

All

want to be free, just like me. As a
smoker I am tired of the oppression
and the segregation the anti-smokers are causing and have begun to
fight back to regain my freedom too

American
Union, Judge Gary

right to protest, the fact

3.00+ tax

as the

Pandora's box of fear has been
opened by the ^nti-smoking fear
machine who hoodwinked the government into their message.
I was listening to a man on talk
back radio telling the host what he

>

*

$ 3.24 ^tax

/

late.

tutionally restrictive

(Todd

it's

$ 5.50 ^tax

'

responsibility of risk should be

to the individual, but

left

1

Testl

hash browns and toast

Like the swipe card in the classthey feel the control and they

judge attacked the city's application
process for parades and the use of
public parks for protests. Before the
ruling, activists were required to
submit an application for a parade
or protest permit 40 days prior to
the scheduled events; Judge Feess
has declared the process "unconsti-

The Princeton Review

at a similar risk

government is attacked by the fearful and I think it will only get worse.

unconstitutional. Additionally, the

West Los Angeles #OC1910-28

4 BBQ Bacon Burger

Teriyaki Chicken Sand¥vich

bacon,

room

.

protest zone" established by L.A.
city officials

4 Hot Dogger Special

$ 5.50 ^tax

Style,

When someone tells
them smoking is a social evil it doesn't put them off, it glamorizes it; it
becomes a tool of rebellion.

repercussions. Three weeks ago, in a

Feess

$ 4.99 4tax

blind to

decision favoring the
Civil Liberties

3

"^

2 eggs any

-t^tax

of all kinds, smokers orJiot. People
have heart attacks regardless of
smoking or not. Teenagers are not

your own

,

$4.61>tax

young.
But you

social

already had significant historic

Teriyaki Burger

$ 5.50

would be unhealthy, and would die

time for round three: the

DNC. Though

3

Combo

vigour, but no proof, that if they
smoked they would get cancer, they

significant risk.

have yet to arrive, the

2 Pastrami Sandwich

He

designed to send a
clear message: protest injustice and

It's

$ 4.61 >tax

no wonder, with some of
the half-truths he espoused. They
probably sat there listening and
thinking, "Yeah, and pigs can fly."

rorist tactics,

at

Turkey Burger

much.

justice activists are effectively ter-

speak your conscience

2

speeches.

All too often, the tactics deployed

by American police against

sions because these are also putting

Steak Sandwich

children's responses were to his

no coincidence

and underscores 9 frightening

.^^

7

host of the

CN is not a com-

is

$ 3.69 4tax

'

carcinogenic form of tear gas
.f^'

Cheese Burger Combo

because they are

United States usually use pyrotechnic CS agent, or CS, which does not
contain methylene chloride.
Therefore, the use of an unusual,

'

7

~~from exposure to the sun.
It makes me smile to watch

monly used tear gas. Instead, police
in Canada and other parts of the

,

and throw out their microwaves,
their computers and their televi-

stay inside during daylight hours

Archives).

All sessions are at

BREAKFAST SPECIALS

homes

same risk, especially by having them in their
homes. They should probably also

16-23 2000).

Yet liquid agent

threat to their chil-

their children at the

The Georgia

March

phone

the cell

dren, they should go to their

According to Dansereau, symptoms of "over-exposure to methylene chloride include central nervous
system depression, temporary neurobehavioral effects, spontaneous
"~
abortions, mental confusion, liver
damage, accoustical [sic] and optical
delusions, kidney damage, lung
damage, tinghng of limbs, and other
problems" (Independent Media
Center-Los Angeles Listserv

Tuesday, August 15 , 2000 at

'

'

by toxicologists as a "pos-

(Charlie Smith,

UCLA Enteftainment Conneciion

17

'

ingredient in paint strip-

sible/anticipated carcinogen.'*

Straight,

August 7 -11,2000

of harm from cellphones.
If people are so worried about

WTO protests.

pers and varnish removers, and

ticket
office

Athletics

crowd control during

in

November

common

Viewpoint

FrompagelS

According to the coalition's executive director, Carol Dansereau, one
type of tear gas used in Seattle is
called liquid agent CN, which contains SO percent active ingredient
mace and 50 percent methylene
chloride. Methylene chloride is a

o

Great work environment

Performing Arts and

.^

FAULKNER

14
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UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE!

Office handles ticketing for
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Viewpoint
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The UCLA
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smokers, the only way

to stop this discrimination, this seg-

regation,
et.

is

to hit

them

in the

Stay out of the malls, shop

pockin

street side shops. Stay out of the

restaurants that are not smokerfriendly or that treat

because there are

you unequally

s(ill

some

that

good service to the smoker.
Watch videos at home rather than

offer

going to the movies. If you go into
any place of entertainment or business and you are berated for light-

Hours • All Days
Multi-Year Contracts
s • All

ing up, leave. But don't go without
first telling

the

owner of the

lishment that you

will

estab-

be back when

he posts a sign "Smokers

Welcome."
I no longer see

btTshi]) hased

this issue us just a

pro-smoking one. or a smoker's
rights effort, hut as a dcl'en.sc uf

on a one dme

registration of $21'). %{) pnxx-ssing fee

Tships nuiN be presenuxl. AuUMiuitii transfer from checking. Visa,
Facilities

all

rights.

/>

may

varv.

Kxtra ctarge for

some

amenities.

:•

-

1

y
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Movie poster history
Next week the Daily Bruin
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^

America's

visits

A&EontheWeb

cinema history through the watercolor art
See

work of Don Kingman
,7

at the

>MotionPirture Arts and Sciences.
''

'

aft this

and more at

Academy of
:
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•
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\
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After scientist

Sebastian Caine

(Kevin Bacon)
successfully
tests
ity

an

—

invisibil-

serum on

himselfi

Matthew
Kensington
(JoshBrolin)

^~

hooks him up to
sensors to

measure

his

vital signs.

JENNIFER YUENA)aily Bruin Senior

J»atrons enjoy a meal at Natalee Thai restaurant.

Staff

,.

Natalee Thai brings spice
Groundling Theatre

Tanya Scheer, Melissa McCarthy, Christian Duguay,
Damon Jones and Broolce Totman star in the Groundling Theatre's
"Lake Waterford Crystal Filter Water Show," opening Sunday, July 16.
(Left to right)

to healthy Asian cuisine
Menu

RESTAURANT:

Slaphappy 'Groundlings'

cute

titles,

uses

blend of tastes

capture picky patrons

to

nished with shrimp, bean sprouts
and a tangy peanut sauce, lead the
way for "Oodles of Noodles." And
spicy combinations of fried rice highlight the restaurant's

elicits

chuckle^ smiles

By Sharon

who giggle at the
New Testament like it's pom. They
with two Jewish boys

entertains, but fails to live

hide

up

they jump up and down and try to steal

to

other improv acts

it

in their mattress, get

when

glimpses

it's

so giddy

out of their hands.

Such acting

is what pushes the skits
throughout the show to become more
than just an amusing idea, but a well-

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Staff

The Groundlings' "Smackdown
Sunday" has nothing

to

Another, longer sketch involves a

comedy

boy whose classmates tease him until
his parents get him a Spaniard to protect him. The Spaniard wears a long

An improv and

sketch

The Groundlings' perfor

troupe,

mance is like "Saturday Night Live"
mixed with ABC's improv show
"Whose Line Is It Anyway?"

ponytail, skintight spandex

and

a flow-

ing blouse, and uses his long pointy

sword

Such entertainment unfortunately

any bully who comes their
way. Audiences seem to find such

never reaches laugh-out-loud, hilarious

weird juxtapositions as these extreme-

heights, but does

and laughter
It's

quick

an

draw

lots

of smiles

overall.

ideal outing for a date or

drive

on a

ly

to

oversexed Allan

town - especially
with an affordable S12 ticket
price per person

Famous

as a

laugh.

spawning
who

Clintons
don't

come

if

to

elitists,

girls,

nerds

Allan Greenspan provide a

and

fertile

mocking ground for the troupe.
Each funny sketch either portrays
everyday interaction between extreme
characters or people in extreme

cir-

cumstanccs, no matter what, though,
all

officials

tie

ences cannot see.

feels

a Saturday

Live

actors,

how-

brin g on a laug h

For example, the show opens up

ly

fame of the brothers of "Night
Roxbury" right when they start
bumping a woman,

The

S««fillOUNDUN€S,pa9c22

and

nicely integrated into the

In the film, a

team of scientists working on a topgovernment research project unlock the

of invisibility. After their serum

tested

test

is

successful-

on animals, their fearless leader decides
the serum on himself.

As

at the

between the sketches, there are

line.

we went where nobody has gone,"

stivy."

tjng the

McKay

Caine (Kevin Bacon)

(Elizabeth Shue)

who

is

confronted by former flame Sebastian
outfitted with a latex mask in his newly invi^ihJP <tatP
is

the

man."

In order for the visual effects technicians to

remove him from view.

Bacon spent much of the shooting covered

in paint,

a result, Sebastian

unseen. Realizing he
can get

Sebastian feels
free

skin-tight leotard.

"He went through hell on this film," said co-star
Elisabeth Shue. "He was painted black, blue and
green, and he never complained."

The transformation of Sebastian into the "hollow
man" also involved the innovative work of a team of
artists, technicians and designers who used special
computer software

to create a digitally

In the

muscular system, blood

skeleton.

To

recreate the

vessels,

human

organs and

Once you

a

past the cutsie
menu, you can dive into the main
events. For $7.95,

ger, garlic

people need not
worry though, Natalee
is heavy in taste, not

__^

onion

their titular

Bird

(deep-fried cornish hen)

is

mar-

inated with garlic,

soy

menu
found

and
herbs
the

claims
to
at

is

be
that

food place run by the guy in the
white suit!"). Another favorite is
fast

And from
alliteration

Bangkok

"Not

chili.

sizzler!"

a

Chinese
(which

in oil.

crazy,

and
At

$7.25,

but

and dried

Korean Barbecue
beef flaunts gin-

combo of

chicken,

r^

get

I

the profuse

amount of

and rhyme used to
dishes, you wouldn't

itate to believe that the

title

hes-

menu was

written by Dr. Seuss himself.

Appetizers like Westside

Wonton

and Siam spring rolls ($4.75)
are branded "Notable Nibbles." The
all-time favorite Pad Thai ($6.25),
whose long flat noodles are gar($4.50)

Natalees notoriously rich peanut
sauce that can be poured over vegetables, pork or chicken for only
$5.95.

Health conscious people need not
is heavy in
taste, not in oil. The fried rice dishes

worry though, Natalee

are a bit drier than usual, but Natalee
prides itself in its concoctions of chili

and

RESTAURANT REVIEW
Natalee Thai
Address: 10036 Venice Blvd.
lies, Calif.

90230

(310) 202-7003

:

Address: 998 S

garlic,

onion.

and mint leaves and

As

their

menu

leases,

Natalee's rice can be prepared on the
hot side ("Call the department!"),

steamed ("Just because
doesn't

mean

it

it's plain
doesn't have a nice

personality") or au natural '("To
your health!").

With or without the puns, the
is there. You could eat them in a
box, you could cat them with a fox.
And for variation, you could eat
them with pineapple, shrimp and
taste

BeveriyHills,

Phone lj^miwi.(31 0) 835 9 5aftP»

body, the visual

away with anything,

from the constraints of morality.

a casual and quiet
-

Health conscious

OR

complex transformation scene. Bacon's

character disappears in intricate layers, revealing
his

spicy

A

meal.

t

animated

version of Bacon.

lo

Caine (Kevin Bacon) discovers an omnipotence associated with being
Scientist Linda

cre^ng

and

think

extremely well done

really hilarious. It's like cut-

special effects of the "hollow

either totally or partially

,

Vcrhocvcn said in an interview at a recent Los
Angeles press junket. "The special effects are

to

the physical difficulties involved with

compelhng story

secret

In

and makes this descent and basically
becomes a monster," Bacon said. "I'd like the part
even if there was no invisibility in the movie."
Bacon also said that "Hollow Man" was the
hardest movie tljat he has worked on, both in terms
of the challenges posed by the character as well as

with matching contact lenses, wig. teeth covering

snippets of what could have been

are

off-kilter sex-

Man" combines extraordinary special effects with a
"f

Right when the
if they

—

director Paul Verhoeven's vision for "Hollow

become dancing

seems as

also several improvs.

however, the visual

party. This skit in

secrcl

something

thriller,

particular

lit-

it

summer

phenomenon is not the recreation of the Jurassic
Age or the perfect storm, but instead what audi-

actors get into their characters, the skit
cut short, so

ace ious

about
(Sebastian) starts out with this

exam

sets the stage for

sesame.

Natalee

chicken's mental

way

dish, for

Thai food addicts and amateurs
alike. With two establishments, one
on Venice Boulevard in Los~ Angeles
and another on South Robertson
Boulevard in Beverly Hills, Natalee

^_.^_.^

makes that clear:
"No, we aren't

isn't

kind of enthusiasm and brilliance and

Senior Staff

In the latest

Overall, the sketches arc funny, but

sustain the laugh.

comfortable setting for an

plays on a

crazy combination of flavors,

"I like the

Hwang

storms.

sex machines.

is

The nutty chicken
pie,

uality,

beach

most of them are much too quick

half of quick sketches. Valley

you

Contemporary moviegoers have marveled at
everything fr6m the spectacular resurrection of
monsters, robots and dinosaurs to the catastrophic
destruction caused by earthquakes, hurricanes, and

his

ways, mirrors such shows.
the hour-and-a-

hungry customers with delec
charm.

table

requires a great actor too

Dally Bruin

sketch, as solemn

characters and stereotyped

it

By Emilia

they

government

nasal-sounding

effects:

the

end up on
Saturday Night Live and Fox's MAI)
TV, the Groundlings humor, in many

Wacky

about special

instead of chil-

ly lures

talking about the

Chelsea

let

Night

.

eventually

mannerisms pervade

just

menus

Maybe that's what Natalee Thai
Cuisine had in mind when they were
constructing their list, which playful-

demonstrates, fleshing out science fiction characters

with

mllation

like

ground
for
actors/comedians

threatenmg

swinging

quick to sustain the

for a live show.

As Kevin Bacon

as the lovable Dr.

dren's books.

f

Musical sketches are also part of the
show, such as one involving a singing.

OveralUhe sketches
are funny, but most of
them are much too

Nice"

exquisite sit-down dinner, Natalee

Theodore Seuss Geisel

known

faculties,

Greenspan

on the

now

if

Seuss) wrote

humorous

Melrose
when
one is restless for
night

(better

and

kill

lo

a

Imagine

see him

moment of human idiosyncrasy that's reminiscent of "Seinfeld."

do with

wrestling.

is

offers 70 dishes that will appeal to

Now you

crafted

A

Hon

Daily Bruin Senior Staff
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"Rice

category.

10:30 p.m.
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Veggie lovr g can try the chow
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THEATER: Altematjj4

between
desperation drives her into a world of corruption

and

vice.

Though Grace soon discovers

that crime

doesn't pay, she finds enlightenment and inde-

pendence

in

her failed venture.

From smoking

her

first

joint to meeting

with a French drug lord, her hilarious
escapades prove that British humor can be
fairly universal

—

^

,

Memorable scenes

include a fratik discus-

sion about sex between the
Fine Line Features

Brenda Blethyn and Craig Ferguson
in,

star

"Saving Grace," directed by Nigel Cole.

Saving Grace
Starring Brenda Blethyn

widow and her

late

husband's mistress, as well as an illuminating
in a pub about theliterary merits
of both Franz Kafka and Jackie Collins.
Balancing the humor in the film is a
romance between Grace's friends, Matthew
(Craig
Ferguson) and
Nicky (Valerie
conversation

and Craig

Edmond). Though there doesn't seem

to

be

Ferguson

much

Directed by Nigel Cole
Now playing in select theaters

nancy, their touching story provides just

husband has jumped out of a
plane without a parachute. All you are left with
is his massive debt and the repossessors who
are knocking down your front door.
What's a woman to do?
The simple and smart solution: transform
Your

late

your orchid hothouse into a greenhouse for
the large-scale cultivation of marijuana.
At least that's what Grace Trevethan does
in "Saving Grace," the feature debut by
British director Nigel Cole.

Faced with bankruptcy, Grace (Brenda
Blethyn) decides to turn her renowned gardening skills into a lucrative and illicit enterprise.
She lakes a hilarious deviation from the genteel world of Chelsea flower shows, to the
debaucherous underground of London raves.

Much

of the

humor

in this British

revolves around the prim

comedy

and proper Grace,

and her misadventures with gangsters, police
and drug dealers. Blethyn is charmingly convincing as the simple-minded widow whose

linking the couple besides Nicky's preg-

tence combined with an surplus of fat jokes
characterize the cliched and pointless sequel

"The Nutty Professor II: The Klumps."
The plot is lame at best. Buddy Love (Eddie
Murphy), Sherman's alter ego from "The
Nutty Professor," continues to periodically
rule Sherman's body because Buddy Love is
still

located on one of Sherman's genes.

Soon

enough, implementing the groundbreaking
DNA technique of his colleague and fiance
Denis^ (Janet Jackson), Sherman removes
Buddy's DNA from his body.
Instead of building upo'n the plot of "The

Nutty Professor," from which

all

of Murphy's

more

an extended version of the
family dinner scene in the first movie.
After being snubbed by the Academy
Awards despite his remarkable portrayals in
"The Nutty Professor," Murphy seems to use
the sequel as a vehicle to further showcase his
talents as a master impersonator.
S3
Murphy fails, however, to keep audience
plays

Unforgettable moments involve the local

ing portrayals of

"bobby" streaking naked across the screen
and a pair of old ladies who experience an insatiable case of the munchies after drinking what

able and innocent

Grace's new herbal tea.
You don't have to inhale, however, to enjoy
this feel good adventure that documents the

comic mayhem that results when a little "home
grown" comes to a small Cornish town.
Emilia Mwang
Rating: 8

Nutty Professor II: The Klumps
Starring Eddie Murphy and Janet
Jackson
Directed by Peter Segal

Now

title

the love-

Granny

character,

Klump, the sexually hyperactive and condescending grandmother, Mamma Klump, the
peace-loving glue of the family, Papa Klump,
the recently laid off and often stressed-out
head of the household. Young Papa Klump,
the exuberant dance-machine and ladies' man,
and Ernie Klump, Sherman's unemployed
brother and the family leech.
And if it is fifth-grade humor youVe looking
for, "The Klumps" is the movie for you.
A hamster sodomizing the dean of a college?

You got

A
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-
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fart that saves

Papa Klump when

of CPR, then catches

fire in a

-

:',

in

farts,

wisecracks about impo-

confusion of parts

By Barbara McGuirt
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

predictable ending
insults to intellect

of a

the

complete with
by means of childish and
is fulfilled,

perverted humor.
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Man

Starring Kevin

'

Rating:

Bacon and Elis^eth

Directed by Paul Verhoeven
Now playing

Who knows

what drives Sebastian Cain to
Is it the serum that
bio-quantum phase shift? Is it the

the brink of insanity.

induces his

obsessive love that he harbors for his co-worker Linda

Or

^^

•

is

McKay?
it

simply inevitable that a scientist
in order to test the limits of sci-

must go mad
ence?

"Hollow Man," Sebastian (Kevin Bacon)
is a dynamic and brilliant scientist that discovers the unimaginable power of invisibility. But
In
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The emotional
line

theatrical

production,
Shoulder" man-

make

My

story

expressed

of the actors didn't

the actors didn't fit
their characters'

Luke, for example, a charis supposed to be a
hard-headed killing machine,
is played by an actor with a
acter that

personalities.

set-

of

killer

who seems

soft-toned voice

more

a sweet middle-aged
country man than a killer.

Sylvie loathes Luke's very

knowing

existence and, not

what

exactly

experience flashbacks to 1980.
In both settings the plot focus-

and

their

fit

characters' personalities.

contemporary 1997,
in the Catskill Mountains near
New York City, and the other
in Africa, 1980r*rhroughout
the play, the characters of 1997

trials

Sylvie appears to need

The emotional story line is
expressed well by the actors,
although it seemed as if some

in

on the

contact with her.

share of skeletons in the closet.

tings.

es

with

the most help initially, by the
end of the play, through the
flashback^ it becomes apparent that Uike also has his fair

although ...some of

Shoulder" switches back

and forth between two

is

will stay

During these two weeks

well by the actors,

"Angel On My
ages to pull it off- almost.
Written by Michele Rapter
"Rittenhouse and presented by,
D'Art Productions, "Angel On

One

Shue

again

Though

movie concludes, moviegoers

feel relieved that their anticipation

for

both characters learn more
about themselves than either
thought they ever would.

gangs-

Finding
love
possible
between a mercenary country
killer and an American tourist
in the jungles of war-torn
Africa seems impossible, but

':

may

Luke

two weeks drug-free,
after which Luke will never

Thomas, is addicted to drugs
and running with the local

impeccable facial expressions, colorful accents
and outrageous costumes, allowing the audience to forget that, for the most part, they are
viewing a one-man show that crosses gender
and age lines with fiuid grace.
Yet, as the

terms that she

do with

to

better than most of the other
actors play their characters.

into the

Mountains.

somewhat

Here,

With her beautiful voice and

body language. Grant's

forcefully

admits Sylvie into his own
method of rehabilitation, that

Luke returns to New York
from Africa, after his second
duty in Vietnam because
Angela, a woman he once was
in love with, writes him a letter
telling him she is dying of can-

atti-

tude works with her character,

cold turkey for two weeks
while she focuses her energy

Still, there are also a few
questionable
points
with
Angela.
For instance, from how she

on building a

IS

involves the

girl

quitting drugs

trash wall,

much

After

portrayed through Luke's

CTArt

tribulation,

Jo€ Inscoe, Sandra P. Grant and Anita Thomas
Shoulder," a drama by Michele Raper Rittenhouse.
(Left to right)

Sylvie finally agrees to the

cer.

the

newly discovered daughter,

Luke

played by Joe Inscoe.

fills

role of -Angela, or "Angel,"

Catskill

and soldier Luke,

Grant, however,

this

Luke takes her out

tribulations

like
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Summer

star In "Angel

^

restaurant?

At the core of the movie's humor
Synthesized

to

bring a smile to almost anyone's face with his

";

-.;•

,^^

it.

Why

playing

Sherman Klump,

equals funny.

settings leads

Murphy's movie is, no doubt, a success in
what it aims to do. The charismatic star could

like

interest for the entire film despite his convinc-

is

woman

hilarious characters are derived, the seCJuel

enough romance to offset the sometimes overthe-top humor.
Grace's good nature saturates the film just
as it infects the entire Cornish village.

they think

dressing as a

She informs Luke that when
she left him in Africa she was
pregnant with their daughter,
Sylvie, who now needs his
help. Sylvie, played by Anita
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support the telling of that
"I think

18

you in an effects
well defmed because

as

really, thfr effect is the

"We

"Our

said.

has Kevin's soul in

Senior visual effects supervisor

Shue,

body, but

""^^

Bacon's perfordigital version

of

because it
presented itself

""'"""""'^""'^

as a film in which
the visual effects

would be

envisions the film as a

Sebastian.

gral

marriage of story and
technology.

"The performance by Kevin
of Sebastian

believable

•'

the

to

Paul's

complicated

whether or not
its Kevin iJoing Sebastian or us interpreting Kevin 'doing Sebastian,"
Anderson said.
"I've done very little in the effects
genre" Bacon said. "And while I don't
make decisions (to take roles) based
on genre, if i am to do an effects
movie, it's fun to be the effect."
Bacon continued to say that in
most special effects movies that create imposing monsters and natural

than most direc-

disasters, the actor

is

of a film

"He wanted

wanted

Shue

like this,"

to be dark

it

...

be seductive."
Linda's

romantic

with

history

Sebastian poses a cdmplicated relationship that

sometimes

is

just as

volatile as the special effects.

"I thought that

my character could

be interested and fascinated with
(Sebastian's) descent enough so that I
would have a part of my character

basically there to

Columbia Picture}

Sebastian Calne's (Kevin Bacon) remarkable transformation from
unimaginable power that suffocates his sense of morality.

human

man

to hollow

up

until

to

lie

Luke about having

their

her dying days.

come

;

--

would be interesting to me to play
along with all the action," Shue said.
Shue also said that Bacon gave an
exceptional performance in the film.
For an actor who is invisible for half

complex character

the movie, his presence

nevertheless

just a film about the ramifications of

he brought to this character a sense of child-like joy and the
audience is really behind him," Shue

power of invisibility.
Anderson envisions the film as a
marriage of story and technology.
"The only thing that has main-

that

still

is

"The

said.

greatest evil characters are

characters that you almost secretly

want to be

"^;

like."

Though "Hollow Man"

strong.

features

studies,

it

is

not

the

"I love that

father who's in love with his son's wife.

seem as comfortable performing these
improvs as they do with the regular skits. Half of
them don't quite find their stride in the short
amount of time they have.
Unfortunately, these quick improvs often
don't materialize and fall fiat, especially if the
audience has already been exposed to the masterfully hilarious improv in "Whose Line Is It
Anyway."
Sometimes these improvs do redeem themselves, however, as in one sketch with a fake
ever, don't

funny

to finish, the

enjoyable evening.

You

won't bust a gut doing

will

so.

and

fire,

tained consistency through the history of filmmaking

story," he said,

is

commenting on cinematic transitions
from one technology to another.
"And as long as somebody has a good
story to tell, people will go see that

NA1ALEE
From page

show provides an
laugh, but you just
*.

IMPROV: 'Groundlings Smackdown Sunday"
shows every Sunday at 7:30 p.m.at the Groundling
Theatre at 7307 Melrose Ave. in West Hollywood.
Tickets are $12 and are available through the
Groundling Theatre box office at (21 3) 934-9700.

mein medley, whose noodles are mixed with
mushrooms, broccoli, cabbage and bamboo
shoots ($5.75).

The

spicy

Maha Jumlong

FILM: 'Hollow Man' Is
theaters nationwide.

off as bitter in any

Though

•;;,;:/

plored.

with tears. Both characters finally
to terms with the fact that they cannot survive
left

now

Though some

inconsistencies
is

may

don't forget to save

room

for a

little

bananas ($3.50) add

a pungent sharpness,

a.m.

doesn't leave you feeling drenched in

'

free delivery

who

love their food hot and spicy

weaklings
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With enough dishes to satisfy
aching stomachs and curious taste buds,

and the
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That'll beat green eggs and ham any day.

Although the dishes

don't.

and welcoming hours (11:30
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oil.
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treated in the

same
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campus in Westwood

^
^
^

•

He has had
L45/Kandis

too.

hour

$1.00 off any

Doyle.

look better,

Flexible hours
Starting at $8.00 per

UCU ID Pn store only)

noon-IOpm

Ackerman

Immediate hiring

Westwood Village

WE DELIVER!

the University Credit Union
Service Center at

Eyes of

10916 KinroM Ave

Checking

ATMs On Campus

&

students with good driving records.

208-8048

UCLA get:

•

prescription lenses.

LBser Vision

Ice Cream

tc^i\klt\g Service?

EYEGLASS

Includes eye exam,
fitting. 2 month followup. and pair of Ocular

Baskin(^Robbins

•xp J/31/00

txp J/31/00

Baskiii(^Robbins

Baskin(^Robbins

Cream & Yogurt
208-8048 'WeetwroodWIage
10910 KiMoee Ave

tee CrtrnmS Yogurt
208-8048 'WertiioodVIHage

•

ic*

10919

KhNMe Am

LcET

class "C" driver's license

Provide recent DMV print out
Customer oriented

Si

Tr%hsit
We

Must have

ieI

Applications Bre available at the
Transit Operations trailer
(located In Lot 32).

Keep UCLA Movmg!

For more Information

call

of

Emilia Hwang
Rating: 7

the astounding visual affects

Mil $99 liK tMic (kir astlgimtisiii)

or analog cellular phones

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES

• Free

Jerry's

will thrill the

ZhnesofiisposaMes

WHOLESALE PRE-PAID CARDS AVAILABLE, CONTAQ US FOR DETAILS

Apply

THE DDTERETiCE IS HIGH QLALinr SERVICE!

Across from

of visual effects technology,

"Hollow Man"

opportunities available for outgoing, friendly

5 1 0'208- 1 584

Close to

to science fic-

by testing the lim-

ULDaayirExLWr.or

wireless data capability

Knowledge

0930 WEYBURN AVE

We

new

Ericsson R280LX $99.00 You get Cash Rebate back $50.00
Digital PbcketNet

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AND VOICE MAILl

EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

1

tion audiences,

Exam & Contacts

Ad Production

Dr. PatrieR Doyle, O.D.

doors.

EYE CARE FOR UCLA

Bijan Cohenmebr,

UCLA MOOD DISORDERS
RESEARCH PROGRAM

offer anything

its

down

the story itself doesn't

However, where the dialogue
falls flat and the story fails to satis-

_

you complete the study.

interested, please call

Though

instigated

j'Aft

/ Leather Case /Headset aii at a Retail Value of
SlOOyOO for FREE!!!

WE DEUVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDTT CARD

use computer software (the ChronoRecord ©)
mood, sleep and life events on your home
computer over a 3-month period
Provides you with graphs of your own data.

Easy

ratory as kicking

hardly as

thrillers.

250 Minutes free for just $29.99 -SOO Minutes
nights and weekends TOTAL OF 750 FREE MINUTES
•^OW," That's not all PLus you get a Car Charger

The

WITH PURCHASE OF 1 YEAR AIRTIME
MEXICO, CANADA, CEmT^AL AMERICA AND
NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER "2" US!

Bipolar Research study

delivers a solid phys-

fortable examining slides in a labo-_

could be. The film

'

PAGQ

FREE MOIOROLA

McKay. Shue
ical

insubstantial

ftCOHTAGISili

Do You Have

Exhibiting such sympathy in the^
is Sebastian's love interest,

and emotional performance,
playing the persevering and smart
scientist who looks just as com-

fy,

iHDY CE

a soothing finish to a gorging feast.
Natalee is accessible with free parking,

a real winner that

oT

by the "hollow man," and does not deliver the
creepiness of other science fiction

Joe Inscoe and Sandra P Grant can be seen in
"Angel on My Shoulder, "at The Coast Playhouse.

into

immorality.

lacks psychological attachment to

(323) 655-TKTS.

deeper

falls

as

being unseen. The childish trick of
shifting the position of a soda can

engaging as

THEATER: "Angel On My Shoulder" plays at The Coast
Playhouse, 8325 Santa Monica Blvd. in West Hollywood,
through Aug. 20. Shows are on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and on Sunday at 7 p.m. Tickets are
$25.00 and can be purchased by calling Tickets LA at

forfeited

film

certain scenes, the film

nonetheless touching

reluctantly

Sebastian

Without following through on

irritate the

taken

Bacon demonstrates his wide
scope as an actor, playing a convincing villain. His complex character evokes sympathy that must
be

ramifications

is

visibility.

world of invisibility.

The

painstaking attention

to bring his features into partial

film

fashion as the rape of a

playing in

($5.75), bathes a potpourri of veggies
in curry and coconut milk. And Natalee's
spicy eggplant ($5.95), soft and gushing with
is

the

contact

Sebastian's invisible exploits take
a back seat to the special effect of

is

own, and that they need each other.
^ Overall, "Angel On My Shoulder" keeps the audience engaged in each scene through it's use of flashtheir

NOKIA 51 60 $99.00 You get Cash Rebate $50

dessert. Natalee's fried

Curry

dis-

in

And

smoke and

film."

tea.

And

team of scientists must

Moral questions are posed, but
their consequences are left unev

buds entirely, one bite into a chili will linger
on your lips and remind you to flag down the
waiter for another glass of creamy Thai iced

19

his

fantastic

are not hot enough to burn off your taste

Such

hold up others which do not take as

skits

much shape.
From start

with elements of water,

the

Tennessee Williams play called "Hot as Ice," a
name suggested by an audience meinber. A clever
quip involves a pair of ice skates and a incestuous

18

From page

when Sebastian comes

the world of science, Sebastian

cover the ramifications of being
unseen.

Your Best Source for Cellular and Electronic Products

GROUNDLINGS

history in

mocking him by calling him "Daddy-0."
Yet, by the end of the story, such problems are not
really the focus of the audience. With a wonderful
closing scene in which Sylvie and her father reach

watchful eye, the story

—

v

make

frustrating as she constantly fights with her father,

back.

results In

he

that slow descent into evil to

Amazing transformation scenes
feature the human body being

20

Additionally, Sylvie's hate for Luke seems unwarranted. The troubled 16-year-old's rage is somewhat

on

vision

throughout,

said.

23

will surely captivate audiences.

explores
provocative issues like derangement and perversion, the story
fails to absorb its audience into the

come

would be more

'

tor's vision

woman who would

possibly only

"I trusted that

•

'

before they can

each other by finally breaking through the walls they
put up to protect themselves, the audience is quite

inte-

drama.

^_______

is

flashbacks to Africa, she does not seem like the type

Angela's character does not
way.

still

thriller

'

Scott E.Anderson

their

in

From page

(It should be noted she
could not easily tell him since he left her in Africa
after promising her they would move to Kenya.) Still,

plays chief lieutenant

"

•
"

Frompage21

it."

''"--"

•

-te also recapture

mance

who

character

SCREEN

child

is

Linda McKay, was drawn to the science
fiction

to not only

the

August?- 11,2000

ANGEL
of

kept Kevin's performance,"

Anderson

& Entertainment

stripped away, layer by layer.

essentially a creation of the actor.

still

screen.

human

the

Sebastian, the animated character

volume of the body, inside and
is calculated and produced on

Anderson wanted

is

film often features a digital version of

entire

Scott E.

thing that

most important," Bacon said.
According to Anderson, while the

dering, not only the surface but the

animate

Daily Bruin Arts

story.

a lot of the times the char-

movie are not
team made lengthy visits to
medical facilities to examine human
bodies, participate in anatomical
courses, and observe autopsies.
Through the process of volume ren-

out,

& Entertainment

acters that they give

effects

»

;

^

(310) 206-2908.

.
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August 7 -11,2000

2S

Daily Bruin

2300

2:wo

oiiors

Spt.'ini /

red Donor
Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found

1

1

One

8 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood
Los Angeles,

Plaza

Recreational Activities
Research Subjects

Sperm / Egg Donors

CA 90024

to

0.60
28.00
2.00
93.00
5.60

Donor Meeded

9am-2:30pm

L^^^^^EJ

The UCLA

Daily Bruin."

mSk HHH^B

ask what you would

position,

to

to

We

criteria:
Tr.iv(.'l

AQUA

that in the ad.

Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

(m

http://www.prismaweb. com/aquotravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Dofnestic and
international Airfares

Tour Packages

like

ensation

Include

such information as brand names,
colors and other specific
descriptions.

rf

Eurailpass
Hotel AccomiTKxJations

Cor Rentals
*Aski*Alrioa*Auslralla*Euope*Soulh

i'>:-.

An[ierkxrindk3*Canacta*Mewco*HawaH*

ASUCLA Communications board fully supports ttie University o( California's policy on nondiscriminatian. No medium shaN accept advertisements wtiich present persor^ of any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in a
demeanir>g way or impty ttuit they are limited to positions, capatxkties. roles, or status in society. Neittter ttw Daily Bruin nor ttie ASUCLA Communtcations Board has investigated any of ttie services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any pterson believing that an advertisement in ttiis issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager,
Daily Bruin. 118 Kerckhoff Hall. 306 Weshvood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or can ttie Westside Fair Housing Office at (310)
475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpV/www.daHybruin.ucla.edu. Placement on-Nne is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Dally Bruin Is responsible for the first incorr
insertion only. Minor typographical errors are not eligible fa refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bruin CiassUied Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publicalion by noon.

1300

1300

2200

Recruitnierit

Campus Recruitment

Research Subjects

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale

U.S.

Green Card

HEALTHY SUBJECTS

Lottery

Age Range 21-40
Wanted for research

Registration Period
Oc toher 2nd to

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

November

1100
Alcoholics
Man. Docussion,

services
1-900 numbers
Insurance

Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages

66f)0

Personal Servk:«s
Professional Services

Heafth / Beauty Servtees
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage

Musk: Lessons

Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

7600
7700
7800
7<M)0

8000
8100
8200
8300

FAX

•

UCLA Brain Center inVV

(310) 573-S()93

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
ChUd Care Wanted
Help Wanted

American Green

Temporary Employment
Volunteer

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent

House

/

- Prfvate
- Shared

ENVIRONMENTAL

nesday, August

services
5800-7300

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg 1. Eriksen

HAVE YOU BEEN diagnosed with BIPOLAR
DISORDER? participants sought for UCLA

.

sion of housework. Couples who pertk^ipate
win have 1 In 10 chance of winning $20.

^niiis

Pleaae caH 877-778-9303.

ad

is

being placed for a particular client and

CLINICAL

iSubtoU
Vacatton Rentals

tndGx

RESEARCH STUDY

for the

3800

Dofjofs

EGO

Reproduction! Financial
compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,
please

call

T-SHIRTS
-^-

at (213) 975-9990.

2000
WANTED GIRLFRIEND OR WIFE

VIDEOTAPING
SERVICES OF SOCIAL
SCIENCES

GRADUATION 2000
Ce lhy

type

and shop

UCLA

for

a

bllr)d

to read,

gentleman poet.

Alumnus. Call Ricardo
938-5347 Shalom.

tt>e

Rlch:323-

Genetic study of Diabetes recruitt
healthy vokjnteert (18-40 years old) for
free dialMtes screening with standard
oral glucose tolerance test (2.5 hours).

QuaJWed subjects (who pass the oral
glucose tolerance test and have nonnal
blood pretaure) wW be invKad to

Auto

Egg Donors Needed

for

v^ishing to help infertile couples.

and other

OAO outs

(310)206-3548

___
,

1962

Service

PORSCHE

Autos

lot S.ilc

1993

120K. excellent
condition. $9000obo. AI:310-471-0557.

Good oondWon,

SENTRASE
2dr hatcht)aci(,

new

up sunroof, Sspeed, new

flip

dutch,

new

nine great,

brakes. $1600. 310-

1994

HONDAACCORD LX

Very k>w milage,
mint condition. A/C, $9000. 310-274-0774.

la

forpartidlMllon.
or

825 2221

classified

the

to the Perplexed

http//uni»ertltvstcretsco m

6300

1-600-319-3323 ext.A214.

i<ii)er

rocyc

le thhi

paporrecycifcthi

paper rw:ycU.

this

tliis

piu>pr rfrcych;!

thrft

pafSrBkrycip
paper recycle

I

lhi<;
ttira

A(fui('<'/Att(

^BANKRUPTCY*

4dr,

rhjA

f

universitysecrets.com

L('(|.'il

>?

Rmi seeks

twoodOhirwmedium.oom.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars as tow as $500

HONDA ACCORD

Design

foltowing: Administrative Assistant, Software
er>gineer, Artist/Designer. EmaH resume to:

MAZDA PROTEGE

changer. $3200obo. 323-864-9424.

participate In a ganattc study of
diabetes. Sublectsw«bepald$150

www.buiidoghost-

WEB DESIGN HRM

YOUNG. HIP Web

A Guide

good coriditton. automatic,
power locks and wirxJows, sunroof, 6cd
Maroon,

only

Signals.

records availmilee. $4500 obo. 310-

LOOKS BRAND NEW
1993

tor listings

471-5120.

visit

for

all

Tan. 4dr.. automata, cd player, 97,500mi,
blue book $6100. $3950 obo. 818-952-7119.

1987 NISSAN
tires,

TOYOTA TERCEL

928

AM^FM CMaeHe.

lic-beige.

$11.99/MONTH
UNLIMITED INTERNET ACCESS
$l1.9fli/tnonth. No Ads, No Busy

/»900

able. AC, stereo. 65K
838-6546

Single owner, fuM iMttwr, auiomttic, metal-

1988
^

BlvcJ.

v\/iis»-<ire)

o Dov

CaM 818-762-3467 or

free quote 1-800-225-9000.

Aij|(»s for S;tl«'

$5,000
CALL MIRNA (818) 832-1494

So or

ing.com.

INSURANCE ..LOWEST Price.
Same day SR22. Any driver, student discounts & good driver discounts. CaU AAIA,

rrs/SollWijro

SOFA. DINNING SET, WALL UNIT. BED,
Moving East. Have tons of furniture to sell (nettling more than 2 years old).
WW seN for cheap. Must buy by Aug 10th.

Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

1081

AUTO

310-393-7598.

^

Wostv^ood

iDiks

24 Hours

Insiif.jnci

Mercury Bfx>ker In Westwood. No Brokers Fees. Also other
markets Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

^900

etc. for sale.

Healthy fennales ages 19-28

<2

Compiiti-r/lnltMiiL'l

3500

FREE
DIABETES SCREENING

1281

^700

lustir.itict;

3^00
CAMERAS/COMPUTERS WANTED. Nikon,
RoM, Canon, Hassy, d^jitai cameras. Row-

818-784-4618

Persun;«ls

card

WWW.L0ZERMAN.COM

ertx>oks, include iMac 04«, etc. Immediate
cash. 661-299-6829.

USC Reproductive

new SIM

OUTRAGEOUS

you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eges your
body disposes of each monui can be
used by an infertile woman to have a
baby. Help an infertile couple realize
their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Inc.

6100

activation (c.$20) Stephanie:3 10-702-6455.

If

Endocrinology

MIscellaiH.'ous

^700
Auto

AQency.

(310) 3U^-0202

NOKIA 5190

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

com-

UmAv in good hftnds.

Only one yar old. In box, indudkig all original padcaging and car adapter charger and
faux leather case. Requires

mon cold. Male/female l8-55yrs. old, nonsmoker, no asthma history. Limited availability Call today 310-785-9121.
Emailx;llnicalsubJectsOyahoo.com

1800

Copies for tale, for your copy oaW
Don at 661-942-4293.

SEEKING

Healthy women, 18-30 yrs.oM. CaN
for details at pre and ask for June. 310-3767000.

inf'ofa nafiotKll^isar^^istry.l'o^l

tel:

COUPLE

/iiistate

not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

Mli<e Azer Iruurcsnce

DONOR.

EARN $$$$$

National Visa Registry
PMB 725, 16161 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino, CA 91436 USA
or apply on-line at:

6000

EGG DONOR
HISPANIC

Research Stihjecls

and full mailing address, IN ENGLISH to:

is

Mis(;(?ll.iiM,'()us

9.

2200

For FREE OFFICIAL infonnation, send your name, country

1-900<I28-3211 ext 8500. pro caH
6029547420. $2.99 per minute. 18 older
only. Chat with singtee girls and guys looking
to meet someone lilce u.

WANTED to participate in a marriage study
through Pepperdine University on the divi-

S|)f:tin/Ef)f)

force

CAa

MARRIED COUPLES

663-9589.

PROFESSIONAL
Room
Room

tasic

5800
1-90(1 Ni/nihi-rs

(800)808^5838
or email E^onorInfo@aol.com.

2300

on consumption, will
show a PBS video "Escape from Affluenza'
and lead discussion on the t>enefit8-of a
"Green' lifestyle. Helms Hall of the We^wood United Methodist Church, 10497
Wllshire Blvd. at Warner Ave. Entrance on
Warner, elevator to third floor. FREE. 323national

especially

gifted in athletics, science/matiiematics or music.)

For sun-damaged skin Wanted:Asian ftfmaie, >35 with brown spots on face from sun
exposure. 310-918-8178, Natalie.

"Voluntary Simplicity.' Kevin Finney, chairperson, of the Sierra Club

Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent

Roommates
Roommates

R«H:renli()ii;il Aclivilu.s

someone who might be

mnhuynh9ucta.edu

OF THE FUTURE?

Deadine for Wk-im JUNMMBced.

e-mail:

Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Rent

$100

research study on Nfe experiences. Those
eligible wilt be paid for participation.
Call:310-825-6085.

CO \1

I

West

41361

(Extra compensation available for

LIFESTYLE

Card Lonery

of birth

Housesitting
internship
Personal Assistance

for sale
Houseboats for

90272

2100

www.nationalvisarc'^istrv.coni
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000

CA

.ivv

I

visalaw(G wolfsdorf.rom

•

WW AVOI FS UOK

50,000 GiMieaidsiiiilllie issued
us citizenship possble

TiTTTt
7rjO()

a study

(310) 573-4242

cxt.

FREE TREATMENT

NiitifmulJlv

17383 Sunset Blvd. Suite 120, Pacific Palisades.

study, liwoi Wort and
Eiddy INS Id ilMBiltad States

Tslecommunications

WrHing Help

7400

for

i

1

SIERRA CLUB MEETING, 7:30PM, Wed-

Resumes

7200

needed

Wolfsdorf

duration up to 4 hours. Call 310-794-4964 or
email koskiOloni.ucla.edu.

AM

601)0

I

at the

P.

State Bar CcrdfqKi Specktlisl in lintniqratiott

volving magnetic stimulation of brain. Volunteers will be paid $25/hr plus parking. Study

6100
6U)0
6200
6300
6400
6500

700(1
7101)

QiiiftJnn"ii

HEALTHY RESEARCH SUBJECTS, ages
18-59, male/female, are

EARN

For a free information package, call our
Lottery Department at l-8()0-\ ISA-LAW

Bernard

3 1 0-478-37 1

Healthy research subjects, ages 18-40 and
with a lower inr^jacted wisdom tooth, are
needed for an acupuncture study at the
UCLA Dental Clinic. Call 310-841-1209 or
Email:

Campus Recruitment
by investigators

6900

Slap Study, 3508 Ackerman

Study,

Wcisler, Endocrinology,

(Subjects will receive reimbursement)

Available to foreign students and their lamilies.

3508 Adurmon
M/T/W Rm. Dwital A3-029
Wad. Rm. A3- 029
Discuuion, Al linws 12:10- IKWpm
Ifturs. Boiak

1300

Vacation Packages

67(i(/

Fri.

Anonymous

PorilcottoilcioflndMduuli<0hotm¥»»*lnUngiirobtm».

Travel Tickets

Financial

•S,W0 U.S. Imniigrant Visas
to be Issued in 2002 ^m
i»^

Campus Happenings

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations

5800
5900

** If interested please contact Dr.

LA VA at

wvv^v.4ciic'apair .coni

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will he paid in addition to
your compensation.

hormone

2000

1,

Europe $249 (o/w + taxes)

CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
HAWAII S)29 (o/wi
Call:(310) 574 0090

study on thyroid

Shawna

Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

PHONE (310)441^660
10850 WHshin, Suhe 434, Weslwood CA 90024

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE$$$

xnKMSnn
^600
A700
4800
A900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

(k)nnsk Si InlBmcihonalMrtonsAwilabie
Pr<cw or* tut#ct to Chang* w«houl none*
Avotabiny may b* ilm*«() and wm* rMirtctioni moy
opcty PMToMt
Special

.

Campus

TRAVEL INC

MAKE VOJR cw^ /«^
Hora
RESER^TIONAT

The

2700 Appliances
2800 Alt / Paintings
2900 Bicycles / Skates
3000 Books
3100 Calling Cards
3200 Cameras / Camcorders
3300 Collectibles
3A00 Computers / Software
3500 Furniture
3600 Garage / Yard Sales
3700 Health Products
3800 Miscellaneous
3900 Musical Instruments
AOOO Office Equipment
AlOO Pets
A200 Rentals
A300 Sports Equipment
^^00 Stereos / TVs / Radk>s
^500 Tfible Sports

h(;k»'t'>

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARFS

know about the merchandise,

and include

accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

VISA

meet the following

will

item. Many classified readers
simpty do not respond to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations— make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the readers

psyment
Rease make checks payable

Fri:

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your items.
• Always include the price of your

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,
at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day before printing.

for variable rate information.

^ ^
r
MabtefCard

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

at 12 noon.

oiuirs

.

»Height Appro^dmately 5'6" or Taller •Caucasian •S.A.T.
Score around 1300 or High A.C.T. •College Student or

ad

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

20 words $8.30

word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

Classified Une: C310D 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (310] 206-3060
Fax: C310) :f06-0528

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm

Wanted

up

For Classified Display ads.
please see our rate card

onoenoiBS

Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted

issue,

...each additional

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy

2050
2100
2200
2300
2A00
2500
2600

DofMM

23 OO

57OO

hOMftOlMllte
00
1200
1300
1^00
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000

nil

Special Egg

August 7 -11,2000

^ ^

i

2300

GET OUT OF DEBT NOWl FrM

Coneulta-

Experienced attorneys, reasonable
fees. (Cheryle M. White, UCLAW. "88^ 80O>
420-9888. PkxyOvariand. VMA
tion.

•

«

•

"

1

<

/

O^ity Bruin Classified

26

August?- 11,2000

Brum

Daily

5680

5680

Gl^OO

Travel Destinations

Travel Destinations

Movers/Storayr
JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The

1

careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day delivery, ^adctng. ^oxes available. Also, pickup donations tor American CarH:er Society.
Jerry©310-391-5657.

SnJDENT TRAVEL

6500
Music Lessons

Tiiloiiiuj

All

——

Home

Lonion

Sick

$624

6700

or just simply

Sick of
lA/e

HIDDEN CHARGES'
EXTENDED Of DAILY 2 pr $59
r^O

lbflLM.$303

^

D|SpO|ABLES

X,
.*r;»:

^«i>Jw.

6

MOM Boxes

SAe brown eyes
,

EXT

TRAVEL

CHANGE LIGHT EYES
Blue, Green,

Blvd.

Some restricOonsapptyCST* 101756060

*89Pr

LOSANGBiS/

1038S.Robef1sonBlvtf.,«1

Bevwfy

Wed 3-5

Hills Adj.

Ffi

11

5700

5700
Travel Tickets

(310)360-9513

Wed

LMGBEAISI

4130 AVantic Ave., »106

11-1,

Fri

3-5

BMonte

M«/M«

GMtaRica
Nkoragua

99
219
219
219
228

Guatemala

195

255

P««l*

Lima
Buenos Aires

S.De

ilnwnl

/I

Quito

220
259

Belize

209

Bogota

drocas

Mexico Escapes

Expertise to present your liest. Editing.
Dissertation
formatting
and finalizing.
Personalized, professtonal assistarx:e. Ace

Words,

Im Ml indiiM. OI#204niS40.

i

-

Air

-

299 R/T
219 RA
229 RA
82 RA

Boston ^-^T—

Chicoao
Philadelphia
San Francisco

Transfers)

Theses, Papers, artd Personal Sialemanis
Proposals and Books
Intematurfal Students Weknme. Since 1965
Slwran Bmt, PtuD. (310) 47fr4««2

RETIRED CITY
WANTED-

Health Services

Legal Advice/Attorneys

208-8326.

IMMIGRATION

PEOPLE

• WORK
• GREEN CARDS • LABOR CERT.
• IMMIGRATION PROBLEMS

Attorney

NO RECOVERY NO FEE

NO COST.

NO DRUGS

tion,

Sexi/al harrassment. Discrimina-

Auto-accidents, Slips/falls.

graduate application essays. Any

"He hmutt forgotten what H's
llko to be a student"

Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals
Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

i32Z) 665-81 45

TiJtoriiKj

Student discount.

•Lip Augmentation •

Go

BruinsI

SF,

DOES WRITING

IN

lOthyr.

SD.
310-

285-8688

Red and Brown Spots

*o<We« locMfd In Brmntwootf

WWW.MY-TUT0R.COM
Matti/Physics/Statlstics/Engllsh/Hebrew/
chemistry/biology/astrorK)my. Computerized

6200

6200

Health Services

Health Services

\\ e v^reaie

24 Hour Emergency Service
M«di-Col & Most Insuronce Plans Acc«pled
First

Tel: (310) 475-5598
patient:

Ten

/

witft

ifiis

Wilshire

k

UCLA

grads. Ages2.5/6years.

SPSS TUTORING
Help grad student set up statistk^al analysis
and run data. $15-20/hour doe. Chuck:310821-2995.

Open

West Lxm Angeles, Between
Santa Monica (Fret Parking in Rear)

pliniogarciaOearttilink.net

to find out

more

If

atXHJt us, visit
call

7700

large

CItaning

t

Poliihing

OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER NEEDED
one 6 year okl boy. Located
-^"
Judy 310:589-8123.

P/T

Located

Must be

BelAir/Roscomare

record, references

P/T CHILD CARE, M-F. 3:30-6:30, near

For two great chiMren boy 11 girl 10. Pk:k up
from WLA schools, drive to activittes, supervise homework at Endrx) home. Mon-Thurs
2:30-6:30. $10/hour and possible UCLA
.

'

summerbfuin

Business Opportunities

Business Opportunities

your parents

for extra cash.

car, Insurance, references,
shared, start ASAP, call Eve

parlung privileges.

P/T
At

University

$11/hr.

Call

F.

Need good

driving

car,

record, references. Begins 9/5. Call Nanette

AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE

For Very special 5yr okj daugtiter. Intematkinal or bilingual txackground preferred,
car&refeferH:a6 required. Grand Piarx). Bevedywood. Laird:310-287-1677.

if

DRIVER/HOMEWORK
HELPER
2-3 hours/day. Must have car, license
insurance. $8/hour. 310-390-9655.

or e-mail us at

donors9ccb.com

surance, references required. Approximate
hours: M-F, 2pm-7:30pm. Call NancyO310395-6646.

3.

Pk:k-up

Cancer Screening
Periodontal Examination

• Oral

231-4061.

No

CLERICAL ASSISTANT

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER
SERVICE
M-F, F/T permanent.

310-826-3759

$9.50/hr.

COACHES NEEDED
MIDDLE SCHOOL &
HIGH SCHOOL
2000-2001 school year.

Call-24/hrs 323<850-4417.

~

RECEIVEABLE
Collecttons

company

Billing

for

telecommunicatk>ns

ctose to campus.

hours.

Flexlt}le

Can Nate

2(J6'-3d60

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Girts

Soccer Boys:

Football, Varsity

and JV

ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT: PT-FT in accountphones and gerierai
offkse duties. Must have computer and txask;
math skills. $10/hour. Fax resume 818-769ir)g-type office. IrKhides

Responsible Skate &
Siiowboarders Wanted

p-

247

COUNSELOR FOR GREAT SIERRA CAMPOUT NEAR YOSEMITE. AUG21-SEPT.1.
NEED YOUTH AND CAMPING EXPERIENCE SALARY $680 PLUS ALL EXPENSES. 310-826-7000.

CSO OFRCE ASST

\Afoststde'8 t>est

OMce

training provided. Wortc

required. For details call 310-206-

CSO PROGRAMS NOW
arid

U

Phone: 310-625-2148 WG6:
www.ucpd.ucia.edu/ucpd/cso.
E-mail:
csoOucpd.ucia.adu.
livenaa.

cusToneR snvicE

230-6065
Fax resume to (310) 230-4536

I

unit

Pseudonyms
Ms. Lupino
Surprise

P/T po8ltk>n6
Start

at

University

during the summer.

CGSQfflseao ::.cias[!]au
Bass (naQacL] aQaa
siODcn sDSQa snam

Stem

Violinist

Popular vacatk>n
spot

40 Cbugh drop
42 Natives o^
Ankara
43 Let go

7 "Sleepy
8 Chooses a
carKNdate

9 Grant, as land

CrMM Union.
Excallant pay,

10 Rabbits'
cousins
11 Natives of Cairo
12 Wing
13 Piano part
18 Alaskan native:
abbr

t)y

Oak-to-be
Kniaht's weapon
Perfect joy
In tfie lead
Actor Flynn

22 Female

Espy

67 UfiMce a

68 Sk)pod areas
69 Urn's cousins

DOWN
Cabbage

—

site

26
28
29
30

2 Greek martcet
3 Caesar's tonoue
4 Knock (ir«o)
5 Serpent

6

hours,
environment.
Go
to
www.ucu.org/jobs.htm, Ackerman A-level
Servk:e Center or fax resun>e or letter of interest to 310-477-2566.

0ohand —

47 Peanut
49 Atmospheres

accessory

53 Arrange
54 Leg parts
St ffnrtpooi
56 Golfer Snead
59 Reporter's
question

61 PQrMfk:ant

itSliSshpaft
63 lid

projectiles

Pair

ten

.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT NEEDED
For West

LA finance company,

positkxi to foitow

up on

for

SALES:

invoicing process.

ings preferable, $8-1Q/hr. Please fax re-

sume

CUSTOMER SERVICE

growth

Must have excellent speaking/phone
skills Computer skills needed. P/T, morn-

Friendly, energetk:

people for saton sales.
310-820-2710.

CaH Jasmkie
M-Thurs. 3pm- 10pm.
$15-$2S/hr.

O

to:31 0-273-6936.

Design F.ishion K
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
ttonal

MS

Offk:e.

for

intema-

office in BevHills:

Must know

Call 310-278-9338.

E-mail re-

business

sume aribus8elOhotmail.com

or fax 310-

276-0038.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT
tram.

Great job waits for you in txisy retail
establishment. Looking for outgoing
salespeople with interest in clothing

Good

In

it

«

new

tonuses, &
more. Must have sonrte retaH

&

part time positk>ns availat>le.

resume

to

pP
^%B0

n

experience.
Full

nrir
ll^M^M^M^

store.

salary, great perks,

Call Jessica or Erica

4205.

99

nVrchjMdisiiKjStiKlont Alert

to worl( in young, hip,

medk:al offk:e 30-40hrs/MF/9:00-6.-00pm. Computar kftowtadga mandatory. Great job for Buslrwsa/Pre-Mad'PubHc-Haaim majors. 15-mln to IXXA. 31(M7eWill

^V^

IB

O 31 0-230-6065

310-230-4536

L

r

BP

K
w

*'

"

SFfMssick

Wise saying
Went fast
Fragrant seed
31 M and XL
33Lalsr
34 Type of fund
as Submarine's

doll

cheers

43 Carnival city
46 Yeltowknife's

52 Computer

24 Coasted
25 Leaning Tower

roMin0

opposite
41 Bullfight

51 Feign

sandpiper

stone

1

36 Fictional planet
38 Aegean, for
example
40 Borrows

Time—

44' Mind-reading
abbr..^ .
45 Looorpotfves
48 Actress Pertman

Caused

are

Call for Jessica or Erica (310)

Way

Oneway to run?

«^

time positions
availalsle. Must be honest arxj
experienced. Qreat perks,
discounts, & tx>nuses. Salary
depends on expaherK:e.

Milky

51

at

get pakJ. Pay %9J00 lo
$10,261^. Must be a IXXA studanT^wMh
academk: years remaining
a vattd driy

& part

MSIHIFIU L T HI iNIKlllNIGI

Flash fkx>d

55
57
58
60
64
65
66

Do good

boardshop.

24
27
30
32
33
37
39

our

availat)le

HIRING

Sales, tectwifcai arxj teaching
positions available at the

—

14
Khan
15 Customary
16 American bird
17 Tritjal item
19 Matter-of-factty
20 Fresh, as lettuce
21 Crawi
23 Skein (of yam)

Wllstwood Polk^e Statton. Starting rate
$8.00/hr. Must be a IX^LA student w/atieast
or>e year remaining. Cleiteai and publk: rela-

Offk:e Assistant positk>n

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

^fQGnlCK
4 Sheriffs ID
9 Part of the face
I

50 Groses

5473.

^

ACROSS

Paid positk>ns. 310-391-7127.
ext.

or fax

825-2221"

JV

310-828-9900.

|

nirnl;^/

Good phone and EngWLA, $9-

lish skills, detail-oriented, reliable.

crazy fees. Program for free

« X-Ray» art non-trantfarrabie

PlqccifipHc;

Quality company,

Monday-Friday 15-25 hours/week. West Los
Angeles, $6.50-7.50/hour. Permanent. Good
English skills. 310-826-3759 ext. 229.

WORK*

—ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS^

^^

age

summer

to help transport 7
year old giri from school, Beveriy Hills. Begin
Sept 7, $9 cash per hour 310,-274-9200.

and

DRIVER/NANNY/HOMEWORK HELPER. 2
Santa Monk» giris (10&14). Own car, in-

WANTED FOR TOIMXER,

must know LA.
pay 310-457-5051.

record,

great

over 21.

Full-time,

possibility to continue. Ex. driving

Varsity Football.

DRIVING BABYSITTER

first.'

and

job

jobs. Start immediately. Great pay.

all

$20(Vw((. 310-

DRIVER-Drive 5yr oM. Sherman Oaks to
UCLA and back. School hours 8:1511:35AM. Mon-Ffi. Need good car, driving
record, and references. 323-783-1288.

skiing,

jet

days, paintball and

CHILDCARE- STUDENT

9178.

is

CDL, own car, insurance. NonSmoker. M-F, 2:00 p.m.-end time varies.
$10/hr. Westwood area. Lynna 310-5571702 ext. 203.

fun includes:

Call Elizabeth:310-472-9920 or fax 310-472-

school.

310-824-9941

of

CHAUFFEURS.
for 2 kids

(9&12). M-F 20-25h/wk. Near UCLA. Must
have car and references. Begin late August.

Full

CHILDCARE/HOUSEHOLD CHORES for
personable 8 year oM girt. Ptok-up from

enthusiastk: coun-

hiring

more! 18 and up. Call Heather 310-4772700.

PART TIME
CHILDCARE

flexlt>ility

ERRANDS

neadad m Waatwood. 8-5:30
4l»75a4.

couples

Camp now
setorsl Summer
Pali

ttons duties.

Extremely responsible student wanted for
occasional weekend batiysltting for 8-year^oMtwy. Bevaily HMa. MiMl have reliable car
'and maoranoa. Cuiii|naiM U salary * y«aremaH:
arid
bonus.
Contact
by

You'll receive free

DAY/OVERNIGHT

3-yr-oW twin tjoys.

Village.

9AM-1 :30PM or 1:30PM-6:30PM. MRenee or Michael at 703-560-4353.

4694.

BABYSITTING/
HOUSESITTING/

CANTENESE SPEAKING BABYSITER

would like a flexible job
where you can earn up to
$600 per month, call for
details on our anonymous
sperm donor program.

CAMP COUNSELORS

CHILDCARE

amusement parks, beach

'

Call us.

hours/week. Call Mike or Debbie:310-4404231.

310-278-5100.

•heMaigOaol.com

us

may be

PAYABLE/

/2^

needed for help in offk:e
and personal. We are located in Brentwood,
must have car and insurance. 20-25
Part time assistant

UCLA, must have
position

OFFICE/PERSONAL

chikjren. 310-

Lacrosse.

AFTERNOON
CHILDCARE & DRIVER

7/kOO

dream

and tove

475-9551.

Valley.

310-443-1459

^

ASSISTANT-

fluent in English, excellent driving

Can:310-889-0119.

experience. Santa Monica/Brentwood area.
Call

in

great phone vok» needed for fun busy offk:e.
PT or FT. $8.50 to start, weekend hours also

Wed and/or
days. Rexible hours.

medk^l

7400

infertile

Some

Sat evenings.

4-year-okJ wtx> toves to play/have fun.

NANNY JOB!!!

ASSISTANT OFFICE WORK POSITIONENTHUSIASTIC responsible individual with

Century City and Santa Morvca areas. CaU: 618-410-8322.

BABYSITTER

LOOKING FpR

and very responsible. 23-year-old
graduate student. Degree in Human Development and Fan>ily Studies. Lost of childcare

arts

Westwood. $10^. Two chiWren.

Beats
Fun/Easy.

kkte,

and

available.

^MOVIE EXTRA

P/T

for

malibu. Call

in

New Times. The alternative news
weekly in LA. Earn up to 50K first
year. Comp irx:. Sal+commissk>n, bonus,
medk:al, 401 K. You must be motivated, results driven, and outgoing. 310-954-1804.

Join the

Help WaiiUMi

from prwchooi late atlerrx)on arxl take home
Brentwood, care thfough early evening,
Mon thm Thurs. Must have own car. 310-

•

speaking woman for Friday-Tuesday,
non-smoker, regerences. Care for three
chikjren, housekeeping, cooking, occask>nal
errands-driving. $200/week. 310-476-0223.
lish

Looklrtg for responsible/caring/energetk:

to
(umination
Necctury XRjyi

LIVE-IN, seeking mature, responsible. Eng-

person to serve as t)abysitter in afternoons M-F. Enormously bright/intelligent

Thousand Oaks. Call Tom
Hyun (805) 492-1776

call

NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER

310-473-0772.

Love

No fees

fctiuiiod.

ADVERTISING SALES

7800

^ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*

•Plus size •Cliildren
A non-uniim commercials

Ute cooking.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR TEACHER

Child CMfo Wiiiitt'd

7:30-5:30.Ck>se to LKDLA.

825-2161 •825-2221

Don't

and

PT CHILDCARE

run by

Two

care, errands,

88-906-9690.

Lori

C«>I11

advertise

Wanted

CaN

for all types

No CKperiemx

assistance for fall scfxx>l year. Cartdklates
shoukJ have experierx:e in chikj care. Salary
is
negotiable. Tuesday/Thursday/Friday
8am- 1pm. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

email:

Looking

male/female models/actors

T.W,TH. 3-

818-787-0100 ex. 14.

LOW PRICES $$$

$$$

play-yards.

call

Pull oral
,

'f ^.

l(l<

coupon

Online: www.onvillage.eom/@/dentalhealth
1620 Westwood Blvd

-I

Fax: (310) 475-1970

Bonilla

Coupon E«pim 8/M/OO

llll.llii

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL

www.tutoriobs.com

you're looking for a great
job and little extra cash,

& Faculty MemlMrs are welcome"

lime introductory offer

I.

please fax your resume to
Jorge Garcia © 818-787-7565 or to

Child Care Offered

(310) 448-1744

realize their

Phases of Dentistry

Studmts

itlOl

you're interested

7600

becoming parents. So

•

l>.

Palos Verdes.

help

Oeau£iml Smiles!

All

"All

V\1\'J\M

If

his/her

Fernando Valley, Pasadena,

.

DOS)

•

•

1

operation.

individual

our website, www.chefmerito.com or

National BarteiMlere School
(OOO) G-IG - rv/llXX (G409)

tutor,

especially in W.L.A., San

)oe -ir> a PARTYtl!

CNM

6:30.

Ktnrtcrl^

iMcirit r<> ••'(

For prim

will train for all

software. Chef Merito has

this

or

310-

Plink)

you wish

comprehensive health '
screening Plus you can

DET^AL HEALTH CARE
(Offlc* «r S. tnleliMil,

SAT scores to

• ITS not

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED:

Call:

in this position,

his

PlttC6ni6nt induclBd

you're male, in college or
have a college degree, and

analysis available. Tutoring sen/k^. Call anytime.

www.DrSllver8.com

•

own .com

Earn $100-$200 a tfay
2 iwMktraMnga Job

If

statistteal

(310) 826-2051

high

•

energetic people with

ENGLISH make you

(800)90-TUTOR

doilies,

LV,

Need

**ENGLISH EXPERT

310-839-9933/Adam.

small jobs, short notice ok.

•Laser Hair and Tattoo Removal

at

Offered

TOO SMALL!

W/I4ft tnick and

WANTED

7000

crazy? Assistance in basic skills to major research paper completion. ESL experienced.

HONEST MAN

818-783-1271.

BARTENDERS

SAT tutORS

4U HiR/r/ivc Ennm

mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

•Acne*Mole Removal •Warts*Rashes*

Cohen

We

310-244-3805 or fax resume 310-244-2488.

Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courleous-K^areful Many students moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB

1-800-2-GO-BEST. Voice-

an experienced. Lovaas
an adorable six
pay $20/hour. Please con-

for

trained student to woric with

year okj boy. Will

NT

effectively giving

B.A. in English preferred.

Movers/Storage

Board CeilHIed dennatologiat.

upcoming calendar.

THERAPIST/TUTOR
Wanted. Looking

necessary.

progtrams whk:h
are linked: A Dos-based manufacturing/inventry system, a Windows accountlr)g system, and a windows route-delivery
system. The company also has an existing b to c website, whteh currently generates a few thousand dollars a month. The
new director of technok}gy woukJ be expected to revamp this website and Hnk it
to so as lo make it very profitable. The
new director of technology would also be
expected to make all necessary char^ges
to make it into an effective b to b operatkxtal site. A very ger>erous bonus/comntissions program would be established,

1-day shoot. 310-278-6972

for

tact Mrs.

views, proposals, studies, theses, disserta-

MYER LAW

BEST MOVERS.

626-288-6800 from 10-5.

$20/hour; 10-15 hours/week;

6^00

Silvers,

DESPARATELY SEEKING

English Tutor

r

mmwMM
MD

Wanted

$750

for

Are you a model...

a rate of 35%, and has

at least three software

MODELS WANTED
MODELS

if

necessary

Career Opportunities

BIKINI

expert witness for law case. 310-

FIRM, Westside, Scott D. Myer{UCUVW'86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

EAT AND LOSE
323-806-0786

of

LIM

S.

Tutoring

fiaik>n

7500

7100

programming.
Leave message 310-550-7869 or 310-7752032.

style/requirenrwnt. 323-871-1333.

Westside 310-837-8882
Downtown 21 3-680-9332

00% NATURAL

•Laser Ablation

JENNIFER

All

from homel 310-850-2601.

—

Since 1970 - PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers, reports, statistics, retions,

123 S Rgueroa. Surte 220 Los Angeles, CA 90012

TO LOSE WEIGHT
NEXT 30 DAYS

Jack H.

Consuifatic
PERMTS • VISAS

Inifial

occask}r^l Receive free catak>gs. We're expanding. Worit
Delivered to your doorl

at

t>ecome national with distribution centers
|n Los Angeles, Sacramento, Las Vegas,
Dallas, and Atlanta. Chef Merito is now
kx>king for a creative and computer-savvy individual wtx) will t>e in charge of its
computer system. Although this individual
does ndt have to be Windows NT certified, it woukj be of great help. The company wouhj be wHiing to pay for NT certl-

PARTIES
"^THEMED
IN A BOXt«

WRITING TUTOR

For UCLA level computer java

ACADEMICIAN

6300

been growing

7^00

Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

TUTOR WANTED

PLANNER OR

6200
Free

TOEFL PREP/ACTING
Free advanced ESL instoiction. M-TH. From
10AM. Stoner Park. 1835 Stoner Ave. In
small. gym above swimmirtg pool.

Comprehensive Oissertation Assistance

(323) 277-4595

WANTED

310-701-8969?'

Help Wanterl

ereces required. Ck>se to UCLA.
476-0223.

foods. Although the company Is small
with sales aout lOmill. The company has

Business Opportunities

$15-$20/hr. Flexible hours.
Car needed. Call Joe

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

www.vittorytravel.€om

WILL PAY YOU

310-820-8830..

etc.

199

NEWYORK*259J

$369 Gibo San Lucas
As^t
$479 Cancun
Se^^Stv**^'
$369 Poerto Vallarta \P*^o»

tory. Call Will

NKMMfy/Jinl MWk-k<

EDOBALlAM.|yU).
CcTio Kit w/l'iii«;M.Tsc

MENTS/ APPLICATIONS

169
199
199

Chile

FcH «i «/• kM^ « t/l pwdNHt SuMd to dwiii

Typing
$2. 50/page. lF*hotocopying, answering service,
$50/month.
Persortal
mailbox.
$50/month. Car garage. Personal answering
sennce also provkled. 310-475-8787.
services.

SAT/algebra/French/ESL/English/his-

Julie

LATfN AMN^fCA SPECIALISTS
119
115

ence.

Tfiurs1Mpm,Sani:30-1pm

PERSONAL STATE-

^f/y- Da.occ(3 nights

SUMMER TUTOR

11227 VMeyBM-CZOS

Thurs 3-5, Sat 2-4p(n

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Salvador

call:310-558-3510.

WRITING TUTOR Student in dire need of
writirig help. Need papers written soon. Call

VICTORY TRAVEL
Lucas

ANY

live.

7800

Wnntrd

tK>use-keeping/cookir)g/errands-driving. Ret-

POSITION-Salary $70-85K depending on
experience. Bonus:Percentage of website sales arKi b to b sales. (Potential unlirT)ited). When available:now. Hours:M-F
8AM-4:30PM. Benefits: Health insurance
and bonus program. Chef Merito, inc., is
a food marKifacturer and distributer of
specialty Latin American and Mexican

820-8830.

TYPING/SECRETARIAL

7700
LIVE-IN AVAILABLE late afternoon-evening
Fri-Tues in exctiange for roomAboard, light

TECHNOLOGY

-

1842 W. Uncoil) Ave^«G

Travel Tickets

Mexico Gty

by French Riviera naLEVEL. ANY AGE. Please
tutoring

EYEw/Cl
EXAM
$15
Purchase

FREE

1

add 1*50

ASTIGMATISM EXT

No

CaboSan

Lessons and

Aqua

iniiAiuii.statrauel.com

75

79pr

word pro-

Let me do it for you. Fast+accurate. Professional screen plays accepted. $2.50/pg. CallIris 310-839-3101 or page 310-915-2255.

SPEAK FRENCH
LIKE A NATIVE!!!

JA9h

B&L..

BIFOGAL/MONOVtSION

At fares are roun6<rip. Tax na( included.

%9

Hazel, Green, Blue

31 0.IICULFiy 920 Westwood

Editlr>g,

cessing, applicatkxi typirig, dissertation formatting, transcribing. Ace words, etc. -310-

that will get results. Catch up or get
ahead tNs summer. Seven-years experi-

^-"

w&K

Create, develop, or refine.

TOR

can get you there.

DIRECTOR OF
INFORMATION

RESUMES

• All Levels

Child Cnre

LOVE CHILDREN?

APPLICATIONS/

EXPERIENCED AND PERSONABLE TU-

.$676

Paris.

Home

Ages

7500
Career Opportunities

HATE TO TYPE?

Professional Services

^4

El

—-^r—

necessary.

Iy|)iii(|

*Art Classes Also A vailable

WLA
set

Offered

CALL NOW! (310)509-8233
(Please mention this ad when you call)

with dedteated professional. At your home or
studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum
Ne«:323-654-8226.

7200

Incredible Prices!

ALL LEVELS/STYLES

Whether you're

7000

MATH MADE FA.^

IDRUM LESSONS

$188

Seattle

August?- 11,2000

Ctassified

eTirir

w

kr

H.
"

27

—

^

'

1

August?

28

11,2000

Daily Bruin Classified

Daily Bruin

7800

7800

Help Wanted

7800

Help Wnnted

7800

H(Hp Wanted

Help WcIiUlmI

NEW FACES

FT/PT RECEPTIONIST/

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Answering

WANTED

telephones, data entry,
near campus. Call 310-828-9900.

International Talent
Group is now looking for
new faces & new talent for
Television, Film,

$lO/hr.

Commercials, Musir
Videos, Print

&

All ages, all

computer literate,
pref. Fax resume

GIRLS wanted at exclusive
WLA. Conversation only.

NOW

agair^st

We

are kx>king for a

fiekj

entertainment irtdustries. Position offers
school credit. Please fax resumes to Zazie at
310-271-6405.

auto insurance. Please

call

PERSON

DRIVER WANTED

company seeks team

l8-55yrs. old, non-smoker,

male/female

no asthma

his-

make your own

hours,
work from anywhere. Call Matt: 1-800-3 13-

3526

ext.207.

ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING

EVENT ASSISTANT
Sherman Oaks event firm seeks p)erson for
phone solicitation, data entry. Pay $10/hour.
Fax/EMAIL resume:818-986-7109, knock-

Front/back assistant

TAINMENT LAW FIRM
SEEKS F/T OFFICE
CLERK TO DO COPYING, FAXING,

MUST HAVE CLERICAL
OFFICE EXPERIENCE.

SALARY DOE+BENEFITS. FAX RESUME TO

ing,

Or

exchange for room arxj tx>ard in Tarzana.
Take care of 13-year-old girl. 20hours/week.
Evenings and Sunday afternoons. Flexible
hours. 818-343-4148 or page at 310-380-

MEDICAL ASSISTANT &

FRONT OFFICE
RECEPTIONIST

WANTED
MEDICAL FRONT AND BACK
Derm., Beverly
1920.

F/T or P/T.
Fax resume 310-550-

Hills.

MEDICAL ASSISTANT Dermatology
Beverty Hills. Th..
310-550-1920.
in

Fri,.

Office

&Sat. Fax resume:

fH.

wanted

for

FIGURE/FASHION
photo students. No

FILE/OFFICE CLERK. Law

$200-$1000

experience necessary. 323-377-7937.

OFFICE CLERK
law firm seeks P/T office clerks. Phones,
faxing, photocopying&filing court docu-

Che:310-453-6711

has P/T position at $6.50/hr, minimum 20hrs/wk Monday-Friday afternoons. Fax resume to 310274-2798 or mail to Lurie & Zepeda. 9107
Wilshire Blvd, Suite 800 Beverly Hills, 90210.
pfx)ne calls please.

FINANCIAL FIRM

LOOKING FOR
Receptionist

with

P/T

High-end dry-cleaner at 3405 Overland. Outgoing personality. $8-10/hr to start. 2or3
mornings, 8-12:00 and Saturday or Sunday
Call:310-287-2459.

P/T

LISH. Flexible hours Beverty Hills area internet publishing company 310-276-0315.

Heavy

P/T DRIVER/UTILITY

Ming, and light typing. Early hours.
Please tax resume to 310-443-3440. Attn:

DanMta.

FRONT OFFICE RECEPTIONIST

Pleasant

votoe. typing, clerical duties,

puter e)«>er1ence.

ASSISTANT

PRIVATE HOME OFFICE, data entry, windows '98. Accuracy important GOOD ENG-

phonM,

speeMng

AM

F/T

experience.

com-

Cal Judy 310-553-7070.

FT/PT HTML. Coldfusk>n,

singer, 19-26, w/ great
looks style for alternative/pop t>and a la Cardigans, Oasis, No Doubt. Major label interests, serious inquiries only. 818-508-8555.

310-470-0992.

Internet, graphk:s,

ASSISTANTS
Telephone operators for UCLA Medrcal Center to t>e part of 6-month grant sponsored research project. Excellent verbal skills required. Must k>e available to work holidays,
evenings and weekends. $1l.70/hour+shift
differential. 310-794-0588 or fax resume to
310-794-0599.

WRITERS WANTED
FOR COMIC STRIPS

We're looking

and sales

merchandise focus salon.
managers, asst. managers,

in

for

for

Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

BEVERLY HILLS

1+1, catok, patio, parking.

310-395-RENT.

www.westsideren-

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ.
1 .2BEDR00M
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE& W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

with stove, Refrigerator,

CULVER CITY 2-t-1,

SANTA MONICA

$825. 310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

CULVER CITY STUDIO,

w/c pet. patio,

secured building. $590.
www.westsklerentals.com

310-395-RENT.

SANTA MONICA Ul

$475.
www.westsiderentals.com
location.

patio,

ref

off

sublets.

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE, cat okay, quiet
310-395-RENT
neighborhood
$780.

+ sN,

310-395-RENT

2+1. yard, patio,

310-395-RENT www.west-

floors.

www.westsiderentals.com

views!

st-t-ref.

www.westsideren-

bed,

yard,

2BED/1BATH
7869. 310-775-2032.

WEST LA

bedroom, $875, parking, laun1242 Barry, just off
Wilshire. year lease. Available 9/10/00 310471-7073.
dry,

dose

1

to mari(et/bus.

$1300

$1450 + Uncoln Place Apts.

*

WLA

2+1, large patk), parking.

310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-

tals.com

Call

WESTWD. WALK UCLA

STUDIO
hardwood
$680 310-395-RENT. www.westskJerw/loft,

Small 2bdrm/1bth,

$1100 & $1050.

$1325 and Ibed/lbth

Pari<ing, stove, refrigerator,

laundry room. Beautiful hardwood fkx>rs-car-

COTTAGE STUDIO

floors.
wood
$680.
www.westsiderentals.com

WLA. HOUSE
wood

$800.

floors.

with

loft,

hard-

pets. 310-824-2112.

310-395-RENT

WESTWOOD
OPPORTUNITY

share, fumished. hard-

to

310-395-RENT

$450.

www. westsiderentals com

POOLSIDE STUDIO
ent to

Private, quiet, conveni-

UCLA. Long-term

rental

ecydf^

WESTWOOD APARTMENT

private bedroom, nk:e kxation! $450. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

Computer proficient, secretarial
1. Fax resume:310-657-0371.

skills,

P/T

bakery needs cheertui P/T salesperson Earty shift, 6:30AM- 10:30AM. $8/hr,
close to UCLA. Call Dominique 310-503-

development for productkxi company
Duties include script coverage, general office
duties, and errands. No pay. pursue credit if
deisired. Fax resume and coverletter to 310-

offers op-

permanent enriployment.

portunity for

Call

Joel:31 0-828-2292.

BEVERLYWOOD

PAID INTERNSHIP
Publishing seeks en-

magazine ad sale
Supert communication and computer

ergetic intern to assist

required.

Interest

sales/marketing

in

Has a flexible schedule. Please
resume to Christina Price at 310-268-

preferred.

fax

7604.

needed

prox $11/hr. Call Steve 310-473-2172.

STAR SEARCH

2000. Japanese Graduates—Senior Leadership roles. Tokyo, Japan. Email resume: don.dusatkoegallup.com or call Don at 949-474-7900 x.710.

Personal Assistance

ADULT RESPONSIBLE MALE.

ENERGETIC,

For personal

care for disable man. Monday-Friday one
hr/day and alternate weekends. Will train.

8300
Volunteer

WARM

nursery school teacher/assistant
sought.
8:30-12:30.
M-F
Wilshire Boulevard Temple. West LA. Fax re$ume:31 0-445- 1263. Betsy:310-445-12B0.

Judak: subjects for synagogue Religious
School in Greater West LA area. Fax resume

Education Director, 310-573-2098. Phone
310-45»-2328.

BH GUEST HOUSE,

030

PRIVATE BEDROOM, month
310-395-

BRENTWOOD

STUDIO,

quiet

hood, carport parking. $695. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

CENTURY CITY BACHELOR,

R.W. Sclbg

BRENT MANOR-'
APTS

eiers from

all

SM. Meet and

around

ttie

interact w/trav-

world! Call

Lucy

at

R.W. Selby

8/kOO
A|).irtinents for

& Company

offers the

1

most modern

UCLA Campus and

1235 Federal Ave.

the

Westwood

Make your

fall

&

I

Call (310)

Leisure

KeltonPjazq

Area

.(510)^77-7257.

_^_

-•

^

;

\A/

II

-aL

JAfellWOrm

r
M
fi

I
1

£r430 Kelton Avenue
&2 Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa

I

l

o
&

Singles,

1&2 Bedrooms,

Call (310)
Pool,

T* Sauna, Spa, Study Lounge w/

II
ll

Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

Wdlworth Avenue
?
ol^
&2 Bedrooms, Pool,

Rooftop Spa

&

Call (310)

479-6205

Leisure

fl& Leisure Area

Midvaie Plaza 11
^ 527 Midvaie Avenue

'^

^

<

tirrangements now!

-

824-0463

208-0064

.

Village.

housing

-

Room

&2 Bedrooms;

Rooftop Spa

.

Barbecue, Fitness

*i:'4

and convenient housing
near

Avenue

^^540 Midvaie Avenue

;

'Sinqles,

Near Wilshire Blvd.

ext. 18.

&

Midvaie Plaza

UCLA

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool, Near bus line

International in

"

Call (310)

Avoid Westwood rents

Hostelling

The Standard of Excellence

Tiverton

ngle Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck
& Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa

ret.

OPPORTUNITIES
at

&

walk-in clos-

$500. 310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com
ets,

Managed By
Company, Inc

Properties Professionally

neighbor-

1 mile to
Singles & Bachelor

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

P

310-395-RENT. www.westskJerentals.com

BRENTWOOD

Grec o

El

parking, cat ok. $775.

VOLUNTEERS

310-393-9913

TEACHER/ASSISTANT

parlting.

-

81 OO

Bruin Country.

tals.com

month, high ceilings. $500.
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

Alan at 818-762-3467.
assisat k>cal elerrientary school. Ap-

2+2. w/c pel.

In

310-395-RENT www.westsideren-

$865.

to

Call

SPANISH SPEAKING TEACHING

U« Security Oepocit

530 Veteran
208-4394

INTERNSHIP POSITION
POST-PRODUCTION Compariy

Needed for Internet
DSL and dial-up serPart-time.

super dosett.

443-9524.

skills

Of Choice

Cable r«ady, pooi, iatindry, sundeck,

^^atessabject to increase on Octeberist

sell

Make $75-$200/day.

Homes

partment

Strong references. Near UCLA. $300/mo.
310-475-5209.

5233.

Service Provider,

Bedrooms from $1195

NEEDED

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

Retail

SALESPERSON

We Have

Bachelors $865
1

Call (3 1 0)

208-4868

Area

Kent

Roommate

WALK TO UCLA
www.keltontowers.com

Classifu.'fis

•Jispl.iy

825-2221

onf>-7nr,o

MmmMh
Cldssifieris

preferred.

$650/month. 310-474-2853.

bedroom, $1455 2 bedroom 1 1/2
baths. Hardwood floors. Charming split level,
covered parking, dishwasher, refrigerator.
943 7th Street. Cats OK 818-761-1168.
1

Available from
Sept. 1st

9-

to

$1200/mo. Living room. diningSkftchen.
Large doset space, patio, parting. 310-550-

Casablanca West

ART GALLERY

month

WEST LA -_4-^

WESTCHESTER

entals.com

NEAR BEACH
$1195

large ctosets. yard. $745.

private

L.A.

.

buikling.

SUMMER SPECIAL IBDRM
2BDRM

WLA COTTAGE

cam-

LA. 2+1,

310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

1-2 fe-"

VENICE

SANTA MONICA HOUSE

WILSHIRE

move

310-395-RENT.

310-396-3117.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
summer

$750.

sklerentals.com

Your

ROOM FOR RENT

slderentals.com

$1420.

WEST

tals.com

near beach, wool last!
wwrw.west-

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

pus! Search for

nice

.

tals.com

month. $310. 310-395-RENT. www.westskJerentals.com

VENICE STUDIO, secure

310-395-RENT.

$500.

lastl

WEST

Very nice tocation. $600. 310-395-RENT
www.westslderentals.com

room, dinning area, storage, parking space,
very dean. Ctose to UCLA $150. 310-6579512.

parking included, won't

310-395-RENT www.westsideren-

SANTA MONICA,

VENICE BEACH BACHELOR, ocean

bedroom/1 bath. Living

$775-$825. Ibdrm $1075$1125. Half a black from UCLA. Security
building, quiet, spacious, fumished, pariting
available. Rent includes gas and water. 650
Landfair. Call Lauren 310-824-03191.

www.tKXJSing10l.net...

CULVER CITY TRIPLEX,

1

www.keltontowers.com.

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

males, quiet, no drugs, drinking or snx}king.
References, privileges. 1 $475. 2 $375. 818789-5022.

310-391-5503.

HUGE SINGLES

stove, patk>, quiet, parit-

$710.

Jd

STUDIO CITY

Inglewood.

Culver/

avail,

WEST L.A. U1,

(310)208-8798

private bedroom, secured
gated parking. $450. 310-395RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

Mar Vista area. $350/month, first and last
month required. Male or female ok. Call Beth

quiet.

ing.

INTERN FOR

interview:310-

SALESPERSON

to

ASAP

lic
Relation Writer. Experience in some
design tools. Call Patrick:3 10-745-0960.

clert<s with

of

Non-smoking enviStepha-

in

ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY seeks 2 inWeb Designer/Graphic Artist arxl Pub-

staff.

Own

indivktual.

rooftop pool/jacuzzi, intercom entry,
gated parking, laundry, all appliances. Move-

terns;

310-827-3035.

TEACHERS NEEDED

of insurance.

1380 VETERAN-2bdnn/2bth. $1595. Park

broadband

building,

ROOMATE WANTED.

MON-SAT 1 0-4PM

fullkitchen, t>alcony, gated garage,
laundry room, gas & hot water pakl, instant

PALMS

$525/mo., $250 deposit. Call 310-876-8429.

OPEN HOUSE

ckssets,

1-year lease.

tals.com

for writers to write

AMERICAN EXPRESS

Enthusiastk:, dynamk:, experierKed teachers

ronment. Clean-cut
nie:310-39S-3291.

utilities,

$90a/mo. Unfurnished Ibed, $1000. 310824-1830.

$850.

RETAIL SALES/SMALL RUNNING SHOP
near beach in the Manna. Must be personable and run for excercise. $8-$9/hr. P/T F/T.

tants

dean, furnished, large

place,

SANTA MONICA PRIVATE BEDROOM,

PALMS: Bachelor

UCLA. 310-

Large singles and l-bdrms.
2-tx1rms. Pool, Jacuzzi, walk-in closets, fire-

catok, gated entry, near beach. $460. 310-

only.

to

WESTWOOD.

6.

5pm

view.

dishwasher,

WALK TO UCLA

UCLA

729 Gayley Ave.
tL

bright,

FOR

RESEARCH

TRAINEE
and proof

in L.A.

INTERN(S)

Flexible hours, $e/hour includes gasoline.
vehicle, valkJ California driver's license

now

^

Street from

RY APT

Single apt from $575, $600deposit
1-year lease only Stove, refrig, carpets, vert,
blinds. 310-837-1502 leave message. 8am-

1748 COURTLEIGFTDR
$1295/MO.
"" (310)391-1076

bedrooms

ONE BEDROOM LUXUfloors, fireplace. A/C In bedroom, garage parking, no common waHs.
2r>d-8tory detached unit. Large rooms, close
to campHJS. 11287 Cashmere. Open daily 10-

view,

with 4

needs energetic people!
Flexible schedule. Starting pay is $10/hr «bonuses. 310-395-RENT
offices

networi< support. Call: 310-828-9900.

vices.

COUNTER PERSON

experience

firm

Call Julie Patel

PROGRAMMING
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

wori<ing for established photographer Nudity
required. Must be 18+. athletic, outgoing. No

MODELS

necessary. 323-851-1125.

WANTED: Female

8000

MODELS WANTED EARN

RESUME

X

j

-MINUTE TO UCLA

laundry room, includes

Internsliifjs

employee discount. Call
474-4080 ext.208.

to

1

Single, bright,

links to sales OnrK)gulsoft.com

1

ttie

1

LARGE,

refrigerator,

pariung. Walking distance
475-0807.

Walk to Village
Near Le Conte

New hardwood

Village

Near Glenrock

Singles and

Across

Rent

washer/dryer. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Extra

Apartments!

walK-in doeet, balcony, Street Pariong, near
bus, 6 miles to UCLA. Available 8-11-00.

667-669 Levering Ave.

mySQL da-

comic strips
for an animated character Please call
(310) 553-1818, ask for Dana.

310-453-0288.

Willing

and

Single,

479-8646

ALARM, CAT OK.

Microwave, oven,

Super Big Super Clean

1917 Spanish) Mission Styfe BuHding

TOWNHOME, FP,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT,
GATED GARAGE. SEC

2/3BDRM CONDO.

APTS

for

^WALTC TO UCLA

T5

com

29

8400
Apartments

Rent

QAYLEY MANOR

NEAR UCLA

2BD, 2BA,

(310) 208-3215

tabase skills a plus. Email work/qualificattons

Looking

experience in the retail
environment to wort< in our stores in the LA
area Excellent pay/benefits and a generous

Computer expenence a must.
learn MON-FRI, 8am-5pm FAX

life

FEMALE

8am-1pm.

The new name

RECEPTIONIST

to School

growing firm

for fast

Flash and

re-

RETAIL/PUREBEAUTY

MEDICAL
FRONT OFFICE

clients.

www.westsiderentals

for

fall

9886.

ments. Must have auto+insurance. Francis

drawing models wanted by photographer. Call Peter at 310-558-4221.

No

previ-

in

filing,

FEMALE FIGURE

special projects.

school year. Candidates shoukj
have experience in child care. Salary is
negotiable.
Tuesday/Thursday/Friday

For

BABYSITTER/NANNY

SM

8010.

designers/programmers

ASSISTANT

LIVE-IN

KRAFT: 310-441-

E.

skills for

organaza-

PRESCHOOL
LOOKING FOR
TEACHER

ous experience necessary, salary starts at
$10/hr. Send resume to Dr Asher Kimchi,
PO Box 17659 Beverty Hills, CA 90209 or email to klimedco@ucla.edu.

AND

MAIL PROCESSING.

and phone

computer,

Walk

PF

$1075.

location.

floors. htgh-ce<ling, separate kitcti$700. Ibdrm, hardwood floors, $950
Close to UCLA. Available now. Lease. 310-

Sunny

:

WESTSIDE RENTAL CONNECTION

self-motivator, with

20-30 hrs per wk, flexible. $l5/hr. Fax
sume to 310-278-2671.

pnvate cardiology ofCommunications, typ-

Cedars Sinai.
and computer skills required. No

GENERAL OFFICE

WESTWOOD ENTER-

tional

marketing,

in

fice at

outpr@aol.com

F/T

excellent

FOR PRE-MED
STUDENTS

INSIDE SALES PROTIONS REPRESENTATIVE. Film advertising. Call retail stores for
upcoming releases. Coordinate store visits
P/T-F/T-8am-12pm or 12:30pm-4:30pm-flex
$10/hr+bonus. 310-333-1985.

clean house,

PLASTIC SURGERY
OFFICE seeks dynamic,

IDEAL PART TIME JOB

4 E-MAIL and websurling!
www.xcash.web.com, www.xcash.web.com,
www.xcash.web.com.

boss, no sales,

to

$525/month-t-utilities arxj park-

2 blocks from UCLA. 310-209-1267.

~~
WANTED:
WEB TALENT
FREELANCE WEB

bathroom, kitchen, do laundry, etc. 1/2 days
a week, $9 cash per hour. 310-274-9200.

EARN CASH

EARN MONEY WHILE
YOU PARTY

Students

wom-

Near campus. Five days/week. Ihr/day
$100/week. Call her son: 713-522-9990.

owner in running
310-780-PETS.

Vil-

therapist for okJer

an.

to assist

and Sat nights llpm-7am. Westwood

HOUSEKEEPER

Need water/dance

ANIMAL-LOVING

HOTEL DESK CLERK
Fri

Own room

bright,

PHYSICAL THERAPIST/
EXERCISE TRAINER!

orient-

lage Hotel. 310-208-3945.

9121.
e-mail.clinicalsubjects@yahoo.com.

No

needed

Flex

must have

Limited availability. Call today 310-785-

tory.

RELIABLE

pet-sitting service.

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH

seventeen year okj girl with physical handicap to assist in classrooms for all
12th grade subjects. M-F 7:30AM-3:30PM.
Begin late August-June 2001. $450/wk.
Guest house available if wanted. 323-933-

erly Hills

HONEST,

.

Apartments

htardwood

Singles & 1 Becfiroom
- Apartments

undergrad roommate wanted ASAP for yr lease. Begins Sept

Rent

en.

LEVERING ARMS

WESTWOOD- FEMALE

PERSONAL TEACHER
For

** MAR VISTA **

BLOCK TO CAMPUS

Large

for

fireptace.

4253.

UNDERGRAD
ROOMMATE NEEDED!

8^00

8/*00
Apartments

IbdmVlbath. $1050. Hardwood, priavte patelephone entry, walk to UCLA 10966
Roebling Ave. 310-824-2595 or 310-208-

Cleaning compaYiy Call Liz at 310-2739631.

1

Apcirtiiieiits for RcMit

quiet

Salary plus commission. Must be very experienced. Split-Shift. West Hollywood office.

w/high profile

expansion. Trading available. 310552-3244.

insurance. 310-442-0013.

Mary:310-278-

1406.

on an 'as-needed' basis. Mon-Fri,
some weekends, must have reliable car and
Part-time,

for

8^00

Rent

for

August 7 -11,2000

TOWNHOUSE. 2+15.
nMAR VISTA
prime
310-395-RENT

1bdrm/1bth. $1050. Single $750. Hardwood,
private patio, telephone entry, walk to UCLA.
10966 Roebling Ave. 310-824-2595 or 310208-4253.

SALEPERSON

8AOO

tio,

1

DYNAMIC, MOTIVATED

ing.

GROWING...
Health/Nutrition

Ask

6972.

Mike or

ed, energetic individuals to kk^-off riew Bev-

STUDY

hours. Excellent pay.

323-957-1000 x-152.

at

producer. Short, flexible

Hills

service represen-

DOGWALKER NEEDED

schedule, p/t-f/t, no delivery,
car/ins. 323-822-9209.

For Beverly

and permit delivery.
This part-time, temporary position pays
$9/TK)ur and requires having your own vehicle, a good driving record and carrying full

Rob

some sales experience for West Hollywood upscale gym. Janice:3l 0-577-6773.

Rent

for

BLOCK TO CAMPUS

1

NEEDED.

ASSISTANT

TELEMARKETERS

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

tative for film rK)tifk:ation

liability

—

With

'

GREAT STUDENT JOB

Seeking an organized, responsible, and
flighty motivated individual for an intern position at a publicity special events and mart<eting company that caters to the fashion and

ONLY $8-$15/HOUR.

—^

Experienced bartenders, cocldail servers,
security, also private party staff. Apply in person. 5-7PM daily, Gotham Hall 1431 3rd St
Promenade, Santa Monica.

degree
310-553-3996. Draw

TEACHING

Must have excellent writing skills, potential
Please fax resume to
Live Media attn: Mr Baselli at 310-358-0269

PERSONABLE
FRONT DESK

position for the 2000-

2001 school year (September-June). MonFri. 3-6 hours/day. For more info. Call Sheibi
818-342-8232.

for full-time position.

RECEPTIONIST

NOW HIRING

IS

self-starter

sales exp. required,

DESPERATELY
SEEKING INTERN

V

alcohol.

GOTHAM HALL

commission.

COI^IVIISSION

COMPANY

social clubs in

No

Westwood Elementary

Apartments

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 142-BDRM APT. EXCELLENT VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-6294.*

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT

Dependable. Creative, Hardwort<ing. Loves
chiWren 10 hrs/wk. 2 per day School in
Westwood. Call Leslie 310-440-3485.

PRODUCTION

general

skills,

Earn top $$$. 323-441-0985.

Flexible hours.

bilingual, college
to

computer

FOR

PAID INTERNSHIP

$7-

firm.

duties. $8/hr full-time, some weekends. Call Lindy 310-477-2700.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
skills,

are national flower shippers. 310-230-0811

Fax Resume 310-473-2789.

service,

We

required. Flexible, part-time hours.

or fax resume: 310-230-4146.

office

(818) 379-7070

Seeking self-motivated, energetic

busy westside law

for

Customer

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NO FEES

w/strong phone

skills

filing,

FUN CAMP OFFICE NEEDS ASSISTANT

Modelinji.
types.

AUDITIONING

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Computer

FULL TIME RECEPTIONIST/FILE CLERK
wanted

SALES ASSISTANT

P/T

8^00
Apartments

CbstWed

Service^

Fumished Apaftments\
Ask About Our Legse Specials t

824-740?

^

'

1

^'.

.:' t.r

'

DaHy Bruin Oassificd

August?

30

11,2000

8^00
Apartments

WESTWOOD

SINGLE

Rent

for

Living

room,

1387

buildir^g.

|

Condo

full

sto.

All utilities

and

for

Security, pool, Jacuzzi, near-park

WESTWOOD-

Great closets and storage. $i900/month.
Call: 310-234-2690:
.
^v~v,.

er in the unit. Dishwasher, microwave. Imi.

from UCLA. Garage.
470-7594.

No

undergrads. 310-

fall

WESTWOOD

and UCLA.

VILLAGE 2 BED/2 BATH.

Luxury highrise security buiUing. 24 hour
Pool. Spa. $2250/month. Available
August 1.310-209-8272.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1325 AND
UP. TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING

8700

ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. 310-839-6294.

Condo/Townhouse
'

'

'

'

Diamond Head

for Sale

Great Wesfwood 3 t»edroom 2 1/2 bath townhouse-AC, security system, extra storage,
side by side parking and rear yard.
Bart>ara Gardner, Broker 310-285-7505

BD $1195-1295
2 BD $1495
1 BD w/loft $1495
2 BDw/ Loft $1815
1

..With
Will

Intercom System ft Gated Parkins
Rcc room, Sauna, Gym Room
Fireplace, Jacuzzi, Dishwasher,
Rcfrtscrator, Air Conditioner LaurKiry,

own

bath, In quiet,

pay $300-$400 for

Summer

Discounts Available

208-2251

bath.

Den/dining

palk),

and

party

non-smoking house.

Mamed,

professional couple seeks clean

house with yard and garage on

quiet 2 bdrm.

the Westskle. Call 323-933-9898.

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

Room

w/utilities

& $385,000

exchange

paid,

$650-$825. ibdrm $850$1250 many w/fireplaces, luxury and more.
2bdrm $1495-$ 1695 many w/dishwashers,
t)alcony. A/C and more. 3bdrm $2100. Huge
front yard fridge, parking, laundry, and more.
pool, gated.

Rent

WEST LOS ANGELES
1st.

Utilities

One

quiet,

available August

included. 6-miles from

UCLA.

non-smoking female preferred.
$750. 310-390-1032.

8900

Call for free listing:310-278-6999.

House

8500
Apartments Furtiished
2 BEDROOM/2 BATH apartment for rent.
Fumisfied, Parking. Balcony. Walk to UCLA.
$800/mo. Call Brad O 310-927-1884.

for

Rent

2bd/2ba bungalow with patio hardwood
floors, fireplace, central A/C, parking, laundry,

and 7-minutes

to

CHILDCARE

BRENTWOOD

students Suitable for two. Definite must see!
1525 Sawtelle Bl. 310-477-4832.

for

Rent

SANTA MONICA,

311 Ocean Ave. 3 bedroom/2 bath with dinning area. Freshly
remodeled, underground parking, washer/dryer in unit. Central AC and an ocean

Also Walking distance from beach.
$3500/mo 310-391-1557.
view.

Available

BDRM

1
Bedroom

Rent

1 in a
1 1/2
bay window. Pool,
acmpus. $750/month. Call

fkx>rs,

Available

WESTWOOD
ASAP
bedroom/2
in

a 2

roommate needed.

en, pool, laundry, parking.

Kitch-

$600/mo. 310-

477-7131.

ACROSS STREET
FROM UCLA
Clean and friendly boarding house has
rooms available for fall. $725/mon.(2/room);
$635 (3/room); $612.50 (5/room) includes
utilities, cable TV, and 15 meals/week. Female students only. 310-208-5056.

BEDROOM PLUS OFFICE
Rancho

Part<

No

Parting,
$600/rtK).

for

female

near Westwood.

Pets.

Owners own

in

Kitchen,

2 Cats/Dog.

310-747-8912.

COTTAGE
For lease $2,700/month. 2+1 and detached
studio+3/4 tjath. Large enctosed yard. Fabulous area. 818-265-8925 Pager:8 18-905-

8844

Ext.

Fall

2020.

RANCHO PARK
3bd/2ba den living family room, patio large
yard 2car garage 5min. to UCLA by bus.
$2400/nK)nth. 310-838-0653.

-

Housing
qtr.

3 Quarters

-

2

Girl

-

4

Girl

ROOMMATE NEEDED to Share

coed
on Levering.
Undsey or Becca 310-208-

Bedroom/2

2

$400/mu. Call

t)ath

5195.

WESTWOOD
Looking for female to share a t>edroom In a
2bed/2bath apt. on Kelton Ave. Very spa-

pod and

jacuzzi

4098.

ROOM FOR RENT IN
WEST LOS ANGELES
NATIONAL &

BARRINGTON

Rooms
Rooms

646 Hilgard
310.208.8931

Leave message.

ROOM

pus.Call 310-824-0101 for nx)re informatk)n.

WESTWOOD
to UCLA. Male-Only. Large, private furnished txlrm w/bath. Kitchen privileges, laun-

Walk

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE
FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!
www.thesublet.com
in all cities!!

(201-894-1189)

STUDIO SUMMER

-to-student deals

SUBLET
absolutely

FREE* some

Check weekly

of the best deals in Westwood.

you don't miss out on great savings!

for updates so

parking.

WESTWOOD-

Professional female seeks
non-smoking female. Private room aruJ private bath in gorgeous apt. Secured building
with rooftop pool/jacuzzi, underground padding. Walk to UCLA. $750 plus 1/2 utilities
avail 9/1 or 10/1. Page Michele 310-2391792.

$495,000
Westwood 3 bedrooms + den. 3''4
bath penthouse: high ceiling, new
hardwood floors, new 50-k kitchen,
2 side by side parking, huge patio,
pool, washer/dryer in unit, spa, sauna
Call

Sean 310-663-7326

Roommates-Private Room

Vaention

in front house,
Westwood/Pico. 3-mo. min stay Required 2

referertces.

Private

bedroom shareutilities.

$40i/day.

F^enliils

WESTWOOD
WANTED on

ROOMMATE
own room

in

Sept.

in

1.

WLA BEAUTIFUL TOWN HOME.

Looking
for responsible female. Own room/bathroom.
Fumished. 2miles to UCLA. Near Banington/Santa Monk». Cat. $650/month.
Maylene:31 0-477-5065.

UCLA Parking Services

(310)825-2161
(310)

206-7562

Classified Uine

(310)825-3221.

people to assist our customers
with their parking

X

*

(Previous customer service
and cash handling experience preferred)

Deadline to
place an ad:
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On-Campus

Description

-Slffln-

f^AJIFRinilMIT

2bed/1bath apartment. Parking

Item

chaout.mrnnnri
am/tm miln dtfaL

APPIFmUPIITFR

RIIMKRFn
PAiraiiATrw

summer

Phone

I

-no.
tnirh»rn,antti/f<an

APPlFfMTMPIITFR

www.yosemite.istovely.com

Roebling. Your

across the street. Available
$650/month. 310-208-2679.

AMTinilFnHAIR.»t

RFn-aiATTRFSS
RPrVROX/FRAMF

Own bedroom

310-473-8117.

ANSWFRIMn

YOSEMITE

SPACIOUS

HOME

WA

JOXi.

AIB fyMMTimnNFR

surrounded by tall pines. Close to
everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' elevatk>n
sundeck, reasonable rates. 818-785-1028.

BEAUTIFUL.

Price

LAW BOOKS

irnoioRTv
gmiPFMRPngFT

APPI F NFWrrtN

WEST LA
in a 2bed/1bath apartment
between SMC and UCLA. To share with female student. $412/month. Available 9/15.

Description

AMnnr^iPirrFR

9800

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. Bus

Item

AiARunnr.K

9500

mMm
'

ntns

^

One female roommate needed till* mWSecurity, unfumished, pod,
September.
part<ing. $400/month. Wklk to UCLA. Call
Vivian 310-209-1404.

External Display

is

|

FALL QUARTER SUBLET. Private room in 3
bedroom apartment 10 minutes from UCLA.
Less than $500. CaH ASAP. 310-391-5797.

$700/month. Another room
$600/month. 310-473-5769.

good

root.

Sublets

Subtets

FOR RENT. Available August
through Septemt>er. $300/mo. Utilities Included, DSL available. 1 Block from cam-

dry,

on

9700

help with

in

bath. $450/month, includes
310-475-8787.

$925 per

310-458-6596

call.

exchange for room in Brentwood, boai<d and stipend. Jon:3 10-825boy

net access. 310-312-9987

WESTWOOD
2BR,
September

IN

the

and

it

Ca«:310-824-7831.

area, kitchen, partially-furnished, cable/inter-

IN

Hardwood

a quiet neighborfrom UCLA on

in

is

cious and dean,

ROOM FOR

Room for rent in a 2bdrm/1full-t}ath apartment. Available August 15th. Large living

campus. $2450. 310-

276-8505.

Corulo/Townhoiise

BR

Located
minutes

kteal place for your parents to visit

en-

w/private

Available 6/1. 310-446-9556.

•»-

t)ath.

Private guestroom in a

house

"

Student in exchange for
room w/bath, must own car
insurance for
school trips, Hispanics wekxime; WLA, 310-

BDRM

GUESTROOM

WESTWOOD/UCLA-

BEL AIR HILLS

WLA-$555&up. Move-in special. Attractive
furnished-singles. Near UCLAA/A. Ideal for

8600

in

w/homework&fun w/11Santa Monica. Car necessary, ref-

bath. Responsible

8800
FURNISHED Guesthouse

PRIVATE

8yr-old

year okl.
erences. Evenings. Student. 310-998-8367.

1

5

Westwood Blvd and Olympk:,

MA! H

310-449-3830.

STUDIO

for

Help

Free rent

for

hood,

entrance/bath.

Private

UCLA Cardiologist needs childcare

for help

access. Close to

BATH, large kitchen, sunny/private/quiet,
good storage, garage. Close to UCLA,
$140,000. Mary Young 310-979-3938.

Guesthouse

for

MALE SPORTS ENTHUSIAST

Room

HUGE BRENTWOOD

AND SPECIALS

Do you live at your boyfrierxl's place but
need a place of your own for an alibi for
your parents? Then this guesthouse is

CHILDCARE HELP

9300

9^00

AGT. 310-470-1056

To share with an existing male tenant.
$625/mo. Secured entry and Parking. Close
to UCLA bijsir>ess and shopping. Available
Sept. 1. Please Call Mary at 626-293-7090.

stu-

trance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitchen priviN/S female tenant. $675/mo.
leges.

WANTED TO RENT

1

—some

31

APARTMENT
TO SHARE

aparui.. nt

838-5720.

2 Brite Crnr. condos: 2 BR, a/c,
FP, pi., spa, strg., sec. bidgs

$325,000

Grad

large house.

2109

beautiful

Brentwood

WILSHIRE/BUNDY
2BED/2BATH

in

CANYON.

NEED MATURE

room. $205,000. 310-471-2556.

660 Veteran

Bachelors/Singles

11,2000

ALIBI

unfumished,
utilities/cable,
Parking,
kitchenilaundry privileges. Yoiing-woman,
f^S, no pets. $735. Available 8/01. 310-459-

rent, utilities included.

Cathedral Ceilinss, no pets

Short Tenfn

SM

310-859-7359.

Pn*

BRENTWOOD
Garden view. 1 +1 1/2
room. Gym. pool, 2car,

RoommattJS-Shared Room

LUXURY BCH. HSE.

Call

SEEKING ROOM

$335,000^---^

CONDO FOR SALE

Sinsle $950- $995
Sinsle w/loft $1145

good cook.

MALE WRITER

2bed/2bth condo.

valet.

Apartments

quarter. 22/m, clean,

WESTOOD CONDO

SPACIOUS WESTWOOD

2bd/2bth. $1800. Max 2peoffoors.Backyard, Washer/dry-

Fumished room

athlete kxjking for housing

858-759-9619.

evenings 310-659-4834.

Hardwood

(or ReMit

dents preferred. Kitchen privileges, pool,
washer/dryer, utilities/included. Need car.
$400. Abby: 310-275-3831/818-783-5151.

Needed

Hoiisiiuj

9600

just for you.

one parking included. Days 310-475-7533,

ple.

9200

location,

SPACIOUS

TOP LOCATION
$1200/month.

living

FORMER UCLA

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
l-txjrm, junior.

2 t)edroom/1 l>atnroom.
room, dinning area, breakfast room,
storage. AC 2 parking spaces. $1350/mo.
Walking distance to ocean. 310-657-9512.

91*09

BEVERLY HILLS
VERY SMALL

SANTA MONICA.

North of Wilshire. Spacious front unit with big

Laundry room, great
$3800/month. 310-393-5075.

Room

Rent

for

---^

patios.

siderentals.com

House

for Sale

-—-^FORRENT

WESTWOOD
+

Townhouse

4BED/2BATH CONDO

$710/montfi.

STUDIO, month to month, ref
$686. 310-395-RENT. www.west-

/

SANTA MONICA

310-454-8211.

l^idvale.

8900

8700

kitchen. Stove, refrigerator, carpet, drapes.

Laundry, upper Quiet
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With

enough
giving

it

and

faster than

didn't feel

I

No.

to be

"1 got sick

side

life.

was capable of going

competitors but

Goodwin

I,"

I

decided to

go for

really

my

worked hard

I

said.

of letting them pass

away so

fix

me and

the mental

it."

They call her amazing because only
Goodwin, after already qualifying in her
specialties, the 100-meter and 200-meter
butterfly, could jump into the pool and qualify

Olympics

for the

at the last

in the

50-yard freestyle

minute.

was kidding around and decided was
going to do it, and when want to do something just do it," Goodwin said. "It was my
most memorable race."
But is anyone surprised by incredible perI

1

I

"Not anymore," sophomore teammate
Leslie Hovespian said. "She just comes out
of nowhere."

As Goodwin walks
is

up, the

thing you

first

her physique.

After

suffering

two

from

Goodwin

ical

the

and mental form needed

to

swim

well at

trials.

"For the

first

time since

my injuries

I

feel

Goodwin said.
trials it takes more than speed

fast in the water,"

to win.

"On

day you have to be lucky and
everything has to go right," Gallagher said.
"If you have a bad start or a bad turn it's
that

Bui Goodwin not only thinks she has a
chance to make the Olympic team, she

stomach boasts six perfect muscles chiseled in two symmetrical
rows. Her arms and shoulders, though not
massive, are clearly cut and her blond hair is
slick against

flat

her head.

Under the new format, the field of 100
swimmers is narrowed down to 16, then to
eight, and finally just two. That means, in
order to qualify for the Olympics, swimmers
will have to swim three races instead of two.

me

for

because every race

NCAA

I

goes on."

School

in

UCLA

could not offer both Cravens a scholarship. The

faster,"

In her best event, the

100m

fly,

there are

swimmers Goodwin says are her
biggest competitors: Jenny Thompson,
Misty Hyman. and Dara Torres.
three

All are

ranked

Stanford, and
times under

in the

top three,

all

earlier this

"Part of

people

me

is

went to

me

Goodwin

*

said.

is

saying

to estimates

I

can do il^

^Xollege basketball

50m

free,

know

all

The

NCAA

come

high-stakes/'Jic said.

voted on Aug. 3 to expand the

championship bracket
will

65 teams. Thirty-one
receive automatic bids in the expanded
to

WAC did not receive an automatic bid last year after eight
of

its

members

left

in the trials,

like,

who

t

>

"So when
'Oh God, I'm not
I

I

that fast.'"

swimmers out of all

each event. But in each event, save
for the 100-meter free, only the top two
competitors will go to the Olympics.

the top eight qualify for the finals the

'This

a newyear.lt

like last

be

time.r

people

Keiko Price
UCLA graduate, 2000

_

_

of the Bruins going aren't

-_

The last time Nicole Beck went to
the Olympic trials for the Atlanta
Games, she was 15, young and scared.
To top that, in her heat she was

Botsford went on to win the gold for

00m backstroke at the
Games. When Beck watched
the

get in the

make it to the finals.

Beck's goal

is

"That's

I'm concentrating on,"

all

to

1

Atlanta

on

that

immediate reaction was,
"Dang, that's who I was right next to!"
But the 2000 trials will be different
forBeck^

powerhouse.

UCOriVB1MMgRSATU.S,OLYMPtCTi«A^

—

it's

make the

such an outside shot.

makes

Olympics

the

NICOLE Mil LER/DailyBiuin

who

Just to be in the heat that decides

would

Junior Katie Younglove competes at,the Kanet Evans Invitational

be

month

awesome."

television, her

placed right next to a backstroking

the

trials is to

make

the semifinals in

her events, the 100m

fly

Her other goal - one she
she will meet - is to swim

than she ever has in her
**!

is

meets ever," Price

cer-

faster

life.

Nicole Bed( (junior-to-be): 100m, 200m backstroke;

100m

butterfly

Dwyer had another Olympic
just to make it to the U.S. trials.

Leanne Cadag (sophomore): 100m back

With reports from Pauline Vu, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

"I didn't really

HMIH
Byron Davis ('93): 50m freeJOOm fly
Owy«r (senior): 100m fly, 100m back

Beth Goodwin

(senior):

1

100m, 200m breaststroke

Brian Kurza

('94)

:

50m, 1 00m free

(^(1

Most Affordable Parking!
Economical and Convenient!

who

added

1

i^ii

L.A.X.'s

like

is

that

00m

ranked highest

Katie Younglove (junior): 100m, 200m fly

all

have the Olympic

ing to

people. She

in the nation

is

last

- out of

I

didn't care

belonged

I

how I did," she said.

was just going through the motions.

make the team," Price said.
made sure to add that

is

definitely

a

new

is

year," Price said. "It

won't be

HANoe ON A
\iNi\fE^^srni ei^on tinion

but in the finals he placed fourth.

trials,

free.

will also be at the
competing in the SOm and lOOm
Both he and Davis, at 30, are

time in the U.S.

in

roster

is

100m

the

200m

fly.

Sophomore Leanne Cadag, junior
Lyndee Hovsepian and sophomore
Erin Zehntner are also competing in
Indianapolis.
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it

as,
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Olympic

we got a few

best," she said.

anybody I expect
them to make the Olympics,"
Gallagher added. "I expect them to
do theif best. If they do what they're
"I don't ever tell

capable of doing,
Olympics."
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When

last trials

the preliminaries in the

putting too

like last time."

and 200m fly and senior Beth
Goodwin, who has the ninth-fastest

too.

fly,

ended

2000

Rounding out the Bruins

she

first in

als since the

junior ICatie Younglove in the

also

Olympics. At the

among

the heats.

"This

.•:

wanted to have fun at the trials,

SUff

ended up placing

That was 1996. This

out of all

But she
YU WAMGAMly Bfutn S«nkx

seeded as one of the top

My heart wasn't in it."

the Bruins.

Zehntner (sophomore): 200m, 400m free

in

"I didn't really think

"I

to represent the U.S. at the

Brian Kurza ('94)

there.

"I'm definitely going out there hopErin

And like Beck, Price didn't swim

16, Price

only event that takes

in

1994, are at the trials as well.

swimmer

Coming

for

swim team, which was disbanded

thing."

close.

enough.

free, the

last

as well as she could. She wasn't even

goal:

qualifying

my

"I'm looking

said.

Like Beck, Price attended the 1996

everyone else," said Dwyer,

more than two

Keiko Price (2000): 50m, 100m free

Olympic Trials.

at

Byron Davis ('93) will again attempts
to be the first African American male

trials.

"The pressure's off," she said. "All I
have to do is swim it."
Keiko Price, a 2000 graduate, has
the best chance of making the Olympic
team because one of her events is the

00m, 200m fly; 50m freestyle

(junior):

dream

Indianapolis

II

one of the Bruins competing

is

forward to being done with swimming
and moving on. It's a bittersweet

know I'm going to go best times,"

Dwyer, a senior-to-be. "I don't
know how, but there's no question
about it. It's just a matter of how
much." •;;-:';/,'-.; :"'; ..,-

spots att(jcpiynipic(5am«s in Sydney,

She

going to be one of

"It's

and 100m

back.
tain

Ten Bruins will be competmQ against at least 100 swimmers in eadi event for one of

at USC.

last

Likewise, Brighid Dwyer's goal at

said

Deadline to place is
Thursdays at noon.

825-2161

"Once you

said.

Olympics, but

more personal

many

as

top eight as possible,"

in the

she said. "It would be cool to

expecting to earn an Olympic berth -

Brighid

Classified Advertising
Call: (310) 825-2221

in the finals, this year's

top eight, anyone has a shot."

N^M

Display Advertising

And

next day.

Olympians will be decided.
"We're just trying to get
Gallagher

of the elite," Gallagher

^

is

definitely won't

The 100m free takes six.
That means that for both the men's
and women's U.S. teams, there are

Many

the heats continue

to the semifmals. After the semifmals

II^I^M

hands.

"

in

jaid.

n

AM^MstT-nnoD

"I'm swimming for myself."
The format at the trials for races of
200 meters and less is that the fastest 16

be a junior next
found that out, was

will

with at least 100 swimmers

Lyndee Hovespian

$eT

1

"This time I'm not going to be worried about who I'm racing," she said.

in the country,"

will participate

UCLA may just have another Olympian on
its

was top

and formed the year-old Mountain

West Conference.
The two teams, one from each conference, will be selected on March II at the same time as the rest of the tournament field, and an opening-round game will be played
between them on March 13. The winner of that game continues to the round of 64, which starts on March 15.

to a close,

year.

Olympics"
About 1,300 people

their goals are

two more than previously offered.
The two additionaJ conferences are the Mountain West"
Conference and the Western Athletic Conference. The

three of her races.

the trials

officially

said Beck,

Beth

in the lane next to

Botsford. She

36

"It is the elite

field,

it

when

tion, but

NCAA

conferences

sounds crazy, especially for a
short race like the 50 free," Goodwin said,
"but when I have to go fast, I go fast."
It might be naivete or pure determina"I

is

From page

was

'*!

r

only 48 spots.

• • «

in the

legitimate shot in

more kids."

"They put^
so many limitations on us already that this is just one more
rule that doesn't need to take place."

200m fly and 62nd in
Goodwin thinks she has a

Ranked 36th

>

And that, in Saia's view, is not right.

-'^'

'-

USC

we don't have.

we're not allowed to sign any

For a swimmer who has peaked at just
the right time, swimming another amazing
race like her 50-free qualifier - in which she
dropped a full second from her previous
personal record - isn't out of the question.
"She always drops a ton of time everylime she swims," junior Angela Belloni
said.

to

"But if we sign five kids this November, there's a good
chance that Jason Kapono and Dan Gadzuric go pro," he
added. "That will leave us with 1 1 scholarship athletes (out
of an allowed 13). But since we signed five in November,

saying there's these three

another part of

committed

•-•:.;.:

•

sign scholarships that

country that can beat you, and

in the

month.

to stay together,

When we sign kids early, we have to assume that those
kids will be back the following year," Saia said. "We can't

With her qualifying time of 1:00.72,

Goodwin is ninth according
made by USA Swimming.

Torrance, but because of the scholarship limit

»"

:00.

1

W.SWIMMING

who wanted

twins,

qualified for trials with

all

35
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From page

the

thinks she has an advantage.

like.

Goodwin's

^

Goodwin said. "A lot of people get broken down by three races and
they'll be getting more tired as the week
swim

Take a bad breath and somebody

touches you out."

good

"It's

shoulder

has worked hard to get into the kind of phys-

over.

At a slim 5-foot-7 she isn't exactly the
broad shouldered powerhouse that some
people picture Olympic caliber swimmers
look

not

well.

But at the

like that?

notice about her

it's

told her she

injuries early in the past season

"I

formances

and powerful look,

was too skinny at the
NCAA's and she had lost a lot of muscle,"
Gallagher said. "And she just said 'OK, I'm
gonna get stronger,' and she pumped it up."
But talk to Goodwin for more than five
minutes and it's her determination and
belief in herself that is most striking.
With the Olympic trials beginning this
week and running until Aug. 16 at the
Indiana Natacrium in Indianapolis, Ind.,
Goodwin is confident in her ability to do
"I

"I

this sleek

hard to imagine Goodwin slicing through
the water at the speed of light.
:^

36

best shape of her

*

Daily Bruin Sports

GOODWIN
From page

:

.

until 1

am

floor kerckhoff hall

'

(
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BRIEF

football linebacker Asi Faoa,

on July 2, DeZubiria had hit him
first, and Faoa only hit DeZubiria

that left third-year psychology stu-

At the hearing witnesses testify
their accounts on what happened
the night of May 30. The judge

dent Rodrigo DeZubiria with

who

brain damage. Faoa was released

on $25,000 bail four days later.
According to police reports,
Faoa was looking for a fight and
struck
DeZubiria
once.
According to Faoa's story, as told
to The Orange County Register

was charged on one count each of
assault and mayhem, takes place
on Monday Aug. 7 at 9 a.m at the
Airport Court of the Los Angeles

CourV Faoa, who will be

sophomore next year, was arrested on June 16 after an altercation
at a fraternity party on May 30

for

The preliminary hearing

Superior

a redshirt

later in

will

is

enough evidence

the case to a jury

to send

trial.

the

for

UCLA

at

No. 4

lenge the notion that the Pac-10
it

New

State in

limits scholarships,

With a new season ahead of

^i.

USC game,"

"Last year

36
who

when he played

the record

Fresno State University.
Near the end of the game,
Francis attempted to dribble the
ball off of Alexander, only to
turn the ball over and ignite
laughter from both benches.
Francis finished the evening
with a game-high 42 points,
while Alexander chipped in 26
for

own

for the

"The

But with

come

out,

all

as

Oregon

California

Stanford,

and Washington

who committed

and pulled out just before

Sunday's contest.
Notable players absent on the
floor but tabbed to take part
included
Philadelphia
76er
guard Allen Iverson, scheduled
to make a rare West Coast
appearance, and Orlando Magic
forward Tracy McGrady.
"I'd like to thank the NBA

plays

and Michigan on

good competition and

it

,

championship

some schools," he said.

series.

directors

With the missed school time due to
travel during the NCAA tournament

for

already falling at the same time as

athletics

had been deadlocked at 7-3
years. The proposal must have 75

percent of the vote to pass. UCLA,
Arizona and Stanford were the three

possibility

schools consistently against the propo-

put a further strain on the players' aca-

sition.

demic commitments.
this year,

due

to

changes

Winter quarter

of even more

UCLA,
travel

and so

athletics director Pete Dalis

to pass the proposal.

my

understanding that

are

the school that switched," associate ath-

1958-1960, will be inducted into the

Marc

director

Dellins said. "It

wasn't

Arizona

changed

their stance."

The proposal

Stanford

or
will

that
,

v

be submitted to

dents and chancellors vote on
"I think

it's

got a good chance of

on

the fact we're the only conference

have a tournament. We're
the odd person out in the land of conthat doesn't

As each

• • •

complete

10 play would have to begin play
weeks sooner than usual.

1-2

The tournament would, however,

it.

passing," Saia continued. "Just based

The

NCAA

recently passed a regu-

lation restricting schools to

This rule

to

awarding

only five scholarships to every

class

eight over

class,

two years.

will first affect the recruiting

of 2001.

The
athletes

was created to discourage
from transferring and coaches

rule

much money

team that's on the bubble a better
at an NCAA tournament bid.
If a team is at the bottom of the conference toward the end of the regular

as people thought to justify continuing

season, stellar play in the Pac-10 con-

ference championship would both

other schools," Saia said.

UCLA

game

give a

chance

but

it

just didn't

make

as

the tournament,

UCLA

players will not have to leave even earli-

Staples Center involved in the propos-

er for traveling.

al,

"The fact that it's in Los Angeles
and the fact it's only three days allevi-

Pao-10 championship has also been

would've been good for us

alleviated, Dellins said.

since

we have about

will be made in
October, when the university presi-

postseason tournament

ference tournaments."

schedule, Pac-

on the Pao-10

final decision

from the schedule. Also,

Matthews said.
But now, with Fox Networks and

ates the concerns

The

and no more than

game

for us to have a post-

season tournament."

count as one of those games and a nonconference game would be dropped

the pro-

site for

would be no need

would

tournament would

is

posed

an

allowed 27 games during a sea-

the 18-conference

"The tournament didn't lose money,

played from Thursday to Saturday and
of class time will be minimized.
,

we

tournament

generates from $150,000 to $200,000.

loss

for

affect the season schedule.
is

those

all

striving

NCAA berth."
A 'Pac-10 championship
team

ESPN

UCLA hope to be at the

top of the conference, and so there

to

and
watching what goes on

conferences

other

Stanford and

from running players off their roster to
make room for a whole new roster.
"Sometimes the NCAA makes a
rule, and they think they're making a
rule for the good of the game, but they
don't realize the consequences it has on

The tournament can be

Also, since Staples Center

earlier run, the

regular non-conference

it,

the tournament runs three days

instead of four.

really

coach Jim Saia. "But for the
most part, schools like Arizona and

assistant

Week,

In the Pac-10 while the^ watch

was hosted at notable locations such as
the Great Western Forum, but did not
gross as much profit as was hoped. The
most money the Pac-10 tournament
brought UCLA was $90,000. During a

would

nament from its traditional four days to
three, and placing it at Staples Center,

its

of what

Championship

son, the conference

In

that the last

is

exposure," Dellins said.

nobody's

NCAA tournament bid.

But the new proposal states that only

in the

thing that concerns

off the radar a bit in terms of nation-

calls

better chance at an

the

the top eight men's teams will play in

it,"

the

financial

Another

the

total offense

of

aspect

boost

its

national exposure

and

its

win-

"The

the

;

positive to having the tour-

It

appears the rule has already hurt

UCLA's

ning record.

postseason

we had

to

make a

tournament
late

this

year

charge to

get to the tournament," said

UCLA

recruiting.

The

sdiool had

been recruiting twins Erik and Derrick
Craven of Bishop Montgomery High

~~~~~~~
See NCAA, page ii

with 1,889 yards.

State.

That same year, Kilmer earned

Samuel Jackson was one

Staff

of several celebrities present at

the 15th Annual Magic Johnson All-Star game.

players

support

who came
this,"

out tonight to

Johnson said

at

halftime while introducing the

37 scholarship winners selected

by
the
Magic
Johnson
Foundation for the Taylor
Michaels scholarship.
-

"You

already

know

I

am mad

at the

told

ones who didn't show and
they were coming,"

me

Johnson

said.

Regardless of the no-shows,

Sunday

night's

game gave an

opportunity to prospective college students, a gift from an AllStar

among

first-team All-American honors, fin-

Respect for the
Pac

ished

the

Heisman Trophy

Walker exits qualifier with first-round

vot-

and was MVP of both the Bruin
team and the Chicago All-Star Game.

TENNIS:

After college Kilmer continued his

San
Orleans

football career, playing with the

Francisco 49ers, the

New

in tight

match

to

Tanasugam

at estyle.com Classic

and the Washington Redskins.

Saints

UCLA player loses
tourney

Notes compiled by Christina Teller, Daily
Bruin Senior

victory.

By Pauline

Staff.

Vu
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alUtars.

UCLA

women's

tennis player Sara

Walker walked on the court nervous and
then played like she was.

^jl^j^S

A

PUBUSHED

Tanasugarn, Thailand's highest ranked

WTA

player, led the match from the
beginning, beating Walker mostly with

cross-court hits.

"She dictated most of the points,"
Walker said. "She (put) me on the defense,
made me run around the court. It was
hard to get into rhythm with her game."
Though Walker looked a little shaky,
part of that had do with the fact that
Saturday was her first time competing
since the NCAA Championships in May.

At the Manhattan Country Club on the
morning of Aug. 6 in the first qualifying
round of the estyle.com Classic, Walker,
last year's UCLA freshman sensation, lost
6-1, 6-1
to Tamarine Tanasugarn of

KEEP THAT SMILE
LOOKING BRIGHT

For advertising information
please call

825-2181 or 825-2221

:
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$50-
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474-3765^
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1

(

•

play that well."

hit

a few sets

*

:

was familiar with her but I couldn't
recognize her," Tanasugarn said.
Though Tanasugarn dominated the
match, she said that the match was closer
"I

than the score implies.

was a

"It

tight

game. I'm lucky that

I

got the important points," she said.
"I felt like I had to be aggressive. Sara
runs the ball very well, gets every ball
back," Tanasugarn added. "She has a

return."

After her

6-1

set loss.

first

Walker

quickly rebounded. Behind an ace, key

estyle.com Classic
Tanasugarn

Tanasugam
and

and friends unafraid

"I like that one, Sara!"

Walker won

first game of the second set to lead 1-0.
But after her win, she lost the next six

the

games
At the
match in

errors,

to call into the silence, "Thataway, Sara!"

d. Walker

6-1,6-1

"I

•TOOTH BONOINO, BLEACHINO

Advertising Deadline

was nervous, especially to play on
center court,'.' Walker said of trying to
earn one of the four qualifier spots for the
Classic, which runs from Aug. 7-13 and
this year includes names like Martina
Hingis and Lindsay Davenport. "I didn't

during the last season and
with Walker.

good

Thailand.

MONDAY

loss

ing,

The overriding theme at media day
was that this year's Pac-10 teams hope
to redeem last year's poor non-conference showing. The Pao-10 went 20-18
in nonconference games and went 1-4
in bowl games. Only Oregon managed
a bowl

fifth in

-

Proitactlon
Departoiexit

finals at

proposal that include cutting the tour-

ment

Fame on

system.

not currently feature a conference

switched his vote in favor of the tourna-

Kilmer, a Bruin tailback from

and

I

"Sometimes the conference tournament would land at a critical time for

UCLA

scoring, passing,

the only Division

is

The tournannent would,
—however, give a team
that's on the bubble a

quarter

close.

Pac-10 about not having a

"It's right at the start

same exam schedules as institutions
on the quarter system. Matthews pointthe

in the

a

to

week of the season, the Pac-10 tends
al

the

on

people

and do not face

are

"It's

Billy

the semester system

ed out that half of the Pac-10 schools-

But

Aug. 11-12 in South Bend, Ind. In
I960, Kilmer led the Bruins in rushing,

Arizona,

restarting

on

of reinstating the tournament.

The vote among Pac-10

The Fame game

left
KEITH ENRIQUEZ/Daily Bruin Senior

to play

State,

Sept. 2

College Football Hall of

State,

week toward

step last

know one

"I

country are

conference basketball championship tournament, voting 8-2 in favor

letic

USC,

Washington,
UCLA, Arizona

fall

league besides the Ivy League that does

does something good for
the program," Toledo said.
"If we can somehow beat Alabama,
we can show a national television audience that the Pao-10 and UCLA are
beat them,

back"

mean

doesn't

follows:

Oregon,

the stars that did

superstars

it

The Pac-10 pre-season rankings are

the

scratching their heads over the

NBA

know

all

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

financially rewarding.

The Pac-10

Sept. 16.

"If you play

much," he said of the rankings. "Last
year three of the top four teams didn't
play in bowl games. It really matters
what transpires through the months of
September, October and November."

past season.

some people were

year

Rick Neuheisel said that anything can
"
"
happen.

Peterson attempted multiple
high-flying antics while Cleaves
displayed the floor leadership
title this

last

1

"We

Alabama on

great," Toledo

Washington has been
ranked at No.
in the conference,
Husky head coach and former Bruin

play.

national

is

Though

Red

Spartans

attitude

UCLA

season.

comes

the lack of financial success.

the Bruins will also face early chalthis

as the regular season

By Christina Tdler

universities in the

have the

that the Pao-10 will

basketball tournament

March Madness

Pac-10 athletics directors took the

With Alabama ranked No. 3 and
Michigan ranked No. 6 in the AP poll,
lenges

want to miss as few days of school as

first

is

exposure that other conferences have

Another factor that kept UCLA
from supporting a league postseason
tournament was the fact that it was not

first

"It

added. "(We're going to) put
behind us."

Johnson also invited fellow
Michigan State alums Morris
Peterson and Mateen Cleaves to

the

head coach Bob

us."

squad.

won

a disappointing

was discouraging after
coming off of 20 wins in two years, two
Pac-10 championships and two New
Year's games. Our work is cut out for

Toledo said.

cham-

pion Courtney Alexander,

points of his

UCLA

season,"

nation's collegiate scoring

we had

nament

quarter system you

Commissioner Mike
Matthews, was cancelled due to academic effects on the student-athletes and

to

Most

Looking to some
tough competition

"On a

Dellins said.

possible."

the

frustrations of '99 behind them.

players missing additional classes,"

to

Assistant Pac-10

them, the Bruins are looking to put the

BASKETBALL

and chancellors

The championship tournament

(AP) Penn
Jersey on Aug. 27 in the

head coach Paul Hackett said. "It's
about West Coast football and what's
going on on the West Coast."

con-

tournament

champii

ran from 1987-1990, and according to

team

is

adds

plays No. 22

more than just a

"It's

the Pac-10 Council

vote on in October.

weak when

media

in the

NCAA: Association also

Zeke

senior linebacker

USC will be the first school to chal-

Pac-10 were

released at the recent Pac-10

ference.

that

35

at the Pac-10,"

Kickoff Classic.

Rankings

Decision brings back Pac-1

its

Moreno.

charts.

Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

USC

said

With the Sporting News ranking
three Pac-10 teams in the top 20,
including UCLA No. 20, Washington
No. 16 and USC No. 9, and the AP
ranking Washington No. 13 and USC
No. 15, the conference is back on the

Notes compiled by Pauline Vu,

They laugh

respect.

defense of a teammate.

then decide whether or not

there

"Last season, the Pao-10 lost

The Pac- 101s back

day, with

set

-n, 2000

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Faoa preliminary
hearing held

From page

August 7

to lose the

second

set 6-1.

Of those

NCAAs she had to pull out mid-

six

singles because of a bulging disc

times and had deuce twice. In the sixth

her back. Her doubles team also had to
pull from the tournament.
in

Walker ended her freshman campaign
ranked fourth in the nation and was also
UCLA's sole All-American. She was one
of two players who received a wild card to
play in the qualifying round of the

officially

estyle.com Classic.

though Tanasugarn made a stop

After Saturday's match Walker said
that she was still feeling some pain in her
back.

Tanasugam and Walker have never
played

against

each
at

other,

UCLA

games, she pulled within 40-30 three

game, however, she

failed to score a single

point.
**!

think she had a lot of unforced

errors."

Tanasugam

said.

Walker doesn't have any more tournaments for the rest of August. After the
estyle.com Classic, Tanasugarn will play
in the Canadian Open in Montreal.

Daily

Brum Fie Photo

Sara Walker failed to qualify for the estyle.com Classic
this weekend at the Manhattan Country Club.

Clinic
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Knowledge of Photoshop
and/or

to the lack of

the knowledge on

what to do.)
I
went to over 4 different
I suffered from an extreme case of acne.
dermatologists, a couple skin care clinics, and taken 6 numerous types of
medications, IxMh (jraliy and topically, hut none has worked as well as
Beverly Hills Acne-Skin Clinic. After several months of treatment, there has
have received niiiny
iK-en a noticeable change in the condition of my skin.
compliments to the change in my face after the treatments. It has changed
my self-confidence, because lK'ft)re I was very .self-conscious alx)Ut my skin
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More March Madnessr
Changes

|>lans

for a

Sports on the

tournament brackets and

in

See

Pac-10 postseason tourney

may mean more

all

this

Web Q

and more

q

at

the Daily Bruin's

men's basketball

1

than you can handle. See page 35

Website:

www.dailyforuin.ucla.edu
August?

11,2000

Basketball stars share magic at charity event
V'

BENEFIT:

Despite

no-shows,

some „

all-star celebs

teammates - including Earl Watsonj^
Rico Hines and Billy Knight watching, Baron Davis got the loud-

corporate sponsors and the people
who came out tonight to help 37 kids
receive the opportunity to go to col-

dazzle crowd, raise funds

lege,"
really

Johnson
is all

said.

"That's what

est ovation for his return to

it

about."

Pauley
Serving the UCLA

Pavilion on the Blue squad.

With Magic patrolling the sidelines to ensure the event went off

away at the
end of the first half, but still hung on
for a 170-160 victory over the Red
team.

contest.

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

.

^In every essence of the word,

"A Midsummer
Night's Magic" basketball game was
Sunday
truly

night's

an All-Star game.

In

its

return to

UCLA,

the 15th

Annual Magic Johnson Charity AllStar game attracted celebrities from
actor Samuel L. Jackson of the
movie "Shaft" and Laurence
Fishbourne of "The Matrix," to
MTV VJ Bill Bellamy and Real
World Hawaii cast member Teck.
As an All-Star game, there was little defense but enough chances to
awe the crowd with an array of playground moves and dunks.
Led by former Laker great Magic
Johnson, the Blue squad saw an
early cushion dissolve

"We

www.daiiybmin.ucla.edu

After a nifty through-the-legs pass

former Syracuse Orangemen
without a hitch, he kept in mind the
standout Jason Hart for a layup, the
meaning behind the game
^Santa
Monica
native
and
Crossroads High legend dazzled the
crowd with a coast-to-coast jam off a
Johnson's
pass to himself from the backboard
in the second quarter.
All-Star Charity
He followed up with a breakaway
Blue 170
windmill dunk 19 seconds into the
second half and a 180-degree double
Red 160
pump breakaway jam a minute later.
Unlike this past year's massacre
The man who brought Showtime
of Maryland by the Bruins in the
to Los Angeles pulled a few tricks
NCAA Tournament, a former
from up his sleeve, including a few
Terrapin stole the show in Pauley.
no-look passes that many of the
Houston Rocket guard Steve
NBA players on the floor seemed Francis electrified the game with
unable to handle.
numerous soaring jams and longBut it was the Glove, Seattle point
range perimeter shooting.
guard Gary Payton, who performed
Scoring at will in a defense-absent
his own magic with a clever wrapcontest, Doctor Francis found time
around dish to Johnson that got the
to even operate on some of the
six-time NBA World Champion his
NBA's newest rookies, including a
first bucket just two minutes into the
ballhandling exhibition for the

ByAJCadman

August 14- 18,2000

community since 1919

to

OKs student group budgets

Council

.

Magic

USAC: Sums allotted for

Game

With some of

appreciate the help of our

his

former Bruin

JSU, IFC

to

for possible

be reviewed

'

Committee proposes how much

ead&tent qiwip leceives based on the oigamzation^ appJica ttoftand imervladi^

Daily

Bmin Contributor

EMPLOYEES: Chancellor

Association uses mandatory stu-

forms advisory group

dent fees of $23 per quarter from

make recommendations

each student to allocate funds to
various

By Timothy Kudo

The Undergraduate Students
Association Council voted at
KEITH ENWQUEZ/Daily Bruin Senior

Staff

Baron Davis slams one down for the blue team at the 1 5th Annual
Magic Johnson Charity All-Star game on Aug. 6 at Pauley Pavilion.

at top of

Aug. 8 meeting to reconsider the
amount allocated to the Jewish
Student
Union
and
the

open

for

are

Sydney squad;

lower-paid

two, she enjoys her job at Hedrick

Dining Hall, and she's a casual

ofits base budget.

worker.

Review

Marykay

Tsuji said her

tried

best to be

its

Director

**I

fair,

Sink
or
^ ^

YU WANO/Daily Bruin

UCLA panel debates campaign

girl

are a

way

put up a

to

officials participate

in discussion; finance reform talk appeals to audience

nalist
i

joined the political

Ackerman Grand Ballroom,

dis-

the site of a 1988 presidential debate

"Red, White, and
Bruin," a panel discussion of issues
currently up for debate in the 2000
presidential campaign.
Moderated by veteran Southern

and other notable political events.
"We're taking advantage of having
the Democratic Convention in Los

1

3 with

.;

Angeles,"

Camesale

said

Chancellor Albert
"There are

at the event.

represent

U.S.

in Indianapolis, Ind.

She hopes to earn a spot

Staff

in

and

down-

media convene

considered his participation

town Los Angeles for the

in

the

in

value to himself and the community.

Convention Aug. 14 -17.

**l
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just

know

and I'm
Goodwin, who will be a senior
cold

Sitting pool-side waiting for

Beth

Goodwin

bathing

2000
OlympiG

suit,

to

swimmer

change out of her

UCLA women's swimming

coach Susan Gallagher and her staff
attempt to pinpoint the adjective that
best describes their

No.

They endearingly

1

butterflyer.

call

her weiTd,

because she screams before jumping

in

going to be really
such a wimp," said
it's

"I think,
in the

'Am

water

They

call

I

at

next year.

crazy? Why am I jumping

6 a.m.?'"

her naive because she goes

no fear. Instead of worrying about how good the competition is,
Gallagher says
belief that ihc

Goodwin

"She has no
"That's

why

limits,"

she's so

Gallagher said.

good and why she

has an edge against people at the
(Olympic) trials."

They

into races with

in the country.

the

all

Olympic
trials

Ready to

a year, Saleem is in the midst of
a month-long break - a minimum

Rise in distance learning

rofl

can

l^ds to higher standards
their job.

ACCREDTTATION: Issue of
credibility raised

Olympic Swim Trials

through

non-traditional education

ByJoyMdMastofS
Daily Bmin Staff

VUWAN^ally Bruin $«nior Star

call

her determined because

poor showing at the NCAA
Championships this past season she
came back and worked herself into the
after a

members of
the UCLA women's swim team and
two members of the disbanded men's

earn

their

degrees.

One

9-16, eight

at the

Do
the

the fastest

meet

in the

of
OM^ Hll/Daly rum S«ntof Staff

fatfrsf

Police cars
In

fill

a tevi of the Sunset Village parldng lot California Highway Patrol

officials

arc staying

th« KtsidtfKt haNs during the week of the Democratic National Convention. See page 2

Second

both

mean

same thing?
The spread

worid," said Bruin head coach Cyndi
Gallagher. "It's faster than the

which

they're

taking

need

tradi-

in

a thrt*-t>arts«rits.

WMk Accrtditation
Next WMk Changing th« face

This

able or applica-

of campus

- research

that

students should

do

has

raised fears as to the quality of these

programs, cautmf accrediung
tutions to re-evahiate the

know

ble to a degree

distance

learning

to

whether credits
will be transfer-

college.

Sydney.
is

from

she said. "They

degrees

"This

the status

course work,"

the

tional

in

know

of an institution

distanccJewming.edu

through

through a

Olympic

"

other

ing,

has a childlike

can heat rvrn thp

it

"Students need to

distance learn-

Indianapolis for a
chance to represent the nation in
trials

quality" allows students to transfer

Eaton, president of the Council for
Higher Education Accreditation.

Four years pass and two students

90tohnp://www.i

compete

addition, the benefit of the "stamp of

and get tuition reimbursement
from employers, according Judith

For real-time!

will

Schools must be accredited to be
eligible for federal student aid. In

credits

Aug. 2^-9

swim

who

receive their expected one-day break

Indianapolis, Ind.

program

casual workers

SceOISIMtpage9

earns

swimmers

many

them-

August 9-16

UCiA

From Aug.

the pool at every practice.

closed on the

was a year."

it

L

J

Amanda Fletdier

we

he

$eeCMVUS,pag«8

Aug. 19,

By

my manager why

after

Aug.13,1-3p.m.,N6C

Quick, slick and determined, Beth Goodwin vies
for a spot on the Olympic sw^imming team

more commonly

And

Unlike

Demoaatic National

....

asked

before

program, which included a buffet and
jazz concert in Rx>yce Hall, of great

is

he said because they sent
out this paper saying when I take my
break," Saleem said. "I thought it
was very clever to have my last day
18th.

of Public Policy and Social Research,

UCLA."

as being laid off.

couldn't wait until

Oiney, a senior fellow at the Sdiool

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
KEITH ENRIQUEZ/Dally Bruin Senior

COMES TO L.A.

Protesters, delegates

what

vice" or

'I

again."

and radio jourWarren OIney, the event was

California television

lead to a last hurrah for a stellar career.

August 9

issues

DNC

being at

Saleem started her job on Aug. 6,
1999 and just days short of a year
later, on Aug. 4, 2000, she was told
that she was taking a "break in ser-

TT"^
trials

dreams she's ever harbored.
And for Kciko Price, the

k

said. "I just like

many alumni who are elected ofTicials
and convention delegates, and it's
wonderful to see them back here

I'm a people person, so
with the public," she

fight.

For Brighid Dwyer, the
selves

S«nior Staff

Even the ones

summer hugged

during

like dealing

known

Bmin Contributor

in

me goodbye.

but she

I

course Aug.

redeem the scared
who four years ago failed to even

trials

like the students.

who came

committee

held in

For Nicole Beck, the Olympic swim

at

Interfratemity Council separately,
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but unanimously approved the rest
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many

like

is

UCLA. She's a minority, a mother of
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-
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The Undergraduate Students

personal goals

Goodwin will be competing at the Olympic
100m butterfly, the 200m butterfly and the 50m freestyle.

under review

adjustment

ByMdodyWang

Swimmers put

Senior-to-be Beth

change
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COMMUNITY BmEFS
Conferences focus on
mathematics
The

UCLA

been busy

mathematics department has
two mathematics confer-

lately with

ences and the inauguration of the Institute for

Pure and Applied Mathematics.
the
Mathematical
Mathfest
2000,
Association of America's annua] summer meeting and the American Mathematical Society's
conference Mathematical Challenges of the
21st

Century offered seminars, discussions and

speakers on current math issues.

M AA dealt with undergraduate-ievel mathematics, while
research,

AMS

said

focused on advanced
President
Thomas

MAA

Banchoff who attended both conferences.
Although each conference had different
objectives, there were overlapping interests.
Yakov Sinai of Princeton University presented
a three-part lecture series for
as well as an

MAA

address for

AMS.

"That symbolizes the

fact that

concern for

putting mathematics across at the undergrad

level,

and improving teaching and

learning,

is

very

much connected

should increase
creation of the

I

in

at

21st Century tried "to

UCLA

upcoming years due

in

variety

to selecting speakers

The two conferences

MAA's

areas

CHP officers try to
blend

officers are here specifically to patrol

we have jurisdiction over - including free-

In at

cials,"

Mathfest 2000

cers staying in

UCLA—--

and women in mathematics, teaching workshops and invited addresses.

week.

UCLA's

Westwood

V^cy are part of a group of 2,700

not a typical conference," said

Saharon Shelah of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem of the MSA event.
He explained that most conferences he

and more specialized. He
added that those conferences attempt to discuss
attends are smaller

Perez said.

ing to calls in Westwood."

remain iii L.A. until
"their operation has ended peacefully and their
Perez said officers

this

CHP offi-

offices."

National Convention.

try to

home

"We

UCLA to take

at

will

protectees are returned safely to their

cers from throughout the state who will be in
the Los Angeles area for the Democratic

"We've asked our officers
a low-key position and to try

of elected offi-

rooms," Perez said. "Unless we're specifically
asked by other agencies, we won't be respond-

residence halls have

visible addition to

safe transportation

"The officers you see' (in Westwood) are usually just driving to dinner or back to their

Hundreds of California Highway Patrol offi-

also covered a

become a

is

"The

ways and the

offered sessions dealing with minority students

"This

^e increased number of CHP officers.

presented by Edwin Catmull of Pixar Studios.

a statement.

of topics.

to

Within each conference, attention was given
who demonstrated the
importance of mathematics in other fields, sudi
as MAA's "The Mathematics of Toy Story 2,'"

to the

PAM.

Both conferences boasted diverse attendees
and speakers, ranging from students and professors from around the world to Fields Medal
winners.

do justice

the Held of mathematics."

The new program, started with $12.5 miJttba
from the National Science Foundation, aims to
"break down barriers between mathematicians
and other scientists," said Tony Chan, director
of IPAM,

But Students say the groups of off-duty officers walking around campus and the patrol cars
drivini^rough Westwood are hard to miss.
'Though some are a bit intimidated by the
large police presence around campus, Perez
said students shouldn't be too worried about

while

Mathematical Challenges of the

to

forefront research," Banchoff said.

— Additionally, math awareness

problems,

specific

are guests of the community and will
behave that way," Perez said. "You'll find

us good citizens while we are here."

to blend in," said

CHP assistant chief Stan Perez.
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campus help

but he

for disabled students

eleven years after founding the Disabled

Martin also said California's mild climate

lives

of

Students Union.

indi-

Former Chancellor Charies E. Ypung creUCLA Chancellor's ADA and 504
Compliance Office. The office ensures the
university follows guidelines set by section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the
landmark Americans with Disabilities Act of

viduals that might. not have lived," he

"Having to use wheelchairs,
many of them came to California because of

ated the

explained.
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these disabled veterans came, they

civil rights

had dwindled.
"The campus was not keeping up with its
accessibility and its services," he said.
Seeing these inadequacies, Martin
worked to bring UCLA to higher standards.
He and community members, including faculty and staff, established the Chancellor's
Advisory Committee on Disability .in 1981,
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Martin enrolled at UCLA, which along
with
institutions
like
UC Berkeley,
University of Illinois and University of
Michigan, gave special support to disabled
students, he said.
Because of the political climate at the
time, Martin said he and others used the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 as inspiration for

and Korean veterans

returned from battle, the G.I.

them

I

thou^ had a good academic record,"

,

he

Directors: Monica Kwong,

Avishai Shraga,HernaneTabay

denied admissions because

Dharmawardena

Office of Veterans Affairs was

developed to help paraplegic veterans adapt
to

1990, which Martin helped write*

campus.

Section 504 prohibits discrimination on

One of the first programs of its kind in the
United States, the

campus

buildings

OVA

built

ramps

to

and gave veterans keys

all

the basis of disability in federally assisted

to

programs, while the

special elevators not in public use, according

to

UCLA on

the

Move, a book chronicling
BRICXiET

UCLA's history.

UCLA and

government provided student veterans different forms of
aid, including cars with special hand brakes
and clutches, according to the historical.
Although many of these services stopped
in the late t960s, a new group of students
began to continue the legacy created by
Work! War 11 and Korean veterans.
the federal

Martin said children stricken with polio in

ADA protects disabled

employment, public accommodations, state and local services
and telecommunications.
Today, disabled students, faculty and staff
can use computer technology to extend their
individuals civil rights in

Bruin Walk provides easier accessibility
Individuals through

BRIEN/D*ily Bruin Seniof Staff

on UCLA's campus for disabled

one of Its many walkways.

<

education.
the late 1940s,

when

the disease was wide-

spread, also sought educational opportunities at

UCLA because of its established rep-

a result of polio, received a scholarship from
the UnivVsity of

Nebraska but was

denied admission because, he thought,

utation for providing accessibility around

cials reacted negatively

campus.

disability.

In 1965, Martin,

who uses a wheelchair as

when

later
offi-

they saw his

"I applied to other univeraities,

but was

In

1987,

Young

established

UCLA's

Disabilities and Computing Program, part
of UCLA's Academic Technology Services,
according to Kevin Price, adaptive technolo-
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Pt^ttytheft

Eleven parking pcrmitslEid $2,127 in
waUets^ backpacks and celtular phones were
stolen this past period. Also,

>

about

$U

were stolen from various locations at the
UCLA Santa Monica Hospital and
Medical Center.
Someone removed dothing from a dryw
on tiie fourtfi floor of Rid)W Hall Aug. 9.
Someone priedopen tfie door of a 1987
Toyota Camry on'the 500 block of Kdion^

Avenue and

$400 in various
between July 27 and Aug. 4. Also oni
someone stde a $ 1 50 motorcyde ]
tfie 500 blodc of Landfair Avenue
Someone stole a $160 drill,
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Aug. 2.
A $50 keycard was
HaUonJuly21.
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forceWHpDiove an
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duew unknown
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ound 2:30 a.m. July 27.
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that a

rtty officers

stolen vehicles this
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UCLA Medical
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In a

move

Townspeople
hope to keep history of
transient workers aUve
FESTIVAL:

Herb Schaber.
While a flutist played "The
Wayfaring Stranger," the procession
of 75 hobos and family members
bowed their heads and walked silently

who

men and women

BRITT, Iowa - They lapped their
walking sticks and brushed their fin-

love will go through the walking stick

gertips along the tops the headstones

and

that

marked

the simple graves of

men like Mountain
Dew. Lord Open Road and Hobo

their brethren,

Captain Cloud
Tennessee worker, hobo

railroad.

"Part of your

off

tramp."

shared a passion for freedom

and the open

way

from the cartoon

respect to a generation of

in

migrant workers,

By Ken Thomas
The Associated Press

"We're a long

spirit,

part of your

who are buried
Madman, who led

into the people

here," said Texas

the graveside memorial service.

About 150 people, many dressed

denim and burlap, gathered at the
sun-splashed Evergreen Cemetery
Friday, marking a somber moment
in

Americana," said Rick Palieri, a
musician from Hinesburg, Vt. "This

Iowa town of 2,200.
While many Americans associate
hobos with the long-gone days of the
Great Depression, hobos and townspeople alike are hoping to keep the
history of the transient workers

kind of thing

"I

small

known

as the

Union No.

While the town has provided a

there

stronger police presence in recent
years,

community members

may be

will

The Associated

ICE

Ice

CREAM

Candle lighting

^

Cream & Yogurt

is life left

in

me

I

never run away

is

@ 8:00 p.m.

•

and then they keep us out of the
debate, yes, they can

Reform party candidate"

No one is likely to see the federal
cash until the issue

is

Commission

The

feisty

conservative

commen-

and former Republican
acknowledged Saturday that his

CARD

tator

long-shot presidential bid

may have

no chance if rivals succeed in keeping him from the party's $12.5 mil-
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Gay ley Ave.
Westwood Village

an interview. "If the establishment

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you
see better, and
look better,
too.

We
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uml

Laser Vision

LASIK
Is it for you??
Be sure to ask Dr.
Doyle. He has had

Correction

-

LA5/Kandis
extrerDely happy!

accept UCLA's Vision Plan

impos-

it

Across from

the Republicans

age points

own

in

1

to

4 percent-

political

key, he says,

is

15 percent poll support required to

mind; and perhaps a role

ga'in

in the gen-

representing voters

He

taunting:

"Don't

NATO

drove Serb forces out of
to

Montenegro,

Gore and George

is

But that depends on a plan
anchored in part by a modest radio
and television campaign to be paid
for by the $12.5 million, said the candidate's campaign manager and sister. Bay Buchanan.

worry
about those people; they have
nowhere else to go," Buchanan told
some 600 delegates who voiced loud
approval throughout his speech
Saturday night. "Well, guess what?
parties

Yugoslavia.

to

Also, the Yugoslav

junior

Serbia's

Army is start-

ing to monitor the flow of traffic in

partner in the Yugoslav federation,

W. Bush.

recalled opponents in other

the Serbian province.

admittance to the presidential

debates with Al

unhappy with both the Republicans
and the Democrats.

end the Milosevic's
crackdown on ethnic Albanians in

may be

Only 14 months ago,
airstrikes

achieving the

that

Slobodan

move against Montenegro.

Kosovo

The

political

worried

Montenegro, apparently intending
provoke a crisis in the republic.
U.S. officials say the Yugoslav
military is being put on higher
states of alert more frequently, and
the
United States has seen
increased activity in Montenegrin
communities considered loyal to

with a

Reform Party nomina-

the

is

President

Milosevic

recent national polls.

organization; no party elders to
election

Yugoslav

But he contends that for him the
race is just beginning now that he

won

Senior administration officials
speak now of obvious actions by
Milosevic to increase pressure on

WASHINGTON - The Clinton

a long shot, drawing

tion.

Saudi government
limits Web porn access
Saudi authorities have blocked access to U.S.
giant Yahoo! Inc.'s clubs site

because the

and

on

the Internet,

and out of Montenegro, the

seen as a potential target because

offi-

it has a pro-Western government
whose leaders have made no secret

cials say.

of a desire for independence.

searched by Yugoslav military per-

The United
Milosevic to

let

States

is

warning

early

Undersecretary of State
was asked

time, ships

Army troops in Montenegro,
which are controlled by Milosevic's
government, have established

January,

as

ti.e first

Montenegro are being

sonnel, they say.

peace.

As

For

arriving in

the republic live in

Westwood Village

Jerry's

Famous Deli

men and

Angeles.

public.

Blocking of the
said,

site

began

last

week, he

adding that authorities monitored the

Chen

is still

coming

to the

United States, but he pulled out of the

are not allowed to mingle in

Sunday meeting amid warnings from
Department that the gathering would rile China.
'Taiwan is standing up and moving forthe U.S. State

site

to block the clubs.yahoo.com

authorities only allowed Internet servers to

China," he

Matters have gone beyond

begin operating in the kingdom in January

The trip is Chen's first since he took office,
and it comes amid continuing tensions between
China and Taiwan. The two split during a civil
war in 1949, but China claims Taiwan as a part
of its territory and says it should reunify with the

said Sunday.

what is acceptable, and pornographic and other
offensive sites are mushrooming," said Khalil
al-Jadaan, an official with the King Abdul Aziz
City for Science and Technology, the kingdom's
sole Internet provider.

Some

segregated by gender, and

women

during a 16-hour layover in Los

theaters. Restaurants are

ward," Chen said

other offensive material, a Saudi official

"The decision

cinemas or

months before making the decision.
There are more than 250 Saudi clubs on the
site with more than 60,000 members. Saudi

Web site is filled with pornographic

for three

1999.

Shui-bian embarks on

a brief departure speech. "I

want the whole world
said, using

to see the Republic

Taiwan's

official

of
name.

mainland.

historic trip

<

in

Thomas
in

SccYIMOSUWCpagcIO

the

graphic material, were identifying Saudis and
insulting them by name, he said.
"The clubs site was blocked because most of
the material was against the kingdom's reli-

and

political values,"

al-Jadaan

said.

In conservative Saudi Arabia, there are

no

Taiwan's

new

abroad
a twotime as president

leader

state

on

Sept. 13, the deadline for a final Israeli-

Palestinian peace agreement.

may happen,

know and I can't
say this, but I believe the delay may take place,"
President Hosni Mubarak told reporters as he
"This

I

don't

inaugurated a scientific research center.

"We

don't want any clash between the two sides."

Arafat repeatedly has said he

independent

state Sept. 13,

among Arab

will

declare an

and Egypt has been

nations-to say they would recog-

nize a Palestinian state whenever Arafat chooses to declare

it.

However, Palestinian officials have said that
Arab countries, under pressure from the United
States, urged Arafat to postpone the declaration of independence to give another chance to
talk with Israel.

clubs, in addition to displaying porno-

gious, social

11 14

In

...

be campaigning mostly

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

site is irreversible.

Close to campus

to

the region."

preparing to stir
up new problems in the Balkans

a key victory in his 40-year

daily

wear lenses.

Wa cicc»pt
D»bit cord%

said

"because
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large 3 topping pizza
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EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR
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me admit it," Buchanan

does, fine," Lieberman

Albanian capital Tirana about possible
Milosevic
moves
in
Montenegro. "Any further conflict
in the region should be avoided,"
Pickering said. He added: "We are
prepared to stand firm against any
military actions of Milosevic's in

By
The Associated Press

Pickering

2:00am

Pizza

"Let
in

am
I

Try

O.D

Dr. PatricR Doyle.

lion in federal funding.

Clinton's per-
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to

administration

has

eral

and then, probably, the courts.

lUda

it

in

We've got somewhere else to go.
We've got a home of our own."
Money or not, Buchanan remains

Even then, Buchanan and his supporters believe they would have won
career: Buchanan's

thrashed out by

the Federal Election

N^xe ciccep>t

make

sible to win."

chabacl©uda.eclu

Saturday services and
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get,

little

blackout so that I'm not covered,
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amount of
and we get a media

able to deny us the

money we

from the unbom."

Followed by KabbaUl Shabbat and Dinner.

Free drink with

seem
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Reform Party candidate Pat Buchanan accepts a nomination for
president at the party's national convention Saturday in Long Beach.

said they

TT»

Baskiii(^Robbins

said,

Some have questioned the timing
of the president's remarks, made

Serbian province at risk

but as long as

Gore from

on watch for Milosevic
stril(e against Montenegro

.

Pat Buchanan
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Hobo Convention.

such a timepiece of

•

inoculate

timing seems coincidental."

WARNING: Leanings

annual gather-

if

U.S.

disappearing so

to hold the

About 20,000 tourists are expected to descend upon the town this
weekend for carnival rides, tastes of
Mulligan Stew and the coronation of
this year's Hobo King and Queen.

741 Cayley • westwood

thought the president was

Friday before 4,500 ministers

festival

town

mind

of him as running mate as a way to

CNN's "Late Edition." "To me, the

that could render the

"Republicans

I

see Vice President Gore's selection

in

being very sincere," Lieberman told

federal subsidy less crucial for him,

came to this small
town along U.S. Highway 18 in 1900
when three Chicago hobos sought a
The

ing of Tourist

is

Gore

quickly."

alive.

"This

is

the Press" he doesn't

He

personal

shouldn't be held against Al

nomination

an Internet multimillionaire.

mistakes

take

the presidential race.

Hagelin chose as his running mate

during the 100th National Hobo
Convention in this north-central

also said

my life from a terrible mismade." He said of Gore,
"Surely no fair-minded person
would blame him for any mistake
that I made."
Lieberman told NBC's "Meet

Joseph Lieberman, an early critof President Clinton in the

Clinton's

would accept Buchanan's invitation.
They say the nomination is John
Hagelin's and the money should be

respect to past

Democratic

the

have suggested Clinton's comments
were political, an effort to help
Gore.
Clinton told the ministers he is in
the process of "trying to totally

candidate's stances

expression of remorse.

tion that Perot or his supporters

Hobo Convention pays

of

National Convehtion. Hepublicans

Monica Lewinsky affair, said Aug.
13 he welcomed Clinton's recent

There was no immediate indica-
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Centennial National
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hand."
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acceptance speech. "We're giving
(the party) the chance to grow and
live. We've earned that chance.
Ross, come on out and give us a

'

'

'

Calif.

Buchanan from receiving $12.5 million in federal campaign funds.
"Ross, let's go out and do battle
together," Buchanan said in a last-

objects at the

three

who

porters

Veteran and Levering Avenues July 22.

11
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Buchanan claimed the Reform Party
nomination Aug. 12 and reached out
to founder Ross Perot and his sup-
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News

ventured

Sunday for the first
week trip that could strain U.S.-China relations
and strengthen ties with the island's dwindling
number of diplomatic allies.
President Chen Shui-bian had planned to
meet with a group of U.S. Congress members

Palestinian negotiator

Arafat to postpone
president

said

in

Jerusalem that the Palestinians are reluctant to

change the deadline because they do not want

independence
Egypt's

Saeb Erekat said

negotiations with Israel to go

Sunday

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

may

that

ing,

on "without a ceil-

open-ended."

put off

plans to declare an independent Palestinian

Complied from Daily Bruin wire

reports.
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PRICES: Boost in

communiwhere they once were rare,

ties

costs found especially

By Michael White
The Associated Press

Most of the

more

priced at SI

million or

of the overall boost

homes

once-exclusive

the

into

seven-figure realm, a real estate

information service reported Aug.
II.

The price inflation isn't limited to
San Francisco and Silicon Valley,

mid-1990s,

becoming

increased complaints

California during the quarter

"Now,
The Associated Press
police?

have
- and 400 since
last summer - to nude sunbathers.
Those found in violation of the ban

of homes that a year ago
were below the threshold are above

now," Karevoll

it

said. "If

you

homes

minimum

many complaints about
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Some

nud-

being

clothing-optional

people have said those loca-

have begun to attract exhibitionists and gain notoriety as pickup spots
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specialist
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curve on the arbitrary side of the million-

future

dollar line."

abilities,"
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accessibility analyst at

late '80s,

was

we

ATS.

realized the key to the

verbally.

Much of this

the access to technology," Martin

"Technology is now essential if you're going
to be in an educational and competitive setting."
tion available to

both online and

The median price for million-dollar-plus
homes was $1.37 million. The median size
was 2,951 square feet and included four bedrooms and three bathrooms.
Saratoga, in the San Francisco Bay area,
had the largest number of million-dollar
sales, 109, compared to 70 a year ago.
Rancho Santa Fe in San Diego County
led Southern California with 77 homes sold,
including one house that went for $10 million. Beverly Hills had 55 sales, a 10 percent

all
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Transportation Services
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Looklng Teefh,
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upscale

town

miles south of Santa Barbara, say

prudish and discriminatory.

Vlrgln-

"'" --

of placards and provide a hotline where members
of the community can call if they suspect misuse.

however, has developed a cluster
complex, where accessible spaces are located in
busier as opposed to more remote areas, like Lot

^Primarily, we're using screen-reading prO'

UCLA cooperates with the City of Los

Now,

provide additional signs stating fines for misuse

UCLA,

of adaptive technology to help disabled individu;...-,,..,als in getting an education.

players

Martin's office, continuing a long tradition of

a ratio of disabled parking spaces, to the amount
of regular parking spaces on campus.

variety

UCLA football

used disabled parking permits and faced

providing disabled parking.

According to Rand, the

attempt an education without the adaptive technology," she continued. "Others would not be

increase over last year.

"Until 1994, only sworn police officers could
query drivers for proof of proper use," Rand

Transportation Services work together with

for

.

placards.

Angeles to ensure proper use of disabled plac-

Steve Rand, traffic manager for

those

employed without the technology."
Cunningham said the program uses a

in California where the University and the
Department of Motor Vehicles worked together
to crack down on misuse of disabled parking

Last summer, several
like

ADA

work with

PCs

gram

ensuring that disabled students receive accessibil-

staff

"The number of people using the services is
not large," said Carmela Cunningham, coordinator for the

software can run on regular

and Macintoshes.
Other UCLA programs,

Among its goals, DCP aims to make informa-

house in the Bel-Air section of Los Angeles
that went for $12.65 million.

^

she said.

Martin said voice recognizing software can
help people who are unable to type to create text

said.

Statewide the most expensive property
sold was a six-bedroom, 14,226-square-foot
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for those looking for casual sex.

of $50.
The crackdown has created an
uncomfortable feeling among some
beach visitors and sparked protests
among others who say the 1973 law is

just

they've

beaches.

far this year, deputies

face a

SeeH0M[$rpage7

sold dur-

tions

issued 149 citations

lot

said

which justifies the increased
patrol at Summeriand, Rincon, More
Mesa and Gaviota that have reputa-*

nudity ban.

last

'Where are the

like,

ists

ular shores to enforce a 27-year-old

So

it's

being enforced.

is

authorities

received

have

deputies

Anette

When are they coming?"'

But

increased routine patrol on four pop-

year's second quarter.

"A

County

Barbara

was

$204,000, up 7.4 percent from

-

Calif.

Some beachgoers are upset that Santa

rose to 3,293, a 54.6 percent

increase from 2,130

at

where the ban

SANTA BARBARA,

33-year-old

said

who used to sunbathe topless
SummeHand - one of the beaches

Heaslet,

From page

everything one notch to the right,
you're going to have a bigger part of your

feel like a real relaxing

where people enjoyed the

beach,"

law enforcement

justify

The
homes in

median price

used to

place

prices,

in Danville.

homes

Million-dollar sales are

home

*Mt

6

News

grams, voice input programs and special adaptive software for individuals with learning dis-

DISABLED

shift

bell

result

overall

Statewide, sales of million-dollar

Beverly Hills.

was a

Schlendorf of Heritage Real Estate

celebrity-studded

or

beach crackdowns

NUDITY: Authorities say

regions as well, Karevoll said.

"We're counseling them on the
many benefits we have to offer,
while they're contemplating the
prices they have to pay," she said.

where the Internet gold rush has
been driving price skyward since the

in

local

increase

San
Francisco Bay area, said John
Karevoll,
an
analyst
with
DataQuick Information Systems.
The state's generally robust Economy and rising household income
have pushed prices up in other

Los Altos, they rose from 35 a
year ago to 77 in the second quarter.
In Encinitas, in northern San Diego
County, sales rose from 26 to 39.
Buyers "are getting sticker
shock," said Realtor Susanna

numbers
California
high
demand
and
in
as
shrinking supplies push more

on

The

especially cities in or near the

In

are selling in record

increase

HOMES
From page

over the previous record, 2,225
homes sold during the first quarter
of 2.000.

year's quarter.

Homes

marked a 48 percent

sales

want the skinny

rise

ing the second quarter of 1999.

in

according to figures released by
DataQuick Information Systems.
In Danville, 30 miles north of
San Jose, homes selling for $1 million or more jumped from 23 in the
second. quarter of 1999 to 43 in this

near San Francisco area
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this

on the balyear, not on his record

because the record

~'

is

"I

giving back,

made That's not fair to Al
Gore. Nobody wha knows Al Gore
he

with

at all

that behavior."

I

The Connecticut senator made
the rounds of the morning talk
shows, appearing on five. As the
Democrats prepared to open their
convention
in
Los
Angeles,
Lieberman said he would not back
down from his criticism of

on the community
at large were of

Hollywood.

particular interest

However, Lieberman said that if
he and Gore are elected, he would
cease
issuing
annual
"Silver
Sewer" awards to people and companies that he and conservative

to attendees.

doctoral
date

ogy

who come

The Associated Press

Democratic vice presidential candidate Sen. Joseph Lieberman
addresses supporters during a campaign rally at Centennial Park.

do that a senator can do," Lieberman said.
He said he would continue pushing for less violence and sex in public entertainment and that he and
Gore feel similarly. "I think that's
exactly the message that the vice

He

workers for as much as five to seven years
has become a cause celebrated by union

sign of the university's examination of the

organizers.

days a week.

Toyota offered the most radical
method of reforming campaign
finance.

,^_^__

"I didn't think

someone who agreed on everything
or emphasized all the same points,
although do think we agree on this

early trepidations,

one," Lieberman said.

reactions because he's been so crit-

who come

Film director

Rob

stance to

believe

the

same people

the

UCLA

com-

added that people in
Hollywood care more about the
environment, abortion rights and
other issues.

to the decline in public interest as

to the real issues," he said.

ical

Cleveland,

but

dampen Hollywood's

support for - or financing of - the

some

knee-jerk

of Hollywood," said Reiner,

he

use casuals for two primary purposes," said Michael Foraker, director of hous-

which occurred in
the past several months, also includes term
limits for how many times a casual employee
can be re-hired after a break in service.
By giving employees such a break, the university is able towork around its policies and
can avoid giving them full-time employee status and the benefits associated.
^

Along

"In the

ing.

sonal

summer we

use casuals for sea-

work and then beyond

used to

fill

in

that they are

hours that need to be covered

with vacant career positions.

"They are not intended

be on the payroll as a substitute for career employees," he
.._: .;
added. _,^
^ / ;,

with

to

•

-.-

-

The reasons for long-term casual employment remain unclear, though some union
officials have said it's the university's way of
sidestepping collective bargaining agreements.

employment of casu-

For workers

workers," Carnesale said in a statement.
"At my request an advisory group of admin-

al

at

like

Saleem and other casuals

UCLA, the uncertainty of a job that can be

terminated at at any time would be frighteiv
ingifit wasn't so certain.
\
..

and faculty was formed and was
asked to review these policies and practices
and, as appropriate, to make recommendaistrators

"A

lot

of people asked

me why

I'm

still

its

there," Saleem said. "It's hard to really find a
job (where) you wake up and like going to in
the morning."

work expeditiously.
"Any changes in UCLA policies and practices regarding casual employment - and

had been there almost a year and I
wanted to continue," she continued. "I didn't plan on being there for a year and then

tions for change.
"I

have asked the group to conduct

"I

I

expect that there

be some -

will

will

be

5

exist in the university for

short-term jobs, but recently the use of casu-

in policy,

practices regarding the

staying involved in

,

The change

tute public fund-

For some alumni, the event was
simply a way of

From page

"We

ing.

we can

—

_____^_^__
this

Casual workers

Morabito's
decision.
Chancellor Albert Carnesale set up an advisory group to examine the issue.
"I share concerns that have been raised
about some of the university's policies and

that

do away with this
problem is to insti-

Moderator

kind of meeting

to

on the electronic media."
O'Donnell said his participation is
partly due to the fact that researching
and debating politics and social concerns are his major interests.
But, he also said the nature of the
2000 presidential race has contributed

said he didn't expect Lieberman's

have an underdidn't choose

I'm

munity and using the opportunity tjp
visit the campus.
Bill Younglove, who received his
M.E.D. in 1983, said the debate wasn't
going to change the party or the candidate he supports, nor did he expect it to.
"I liked the atmosphere, and I think
that more people should pay attention

Reiner, camin

"But
beginning
only way

Warren Olney-

"There ought to be

Democratic Party.
"There might have been some

I

paigning with Gore

or 10

years ago," Toyota

who always come."

same people who
always
come,"
OIney
said.

dations," he continued.

issue.

reform.

these events are that

are the

claimed the nomination and asking that
awarded to Hagelin instead.
All year, Perot loyalists have expressed strong
objections to Buchanan's efforts to take over the
lently

the federal funds be

al

said.

are that the people

REFORM
money, she said $1 million
to $2 million in donations would keep the campaign running and her brother on the road five

"The problem with

are the

^^

recommen-

created by Sam Morabito, associate vice
chancellor of business and finance, to prevent abuse of the casual worker policy - a

During the event, the audience
responded most enthusiastically to a
discussion
on
campaign-finance

of

the people

consideration of

the advisory group's review and

.

"^

full

said.

with these events

vice president doesn't

...

effect

announced following

CASUAL
From page 1

like this five

Tritia Toyota.

this
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campaign, as opposed to 1996, which
was an issues campaign," O'Donnell

anthropol-

"The problem

"There are certain things that a

standing.

'

candi-

debates like these

"cultural polluters."

We

in

The

Republican William Bennett deem

president has.

way of

and care about the ideas."
The panel was comprised of Public
Policy Associate
Dean Fernando
Torres-Gil, Senior Fellow Richard
O'Donnell, and former television journalist and current

so great, but

can rightly associate him

think these meetings are very

important," OIney said. "It's a

because of the personal mistakes
that

"There's no overriding issue in

From page 1

against a guy who's not
lot

reported by various polls.

CAMPUS

LIEBERMAN

News

just leaving."

Even without

that

going strong on Saturday, too,
following the selection of Nat Goldhaber as his
running mate.
still

Hagelin said his campaign would carry on
whether or not he received the federal funding.

Goldhaber,

who

this

campaign

He

described himself as worth
""
"less than hundreds of millions of dollars."
travel.

Unlike the two major party nominees, the
Reform candidate can use private funds in addition to the $12.5 million in federal
receive.

He

is still

than $67.6 million - the federal
the Democratic

black
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Buchanan, who

left

the Republican Party to

run for the Reform Party nomination,

moved.
During

this past

week, he has

the stark language he favors:

"rampant homosexuality"

still

He
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laughs off the widely televised image of
shoving, shouting members of his adopted party,
it

will

hurt the organization's credi-

bility.

"Look, people forget these things in a week,"
he said. He noted the violence outside the
Democrats' 1968 convention in Chicago and

"Compared

said,

to that, this

is

high tea at

Buckingham Palace."
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that
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accredited,
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40%

postage fees, comes from mandatory

last year.

one of a handful of
off-campus

USA membership fees. This year, the
BRC had about $ 146,000 to work with.

why

Savings off our

alreadylow prices

by

new

the

full

WASC in

accreditation from

we

didn't have a

She added that groups obtain

cam-

pus," said Sylvia Williams, enrollInstitute.

distance learning pro-

requests can also

Fielding

be granted by the

serves working professionals pursu-

Finance

and has about

Committee

be fair, they voted

throughout the
year if groups
need additional

to reconsider

Contingency

many

Like

grams

and

institutions.

ing graduate degrees,

Fielding's clinical psychology pro-

processes for initiating such a pro-

gram received provisional accreditation in 1991 and full accreditation a

is

plans

policies,

WASC policy

gram," the

statement

"The WASCl review of distance education programs will constates.

few years later.
"That's considered rather fast
tracked for a school that young to
receive accreditation," Williams said.

WASC

if library and
and student support
services are adequate, and ensures

checks to see

in submitting tests and
papers - which become more compli-

On-campus

UCLA

institutions like the

Extension often work with

companies

manage

the technical aspects of

also hard to lose

is

it

accreditation after

has been grant-

it

ed.

Though

online courses are getting

gy-mediated learning

is

and

that

it

appeals

is

around the world

learners
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educational

in

resources," said Bea Kinser, market-

the

"It

is
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& Diamonds
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did not

checkpoints on main roads into the
republic from Bosnia
"All of that

is

and Croatia.

new

weeks," said one U.S.

in the last
official,

few

speak-

ing on condition of anonymity.

terms of numbers, there is
rough parity between Yugoslav miliIn

and the number of

tary personnel

Montenegrin

police,

who

are consid-

ered loyal to the republic's president,

Milo Djukanovic. But the paramili-

would be no match for the
better-trained and better-equipped
tary police

Yugoslav military, the
Politically,

the

official said.

most opportune

time for Milosevic to

move

against

Montenegro would be after national
assuming things
go Milosevic's way as expected.
Montenegro has 600,000 people,
elections Sept. 24,

members

at

the

"

The
ruling
coalition
Montenegro is boycotting the
tion, possibly opening the way

in

elec-

for a

strong showing by candidates loyal
to Milosevic against an opposition

ExcLulvLey
at Shatter,

www.shanesjewelry.com

slate in elections for the federation

presidency and the federal parliament.
In

an

interview

published

Saturday. Mnntenegrn's prime min.
istcr, Filip

Vujanovic, said no matter

it

ruled in favor of

USAC

from the

"(The proposal) was handwritten,

decide their future. "The future of

Montenegro depends only on

breakdown of

zens," Vujanovic told the weekly

needed

magazine Onogost. "If we cannot
make an agreement with Serbia, the
Montenegrin citizens are to decide
on the future of their republic."
The charged atmosphere has U.S.
officials worried that a victory by
pro-Milosevic forces could lead him
to say: "The legitimate representatives of Montenegro have asked me

At

the items

we had done

it

was a fair amount,
any other way, it

er than last year's budget.

had no intentions

m

BRC

USAC

IFC was

to

He

money was

"IFC

he
appeal the budget

decided to question

allocated three times

feels the

I

why

what

it

second inquiry

where the extra
money would come from if USAC
decides to give JSU more money.

According to

is

if it feels

Milosevic

a candidate for

is

He changed

re-

the constitu-

that the

to

BRC

it

Only $7.99 Per Day!

can

treated

questioned

the group unfairly, not because the

whether they could take money from
the overhead budget - which funds

group did not receive a certain amount
of money.

way that could enable him to
remain in power for another eight
tion in a

Secretary

of

State

Madeleine

Albright believes the Yugoslav opposition

should unite against Milosevic

even though she has

little

faith in the

election process.

Milosevic

that

will

cheat," she said.

On Aug.

Department
said Milosevic is well aware of the
West's capability to respond should
he threaten Montenegro. ^
"He's already on notice," said
spokesman Richard Boucher. He
10,

the State

;

said senior officials

many
s trong

From page

have reiterated

times over the
i

last

year "our

ntere s t i n the secur i ty of the

region, including

Montenegro

4

welcomed

more than 95

and

percent of the nation fully employed,

open arms.
Crimson banners depicting a
friendly hobo carrying a bindle stick
decorate Main Avenue, while The
Hobo Museum and Gift Shop features a collection of photographs
and a replica of a "Hobo Jungle"
shack. Many residents also work
with
the
Memorial
Hobo
Foundation, a charitable group dedi-

they say the wanderlust of the post-

the

hobos

cated to preserving the history of the
hobo.

Today's generation of transients many who take extended railroad
trips during the summer months or
m rror th> li fes ty le n v a n s or RV s concede that a reduced dependency
i

i

Depression era

may be

over.

"We're a long way off from the
cartoon tramp," said Captain Cloud,
a Tennessee worker who carries on
his shoulder a 3-year-old iguana
named Mojo. "There's a lot of us out
here that's trying to maintain a piece

of America."
Errol Lincoln Uys, author of

"Riding the Rails," a collection of
letters about teen-aged hobos during
the Great Depression, said as many
as 250,000 teenagers and 4 million
adults turned to a life of migrant
abor a ong th « r ail w a y s be tw ee n
1929 and the start of World War I.
l

l

I
I
I
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the lifestyle less appealing.

tourists with

I

Covered Parking
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danger along the railways have made
In addition, with

have

years.

on manual labor and an increase

HOBOS

I
I

to intervene."

election.

I

group unhapv

Tsuji, a

py with the amount allocated
appeal

I

Most Affordable Parlcing!
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L.A.X.'s

both unjustified and uncalled for,"
Vines said.

also confusion about

AIRPORT PARKINGS

said

received last year.

the council meeting there was

members

UGER

recommended to USAC this year is
still low, he was happy that it was high-

for," Tsuji said.

USAC

PREMIUM

last year," Tsuji

Vines said though the $1,840

JSU based on the written propos-

messy, very hard to read and had no

Light or Ice

wouldn't have been justifiable."

but because he did not

wins, the republic's citizens will

12oz Cans

don't think they were

I

amount

said. " I thought this

understands

life."

start,

given a good

If

she

•

KEYSTONE

we then spent our money."
IFC did not receive a lot of

"Personally

is.

said

Ice

12pk

money compared to other groups and
that IFC would need more money this
year since members are moving into
new offices.

'Everything before the budget hearing

Tsuji

BEST

Tsuji said

meeting.

Tsarovsky's situation and wishes she
could have given him more money

"We know

Serbia 6 million.

MILWAUKEE'S

IFC
appealed USAC's
year,

"We were going to wait for our
When (the J-Board) denied

our appeal,

was done on time
He added that USAC's decision to
reconsider JSU's budget was fair and
that he would be happy no matter what

gaining legitimacy because

its citi-

.Last

us because of the amount of money and

amount of money

receive a decent

fund

From page

court hearing

total fund.

people are seeing that they can do it
on their time without sacrificing their

who

its

said.

not

^%

Light or Ice

until after

attend the budget or appeal hearings.
is

HNatural

the

the scope of our programs," Vines

The

attend the hearing, she was forced to
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in store)
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We felt that money was an insult to

the final result
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of IFC, said

BRC grant-

the groups.

council

"The great thing about technolo-

and

bills

ed the group $800 because JSU
President Al Tsarovsky, who had a
family emergency, was not able to

satellites to snail mail.

ciations of higher learning to provide

adult

they unanimously voted

because of me," Tsarovsky said to

with accredited institutions and assoonline instructor-led courses to help

fair,

FREE
PARKING
(While shopping

organization did

not

Ave. at Gayley

supplies,

was not enough. Because it could not
meet quorum, however, the Judicial
Board did not review the case until late

to reconsider funding for

_**It

' 10974 Le Conte

members felt the
$680 it received

Though council members thought most of the1)ud-

most of the attention, distance learning has been around for years and
includes courses taught by means of
devices ranging from video tapes to

whole concept of continuing education is growing," Hinds said, "Now the university

partners

*.

adding that

accreditation process usually

to adult learners,

"OnlineLearning.net

events.

get to be

xpressma

budget because its

among all

OnlineLearning.net

like

for

@ 1:30 D HI.
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Vines, president

funding for JSU.

takes six to nine years. Hinds said,

security

cated for distance learning, Hinds

money

JSU, which
was granted $800, the lowest amount

The

in the institution."

As with on-campus programs,

phone

pro-

Though council
members thought
most of the budget to

luncll

Sl^s S«ptembei

money it received the last fiscal year on

programs. Mike

to learn."

Students Only

But according to the budget IFC
submitted to USAC, IFC spent all the
office

"What people normally

UCLA

they get so

which funds various community

Fielding

the

for

r

intention."

money through other sources such as
the Community Activities Committee,

Saturday services and

floor kerckhoff hall

we are attacking IFC, but that is not my

office functions,"

Tsuji said.

1982.

"At that time we seemed non-traditional in that

and

2nd

want an explanation as to
much of an increase,"
said General Representative Elisa
Sequeira. "It may seem to people that

we could to allocate money for

their priorities

region-

and

institution's

access

Village

and

1,250 students according to Williams.

role

online distance learning.
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the best
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accredited graduate school based in

were people coming into the same

compromised
method of learning.

why

questioned

amount it did the previous year when
IFC did not spend any of that money

The

Westwood • 310 208-7511

FC's budget,

which covers expenses such as
telephone bills, photocopying and

gets,

includes presenting plans for the pro-

isn't

I

Some members

group should receive three times the

grams.

a strong internal review process with-

to

6-3 to reconsider

•

JOB nao

15

much money this year.
IFC got $680. USAC voted

Last year,

allocating funds.

service

ensure the quality of the institution
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at the

While most council members said
deserved more money, some said
IFC, which was allocated $1,840,

each student advocacy group when

thought of as colleges and universities

to

a final decision
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ment manager

tinue to emphasize the importance of
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Showroom)

institution

"WASC's

once

Many

Ad Production Department

meeting.

considered factors such as programs,
budget proposals and presentations of

programs are accredited, so
starting a distance learning program

all

®

cy and credibility." Kinser said.

al
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offers legitima-

It

we

Director Katherine Hinds.
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that are accredited.

accreditation in 1978

being maintained and learning

same time I am not
They've got to do what

all.

make

will

about JSU's budget

The Budget Review Committee

"Students prefer taking courses

regionally

to assure that quality

USAC

money

they to have to do," Tsuji said.

Santa Barbara,

scrutinize the distance education

services
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the budget at any time
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felt like
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and the impact on the
on-campus program. In some ways,

programs

• Complete eye exam • Care

that offer courses through

their resources
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the responsibility to allocate

and

the

institution took into consideration

fied the issue, the council
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is
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for clarifi-

cation.

not
a
schoot,
OnlineLearning.net is not accredited
and does not need to be, but schools

ing agency, the regional associations

have

,

USAC's need

understands

institutions of higher learning

it

cQmmission offices - since it was
already approved in June.
According to Student Union
Director Jerry Mann, who later clari-

services.

provide the educational content," she

establishing policy specific to dis-
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tor training,
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platform, customer service, instruc-
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regional agencies which accredits
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By Nazaret G. Maltchayan

Education abroad should be mandatory

term, for example, included eleven articles on
^ the subject. Since then, diversity and related

UCLA Summer Sessions program,

TRAVEL: Globalization

taking two courses on Western

requires awareness of

European politics and the European
Union. While lectures and studies

cultures other than ours

often took a backseat to
ration of Europe,

American students think

a

it's

subjects have appeared more frequently than
any other topic. Some subjects have included

admissions policies relating to outreach or affir- mative action and the ethnic background of new
students.

exploring was Uie point of studying
,

joke that there are several

McDonald's restaurants
Paris.

abroad.

UCLA sends its students to foreign

in

And in London and The Hague

countries to learn outside the class-

and pretty much all over Europe. But
what is often overlooked is what the

room.

pariiament,

spread of the golden arches and pseu-

is

ences

I

had

in

understand the countries

strategically

a political science student,

inserted into

shape the judgments

inescapable

world

Globalization

The

make about

Trisha

togeth-

that

our

dents the option to study or intern

Kirk

er quickly.

around the worid, but, in my opinion,
do not do enough to encourage students to get out of the United States
and learn by experience. Every student should be required to spend at
least part of a ten-week term abroad,

Internet tech-

nology, increased immigration and

world organizations

like the

European Union are making

it

niably important to understand

our world neighbors are and to

them

demands

and collaborate with other nations.
UCLA Summer Sessions and the
Education Abroad Program give stu-

people and

act with

I

future leaders be able to cooperate

nations are

coming

now have

zations.

on

shrink-

is

As

their

now an

ing;

seriously as well.

governments, social policies and
involvement in international organi-

it is

this planet.

I

unde-

who
inter-

politically, socially

as the golden arches symbolize,

either living with a host family or trav-

and,

eling with a

on

professor.

studying the nations surrounding

ceptions; they learn

hardly a gathering,

exhibition that does not

presentation. The chanquoted on the subject. This
its

an inherent importance to this
subject in proportion to the number of articles
that have focused on this issue beyond reactions
in fact, there is

to certain issues.

Some include the reported

March on an African American
woman by a white man and, about the same
assault in

time, several acts of vandalism in

KerckhoffHall.
I

certainly sympathize with the outrage that

has been expressed regarding these incidents.
also find myself considering some issues that
rise

out of a case like

racial identity elicit

this.

is

new languages

and familiarize themselves with history and customs. Experience is the best
teacher; there is no better place to
learn Chinese than in China and no

A

bill

So many of today's conflicts originate from misconceptions about religion, ethnicity or nationalistic dogma.

Neuroscience and biochemistry

stereotypes and the suppression

of tolerant attitudes because students
haven't learned to respect other

Other

lifestyles.

ing in the former Yugoslavia
a

dent

that universities
CASEYCROWE/Daily

study abroad.

can form an opinion about

anything, but always gives the other
side a fighting chance.

ward

to hearing your

She looks

for-

comments and

opinions at trishakirk@hotmail.com.

exist

and

versity system.

because our future relations wiUi

side the United States should

Traveling abroad

is

the most valu-

Bruin

be a

required part of a higher education.

other countries depend on our under-

able

standing of other governments and

insight into a foreign culture, learn a

than time spent in lectures or cram-

people, I insist that a period of study
abroad should be required of every
student who passes through the uni-

new

ming

way for an

can help a student grow

individual to gain

language, and

become

familiar

with customs and religious beliefs that
differ

from

their

own. Time spent out-

It

ples.

"I think racial profiling in

such as ethnic cleans-

and the

and Taiwan,

intolerance.

but

I

I

think

freedom,

it

should only be enacted

what

is

most just

I

for

contend that the ban on smok-

ing in public

accommodations

justly enacted.

argued that

It is

ond-hand smoke

kills.

is

sec-

In

pose larger threat to personal liberties," Viewpoint 8/7). She eloquent-

arguments are flawed Although no
sources were provided for such

defended the smoker's

right to

accommodations

in public

by arguing that our current laws are
constraining the smoker's freedom
and right to smoke. We should all
be concerned whenever we find our
personal liberties being restricted.

Therefore,

when any

e nact ed that

li

legislation

m ts our p e r sonal
i

is

claims,

I

article,

am

she claims such

sure she did her

research well. Even

if

second-hand

smoke doesn't kill in most cases
shouldn't we still protect the minority

who

envi-

Se« KIRK, page 15

sures.

arc exposed to a profuse

amount of smoke? For an extreme
case, let's assume I work forty
hours a week in a bar packed with
s m ok er s. To de ny th a t suc h long -

term exposure to

smoke doesn't

this

affect

laughable. Shouldn't

amount ol;

my health

"^^

is

have the
right to clean air just as smokers
have the right to pollute their own?
I

more

have

plausibly,

cited feelings of fear, frustration, ostracism

and

even "racialized" or "politicized" hatred.

SeeMUITCIUYAN^pageU

and they do not mind stepping outside to smoke a cigarette - why
should anybody else?

malice to spite smokers!

It is

true that this legislation lim-

However, she fails to realize
that smokers enjoy this law just as
much as nonsmokers. This is especially true for the servers, bar-

area. Yet,

tion.

tenders and the like

work

who have had

smoking environment.
Speaking from experience, those
with whom have worked have
e njoy e d t he a w which pro v ides
to

in a

I

l

al

it

freedom

infringes

on

my

person-

to inhale clean air.

I

am

sorry that smokers are sometimes
treated as second-class citizens for

being addicted to a chemical, or for
ju s t e njoy ng on e o f ife's itt e pleai

l

l

l

- The bottom
this

is

line,

True,

it

More

importantly,

was done

it

however,

is

protects

it

who work

Physiological Science

its

it's

kind of ridiculous. But

feel like they're

being

if

"I think that

dis-

now

Since

it

hand out the cards,

experience

will

sure that

But

I

it's

it is

ful. If

not a problem, but I'm

a problem for

some

don't think such legislation

they are discriminating then they

have to think twice before they
approach the jierson and decide to stop

people.
is

make a d^^erence.
know they have to
they'll be more care-

will

the police

criminated against, then go ahead - it's
not going to be a huge expense. From my

neces-

him.

sary."

own."

help awareness, since there

It will

definitely a

problem

California.

It's

slow.

Third-year

History

Physiological Science

English

lot.

I

it's

a good idea,

it

think racial profiling

my friends

will

help out

is still

that

if

"I don't think

because even

a prob-

protects me,

workers and society

in

it's

really

going to work

I

support

"I think

a

in

start,

is

Southern
but

it's

moving

it."

overload the system
with complaints because people will be given

you still
have to go to the police department and go

they feel

if they

through a process.

being discriminated against to

number and ask for a
name. If the police give you a hard time
ask them questions and sometimes they'll
leave you alone. I would rate the bill pretty highly; I think it's a good thing."
look at a badge

that

least they're

people

will just

an easier way to do so n^w. All the people
that complain about racial profiling would

may feel

more racial

they're black or Mexican.

ment, that would

I

making an

definitely

probably complain anyway, so they don't
really

think that's

More action should be

something should

At

Some

it

intimidated by that. I do think it's a problem though, since I have friends that have
been stopped for no reason just because

wrong.
this.

get the cards,

taken;

need these cards.

Maybe if they do

training with the police depart-

make them more sensitive

and those that they are
That woflW be more helpful"

to other people

be done about

pulling over.

efTort to try to stop it."

and

in the service

industry - smokers and

Speaks Out
Staff.
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nonsmok-

my co-

general by

allowing us our freedom of clean
air.

Third-year

Biok>gy

Nick Williams

in

provides a clean environment to

It

would be required to hand a business card to each person

First-year

"I think

protects the anti-smokers.

ers alike.

police

bill?

a just law rightly enacted.

those of us

bill,

Rrst-year

to know the
why this law

reasons as to

was enacted. Perhaps

—

the California Assembly. Under the

MjyraYniguez

do not pretend

whom work happen to be smokers

its the personal freedom of smokers
by not allowing them to smoke in
confined areas where the smoke
lingers in the lungs of all and sticks
to the hair, clothes and pores of
everybody within that confined

Faulkner encourages smokers to
unite and fight anti-smoking legisla-

I

political

I

Faulkner's

ly

more healthy

ronment. Most of the people with

("Society's tobacco regulations

smoke

clean air and a

society.

would like to address some
minor issues related to Joy M.
Faulkner's article on smoking

sonnel go about their daily work, be held
accountable for the "hostile environment?"
Perhaps some are inferring a position by the

community" (Katynja McCory,

Viewpoint, 3/13). Others,

some people

Cdeman

like they're

to provide

a good idea on

its

lem. I've told

I

...

fessors, administrators

women and members of the *

Fourth-year

Michael

LETTER

pollutes air

gay

number of proand maintenance per-

dents, along with a substantial

UCLA is a "hostile environment to

people of color,

UCLA, where about 35,000 stu-

students experience other

ways of life firsthand, they lea^m to
respect them and, hopefully, take the

summer studied in London,
Brussels, Amsterdam and Paris with a
This

all

over the worid are also examples of

When

in

some cases

cops are stopping people because of race.
It will have no effect on racial profiling,

much more

for finals in Powell Library.

Attacks on indigenous tribes

has been passed

racial profiling

might be wrong and in some cases it
might be right. 1 think having the police
give their cards to the people will stop
some of the police abuses of power, but I
don't think it will do anything for racial
profiling. It doesn't distinguish which

a

kills,

Thus

the rate of reduction itself of minority

Anesia Zeller

"I think

Smoking

Can

students at

-^'"^^^

graduate student

stem from the refusal to tolerate the
sovereignty of other cultures and peo-

a fourth-year political science stu-

who

conflicts,

tension between China

Because those resources do
is

one

they pull over. What are your readons to the passage of the

rance leads to the adoption of com-

Kirk

this the

attempting to reduce

First-year

we can

^
order to lead successful lives?
That, precisely, seems to be the position
taken by some. The argument goes like this: the
violence aimed at minority students (as cited
above) is the inevitable outcome of the "dismal-

Out

Speaks

dancing than Spain.

us,

is

cies.

in

a graduate student in history.

other parts of the world. This igno-

With the resources

The issue is of vital importance to me.
Must we be surrounded by people just like us

such ardent concern from so

core of our sense of self? And,

low" number of such students on campus;
which, in turn, is the result of the repeal of affirmative measures in UCLA's admissions polily

citizen.

many of us? Do these issues constitute the very

Josh Alberktson

provide for

kind of diversity that matters above all others?
Like many here, I too am a foreign-bom U.S.

I

Why does ethnic and

better country to study flamenco

As students, however, we have
way to reverse those stereotypes.

and around

the offices of minority student organizations in

American students speak only one
language fluently and are ignorant bf
cultural norms and religious beliefs in

mon

me to wonder if,

intense concentration has led

en an individual's world perspective

many

that

is

Not only does time abroad broad-

own.
is

There

include diversity in
cellor is often

v

.

UCLA takes this issue very

museum

publication or

Maltchayan

and enhance their personal life, it can
also change the future of worid politics and prospects for international
cooperation. By studying abroad, students dispel stereotypes and miscon-

TTie sad truth

^

group of students and a

economic levels.
Europeans play Britney Spears in
their nightclubs and wear New
Balance and GAP to school because
they are aware of American culture
and trends. Many of them speak several languages fluently and grew up
their

clear that

^

a better understanding with which to

corporate

part of life

-

visited.

I

and international news coverand ethnic questions are often at the

Bruin's national

forefront as well.

Europe helped me

buzzword

speeches;

' to institute
amendments to the the Code of
Conduct or an e^inic studies course as a preventative measure against "hate incidents." In The

It is

no longer a

They have also addressed proper ways

to deal with these issues; for example, whether

age, racial

French dining customs than I ever
could in Los Angeles. The experi-

do-Quarter Pounders really means.
"Globalization"

more about British
Dutch lifestyle and

learned

I

•

.

my explo-

realized that

I

to say that the issue of diversity has

It is fair

dominated the pages of the Daily Bruin for the
last few weeks. The last issue of the Winter

What could be more just

than

that?

Tamie Sedbcrry
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The Democratic Party descends
upon Staples Center Aug. 14th to nominate Vice President Al Gore and his
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value in the media's coverage.
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that the conventions

Zaller
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"Because most people get at least some
news, the convention is still an important means of getting the party's message out."

Host of

_
L.A.
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An estimated 15,000

merr^bers of the media, representing outlets ranging from C-SPAN to
will be present at Staples Center during the week of the Democratic National Convention.
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tions that are the

name

workshops in protest tactics, distributing literature, and constructing puppets and other visuals
such as the papier-mache face.

The confusion over who the face should repremay be indicative of one of why some

sent
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"Personally,
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party system

A giant face made out of papier-mache - to be
protests

during

week's

this

Democratic National Convention - was just
about ready, but the creator was unsure as to
whose image should be painted on the strips of
newspaper.
be Gore,
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could be Bush," said

Mike Gharabiklou, wavering between
''•.;
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,
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the
/

two
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Gush!" was Kirsten Isaacson's appraisal.
Gharabiklou, a recent graduate from UCLA,
and Isaacson, who is still a student, were among
a number of people from the university who were
at the Convergence Center last week, preparing
for the upcoming demonstrations.
The MacArthur Park building is used by pro"It's

testers as a sort
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think that the two-

not democratic," said Nikki

Germanic languages graduate student.
"The fact that both parties have the same campaign sponsors is undermining the public
Pyles, a

process."
Pyles and about a dozen other students from

of staging area - conducting

which members with a common background or
purpose join together for the protests.

They consult with one another before making
decisions, and an affinity group forms a sort of
building block in the decentralized structure that
characterizes the alliance of protesters.
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c a mp iis o rg a n za t on s s uch a s MEChA. th e
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pating in several dcflionstrations this week.
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political
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of delegates, media and VIPs.

scandals and attract the moderate
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National Convention. The cen-
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David SoInK assembles a papler-mdch^ pupp>et to use in a
protest march at the Democratic National Convention this week.

Kennedy's agenda.
Last week In Tennessee, Gore said
"tducation is now the No. 1 priority,"
for the Gore-Lieberman ticket.
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ally,

break from busy schedule
for solo production in L.A.

I

can pitch

Maybe eventu-

Lucky's

"When

Prune

mother,
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more to Graae'i acting

than

cartoons,

who he saw

in

from

his

a production

"When

I

was

in

my mom

second grade,

I

a mile long: his

got to see

Harry Houdini

was kind of hooked you don't really have a chance if

"Ragtime," the
original Sparky in "Forever Plaid,"
and one role that made him a fixture
of every child's life in their most prein

he recalled.

and get signed, made for a
Even during serious moments, everyone was

play a stripper,"

attention

rather unusual production.

"I

you've been introduced to 'Gypsy' at
that age. I was completely stage

trying to steal the show.
"It was very peculiar, because
everyone was trying to cry hardest
during the crucifixion," Graae said.
Though he later landed an addi-

struck."

cious formative years.

He voiced Lucky the

Leprechaun,
_^ famed cartoon
purveyor of those
magical marshmallows that have
been fueling many a not-so-healthy

"I

In a recent

phone

"They called me and wanted
someone to match up with the original guy who'd been doing it for 30
years. He'd done the last commercial, which I believe introduced The
Rainbow," he said, dropping his
voice an octave to convey a sense of

drama.
"His voice was going down a little
bit, since that's a little high to be talking all your life."
With this, his voice soared back
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Don Kingman's watercolor work appeared

in

the film "Flower

Drum Song" (1961).

into leprechaun range, then returned
to

its

normal, easygoing baritone.
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booked
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which was pretty
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back and forth from L.A.
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to let

little
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go.
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Now

that

from the cereal business, his tastes
have matured a bit.
"I used to encourage all children
everywhere to eat their sugar cereal.
Now I'm telling 'em 'Stay off the

unique artwork to Hollywood films

flopped after less-than-kind reviews.
Nonetheless, he kept at it, and eventually adiieved a measure of success.

His role as Sparky, a departed doo-

wopper in search of one final concert
in "Forever Plaid" was truly momentous, which earning him a spot on the

"

Performer

original cast soundtrack recording
that

still

he decided to pursue
musical theater as a career. His debut
onstage at the age of 13 was less than

Houdini

there,

him

nets

in the
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with a wry

Los Angeles produchim west, and

part was the pivotal
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own
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across the

I

threw

it

"An

think 'Oh

I

get before

my God,

that he's yet to try out.

keeping

he

of fun, though."
Though he credits

awful

ly

said, with extra

'slighdy.' "I

an

"It's

director

I

do

ing solo

them."

little

in

songs that just drive

I

TV stars in today's society

Tickets are $15 with a

minimum

A

cents of neariy 100 female twentysomethings and a ripe collection of authors
and experts, "The Go-Girl Guide" is the
modern-day Oiffs notes that constitute

more predictable
decades ahead, the 20s are racked with
stressful changes: leaving college

ed such romanticism

in

ignit-

our college friends, starting

and all

life in

a

new

young

With one hour of "ER." a new
display at the

Academy of Motion

PictureJ^rts

and Sciences

is

this

scene from "Circus World" (1 964).

One

born.

McBeal"

Hwang

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

You

turn

on American Movie

Classics

just in time to catch the opening credits of

the 1961

Though

musical "Flower
the

overture

has

Drum
a

Song."

distinctive

Chinese sound, its lush orchestrations
remain noticeably the work of American
icons
Richard
Rodgers and Oscar

Hammerstein

II.

The

Universal-

International logo that graces the screen

is

another familiar and renowned emblem of

Hollywood.
There is something remarkable, however,
about the first few minutes of the film. A pair
of animated Chinese curtains open and close
to reveal the opening credits. Lovely delicate

Chinese paintings follow the unique
sequence.

known as his fine art painting career."
Kingman's 70-year painting career
earned him numerous honors in the art
Guggenheim
two
including
wjorld,
Fellowships. Though he was known for his

During the j^eriod of time that Kingman
was involved in Hollywood, his artwork was
being used to animate title sequences and set
visual moods.
"It was really a special time when the studios were getting very creative with motion
picture titles," said Monte James, art dealer
Kingman.
friend
of
longtime
and
"Kingman's film career is significant in that
it's one of the first times the studios actually
went outside the studio system and used an
established fine artist to work hand in hand
with them to accentuate their films."
Unlike other studio films of the era,
movies like "Flower Drum Song" were

and landscapes, he also
had an impressive Hollywood career.

enhanced by paintings that stood
background for film credits.

work is on display at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. Kingman, who passed away in
May, donated the exhibit to the Academy's
Kingman, whose

title

And before the plot even begins, a

of visuals sets the lone of the movie.
The distinctive images that adorn the

series

opening of this film are the work of internaacclaimed watercolorist Don
tionally

film-related

Margaret Herrick Library

at the

Center for

Motion Picture Study.
"It's an unseen aspect of a very

known
cial

well

painter," said Ellen Harrington, spe-

events and

exhibitions coordinator at the

Academy. "His

film career

is

not as widely

masterful city scenes

On

display at the

Academy

are original

"It's a

very different

in as the

way of having

film-

process of filmmaking that people don't

makers work with artists," Harrington said.
Animated title sequences were rare even
during Kingman's time.
"He's such a unique personality that people saw in his work something that would

think about

enhance

watercolors, pen and pencil sketches,

still

photographs and video clips of Kingman's
unique contribution to movies.
"This exhibit

all

is

really

that

about an afea

in the

much," Harrington

said.

their

movie," Harrington said.

Bom in

191

1

in

was raised both
Kong.
"He's

Oakland,

Calif.,

in California

really identified with

Kingman

and Hong

being a won-

derful interpreter of Chinese locales

and

Asian art motifs," Harrington said. "You
can really see why they wanted him involved.
He created such a distinctive voice with his

The opening
Kingman painted

dose

of

"Ally

enlightens a

court-

lights,

into shaping the lives they've
always wanted and maintaining the conTidence they need to have. With rules

"Know Who You Are

Not." and
Guide You
Through the Mental Muck," you'd

like,

an

Idolette

to

fitting

and realis-

tic.

Instead of mimicking the elegance

and

style

of all, an

qf Hollywood-acclaimed

sequences that
for films like "55 Days in
Peking" (1963) and "Lost Horizon" (1973)
helped to set a visual mood that was sustained throughout the movie.
Though much of his work is profoundly

women's

her

book, "The GoGirl

208

With

Savvy,

Soul

and

When you

tion to stars that twinkle only

when
can't expect

they're airbrushed, you

camera

tricks to pull

you

through the tough 20s.
can, however, trust 29-year-old

Bourland's hindsight as a veteran of
"the most bizarre and thrilling 10 years
life."

Title:

The 6<hGiriG«i(le

Binding together the two

with

340

Rating: 9

fmd an apartment that we
can actually afford and that doesn't have
trying to

mice or roaches or sketchy next-door
neighbors, moving back in with our parents

(God

please)

writes.

encounter."
MCOlLIAO^IIyBnili;

city,

create for

in_,one short decade,"
"Moreover, these relationships can provide us much-needed
direction on how to work through some
of the setbacks we're bound to

Bouriand

Publisher Contemporary Books
Price: $14.90 Pages:

we might

ourselves

Author Julia Bouriand

Style."

give your admira-

relationships

to duplicate gives us a real-worid per-

spective of what

Otiide:

Surviving Your

and most

women in their 30s whose lives we'd like

Julia

self-help

stars

identity. i>

"Developing

camera and action,

author
Bouriand
in

of your

women

establishing a career, a family

title

SecKINaiAII,|M9c21

any way you look at it."
Bouriand pep-talks a generation of

Gwyneth Paltrow, And tangible role
models who can provide guidance in

But don't get too attached to the

You

why the whole notion of soulsearching during this time is a bad idea
tially

like

You'd think that the post-college
life was made for TV.

suggests

own impressions in his artwork.
"He wasn't one to let people direct him
too much in what he did," James said. "He
had his own creative processes and he didn't

girls

f I,

Bourland's advice is

friends.

American, Kingman studied traditional
European and Chinese painting. He developed a unique hybrid style, rendering his

most performances. For

believe our fearless leader is the hybrid
of an Americanized Confucius and an
everyday Phoebe Buffay.

is

room's worth of wannabe neurotic lawyers. And hanging out with a
weekly half-hour of "Friends"
reminds us that, well, we need good

artwork."

for

two drink/food

even the most well-adjusted among us
can become slighdy crazed, which is par-

"Find

viewers.

generation of inspired doctora

credit if it

the Actor's Fund of America. Tickets
Will be $25 and are available by calling
(323) 933-9244, Ext 33.

want to do

and sex.
"Unlike
the

Prime-time television never

full

more information, call (323) 466-7000.
The Aug. 1 7 performance will benefit

V

ships

Dally Bniin Senk>r Staff

things stink. This

of Self-Indulgence' runs Aug. 16 - Aug
at 8 p.m. nightly at the CInegrill at
the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.

me crazy

a crash course in dating, careers, friend-

BySharMiltori

if

20

•

BOOK: Author presses need
for normal role models, not

downside.

THEATER: 'Jason Graae - An Evening

This

On

its

While he's

wow audiences.

a show? Well,

has

winning over the

way, you've got to take
goes well ...or badly."

know the kind you just wouldn't dare

dizzying.

it

in

or the director

mum about what will actual-

love to perform.

this devil-may-care attitude

"The only drag is that usually in a
show, you can blame your castmates

couple of
them are just relenUessIy obnoxious,
that I've always wanted to do. You
that

and
musical
director/pianist Gerry Sternbach
with helping him through it, appeara

crowd,

usually

few surprises that should either

scare or

Lee

is still

I

make it into the playlist, he promis-

es a

thought

lot

Heather

While

may succeed

it is

what's about to

no way around it
that a one-man cabaret show is slight-

I'd really play that side up. It's

room.

feeling

happen?'"
The hour-long performance will
feature songs that he's performed
onstage in the past, along with others

display of his

full

"The

sparkling wit.

emphasis on the

and there's a reason why. You sit
there making those reeds all the time
and it drives you insane. I finally just
picked up my reed kit one day," he
urgency, "and

solo show,

said.

but it's very gratifying,"

really quite intense nausea.

"I think there's

"There's not a lot of oboe majors

impending

finds himself

Evening of Self-indulgence," at the
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Given
the title of the show, audiences can

too long.

said, voice swelling with

he

Graae

'George M,'" he
said
laugh. "Both of my
lines were showstopping."
Graae continued with both acting
and music, heading off to the
University of Cincinnati as a double
major in musical theater and oboe.
in

latter didn't last

"It's hard,

he hasn't looked back.
Currently,

role of

Harry

tion of "Ragtime" sent

momentous.

"My first real

illusionist

JohnGanum

Jason Graat, who has appiearedln 'Ragtime' and 'Forever Ptaict'is
starring in a one-man show playing in Hollywood this week.

His

royalties today.

master

later turn as

From

...

Graae has moved on

Patent Leather Shoes

Really Reflect Up?," the production

that a one-

Jason Graae

"Do

tion of

slightly self-indulgent."

was quite

a shame."

Don Kingman brought

watercolorist

I

it

Broadway produc-

tional part in the

way

man cabaret show is

interview, the

L.A.-based actor recalled his days
hawking cereals with fondness,
chuckling all the way through.

think there's no

around

breakfast for years.

reed mak-

bags and headed for the Big Apple,
trying to make it big on Broadway.
His first major role was that of Herb
in
a showcase production of
"Godspell."
The cutthroat atmosphere, with
each actor vying to attract an agent's

though.

of "Gypsy"
Jason Graae has an acting resume
own one-man show,
^"An Evening of Self-Indulgence;"

it,

After college, Graae packed his

There's far

his taste for the theater

ItopUm

look back at

I

one-man show

in

ing would have been a lot easier."

Cereal."

career

audience

self,

Growing up in Oklahoma, he learned
By Brant

By Emilia

19

A&EontheWeb

Spike Lee directs a
tary with D.L.

18,2000

August 14

forbid), falling in love

and taking

all

(God,

those life-altering

change the course
of our future," Bouriand writes.
risks that will forever

'With so

much change

underfoot.

For women who struggle in the confidence department, some setbacks may
require

more than a

littie

consolation.

Bouriand provides the padding for
harsh rejections, from how to deal with
bad breakups to how to nab a winning
job after losing one to a better candidate
(and apparently she knows, as she frequently mentions that after SO rejections

StfCMSupaftll

*

f

f
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Entertainmeitt

life

The party is
two aunts and their

inclined Irish family.

By Barbara McGuire
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

thrown by the

may be

Celtic

drum,

comical
it

it

lyrics

the uppity,

booming

who live in the home. Gabriel
Conroy (Stephen Bogardus), the

may be the sometimes

main character, and

of the Irish jingles, or

(Faith Prince) join the party after

may even be

the "River

Dance"

type of choreography - whatever

everyone seems to like it.
A musical play directed
Richard Nelson,

it

is,

by

Each song serves to

traditional Irish

symbolize different

tunes as they exit

theater

facets for each

as

character's personality.

mental notes to
sign

up

for that

stepping
dancing class

quick
Irish

later.

The two-hour long
showing

at the

play,

now

Ahmanson Theatre,

is

derived from an Irish short story

James Joyce and published in 1914. Adapted from Joyce's
final work in "Dubliners" and his
first book of short stories, "The
Dead" has stunned many with its
success. It was the 2000 Tony Award
winner for best musical of a book
and it won the New York Drama
Critics Circle Award, as well as the
written by

Lortel

Lucille

Award

for

best

musical.

Although the story does not span

lots

I9th

century

Irish

poets.

Each

PerfoffPJng Arts Center of lA.

mother
"He's

song
serves to sym-

because,

bolize different

screwed," or in other words, always

stantly

embarrassing his
she

as

puts

it,

drunk. With a lanky and loose body,

ty.

an

For instance, when Michael
(Brandon Sean Wardell), one of the
young students of Gabriel's Aunt,
sings a song from his home land,
"Kate Kearney," Gretta is taken
back in time and reminded of a boy
she once knew and loved. Painful forgotten memories ensue, causing further drama for her and her husband.
Despite the name, "The Dead,"

rimmed

show has

its fair

share of comedy

as well as tear-jerking

moments.

Freddy (Stephen Spinella), for
example, is one relative who is con-

obnoxious

laugh

and

thick

Freddy seems like
go out and have a good

glasses,

the cousin to

time with, mostly through laughing

him, not with him.
As with the other characters, the
audience learns more about Freddy's
at

and laughs from some.
Another moment of comedy is
when Aunt Kate (Marni Nixon),
Aunt Julia (Sally Ann Howes) and
Miss Molly Ivors (Alice Ripley), sing
their prepared song for the evening.
Aunt Julia, an old woman who has
just been bitterly replaced at the local
church choir, announces that it is
more of a song for the church and
then breaks into girlish giggles as

personality through his prepared

they begin singing "Naughty Girls,"

song for the evening. He chooses a
song which hails praise to a local pub

a song about

and

things.

all it

has to offer,

Jolly Pigeons," resulting in

er practically dragging

family

room -

smiles from

all

"Three
his moth-

titled

him out of the

of which provides

most audience members

how

cards and did

all

they cheated at
sorts of

"bad"

Throughout the play the audience
how important music and
dance are to the members of the 19th
century Irish family. For them, song
learns just

used as symbolism of patriotism, a
message of love, a call for passion
and a way to show thanks and gratitude. The dead are literally woken
through their music.

.

Academy

Don Kingman's

entirely

,...>,

-

— —
,-:-

painting from an animated

the Performing Arts Center of Los
Angeles County, 135 N. Grand Ave:
through Sept. 3. There is to be a.sfiecial 'Pay What You Can" performance
on August 17. Regular performances
are at 8 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday, with additional shows at 2
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Prices

title

vary. For

more

information,

call

628-2772
or
www.TaperAhmanson.com.

/

spective.

collection, right

\

to

tographed for films. The pieces will
be preserved in the Academy

Kingman's

of Kingman's work on Turner

American

know

the

creative process behind the visuals.

The Kingman

what an artist will end up going
through working up different rendi-

r

the

United

States

visit

October.

Web

Academy's

%1

Now

Westwood

Santa Monica

West Hollywood

Ticket incentives

•

Great work environment
The UCLA Central Ticket
Office handles ticketing for UCLA
Performing Arts and UCLA Athletics

•
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Tuesday, August 15 , 2000 at

our offices in the James West Alumni Center. The sessions should last
about an hour long. If you have any questions, please call (310) 825-2101 and request to
sp e ak to Sandra.
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All sessions are at
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New
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To place an ad on the
Daily Bruin Movie
Guide call

LAEMMLE

Broxton

have you convinced

that you'll be living in a trendy

7:10 10:00

hiring for fall employment
• Starting pay: $7.25 / hour
• Flexible scheduling
•

she'll

^'

MANN

208-5576

And after 340 pages,

^ri\s«f 'TmawM' ^K('wr

MANN
Spaci Cowboys (PG-1 3)

marathon to completing

Spice Girl admirer.

at

site

first

book - as well as shed a little
insight on what to expect in the next 10
years, including marriage and children.
She's full of spark and spunk. With
girl-power emanating from her pores,
it's no wonder she's a self-confessed

^r'tC^-'^^sSr' ^f

VILLAGE

to her readers. She'll

this first

www.oscars.org.

COME WORK AT THE
Details;

ning her

FILM: 'Don Kingman: An American
Master In Hollywood' Is free and
open to the public at the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
located at 8949 Wllshire Blvd.
Academy Gallery hours are Tuesday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and weekends from noon to 6 p.m.
Additional materials from this exhibition can
bee seen on the

work

and true

share her accomplishments - from run-

»wi8R»,-.--

UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE!

lenge, but Bourland remains honest with

herself

Hen

Business

thirtysomething decade boasts a chal-

in

Advertise Your
>^^*r--

•

starting

Pi

(213)

Surviving the post-adolescence, pre-

^

••

'

film-related

are practically perfect in every way.

work entitled "Don Kingman: An
American Master" will be touring

pock-

cannot be reduced to simply visual
sequences, motion picture titles and
Asian-themed movies.

exhibit gives insight

into

.

little

major collection of film-related
materials from a prominent Asian
American artist (the first being the
collection
of cinematographer
James Wong Howe).
Kingman's art career, however,

Many people see the end product

Classics, but don't

to

represents the Academy's second

library for research.

Classic Movies or the

American art scene is
immeasurable," James said.
A retrospective of his fine art

notebooks he carried when he
was first developing concepts for
some of these things, shows a
process that cannot be seen any
other way."

the stages of his

all

down

his contribu-

tion to the

et

the actual paintings that were pho-

per-

>:-:-:-;-'-:<-:-:':-:-:%-:'??:':-^::

said.

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

ot

—-^The importance of

dif-

-^r^
"The academic significance of it
tremendous," James said. "This

Harrington

and other preparatory drawings

nice

.;:

ferent times,

is

Movie

work provides a
record of filmmaking from his

feel-

artwork, from pencil storyboards

did very

set, his

tions

was and what was happening
while the movies were being made,"

pieces that span

Because he was always sketching

on the

and one-night stands.
She'll tell you how to present your
resume and when's the best time to hold
a garage sale. She'll help you plan your
monthly budget so you can pay your
rent and afford a vacation.
In short, Bourland's words of wisdom

sequence from "55 Days At Peking" (1 963).

and painting things several

and

historians

film

The Kingman Collection has

quickly.

a\

gives

ing

renderings of movie

Kingman

"It

researchers an idea of what the

sketched on the
or Universal and

ished pieces that

THEATER: 'James Joyce's The Dead"
shows at the Ahmanson Theatre at

refresher course in sex edu-

control

in his

John Wayne.
"Basically, he was somebody
who would draw everywhere he
went all day long," Harrington said.
"He was recording the process of
filmmaking and giving his visual
impressions of people on the set."
The Academy's exhibit features
complete works, as well as unfm-

is

little

explain the myths behind orgasms, birth

stars like

Marni Nixon, Sally Ann Howes and Donna Lynne Champlin in the Tony Award-winning musical,
"James Joyce's The Dead," will be in performed through Sept. 3 at the Ahmanson Theatre.

She'll point out the

1^

As a

He

sets.

made quick

facets for each character's personali-

the

— —'

MGM

at

work.

nest.

community

would be an

-i.

quenting

Shaun
Davey
from Joyce as
and

not

Kingman had been fascinated by
films and was also known for fre-

and

well as 18th

making

well as

Nelson

individual,"

"He was hired

in the film

—i—

4inued.

after

cation, Bourland also takes time to

films so there

the

teach you

lights and red fiags of dating, and
whether signs point to moving in or
breaking up. And regarding the parental
units, Bourland translates how life at
home may change once you leave the

different level of art work," he con-

of which
were adapted by

memhumming

and

painting career to bring that to their

lyrics

audience

the

night,

said.

wanted what he already had

most of the guests, who compromise
three generations worth of family,
have arrived.
Songs are performed throughout

"James Joyce's
The Dead" has
bers

"People

she'll

to mingle with the office crowd, during

reputation.

his wife, Gretta

the

Concerning careers,

because he could do work like
everybody else, but because he
already had an individual style and a

niece

It

tor).

you'll see in the

really

is

.-^-^

green

"His work, as
Harrington

19

newspaper reporting positions she
later snagged a job as a magazine edi-

interpretations.

exhibition,

21

for

much."

According to James, Kingman
from other studio artists
because he did not conform to
Hollywood standards. Instead, he
came up with his own ideas and

through the rich and sometimes
painful memories of the characters.
The stage opens at the annual
Christmas party of a musically

in the 1800s

that too

differed

place in one night, years are revealed

of Irish

from

18,2000
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like to deviate

much time in reality, primarily taking

reflect spirit, festivities
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James Joyce's 'The Dead'
THEATER: Performances

A Entcrtaimmnt

KINGMAN

awaken

tunes, dance

Irish

&

•

9036 Wllshire
274-6869

3

Benjamin Smoke (NR)
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2300
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[honors

Autos
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how to mrtles^
an oUblIIiiu ad

noo [Campus

n8

Happenings

Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services

200
1300
1A00
1500
1 600
1

1700
1800
1900

I

Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

olfioe

Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted

at 12

Fri:

"5.60

payment

VISA

9am-2:30pm

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates

Cameras

/

Camcorders

Collectibles

Computers

Patkmg
PARKING WANTED for school year for one
car Near 10965 Strathmore preferred. 310383-2909.

'.

Compensation

'

»

5700

^

Software

/

(^H^^^m

1300

1300

2200

Campus Recruitment

Campus Recruitment

Research Subjects

AQUA

Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products

U.S.

Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office

Green Card

announcements
1100-2600
11 oo

November

be Issued

Fri.

Slap Study,

needed

a study
by investigators at the UCLA Brain Center involving magnetic stimulation of brain. Volunteers will be paid $25/hr plus parking Study
duration up to 4 hours. Call 310-794-4964 or
email koski@loni.ucla.edu.
18-59, male/female, are

for

and

UCt-A Anxiety Disorders Program
research study that
• Psychiatric
•

$25 per

call

A

Cgiifiihiiia ^tatc

P.

Resumes

Bar Ccrtifyri Specialist

in

Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted

Typing

(310) 573-4242 •

FAX (310)

573-3093

•

CA 90272

visalawtwolfsdorf.com

National Visa Registry
PMB 725, 16161 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino, CA 91436 USA
or apply on-line at:
\> ww.n a ti(»iiai\isa resist ry.com
e-mail: infofa nationalvisarc«isfry.c<im

Temporary Employment
Volunteer

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished

Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

tel:

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
Sale

Room for Help
Room for Rent

Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Private

Sublets
Vacation Rentals

CLINICAL

mon

cold

818-784-4618

FREE COSMETIC

for the
old,

smoker, no asthma history Limited
ity Call today 310-785-9121.

Emailclinicalsub)ects@yahoo.com

non-

availabil-

For

sun-damaged

skin

Wanted:Asian,

Hispanic, Middle Eastern females.

>35

with

310-918-8178, Natalie.

index

Healthy women, 18-30 yrs.okj. Call
and ask for June 310-376-

you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
body disposes of each monm can be
usea by an infertile woman to have a
baby. Help an infertile couple realize
their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

&

help

infertile

tra

cash, call us

first

Europe S249 (o/w + taxes)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
HAWAII SI 29 (o/wl
Call:(310) 574 0090
vvv/w.4cheapair.cofTi

^^900
Autos

please call

for sale

MOVING SALE

2700-4500

IKEA

2700

1982

offer.

need 30 people
All

Natural!

to lose

Dr.

30 LBS

In

Sale

PORSCHE
full leattier,

928

automatic, metal-

AM/FM

Cassette, 120K, excellent
$9000obo. AI:310-471-0557.

5800

HONDA ACCORD

1988

good conditkin, automatic,
power locks and windows, sunroof, 6cd
changer $32000bo. 323-854-9424.
Maroon,

transpottation
/uU)0-5n00
4700

4dr,

Approvedl www.my-

CoiiipiitL'rs/Softwnrc

3800

couples.

MiscclLiiicoiis

TOSHIBA LAPTOP

advertise
K5-2211

56kbps

{v.90).

13.1

64MB24X CD-ROM.

inch screen

hard-drive.

Throw-Ins: carrying-case,

MS

2000, Adobe Photoshop & Illustrator 3
months manufacturer warranty (parts&labor). 310-804-6663.

Gifts

losuiaiict!

100K,
manual, AM/FM Cassette.
$1700obo. 818-287-7070.

INSURANCE. ...LOWEST Price
Same day SR22. Any driver, student dis-

^700

/lllstate

counts & good driver discounts Call AAIA,
free quote 1-800-225-9000.

Auto Insurance

IKnAv in 0mm1 hands.

^utQ

Ini

Azer Insurance Agency, Inc

fvlike

1

(310) 312-0202
28 WostNA/ood Blvd
C2 t>lks. So of NA/ll8l-ilre>
1

24 Houft

9aBQim^Mh-/Ioo&-

o

Dcry Service

Mercury Broker In Westwood. No Brokers Fees. Also other
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.
1

081

6100
Compute

Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

.

WWW.LOZERMAN.iDM

8500. pro caH

6000

White,

T-SHIRTS
GAG

ext

TOYOTA TERCEL
EXTREMELY RELIABLE

Auto iMsiiiance

(310)208-3548

OUTRAGEOUS
and other

1-900-328-3211

6029547420. $2.99 per minute. 18 otoer
only. Chat with singles girls and guys tooking
to meet someone like u.

1988

j^

4.3GB

CALL

30

health-now.com

$1199

*

DIET MAGIC!
We

days!

Healthy females ages 19-28

t252iei

Ik: -beige,

3700

IC^tact

^Egg donors needed"*

^

Foster

daybed. Excellent condition. $200/each.
310-473-1756. Leave Message.

DISHWASHER,
Used, Kenmore, $25 or best
Rich:31 0-206-6099'

CALL MIRNA (818) 832- 1 494

Single owner,

AUTO

at (213) 97S-9990.

Infertile

SOFABED and Stems and

Applinnces

DSC Reproductive

Endocrinology

for

Nil<on.

Foiiiittiic

RAM

you're looking tor a QfRat jnh

A A4ii| AAw

3500

Celeron-400MHz.

i(

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE$$$

1-<)0n Niiinl)(!rs

7000.

you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600 per month,
call for details on our anonymous sperm
donor program Receive free comprehensive

WeslwoaJCA 90024

not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

condltton.

$5,000

EGG

is

Hassy, digital cameras, Powertx)oi(s, include iMac, Q4s. etc. Immediate
cash. 661-299-6829.

for details at pre

health screening

classifle

Compiilers/Soltwiirj;

Reproduction! Financial
compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,

If

brown spots on face from sun exposure.

3/*00

Egg Options, LLC

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

participation.

SEEKING

WHshire, SuilB434,

J

CAMERAS/COMPUTERS WANTED.

EGG DONOR
DONOR.

TREATMENT

com-

for

wishing to help

COUPLE

being placed for a particular client and

Rollei, CarK)n,

Sperm/Egg Donors

HISPANIC

is

Q=

experiences. Those
for

*This ad

If

2300

ResGcTrch Siihjeuts

$$$$$

The Center

Experimenters Needed. Direct many mirrors
at varioOs objects. Spectacular displays?
Call Edward Vandegrift:310-820-3937 or eddievanOpacbell.net

2200

Male/female l8-55yrs

paid

PHONE (310)441^680
]0650

qualifications. Call today.

SOLAR ENERGY

Research Subjects

RESEARCH STUDY

be

Tg

money easily, anonymously.
Donate your eggs to an infertile
couple. Up to $5,000, depending
on your education and other

Call:31 0-825-6085.

2200
EARN

will

A MmoMor^

SiMiaal dornasi;
Prtcw ow MJbtsct to Chang* tMtthournoHo*
Avalabltly may be trvDmi and tatrm w«Wctlont may

especially

if you're a Japanese wonnan
between 18 and 32. you can earn

HAVE YOU BEEN diagnosed with BIPOLAR
DISORDER? participants sought for UCLA
eligible

someone who might be

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen
(800) 808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

(310)546-6786

for participation.

life

Cor Rentals
*Asia*Ati1oa*Ausiralla*Europe*SoiJh

nnHHmHm

THE CENTER FOR
EGG OPTIONS

Details, call Dr.Chiu (310)-206-9664.

research study on

Hotel Accomnxxiations

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

Sperm/Egn Donors

Genetic study of Diabetes recruits
healthy volunteers (18-40 year3 old) for
free diat>etes screening with standard
oral glucose tolerance test (2.5 hours).
Qualified subjects (who pass the oral
glucose tolerance test and have rK>rmal
blood pressure) will be invited to
Pcirticipate in a genetic study of
diabetes. Subjects will t>e paid $1 50

and full mailing address, IN ENGLISH to:

Eurailpass

apply PhxToM*.

2300

FREE
DIABETES SCREENING

For FREE OFFICIAL intormation, send your name, country

Tour Packages

n-tr\tf\A -tnoo
310.794.1038

J.a\,\

2200

Deadline for 11^2062 Aiineunced. .
dentmissoiitl
of birth

(Extra compensation available for

pill

UCLA

WWW. VVOLFSDORI.COM

^i'll^in

Housesitting
internship
Personal Assistance

Inactive (placebo)

rvjt

Justin Henderson

17383 Sunset Blvd. Suite 120, Pacific Palisades.

50.000 Green Cards iRdll be Issued
us citizenship possible

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted

visit

on

a Imited medical exam
Compensation for travel and irxxxivenierx»

Evaluation

For mofB nfomiation contact

Immigration & .NdUonality

International Airfares

AmerJca*ln(ia*Canada*Mexlco*Hawall*

Prnt^sional Law Corporation

study, mm. Wnli and
Eid«¥ life In the united States

Telecommunications

kx)king for

UCUA Medcal Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90096

Wolfsdorf

Card Lottery

Personal Services
Professional Services

is

Paid to you andA)r the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to
your compensation.

providing:

Clmical Research Center

Bernard

American Green

Music Lessons

:^£

Alexander Bystriksy. M.D.

our

Research Subjects

Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage

is

Investigational Medication

•

Lottery Department at 1-800- VISA-LAW

insurance

Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages

dyng

Lowest Domestic and

individuals with repetitive Panic to take part in a

their families.

For a free information package,

^^tking pfOMMfl.

HEALTHY RESEARCH SUBJECTS, ages

24HOURSADAY

Investigator...

Ihure. Boole Study,

Campus Recruitment

1, 2()()0

^^

2002

in

-vailable to foreign students

3508 Ackarmon
3508 Ackannan
M/T/W Rm. Dmid A3-029
Wod. Rm. A3- 029
Discuuion, Al liniM 12:10 - 1KX) pm

AAon. DiKussion,

1300

1-900 numbers

-

-abdominal distress
-fears of gorig crazy,

People who experience this problem may avoid,
or endure vtrith dread, situations where panic
attacks are anticipated to occur (such as being
alone, crowds, running away from home), or
from which it is difficult to escape or get help in

Immigrant Visas

U.S.

.

Financial Aid

Floommates

-shortness o* b^eat^

-feelings of unreality

hHp://www.prismawBb.com/aquatravel

symptoms.

Anonymous

rOf mCChOwCM Of ^NlrWiMiM* Mno ntn/9

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
laxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

/

-dizziness

RESBMnONAT

tingling

the event of a panic attack or other, physical

P^to
Alcoholics

Period

Octoher 2nd to

Campus Happenings

Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

House for sale
Houseboats for Rent
Housing Needed

-numbness or

losing corrtrol or

Auto Accessories
Auto Insuriance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale

I

-racing heart

-ctioking sensations

RejL»istralion

MAKE VOJR CM/N /i^ C^ HOia

you experience these symptoms:

If

TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

PANIC Attacks?

Lottery

Equipment

Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Tiable Sports

Writing Help

9H00

5200

Travel Tiekets

I

9700

ask what you would like
the merchandise,

Calling Cards

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

<<()()()

1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

I

yourself in the reader's

descnptions.

\

criteria:

ymsm^m

and include that in the ad. Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

-^

meet the following

Score around 1300 or High A.C.T. •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

know about

to

^

will

for listings

Books

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500

to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa. MasterC^ard. and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hours

Race

•

position,

The ASUCLA Communications board fully suppoits the Univefsity oJ CaWomia's pdcy on nondiscrimination. No medium shaH accept advertisements which present persons of any ortgin. race. sex. or sexual orientation in a
demeaning way Of imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society. Neithef the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
Manager.
advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate conupWnts in writing to the Business
825-4271 or can the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310)
Daily Bruin 1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assisUnce with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310)
475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpy/www.dailybnjin.ucla.edo. Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed. The DaHy Bruin is responsible for the first Incow
of publication by noon.
insertion only Minor typographical ernxs are not el^|ible for refunds. For any refund, the Daify Bruin Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day

uXMnn

7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

noon.

HONDAACCORD LX Very tow milage,
mint conditton. A/C, $9000. 310-274-0774.
1993

•Height Approximately 5'6" or Taller •Caucasian •S.A.T.

your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.
This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations— make your
ad easy for readers to understand.

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,
at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day before printing.

LOOKS BRAND NEW

,' fiuii

Start

•

1

For Classified Display ads.
please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm

^—

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

0.60
28.00
2.00
93.00

Rease make checks payable

Wanted

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3A00
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
A200
4300
4400
4500

Classified Line Adsi
working day before printing,

20 words $8.30

to

each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words

Sperm / Egg Donors
I

up

.

Classified Line: (3103 825-2221
Fax: C310D 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310) 206-0528

Recreational Activities
Research Subjects

issue,

308 Westwood Raza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy

2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

One

Kerckhoff Hall

iiJiiiffii

$12000obo. Scott:31 0-31 5-9663."

miles,

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars as tow as $500

Preferred Donor
^^

VWGOLF
250 Watt CA. Thule Racks, Moonroof. 25K

•I

1

$11.99/MONTH
UNLIMITED INTERNET ACCESS
$11 99/month No Ads, No Busy
Can 818-762-3467

or visH

310-824-9941.

littln

ri,it;*,ifipri<;

hx-

:iilillllLHIiJli|lii

825-2221

Signals.

www bulkk>gho«t-

ir^.com.

couples So

and

for only

Display
i?06-3060

2

.
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Daily Bruin Cbssified

Daily

5680

5680

6300

6700

7000

Travel Destinations

Travel Destinations

Legal Advice/Attorneys

Piofessioiuil StMvicos

Tiitoriny Offtired

V

BANKRUPTCY*
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW!

Free Consultareasonable
fees (Cheryle M. White, UCLAW. "86") 800-

STUDENT TRAVEL
*''

" *

»

420-9998 Pico/Overland, WLA.

$188

Whether you're
Lonion

NO COST.

or just simply

Home

Sick of
We

jwwi'

'

!km \mk

1— ^juiiii

I

$383

rAttomey JENNIFER S. LIM
1

23 S Rgueroa.

Suite

220 Lo$ Angales, CA 9001

BevartyHHIs/

UMB BEACH

4130Atailici

BMonl*

11227 VaHeyB

3 1 0.uCUl.riy 828
Al fares are rounckrip. Tax rxx included.

VWestiMooil

BM.

moved

ents

Many

Fast, courleous-hcareful.

$98. Lic.-T- 163844.

for

TOO SMALL!

Some restncboneapply.CSTi 101 756060

Licensed, insured. Lowest
stud-

NO JOB

1-800-2-GO-BEST. Voice-

mail/pager. 323-263-2378.

in/iAiuu.

Stat rauel.com

HONEST MAN
small jobs,

5700

5700

Travel Tickets

Travel Tickets

W/14tt truck and dollies,

short

Student discount.

notice

Go

ok,

SF,

Bruins!

SD.

LV,

310-

lOthyr.

285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The

careful

reliable, same-day dePacking, boxes available. Also, pick-

movers. Experienced,
livery.

VICTORY TRAVEL
LATIN

SPECIALISTS

AAexicoGty
Guadalajara
Gibo San Lucas
El

up donations for American Cancer Society.
Jerry©31 0-391 -5657.

^

HEE Coio VSSSBSSBSloa

Lessons and

Buenos Aires

S.De

Salvador

Costa Rica

ALL LEVELS/STYLES

Caracas
Forn are t/w based en

purdwsc. iuhtnf

i/t

to diongc.

Reserve your Christmas

NOW &

$369 Cabo San Lucas
<S«^^,l
$479 Cancun
VP^^oft^*'^
$352 Puerto Vallorta ^*»''

I
I
I

.

f/f

Air - Transfers)

ooiocc{3 nights

299
219
229
82

B
Boston
Chicoao
C
Phil
liloaelphia

^Son Francisco

RA
RA
RA
RA

^

1/

in

BU. #6

Montn

(310) 289-1762

Jack H.

C#rtlfflsv

1

•Laser t^air and Tattoo Removal •
•Lip Augmentation •

Red and Brown Spots^

UCLA

*offlc« locmtrnd in Brmntmootl*

(OTflc* of S.

e "Ureate

Phases of Dentistry

Ail

•

24 Hour Emergency

& Most Insurance Plans Accepted
Students & Faculty Members ore welcome

First

time introductory offer with

Tel: (310) 475-5598
patient: Ter« Bonilla
l«pirt-s

8/ Jl /OO

Service

Medi-Cal

"All

/

tliis

•

Wilshire

A SanU

Wwl

iYCh

ADA accepted

• Baied

Monica

(fi*t

on 2 arches

{Iter Parking in Rear)

Wanted

HMilMPI
50 minute

visit

I

Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals
Comprehensive help by PhD from DC
International Students Welcome

$170)
euminalion
Neceuary X-Ray>

k

Polithing

• Oral

Canctr Screening

• Periodontal

§1
S|

individual
in

665-8148

/

national with distribution centers

Los Angeles. Sacramento. Las Vegas.
Dallas, and Atlanta. Chef Merito is now
looking for a creative and computer-savvy individual wf>o will be in charge of its
computer system. Although this indivkjual
does not have to be Windows NT certified, it would be of great help. The company wouM t>e wNlirig to pay for NT certifiatk>n H necessary. We wilt train for all
necessary NT software. Chef Merito has
at least three software progtrams wtych
are linked: A Dos-based manufacturin

ing/inventry system, a

Windows account-

and a windows route-delivery
system. The company also has an existir)g b to c wet)Site, whk:h cunently generates a few thousand dollars a month. The
ing system,

new

director o( technology

UCLA level computer Java

programming.
Leave message 310-550-7869 or 310-7752032.

to

make

it

an

into

effective

effectively

giving this Indivklual

own .com

operation.

If

his/her

you're fnterested

please fax your resume to
Plinio Jorge Garcia 9 81 8-787-7565 or to

in this position,

his

pliniogarciaOearthlink.net

ennail:

you wish

to find out

more

818-787-0100

If

SAT scores

to tutor,

I

I

$750

for

for upcoming calendar
1-day shoot. 310-278-6972

7600
Child Ciire Offered

Palos Vcrdes.
$15-$20/hr. Rexible hours.

(310) 448-1744
www.tutorjobs.com

$$$

LOW PRICES $$$

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL
UCLA

grads.

play-yards.

run

Ages2 5/6years. Two

Open

CHILDCARE & DRIVER

pari<lng privileges.

7:30-6:30 Close to

by

large

Typinc)

(800)90-TUTOR

APPLICATIONS/

I

WWW.MY-TUT0R.COM

RESUMES

I

Math/Physlcs/Stalistics/English/Hebrew/

I

chemistry/biology/astronomy. Computerized
statistical analysis available. Tutoring sen/-

Create, devetop, or refine. Editing, word processing, application typing, dlssertatton tormatting, transcribing. Ace words, etc. 310-

820-8830.

^ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
Looking for responsible/caring/energetic
person to serve as babysitter in after-

noons M-F. Enormously
4-year-old

niasqifipdR

nic;nlnu

825-2221

206^-3060

who

bright/intelligent

loves to play/have fun

BelAir/Roscomare
31 0-889-01 19

Located

in

Valley

MOTHER'S HELPER
BABYSITTER

for 2 kids, ages 5 and 2 Days
Must have car and insurance.
$8/hour to start. 310-476-1120 call after
6PM.

variable.

driving

record, references. Begins 9/5. Call Nanette
310-244-3805 or fax resume 310-244-2488.

1

P/T CHILD

P/T

JOB

working with sweet,

fiandk:apped

mother

ing

in

giri.

on improving physical
t>e

sweet,

and

drive.

skills.

Pn CHILDCARE
At

University VMIage.

$11/hr.

with child

F

Applicant must

speak English
Meat Elman:310-396-8100.

M-F, 3:30-6:30, near
insurance, refererKes,
be shared, start ASAP, caN Eve

310-278-5100.

intelligent

and worldng

may

position

Child care, feedir>g. assist-

kitchen

CARE,

Call

9AM-1 :30PM or 1 :30PM-6:30PM. MRenee or Michael at 703-560-4353.

intelligent, reliable,

'

Pn*

NANNY NEEDED

For 2 delightful

girts

(5&8) near

2:30PM-6PM. $9-10/hr Need
record, references. Call

ATHLETIC-SPORTS??
CHILCARE/DRIVER

boys.

3-yr-old twin

UCLA. M-F,
driving

car,

805-682-7754 be-

fore 8/16 or email anytime: sortt Oumsl.edu

Help drive WLA to Pac. Palisades, Homework & Playing sports / 3 boys. M-F 2-6PM.
start 8/28. $15/hour 310-459-8900.

BABYSITTER WANTED
Approximately 5hrs/day. $7/hour or more
(negotiable). Car necessary. Must have
previous experierKe. Contact Youlee at 310413-3544.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR TEACHER
assistance for fall scfxx}! year CandkJates
should have experience in chikj care. Salary
is
negotiable.
Tuesday/Thursday/Friday
8am- 1pm. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

PT CHILDCARE
background preferred,
car&references required. Grarxl Piano. Bevor bilingual

ertywood. LainJ:310-287-1677.

BABYSITTING/
HOUSESITTING/

10 Battle

Extremely responsible student wanted for
occasional weeker>d babysitting for 8-yearold boy. Beveriy Hills. Must have reliable car
and insurance. Competitive salary •« yearend
bonus.
Contact
email:
by
sheilajgOaol.com

needed

in

is

Westwood. 8-5:30 $200/wk. 310-

470-7594.

giri,
Santa Monica/Brenlwood. M-F, 330-7 :00pm Must have reliable
car with proof of Insurance. References required $8+hour. Night: 310-828-6206, Day:
818-954-3276. Start 09/05.

back.

Sherman Oaks

School

hours

to

8:15-

Need good car, driving
and references. 323-783-1288

11:35AM. Mon-Fn
record,

Tu-Th

after

3pm

SDBiisDsia

n@e3E3s

22 Reek
23 Some August
babies

24
26
29
33

Writer Morrison

Shouted
Tidiness
Entertainer

Sedgwick

34
36
37
38
39
40
42
44
45
47
49
50

Reads

quk:kly

Ad like a beaver

DOWN _^
1

OWahonta dty

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Fuss
Unpakj, as a btH
Fruit peel

Tum irtskje out
Bubt>ly drink
briny
Get the better of

The

Raint)Ow shapes

Area

51 Like

spouse

Frerx:h explorer

places
41 FoNdore
creatures

Main course

42 AtkJ so

Ander

MP's quarry

Citrus fruits

some

11
1

Lost—"

Johns, n
48 Open
50 Some South

Ja>—

Africans

Com covering

19 Doesn't exist

specialty

21 Mercury

61 Musk;al
perfonfnarKe
62 "Garfiekf pooch

63
Ben Adhem
64 Transparent
65 Loch

—

nr>onster

66 Wobbles, as a
"

and

Jupiter

24
25
26
27
28
29

on:

abbr.

43 Wrench, e.g.
44 Church part
46 Comedian

12 Planted

54 Newsletter
58 Pitcher's

^

Culture medium
Mythk^al bird
"Raiders of the

10 Lacking

gases

32 Perspire
36 Underground

51 Religk>us

image
52 Bare
53 Goddess

of

Actor Albert

discord
54
one's stack:
get mad
55 Prom attendee

Tropk^l vine

56 Teheran's

Sinoing vok:e

NATO

relative

1999 and 2000

Consumer

advocate Ralph
30 Provkie funds
for

31 Riyadh reskJent

—

location

—

57
a: not any
59 Howl at
60 Arab's
garment

WANTED

Pn CHILDCARE
M-F 4PM-8PM approximately

Position avail-

able Immediately. 2 chikjren, ages 4 1/2 and

own

car

7800
Help Wanted

*MOVIE EXTRA WORK*
Beats

all

jobs. Start immediately. Great

Fun/Easy No crazy fees. Program
medical Call-24/hrs 323-850-4417

ing-type office
Reli-

able car. insurance, references necessary

Bartwra 310-551 -901

Sikorsky

16 Felipe or Matty
17 Ice
18 Wool jackets
20 Darkroom gear

pay

for free

ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT PT-FT

DRIVER/HELPER
For kids, 12 and 14.

aQSSQ

and references. 310-459-9071

CHILDCARE

UCLA and

SQDSQ

To wor1( P/T w/1 2-year-old boy w/autism.
Evenings and/or weekerKls 5-10hours/week.
Minimum 6-nK>nths. Coursewort( and/or experience w/autism necessary. $10^/hr 310559-7384.

12-year-old

old.

resident

15 Aviation
engineer

rocket

2 1/2 Pacific Palisades. Must have

DRIVER-Drive 5yr

Des Moines

67 Singer
Rogers

THERAPEUTIC
COMPANION

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Dick, e.g.

—

For Very special 5yr okj daughter. International

Moby

6 Zhivago's
beloved

UCLA, must have car,

ASSISTANT TO
HANDICAPPED CHILD

UCLA.

Child Ciire W.inted

7200

car,

CANTENESE SPEAKING BABYSITER

7700

crazy? Assistance in basic skills to major research paper completion. ESL experienced.

Need good

resume to:310-

285-0080.

For two great children boy 11, girl 10. Pk:k up
from WLA schools, drive to activities, supervise homework at Encino tx>me. Mon-Thurs
2:30-6:30. $10/hour and possible UCLA

For

ENGLISH make you

term, $l2/hour Please fax

AFTERNOON

310-473-0772.

I

I

(FLUENT) Babysitter for 10-year-old giri
mostly weekend evenings, own c^r, long

ERRANDS

MODELS

BIKINI

••ENGLISH EXPERT

ice Call anytime.

BABYSITTER

ex. 14.

especially in W.L.A., San
Fernando Valley, Pasadena,

Car needed. Call Joe

IN

FRENCH SPEAKING

call

MODELS WANTED

ACROSS

1

SAT TUTORS

WANTED

Wanted

Child Care

surance, referer)ces required. Approximate
hours: M-F, 2pm-7:30pm. Call Nancy©310395-6648.

atx>ut us. visit

our website, www.cheimerito.com or

energetic people with

Wanted

woukJ be ex-

b to b operational site. A very generous bonus/commissions program would be established,

TUTOR WANTED

7700
DRIVER/NANNY/HOMEWORK HELPER. 2
Santa Monica girts (10414). Own car, in-

Although the company is small
with sales aout lOmill. The company has
been growing at a rate of 35%. and has

Call

[U

7700
Child Care

POSITION-Salary $70-85K depending on
experience. Bonus: Percentage of website sales and b to b sales. (Potential unlimited) When avallable;now. Hours:M-F
8AM-4:30PM. Benefits: Health insurance
and bonus program. Chef Merito, inc.. is
a food manufacturer and distributer of
specialty Latin American and Mexican

become

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

c-f)iii

SPSS TUTORING

310-839-9933/Adam.

Euminatlon

» X-Rayt are non-lranaferrable

>

Help grad student set up statistical analysis
ar)d mn data. $l5-20/hour doe. Chuck:3l0821-2995.

Tuloriiifj Offt.'K.'d

DOES WRITING

first.

(6490)

irlct

pected to revamp this website and link it
to so as to make It very profitat}le. The
new director of technology woukJ also be
expected to make all necessary changes

high

I

coupon

Cleaning

Math Degreed

needed to tutor algebra. Once per week
WLA home. Call Barry at 310-275-6410.

Need

I

us

call

I

/iArdi)

Fax: (310) 475-1970

Los Angeles, Between

or

donors@ccb.com

you're looking for a great
job and little extra cash,

foods.

M-F 310-209-0840.

Sophomore

Student,

Full oral
,

Dia-

310-820-8830.

(323)

Online: www.onvillage.eom/@/dentalliealtti
1620 Westwood Blvd

MATH MAJOR

Comprahanaiv* OiMSftation AMMano*
Papart, and Pwional Slatanwntt
PropoMis and Books
IfiMmMional Sludanu Watoom*. Slno« 1966

$ 98.
?

•

•

Expertise to present your best. Editing.
Dissertation
formatting
and finalizing.
Personalized, professional assistance. Ace

I

Beautifol Smiles:

my home.

LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC and fun person sith experience in t>ehavior problems to
work with a 6 year oM boy (walking distance
from campus) as a sfiadow from 11-2:30

7000

nltli—l,

at

2hours/day.

TbMM,

Eliza,

www.DrSllvers.com

DET^AL HEALTH
CARE
MM)

PM

M-F

English prefeired.

in

p.m.

Mr. PM). (aiO) 47MM2

(310)826-2051

II t> -I

TECHNOLOGY

Thousand Oaks. Call Tom
Hyun (805) 492-1776

com

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

.suffered from an extreme case of acne
I
went to over 4 different
dermatologists, a couple skin care clinics, and taken 6 numerous types
of
medicalions, both orally and topically, but none has worked as well as
Beverly Mills Acne-Skin Clinic AfVer several months of treatment, there has
Ix-en a noticeable change in the condition of my skin
I have received many
compliments to the change in my face after the treatments. It has changed
my self-confidence, because liefore I was very self-conscious about my skin.

•Acne»Mole Removal •Warts •Rashes*

ol

B.A.

For

I

MIXX

Wanted

$20/hour; 10-15 hours/week;

MENTS/ APPLICATIONS
etc.

•

7100

ig

views, proposals, studies, theses, dissertations, graduate application essays. Any
style/requirement. 323-871-1333.

due to the lack of
the knowledge on
what to do.)

"He hautt forgotfn what It'n
Ilka toba a atudant'

•Laser Ablation

Town

Since 1970 - PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers, reports, statistics, re-

many
months, many years,

MD

Silvers,

vjvjvj iinlifnitedfloonnq

Words,

faces for

I

Coupon

I

unhealthy looking

Health Services

—

Lxperience

(Many suffer with

to:

6200

'«',

oi

Web

resume

in

PERSONAL STATE-

Clinic

nHpy/wvwv.acneskin.cc)ni

twood d lunamedium.com

BoMHO

Acne SVm Cape

Years

PoUrtson

FIRM

engineer, Artist/Designer. Email

Beat Any Valid Price

(800) 646

DIRECTOR OF
INFORMATION

Health Services

Dramatic Kesults

com

boy

or e-mail us at

If

Earn $100-$200 a day
2 weak Iralnina a Job

vuvvv-v ii.itioM.ill').

COLLEGE STUDENT
TUTORS WANTED

REFINISH

(310)838-9572

6200

Bcvepltj hills

Design Firm seeks the
folk>wing: Administrative Assistant, Software
HIP,

Will

becoming parents. So

Nationai Bartenders School

CHILDCARE/TUTORING
9-year-old

310-824-9941

of

Plaoamant Inaudad
a iot> -ift a PARPT!!!

1

AFTERSCHOOL

MEDICAL SCHOOL

920 S.
YOUNG,

323-868-4675 OR
VM:323-960-1641

:

• ITS not

In

Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
language—for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

Tutoring

__

couples

dream

with the English

DIRECT:

We

infertile

realize their

BARTENDERS
•

Pari<.

English Tutor

0-436-6006

help

Career Opportunities

M-TH. From

K-8 after school, in WLA. SM, BH. No experience necessary. $10-12. 50/hour plus
bonus. Call The Tutor's Club:31 0-479-6477.

to the Perplexed

WEB DESIGN

JUDGEMENTS,
TAX LIENS. GUARANTEED. CALL KRISTY

SAND&

instruction.

WRITING TUTOR

LOCAL GAY
PARTY LINE

Health Services

htip //university secrets

TIONS, FORECLOSURES, EVICTIONS,

DAVID ALAN FLOORING

5&3

ESL

^

.

7500

•

.-

comprehensive health
screening Plus you can

WORK AT HOME
Earn $500-$800/week. Call Kristy direct:323868-4675 or VM:323-960-1641.

1835 Stoner Ave.
small gym at}Ove swimming pool.

HARDWOOD FLOORING

6200

by French Riviera naPlease

TOEFL PREP/ACTING
Free advanced
10AM. Stoner

Personal Services

31

Conipiiter/ Internet

universitysecrets.com

tory.

$10/hour 4:30-6:30
nna:323-299-7322.

(323) 277-4595

6100

this

You'll receive free

from home! 310-850-2601.

SAT/algebra/French/ESL/EnglisfVhisCall Will 310-701-8969.

lesson free.
Neil:323-654-8226.

VfMfMf.vicforyf ravel. €om

A Guide

STU-

RUPTCIES, COLLEC-

6600

Delivered to your door! All occasions! Receive free catalogs. We're expanding. Work-

ence.

for

Mexico Escapes TnEW YORK ^59 R/T

INABOXtm

Catch up or get
summer Seven-years experi-

fessional. At your

save SSS

_

would like a flexible job
where you can earn up to
$600 per month, call for
details on our anonymous
sperm donor program.

FfT $5,000

THEMED PARTIES

that will get results.

ahead

with dedicated pro-

Incs nd jndudMi. CST#2047flS-40.

tickets

it
to work! P/T $1,000www.e-biz-now.net

ANY LEVEL, ANY AGE.

TOR

home or WLA studio. 1stNo drum set necessary.

Belize

Nicaragua
Guatemala

tutoring

you're male, In college or
have a college degree, and

OWN A COMPUTER?
Put

EXPERIENCED AND PERSONABLE TU-

DENT LOANS, BANK-

DRUM LESSONS

Chile

Bogota
Quito

Honduras

CHARGE OFFS,

Music Lessons

Uma

74^00
If

SUMMER TUTOR

CREDIT REPAIR
LATE PAYMENTS,
REPOSSESSIONS,

6500

Call us.

Business Opportunities

call:310-558-3510.

Movers/Storage
rates.

$50/month.
Personal
mailbox,
$50/month. Car garage. Personal answering
service also provided. 310-475-8787.

MCAT.

SPEAK FRENCH
LIKE A NATIVE!!!

Thurs 11 -Ipm,
'/JinlWMki
E.
M.I

tive.

6AOO
BEST MOVERS.

Chemistry, math, and

For SAT math, Pre-Algebra, Algebra 1 and 2,
Geometry, Trigonometry, and beginning Calculus. UCLA Student, math major Four
years experience tutoring math and one year
teaching experience. $25/hour Call (or more
information. Stephanie:3 10-702-6455.

USMGELfS/

VAUGHN
JGHN

Typing

services

call

ice,

MATH TUTOR

Westside 310-837-8882
Downtown 213-680-9332

TRAVEL

*Art Classes Also A vailable

$2. 50/page. PfK>tocopying, answering serv-

*89fr

EYE EXAM $1

f

your parents
for extra cash.

Don't

Profes-

TYPING/SECRETARIAL

high school to graduate school,
Please call 310-573-2284.

*50

add')

ASTIGMATISM EXT

No AppoinIrT

Business Opportunities

310-839-3101 or page 310-915-2255.

Iris

Thurs 3-5, Sat

Consuh
• WORK PERMTS • VISAS
• GREEN CARDS • LABOR CERT.
• IMMIGRATION PROBLEMS

TypiiHi

science. Flexible hours. Competitive rates,

BlfK)CAL/MONOVISIGN

IniHal

74 00

(Please mention this ad

ACADEMIC TUTOR.

}A9h

Aqua

(310)360-9513

IMMIGRATION
I

-iijwajHiji

Bki*. Gre«n,

.Lincoln Ave.,

can get you there.
^

79pr

74 00

for you. Fast-t-accurate

It

August 14 -18, 2000

Business Opportuniti(;s

sional screen plays accepted. $2.50/pg. Call-

CALL NOW! (310)560-8233
when you call)

MYER LAW

FIRM, Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW'86).
wwwbestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

$676

Paris

CHANGE LIGHT EYES B4L

Sexual harrassment,

Auto-accidents, Slips/falls.

tion.

Levels

Incredible Prices!

^^ ^
ext

• All

me do

Let

3

BniinCbssifM

7200
HATE TO TYPE?

FA.SY1

GrMn, Blu*

Haz*l,

FEE
NO RECOVERY NODiScnmina-

$624

^ ^'^

MADF.
Ages

All

PC

CHANGE BROWN EYES

55,000 Visas awar^. $40 for attorney prepared application John f^^anley. Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.
310-820-7553. Deadline: 10/27/00.

MATH

NO HIDDf N CHAMCES'
*^
EXTENDED DAILY 2 $59
w/ mfg -r*at?'^^

LOTTERY

^

CONTACTS
or

GREEN CARD

Seattle

Sick

Experienced attorneys,

tion

>*

.

Home

4

5

;

office duties

math
4694

skills

in accountIncludes phones and general

Must have computer and basic
$10/hour Fax resume 818-769-

OldbblllUUb

825-2221

206-3060

2S

August 14 -18, 2000

26

7800

7800

Help Wanted
CHAUFFEURS

YOGA WORKS'*

2hour to

start

benefits include medical/dental

and yoga classes. Please fax to
(310)664-6479 or email to
vogawork store(a;iuno.com

iNTrl^NS

JV

Varsity FoottwII,

Lacrosse.

Nate

Call

ext.

and JV

organized, phones,

310-391-7127.

Paid positions.

responsible,

LA

computers. Fax resume with
days/hours available.
(323)651-0656

247

COUNSELOR FOR GREAT SIERRA CAMPOUT NEAR YOSEMITE. AUG21-SEPT.1.
NEED YOUTH AND CAMPING EXPERI-

position to follow

Must

fiave

Computer

skills

up on invoicing process.
speaking/pfione
needed. P/T, mom-

excellent
skills

ings preferable, $8-l0/hr. Please fax re-

sume

MS

business

for interna-

office in BevHills:

Must know

Call 310-278-9338. E-mail rearibussel@fiotmail.com or fax 310278-0038.
Office.

sume

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT
Will

train.

WESTWOOD ENTER-

HIRING

TAINMENT LAW FIRM

www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
cso@ucpd.ucla.edu.

to:3l 0-273-6936.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
tional

CSO PROGRAMS NOW

medical office

In

Do good and get paid. Pay $8.00 to
$10.26/hr Must be a UCLA student with 1-»--^
academic years remaining with a valid driver's livense. Phone: 310-825-2148. WEB:

CUSTOMER SERVICE
PfT positions at University Credit Union.
during

Start

majors. 15-min to

summer

Excellent

pay,

hours,
environment.
Go
to
www.ucu.org/jobs.htm, Ackerman A-level
Service Center or fax resume or letter of interest to 310-477-2566.

Looking

UCLA. 310-476-

ADVERTISING SALES
tlie

New

No

No

experience retjuircd

Movies,
310-274-9200.

Or

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ASSISTANT OFFICE WORK POSITIONENTHUSIASTIC responsible individual witfi

people for salon sales
$15-$25/hr. Call Jasmine @ 310-820-2710.
M-Thurs. 3pm-10pm.

great pfione voice needed for fun busy office
PT or FT. $8.50 to start, weekend fiours also
available.

eas. Call:

Century City and Santa Monica
818-410-8322

ar-

ASSISTANT TO CEO
Needed

SALES:

CUSTOMER

SERVICE/RECEPTIONIST,

clear speaking voice, general office work,

data entry, customer contact, excellent salary and benefits A.B.B. Labels 213-7487480.

general office duties 10-15 hours/week. Fax resume to 310474-7332.

DESPERATELY
SEEKING INTERN
highly motivated individual for

Sales, technical and teaching
positions available at the

Westside's best boardshop.

'

intern posi-

Part-time,

experienced. Great perks,
discounts, & bonuses. Salary
depends on experience.

on an as-needed'

some weekends, must have

Jessica or Erica (310) 230-6085
Fax resume to (310) 230-4536

OFFICE/PERSONAL
Part time assistant

needed

for fielp in office

and personal We are located in Brentwood,
must have car and insurance. 20-25
hours/week
4231

Mike or Debbie;310-440-

Call

No experience

19 year old male with
cerebral palsy $12/hr, 18 hrs/wk Must be
able to lift 100 pounds, drive and assist with
all personal needs. Will train. 6:30 am - 8:30
am 3 weekday mornings. Thursday 4-7:30,
Saturday 8-11:30 am, Sunday 5:30-10:30

pm

310-454-3188 or fax 310-454-5636 or

email Dianehilldaol.com

ATTORNEY NEEDED NOW!!

schedule, p/t-t/t, no delivery,
car/ins. 323-822-9209.

legal

for

representation
business/civil/disabled rights. Call
Schwartz at 323-938-5347.

for

salon in
Required Fax

Beverly

tiful

Resume

Experience
310-777-2494.

CAMP COUNSELORS
DAY/OVERNIGHT
Camp now
selors! Summer
Pall

amusement

parks,

hiring

e-mail:clinicalsubjectsOyahoo.com.

fun

includes:

beach days,

more! 18 and up
2700.

Call

jet

TIVE. Film advertising. Call retail stores for
upcoming releases. Coordinate store visits.
P/T-F/T-8am-12pm or 12:30pm-4:30pm-flex
$10/hr+bonus. 310-333-1985

EVENT ASSISTANT

and

Heather: 310-477-

Sherman Oaks event

1

666

Pay

for

$10/hour.

EXCITING

Inexperienced ok Dan-

NEW

BAGEL SHOP 310-441-

Part or full-time work. CalliDavid

0394

in

LA

for the aspiring profes-

Coordinator 310-226-7461.

FILE/OFFJCE CLERK. Law fimi has P/T pominimum 20hrs/wk Monday-Friday afternoons. Fax resume to 310274-2798 or mail to Lurie & Zepeda. 9107
Wilshire Blvd, Suite 800 Beverly Hills. 90210.
No phone calls please.
sition at $6.50/hr,

P/T

at

AM

Design. Fashion &
Merchandising Student Alert
Great job waits for you in busy retail
establishment. Looking for outgoing
salespeople with interest in clothing
to work in young, hip, new store.

Good

salary, great perks,

more. Must have

bonuses, &

some

retail

experience.

&

SANTA MONICA CPA/BUSINESS MAN-

Call Jessica or Erica

Upbeat

& cheerful

for

mari<eting,

and phone

LOOKING FOR

F/T

Receptionist
with
experience.
Heavy
phones, filing, and light typing. Early hours.
Please fax resume to 310-443-3440. Attn:
Danielle.

self-motivator, with

organaza-

computer,

skills for

special projects.
re-

Call

No

Ext.

exam

0614 8am-

for private health club.

Permanent

Customer

computer

service,

skills,

general

$8/hr full-tirne, some weekends Call Lindy 310-477-2700.
duties.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive
WLA. Conversation only.

social clut>s in

No

alcohol.

Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 323-441-0985.

are looking for a

flekJ

service represen-

and permit delivery.
This part-time, temporary position pays
$9/hour and requires having your own vehicle, a good driving record and carrying full
liability

auto insurance. Please

Rob

323-957-1000 x-152.

at

call

Mike or

503-4477.

P/T

office duties possible afternoon,

pet-sitting service.

ANIMAL-LOVING

owner in running
310-780-PETS.

HOTEL DESK CLERK
310-208-3945.

Westwood

evening and

with the public.

Must be available

Cheviot Hills Recreation
Center. 310-837-5186. Charlene Zaienski or
Alan Perlmutter for interview appointment.
to start immediately.

Village Hotel.

Tuesday/Thursday/Friday
8am-1pm. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

James Donman:800-95 1-0044.

RECEPTION/ASSIST
No experience
for

Dr.

Somers or Janice, 310-319-9999, Leave
message 24-hrs/day.

P/T

SALES ASSISTANT

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Computer
skills

required. Flexible, part-time hours.

We

are national flower shippers. 310-230-0811
or fax resume: 310-230-4146.

PART TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT
computer

skills

PC,

MS

$8-19/HR
Plus Federal Benefits. Part< Rangers, Secur-

and Maintenance. No experience
some. For info call 1-800-391-5856
0615. 8am-9pm. Local not guar.

for

ity,

ext.

RETAIL/PUREBEAUTY
We're looking

Very good

Word, Word pro-

for

and sales clerVs

RECEPTIONIST
some sales experience for West Hollywood upscale gym. Janice:31 0-577-6773.
With

asst.

managers,

with experience in the retail

to wortc in

our stores

in

the

LA

area. Excellent pay/t>enefits and a generous
employee discount. Call for interview:310-

474-4080. ext.208.

is

Casablanca West

company has

needs cheerful P/T salesperson. Eariy shift, 6:30AM- 10:30AM. $8/hr,
close to UCLA. Call Domink^ue 310-503Retail bakery

5233.

SALESPERSON
vices.

Alan

at

Bedrooms

1

Needed for Interne!
sell DSL and dial-up ser-

Make $75-$200/day.

Part-time. Call

818-762-3467.

STAR SEARCH

2000. Japanese Graduates—Senior Leadership roles. Tokyo, Japan.
Email resume: don_dusatkoegallup.com or call Don at 949-474-7900 x.710.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

TEACHING ASSISTANT

For Beverly Hills producer. Short, flexible
hours. Excellent pay. Ask for Mary:310-278-

To work with 5-9 year olds. $13/hour. Hours
are 8AM-1PM M-F Fax resume to 310-471-

6972

1532.

Classifieds

Display

825-2221

206-3060

Single apt from $575, $600deposit
1-year lease only. Stove, ref rig., carpets, vert,

busy up and coming band

people looking to get hands on experience in the music business. Computer
skills a must. 323-876-1998.
tunity for

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE
for a student who would like to get real-life
web design experience and shocase his/her
on our website to use as a reference
employment. 12 part-time commitment

talent

Rash Technology
letter of interest to

310-546-

9590.

from $1195

iaundiif,

winded,

fiates subject to Jnorease

OR October Ist

BLOCK TO CAMPUS

1

1bdrm/lbth. $1050. Single $750. Hardwood,
private patio, telephone entry, walk to

UCLA.

10966 Roebling Ave. 310-824-2595 or 310208-4253.

$1195

room, dinning area, storage, parking space,
very clean. Close to UCLA $1150. 310-6579512.

baths.

INTERNSHIP WITH AWARD WINNING
JOURNALIST/SCREENSYNDICATED
WRITER. Must be PC literate and own comCollege credit plus pay. Experience,
references, and contact. Westwood Please
contact Beveriy at 310-209-5656 or email at
puter.

malwrite@aol.com.
ill!-;

p;*|HN ivcycli-:

thic>

rjajHjrrocytiAthi

WESTWOOD.

WESTWOOD
floors, laundry,

I

rooftop

Apartments

Part<

1

papciw:ycl

tfiitt

paporrricyo-lc

tfiiv.

1

Private room,

1

included

BRENTWOOD ADJ. APT
parking.

Free search at www.westsideren-

fee.

2+2, patio,

new

carpets,

siderentals.com

CULVER CITY DUPLEX

2bed/1bath

No

duplex.
pets,

Discounts Available

for

Prime Carison Partt,
smoking or garage

www.housinglOl net...
pus! Search for summer

Available immediately $950. 310-

Pirvate room, private

gated parking. $450. 310-395-7368.
www.westsiderentals.com

bath,

SANTA

MONICA

NEAR UCLA
1917 Spanish Mission Style Building Single,

$1250 many

and more.

w/fireplaces, luxury

many w/dishwashers,
A/C and more, jbdrm $2100. Huge

'2t)drm $1495-$1695
balcony,

yard fridge, parking, laundry, and more.

8500
Apartments Furnished
furnished-singles.

$1300 +
$1450 + Lincoln Place Apts. Call

310-396-3117.

special. Attractive

Near UCLA/VA.

students. Suitable lor two. Definite

CONDO

washer/dryer. 21

-ft.

LARGE,

bright,

Bl.

on

Jacuzzi

Walking distance
475-0807.
parking.

to

roof.

310-395-

ET

8600
Condo/Townhouse

UCLA. 310-

security,

doorman,

Eva.31 0-476-7052.

Super Big Super Clean

SANTA MONICA

Apartments!

4BED/2BATH CONDO

1

FOR RENT

bedrooms

UCLA

Walk to Village
Near Le Conte

(310)208-8798

WALK TO UCLA

North of Wilshire. Spacious front unit with t>ig
patios.
Laulidry room, great location,
$3800/nrK)nth. 310-393-5075.

SANTA MONICA

729 Gayley Ave.

311

room,/bath,

tL

full

valet park, tennis court, pool, $2000/month.

QAYLEY MANOR

Singles and

Private

Rent

CENTURY PARK EAST
CONDO RENTAL
2bed/2bath. 24-hiour

Across the Street from
2+1, laundry,

for

Extra

APTS

310-395-7368.

Ideal for

must see!

310-477-4832.

view.

dishwasher,

refrigerator,

separate kitch-

Ibdrm, hardwood floors, $975.
UCLA. Available now. Lease. 310-

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,
pool, gated.
$650-$825. Ibdrm $850-

WLA-$555&up. Move-in

310-395-7368.

DUPLEX.

pets. 310-551-5791.

SUMMER SPECIAL IBDRM

Pnrt room. 2 baths,

SANTA MONICA COTTAGE.

No

2BDRM

APT. Private room, private
bath, cont. access, gated parking. $450.
3l0-395-7368.www.westsidenrentals.com

parking included. $1500.
www.westsiderentals.com

1-yr

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

VENICE

SANTA MONICA

garage.
$425.
www.westsiderentals.com.

2bed/1 1/2 bath. Town apartment.
Balcony,
1.2
miles to UCLA."
$1495/month. 1615 Greentiekj Ave. 310459-6800.

Private room/t>ath, h/w floors,

Private room, priavte

laundry,

2BDRf^^2BATH. $1325 AND
STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. 310-839-6294.

front

cam-

sublets.

floors, high-ceiling.

foot ceilings,

Microwave, oven,

rentals.com

off

one park940 Tiverton Ave.
Medrcal and Dental schools. Walk to

AC, Nine

urxjergrads. 310-

WALK TO UCLA

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
Your move

COMPLETE KITCHEN

STUDIO,

2/3BDRM

$1300/month. Sherry:310-837-2094.

Close to
479-8646

(310) 477-7237

ing.

No

UP. TILE KITCHEN,

1525 Sawtelle

w/c pel, h/w fkx)rs. ck>se to
beach $550. 310-395-7368. www.westsiden-

$750.

Near Wilshire Blvd.

208-2251

SANTA MONICA APT

from UCLA. Garage.
470-7594.

malls.

1235 Federal Ave.
.

2bd/2bth. $1800. F^ax 2peofloors.Backyard, Washer/dryDishwasher, mk:rowave. Imi.

Carpeting, refrigerator, gas stove,
patio, laundry facilities. Near bus lines/food

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool, Near bus line

660 Veteran

garage, must seel $600.
7368. www.vyestsiderentals.com.

Hardwood

395-7368. www.westskJerentals.com

Ftrcplscc, Jacuzzi, Dishwasher,
Rcrnscrator, Air Conditioner Laundry,

SANTA MONICA APT

WESTWOOD-

lease.

&

(ntcrcom System A G«ted Parking
Rec room. Sauna, Gym Room

bath,

cluded $670. Available mid Septemt)er. 310824-2112.

WLA- IBDRM Unfumished. $850/mo.

UCLA

mile to
Singles
Bachelor
1

2+2, patio, conl. ac-

tals.com

yard.

Avoid Westwood rents

t>ath/stK)wer,

full

quiet. All utilities in-

laundry, 5 blocks from beach. $595. 310-

3-h2, pation, walk-

$1795. 310-395-7368.
www.westsiderentals.com

7368

1/2

APTS

VENICE APT.

2 BD w/ Loft $1815

SANTA MONICA APT.

mrcrowave oven,

er in the unit.

1

UCLA. Lovely bach-

to

floor,

Call for free listing:3 10-278-8999.

bath,

$400. 310-3957368. www.westsiderentals.com.
utilities

Hardwood

elor apt.

ple.

208-2376.

Cathedral Ceilings, no pets

BEVERLY HILLS APT

WESTWOOD WALK

WESTWOOD.

Campus.

BD $1195-1295
SBD$1<495
BD w/loft $1495

Summer

evenings 310-659-4834.

'BRENT MANOR-'

t>eside

Sinsle $950-5995
Sinsle w/loft $1145

intercom entry,
appliances. Move-

ppol/jacuzzi,

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. APT 2+1, w/c pet,
blacony Ig closets, pk. $1100. 310-3957368. www.westsiderentals.com.

closets,

$850/month.

modem

1/2.

Diamond Head

Short Term

in

studio,

All utilities and
Days 310-475-7533,

$1200/month.

parkirtg included.

WESTWOOD.

APT. 2+2, new paint,
must see. $1375. 310-395-7368.

310-839-6294.

pool, w/d,

one

Hardwood fk>ors. Charmir>g split level,
covered parking, dishwasher, refrigerator.
943 7th Street. Cats OK 818-761-1168.

SANTA MONICA APT 2+2, w/c pet. laundry,
parking included. $1500. 310-395-7368.
www.westsiderentals.coni.

1,2BEDROOM
BEVERLY HILLS ADJ.
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE& W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

en.

^__

Mils

APT. Private room, bath, h/w
parking irx:luded. $475. 310-

TOP LOCATION

Ibdrm.

1380 VETERAN-2bdrm/2bth. $1595.

hardwood

f

,

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

bedroom, $1455 2 bedroom

1

www.westsiderentals.com.

Furnished.
$lOOO/month. Single:$900/month. Carpeted.
Gated complex. Quiet. Pool. Laundry. 1 yr
lease 310-824-1830.

view,

2+1

3+2. w/c pet, walk-in
closets, sub. parking. $1895. 310-395-7368.
www.westsiderentals.com.

MIN TO UCLA

llii

tt,

1

SANTA MONICA APT

SEEKING QUIET SINGLE OR COUPLE

Joel:31 0-828-2292.

,

bedroom/1 bath. Living

blinds,

BRENTWOOD APT

Call

_«

walk to UCLA, park310-395-7368.
included
$1325.
www.westsiderentals.com

NEAR BEACH

SANTA MONICA

offers op-

permanent employment.

llL..

WESTWOOD APT 2+1

WILSHIRE

2+1. h/w floors, laun$1375. 310-395-7368.
www.westskJerentals.com

or fax:

INTERNSHIP POSITION

)0r focvcl

*

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

dry, parking included

must see. $1400. 310-395-7368 www.west-

POST-PRODUCTION Company

Near Glenrock

frig,

SANTA MONICA APT.

530 Veteran
208-4394

BRENTWOOD APT

portunity for

667-669 Levering Ave.

market/bus. 1-year lease. Street
par1<lng. 1234 14th St. Just off Wilshire. 310471-7073.

1
bath, laundry, t>ackyard. $695.
310-395-7368. www.westskJerentals.com

dishwasher, pk. $1550. 310-3957368. www.westsiderentals.com.

cess, fireplace, carport, pk. $1450. (310)395-

Amy@makaievents.com

School and Village

to

APT.

building,

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY

involving NaPromotions Coordination and Special
Even Coordination at Makai Events in Manhattan Beach. Send resume and letter of in-

CANYON GUEST

SANTA MONICA APT

tional

to

only.

gated parking, laundry, all
in ASAP Cats considered. 310-477-5108.

booking/promotion service. Excellent oppor-

terest

310-837-1502 leave message. 8am-

SANTA MONICA

SMperdoteU. LMSeoiniy Deposit

who

GRAPHIC DESIGN AND

or fax

SANTA MONICA Large
Close

/

Cabie ready, pool,

and crafts from
Research and source

amy@makaievents.com

PALMS. 1BDRM/BATH. $850/month. Newly-

SANTA MONICA

Internships

for

to

(510) 208-3215

ST. $2395/MO.

Bachelor,

to select high quality arts

for

Walk

ing

painted, clean, large, gated parkir>g, inter-

PALMS.

Bachelors $865

internet savvy and irxjependent. Some
Spanish required and Portuguese a plus.
Win assist in all aspects of quality control

wanted

Apartments

OPEN HOUSE MON-SAT 10-4PM

5pm

is

Interns

Singles

(310)391-1076

blinds.

seeking an individual

player, strong writing/research skills

Sunny
& 1 Bedroom

Large

395-7368. www.westsiderentals.com.

com, jacuizi. Kay 310-842-9127.

Available from
Sept. 1st

background interdesign. Organized team

around the worid.

BEETHOVEN

3954

rental preferred.

LEVERING ARMS

ALARM, CAT OK

1bdrm/1bath. $1050. Hardwood, priavte patelephone entry, walk to UCLA. 10966
Roebling Ave. 310-824-2595 or 310-2084253.

with strong worid arts
in interior

VISTA •
2BA, TOWNHOME, FP.

Private, quiet, conveni-

UCUV. Long-term

$650/month. 310-474-2853.

4BD, 4BA, TOWNHOME, FP, CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT, GATED GARAGE. SEC.

OF

CULTURE MAJORS
N0BICA.COM

OPPORTUNITY
POOLSIDE STUDIO

1-txlrm, junior.

310-546-9590.

SALESPERSON

Service Provider,

PERSONABLE
FRONT DESK

merctiandlse focus salon.

managers,

VILLAGE, MIDVALE N.

www.keltontower8.com.

tio,

immediate openings for P/T retail support
reps. Conduct trainings create hype, and
have fun making music on tfie way. $10/hour
plus t>onuses. (Increase possible based on
performance) Email resume to:dthomp-

necessary. Experience in
a plus. Send resume and

In

Rent

BLOCK TO CAMPUS

1

WANTED

Person w/transponation needed by record
label to org. CD release party and ocntact radio statkins. Small salary plus commission.

The new name

for

LEVERING. LARGE 1&2-BDRM APT, EXCELLENT VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHA RM, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-6294.'

1

negotiable.

environment

cessing english and Spanish. Fax resume
310-556-1076.

to assist

Part time mornings.

directly

$9.60/hr. 5-l5hours/week.

expansion. Trading available. 310552-3244.

RELIABLE

for

ext. 18.

•WESTWOOD

WILDLIFE JOBS

8000

Ask

at

hrOnobica.com

weekends. Offk:e duties require good customer service skills necessary to answer

company seeks team orientnew Bev-

needed

RECREATION ASSISTANT Needed

phones and deal

818-508-8555.

ASSISTANT

office.

Hostelling

around the worid! Call Lucy

Apartments

singer, 19-26, w/ great
kx>ks style for alternative/pop band a la Cardigans, Oasis. No Doubt. Major lat)el inter-

school year Candidates should
have experience in child care. Salary is

Eye-doctor's

at

arxj interact w/trav-

WANTED: Female

fall

Tues-Sat. Santa Monica.

SM. Meet

8^00

salesQmogulsoft.com

a diptomatk: manner and work directly
with the general manager to develop product lines. Must have a strong grasp of
American market and working knowtedge
of world cultures, email resume to

PRESCHOOL
LOOKING FOR
TEACHER

F/T.

all

310-393-9913

in

required.

erly Hills

PERSON

Hours:3weekdays

1-

elers from

products interact with international offk:es

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Must be hon-

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

clients.

OFFICE INTERNS

5:30pm, Saturdays 9-5pm. Days and times
negotiable. $8/hr. Contact Natalie:310-4751241

GROWING...

HONEST,

Stepha-

WANTED
Yellow Balloon HairSalon.

FRONT DESK

office

individual.

envi-

TUNITIES

growing firm

for fast

2BD,

avail,

WESTWOOD

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
11931 AVON WAY, $1395/MO.
11748 COURTLEIGH DR. $1395/MO.
12630 MITCHELL AVE. $1395/MO.
12741 MITCHELL AVE. $1395/MO.

VOLUNTEERS OPPORInternational in

broadbarid

• MAR
^

fire-

bateony, gated garage,
hot water paid, instant
&
room,
gas
laundry
fullkitchen,

ent to

310-843—0898. Unpaid.

Large singles and 1-bdrms,

2-t)drms. Pool, Jacuzzi, walk-in ctosets,

firm is looking lor Intern.

Flash and mySQL daa plus. Email work/qualifications

w/high profile

ested

PRESCHOOL ENGLISH
TEACHER

For

at:

Rent

for

WALK TO UCLA

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2395/MO

WORLD ARTS AND

Experience,

1-800-391-5856

PR

Apartments

WESTWOOD.

LOFTTOWNHOME, FP, CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT GATED GARAGE,SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

8300

son@magix.net or fax:310-656-0234.

9pm. Local not guar.

RECEPTIONIST

est/child-friendly.

designers/programmers

$9-14.27/HR

hours, $8/fK)ur includes gasoline.

P/T

,

POSTAL JOBS

TRAINEE
and proof of/insurance Non-smoking

i

27

8^00

Rent

4BD, 3BA +

verbal/written skills a must. Contact

Rebecca

ENTERTAINMENT

PLASTIC SURGERY

P/T DRIVER/UTILITY
vehicle, valid Califomia driver's license

Good

FIELD

receptionist

ronment, diean-cut
nie:310-395-3291.

WANTED:
WEB TALENT _I.
FREELANCE WEB

or fax resume to 310-230-4536

Organized individual with
good clerical skills and a woridng knowledge
of computers. Flexible schedule, 20-25
tiours/week. $10/hour. Fax resume to:310451-0740.

WIA optometry office.

customer service reps with a great phone
presence. Full/Part time. $8-10/hour. Fax
resume to 310-315-1152 attn. Joe.

@ 31 0-230-6085

AGEMENT FIRM

Receptionist

310-268-

to Christina Price at

fax

WORK IN THE

Energetic female to work with great kids. Call
for hours. Yuri:323-935-3339. George:213-

ASSISTANT

sales/marketing

schedule. Please

nation's premier criminal defense firm is
looking for energetic, fun, and dependable

part time positions available.

20-30 hrs per wk, flexible. $15/hr. Fax
sume to 310-278-2671

LISH. Flexible hours. Beveriy Hills area internet publishing company. 310-276-0315.

resume
7604

in

flexible

The

links to

tional

ASSISTANT

Has a

Entertainment

LOOKING FOR A FUN
PLACE TO WORK?

tat>ase skills

Center Studio 818-848-8111.

OFFICE seeks dynamic,

PRIVATE HOME OFFICE, data entry, windows '98. Accuracy important. GOOD ENG-

P/T

KJ

sional. For application, information. Call

Flex hours. $7.50/hr.

ed, energetic individuals to kick-off

Fax/EMAIL resume:818-986-7109, knockoutprOaol.com

$l0-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-shaven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for
ny 8 1 8-980

seeks person

ptKjne solk:ltation, data entry.

CASH PAID DAILY
figure modeling, etc

firm

finest training

info.

Health/Nutrttton

skiing,

paintball

Fil-

tative for film notifk^ation

INSIDE SALES PROTIONS REPRESENTA-

innovative- and compretienslve Pilates
teacher training program available (with special emptiasis on Physical Therapy). The

Plus Federal Benefits.

We

ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING

enthusiastic coun-

P/T

20 hrs/wk.
Fax resume and cover

GREAT STUDENT JOB

9121

Rick

Hills.

to

must have

most

good

resume:310-471-6770.

Interest

required.

skills

preferred.

for

place,

PR INTERN

WAGE?

PILATES TEACHER TRAINING- LAs leading Pilates Studio and Physical Therapy
facility. Center Studio, is now offering the

ing photocopying, faxing. Approx.

FUN CAMP OFFICE NEEDS ASSISTANT
Flex

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY male/female

BATIA & ALEEZA are looking for a part time
receptionist Tuesday to Saturday in a beau-

City law firm.

Near campus. Five days/week, ihr/day.
$100/week. Call her son: 713-522-9990.

investment

Estate

Flexible fiours,

magazine ad sale
Superb communication and computer

staff.

8^00
Apartments

• PALMS *

Publishing seeks en-

ergetic Intern to assist

TIRED OF MINIMUM

Interr^tional music software

shopping arxf errands for senior executive.
$20/hr, please fax resume to 310-820-1055.

hours available. Health insurance offered.
Please ask for Allison or Tanya:310-6595002.

l8-55yrs. old, r>on-smoker. no asthma history. Limited availability. Call today 310-785-

and

advice

COMf^lSSION ONLY $8-$15/HOUR.

attitude, fax

UCLA.

PAID INTERNSHIP
AMERICAN EXPRESS

Salary plus commission. Must be very experienced Split-shift. West Hollywood office.
Cleaning company. Call Liz at 310-2739631.

No

High-end dry-cleaner at 3405 Overiand. Outgoing personality. $8-10/hr to start. 2or3
mornings, 8-12:00 and Saturday or Sunday.
Call:31 0-287-2459.

Needed

DRIVER WANTED

ATTENDANT FOR

athletic, outgoing.

18-t-,

wom-

therapist for okJer

an.

$200-$1000

COUNTER PERSON

CLERK- P/T Century

Need water/dance

excellent

RECEPTIONIST

NOW
(818) 379-7070

209-2581.

and characters.

FINANCIAL FIRM

AUDITIONING

mil-

necessary. 323-851-1125.

Own

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NO FEES

office, Westwood. Phones, tiling, errands,
typing/computers. Must own car Good people skills a must Mo, We, Fr $10/hour 310-

Must be

required.

Flexible

Commercials, Music
Videos, Print & Modeling.

doctors

in

MODELS WANTED EARN

Fax res 310.828.3447

&

new

Japanese or Korean language at}ility.
Minimum 10-20 hours/wk. Duties include

FILE

PHYSICAL THERAPIST/
EXERCISE TRAINER!

Full

FEMALE PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed

needed

International Talent
Group is now looking for
new faces
new talent for
Television, Film,

articu-

WniiKMl

k^al

lennium. Excellent base commissions and
bonus. Call Marie at 310-477-5566.

with

All ages, all types.

ASSISTANT/RECEPTIONIST

INSIDE SALES. Great image, dress,

OFFICE CLERK Real

WANTED
ASSISTANT-

SERVICES

firm. 1/2 mile to

NEW FACES

Call for

MEMBERSHIP

8^00
Apnrtntents for Rent

SALEPERSON

ests, serious inquiries only.

FEMALE FIGURE/FASHION MODELS and

and

reliable car

work either 7AM-7PM or 7PM-7AM on
Saturday and Sunday for the nation's premiere criminal defense firm as a customer
service rep. Requires data entry skills, and
ability to handle multiple phone lines and intemet-sawy. $9/lT0ur. Fax resume to:310315-1152 attn: Celsa.
als to

experience necessary. 323-377-7937.

basis. Mon-Fri,

insurance. 310-442-0013.

three dependable, self reliant individu-

drawing models wanted by photographer. Call Peter at 310-558-4221.

DOGWALKER NEEDED

&

part time positions
available. Must t>e honest and
Full

an

a publicity special events and marketing company that caters to the fashion and
entertainment industries. Position offers
school credit. Please fax resumes to Zazie at
310-271-6405.
tion at

seventeen year old giri with physf^ndicap to assist in classrooms for all
12th grade subjects. M-F 7:30AM-3:30PM.
Begin late August-June 2001. $450/wk.
Guest house available if wanted. 323-933bright,

8000
Internships

DYNAMIC, MOTIVATED

;-;;.'

or ed twckground a

PERSONAL TEACHER

working for established photographer. Nudity

life

letter to; Office

Seeking an organized, responsible, and

Snowboarders Wanted--

Dinner,

looking for a variety of form

Friendly, energetic

for filing, faxing,

Responsible Skate &

through AuPaid position.

FEMALE FIGURE

year Comp.inc. Sal-t-commission, bonus,
medical, 401 K. You must be motivated, results driven, and outgoing. 310-954-1804.

Need

service. Your dating source for the

fees.

Times. Tfie alternative news
in LA. Earn up to 50K first

LOOKING FOR WEEKENDERS AND NIGHT
OWLS!

love dealing with people, love sales.
Great expectations. Nation's largest dating

KRAFT: 310-441-

E.

gust 31st.

weekly

-

in

late,

FEMALE ESCORT PART TIME

•Plus size
•Children
& non-union commercials

arts

SALARY DOE+BENEFITS. FAX RESUME TO

for all types

male/female models/actors

female owned and operated
carpet cleaning txisiness in Santa Monica.
No experlerKe needed. Have fun and get a
healthy workout while earning $. Call Karpet
Keri:310-450-1226.

To wor1( P/T

OFFICE EXPERIENCE.

8010.

For pnni

and

MUST HAVE CLERICAL

or Mfont *o get started?

4205.

Join

MAIL PROCESSING.

Are you a model...

30-40firs/M-

F/9:00-6:00pm. Computer knowledge mandatory. Great |ob for Business/Pre-Med/Public-Kealtti

the

SEEKS FfT OFFICE
CLERK TO DO COPYING, FAXING, AND

E-mail:

LOOKING FOR FEMALE

GENERAL OFFICE

F/r

finance company, tor growth

printout to

errands.

7800
TELEMARKETERS

1406.

ES. 310-826-7000.

For West

DMV

Mark 310-446-9205.

filing,

ENCE. SALARY $660 PLUS ALL EXPENS-

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT NEEDED

Fax

or Part Time. Call or

some

310-393-0980.

plus. $10/hour.

For

LIMO DRIVER NEEDED with 3 years California Driver lk:ense, minimum age 25. Full

knowledge, communication

filing, light typir>g,

West LA home, psych

a week. Financial t>ackground a plus. Call
PWIlip at 310-289-8359 or 310-739-1475.

Fast-paced, business
skills,

Organizing,

Work out of your home at your own pace. 2025hrs/wk. Very very good pay. Make $1000^

Ht?l|)

Help WanttHJ

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

SCHEDULER

AcirNCY

Soccer Boys:

Football, Varsity

TALrNT

7800

Wanted

INTERVIEWER/

Ex. driving

COACHES NEEDED
MIDDLE SCHOOL &
HIGH SCHOOL
Girls

Hv.\\)

summer-

must know LA. Quality company,

2000-2001 school year

7800

Help Wnnled

great pay. 310-457-5051.

-

-

over 21,

Full-time,

possibility to continue.

record,

Pcivtible/Pavroll

flexible $1

and

job

Accounts
Must have accounting
background - 35 hours/ week

7800

Help Wnnted

August 14- 18,2000

Daily Bruin ClassiTied

Daily Bruin Classified

£

Ocean Ave. 3 bedroom/2 bath

AC and
an ocean view. Also Walking distance from
beach. $2700/mo 310-391 -1557.
parking, washer/dryer in unit. Central

SPACIOUS

WESTOOD CONDO
SPACIOUS

www.keltontowers.com

with din-

ning area. Freshly remodeled, underground

WESTWOOD

2bed/2bth condo

Security, pool. Jacuzzi, near park

and UCLA.

Great ck>sets and storage. $1900/month.
CaH: 310-234-2690.

r'i-.-w..i.,.,j,.

HicnlM;

825-2221

206-3060

August 14-

28

18,

2(M

Daily Bruin

ClassiM

Apartments

Apartments

Rout

for

8^00

8^00

Rent

Rent

for

Apartments

for

8<kOO

SlkOO
Apartments

Apartments

Rent

for

for R(.'nl

9700

9700

97OO

9700

Siiblols

Sublets

Sublets

Sublets

BRENTWOOD/SUNSET:
$1000/month.

Parking,

FALL QUARTER
SUBLET!

Ibdrm/lbth.

fully-furnished,

se-

cured. Full Jacuzzi and gym, laundry, A/C,
fireplace, dishwasher, microwave, lax, printer, bike.

September and on. 310-440-9306

SUNNY.
SPACIOUS.
HARDWOOD
FLOORS. Available mid-September throOgh
December 2000.
Rent
$400/month.
Call:949-854-5015.

Of Choice

&

Company,

Inc.

& Barbecue,

"The Standard of Excellence

Midvole Plaza

& Company

R.W. Selby
offers the

:1*

most modern

Leisure

Kelton Plaza

Area

1

'^
.

Midvole Plaza

II

Westwood

Sauna, Spa, Study Lounge w/
Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

Wellworth

Village.

&2

1

Rooftop Spa

824-7409

Pool,

&

Call (310)

Leisure

Area

Condo/Towiibouse

WESTWOOD

for

Rent

House

VILLAGE 2 BED/2 BATH

Luxury highrise security buikJing. 24 hour
valet, Pool, Spa, $2250/month. Available
August 1.310-209-8272.

8700
Condo/Townbouse

for Sale

BRENTWOOD
COTTAGE
Ext. 2020.

RANCHO PARK

FOR SALE
CONDO bedroom

3bd/2ba den living family room, patio large
yard 2car garage 5min. to UCLA by bus.
$2400/month. 310-838-0653.

BRENTWOOD
Garden

view.

1

+1

1/2

bath.

HUGE BRENTWOOD

K

^BATH, large kitchen, sunny/private/quiet,
good storage, garage. Close to UCLA,
$140,000. Mary Young 310-979-3938.

Condo

bath penthouse: high

hardwood

floors,

new

ceiling,

new 50-k

3'':

kitchen,

House

for

Rent

FORMER UCLA
for

fall

good cook.

>

RANCHO PARK
UCLA. $375 and

10-Minutes

to

included.

Private

Call

professional couple seeks clean
quiet 2 bdrm. house with yard and garage on
the Westside. Call 323-933-9898.
Married,

WESTWOOD/PALMS

Fall Sublet Needed!
Beginning September 1st, UCLA student
needs a fall sublet in the local area. For any
interested party, please call 310-794-4157.

Honest people.

ACROSS STREET
FROM UCLA

BIG SISTER
12-year-old

lor Hel,.

to live in (free rent)

girt

after

and help working

and care

female

UCLA

$600/mo. 310-474-8912.

| HilgOrd HOUSB

boy

UCLA. Male-Only. Large, private furnished bdrm w/bath. Kitchen privileges, laundry, parking. $700/month. Another room
$600/month. 310-473-5769.

— WLA 2BED/2BATH
Partially

furnished bedroom/private bath.

in

Pool/)acuz2i/steam room. Laundry
Quiet, neat, tkjy, responsible, serious studfacilities.

Must respect privacy. $700 Includes utilities. 310-474-6240 after-7pm before-9am.

ent.

chiklren,

house,
Required 2

in front

home. Susan:310-

bath $450/month, includes
310-475-8787.

exchange

women

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. Bus

Room

stay.

FREE RENT

in

Rooinniiiles-Privjile

bedroom share-

private entrarKe one-block east of
only.

for

housekeeping,

UCLA. No

Close to bus. 310-

474 4354

Female

Private

utilities.

$40/day.

BRENTWOOD share

a
m/s grad student to
2bdr/2bath $723/month +Utilities. Parking,
pool, w/d. Kate:310-471-7211.

FREE ROOM FOR HELP
In

exchange

for

help caring for 9-year-okJ

boy. Flexible schedule,

smokers

[I

link.i

not.

male applk:ants

ok.,

Email resumeitythia^cool-

laundry facilities, bus
Male/female. 310-390-5996.

ing,

line

.

M

825-2221

UCLA.

Big room,

in

hardwood floors and bateony. To start
September or October 310-581-8549.

late

WEST LA LARGE
2BED/BATH

BRENTWOOD— 2bdrm/1. 5

bath townhome
Parking,
included).
$750(cable&utilities
pool, great location. Responsible n/s, professional female preferred. \/oicemail:310-2136062— /Vsk for Trana.

ROOMMATE
own room
across

in

the
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jmit of 4

free ads per

customer per week.
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any advertisement not meeting the standards of (he Daily Bruin.

paid.

$650/month. 310-824-6318.
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The

Room

Daily Bruin Ad

Production Department needs

WESTWOOD
Looking for female to share a bedroom in a
2bed/2bath apt. on Kelton Ave. Very spacious and clean, pool and Jacuzzi on roof

Paste-up Artists

Call:310-824-7831.

WESTWOOD
Roommate/s
room/private

needed for master bedbathroom, with one parking

spot on Midvale. $830/iTX>nth. Call:310-208-

0949.

/\

l;>

V RT
I

I

.?^

SE

Apply

206-3060

Knowledge of Photoshop
and Quark a plus.

at:

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES
2nd Floor Kerckhotf

PloooitioHc
,1

utilities.

to

good references.

A/C, parking, laun310dry, and 7-minutes to campus. $2450.
276-8505.

block

Apartment Near Olympic and 405/Sawtelle.
$650/month includes cable TV. 310-6496090, business number.

Westwood/Pico. 3-mo. min

278-6601

1

-$15_

IKFA niNINf; TARI F
IKFA > AMP
IKFA SOFARFn

aift479.2aa6

RFfVRnX/FRAUF

,

$550/month. Upper, quiet, newer. 2+2 with
skylight, fireplace, all amenities, gated park-

in

school arxj some nights
with occasional er-

mom

hnrimng

riF.SK *

PALMS

exchange for room in
Brentwood, board and stipend. Jon:3l 0-825-

8yr-old

Walk

Rancho Park near Westwood. Kitchen.
Parking, No Pets. Owners own 2 Cats/Dog.

www.yosemite istovely.com

Description

ai0.g«M3S1
BIB-TBHKQ?

nnritwriptinn

FNTFRTMMMT PNTR

Cardiologist needs childcare help with

9500

for

iM/arirawns iwnnri

nP.SK HI K

Room

2 bedroom apartment. 1 1/2 baths.
from Beveriy Hills. $400/mo plus
310-927-2491.

To share 2bed apartment

WESTWOOD

Clean and friendly boarding house has
rooms available for fall. $725/mon.(2/room);
$635 {3/room); $612.50 (5/room) includes
utilities, cable TV, arxJ 15^ meals/week. Female students onlyV 310-208-5056.
for

9500
Roommates-Private

Free

CHILDCARE HELP

9300
Room

up. Utilities

No smok-

entrance.

drugs.

-

ROOM FOR

in

BEDROOM PLUS OFFICE

ARMnifVnAfllNFT
ASTRO S TFXT

Item

_siaD^

N/A

9nnnnhTf.iHylni.rt«ri

QESK_
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OWN BEDROOM with walk-in ctoset in race

Parking 310-838-6547.

Rent

WESTWOOD
bedroom/2

ASAP

H

4098.

WANTED TO RENT

2bd/2ba bungalow with patio
floors, fireplace, central

for

Rent

SM CANYON. Private enlrance/bath.
unfurnished,
utilities/cable,
Parking,
kitchen&laundry privileges. Young-woman,
N/S, no pets. $735. Available 8/01. 310-459-

ing/drinking,

a 2
t)ath. Responsible roommate needed. Kitchen, pool, laundry, parking. $600/mo. 310477-7131.

athlete looking for housing

quarter. 22/m, clean,

rands. Pretty Beverly Hills

BEL AIR HILLShardwood

IN

Available

iiiMi>«n hiark

DMBEDAIAUBESS-

2109

Housiny Needed

Sean 310-663-7326

8900
I

1BDRM

9200

2 side by side parking, huge patio,
pool, washer/dryer in unit, spa, sauna
Call

CHILDCARE

student in exchange for
room w/t)ath, must own car + insurance for
school trips, Hispanics welcome; WLA, 310838-5720.

Bedroom

for Sale $495,000

WestwcxxJ 3 bedrooms + den,

PfT

for

LUXURY BCH. HSE.

in

NEED MATURE

Rooni

858-759-9619.

STUDIO

Free rent

9^00

2 bedroonVl bathroom,
living room, dinning area, breakfast room,
storage, AC. 2 parking spaces. $1350/mo.
Walking distance to ocean. 310-657-9512.

room. Gym, pool, 2car, patio, and party
room. $205,000. 310-471-2556.

Room

Help

for help w/homework&fun w/11year okj. Santa Monica. Car necessary, references. Evenings. Student. 310-998-8367.

SANTA MONICA.

Den/dining

9AOO

exchange

For lease $2,700/month. 2-f 1 and detached
studio-f3/4 t>ath. Large enclosed yard. Fabulous area. 818-265-8925 Pager:8 18-905-

8844

for

MALE SPORTS ENTHUSIAST.

$335,000
2 t/8 bath townGreat Westwood 3
house-AC, security system, extra storage,
side by side parking and rear yard.
Barbara Gardner, Broker 310-285-7505

f»

Room

m/tm rartft rtfliXil

muu in ROOK

9300

Rout

for

Check weekly

of the best deals in Westwood.

Phone

Price
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8900
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Furnished ApaftmentsV
Ask About Our Lease Specials
8600

FREE* some

maMrtws

AlARM/ranCK
AMnrfMjPinrFR
ANTIQtJE CHAIRS

rn/RAnKvnASS

479-6205

Rooinmate

4.1 <n»i»

rAiniiATOR

208-4868

Call (310)

^rttiyMtmctM naw

BEDSRFnSinF TAB! F

Area

Bedrooms, Pool,

Rooftop Spa

^^ttrrangements now!

II

0983 Wellworth Avenue

1

housing

&

I

&2 Bedrooms,

1

i.rr:nir>RTV

9r>IIFFNRFnSFT

RFn4.MATTRF.«iS

527 Midvale Avenue
Singjjps,

fall

Leisure

Description

BEACH CHAIRS
BFn 4. Rny.«tPRiNr;R

Avenue

Call (310)

UCLA Campus and

Make your

Kelton

&2 Bedrooms,

&

and convenient housing

the

430

208-0064

Call (310)

near

Item

824-0463

540 Midvale Avenue
""^Singles, 1&2 Bedrooms;

&

surrounded by tall pines. Close to
everything. Fully Equipped. 5000' elevation
surxleck. reasor^ble rates. 818-785-1028.

Student deals

;•>

Rooftop Spa

YOSEfWilTE

HOME

har^mns
tJ

Room

Fitness

Call (310)

I

SPACIOUS

BEAUTIFUL.

www.thiesublet.com
Sublets

^

trl 030 Tiverton Avenu^v
'Single Units Only, Roofto^Sun Deck
& Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa

'

310-391-5797.

Rentals

Greco

El

R.W. Sclby

ViiCHtioti

SERVICE
FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

'J-

absolutely

Properties Professionally

ASAR

Bruin Country.

In

Managed By

Less than $500. Call

Hall

29

9800

SUBLET & ROOMMATE

FALL QUARTER SUBLET Private room in 3
bedroom apartment 10 minutes from UCLA.

Homes

partment
I

FALL QUARTER SUBLET (Sept-Dec). Male
Female to share room. $470 per month,
Nice Apartment. Call Dan 310-208-1095.

or

Westwood: Searching for female roommate
to share room in 2 room/1 bath apartment.

ext.|1.cell:91
HI. 11
7-854-2338.
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D«tty Bruin Sports

From page

32

a stigma attached to using them.

bodybuilding.'*

From page 32^

"Now, the natural idea (of fitness)
number
one," Nevsky said.
is
The Russian Parliament, Nevsky

spreading his message. Nevsky takes

shakes his head.

was stopped

on

mance

U.S.

Gymnastics

with

coaching

of

staff

the

Olympic team.
At the U.S. Gymnastics

will travel to

McCain

championships,
finished fourth.

"Overall

was

1

pleased with

my

perfor-

keep

is

for

to bring his

illegal

here,

up some mis-

to clear

builders,

said. "Plus,

me because

they ask

I

it

a bit at

"Here, there are students from

and they ask me about my
training system," Nevsky said.
"Of course, most of them don't ask

me

about steroids, but they ask

about

he added. "You

'secrets,'"

under

to get this

my belt."

Up

first,

He

first.

He

on

on making an English version of.
"It's very admirable," Freund

meet

ple

are

trying

to

take

But at the close of the
week, another squad of

min depletion

Olympians should be cho-

SOUKE'HowtobKoawi

sen as the best of the best.

YU WANC/Datly Bruin

Senior Staff

come

witnesses

that

the police report states

Faoa was the aggressor, Faoa's
is

a

shortcuts.

hit

punched him," Grimes said.
"One time, one punch. He's never
been in a fight in his life."
Faoa started practice last Saturday

Nevsky is still putting in the
time. Only it's not just about building
himself up. It's about making sure that
as others build themselves up as well,
they do it in a manner they can be
proud of.

with the rest of the football team.

Notes compiled by Pauline Vu, Daily
Bruin Senior Staff.

Limited to stock on

hand.

Both pieces

QUEEN $75

$269

KING

Bookcases
5d3iece Dinette Sets

AU-METAL Bi-FOLD
•

Black Finish
Factory
Warranty

I^^Ck
^m %#
3

*

Slide

on a broken

Paus was not allowed to

pate in spring contact

though

McCann was

clavi-

partici-

drills.

But

the starter at

end of the season, Paus's experience grants him a better knowledge
the

of the Bruins' complicated offense.
Paus and McCann, both redshirt

sophomores, were in Westwood over
the summer working out individually

#

'.''•.'':'

years.

.

>-:..':

'^r

:r' y

McEwan

getting the

remaining 20 percent. Last year's
opening day starter, Drew Bennett,

LAST WEEK
TO APPLY

went to bowls last year, with
Alabama, Michigan and Stanford
playing in Alliance Bowls.

son opener

is

Crimson Tide
Rose Bowl.

The

sea-

Sept. 2 against the

backer Brandon Chillar might have

an immediate diance to play because
of unexpected roster moves.

Linebacker
transactions

gets tough

Finding spots

Linebacker Asi Faoa will miss one

According to Sports Illustrated,
UCLA has the second toughest

game due

Faoa was involved

free safety after spring practice, but

then he had major surgery on his

nents ranked in the preseason poll

ing

shoulder that would have caused him

are Pao-IO foes Washington at No.

any possible

to at least miss the current season.

and USC at No. 16. UCLA is ranked
No. 28. V
"The schedule has worked both
ways for us," Toledo said. "There
were a lot of kids here working out
this summer, including both quarter-

Houston has decided to return (o
Colorado permanently. The safety
will likely join his younger brother,
star running back Marcus, at the
University of Colorado in Boulder.
Williams has been dismissed from
ing,

The

Bruins'

three

1

backs."

^
On the flip side, Toledo added:
"We could also be a really improved

is

scheduled for Sept.
trial

-

Midnight

11am -1am

Sun
Fri

&

from

in

that

many

fresh-

Reese.

"We're a young team, but we're
an experienced team," Toledo said.
"Unlike last year, when we were
young and inexperienced."
This year's team has only 1 1 sdiolarship seniors, half of whom will

rules, inclusion

a police report results in an automatic one-game suspension. Toledo
has not commented on what action
the team might take pending should
Faoa be found guilty.
In other linebacker news, Billy
in

probably

start.

Notes compiled by Greg Lewis, Daily

Pieper and Santi Hall are also gone

Bruin Senior

(310)

Thurs
Sat

disabled parking

Manning and linebacker Marcus

until after the football season.

-

is

man, taking the place of the suspended veterans, gained valuable playing
time, including emerging stars Ricky

would not be held

According to team

last year's

placard scandal

18, thougli

Store Hours
11 am

One positive for the football team

to suspension this season.

games are against No. 3
Alabama, No. 4 Michigan and WAC
champion Fresno State. Other oppo-

schedule in the nation.

Denver, was projected as the starting

Also, incoming freshman line-

.

When the going

first

ing school for personal reasons.

at 12:30 p.m. in the

an altercation
with another student on April 30,
which resulted in the suspension. He
was also charged on counts of assault
and mayhem. His preliminary hear-

to be near his family while recover-

junior Scott

ing free safety spot.

But before die first fall practice
even began, possible starters Lovell
Houston and Julius Williams left
Westwood. Houston, originally from

fered on his non-throwing shoulder,
and he is now ready for full-contact
fall practice. He and McCann will
receive 80 percent of the snaps, with

was

are the likely candidates for the start-

'--.:

Citing homesickness and a desire

Staff.

478-2999

1301 Westwood Blvd.

Prof., Qinicol Dentistry

USC

•&

PLATFORM BED

America's Fastest
Pizza Comr\ny Just

at:

2nd Roor
Kerckhoff Hail Job #30

Restorative Dentistry
AsMciote

Students Only

ASUCLA
HUMAN RESOURCES
Apply

Han Young Azar-Mehr

oeadunS

Growing

Got

Bigger.

Parviz Azar-Mehr

SoHd Hardwood

mechanism

Prosthodontist

ROOMS

ProKessor

OF FURNITURE

Member

AT NOON

Cfinicol Dentisti

Ainiricon

Certified Speciolist

$699

Both PiacM from
FuNFactonr
Warranty

SOfA AND LOVESEAT (CHOICE OF FABRICS) • COCKTAIL with 2
END TABLES (WHITEWASH, BLACK OR OAK) • DINETTE TABLE with
4 CHAIRS • 6 DRAWER DRESSER • MIRROR • 2 TWO NIGHTSTANDS
• TWIN. FULL OR QUEEN BOX SPRING AND MATTRESS • FRAME

of teetti

Availabia in Blacfc LaqiMf
or Natural Finish

-

dental

TO

5-piece oak bedroo m set
•

AND HEADBOARD

•

Master Dresser
MMTOr

(6

• 2 Nightstands

LACMA

•

drawers)

Available

Wilshire

MON-FRI 10AM-7PM

Brea

CALL

$149

Headtxsard

o

in light

•

oak

finish

SAT 10AM-5PM
& Storage

•

#

SUN 11AM-5PM

Guaranteed Free Layaway

Fairfax

o

La

Immediate Delivery to

all

Locations

»•«//

eSB-2221

Most Major Credit Cards Accepted

6032 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
323.939.1244 • 323.939.3335
www.mmfurnlture.com

FURNITURE LIQUIDATORS

LUNCH SPECIAL

DINNER SPECIAL

$4,99

$5.99

RICE •SALAD* SOUP

SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•

CHICKEN TERIYAKI or
• FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
2 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

•

•

•

RICE

•

» £1

W
91

1

BROXTON AVE

/

Off

•

FIRE BEEF

^Mj. YOU

VEGETABLE TEMPURA
3 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

LECONTE

WESTWOOO VILLAGE
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MPANCSf FOOD
KORtAN FOOD
tA U t t O M»t

One

Pepperq

Coca-0

&One

Papa Size
Extra

tacm

Be^larPnce
lARQE omoitmMWfff^eriusT where available

cm

iHd with any other offer. Valid
Expirai
ifpating locations. Customer pays all
only
applicibte sales tax. Additional toppings^xtra^

One Large

$1 5.95
Dinner—$1 8.95

Expire^tf/MiPlcJrvalid with any other offer. Valid
only atpMlblpating locations. Customer pays all
applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

Papa's

tRtquind
I

[
|
'

Combo

One LargfjJ^yajDBpiags &
Two Liter QiunBoiS# c/ass/c

with
r»

Family Special,

One Large Double

•

•

»

•^OIU-LIIUE!
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I

its

suf-

in 7-on-7 drills. Paus's injury

UCLA

z**^

WWW.AZARMEHR.COM

THE DELPHI

THE McCARRON

Includes futon
mattress
Sophisticated

to surgery

two top comers,
Jason Bell and Marques Anderson,
were lost for the season to injury and
suspension, respectively. With the
pair back this year, it seemed that the
secondary would finally have the
depth it was missing the last two
Last year

Eight of this year's opponents

THE^

21 ''CENTURY

STARTING AT:
TWIN
$45 FULL $55
QUEEN $65 KING $85

• Full
•

FOR

Great Selection of
Bright New Colors

STEVENS

with

in,

results.

Due
cle,

stepped

hits the Bruins' defensive back-

field.

from last year's squad. Pieper injured
his back and was given a medical redshirt for the season. Hall was originally suspended one game for violating team ()olicy, but Saturday afternoori he informed Toledd Uiat he
would be quitting the team and leav-

competition."

That leaves the current starting
secondary as Ricky Manning and
Jason Bell at the corners with
Marques ^nderson at strong safety.
Ben
Highly-touted
freshman
Emmanuel and senior Jason Zdenek

seems something

our record might

not reflect that because of the level of

TEOI
DENTAL PRACTICE

FUTON MATTRESSES

(cart not included)

McCann

new

it

football team, but

HMH

Highy Rated Queen
Pillow Top Set $259

$99

from the spring.
According to head coach Bob
Toledo, both Cory Paus and Ryan
McCann have an equal shot at the
position. Paus 'was the starter last
year until he got injured, at which

tance in a year.

Be wary of the
-^
backfield
Every year

reasons,

apply for readmit-

Artists

$59
$99
$195
$55
$99

Designer Sofa Beds...

5 piece
Dining Set

quarterback

may

<^^

Bunk Beds

Shown:

much has changed

academic

for

Paste-up

$95

Brass Headboards

DINETTE SETS

UCLA

situation, not

ACT NOW!!!

BRAND NEW NAME-BRAND BEDDING
TWIN $45
FULL $55

variety of fabrics.

that

DeZubiria once in defense.
"The guy (DeZubiria) swung at
him when he was pulling a buddy
back from a fight, and (Faoa)
he

MATTRESSES

SOFA & LOVESEAT

1

Though

U.S.,

nia

look into

Barry.

said

brings his anti-steroids message to the

heat.

more

I

story of the events at the party

and John Roethlisberger,

kened Immune system

honor, the more

up," Lewin told Judge Richard G.

As he pursues his acting career and

will also feel the

day of the hearing.

this case the

of Nevsky's campaign. "(Steroid use)
is pretty rampant in sports. Other peo-

,y

1

— "Your

popular Russian magazine,
"Flesh and Blood," that he's working

tri-

until Sept. 18,

attorney, the

pub-

Alexander's put in the time."

in

was given a continuance because deputy district
attorney Geoff Lewin turned in a new
report to Milton Grimes, Faoa's
poned

the

lishes a

DETRIMENTAL

post-

an

update on the

point

school

receiver.

although he

Though everybody wants

mixed

$25,000 bail four days later.
His preliminary hearing,

currently takes classes at the

He also

third-year psychology

Rodrigo DeZubiria with
brain damage. He was released on

And second, to teach about
started

left

student

has

former
Olympians Blaine Wilson

Available

party that

Lee Strausberg Acting Academy and
was recently asked to audition for a
small role in an upcoming JeanClaude Van Damme movie.
As for the second, he's spoken at
Santa Monica College, lecturing on

against

McCain

Faoa was arrested on July 16 after
an April 30 altercation at a fraternity

a possible act-

the dark side of steroids.

keep the pressure on myself, and I just

wanted

mind:

Nevsky has already

all

trained

the

in

ing career.

UCLA.

to

als. I like

two goals

told

Because of Nevsky, who first
gained fame after a 1993 documentary

Though

7 preliminary hearing.

steroids.

He's even noticed

me

count each of assault and mayhem,
was granted a continuance at his Aug.

Russia."

the language has increased.

them I'm Russian."

in

Redshirt sophomore linebacker
Asi Faoa, who was charged on one

moved to wide

has been

Quarterback
dance

Faoa granted
continuance

But now, after studying English
since August 1999, Nevsky's grasp of

Nevsky

to use steroids,"

in

Extension classes to learn

many fans in

have trained at L.A. Fitness and
24-Hour Fitness. Many people ask jne

how

UCLA

'

English and reach a wider American
audience about steroids. When he first
came over to the U.S. in 1998 to meet
Arnold Schwarzenegger and other
celebrities 4t the bodybuilding championships in Columbus, Ohio, Nevsky
knew just one line: "Sir, you have

"I

over the worid. Most of them have

the public light in Russia.

the

builders.

about

BRIEF

He's already gotten started

Russian body-

especially

September.

fuel to the fire to

me on my toes

-"

-"-

conceptions he's noticed about body-

about bodybuilding featuring him, the
danger of steroids has been brought to

very

mance, and now I'm ready
to move onto the next set,"
he said in a statement.
"This

Nevsky wants

is

Russia to do so again

should also vote soon on possibly

United States.
Although steroids are

one
of the most popular American shows
in Russia, has been a guest star on
Nevsky's weekly TV show, "SelfMade Man," to discuss the danger of
steroids. Nevsky has gone b^ore the
Russian Parliament to ask them to
consider making steroids illegal, and

the

is

fight to the

Chuck Norris of

"Walker, Texas Ranger," which

legal there, there

making steroids illegal.
Now Nevsky hopes

all

ness, to fight steroids.

Championships and the
Olympic trials. The fifth
and sixth members will be
selected
by the USA
Men's
Gymnastics'
Program Committee in
conjunction

said,

he does.
He uses his enormous influence in
Russia, where he has published
numerous books on strengUi and fit-

perfor-

the

at

He thanks fate that he

in time.

But ^at's not

spots will be chosen based

completely

and

this

still

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

know, they think of steroids as part of

drugs are

Nevsky thinks about

The selection criteria for
the men's squad differs
greatly from that for the
women. Four of the six

now

NEVSKY

GYMNASTICS
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Women's soccer gets

kicks

its

Sports on the

The women's soccer team starts play
this

UCLA

Sunday with a game against the

alumni. Visit the Daily Bruin's

diver

competed

Web site

Web Q

})

Regan Gosnell

at the National

Diving Championships.

at www.dailybruin.ucla.edu.

c.

i:

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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Alexander Nevsky works hard to
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VIOLATIONS:

of

CHP

"The

first

bers of the

He handed over
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11

full

known

women - and when Nevsky, 28,

by the time you're 30, they could cause

at him.

"People were

in shock.

Freund,

the

with

teacher,

class's

But Nevsky, Russia's most famous
motion. He's been doing
strong enough to

since he

it

HA weights.

For the past seven years Nevsky has
fought f»i:^^_^us^ that no one in Russia
paid attention to before he brought it to
the limelight: the anti-steroids campaign.
It

homeland, where
when Nevsky was 17

steroids are legal,

baby

As a beginning boxer,
'Nefsky wandered into Moscow's lone
gym and told them he wanted to pump

The

The trainer sized him
"Okay,

if

up.
will

Nevsky recalled the trainer saying.
"But you know, if you need results soon,
we will give you special magic tablets.
And you will be a superhero in six

your

it,"

MINOY flOSS/Dally

UCLA Extension student Alexander Nevsky

is

Russia's

Bruin Senkx Staff

most famous bodybuilder. He

months."

is

it,

this

Two

days

later,

Nevsky

woman

DNC protests.
officers,"
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at trials, other

meets

will

aggravated over the course of the sea-

An MRI

son.

bone chips
ly

By Oiristina Teller
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

h
With a lifetime of hard work on the
line and most likely a one-time shot at
the team, this week's U.S. Gymnastics
Olympic trials promise to be filled with

Boston, Mass.,

Aug.

17-20

women

als.

in

UCLA has four incom-

female

have come

the

"The most pressure is probably
coming from myself, because know
it's a big meet coming up," she said.
I

MmkwOcM

w ym twiB.
e^

hmides «Mce aed st0den(inpiit

trials

are not the ultimate deciding fac-

first

August 17

trolled

Boston, Mass

Gymnastics, the

Fleet Center

country's

Daily Bruin file Photo

UCLA alunnnus Steve McCain, who
Gymnastics Championship

placed fourth at the U.S.

in July, practices at

the

Wooden

Center.

two

kuq. 19, 8-10 p.m. (women),

incoming Bruins claimed three of the
top five spots. Kristen Maloney (Pen
Argyl,

Penn.) took second, Jamie

Dantzscher (Palmdale,

Calif.)

claimed

and
Alyssa
Beckerman
(Wyoming. Ohio) placed fifth. The
fourth incoming Bruin, Jeannette
Antolin (Paradise, Calif.) did not comthird,

pete in Nationals due to an injury. She
petitioned to

Others

compete

in the

in

15

sweet 16 include

mem-

in a qualifying

round. She must score
I2th-place

Amy Chow

says that her coach

nationals),

Dominique Moceanu (eighth), and
Dominique Dawes (ninth). The top 12
at nationals

were guaranteed admis-

the

have been training

comes down

career

at

make

since they were four or five,

bers of the 1996 gold medal squad:
(sixth

mark of

trials.

all

is

and

their

to this. Antolin

trying to keep her

and her mind-set cahn.
"He tells me to stay calm and not to
get too worked up," Antolin said of her
head

level

USA
gov-

scores

Boston are a
tor,

__ Many gymnasts

Boston.

by

achieved
i«ny Bruin

on

Tuesday Aug.

Olympic

also con-

The

7-9 p.m. (women).

72.887 at Nationals to

I

is

gymnastics.

'Aug. 20, 12-2 p.m. (men),

will

compete

tors

erning body of
'

UCPD Asst. Chief

him they would look

into the

matter. Foraker could not be reached for

com-

cause for the stop or the

ment, and Ross would not comment on the issue.
Because no formal complaints were filed in

type of harassment they

eithter case,

identify

the

Price said

it

would be

difficult for the

CHP to investigate the allegations further.

officers weren't patrolling the
this didn't

preclude officers

SeeC0MPUINTS,page6

accounts

For now, online

the

fiscal year on
Undergraduate

Mann,

Aug.

15.

director of Student

Union, said USAC's decision to
accounts was only a cautious measure while it finalizes its
freeze

all

As unwr

Mann

said

whole bears the
responsibility of each phone bill,"
Mann said. "Bottom line, everyone
an operational budget
keep their doors open."

broken by
one vote, council approved freezing
all accounts until its next meeting on
Aug. 29.
Before freezing the accounts,
In a close decision,

he

be no danger of

education plan
CHANGES: Many value
Net for support, but say
it

lacks personal touch

By Monique Simpson
For the Daily Bruin

USAC

more students
act conserva-

partofUCU^

as a

during the summer.

it

teaching not

many groups are inactive during the
summer anyway and the only bills

affecting student advocacy groups

money
JACOB LIAO/Oally Bruin

ing in the meantime,

approved budgets for the
Interfratemity Council and Jewish
Student Union and appointed four

"USAC decided to
'Inkaiti ntwif appotnttdmmttn

While some members expressed
concern that freezing accounts
would prevent SAGs from function-

to various boards or

committees.

USAC

Adam

appointed

Hunt,

not being spent correctly,"
See BUDGET, page 12

said.

Will there be college

campuses

in

the future?

Maybe
home and

students will just

sit

at

take classes through the

Internet, without ever meeting
another student and never seeing
their professor.

Protesters experience frustration at
UCLA

DNC

•'
'

graduate

in

fac-

but scores at

US

Gymnastics Championships
are also considered. A gymnast will not
be a team member until after she has
been chosen by a selection committee
comprised of team coordinator Bela.
Karoiyi, two coaches, and an athlete
representative.
The committee's
choice must also be approved by the
the

Student remains in
refuses to give

jail,

name

of

female competi-

U.S.OIym|

squad
at
the
Olympics if she
qualifies,

who goes
Sydney. The

selection

GYMNASTIC

U.S.

base

budget, but he does not anticipate

sem(M»-)«artenm.

GROUP:

to

gymnastics

told

Unlike other sports, the Olympic
tor in

UCiA

who

and

sports:

a worse

interview.

Nelson then referred the complaints to housing

NBC

who

better than the

former Bruins

at

phone

Latina to repre-

one-

from the men's gymnastics team,
which was disbanded in 1993, Steve
McCain ('97) and Jim Foody ('97),
will try for two of the six spots on the
men's side at the 2000 Olympic trials.
At the 2000 U.S. Gymnastic
Championships from July 26-29, the

ing in a recent interview with

had men-

who notified Nelson.

traffic

Karl Ross,

that will

8,

Jerry

OBfflnKleelMieomMiyseniGe

this feel-

"Really, the coaches are trying to keep

sent

petitors.

Also,

Maloney echoed

it

tioned the incidents to one of their professors,

"Four black males
were in the car, but they

will receive

0>ilrsems«NBl|H <imw,

SOURCE USACAfipaJnimmlillninrConniltK

me calm, actually."

would be the

tri-

com-

Kristen

my best."

injured for a while, she continued to

Antolin,

vying

quarter of the

had been

it

do

stopping

some time this week.

director Michael Foraker

budget for the new

tively so that there'd

Peters. "I just

train.

give up."

The Bruins

boast

Though

been working through it.
I'm not going to

one of the
SIX
coveted
spots on team
at the

ankle and a part-

to

"I've

for

USA

torn tendon.

left

time," she said in a

freshmen

ing

alerted Antolin to five

her

in

"It couldn't

heated competition.

from

want

Nationals because of an injury that she

decide Games' entrants

Running

in

about a

until

officer.

Aug.

t

Antolin opted not to compete

its

Students Association Council voted

said.

Don

from

In both cases, the students involved

com-

made by an on-duty

"USAC

After approving most of

to freeze all accounts

long-time coach

anonymous

they pay are for telephone services.

ByLinhTat
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

KdNagto

is

once black, turned white.
"He was like an old man," Nevsky

trials.

all

on operational funding

out for spot on gymnastics floor
sion to the

CHP

campus. Price said

USAC appoints students to various committees that oversee or offer advke on ftmding for

njannftteof jtiideQtfee}; members

OLYMPICS: Performances

"She

USAC: Student groups

Stadem Fee Advbofy Committee

It

Though

didn't identify

Price said.

violations

students involved in the traffic stop sched-

was postponed

experienced," Price said.

"The men who questioned her

CHP

an

couldn't

was carrying "inflamma-

last

patrol also received

plaint

UCLA temporary worker

involved

tory" flyers about

The

blatant

uled a meeting with Nelson late last week, but

way

stop

in the elevator incident

pn^nuii mtmben awi

Several Bruins look to battle

when you

Sam Araghi

CHP,

friend's hair,

.

organization

for the south-

ASUOA CoffiffiMicrtioRS Bottd
said,

"You're representing your

USAC COMMJTTEE APPOiNTMENTS

BOARD/COMMITTEE

fault."

Nevsky was a bean-pole. The trainer
was huge. And the tablets were only $10.

well-known for trying to teach people about the dark side of steroid use.

took

motorists.

Price,

UCLA programs.

friend

said, "If you

who saw

w*

- who was born with a heart

The doctor

do

spokesman

themselves as

steroids.

you need muscles, we

with the

Price said the high-

USAC temporarily freezes

went to talk to the doctor,
who asked him in return if he ever took
steroids. His friend denied it, but Nevsky
knew the truth; his friend was taking

himself up.

conduct on campus

week.

girl

Rhett

Sgt.

said the

problem.

stick-skinny.

the

that

have your uniform on."

week, but not before complaints surfaced
about the actions of some officers.

He recalled a friend of his, a champion
bodybuilder who married a Moscow
beauty queen. Five years ago, they had a

started in his

during

halls

made

the

if

that day."

be

it

ern division of the

That changed everything.
"Your life is your life, but your children, that is another story," Nevsky says
now.

was

that

Democratic National Convention returned home

plaints regarding officer

dren.

mind causing a com-

residence

the

but

literature

demonstrations carried by students in an elevator and

Patrol officers

Berky Nelson, director of the Center for
* Student Programming, said he received two com-

had another negative side effect: they
could cause health problems for your chil-

a

Highway

California

CHP,

men were

assumption because the officers were checking in on

couldn't say for sure

DNC

regarding

handed over," Nelson

last

But then the doctor added that steroids

chuckle.

bodybuilder, doesn't

The 800
housed in

that ripe old age.

Andrew

some

memwho

dressed in civilian clothes

said.

30 was a long time away. Nevsky
was 1 7 and had worlds to go before he hit

They'd never

seen anything like him," said

ByMidiadUtschi

Still,

'

saw

comF^aint had to do with two

CHP

demanded

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

impotence.

muscle frame through the door, everyone

gaped

of harassment, ignoring policy

He learned that by the

offoreigners- mostly 18- and 19-year-

shouldered his 6-foot-6, 300-pound pure-

and

as steroids.

time you're 30, they cause balding. That

old Asian

convention accused

for

And that's where he learned the truth
about the "magic tablets," otherwise

was a memorable scene, Alexander
first day in English-language
at UCLA Extension. The class was

Nevsky's
class

housed

the cash.

But before he took the pills, Nevsky
brought them to his boxing team's doctor.

.

WNIe on campus

Officers stitxomplaints

pump

out information on the evils of steroids
ByPauKneVu

-rrWwf^^pljdbruiiwKteTedtt^

By Benjamin Parke

A

self-styled billionaire

graduate student

at

UCLA

who

is

a

remains

L.A. County Jail after being
arrested during last week's protests

go.

accompanying

introduced into the

in

the

But even

Democratic

National Convention.

The student was

online classes are

if

many educators

UC curriculum,

feel that

it

will

not

dozen
people arrested at the Los Angeles
Police
Rampart
Department's
Division station Aug. 16 during an

eliminate the traditional classroom

act of civil disobedience over police

room," said

part of two

setting of higher education.

"There's

nothing

like

having

teachers and students in the

UC spokesman

same
Chuck

brutality.

McFadden. "Online

She is booked in the jail as "Jane
Doe," as she and others have refused

never replace face-to-face learning."
One reason some educators

names to the police.
The Sunday before, during

believe the Internet will not entirely

to give their

a

president of USA riymna.<tic<

See

SecCVIUMSnClpastM

As online learning subsidizes and
in some cases replaces the classroom environment, some* may be
wondering how far that change will

Daily Bruin Contributor

namn, page 7
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M o nfib o rs of a UCLA protes

—

Stjff

group d is cu ss p la ns aft e r th e Ra ge Ag a in s t the Mac hin e conce i outside
Staples Center on Aug. 1 4. Poike cut pow er to the s tage and ordered the crowd to disperse.
t

r

classes

transform higher education

is

will

the
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UCLA graduate to bike
Orializa,

researcher at

a

UCLA,

1998

will participate in

a 510-

mile bike ride across Alaska to raise funds for

AIDS

UCLA AIDS

vaccine research at the

"I leave with

I could
wanted," she

believe
I

and two other universities.
"My last bicycle was in junior high," she said.
"It had a front basket, banana seat and pink unicorns painted on it."
Ortaliza started training in January for the
Alaska AIDS Vaccine Ride organized by
Pallotta TeamWorks, which also oversees the
nation's AIDS Rides and Breast Cancer threeday walks.

provides

Treasurer resigns after

ty's

tion

Aug.

on the prospects for her continuing

more

will enjoy a strong, secure

in the

who

an $80,000 contribution to a

made

committee

political

investments, which Small reportedly resisted.

tion of strength that will help ensure the contin-

sent salary for the next

ued safety and success of these funds under a

$35,000

new treasurer," she continued.
The regents accepted her resignation in

than $155,00OTn additional retirement benefits.

"When
was a

1

graduated from

lost soul,"

in 1998.

Ortaliza said. "Janis gave

direction by hiring

me a

UCLA

1

me a

me as a student, then offering

cial

its

almost 29 years,

She

a spe-

two

surer

how

this technolo-

served

it

as an "important" or "extremely important"

years, as well as

As UCIA stDdems kAbled tor change
outside the DNC, one woilieil from the

information source.

more

Of those surveyed, only 53.1
vision gave

continue to serve until another trea-

is

demonstrates

respondents using the Internet thought

continue to receive her pre-

"transitional expenses" plus

in

will

will

for the university for

named, or until the end of the
whichever comes first.

closed session meeting held by teleconfer-

ence and approved a severance package.

full-time job after college."

who worked

Snrall,

^

vividly

transforming the political process and the

gy
knowledge of voters," said Jeffrey Cole, director
of the center, in a statement.
The study found that more than 67 percent of
is

The firm recommended that the UC diversify

years to a remarkable long-term record of per-

-

years

supporting the Bush campaign.

"Patricia Small has contributed in the last five

of

majority

vast

these

that

has been commonly available for only a few

Associates, after an executive of the firm

ments.

fact

investment consulting contract to Wilshire

passed away earlier
cer.

"The

Americans who use the Internet consider it an
important information source - even though it

She dedicated her ride to late UCLA AIDS
researcher and former boss. Janis Giorgi, who
year from uterine can-

radio for their information.

the

is

campaign director for presidential
candidate George W. Bush, steered the university's

oversight of the university's invest-

recent survey

people look to the Internet than television or

(ormance for the university's investments," said
Regent Judith Hopkinson in a statement.
"As we move forward, we do so from a posi-

this

for

California

job - and with a desire on the part of UC regents
for

endowment,

done by the UCLA center
Communication Policy shows that more

A

employees, along with the universi-

Last month, the San Francisco Examiner

from her position as
after weeks of specula-

14,

source of information

benefits the university

reported that Regent Gerald Parsky,

Patricia Small resigned

VC treasurer

its

and the

future," Small said in a statement.

conflict with regent

Institute

Internet passes TV as

confidence that the

Regents and the Treasurer's Office
will continue to ensure that the pension funds

and

graduate

^

said.

to Alaska in fund-raiser
Laura

me

"She made

\

achieve anything

.^

them information

percent said
at the

same

tele-

Mde

level

as the Internet.

year,

Compiled from Daily Bruin

and wire

staff

reports.

By Karen Matsuoka
For the Daily Bruin
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UPTE:*

UC

employees

VLsit

us online

where

really early to

deiegatron doesnt
some days I would get there
get a good seat," Metson

be

recalled. "I'd often

for those

see ...things that

in the House of
Representatives
and
Senate to join her on

do get

stage.

"Women
Rachel Metson

securing herself a spot

listening

actor/director

to

speakers

Rob Reiner and

.
,

Sen.

as

Ted

Kennedy, D-Mass.
Metson would then attend a number of
informational sessions put on by special
interest groups before heading off to the

SecONCiMgclT

the

in

party

,,

has

actively

encouraged
more
become involved," Metson said.
Metson cited the Democratic Party's
commitment to family leave, pay equality
and the right to have an abortion as impor-

women

del-

like

are making

Democratic Party, and a
lot of that is because the

"

During the convention, Metson typically
began her day over breakfast with other
egates,

inroads

DNC delegate

DNC.

the

women

done and do change."

egate in her district and

particu-

by

speech of Sen. Barbara
Mikulsky, D-Md, when
she
invited
all
the

been lucky to be
involved in politics and

two

moved

larly

top-ranking female del-

at the

sitting there until 8

o'clock, waiting for the speeches^."

"I've

15

Metson won
121
votes, making her the

was an ordeal.
Entering the convention area by car
entailed a five-minute inspection. Car hoods
and trunks were opened and searched by one
agent, while another waved a metal detecting
wand around the interior and a third held the
leash of an intimidating bomb-sniffmg canine.
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hope

to get fair

money

for

share of

pay increases

take effect Oct.

to

why she is loyal to her
To Metson, public service is

tant reasons

convention.

party.

a moral
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inflation-based salary adjustments

answered

—Commons—

LuVal e

and asked them

to

ofthe salary pie."
state

that administrators have yet to deter-

and

Atrg^

last

Mr

University Professional and Technical

mine how they
opposed to merit

distribute.

will

As

increases which are

given to well-performing employees,

COLA adjustments
account for

are

given

to

staff,

line

is

that

UC

and personnel are

making 10 pe cenl less tha n uti e publie and sUte employees," said Beth
i

UPTE member who works

the art history

and

in

about

classics depart-

know

ments.

Though

i

i

and UC
we want to be

letting the legislature

that

we

feel that

equal."

the university acknowl-

is

supposed to go to

is

clos-

non-faculty employees, such as health

UC

care workers, researches and techni-

Last spring, the state legislature set

cent raise, said Judith Magee, a stu-

budgetary

figures.

cians, in the

aside funds for cost of living pay
increases

and

approved a

Gov.

total

Gray

Davis

of $19 million,

emphasizing that the money go to the

"They gave us the money, but wc*re
UC will do with it," said

not sure what

G r ese. a UPTE membe r fo r f ve
years and UCLA employee. "It's
Ca r o

l

i

with labor relations representatives.
Eariier last week, administrators

memos to directors and department heads regarding proposed staff
sent

The money

er to six percent, according to

lowest paid employees.

inflation.

"The bottom
employees,

Gray, a

edges a difference, the number

budget allocated a Cost of
Living Adjustment to UC employees

of the "salary pie,"
week union members passed out slices
of the dessert to enlist help from more
employees.
From the table they set up by
their piece

1

sign a petition requesting a "fair share

The

l

on

Employees members

UC staff employees are fighting for

at.
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reserve seats, so

Metson was

seats.

topped by ten more feet of reinforced wire
fencing wrapped around Staples Center like a
selectively permeable membrane - allowing
few in and keeping most out.
Even with the proper credentials, getting

questions about the raise which should

ByJoyMdMastcrs
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women
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.
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each of

Metson vied with

thick, three-foot high concrete slabs
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sional districts,

along ideological lines during the

of seeing the future through a "fresh set of
eyes," the eyes of the residents of this small
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details
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Geoff Allen, Mario Corazon

*

PINTS

all

•

California's 52 congres-

into Staples

makeshift chairs and benches as children
played on sunburnt grass.

During a week when

The

Former UCLA student Rachel Metson
^
_^.
r^..^
Pa^t'C'Pated as a delegate at the DNC.

Director: Arvli Ward

Haagen-Dazs

See page 8

Three of the five entrances to the Staples
compound were located at the edge of this
neighborhood, which could have made it an

DNC and when politicians like Al Gore spoke

Sanchez

were held

DNC, but also along police lines.

and out of Staples Center, but this pri-

during most of the convention.

-

the Pico-Unioners

away wanted to do exactly that.
The protesters and the politicos were not
split

DNC,

Courtesy of Rache) Metson

In January, caucuses

perimeter, thousands of others several

only

as a California delegate to the

where she was the second-youngest delegate
on the floor.
Metson ran in the 24th congressional district, which was allocated a total of five district-level seats. Three seats were to be held
by men, and two by women.

blocks

marily Latino neighborhood remained quiet

Cullom, Stephanie Herzcog,Oon Hoang,

Liz

rity

legislation to rid the

mark

seemed to have an interest in crossing the secu-

Occasional police and news helicopters
passed overhead, brigades of limousines and
black sedans shuttled the political and media
elite into
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"Motion

titled

Pictures,"

breaking news

in

2000
Democratic
National
Convention and a 2000 UCLA graduate,
hobnobbing with the nation's top political
leaders and being featured on CNN is busithe

to

CORRECTION

form of a one

dent affairs officer and

to

two per-

UPTE mem-

which did not mention the $19
and appeared to suggest the
raise would be going to academic
salaries

million

rather than staff employees,

ber.

Magee

"I
is

part of a group called the

99 Unit, a category of administrative
employees represented by UPTE who
do not yet have employee contracts.
On Aug. 16, Magee and members
of a statewide 99 organizing comniiitee went to Oakland for a meeting

Magee

said.

was furious because I had seen
memos and I felt like they

those two

were trying to cheat us," Magee said.
"Afler going there and talking to them
I

don't

feel

like they're

as furious because

I

feel

going to give us the money
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Battle rages

on over

building's art

in federal investigation

court yet to decide case

MONEY: FBI claims man

artist

embezzled funds from
charitable organizations

Under
the

He

comment on

wouldn't

SANTA ANA,

the cloak of darkness

on

Mike McNeilly hung
new banner of Lady Liberty

over the side of the

at

who raised
the name of AIDS,

tele-

marketer

$10.5 million

in

disabled kids,

censorship" reads the
sign on the seven-story high face of
Liberty.

$7 million

Lyons and

his church-

force

leader,

told

the

Orange

of n-o
because it's about knowledge of
First Amendment rights,"' McNeilly

Courrty Register, which detailed the

said.

Sunday's editions.

instead

It

Lyons telemarketing operation

really,^

U.S.

Attorney Ellyn Lindsay, the lead
prosecutor for the task force.
little

can be done, the

task force turned to the

American

Association of Retired Persons,
which mobilized 150 volunteers to
8,000 Southern California

call

resi-

dents in a ^'reverse sting operation"
to alert potential
ities

that rely

donors about char-

Lyons raised $7.8 million

in

in six

years for Sanchez's charities and

Lyons associates who have no formal religious training set up church-

new banner was

a response to the

es as fronts to avoid fund-raising

have to say

Democratic National Convention
and restrictions put on protesters.

reporting requirements that restrict

$757,419 share.

"It's

who

almost

like a

where

mentality

Amendment

is

Police

has painted large

charities, the newspaper said.
The church founders haven't pro-

vided any evidence that

First

raised for the churches

disregarded for the

sake of politicians and their party,"

he

said.

choose to do my protest outside of a cage," McNeilly said, refer"I

ring to the fenced-in areas outside

Staples Center where protesters

believe

records

BfiliXjET

OBRIEN/Daily Bfuin Senior

Staff

The mural on the Westwood Medical Center building changed last
week in time for the DNC, with artist Mike McNeilly tied up in court
withdraw her speaking spot at the
DNC because of a furor surrounding a fundraiser planned at the
Playboy Mansion.

He

to

were restricled|
^'They waf^ to tell us, these politicians, what We can watch," he said,
"That's hypocrisy," he said.
citing vice presidential candidate
"What are they afraid of, the peoJoseph Liebei^an and Tipper
ple?"
Gore's involverjient in bills restrict-, {•\ McNeilly admits he likes to gel
*'"
ing media and communication.
oft his "soapbox," but censorship
He is even outraged that Loretta
was not the primary idea behind the
Sanchez. D-Garden Grove, decided
mural.

said the original

mural was

to

up a
sign without a permit, McNeilly
began, fighting against what he calls
for putting

began

tear in

February 1999 with a
the eye of the half-completed

:

show.

Lyons' friend Gabriel Sanchez, the

for

At

one of the
churches only has one member.
another friend

in

..^.^

See MURA1« page 9

Sanchez said without elaboration,
"That's a complicated figure."
Mark A. Ferry, an old high
school classmate of Lyons and
Sanchez, set up another church and
various charities. But he became
disenchanted with the telemarket-

Register said.

least

church and

who launched a third

six similar charities, the

newspaper said. The new church
has two members.
Lyons, whose Costa Mesa-based

ing.

"I think there

good

is
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alive.

fifth

tion

Russian

compartments. The crew
sixth

emphasis was shilling to what caused
the tragedy on the Kursk, one of the
navy's newest and most powerful sub-

died

almost

instantaneously and the submarine

marines.

be unable to dock either,"
Klebanov said.
The Russian navy has virtually
ruled out hope that any of the Kursk's
crew are still alive. The navy said
Saturday that most of the 1 18-man

became uncontrollable," he said.
The escape hatch is at the rear of

Many

believe that

tfie

submarine, but

Russians said the Western
was too late to make any difference, and expressed anger about the
aid

too suffered

it

major damage, officials said,
The divers, working at a depth of
350 feet, were moving slowly because

way President Vladimir

Putin's govThe Associated

The

~~
SeeSUtMMHNE^pagelS

site

of the

downed

Press

Kursk at

the bottom of the Barents sea.

pope speak
at World Youth Day mass
MHIions hear

a candlelight prayer service that stretched near midnight
Saturday, returned by helicopter just
eight hours later to send the millions
of World Youth Day pilgrims home
with a closing Mass.
tired after

Pontiff says

prosperity causes drop
in religious observation

WASHINGTON George W. Bush were

Al Gore and

raised between

the air waves over presidential debates.

"We

official-

Ministries, turning

it

over to Steve De Latorre, a longtime Lyons and Sanchez associate.

record

and
vice presidential debates,'" Bush communications director Karen Hughes
said on "Fox News Sunday." She was
referring to a recent campaign proposthat the presidential candidates

M0NDA1

The Associated

dential candidates debate twice.

Oct. 5. The commission proposals are
always subject to negotiations by the

Gore's campaign manager.

The Commission on

Presidential

Debates has proposed three between
the presidential candidates, on
II

01

N.C., and Oct 17 in St Louis.
is

for a vice

gotten in the polls after his

party's national convention could be

Buchanan

Bush got a bounce after his
convention that quickly ev^wrated.

The poll of 697 likely voters taken
Friday and Saturday had an error mar-

short-lived.

"We said

Oct 3 in

Winston-Salem,

The commission plan

Gore has

all

ak>ng that

it's

going to

Edition."

"We

expect

to be a dose, hard-fou^t election

poll

ri^t

before

hood.
"It

ing priests to the First World," said a
Filipino priest in the audience, the

Rev.

^ t

1.^^
SecCMI|,Nfl«10

it

all

used to be where Europe was

Now it's us in the Third Worki, send-

same

campus outside Rome.
Rome Mayor Francesco Rutelli
estimated the crowd at 2 million.
Young people from 160 countries
overnighted in sleeping bags and on
the bare dirt to catch the two services.

John

Paul's status as

by far histo-'
pope - 92 countries in 22 years - meant pilgrims
from Mada^^ucar to Mexico traveled
to see him after he ab^eady had come
to see them.
Youth Day banners strung about
ry's most-traveled

the source of missionaries to Asia.

convention

the

it

was the minority of devek>ping-world
pilgrims at the World Youth Day celebrations who were most likely to
answer his direct call to the priest-

percent

gin of 4 percenta|e poinU. That

be a close election," Hughes said on

CNN's "Utc

at 2

people blanketing 15 acres of a university

But with the numbers entering religious orders plunging in the West,

the

Bush aides cautioned the surge

Romeo Barrion.

The

80-year-old pope, looking

SccPOPf^pagt?
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by

North Pole water

For advertising information
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message he's taken around the

Catholics from religious vocations.

way to November."
The CNN-USA Today-Gallup poll
had Democrat Gore at 47 percent.
Republican Bush at 46 percent. Green
Party candidate Ralph Nader at 3 percent and Reform Party candidate Pat

on

candidates.

Donna

"We'll start negotiations tomorrow."

Boston, Oct.

alist

crowd to resist the pursuit of prosperity that is increasingly drawing young

Press

Ralph Engh waves as a riverboat with vice president Al Gore and
running mate Sen. Joseph Lleberman on board passes him.
presidential debate in Danville, Ky.,

Brazile,

II

worid, urging a mostly Western

debate three times and the vice presi-

give us the opportunity," said

brought home the anti-materi-

Paul

presidential

"We're game. We'll start this week.
In fact, we'n do five times five if they'll

BRUIN
IS PUBUSHED

ROME -On Aug. 20 Pope John

are going to participate in a

number of five

The pontiff rested his head on his
palm at times and one arm shook
badly throughout - a symptom of
Parkinson's disease, and one that in
the pope grows worse with fatigue.
But he stayed involved and intent
during the more than two^iour service, k>oking keenly out at the young

By Oen Knidoiwyier
The Assodated Press

a poll of

tied in

Aug. 20 as aides for both
~candidates heated up the dialogue on

January and June, when he

Mercy

YOUTH:

J[ikely voters

much money was
ly left

officials said the

rescue
operations would continue at least
through Aug. 19, but indicated the

or

in those sections

we

from the Kursk's two

leaks

nuclear reactors, officials said.

By Win Lester
The Assodated Press

For the first time in 50 million years, visitors
to the North Pole can see something extraordinary - water.

The thick

ice that covers the Arctic

Ocean at

the North Pole has melted, leaving a mile-wide

Two

recent visitors to the pole told the

ofcarbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

Minister Eddington

have said that the last
time the North Pole had this much
water was 50 million years ago.
For
oceanographer
James
C.
McCarthy, who visited the pole earlier
Scientists

month on a tourist cruise, ttie disappearing ice
was a cause for concern. Passengers aboard the
cruise were shocked to find water when there
has long been only

Britisli

ice.

filming a documentary for British television in

History.

Liberia were charged with espionage Aug. 19

the result of global

warming, although there is a debate among
experts about the cause. Some believe it could
simply be a natural occurrence rather than the
result of a "greenhouse effect" caused by manmade pollution and increased concentrations

after they

- Four

were arrested from

journalists

their hotel

room

filed after authorities

reviewed their videotapes and found material
that

was "damaging"

ment and

It

was not immediately dear what punish-

New mouse a treat for

the night before, authorities said.

The charges were

a

ment the journalists could face if convicted.
They had been in Liberia for three weeks.

charged with spying
Liberia

told

charges.
'

journalists

MONROVIA,

Varmah

news conference.
The journalists - two Britons, a
South African and a Sierra Leonean,
all of whom worked for London4>ased
Insight News Television - were arrested late
Friday at their Monrovia hotel.
Varmah declined to comment further on the

this

Times about the unexpected sight.
"I don't know if anybody in history ever got
to 90 degrees north to be greeted by water,
notice," said Malcolm C. McKenna, a paleontologist at the American Museum of Natural

The water could be

800.2Review

Norwegian video camera was
lowered to check the hull and the
water was checked for possible radia-

almost instantly
flooded the submarine's hull up
the

>

A

"Water
to

.

first

it

stretch of water at the top of the world. The
New York Times reported Saturday.

Guaranteed

skilled divers.

Gore head-to-head with
Bush after convention

Scientists surprised

pix)cess.

might have survived for a while
in the back three
compartments.

show
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Ferry said he has no idea
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divers

Candidates ready to face off in debates

things," Ferry said. "I

EVER'
Small Classes

appeared to be the first time
had descended to the Kursk
since rescue efforts began a week ago.
Russian escape capsules tried to
reach the Kursk repeatedly, but the
Russian navy reportedly had no
It

a lot of potential

SUMMER

Princeton
—
Review

it,

Klebanov said. But there was no indication of whether anyone was in the
escape chamber.

al

The

still

will

crew

open

to

similar to ours, so

on

damage Sunday, saying the submarine's front compartments were
flooded within seconds. He said some
crew members

"The British
submarine
is

The divers found that a valve in the
escape hatch valve had been opened
tried

are

details

the

divers.

RTR television from the rescue scene.

inside, indicating that a

they said.

Klebanov gave further

of the Kursk's crew

the

Norwegian

Prime

Minister Ilya Klebanov told Russia's

member had

made

itable

Most of the remaining 10.7 percent has gone to two churches and
the church charities started by

Last August, Lyons, 32, enlisted

censorship.
It

an AIDS victim or police cause.
Lyons has raised $10.7 million since
state records

monument to veterans for
Memorial Day 1999. But when
him

to help

1993 and his cut was $9.5 million,

be a

police arrested

went

money

Deputy

open,

Each dive was taking several hours,

has virtually ruled
out hope that any"

now focused

on

try to use a powerful crane to
it

He said

hopes of entering the submarine

drowned on

vivors almost certainly

The Russian navy

could

latch on.

of the depth and difficult conditions
around the Kursk, navy officials said.

how the church spent its

Asked how much made it to charprograms and services,

most

police state

the

investigators

marine

crew died Aug. 12 when a huge explosion wrecked the Kursk and any surthe sea bed.

air

vessel.

British mini-sub-

divers

The divers were unable to open the
badly damaged escape hatch on the
aft part of the submarine and rescuers
wrestle

LR5

into the shattered Russian

Norwegian

nuclear submarine after an initial
check showed that the escape hatch
was badly damaged, officials said.

may

was

day about deploying the

repeated attempts to

in

there

decision would be

was so badly
damaged that it
was unlikely the

MOSCOW —

from the

on telemarketers.

A

if

Klebanov said the escape hatch

The Associated Press

way

really,

British

ByNkkWadhMiis

find a

Because so

ing on the side to see
later that

Department and

"These cases are

believed

inside.

Aug. 19

district attorney's

British rescue mini-submarine

waited on the surface as the divers
checked the hull of the Kursk, knock-

have died in explosion

failed

murals and advertisements on the
sides of buildings before, said this

artist,

to

FBI, U.S. attorney's ofTice, Sheriffs

show Lyons kept more than
$7 million in fees and commissions.
As a church leader, Sanchez doesn't

The

members now

includes the

really tough," said Assistant

"Sooner or later those guys are
going to get their come uppance,"
sheriffs Sgt. Lloyd Downing, a task

"Know

k-n-o-w

telemarketing rings.

The FBI-led criminal probe of
Timothy J. Lyons so far hasn't
found that he broke any laws and

founding friends began.

Wilshire Blvd.

Room

Apprehension Task
Force, formed to break up shady
Boiler

A

RUSSIA: Most crew

given

office.

tigation of

be

churches have stymied the county's

since the telemarketing fraud inves-

10921

the

will

task force for three years.

he's continued to raise

Westwood

Medical Plaza building

- A

Calif.

law enforcement and veterans then pocketed nearly 90 percent of
the money, has been the target of a

appellate court.

"I

protections

Federal

10, artist

"It's

telemarketing costs and overhead.

declining to answer any questions."

The Associated Press

With as many makeovers as
Madonna, she's caught the eyes of
drivers on Wilshire Boulevard for a
year and a half.
And now the image of the Statue
of Liberty is gagged in a patriotic
red ribbon and the artist's case
about putting up a sign without a
sits stalled in

Damage hampeis attempts to dock with submarine

contributions

investigation,' saying,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Aug.

solicits

that rpuch of his share goes to pay

By Christine Byrd

permit

operation

nationwide, maintained in the past

mural

AnfiBt 21-25,2000

WORLD & NATION

Telemarketer targeted

WESTWOOD: Appellate
of city vs.

MMA

N«ws

to the Liberian govern-

the security of the state, Justice

computing senses

Logitech, the world's largest maker of
is betting this new mouse

computer mice,
that "feels" will

change the way we

interact

with PCs.

The

iFeel

MouseMan,

for sale this

fall,

looks like most other mice but has a motor
inside that relates a sense of texture to the
hand guiding it.

To Logitech's executives, this is a mouse
They say it activates a part of

that roars.

human intuition now dormant in computing
- and that someday nearly every Web page
will have something to touch.
Logitech's chief executive, Guerrino De
calls the mouse a "seed for a revolution

Luca,

in user interface."

remains to be seen whether consumers
be so excited.

It

FREMONT,

- Run

computer
mouse over an image of a tennis racket and it

will

gives a series of small twitches, as if hitting the

tainly interesting

racket's

hard

Guide the

Calif.

this

plastic cords.

iFeel

MouseMan

picture of an ice cube,

more smoothly across

and

it

motise over a

seems to

the middle.

**rd score

it

on the weak side.. .but it's cerand it does have potential,"

said Martin Reynolds, vice president of a
market research firm.

glide

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Zapatista rebel
The

ELECTIONS: Polling spots

men

replacements for
office

key revolutionary group

emergency

three of them

ernors,

rare for villages backing

by

courage,

in

^.i^.-^^.

The Associated Press

.-

;

..

.

v.

Backers of the rebels

coali-

would be most effective at helping end a struggle that got
the world's attention on Jan. I, 1994.

tion claim ihey

SAN lOSE DEL

RIO, Mexico

There are no
Aug. 19 election in this tiny village on
the muddy road to La Realidad.
polling places for the

The

nearest voting

hours away by

On

a rebellion lo

won't bother.
But even

if

many

don't vote from

this village near La Rpalidad - the
unofHcial capital of the Zapatista
rebels - backers of the rebels will have

in the

tions succeeds.

Chiapas

These are the

71 years

first elec-

was toppled

revolt

looms over Chiapas

and most

est

up

over

disputes

infants

toting

the

in

_

In

religion

and

1

76 years, the state has had more
160 governors - despite

Acteal

of

village

mountains to vote in Los Chorros, the

to

town

that

home

lo

had expelled them and

many of

cars.

polls

The

is

failed

to

install

polling places for absentee voters near

in

the discipline

so.

All say they are "neutral" in the

commu-

election, echoing Zapatista

And

they express a studied

lack of enthusiasm for either candidate.

An

Indian

ragged pants
ist

man with bare feet and
who denounces capital-

exploitation says there will be

no

interference with the election, "so they

cannot say

EZLN,"
Spanish

it

the

the fault of the

is

movement's

rebel

COMPLAINTS

temporary
uniforms to

ing," said Sassan Rafail, a

worker hired to distribute
officers. "I can understand that they
would want to relax after working 1 7 to

From page 1
"If

someone

feels that they

were

being harassed or not being treated
with the utmost respect, we encourage

them

"We

come forward,"

to

take

all

1

Sam

complaints seriously and

while in

President-elect
about
Vicente Fox's promise to meet key
Zapatista demands and renew peace
talks, the man replies: "We still do not

"When

an hour by dirt road

demonstration

Promenade

students also said they witnessed

CHP

officers drinking alcoholic beverages

outside residence halls

because

you're representing your organization
when you have your uniform on," he

throughout the

week.

immediately adjacent to the On
Campus Housing facilities except in an
assigned student room when the door is

they are in their positions

of power, they forget about the
Indians," he says.

The Gap on

closed

...

is

SeeMBaC0i|Mge9

Sgt.

Todd
on

said.

According to the alcohol policy in
the On-Campus Housing Handbook,

rooms."

to take the drinks

When

all

we

floor meeting.

looking to follow

and wanted ensure

that

to.

follow cam-

Santa Monica, the student jokingly gave her name as "lona Diamondfield"
and was attired in fancy clothes as a member of
in

"You don't know from hour

to

Haydcn

^~^~^H^

POPE

hour how

From page

7

5

"We

expect our

oflficers to

conduct

ble disciplinary action.

they are on

In addition to the

two complaints

received by the administration, students participating in the

Freshman

Seminar Program, a college preparato-

fessionally at

all

times, especially \vhi\t

campus

at

-

said.

-

UCLA,"
-

Price

-

"They are representatives of the
department," he

Machine outside Staples Center, police cut
power to the stage and ordered those assem-

the gathering urged, "Don't be afraid to be the

bled to disperse.

sought to drive that message home.
Speaking of young people "tempted as they

When

said.

"We expect their

conduct to be the highest

at all thnes."

the

crowd of thousands

of solidarity, taking liquids only.

They then joined other protesters as they
marched along downtown streets, sitting at
intersections to block traffic as drums pounded
and cars honked.
"I think my body's about one percent water

UCLA

the

endure sweltering heat and some tense

On

Catholics repeatedly expressed hope during

The UCLA students saw plastic bottles and
a smoke bomb thrown over the fence toward

his

at

The Gap on

to protest the clothing out-

alleged use of sweatshop labor.

let's

From

there, they

marched

to a party being

BfOGET oenEN/Daily Bruin

more
Santa Monica

held for the "Blue Dogs," a caucus of

Senior Staff

tus

Mice Gharabiklou, a member of the UCLA
Environmental Coalition, marches

In

art history

according to Santa Monica City Councilman
Kevin McKeown, a member of the Green

a

affinity group,

UCLA

professor was dressed to the

hilt

as another

Party.

terned

"We're bipartisan, you see - we buy
Democrats and Republicans," said the professor,

who introduced

can do

The next

I

hope

L. A.

is

who pointed out that the party being

held on the pier above was sponsored by entities such as the National Rifle Association and

Although there was a police presence as the
protesters amassed at the party's gate on the
pier, events that day were largely peaceful.

have pointed to a

his clerics

Barrion said.

"Shopping, the beach" distract from

ous duties

like

parenthood and priesthood,

"In India, there are a

group said police needlessly cut off a

seri-

lot

of vocations, the

numbers of vocations are increasing," said the
Rev. Rayappu Ripudi, from Madras in south-

em India. "Because in India people still live in
tradition."

Developing-world pilgrims also credited
John Paul himself for keeping interest high.

"He's a pope who's

earlier in the

really close with the

from all countries,"said Pamela
Clemont, an office clerk with a group of
people,

police in riot gear eventually

left

the

Mauritius pilgrims

who

sold cakes, held

scene, allowing people to go home, capping
several days of signs, slogans, marches and

dan<»s and bingo drawings to help

low-Hying helicopters.

money.

raise travel

are you ready?
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Braces
Deliver Brilliant Results

17 Years

930 S. PoUlson

ORTHODONTIST

Dr.

Nader Dayatii

Member American Association
in

braces

for adults

&

#6

PCS

(310) 389-1763^

Store

unhealthy looking faces
for many months, many

children

•

Removable

•

Cosmetic Porcelain

European

•

Traditional

•

Surgical Orthodontics

years, due to the lack

of the knowledge on

what

Before Iwcominf?
-

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

5890
18124 Culver'Dr., #A
(949) 552

7494

a patient at the

scars from breakouts

-

Acne Skin Care

saw an ad
Clinic

The treatment will be ds follows S 1000 00 plus
S 100 00 tor each month ot treatment rendefed
tor metal braces, S900 00 plus S 100 00 for eocti
month of treatment rendered for remnvablG
braces and S 700 00 plus S 25 00 pef month tor
ceramic braces S200 00 for diognostK study
model and S 75 00 for formal consultation

At

in

first

After pictures

I

Now

Acne Skin Care
dramatic Before and

m> sch(K)I newspaper
was skeptical, but then after seeing tlie
from other clients. I was a)nvinced tliat my complexion could
I

my

first .set

of treatments.

can walk proud knowing that

1

knowing

.r-^*f.

for the Beverly Hills

improve. After

1

1

I

1

UNLIMITED MOBILE TO MOBILE &
FREE LONG DISTANCE OR 1000
WEEKEND MINUTES

had severe acne
everything from over

Clinic.

suffered as a teenager. I tried
the (ounfer ointments to antibiotic pills, hut nothing cured my breakouts or
reduced my scarrjng My acne problem began to adversely affect my self
conhdence. and 1 began to lose hope that it would ever go away. Tlien 1

CA 92715

Irvine,

1

each

to do.

•Actual Patient Testimonial*

DISCOINTTO STIDK.NT-SAM) F\n M/IV

$85"°

Blvd.

ci-

Lxpf rience

Many suffer with

of Orthodontists

Invisible

(310) 826

oi

\":

niipy/www.acneskin.tom

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBKR

Specializing

Pacific Bell

Acne Skin Care CI inic
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>e\epnjj hills

1

Montli

-
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A

toward religious vocations.
For Barrion, the Filipino priest, it was simple: "When technology increases, faith

Staples Center.

The

throughout the West.

range of reasons: materialism, secularism,
fewer Western parents encouraging offspring

what changed the course of America

where the protesters arrested
week were being held.

Motors, and For the DuPonls," proliferated.
State Sen. Tom Hayden, who was involved
in the protests outside the 1968 DNC in
Chicago, said anything might happen, as he
milled about the crowds in Pershing Square.

cigarette manufacturer Philip Morris.

John Paul and

group of protesters from the main group and
didn't allow anyone to exit, creating a tense
and frightening situation.
A similar situation occurred on Aug. 17
when police closed off exit routes for about half
an hour at the Twin Towers Detention Center

sands of officers stationed themselves at various points around the square.
signs such as "We Have a
Inside,
Government of the Exxons, By the General

reli-

the U.S. population.

decreases."

The

afternoon, as people assembled at

trei)d prevails

group members also participated in
a demonstration on Aug. 16 involving a confrontation with police as they approached

too."

Pershing Square before marching to Staples
Center, LAPD presence was evident as thou-

himself to people as

At the beach, marchers were addressed by
Green Party caildidate for U.S. Senate, Medea
Benjamin,

that.

to

Conference of Catholic Bishops in June found
a 20 percent drop in the number of U.S.
priests since 1965 despite the overall growth in

as they get older.

is

would turn

study presented to the United States' National

Affinity

"It's

tie.

The

in the '60s."

a wonderful day. I'm proud of our
city," McKeown said. "We're here exercising
our free speech. Santa Monica is the place you

Bush or Gore," wearing a dapcomplete with a top hat and dollar-pat-

"Billionaire for

per suit

activity

Roman

parish priests.

"Despite the money, nothing changes without the young people," Meeks said. "Their

LA.

Pier.

members

quo

listeners

billion

you many holy vocations to the priesthood."
It's an urgent appeal particularly for
Catholic communities in Italy, where some villages and towns today are going begging for

Although many protesters say the two-party
system has been corrupted by corporate influence, Wayne Meeks D-N.Y. said youthful
activism is needed, since people accept the sta-

the Third Street

homily that his

I

gion-and many to a religious life.
"May every community always have a
"1
priest to celebrate the Eucharist," he said.
ask the Lord, therefore, to raise from among

now," said Brian Rudiger, a former UCLA student. "And about 70 percent pissed off."
"Our next demos need to be in the winter,"
said Kevin Rudiger, a group member and
protest organization spokesman.

situa-

life,

the leader of the world's

Staples Center before the dispersal order.

the eve of the convention, protesters

assembled

by drugs and pleasure-seeking,"

nightsticks to clear the area.

tions.

_

and com-

fortable

nicknamed

group,

Paul

rubber bullets and sprayed tear gas as cavalry
officers entered the protest zone and used

"I'm a peaceful protester. I do not support
police violence," was Diamondfield's only
statement as police took her into custody.
—^ During the protests from Aug. 13-17 nobody
in

new millennium." John

often are by the illusion of an easy

loose a volley of

within 15 minutes, police

let

saints of the

didn't leave

Bush or Gore."
She was one of about a dozen people from
UCLA who formed an "affmity group" to keep
tabs on each other as they protested the DNC.
According to one member of the group who
talked to "Diamondfield" on Aug. 19, she and
some others in the facility were fasting as an act

the "Billionaires for

"Fillmore Pockets."
rules.

themselves ethically, morally and pro-

their

on campus
last Thursday, Sturges briefed them on

pus

were expected

UCLA,

was forbidden and would be
grounds for an investigation and possiso

officers arrived

Price said that as guests at
officers

Price said Sturges didn't see officers

"He told

for minority students, said

harassment incident involving
several members of the program at a

drinking in uniform but said that doing

back to

program

third

several occa-

"He informed them that was not
allowed in open areas and was against

ry

residence halls.

Price said.

it

them

guidelines, includ-

complied with university regulations,"

Sturges

observed off-duty officers drinking outside residence halls

and

FSP counselors informed them about a

"We were

prohibited."
said

in intensive care,**

the

the Third Street

conservative Democrats, at the

ing the policy regarding alcohol at the

guidelines

university policy," Price said.

"Possession of opened or visible con-

"Officers were out here every night

at

Promenade August

know if he will comply."

The impoverished coffee farmers
this Lacandon Jungle canyon

university rules

sions throughout the week.

uniform.

"I don't think that's right

them thoroughly."
addition to these two incidents,

investigate

In

Araghi, another temporary

worker, said he saw officers drinking

Price said.

anywhere within or on grounds

tainers

being

going to be."

it's

Besides Diamondfield and other

Price

8-hour days."

said.

From page 1

from the
lounging, smoking cigars and drink-

"It's like

PROTESTS

"Superfriends," was injured, though they did

initials.

Asked

decades.

to the east.
officials

do

unofficial 2^patista capital

of La Realidad

their paramilitary

attackers.

State

six

San Jose del Rio is only 105 miles
from the state capital, Tuxtia
Gutierrez, but a hard six-hour's drive,
some on tracks unpassable to most

for four hours through the

marched

brightly

in

land,

show

thizers," but they

one where

Indian rights have often erupted into
^violence. It is a tough place to govern.

Survivors of a 1997 massacre of 45

Indian

barefoot

alongside

rural state,

Mexico's practice of six-year terms

people

embroidered shawls as the

politics.

scattered throughout Mexico's poor-

elections succeeds.

forces.

in jackets lined

polling places were

About 4,000

over the past

women

Zapatista

niques.

repeated clashes between emboldened dissident groups and pro-gov-

vote

still-unresolved

area.

than

Businessmen

in the

July 2 presidential vote.

The

greater justice

Aug. 19 voting, electoral officials and observers had reported only
problems by midday.
scattered

tions held since the party that ruled

Mexico for

governor elected in
the Chiapas state

staged

in the

state elec-

of Zapatista stalwarts. While friendly,
few will talk politics. None will give
his name, saying they are forbidden to

only two weeks, the guerrilla presence
in the state's jungle canyons has ied to

ernment

much to do with whether the new governor elected

have much to do
with whether the new

and democracy for Chiapas' poor
Indians. Though open warfare lasted

Most say they

foot.

demand

Army

"The gfeatest fear the people have
in coming to the polls is suffering an
attack by the paramilitaries along the
way," said Agustin Vasquez Ruiz,
spokesman for the Las Abejas group
of refugees from the Los Chorros

will

Zapatista

the

dale,

National Revolutionary

a couple of

is

thai

describe themselves as rebel "sympa-

tered.

Both Sami David of the governing
Institutional Revolutionary Party and
Pablo Salazar of an eight-party

tics

where the refugees are shel:-' ;:>•. ^'-^ :'.• ^-^ '-^

the towns

San

revolt.

By John Rice
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That night, after a concert by Rage Against

For some, voting was an act of

crises linked to the Zapatista
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crucial in Mexico's
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Cohn

imperative.

devout Jew who draws inspiration from
Sen. Joseph Lieberman. D-Conn., Metson said

A

not perfect right

poverty, crime,
bility

and hate, and

as a Jew, to

make

now because

it's

my

said she

more
poured tremendous

"Rachel conceived of the idea, sought out
the funding, and developed the whole program
all by herself," Cohn said. "She gels things

outside Staples Center.

"So
can't
ly

Daniel Inlcnder,

from

UCLA

attended

responsi-

who

place."

As president of the Jewish Student Union,
Metson reached out to people in her religious
community. Earlier this year, she organized
"Yom Limud: A Festival of Jewish Learning."
At the gathering, more than 200 Jewish students from California congregated at UCLA to

when her generation

is

does not attribute

this

phenomenon

they

her friends,

a difference through politics, large-

because the media makes the government

and see the

has shown

in politics

will

more important than her
cess.^"
:."',

:.

.•;.

,'

'

"Rachel has achieved a

^^

-i..

•

'

-

but

lot,

-^

'

.

it's

"

the

Metson

will

taking public policy classes.
From there, Inlender said Rachel's possibil-

'

'.

not just

about the power or the praise," Livni said.
"She really cares about what she does."

ities

for the future are limitless.

"Where and how far Rachel goes is a matter
of what she deems necessary," he said. "Rachel

two met a year ago, Livni said

Metson helped her make

to apathy.

political suc-

is

When

not a matter of whether she
enter politics professionally, but when.
it is

Program this fall.
During the one-year program, she will work
as a staff member in the State Assembly while

Adi Livni, a fourth-year economics student
who transferred to UCLA, said Metson's con-

often

to her family," Livni contin-

With the DNC
return to working with Galanter before heading north to Sacramento where she will begin
Unruh Assembly Fellowship
Jesse
the

do get done and do

sets goals,

the transition to

MURAL

Frompage6

Frompa9e4

L^

and then she achieves them."

Fox ended

M

•

•

veterans, he said.

arguing that it should move faster to solve the
Zapatista revolt and accusing the state government of

"It's

backing paramilitary groups to battle the Zapatistas.
As senator, he was a member of a commission tiiat
negotiated a partial peace deal with the Zapatistas
rejected by the federal government. He says his elec-

still

SAVE

2000, he hung a

But for

"We are not friends" with the Zapatistas, he said in

10%

Dreyer's Ice

.

'

Lake said it is more important to sec the
mural taken down than to wait while
charges against the artist and building

owner go through the slow court process.
"I do believe it's wrong and he's flaunt-

ing the law by putting

up new

ones," Lake

said.

She said she is frustrated with the way
Feuer, whose seat she will be vying for this
fall, has handled the situation.
"The more expedient thing is to get it
•
down," she said.
But McNeilly won't Uke the mural down
- in his eyes, that would be letting the city
win.

"This particular theme has been up
longer than any one I've put up in my life,"
McNeilly said, explaining why it is so often
redone.

McNeilly described the banner as a
photo montage embellished with his own
art. But he shied away from discussing the
art aspect, saying the new banners are really
about censorship.
While he waits for the ruling from the
appellate court, McNeilly said he considers
the possibility the case may reach the U.S.

Supreme Court, but he
take years to

said this case

may

settle.

Bruin
Summer
MONDAY
y
i R Y

i

Deadline to place is
Thursdays at noon.
Classified Advertising
Call: (310) 825-2221

SMP
During the year 2000, any gift purchase
will be discounted

10%

with this coupon.

and

15% toward the purchase pr
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W^twood Village, CA 90024

discount.

(310)208-1886
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Cream

$099
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explained.

it's

McNeilly, also faces charges.

get

alcohol excluded) you'll receive a

funding McNeilly.
"If he wants to do a mural, he has to get a
permit and he didn't do that," she

The building owner, who supports

CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER
MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

of groceries (Tobacco

She said the mural was really a billboard
for a movie and that the company is still

mit.

a recent interview. "I know them from the negotiagreat
tions. 1 am not a Zapatista. But they have a
anti-Zapatista."
advantage with me: I am not

this is advertising, it's

council.

a matter of the law. In fact,
McNeilly has been slapped with 16 criminal
charges for putting up a sign without a per-

Mike Feuer,

is

not about free speech," said Laura Lake, a
Westwood resiiient and candidate for city

such as councilman

Bring your situdent ID.

Whenever you buy $35 or more

"The bottom line

we haven't strayed from

city officials

calls.

paign for the movie industry.

And now this.

liberty;

in appellate court, waiting for

Other community members paint a more
sinister picture of McNeilly and his
motives, claiming it is all part of an ad cam-

"censored"

that course," he said.

in bringing peace.

A DISCOUNT SHOPPER
SAVE

BECOiVIE

Day

is

return phone

that originally inspired the mural.

Discount Shoppersi
pay only 530
1.5 Liter (50.7 oz.)
w/sport top

pay only 89C/3lbs.|

»,

McNcilly

The artist says the new banner, like all the
alterations before it, follows the same theme

59^
Reg. 69C/lb.
Discount Shoppers

.

banner over the original mural with images
of Iwo Jima, fighter planes and a cemetery
around the statue's face, again, to honor the

Sparkletts*
^—^

Bartlett Pears

•'*..

stripe reading

Before Memorial

-

would be a key element

,;.,

case

a ruling on the constitutionality of the law
McNeilly is charged with breaking.
The city councilman's office did not

across her face.

last year,

tion

•

Lady
added a black

71 years of rule

hoping to halt a national crisis of party
confldence caused by its first presidential loss.
Salazar is a former PRl senator who quit the party
reformist

The

Liberty. Then, last April,

by the
Institutional Revolutionary Party, Salazar holds a
strong lead in most polls over David, despite the fact
Chiapas has been a PRl stronghold.
The PR! has sent some of its top national campaigners to aid David - who has a repuUtion as a PRI
Six weeks after

behind her,

littl^things that

'.

and

For Metson,

change," she said.

cern

I

MEXICO

I

ued.

"I've been lucky to be involved in politics

dubbed apathetic.
While acknowledging that young people
tend to stay away from politics directly, she

hear leaders and rabbis address current issues,
like intermarriage and women in Judaism.
Mike Cohn, a student affairs officer at the
Center for Student Programming and an advi-

feel

her otherwise.

and witnessed Metson's

America and it received woriderful feedback."
Metson has become active in issues that concern her at a time

make

was part of the group,
wasn't," she said. "She's been

feel like

"She's committed and dedicated, and she
brings all those same qualities to her work, to

don't care," she contin-

young people

that

and made me
even though

me to a lot

of her friends

the greatest friend."

Metson's experience

impact first-hand.
"Rachel united the Jewish community," he
said. "She brought together different scholars
and all the different Jewish sects. As far as 1
know, this was the first event of its kind in

the world a better

more

we

-

"Rachel introduced

seem so corrupt."

recently graduated

with a degree in psychobiology.

Yom Limud

not that

it's

ued. "It's

such an outstanding, professional,

UCLA.

age are

community service
than older people," Metson said,
young people she saw protesting

recalling the

in

my

that people

likely to take part in

and activism

effort

mature way."

of

show

"Statistics

mto Yom Limud.

done

her faith influences her political outlook.
"Wc have a term, 'Ctikkun olam," which
means 'repairing the world,* " Metson said.
is

JSU. befriended Metson as they

worked together.

3

"The world
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GORE
From page

going on

Daley said on NBCs "Meet The Press:
"We are encouraged that people obvi-

ahead of Gore.

16 points

ously listened to the vice president

55 percent lo 39 percent.
"1 don'l think

you can put too much

immediate aftermath of a convention,"
Hughes said, noting that Walter
Mondale surged ahead of Ronald
1984

some

in

on

There are issues
that we've got to address and he was
specific about them. And I think that's

Thursday evening.

stock in the instant polls taken in the

in

in this race."

Gore's campaign manager William

5

showed Bush

Reagan

some movement

there's

"Clearly,

...

what people reacted to."
Bush aide Karl Rove countered

polls but even-

gains in public opinion after his con-

A Newsweek

vention.

Saturday showed Gore
at 48 percent to 42 percent, but that
measured all registered voters, which
tends to give stronger results to the

bank at the end of July before setting
out for the Democratic National
Convention and he had spent $44 million for his campaign, according to
records filed Sunday with the Federal
Election Commission.
The debate picture has unanswered

Democrats.

pulled even in the

Gore's convention speech could cost

20-point lead

long run.

Gore's campaign press secretary
Chris Lehanc said the campaign was
determined to appear nonchalant
about the progress, but added:

launched out talking about populism,

in the

about class warfare, about powerful
forces that were supposedly keeping us

from making progress," Rove

said.

—^--^^-^—

—

Today-Gallup

him support

poll

>—

respond

•

by building about a

among women,

poll suggested that

if

while

size lead

Gore helped

himself on the issues of health care.
Medicare and Social Security during

million in the

questions, the participation of third-

party candidates
said

on

CNN

we've really" had "a specific discussion
with the governor about at this point."
Former Democratic candidate Bill
Bradley told Newsweek that Bush is
unlikely to get clobbered

by Gore in the

among them. Hughes
something

"that's not

Security

on plans like Social
that Gore can pick apart.
specifics

DNC

":::; -^^-V'/^/v.-

From page

guy who can't add

"

in

the

coming week, while Cheney

heads to California.

.

A green pass afforded a view of the
convention floor partially blocked by
the top side of the Staples lighting grid,

3

Petting the Secret Service dogs was,
predictably, out of the question.

"I'd rather be
two and two," Bradley told Newsweek.
"All Bush has to do is have one or two
moments where people go, Phew! I
guess it's going to be OK!'"
Bush was to campaign in Wisconsin,
Iowa, Missouri, Louisiana and Rorida
the

Jackson; or

fence.

debates because he hasn't provided

attacked.

Gore had about $6.4

CNN-USA

Bush hfe about the same
among men.

The

ahead

purple provided access to the three
suite levels, some orange passes

Sam Donaldson interview-

as he exited the men's room.

"Make a hole,

But what went on inside the wails of
Staples only told part of the story.

make a hole" as they escorted Gov.
Gray Davis to an escalator, being at

Cameras perched on the tops of downtown buildings and attached to the

was a jaw-dropping

underside of helicopters captured
images of the protests - the story that

ing

The Rock;

or California

Patrol ofTicers shouting

the convention

Highway

%

when

it's

select

University Credit Union

was during the prime time speeches that the protests always seemed to
be more intense and the dichotomy
between what was happening inside
and outside became more pronounced.

sp<Ae on one television set, protesters were climbing the
barricades and ducking rubber bullets

As

politicians

no wonder why the security
perimeter was never breached once it
was erected.
During the convention, placement
in the political and media hierarchy
was determined solely by the color of
your credential. The press, delegate,
and sn<*cial guest credentials were
printed and distributed by the DNC.
Those without them were relegated to

allowed floor access, and coveted red
"backstage" or podium passes could
get its bearer close enough to smell Joe

experience even for the jaded.

of the political and media elite were on

news.

Lieberman's cologne.
But the corridors of Staples and the
were
Center
Convention
L.A.

their best behavior.

undoubtedly the best places to experience the DNC's signature element

former White House chief of staff
Leon Panetta was willing to take a pic-

on another.
As news anchors flne-tuned their
and techies made sure
scripts,
TdePrompTers weren't saolHng too
fast, back in Pico-Union, children were

the fusion of politics and media.

ture with a star-struck

At the news desk of one of the networks covering the convention, six
TVs were on all day. At least one of
those showed a never-ending shot of
the podium and another displayed a
live news feed, usually showing a helicopter's view of the protests taking

as their parents prepared the evening

the other side of the 80-block security

Rather casually chatting with Jesse

place near the convention center.

meal.

It's

Whether

it

was watching Dan

Despite the crowds and chaos, most

Jay Leno paused with his entourage
to let a woman in a wheel chair go by,

woman wielding

a disposable camera, and actor John
LithfDw stopped briefly to be quoted

usually ran second

on the evening

fmishing a

game of soccer

in the street

1^

THE
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would quickly

positive focus, they

that

tually lost the race.

out

poll

slightly

Gore

"Al Gore

campaigns are
launching TV ad campaigns in key
states to kick off the fall campaign.
While Bush aides said they planned a

the convention. Both

The Gallup poU is one of several that
have indicated Gore made significant
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some USAC members questioned why the group should receive
three times its budget from the previmeeting,

fnn ExpdridncB.

•

at the

ous year.

According to USAC bylaws, council must allocate funding based on a
group's need for the current year
without looking at that group's past

performances.
"It's

this

proposal that
year's budget," Mann

year's

counts, not last

from funds

set aside for the

Elections Board.

JSU President Al
Because
Tsarovsky could not attend the
group's hearing in June due to a family emergency, the BRC was forced to
allocate funding without having all its
questions answered, said BRC
Director Marykay Tsuji. That resulted

in

JSU

think you can just

decision, Lyle

Timmerman,

USAC

USAC

fol-

Mann

pointed out that
Article II of USAC's bylaws, last
revised on May 30, mentions "sponsorship" of student groups, which violater

lates University

of California guide-

"The way USAC sponsors its
groups is no longer in compliance
with the guidelines issued by the

rx

\
"~^-^

The African Student Union, Asian
Pacific Coalition and Samahang
most funding of
any SAG, with each group allocafed--^
Pilipino received the

MEChA

received

also

granted the lowest amount received a
total

of $7,840 altogether.

"When

asked

I

this question, there

have been no good answers forthcom-

Timmerman

ing,"

have been complied with," he

lines
said.

According to

BRC

Tsuji, the

con-

sidered factors such as a group's programs, budget proposal and presentation at the hearing

when determining

funds.

did the best that

should clarify
"If

more

we

could,"

adding she agrees council
guidelines.

its

it's

going to be

difficult in the future,"

she said.

consider realigning the budgets or

UC

USAC

allocated

said he

was con-

provide proof that

funding

He

fairly.

cerned that SAGs applying for funding did not receive any notice outlining the BRC's criteria for funding
before entering their hearings and
that no minutes were taken at the~

for student presentations only,

President

want

accounts until council had a
chance to review its process for allocating funds and to determine a final
all

"We're freezing the accounts not
because

groups," he said.

it's

According to guidelines set by the
UC, allocation of funds acquired
through compulsory student fees
must be determined on a content-neu-

them," Houston

we

don't trust the

who can

said. "If they

spend a

penny and they don't know the
tion,

it

will just

situa-

materials.

turer in psychol-

ogy and sociology and assistant
professor at Cal State Fullerton,
agrees with Agre.

"Communication between teachers and students is needed to clarify
and expand on issues." said
Marelich.

tion teaching

Supreme Court

ruled

the

time

this

He said many

online class presen-

tations are "cold

and boring" and do

not allow professors to incorporate

work in an example of
a protest from the Democratic
National Convention because the
"I couldn't
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is free.
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Marelich said.
Marelich's preference for traditional teaching is also the result of
the pleasure he takes from student
feedback during lectures, such as
laughter

when he

"It's part

tells

of the fun of being an

had not decided exactly how
would be spent, and

appreciated the opportunity

meet with the

concerns,"

staff

and hear

their

Staff representatives also

saw

the

"They claim that within the next
week and a half they will come out and

proposed.

$19 million as a cost of living increase

Employees earning $40,000 per
year or less would receive a two percent raise on top of the regular merit
increases in the salary program, and
those earning between $40,000 and
$80,000 would receive a one percent
additional raise, Hayward said.
"The 80<alled 99s will receive a

across the board,"

Hayward said.
Accu di ig to Haywa r d.

tion,"

i
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thinks the distribution

is

th e
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fair for all

Web

online and the
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fined space of the submarine. The
explosion apparently was in the for-

ward torpedo compartment, which
was loaded with up to 30 warheads.
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talk with us

about

"We want

to

how we will

get the

Magee said.
make sure that

1.7

staff

percent cost of living

increase across the board;

for

days declined

Western help.
"They should have accepted help

offers of

soon as they learned that the vessel

was

in

Tikhon
navy retiree whose
said

distress,"

Bagryantsev, a

it

was feared among the dead. "Every
minute counts there."
Putin said Aug. 19 that "until the
last minute, we will do everything to
save everyone

We

wasn't

who

our

announcement

that the

Moscow's
crew was

almost certainly dead, just as the
British rescue team arrived on
Saturday, could be seen as an attempt

show
the Western squads could do

announced," Magee added.
Hayward said the UC would begin

communicating plans for the raise
money. Administrators at the campuses will be notified first, and the inform atiu ii w ll th e n be passed down te

nothing.

affected employees.

of every one

seamen."

by some Russian

i

could be saved.

will fight for the life

of

know that they are supposed to be getting a
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son, Capt. Vladimir Bagryantsev.

Hayward said.
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research.
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After placing his survey online,
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because he allowed classroom time
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and professors.

be a useful tool in
Marelich said he has
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Marelich, a
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said at the meet-

ing.

tral basis.
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taught partially on the Internet. Phil
Agre, associated professor of infor-
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for content-neutral funding,"
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done on
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it

in the transition to online learning.
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mendation.
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works of a rt.

it

integral to the traditional

is

learning experience, something lost

constitutional for the universi-

ty to allocate segregated fees as long

as

that

tell.

"Online classes are not going to
happen next year," said Robert Cox,
manager of enrollment planning,
"There are many issues that have to
be discussed, such as what is a good
online class and how does it com-

of human interaction
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Vague sexual

need

lines

to avoid

move cars often
tickets in Westwood

welcome you

policies

less streets lined

trees,

right,

Like

vanity plates, BearWear
By Jordan Blackman

often debated

From

Clinton presi-

Kettle

Korn

yoga

to taking

from playing the

class,

harassment.

Fighter incarnation to purchasing the

my own

latest

Clinique skin care treatments,

found that

you can spend every penny to your
university creditor's name and still

there's a very

feel

experience, I've

comes

to sexual

Roush

harassment,

and

I've

you are on a worid-class
a world-class city! "But

"UCLA students

parking! ".Touche. But at the prices

what it constitutes. To find out what our society
believes sexual harassment is, 1

argue that

turned to the laws.

mate consumerism

I

the school charges to park,

very language of sexual harassment's

fusing

in that the

individual's, or the victim's, reaction

to

harassment often determines

particular situation

is illegal.

JASON CHEN/DaHy Bruin

9to5, an

Senior Staff

officers that so happily
ly pull

equal and fair treatment of women in

to the classes they paid for.

the workplace, defines sexual harass-

ment

as "unwanted, repeated sexual

attention at work." Their definition

comes from the 1993 Harris

v.

Systems Supreme Court
decision, which goes on to explain
that "(sexual) harassment is illegal if:
a) Your job depends on your going
Forklifl

immediately con^'used by this condition, since I've read the poster in our

company's lunchroom, my temp
agency's pamphlet, and even
UCLA's sexual harassment policy,
all of which that state that all sexual
harassment will not be tolerated.

What

I'm

left

to believe

is

that the

"legal" sexual harassment that the

me emphasize the importance

(Let

as a joke, then

of the phrase "vague situations" here.
I'm not talking about the obvious,
"Sleep with

me or you lose your
even

illegal

if

don't think these minor incidents

many women can remember a "vague" moment in their working experiences. know can. This
summer, as work at a company of

court decision refers to

as pay, promotion, vacation)

that

depends on your going along with
this behavior, or c) The harassment

harassment moments, such as when
a male employee tells a female

about

women (and the youngest) working

complacent for not having a more

employee a mildly offensive joke

there.

extreme reaction.

without the intention of harassing the

During the short time I've been
employed, many of my several male
coworkers have befriended me: they

though.

creates a hostile or offensive

work

environment which interferes with
your ability to do your job."
I find this to be an ambiguous definition.

The

first crucial,

conditional

words are "sexual harassment i^ illegal if," which I take to mean that not
all sexual harassment is illegal, even
if the advances are unwanted. I'm

comes

in

the kind

those borderiine

fortable.

fifty

employees,

I

may become

victims of sexual harass-

ment have

make a choice:

them have goofy nidcnames

may

ncft

take offense, or they

who

they

may

I

read in

this law,

the altitude or reaction of the person

being harassed seems to affect

what

"doll."

seriously

I

choose not to take

when

their teasing

inappropriate because
to those questionable

harassed. Thus,

if

I

take a

al

given to the record of the incident as

and

to the totality of the cir-

cumstances, including the context

it

my reaction

those extremely "vague" situations.

harassment, consideration shall be

a whole

in

human

it

UCLA's consumerism
Where

is

the BruinCoaster?

Speaks

police let

unruly handful

uproot important issues

I

of

thousands of peaceful demonstra-

assembled outside Staples

Center to express political views all
but banished from the platforms of

We chanted

for universal health care, for the

abolishment of the death penalty

Koza rt

i

s

of force.

manufacturers, and lor the environ-

issues. 1

We challenged the DNC to

hear our voices.

On Monday cvenmg was one

the two-party system.

tematically exploited by leading U.S.

spoke out for the rights of interwho have been sys-

ment

By Midiael Kozart

tors

national workers

also

We

a n a ssis tant profe ssor n th <

Departnr>ent of Psychiatry.

i

Yet,

when

the issues

On

it

came

to the media,

were nowhere

to

be found.

news we were treatvideo clips and sound bytes of

the evening

ed to

protesters clashing with police.

We

saw one scene after another of tear
gas and rubber bullets being jpumped
into crowds of running people Of
the little commentary offered by the
networks, we heard from the police,
bragging about their "strategic" and

We did

not hear about the

See ROUSH, page 16^

civil

government has

for

the lawful expression of political dis-

can imagine far more imagisent.
native ways by which the police
could have responded to the vioI

.

lence of Ihc few in order 'o enable

he demonstration was

in

Westwood

many

tickets at a special price

-

if you

And why not a giant
is

and underground boxing

we

students deserve?

dis-

effectively

silenced the essence of the

demonstrations.

DNC

Still, this is

a larger

conspiracy of silence: the very

will-

ingness of the police to order a

crowd of 15,000 to disperse because
of the few hoodlums who ignorantly
hurled rocks, shows how little toler-

DNC demonstrations

are mere occasions for unruly anarchists to vent their rage.

But

why

should we be surprised? There

is

Yet even though

I

cir-

films.

the Maine legislature requiring

-

their rights

they

all

may be fired. What are your

Undeclared

Sociology

Study of religion
"I guess if

I

had kids

I'd

sure to stroll the

it is

I

that trying to get fingerprints for the

teachers can

do

in this situation

pray, that's about

it.

The law

classes.

I

a bad idea.

I

school teachers to register
reactions to this case?"

_

would be a good idea to
any job I know we
have
have to give fingerprints if we are working
with little kids. It's a problem, so that would
"I think that

don't

finger prints. In

so there shouldn't be any problem .They

FBI

have a right to

their privacy,

dealing with children

except

overall

it's

know what the teachers are trying to hide,

think

might be going too far. If I were a
teacher, I wouldn't do it. The FBI tries to
know everything and they don't need to
know that much. I have no idea what the

^

is

but they are

be one way to take care of it"

who don't really

have any rights until they are 18. If they
have to look after children anywhere from
six to eight hours a day then you shouldn't

a

,

NonI limar
Second-year
Theater

"I think that the

have anything to hide.

I

would do

it if I

were a teacher."

of

but

it's fair

can't help but admire the

Third-year

Second-year

Mathematio

Undeclared
"I think

in a negative

to give

anything,
tion if you've ever

committed a

it's

way to weed out

**!

use them

them as protection

for

security in schools. If the fingerprints are

being used against them, then that

is

an

invasion of their privacy. But in order for

work, (there are) going to be background checks and
they can still look into FBI files anyway."

you

felony."

think that mayt)e

it is

a good idea for

to give their fingerprints. It's not

going to be bad; they're not going to be

ensure the security of the kids then there
is going to be a definite problem with

on an applica-

them

potential

the kids. If legal action isn't taken to

if

just like asking

a good idea that they do

teachers, but to use

they don't participate; I
don't think that makes much sense. I don't
think it would be that big of a deal to provide your fingerprints if you haven't done

should be fired

it's

fingerprints, not necessarily to

that

to

to our

RosaScgura

chiWren need to be pro-

don't think

I

LewbMartin

your fingerprints.
The teachers should be strongly encouraged to do so, but I don't think that they

a plea-

all

first,

you should have

campus and experi-

we hurry

"I don't think

probably want

know what the teachers did, but

tected

to

taken to jail.

It

will serve for the protec-

tion of everybody because you never really know who is out there and who's doing
what. I don't think they're going to get
fired unless they're doing something
they're not supposed to be doing. They do
that to a lot of people anyway. For example, Mexican immigrants have to be fingerprinted, so what's
the difference if a teadier has to do it too?"

Speaks Out compMed by Cuauhtemoc Ortega, Dally Bruin Senior
Staff. Photos by Dave Hill, Dally Bruin Senior Staff.

intractable faith they each have in

own ideology.
One might suspect

their

that these

a

and behind the convention
is all about the money, and money,
as we know, is made from action

an infringement on

In

Third-year

dearly miss

these essential facilities,

corporate machine behind the news,
itself

has been passed

First-year

have

I

ence diverse groups of people,

1

cation that the

bill

Fifth-year

and luxuriously appointed caverns below Royce Hall, but only for
those whose wallets are open and
whose mouths are closed.

accost students as

media has

abuse cases involving pedophiles, a

fimPiem

attractions already exist in clandes-

them gathering by Ackerman

missal of the issues that matter for
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CarySnowden

heard secret rumblings that such

am bored by what we see on the
TV, and am resentful of the impli-

to

I

Democrats' (and Republicans')

JCKSEY CIOWE/Daily Bruin

have

the greyhound racing,

proceed.

the worid, the

in child

pretty crappy."

UCLA casi-

of people versus police.
the

t^M*.^*

Arty Clinton

Village with

the demonstration of the

manner echoing

-::^.:;:^:

their fingerprints with the FBI. Several teachers regard this law as

looping ride, looming over the main

reduced to a mindless confrontation
In a

Out

"Due to the perceived increase

A double

miering

ance our

said,

SecSEnMHNtpageU

a Bruin Card.

"measured" response to a "bellicose" mob, and we heard from
demonstrators, complaining about
the excessive and indiscriminate use

and for an end
which it has been implemented.

pay for that new fence. That

these

"90210" on FX and hates physical exertion.
E-mail comments to salntblue@hotmail.com.

tine

reports,

to

Hmm, probably just enough

Seymour
a fourth-year American literature
and culture student. She loves reruns of

possibilities.

occurred."

Media coverage overshadows demonstrators' goals
News

$3,000.

For example, on Veteran, close to Levering,
you have unrestricted hours parking. You
turn onto Levering and suddenly it's two
hours. Pass just two apartment buildings and
get to the next comer, and suddenly you're

to

quad, sponsored by the latest summer blockbuster, conveniently pre-

comment

..

many

cars netted the city something like

much uphold with an iron fist.
we can't blame them; I wouldn't

that be for not fully realizing

cuit that

PROTESTS:

estimate ticketing that

majority of the blocks in Westwood, but
their designations are completely arbitrary.

must, however, scold the powers

jai alai

with

I

;;;';;

say "violating" because these rules are
pure fascism, which the parking enfo^ement

and exciting!

no? Where

to the racist bia.

/;•.:'••

ets.

ing rules.

UCLA experience so chal-

which the alleged incidents

Although phrased ambiguously.

moments

determines whether I'm being

make the
lenging

the alleged conduct constitutes sexu-

becomes

constitutes sexual harassment in

university's policy

I

me,

more impor-

Why else would there not be

beings.

statement, "In determining whether

including "kiddo," "sweetheart," or

even

decide to take action.

I'm not,

on sexual harassment contains the

ask

for

Our own

speak with boring, breathing,

enough money for frilly extras like
chairs and desks? Someone has to
bite the bullet and pay for the maze
of request forms and regulations that

think I'm crazy or

Maybe

HAD to

enrolled students don't ever have to
I

to handle such incidents

Maybe you

to

up all those administrative telephone systems in such a way that

with a degree of maturity.

am one of six

me about my social life at college
and tease me about my age. Many of

In these situations, the people

to

must learn

I

I

I

woman or making her feel uncom-

Based oo what
Roush is a third-year Annerican literature and culture and French student
v^ho loves to hear from readers. E-mail
her at meegan@ucla.edu.

is

on Kelton

set

come to realize that these kind of
moments are inevitable when men
and women work together, and that

think

must be expensive

all, it

to col-

couldn't find a parking

there are a lot

lives

:

we never have to do without.

After

sor or action in a courtroom. I've

the victim

hid-

random parking situations don't
occur that often. What is a daily reality,
however, is that two-hour time limit. Not
only do these restricted areas comprise the

(Of course,

over students struggling to get

it's

his

have new fences installed,
absolutely no one could park
on the right side of Veteran
for that time. They gave us no
warning in the weeks before, so
approximately 100 people on
the row received parking tick-

is

That is why I'm all too happy to
pay the parking fines and traffic tickets that the UC regents have made
sure

my supervi-

The
along with
condition of your employment (such
behavior, or b)

this

I

don't feel uncomfortable at work, so

merit a one-on-one with

"cooperates.")
I

remains a joke.

No men have threatened me and
I

job," or assault situations, which are

obviously

it

when

I

tires.

the city decided that

since the cemetery

officials pretty

and frequent-

organization that works toward the

when

I

be gladdened to finance the police

if a

Seymour

meters, that's just from "violating" the park-

activity.

our coffers with the stealth and efficiency of the modem American war
machine. I say that our hearts should

and laws are pretty con-

and inconsistent

UCLA parking is a legiti-

Consider how lucky we are to
have a fleet of raster maids that raid

discovered, however, that the

definitions

would

I

^

comes to the lives of
But as anyone who lives in
Westwood will tell you, the parking situation
is the bane of our existence.
I would have to estimate that, since moving out of the dorms to Westwood a little
over a year ago, I-have paid the City of Los
Angeles' Parking Bureau at least $275 in
parking fines - and that's not even counting
the endless quarters I've plugged into

campus
hours shopping. They spend them

to seriously question

Nicole

was planning on going
But

was

Avenue, I have found the long
Veteran stretch of non-timc-limited parking to t^ my refuge from
the parking plague. However,
even this area is not immune
from the risk of a parking ticket. There Was that joyous week

UCLA students.

doo't spend their precious

come

"I

Of course,

tant issues

all,

campus in
sir," you protest,

Megan

it

the true nemesis of the

spot."

academic.

After

line to

walk when

Village area

lege at UCLA.

some chalk dust remaining on my

As someone who

Westwood

Are Free,"

2-hour-limit, because there

tree.

not

The

before

same day, for the same offense, while
car was still in the same spot. And, most
recently, I was ticketed for parking in an

in the film, "Butterflies

latest Street

dency: sexual

moved my car

den halfway down the block behind a

Everyday Parker.
As Goldie Hawn said

topic during the

——

area without a visible sign, because

to parking.

is

stick of chalk

the

and the count-

with

it's

window with a

My boyfriend has been ticketed twice in

even a problem of Los
Angeles, although, as a
whole, it's pretty .^__i,
obscenCAvhen it coines

CONSUMERISM: Lack of
desks overshadowed by

think about an

vague

still

Orange County

And

my job included

end.)

end of the

the

not parking

parking.

most of us starving college
students, I am spending my
summer working. Being
known as the notorious "temp" or
"intern" in an office throughout
these summer months has led me to

limits

a street at 10 miles an hour,

eted even after having

restriction signs. That's

to academla

time

been ticketed for surpassing a twohour-time limit by 10 minutes. I've been tick-

an ex-Orange County

endless miles of white curbs,

if

sliort

I've

of suburbia. But occasionally, I.find
myself reminiscing about those wide-open
stretches of black asphalt parking lots, those

|iies

on

for hours

:

subjective, problematic

In

I,

down

leaning out the

It's
resident, find myself missing that bastion

HARASSMENT: Feelings

make

to

not often that

UCLA selling

definition

be the nicest person either

RESTRICnON: Unrealistic rules
ask drivers

of victims
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Cheese Burger Combo

BREAKFAST SPECIALS

$ 3.69 ^tax

1

Combo

Steak Sandwich

$ 5.50

2 Turkey Burger

$ 4.61

-i-tax

2 Pastrami Sandwich

f 5.50

-t-tax

3

S 4.61

-i-tax

3

^ 5.50

-i-tax

Teriyaki Burger

4 BBQ Bacon Burger

'

~^^ ^ 4.99 hm

Teriyaki Chicken

4 Hot Dogger Speciat^""^~^^ ^3.24 tax

All

style,

bacon,

hash browns and toast

^3.00+ tax
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There's no place like Headlines,

—208-2424
10922 Kinross Ave.,

Westwood

move

seems to be tempered with an insistence on a case-by-case judgment,

dust off. of course, or to at least

based on the context of the situation,
which I take to include the reaction,
receptivity, and sensitivity of the victim. Basing the illegality of situation

times) four limes a day every week.

me

Another
~

Supreme Couit, whidi

What should

if one

of

victim

is

particularly sensitive?

don't think there's a simple

I

it

do and say as well), and these

homeowners

ing situation in

work, made me have to leave early
from work, made me have to skip

terms of Clinton.
I'm probably not doing

much to

parking situation as a necessary
evil,

compensation simply because

institution did not feel his or her

text" of a situation, merits

any action.

The laws need to be more

specific in

14
year within

ism remain persistently intact. Bravo!
I for one can understand their
desire to court the complacent massBlue and yellow warm-up

dotting the courtyards and

suits

commons

from Franz to Fowler. Oh and look,
matching blue and yellow shoes! So
proud are we to be Bruins, in our
BearWear frocks and socks. All over
the Westside it's hip to be a Bear!

And shouldn't it be? After all the
memories and
most of all, the money, UCLA should
mean a lot to us. However, I'm beginning to ieel an ever so slight decline
in the selling power of the UCLA
britnd; the ridiculous and sneaking
class, the friends, the

UCLA might n9t be
it

clearly

is.

UCLA needs

That is why I
to change its moniker to something
with the decadence and chic that the
early 21 st century is quickly becombelieve

STORIS CLUBS

known for. My suggestion:
UCLA.com. This slight change will
increase UCLA's marketability and

ing

Ask about our

Hours
Days
Multi-Year Contracts
Is

• All

• All

Family Add-On

perceived value in the key market of
16 to 25-year-olds.

good

selling this

And we can feel

product to the

blessed children and hopeful parents

Special!

ibership based on a one-time registration of $2 1 9, $0 processing fee
^berships may be presented. Automatic transfer frxMn checking, Visa,

of this sanctified nation. Because
UCLA.com is an education that is

ndUUe!; may vvy.E»i^idUf|^

more than just an alumni bumper

for

some amenities.

where

sticker; it's

am

1 1

ann -1

It's

mKm

^fsuwa^^

E

N

11708 San Vicente
310-571-1177

,

Open Seven Days A Week!
FREE Parking in Rear

g

|
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Sun

Midnight

am — -

,

Fri

(310)

Thurs
& Sat
-

1301

478-2999

Westwood

Blvd.

a vanity plate too.

America's Fastest Growing
Pizza Company Just Got Bigger.

to put your car.

not just the city of Los

Angeles

1

have a bone

UCLA. And

to pick with,

I'm not even

BLACKMAN

the idyllic institution

11

trouble with something as basic as

talking about the permit situation,
which in itself is incredibly limited
and frustrating. At the fairly frequent limes when I've had a parking
crisis (i.e. having class or work to go
to, but absolutely nowhere to park)

suspicion that

Out Thew Go!

but that's a defeatist attitude to
have. No one should have this much

it's

of one another, might forget
about their distrust and hatred for
each other, but in fact their chauvin-

fer

On Sale!

for

order to protect potential victims.

es.

acif

Lodm

caused me to avoid going out, either
so I could move my car in time, or
because finding a space after going
somewhere and coming back is

that a victim might not receive the

all

Lighis,

and

immediately. But I'd hate to think

fifty feet

of$219 and SO processingJee.

several occasions,

I've found that most people
around here have accepted this

groups, after spending

*

has

ameliorate the situation, at least not

From page

^With a one-time r^gistmtion/ee

It

BRENTWOOD

often impossible.

reaction to a situation, or the "con-

Week

Westwood is just
made me late

"obvious" sexual harassment cases.

an

'er

the park-

inexcusable.

in

\.

Store Hours

deserve.

On a purely basic level,

on

BABY«)G60^

Bicycling Headquarters

it

relief or guidelines apart from the

proj)er

^9k'

County (I grow misty-eyed again)
would be unheard of to see "no

IN

MODELS
All

parked on that side of the street,
because that's precisely what those
people do with their cars. In Orange

class

I

any cars

they

America, particularly following the

,%.

In fact, there are never

women shouldn't watch what

much in the way of

15% OFF U^
Ai

West LA'S

6fo¥e9, SEii
All Reduced!

mtmnaHt

that

to offer

BMX

these are actual residences,

parking" signs posted in a suburb
because the cities there have this
crazy notion that parking is not
some great mystic privilege only

taken on such a bad connotation

f-

I

their cars in.

from

Perhaps some women will be
angry with me for questioning and
scrutinizing these laws. Considering
that sexual harassment lawsuits have

^921 WilsMi Blvd.
(Wmwood & WliMre Blvd.)]

tmfw:v: *;pj*«rj

the perniit-only park-

not apartments, but that's why they
have garages and driveways to park

confusing, conditional laws don't

209-5002

remove

hostile or offensive, particularly in

seem

(310)

to

know

offending women must continually
haunt men while at work (not to say

J/Vestwodd

would

IN CYCLING!

Apparel &
Accessories

Adult Bik

Bikes

it.

solution, which

help in the lack of available parking,
is

hard for men
and women alike to know where to
draw the line. The possibility of

»»»~«v(S»>-

Children's

who determines if an environment is

another victim's, or

GIANT SAYINGS

W

Ad & Get A^free Gifr

i

answer, whidi makes

1^

Mention This

Veteran, above Levering. Yes,

if one victim's definition

27.

ENTIRE INVENTORY! THE FINEST

ing designation on the east side of

"hostile or offensive" differs

v^

5%-20% OFF

a "hostile or offensive
work environment" is illegal. But

happen

id.

1

P

those vague situations?

&

Clearance!
Summer-End
NAMES
OUR

anyone could possibly tell
why we should keep them, I'd

love to hear

this

states that

i!sH

most people in Westwood,
have to go to work and class, both
of which last longer than two hours.
One solution I propose for all
these parking problems is simply
wiping out all the two-hour restricI

owner didn't really mind
that he was robbed? This system of
ing of the

3 DAYS ONLY! AUG., 25, 26

the chalk

all

day. Like

tions. If

it

Pravlii

drive around the block a couple

way: should a robbei7 be determined legal just because
at

EEDRMilli

my

(making sure*to wipe

analysis apftears in the crucial word-

DINER & PRESS CLUB
NA/ESTWOOD

I

lime than keep my eye on
the clock, run out and move my car
with

I

the store's

Village

two hours?

tolei^nce" stance of these institutions

Look

//

has the time to

their car every

personally have better things to do

on the reaction of the victim doesn't
seem like a very precise method of
justice to me.

and Sandwich Specials come with
You can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit

of our Burger

All

Sandwich

2 eggs any

-^tax

show the same reserve that the
Supreme Court has in determining
what constitutes sexual harassment.
read a conflicting message. The "no

to unrestricted hours.

And just who

the university's statement seems to

SANDWICH SPECIALS

;

14

From page

BURGER SPECIALS

15

also

and headed over

to

campus

to park,

been faced with the prospect of
spending $6 for a space. Is anyone
aware that at many college campuses, Cal Poly Pomona for one example, parking is a whopping $1.50? At
I've

UCLA,

the parking meters (of

which there are few) only give us 7.5
minutes for a quarter. Jusl giving us
8 minutes would be a lilllc loo much
to ask, suppose. In good old
Orange County, as well as minutes
away in West Hollywood and Santa
I

Monica (which

more

are actually

highly trafficked areas), the parking
meters give an hour per quarter.

Right now, during summer, parking actually isn't that bad I don't

have to park on campus or use the
meters much because there are
often open spaces on the streets.

my tickets continue to
roll in. After my most recent ticket
(probably my 12th), finally decidHowever,

I

ed to protest. went so far as to
spend $5 developing film to document my claims about the improperI

ly

marked area.
As sent out
I
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I

much

trouble. But

it's

probably

worth protesting - the $20 saved
can pay for enough gas to drive to
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go where
'See

no movie has gone before - the complex
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Four African American comedians hope they can

show on the

duplicate the success of their popular road

JASON CHEN/Oaly Brum

Senior Staff

big screen, despite a lack of widespread media coverage
better: 'White folks looking forward to

By Terry Tang

picture,'"

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Harvey

headline!"

Monday morning

House of
Blues. Helping to promote the comedy concert film, "The Original Kings of Comedy,"
Steve Harvey tells journalists that fellow
comedian Bernie Mac has the perfect slogan.
It's

f

"I don't think that

said.

-.-

^

V

All joking aside,

at the

Comedy"

is

bpx office opening for a film
directed by an African American. Hollywood
the highest

this

"That ought to be the

.. :

:

:..

—

-^_

saw the potential for a franchise. Yet, for two
years, the media spotlight failed to shine the
light on four African American comedians
who, time and again, sent thousa'nds rolling

the film incarnation of a very

made

serious

money. But the tour's prosperity went unnoticed by most mainstream media.
"Scary Movie" hit new levels of gross with

could've gotten put no

in the aisles

*

t

at the

helm.

V

Richard Pryor's "Live at the Sunset
Strip," "The Original Kings of Comedy" is
the brainchild of producer Walter Latham.
With an initial desire to bring top working

"The Original Kings of Comedy" features, from left to
the Entertainer D.L. Hughley and Steve Harvey.

comedians to African American audiences,
Latham has watched the tour move from the-

show
more

Entertainer, Bernie

Mac, Steve Harvey and
D.L. Hughley work with
director Spike Lee
(center) in "The Original
Kings of Comedy."

'«

*fe

I

Photos courtesy of

in

CharioitcrNiC,

have yet to really be considered household
names. But the /ilm, which documents one

may be

the door to

know,

is

right,

Bernie Mac, Cedric

while."

campus

UCLA
is

A
is

in full

swing

overrun by teams of
yell

and

admit

reluctant to

it,

Lee

attrib-

utes the past lack of visibility to race. In the
director's view, only a select few African

Americans seem

succeed at one time.

lo

been this
phenomenon where there can only be one or
two at a time. We only got so many slots and
right now it's filled up," Lee said. "We got
Eddie (Murphy), we got Will (Smith), these
other guys. It's as simple as that. But you
"I just think

Various acts heat
of today's hottest rap and hip-hop

and closed with surprise
guest legend Stevie Wonder.
The heat almost kept crooner Carl
Thomas backstage in the shade and
rumors of sunstroke floated through the
superstars,

include Lucy Pearl, guest

appearance by Steve Harvey
t

'^.

>.

By

stifling air.

Amanda Fletcher

The heat was on
Summer Jam 2000

U

at

at

The
the

Beat's

Verizon

Wireless Amphitheater.

Onstage acts

like

Lucy

Pearl,

Da

Brat,

Kim, De La Soul, Eve, Next, May
and Dilated People churned out siz/ling
Lil'

- in

\v

.A

performances.

i>

Mother Nature was doing
some sizzling of her own on this llesh-fry..::-..'
ingAug. 13.
Begmning at II am and running
until long after dark, the music was
bumpin' but the conditions were trying
for even the mo^i dovoicd hlf^-hof^per
The show opened with Ideal, featured
:

Dawn Robinson dnd Raphael Saddiq uf Lu(.y
with their performance of their

hit single

Pearl devldied frurii oih(>r

fMRKJur/ZOaily Rium Vrvoi

'jidft

Summer Jam 2000 acts

"Dance Tonight" at the Verizon Wireless Ampitheater.

it

it

to the stage,

wasn't the heat but his

there's always

lh.it

room

for

Latham agreed that getting the tour off the
ground was difficult without mainstream
coverage. The "Kings" had to rely more on
word of mouth.
"Last year, we sold out Madison Square
Garden in a week. And the (New York)
Times didn't report about it," Latham said.
"So,

it's

on Friday, more people

Starting
will

begin invading the

Westwood
will

be

involved in activities like learning to

been a struggle from the beginning
See KINGS, page 22

.,

;

up Summer Jam
provided a creative break from
marnsiream DJ-backed hip hop with
their upbeat jazzy sounds.
Pearl

Da

Brat busted out with a couple

tricks

when she and hard-bodied Tyrese

man whose

was to stand
his
head
and hold a
DJ,
bop
the
next to
WWF-like belt over his shoulder for no
sole purpose

apparent reason.
Judging by the "hoots" and "hollahs,"

Brat also introduced her protege, a 13-

"Queen Bee" was the most
anticipated act. Audience members

boy calling himself Lil' Bow
who performed like a seasoned

stood the entire time to hear her sexually
frustrated lyrics and to see more crotch

paired

up

for their foreplay song.

Da

year-old

Wow

Lil'

Kim

the

performance that had the females in the
audience swooning.
Next was on Next and lead singer RL
got the ladies hot and bothered when he
jumped into the crowd to dance lo "Too

Sense did a unique flashback sequence singing hip-hop classics
from the 1960s, '70s and '80s, while

cert.

Close" with a lucky few.

matching

for everyone, despite the live

The concert was

sold out, but half of

remained empty until the sun
went down and the arena cooled off.
Ilie only artist to perform without
dancers or a backup posse, Brooklyn
rapper Mos Def held the stage on his
own, preaching coastal unity parallel to
the seats

Offstage.

Kf (TM

Thomas made

however, and
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I

that

it

brings writers

and producers together, as the two
are required to

tate" themselves.

pitch, but there

won't be a baseball

diamond or dugout in sight.
The
first
annual
UCLA
Screenwriting
and
Producers
Conference, presented by the

UCLA

Film and
Theater,
from Aug. 25-27, welcomes aspiring writers and producSchool

of

Television

UCLA school

at

of Theater, Film

and Television and author of the bestselling

"Lew Hunter's

434,"

address.

Screenwriting

deliver

will

keynote

the

,

"We've had such terrific instrucwe felt it would be a great
way to bring both of these disciplines
together," said Stephanie Moore,
tors that

coordinator

^^"~"~"~~"

closely

he Beat's "no color lines" theme.

one bass, drums,
keyboards and even bongo drums. Lucy
Witti three guitars,

grabbing than

professional.

Common

like

his

threads to each decade. But

tnany of the afternoon performers.

Common
tion

Sense didn't gel the appreciahe deserved as the sun seemed to

melt

away

the crowd's energy.

Lour members of the Wu-Tang Clan
stopped by and kept true to their combalivo nature

by providing most of the

day's tn)n-|yrical obscenities.
Hie most intriguing part of their perlorin.incc wasn't their music, but the

at a

be the most

between acts seemed

difficult part

of the show

DJ who got

people dancing when the sun went down.

The Beat radio personalities who hosted the show were less than bearable. The
most annoying and unoriginal was DJ
La La. As if her name wasn't redundant
enough, every time she came onstage she
asked, "Where my ladies at?" Though it
elicited a high-pitched

female scream
See JAM, page 22

"We
offer
symposiums,
seminars
other

of

Professional

are

how to effectively pitch story ideas to

be

really

meant to
and

practical tools that they're going to

need

to

into

the

who want

in

creative artistic folk

who don't think like

the

discus-

.

businessnnen."

intensive

Sheila

workshops and
one-on-one

ses-

Hanahan

Zide Perry Entertainment

screenwriters,
producers and development executives.

One seminar, for example, focuses
art

of story pitching! Before a

can be put on the big screen,

must meet with industry exec-

utives to pitch their ideas
"I'll

to learn

more

will

provide insight

writers

and pro-

ducers

will

be teaching people to pitch

from the executive's point of view,"
said Sheila Hanahan. who will be

how

dis-

see

in these

and

idea of

what the programs are all about."
Many of the instructors are also
UCLA alumni, like writers Steve de
Souza. ("Die Hard," "Die Hard 2")
and Greg Poirer ("Rosewood").
Although the conference may
seem expensive at $725 for three

Hanahan said that it is a good
way for people who are aspiring to
do great things in Hollywood to
days,

immerse themselves

in the industry.

Since succeeding in entertainment
is

often sink or swim, first-hand

knowledge

is

helpful in understand-

they

ing the industry. Unfortunately, that

work together
to make a film.

kind of experience usually can't be

cuss

Hanahan,

found

"A

a classroom or a book.

in
lot

of things that you need to

vice president of

gather in terms of your weapons to

production and

conquer Hollywood are only found

development at
Zide
Perry
Entertainment,

living

said that the key
to pitching sto-

featuring

Hollywood

writers

ideal for screen-

are

expected to par-

.script

is

about producing and vice versa.

"Most of the tinne you
have some very

100

people

panel

of the indus-

parties as actual

About

on the

much

busi-

the event.

ticipate

Mike Behrens.

into great movies."

said

good
to

programs

break

Lisanne Sartor,
coordinator of

top

that so

Symposiums

a

get an

working together to create great
scripts and great stories that can then

writers

ple

we have

said

valuable to both

ness,"

sion,

—

This conference
is

Television

based upon writers and produc-

made

give peo-

the high level of

—— —

student affairs officer

ers

"It'll

instructors that

disciplines

While they're not learning how to
pilch fastballs, attendees can learn

Film

chance

geared

together,"

_,

of

and Television.

Stephanie Moore
School of Theater, Film and

toward
bringing the two

at the

Theater,

chance to get excited."

and

specifically

"We think

,

...

learning

try is

?

will

Programs
School

give people the

experiences that

ture development.

sions

Filling the void
to

Michael Jackson con-

"The conference

life.

ers interested in the process of fea-

"The conference

many

is

together in real

give participants the information

MUSIC: Highlights of show

conference

work

industry executives.

Xvt-

unique aspect of the three-day

groups of freshmen trying to "orien-

campus. These, however,

you're talented, there's

if

MTV Studios

everybody."

notoriety.

While he

"The Kings of Comedy" tour premiered in
1997 with 58 shows. In 199S, D.L. Hughley
was recruited to the lineup for a tour of 40
shows. Both tours combined earned an astonishing $37 million in ticket sales.
Although their numbers surpassed that of
the Backstreet Boys' 1999 tour, the "Kings"

i

Hwang

at

the business side of

is

opposed to the creative
side of pitching - how to make the
people with the checkbooks feel like
they're buying something worth their

program

;

aters to arenas seating 20,000.

K

producing roles together

cheerleaders learning to

films like

^

the

pitching, as

as the

A sort of homage to other comedy concert
t

Hunter, co-

focusing on

Summer

"

Lew

chair of the screenwriting

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

have director Spike Lee

sional programs.

biggest thing that I'm going to be

By Emilia

Paramount Pictures is betting that the
punch lines of Harvey. Mac, D.L. Hughley'
and Cedric The Entertainer can transcend
the tour circuit and win over moviegoers. It

"The

seminar.

the

will try to bring writing,
-t

of sold-out venues.

also doesn't hurt to

Comedians Cedric the

conducting

CONFERENCE: Teach-ins

unities in film

III

• •

observers as well as the press immediately

:

"The Original Kings of

successful two-year tour that

\

am

•

•

ries

is

finding a

middle ground
between art and commerce.
"Most of the time you have some

it,"

Hanahan

said.

She has had such experience with

and
"American

story pitching for five years

working on films like
Pie" and "Final Destination."
"This (conference)

hands-on access to

live

is

giving you

humans who

don't

making
Hanahan said.
Moore is expecting a wide range

think like businessmen," she said.

of participants at the conference,

very difficult to educate each

from people who have not written a
screenplay to people on the verge of

very creative

"It's

artistic folk

who

group about what the other needs
without bringing them together."
Several of the intensive workshop
instructors will

also

are

a living in the industry,"

breaking into the professional world.

"One

thing the conference will

do

be teaching

screenwriting or producing in profes-

SecaHIFEIIfliapa9e21

^
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Punk show antics

crowds with different styles

attract

MUSIC: Deftones enthrall

Queers

MUSIC: The Distillers

crowd with onerg\ during

wow

highly anticipated concert

But despite the length of their

fans at

Willi several

show

filled

punk

the

set,

acts

tude and profound

The
By Angela Salazar
Daily

Brum Senior

1(1.

of the

when

the Deltones

Distillers

packed
"White

The

Lillingtons

The Explosion.
and headliner

Interesting read

from Flanagan draws on
intricacies of music

lyrics.

w ith lead vocalist and
guitarist Brody Armstrong.
Armstrong's
edgy
vocals
focused on Russian history in "Red

The
The

.See

CONCERTS, pa9e22

larist

tans"

on

Stephen Carpenter ignited
adrenalme when ihc\ debuted

rising

repertoire)

young

man

on Jim

A&R (artists

struggling to

fit

odd scene of Worldwide

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Records. He's the true music junkie,

who

the one

The rock

'n' roll

business presents

an odd dichotomy within
On one hand, it's rock

character

itself.

ity.

-big
to Rio, hit singles and all
you see on "Behind the

cars, trips

that glitz

'n* roll

too

CEO of Worldwide who epitomizes all the gaudy, flashy things
you'd expect from a rock executive;
and JB Booth, his scheming secondin-command.
This
triumvirate
bounces its way across the globe, des-

and

you getting a

they're worried about

make money

ball

coHege when you've taken
writing classes

Unfortunately, as a businessman,

would dictate.
^ Cantone bounces off two main
players: Wild Bill DeGaul, the screw-

suits

many creative

more than their marketabil-

with
those same bands, which doesn't
always line up with what his emotions

and stock market
what your parents tell you

It's

loves bands for their

he's also got to

Music." In terms of coolness, not
much can beat it.
On the other hand, though, it*s
business - calculators, obnoxious
quotes.

off

text centers principally

terms of coolness, pret^
everything beats it.

real job. In

perately

much

trying

keep

to

the

the crowd's energy,

So when you hear

kneeling and singing

informative look at the

Worldwide empire together.
All the scenes with DeGaul on
hand are pure pleasure to read. His
attempts to live up to his none-too-

side of music,

subtle

Bill

on the edge of the
stage where a thousand
eager hands reached

the premise of

"A&R," an

Flanagan's novel,
it's

management
hard to wonder why

anyone would bother penning a 342page missive on the subject. Well,
whatever Flanagan's reasons were for
writing about artists and repertoire

to touch him.

businessmen, (those guys perpetually
looking to shove music into niche
markets and make millions), he wrote

an incredibly good book.

According to audience member
Anmarie Cabrera, the sold-out concert was highly anticipated, with a

camping outside the
Palladium Wednesday night and
many others arriving early Thursda>
feu

Given the somewhat
MINDYROSS/Daiiy Bruin Senioi

Chino Moreno of The Deftones throws himself into his lyrics
during a sold-out concert at the Hollywood Palladium on Aug.

dry, superfi-

Staff

cial

nature of the subject, Flanagan

does a masterful job of making it a
compelling read. The characters have

10.

fans

morning.

The Los Angeles show was well
worth the wait. Carpenter's hiplength dreadlocks hovered around
him as he feverishly beat his strings
and Moreno rallied the tightly
packed crowd w ith his luminous presence.

An aroma

of sweat, beer and

man-

juana hung heavy in the air, and
crowd surfers were up before the end
of the second song. Clothes even flew
off as the Palladium grew hotter from
the jumping and swinging of excited
audience members. Moreno worked
off of the crowd's energy, kneeling
and singing on the edge of the stage
where a thousand eager hands
reached to touch him.
The wide appeal of the Deftones'

IS

COMING

lous at times

,

marine with a shark's sense for business, he makes a good counterpart for
DeGaul's outlandish personality.
Watching Cantone negotiate his
way through the music biz is interesting. While he starts out as a naive
farm boy, wearing combat boots and
thrift-store fashions to work, he quickly learns how to stomp with the big
dogs. Readers may cringe a little
when he shucks his boots for loafers
without socks, but

they'll

Bill

Flanagan

Price: $23.95 Pages:

Moreno

hit the

perfectly

when he bellowed, "We

Hanahan

his

• -.*.'

1.

international entertainment aren't so

confusing, after Flanagan works his

writer.

once, you

don't have to be a part of the old boys'

ure out

fig-

how it works.

got good music.

You

start thinking

for die ride.

about the bottom

line,

rather than the

Booth presents a more balanced
character, and Flanagan deserves a
good deal of credit for not making
him a totally one-sided jerk. While
DeGaul's underiing is an out-and-out

music, and until the book nears
all

sniveling
It's

a

punks rather than

not to say that
faults

- Cantone is just too

throughout (kind of
Clark Kent, only better). And

relentlessly nice,

his

microphone

BfUOGET O'BfllEf^Daily Bcuin Senlof

like a

las.so

Drummer Mat Young and

while darling across the stage.

at

The

bassist

Kim Chi back up

Distillers' Aug.
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story
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satisfying,

its final
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PACKAGE*
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And

tion or to register online, visit

if

the dour, sullen guy behind

out-loud funny,"

it

must be
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THX
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Dolby Digital
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Eyes of
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The

Overall, the book is more than
worthwhile. Hey, according to the
jacket notes, even Lou Reed liked it.
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wear lenses.
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starting at
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while the overall conclusion of the
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be able to get
some people's careers launched
out of this, which is really the
"Hopefully

lead singer

FINANCIAt/INSURANCE SERVICES
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tion with industry executives.

here to have fun'" and proceeded to

swing
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VIKTHAHtl

"A&R" does-

like

seem

the entertainers

little

its cli-

is

have its

n't

like

your every
orifice with cement." Most of the
time, however, he's fun to have along

max,

This

model for the participants, offering them the invaluable opportunity to gain feedback by real interac-

are

ifiatck toi^ it!

LEATHER COVER
$25 value

,

To place an ad on the
Daily Bruin Movie
Guide call
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REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WITH PICK &
^

and workstops, the
conference provides a working

be converted like this, so maybe
Ranagan's just a little too good as a

the music industry to

said that in addition

to screenings

can understand. The complexities of

is

students are invited to

attend.

tone of the concert

,^»

Carhartta
>
JUNGLE BOOTS

UCLA
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SUPPLY SERGEANT

Here?"
featuring Heidi Wall, CEO of
Dream City Films and co-founder
of the Rash Forward Institute.
— There will also be a screening of
a special episode of "Third Rock
from the Sun" with the cast of the
show on Friday evening. All

fitte:

worid into one that the average reader

club that

to

Go from

"Where Do You

strange, intricate

way through them. For

and

The conference will conclude
with a career goals discussion,

Rating:9

make a

give people

Moore said.

take,"

40.

ability to

it'll

take the next step they need to

Publisher Random House

is

give people not only a lot of

information, but

lowing him through all the twists and
turns of getting a band into the Top
Flanagan's real coup de grace

19

the chance to get excited

fol-

about 100 pages into it, you start
thinking like the businessmen do. You
agree with Booth when he lambasts
Cantone for trying to make a record
that no one wiU buy, just because it's

seal

is

Author

enjoy

- most readers could

They

From page

ex-

The scary thing is once you've read

probably do without learning those
pills that "saved my life in Uganda in
the seventies.

An

too ridicu-

little

CONFERENCE

WroB

li

music was evident by the eclectic
crowd it drew. Back-lit by the outline
of a pony in white lights, the band
performed with the kind of fresh
enthusiasm that proved to fans its
love of the music was genuine.

Brody Armstrong
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name can be a

•

no doubt, the background
that formed him give his char-

acter interesting substance.

into the

to study in

Moreno worked

pretty cool too.

By Brent Hopkins

guys in bad

stage.

details

and

.

Cunningham, bassist Chi
Cheng. DJ Frank Defgado and gui-\he

fortable pace and, heck, the cover art

Cantone, a

rapidly growing audience

singing along

conniver,

The

world

pleasure of

depth, the plot cruises along at a comis

atli-"

.

played the shortest set at

alongside

Chino Moreno, drummer

ijaj singer

that

outfit"

number of females
who attended solely to hear The
Distillers. The band took the stage
at 10:15 p.m with crowd members;^

an all-ages show held at The
Troubador on Aug. 12. The Los
Angeles-based b^nd performed

venue as part of their
Pony" international album tour.
Preceded by whistles and cheers.

the

was unfortunate
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KINGS
From page

18

'

just to garner attention for

on.

It

wasn't that

we

what was going
want it. They

didn't

newsworthy."
Even without the phenomenal ticket
sales, the "Kings of Comedy" shouldn't be
falling off the media radar screen. In Lee's
opinion, consumers who look to the press
didn't find

it

for entertainment are missing out

on the

big picture.
"I think that

send out their

when those

critics to

editors don't

review

this stuff,

they're doing a disservice to their readers,"

Lee said. "Because their readers come to
newspapers every day for information and
if you just close their audience, then you're
not doing what newspapers are supposed
to do."

some of the men's jokes
revolve around African American cultural
nuances has some wondering about the
The

fact that

However, the
four "Kings" have already proven to
attract audiences of every color and class.
"Just because something speaks about
film's crossover potential.

mean it is
not universal," Lee said. "You love our
music, you love our athletes but when it
the black experience does not

comes to movies, then it gets touchy. It
becomes visual."
"I mean, neorealist cinema is one of my
favorites,

...

1

can't speak a

Daily Bruin

Meanwhile, D.L. Hughley knows he
cannot stop people from generalizing
"Kings of Comedy" as a "black film."
"Some are gonna be predisposed to see
what's happening. Some are gonna be pre-

JAM

disposed to saying 'That's a black film/"

High points included an appearance by L.A.
Laker Derek Fisher. The real hero, however,
was actor/comedian Steve Harvey, who provided much-needed entertainment between acts.
Making fun of various members of the audience, from the large4)ottomed woman in the
middle decks to a loiid-mouthed man in the pit,

Hughley said. "Some people of color may
even say 'There's nothing in there for
me.
"Ultimately, if you come and your mind
open, there is not a person that can see,
breathe or walk that we can't make laugh,"
is

Hughley continued.
Away from the comedy clubs, all four
entertainers are amusing themselves and
others on TV and in film. Hughley will
return to work on "The Hughleys," which
UPN rescued from ABC's cancellation
pile. Harvey and Cedric The Entertainer
are set to start a fifth season of "The Steve
Harvey Show" on the WB network. Mac is
currently shooting a film with Martin
Lawrence and Danny Devito.
Away from the cameras, all four men

-•-,:-.;;.

CONCERIS
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FrompagcIS

From page

every time, the repetition was tiresome.

Harvey had the crowd on the floor
The "oohs" and "ahhs" really came when
Harvey brought out his 3-year-old son who
stole the mic and the show by waving and say-

ing

lets

him have the

bers

to be the

"That

is

the one thing that they can't

They

ever cancel.

bringing

me

said. "I get

can't

tell

me

they ain't

back next season," Harvey
amount of people

paid on the

who pay their money to see me and how
many times I can get them to come back."

now

playing in theaters nationwide.

a band

The

of

is

Distillers.

most

Bassist

stage presence

carrying herself like a legend.

onstage. During

Soul's late afternoon performance, a

money

remarkable

Kim was

mohawk, but

tough,
sweetly

though the heat

2500
?r.oo

Mfcinted

and the

forTsaie

ability to play as

gotten to some, the

money

respect the

And

may have

powerfully as The

schools was like a breath of fresh

band

for

who

their standout

they are as individuals.

performance was a mere

glimpse into the multi-dimensional band, of whom
only great things should be expected.

raised for L.A.
air.

2()r.o

So it isn't surprising that up-and-coming bands
such as Debauchery and so many other punk
bands aim to achieve the same well-rounded sound
Distillers.

was donated

201)0

20%

to

CA 90024
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Appliances
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3000

Computers

Cameras

for variable rate information.
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.
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/

Camcorders

Campus

Software

/

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products

1300
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Campus Recruitment
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Rentals
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Table Sports
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2300
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Autos for Sale
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Campus Happenings

Parkkig
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

Alcoholics

you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
bodv disposes of each mcmS can be
usecf by an infertile woman to have a
baby. Help an iiifertile couple realize
their dreams, enter the gene pool and
If

.

Anonymous

help advance knowledge of Human
Reproduction! Financial
comper^sation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more information,
please call USC Reproductive

For FREE OFFKM^JI^^Bffk)n,siBnd your name, country
of birth and full ma////7^^Rss, IN ENGLISH to:

Man. OiKwuion, Fri. Slip Study, 3506 Adwnion
Ihun. look Study, 3506 Adwnian
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000(1

Financial Aid
Insurance
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I
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6500

& Diamonds
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National Visa Registry
PMB 725, 16161 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino. CA 91436 USA
or apply on-line at:

pm

>% \\».n;ili(tii;il\

e-mail: into

HEALTHY RESEARCH SUBJECTS, ages
18-59. male/female, are needed for a study
by investigators at the UCLA Brain Center involving magnetic stimulation of brain. Volunteers will be paid $25/hr plus parking Study
duration up to 4 hours. Call 310-794-4964 or

If

Resumes
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Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28
wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000
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FREE
DIABETES SCREENING
Genetic study of Diabetes recruits
healthy volunteers (18-40 years old) for
free diabetes screening with standard

VVVVU.VVOIJSDORF.COiVI

glucose tolerance test (2.5 hours).
(who pass the oral
glucose tolerarKe test and have normal
blood pressure) will be invited to
participate in a genetic study of
diabetes. Subjects will t>e paid $1 50
oral

/

Sale

Qualified subjects

21 OO
RecrtMlioiKil Activities

2200

Rem

Roommates
Roommates

thi«

situatk>ns

Aiaxandar Bystrtisy, MO.
UCIA Madlcal Ptea

House
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Sunset

Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
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drMd.

Investigator...
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Lotteiy Department at l-SO()-\ ISA-LAW
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BfiOO
HJion
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Disorders Program is kxjking
individuals with repetitive Panic to take part
research study that is providing:

ilioM.ililv

H^OO
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UCLA Anxiety
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Egg Options, LLC

-(Mrs o( going crazy,
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for
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easily,

qualifications. Call today.
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Writing Help

Invite

PANIC Attacks?

Green Card
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you can earn
anonymously.
Donate your eggs to an infertile
couple. Up to $5,000, depending
on your education and other

money

Rfjsoarch Siibjocls

If

(310)546-6786
you're a Japanese woman

between 18 and

2200

Personal Services
Professional Services
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818-784-4618

Computer / Internet
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Music Lessons
I
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Campus Recruitment

Healtn / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
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Since 1970
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1300

services
5800

1
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Resorts / Hotels
fUdes Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Servkie
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages
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1065 Broxton Ave., We^twood Village
310-208-8404

www,shanesjewelry,conv
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ExcUuf
at Shanes,

• Avoid abbreviations— make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readers
position, ask what you would like
to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,

If you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600 per rrKinth,
call for details on our anonymous sperm
donor program. Receive free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile couples. So
if you're looking for a great job and little extra cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

Jlinerican Green
Card Lottery

Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment

SAdO

Store^vide

Known for thefiiie^ft
quality, be^ft prices and

• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces

accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

Fumlture

A700
AHOO

30th AnnualAugust Sale

Sparkling Platinum

your Items

The ASUCLA Communications board fully supports ttie University of Californias policy on nondiscrimination. No medium shall accept advertisements wfiich present persons of any origin race sex or sexual orienUfton in
a
demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions. capat)ilities. rotes, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any person tjelieving that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints In writing to the
Business Manager
Dally Brum, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call
the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310)
475-967 1 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpy/www.dailybruin ucIa edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Bruin
is responsible for the first incorr
insertion only. Minor typograplitcal errors are not eligit)l« for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first
day of publication by noon

M/T/Wbn.DM*dA3H)29

^8/1/00-8/31/00

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate

payment

MasterCard

Collectibles

AUOO

alreadylow prices

93 00
5 60

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card

transportation

'.3!M)

2.00

Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum" We

Books

^r)Oo

Savings off our

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

Calling Cards

^000
A100
A200
^300
A400

SOUU
5100

working day before printing,
at 12 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,
at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day before printing.
1

Fax:(310)206-0528

Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates

3}»00

40%

Classmad Line Ads:

20 words $8 30
word
0.60
20 words
28 00
to

word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

Classified Line: C3T0) 825-2221
Fax: (310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fri:

2700
2H00
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300

3H00

sale

up

Sperm / Egg Donors

3 700

Shanes
J
ewe
Our once a year

issue,

...each additional

...each additional

Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy

Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted

fans excitedly cheered through-

Los Angeles,

Plaza

E-Mail; classifiecls@media ucia edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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when her

In addition to their musical prowess, fans

raised at the event

IHOO
inoo

One

8 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood

'

Recreational Activities
Research Subjects

released albums.
All

is

out her impressively fast and clean solos.

crowd gathered to the right of the stage where a
man had collapsed; paramedics were called in.
Most of the artists sang their hits and threw
in a few new tracks from upcoming or recently

KidO

2100
2200
2300

smiling
all

Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found

ir)ti(»

17(10

Kim Chi's

11

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services

native
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of the show.

The excitement wasn't

Australian
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menv

nothing new for the

sporting a perfectly crafted

for charity, so even

FILM: The Original Kings of Comedy'is

in

Armstrong was in a band called Sourpuss and wellrespected drummer Mat Young had stints with

the void between acts

difficult part

De La

last laugh.

punk rock that contrasts greatly with the often
and contrived mainstream sound. With

Playing

seemed

August 21-25, 2000

music characterized by catchy melodies reminiscent of old-school, fierce punk, it's hard to believe
that the group only formed two years ago.

ing hi to the crowd.

Filling

.

diluted

rush of doing their stand-up routines. For

Harvey, stand-up always

20

Carpet and Rebellion" and a cover of Patti Smith's
"The World Comes Tumblin.'" As a lyricist,
Armstrong is one who doesn't waste her words.
As a performer, she is equally powerful, which
was apparent in "Open Sky" when she played a
hard-lined guitar solo with her instrument almost
on the ground by her feet.
The Distillers possess a rare approach to play-

agree that nothing beats the adrenaline

word of

Italian," Lee continued. "I love Kurosawa.
But I'm not Japanese."
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Home

Personalized, professional assistance.

can get you there

Words,

310-820-8830.

etc.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprahanaiv* Oinartation AssMar>c«
TTiMM, Papwm, and Pareonal SMtwrwntt
PropoMla and Books
imamalional Sludants Maloom*. Sinca 1965

TRAVEL

Mr. PtLO. (310) 47MM2

574-0090

CONTACTS

310.llCULHy»o
Al tarn

NO

an raunikrip. Ite not indudad. Some !—uiiiuf appty.CST #101 796060

HII)I)I-N

CHAIU.ES'

^

EXTBIOEDofOAiiy2(v;59

iiuuuiAi.statrauel.com

^

.^MO/4 Boxes

5700

57OO

Travel Tickets

Travel Tickets

BROWN EYES
Nazal, Graan,

EXT*79Pr

BhM

Blua, Graan,

VICTORY TRAVEL
119
109

GwacUajara
Gibe San Lucas
HonAiras

1-900 Numbers
CALL

1-900-328-3211 ext 8500. pro call
6029547420. $2.99 per minute. 18 older

Hdh

Chat with singles girls
meet someone like u.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially
gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

arxj

Mexico

6000

$11.99/MONTH
visit

not soliciting egg$ for a donor bank.

for

We Create

only

YOUNG,

Auto Insurance

CAMERAS/COMPUTERS WANTED

Nikon
Rollei, Canon. Hassy, digital cameras. Powerbooks. include iMac, G4s. etc Immediate
cash. 661-299-6829.

Auto
(31 0)

^900

^700

Autos

Auto Insurance

for

Sale

CHEROKEE

1995 JEEP

208-3548

1

081

Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

FIRM

DIET MAGIC!
need 30 people

Low mileage,

days'

All

Naturall

Dr.

Autos

health-now.com

1970

MERCEDES

280 SEL.

trans, tires, radiator, etc

3800
Miscellaneous

ceipts,

WWW.LOZand other GAG
ERMAN.COM
Gifts

A^JOO
Aulo Insurance
driver,

Price

student dis-

counts & good driver discounts. Call AAIA.
free quote 1-800-225-9000.

TOYOTA
COROLLA

all

re-

manual. CD. A/C. only 90K miles,
great condition $i200obo Desperate to
sell!! 310-838-3263

$1500

CONVERTIBLE TOYOTA CELICA GT

white, automatic,

104.955K power locks and

windows, AM/FM cassette, great
$4200 310-824-2390

TOYOTA COROLLA

1989

reliable, great lor

engine

1

yr old

school/work,

New

tires

last

323-810-

and

8914

corKJition,

SAAB 900S

1990

1
owner, leather seats,
transmission
146,000 miles,
excellent condition will need transmission

automatic

HONDA ACCORD

Maroon, 4dr, good conrlilion, automatic,
power locks and windows, sunroof, 6cd
changer $3200obo 323^854-9424

^mm

soon $2000 obo 310-478-6256

AMIGO for sale. 84,000 miles/
CD, New soft top. $5000 obo. Call 310-

1994 ISUZU
A/C.

446-7993

LOOKS BRAND NEW
1993

lU

1

For SAT math, Pre-Algebra, Algebra 1 and 2,
Geometry, Trigonometry, and t>eginnlng Calculus. UCLA Student, math major. Four
years experience tutorirtg math and orte year
teaching experience. $25/tK>ur. Call for more
informatkxi. Stephanie:310-702-6455.

SUMMER TUTOR
EXPERIENCED AND PERSONABLE TUTOR that will get results. Catch up or get
ahead

air conditioning,

in

any accident.

Awesome

tojy. Call Will

THE WRITER'S COACH
FORMER UCLA

f

never been

term paper assistance. English, Social Science, History. Foreign Students Wekx)nr)e.
Call:31 0-452-2865
www.thewriterscoach.com

Thus 3^5. SM2-4|im
11227 VMhrHliL.fHI

small

Cm;

Kit VA//I'iin:lias«r

gym

atxive

Ask
323-889-1899 or 626-827-5072

clean. Interior: like new! $9,500/obo.

7100
Tutoring Wiinlecl

WANTED

Need
high

GET

Email:

6200

SeXyguttOaolcom

Health Services

tion.

GREEN CARD
Jack H.

Silvers,

MD

Board C«iiifl«d dwmatologitt

"Hb hasn't forgotfa what It's
Ilka to be a student"
•Acne»Mole Removal •Warts •Rashes*
•Laser Hair and Tattoo Removal*
•Lip Augmentation •
•Laser Ablation

of

Red and Brown Spots*

LOTTERY
56.000 Visas awarded. $40
pared appNcatton. Jotm Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA. CA 90025.
310-820-7553 Deadline: 10/27/00.

NO FEE
NO RECOVERY
Sexual

tion.

Auto-accldents. Slips/falls.

Disi)l;w

825-2221

206-3060

ms

S.

UM

Rgiiras. Mil 220 L«An|ilM,CA 90012

WMtsid* 310-837-M

Cl.issitirds

r

HARDWOOD FLOORING
SAND

&

y\\.\

Can The

JerTyO310-391-5657.

6500

UCLA level computer (ave programming.

For

Leave message 310-550-7869 or 310-7752032.
,

TUTORS WANTED:

Sut^ects, preK-12th
grade, computers, languages, instnjments.
PT (WIA/SFV), salary: $9-16.50, must have

310-477-2669.

DRUM LESSONS
dedicated pro-

fessional. At your

studio. 1st-

lesson

necessary.

free.

to work!

it

WmWW

DAVID ALAN FLOORING
(310)838-9572

PfT $1,000- F/T $5,000

www.e-btz-riow.net

7500
Career Opportunities

DIRECTOR OF
INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY
POSmON-Salary $70-85K depending on
experience. Bonus:Percenlage of website sales and b to b sales. (Potential un-

Wtien availabie:now. Hours:M-F

Benefits: Health insurance
Chef Merito. inc., is
program.
arKi txxNiS
a food manufacturer and distributer of

8AM-4:30PM.

fax:

Latin

310-477-1359.

Fnqlish Tutor

natk)nal with distributkxi centers

become

in Loe Angeles. Sacramento. Las Vegas.
Drfas. arid Atlanta. Chef Merito is now
kx)Mng lor a creative and computer-savvy MMdual wtw will be in cturge of its

if

Wanted

Thousand Oaks. Call Tom
Hyun (805) 492-1776

7200

views, proposals, studies, ttteses, dissertations, graduate application essays. Any

lypinij

style/requirement. 323-871-1333.

HATE TO TYPE?
Let

me do

H for you. Fast>accurate. Profes-

•lonel screen plays accepted. $2.5Q/pg. CaNkla 310-830-3101 or

page 310-915-2255.

necessary.

1^

We

will train for

aN

Chef Merito has
necessary
whM:h
progtrams
software
three
at least
are United: A Dos-based manufacturln(^lnvenliy system, a Windows accounting system, and a windows route-delivery
system. The compeny also has an existing b to c webeUe, which currently generates a few ttKMisand dollars a month. The
new director of tectm)k>gy woukl be expected to revamp this wet>site and Hnk it
to so as to make it very profitable. The
new director ol technotogy wouM also be
ei^MCtad to make all neoeaaary changee
to nrnka II into an eflective b to b operaIkmal lie. A very generous bonus/commisstone program wouM be established,
effectively giving this indMdual hUhar
own .com operatkxi. If you're interested
in this posltkMi. please fax your resume to
PNnto Jorge (aarda • 818-787-7565 or to
his

email:

software.

pNntogarciaOearthlink.net

to find out

more

if

atxxit us. visit

our webelte. www.chefmerito.com or caH

818-787-0100

$20/hour; 10-15 houis/week;
B.A. In English prefenred.

Since 1970 - PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITINQ. Papers, reports, statistics, re-

Amerk:an and Mexnan

Although the company is small
with sales aout lOmiH. Ttie company has
been growirig at a rate of 35%. and has
fcxxte.

you wish

Music Lessons

wltti

Tutor's Club:31 0-479-6477.

TUTOR WANTED

INISH

car,

reliabte, same-day dePacWng, t)oxes available. Also, pickup donatiorw for American Cancer Society.

home or WLA
No drum set

m

NeH: 323-654-822&

ewofK wears e\MAS
e aM»< CAMM e UMA can.

rAttomeyJENNIFIR
'

niassifipds

jlnitiali

Mk:hael:909-347-4774 or

careful

livery.

l-AW

IMMIGRATION
,

Very low milage,
mint condition. A/C, $9000 310-274-0774.

MYER

Call

WLA, SM, BH. No expeafter school,
rience necessary. $l0-l5/hour pkjs bonus.

movers. Experienced,

ALL LEVELS/STYLES

www.DrSUver8,com

AOVERTISE

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The

OWN A COMPUTER?
Put

computer system. Although this indhndual
does not have to be Windows NT certified. It wouM be of great help. The company would be wiling to pay for NT certt-

COLLEGE STUDENT
TUTORS WANTED
K-12

W/I4ft tnjck and doNies.
smaH )obe. stioii noUce ok. SF. LV. SO.
Student diecount. Qo Baiinsl lOltiyr. 310-

FIRM, Westside. Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

(310)826-2051

HONDA ACCORD LX

67 OO

HONEST MAN

harrassment, Discrimina-

COST.

Lowest

Marty studants moved for $98. UC.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALLI l-dOO^-QO-BEST. VoicenwH^peger 323-263-2378.

ext. 82.

fiatkxi

285-8688

for attorney pre-

NO

insured.

rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful.

M. White. UCLAW. "86") 800420-9998. Pico/Ovenand. WLA.

1998 K2 EDITION
250 Watt CA, Thule Racks, Moonroof. 25K
miles, $l2000obo Scott:31 0-31 5-9663

Car needed. Call Joe

•ssaL

BEST MOVERS. Uceneed.

tees. (Ctieryte

San

emeu mil(eungerOhotmai.oom

Moviis/Slnf.iiif

CXJT OF DEBT NOW! Free ConsultaExperienced attorneys, reasonat>le

tutor,

$lS-$20/hr. Flexible hours.

$15/t>our.

•BANKRUPTCY*

SAT scores to

CANTONESE TUTOR
WANTED

./Alloriitfy-

8635.

specialty

energetic people with

www.tutofiobs.coin

6^0U

Earn money on ttw Internet working from
home. 24-hour recorded hotline: 1-888-652-

limited).

Palos Vcrdcs.

6300

MARKET-SAWY
ENTREPRENEUR

Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
language—for students of
an ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals
Comprehensive help fc>y PhD rrom UC
InlernotiorKil Students Walcome

Fax: (310) 475-1970

Call

WRITING TUTOR

Fernando Valley, Pasadena,

1620 Wectwood Mvd., W»t Lo« AngelM, Between
Wibhiic * Santa Monica {Free Parking in Rt»r)

STOCK prorrtoting our website.
Daniel R ubin at 212-265-9644.

pool.

AU HfRmiNi « EWnNG

t

http/Zuniversity^ecrets com

swimming

Fantasy Sports company Earn $

Internet

and

with the English

Ikn BoniUa

Ictj.il Acivif

professor offers tutoring,

« rocuity Memben era wHCOine^
/

COLLEGE REPS
NEEDED

experi-

(310) 448-1744

Madi-Cd& Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Business Opportunities

310-701-8969.

especially in W.L.A..

to the Perplexed

condition! Very

summer. Seven-years

ttiis

^

74 OO

SAT/algebra/Frerx:h/ESLyEnglish/his-

413DM1ll>H,t1W

Online: www.onviUage.coin/0/dcnlalhcaltti

univensitysecrets.com

7400-8300

MATH TUTOR

Oeauiiful Smiles!

Tel: (310) 475-5996
patient:

sporl Economical,

$2500 wont

t

employment

rateenglish.com.

TOEFL PREP/ACTING

Frst time Inlrodudory 6Her with this coupon

VW GOLF

Silver,

1988

Same day SR22 Any

player,

for Sale

1988

new

7951

1988

LOWEST

CD

eng.

must see and drive $3950 310-456-

condition. 4dr. gray.

T-SHIRTS

INSURANCE.

rebuilt

Autos

Sale

1987 HONDA ACCORD LX, automatic, power windows, power door locks very good

OUTRAGEOUS

AUTO

for

T.A's&graduates enTaught by experienced professors. 310-226-2996. www.accufor foreign

Free advanced ESL instructton. M-TH. From
10AM. Stoner Park. 1835 Stoner Ave. In

Hciilth S(?n/ices

•

Web

twood0lunamedium.com.

A Guide

rsT

tMJSiness world.

tering

itcw.uwiinOw.ic

Health Services

24 Hour Emwrpanqr Servk*

Design Firm seeks the
Software
engineer, Artist/Designer Email resume to:
HIP,

'

for Jeff:

^900

^900

30 LBS in 30
Approved! wwwmy-

to lose

183lllM«tMiiaM.t1

following: Administrative Assistant,

cell.

We

/i.f N.-

6200

•

"Al Students

OMipan Ctptwi 8/31 /OO

In

Mercury Broker in Westwood. No Brokers Fees. Also other
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

ommerKJed

• All Phases of Danlisfry

Signals.

www bulldoghost-

WEB DESIGN

mailbox,
Personal
$50/rTK>nth.
k:e,
$50/month. Car garage. Personal answering
servk» also provMed. 310-475-8787.

nicate with clarity&accuracy. Especially rec-

(Onioe er t. SetahMiri, DOS)

818-762-3467 or

Typing

*Art Classes Also A vailable

DENTAL HEALTH CARE

ing.com.

Computers/Software

<

6200

Service

Compuler/lnleriiet

Call

servtees

$2. 5(Vpage. PtKMocopyirig, arwwering serv-

you call)

SAT TUTORS

So. of Wilshire)

UNLIMITED INTERNET ACCESS
$ll.99/month. No Ads, No Busy

4700

(Please mentkMi this ad wtien

(323) 277-4595

6100

or email EggDonorIfifo@aol.c(im.

3^00

A

wv^v/, vicforyfravel.com

(310)312-0202

(800)808-5838

is

299 RA
219 R/r
229 R
82 RA.

1281 Wostv\/oocl Blvd.
o Poy

I'm

EMapMlNEW YORK ^59 WT\

P^.ooLoat3mBhl%-Air'TitmJmni m.San FroncJSCO

IfoiAv in good hands.
Mike Azer Insuronce Aoency, Inc.

»3lks.

310-

IncredHrte Prices!

^TljwIMpm, SfMIJO-lpm
wuXimirDaBAGMiMJ).

'

$369 Cobo San Lucrn
^SS«»^| Bodon
$479 Concun
u^fi'^^*'^ I Chkaao
$352 Pu«to Vdlarta ^**
I PMddSphia

Insurance

24 Hours

BMgali

199

NOW

>illstate

being placed for a particular client and

UKKICH

Fmai^kailaiiAi
t to dMi ta« Ml idM. OtfZMmMIl
R.^fivi- yuuf C'instiTios tl-^>t^
<S sovf SjS

guys looking

< /

Hmm

Caracas

addl *S0

tXAM $15

UBMGBB/

QuSa
Bdo*

22t
179

Guotamah

YE
vv

S-OaCMa

2M

CottaKca
Nkoruyua

f

lima
Buano* Airat

99
209
219

B Solvuuor

5800
only.

Ages •All Levels

TYPING/SECRETARIAL

Aqua

BIFOCALnillONOVISION

L/kTAI i|llM$lC» StWCl/ILISTS
MMKoGly

_

FA5»yi

etc.

CALL NOW! (310)569-8233

ence.

CHANGE LIGHT EYES Bti

is

Ace

MADF.

Ace words,

82O4830.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION Commu90024

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE$$$
Europe $249 (o/w + taxes)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
HAWAII $129 (o/w)
Call:(310)

All

MENTS/ APPLICATIONS

PHONE (310)441^680
Wilshire, Suite

anytime.

MATH

PERSONAL STATE-

or just simply

America*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Hawail*

C2

nuttkig. transcritNng.

analysis availat>le. Tutoring sen/-

statistical
ice. Call

wvsrw.4cheapair.com

"Hiis ad

(800)90-TUTOR

Professional Services

RESUMES
Create, devek>p, or refine. Editing, word processing, applk^atkx) typirtg, dissertatkxi for-

310-639-9933/Adam.

G700

Seattlp........$1B8

*Asia*Africa*Australia*Europe*Soutti

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the law Oflfiee of Greg L. Eriksen

ESL

WWW.MY-TUT0R.COM

Tour Packages

to

major reexperienced.

skills to

Math/Physlcs/Statlstics/Engllsh/Hebrew/
chemistry/btoiogy/astrorKxny. Computerized

Hotel

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to
your compensation.

search paper completmn.

ypiiuj

APPLICATIONS/

ENGLISH make you
bask;

Lowest Domestic and

^

Compensation

in

24HOURSADAY

[

10850

IN

crazy? Assistance

310-436-6006

International Airtares

MM'MMM'

DOES WRITING

2S

7200

Offcicfl

**ENGUSH EXPERT

LOCAL GAY
PARTY LINE

STUDENT TRAVEL

WORLD WIDE LOWEST

•Height Approximately 5'6" or Taller •Caucasian •S.A.T.
Score around 1300 or High A.C.T. •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Tiitfjfiiu)

P(;rsnu;il St,Mvi(,«s

Triivel D».'sliiiiili(ins

http://www.pnsmaweb com/aqualravel

feeferred Donor

7000

6600

5680

i

AQUA

Donor Needed

Special Egg

R680

August 21-25, 2000

ex. 14.

MODELS WANTED
BIKINI

$750

MODELS

for

for

upcoming calendar.

1-day shoot. 310-278-6972

BARTENDERS

5

.

t

—

m m

3

"

>

•

,

.

^

(

(

August 21-25,2000

OttiyBniin Classified
i^-U

August 21-2S, 2000

26

Daily Bruin Gassified

Holp

Help Wiintt'd

uni({ue job opportunitij

_

7700

7700

7700

Child Cnr(? W;mti!il

CljiUI C;ire VViHilcd

Cue WjMKnl
DRIVER/NANNY/

a—YR-OLD BOY

BABYSITTING/
HOUSESITTING/

NEEDS AFTER
SCHOOL
2:30PM-6PM

Tues-Fri.

you're male, in good health, in
college or have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job where you can
earn up to $600 per month AND set

own

310-824-9941
for infornnation on our anonynnous
sperm donor program. Receive free

your

hours,

call

couples realize

and

up and

Santa Monica
4 children (ages 11,9,7,4). Need reliable
car. Supervise homework, make dinner, play
with kids. M-F 3-6Pm. Call 310-825-0255.

—

AFTERNOON—-^

~

DRIVER/HOMEWORK
HELPER
11

Child Care Offered

Child Care Waiittjd

$8-10/h6ur.
Ni-

call

$$$

LOW PRICES $$$

UCLA

grads.

play-yards.

run by

Ages2.5/6years. Two large
7;30-5:30.Close to UCLA.

Open

310-473-0772.

transportation. Please call Julie
(31 0) 234-1 1 88

educator/psychok)gist/attilete.

vehicle.

w/reliable insured

Weekdays 4-7 pm.

$9/hr.

WLA.

okl.

Sherman Oaks

to

back. School hours 8:1511:35AM. Mon-Fri. Need good car, driwing
record, and references. 323-783-1288.

DRIVER/HOMEWORK
HELPER &SITTER

hoursAweek. Near UCLA. Car and insurarK:e
required. Call Jody:310-476-7950.

Call

A

resporisibie, reliat)le, energetk:

person

for

Must have a car, insurance, refererx»s for pk;k ups and drop
a 12-year-okj

girl.

Brentwood. Afterrxx>n arxi evening
job/part time $10+/hour. 310-463-0047.
offs in

BABYSITTER/DRIVER
For two boys 8A12 3 afternoons 3-6 plus
possible additional time. Mulholland/Beverty
Glen Own car w/good driving record. References 310-470-2047.

Computer

in-

'P«ac«

AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE/DRIVER

lor

2 kids (9&12). M-F 3-7:30pm. Bel Air. Must
have car and references. Begin late August.
Call Elizabeth:31 0-472-9920 or lax 310-472-

^

BABYSITTER for 2 kkls, ages 5 and 2. Days
variable. Must fiave car and insurance.
$8/hour

to

310-476-1120

start.

after

call

THERAPEUTIC
COMPANION

background 35 hours/week
flexible $12hour to start -

8&11 20-25 hours/week. Afternoons and early

evenings.

car.

"~"

Ruent

Good

pay. Westside.

English.

Need own

310^75-8231

Will

7500

7500

7500

Career Opportunities

Career Opportunities

Career Opportunities

Career Opportunities

Career Opportunities

WANTED: RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE,

To provide child care and take child to
sctKX}l. Must have car and good driving
record. Experience in chiM care needed.
From 7am-negotiabie. Call Jan: 310-3132071

SALES:

faxing. ger>eral office du-

filirtg,

10-15 tXHjrs/week. Fax resume to 310474-4570.

Friendly, eriergetk:

$10

With ceretxal palsy. $12/hr, 18 hrsAwk. Must
t>e able to lift 100 pounds, drive and assist
with all personal needs. WIN train. 6:30 am 8:30 am 3 weekday momir>gs. Thursday 47:30, Saturday 8-11:30 am, Sunday 5:3010:30 pm. 310-454-3188 or fax 310-454-

310-820-2710.

M-Thurs. 3pm-10pm.

DESIGN FABRIC/SCARF. Adobe Photoshop, salary open. Fax resume to:310277-1442.
:^

ACROSS
5 Type

Flex

EARN $$$$$

Looking for accounting, business, math, and
econ. majors with computer arid t>asic math
and English skills for PT-FT positions.
Phones and general offtee duties. Fax
resume and DPR (UCLA students): 818-769-

AND

is

skills,

organized, phones,

Interior

availat)ility.

asthma

his-

9 yahoo.com.

Page

'98

filing,

work P/T West

LA. Call for details:310-478-0591.

BRENTWOOD BREAD
COMPANY
Has
ing

all

positions available

ASAP.

w/good pay.

EARN MONEY WHILE
YOU PARTY
No

tx>ss,

sales, make your own hours,
anywhere. CaH for Matt: 1 -800-

no

wori( from

NEEDED!!!
Hollywood, or Santa Monk^a
offtee needs energetk: people. $10/hour plus
bonusesi 310-395-7368.

Busy

Valley,

re-

quired. 310-826-9400.

BUSY WESTSIDE LAW FIRM

seeks 2-3

enthusiastk: coun-

amusement parks, beach days,

skiing,

jet

pairrtball arvj

more! 18 and up. Call Heather: 310-4772700.

CHAUFFEURS.

Sherman Oaks

Fult-llme,

over 21

,

summer

products interact with internattonal offk:es
a diptomatk: manner and work directly
with the general manager to develop product lines. Must have a stror>g grasp of
in

capital

is its

38 Society-column
word
39 Stir
41

Ramp

43
44
46
47
49

Gloomy
Coarse

71 Brass
instrument

Ftorist

seeks

recepttonisl.

COACHES NEEDED
MIDDLE SCHOOL &
HIGH SCHOOL
2000-2001 school year. Qlrts Soccer Boys:
Varsity FooltMll.

Call

Nate

JV

Football, Varsity

and JV

Paid positions. 310-391-7127.

Lacrosse.

ext.

ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING

247

INSIDE SALES PROTIONS REPRESENTATIVE Film advertising. CaH retail stores for
upcoming releases. Coordinate store visits.
P/T-F/r-8am-12pm or 12:30pm-4:30pm-flex

29Qty.

DOWN

—

files

1

City vehcles

~2

Nursemaid
3 Neat
4 Big ng
5 Complacently
6 Illuminated
7 Blue
8 Part of an act
9 Actress Lamarr

Listened

More submissive

—

Young boy

Chur^ couTKil
Broad smile
Cobbler's tool

10 Burrowing

Orange
and

11 100th

rodent

juice

world

cultures,

email

resume

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/
ACCOUNTS

Sales, technical and teaching
positions available at the

God

of k>ve

18

First

numt>er

24 Caravan stops
25 Arrive at
26 Tic
27 One-celled

Collections Billing lor telocommunfcattons
company ck>se to campus. Flexibte hours.

310-828-9900.

FutI
'

&

neighbor

50 Wanderers
53 Low-lying land
54 Morse-code

1— ?-5-r-«K-r

56
57
59
60

Trick

Mine entrance
Fine spray

Hawaiian

island
61 Type of appeal

r-MRrrrTTTr

His
17

IT

p'

NEW

BAGEL SHOP
Part or fuN-tlme work. CallrOavhj 310-441-

0394

FEMALE RGURE

part time positions

available.

Must be honest

arxi

Or We drawirtg models wanted by photograCan Peter at 310-558-4221.

experienced. Great perks,
discounts, & bonuses. Salary

pher.

deperxjs on experierx:e.

with

for intenf»a-

business offk* in BevHills: Mutt know
MS Office Call 310-278-9338. E-mail resume anbus8eiOhotmaii.com or tax 310-

EXCITING

C«H

for Jessioa or Erica (310)

230^085

Fax resume to (310) 230-4586

FEMALE PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed
Japanese or Korean language abWty.
Minimum 10-20 hourVw*. DuHes Inckide

shopping and errands for senior exectiMve.
$20^r, please fax resume to 310-820-1055.

278-0038.

uisjjijy

Diller

62 Movie dog
65 Wrestler's pad

plants
Ir^tructkxis

ESL ENGLISH Curriculum Devek)per8-Devetoping and creating ESL lesson plans.
Needs experience in ESL material devekipment or ESL teaching. Teachers K-12 preferred. Part-lime positkMi. Contact Cheryl:21 3-487-0909.

\^^tside'8 best boardshop.

RECEIVEABLE

tional

Luau souvenir

Comedian

$10/TK4bonu8. 310-333-1985.

Responsible Skate &
Snowbo.Tfders Wanted

—

800-980-4886 ext 210 or e-mail intmicomm@aol.com

at)out

Paving material

weight

1

28

Revealed

Up and

48 Missouri's

12 Loathe

i-i-i.iii
onnK
63 Skedaddles
64 "101
66 On the Adriatic
67 Greek epic
68 Baskett>all throw
69 Clutter
70 Exams

Gardeners' buy

to

hrOnovk^a.com

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Com crib
Type

signal

American martcet and worlung knowledge
of

31

32
33
35
37
40
42
45

55 Chemist's

anniversary

—

~

Small company. High end. Flexible sct>edule.
818-905-8664.

player, strong wrttlng/research skills wt>o
internet savvy and independent. Some
Spanish required and Portuguese a plus.
Will assist in all aspects of quality control
to select high quality arts and crafts from
around the world. Research and source

36 Damascus

champagne

job and possibility to continue. Ex. driving
record, must know LA. Quality company,

CLERICAL

background interdesign. Organized team

a

carpenter

.

great pay. 310-457-5051.

seeking an indivklual

23 Wed secretly
25 AAA suggestion
26 Long story
30 Bark or yelp
Vertical, to

Qms

QSg]

SQSEID SBQD
ssQisaaiiQ smasina
DCISQD
mQQBBSDDQ]
SfflQQSQQBB BQSQa
casDS nm^m sbsqq

people

52
53
55
57
58

DAY/OVERNIGHT
lr>cludes:

SB
QDIZIQ

Some

Sept-

CAMP COUNSELORS
fun

21

Domestic bird
51 Quebec's

students to share receptionist/file clerk positton. $7-$10/hr. Fax Resume 310-473-2789.

hiring

acquire

34

ENERGETIC PEOPLE

sanisQ

[iiziiicsQSSQ

31 Creatures

Hir-

No experience

Flexit>le hours.

16 Paraphernalia
17 Disparaged
19 Latch—:

22 Rocky Mountain

313-3526 ext.207.
14, Front

girlfriend
fine

Chop

20 Recoiling

e-mail:cUnk:alsubiects

computers. Fax resume with
days/hours available.
(323)651-0656
Autocad

of fund

10 Pang
14 Pierre's

Call today 310-785-

9121.

responsible,

Camp now
setors! Summer

with strong world arts

ested in

Limited

tory.

knowledge, communication

Pali

*WORLD ARTS AND
CULTURE MAJORS*
NOVICA.COM

18-55yrs. okl. non-smoker, rK>

Fast-paced, business

KRAFT: 310-441-

Beats all jobs. Start immediately. Great pay.
Fun/Easy. No crazy fees. Program for free
medical Call-24/hrs 323-850-4417.

f'

RESEARCH STUDY male/female

CLINICAL

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Tabbies

1

schedule, p/t-fA, no delivery, must have
car/ins. 323-822-9209.

iNTrl^NS TALrNT

TOIMY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DESIGNER

COMMISSION ONLY $8-$15/HOUR.

is

825-2221

sak>n sales.

for

O

DELI COUNTER HELP M.TF 8am-3:30pm
no weekernls or nights. Clean, efficient, English speaking only. Call Pat 310-449-4022.

ATTENDANT FOR
19 -YR-OLD MALE

PER HOUR

*MOVIE EXTRA WORK*

CidbbifieUb

people

$15-$25/hr. Call Jasmine

1

8010.

Call

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ties.

Hnip WanlfMl

E.

includes cellular phones and
satellite T.V. Full time
employees earn a realistic
$40,000+ per year.

Immediate openings for phone setes, outside
sales, and many more. FT/PT. Flexible hours.
Minutes from UCLA. $8 per hour minimum,
pkw bonuses.

ASSISTANT TO CEO
for

to the future

209-7800

(3101

phone voice needed for fun busy office.
FT. $8.50 to start, weekend hours also
available. Century City and Santa Monica ar-

7800

SALARY DOE+BENEFITS. FAX RESUME TO

hour: Flexible liours. Sales

Welcome

DRIVER WANTED

MAIL PROCESSING.
MUST HAVE CLERICAL
OFFICE EXPERIENCE.

H

hoenix Multimedia

5636 or email DianehWOaol.com.

ING, FAXING,

i

summer. Excellent pay,

the

environment.
Go
to
www.ucu.org/jobs.htm, Ackerman A-level
Service Center or fax resume or letter of interest to 310-477-2566.

PT or

AND

*Fn GENERAL OFFICE*
WESTWOOD ENTERTAINMENT LAW FIRM
SEEKS F/T OFFICE
CLERK TO DO COPY-

min away from UCLA.
Earn a realistic $1 5-$20 per

during

4205.

4694

5-1

+

medical office 30-40hrs/M-

eas. Call: 818-410-8322.

t

7500

In

train.

perience w/autism necessary. $lO+/hr. 310559-7384.

Uve-in positk)n, M-F, available with nice family.
Must have exp with pre-school aged children. Light house cleaning. Contact Julie
310-234-1188.

7500

to
1

CUSTOMER SERVICE

F/9:00-6:00pm. Computer knowledge mandatory. Great job for Business/Pre-Med/Put>lic-Health majors. 15-min to UCUV. 310-476-

great

%

NANNY
HOUSEKEEPEER

Pay $8.00
student with

P/T positions at University Credit Union.

ASSISTANT OFFICE WORK POSITIONENTHUSIASTIC responsible individual with

DENT WANTED!!!

GIRLS

paid.

UCLA

academic years remaining with a valid driver's livense. Phone: 310-825-2148. WEB:
E-mail:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
cso9ucpd.ucla.edu

Start

ENERGETIC STU-

A^

get

Must be a

$10.26/hr.

-

and yoga classes. Please fax to
(3 10)664-6479 or email to
voeaworkstoref^junocom

to work PA" w/12-year-oW boy w/autism.
Evenings and/or weekends 5-l0hours/week.
Minimum 6-months. Coursework and/or ex-

NANNY FOR TWO

Do good and

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

For Very special 5yr old daughter. International or bHingual background preferred,
car& referenced required. Grand Piano. Beverlyvwxxj. Laird:31 0-287- 1677.

6PM.

HIRING

Must have accounting

Needed

MOTHER'S HELPER

CSO PROGRAMS NOW

Atcoiints
Piiycthle/Pdyroll

hours,

BABYSITTER
resume to:310-

COOL DEMOCRATIC LADY seeks driver lor
Own car required.

occasional errands.
$7/HR 310-826-91 50

benefits include medical/dental

CHILD CARE

^

FRENCH SPEAKING

285-0080.

UCLA and

For two kkls (8&11). Help with homework,
15-18
and some' driving.

Pref.

girl.

ternet skills a must. 310-399-4321.

term, $12/hour. Please fax

^

For 12-year-ok) girt, Santa Montea/Brentwood. M-F, 3:30-7:00pm. Must have reliat}le
car with proof of insurance. References required. $8-<-hour. Night: 310-828-6206, Day:
818-954-3276. Start 09/05.

DRIVER-Drive 5yr

Jim/Sue. 310-390-3539.

Must have exp w/ pre-school
age children & child
development knowlege.
Flexible hours. Must have

315-9889.

activities,

BABYSITTER WANTED

Babysitter-position available

Afternoons ar>d evenings. Ilyr.okj

(FLUENT) Babysitter for 10-year-old girl
mostly weekend evenings, own car, long

CHILD CARE

Eve 310-278-5100.

PTCHILDCARE

MENTOR/DRIVER

Help Wanted

Wiiiilful

YOGA WORKS**

car.

may be

PART TIME

afternoon,

in

call

position

Palisades family looking for after-school
child care for two bright and charmir>g cNIdren. Morxlay through Friday afternoons at
$12-15/hour. Applicant must drive and own
car. 213-740-9305.

FEMALE

enthusiastic

flexible,

shared, start ASAP,

very reliable to pk:k 9-year-

dirvier and child sit. Help w/homework.
Student needs reliable safe car. M-F Weekly
min. guarantee $200. Bart>ara:818-9547194.

preferred.

3:1 5-5:45, help with

AFTERSCHOOL
CHILD CARE

7700

reliable,

is

cook

Must t>e a fully Insured car owner and must have impeccable references.
$l0/hour cash plus gas money. Call:310ly

year old schoolgirl and Drive
skills

who

UCLA, must have

references,

insurance,

CARE

9178.

Must pick up 12 y/o at Lincoln Mkldie School
in Santa Monica., supervise scfKX)lwork, activities and nrieals 3x a week. Must be responsit)ie,

car, in-

M-F. 3:30-6:30. near

DRIVER/SITTER
Student

Current education degree candkjates strong-

Car/Insurance References. Please
cole 310-204-2579(pm).

7600

Is

Westwood. 8-5:30 $200/wk. 310-

Own

cyO 310-395-6648.

M-F 3:00-7:30

for

cfiildcare

(10A14).

suiance, refererices required. Approximate
hours: M-F, 2:30pm-7:30pm. Call Nan-

CAREGIVER

for

PIck-Up

and help infertile
their dream of

in

girls

ok) tx>y up at westskJe scfiool

CANTENESE SPEAKING BABYSITER

.

person

playful

sctKx>l pick

becoming parents.

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL

sheilajgOaol.com

AFTERNOON CHILDCARE

home in Culver City. M-F
homework and study

health screening

tMbysitting for 8-yaar-

470-7594.

Seel(ing energetic

If

tor

old t>oy. Beverty Hills. Must tiave reliat)le car
and insurarKe. Competitive salary * yearerKJ
bonus.
email:
Contact
by

needed

coffiniitement

weekend

occastortal

Sapt.S.

starting

6962. email:hakatzOeartNink.net

fAfn up to
$6UU per month

2 Santa Monk:a

Extremely responsible student wanted

Homewoffc supervision a must. Soccer practice driving, car a must. Elementary educa$8-10/hour. Call
tion training a plus.
Evenings:31 0-390days:323-468-5273.

ftexibte hours
minimni-time

HOMEWORK HELPER

ERRANDS

SUPERVISION

PfT CHILD

CItild

7800

7800

7800

T^

I
wT

58

Wk^wP

-t:—

27

,

.

•i

7800

7800

Holp Wanted

Help W;nittHl

NEW FACES

INTERVIEWER/

WANTED

SCHEDULER

International Talent
Group is now looking for
new faces
new talent for
Television , Film

&

All ages, all types.

ASAP

Fax resume and

ref-

20hfsAvk Monday-Fhday afternoons. Fax resume to 310274-2798 or mail to Lurie & Zepeda, 9107
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 800 Beverty HiNs, 90210.

No

FRONT DESK

Westwood

FT/PT RECEPTIONIST/

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Answering telephones, data entry,
near campus. Call 310-828-9900.

filing,

20hours/week. Evenings and Sunday afternoons Must have car Flexible hours. 818343-4148 or page at 310-380-9886. .•;, ;- _

office

service,

computer

ENDERS AND NIGHT
OWLS!

kends Call Undy 310-477-2700.

three dependable, self reliant individu-

als to

worV .either

7AM-7PM oc,7PM-7AM on

Saturday and Sunday for the nation's premiere criminal defense firm as a customer
service rep. Requires data entry skills, and
ability to handle multiple phone lines and intemet-sawy. $9/tK}ur Fax resume to:3lO315-1152 attn:Celsa.

now fof an office assistant position at our
Campus or Westwood Police Stations. Startir^
rate $8.00/hr. Must be a LICLA studert w/ at
one yr. remaining. Ctencal and community
service duties. Office training provided.

least

Hockey

seeking

student(s)

310-348-8464

GENERAL
OFRCE HELP
Basic knowledge of Spanish. Starting $8/hour. Study time available. 310-3904510.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive
WLA. Conversation only.

social clut)s in

No

alcohol.

Earn top $$$. 323-441-0985.

GRAPHIC ARTIST
company

web and

seeks

print design.

Must possess strong skills in graphic
Experience with Java, Flash,
Pfiotoshop, & Illustrator required. Designer will work directly with company fourxjers and key emptoyees
design.

per hour

$10

HairSalon.

SALES ASSISTANT

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Computer
skills required. Flexible,

ar>d

4-

MUSIC MARKETING company seeks
timer,

schedule.

flexible

part-

10-20

$8.00/hr,

phones heavy mailpromote bands such as

hours/wk, computers,

We

primarily

Green Day, Nine Inch Nails, Bush, Filter,
Semisonic, etc. Fax resume to 323-9303160 or call Rob M at 323-930-3141 for more

NEED TELEMARKETER

for

House.

Village

l-totel.

answering phones,

filing,

some

typing.

310-479-8353.

OFFICE CLERK Real
firm. 1/2

mile to

UCLA.

Estate

investment

Flexible hours,

good

resume.310-47l-6770.

OFFICE CLERK
Design Fashion &
Merchandising Student Aler!
Great job waits for you in busy retail
establishnnent. Looking for outgoing
salespeople witti interest in clothing

Good

hip,

new

salary, great perks,

more. Must have

retail

experience.
Full

& pan

time positions available.

Enca @ 310-230-6085
or fax resume to 31 0-230-4536

20 min from UCLA.

Clerical,

SM

law firm seeks P/T office clerks. Phones,
faxing, photocopying&filing court docu-

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Person wAransportation needed by record

skills.

label to org.

With some sales experience for West Hollywood upscale gym. Janice:31 0-577-6773.

ments Must have
Che:310-453-6711

auto-i-insurance. Francis

OUTSIDE SALES REP Must have

Tues-Sat. Santa Monica.

perience,

(M-F/approx 12:00-4:00). base
+commission, WLA/SFV, 310-477-2669, fax
resume 310-477-1359.

P/T

AM

COUNTER PERSON
High-end

3405 Overland Out-

going personality. $8-10/hr to start. 2or3
mornings, 8-12:00 and Saturday or Sunday
Call:310-287-2459.

No

experierx:e

The new name
We're looking

and sales

in

for

asst.

managers,

For Beverly

emptoyee discount.

Short, flexible

Mary:310-278-

cleri(S with

Call for intervlew:310-

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
plus. $10/hour.

ad-

Degree

in

preferred.

474-4080. ext.208.

typing,

some

errands.

ed background a

310-393-0980.

SALES CLERK
$7/hr.

hiring hostesses.

Please fax resume

to advertise fs

10:310-458^746.

X

TEACHERS NEEDED

No experience

Due to technical
-^^

syrwgogue Religious
School in Greater West LA area. Fax resume
to Education Director, 310-573-2098. Phone

venings, 3-7:30PM,

UCLA

ihatvains
CJ

SALEPERSON
Salary plus commission. Must be very experienced. Split-shift. West Hollywood office.

company

Cleaning
9631.

Call

Liz

at

310-273-

nt-tD-student deals

TELEMARKETERS
INTL
in El

fim seeks exp'd telemariteters for office
Segundo. Bus to bus prof'l sales in fast

demand maritet. Salary, com& benefits. Full & part-time
Call Rhonda @ 800-800-1007 &

growing, high

absolutely

misskxi, bonus
available.

Fax resume

to:

Kern

TELEMARKETING
Fun, easy, no selling. Part time hours.
time pay. Prolesswrwl environment

26 year old National Company near campus. Guarantee
bonuses, weekendsevenings.
Call
Pete:310-477-5566
-i-

,^

ext.115

:

,

.

TIRED 6f MINIMUM

natk)n's premier criminal defense firm is
looking for energetic, fun, and dependable

hours/night. Call

night.

for fast

singer,

WILDLIFE JOBS

seventeen year okJ girt with physhandicap to assist in classrooms for all
12th grade subjects. M-F 7:30AM-3:30PM.
Begin late August-June 2001. $450/wk.
Guest house available if wanted. 323-9331406.
bright,

ical

PHYSICAL THERAPIST/
EXERCISE TRAINER!
Need water/dance

therapist for older

wom-

Near campus. Five days/week. Ihr/day
$100/week Call her son: 713-522-9990.
an.

SALESPERSON

Needed

for

Internet

Servtoe ProvkJer, sell DSL and dial-up services. Make $75-$200/day. Par^time. Call
Alan at 818-762-3467r^

STAR SEARCH

2000. Japanese Graduates— Sentor Leadership roles. Tokyo. Japan. Email resume: don_dusatkoegallup.com or call Don at 949-474-7900 x.710.

For info

call
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Mnrmta hriflht/y^hHa

fill

the right

submit

TOASTFR
TVPFWRrrFR

maximum,

^IQ)

-SSL

31(MWH«m

31<VA<g.nffiS

aitwp^^^ono

LiOtL

JUL

JUOfiA^OK

JOL

rattaWM rnttuen^

31MM-Sim
71Aa<tw'P70

MDMnamn

_Si£a.
-saoL
-sao.

ai(vanB.iiA7

-SUL

MOMtujinin

tw/rari^.i>apa

310J0B.11A7

uniTaafi

RCMTM
WFIOHT RFMTH
WWFIftHT

ain.yTiwwntM

JUL

including spaces)

iirwwB^newt

(15 characters

•Price:

maximum,

including spaces)

maximum,

including ^aoes)

• Description:

(20 characters

maximum,

including spaces)

(20 characters
•Price:

.

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round

to the nearest

dollar—NO OBO)

I

(example $25, $74ea, FREE

Please round to the neanst

dollar—MO OBO)
|
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•Phone:

(

*Ad must be submitted

310.625.2221

.3injwiuwnQ

.SIQ.

-LkaDkM-

j

Bruin

-SiQ-

linh

Miitti

on cii.tiwn!>cn)fi\

WATT^MMAM

•Description:

to the Daily

Ofria WfA^v^v
eirmrtm WftAh».

•Item:
(15 characters

{

31fViA3.n»«

aimPA^iaa

TQA.STFR

jiia2aba«2i
airw7rvw>u

.IKL

fourth

PFr^lCTCD

•Item;

!

out

THOMAg

31(V7nA.1tH«i

3injnn.iu7

:

aiid

JBDl

r^ypaay Hata

I

Bargains,

-SL

<^

TFXTROOtr

.JUkZZUQZfi
aUVTBtJBIS

31(M17ftiU3B

N/A
N/A

_glassJap__

iJATFHIAl

TFIFPMfVJF
TFIFPMTWaF
TFIFPMTVJF

31M?4-Sim

jatL

tmntman

TFATMFR

MaJMJQBOA
Mnanjuot^

.SZS-

flteiwtnn

...

tnnoKUfM
3i(V<3aaiP4

TiftrfWfMan
3irmaA.«io7

noQdMnodriininffMt

aiMaNCQ?

lanriar

in the Bruiii

iMQaL

3irMP*-<nn7

HOOKAH HgQPIPF
HOOKAH HgflPIPF

ad

Mrtirnylao

JDUOd

««>

filllTARAUP

I

woaL

SiOL

nHITAR AME-

To place a

TABLE.
F -in-Vffl.
F .. ^ /THAIRS
F ^ ^r-HAIRS
F ATHAIRS

TARI
TARI
TARI
TARI

wnmyliig

Now

linpinli fitlCtflfi
tanrtar tmntman

-SBQ.
-SZB.
-S2B.

Jmtm

31O30M139

inlUSBfi

HPnFJgK.IFTPRTR
IKFA ARM CHAIR

SHJDENLDESKlABLE

airwri-nKx

-SSO.

shjdenilqesk-

31(V7a*^TB1'i

tManrinam
Mark tvnri

r^llF.«t.«4PtlR.qF

ciiiwnftieaMP_

fitti'innrt^tmrnrt

ttm

tilark

FtJTQN
fSIIFRSPIiPgF

liga
r>Fgl^

.JUXL

jiiAzadQcLNaML.

EUIQN_

.3ia3M<uwna

taranrah

ffaararinrl

I

RAn

Sim

STFFI

31Q-2QM211

hill<U7a/gnnaa

FFPIMfi

SQEA
SOFA

31Q.3nB.1.3Qn

aiQ-aw-imn
3iaai&JQQ7

I

SI

mnfrnwii

-SZ5_
-sao_S3Q_

.ajlK^Jfl

rirmtiafK anri

FRiriOF AFT TAI
FRinrtF AFT TAl

anwrn-Ttgw
anvjai.Tnow
an»ai?vi«ww

airvi»nB.iaaa

""««' «'*fc^

ECON IM HOOK

International

UATTHFRQ
Mif^Rngmoc

aioaiftAtTa

«mrrtyiMrvv<

nrvBAnKvrA.<«
CUAIB&.

HRAWFR.S
nftAWFRS
""PSSFR
nnPRSP"

ENTERTAINMENT

aifv?nfr?fi??

N/A

ahiwIyiMnnrt

HOtJSF
ncMiN r:nMFr>RTFR

WORK IN THE

ii(miw.iiiii

MATTRFR.S
JIATTRFSS

unjHiuwnQ
fiahAM/.lshaW
nKwi g «twiMiannrMyi
iMnnri 7 «hfllwi>a, smaM

DQG

0615. 8am-9pm. Local not guar

.Ajkmma3U:£aL_

MATTRFSS

MMrtl.7^00
iKWtaA^ang

JISl.
-S1&.

SHPI P
-«tHFI P

niNMFR TARI F
niNNFR TARI F

ext.

UCFA ruMmm ccy
KATFjgPAnCPllBCiF

airujTiuKiA

hntimna, fatiatL
tMininHtteffiTW

Rnx.<ti*RiMrsg
llffiii

DININfi TAfl-?nHR

1-800-391-5856

i^a^m^^A
N/A
N/A

nF.<;K.A

for

ai(M»a«>A
aiQ^TR^IA

wiinrimwimH, lyrnirt

nP.SK^

$8-19/HR

Phone

Miinrinwiinit

rr>PiFR A sTAun
nAYBFn/MATTRF.«;.S

sales9mogulsoft.com

IKFA nFSK

Price

AIR nnMninoMFP
AIR rr>Nnmr>MFR

RUNXRFnFRAUF

4-5

firni

and Maintenance. No experience

Jb-

31Q^2Mfl6»4

Description

aiMTfMKU

BOOK.SHFI F

w/high profile clients. Flash and mySQL datat>ase skills a plus. Email wori(/qualifk:ations

WANTED: Female

1»h« Ihh Ihaiy

ttem

JIW

f^nMPirrFRnF.«ttf
r.r)MPiiTFRnF.c;K

growing

-SB.
JSB-

Phone

hiitrh Prin«Ar«t«nH

ROOK-«tHPI P
RIJNK RFn FRAUF

Dawn 310-449-4000.

designers/programmers

htanrimiMi

1>«ht1hll,1h1oa

BQOKnASF.S

RESTARUANT

and Saturday

t^nrtirwMi

fJICYfUF

WANTED:
WEB TALENT
FREELANCE WEB

ity,

you don't miss out on great saving^!

for updates so

4nnMPirrFRr>pgir

ROOK
BOOK

customer service reps with a great phone
presence. Full/Part time. $8-l0/hour Fax
resume to 310-315-1152 attn. Joe.

friday

Price

nr>/nr:

The

some

Check weekly

hiilrh Printer

A.«;TRr>

LOOKING FOR A FUN
PLACE TO WORK?

links to

of the best deals in Westwood.

^rrtMPiiTFRrgRR

RFn *

WAGE?

WESTSIDE

Description

lycoifiBTv
I.TrrMDRTV
3 PHfWslFS W/UFM
T PHr>»JF.<; W/MPU

Full

needs hostess

FREE* some

310-607-9852.

Plus Federal Benefits. Parle Rangers, Secur-

bakery needs cheerful P/T salesperson. Eariy shift. 6:30AM- 10:30AM. $8/hr.
close to UCLA. Call Dominique 310-5D35233.

The Daily Bruin apologizes for any inconvenience.

DYNAMIC, MOTIVATED

Hospital. 2e-

Retail

some of today's Bruin Bargains entries have been repeated.

TELEMARKETERS

and every other wee-

SALESPERSON

difficulty,

310-459-2328.

necessary. Cashiering,

working with patients.

September 8th at

iU

of Judak: subjects for

kend, 11:30-6:00PM. 310-825-6069

PERSONAL TEACHER

^^^£i^<

i*>S^

19-26, w/ great
looks style for alternative/pop band a la Cardigans, Oasis, No Doubt. Major label interests, serious inquiries only 818-508-8555.

OT72.

or

MA

skills.

Involve in recruitment, supen/isk)n of ESL
developers. Also, devek)ping ESL materials.
Contact Chery1;2 13-487-0909.

mercfiarvllse focus salon.

managers,

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

For

car, ex-

CD release party and ocntact ra-

experience in the retail
environment to worit in our stores in. the LA
area. Excellent pay/t)enefits and a generous

filing, light

i-*

TESL. Korean-English speaking

RETAIUPUREBEAUTY

RECEPTIONIST

)

-

in person or by mail

•Phone:
No phone

orders allovwd

nsePK

Deadline

is

2 wor1(

days prior to issue

at

1

2pm

Ail

(

Hmin

)_

-_

Bargains appear every Wadnesday and Friday

I

Limit of 4 free ads per customer per week

V^

the right to revise or reject any advertisemenl not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin

%

-i..v>;*X;JW--^i*

Classifieds

29^

pakf partthours. $10-

SUPERVISOR, ESL Devetopment-Good

required. Eye-doctor's offk:e. Ask for Dr
Somers or Janice, 310-319-9999, Leave
message 24-hrs/day.

PERSONABLE
FRONT DESK

August 21-25,2000

REGISTR

19.

UPSCALE
F/T.

for

•

office,

student-friendly

ministrative/supennsory

559-8078. OR
CALL:31 0-559-8077
EXT. 216 (JOHN)

RECEPTION/ASSIST

producer.

'

13/hr Call Tuesday thru Friday 310-687-"

FAX RESUME 310-

459-2087

pay Ask

flexible

1780 exL

WIDE. WILL TRAIN

$10/hr flexible hours 10-20hrs/wk. Call:310-

Hills

ing.

PHONES NATION-

James Donman:800-951-0044.

good organization

car,

good pfx>ne manners Nice

MISSION. SELL CELL-

filing,

dry-cleaner at

Call Jessica or

CUSTOMER SERVICE
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
SALARY PLUS COM-

Flexitile

West LA home, psych

store.

bonuses, &

some

We

SALES PERSON

edge and

Organizing,

young,

20

dio stations. Small salary plus commission.

Eng-

lish/Spanish for front counter customer serv-

attitude, fax

310-208-3945.

in

PT^FT/WLA

phones, copying. No secretarial skills required. Must have Mk:rosoft Word knowl-

pany FT Call 310-473-7454
bilingual

offk:e

Hills. Computer Uterate, Qutek Books
a plus, but will train. Varied tasks, must be
dependable, with pleasant personality and

0614 8am-

FT/PT HTML, Coldfuston, Internet, graphics,
networtt support. Call: 310-828-9900.

PART TIME
OFFICE ASSISTANT

a clothing com-

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed,

Ext.

exam

PROGRAMMING
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

PAID DOGSITTER/HOUSESITTER Dobie

SM

SECRETARY/PERMENENT PART TIME/
Beverty

503-4477.

For education publisher needed. Great workplace, hourly and good commissions. 10AM2PM. 3-5 days/week. 310-395-9393.

info.

up

HOTEL DESK CLERK

work

^^

^**

SANTA MONICA

Energetic female to work with great kids. Call
for hours. Yuri:323-935-3339. George:213-

TELEMARKETER

P/T

thuTS. Excellent

to

part-time fiours.

are national flower shippers. 310-230-0811
or fax resume: 310-230-4.146.

Busy law

Call Keith 323-937-7737.

Pan time nrwmings. Westwood

for

evening and

Perfect job for student, part-time evenings.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade.
Friday.

P/T

Wjiitmi

)

Now

Experience,

Call 1-800-391-5856
9pm. Local not guar

weekends. Office duties require good customer service skills necessary to answer
phones and deal directly with the public.
$9.60/hr 5-1Shours/week. Must be available

mathewww.the-

mathemagician. com

ice,

Monday through

•

SUSHI RO-KOO

PRESCHOOL ENGLISH
TEACHER

RECREATION ASSISTANT Needed

P/T

Call the

magician. 310-452-2865 or go to

ings.

7 pm,

.

Enthusiastk:, dynamk:, experierx:ed teachers

office duties possible afternoon,

MATH TUTORS
NEEDED for online teaching.

No

info.

schedule for spur of
the moment request. Phone:310-829-5622.

SALES

graphic artists for

Bev-

CaH Roni:310-

1241

mix

AND TELEPHONE

Internet

for diner in

tips!

negotiable. $8/hr Contact Natalie:31 0-475-

PHYSICAL THERAPY
TECHNICIANS

@

Brentwood

\

310-278-2671.

772-0044 from 8am-5pm.

to

Part-time positions at a Westchester/LAX
facility for students who are interested in
gaining experience in the field of Ptiysical
Therapy. Please call Mike

Work flexMity required.
details call (310) 206-5473:

Flexible hours.

phones
Great

Cheviot Hills Recreation
Center. 310-837-5186. Chariene Zaienski or
Alan Perlmutter for interview appointment.

Apply

COIWIPUTER ENTRY

Will train.

Flills.

8elf-nx}tivator. with

7800

POSTAL JOBS

to start imnriediately.

MARKETING
DIRECTOR
UCLA

to

Plus Federal Benefits.

Must be hon1Hours:3weekdays
5:30pm, Saturdays 9-5pm. Days and times

design/implement marketing strategies for
UCLA Hockey promotion. Paid position.
Great opportunity for tfK)se interested in
sports careers. Pat:31 0-825-5920.

CSO OFFICE ASST

For

AND ANSWERING
erly

SERVER

F/T

Yellow

'-

some wee-

$8/hr full-time,

duties.

OFFICE seeks dynamk:,

$9-14.27/HR

est/child-friendly.

Need

general

skills,

PLASTIC SURGERY

sume

-P/T RECEPTIONIST
LOOKING FOR WEEKWANTED
Balkwn

FUN CAMP OFFICE NEEDS ASSISTANT.

most innovative avd comprehensive Pilates

VUlage. Peter:31 0-208-6404

OR

P/T

offering Vhe

marketing, computer, organazattonal and pfx>ne skills for special proiects.
20-30 hrs per wk. flexit)te. $1S/hr. Fax re-

JEWELRY SALES.
ty.

now

is

teacher training program availat)(e (with special emphasis on Ptiysk^l Therapy). The
finest training in LA for the aspiring professional. For applicatk>n. infonnatton, Call KJ
at Center Studto 818-848-8111.

Sales/derical. Will train. Excellent opportuni-

exctuinge for room and txiard 25min from
UCLA. Take care of 13-year-old girl.

Permanent

for private health club.

hours available. Health insurarx^e offered.
Please ask for Allison or Tanya:310-6595002.

Center Studto,

facility.

excellent

P/TORF/T

In

RECEPTIONIST

Customer

in-

310-391-

to Library Director.

PILATES TEACHER TRAINING- LA'S \—6Ing Pllates Studk) and Physk:al Therapy

hours,

.

ptx)ne calls please.

Needed

flexible

$11/hour. $0.l5/mile. Must hiave car and
surance. Start ASAP Al:3 10-838-8080.

BABYSITTER/NANNY
mimmum

DRIVER

P/T

LIVE-IN

sition at $6.5(Vhr.

Ht'lp W.iiitt'd

ASSISTANT

2-3 f>ours once a week,

LOOKING FOR FEMALE

Uw fimn has PfT po-

7800

Wiinltul

Organized indivklual with
good clerical skills and a working knowledge
of computers. Flexible schedule, 20-25
hours/week. $10/hour Fax resume to:310451-0740.

3923

(818) 379-7070

7800

AGEMENT FIRM

school,
Independent
(20-20hours/wk).
grades 7-1 2. If you are technokjgy savvy and

erences

AUDITIONING NOW

FILBOFFICE CLERK.

.

Daily Bruin Classified

SANTA MONICA CPA/BUSINESS MAN-

of

publk: sen/ice oriented,

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NO FEES

P/T

UBRARY ASSISTANT

Commercials .Music

& Modeling.

Ht»l|)

your fiome at your own pace 20Very
very good pay. Make $1000+
25hrs/wk.
a week. Firiancial txackgrourxl a plus. Call
Phiflip at 310-289-8359 or 310-739-1475.

Work out

Videos, Print'

«

/-

Daiy Bruin Classified

August 21-25.2000

28

.

Display

CInssifieds
O'lr

'o-i*

Display
ii06-306u

.

xMMHaiM

mtm
30
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Daily Bruin Cb$sifi«d
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Daily Bruin Classified

8000

84kOO

Internships

Apartments

INTERNSHIP POSITION
POST-PRODUCTION Company
porlunity for

permanent employment

Call

Apartments

w

^
'^

op

offers

for RcMJt

housing

vertai/writlen skills

Rebecca

at:

looking for Intern.

a must

•WESTWOOD

Temporary Employment

VILLAGE, MIDVALE

N OF
APT EX-

Fowler Museum of Cultural History is seeking Pnuseum attendants. No experience necessary. Must_ fiave flexible
schedule and ability to work weekends.

1

MIN TO UCLA

WESTWOOD.

cia@arts.ucla.edu

Ibdrm.

$1000/month. Single:$900/month. Carpeted.

8300

1

yr

lease. 310-824-1830.

1380 VETERAN-2bdrm/2bth. $1595.

Park
intercom entry,
gated parking, laundry, all appliances. Movein ASAP Cats considered. 310-477-5108.
view,

VOLUNTEERS OPPORTUNITIES

310-393-9913

pool/jacuzzi.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ.
l,2BEDR00M
$895&UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE& W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

Hostelling

at

SM. Meet and interact w/iravaround the world! Call Lucy at
ext. 18.

-310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ APT

8^00
Apartments

for

dining room,

Rent

hardwood

able.

$1225.

wvirw.allofLA

2-H-t-Living

floors,

and

floors

$1500.

catok,

LONG BEACH STUDIO.

818-623-4444.

www.allofLA.com

.

APARTMENT

hardwood

floors,

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT.

'

$650. 310-395-7368 more properties
www.allofLA.com

floors.

1

at

2

Spanish

split-level

2-t-l
1/2. hardwood floors,
w/d. garage
$1250. 323-634-RENT www.allofLA.com

HERMOSA BEACH HOUSE. Ul.
$1000.
www.allofLA.com

208-4394

BD $1195-1295

BD w/loft $1495
BDw/ Loft $1815

Intercom System & Gated Parkins
Rcc room. Sauna, Gym Room
Fireplace, Jacuzzi, Dishwasher,
Refhserator, Air Conditioner Laundry,
Cathedral Ceillnss, no pets

house.

Short Term

Summer

•

BRENT MANOR
APIS

Discounts Available

Ayoid Westwooci rents

660 Veteran

hardwood

1

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool, Near bus line

WALK TO UCLA

1235 Federal Ave.
Near Wilshire

2 pk. avail-

323-634-RENT

Blvd.

Ul 10) 477-7257

www.keltontowers.com

com

UCLA

mile to
Singles & Bachelor

208-2251

310-372-RENT

Single, fireplace, bakx)-

gated,

near

STUDIO.

Full

kitchen.

LARGE,

WEST HOLLYWOOD APARTMENT.

5pm

310-837-1502 leave message. 8am-

only.

PASADENA APARTMENT BACHELOR.'
Ibath,

can be fumished.
$575. 323-634-RENT www.altofLA.com
walk-in ctosets,

Gayley. Bachetors $745. Studtos with shared

bathroom between $875-1095. 1
Bedroom $1265-$1540. CaH for details 310-

1+1. patk).

good

conditton, parking available. $675. 323-634-

RENT. www.allofLA.com

PASADENA HOUSE.

2+1, w/c peL A/C. Hre-

323-634-RENT

$1500.

3+3. garage.

323-634-RENT

$1695.

PASADENA/HIGHLAND PARK APT 2+1.
balcony, parking included. $700. 323-634-

www.allofLA.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD.

WEST TORRANCE.

Properties Professionally

R.W. Sclby

&

Managed By

Company,

PRIME SANTA MONICA

The Standard of Excellence

REDONDO BEACH HOUSE.
w/d.

2 bedroom.
www.allof-

310-372-RENT

$1090.

LA. com

bedroom/1 bath. Uving

1

R.W. Selby
offers the

0497.

Grec o

&
&

'

Midvale Plaza

& Company

I

Barbecue, Fitness

Call (310)

^540 Midvoie Avenue

mosf modern

Call (310)

Midvale Plazg N
!

fhe

Westwood

Make your
-\f,-

».

..j»

fall

Village.

fiousing

arrangements now!

430

I—

1

Wellworth
_-__

^

.

p

^^,

..

—&
i

II

,

0983 Wellworth Avenue

&2 Bedrooms, Pool,
V2 Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
•a

1

rCdl

(310)

Singles,

1

&2 Bedrooms,

&2

&

Kelton

SANTA MONICA APT
Available

Avenue

Leisure

Area

824-7409

Pool,

310-395-

SANTA MONICA CONDO. R&S. $1200

Close

floor,

full

bath/shower,

ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. 310-839-6294.

to

SANTA MONICA

479-6205

Private room. Hardwood
$440. 310-395-7368. www.westsider-

entals.com.

.

MONICA

TRIPLEX.

entrance. $950. 310-395-7368.
siderentals.com

Service
Furnished Apartments

SILVER LAKE
laundry,

new

.

Private

www.west-

APARTMENT

txillding.

2+1, w/c pet,
gated parking. $795.

323-634-RENT www.altofLA.com

SOUTH PASADENA DUPLEX
den, fireplace.

W/D

wwwaltofLA.com

Classifieds

Classifieds

Display

206-3060

825-22X1

BIG SISTER

and

bright Ibed/lbath Brent-

rooftop sundeck.

all!

to live in (free rent)

girt

and care

Great location
$185,000 Elyse Arbour310-571-

and some nights
wtth occastonal er-

after school

worthing

mom

rands. Pretty Beveriy Hills home. Susan:310-

DISCOUNTED ROOM AND BATH

in

excar

change for occastonal driving. Must own
8 minutes to campus. Refererx:es necessary.

in

exchange

women

UCLA. No

only Close to bus. 310-

474-4354

PFT

CHILDCARE

NEED MATURE

student in exchange
room w/bath. must own car + insurance

NEWLY
REMODELED. GREAT

4+3. plus
$2000. 323-634-RENT

Call

school trips. Hispantos weteome; WLA. 310838-5720.

9^00
Room

for

SEPT. 20. 310-442-0602:

Lady seeks

2BDRM/1 BATH WITH

ONE CAR GARAGE.

3 easy-going females looking
to share a two
bedroom
apartment.
555
Kelton.
$450/month. Sept. 1 lease. For more details
call:31 0-543-0480

ACROSS STREET
FROM UCLA

Clean, safe, quiet

VISTA

APARTMENT

ref.

BEDROOM PLUS OFFICE

gle $595.

kitchen,

Full

verttoal

blinds,

refrigerator,

gated,

quiet

for

female

BEL AIR PRIVATE
FURNISHED ROOM
AND BATH

+

Kitchen arto laundry privleges,
eluded.

SM

8900

cablearea.

House

Parking. 310-479-8876

for

RlmU

necessary.

utilities

BEL AIR HILLS
2bd/2ba bungalow with patio hardwood
ftoors. fireplace, central
dry,

and 7-minutes

AND SPECIALS
w/fireplaces. luxury

campus. $2450. 310-

BRENTWOOD
COTTAGE

and more. 2bdrm

$1250-$1495 many w/dlshwashers. batoony,
/V/C and more. 3bdrm $2100-2395 Huge
front yard fridge, parking, laundry, and more.
CaN for free listing:310-278-8999

to

A/C. paridng. laun-

276-8505.

Bachelors/Singles— some w/utilities paid,
$695-$725. Ibdrm $895-$995
pool, gated.

many

FALL QUARTER
SUBLET!
SUNNY

in-

References.

Private

entrance/bath
unfurnished.

Parking.
utilities/cable,
kitchenAlaundry privileges. Young-woman.
N/S. no pets. $735. Available 8/01. 310-459-

2109

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

Stihirfs

PRIVATE

GUESTROOM

WESTWOOD/WALK UCLA-

beautiful

house

w/private entrance/bath/backyard
Laundry/Kitchen privileges N/S lemale tenant
$78S/mo. Available now 310-446-9556.

For lease $2.700/month. 2+1 and detached

ROOM FOR RENT
Students wetoome. Ctose to publto transportatton lOmin to UCLA. $550/rTX)nth. Utilities

8844

included. 310-559-8946.

Ext.

2020.

Available mto-September through

December

2000.

Rent

$400/month

Call:949-854-5015.

FALL QUARTER SUBLET. Private room in 3
bedroom apartment 10 minutes from UCLA
Less than $500. Call

ASAP

310-391-5797.

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE
FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!
www.thosublet.coni
Subtote

in all

cMert! (201 -694-1 18»)

9800

WEST LA

studio+3/4 bath. Large enctosed yard. Fabulous area 818-265-8925 PagerS 18-905-

HARDWOOD

SPACIOUS.

FLOORS

LUXURY BCH. HSE.
CANYON.

bed-

Westwood: Searching for female roommate
to share room in 2 room/1 bath
apartment

$575/monlh. 310-477-6977

working student. 310-558-4155.

Sin-

Car

master

9700

in

$600/mo. 310-474-8912.

Non-srTK)ker/drinker $850/month. Excellent
for

for

roonVprivate bathroom, with one partung
spot on Mtovale $830/month. Call:31 0-2080949.

Rancho Park near Westwood. Kitchen.
Periling. No Pets. Owners own 2 Cats/Dog.

Available

now. $500. 310-395-7368. www.westsiderentals.com

patio. Stove, refrig, air conditioning, laundry

DEAL. 1629 Brockton.

WESTWOOD
needed

Roommate/s

Clean and friendly tx)arding f>ouse has
rooms available for fall. $72S/mon.(2/room);
$635 (3/room); $612.50 (5/room) Includes
utilities, cable TV. and 15 meals/week. Female students only. 310-206-5056

Near Marina 6mi to campus big closMicrowave and fridge. No kitchen. 1 year

PALMS UNIQUE GUESTHOUSE 3rooms

WLA AMAZING

one easy-goir)g female

w/light!

MAR

share Ibed/lbath apartment

WESTWOOD

lease $450/month.

LAUNDRY. $1450/MO.
AVAILABLE SEPT 15.

to

310-395-5419.

for

Newly
grad
studenrs
$1200/month. 310-471-4144 or 310-2739966.

et.

1.

high rise security buiWing. 969 HUgard.
pool, non-smoker, walking distance to UCLA.

quiet

for rent.

Sept.

in

4Plex.
fenced, patio/garden, kitchen. Just painted. Bike/bus
UCLA.
Lease.
Federal near Ohio.

GUEST HOUSE

Available

9600

quiet/private,

for

street.

Roommutes-Shiired Room

COZY. SMALL Ibed cottage behind

unit

the

3''2

Giujslhoiise for Rent

done

on RoeWing. Your
2bed/1bath apartment. Partring

in

new

In beautiful residential neighboriiood.

LOCATION!!

WESTWOOD

$650/month. 310-208-2679.

GARDEN SETTING
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

NEWLY
REMODELED. GREAT

2BED/BATH
Apartment Near Olympic and 405/Sawtelle.
$650/month Includes cable TV. 310-6496090, business number.

own room

8800

WILSHIRE/BUNDY

BUILDING.

WEST LA LARGE

ROOMMATE WANTED

$1050/month. 310-837-7894.

10 MIN TO UCLA
QUIET, FOUR UNIT

grad
seeking
roommate for
2bed/lbath apartment. Hardwood floors, bus
line to UCLA. Partting. $425/month plus utitlities. Male/femaJe ok. Sarah:310-313-8496.

Rent

Sean 310-663-7326

Rustic charm,

at 655 Kel$875 plus utili-

WEST LA

UCLA

for

pool, washer/dryer in unit. spa. sauria

LOCATION!!

2BDRM/DEN/1 BATH
WITH LAUNDRY.
$1250/MO. AVAILABLE

den,

2bdm\/2bath

available for

Female, nonsmoker preferred. Call

ties.

for

S495.000
ceiling,

1st.

ASAP 310-208-6634.

hardwood floors, new 50-k kitchen,
2 side by side parking, huge patio.

BUILDING.

bedroom

1

across

Westwood 3 bedrooms +
bath penthouse: high

ton.

housekeeping,

for

WHY PAY RENT?

for Sale

ROOMMATES WANTED

310-477-6977.

Upgraded Ibed/lbath condo in Brentwood.
New carpet and freshly painted. Surrounded
by trees and very private. Pool, gym and
rooftop sundeck. Close to all. $172,500

Condo

in SM. Big room,
hardwood ftoors and batoony. To start late
September or October. 310-581-8549.

for

278-6601.

chiWren.

1346.

10 MIN TO UCLA
QUIET, FOUR UNIT

ready,
floors.

ctose to

WILSHIRE/BUNDY

Large studio, $850/month.

market/bus. 1-year lease. Street
1234 14th St. Just off Wilshire. 310471-7073.

208-4868
^

light

ROOMMATE WANTED
To share 2bed apartment

FREE RENT

wood condo. New Berber carpet and freshly
painted. Immaculate move in cortoitton! Pool,

included).

mail:310-21 3-6062— As k for Trang.

Help

tor

private entrance one-bkx:k east of

Avail-

310-442-0602.

parking.

Ask About Our Lease Specials
825-2221

pool. $575.
310-395-7368.

MENT
Backyard.
$695.
7368.www.westsidenrentals.com

SANTA MONICA

Roommate
'^^A

Hardwood

UCLA. Lovely bach-

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1325 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING

with

1st.

SANTA MONICA CANYON GUEST APART-

SANTA

•^^^^^

Rent

Ftoor.

Updated

bath townhome.
Parting,
pool, great locatkxi. Responsible professton^
al female preferred. N/S, no
pets. Votoe-

For September

PANORAMIC PALM
TREE VIEWS!

able mkj September. 310-824-2112.

Carport parking. 310-395-7368. www. west
siderentals.com

Sauna, Spa, Study Lounge w/
Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

Call (3 1 0)
'

Sept.

www.westsiderentals.com.

Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa

Call (310)

g 527 Midvale Avenue
i

2 bedroom + 2 1/2.
R&S. $1250. 310-395-7368 www.westsiderentaJs.com.

..^

I

consider

SANTA MONICA APT

Kelton Plaza

and convenient housing

will

R&S. $675. 310-395-7368. www.west-

slderentals.com.

824-0463

208-0064

UCLA Campus and

pet.

Room

j

J-

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT

Outdoor Spa

I^Singles, 1 &2 Bedrooms;
Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
'

near

SANTA MONICA 3 bedroom + 2 bath. 6
blocks to beach. $1400. 310-395-7368.
www. westsiderentals.com

Avenue

Leisure Area, Sauna,

UCLA, 2bd/1ba.

quiet. All utilities included $590.

north of wilshire.

apartment $850. 310-395-7368. www.west-

Single Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck

Inc.

323-634-

student

fan sublet in the tocal area. For any
interested party, please caB 310-794-4 1 57.

12-year-oto

BATH, large kitchen, sunny/private/quiet,
good storage, garage. Qose to UCLA,
$140,000. Mary Young 310-979-3938.

gym and

WESTWOOD WALK to

and party

STUDIO

2 Bedroom. R&S. pool.

WESTWOOD WALK TO

N. of Wilshire 1+1

room, dinning area, storage, parking space,
very clean. Close to UCLA $1350. 818-895-

Tiverton

$725.

patto,

HUGE BRENTWOOD

RENT. www.altofLA.com

$1170. 4 blocks to beach. 310-395-7368.
www.westskJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA

030

paint.

hardwood ftoors.

ROOMMATE WANTED

BRENTWOOD—2bdnn/1. 5
$750(cable4utilities

needs a

Room

DerVdtning

newer. 2+2 with

UCLA.

Elyse Arbour310-571-1346.

PRIME SANTA MONICA

siderentals.com

1

new

1+1,

UCLA

quiet,

skylight, fireplace, all anwnities.
gated periling, laundry facilities, bus line

9300

bath.

$40/dav

Male/female. 310-390-5996.

FaH Sublet Needed!
1st.

utilities.

PALMS
$550/month. Upper,

WANTED TO RENT
Manied,

Beginning September

bedroom share-

310-475-8787.

NEED CLEAN

and help

WEST HOLLYWOOD APARTMENT In 4plex 2+1. high ceilings, hardwood ftoors,
parking available. $1400. 323-634-RENT.

good references. Private
bath. $450/month. Includes

Call

Furnished 1 bedroom apt At most 1-2 miles
from UCLA or walk Into Westwood VHIage
Sept 1. 310-209-1349.

WESTWOOO/PALMS

side by side parking and rear yard.
Bart>ara Gardner, Broker 310-285-7505

room. $205,000. 310-471-2556.

good cook

professional couple seeks clean
quiet 2 bdrm. house with yard and garage on
the Westskle. Call 323-933-9898.

Great
3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath townhouse-AC, security system, extra storage,

323-634-RENT www.altofLA.com

RENT. www.altofLA.com

n Bruin Country.

quarter. 22/m, clean,

BRENTWOOD

$1570/mo. Beautiful Hardwood
includes parkir)g. 310-824-2112.

TOWN HOUSE.

PASADEf^A

S;il(;

$335,000

Garden view. 1 +1 1/2
room. Gym, pod, 2car,

etor apt.

fall

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN. Bus in front house,
Westwood/Pteo. 3-mo. min stay Required 2

athlete tooking for housing

310-493-2419.

CONDO FOR SALE
Westwood

$995. 310-372-RENT www.allofLA.com

Great Location!
www.altofLA.com

Of Choice

_.

2+2,
cont. access, A/C, laundry, sub. pk. $1295.

frig,

"jp

private

laundry, blirxJs,

PASADENA APARTMENT.

hardwood floors, w/d,
$1250. 323-634-RENT wvww.aUofLA.com

t\

Coiulo/Townhouse Un

painted. clean, large, gated parking, intercom, Jacuzzi. Kay 310-842-9127.

blinds.

for

87OO

WALK TO UCLA
WESTWOOD.

208-8505.

Single apt from $575. $600deposit
1-year lease only. Stove, refr1g.,carpets. vert,

HOUSING NEEDED

FORMER UCLA

2bed/2bth condo.
Security, pool, jacuzzi. near pari< and UCLA.
Great closets and storage. $1900/rTX)nth.
Call: 310-234-2690.

parking. Walking distance to UCLA. 310475-0807.

ROOM FOR RENT
2bed/2bafh apartment with own bath.
Gated parking, gated apartment. Call:7l4786-9993.
in

Housing Noedfid

SPACKXJS WESTWOOD

Microwave, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer/dryer. 21 -ft. jacuzzi on roof. Extra

PALMS. 1BDRM/BATH. $850/month. Newfy-

PALMS.

doorman,
$2000/month.

security,

Room

$625/MONTH
WEST LA

9200

WESTOOD CONDO

view.

bright,

9500
Roommjites-Private

SUMMER BRUIN

SPACIOUS

WALK TO UCLA
2/3BDRM CONDO.

Must respect privacy $700 includes util310-474-6240 after-7pm before-9am

ent.
ities.

Rent

Eva:31 0-476-7052.

+ Lincoln Place Apts. Call

and

2+1, w/c pet.
parking available.

Homes

+

310-396-3117.

$595.
Available now! 310-395-7368. www.westskJerentals.com

PASADENA PRETTY HOUSE.

partment

$1300

full

valet park, tennis court, pool.

PALMS

garage.
www.altofLA.com

We Have

2bed/2bath. 24-hour

VENICE

WALKING DISTANCE TO UCLA. 501-505

place,

.tj^

kitchen.

facilities.

senous stud-

825-2161 825-2221

CENTURY PARK EAST
CONDO RENTAL

$575.
31 0-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com
full

shops/fwy. 310-836-6007.

place,

$925/tTionth. ibed/lbath. gated, firelaundry, balcony, appliances, near

C<)II(I<»/T()wiiIh)«is(; (of

Nice yard. $725.
310-395-7368. www.weststoerentals.com

Large singles and 1-bdmis.
2-bdrms. Pod. jacuzzi, walk-in ctosets. fireplace. fuMkitchen, batoony, gated garage,
laundry room, gas & hot water pakj. instant
broadband avail, www.kettontowers.com.

PALMS

8600

Laundry

Quiet, neat, tkJy responsible,

ADVERTISE

2

818-623-4444

Full kitchen.

2BDRM $1500

2 bedroom. 3 bath
Pool and parking. $800. 818-623-4444.
www.altofLA.com

laundry,

$900.

SUMMER SPECIAL IBDRM

479-8646.

appliances,
Shops/fwy. 310-836-6007.

S30V^er§n

VAN NUYS TOWNHOUSE 2bedroom +

laundry, sub. pk. $1200.

1917 Spanish Mission Style BuikJing. Single,
hardwood ftoors, high-ceiling, separate kitchen. $750. Ibdrm. hardwood floors, $975.
Close to UCLA. Available now. Lease. 310-

ny.

2BD$1495

Hardwood

2+2. hardwood
Must Seel

I

furnished bedroom/private bath.

Pool/jacuzzi/steam room

2 bedroom/1 bathroom,
living room, dinning area, breakfast room,
storage, AC. 2 pari<ing spaces $l650/rTK).
Walking distance to ocean. 818-895-0497

l^.com

bath.

Partially

SANTA MONICA.

VE RT S E

/\ L>

setting.

WLA 2BED/2BATH

3bd/2ba den living family room, patio large
yard 2car garage 5min. to UCLA by bus.
$2400/month. 310-838-0653.

310-477-4832.

81.

Rent

for

RANCHOPARK

Ideal for

818-623-4444. www.allof-

VENICE STUDIO R&S

NEAR UCLA

-

Sinsic $950-$995
Sinsle w/loft $1145

blinds.

cam-

NORTH HOLLYWOOD.

Apartments

$700.

323-634-RENT www.allofLA com

from $1195

Diamond Head

VAN NUYS LOFT STYLE. Garden
w/c pet.

Attractive

Pool/court-

$655 818-623-4444 www.allofLA.com

VENICE APT

LOS FELIZ APARTMENT

Bachelors $865

Bedrooms

yard.

special.

9^00
Room

HoiiSf; for R(.'ut

students. Surtable for two. Definite must see!

1525 Sawtelle

STUDIO Crrv studio. R&S.

8900

Furuislirrl

Near UCLA/VA.

furnished-singles.

www.allofLA.com

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
off

Pool,

and parking. $655. 818-623-4444.

372-RENT www.allofLA.com

PALMS $750/month.

STUDIO,

laundry,

Apnrtmoms
WLA-$555&up. Move-in

STUDIO CITY APARTMENT STUDIO.

Courtyard
www^allofLA.com

floors,

Sept. 1st

ST. $2395/MO.

R&S. $400. 310-

www.housinglOl.net...
Your move
pus! Search for summer sublets.

Casablanca West
Available from

+Family room.
Furnished or unfurnished. Must See! $1500. 323-634-RENT
www.allofLA.com

1

floors.

International in
all

rooftop

hardwood

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ GUEST HOUSE.

Near Glenrock

HANCOCK PARK.

Volunteer

565 Gayley Ave. opposite
Medical Center, gated parking. A/C. fridge,
stove, dishwasher. $1050/month. CalhSOO233-7231 ext 14473.

818-623-4444.

$900.

floors

LARGE STUDIO

2 bedroom, hard-

GLENDALE TOWN HOUSE 2+2

1

1

Gated complex. Quiet Pool. Laundry.

wood

w/c pet.

1+1.

Hardwood floors, yard, utilities paid. $650
323-634-RENT www.allofLA.com

www.allofLA.com

-

$600. 323-634-RENT www.allofLA.com

Furnished

EAGLE ROCK HOUSE

VISTA •

BEETHOVEN

pets,

HOLLYWOOD COTTAGE.

$1300/month. Sherry:310-837-2094.

.

School ajid Village

HOLLYWOOD

8500

ApjirliiuMits for R<Mit

laundry,

for

Prime Carlson Park,
smoking or garage.

667-669 Levering Ave

ibath,

Jose Garcia at:3l0-206fax.310-206-7007,
email
Jgar-

$7.3l-8.98/fir. Call

MAR

No

yard.

(310)391-1076
_OPEN HOUSE MON-SAT 10-4PM

(310) 208-3215

Hardwood, parking, $1300-1500.

3bed, parking, hardwood, $2100. Single all
utilities paid, $800. 310-208-4253 cf 310824-2595.

to

-

2bed/lbath duplex.

RENT. www.allofLA.com

2-1-1

J^LOCK TO CAMPUS

2bdrm.

UCLA

elers from

Walk

*

MUSEUM ATTENDANT

Sunny
& 1 Bedroom

Apartments

LEVERING LARGE 1&2-BDRIVI
CELLENT VIEW, DINING ROOf^, UNIQUE,
CHARM, GARDEN ARTS. 310-839-6294

8200

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Singles

FP,

4BD, 4BA, TOWNHOME. FP,
CENTRAL AIRAHEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

Large

Rem

LOR TOWNHOME,

SEEKING QUIET SINGLE OR COUPLE

11748 COURTLEIGH OR. $139S/MO.
12630 MrrCHELL AVE. $1395/MO.
12741 MrrCHELL AVE. $13«$/MO.

3954

lot

8^00

Rciil

2+1, large unit,
included. $950. 323-634-

vertical blinds, pit

CULVER CITY DUPLEX

2BD, 2BA, TOWNHOME, FP,
CENTRAL AIRAHEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
11931 AVON WAY $1395/MO.

310-843—0898 Unpaid.

Apartments

7750,

•

LEVERING ARMS

Contact

8AOO

Tfie

UCLA

8400-9800

PR INTERN
Good

bedrooms

729 Gayley Ave.
(310)208-8798

|L,

Apartmonls Uu

Apiirtnients for Rent

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE.SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2395/MO

Walk to Village
Near Le Conte

310-234-2160

is

4BD, 3BA +

Across the Street from

Interns needed, no expenence necessary
Accounting background helpful Please call

firm

1

Rent

* PALMS *

Apartments!

Singles and

foi

8/kOO

8^kOO

HOLLYWOOD APARTMENT.

Tg

Super Big Super Clean

DON

PR

Apartments

APIS

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE IN FINANCIAL
ANALYSIS COMPANY:
WILSHIRE AND GLEN-

Entertainment

Rent

for

GAYLEY MANOR

Joel:310-828-2292.

Allen:

8^00

31

Wiji

BEAUTIFUL.

ation Rentiils

SPACIOUS

YOSEMITE

HOME

surrounded by tall pines. Ctose to
everything. FuHy Equipped. 5000' elevatton
survleck,
Monabto ratet. 818-785-1028.
www.yoMmMe.istovaly.oom

w

Display

j

!
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SWIMMING
From page

36

Other top Bruin flnishers included
senior Beth Goodwin, who qualified

lOOm fly by
prelims. At the

for the semifinals of the

placing llth in the

semifinals she placed i2th in

1

:01.44.

Goodwin also placed 76th
200m fly prelims (2:21.31) and
the 50m free prelims (27.02).

in the

51st in

Junior Nicole Beck was the'

last

Bruin to make the cut from the prelims

A-^'

Daily Bruin Sports

go on to the

She placed

16th (1:01.35) in the prelims of the

Bruin swimmer set at least one new
personal record. Dwyer, who said

lOOm

before the meet that she was going to

to

semifinals.

and improved

butterfly

"It

1

I

beat her old record, did

:02.50).

was kind of unexpected.

better in the event

very

(

that to

I

swam

don't really train

much for," Beck said, referring to
00m and 200m

her specialties, the
backstroke.

'

^

'
:

Her performance

1

'

'

'

•"

':
'

^-

''

100m butterfly prelims put her in the same heat
as eventual winner Jenny Thompson.
"It was nerve-wracking but exciting at the same time, just to be in the
same heat with her and race her,"
in the

Beck said.
Except for one swimmer, every

it

in

both the

100m

fly and the lOOm back.
"I'm a little bit (disappointed),"
Dwyer said. "I went to best times, but
I know
I can go faster.
I just don't

think everything
meet.**

came

The swimmers said the trials were
an emotionally draining experience.
"I don't think there's

there

the
the

lOOm

fly, t>ut

was

100m fly MmMn»K 14th {MQlMk
100m bKk praNms, 20th (IMJOk 200m bKk pr»Hmi, 29th (2:19.02); Lmmm C^hi - 100m bKk

making the team and going to the
Olympics, even though there's a select

prcNms

few who go," Beck said. "You saw a
lot of people there crying, tears of joy
'''
or tears of pain."

(1.-07.S0):

100m

dq;

Owyw

-

tyran Oavb - SOm

fly semifinals

100m

fly

free prelims,

100m

The

,

coadi Gallagher was pleased
with her team for their accomplish-

future of Bruin

swimming

also

intense eight days of your life," she

proved their stuff at the trials. Recruits
Sarah Platzer swam in the 50m and
100m free, and Brooke Winkler and
Cathy Coler both swam the 200m and
400m IM, and 200m breaststroke.
On the men's side, Byron Davis

said.

('93) placed 16th in the semifinals

Still,

ments.

"To go to that meet and swim a best
time is good because it's the most

200m fly pfcNmi, 76lh (2J1.31); lynrfe*
lli w ip hH - 100m brMst praNms, 62nd (1:14.43);
200m bTMSt prelims, Ttth (2:42J9; lUlw
50m free semifinals, 9th (2S.7S): 100m free scmlflnali, 1 6th (56J(»; Mto VMMfleve - 100m fly pre-

Jk. MONDAY

of sacks. In the linebacker spot,
Marcus Reese sat out with a con-
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compared

as well as I've pitched in

is

entire life,"

Fernandez
is

way

said.

The

"My

game

more than

up,

was

in

Friday's second

"

SPECIAL:
For mon Infbmmtion and an applhatfon, stop by tfw Paridng
In tha Strathmora Building (adjacant to Parking Strvetura 8)
or call (310) 825-1386.

Sfvhas attica

150-

Dr.

six perfect

six

games^nd a current streak

consecutive no-hitters and 134

She has also struck out
162 batters while walking only two in
67 innings, and has not allowed a single run on the tour.
hitless batters.

In the

first

game Saturday, Freed
Team USA, allowand no runs in four

took the circle for

COSMETIC and
ABMVBAI
DENTISTRY

"^VT""

UCLA student

Fernandez has been dominating
since the tour began June 2. She has
of

"IS**™ ?'I!?','!°'
•Nnrous
Oxid* (Laughing 0«s)
•Hypnosis
• Porcoiain Facings
JSSSiSJtl^
•Opon iuita Hotvs, Fro* / Valldatad Parking
•Chaelts, Cradit Cards & Insuranca Forms Waleoma
•20 Yaars in Privata Practiea in Wastwood

LARRY FRIEDMAN,

D.D.S.

(UCLA Graduate)

1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (b«twemi Wilshire

& Santa Monica

Bl.)

For Appointment Call; (310) 474-3765

Facial Plastic &
Laser Surgery
FREE COMSliLTATION

it."

adjusting to the 40 feet (as

ing one hit
innings.

knee

She took a shot off the

in the third inning,

right

but stayed in

mer

lege season

Freed,

who

60

in the col-

kind of tough," said
joined the tour immediis

of

_

All-Stars lost Saturday's first

but saved their best for

3-0,

game of

last.

the series, the

out just-graduated
Oregon State star Tarrah Beyster to
square off against Christa Williaifis.

SoCal

sent

finally plated

Starting offensive lineman Oscar

Cabrera has suffered a high ankle
sprain that will almost certainly
keep him out' of action against
opening-day opponent Alabama.
Cabrera was originally listed as day-

air.

Earlier in fall practice, John Hall
was awarded a scholarship while

three

and second-string high school the
next, a pattern continued from last
year.

,.--

.-:'',

Notes compiled by Greg Lewis, Daily

..-.

Bruin Senior

a run

in the sev-

UCLA's

Despite

with

•

depth at pitching

Courtney Dale and
Stephanie Swenson, Goerl is confident she

"I'm not going to

will play.

and I'm going

redshirt. I'm a pitcher,

to pitch," she said.

Freed,

who

has played against
Goerl before, agreed that Goerl is talented.

"She throws a real heavy
her location is good, she
spots," Freed said.

The game was
coming
players

also a

2-1.

Pitching in her last major local p)erformance before becoming a collegian was Goerl, who threw a total of
four innings in the two Friday games.

who

has lots of internation-

experience with the Junior Olympic
team, had a simple answer when

hits

her

semi-home-

long time," Cornell-Douty

game

and

many of the Team USA
who hail from Southern

pushed two runs across, the first on a
Fernandez^ triple followed by a
Brundage double in the fourth inning,
and the second an inning later on Teri
Klement-Goldberg's solo home run
to left. The National team won the last

"It's

ball,

for

California.

good

We

be back home.

to

haven't gotten a chance to play in
front of our families and friends for a

Ambrosi echoed

said.

the sentiment.

"After 60 games, "it's good to be
back here. They missed (my home
state oO Kansas, so this was the closest I got to home."
Ambrosi has decided that she will
begin her acting career in Los Angeles
when she returns from the Sydney.

This was the final game of the
National Team's pre-Olympic tour

USA

before they head out to Hawaii to face

UCLA's Tairia

off against the

asked

and 3. After Hawaii, the team will
head for the Sydney and the 2000

why she chose UCLA.

"How could

I

~

not?" she said.

Olympics.

Daily Bruin fUe Ftioto

USA

is

favored to repeat

as gold medalists, but will face stiff

Australia also features two former

competition from their arch-rival and

Bruins on their roster, Tanya Harding

the

hometown

w.soaER

34

Brundage tries to beat the ball to first while
Mims waits on the bag in a game last April at UCLA.

player Jennifer

WPSL All-Stars Sept. 2

al

34

From page

sophomore defender Scot Thompson's
mind of UCLA's dominance, now and in

Nose-cosmetkpnid b

and Kerry Dienelt.

favorite Aussies.

tion last season. Joining Pryce in

UCLA alumnae on Aug. 20. This

the back field are senior Karissa

team defeated a squad
made up of both alumni and
some current Bruins 5-1.
"(The alumni game) was
about evaluation. At this point

Hampton and UCLA's defenMVP, junior Krista Boling

Only $7.99 Per Day!
Covered Parking
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Free Shuttle Bus
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
888. N.
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lirin^fi

this

ad ami receive

I free

day of parkin i^!

this year's

(one

mca

only)

>

Of the 10 freshman
and one transfer,
eight have national

Steven Burres, M.D.

Ryan Futagaki passes the
ing last year's

^65 North Roxbury Dr^ Beverly Htlfi^

M45 J||eiia Bbd., Aianliattan Be
^^"^

Affordable |>ric
l||f''^*'"fr Availabi

umm ^m i«9ltMm Jciw»<Mfp)r

NCAA Championship

to the second-

team, was a first-team All-MPSF Pacific
division player last year. He led the Bruins

Not

Of
eight

four were

team all-conference

Add

last

season.

returning senior defender

Lee, a second team all-conference pick last
year, to the equation and the Bruins have

not

two back-toVanessa

finished fourth on the men's side,
avenging his '96 struggle at the

considered one

likely

fill

in the

at

in

"Unfortunately,

36

if

"We

USA

junior

course, talent.

member of

class

is full

on the bench,

of talent

the

itself.

part of the record setting under- 17

Team

that placed fourth in

World Championships in 1999.
With one part seasoned talent and one
part fresh, this year's soccer team looks like
they've got a winning formula.

in

But even the most highly rated

ahead

Dawes

in

enough

of

in the

who

fin-

Dominique

seventh with 74.316.

Entering the Olympic

trials,

Vanessa Atler was one of the
favorites, of both the nation and
of Karolyi.

"not

talent,

but talent alone

enough,"

Karolyi

is

said.

and she

did-

perform as well as expected.
named to the USA team
nor selected as an alternate, Atler
maturely accepted the decision.
"I wasn't having fun," she

"It':^

trials.

jccii aii

amazing

Boston and take care of busi-

am

ness.

said in a statement.

said.

I

It's just

I

not

McCain

my day.

added.

deep down,

shouldn't be going.

speechless,"

knew
knew

wasn't

almost had a sense of

wasn't ready.

I

With an impressive floor routine, McCain showed that he
belonged at the 2000 Olympics.
"My high bar and floor wcr^^
unbelievable - a total out of body
experience. The last two events, I
felt on top of this worid," McCain

"When my name

relief because

and

...

to

n't

called,

.ioc

we haven't even gotten to Sydney
yet
It was so nice to come bacJc

Neither

I

would say Vanessa is the
closest to my heart. She has a
"I

unique

her premiere event, the

In

Olympic

the

we needed."

vault, Atler faltered,

talent just wasn't

ished

country with

the

expectations

each event, and of

case of Vanessa Atler,

the 10 freshman

National

skill

in

competitions,

couldn't prove capable of repre-

balance - a balance of experience

and

USA national team.

the

Ryan

strong,

back

field.

and one transfer,
have national team experience and

tion pick, tied for leading scorer in the

named second-

medalist and a

to be left out

incoming

is

title

Ryan Futagaki, a 1999 Pan-Am

the under-23

and the league in assists with 13.
Tennyson, who was an honorable menleague with 18 goals and was

be

chemistry and lineup," Ellis
"Playing time will be very
competitive this season."
tion,

said.

GYMNASTICS

is

senting

Games bronze
who was named

Georgia.

tinkering with forma-

sweeper for the graduated Skylar
Little, an All-conference selec-

From page

Also returning to the line-up

••x'^4tt

plO) 386.0690

ball dur-

game.

midfielder

years

"We'll

still

Dally Bruin File Ptx)to

players controlling the middle of the

Boardf

in Atlanta,

we're

have more skill and quickness
with the incoming freshmen."
The highly touted freshmen
got a chance to show their stuff
in an exhibition game against

who

country, will

FMCS,AAFPS, AAOmfS. LACMA, CMA,
Alt

sophomore Jessica Winton, who
opted to play closer to her home

stronger," Milburn said.

of the top two recruits

the experience of three 1997 national

teann experience.

front the Bruins will also

have no trouble filling the void
left by last year's leading scorer,

year's

Scoring for the 2000 Bruins
were freshmen Lindsay Greco
and Kristine Brittingham, and
juniors
Stephanie
Rigamat,
Breana
Boling
and
Staci
Duncan. Lari Kiremidjian ('98)
netted the only alumnae goal.

honor.
Pryce,

Tsakirsis,

UCLA

he said.

team are Tsakirsis
and senior forward McKinley Tennyson Jr.,
who were both selected as pre-season AllAmericans by College Soccer Online.
Leading

Free MicrodtormiO^rasion

2 Blocks South of 105 Fwy,
Block South of Imperial)

-~"

think we'll be

ly.

Laser Resurfacing

(Exit Sepulveda South,

Cain -888-31 3-PARK

this year,"

I

Tonsils

SEPULVEDA BLVD., EL SEGUNDO'
1

Olympic team alternate
Nandi Pryce. The Bruins beat
out nine-time national champion
North Carolina and Pac-10
champion Stanford for the

both of these teams. Not

Ten players may be a lot to lose, but the
new and returning talent should fill in nice-

Liposuction
Ear Reshaping-o|ten no incision!
Snoring
.

kill

be cocky or anything, but

a good team

Natural TjIPpliancemeiit
Face Lift/£)reHd Surgery
Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
Chin & Cheek Implants

and

features

"I expect to
to

Up

country, according to

the

in

online source Soccer Buzz,

the future.

Acne Scat8-g|jB|fem cases

Staff.

Freed,

sive

Most Affordable Parking
Economical and Convenient!

with the team, using crutches

son Biletnikoff Award candidate.

Kolaczynski.

M.SOCCER
From page

L. A.X.'s

first

and a walking cast to get around.
In 1999, wide receiver Danny
Farmer suffered a similar high
ankle sprain and never regained the
form that had made him a pre-sea-

for the starting spot.

Other defenders forced to sit out
were Ben Emanuel, Tim Warfield,
Dashaun McCuIlough, and Rob

miss the

games of the season.

Cabrera has been unable to practice

Jason Zdenek, Jason Stephens,
Audie Attar and possibly Ben

Emanuel

now may

to-day, but

vying for the position. Hall, who
has brought attention to himself as
a strong tackier, is competing with

Stephens has frustrated coaches
by looking All-Pac-10 one moment

when incoming Arizona
freshman Kim Balkan singled home
Thompson, -r- •—
USA, however, had already
enth inning

Goerl,

right after playing

:

'

All-Stars

the game.

"Playing 60 games over the sum-

to the pitching distance

In the fourth

I

Examinotion, 6 X-Rayb & Teeth Cleaning
Regular Price: $140- Exp 2 01 /01

still

fun playing

breaks."

confidence level

(Previous customer service and cash handling experience preferred)

much

the fourth inning.

my

Bonding

so

43 feet in college)," she added. "You
have to change where the ball

"This

Need Tooth

it's

you don't think about

Team USA won
game 3-0.
-

ing Sennces is tooking for fhendfy, courteous people
to assist ofi/- customers with their parking and infbrmatkyn needs.*

"But

finals.

throwing my riseball, and the drop,
mixing up the two."

I

'-'

-.-

down

playing with the

ately after she finished spring quarter

Atlanta (before the 1996
Olympics). I've been working on

UCLA f^

own

defense.

Topping. Fernandez had 33 consecutive
strikeouts
before
Nicole
Thompson grounded out to short in

it

-^wvWXvWi*-^

pair

Walk-on Kevin Stromsborg and
freshman Brandon Chillar both

In Saturday's scrimmage, the

"I'm

C3-18)

Sua recorded a

in

Cabrera goes

safety at the

I

From page

WITH PURCHASE OF 1 YEAR AIRTIME
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NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
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of

cussion, thrusting two inexperienced players into major roles.

An attempt to

SOFTBALL

FREE MOTOROLA PAGER

or Tuesday.

build depth

1-

second- or third-stringers
any given time.

held their

yards, including a 65-yard touch-

Thursday

is

at

Drew Bennett hook-up.

mage, he was seven of 10 for 184

^- -

-

first-,

Other touchdowns included a
one-yard Matt Stanley rush, a 65yard McCann to Jon Dubravac
connection and 18-yard McCann to

ing quarterback job. In the scrim-

For advertising mformaHon
please call
925-2191 or 925-22X1

With Jason Bell, Ricky Manning
and Marques Anderson holding a
solid grip on their starting jobs, the
free safety position is still up in the

named Monday

Although the coaching staff has
not said so, Cory Paus appears to
be solidifying his bid for the start-

EVERY IMM

number

place, Stephen

junior tailback DeShaun
Foster caught a screen pass and
raced 54 yards. He scored two plays
later. The very next play, Jermaine
Lewis cut through the defense for
35 yards.

r^lJP DIJi«illlBlili#

safety spot

that the a starter will probably be

string offense

mage,

400m free preUms, 29lh (4:1952)

of

ond team offense. The rest of the
scrimmage was mixed, with any

second play of the scrim-

first

against

In the

ZehmMr - 200m free preNrm, 39th (205.0^

The other quarterback candiRyan McCann, also per-

Starting end Rusty Williams and
linebacker Ryan Nece both missed
the entire scrimmage. In Williams'

went

llms.24th (1O1J0);200mfly prellmv 46th (2:1830);
Erin

No

the second team
defense and generally had their way
with them.

The

Saturday.

Mm

full first team defense made only a
brief appearance against the sec-

tight

formed well, going six of nine with
two touchdowns and one interception. Paus, however, seems to have
a better grip on the offensive
scheme the Bruins want to run.
.Head coach Bob Toledo said

football team held
scrimmage of fall practice

their first

(1.01.44);

end Gabe

to

date,

UCLA

The

bKk prellmi (1 07.00); lalii fl ee<wlw - 50m free
preNms. Sith (2702); 100m fly stmMnaK 12th

•

game

practice

16th. (SS.63); Irifhld

preNms^ 89th (104.49);

down pass
Crecion.

Offense wins

'

together at the

33

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

a swimmer

who doesn't have their eye set on

August 21 -25,2000

disqualified in

50m free.

SUMMER iiUN

'Must be a currently registered

.

DaiyBniinSiMfts

14th place in the semifinals

on her years as a Bruin,
"and for making me a better person
and a better swimmer."
said, reflecting

—

:

I

I

Not my time."
It was the right time for former
Bruin Steve McCain ('97)» who

With contributions from Daily
Bruin Wire Reports.

A

•

1

^ss

August 21 -25, 2000
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Qemson

game of season

Team sees exNbition

Bruins to face

matches as working

W50CCER: Not worried about

GOLF: Legacy continues

preseason standings; team

in celebrity

boasts No. 1 recruitment class

Murray scholars named

unity to grow

III

• •

M.SOCCER: Upcoming games will show

combine new, old

possible to

talent

the No. 14

Amanda Fletcher

By

Chemistry 101 for the UCLA men's soccer team as"^
they attempt to blend old and new talent to form another win-

Coach's Association of America top-25
teams and two more in the top 30, the
Tigers are just the first of a long line of
competitive opponents the Bruins will face

ning season.

This week they will test themselves in two exhibition games.

On Wednesday Aug.

at

23 the Bruins face
Drake Stadium and then on Saturday

Aug. 26 they

battle

University on their

Though

these

this year.

Loyola Marymount

"Clemson

campus.

games

will

team that has
consistently been in the
final matches of the
excellent

SOCCER

not count

toward their season record, the two
matches will provide a litmus test for a
Bruin squad that lost 10 players from last
season and is looking at 1 1 new faces.
"We're still in the first couple days and
trying to build a little chemistry," head
coach Todd Saldana said.

Among the

10 players

itive

who graduated

NSCAA

Women's

both play for the

the to the

it

^CLA vs. Qemson

who

LA Galaxy, two other

moved on

starters

year's squad

is

9 a.m.

Though
will

UCLA
be

easy. In their last

it

like

Shaun Tsakirsis

defeated both teams

a

said.

story

Bri

LMU

like

took

Some

UCLA

like

players are

While Tsakirsis

is

that he doesn't

know how

uncertain

time,"

UCLA

is

ranked more

is

Ellis

agrees

matter are the ones on the scoreboard
others.

no question

at

end of the game.

the

how the team will perform stating
do, there

the whole

tell

with -Milburn that the only numbers that

UCLA," Saldana said.

they'll

really

than twice as low as the Tigers,

more confident than

tournament

-

include

"Preseason rankings fluctuate so much

in

(during the year) that for us

you

start

SeeMJOCCERpage33

essays

and

local professional

time,"

all

Karon added. "No one

the essence of the people within sports
like

to

be second-year students

won
at

$5,0(X) each,

and

will

^^-^ r

-trx.tf

Katie Tiernan

the

won the
commentary in

14 years,

and was a co-founder of Sports
Illustrated in 1954. He was one of the
most read and well-known sports
1990,

be

He

columnists in the nation.

an awards dinner after the

golf tournament,

in

started

with the L.A. Times in 1961

remained there

tr

until

and
he passed away

in 1998.

it's

not where

but where you end up at the end

1

career

Classic
sense of deja vu will hover

around the net

UCLA

women's

Daily Bfuin File

Junior midfielder

opponent

in a

of the season,"

game

successfully takes the ball

who

pretty well with them.

I

is

now head coach of the

Regardless of

who

opponent hap-

their

pens to be, the Bruins know that starting
off with a win will be an important first step
in

be the deepest team we have
ever had," first-year Clemson head coach
Ray Leone said in Clemson's media guide.
Leone, who happens to be good friends
will

Ellis,

Former

UCLA women's basket-

ball player

Ayesha Rembert, who

pleaded no contest to three bur-

what they anticipate to be

their

glary

and

theft charges last

was sentenced on Aug.

month,

18 to

90

$3000, including a laptop and
leather jacket, from third-year histhe sentencing

also ordered to

pay

Rembert was
full

restitution

season and

will patrol the

The 1999

All-

District player led the Pac-IO in

attack percentage last season

was runner-up

same category

in the

NCAA rankings,

jn the

I

and

Other

starters returning to this

Nittany Lions

year's

Friday
in
Gainesville,.

include junior

WOMEN^S VOLlErB£LL

Selsor, junior

UCUUtNACWAA

Bruins'

opposite hitter

Ashley

opening game
on the 2000

Ga^ie$vie,a

N

sophomore

Farm

UCU vs. fenn State

ACWA

Classic

rematch

year's

NCAA
Tournament

hitter

Lauren

Au^|5,2p,m.
of

last

outside

a

is

and

Bowles,

schedule at the
State

Erika

setter

•i

Florida.

lineup

Fendrick.

The

UCLA vs. Colorado S^i^^|Morida

Bruins

will

Aug. 25, 2 p.m. or 5 p.m.

also

look

senior
Events to be aired on E$PN2

to

defen-

sive specialist

in

which

UCLA

fell

three

games

Karon

attached to the award

said

makes

it

to Walls which will be determined
by the probation department.

final,

JACOB

showdown

is

10.

attack.

department declined to slate
whether or not the suspension had
anything to do with her arrest.

son's final rankings.

Bruin Senior

12

AVCA/USA Today

poll after finishing

No. 7

The Bruins return

A.
UCLA will
follow the Penn State

the first of

overall in the

Notes compiled by Pauline Vu, Daily

them hold off a
Penn

State offensive

on Dec.

basketball team, though the athletic

her

to help

potent

January
arrest
Rembert was suspended from the

After

LIAO/Daily Bruin

in

matches for the Bruins against a
Top 25 team. Head coach Andy
Banachowski's squad received 23
first places votes and 1399 points

tory student TifTmy Walls.

At

volleyball team,

by both the AVCA/USA
Today and Volleyball Magazine
polls as the preseason No.
team,
will take on the No. 2 Penn State

final

net for the Bruins.

in last sea-

game at the NACWAA

Classic with

matches against No. 9 Florida and
No. 13 Colorado State. The games
of the team eariy
and gauge the accuracy of UCLA
will test the state

receiving the preseason gift of the
nation's top ranking.

five starters,

including perennial national player
of the year candidate and 1999 All-

Notes compiled by AJ Cadman, Daily
Bruin Senior

Staff.

Staff.

most suc-

cessful season yet.

"The

first

game

is

super-important for

confidence reasons because

level.

U.S. under-

16 national team.

going to be an intense battle," she

Both teams return nine starters to the
roster and have a slew of talented incoming
freshmen, giving each the depth and experience needed to compete at such a high
"This

a Cal

October.

added.

with

away from

sentenced

for-

charges that she took items worth
last

Ellis said.

"We match up
it's

Bethany Bogart

Photo

Rembert, a reserve junior

her

as the

slated

15-11, 15-9, 15-5

ward on the basketball team last
year, was arrested on Jan. 19 on

weekend

for

Michelle

even sweeter."

and three

this

Westwood

returns to

Quon

of the University

basketball player

Senior middle blocker Elisabeth

Bachman

A

1,198

kills.

Sunday, 10:30 a.m.

manager Elgin Baylor.

jail

She currently has

Regional

name

days in the county

1,000 kills in the history of the

NCAA.

of the award. "Having Mr. Murray's

quite an honor,"

University of Missouri, Anitra

years formal probation.

the second-fastest player to reach

^

Farm

at State

Porter. Last sea-

son the junior outside hitter became

Saturday, 9:30 a.m.

is

sports teams, such as Clippers general

Budd
of Minnesota, Ryan

3$-

Central

"It

of the

American Kristee

Bruins to
face No. 2 Lions

The

Pulitzer Prize for

the top 15 journalism schools in the
nation,

captured

No.

Mr. Murray."

Year 12 times

one of

at

else

Murray won Sportswriter of

become great writers," McCoyMurray said.
The scholarship winners, who had

University,

Lemmon

the best of

is

"Jim would be extremely proud of
the road we have taken to help young

Rick Dees, as well as representatives

such as Jack

world that he

sportswriters.

from each of the

will

,

no journalism department.
"I have read Jim Murray before
and I agree with most of the sports

were then judged by a panel of ei^t

honored

UCLA women's

think

the

all

Even though

LMU and Westmont, they're dying to prove

themselves against a team

itself.

senior forward Tracey Milburn said.

UCLA into overtime both times.
"Teams

—

annual Murray

on

25,2000

W.VOLLEYBALL BRIEF

Friday's

6.

squad
that
knows it can compete
with the best teams in
the country and is anx-

"Rankings don't

last year, neither

two meetings,

its

Last year Karon wrote for the
Daily Bruin at UCLA, where there is

W.BASKETBALL BRIEF

finished the

Bruin

ious to prove
treat

NCAA tour-

rank doesn't bother a

ready to get the ball

regular season game," senior midfielder

match

.

JACOB LIAO/Daily

talent, this

an exhibition game but we're going to

for

The

be picked each

and Adam Karon of UCLA.
"I
was surprised when Mrs.
Murray called to tell me I won. I know
there were some very qualified applicants and I was fortunate to be chosen," Karon said.

whether or not athletes should also be
considered role models.

will

to the Elite Eight in

Clemson's current

!,GA

rolling.

"it's

The

celebrities

season ranked No.

yaA|4 Georgia State

Fire.

much

conference."

Clemson

1

Despite the loss of so

is

and contestants wrote

held,

Murray scholar

year),

nationwide essay contest was

This year's winners are David
Longolucco of St. Bonaventure

^:

nament, where they fell
to North Carolina 3-0.

Qmntlh

Former sweeper and No.
draft pick
Steve Shak now plays with the New
>'ork/New Jersey MetroStars and
defender Carlos Bocanegra left UCLA a
year early as the No. 4 pick to play for the
Chicago

a very compet-

last year's

25,4 p.m.

MLS.

Golf Club,

.

Victorine.

Including Vagenas and Victorine,

Scholars.

in the Atlantic

Player of the Year Sasha

to

a benefit tournament that raises schol-

With a record of 4-3
Coast
Conference and 14-7-2
overall, Clemson made

ili
/^wJ^./^f^v^^^^

is

A

journalism students on their journey

his favorite sports to write about."

money

a

idea of the scholarships," she said.

be

arship

College (Murray's alma mater, where

McCoy-Murray didn't know what to
do with the money raised.
"That's when I came up with the

columns as "hackers."
Golf, however, was a common topic
for the late L.A. Times columnist.
So it is only fitting that it is a golf
tournament that benefits the Jim
Murray Memorial Foundation.
^He loved golf and he loved thoroughbred racing," his wife Linda
McCoy-Murray said. "Those had to

at 9:30 a.m. at Lakeside

head coach Jill Ellis
said. "They are a tough
team from the ACC,
which

Bmin Sentor Staff

The Jim Murray Memorial Golf
Classic, which starts Monday, Aug. 21

UCLA

NCAAs,"

from last year's squad were current
Olympic team member Pete Vagenas and
1999

an

is

Pearson of USC, Justin Doom of
Arizona State, Emily Gresh of Trinity

Nine months after her husband
passed away on Aug. 16, 1998,
McCoy-Murray created the Jim
Murray Memorial Foundation to
help uphold his legacy. She decided to
hold a golf tournament because of

to golfers in his

No. 6 Clemson on

young journalists

Jim's love of the sport. But after that,

the best golfer himself, often referred

Aug. 25 in South Carolina.
Scheduled to play five National Soccer

It's

tournament;

Jim Murray, who wasn't known as

game of the 2000 season,
UCLA women's soccer team

first

face off against

will
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Westmont College

Daily

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In their

fiind-raiser benefits

ByPauGneVu

Amanda Fletcher

By

if

in first

August 21

many new

we have

so

players," junior midfielder

Bethany Bogart

Watch

for the

said.

recruiting class

mmer Bruin
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The football team played

its first
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Neophyte, veteran gymnasts head for Games

throuiih ihc

t

GYMNASTICS: Two Bruin recruits

Beckerman

selected to squad;

dazzled the crowd with their continuously solid

performances, highlighted by Dantzscher's 9.85

is

on

tally

Following the^opening round

chosen as alternate for Olympics

had taken the

Maloney. Dantzscher was

Ready

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Their faces showed no emotion as the names

bound gymnasts were called,
but seconds later came the outpouring of tears both of disappointment and of joy.
In the midst of the drama of the Olvrnpic trials,
both young and veteran gymnasts shined bright.
of the

six athletes

who were

women's team were
"96
members
of
the
Olympic team. Dominique
Dawes
(seventh
with
74 086) and Am\ Chow

believe in myself.

It

Chow and

Gymn^ticTeam

Olympic

of 97)
JACOB LlAo/Dally

made me

realize

what

NBC.com

I

anything hke

it's

better than

this.

with

.

««.

^tf

«^

^•A'

w

6*

^

gymnastics.

for

SI

&

from the

the scores

L^ 3

m.

r

%,

*% <

\W%

^'
"s*'*?.

and
the
U.S.
Gymnastic championships
were other factors taken

Bruin

consideration,

deciding factor.

After

Hu V

the

at the tri-

ing the order that

competition,

notafioMwdtl

mind

\

tak-

•*»

ff
the cikj

had already been

hoped)

RJ)[\C««'

to see a split partici-

But the new generation has
proved extremely strong," he said.
tion

After the

^^^i
^ith

pation between the 1996ers and the

1

I

(S - .^

established.
"(I'd

^^

Iti

r

;

Friday's

^'

\

Karolyi foreshadowed his selection

was Jeanette Antolin. who competed in a preliminary competition on
Tuesday because she did not compete
at the U.S. Gymnastics championships. Antolin
finished
th in the first day of competition,
ahead of Beckerman, but did not advance further
on the final day of competition. With a 71.473 she

new generareally, really

ended on Sunday, only 13 minwere needed and the selec-

trials

utes of deliberation

1th overall.

tions

Dantzscher put on a show for the crowd from

who

a 65-y4ira

scores were not required to be the

als

pion Elise Ray,

stiffered a

r

And

al§o said that he wouldn't

the get-go on Friday.

renyus been uma

thought,

I

with 75.374.

1

three game.<i M'tht: s^-aso

—

after the

by mentioning his hope for both veterans and new talent on the team. He

finished

who

F^-

had

Malonev (third with
and
alternate
Alyssa
Beckerman (eighth with 73.916).
Morgan White is the fifth member
of team L SA. She finished fourth

1

Hall,

l^sbroughiattentJon to himscJf as

world. I've never

felt

mto
fifth

75.035). Kristen

incoming Bruin

tor the position

trials

75.673)

last

wn-

1

m

now may

me

me, which helped

body
Though

the

The

out With a

towJay, but

i

Gymnastics, the governing

Maloney (incoming freshmen)

Steve McCain (class

^g** 1^^$M

"pponen

Cabrera wa> originally

was s«v«n of

The selection of the team
was left up to U.S. head
coach Bela Karolyi and
other members of the USA

that the

Kristen

H.,IJ

too."

^

iamie Dantzscher (Incoming ftwfimen)

younger gymnasts brmg to the team
Three of the seven USA
team members will soon be
freshmen at UCLA after

in

"It's the best feeling in the

The following haveipKlfnie
U.S.

John

**K^

selection results.

GYMNASTIC

practice,

Has awarded a scholarship
while

vymg

—__—___-_

within me," Dantzscher told

.

experience

Olympic Games: Jamie
Danlzscher (who tmished

Cory

r.ill

of act.

.>i}i

she did.

should balance the enthusi-

asm

•o,

in fifth.

———

"Everyone believed

selected for

(second with 76.205). Their

medal

—^-^

And

the

gold

the cKMuiftii Starr has

for another

—

team.

oi the six Sydney

Two

Ray

Frulay.

for

|h

round of competition,
Dantzscher said she wanted to do better in the
next day of competition and make the Olympic

"

By Christina Teller

^

followed by

lead,

Other touchdown* jiiclua«a
a
one-yard Matt St

hitij

open»nt;.-duy

I»»tts t|»p«i« to
hit
bid for the stat^
ywf
etliack job. In the «€Hfiai*i

y^^

the fioor.

dctemn

Larl.cr jn

numcil M<tnday or Tuesday.

a

J/J

''.S

were made.

The

She and Olympic trial cham

selection of the athletes

C6>//7

The Associated Press

U.S.

~

finished with 76.839 points.

was based upon

See GYMNASTICS, page 33

USA

Olympic hopeful Kristen Maloney performs on the balance beam, ciuring the
Gyrnnastics qualifier at the Fleet Center,

in

Boston.

\

\

Bruins don't

%^^
i
\ » ^ame) wait

make Sydn^ squad Team USA victorious

SWIMMING: Competitors

V

against SoCal All-Stars

break personal records;

\f^t

"^

/

this

poii^

iig with formaif
lineup, *Eilif
I

vci^
I time win be
'^'

results

please coach

still

SOFTBALL Dominating

Richardson

pitching by Olympians

Brundage ('95) and
Christie Ambrosi ('99) join current

J this season."
for the 2000 BruinI

Lisa Fernandez

('83),

('93), Jennifer

By Pauline

Vu

help continue streak

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA

will

not be sending any

swimmers to Sydney but
US Olympic Swim

at

By Greg Lewis

the recent
Trials

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

in

arc

among

CHINO HILLS

the top 16 in the nation.

ITie best

thing her

lake from the

swimmers can

according to
Bruin head coach Cyndi Gallagher, is
that it was an incredible learning expe-

D.iilyB'iiinFilePholo

Keiko

rience.

Price,

shown here

in

March, just missed making the

showed everybody what it takes
to be an Olympian," Gallagher said
'We watched history. I wish that we

records being set," said senior-to-be

the finals

could've been part of that history

Brighid Dwyer.

ond.

"It

really

thought we could have."

What
was
It

I

that

the trials taught the Bruins
it

takes

more

that skill to win.

takes heart, as well.

"The people who made the team
more than just wanted it," Gallagher
said. "They had talent, but they did
something extra."

other Softball team that has played

be only the opening act for team

Team

freestyle finals at

Olympic

trials

50m

"Central

Park

Olympic

tour,

the

USA

on their
Sydney" pre-

to

Southern

_

the top 16 of

all

the preliminary heats

qualify for the semifinals.

The top

eight in the semifinals qualify for the
finals

and

in

that race the top

swimrners earn

the

two

two Olympic

berths for the U.S.

Of

all

2000 graduate
closest to making

the Bruins,

I

of it.

sec-

The

a

little

disappointed, but
I

could," Price said.

could take anything
I

I

po.sitive

out

did go a best lime."

In her other event, the

Price also

made

it

100m

free,

to the semifinals,

of

best

college

summer. The U.S. has
in

USA.

memorable
"It was really inspiring to witness so
mjiny fast swims and American

time (26.00 seconds) going into the

the four years here

The

over .100

did,

run against

Team

pair of doublcheaders fea-

tured a total of nine past, current
Bruins.

Cornell-Douty

JST'm.

had a perfect perfect game,
out

all

21

she

batters

I-ernandez retired

1

1

1

nannod to (he second-

m

All-MPSF

first

Chino, before walking 2000
home-run champion Jenny

NCAA

Alumni Sheila

('84),

Dr.

Dot

l^cific

undeKRI t
NoLIo b»

if^

ruins

M

.T<>

Se«SOFTBALUpa9c33

.iftatiaiefnent.
With an impressive floor
McCain showed that

Hoe,
bultiW'^ *^

^ ^^^^
and Ooor

"J^Sy hi0
d was named saond-

USA

Nalionj]

Team

thj't

*'.'

>J>S>

I

•

r>

'Ir

w

bar ind noorJi|i

•

fcitofl top of this

world,"

McC

added

iiorleller

^

Olympr

^^.

faced.

straight bat-

MMsdtAtM,** M<

m-9

striking

including striking out the

10 in

V'

perfect

innings. In her last appearance, she

ters,

and future

SeeSWIMMIN€,pa9e32

SoCal

to score a

ped^nce.

game, Fernandez had a
straight

(ft

national

'e

Coming
games and 37

swimming.

with a time of 25 75, missing a berth to

the

become

games

semifinals. There, she placed ninth

in

streak of five consecutive perfect

ever. Price intends to stop competitive

she

mound

second game.

allowed only four runs

le at

the

brick wall that U.S. pitching has

innings.

transfer,

?

Lisa

into the

this

men*!

stdl

cartie

players in the country, ran into the

Keiko Price came to
the Olympic team After the prelims of
the 50m free, she had the sixth-best

for

the

4

fi

I'crnandcz

the

however,
become only the fourth team in 57

my coaches
at UCLA,"

but

took

6-0,3-0,3-0,2-1

where she placed 16th (56.80).
T'he trials were her last olTicial races

"I'd like to thank

vic-

\shen

SoCal All-Stars

An-

some

U.S's 6-0
tory,

Team USA d.

Stars, featuring

did the best that
"If

__^^__^____

Slars could not

by just eight-tenths of a

was

Harrigan shut

tension

notch a victory.

"I

game Friday night
down SoCal in the

in the first

California All-

by just eight-tenths of a second.

For races of 200-meters and lower,

USA

'^ahmmaegoal

•

Pitcher Lori Harrigan proved to

no Bruin came home too disappointed that she isn't going to the
Games, as the trials themselves were
Still,

Freed on the National
Team, while sophomore Natasha
Watley and incoming freshman
pitcher Kiera Goerl played for the

Like every

against

trials,

-

.^<

Amanda

All-Stars.

Indianapolis, three Bruins pro\ cd thc\

Nuveman and

Bruin juniors Stacey

Greo«

en Lindsay

A„,11U.aAlj

\%

from

D
4—

«<<% tJl

...,r,.,VT

tt»iei|oiiwinnin»fnrm.d.
Stair

,»i
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Student firefighters

News on the Web

may receive extensions

Governor Gray Davis asks

See

all

this

and more

UC CSU and community

at
college officials to extend registration, enrollment

the Dally Bruin's

and

financial aid deadlines for students fighting

Website:

^

www.daltybruin.ucla.edu

western wildfires. See page 4
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Plans in motion for Life Science Center

September

1.

2000

Labor uraons

demand probe

CONSTRUCTION: More

Pizza? Want The Best''

''Got

-

lecture halls could ease

into consulting

current overcrowding

Starters

Hero Sandwiches

A ppetizers
Garlic Bread $2.00

$4.25

l

half $2.25

Side of Meatballs (2) $2.00

full

Meatball Parmesan

:

Grilled Chicken

Sausage Parmesan

7

$4.25

Chicken Sandwich

Enzo^s Specialties

House Salad $6.25

2003,

and

(Served with a HoUse Salad and Bread)

Genoa Salanii and Provalone)

Homemade Lasagne

jQlalian

18" Cheese $10.50

e
Pepperoni

I

>

Anchovies

Sausage

Fresh Basil

Jalapeno

Prosciutto

Meatball

Mushrooms

Spinach

Roma Tomato

Canadian Bacon

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Genoa Salami

Ham

style

Zitti

$4.95

macaroni

in pizza

8" Cheese $.75

14" Cheese $1.25

18"Cheese$1.50

Chicago Style

Traditonal Sicilian Style

coalition of university labor unions

and Sciences, 10 of the 14

Slice $2.00

Cheese $12.95

Cheese $12.95

Toppings $1.75

100,

is

A

who

Nurses

Association
and

UC
employees
around

also

state called for

an

area,"

A view through

decry

Critics

a fence around the Life Science Building

shows machinery used for construction

at the site.

Mae

Sallie

"We

USA Group buyout brings fears

LOANS:

don't feel like

on

the regents

we can

their

trust

own," said

Claudia Horning, the statewide
vice president for the Coalition of
University Employees.
The unions have filed a com-

~

Toppings $1.75

independent probe to
FilePtxjto
look into a
Gerald Parsky
possible connection between a UC contract
awarded
and
donations
to
Republican presidential campaign
coffers.

merger as monopolistic

.>^

the

Court of Sciences
Sandbrook said.

BRAO MOW(AMM>aity Brum Senior Staff

5C^«

repre-

senting

SeeSaElia,page12

Eggplant Parmesan $6.95

other

unions

take a lot of their other courses in
the

investigation.

statement released Aug. 25 by

the California

147 or

add Meatballs or Sausage $6.25

^V^,

demanding an

science

Dodd

beneficial to students

(Served with a House Saland and Bread)

Chicken Parmesan $7.95

life

winter quarter were

last

Moore

Dinners

(6 slices of thick crust)

(12 slices of thick crust)

assistant provost of the College of

Penne Pasta with tomato sauce $4.25 add Meatballs or Sausage $6.95

:

first

reported on political wrongdoing
by UC Regent Gerald Parsky, a

Dickson 2147.
"Being able to schedule a larger
number of life science courses in
the Court of Sciences area, rather
than North Campus, should be

dough)

than three months after

the San Francisco Examiner

on campus.
According to John Sandbrook,

held in

(Served With a House Salad and Bread)

Spaghetti with tomato sauce $4.95

More

feature one of the five

largest lecture halls

courses

& cheese) ^

Pasta

Any Additional Toppings

will

Letters

Pineapple

Slice $.40

cofTers
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will cost at least $4.5 million

large undergraduate

ham, mozzarella and American cheese baked

(pepperoni,

,

Bush campaign

By Michaei Falcone

building, scheduled to

'

$4.95

StromboH$4.95

'

Onions

Fresh Garlic

to

be completed by winter quarter

Baked

14" Cheese $8.50

from 1992 to 1998, the university
has decided to create a Life
Science Teaching and Learning

The new

Pizza
8" Cheese $4.25

remain about donation

UCLA

I

add Meatballs or Sausage $6.95

Slice $1.75

science students at

in

Center.

:

-

Antipasto Salad $5.95
(Prosciutto, Mortadella.

Grilled

.

Chicken Caesar Salad $6.25

Side of Sausage (2) $2.00

EgQ)lant Parmesan

Genoa Salami and Provalone)
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House Salad

Cheese Garlic Bread $2.50

life
I

Caesar Salad
full

ALLEGATIONS: Questions
With a 30 percent increase

Chicken Parmesan

Italian Grinder

half $2.25
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Your Choice $4.95

Salad

Fried Mozzarella $4.95

contract details
ByMdodyWang

of increase in

plaint

with

the

Fair

Political

As per poliFPPC would not comment

Practices Commission.

(made with

N.Y. Style

Cheese $4.95

additional toppings $.40

Soft

Drink

Cheese Cake $2.95

(All

you can drink) $ 1 .00

"I
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The name might sound innocent

for the sake of the consumer," said

enough, but critics of Sallie Mae - the
nation's largest fmancer of federal

Robert E. Andrews, D-NJ, to The
Chronicle of Higher Education. "The
best loan system maximizes competition, so that students have choices."
Some critics fear lack of competition from other loan agencies wUI

student loans - compare the compa-

ny to an overbearing Goliath of the

off!!!!

any 18" Pizza and also get a Free 2
(just

-

liter bottle of

soda

mention coupon when ordering)

student loan industry.
I

Sallie

Mae, the primary loan pur-

chaser for

I

UCLA

students receiving

Federal Family Education Loans, has

vHil;

Xi

-

^'i\
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-
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#1 Slice
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-

choice of

topping, salad

Mon-Fri

Expires 8/31/00

1

1

1

its

am

-

.{pni

i

$4.99+ Tx

Moii-Fri

est rates

Mae

and

to increase

its

11am

offer fewer student scr-

growing

in college fmancial aid

-

FREE DELIVERY
Minimum

Purcahse)

HOURS

police officers follow a protest

was planning an

DNC

Action Network said.
DAN was a co-plaintiff in the

MM Stntt invtstnottt

Civil Liberties

Union

lawsuit that forced the L. A. Police

ByDevMDnidMr
Daily Bruin Contributor

lb prated itscil Sallt IMat gnuhta^ cuts ties to tiM (Meiai fOMiiu^
Congressional apprevaLitiHl be complttely independent by 2008.

Under the new loaderMp of OdefEiecutiwOIRarilMtLod^ Sale Maei
relationships with se»eialbanl8tehelptbewmai»l> aniinde(yi<id

SaMe Mae intraduois Web sHeUureate, which allewsstudcMstoapply and gain
appraval far loans over the hUernet

lendeil which origiMied $1 .7

Class of

2000 and a member of Direct

American

MHon in sttideM loans in 1999.

^ tfi^^l ^^K. Syib Mm f^HchiiM USA

The

fmal 50 Democratic
National Convention protesters
were released from jail Aug. 21,
ending one of the most anticipated weeks of civil unrest in recent
L^s Angeles history.
Though the DNC was contentious on each side of the policebarricade, both political protesters

and

city officials

have claimed

a victory of sorts.
I

'Mass protests are usually not
for change, it' s usually

Department to redraw its security
plans and include a designated
protest zone directly across the
street from Staple Center.
Rudiger said that a slightly

empty protest
majority of the

pit

to file their

no investigation has occurred and none are
planned, saiaUC spokesman Trey
But, since that time

demonstrators released

direct lending; Salo Ma«^ livriaMod threatcAMl.

investigation.

complaint to give the university
time to act by itself.

Protesters, city officials

marking end of events

17 to dis-

cuss the matter at which time union

The unions waited

UCLA

UC labor

representatives say the university

march during the Democratic National Convention.

loMs from banks.

>

Daily ll:00am-4.00aiii

A homeless man watches as

ARRESTS: Last of jailed

SaMe Mae purchases Nele Mae, thelTth^aifest lender to students, and farges
an eKhHive reMansMp wMi Chase Manhattan laid^ the thhd Ingest student

Heart of Westwood Village)
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Brian Rudiger,

Congress approvod kgisiallen II goduaJty Rpiaci 9aaf)ateed-loan r

Spill

Union leaders and a
representative met Aug.

ii^
student low proQrairw using Ui.TfMsury fumhlo purdase gov

vokimt, and

we would obviously

respond," Davis said.

claim victories after

muMplod tiglitfoid du« to tncraascd student

FPPC were to contact the

university

SecSAUlE^pagcU

t^

(In the

"If the

inter-
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'
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dominance

attack for

Salli Mai^ assets Imm

and "all-u-can drink soda"

$2.99+T,

come under

allow Sallie
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#2 Spaghetti or
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n
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The Night Owl Delight
(offer

Ou!i

)'C

^

ing.

worry about (other loan agen-

cies) surviving not for their sake, but

San Pelligrino $1.95
Coffee or Tea $1.00
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offices.

By David King

Bottled Water $1.25

Italian Ice $1.25

.

.

$2.00

cy, the

on any investigation possibly pend-

Tiramisu $2.95

and Mozzarella)

Ricotta

Beverages

Desserts

Calzones

interest rates, fewer student services in loan industry

during the

DNC did not indi-

cate failure.

Davis.

"The university has reviewed
this matter and is satisfied that
appropriate and proper university
practices and procedures have
been

observed

throughout

the

process," Davis said.

Parsky,

who

is

didate Governor

presidential can-

George W. Bush's

California campaign chairman, has

been Qviticized for pushing the
approval of Wilshire Associates, a
Los Angeles-based consulting firm,
to oversee the

UC's S59

billion

pension fund.
A week before the recommenda-

"Are you bringing people into

tion to select the consulting firm,

movement? Are you politicizing them? In this context we

Dennis Tito, the president of the

the

accomplished our goal," he said.
L.A. Mayor Richard Riordan's
.Prefs Secretary Peter Hidalgo
nlsoldaimed success.

He brusiied

Wilshire

Associates,

allegedly

made an $80,000 donation

to the

Bush campaign.
All parties involved hute denied

wrongdoing.

f^

the organizing before

fUWWMIni^Unto^

and

after,"
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spreads Pierce's disease.

low-coverage areas- par-

Uninsured rates vary

living in

across American cities

The study reported the average
uninsured rate was 18 percent in the 85
metropolitan areas the study was conducted,

A

recent study conducted by the

ticularly Latinos

UCLA

Center for Health Policy Research revealed
that health coverage rates varied widely in

urban

areas,

with

Ohio

Akron,

and

non-citizens."

its

Los Angeles

(31 percent).

percent) and Houston (30)

and

,

New

sharpshooter offspring.

est-ranked

which have high

population,

The

"This

not eliminate the glassy-

Morgan

indirect.

said.

half-inch glassy-winged sharpshooter

cities.

immigrant populations and low rates of
employer-based coverage correlated with a
higher uninsured rates.
"High uninsured rates in urban areas correspond directly to low rates of employmentbased health insurance," said Dr. E. Richard
Brown, lead author of the report and director

er

of the center.

matter where they

live,

people with

moderate and low incomes are much less likethan more-affluent people to have job-based
coverage," he continued. "The disparity is
greater, however, among the less advantaged
ly

Temecula with wasps
A

scientist

from

the
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LABOR: Getting ready

to

march, workers move

to

Carter.

LatirK>s.

The group filing in

ByHmolliyKiido

The workers

file

into

Mira Hershey
covered

BRKXXT CBdEN/Daily Bruin Senior

UCLA e npluyees a n d their su pporters f lled a room
r

825 2161

i

in

\ l

e r sh ey H al

Saturday nf>ofnin^ in one of three labor union training sessions.

r^

l

Sliff

of, non-dairy

tu the f

AFSCME organizer

i

reasons behind the division

marches and rallies scheduled to happen at UCLA on Sept. 12.

She was a
worker at the UCLA Laundry Facility
before its closure and now works at the
Medical Center, partly because of the

have ahead of them but they're a small
group of people familiar with each
other and some of the inhibitions more
place with the previous two meetings

Like students going to
the

class,

most of

25-member group, who are union

"I don't

speak any English,** says

Esther Alvarado

in English.

union's work.

The meeting is supposed to start at
4:00 p.m., and it's 4:15.
Carter tells the crowd this is the third
in

a set of meetings.

One happened the

night before, Aug. 25, for those work-

leaders in their respective departments,

ing the graveyard shiA and one

are sitting in the last of eight rows of

held that morning.

seats.

In all, over a hundred people
showed up for the three.
"As you all know, these meetings are
about our upcoming contract negotiations and how we can get our union

As they slowly make the move to the

By this sign, the sign-up sheet for the
meeting rests on the table.
"We're going to start, but only when

But, in interviewing one of the workers, the

becbme apparent.

of coffee, add a touch

mov e up

taking time on

upcoming contract negotiations
over wages and the corresponding

in

peuple

is

aAemoon to prepare

for

are gone.
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article titled

XochitI

is first

strengthens the possibility for the presence of
life,

The Daily Bruin ran an

Monday, September 4
Labor Day - No classes

time-strapped college students

being there.

Magnetic readings of Europa, a moon of
Jupiter, strongly suggest that it has an ocean of
liquid water covered by ice, a fmding that

CORRECTION

Last day of 10

is

moon, she said.
"It is a long way from finding water to finding
life," Kivelson said," but it certainly makes it a
more intriguing possibility."
If Europa was dry or frozen solid, she said, "it
would certainly reduce the possibility" of life

Water on Jupiter moon
could be sign of life

back a devastating disease killing
grape vines in Temecula, one of California's
premier wine producing areas.
Dr. David Morgan of the Department of
Entomology at UCR released the wasps from
their glass vials Aug. 25 in a citrus orchard.
The wasp, known as Gonatocerus triguttatus, is a natural enemy of the sharpshooter and
to help beat

a salty

Proof of liquid water on Europa "is a good
first step" toward finding life on the Jovian

of

California, Riverside released 100 tiny wasps

programs could help

Friday in the journal Science.

research project.

University

is

"The evidence

But nobody has been able to come up

Kivelson

and table grape industry.
The California Department of Food and
Agriculture, the city of Temecula and
Riverside County will fund this three-year

UCR scientist swarms

not absolute proof that there

Many say that service-learning

with another sensible explanation."

is

billion wine, raisin

Researchers also found that areas with high-

is

ocean there," Kivelson said.

considered a serious threat to the state's $2.8

percent.

"No

will

winged sharpshooter, but should diminish the

York (27

immigrant populations, were among the high-

El Paso, Tex. having the highest at 37

evidence from a magnetic field
on the Galileo spacecraft gives
the strongest evidence yet that Europa is awash
with liquid water below a thick outer layer of ice.
detection device

of the sharpshooter eggs, thus killing the

The wasps

space physics

scientist, said the

way out

its

UCLA

Margaret Kivelson, a

lays

eggs inside those of the larger

sharpshooter then eats

but significantly higher in 12 areas.

Harrisburg, Penn. having the lowest, at 7 percent,

and

It

front, the

group divides

in

two along

color lines.

Aside from a lone reporter from the

u n t," says

AFLC O who a ppea r s to be w hi e

Kimberley

African Americans
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Governor requests extensions for student firefighters
FIRES: Public colleges

with

governor's

the

McFadden

may

defer enrollment to

said,

"This

circumstance because

accommodate workforce

is

request,"

It is not known how big a job it
might be to help firefighters as they

By Joy McMasters

return to school, but the job

Daily Bruin Staff

doing,

McFadden

is

battle the worst

wildfires in years, California public

accommodate

colleges prepare to

.dent firefighters

who may

stu-

worth

said.

Hames continue to Ikk Montana

news report

CONFLAGRATION: Largest

seems to me that we're not talking about inconvenience, were talking
about convenience for students,"

PLUNGE: Issues of

McFadden

accuracy raised as

not be able

to return to school until late in the

term -if at

ernor's

on Aug. 23 Governor

University

California

of

Community

California

trade of Emulex halts

do not know
National

said

Center

Fire

and

Colleges

requesting that the institutions extend

break and some of the students decide
to take the fall term off to continue

enrollment, registration, financial aid.

their

and other such deadlines

until Sept.

Firefighting crews rotate

30.

and mem-

"These students are
firefighters critical to

firefighting efforts."
dents

experienced

are

whose

governor

firefighters

delay their registration so they don't

services are critical to fire fight-

have to worry about rushing back,"

ing efforts in California

and other

said

western states."

The

and they should not be asked to
abandon their positions on the fire
fall

ister for

and

in

order to reg-

According

"Many

of these

stu-

spokespersons for

to

the schools plan to assist the students

ment for up to a year without penalty
and receive a refund of fees already

at the governor's request.

paid

prepared a letter forwarding the gover-

UC

they are unable to return this

if

term.

UC

seemed reasonable

firefighters

the leaders to allow these students to

said

dents currently engaged in a coura-

company was

earnings,

its

CEO

like this

hap-

The Associated

President Clinton, with daughter Chelsea
Nigerian garment reserved for royalty

is

known

capital

life

4

.ir^>.

said after touring

Nigeria

—

and hearing

iVO

research

on

fires nationally

in the
1.5

mil-

diseases devastating Africa.

to

to help

you build

him by

the village chief.

AIDS

killed 2.8 million

SceanffmpagelS

very least embarrassing, to talk

human embryo

660,000 acres.

Guardsmen joined

firefight-

keep a 1 10,000-acre blaze
away from two small towns.
ers trying to

^

~

See HUES, page 16

to

Life

Committee

said

to get (stem cells)," said Johnson.

He

Some

experts believe stem cells

eventually will be used to strengthen
ailing hearts

and restore function

diseased brains and
cords.

Some

damaged

believe stem cells can

lead to a cure for diabetes, dramatic

new cancer

treatments and a strength-

of damaged or destroyed
immune systems and bone marrow.

or knowingly subjected to risk of
injury or death."

research) cannot be overstated," said

Under

the

federal

guidelines,

may be conducted on

that are destined to

cells

be discarded by

fertility clinics.

Medical

researchers

supported the new

NIH

vigorously
rules,

saying

funding of stem cell
research offers the promise of revolutionary new treatments for a wide
variety of human disorders. A coalition of 25 advocacy groups, ranging
that

federal

from

American

the

Medical

Association to the Michael

Foundation

for

J.

Fox

Parkinson's

Research, lined up to praise the

ening

"The
Paul

full

of (stem

value

Nobel

laureate.

"We believe that stem

research will enable us to treat

cell

many diseases in a whole new way."
He said the new guidelines 'Nvill
enable research to advance without
violating the ethical sensibilities of the

American people

It

...

would be

immoral not to pursue this research
within the bounds of these guidelines."

The stem cells targeted for research
form within four days after concepThe stem cells are part of an
inner cell mass within an embryonic
tion.

new
SccttSMMiitagcll

guidelines.
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advertise-

York Mayor Rudy Giuliani

criticized for using his cancer diagnosis to par-

"Got Milk?" ads

group

"Somebody made

Giuliani criticized

for "exploiting his

prominence

down how it happened so
happen again."

for advertising purposes

Phone

calls to French Advertising, the
Wisconsin company that put up the
boards, were unanswered late Friday.

Beer suffocates fish
after spill into creek

PETA said

Brewing Co. flipped the wrong switch and

The two billboards
milk-producing

state,

in

Wisconsin, a top

feature a picture of

Giuliani sporting a milk mustache

and ask

The ads claim a link
between milk consumption and prostate can-

"Got

cer,

prostate cancer?"

which Giuliani

has.

PETA spokesman Bruce Friedrich said the
Company said it would take down Ih<r ads
because PETA had not received Giuliani's
permission to use his likeness in the campaign.

L

GOLDEN, Colo.— An employee of Coors

it

thousands of

fish

U.S. District Judge James Parker refused

doesn't

last

fish killed

but estimated

it

to

300

Tish right

here in probably a 20^ to 30-yard stretch,"

Hoover of the wildlife division.
State and federal investigators have not
determined whether any fmes will be levied
against the company.

and prompting

health warnings.

The beer, which was in fermenting tanks,
washed through a wastewater treatment

Lee out of prison on
and convincing evidence

to let

he was a threat to national security.
But Thursday, after three days of dueling
scientific views over the importance of the
information Lee is accused of mishandling,
the judge wrote that the government "no
longer has the requisite clarity and persuasive character necessary" to keep Lee jailed
pending his November trial.
"I would read that narrowly," cautioned
University of New Mexico criminal law
that

number of
was thousands up

Wildlife could not give a precise

and down the river.
"There are probably 200

December

bail, citing "clear

said Scott

sent 77,500 gallons of beer into a creek,
killing

troubling for the government's case.

Officials with the state Division of
bill-

are being

Friday.

a mistake,"

she said. "We're trying to track

ill-

ness" and taking advantage of his

ody
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informed People for the Ethical Treatment of
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Professor Leo Romero. "I think that

Los Alamos scientist,
Lee released on bail
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. - A law profes-

plant before ending up in Clear Creek on
Aug. 25, said Coors spokeswoman Aimee St.
ClaTr. llie fish likely suffocated from the
alcohol - ^mong other things - produced in

nuclear scientist

Wen Ho Lee on

the tanks.

bail while others

suggested the ruling

sor cautioned Friday against reading too

much

cell

Berg, a Stanford University

S$3eci*at Oltjtnpi

Mott Mugfit aftwr plioiM l« now FRH
wtth $20 donation to Spoclal Olymplct.

in

spinal

or embryos are destroyed, discarded,

taken from surplus frozen embryos

the actual killing of the human
embryo, they do encourage research
that leads to the death of embryos.
"You have to kill a human embryo

difficuit, painful, at the

funding of any

federal

the death or injury of human embryos.

although the guidelines do not permit

people

The law

research

Right

"We want

rules

federal funding of studies that involve

colored royal African rol)e given

chickens scattering in his path.

or risk losing hard-fought

Anti-abortion

groups say new guidelines for stem
cell research violate a law that forbids

brick huts

research.

"research in which a

WASHINGTON -

new

said the

embryo use in

prohibits

your economy, educate your children and build a better life," he
told villagers, wearing a cream-

AIDS

Ushafa, past

Africans

a coalition of med-

"circumvent" the 1996 law that pre-

The guidelines, announced Aug. 23
by the National Institutes of Health,
would allow federal funding of
research on stem cells that are
removed from human embryos, but
forbid research on the embryo itself.
Douglas Johnson of the National

mud

must **break the silence" about

it is

cell

The Associated Press

the stories of

and
flimsy metal sheds, with scrawny

ture,

stem

Do No Harm,

ical ethics experts,

ByPaulRecer

Clinton earlier trudged
through the Nigerian village of

"In every country, in any cul-

UNLIMITED MOBILE TO MOBILE &
FREE LONG DISTANCE OR 1000 .
WEEKEND MINUTES
I

l*-V^

Fire Center

accused the Ginton administration of
"preparing to violate the law."

vents

dren,

White House announced
more than S20 million in U.S. aid
to fight AIDS, malaria and other

PHONES'

FREE

for

Led by a throng of singing chil-

the

[iin'lir'iifin-ri-|-^lHriiiii-iMlnnriiiTiTi-rm

The Interagency

on Saturday, most of them
West. They had spread across

severah people living with the dis-

democratic and economic gains,
President Clinton said Aug. 27 as

^^^

National

ing Montana and surrounding states
of scattered dry thunderstorms - with

violations circumvented

a health center in the Nigerian

The Associated Press

...^-^.^-^^^^^

70 dwellings.
Saturday reported 82

about the issues involved with

ByAnncGcaran

,....

Wind had already started gusting
above 30 mph early Saturday in
south-central
Washington,
as

flag" alert

GUIDEUNES: Experts say

ease.

A^^

like

it

Both the Bitterroot Valley and
Mussigbrod fires were started by
lightning on July 31. Since then,the
Bitterroot fires had destroyed about

as a babariga.

combat AIDS

disease to preserve

ABU J A,

m»

Press

Qinton pledges to aid

Africans to educate on

Store

weather event to stop
rain or snow," she said.
fall

ty

and more than 13,000 firefighters were assigned to battle them.
Montana had 25 fires on nearly
lion acres

presented a

AIDS," Clinton

PCS

front rolled through, she said.

wind and low humidi- through the weekend as a cold

NIH rules violate law, anti-abortion groups say

TRIP: President urges

—

Centef in Boise, Idaho.
"That is the biggest fire complex in
the region. It's a lot, and with a fire of
that size and magnitude it will take a

But instead of rain or snow, a "red
was [)osted Saturday, warn-

Nigeria

Pacific Bell

WUly Johnson jump over a

burning log to get a better position to battle a remote wilderness fire.
lightning, gusty

significant

the governor's request on behalf of our

SeeDEADUNE,page16

Larry Bush, left and

firefighters

247,000 acres, said E. Lynn Burkett
of the National Interagency Fire

-

pens," said Paul Folino, presiSee FRAUD, page 11

The Associated Press

Oregon

River drainage covered an estimated

quit,

time something

geous and noble endeavor, 1 would like
to strongly encourage you to embrace

spokesman

its

Washington.

The Bitterroot Valley fire and the
Mussigbrod fires in the Big Hole

the

that

and it was under
investigation by the Securities
and Exchange Commission.
"You'd like to think that all
you need to do is continue to
focus on your business, but
unfortunately from time to

of supporting our stu-

Chuck McFadden.
"I believe we certainly will go along

to ask

restating

had

Community

spirit

circulated

California-based

Colleges
spokesperson Linda Michalowski.
"In the

changes.

The shares plunged Aug. 25
$43 from their previous

news

elsewhere in the West, potenevacuation plans were ready for

two small towns threatened by a blaze

close of $1 13.063 after the false

Thomas Nussbaum
much as is possible to

student

California

President Richard Atkinson

nor's request, said

"It just

favors doing as

help

students be allowed to defer enroll-

fall

Chancellor

for

each of the statewide school systems,

Davis

enroll in classes,"

said in the letter.

spokesman

Salazar, a

term, Davis requested that

for the

"Some of these young men and
women have plans to enter college this

Roger

to

firefighters that are

Aug. 26.

And
tial

reports.

that," Burkett said.

the governor.

In addition to deadline extensions

time

work

from college are a very valuable
resource so they would be a loss, but
were prepared to compensate for

Bruin Senior Staff

.Illy

Gray Davis

lines at this critical

would

"We are using everybody we've got
right now.

ing the nation's largest fire group, a
federal official said

Shares of
Emulex later recovered when
the
company denied the

together well, Burkett said.

experienced

California

it

take time for their crews to

southwestern

along the Continental Divide, form-

in

sonnel

in

Wildfires

Montana's Bitterroot Valley and

equipment
maker's
stock
plummeted by more than 60
percent after financial news
agencies picked up a bogus
Internet news release on the
company's earnings and per-

come from a number of agencies
around the world. Though the stu-

-

Mont.

have burned together

NEW YORK - A network

bers

dents' places could be filled

HELENA,

The AssoclatecJ Press

work, she added.

to leave

By Steve Moore
The Associated Press

BySethSutel

spokes-

woman E. Lynn Burkett.
Many students and teachers decide
to fight fires during their summer

California.

University,

State

request,

Interagency

Gray Davis sent a letter to the heads of
the

towns prepare

how many might be helped by the gov-

all.

Citing the student firefighters' valuable service,

said.

ual firefighters, but they

group declared; two

fire

Agencies keep records on individ-

fall

September 1,2000

due to false

"It

While thousands

-

stock drops

worst

season in the West in 50 years."

fire

August 28
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Company's

a very special

this is the

News

into a judge's decision to release jailed

he says the case, he means on the

when

bail issue,

not the case on the merits.'"
The judge's decision does not indicate

whether the government will or will not win
the case, "but we can say the case is not as
ironclad as the ^overnroent wanted the case
'''
"'^
to be," he said.

$1 million

may he

With reports from Daily Bruin wire srvicas.

^

-.

'^'

August 28 -September 1,2000

Daily Bruin

Daily Bruin

river issues

»1

valley secession passes

if

should

lift

aoDroved
for council
^r

Bill

RESTORATION: Channel
could get face

Ntws

August 28 -SefNember 1,2000
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renovation effort succeed

Fernando Valley

LEGISUmjRE: Approval

own

by commission would
By Leon Drouin Keith

send proposal

The Associated Press

Everyone in L.A. knows where the
10 and the 5 freeways intersect. Not so
for the Los Angeles River that runs
below those thoroughfares, "a-mlfchmaligned channel better known
public consciousness as a

per-

haps a joke.

Tamed

after centuries

through

ing

of meander-

Angeles.

Californian

The

Southern

river

is

for the

anonymous

most part a massive but

flood-control ditch, con-

structed for the sake of the homes, the

movie studios and the railroad tracks
that line

its

banks.

But the Los Angeles

is

finally start-

This
its

new

tributaries.

now home to

And on Aug.

cur-

Valley city

begin

with five city
council

railroad

tricts

9, the city

opened a $2.2 million, 1.38-mile extension of the Los Angeles River Bike
Path, a smooth pathway through cottonwoods and sycamores.
The government efforls are building
on those of environmental groups,
including North East Trees and Friends
of the Los Angeles River, which for
years have built "pocket parks" and
planted trees along its banks. The

>

dis-

ly larger

The Associated Press

The Los Angeles River system, which consists of 400 miles of concrete channels, has been declared the state's newest park area.

supported the charter, but
maintained it would not end their
efforts to break away from the
nation's second-largest

ened.

to have council districts with

to-people ratio in the nation.

that will help

"There's a growing understanding

we can manage any threat of floodsaid

- the

its

The river is normally a trickle
Columbia River's average flow is about

Assemblyman

500 times greater - but heavy rains

ing while also restoring the river to

Long

SHAKEY'S DELIVERS

Spanish

(^

flooding

created

rich

more than 100,000 people each. The
legislation also calls for a citywide

Los Angeles, but

settlers to

mayoral election.
"This ensures greater representation
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• Exhaust steeringft shock absodier system, belts & hoses

Our Service Excellence Team WHL..
• Change engkie oil

•Clean
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any
Fri-Sat

(wtdi two slices of pizza
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• Batten^ tfinsmisskw. brake,
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1
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Laser Surgmy

DELIVERY
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INSPECT

Recommended every 15,000 miles or 12 months,
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^
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.

INTERMEDIATE SERVICE

County now must study whether a
breakup would have an adverse economic effect on either Los Angeles
or a
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oil filter

com-

zens'

Secession

w/genuine Toyota

• Clean & adjust brakes
• Rotate tires
• Indudes "U R THE -k" license frame,

Save $5
-

• Thinsmission, differential, coolant dutch,
brake, power steering & battery

pitched as an

VOTE

pavement and rooftops have only wors;

was

spokesman for
Assembly Speaker Bob Hertzberg,
D-Sherman Oaks, who authored the

mayor and former Assembly speaker
who led the charge for a parks bond
pay for the land restora-

Angeles

The new constitution gave the
mayor more power, created neighborhood councils with local control
and decentralized decisions on
planning and zoning.

new legislation.
The bill requires a new Valley city

Antonio

Los
that

The 15 members of the >Los
Angeles City Council represent
about 235,000 people each.
"The last thing that Valley residents want is to have less local representation than they have now,"
said Paul Hefner, a

-

'

THE FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:

remote
and
unresponsive

than those in Los Angeles.

oil

oil filter

a

answer to

peo-

Replace

• Lubricate chassis

INSPECT & BRING TO SPECIHCATIONS

new charter for

half.

oil filter

upon request

voters

1999,

w/genuine Toyota

•

• In^iMCt tire condition
• Inspect all lights
• InsJMct windshield wiper blades
• Indudes "U R THE •" license frame

June

r

Our Service
• Change engine

• Adjust tire pressure

to prevail.
Ill

every 7,500 miles or 6 months,
whichever comes first
Excellence Team Will...

Will...

&

voters approve seces-

it

oil filter

• Lubricate ctiassls
• Inspect front
rear brakes
• Inspect belts & hoses

plaints about a

unleash torrents that swaths of urban

we

secession for

Replace

•

which could come as early as
November 2002. A majority of voters in the seceding communities and
in the city as a whole must support

nearly

Villaraigosa, a candidate for

state,"

if

The three movements
combined could reduce
Los Angeles' size by

and tributaries that now consist of more
than 400 miles of concrete-covered
channels in a city with the worst parks-

natural

nearly half

covering

265,000

Our Service Excellence Team
• CiMnge engiiM oil

could reduce Los Angeles' size by

from Los

Recommended

Recomnfiended.eyery 3,750 miles or 3 monttis,
wnichever comes first
^^^^^

movements combined

ple each, slight-

changes are beginning to restore a river

that

three

MINOR SERVICE

MINI-MINOR SERVICE

Sherman Oaks-

approved

would

newest park and committed millions

equipment.

The

legislation

Under

summer the state made the river

to restoring land

a

sion,

rent state law, a

and

force of a host of environmental

governmental

VOTE,

Senate.

ing to change, thanks to the collective

its

neighborhoods such as Hollywood
and the San Pedro harbor area have
proposed separate secession plans.

approved Friday
by the Assembly will now go to the
governor, who has not said whether
he will sign it. The bill was approved
two weeks ago
by the state

desert, the 51 -mile-long, concrete-lined

becomes

against Valley secession. Meantime,

successfully secedes

if it

it

based group pushing for secession.
Mayor Richard Riordan and
other city leaders have fought

to voters

The state Assembly has approved
^.a bill that would create at least 14
city council members and an elected
mayor for the San Fernando Valley

in the

rumor or

of Valley

The Associated Press

1

if

city," said Jeff Brain, president
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Nader espouses agenda at fund-raising event
CAMPAIGN: Candidate says

planned to
his

two-party system offers no
real choice for voters in fall

raise

five-day

$20,000 each day during

visit?

sonal attacks

compared
to what the major-party candidates draw in
a week, or even California Gov. Gray
$100,000. That

is

demanding

small change

By Scott

He

Nader does not accept donationV^rom

Lindbw

dential candidate

off a poll that

California voters, statistically unchange

from the 7 percent he drew

paign.

Democratic presidential nominee Al
Gore led GOP opponent George W. Bush

"They go up and down," Nader said of
such surveys. "Look at Gore and Bush's
numbers in the last few weeks - they go up

and down."
While in the Golden

State,

Nader

in a

June

it

base cutbacks' targets on

more than anyone

income, different factors

Texas governor "a con-

is

owned

lock, stock

and

barrel

By Curt Anderson
The Associated Press

by

He couldn't stand up to corporate power. You know why? Because he

50-37 percent.

WASHINGTON -

corporate power," Nader said, drawing

that Bush's plan

much

is

they

American. Who's right?

As

j^

Gore had broken a series of promises in

The Associated

Press

Green Party presidential candidate Ralph Nader looks over
his notes after a news conference Aug. 24 in Sacramento.

SeeNADEHpagell

Sparkletts'
CRYSTAL FRESH ORINKINO WATER
• MOUNTAIN SmiNQ WATER

3lbs/

•

mSTNXEO WATER

490
Reg. 690/lb.
Discount Shoppers

1

Gallon

Discount Shoppei^
pay only 620

pay only 89C/3lbs.

A DISCOUNT SHOPPER
SAVE

SAVE

the

for

average

upon taxpayers taking

usual in matters of the federal

tax code,

depends.

depends on
how much taxpayers earn, whether
they have a house or children and
-^what they're doing in life,
"'/.^•v...
The basic difference between the
two: anyone -who pays income taxes
now would get money back under
Bush's $1.3 trillion plan, while Gore's
$500 billion proposal would only kick
in for people engaged in certain activities and below specified income levels.
For example, the two proposals
would both cut taxes for a couple earning $60,000 a year with two children,
but in much different ways and
depending on a family's choices,
it

;

according to calculations produced by

Gore and Bush campaigns.
Under Bush's proposal, this couple
would see their income tax rate fall
from 15 percent to 10 percent. The
current $500 per-child tax credit
the

work-

ing mother with two kids earning

$30,000 a year would get a $1,310 tax
cut under Bush's plan. Dropping the
15 percent

income tax

because they pay the greatest share of
all income taxes in America.
for middle-class tax cuts

months ago.
The New Zealand Herald newspaper reported Aug. 26 that police

Australian authorities played

an Olympic

down

to

Auckland,

raids in

on

New

But

Bush

officials

risk to the

and they had

straightforward refund of surplus tax

small research reactor,

expanded child care credit Gore is
proposing. She would also benefit
from a higher earned income tax credit under Gore but would remain on tax

regardless of their

couples. Gore's tax credits are phased

level

or

life

New

'

situation.

"The governor
deserves

believes everybody

down

cuts for the rich deprives everybody

money from

and ensures more

the projected budget sur-

education, paying

public debt

raid

relief,"

and shoring up Social Security and

else

Medicare.

Gore spokesman Doug Hattaway.

of sharing

in this prosperity," said

and

it

down during

the

several Australian security

agencies had been monitoring the

Detective

New

Zealand police
Superintendent
Bill

Bishop told The Associated Press.
Three "Afghani or Afghani-related" men were arrested for passport
fraud and people-smuggling offenses in March, and a fourth man was
arrested last week after further
investigations. All

appear

in

nuclear

and

exit routes to

reactor

Lucas

at

ty tactics.

"The map and other material ...
suggested to us they were more than
motorists," Bishop said. "Other
gave us cause for concern."
The map was a suburban street
map, not a map of the reactor, he
details

"While they may pose a threat,
any connection with the Olympic
Games is limited to the Sydney
map. The threat they may pose is

now

Zealand police alerted the

investigation.

said.

Heights and notes on police securi-

were ex(>ected to

a matter for the Australian

authorities to

Australian government after the

said Bush
spokesman Ari Reischer. "He thinks
it's wrong to take 40 percent of somebody's income, that nobody should
tax

available for such priorities as

cost of the plan

is

income

no plans to shut
Olympic games.

it,

pay that much in taxes."
To Gore, tax cuts are one of many
ways to use the budget surplus to tackle social problems, particulariy for
lower-income people.
"Spending the whole surplus on tax

out for taxpayers with incomes above
$100,000 a year. This holds down the

plus

who pay

said

was no serious

and the Republicans favor a more
revenue to the people

spokesman

said.

Australian

college to

the

detailed access

the

Zealand,

reactor in Sydney.

claim the higher education tax credit
and has her kids in day care to claim

attending

New

suspected

there

is

that

matters relating Olympic

Bishop said the men, who were
living in Auckland on New Zealand
residency permits, had maps of

Aug. 26

people-smuggling
operations allegedly run by organized crime gangs uncovered evidence of a plot against a nuclear

comes

to political philosophy:

emerged

down

five

to the people

Ultimately, the difference

terrorist threat

all

security, a police

The

New

the group

comment

on."

Zealand Herald said

was reportedly linked

with Afghanistan-based terrorist

Osama bin Laden,

but there was no
independent confirmation of the
claim.

Milton Cockburn, a spokesman
for the Sydney 2000 organizing
committee, said security during the

Olympics was the
responsibility of the New South
Wales police and declined to comSept. 15-Oct.

I

court next week, he said.

"Nobody has been

arrested for

SeenjOT,pa9e16

-^

Whenever you buy $35 or more

of groceries (Tobacco
alcohol excluded) you'll receive a 10% discount.

& Sprite

Just minutes from

and

UCLA

•

2001 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

FREE CARWASH + $2.00 off Oil Change

tctnlaocr

•^

hot
buy!

Australia

Zealand police had foiled a plot targeting a nuclear reactor in Sydney

go

Zealand's investigations. The
was being treated seriously,

as were

week.

get a $1,358 tax cut, but that assumes

New

threat

SYDNEY,

tax rates, as

South Wales police, who

have overall control of games security, confirmed they were following

The Associated Press

you and your families, that
who have the hardest
time paying the taxes, who most need
the help, who most need the attention
and the priority placed on them,"
Gore said in a campaign speech last

Gore's plan could be similariy generous, but again only under certain circumstances. The single mother could

New

after reports

irr

or for being part
of a terrorist group or anything like
that," he said.

Games

Bush would
means that 60 percent of the overall Bush tax cut would go to taxpayers
with incomes above $92,500 a year —

that

would essentially remove her from
income tax rolls.

Except for the proposed increase in
the standard deduction for married

raise

ByJohnPyc

go

rate to 10 per-

community

paign swing

"I'll fight

cent and doubling the per-child credit

she

reactor during

Sydney

in

terrorist activities

have targeted nuclear

to

the right choices.

do,

certain actions

rolls.

would rise to $1,000 for each child.
Assuming they itemize their deductions - most homeowners do to
deduct mortgage interest - that
amounts to a tax cut of $2,050.
Gore's plan works differently.
Under his example, the married couple takes the standard deduction which Gore would significantly

depend

In another example, a single

TERROIUSIM: Plot alleged

"The so-called 'targeted' tax cut
means that some are targeted out of
tax relief," Bush said during a cam-

reduction

or dealing with particular needs.

It

make

concern

little

last week.
Gore, on the other hand, is able to
argue that giving an across-the-board

do any-

he has ignored the Democratic Party's

best

almost

income group allows Bush to claim
would only benefit a
portion of all taxpayers - and only if

is

benefits of Gore's proposal

is

relief

that Gore's plan

simpler and

proposal

Bartlett Pears

Coke, Diet Qoke

doesn't require the taxpayer to

line in this situation

thing except earn money, while the

progressive wing.

f---

The bottom

Republican
presidential nominee George W. Bush
and Democratic candidate Al Gore
are fiercely debating which tax cut

an evening speech to more than 1,000
supporters at Sacramento's Crest theater,
Nader issued blistering and at times per-

But targeting the tax

pushing. Total tax

is

Nader dismissed Gore's pledge that he
would fight for ordinary citizens and said

In

Olympic threats cause

little

exclusively at people in a certain

cut: $3,025.

cheers.

sur-

vey.

BECOiVIE

accounts Gore

corporations.
j

"is

and set about the
biggest fund-raising swing of his camgle-digits in California,

called the

"He

The Field Poll released Aug. 24 showed
Nader supported by 4 percent of likelj

Ralph Nader shrugged
showed him mired in the sin-

education?" Nader

dent disguised as a person."

tees.

SACRAMENTO - Green Party presi-

better

- instead of itemizing deductions.
They have one older child in college,
so they claim Gore's proposed tax
credit for tuition and expenses. And
they could get $2,000 in government
matching funds if they take advantage
of
tax-free
retirement
savings

PROPOSALS: Candidates

glomerate corporation running for presi-

corporations or political action comr

The Associated Press

Bush, Gore tax cut plans differ

else."

Davis.

2000

1,

on Gore and Bush.

"He needs

asked.
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"Why is Bush going around the country

collecting a total of

News
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Night Football
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FREE Hot Dogs 5'8pm

.

before every

Tuesday
starving Student Night
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$2.00 Beer Special

!

Touchdown Club

& entertaining breakfast the Friday

UCLA football game at the Doubletree
'

Hotel

.

-

10740 Wishire Blvd., Westwood,

at

7 am.

Program includes coaches, players, highlight films,
contests, and a great meal. - Bob Toledo will speak at
Sept. r' breakfast. All loyal Bruin fans welcome Call: Geoffrey Strand

come with

I

(310)478-9274

w/ any other oflerexp. 12/31 AX)
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to..;

Smog Check
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Master Cord

you
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Hollywood Bowl may

Daily

Study

heart attacks

links status,

RESEARCH
From page
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NIH G UIPEU N ES ON STEM CELL

NADER

5

Fronf)pd9e8

AcMeofolkaiedabbskxys^is

get new, improved acoustics

EDUCATION: Cardiac
health dependent

Sweden and
Britain, they were much more
likely to make it than those
said.

on

in Italy,

who had left school earlier, the
study by scientists at Duke

person's education

LANDMARK: Some

But

say orchestra

needs replacement, though

shell

others tout

its

historical

found.

By Emma Ross
The Associated Press

import

Center

Medical

University

In general, the

more edu-

cated people were, the better

AMSTERDAM

Highly

who

People

off they were.

educated people are more
likely to be alive a year after

dropped out of school after
eight years were five times

The HoHywood Bowl, whose outdoor con-

suffering a heart attack than

more likely to die within a year

have featured musical legends from the
Beatles to Barbra Streisand, may lose the
trademark orchestral shell that's/helped make
it a Los Angeles landmark.

thosd whose schooling ended

of their heart attack than those

The Associated Press

certs

after

Philharmonic are proposing to
lion for a bigger,

The

"How

Los Angeles,"

Los Angeles Conservancy.

serious are the acoustical needs?

of

this

And

important symbol?"

Music aficionados say they are, and that
the Hollywood Bowl should provide a higherquality musical experience to

The bowl, which has

those with higher-status jobs

increased stress, poor under-

structure.

are they serious enough to warrant the demolition

including

to

Bernstein, director of preservation

issues for the

blame,

to

and not making the
necessary lifestyle changes
needed to promote a better
outcome, said the study's

us, the shell

Ken

be

ease, to have a heart attack or

of the Hollywood Bowl is
the visual symbol of the bowl itself and one of
said

A number of factors could

standing

more modern

identifiable icons of

cation.

While it is known that
more educated people and

its

visitors.

a seating capacity of

almost 18,000, offers popular summer programs of outdoor concerts and fireworks displays, complete with picnicking under the
stars. But the current orchestra shell is so
small that sometimes one-third of the musicians are forced to sit outside it where they

from
have

die

experts

plan,

most

16 years of edu-

are less likely to get heart dis-

ture as a cultural icon.

the

who had had

research

Los Angeles
spend S 18 mil-

which will be debated before the
Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
next month, is pitting music lovers agatnst
preservationists who view the imposing struc-

"To

new

suggests.

After years of trying to repair the 71 -yearold shell, which has notoriously poor
acoustics, officials with the

12 years,

*,_

The Associated

Press

The Hollywood Bowl's 71 -year-old shell
could be history if a spending plan is OK'd.
The acoustics

are

so

bad that John
Hollywood Bowl

the

known

whether those factors influence how well people survive
once they've had a heart
attack.

the

disease

process,

disease,

not

of

Duke heart researcher
Connor O'Shea.

"It's

,

education

heart attack survivors with

Everybody had

sis

a

after

1,326 peo-

from the United States,
Canada, Britain, Germany,
ple

New

after a heart attack.

Managers fared best, followed by craftsmen, then clerical workers, laborers and
homemakers. Homemakers
were most likely to die within
a year of their heart attack four times

more

likely

Contrary

to other studies,

the scientists also found that
living alone didn't
m<itter.

Those

appear to

attack than those with

compa-

heart attack, and they

influence of being older.

able to hear. Certain sections of the orchestra

examined.
The
also
found
study
that socioeconomic status mattered more

also have their

other players.

own

speakers so they can hear

The trumpet

speakers to pipe in

ple, use

examthe drummers.

players, for

Mauceri said that when his electronic
sound system fails, "I really have a difficult
time keeping

The aging

it

together."

icon has other problems too.

It's

riddled with asbestos and covered with lead
paint.

tem

is

It

leaks in the rain

unwieldy.

A

and

the lighting sys-

series of repairs

have

failed to correct the problems.

~~

can't hear each other.

SeeSHELtpage12

each of the nine

in the

countries

in

Hemmingway, a
University,

who

London

studies psy-

the

to eliminate the

get older, people

around you die, and you end
up living alone, but living
alone in itself is not an independent risk factor" for dying
after a heart attack, he said.

Hemmingway

ences on heart disease.

status.

enough

"You

the

chological and social influ-

as an indicator of socioeco-

United States,
Australia and Poland, the
highly educated didn't have
much of an edge, the study

when

researcher at

University College,

opening of a four-day conference of the European Society
of Cardiology, used education

In

position

study started," said Dr. Harry

some countries than others.
The study, presented at the

nomic

same

said several

"Most people only wake
up once they've had a heart
attack, but there is no conventional wisdom on how socioeconomic status affects heart

heart attack survival did take

attack survival because there

are not definitive, but lent

have been very few studies,"
said

Hemmingway, who was

this stag^

organs.

Some

Thehumanemiifyois

mistic view of

cieditfeaboitiQnE,

Nader

forhumanllie.TheNational

InstitutesofHeakhdoesnotfind
research at this stage.

''~^-

Bill

^A

Celstakenfromthe

similar

of the studies that have found
that living alone influences
age into account.

Duke

He

said the

findings on that factor

weight to the theory that

it

Bradley and John McCain.

Earlier polls have

ft"omGore.

eel research.

Despite Nader's anemic poll
numbers, state Democratic Party

UUaa: NatioNllMtlMaofHHMi

CONNC mi/DMf Brum Senior Stfff

,

i^

spokesman

Bob

Mulholland

attended Nader's appearance, urging reporters to question Nader's

FRAUD

Terpin said the hoax was perpetrated
by someone claiming to be with a pub-

From page 4

lic

relations

agency

representing

Emulex.
dent and

CEO of Emulex.

A similar event occurred at UCLA

UCLA

former

student and his friend

who

this incident

has occurred and for any

problems or confusion it has caused
for Emulex, the company's investors

faced charges by the U.S. Securities

and the market place

and Exchange Commission

Terpin said

after

allegedly posting false messages
Interrfet bulletin

boards

on

an attempt

in

to increase the selling price of shares

of NEI

WebworW, Inc.
The students used computers at the

Biomedical Library to post the messages after they purchased a com-

bined 130,000 shares of the company's stock.

about Emulex originated on

Internet Wire, a 6-year-old online distributor of press releases.

doesn't matter.

in

in general,"

a statement.

Emulex's stock was
halted at midmoming on the Nasdaq
Stock Market but resumed in th?
in

eariy afternoon after the

refuted the reports.
at

$105.75

The

company

stock closed

in regular trading,

CEO

Mike

down

$7,313 for the day.

Emulex executives say they were
in inves-

tigating the matter.

Visibly

incident also raised

tion

distributed

new con-

annoyed by the

events,

Folino called the episode a lesson for
investors "to just be cautious in what

via

the

Internet.

Other companies have also seen their
stocks manipulated by false information disseminated online.

Lucent Technologies' shares
percent in late

cooperating with authorities

Last week's fraudulent information

Trading

The

Bloomberg, said his agency should
have been more careful in how it handled the story.

cerns about the accuracy of informa-

"Internet Wire deeply regrets that

eariier this year involving a

you look at and do your homework
before you react."

news release

fell

4

March after a fake
was posted on an

Internet bulletin board saying that

Lucent would report lower earnings.
In April of last year PairGain
Technologies's stock

jumped more

30 percent after a former
employee duped investors with a fake
Internet news story saying the company was about be taken over.
than

The Associated Press did not run
stories based on Friday's fake release,
but other fmancial news wires did.
Matt Winkler, the

editor-in-chief at

"The

issue

is

us

— how rigorous are

we as reporters and editors," Winkler

integrity

and taunting the Green

candidate's supporters.

"He's a fraud." Mulholland
said.

Nader

reiterated

those,

Mulholland,

who warn Nader

said.

Rick Stin6, the managing editor of
Dow Jones News Services, said he

wanted to know "if some sort of safeguard was dropped, if it was human
error" on the part of Internet Wire.
"Until we hear something from
them that makes us feel more comfortable, we're

going to

call

every

company to verify any press release
we receive from them," Stine said.
Internet
that

it

Wire says on

its

including

site

more than 2,500 clients
more than 300 public relaand

is

backed by two of

Silicon Valley's hottest venture capital

firms - Sequoia Capital

Hummer Winblad Venture

including

help Bush by pulling votes away

from Gore.
"It's impossible, organically
politically, to spoil

spoiled to

its

a system

Prosperous times make
party efTorts easier in

"Good

and

Partners.

removed from their immediate
condition," Nader said in an interview.

"On

the other hand,
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saying things are good now,
because there tends to be a compla-
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it's

by coincidence that Gore keeps
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third-

some ways,

times give people an
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that's

but more difficult in others, he said.
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OVER 30

and

core," he said.

cency."-

deliver

will

opportunity to discuss issues more

Web

serves

tions firms

apathy

his

toward

Registration Issue
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shown Nader
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news

said at a Capitol

must be aAured for stem

OVER 250

We

politics?"

supporters generally are defecting
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American

vanqijished presidential candidates

Last week, the British government
research.

Vote for us

vote and to former supporters of

offer "potentially staggering benefits"

would propose allowing

say,

to appeal to those disinclined to

forecast that the cells

President Clinton said stem cells

it

.

conference eariier that he intended

may eventually be used to grow whole
new hearts, lungs and livers.

said

:

*

he asked.

arguethatthetelsafulpoterkial

to ailing

•

'

fomwd Celsmaybe

anthdbortion groups

tahenatthisstageiom

of the

"'

•

because we're not as bad as the
Republicans. Isn't that an opti-

die sooner after their heart

and better jobs did
in

and vigor

^

stemflelreseaidi

beings,aslntheQseoftwins. At

research say stem cells could be used to
replace missing or diseased cells, thus
restoring strength

\^

afaity lb fbim oornpiete human
nan

living alone did

well

were

Supporters

Nader said.
"Democrats

(undedcefctahenattfilsstagelbr

The resulting celsead) haw the

to improve
and the environment,

pledges

health care

andtteues^andihustheMHhas

heart, brain, skin

neariy eight years as vice president,

including

beings^ butcanfbnnmanyQiQans

the tissues in the body, such as the

organs.

AhumsiiMJngi^

odkcmftxinoompkiehifiBn

for a wide variety of medical conditions.

managers.

tion long before they got their

poorer ones

than

fomed Atthisstagi^ noneofthe

Spenn fotizesan 699

are the predecessors of all

body's

in surviving

higher socioeconomic status

ail

cells

made a difference

Zealand,

Mauceri, conductor of the
Orchestra, uses a speaker to pipe in sections
of musicians that he would otherwise not be

better than

Stem

Sweden, Poland and Italy, job
status - considered a reflection of education level - also

Australia,

did not adjust their findings

heart

sphere called a blastocyst. Removal of
the stem cells kills the embryo.

and bone. Scientists
believed these stem cells can be
prompted in the laboratory to grow
into the cell types found in each of the

their educa-

affecting progno-

is

1

attack.

very interesting that

But an international study
presented Aug. 27 found that

In the study of

ny at home, but most of that
can be explained by their age,
O'Shea said. He said studies
that have concluded the opposite were much smaller and

leader,

Dr.

not connected to the study.
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Sandbrook said. The other $2 million
will be. funded by the College of
tetters and Sciences.
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have

In addition, professors will

Alpha-numeric Pagers

tion supplies

from

Dean of

Sciences, said

"Having more space means

Life Sciences

all

of this stuff to a far

building so they don't

The new building

Tri-State

the current

Westwood

Village

&
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3 3
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and

Pure Digital

PCS

Open 7 Days
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t¥fan«lis

new

«ree voice mail

will

two

first

The current

science lecture

life

which seats 220 students, will be
demolished in 2002 and replaced by
-a new research lab, Sandbrook said.
If current discussions with a donor
hall,

are successful, the university will

add

a third fioor to house the Institute for
the Environment, which

1997 to provide an interdisciplinary unit for environment-related
issues. This will increase construction costs

from $4.5 million to $7

works of art.

from funds

The best view in town.

come

$2.5 million will

first

for the

new

research lab.

Student Loan Services.

up time

He

said deal-

one primary purchaser

ing with

frees

for his office to address other

student needs.

with one entity,"

"It's easier to deal

he

it/

tems going on it's going to be more
from a business standpoint."

^

\

specializes in direct

now

accounts

market and eliminates the role of banks
and guarantee agencies.
Beres said his office receives electronic

money

transfers

Mae, which then
money to students.
In June, Sallie

from

Sallie

distributes

the

attack when it bought out USA
Group - the most prominent studentloan guarantee agency in the nation for

/

-4-

$770

million.

As a guarantee agency,

USA

of Sallie

Mae

maintained the merger helps

stu-

dents.

"We

Sallie
ist.

believe the transaction will

and give
through com-

Mae communications

special-

"It gives us functionality that

we

didn't have before."

The two companies
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What
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a printed invitation? Just drop by
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like
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our evening hours. Remember, you never need parking reservations with a college

So come by and enjoy the

art

and the views with a

friend.
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more

an integration phase and will eventually become USA Education Inc.,
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is free.

Parking

is

only
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instructions are given

explains

how

factions of the

working

Gehry created the fiberglass spheres
that hang from the shell, one of a
series

of attempts to improve the

The plans

for the

new

shell call

for a design reminiscent of the '30s,
featuring simple Imes and geometric

and how

faces strong competi-

and
you

'

do at that

putes, will

After impasse

is

"This year

we want to change that,"

After him, another union business

receive benefits

-

ing "kick

"If

there

owed.

Js

in this

room who

does-

think

that

now," Battle

sys-

lenges the crowd: "Is everybody going

just

to

own names.

an update on the situa-

who often work

shifts yet fail to receive

because of loopholes

bene-

in the univer-

hiring policies.

be out there on March

or

am

said.

At which point Hernandez leans
over and quietly notes that any new
building that opens up refers only to
De Neve Plaza.
Organized labor

isn't

so organized

today.

The negotiations
March 12.

are on Sept. 12,

not

"Ok,

is

on

everyone going to be out

Sept. 12?" Battle asks.

then turns to what the

mostly about, contract

ncgoUations.

'We

"Yes," the crowd shouts back.

over how to spread the unions message
to their co-workers, everyone regroups
for a pageant of sorts.

"This week

try to

did nominations for

Lindsay, a union organizer.
list

of about 10 people

from around campus voted on by the
group members
"So.

come up with some kind

we

who is the worst manager," says Grant
There's a

is

1970

Hernandez shouts back, "You're

short break off into small groups to go

—

tion.

meeting

Since

mistaken."

cent career," Mar\|arrez says to an ova-

talk

quality, bejtprue^ and
great election.

I

common

in

The

Known for thefinest

& Diamonds

mistaken?"

there

university has

12,

As the first part of the meeting ends,
some leave, some smoke, and after a

county voters in 1996. The construction would be completed by summer
2002, with most of the work occurring during the bowl's off-season so
performance schedules would not
be affected, Philharmonic officials

Sparkling Platinum

nobody gets up.
At the end of his speech. Battle chal-

orchestra to reflect sound, a device
facilities. Other
improvements would be made too.
Demolition of the old shell and
construction of the new one would
be funded by money approved by

;

Village

Surprisingly,

organizer, gives

modern

1065 Braxton Ave., Westwood
310'208'S404

says.

promised that
all the new buildings opening up,
they are going to make them 100 per-

in

Last chance... Sale ends Saturday!

they deserve a

organizers realize that the

Marco Manjarrez, another union

"The

Storewide^

raifieHhnrieave

resorts to saying their

fits

some

butt."

.

are the service employees the union

sity's

has

translator

n't

omately worked out introduction
tem is taken too long, everyone

per-

~~

The Spanish
"-

40%

8/1/00-8/31/00

business agent
'..

to

30th Annual August Sale

"Are we ready to kick some butt

anybody

the

8!28-2010

Savings ofFour
alreadylo\v prices

agent stands to give the motivational
part of the meeting.

col-

percent of federal loans.

tion," she said.

side

Bowser says.

Casual workers work

represents.

"(The acquisition) gives us a better
opportunity to compete with them it's not really decreasing competi-

legiti-

on each

the arguments

the blue collars

AAer

PERB

declared,

begin fact finding to see the

trouble translat-

he

(310)

time.

full-time shifts yet fail to
are

20%

before leaving the matter to the parties
involved if no wrongdoing is found.

.-.''.

'

^

sale

Relations Board, the
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like

AFSCME,"

'

from the U.S. Department of
Education, which originates about 30

would be 30

you

welcome.

Shanct^
Jewelry
^
Our once a year

that oversees public labor dis-

patient care

Despite criticisms that the company is monopolistic. Love maintained

shell

Employment

of the

collar unions,

AwaM Winning Designer Collectton.

• Ittsunmce

"These were

said.

have blue collar

The white

(5

here today?" says Bob Battle, another

"You have white

tedv
nical workers and

The

is

UCLA.

advantage of students.

improve acoustics a reflector
would be placed above the entire

was built by Allied Architects
and modeled after one created in
1928 by architect Lloyd Wright, the
eldest son of Frank Lloyd Wright. In
1980, Los Angeles architect Frank

class

A FSCME represents many

lars

still

AFLrCIO

the

umbrella organization encompassing unions representing the different

sometimes
have a mix

and

Bowser then goes into the nitty^ritty details of contract negotiations.
Taking the group through the process
of impasse - when the two sides negotiating can't come to an agreement through
to
what
the
Public

ttie

and loan purchasers from taking

Mae

first in

STOCK

Bijan Gohenmehr, OD
3116 NlhMra Hvd, SMtai Monica
Moda west of BMdy, across (ran Big 5)

against the police."

would con-

to co-workers as J.R., gives the

unions,

^

•

nonviolent protesters, and I feel that
they wouldn't have allowed violence

Bruins a small lesson in union history.

says.

Sallie

Gluck

articulate,"

group

English, then in Spanish, as

chasers change or merge since strict
federal regulations prohibit banks

to

acoustics.
information, call (310) 440-7300. Admission

names of people sitting
them and report the answers

are to learn the

are currently

Stcmmmm

business agent for the union.

an ice-breaker, the kind done at summer camp. The group is informed they

workers at

cent larger, and as part of the effort

shell

REQUIRED.
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The start of the meeting begins with

He

•15Y9V8Experienc9,
•LMtBStTtdmology.

of middle ground that each side is
happy with," says Cornelius Bowser, a

stronger," Carter says.

known

VisiomCR 39

breakers.

macy of

shapes.

The sweeping, luminous white
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fulkime
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safe-

ty,

tion of casual workers,
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would compromise the group's

The

Single

victions to their causes, albeit law-

During the introduction, the lead
union organizer, Jose Hernandez,

Representatives

t~

SHELL

home-

the disappointed,

will

tion

Mae came under

their

tinue for the rest of the meeting.

Beres said loan features promised
to students won't change even if pur-

by President

on

LAPD

next to

from our Special Selection,

Attorney Howard Gluck,
UCLA '75, found the cadre of
demonstrators he negotiated with none of whom accounted for the
infamous "Black Block" - to be
earnest and forthright in their con-

denied.

dents directly through their schools.

1993

many who

fighting

behalf.

From page
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or

despite the media attention

granted the anarchists. Deputy L.A.

back to the group.

she said.

in

And

According to The Chronicle of
Higher Education, several banks
asked the U.S. Justice Department to
block Sallie Mae from purchasing
USA Group, but the request was

in

for one-third of the federal loan

--i--:.

critics say.

lending, which provides loans to stu-

Clinton, direct lending

-4--.

bankers and lenders,

ultimately benefiting students,

Mae

most ignored,

Male

bined services," said Erin Love, a

Created

^---^j

Sallie

"I'm
not
complaining," said
Erwin Ong, a third-year economics
student. "Although monopolies are
bad because of a lack of competition,

Sallie

'-r-

loans from banks, guar-

better customer service

doesn't really matter."

cases, felt the

"We

Md ^tir hric (hr asHgnnlisn^ ar

organizers to be grounded in the
areas in which their protests occur."

narily considerate, respectful

the loan industry either.

it

these people who, in

cancelled because the
feared the anarchist "Black Block"

eventually benefit schools

if it's

it's

claimed to be

Staff.

IU.IMrirEit».or
2tOMSildbposaMes

taking place," he said. "J appreciate
tHayes) comments, and think
there has to be an awareness among

DNC,

With
reports
by
Dharshani
Dharmawardena, Daily Bruin Senior
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Exam & Contacts

~

ested in

sciences."

-

EYE CARE FOR UCLA

would have on the localities in which they were taking place.
"There was a serious awareness of
how our actions were going to affect
the communities in which they were

"They wanted to explain why they
were protesting, and were extraordi-

life

CLASSIFIEDS (310) 825

their actions

less activist Ted Hayes had his cityapproved march and candlelight
vigil, planned for the last day of the

Students aren't necessarily bothered if a company is monopolizing

then

some

INTERNAL (310)206-7562

September 8th

organizers did consider the effect

ber of undergraduate students," he
said. "More students are just inter-

you've got multiple sys-

said. "If

difficult

I

num-

from making the loan to collecting
payments - a problem for some

UCLA

^

Among

shift in the

But having a primary loan purchaser is beneficial for both loan

and students, said Jonathon

($>

EXTERNAL (310)825-2161

Deadline
is

place an advertisement please call

City

Ironically,

science courses.

life

"There's been a

who

live there.

necessary due to increased demands

now controls the entire loan process -

Beres, associate director of

ing the streets back to the people

is

vices.

offices

"powerfa

despite the presence of so

Eiserling said the extra space

for

of

to

Registration Issue

and that's not true either."
But Rudiger said that protest

for the city,"

But like the protesters who converged on L.A. to voice their vision
of the future. Gore has also left, ced-

fees.

With the acquisition,

waltz on in?
You better believe

"They get a chance to see a lot of
the pretty North Campus buildings,"
he said. "It's good the way it is."
He added that university money
would be better spent to reduce lab

right,

myriad

a

that the so-

called oppressed people are always

this esti-

forces."

the school.

antees them to students and reimburses banks for default loans.
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against

dents to cross over to another part of

Group buys

SALLIE

think you can just

said

mil-

lion.

The

students

Hayes added.
"They also assume

support

Hidalgo added.
This post-DNC analysis comes
just a little under a week after Vice
President Al Gore's nomination
pledge to fight for the "people"

Ravi Menghani, a
second-year biochemistry student,
who explained that having science
classes in North Campus allow stu-

was created

in

Campus

and that's not

aren't in yet, but

feel they will

was a huge success

necessary.

of South

Campus,"

fioors of the building

and a 355-seat auditorium.

Broxton Parking Structure

lot

is

feels the

there's a conflict,

true,"

mate," Hidalgo said. "As far as the
Mayor's concerned, the convention

don't get a chance to go to North

then be construct-

two 20-seat seminar rooms

building

"A

include a classroom that seats 55

students,

we

classes.

But not every student

ed above the water tank.
will

Free Parking

North Campus

Shelter.

"The numbers

flexi-

scheduling since lecture

won't have to be shared with

halls

be close to

will

more

when

received a $132 million infusion
because of the DNC.

entire build-

sciences allows

life

bility in class

science building and

Bomb

The center
The

And you

ing to

stu-

support increased air conditioning.
Phri fie Bell

AirTouch

New

it

Currently, workers are building an
underground water storage tank, to
be completed by summer 2001, to

CA 90024
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life

south of the
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(310)

Coverage

activatioH.^^^^

do

dents miss out," Ei&erling said.

Local

-^Hidalgo fully expects the final
tally to show that the city's economy

that

times," she said.

She said devoting an

was

an undue hassle for local businesses
and a net economic loss for the city.

students can have classes at better

"It's really a hassle for professors

have to take

aside reports that the convention

space for some time.

Court of

Frederick Eiserling.
to
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Service

Johnson said the
department has needed more lecture

their offices to lec-

ture halls closer to the

Student

these people

PROTESTS

Tammy

Officer

an easier time carrying demonstra-

htTalnai '"^^9© Paging

Science

Life

do not speak for us; we
speak for ourselves," said Hayes,
who lives a few blocks from Staples
Center in Dome Village, a homeless
shelter he co-founded and oversees.
"These protesters assume that law
enforcement, or property owners, or
wealthy people, are always wrong
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there,

if
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be proud," Lindsay
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tive project

than writing papers.

She said that integrating both
learning and service experiences, the
main ingredients in service learning,

luiiprciocls

gives college students the time to
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community

service while

do

receiv-

still

ing credit for an academic course.
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"They're learning the content and
through that they're also doing com-
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select

University Credit Union
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time to choose,

munity service," she said.
"That's why having it part of a
course makes more sense," she
explained. "It's not separate - it's a
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While

SLC

the

can

resources, handle logistics

ing workshops,
faculty

irk

provide

and

train-

some problems can
members trying to

vice-learning.

The time required for planning
the course and handling, details like
contacting agencies and overseeing
service can create difficulty in
tating a service-learning

SLC

according to the
In addition to

have

versities

facili-

program,

Project

Web

UCLA,

concept of
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Misgukled gatekeeper controls flow into land of the free
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of these undocumented immigrants arrive in
the U S legally and overstay thei r non-imm igrant visas (American Immigration Lawyers
.

cheap labor perpetuates problem

viewpointi>media.ucla.edu

Association, www.aila.org).

So why

INS

the

is

devoting the vast majority of its regulating bud-

WNte House

Ethnicity exploited in race to
CAMPAIGN: Candidates

party of inclusion."

The Republican Party has

avoid relevant issues to

win minority

recently been rather exclusionary

when

voter blocs

this election year, like all that

candidates

it,

comes

to minorities. This

hide.

It is

no such mastery, how-

of minority voters side

resort to spout-

ing rhetoric

Democrats. Perhaps if
the Republicans hadn't

about a red her-

spent so

This year,

In the last
elections,

We

tripe.

felt

each other's

a thousand points of light,
for a stronger Americt^.

Whatever.
There was

at least

thing about the past

empty

was no mistaking

there

was.

one positive
it

rhetoric:

for

what

was Bob Dole prattled on about, it was obvious he was
venting monotone hot air. This
rhetoric was substituted for speech
and debate on actual issues, but it
could not masquerade as actual
about whatever

Now,

that has

all

attention.

changed. In addi-

George W. Bush's

tion to
that

it

demanded

he

is

for children (has

insistence

any candi-

date ever been against children?), he
has made it a point to proclaim the

"new" Republican Party as "the

Doug

Lief is a third-year

English student

around your dinner table and
his
Jewishness. Contact

talk

still

sit

at

dlief@ucla.edu

which he resigned
due to pressure from his superiors).

ing debate. For a

important and sensitive a position as
the vice presidency because all us
untrustworthy Jews care about is

week the

Washington Post ran nothing but
ries on the order of, "How an
Orthodox Jew copes with the

sto-

demands of congressional life,"
"What blacks think about
Lieberman," "What Latinos think
about Lieberman," to "What Belgian

News: Leapin'

It

it

be

policy.

group

unity. If a

greatest tragedy of the racial red her-

whites and non-whites. Instead, they

that

by making

it

the primary

(non)issue, the candidates

open the

dark doors to the kinds of debates
genocides are based on.

Not only have

the mainstream

candidates tried to distract by

is

a lack of funding

masturbating about race, but

cally

NAACP felt compelled to go on pub-

the unelectable third party candi-

six

years ago,

anti-immigration

is

Contractors" by Robert Collier, San Francisco
It's only when undocu-

Chronicle, 10/14/98).

initia-

mented workers

MItra

created by Attorney

tives

General Janet Reno and
the Immigration and

own

Ebadolahi

Operation Gatekeeper gave the California
branch of the INS free reign to increase border

and

to the
1,

JASON CHEN/Daily Brum

Are they

everyone

Us party. Of course,

Up

May

committed

many other key

issues.

Ebadolahi

Over the same

a third-year international development
studies student Eat a peach! E-mail comments to

grover@ucla.edu.

until

light. It

was

the

first

time he had
and almost

jione of the speech was devoted to

The

PARTIES: Other poliUcal

organization you should

first

consider

if

you're looking for a time-

organizations shed Hght

tested fringe

on various

Party U.S.A. (www.hartford-

U.S.

problems

watched the balloons
You've
drop, heard
the recycled

speeches and been subjected
to endless

bombardment by golden-

tongued pundits. You've been blinded by the glitter,

and glamour of American

group

is

the

Communist

go.

is

ist

ing

all

class,"

taxes

They promise a

in the

The CPUSA tax cuts are especialinteresting when you consider that

you've seen the

Now, maybe this is just me, but
start to worry when people start

Republicans.

using adjectives like 'militant' - especially

when

it

comes

lax reform. Seriously, militant tax

look at political

reform?

parties even

FIshman

two big ones.

One glimpse
these

And

Who does the CPUSA

at

has the

other policy questions?

look so bad.

across the nation?
Just

.

How about

_^, ,

how housebrokcn

-

-,

-^-

arc the

CPUSA compared to other parties
Rshnrwn

is

comments

happy to be back in

LA Send

to bfishman@ucla.edu

lot

of problems;

just don't think that secession will

solve them. But

know who

if

you do, now you

to support.

>

Lisa

Min

middle-of-the-road
parties don't look

so bad.

out Ihgrg? Pretty lame, The .Southern
Party (wwwsoulhcrnparty.org) wants

Southerners"

call for the original

Confederate States of America plus
Maryland. Oklahoma and West

i

be true.

I

tend not to trust peo-

what you'd

call

crops because of the threats they

"Well

depends on the demand for
food, since people are dying every day
underdeveloped countries. Don't
tamper with the food unless you need

came

bedroom at 2 a.m.
on Decejnber 25, 1992 was God.
Tom's Jewish which makes the
Christmas morning appearance kind
of interesting. Bottom line is that the
glowing ball said this to Tom. "Tom tell

into his

my people that

they are to

tell

next party might

-

sixth-year

1

.

inner-being.

population.

and use words

like 'synergy,'

Party

is

own words, "The

I

think

it

a synthesis of the

when

The

biggest problem

is

the

population problem. Nature should
resolve it. I'm disturbed that the population

JuanLozano

Lisa

Geweike

Graduate student

Third-year

Sociotogy

Neuroscience

is

getting to

its

breaking point.

We

There are just too many people."

out.

"I think that the population should

come

would

We should go on with
on

this

were any side

it. I

effects, they

were very minimal."

Speaks Out compiled by Cuauhtemoc Ortega, Daily Bruin Senior
Staff. Photos by Bridget O'Brien, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

it

This

is

a

way

"I think that if it's not

to resolve this

makes a good

problem and

We

solution.

not afraid of this

new

that they can control

technology;
it

and

I

and

think

that they

if

an immediate

there are other current

sources then they should definitely try
other methods and observe the effects on
the environment, therefore ensuring safe

need to find an intermediate solution
between the environment and feeding the
population - it's possible to do so. I am

were not that many or some-

gy. If there

first.

problem;

and found

and.

Light

people. But what happens

a problem.

keep spreading

for whatever,feeds the

'wholistic'

In their

really not

If you genetical-

that runs out? There's always going to be

just

times no side effects with this biotechnolo-

take a very spiritual approach to politics

all

actually did research

They

it is.

engineer the food, then you can feed

more

wouldn't approach the hunger problem
this way. They need to be more cautious."

to find a

world already. There are

enough resources as
ly

many people

-i"

for us. I'm

that there

"I think that there are too
in the

probably not prepared for the outcomes.
They need to be more careful before they
continue engineering these crops. I

"Well these attempts seem to have had

the world, your inner-being, your

and your dog's

Cybernetics

Science

Tom Wells' case. The Light
Party (www.lightparty.com) has a
multipoint plan for saving the coun-

effective

means.

We do so many neg-

ative things against the

can

we need

any problems. The traditional methods of growing crops are not
working any more anyway and it's becoming less possible to

problem.

feed the population using these methods."

what the outcomes or

find solutions to

You

to

environment that

make a change.

I

know people

are dying of starvation, but there are
other means by which they can solve that
have to be careful with genetics, you don't know
side effects are

going to be, so a

lot

more

research should be done."

Republican, Democratic, Libertarian

and Green

Parties, a

^active,

pared not to pay their taxes

party."

no longer publicly

Apparently the glowing ball said
nothing about promoting world
peace, th e b ro th e rhood uf ti ian, o r
ending world hunger, which makes

it

You

Omar Araiza

like in

wholistic, educational,

is

number of people they need to feed. We need
more efficient way to provide food."
the

Politicai

Thomas Murray

environment should
come first. I don't believe in going in and
playing with the genes of plants and constructing something else. They don't quite
know what they are doing, and they're

are the future.

work

their public officials that they are preuntil

who

your position?

"I think that the

have to think about what the greater factor is, whether it's the environment or

positive results in Asia, so

try,

that

for the benefit of those countries.

is

clearly defined.

Third-year

it

be chemical rather than plain lunacy

soul

farm submillions of rural
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may pose to the environment have not yet been

Business economics

see glowing objects in the middle of
the night, but the cause would likely

believes that the strange ball of light

less

Mexico and displaced

However, over half

First-year

was.

most intensely on things it won't do,
on things it will do,
though that's probably the least of
Tom's worries.

than an extraordinarily
right-wing clan led by a man who

funded."

toward people of nonFuropean o rig n " And whi le that

may

nothing

more famous secessionist
condemn "an attitude of

racial malice

is

bers.aol.com/fvparty/fvparty I ) which

abortion

unlike their

Wells

He's the founder of The
Family Values Party (http://mem-

USA but,

Virginia to secede from the

ancestors,

Tom

tional globalization trend, eliminated
sidies in

percent of

1

Rachel Bartlett

Second-year

tend to worry when-

Members of the

approximately 300,000 individuals annually,
making up less than a third of America's annual

Others argue that the benefits of genetically engineered crops could help solve the world
hunger problem. What

rather than

lively.

is

These "decent. God-fearing

CPUSA considered

drug policy? Or radical
education for second grade students

those middle-of-the-road parties don't

One glimpse at these
gems and those

think

belligerent

gems and

1

- the U.S. has a

and their families.
Examining the statistics, the crackdown on
"illegal" immigrants seems bizarre; according
to the INS, undocumented immigrants total

'^v:

Maybe they can reach a balance for the
amount of food they need to make and

I

fact that

-U-

glowing

Personally,

Operation Gatekeeper and simwere launched in 1994 is also no
coincidence. Only a few short months before
the INS strategy went into effect. President
r^~
Clinton signed the North American Free Trade
Agreement into law.
NAFTA, one of the many international free
trade agreements characteristic of the interna-

who are desperately seeking a better life

total population.

a suffo-

in

ilar initiatives

for themselves

immigrant population and

feeding children

ball actually

people

America's

me wonder about how divine Tom's

ever a political campaign focuses

Vibrant, charismatic leaders are

I

they are kidding?

Brian

point

secessionist party.

to subjects like

time to take a

weirder than the

Perhaps I'm judging
too quickly. Perhaps not.
The Southern Party does have a

cess.

mass-politics.

it's

the only national

Rag of Dixie."

The

apprehension of undocumented immigrants.
Operation Gatekeeper is slowly killing innocent

Moratorium Project and Amnesty

Some environmentalists oppose genetically engineered

See UEF, page 21

pie that proudly tout a "National

also indispensable for political suc-

Republicans today seem to want to
eliminate taxes on people earning
more than $60,000 a year.

And now

is

less

ly

Democrats and

time honored

than $60,000 a year.

glitz

You've seen the

is

South. Yes, that's right, the

Southern Party

and propose eliminat-

on people earning

corporations," their solution to

America's problems

"militant fight for the needs of the

working

"the party of socialism" and the

Republicans as "representing global-

hwp.com/cp-usa/) The CPUSA
pretty run of the mill-as far as

Communists

do more than just reform the lax
code. Rejecting the Democrats as

under the incessant California sun or
cating sweatshop?

Out

may be more appealing than you know
to

'

period, tens of

in

Middle-of-the-road politics

Rights

1998, www.amnesty.org). Rather than
deterring immigration and increasing the

Prison rights activists and human rights
watch groups, including the Prison

Biology

Who

that immigrants

Kill

Gore's acceptance
speech, few issues were dragged into
the

("Human

May

thousands of immigrants seeking employment
and refuge in the United States have been
arrested and imprisoned by INS authorities.

is

rights abuses

Concerns with the Border Region of Mexico,"

resulted in a

change.org).

human

tant

Since 1994, INS border operations have
600 percent increase in the death
rate of migrating people (www.globalex-

spewed forth as part of a public relacampaign, which aims to mask the brutalirights violations that are

\?'

Senior Staff

denounced INS prisons, citing testimonials of horrific conditions and bla-

from social services like public education; in
manner, the government is perpetuating
problems like underfunding and overcrowding,
which are often unfairiy attributed to immi-

lies,

human

all, it's

American jobs is ridiculous; when was the
last time someone you knew willingly woke up
at 4 a.m. to stand on a street corner, hoping to
be chosen as a day laborer paid minimum wage,
with no benefits, working 12 or more hours

International, have

money away

grants.

in reality

really laid his ideas out,

What's more,

this

racial competition.

really trying to include

Other than saving Social Security,
haven't heard Bush and Gore

Don't

no
such parties actually exist. But by
inserting race into a political campaign, we validate the most primal
and paranoid fears we hold about a ^

votes.

address

else in the Please

officials.

these operations are siphoning

leading candidates, the white party,
the black party, the Asian party, and

other races? Yes, but only for their

I

major implications. The

by government

daily

of America's border patrol operations and

the

their

that's

steal

Yet the facts show that such claims are bla-

ty

After

The xenophobic argument

1999).

tant

and

nize to improve their labor situation.

safety

Southwest border" (INS Fact Sheet

militaristic,

immediately deported only after trying to orga-

to

and

INS gets

on

to the U.S.

no coincidence that
undocumented workers residing in America are
interests.

Like similar operations in Texas and Arizona,

patrol officers

that the

come

try to

simply because such workers are perceived to
be a threat to agribusiness and other business

Naturalization Service.

tions

candidate appears

word "race" implies a winner, much
like the campaign itself. We have our

have gone on a quest for the perfect
poster boy for equality in America.

politi-

troversy that the head of the Texas

itself carries

Neither offers solutions to the racial

problems in this country, particularly
the economic disparity between

is

Launched

The choice of the word **rdce"

help register black voters in the
South during the '60s. Perhaps the
ring

gal aliens" out of the Land
of the Free.

erable success in restoring integrity

as well. Pat

Buchanan, the Reform Party's official-candidate-for-now and registered
lunatic, has nominated a black
woman as his running mate.
Is race an important issue in
America? Of course, but Bush and
Gore have failed to treat it as such.

money. Odd words considering
Lieberman put himself in danger to

Everywhere!"

became such an important con-

dates have done

(after

He claimed a Jew should not be in as

about

him

mouth

^alifornian produce farms and sweatshops for _
next-to-nothing wages and no benefits, the U.S.
government and INS are more than happy to
look the other way (" Bordering on Futility:
"
Growers Hire Illegals the Legal Way - With

"ille-

,

radio and put his anti-Semitic foot

in his

immigrants are handled by subcontractors, who
bring cheap labor over to the U.S. to work in

opera-

Operation Gatekeeper
one of several extreme

have one

theme: exploitation. Undocumented
immigrants are encouraged to enter the United
States because they make up the backbone of
America's cheap labor market. As long as

the land into the Pacific

keep

all

common

Ocean. This is Operation
Gatekeeper, a multi-mil-

interest groups: as voting blocs to

empathetic enough, the minorities go
his/her way.
lie

60 infrared scopes, I2(X)
underground sensors, a dozen helicopters and
over 40 miles of fencing, which extends across

tion designed to

;^»

There are many answers, but

high-intensity lighting,

lion dollar-per-year

'^3*-—

elsewhere?

lies

marked by permanent

In the 20()0 election, races have
been treated the same as special

and

MICHAEL SHAW/Daily Bruin

move by the Democrats
only spawned more useless distract-

is

to raise

desert landscape suddenly converts into

a military zone,

expand military infrastructure along the San Diego-Tijuana border in
order to 'Strengthen enforcement of the
nation's immigration laws" (INS Fact Sheet
May 1, 1999). According to INS officials,
Operation Gatekeeper has "proven that deterrence works" and the INS has achieved "consid-

interest

to put

Lizards, TTiem Folk

fails

The only difference
between a race and a regular special

this

called, "Jews'

We will

an eyebrow. People
had plenty to say about President
Kennedy's Catholicism, the same
way Lieberman is the focus of controversy now. How nice it will be

tial

another rich white guy on their ticket. "In your face, GOP!" say the
Democrats.

But

usually think of.

secured. Votes are traded for poten-

racial inclusion,

managed

we

when nobody cares anymore.

Walloons think about Lieberman."
They might as well have run a spread

psychology and

who demands you

about

it

When Bob Dole prattled on

issues that

race

.

gum flapping

their

that

know that racism is no longer an
issue when the mention of someone's

Democrats caught a
fish this big. They have
nominated as their vice
president, Orthodox
Jew Joseph Lieberman.
The Republicans, for all

bridges to the 21 st century, needed

and looked

one

time giv-

racial red herring, the

pain, built

campaign finance

matic of a racial problem, but not the

with brandishing the

ous

lit

.

dilemma.
Not to be outdone

pretty innocu-

tary policy,

Supreme Court nominees,
AIDS and workers' rights when
there's a Jew on the ticket?
V— The fact that we have thrown so
much emphasis on race is sympto-

tions

was

illiterate children, mili-

potential

ing tax cuts to the rich

race.

change,

much

our dullard

reform, censorship, school shooting
sprees, funding for the arts, abortion,

(most of whom seem to
be white) they wouldn't
have this public rela-

that red herring

two

their best to

and not "the party of
David Duke". Still, the
fact remains that an
overwhelming majority
with the liberal

the rhetoric

pot smokers, child abuse, police
corruption, the economy, educating
al

the reason they always

dates will simply

is

a

of Abraham Lincoln"

will

ever, the candi-

ring.

prisons overcrowded with recreationis

tout themselves as "the party

jocHey for position by claiming
superiority in their mastery of the
issues that matter most to the electorate.' Having

it

weakness they are doing

-

Incame before

has time to talk about capital punishment, the environment, health care,

until

One

enormous, inhumane border operations
when the bulk of the immigration "problem"
get to

hundred miles south of UCLA, the

empowerment

Oh.

-

The Light

Party's

policy suggestion

referendum and

is

most

interesting

to enable national

initiative to

be corn-
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Light Parly seems like a lot of
fun; they have a weird techno light-

Meanwhile, American companies and wealthy landowners in
Mexico reaped the profits of unregulated trade ("NAFTA Gives
Mexicans New Reasons to Leave
Home" by Robert Collier, San
Francisco Chronicle, 10/15/98).
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government

Now THAT is policy! Forget
reforming welfare, lets just abandon
that whole paperwork mess com-

com-
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Immigrants must take time off of
work to travel to government offices,

a couple million kids.

Try

waiting rooms for long hours,
out a myriad of confusing forms,

1

Block South of Imperial)

Washington,

this

ad and receive

distribute magical musical gifts.

And

the

American Heritage

and

is

not always a

thing,

bridges to somewhere, but at long

unidentified dead.

last

War on

is

too

hundreds have already
died in California from the brutality
of Gatekeeper. We must educate ourselves about the reality of the INS,
late;

any

more innocent people from dying
.
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race rhetoric. Granted, there was the

standard garbage about the future
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www papaiohnt torn
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it

will

be to

FREE

live in a

world where the mention of a candi-
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that hurts the coun-

ple marched toward Staples Center,
where Al Gore was accepting the
presidential nomination for the
Democratic Party.
As we marched, protesters carried
white wooden crosses adorned with
the names of some of the 600 immigrants who have been killed in
America's brutal and unnoticed War
on Immigrants. Many of the crosses
were simply marked "no identificado," in honor of the memory of the
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think that's

I

made so quickly today can barely
keep up. and a national referendum
would be a terrific way to completely

seek survival in America, cracked

down on

citizen with a policy

suggestion. Personally,
a great idea. After

Viewpoint

"The curries are strong and the atmosphere soothing... "
haiied as a "welcome addition" to Westwood Bivd, by
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Mexicans by removing tarifTs on
American corn and milk. As the
Mexican market was flooded with
cheap American agricultural products, Mexican farmers were left with
no land and no employment.
The U.S. government, knowing
that many desperate families would

ORTHODONTIST
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FISHMAN
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UCLA'S 2000 OLYMPIANS
The 2000 Olympic Games wlH take place

August 28 -SetNembef 1,2000

Bruins

Sydney, Australia froi

tame Uons, fall to No. 1 5 Rams

Bruins are representing the United States unless otherwise mark
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W.VOUEYBALL Ranked

valid as of August 19,2000.

Women's Basketball

No.

'sSwknmtna

Natalie Williams ('94}

rilynChuJifliihTor^

ilddldi

ByAJCadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Track^FNd
Anwiteif^r97),highiump
Andrea AhdeoonC98V4x400n! .ewy
SheKaBttrrell('9S),he(rtatWon

100m hurdles

0awil)emWe('95),$hotput

Receiver Freddie Mitchell adds substance,
flair to the Bruin lineup

Shakedla Jones (jenl0f);4x100m

MebrahtomKfifl^ghKmiO,'
Sifi^ Powell ('98), (fiscus

——" —
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ball,

got

"it"

is,

Freddie Mitchell's

Maybe he got it from his home of
maybe it comes from the football field. Or maybe it came from living
at UCLA, just an out pattern away from
Florida,

year in a row

ed not

Hollywood.
In Mitchell's case, "it"

is

Example: a player looking to make a
big splash would kill to get 267 yards in

game.

A

player with

267 yards the Freddie way 78 yards on kickoff returns, 30 rush
yards on a reverse, 113 receiving yards
and a 34-yard touchdown pass.
For somebody who's got it, Los
Angeles is the place to be. "I Love

the

"it" gets his

LA,"

Mitchell said. "I've gotten to

meet so many interesting people, do so
interesting things. It's amazing."
Mitchell has gone to movie sets, met
Hollywood stars, and even found his
way into a party or two at the Playboy
Mansion.

many

"I've

become good

friends

with

Elizabeth Hurley, and
hang out with
Mario Lopez (A.C. Slater from NBC's
Saved by the Bell) a lot," Mitchell said.
I

"I

wouldn't

mind

goin^
into
But it is foolball first.
wouldn't have any of this if it
weren't for football," he continued.
"Hes always gonna make you
laugh." wide receiver Brian Poli-Dixon
said. "He's gonna keep it loose. He's the

Hollywood

after football.

I

P'>otos

by KEITH ENRlQUEZ/Dally Brum Senior

Staff

Senior Freddie Mitchell's energetic and enthusiastic personality is apparent on
and off the field. The wide receiver will be a key player in this year's football lineup.

guy

some

NFL's

"I

last

Routes,

I

We

are

still

"It's stiH

getting our

chemistry together as a team."

Pearson ($(^)horrire}-*^

WOMEN'S VOIiIYBB,L
UCU at Hawjy^ AffUne dassia
H0QQi|ilt|,HI

home

Florida,

to

"«^¥5.TeasA«yi

best receivers.

NFL

learned so

how

defender,

outside hit-

summer, when he elect-

never thought

so hard.

UCLA

pressure,"

ter Kristee Porter said.

instead working out with other Bruins in
voluntary 7-on-7 drills. Two summers
ago, along with Poli-Dixon, Mitchell
spent the off-season working out with
Chris Carter and Randy Moss, two of

a combina-

tion of a lot of things. Flair, for starters.

his first collegiate

do about winning and more about

trr98)-Jordkshotp

return

to

to

100m,2pm

"He's the football equivalent of a
gym rat. He always wants to be out on
the field," said head coach Bob Toledo.
Mitchell proved that for the second

it.

volley-

Boldon('96)-Trini(fed«iT(

ves Mitchell.

Whatever

women's

team, starting the season with
the top ranking in the nation had less

ball

really early.

laSu3{'00),dJscus

no mystery to anybody that footnot Hollywood, is what really dri-

It's

UCLA

For the

having everything to lose.
"(The top ranking) does add

JohnGodiRar^),disais

:
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weekend matches

in tight

BjomMaaseide('90)~No{

Gail Devers ('88).

By Greg Lewis

grit

Tennis

Kevin Wong ('9S)

le

UCLA shows

'.^

'M
Men's Beach Volleyball

1,

dudes worked

much from them.

nic Tens AIM and Hawil matdiH

from a
about speed,"

to get separation

and a

lot

«

b> braitoitcd on tidibraiM.UHii

,

iACOBUAO/Dally Bruin

Mitchell said.

game, the 267-yard
outburst in the 1998 season opener
against Texas, was the first time he
played a game for 22 months. After
Mitchell arrived in Weslwood from
Lakeland, Fla., he found out he would
have to miss his first season. Mitchell
had not performed well enough on a
test, making him ineligible for at least
Mitchell's

first

After a stellar performance on
Friday afternoon at the State

Women's

Farm

Volleyball Classic against

the No. 2 Penn State Nittany Lions

No. 1 Bruins (1-1) fell in
the championship match to the

(1-1), the

S«e

W.VOURMLt page 29
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Kristee Porter soars above her opponents in a game last October.
Porter claimed her ninth 30-kill game of her career this weekend.

half the season.
"I

was

frustrated.

wanted

I

to play,"

he said. Coach Toledo had already made
the decision, though. Mitchell would not
be eligible to play until mid-season, but

Toledo
in

him out for the whole season
order to keep him eligible for a full
sat

four years.

That was the
learned at

going to dress crazy and
always do funny stuff."

lesson Mitchell

first

UCLA.

"I
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UCLA splits games in
weekend match-ups

Pair

of matches

mixed bag

is

for Bruins

Week award

MITCHELL

was

';•'

From page
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M.SOCCER: One win, loss

UCLA

among players

Amanda Fletcher

By

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

direction for Bruin squad

By

Amanda Fletcher
UOAvsJ

The No. 14 UCLA women's soccer
team split a pair of preseason openers
last weekend, falling to No. 6 Clemson
1-0 on Aug. 26 and then routing
Georgia State 5-0 two days later.
Against Clemson. the Bruins came
out shaky but
off

50/50

balls

and the lone goal of the of

the game.

After the Tigers' goal, the Bruins

the

^""^

^^^^"^"""^

Clemson

d.

UCLA

picked

1-0

ofT

UCLA d. Georgia

and rocketed
over

State

5-0

half we set-

tled

and

in

UCLA d. Westmont

^

3-0

LMUd.UCLA
-,

2-1

.-.BRIDGET OBRIEN/Daily BfuJn Senjor

Shaun Tsakiris prepares to launch the ball

it

UCLA

their five

one

freshman

ing opportunities, two Bruin attempts

seniors taking care of the scoring, the

20 yards

hit the crossbar.

Bruins looked like they had figured

"Everyone was really fired up for
the game. Unfortunately we didn't

out

coach

we had some

Jillian Ellis said.

nerves," head
--

how

to blend their veteran talent

with their

new

talent.

But a storm rolled

With their physical and direct style,
Clemson came away with most of the

SeeW.SOCail,page27

fell

to Loyola

forward Adolfo Gregorio did a quick
give-and-go to put UCLA on the
board in the sixth minute.
"I

in

when

Marymounl

UCLA
2-1

on

was a

first five

calmed us down for the
game."

against
started

rotated

things were looking

good

Westmont. Six freshmen
and over half the team was
in.

Old and new combined when
Shaun Tsakiris and freshman

senior

"It

Two more goals came before
Jr.

of people off the bench.
.

with the efTort," Saldafia said.
half-

time with Tsakiris assisting senior

McKinley Tennyson,

lot

first

my game.

With 10 incoming freshmen and
one junior transfer, the big issue for
the team is getting everyone on the
same page.

brought a

were unable to put the ball away.
"In the first half I was satisfied

minutes

started playing

went into a lull. That's why we

I

nervous at first,"
"After a couple touch-

Gregorio said.
es and after the

started

The game wasn 't over to them
Game two against LMU saw
much of the same thing. The Bruins
came out strong in the first half, but

little

Saturday.

And

on Aug. 23.

and two

junior goalkeeper CiCi Peterson from

"I think

across the field at Drake

Stadium.TsakirJs scored a goal in UCLA's 3-0 victory

With

legitimate scor-

Staff

Bruin defense broke

on one and

scoring another himself.

"For a first game, I'm very
pleased. They did what they needed
to do in the first half," said head
coach Todd Saldana. "The guys that

"We

knew it was going to be physical and
we managed that well."
Midway through the second half,
UCLA jumped ahead when
Gregorio slotted the ball through a
hole to freshman Matt Taylor, who

SeeM50CCn,page27

He

got

was

last year.

Grammy, Heisman, TDny,
Cleo, and tlie Marvy;..

want them

touchdown

Though

about

he

said.

Mitchell was

later,

were

the

some

close

season

opportunities

just wasn't in

"It

some

it

two

come back from an injury

to

ferent for the

"When

finale.

mean

61 -yard pass

chitlins

The fourth

She sent me
and healed it up,"

it's

interviews through sunglasses.

level," Mitchell said.

Lesson three: humility, because
you can lose "it."
Just one week after earning the
Pac-lO's Offensive Player of the

Brian

DB,

a

kill

I

me and
"When

sometimes,"

the

to get

no more pretty-boy
not on Mitchell's

NFL scouts who will

given

no

annually

the

to

the trajectory.

"The

me

"I'm not going to leave after
After

real

There

"it" thrives in

all,

no reason

is

this

coming back."

year, I'm

ing

19-29 yr 30-39 yr 40-49 yr 50-59 yr 60-64 yr-

tournament

a

BRAND
TWIN

L.A.

to leave.

not mcludfd)

• Includes futon

mattress
Sophisticated
Slide

loss

but provided experience for a
that faces high expectations.

the Bruins

made

need any luck
Georgia State.

team

Pidced as Pac-10 champions in a
coadies p(^ over defending diampi-

sure they wouldn't

in their

game

on Stanford, there is a lot of hype that
this year's team must live up to.
With that in mind, these first
games of the season helped to give the
team its bearings and point them in
the right direction - improvement.

against

Duncan

led

team with two goals, followed by
goals from senior forward Tracey
Milburn and freshmen forward
SaralvGayle Swanson and midfielder
Lindsay Greco.

"It's

a good indicator of where

Bookcases

Ellis said.
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"I love L.A.," Mitchell said again.

ia=]

Wilshire

away,

still

cer team.
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younger play-

Junior forward Staci

That doesn't matter.

,

recycle.

want us

nation's top receiver.

Poli-Dixon

,.F1N.-.^

a'

thought the

15 semifinalists for the Biletnikoff

see

I

feel like 'Let

is

Award,

Brian

show him what I can do.***
"The competition gets
intense

I

I

doubt keep an eye on him this season. He has already been tabbed,
along with Poli-Dixon, as one of the

whole different

at a

this year;

mind

lesson: competition.

person, but with

(Poli-Dixon),

little soft.

One thing that's

"I've always been a really compet-

•

still

about
the
chemistry for
the men's soc-

'

image," Mitchell said.

my momma.

was

hand.

800-475-DELI 310-475-5771
2379 Westwood Boulevard, Los Angeles (Corner of Westwood and Pico)

it's

2000 season.

got here,

I

team was a

Mitchell said, attributing the quick
healing process to some good home

•

regular

weeks

the

ers are a

be amplified this year," he continued. "Even though he didn't have a
touchdown he made a lot of big
plays. This year, the bigplays will be
touchdowns."
That won't be the only thing dif-

months away.
took him just three

Limited to stock on

"You don't have to be famous to eat at Junior's."

their way, with

there

last

"With the drastic improvement

to fullback Durell Price.

•

headed

tition

"You want to hit your stride at the
end of the season. The goal is just to
keep progressing."

itive

3

tough compe-

keep coming," Saldafia said. "They
don't have the experience of know-

"Freddie, take that off," Toledo said
when he saw his receiver giving

Just a few of our famous sandwiches...

the

game-winner.

the offensive line, the results should

to think,"

Bowl game, throwing a

RESTAURANT

said.

what

up for the regular season

uniars

been here," Tsakiris

the

Despite the

he

plenty of times.

tradition,

away

offensive coordinator Al Borges.

"He was open deep

and

'There's a rivalry

at least for the past four years I've

put

Hnal
minutes, a win

season. "That wasn't his fault," said

down and

in the

NCAA seminnals last year.

for

Lions

in
skills,

down

think I'd be worried," Saldafia said.

cooking.

BAKERY
CATERING

me

to use

didn't stay

naive to think that goal chances will

media day this
year, when he showed up with a
black bandanna and dark shades.

DELICATESSEN

I

quadruple overtime

lost 3-2 in

time

the Bruins

in

Full

an Oscaiv

I

didn't have a single

Do Vmi Need IMical

re*y€ got

been getting ISO

I've

The Lions

to (strength)

run out of gas."
Despite all of Mitchell's

that normally takes six, he didn't suit

UCLA

Like on

Jerad Bailey.

when

We just couldn't get him the ball.

months

head coach.

"Thanks

they faced Indiana

last

action after already missing football
for almost two years. "I didn't know

Though

will irk the

should get closer to his wish

till I

Mitchell did see action in the Rose

a while, though, Mitchell

ball all the

plays in practice instead of the 60

Pieper said. "I thought
his leg

cover

natural

his

want the

"I

coach Linn,

UCLA line-

was a cramp, but then

son,

For the most part, Mitchell and
Toledo have come to an understanding about how much fun can be had
on the football field. Every once and

with

year.

this

saw him go limp,"
Billy

defense suspended for the

two games of the season,

time," Mitchell said.

it's

already talking about making it back
for the final game of the regular sea-

said.

goalkeeper

instincts.

Two weeks

.

LMU

in past

coaches

hanging there."
Talk about frustration. Mitchell,
who had accounted for half of
UCLA's yardage so far that season,
was unexpectedly forced out of

Toledo stepped in
andyask Mitchell to tone it down. On
more than one occasion Toledo
hollered or tossed a scowl in
Mitchell's direction, warning him to
stop the showboating.
"I'm the kind of guy who doesn't
see the harm in having fun. I'm
always going to work hard, but I
don't understand why you can't
have fun at the same time," Mitchell

it

pain.

just

—That's when

chipped

goal of their own. After that the

it

defender.

the

long, quickly striking back with a

backer

show up a

to

much of

left

for the returning players, they

no doubt remember the

Mitchell even tried out as a tempo-

"I

time he even pranced into the

As

the disabled

rary defensive back, impressing the

"Can I play again?"
"Not this ycar.7

too

end, the freshmen will deflnitdy get
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the experience they need.

UCLA

broken," said the
medical technician on hand.

Sometimes

Style.

end zone backward

Ellis said.

Of

out.

One

ahead.

nice

ond

Florida

little

parking scandal

left

"I think

when he beat a defensive back in
practice, he would point a finger.

Westmont College
3-0 on Wednesday, it seemed as if
there was nothing but blue skies

dominated,"

a

clearing attempt

in

some

er

plays.

game.
Lindsay Brown

much

cloudy.

putting togeth-

"in the sec-

Clemson's

is still

calmed down,

Tigers until 36

minutes into the

But Mitchell displayed a

when

Last season,

M.SOaER

first

receiving mix of Danny
Farmer and Brian Poli-Dixon.

After defeating

"""""^

held

LIAO/Daity Bruin

Just try

one landed awkwardly and
cracked his femur in half.
"What's wrong with my leg?" he
shouted, writhing on the ground in

potent

pre-season competition, the outlook
JACOB

and double-team one of us.
The other one will tear you apart."

19

the defender grabbed his right leg,
the

quarterback Cade McNown couldn't wait to add him to the already

two exhibition games the
No. 3 UCLA men's soccer team
played last week were supposed to
forecast their progress going into
If the

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Sept.

gain up the right sideline. But just as

.;

Lesson two: Just because you got
you don't always have to show it.
"It" has its roots in what Mitchell
likes to call "Rorida Style." Players
from 1997, Mitchell's redshirt year,
knew all about Freddi^. Offensive
lineman loved his toughness, and

WOMEN'S S

freshmen show promise,

On

Mitchell broke through Houston's

at taking tests."

reveal need for additional

chemistry

^said. "But that only helps things.

in his debut, football

again.

kickoff coverage team for a huge

it,
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throw

From page

start

the

same oneness,

the

same singleness
year,"

last

the line

game can be

Luck

the only thing that will

isn't

take the Tide back to an Alliance

Bowl

game. This is probably
Alabama's fastest team ever, especially on defense.
The Tide normally work out of a 4-

Alabama

3 defense, but

to

If

change alignments

opposition.

the

A

not afraid

is

to confuse the

year of experience for

entire

defense

improved, a running

is

for second-year

successful

UCLA offense starts with

the offensive line.

On

offense,

Alabama

e
a
r
y
Alexander had

24
touchdowns,
and

free

Reggie

Myles,

play-

making

line-

Millons has to

make up a

backer Saleem

Rasheed

LIAO/Daily Bruin

Alabama
lead the

How UCLA handles

the blitz will

game. Last
was decimated

Andrew Zow gained
battle,

offensive

line.

"We

didn't have a

we're the

to

first

said tackle
If the

good year and

is

in

Chris Samuels, but

the Bruins can win:

down

is

Pay no

to prove,"

DeShaun

Milons, and hope

Foster has a big

day

How Alabama

Mike Saffer.

Bruin offense

is

attention to first-game jitters, shut

admit that," center

Troy Danoff said.
"We've got something

Center Paul Hogan

very experienced.

How

they

have something to prove.

Alabama's

the leader of a group that lost another

still

feel

but the real effec-

can win: keep the

UCLA sophomore quar-

pressure on

terback Paus and build an early lead
to get going.

to force

UCLA into a passing game.

Ba$kin(^Robbms
Cream & Yogurt

Ice

•

Westwood

10% OFF W/UCLA

ID

Sophomore Cory Paus, who
games last year, got
the starting nod after out-dueling
fellow sophomore Ryan McCann in

Mo'^terCard

Paus struggled in his freshman campaign, but has the confidence and play-making ability to

due to inexperience. Jon
Dubravac, Jerry Owens and Drew
Bennett will see a good amount of
playing time, while true freshman
Tab Perry has the opportunity to

^9

is

make him a better quarterback.
The key for Paus is to play mis-

ented

UCLA's

Polak,

of the spectacular plays.
Junior Scott McEwan

Division

I

schedules this year.

is

the

Sept. 2

9

Sept.

The

Alabama -12:30 p.m.

is

Sept. 23

Ort.7

good

Oct.

go
season. His presence alone
to

14

both see playing time this season behind back-up senior Jermaine
Lewis, who provides a good change

Wide Receivers
Despite losing Danny Farmer,
Bruins possess one of the
nation's top receiving corps, led by
Biletnikoff
Award candidates
Freddie Mitchell and Brian Polithe

off any

i

Cream

i

SiffKlae

I

leads

tackle

backer crew,

@ Washington -4 p.m.

Nov. 18

ly talented

physical,

improve

is

SOUKtSiMrlsMs

three candidates

choices to

big

men

regarded

start.

is

may

in the country.

step into his place.

his

^*

other offer

I

$2.99

I

(24 ox)

\
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ke Cremm &
Expires 9/25/00
lin-store onf
'

Nece

year's team.
18

problems

at

UCLA's

is

field

improves

line-

tory,

He made

goals,

increase. Punter

Faoa will
miss opening day due to a

also

tance.

15-11 fourth set

Secondary
The secondary has taken
most of the heat for the

Kluwe might pose a

some
Marques

he

the

is

most

will

be a

chal-

handle kickoff returns with Jermaine
Lewis behind him. Ricky
Manning will take care of
punt returns.

all-

win before

stage for a final stand in the

star kicker.

Tab Perry

safety.

Anderson

Chris

will

gave the

Rams

a 16-15 lead.

Then a

fifth.

game

became a see-saw battle
saw the Bruins fight off nine

straight game pc^Hvts, before a service
ace by Penn State's Katie Schumacher

to the

Farm Women's
Tournament team.

Volleyball Classic

UCLA

opened the 2000

UCLA

On

Friday,

it

at 15-13

Fendrick

kill.

12

game

five victory for the Bruins.

"We had some rough edges tonight,
but I'm pleased with our starting pofnt
for the season," Banachowski said. "It
was our first match out, we need to
smooth out our offense a little bit ... but
I'm pleased with what I saw tonight."
Porter posted her ninth 30-kill match
of her career - the top total by any player in Pac-10 history. Three additional
Bruins, Bachman, Fendrick and Bowies,

State 8-15, 15-12, 15-2, 13-15

With a golden opportunity to defeat
two ranked teams in two days, win a
tournament championship and start the

They gained revenge on their tournament loss to the Nittany Lions in the
Central Regional final last season. The

season undefeated atop the rankings,

Bruins struggled in the opening

the Bruins allowed the chance to slip

the match, giving the Nittany Lions an

Honolulu

through their fingers.

8-0 lead before scoring a point in the

Airlines

game. The Bruins battled back to get

Sept. 1-4.

"We

handled (consecutive

five set

Porter notched the back-

breaker that ended the match with a 15-

14-11.

15-12.
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The Bruins opened with the serve,
and inched out to a 1-0 lead on a

schedule by defeating second-ranked
and defending
champion Penn

NCAA

and sent the match

the fifth game.

went point-for-point with Colorado
State to bring the score to match point at

and

it

four quickly

short."

named

two,

1

ended

Porter and Selsor, were

closer.

5-2 third game win for UCLA was
by Porter, who checked in eight of
her 30 kills in that game alone. Game

you have a money player, you're
going to go to her," said UCLA head
coach Andy Banachowski, "and that's
what Kristee Porter is for us. Colorado
State played well, but we squandered
some opportunities. I thought we would
pull it out tonight, but we were a few

State

setting the

A

any

led

~ **If

kills

for

In

that

The Rams put the handcuffs on

The Bruins would again regroup

and with more consistancy,

is

a 15-14

UCLA d. Penn State
8-1 5 J 5-1 2 J 5-2 J 3-1 5 J 5-1
Colorado State d. UCLA

the Bruins to steal the 15-12 set victory.

lenge to Fikse for the punting duties. Kluwe is talented

defensive

kill

advantage. A 5-2 stretch by
Colorado State afterward evened the set

force later on.

recent

UCLA

15-8,8-15,15-12,11-15,17-15

suspension, but will be a

freshman

to

6-3

Nate Fikse

gave

proceeded to take the second set.
"I was really proud of our freshman,"
Porter said of the Bruins' cor^fidence in
their newcomers. "They played like vet-

at 8-8.

True

UCLA opened an early
soon relinquished

kill

block by Colorado State at the net off
Porter preserved the match victory.

had a solid year as a true
freshman, finishing second
in the conference in punt dis-

r

208-8O48 • Wastwrood Villa'
10916 tUnnum Av

many days,

match

The Bruins then faced a draining 38minute third set. UCLA jumped out to a

numbers should

his

See

Ice

if

did on

match point situation. But a Bruin hitting error by National Player of the Year
candidate Porter after a Colorado State

for us."

his kicking trajec-

backer, as Santi Hall recently
the team. Asi

and

A Bachman

erans this weekend and that was a boost

of
he

13

we

Rams. An 8-2 scoring stretch by
Colorado State, aided by five consecutive hitting errors by the Bruins, helped
lead them to the opening set victory.
The Bruins bounced right back, led
by superb net play from senior middle
blocker Elisabeth Bachman and junior
opposite Ashley Bowles. Combining for
a solo block and an assist apiece, UCLA

SeeTIAIipagelg

Baskin(^Robbios I

208-8048 • W*stwood Villag*' Expires 9/25/00
10916 KInroM Av«
\in-»tore onh

of play-

v..

Yogurt

to

Kicker Chris Griffith, a
former walk-on, was one of
the few bright spots of last

optimism this year.
Anderson returns after missing a yean due to a suspension, moving from corner to

complete with
Rusty Williams at end and either

OR

I

will see plenty

struggles, but there

!!??^^^

Westwood location
Not good with any

Reese

UCLA's

(16 az)

store)

Marcus

because we got fatigued.

to claw

• • •

Cappuccino
$1.99

offseason

was a back-and-forth
battle with six ties before Penn State
began to pull away after 9-9. This time,
however, the Bruins were able to reel
Penn State in, tying the score at 12-12 on
Lauren Fendrick's service ace and eventually pulling away for the 15-12 win.
"We are still working out some of the
kinks in our game," Porter said. "But it
was really exciting to get started and
show what we we've worked on during
/
the offseason."

five

Friday."

the

top-flight

SPECIAL TEAMS

season at out-

linebacker.

left

first

solid front four

Bryan Fletcher bring experience,
great hands and strong blocking
skills, while Mike Seidman's raw

over
the
improve.

will

side

depth

game. If Kocher misses a game, back-up Steve Morgan

would be excellent
Gabe Crecion and

Ryan Nece

start his third

the key to having a monster sea-

UCLA's

a

linebacker and the highly

Junior tackle Ken Kocher is an
emerging defensive star, but a
sprained ankle may keep him out of

make a name for himself right away.
The tight end spot is deep and
filled with so much talent, any of the

rushing

The Bruins do have some

line

into

(2-0) 15-8,

straight five-set

3-0 lead that they

at free safety,

Senior Tony White pro-

son.
CONNtE WU/Daily Bruin Senior SUff

pass

his

in as

excit-

who may soon

The main question mark is
where fifthyear senior Jason Zdenek
will start. Zdenek lacks game
experience, but worked hard

and
and has worked to
instinctive

is

an

We

go

n't

Colorado State Rams

15

on Saturday.
In their second

starting corner,
is

close in the first set 8-7, but were not able

8-15, 15-12, 11-15, 17-15 in Gainesville.

defender.

all

over the offseason.

leverage over the offseason, which

home games are at the Rose Bowl

He

return.

worked espe-

Coleman has been working on

USC-TBA

which

three of last year's starters

anchored by
All-American candidate Kenyon
Coleman, one of the most physical-

Nov. 11

in

develop

for the starting position.

The defensive

Stanford -3:30 p.m.

excellent line-

ing time as he battles

Defensive Line

Nov. 4

* All

offensive line

@Califomia-TBA

# Arizona- 4 p,m.

UCLA's

the entire season.

ing talent

25

"

"^

29

matches) alright," said Bruin junior setter Erika Selsor. "Saturday's match didjust didn't play as sharp as

Fla.

Ricky Manning,

Thomas

Robert

From page

No.

The other
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W.VOLLEYBALL

Corner Jason Bell also comes
back after sitting out almost

""^^r "*"

vides leadership at outside

DEFENSE

Ort.28

tackle.

at

Junior

is

-BYEOregon St -3:30 p.m.

will

place of Foster.

@ Oregon -1230 p.m.

Oa21

takes pressure off the quarterback,

and his ability as a receiver makes
him a double threat.
Freshmen phenom Akil Harris
and true freshman Manuel White

1230 p.m,

Anthony

Leisle or

.

30 Arizona St -7:15 p.m.

Sept.

strength of a wrecking ball. His
career has been dampened with

in

moved from

•

provide quality depth,
Linebackers

hard over the offseason to
bulk up, with the starters alone
gaining almost 100 pounds between
them.

Fresno St -4:30 p.m.

Sept.16 Michigan-

loaded at tailback for
the
present
and the future.
DeShaun Foster is the present, with
the moves of a pinball and the

of pace

has

v

^

athletic player in the

secondary, but may need
time to adjust to the complex
nature of playing safety.

Sean
Phillips and Stephen Sua

will start for the third year.

who

28

Fletcher

cially

Tailback

this

Rodney

hope. All five

slots.

third-string quarrterback.

UCLA

is

one of the top linemen
in the nation, and Cabrera, who is
recovering from a sprained ankle, is
a big force. Troy Danoff will play
center and Mike Saffer and Bryce
Bolander will take care of the tackle

The Bruins have one of the toughest

positions will take care

skill

biggest problems last sea-

to guard,

2000RX)TBAU.SCI«DUi£

tal-

was one of

have returned, stronger and

Cabrera

will

take-free football, as

From page

more confident than ever. The line
has a fair amount of experience, as
guards Brian Polak and Oscar

ly

succeed. Also, his experience alone

I

lifMmM

starters

line

around

TEAM

in the nation. "**

The offensive

a dropoff at receiver, main-

there

the top high school

Offensive Line

After Mitchell and Poli-Dixon,

started seven

Baskin(^Robbins
V/SA

end

son, but there

I

WE DELIVER!
M-F: noon-10:00

top form after a
year in 1999. Poli-

potential into results.

Village

(in

in

Quarterback

208-8048
10916 Kinross Ave

tight

is

UCLA's

Ice

I

abiKty and

made him

OFFENSE

injuries, but Foster feels

the starting

comes from

tiveness

All-American

year they

is

nod over Tyler Watts in the off-season
quarterback

year, the offensive line
this

if

going to be successful again.

be the key factor in the
but

year

this

Alabama
defense to the top of the SEC.
The recent injury of star defensive
end Kindal Moorehead may take
away a step or two, but should not
make a huge difference for Alabama.

injuries,

lot

of that scoring
JACOB

and

quarterbackkiller Kenny King

by

Last

offense.

blitzing.

safety

depart

from the past three years, when they
relied heavily on All-American running back Shaun Alexander.
Tide wide receiver Freddie Milons
will
be
the
focus of the

mean more

Heady

will

talent

somewhat down

practice.

undoubtedly
will

A

Cory Paus.

starting quarterback

Dixon. Mitchell has gamebreaking

Dixon, after missing the bulk of last
season, looks ready to turn all his

opening up

established,

game

the passing

23

running backs

for

DeShaun Foster and Jermaine Lewis.

he

said.

line.

and there were few

last year,

holes opened

of purpose as we did

The

TEAM

it

22

with the

quarterbacks had virtually no time to

Sporb

1

6lh Street, across from Joguor SKowroofn)
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Soul food
Ifyou're tired of all those

"Chicken Soup" books, fear

not

-

you're in

good company.

Author David Fisher
pain,
it.

August 28

feels your

A&EontheWeb
~Se(^ all

this

"

and more at the

y

& Entertainment

Daily Bruin's adorable

See page 31
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Web site: www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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BOOKS: *Soup' parody's

That's right

began with the original
"Chicken Poop for the Soul: Stories
to Harden Your Heart and Dampen
Your Soul." And if you're still
that

those with cynical souls

searching for the final touch to your
toilet-side library collection, then

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

agree that "Chicken

"Chicken Poop" has found its rightful home.
The parody, filled to the brim with

Soul," the still-growing collection of

sarcasm,

Nine out of

10

book critics will
Soup for the

feel-good stories that promise sun-

tionists

cure. But Fisher implies that others

On

David

may develop

"Chicken Poop"

the other hand, author
just

left

with

a

doubt

makeup come second

Torrance Shipman

'

may

not be old enough to

knows that it lakes more than just
good looks and a short skirt to be the captain of
the Rancho Carne High cheerleading squad.
power akin

Fisher

early
Publishen Pocket Books
Price: $11.95

of

^

CASEY CROWEiOaHy Bruin

science
project,

fair

Pages: 149

"The

Effects of

Electricity

Rating: 5 out of 10

~

on

Goldfish."

JA{.0§LIAO/D«lly Bruin

One

of the

more profound excerpts, "Amazing
But True! The Incredible Similarities
Between Abraham Lincoln and Jim
Carrey,"

appealing to the sick-mind-

is

is

truly as

remarkable as

it

factual.

Who

ed hypochondriac who refuses to
digest "Chicken Soup" - even with a

not a democracy," she declares with a

is

Author David

in all dis-

strike at

vote, but she

"This

ChidtenPoopfbrtheSMlll

overripened anecdotes and a splash
of vinegar to bring out the sarcasm
in everyone, "Chicken Poop For the
Soul 11" marks Fisher's second

Hwang

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Title:

hope
and
happy endings.
With
50

and skill

(or the

thereoO
was seemingly
sparked by his

the

believers

life

lack

which

refreshes

fantastic

fascination

AUtfU*

149-page paro-

On/ hair and

Kevorkian,

latest

dy

k

c

whose

HMCyiUOii

snicker at

like

a

J

l>IO(lf>UVg.1

UUmiomlttn
Cummin I J to

series

concoction,

establish

heroes

>ul
MiKT

i

Fisher's

Readers

luck.
will

**

will

ironies that

occur to every-"
day people with
everyday bad

icken

who

out
of the virtuous
Ch ck e n

By Emilia

and

wonder where
the
fat
and

Soup"

on

the misfortunes

BOOK REVIEW

something.

Cynics

a people book

is

that focuses

assume
that
you
sat
in

grease

to dedication

a taste for his style

Fisher

may

It

may not appeal to nutriwho deem chicken soup the

shine on any rainy day, will leave you
with a warm-hearted, squishy feeling
inside.

EIEIF

- "Chicken Poop ir

the sequel to the sarcastic surge

is

stories tailor-made for

By Sharon Hori

In 'BririQ

31

few laughs

'Chicken Pbop' delivers standard sarcasm,

;

Entertainment

and wrote a book about

August 28 -S«pt»inber 1,2000

ever would have thought

spoonful of sugar.
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of the leader of the free world.

to that

"It'sacheerocracy."

Goodbye DNC. Welcome
petitive

to the

com-

is

her

life,

cheerleading," said

actor Kirsten Dunst,
spirited

who

Shipman. "This

plays the

what she

is

ScH^

Screen

world of cheerleading

"This

loves."
In "Bring it On," rival cheerleading
squads go head-to-head to compete
for the national championship trophy.

dedicates himself in his role as the chief of the
Crisis Control Intelligence

(left

to break the stereotypes associated with cheer-

leading teams, face off for the top prize at the national cheerleading championships In "Bring

The

Universal Pictures

to right) Torrance (Kirsten Dunst)

and

Isis

(Gabrielle Union), captains of

rival

high school cheerIt

the
Toho Pr«ent»tlon/TriStar

The big

and compete

shine

during the eariy stages of their careers.

competition nurtures fresh

opera singers' career paths

"Just because you have a

doesn't

good

mean you

good voice

Gary Murphy,

"The people who come
in

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Though a bathroom shower performance may be the closest most get to
experiencing opera music, the art of
high chords and long held notes
exists
ish

today - without the

fat

lady to

still

fin-

off the shows.

Facing as
stream

much competition as main-

artists,

opera singers aren't guar-

anteed a plush job simply because they
Tfave a special talent that they've spent
their lives fine-tuning. But with the help
of world-renowned Placido Domingo,

the future of young, potentially up-and-

coming opera singers doesn't seem to be
headed toward street corner performances.

Domingo's three-day international
Operaha 2000

Erwin Schrott and Andion Fernandaz were the
winners out of 40 contestants at 'Operalia 1 998/

opera competition "Operalia 2QpO," to
be held at Royce Hall beginning Aug.
^^' '^'" «'^*=

^ contestants the chance to

to 'Operalia,'

competition eight years ago, but
"Operalia 2000" is the first of his contests that will be held in the United
States - which Domingo said is an old

dream of

his.

been held

in

cept:

Hamburg,

ning through the streets like ants. He's the star

cities as

of the show

from a

"Contestants are invited to submit

Murphy

said.

to 'Operalia' to

According

to

Marking

Of BAta page 35

was thought

to

be dormant

like fire-breathing, taillike

Godzilla

fulfilling.

Opeialia 2000

Piiddo Domingo's 'Operalia' will be held
A n g e las fo r th e f rst t m e from Aug. 31 to

^^^

i

5 ^^ y^LA's Royce Hall.

in

Los

his third starring role in a Godzilla

Rating: 3

however,

film,

Humor

ensues

is

not entirely serious.

when Torrance

"Bring It On"
Starring Kirsten Dunst and Eliza
Dushlcu
Directed by Peyton Reed

Not so eager

lie.

am

She

is

cheer-

What do
Spelling

and Dwight D. Eisenhower have
^

They were

all

embrace cheerleading

is

Jesse Bradford,

in

cheerleaders.

is irresistibly charmno surprise that Torrance soon
finds herself having "cheer sex" with him

and

it

is

initial

On"

it

reservations.
is

a surprisingly intelligent

feel-good scenes are reminiscent of the teen
classic "Cluelessr

ers

and

will

have young and old

all

over again.

As

become cheerlead-

if!

Emilia Hwang
Rating: 8

who

resolves to lead her squad to

rival

that her team's routines

movie

"The Crew"
Starring Richard Dreyfuss

Whoever

takes

and

Burt Reynolds
Directed by Michael Dinner

were stolen from a

squad.

an

unconventional

the

most

sophisti-

mob family, they are nevertheless confronted with the harsh realization that their
good times would not last forever.
They once had
power, money and

it

all

- beautiful women,

respect.

Now,

they struggle

onto their declining libidos, meager
wages and their room with a view at a

senior citizen residence hotel.

When

the increasingly pricey real estate

and

trendy clientele of Miami's South Beach threaten to force the foursome out of the Raj, they
discover that they still have what it takes get to

scheme

their

way out of any

situation.

From

extortion to arson, the guys defend their resi-

dence at the last retirement pad on South Beach
by staging a murder at the hotel. As a result, the

management not only renews

their leases,

but

rewards them with a hefty bonus and a rent
reduction.

Bobby Bartellemeo (Richard Dreyfuss) prohumorous narration that introduces

vides the

each of the elderly wiseguys at the beginning of
the film. The chaos that ensues only escalates
the comedy, and their attempts to fight eviction
result in their inadvertent reinduction into

gangland.

But before their face off with drug lord Raul
Ventana (Miguel Sandoval), the hilarious rejuvenation of their youth brings back the days of
yore, in the form of Rolex watches, fancy cars,
and an effervescent stripper named Ferris
(Jennifer Tilly).

Joining Dreyfuss in the cast of retirees is
Burt Reynolds (Joey "Bats" Pistella ), Dan

Hedaya (Mike "The Brick" Donatelli) and
Seymour Cassel (Tony "Mouth" Donato).

SttSCRntH9«34

It

the national championships. Cheer glory seems

The

plays

ing brother Cliff. Bradford

generations alike^spiring to

.

On," Dunst plays Torrance
Shipman, the high-spirited and determined
cheerleader

who

Missy's equally alternative-minded. Clash-lov-

Aside from a short cheerleading stint in the
eighth grade, Dunst, however, was only a cheerIn "Bring

is

movie about the trials and tribulations of high
school and cheerleading. Many of the film's

Kirsten Dunst, Paula Abdul, Aaron

common?

to

As a new transfer, she discovers that
Rancho Carne High does not have a gymnastics program and, as a last resort, reluctantly
joins the squad. Dushku adds an edgy shade of
contempt and enthusiasm to the otherwise
monochromatic team.

"Bring

tearaboyits of Japan's perennial foe. Hiroshi

who

been a

retarded.

despite her

within arms' reach, until Torrance discovers

Katagiri,

learns that her

not afraid to seriously proclaim: "I

ing,

Takehiro Murata plays Shinoda, the head
of the Godzilla Prediction Network that
researches Uic whereabouts and minimizes the

Abe fnays Shinoda's counterpart

The

members of

cated

fast-food

Just as colorful

Sharon Hori

exactly

to hold

school cheerleaders.

leader for movie-making purposes.

film,

i

S«c

that

bling. That's the point.

compete."

Murphy, though the

UFO

new adversary Orga awakens

Big monsters. Little people. Buildings crum-

"The judging
panel will listen to all the cassettes and
basically narrow it down to 40 contestants, and then they'll invite those peo-

come

until

for 6,000 years.

audiocassettes to the judging panel in

ple to

big fire-breathing, razor-backed beast

Prior "Operalias" have

Tokyo, Buenos Airp and San Juan.

Paris,"

A

stomps through the city and people begin run-

such

who

whacking, city-terrorizing beasts

Not

among high

Missy Pantone (Eliza Dushku,) who proclaims
that cheerleaders are dancers who've gone

won't have a problem with that. Viewers who
look for a plot with any more substance may

of almost 100 million viewJapan alone. Nearly 46 years since the
creation of the Godzilla series, director Takao
Okawara and "Godzilla 2000" bring the towering, 170-foot beast to theaters, to wreak havoc
once again in the frazzled streets of Tokyo.
Like its 22 preceding episodes, "Godzilla
2000" can be summarized by its terrifying con-

of teen-speak, with sparkling dialogue that

ter

four retired wiseguys at the Raj Mahal.

places the moviegoer in a privileged position

The point of the series is not to label the
monster as the good guy, the bad guy or even
the guy who was supposed to have died long
ago. Audiences

Abe

a linguistic mas-

is

leading."

ster stole the hearts

created the prestigious

Writer Jessica Bendinger

killed off in
1995's "Godzilla vs.
Destoroyah," which was announced as his final

ers in

said.

Domingo

been

Once upon a time, long before the birth of
Pokemon, a different breed of superhero mon-

major opera professionals from all over
the worid who are looking for the next
he

Who cares if Godzilla was supposed to have

world of

and pompoms. Delivering all
the excitement of the Olympics, the movie
explores the hard work and dedication involved
in making cheer perfection look so easy.

entire cheerleading career has

place.

film?

pro-

addition to the general public, are

stars,"

first

not find Godzilla's destruction as

moter of the contest.
By Barbara McGuire

23rd appearance on the big screen.

and Naomi Nishida
Directed By Talcao Olcawara

are going to have a

career," said

the
"Godzilla 2000," his

"Godzilla 2000"
Starring Talcehiro Murata, Hiroshi

for special training

Pictures

lizard returns to terrorize

streets of Tokyo In

THEATER: World-renowned

who wears the Godzilla

to the often light-headed

high-set ponytails

suit

See BRING, page 33

through 'Operalia'

Tsutomu

and controls the beast's inner mechanisms.
The film's dubbed English dialogue loses its
drama in the translation. Instead of becoming a
dark and haunting sequel, "Godzilla 2000"
leaves viewers with more laughs than gasps in
awe of the fantasy that made him charismatic in

On."

really

Potential talents shine

highlight of the film goes to

Kitagawa, the gymnast

leading.
it

to destroy-

ing Godzilla forever.

Director Peyton Reed and writer
Jessica Bendinger create characters that venture

"There's never been a movie where

Agency

approach

you can choose your friends
but you can't choose your family never met the
said

August 28
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M|r Brain *m I EmntalMiKM

Entcrtaimncnt

MTV: TVendy cable network odd

home

for intelligent, dry-witted

OK

painter

character, disaffected fan base

have a tendency to sound a
same."

Cry Corral, a touchy-feely summer camp. Not a good fit.
She has a spat with her best friend, Jane, a

at the

to

who

Quinn, who not only

The

attitude.

- What's

The

lip.

And

with kids today?

The wry, unforgiving,

pierce-right-through-it-all

world view.

How refreshing! At least, in those who share
Daria's prickly wit.

That's Daria Morgendorffer, teen doyenne

of the culturally disenfranchised. Goddess of

wary sidelong glance. Brainy

the

is

in jeopardy

rebel-with-

out-a-cause for the year 2000.

is

Of

of not

waning.

she does that thing with her face she

almost never does: Daria smiles. Once.
Almost.
What's with this kid?
"I think our audience relates to Daria
because she's smart, she's direct, she says what
people think but often don't say themselves,"
explains Abby Terkuhle, president of MTV
Animation. "And she's cool."

"I
is

monotone: "The only people she liked were
and she spent most of her
time in her room, convinced the world had
been quietly taken over by a race of idiot space

a

little

way

film.

Called "Daria;

Is It Fall

Yet?,"

it

pre-

The premise: What could be worse than a
three-month separation from her institutional
nemesis? Yet here she is, sprung from high
school for the summer. And at loose ends.
The Beach Boys-ish opening song outlines
her misery: "Hey, don't block my shade. Hold
the lemonade. And maybe, someone could

down the sun!"
What to do? Daria

volunteers, so to speak,

guest

When

in

every way. Eichler says he had a

More

sighs.

an

What

a defendant in

fifth

Way cool. So cool, in fact,
woefully beyond
to

MTV's

Daria and love her

demo can relate
new film. And why not?
core

demo.
you?"

I

think

A

and 14.
Glenn Eichler? "Out of the core
leave

it

at that, don't

plays the challenge of inspiriting a 16-year-old
girl in

a cartoon.

"It's not so big a trick," says Eichler,

many of the

is

to see

little

who

trial:

hitting

air

on

*
•
*
*
*
•
*
•
*
•
*
•
*
*
*
•
*
*
*
*,

**

.

* *

*

to court this

month

sive cheerleading

on "American Tragedy." So

and revisit the matter.
With luck, production

grew up with three older brothers
and so I thought I was a boy until I was

far, his llth-

"I

10," she said.

will

the film with

What

is

this

movie, and why does Simpson

want

car.

an adventure in deja vu. Actors bear an eerie
resemblance to Marcia Clark, Robert Shapiro
and Superior Court Judge Lance Ito, among

A

to shut
visit

it

a process

world's leading

to identify

innate and not learned.

Upon applying for a key

We

others.

Hearing

that,

The courtroom where

has been duplicated in every

the case

was

went through several weeks of

you are interested

executive sales role at

smile.

* *

*

globe. Gallup has learned that the talent of leadership

leadership role at Gallup with unlimited advancement opportunities, you wilT receive feedback

is

on your

maximizing your human potential and applying your

talents in

an executive leadership or

949-474-2710 or email Don_Dusatko@gallup.coni. You

will

be 7

given a password and instructions to take our web-based "Strengths Finder" You will not only be applying for a leadershipposition at Gallup; you will

The Gallup Organization

management

al^
is

receive feedback

on your top

five

innate

human

strengths.

a 65 year old world-class management consulting organization specializing in surveys and

training to improve workplaces

and increase the value and volume of our

Requirements include a college degree, experience in

sales,

In the event you are chosen as a finalist you will talk with
the most reputable organization in the world.

,

and

life

experiences," she

worked

Cheerleaders from cheer squads

around the country were cast in the
movie. The eight actors and 12 actual

well as

professional cheerleaders.

cheerleaders

who plays the cap-

who compose

together to

make

sure

all

their

moves

were synchronized and to ultimately

the cheer-

leading squad in the film worked

"We were sweaty beasts

most of
the shooting," said Union, who was a
cheerleader in the eighth grade. She
admits that the squads in the movie are
a whole different caliber from her
squad,

back

who

did

more

In addition to

demanding work,

deliver seamless routines.

are very diversified in

said of the cheerleaders she

worked with cheer

Advertise Ybur

for

hair flips than

flips.

the physically

all

the cast

had

to learn

be emotionally supportive of each
other in order to order to make the
to

outcome believable.
"When we saw the final footage of

final

we were all practically in tears," Dushku said.
Though cheerleading camp proved
that final routine,

During filming, cheedeading was
and there was no touching up

SeetMN6,pa9e35
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your talent through in-depth interviews and compare them with more than 100,000 of the

The Gallup Organization, then

cheerleaders are

giris

personalities

leaders)

Gabrielle Union,

how

than just peppy and cheery cliches.

such hard work," Dunst said.

and dance choreographers as

inten-

learned

"The

tried

detail, including

help individuals to unlock these talents and maximize their opportunities in the workplace.

in truly

"You

of the Clovers, said that she

yi'M'WlH;!^

Daria might crack a (tiny)

top five talents as identified by our Strengths Finder.

If

tain

"Not only were we learning the
dancing and choreography," Dushku
said. "We'd also play trust games."

is

in black-and-white.'"

managers and millions of employees around the

who

take their athletics seriously, the cast

North Hollywood

The Gallup Organization is Searching for Leaders. Gallup is prepared to take applications from Japanese men and
women to work in Tokyo, Japan. We are looking for sales and research consultants and a director of operations. These are
senior leadership roles. The responsibilities are to help us to lead Gallup and to win new accounts or a combination of both. We
invite j^^ou to take a web-based interview to determine your talents. We call this new psychological scientific test, "Strengths
It is

order to be

script.

filming, the actors

In order to play cheerleaders

down?

to the soundstage in

*

Finder."

no gymnastics, dancing

or cheerleading experience.

Sept. 6.

world-wearily, Eichler recounts an

in

and
demanding routines required by the
"It's

Though Dushku played her fair
share of football as a kid, she came to

be completed by
gets back to court on

the time Simpson's suit

camp

able to perform the difficult

hour legal bid has been futile. A judge refused to
issue an injunction, saying he'd look at the script

tenure as the

Japanese Star Search 2000
-

As Torrance Shipman, Kirsten Dunst heads a cheerleading squad of actors and professional cheerleaders.

Actor

*•*•*•*•***•************•*•••*•••**
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Actor

your routine."

seeking a preliminary injunction to halt produc-

in the series'

Dushku

Eliza

Gabrielle Union

CBS in November - unless O.J.

Simpson is able to stop it.
Simpson sent his lawyers

goes

-

Univefsal Pictures

acquittal.

I

being supportive."

get so involved with

behind-the-

won Simpson's

defense "dream team" which

next to you, (and)

and vanity is out the
window because you

reproducing the

is

exchange between his 14-year-old son and pals,
observing the world from the back seat of his

episodes and co-wrote the

movie. "I think articulate, disaffected people

miniseries

more about the girl

of the ego, pride

"All

scenes battles and strategy sessions by the

It will

likely to reflect his

TV

didn't see during the yearlong

"We're passing some sort of printing company, and one kid says, 'Look: ABC Color.'
Then another kid says, 'And yet ... the sign ... is

he down-

Tliat said (or, rather, not said),

saga unfolded in what television news

sat glued to their

experience and exposing audiences to what they

father of precocious kids.

1 1

we should

sets as the

Now, a

year? "I don't know," Eichler hedges.

than before,

The man (man!) who created her has a graying

How old is

history.

Viewers

together, caring

correspondents would dub the Trial of the

But of course he knows! He's well into production for next season. Which, even more

even viewers

that

Daria go through

me

bonding

...about girls

.•'
.

TV

American

tion

will

•

':';

"This nnovie taught

summer, O.J. Simpson was
the most-watched murder case in

Century.

adolescent

Dushku said that
made oaths that
would never become cheerleadin school,

Six years ago this

me."

They want

they

get so

At the camp, the actors learned
more than just cheer rules, regulations
and moves.

she and her friends

ers.

trouble. "There's a contin-

what

of

depiction

r

By Linda Dcutsdi
The Associated Press

different.

through."

writes

turn

first

don't think that makes for a very realistic

Creator of MTV's 'Daria'

beard and kids

miered on Sunday.

since her

the phonies and win the day.

slavish for

TV

way

Daria continue to just be detached for 29 minutes and then, in the last minute, put down all

too hip, too cliquish, too fashion-

Daria to ever be caught watching.
Now, after four seasons suffering high
school and all that goes with it, she has graduated from her weekly show to a feature-length

long

betrayal of the character.

Glenn Eichler

Meanwhile, she stars in her own animated
cartoon series on MTV - a fitting irony, since
is

come a

gent of her fan base that believes that everything we did after Season One was a complete

the same."

scorns her

cheery teammates as airheads with
unabashed enthusiasm for pompoms.

"But over 65 episodes, plus the movie,

aliens."

MTV

bit

squad with

lawyers' backstage perspective

hand in her redesign. Though he doesn't draw.
His lack of drawing skill frees him to obsess
over certain things about her appearance.
"When she turns to the side," he notes, "one
eyeglass frame is still all filled with flesh. It's

have a tendency to sound

cynical Missy joins the

ambivi^lence and even

Sketchy

which, of course, she voices in a guarded
the ones in books,

MINISERIES: So-called Trial of

is

not being the weak link," Union said.

the

Initially,

window because you

involved with hitting your routine and

enter the theater

despising cheerleaders.

the Century portrayed through

Back then, she even looked

all

may

audience that

right track.

shots on "Beavis and Butt-head."

think articulate,

disaffected people

on the

of the ego, pride and vanity

out the

an

attitude of

two years spent on the air (not a bad plan,
unless you're a teen and you're Daria). And

He

Daria's cloaked self-description,

Dushku) mirrors the

course, Daria isn't stuck in place. She

really disconcerting to

es."

is

"All

ages at the rate of roughly one year to every

she's

She has been described as "Si blend of
Dorothy Parker, Fran Lebowitz and Janeane
Garofalo, wearing Carrie Donovan's glassOr, here

him Daria

that assures

getting into the right party college but also
fears her popularity

NEW YORK

rules in show's favor

.V

ing good.

In the film, Missy Pantonte (Eliza

donic, though with a few years' extra mileage

She tries to buck up her popular, brainless
By Frazier Moore
The Associated Press

shows cheerleaditig as a sport," Dunst
said at a recent press event.

passingly similar to Daria: deadpan, a tad sar-

seeks solace at a Beats-like arts

of dance and gymnastics,

nation

instead of merely an exercise in look-

TV if courts

Indeed, chatting with Eichler, you find him

colony.

sister

back on

]3

of makeup. The cast learripd to appreciate cheerleading as an artful combi-
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that often deco-

arrangements

rated the judge's bench.

The guiding hand behind the production is Lawrence Schiller, who
wrote the book "American Tragedy"
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James Willwerth based on information from his "mole" on the
Robert
team,
lawyer
defense
with

Kardashian.
Schiller

directing from a script

is

written

by

Norman

Mailer,

Prize-winner

Pulitzer

and he has assembled a top-notch cast headed by Ving
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in store)
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Cochran

Plummer

as F.

Lee Bailey and

Ron

Silver

as

Robert Shapiror

MasterCard

who
collaborated
Schiller,

with

Simpson nor
anyone else was promised prior
approval on the book or script.
Cochran and Shapiro have met with

another

behind closed doors, how the defense
dealt with the evidence, how they

"Operalia" is, however, about
more than just the Benjamins.
Executive director of the show,

Chamber Orchestra conducted by
Domingo himself on Sept. 5.

hisis not a speak-

took place behind

.ingrole.
If

closed doors."

oz.

Bottles

Schiller

Author

'~'^^^~^~~~^

movie

the

adheres
book, it

'

invaded Simpson's attorney-client
privilege of confidentiality. Eight
it

members of
davits last

misled

the defense filed affi-

week saying they had been
giving

into

interviews

to

Kirby,

plays

price-

is

attorney Barry

Scheck. "In a courtroom,

about
winning. Both sides are there to win ...
I hope this (movie) makes people look
at the system and see that it needs
it's

work."
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While Tony never has much to

ISpk

say,

he abandons his reticence after a
night of hired passion with Ferris,

12

oz.

Bottles

and reveals how the gang created the
bloody murder at the Raj.
Ferris then blackmails Tony and
his cohorts to put a hit on her stepmother. Pepper Lowenstein (Lainie
Kazan). Ferris' family

ties translate

the daughter he abandoned when he
went off to do lime in prison. When
he finds her, their reunion adds a
touch of sentimentality that offsets
the persistent

comedy

The movie

in the film.

out with the
elderly misfits thinking that they'd be
better off dead. But with family like
starts

"The Crew," the senior

citizens take

out a new lease on life in a movie that
proves entertaining for all ages.

into a large inheritance for the exotic

Emilia

dancer.
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"Both Abraham Lincoln and
Jim Carrey were born to both a
mother and a father!" or that
"Neither Abraham Lincoln nor Jim
Carrey ever served a single day in
the U.S. Senate or won an Academy
Award!"
And that's about the extent of
educational
"Chicken
Poop's"
that

on the same show. I'm the

Reichler

"The

in

Good

named

after

Vilar in recogni-

every one of the

of

H:IIW

his

tremendous sup-

He

supports them."

port, as he

is

principal

spon-

the

THE
WITH

donating

sor,

close to $200,000

Isabelle

"Operalia,"

to

de Montaigu

the

Executive director

solely

because of

his

love

for

opera.

competitors

a

In

which explains praises "Operalia's'

winners.

love for opera and hope for the future
of these rising opera stars.

^

According to De Montaigu, the
chance to work with Domingo is key

among the competition's advantages.
"Placido follows the careers of
every one of the contestants; he gives
":

them very good advice in terms of
their voice and what to sing," she said.

"He supports them."
Domingo provides guidance

for

• 80 hours of live, in-class instruction
• instructors who have all scored in the

altruism, Vilar expresses his genuine

"My great

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each

life-long passion for the

performing arts, especially
opera, has led me to become a supporter of the arts around the world classical

•

from the Metropolitan Opera House
in New York to London's Royal
Opera House to the Kirov Opera and
Ballet

Company in St.

99^

,

:

•

•

week

Licensed use of ail real LSAT questions
Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
Competitive cost - $U.50

Petersburg," he

me

singers in a field that lacks formal

said.

mentors.

greater joy than witnessing the birth of

"But perhaps nothing gives

TestMasters
The

an opera career and listening to the
breathtaking voices of tomorrow."

be a musician, especially a singer,'
in a letter concerning
"Operalia." "You study medicine,
law, business, any of the sciences, and
upon graduation you are almost guaranteed some sort of position."
"In many cases, the universities

All tickets

help in placing the graduates," contin-

Contest' on Sept. 5

ued Domingo. "Not so with singing.
You need that 'break,' the break of a

be purchased for $25 to $75, with student tickets for $10. Tickets are
required and can be obtained by call-

to

The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

letter

have the opportunity to walk away
with contracts, even if they aren't the

finest

and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course

in

the country.

wrote Domingo

on your talent. The
need to become interest-

limelight shining
Yight' people

ed

your career."
"Operalia 2000" combines

OPERA: 'Operalia 2000' will be held at
UCLA's Royce Hall from noon to 4 p.m.
on Aug. 31 and Sept., from 1 1 a.m. to 3
p.m. on Sept. 3, and at 7 p.m. on Sept 5.
are free except for The Rnal

UCLA West LA.
use Downtown L.A.

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto
San Jose

\

\

Davis

Sacramento

Beverly Hills

Irvine

San Fernando Valley
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Claremont

Fullerton
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San Diego

which they can

in

ing the Central Ticket Office at (310)

1-800-696-5728

825-2101, or through Ticketmaster at

in

(310)365-3500.
differ-

me

The humor
cheap and

The humor is cheap
and stale, like the kind
of jokes told

like

is

stale,

the kind of

jokes told

in for-

warded

e-mail

operalia 2000

The

finalists

1

from 'Operalia 1 996' sing accompanied by an orchestra.

in

worked for that."
While the movie attempts to alter

those
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cheerleading stereotypes

demanding for the actors, they
worked through filming the routines
with the spirit and enthusiasm of true
to be

"You
gy,"

feed off of everybody's ener-

Dunst

The level of physical and mental dis-

make

cipline exercised to

the

movie

taught Brandi Williams of Blaque to

Boys album titled 'Millennium.'
When was the Declaration of
Independence signed?"

sewage department, perfect for the
satirists who are fed up with feeding

take the sport

Slates purchased

600

chicken broth to their souls.

And

in

the cynic's mind, three words will

—sum

that up:

Mmm mmm good.

more

it

really is," said Williams,

converts

cheer than meets the eye.

me

so much,
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(Previous customer service and cash handling experience preferred)

not just about cheerleading, but about

bonding together, caring more

about the girl next to you, rooting for
another woman, (and) being supportive

of each other," Dushku

more than
get out of a movie"

I

thought

I

said.

could
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who

plays a cheerleader. "Now when I see
those competitions on TV, know that
I

first

its

were the actors themselves, who
more to the perfect

"That's

seriously.

"I've never really seen how competitive

of the

among

learned that there's

girls

said.

not that of a lovely waft over the city

180.1

many

"This movie taught

cheerleaders.

before the release of the Backstreet

Question number two: "In

girls really

audiences,

.

Uiilit'd

These
were

tants.

."

messages
that
have
already
Teacher."
forwarded e-mail
been
recycled,
According to
mangled
and
Reichler,
messages.'
whose developmass-mailed two
ment of knowlhundred times
edge-based
too many. In perlearning brought a new teaching
spective, it's one step above a Pauly
style to the classroom, "the best way
Shore movie and a Hight of stairs
to teach history is to use what
below old Saturday Night Live
teenagers already know about." Try
reruns.
a three-question pop quiz:
And although the stories are a
Declaration
"The
of
breezy two to three pages long, the
Independence was signed 223 years
breeze off of Fisher's cynical twist is

ilic

awards

fifth pres-

ident of the United States. Call

wisdom of high
teacher Jessica

Or ot ujujuj.mokeitsoproductions.com

And finally: "Who am I? My first
name is the same as that of the actor
who plays Dawson on 'Dawson's
Creek.' My last name is the same as
that of the actress who plays Andie

unless

history
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from France,
doubling the size of the nation, for
$15 million. Named for the state
that would eventually be the birthplace of Britney Spears, this was
Purchase."
known as the

you count the
school

Sol Productions, Inc. ot

million acres of land

CHICKEN

value,

It

Rating:?

In a pool of misfits and manipula-

From page

Hwang

Make

worth

well

tion

'That's the sad thing about trying

only character with a deeper
agenda is Bobby. He is searching for
tors, the

For info contoct:

& Bk)ir Tefkin.

will be awarded to the contes-

to

exposure. All the

with

is

Guest: Kenneth Johnson

Peter Nelson. DcM/id Pcidwr, Rndkreuj Phne.

tough, but the

is

publicity

^"""^^^

contestants.

Include:

JRN6 BRD16R

(The Creotor of V)
Frank Aitvnore, June Chodujich, Richard Herd, Mickey Jones,

UJlth Speciol

Other Guests

£i

Beside the money, six

follows the career^ of

Domingo

less.

inno-

laughable," said Bruno

who

which

was

liable in civil court.

is

show,

chance to gain

"This thing about the search for
the truth

star in the

whether Simpson

Ronald Goldman. Simpson
was acquitted in criminal court and

and

work.

"Pl^cido (Domingo)

importance
is
simply
the
opportunity to

tants

friend

Jlnal prize

additional

provide contes-

of his exwife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and her

found

^^™'^^*"^^

money.

take a position on

ders

the

The competition

"Alberto Vilar Awards"

"Operalia"

his

MRRC SING6R

selected finalists will

of so that anyone can enter the contest, not just peo-

the

cent of the mur-

all

The

the

not

truly

said that

at

contestants' expenses are taken care

to

from

later

De Montaigu

will

book

murder case.
"American
Tragedy:
The
Uncensored Story of the Simpson
Defense," published in 1996, was controversial from the start: Lawyers felt

-

numbered

prize

created

miniseries

Town," a

ing piano.

at

sessions,

Featuring

performance of two
accompany-

their

monetary

Of

during filming of "^
court

based on

additional arias with an

ple with

the counsel table

~ doesn't know what"!"

recounting of the Jon Benel Ramse"y

12

a

sits

travel

money, but the winner gets a sizable

Isabelle

"body

double"

and

Sept. 3 will determine the 10 finalists

•

pushed the envelope in the court system. To me, that is more interesting
anything
than

Simpson

airfare, hotel stays

The Visitors Return...
September 16* fii 17*. 2000
Hyott RegerKv, Los fVigeles. CR

day of competition on

last

sing one aria with the Los Angeles

the lawyers.The public

"Perfect Murder, Perfect

The

$175,000.

Although

Lawrence

Not only are they provid-

TH€ CONVENTION

finalists.

while involved with

stars

like

"This story isn't about O.J.
Simpson. It's about the lawyers,"
Schiller said in an interview. "The
public doesn't know what took place

about
OJ. Simpson. It's about

recently direct-

ed

may not be that fruitful, they are treat-

ed with

"This story isn't

You,"

under 30,

in

arias

the actors portraying them, he said.

Simpson

Tell

all

two days
two

first

testant sings

.

careers of these singers,

ed

which each conaccompanied
by a piano. A bar of 1 1 judges from
around the world will choose 20 semithe

-

*0peralia.''

book, "I Want
to

30

ent levels of competition, beginning

Schiller says neither

else."

on a jailhouse

PREMIUM
LAGER

6pk

completed.
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Christopher

Ave. at Gayley

PARKING
-^FREEshopping

OPERAUA

Johnnie

r xpressmart~
10974 Le Conte

But the author's lawyers
pointed out that no one took legal
action until the miniseries was nearly
Schiller.

SIMPSON

FHLM; 'Bring

It

On'

theaters nationwide.

is

now

playing in
~.
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UCLAMudwil
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—
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Daily Bruin

Daily

2300
Sperm

/ Ecjtj

2300

Donors

Sperm

Donors

/ E(jr|

August 28- September 1,2(Xn

BnanOassifM

5200

5700

6^00

Piirkiruj

Tfcivel Tickets

Movers/Slor;ifj(f

PARKING SPACE WANTED. Near/on

For A Limited Time
August 28

-

September

1,

2000

$3,500.00

2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2A00
2500
2G00

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3A00
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
^000
A100
A200
A300
^400
^500

Ticltets Offered

Wanted

Fri:

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates

9am-2:30pm

Books

Cameras

/

Collectibles

Computers

/

Software

the reader's

position, ask what you would like
to know atx>ut the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include

accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

Campus Recruitment

Garage / YSard Sales
Health Products

Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

such infoimation as brand names,
colors and other specific
descriptions.

Shelley Smith

2300

Ccimpus Recruitment

Sperm/E(jg Donors

323-933-0414

at the

Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

Medical College of Wisconsin

announcements
1100-2600
1100

J.E. Bodrogligeti.

The true

its

aftermath.

story of

MM

shocking revelations. Read about the
agents provocateurs. Who were they? Who
funded them? Who reimbursed tf)e person
who funded them? Sign up for numbered discount copies: panimpex@att.net. Visit our

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations

wwv

Mon. DiKuuion,

Fri.

S4^> Study,

Ittun. Booit Study,

2200

Wad. Ibn. A3- 029
Dbcuuion, Al linwt 1 2: 10 For ^eohotet or

MMdm

It

1

KX)

EARN

RESEARCH STUDY

mon

Male/female l8-55yrs.

cold.

ity.

pm

mho tmm a dhnUngpntlim.

no asthma

history.

«U)()

8200

Temporary Employment

H3()()

Volunteer

for the

$11.99/MONTH
UNLIMITED INTERNET ACCESS
$11.99/month. No Ads, No Busy

old,

FREE
DIABETES SCREENING

non-

Call today 310-785-9121.

Email:dinicalsubjects©yahoo.com

1300

Campus Recruitment

Campus Recruitment

Genetic study of Diatietes recruits
healttty volunteers (1 8-40 years old) for
free diat>etes screening with standard
oral glucose tolerance test (2.5 hours).
Qualified sut>jects (wtK) pass the oral
glucose tolerance test and have rK>rmal
blood pressure) will be invited to
participate in a genetic study of
diabetes. Subjects will k>e paid $1 50

American Green
Card Lettery

for participation.

for

For FREE OFFICIAL information, send your r)ame, cour\try

for Rent
for sale
Houseboats for

and full mailing address, IN ENGLISH to:

>vv\

/

Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
-

Room
Shared Room
Private

Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

between

1

money

anonymously.
Donate your eggs to an infertile
couple. Up to $5,000, depending
on your education and other

HAIR

-racing heart

-numbness or Unglng

-dizzness

-shonneu

-leatngs o« unraaMy
-choking sensations

from which it is difficult to escape or get help
the event of a panic attack or other physical

offer.

4700
INSURANCE... LOWEST Price.
Same day SR22. Any driver, student discounts & good driver discounts. Call AAIA,
'

Is

MERCEDES 280 SEL, rebuilt eng, new
CD player, all re-

1970

trans, tires, radiator, etc.

ceipts,

pan

in

•

$25 per

Compansaton

(or

must see and

roof.

Alexandar Bystnksy. M.D.
UCLA Madnai Plaza

Research Center
For m(j»e mlormalion contact
Justin Henderson

1988

CA 90095

Looks

16-59, male/female, are

needed

for a

study

by investigators at the UCLA Brain Center involvir)g magnetic stimulation of brain Volunteers will be paid $25/hr plus parking Study
duration up to 4 hours. Call 310-794-4964 or
email Itotitiaioni ucia edu

HAVE YOU BEEN diagnosed with BIPOLAR
DISORDER? participants sought for UCLA
research study on
eligible

will

be

Call:310-825-6085.

life

paid

experierx:es. Th)ose
for

participation.

CONVERTIBLE TOYOTA CELICA

for' sale

2700-4500

For graduate student thesis
speciali2ir>g in English arxj

edge

of

Please

HONDA ACCORD

changer. $3200otX). 323-854-9424.

TOYOTA COROLLA sport Economical,
great for school^M>ri(, New tires and

in

humanities

European

engine
8914.

litera-

Excellent working Itnowl-

Recycle

this

1

yr old. $2500. won't

paper.
ri'iCQifipHs

"825-2221

>(

and

reliable,

both French and Italian language.
Serena:310-277-9132.

call

GT,

Maroon, 4dr, good condition, automatic,
power lodts and windows, sunroof, 6cd

1989

So of

Day

Wllsriire)
Service

5700

5700

Travel Tickets

Travel Tickets

Gty
Guaddaiara
CoboSonLucos

thir.

papijr n^cycUi this

papw

119
109

99
209
219
208
228

Rka

179

U*/S«« Pml«

iS%

Lima
Buenos Aim
S. DeChile
Booola
QuilD
Bdize
Giracas

169

209
209
220
259

209
199
LGIIM4mS40

NOW &

fickcts

^ave SSS

Mexico Escapes TnEW YORK%59Rn1

iieH;yclft this
this pas>:}rrocyci<i?hi5.

Uii&ii£iiMrj»ciic!itkii

tliis

pap« •cycle

this

ttii*i

papor recyc'e

?hi-i

$369 Cobo San Lucas
._ ssa'^i^
\fl«^c7«9^r*
$479 Cancun
$352 Puerto Vallarta ^*'*

Chicooo

f/rooLOcc (3 nighH Ak - Transhrsi

San Francisco

6300

Ini

o

Legal Advice

i-^axsti

/

Attorneys

NO FEE
NO RECOVERY
hanassment.

NO COST.
tion,

Discrimina-

Sexual

Auto-accidents,

Slips/falls.

MYER LAW

FIRM, Westside. Scott D. Myer(UCLAW'86).
www.t>estlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

for Sale

5680

5680

Travel Destinations

Travel Destinations

CONVERTIBLE.

1992 TOYOTA TERCEL
DX, 4door, automatic, 66.5K miles, blue,
AM/FM stereo, $4,000obo.

1994

fully

2dr,

AC, good

condition.

72K

SENTRA
AM/FM

miles,

Cassette,

FAST!!
Acclaimed therapist's breakthrough
program guarantees you rapkj, lasting
sultsl Call now:31 0-280-3269.

1/Uhether you're

ilome

Sicit
or just simply

$5000obo. 323-

Sick of

Home

\Nc can get you there.

Care

iMt 323-810-

for

animals and plants. Emptoyed form-

er educator respon8it>le non-smoker, refer-

ences.

UCLA Alumni.

in

Piofessional Services

TRAVEL

SeXyguttOaol.com

HONDA CIVIC FOR

SALE. Automatta, Grey.
AC. 1986. Only 93,000 miles Great
conditkx), SrTK>g Certified. $2,600 Must Sell,
310-207-8639.

LOOKS BRAND NEW
1993 HONDA ACCORD LX. Very tow miiage,
mint oondltton. A/C. $9000. 310-274-0774.

310-836-3813.

67 OO

mileage, air conditioning, never been
any acckJent. Awesome condition! Very
dean. Interior: like newl $9,500/obo. Ask
for Jeff: 323-889-1899 or 626-827-5072

Low

4dr..

re-

HOUSESITTER
SERVICES OFFERED

1995 JEEP CHEROKEE

Email:

St'iA/ices

INCREDIBLE
SELF CONFIDENCE...

1994 ISUZU

1994 NISSAN

PtTsonal

DEVELOP

5speed, 95K miles, Moonroof, CD Player,
Spoiler, $8,800obo. Diana:310-448-4677

A/C,

6600

STUDENT TRAVEL

k>aded, 3door,

AMIGO for sale. 84,000 miles/
CD, New soft top. $5000 obo. Call 310-

services
5800-7300

ACUR A INTEGRA

LS,Btack, Tan Leather,

Philooelphia

(323) 277-4595

£

RX-7

A
A

299 R
219 RA
229 R
82 RA

Boston

wv>/^f^f.^ficforyfra^fel.com

cell.

EDITOR
history.

power

locks

t>lks.

LATIN ANHEfffCA SPCCIALISTS

/Auto Insurance

OBO. 310-575-0375.

160K

310.794.1038

RESEARCHER AND
and

runs excellent.

(310)312-0202
24 Hours g

cassette/CD, alarm, A/C. 105K miles. $7500

sun-

windows, AM/FM cassette, great condition,
$4200. 310-824-2390.

OUTSTANDING

ture

great,

90024

C2

/Mexico

Auto Irsuraiice

VOLVO 240D

white, automatic, 104,955K.

Clinical

ooooo

U700

Red/black. Orig owner, excellent condition,
AM/FM.
loaded.
Fully
see.
must

miles, $1800ot)0. 310-831-4202.

1988

HEALTHY RESEARCH SUBJECTS, ages

drive $3950. 310-456-

NICE STUDENT CAR Automatic. AC.

Investigator...

Los Angaies,

MAZDA

metallic gray,

1980

trav* and incoovwiience

434, Westwood CA

-

655-4697

a

providing:

•

Rese.'ucli Suhjeets

Sale

kxjking for

Madicalion on mactlva (placetx)) pM
Psychiatrc Evaluation not a Imitad medical ex»n

2200

.

7951.
is

Wilshire, Suite

446-7993.

Con-

• investigalional

1300

Insuratjct?

for

/lllstatef
IfiNAv in 0Dod handa
Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

{S»P .eac«'

800-

A900
1991

55,000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney prepared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.
310-820-7553. DeadUne: 10/27/00.

-800-225-900a>

may

Free Consulta-

Mercury Broker in Westwood. No Brokers Fees. Also other
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.
(31 0) 208-3548
1 081 -Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

30

www.my-

LOTTERY

1

restrictions

1281 WostvN/ood Blvd.

Experienced attorneys, reasonable

/»700

Auto

GREEN CARD

Autos

in

may be Jimrted and some

PHONE (310)441^680
10850

? th!r> babivr it>r;ycie
c this; paprr !C"yc!t:

4600-5500

Autos

free quote

Insurance

apply PiLS Taxes

transportation

Miscellaneous

DISHWASHER
Used, Kenmore, $25 or best
tact Rtch:310-206-6099

Avoilablttiv

Advice/Attorneys

aoer wcvcio

^900

symptoms.

visfi

in

6000

Special domestic & International Aiiiares Available
Prices ore subiect to change without notice

^BANKRUPTCY*

<?

3800

Egg Options, LLC

Appluinces

attacks are anticipated to occur (such as being
alone, crowds, running away from home), or

30 LBS

Neil:323-654-6226.

Reserve your Chnshiias

health-now.com

-laws o» going craiy.
losing oonbol or dying

People who experience this problem may avoid,
or endure witti dread, situations wt^ere panic

research study that

818-784-4618

Cinipiis Reeruilnient

to lose

necessary.

free.

for

Pillowtops

Natural! Dr. Approved!

studk). 1st-

lesson

America*lndla*Conada*Mexico*Hawaii*

6300

''86-)

with dedicated pro-

home or WLA
No drum set

fessional. At your

Fen *i ^w kiM^ « r/t iwdMw. Uim I* dMM. 1b« Ml •

DIET MAGIC!
All

Accommodations

Nicaragua
Guotamola

Health Products

need 30 people

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES

Honduras

37 OO

days!

6500

li-

dresser at Beveriy Hills Salon.
Very low prices. Wednesday appointments.
Hannah 323-461-8178.

A AA AAA^

Queens-

Queen

today

2700

by

Society.

Car Rentals

ftair

Lcfjal

availat)ie. Also, pick-

*Asia*Africa*ALislralia*Europe'Soulh

G>sta

AUTO

o« bfMtfi
-«>do>Tiin« distress

COLOR MODELS NEEDED

careful

same-day de-

VICTORY TRAVEL

1466.

easily,

for

Hotel

^

new

Also

SD.

Music Lessons

Euroilpass

He.ilth Services

censed

reliable,

Packing, txjxes

International Airfares

6200

10

$199.95. Delivery. Beacon Mattress. Open
Westwood Blvd. 310-4777-days 1309

8 and 32, you can earn

you experience these symptoms.

individuals with repetitive Panic to take

e-mail: infuCa nuliona|visari*}>iNtrv.coiii
Rent

If

Ta

PANIC Attacks?
If

w.nutioiial visa resist r\.c<» III
tel:

STEARNS & FOSTER.

$139.95. Kings-$ 199.95.

(310)546-6786
you're a Japanese woman

The Center

UCLA Anxiety Disorders Program

National Visa Registry
PMB 725, 16161 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino, CA 91436 USA
or apply on-line at:

House
House

SEALY,

twln-sets-$79.95, Fulls-$99.95.

LV.

lOthyr. 310-

up donatkx)s for American Cancer
JerTyO310-391-5657.

Tour Packages

fees. (Cheryle M. White. UCLAW.
420-9998. Pico/Overtand. WLA.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!

Auto

Deadline for DV-2002 Aniieunced. .
demiilssoiiil

Rent

THE CENTER FOR
EGG OPTIONS

Signals.

www.bulldoghost-

ing.com.

'

We

BF

visit

B Salvador

Great for dorm room or apartment. $250
the whole package. Call: 310-286-6691.

movers. Experierx;ed,

Lowest Domestic and

ING COUCH, CHAIR,
AND COFFEE TABLE.

Reproduction! Financial
compensation, of course. Completely
confidenhal. For more information,
please call USC Reproductive
Endocrinology at (213) 975-9990.

qualifications. Call

us citizenship possible

Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale

^

you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eges your
body disposes of each monm can be
useo by an infertiie woman to have a
baby. Help an infertiie couple realize
their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Details, call Dr.Chiu (310)-206-g664.

Enloy life hi me Onlted States
50,000 Graen Carts will be issued

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished

V .;
Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494
..

If

2200

Limited availabil-

$5,000

FOR SALE LIVING

SF.

BruinsI

JERRY'S MOVING&OELIVERY. The

TRAVEL INC

24HOURSADAY
for only

2 Queen beds $100/each, 13"

colot TV $60,
Stereo $40, Refrigerator w/freezer $160, 2
tables and 6 chairs $60. Email: thiuclaOhotmail.com or 6-4851

Go

RESER\/AT10NAT
httpJ/www.prismaweb. com/aquatravel

ROOM SET: MATCH-

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

Research Subjects

com-

1300

2ffig7

310-824-9941.

1ft

1^

$$$$$

CLINICAL
smoiier.

first.

.

Web Site: www.mcw.ed/mstp
Web Site: www.mcw.edu/students/mstp

StHi|y,lJwak Work and

Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance

Roommates
Roommates

3508 Adnrman

MA/W Rm. Dwital A3^»9

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted

Guesthouse

3508 Adurman

us

Healthy fennales ages 1 9-28
wishing to help infertile couples

mstp4nicw.edu

Research Subjects

Anonymous

Alcoholics

Vacation Packages

E-mail:

.VK »i<.

OF WISCONSIN

moscowtrials.org. soon to come.

Travel Tickets

.1

call

ex-

Egg Donors Needed

Medical Scientist Training Program
Medical College of Wisconsin
8701 Watertown Plank Road
Milwaukee, Wl 53226-0609
Phone: (414)466-8641 1 -(800) 457-2775

Complete documen-

cash,

little

Furniture

So

couples.

and

ff^

Stipends throughout their studies. Highly qualified
Students with a background in research are
encouraged to apply. The training program
application deadline is November 1.

the 1996 cheating of Korean students at

infertile

this

in

THE MOSCOW TRIALS
IN MURPHY HALL
By Andras

& help

you're looking for a great job

tra

combined M.D.-Ph.D. degree
program receive full tuition scholarships and

Trainees

Campus Happenings

Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

health screening
if

W/14ft trudc and dollies,

short notice ok.

jot)s,

Student discount.

MAKE VOJRCWNAI^ CAR HOra

Coinpiiler/loternet

The Egg Donor Program/The Surrogacy Program
e-mail ssmlthMFCO0aol.com-Establlshed In 1990

you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600 per month,
call for details on our anonymous sperm
donor program. Receive free comprehensive

HONEST MAN
small

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

61 OO

GET OUT OF DEBT NOW!

m.a..m.f.c.c

1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-

mail/pager 323-263-2378.

livery.

we screen recipient parents, too

1300

The Medical Scientist Training Program

Miscellaneous
Musical instruments
Office Equipment

AQUA

8242.

If

of birth

>f

in

TOO SMALLI

+ taxes)

stud-

NO JOB

285-8688

HONDA PASSPORT 70 cc. Low mi. good
condition, very dean, $200 060 310-559-

Cal 818-762-3467 or

DONOR
PROGRAM

Fumiture

'nr^in

9100
9200
9300
9^00
9500
9600
9700
9800

Place yourself

•

1300

(>7>r^>r^^

Writing Help

(JOOO

printing.

payinem

vrsA

Camcorders

5800 1-900 numbers
5900 Financial Aid
6000 Insurance
6100 Computer / Internet
6150 Foreign Languages
6200 Health / Beauty Services
6300 Legal Advice / Attorneys
6A00 Movers / Storage
6500 Music Lessons
6600 Personal Services
6700 Professional Services
6800 Resumes
6900 Telecommunications
7000 Tutoring Offered
7100 Tutoring Wanted
7200 Typing

8!) 00

day before

Calling Cards

services

8500
8000
8700
8800

of the

for Si\\v,

Many

ents fTtoved for $98. Lic.-T-163844.

'82

tion.

tation,

8A()()

noon

after

THE EGG

.

UCLA and

HOOO

noon.

Scooters

program

The ASUCLA Communications t>oard tuHy supports the University o( Callfomia's policy on nondiscrimination. No medium shall accept advertisements whicti present persons of any origin, race. sex. or sexual orientation In a
demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions. capat>ilities, roles, or status in society. Neittier the Daily Bruin nor ttie ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or ttte
advertisements represented in ttiis issue. Any person t>elieving ttiat an advertisement in this Issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to ttie Business Manager,
Daily Bruin, 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance with housing discrimination prot>lems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or can ttie Westside Fair Housing Office at (310)
475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpy/www.dailybruin.ucla.edu. Placement on-line is offerad as a complimentary service for customers ar>d is not guaranteed. Tbe Daily Bruin is responsit)le for the first IrKorr
insertKxi only. Mrtor typographical errors are not eligit)le for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must be noUTied of an error on the first d^ of put^licatlon bf noon.

ParWng

7700
7800
7900

at 12

Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum." We

^ ^
r
MastciCatd

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm

Warned

52 00

7(i00

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

Europe $249 (o/v/

Licensed, Insured. Lowest

Fast. courteous-t-carsM.

rates.

CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
HAWAII $129 (o/w)
Call:(310) 574 0090
>^ WW. 4c heapair.com

accepted by our

your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.
This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your items.
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations— make your
ad easy for readers to understand.
Start

•

12 noon.

at

Egg Donors

/

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale

7A00
7500

0.60
28.00
2.00
93.00
5.60

'

For Classified Display ads,
please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

Classified Line: C310) 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528
Classified Display: C3103 206-3060
Fax: C310D 206-0528

^—~

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Classified Una Ads:
1, working day t)efore printing,

20 words $8.30

to

There are no cancellations

Recreational Activities
Research Subjects

Tickets

up

word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

Pregnancy -~

issue,

...each additional

Web; http;//www. dailybruin.ucla.edu

'Personals

Sperm

Plaza

CA 90024

Los Angeles,

Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
I

One

Hall

308 Westwood

Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found

TtirffrrffTm

5300
5400
5500

118 Kerckhoff

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services

1100
1200
1300
lAOO
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900

a couple within the first
month of being

^r

'^r

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE$$$

5^00

DONOR FEE

When you are chosen by

BEST MOVERS.

Veter-

an/Strathmore. $50 per month otx). Can sign
lease for 10-12 months. Start either
Sept/Oct. Call 310-770-1225 or mgabr1elOucla.edu.

GET $1,500.00 BONUS
IN ADDITION TO A

37

CREDIT REPAIR
LATE PAYMENTS, REPOSSESSIONS,
CHARGE OFFS, STUDENT LOANS,

BANKRUPTCIES,

310.UCLA.Hy9»
Al fiTH

n

PouvMrip. IkK not nokidKi.

lA/uuuu.

Soma

FORECLOSURES.
JUDGEMENTS.
ppty.CST

•1O179a>e0

statrauel.com

COLLECTIONS.
EVICTIONS.

TAX LIENS. QUICK. LOW COST GUARANTEED. CALL KRISTY:323-e68-4«7S

Display

J

-:-

August 28

38

-

September

1,

Daily Bruin Gassified

2000

Sperm

/

Egg Donors

Sperm

/

2300

2300

2300

2300

Sperm

Egg Donors

/

Sperm

Egg Donors

/

Egg Donors

f

•

6600

6200

Personal Services

He<ilth Services

LOCAL GAY
PARTY LINE

Special Egg Donor Needed
f>

5(3c3

Ijeveplij hills
17

.•:.%;*

920 S.

310-436-6006

Tuturiiig IVniited

:,

-

T

Need

(310) 289-1762

ENTERTAIN YOUR PARTY FOR
dMl

gnat

la

wonli

party

to

1| apiiialat

l>

LOW

1

for

fat

down

to

houao aad hip hop

CSOACI: BoaH

at

patient at the Acne Skin Care Clinic, I had severe acne
from breakouts suffered as a teenager. I tried everything from over
the counter ointments to antibiotic pills, but rK)thing cured my breakouts or
reduced my scarring. My acne problem began to adversely affect my self
confidence, and I began to lose hope that it would ever go away. Then I
saw an ad in my school newspaper for the Beverly Hills Acne Skin Care
Clinic. At first I was skeptical, but then after .seeing the dramatic Before and
was convinced that my complexion could
After pictures from other clients,
improve. Alter my first set of treatments, 1 noticed a dramatic improvement.
Now, I can walk proud knowing that I have healthy skin. I regret not
knowing about the clinic sooner.

Before becoming a

S23X8.48S9

Personalized, professional assistance.

Ace

310-820-8830.

Diinnalic Ki*miI(s in

HIDDEN CHARGES!
EXTENDED or 0AiLY2pr $59

^

D|SPCI^A|BLES...M^ Mo/4 Boxes

^

SnimE BROWN EYES

TSpt

EXT

Hazd, Green, Blue

CHANGE UGHT EYES bsj
BIFOCAL/MONOVISION

add! <50

ASTIGMATISM EXT

*89h

EYE EXAM
$15
Part
WW

'

C

UBMOB/
BavartyHitaAdJ
MMBM

KIW3-5Fri11-1

piopeo^i3

«ted 11-1,

UMBEMN

4130AlMlcAw..t106

W 3-5

someone who might be

especially

112Z7tMhylM,l208
Ttiurs1Mp(n,Sani:30-1pin
No AppoMiiMnl Macawaiy^jMl «Mi-h

VAUGHN EDOBAtJAHMJ).

or music.)

»

KFP

C:.ln^ Kit w/l'iii(;li.is,»'

HARDWOOD FLOORING
SAND&

We

Tutoring Offered

REFINISH

WiU Beat Anv

Valid Price in

TUTOR
SUMMER PERSONABLE

EXPERIENCED AND
TOR that will get results.
ahead

this

SAT/algebra/French/ESL/English/hisCall Will 310-701-8969.

ence.
tory.

6200

6200

Recreational Activities

Health Services

Health Services

CARE
DEISTTAL HEALTH
wn

Cu/hiP

(Offic*

off

t.

t olal

DOS)

f L^veaie ioeaiitiiiii c)males
•

& Korean S.S.Q
978 Gayley Ave

teriyaKi

THE WRITER'S COACH
professor offers tutoring,

"All Students
First

&

Faculty AAembers are

time introductory offer witfi

ONE TOFU CAKE *

Coup<inEkpim8/:tl/(n

1620

Westwood Blvd West Los Angeles, Between
tt

Tutoring

gym

ESL

Instruction.

TYPJNG/SECRETARIAL

Part<.

atx}ve

1835 Stoner Ave.

swimming pool

In

services.

Typing

$2. 50/page. Photocopying, answering serv-

mailbox,
Personal
$50/month.
$50/month. Car garage. Personal answering
service also provided. 310-475-8787.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ice,

CANTONESE TUTOR
WANTED
Call

Personal Stofements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals
Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

COLLEGE STUDENT
TUTORS WANTEDexpeThe

7^00
Business Opportunities

Tutor's Club:310-479-6477.

Subjects, preK-12th
grade, computers, languages, instruments,
PT (WLA/SFV), salary: $9-16.50, must have
car,

€$5-8145

310-477-2669,

fax:

310-477-1359.

ACROSS
1

5
10
14
15
16

English Tutor

$98.^VArch<H'«^-)l
•

ADA accepted

*

Based on 2 arches

Orphans
Wingding
Weaver's need

in-ofnce whitening in just one

50 minute

.

visit

I

— otiiers"

Above

1

Town ^

MARKET-SAWY
ENTREPRENEUR
Earn money on the Internet working from
home. 24-hour recorded hotline: V888-6528635,

fish

AlG

22 Unlawful
24
25
26
28
32
35
37

ext. 82.

mass

caiaa

£
QESSQS

T A T

I

INICILIIINIEI

dSaQLi]

[zissiasii]

CISC]

IRIUINTSHD A

L

OBSs

Banner
Fanatrcal

Change
Relig. title
Biological
classifications

parlor
61 Big Bird's
street

62 Tennis pro
Nastase

63 Perfect
65 Oak or elm
66 Temporary

home
67

I

SOS

hunters
Actor Davis
Courtyard

e.g.

Kriss
Kringle
Give,
temporarily
Inquires

69
70 Certain

composition

English preferred.

scnDDCis

18 Ironfisted
19 Break

54 Sea duck
58 Billiards

Wanted

IclAlTlsHsiLlUlSIHMAlClHiEJ

Boredom
"Do

38 Conceit
39 Lizard
41 Snack
42 Skin design
45 Tease
46 Sicilian volcano
47 Mountain nymph
48 Bit of straw
50 Dwarf maple.

$20/hour; 10-15 hours/week;
in

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Can. prov.

20 Stout-bodied

TUTORS WANTED:

M-TH. From

310-

ui MfR/nNG i Emm

Call

Free advanced
10AM. Stoner

etc.

Wanted

Call:310-452-2865
www.thewriterscoach.com

TOEFL PREP/ACTING

Ace words,

820-8830.

68

71 Swirl

E3SSES
IZ][i@S

aonas
DSSDS

DOWN
1

Tl

lAINISI

I

sqbid
amcDQ

33 Lab-culture

medium

Crockett's last

—

—

2 Wateriily 3 Implements
4 Strengthen

from
34 By
meniory
36 TV add-on
37 Mongolian

5 Direction
Kitchen pest

40 Green-fleshed

stand

6
7
8
9

Uproar
Moses'
mountain

X.
11 Actress Archer
1
1

Galaxy unit
Beer ingredient

Lamprey
23 Heal
25 Tommie of the
diamond
27 Golden Fleece
21

ship

29 Red
30

vegetable
Iraq's neighbor

31 Statistics
32 President's no

:

—

desert

Clumsy

10 Actor, Francis
.

MA

fruit

43
44
46
49

Pads
Fragrance

Long
Espy

letter

51 Din

52
53
55
56

Soft drinks

Prayer ends
Challenged

Make
correctk>ns in

57 Scratchy,
as a voice
58 Pocket bread
59 Bullring
cheers
60 Farm sound
61

64

Kill

— premium:
scarce

Thousand Oaks. Call Tom
Hyun (806) 492-1776

g

I

•

7000

(Reg. $170)

eiamirution • Oral Cancer Scrtenmg
• PerinJontal Examination
Necessary XfUvs
Full oral

Tiiforiiuj 0(ft;rt;{l

,

Wilshire

matting, transcrit)ing.

coupon

patient: Tera Bonilla

mxpirms 9/28/00

cessing, application typing, dissertation for-

wekome"

tliis

Tfel: (310) 475-5598 / Fax: (310) 475-1970
Online: www.onvillage.eom/@/dentalhealth

until

closing tim«

RESUMES

7100

K-1 2 after school, in WLA, SM, BH. No
rience necessary. $10-15/hour plus bonus.

47MM2

B.A.

24 Hour EmergeiKy Service
Medi-Cal & Most Insurance Plans Accepted

•

St.'rvices

APPLICATIONS/

7300

term paper assistance, English, Social Science, History. Foreign Students Welcome.

Thatas, Papara, and Panonal Statamants
Proposals and Books
Iniamational Studanu Walcoma. Stnoa 1965
Slwran Baer. PIU). (310)

Phases of Dentistry

All

•

r'
From 3:00 pm

l,

I

Health

Typing

(323)

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

6200

7200

Writing Help

Michael:909-347-4774 or
email mikeungerdhotmail.com

Comprthanalv* DiaMftMion AssManoa

2100

—

$15/hour.

DAVID ALAN FLOORING

e^ for a donor bank.

Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.
with the English language

TU-

Catch up or get
summer. Seven-years experi-

p^^

not soliciting

*Art Classes Also A vailable

teaching experience. $25/hour. Call for more
information. Stephanie:3 10-702-6455.

(310) 838-9572
wwv/ unliniitedfloonnq roni

is

WRITING TUTOR

For SAT math, Pre-Algebra, Algebra 1 and 2,
Geometry. Trigonometry, and beginning Calculus. UCLA Student, math major Four
years experience tutoring math and one year

small

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen
(800)808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

Tiitorinq Offered

FORMER UCLA

Thufs3-5,Sit2-4(«m

CALL NOW! (310)569-8233
when you call)

(Please mention this ad

(Jikii .intooci!

7000

1038S.Rob«tnnBlvd;t1

1M2W.lJR0iliANL.lG

-

7000

hft v#»

/

Month

MATH TUTOR

»49fr

Aqua

Ages • All Levels
Incredible Prices!

Create, devetop, or refine. Editing, word pro-

CONTACTS
r\IO

1

FA.SYI

All

I

I

Since 1970 - PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers, reports, statistics, re-

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to
your compensation.

MATH MAOF

•Actual Patient Testinnonlal*

alt nifhlll

Expertise to present your best. Editing.
Dissertation
formatting
and finalizing.

Blue, Green,

www.tutoriobs.com

to do.

ptteal

MEDICAL SCHOOL

etc.

(310) 448-1744

thai

.scars

Words,

$15-$20/hr Flexible hours.
Car needed. Call Joe

a pop/huk band

views, proposals, studies, tfieses, dissertations, graduate application essays. Any
style/requirement. 323-871-1333.

being placed for a particular client and

to tutor,

Palos Verdes.

many months, many

what

EBICE!

any organixalum or onyooo

lor

nMb can boot anybody o

Compeiisation

is

SAT scores

Fernando Valley, Pasadena,

with

due to the lack
of the knowledge on

MENTS/ APPLICATIONS

*This ad

2000

energetic people with

high

years,

PERSONAL STATE-

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics

1,

WANTED

.'

unhealthy looking faces

HAVE BOTH A BAND AND A OJ

t

(Extra compensation available for

September

SAT TUTORS

Clinic

experience

Many suffer

Do roo wanna party? Do ytn woaaa gal hiaky?
- 2 FOR THE PWCE OP I -

Score around 1300 or High A.C.T. •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

I

Services

nHp-y/www.acnesktn.com

Professional Services

I

Thlo

L.

ol

BU. #6

PoUrlson

6700

•Heiglit Approximately 5'6" or Taller •Caucasian •S.A.T.

I

Ymp*

Acne bkin Care

7100

-

especially in W.L.A., San

Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria:

I

H(!;ilth

6200

•MWiiibaMaatU^MilidillKwi

X"

August 28

D^ily Bniin Classified

Santa Monica {rrrr Parking in Hear)

Cleaning

ti

Polishing

»

X Rays

are nontranUerrabIt

(800)90-TUTOR

6100
Computer/

Internet

Jack H.

Silvers,

MD

Board CcrttfiMl dcrmatoloelst

A Guide

to the Perplexed

univeRitysecrets.com

^

"He haw't forgotfn what It's
llkm to baa studant"
•Acne»Mole Removal •Warts •Rashes*
•Laser Hair and Tattoo Removal

htip //universitysecrets

com

AOVERT1SF

•Lip Augmentation •
•Laser Ablation

ot

Red and Brown Spots

(310)826-2051

www.DrSlhfen.com
r:

WANTED
/5 PEOPLE
WILL PAY YOU
TO LOSE WEIGHT
NEXT 30 DAYS
1

00% NATURAL
NO DRUGS
EAT AND LOSE

323-806-0786

6300
Lecjal Advict; /

Attorneys

ice. Call

G>nsuhatic

e WORK PERMITS e VISAS
e GREEN CARDS e LABOn CERT.
• IMMtORAHON PROBLEMS

Attoiney

analysis available. Tutoring serv*'
anytime.

statistical

IMMIGRATION
J— Initial

WWW.MY-TUT0R.COM
Math/Phy8ic8/Statl8tlC8/Engll8h/Hebrew/
chemistry/biology/astrorKxiiy Computerized

JENNIFER

123 S FIgueroi. Suit* 220

S.

LIM

Ln Anoates. CA 90012

ACADEMIC TUTOR. Chemistry, math, and
science. Flexible hours. Competitive rates.
high school to graduate school, MCAT.
Please

call

310-573-2284.

Westside 310-837-8882

J Downtown 21 3-680-9332

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION CommuwHh ciarity&accuracy. Especially recommended for foreign T.A's&graduates ennicate

[?(BS)®®

ter1r>g

business world. Taught by experi-

enced professors. 310-226-2996. www.accuratecnglish.com.

Disulav

825-2221

UlSpldy
20ri-3060

MclbMllt'Ub

825-2221

206-3060

39

-V._

August 28

40

-

September

1

,

Daily Bruin

2000

Don't

7700

7800

7800

7800

Business Onnotlunilies

Child Caic Wanttui

Help Wanh.'cl

Hi>lp W;in(ird

Help Wnnted

$10

BABYTSITTER

your parents

call

We

are kx>king for a responsit>le person to
stay at our home (on campus) with our chikjren (ages 8 and 4) 2-3 hours

for extra cash.

Mon

(2 to 4-5,

in

to Fri). Call

the afternoon

Gtovanni/Muk-

ta:310-209-2434after5.

CANTENESE SPEAKING BABYSITER

Call us.

needed

is

4694

^ENERGETIC PEOPLE

sponsible,

and must 7\ave impeccable references.
$lO/hour cash plus gas money. Call:3l0315-9889.

er

For 11&7 year okj

dream

or e-mail us at

if

X^c^cfe:

to help transport 7
year old girt from school, Beveriy Hills. Begin
Sept 7, $9 cash per hour, 310-274-9200.

*WORLD ARTS AND
CULTURE MAJORS*
N0VICA.COM

COACH

OWN A COMPUTER?
Put it to work! P/T $1,000www.e-bi2-now.net

Career Opportunities

F/T $5,000

BARTENDERS

OWN

SET YOUR

SCHEDULE

•

Earn top $$$ processing medical claims.
train. Must have PC. 310-330-1103.

vvwwnnliori.Tllj.Tr-tc-iiciorb.cofn

7600

LOW PRICES $$$

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL
Career Opportunities

UCLA

grads.

by

run

DIRECTOR OF
INFORMATION

available:now. l-lours:M-F

Latin

specialty

of

distritxiter

American and Mexk^an

company is small
lOmill.
The company has
sales aout

foods. Although the
with

t>een growing at a rate of

become

centers

Los Angeles, Sacramento, Las Vegas,
Dallas, and Atlanta. Chef Merito is now
looking for a creative and computer-savvy indivkjual who will be in charge of its
computer system. Although this indivkJual
does not have to be Windows NT certified, it would be of great help. The company would be willing to pay for NT certiin

fiation

if

necessary.

We

will

train for all

NT

software. Chef Merito has

at least three

software progtrams which

necessary
are

linked:

FEMALE

Wanted

MENTOR/DRIVER
AfterTKX>ns

A Dos-based

and evenings.

manufactur-

Ilyr.okj

giri.

Computer
a must. 310-399-4321.

educator/psychok)gist/athlete.

INFANT CARE

SUPERVISION

Oh310-206-1934.
*

2:30PM-6PM

Homework

superv(sion a must. Soccer prac-

Sept. 5.

car a must. Elementary educa$8-10/hour. Call
tion training a plus.
venings:
3 10-390E
days:323-468-5273.
tice driving,

Light cook-

and part
ages 6 and 12 years. M-F 3pm-7pm someing

times
9715.

later.

caretaking of two fun boys

Brentwood. 310-471-

$11/hr.

director of techr>ology

wouM be

ex-

pected to revamp this website artd link it
to so as to make it very profitable. The
new director of technology would also be
expected to make all necessary changes
to make it into an effective b to b operational site. A very generous bonus/commissions program woukl be established,
effectively giMng this Individual his/her

own com
in this

Plinio

his

operation.

If

you're interested

positwn, please fax your resume to

Jorge Garcia

email:

you wish

to

O 818-787-7565 or to

pliniogarciaOearthlink.net
firKJ

out

more

atx>ut us,

If

visit

our website, www.chefmerito.com or

Pick-Up

11

val-

home in Culver City. M-F 3:1 5-5:45, help with
homework and study skills $8-10/hour.
Car/Insurance References. Please
cole 31 0-204-2579(pm).

call

Ni-

For two energetk: kkJs. 2 and 5 1/2 year-okj.
2-3 afternoons ar>d some Saturday nights.

Must have great attitude, CDL, car-t-insurance and local references. $l0/hour
Westwood. Diane:31 0-474-4543.

Pn* CHILD
M-F, 3:30-6:30, near

insurance,

$750

for

upcomlrtg calendar.

1-day shoot 310-278-6972

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

for interna-

business office in BevHills: Must krraw
MS Offtoe. Call 310-278-9338. E-mail resume aribusselOhotmail.com or fax 310278-0038.
tional

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

UCLA, must have

references,

shared, start ASAP,

call

position

needed

Eve 310-278-5100.

AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE/DRIVER

good car necessary. 310-394-2358.
schnittman9k}op.com

Must have car and refererKes. Call Elizabeth
evenings: 310-472-9920 or fax 310-4729178

driving,

AFTERSCHOOL
CHILD CARE
For two kkJs (8411). Help with hofTwwork.
15-18
activities,
and some driving.
hours/week. Near UCLA. Car and insurance
required. Call Jody:31 0-476-7950.

BABYSITTING/
HOUSESlfriNG/
weekend

sheilajgOaol.com

-f

Air.

train.

In

medtoal offtoe 30-40hrs/M-

ASSIST/SEC
Needed

Own

year-

an

&

Illustrator required.

wori( directly with

company, found-

and key empk>yee8.

are looking for a

field

toll

re-

free

tfie

Principal Investigator arxJ sup-

ants; providing office support for Principal In-

service represen-

clude

and

staff.

flexibility,

Desirable attributes

get

maturity, initiative, integrity,

and supervisory/coordinational skills. Word, spreadsheet, and figure
processing on a PC desirable. Must be able
to wori( well with both young^esearchers and

323-957-1000 x-152.

minor supervision. Pay $14.40/hr or more
depending on education and experience.
Contact Invin Stein: 310-825-8465 or Irwin9psych.ucla.edu.

HOME CLEANERS.

P/T-F/T, $8-$11/hr and
To clean in Westskle areas. Must be dependable and have car. 310-471-6212, /Vpril.

SCHEDULER

UCLA

Hockey

seeking

Pay $8.00

paid.

U

r

We made

student(s)

^

read to him in person or over the phone.
Books, newspapers, etc. Voluntary or lor
small fee. Call romantto Rtohy blind poet
323-938-5347.

BRENTWOOD BREAD
COMPANY
ing

ASAP.

Flexible hours.

w/good pay.

No experience

Hir-

seeks 2-3

af-

evenir)gs, flexible hours.

Camp now

sekirsl

Summer

hiring

fun

jet

2700.

To wort< PfJ w/12-year-okl boy w/autism.
Evenings and/or weekends 5-i0hours/week.
Minimum 6-months. Coursewori( and/or experience w/autism necessary. $104-/hr. 310559-7384.

CASH PAID DAILY

looking

for

friendly individuals to woric in

motivated,

busy Santa Mo-

nica or Hollywood office. Sales experience a
plus. Flexible hours.

$10/hrto

start. Call

310-

395-7368.

•

^* Customer Service

Managers

most

clerical skills

& CALKINS

retail

communication

ipacniizing in businws

W—

experience

ond

No

w

in the legal

FEMALE FIGURE
FEMALE PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed

customer service

week, flexible fK>urs,
$11/hour. $0.l5/mile. Must have car and in-

months of related

experience.

position requires knowledge of

advancement opportunities and

environment, we

a

FEMALE
MOTHER'S HELPER

filing,

Fall

in the

Westwood

Vil-

Excellent opportunity.

lage. Peter:31 0-208-8404

in

gaining experietKe in the field of Physical
Therapy. Please call Mike

@

Westwood

P/T

Village in

OR

F/T

AND ANSWERING
eriy Hills. Will train.

P/r

phones

dyu.oom or lax 818-900-6393.

skills

I

k

kinko's
www.kinkos.com

Eye-doctor's

George:213-

No

SANTA MONICA
Now

hiring ftostesses.

Please fax resume

10:310-458-4746.

TANNING SALON POSITION AVAILABLE.
Good Pay. /Vpply at 1 1 56 26th St. Santa Mo-

Great

tipsi

for

J

dynamc, experierxred teachers
Judak: subjects for synagogue Religious
School in Greater West LA area. Fax resume

of

Or.

TRADING ASSISTANT
Westwood Brokerage seeks communk^a-

No experierKe

tant.

necessary. Cashiering,

UCLA

Hospital.

2e-

3-7:30PM, and every other wee-

kend, 11:30-6:00PM. 310-825-6069

SALES ENGINEER.

Major

LCD

mit

resume csOVLE.com.

WANTED

BevCall Roni:310-

required. Flexible, part-time hours.

Must

t>e

as trading assis-

availabvie mornings, gener-

al offk:e duties.

Ideal carxlklate

has opportunity to obtain Series
resume to James:310-446-8990.

new

&

faces
new talent for
Television, Film,

Commercials .Music

We

TELEMARKETER

UPSCALE

WESTSIDE

needs hostess

Iriday

hours/night. Call

RESTARUANT

and Saturday

night.

4-5

Dawn 310-449-4000.

VIDEOGRAPHER/FILM STUDENT NEEDED to tape 3 hours from 4-7pm on 9/9/00.
$75 without own vWeo camera, $100 with.
310-470-8595.

school

in Pacifk:

St. Matthew's Parish
Palisades kx}king for coach

¥im 7th and 8th grade giris this fall.
Experience preferred, but not required. Contact Athletk: Director /Vndy Bernstein at 310458-2648.
to wort<

WILDLIFE JOBS

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NO FEES

Plus Federal Benefits. Park Rangers, Secur-

AUDITIONING

$8-19/HR
and Maintenance. No experience
some. For info call 1-800-391-5856

ity,

0615 8am-9pm. Local not guar

utopitiy

Liassmeiib
825-2221

206-3060
:'

—

Fax

Videos, Print & Modeling.
All ages, all types.

NOW
(818) 379-7070

For educatton publisher needed. Great workand good commissk>ns. 10AM2PM. 3-5 days/week. 310-395-9393.

—'^

7.

VOLLEYBALL COACH:

International Talent
Group is now looking for

place, houriy

u

has op-

portunity to obtain duties. Ideal candklate

maulacturer

ates as sales executives. Competitive salary
and benefits. Varitronix. 213-738-8700. Sub-

SALES ASSISTANT

P/r

TEACHERS NEEDED
EnthusiastK,

experience

/Vsk

offtee.

SALES CLERK
$7/hr.

\/

20B-3060

SUSHI RO-KOO

Educatk>n Director. 310-573-2098. Phone
310-459-2328.

Somers or Janice, 310-319-9999, Leave
message 24-hrs/day

for diner in

are national flower shippers. 310-230-0811

Flexible hours, fair ulary.
or letter to r>oahOkoma-

1-888-774-

exam

Internet, graphk:s.

Tues-Sat. Santa Monk:a.

required.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Computer

on campus.

Call

9994.

0614 8am-

Ext.

NEW FACES

or fax resume: 310-230-4146.

ny:81 8-980-1 666.

FT/PT HTML, Coldfusk>n,

SERVER

4766.

Send resume

Experierx:e,

3IO-34«-8464

To translate 30page essay from German to
English. One time job, good pay. 323-650-

feet

to post flyers at the

once a week.

re-

PROGRAMMING
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

woriting with patients.

Part-time positions at a Westchester/LAX
facility for students who are interested in

salary,

2000.

Intelligent, ar-

University

9pm. Local not guar.

772-0044 from 8am-5pm.

be a TV co's hands and

Email resume: don.dusatkoegallup.com or call Don at 949-474-7900 x.710.

special protects.

with worid-wkJe sales seeks recent gradu-

South Bay and Los Angeles

our new branch opening

2000. Japanese GraduSenior Leadership roles. Tokyo, Ja-

tk>ns or finance student
Will

PHYSICAL THERAPY
TECHNICIANS

WANTED
TO THE INDUSTRY

No

CaN 1-800-391-5856

venir>gs,

TRANSLATOR

IN

skills for

Plus Federal Ber>efits.
info,

P/TORFn*

supportive team

matching 401 (k), competitive

Career opportunities are available
areas, including

GERMAN

GET

and phone

20-30 hrs per wk. flexible. $15/hr. Fax
sume to 310-278-2671.

F/T.

2 positk>ns available. Clerical & sales.

resume to (310) 207-6341, or e-mail to jennifterw^kinkos.com.

near cantpus. Call 310-828-9900.

STAR SEARCH
ates
pan.

to

Must have good car. 3-4 afterrioons from
2:30pm. Call Teresa 310-230-9858

paid t(aining and more. For immediate attention, please fax your

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Full-

se<f-nrx}tivator, with

RECEPTION/ASSIST

offer excellent benefits, including medical, dental,

vision coverage, profit-sharing,

Minimum twc

computer, organaza-

marketing,

networi( support. Call: 310-828-9900.

Microsoft Word, PageMaker and the concept of digital printing.
In addition to

investrT>ent firm.

years experierKe. A/P, A/R, G/.L T/B.
Tlme. Fax:310-471-6770.

PLASTIC SURGERY

P/T

positions require 1-3 years

require 1-3 years of progressive super-

The Computer Service Contulunt

West LA R.E.

Energetk: female to work with great kkls. Call

2-3 fK)urs once a

train.

ability.

Minimum 10-20 hours/wk. Duties Include
shopping and errands for sentor executive.
$20/hr, please fax resume to 310-820-1055.

ttoulate, friendly, to

for tfie aspiring profes-

for hours. Yuri:323-935-3339.

DRIVER

PfT
skills,

visory experience (leadership experience preferred).

drawing models wanted by photographer. Call Peter at 310-558-4221.

Flexible

PRESCHOOL ENGLISH
TEACHER

life

$10-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally dean-shaven male, bi or gay preferred, urxler 21 for
figure modeling, etc. Inexperienced ok. Dan-

LA

in

For applk:ation, information, Call KJ
at Center Studk) 818-848-81 1 1

world

feet.

The Assistant Manager positions

light t)00k-

train.

$9-14.27/HR

surance. Start ASAP. Ai:310-838-8080.

positions require 6

Will

nk:a,CA 310-828-8028.

of sales or marketing experience.

The Customer Service

doctor's office

and

POSTAL JOBS

10940 Wilshire BKd. Suite 1550
(310) 443-9559

or restaurant environment, and the ability to

and think on your

Westwood

filing, billing,

20-30hrs/wk.
310-209-2581/310-209-3381.

keeping.

Center Studk), is now offering tfie
and compref^ensive Pilates

sk>nal.

tk)nal

Clerk Position

Computer Service Consultants

All positions require excellent

for

Pfione, typing,

inrx)vative

excellent

Send resume c/o Miliana
U«irt*4 ia
d Vlllap*
iplimale setting where one con gain

(Operations or Technology)

SECRETARY

STUDENTS WANTED
PILATES TEACHER TRAINING- LA'S leading Pilates Studk} and Physk^al Therapy

commercial Iransaclions
•One opening -M-F 1K)0-5:30
•$8.00 per hour •Sfarfing ASAP

Representative

The Commercial Business Representative

a variety of form, shape, and characters.
experience necessary. 323-851-1125.

entry,

piua t>onu— a.

finest trainirig

Commercial Business Representative

learn quickly

for

Answering telephones, data

lmfn«<Hat« op«nlng« for phon* ul««, otrtsM*
Ml««, and many mora. FT/PT. Flaxibia hour*.
MintrtM from UCLA. S8 pw hour minimum,

facility.

ASSISTANT

to the future

209-7800

(310)

Plenty of opportunity for learning

•

and kJoking

Korean language

Welcome

AGEMENT FIRM

'

Inteme

for

STAFF ACCOUNTANT
Phoenix Multimedia

good

growth-

Needed

Sen/ice ProvkJer, sell DSL and dial-up ser
vrces. Make $75-$200/day. Part-time. Cal
Alan at 818-762-3467.

car, ex-

503-4477.

Part or full-time\wori(. Call:DavkJ 310-441-

or

bright,

ical

teacher trairvng program available (with special emphasis on Physk^l Therapy). The

opportunities for ambitious individuals like you. We're currently
seeking:

SALESPERSON

seventeen year old giri with physhandicap to assist in classrooms for all
12th grade subjects. M-F 7:30AM-3:30PM.
Begin late August-June 2001. $450/wk.
Guest house available if wanted. 323-933For

(M-F/approx. 12:00-4:00), base
+commission, WLA/SFV. 310-477-2669, fax
resume 310-477-1359.

profiessional

errands.

1406.

REINSTEIN

enhancement, and

some

310-393-0980.

OFFICE seeks dynamk:,

• Assistant

BAGEL SHOP

Japanese

typing,

PERSONAL TEACHER

his-

NEW

:^
FIGURE MODELS

filing, light

honne, psych or ed background a

plus. $10/hour.

required.

ftexfcility

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
Organizirtg,

West LA

Organized indivklual viAth
and a working krx>wledge
of computers. Flexible schedule, 20-25
hours/week. $10/hour. Fax resume to:310451-0740.

make your own

EXCITING

skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
morel 18 and up. Call Heather 310-477-

and community

Cali:310-287-2459.

experience in a

enthusiastto coun-

includes:

Work

Law firm

313-3526 ext.207.

DAY/OVERNIGHT
Pali

asthma

pay Ask

For details caJI (310) 206-5473.

Widi our current ranking in Fortune magazines "100 Best Companies
To Work For," Kinko's continues our tradition of providing the best in

hours,
worti from anywtiere. Call for Matt: 1-600-

CAMP COUNSELORS

insured car, valid driver's license and

310-202-9240.

Fax Resume 310-473-2789.

remair>ing. Clerical

yr.

service duties. Office training provkjed.

Photo-

FTYPT RECEPTIONIST/

students to share receptkyiist/file clerk posi$7-$10/hr.

one

least

re-

quired. 310-826-9400.

tton,

to

File

EARN $$$$$
RESEARCH STUDY maleAemale

producer. Short, flexible
for Mary:31 0-278-

Hills

6972.

now for an office assistant position at our
Carnpus or Westwood Police StatKxis. Starting
rate $8.00/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/ at

High-end dry-cteaner at 3405 Overtand. Outgoing personality. $8-10/hr to start. 2or3
mornings, 8-12:00 and Saturday or Sunday.

EARN MONEY WHILE
YOU PARTY

with

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
hours. Excellent

SANTA MONICA CPA/BUSINESS MAN-

Limited availability. Call today 310-7859121.
e-mail:clinicalsubi6ct80yahoo.com.

Or

RECEPTIONIST
some sales experience for West Hollywood upscale gym. Jank:e:31 0-577-6773.

pn"AM
COUNTER PERSON

skills

5233.

With

perience,

You can too.

challenging careers,

0394.

cleri<s.

OUTSIDE SALES REP. Must have

DELI COUNTER HELP M.T.F 8am-3:30pm
no weekends or nights. Clean, efftoient, English speaking only. Call Pat 310-449-4022.

FEMALE

SEEKS YOUNG LADY

positions available

Phones,
filir)g, faxing, pfK)tocopying&filing court documents. Must fuive auto-t-insurance. Francis
Che:310-453-6711

PH"

shop, salary open. Fax resunrte to:310277-1442.

SALESPERSON
bakery needs cheerful P/T salesperson. Eariy shift. 6:30AM- 10:30AM. $8/hr,
ctose to UCLA. Call Dominique 310-503Retail

PERSONABLE
FRONT DESK

OFFICE CLERK
SM law firm seeks P/T offtoe

design/implement mariteting strategies for
UCLA Hockey promotion. Paid position.
Great opportunity for tfiose interested iri
sports careers. Pat:31 0-825-5920.

the grade.

9209.

typing.

CSO OFFICE ASST

people for salon sales.
$15-$25/hr. Call Jasmine O 310-820-2710.
M-Thurs. 3pm-10pm.

to

some

310-479-8353.

OFFICE STAFF

to

or

Call 323-822-

Apply

summer. Excellent pay,

boss, no sales,

filir>g.

Pertect job for student, part-time evenings.

MARKETING
DIRECTOR

SALES:

to

all

answering phones,

k:e,

CUSTOMER SERVICE

No

Eng-

For Beveriy

environment.
to
Go
www.ucu.org/jobs.htm, Ackerman A-level
Sennce Center or fax resume or letter of interest to 310-477-2566.

CLINICAL

bilingual

PT

for fun txjsy offk:e.

lish/Spanish for front counter customer serv-

up.

INTERVIEWER/

in

has one opening for clerical positions.
$7/hr.
Mornings or afternoons. Call
Michelle:31 0-474-7771

needed

FT Great pay plus benefits.

10-

CONSTRUCTION/TECHNICAL Bookstore
OFFICE ASSISTANT needed,

voice

skills.

WLA

healthy older adults, arxJ independently, with

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 4-

good organization

car,

PART-TIME POSTIONS
FLEXIBLE HOURS

info.

P/T posittons at University Credit Unkxi.
tfie

promote bands such as

primarily

Green Day. Nine Inch Nails. Bush, Filter,
Semisonk:. etc. Fax resume to 323-9303160 orcall Rob Mat 323-930-3141 for more

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Human Resources De-

lurie&zepeda 9107
Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 800. Beveriy Hills, CA
90210. No phone calls please.

Has

in-

detail-orientation,

csoOucpd.ucla.edu.

during

We

appointments and maintenance of confi-

This part-time,
$9/hour and requires having your own vehicle, a good driving record and carrying full
liability auto insurance. Please call Mike or

$10.26/hr. Must be a UCLA student with
academic years remaining wtth a valid driver's livense. Phone: 310-825-2148. WEB:
E-mail:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.

full

274-2798 attention
partment or send

flexible schedule, S8.00/hr, 10-20
hours/wk, computers, phones heavy mail-

Responsible indivkJual with great pfvxie

Must have Mk:rosoft Word knowl-

quired.

ports to

part-

lABA at www.iaba.com

HIRING

Start

Busy law offtee 20 min from UCLA. Clerical,
phones, copying. No secretarial skills re-

ings.

vestigator

hour. Full time

your

MUSIC MARKETING company seeks

dential files involving older research particip-

and permit delivery.
temporary position pays

at

mathemagk:ian.com.

SALES:
ENTHUSIASTIC

OFFICE ASSISTANT

$10/hr flexible hours, daytime only
20hrs/wk. Call:310-459-2087

tative for film notificatton

Rob

PART TIME

mathewww.the-

:

7 pm, Monday through Friday $10 and up
per hour. Call Keith 323-937-7737.

CSO PROGRAMS NOW
Do good and

HfHp Wanted

edge and

clude but are not limited to keeping track of
grant budget; processing paperwortc related

a week, Financial background a plus. Call
Phillip at 310-289-8359 or 310-739-1475.

Visit

7800

Wanted

timer,

smooth day-to-day running of the
UCLA Cognitive Aging Laboratory. Duties in-

BA in Psycfwiogy preferred. Email
sume to rokellyOiaba.com or call
877-924-2220.

7800

and able to undertake a (minimum) 2 year
emptoyment commitment for 12 months per
year. Position funded by a 5-year grant. Reports

Design-

Work out of your home at your own pace. 2025hrs/wk. Very very good pay. Make $1000-^

nif nl

825-2221

seeks

benefits include medtoal/dental coverage.
401 K plan and pakj time off. Experience or

time recepttonist. Hours 8:30-5:00, pakl
partdng, benifits. Please fax resume to 310-

a

for

email:

will

tory.

general offtoe duties. 10-15 hours/week. Fax resume to 310496-3165.
for filing, faxing,

BUSY WESTSIDE LAW FIRM

THERAPEUTIC
COMPANION

reliable car

and insurance. Competitive salary
Contact
by
end
bonus.

about 20hours/week, afternoons

3pm and some

ntaa.

t)abysitting for 6-year-

Must have

for

SANTA MONICA
NANNY
ter

er

part time, including

DESIGN FABRIC/SCARF. Adobe

Business/Pre-Med/PubIto-Health majors. 15-min to UCLA. 310-4764205.

references required. Easy kkto. In Santa Mo-

^

ERRANDS
oki boy. Beveriy Hills.

2 great kkJs (9&12). M-F 3-7:30pm. Bel

NANNY

—'—

datory. Great job for

car.

may be

CHILD CARE

for

Pt>otoshop,

kleal

DESIGNER

BLIND GENTLEMAN

afterschool care for dedk^ted, engaging 1 3year-old giri Santa Monica. $10/hour. Exc

occasioruit

for

310-828-9900.

CARE

PART TIME
AFTERNOONS FREE? Woman

and

Htilp

Call the

magteian. 310-452-2865 or go to

aftemoon M-F;

Friendly, enetgetto

BH LAWFIRM NEEDS

NEEDED

year old schoolgirt and Drive

Extremely responsible student wanted

MODELS

Flexible hours.

people
handle top-notch cars. No experience required. Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

Pn BABYSITTER

autisrtc boy.

AFTERNOON
DRIVER/HOMEWORK
HELPER

call

MODELS WANTED

ck)se to campus.

fiard-wori(ing, fast-paced, agressive

Lovas 170A&B required. San Fernando
ley, great pay. 818-880-2272.

COMMUNITY
SUPPORT
COMPANION

telecommunications

for

to

818-787-0100 6x14.

BIKINI

Billing

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL Shop needs

6962. email:hakat2dearthlink. net

ABA THERAPIST for 8-year oW

247

18-55yrs. okJ, non-smoker, no

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED.
tinrte

ext.

company

Internet

NEEDED for online teaching.

position for faculty spouse; should tie willirtg

web and print design.
Must possess strong skills in graphic
design. Experience with Java, Flash,

We

F/9:0O-6:00pm. Computer knowledge man-

NEEDS AFT^R
SCHOOL

Windows accounting system, and a windows route-delivery
system. The company also has an exist-

new

company

in-

ing/inventry system, a

ing b to c website, which currently generates a few thousand dollars a month. The

RECEIVEABLE

Pref.

Tuesdays only. Help fun grandmother care
for sweet six nx}nth old tiaby giri. Light errands in Santa Monica. $8-10/hour. Call Kar-

starting

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/
ACCOUNTS

Will

Tues-Frl.

Nate

Call

WiHltC'Cl

MATH TUTORS

MANAGER

Earn top $$$. 323-441-0985.

GREAT STUDENT JOB

Paid positions. 310-391-7127.

Lacrosse.

Holp

LABORATORY

alcohol.

to

and JV

Football, Varsity

No

graphto ariists for

ers

Soccer Boys:

Giris

Wanted

hours.

very reliable to pick 9-year-

DRIVER/SITTER, from 9/00-5/01 Late afternoons approximately 12hrs/week, $8/hr-imileage. 2 kids 13&14. Need good car, driving record, and references. 310-470-6595.

35%, and has

riational with distributk)n

a dipk)matk; manner arxj work directly
with the general manager to devetop product lines. Must have a strong grasp of
American market and working knowledge
of world cultures, email resume to
^
hrOnovtoa.com
in

Collections

8—YR-OLD BOY

8AM-4:30PM. Benefits: Health insurance
and bonus program. Chef Merito, inc., is
a food manufacturer arxJ

is

7154.

ternet skills

experience. Bonus: Percentage of website sales arxj b to b sales. (Potential un-

who
Some

products interact with international offtees

boy up at westskle school in afternoon,
cook dinner and chikJ sit. Help w/homework.
Student needs reliable safe car. M-F Weekly
min. guarantee $200. Barfoara:81 8-954-

310-473-0772.

POSmON-Salary $70-85K depending on

team

savvy and independent.
Spanish required and Portuguese a plus.
Will assist in all aspects of quality control
to select high quality arts and crafts from
around the worid. Research and source

old

Ages2.5/6years. Two large
7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA.

Child Care

TECHNOLOGY
When

who

Open

7700

limited).

Student

.

play-yards.

inter-

internet

is

HOMEWORK HELPER

Child Care Offered

7500

background

design. Organized

DRIVER/SITTER

MIXX

$$$

in interior

'

National Bartenders School
(6499)
1 (800) 646 -

WORK AT HOME

seeking an indivkJual

player, strong writing/research skills

Earn $100-$200 a day
2 wMk training & Job

Will

Earn $500-$800/week. Call Kristy direct:323868-4675 or VM:323-960-1641.

ested

2 Santa Monk» girts (10&14). Own car, insurance, references required. Approximate
hours: M-F, 2:30pm-7:30pm. Call Nancy 6 310-395-6648.

• ITS not

FROM THE COMFORT
OF YOUR HOME

is

with strong wortd arts

DRIVER/NANNY/

Placement inauded
• job -it* • PARTY!!!

MEDICAL BILLING

JV

Varsity Football.

night hours. $6.50-9.15

3 fun kids in SM. Approximately 20
hours/week. 3PM-7PM (Tuesday-Friday)
$10/hour. Must have car/CDL/lnsurance
Lora:31 0-453-8010

7500

2000-2001 school year.

opportunities. Full

DRIVER/HOMEWORK

first.

to 20/hours,

lenges to have a life at UCLA. Wori( In his
dorm, classes, and the community of Westwood. lABA, intemattonally respected agency, provides paid training and advartcement

CHILDCARE- STUDENT

donors@ccb.com

you're looking for a great
job and little extra cash,

up

95.

Assist a college student with physical cf>al-

home. M-F. 2-6PM. $11/hour. Call:310-4542538 after September 3.

310-824-9941

of

in

Brentwood

COACHES NEEDED
MIDDLE SCHOOL &
HIGH SCHOOL

w\

our Pacifk: Palisades

Flexible hours.

social ckjbs in

GRAPHIC ARTIST

weekday-mornings. Starting-$8.00/hr. Westwood. 31 0-826-0679.

'

PROVIDER WANTED

couples

becoming parents. So

us

Beats all jobs. Start Immediately Great pay.
Fun/Easy. No crazy fees. Program for free
rnedical Call-24/hrs 323-850-4417.

Windows

V\vA\)

Part-time: 3 hrs. every

RECEPTIONIST

plus tonuses! 310-395-7368.

*MOVIE EXTRA WORK*

GIRLS wanted at exclusive
WLA. Conversation only.

CLERK TYPIST/
processing,

7800

7800

41

summer

Ex. driving

must know LA. Quality company,
gr eat pay. 310-457-5051

Hollywood, or Santa Monica
needs energetic people. $10/hour

CHILD CARE

.

call

enthusiastic.

Current educatk>n degree candidates strongly preferred. Must be a fully insured car own-

comprehensive health
screening Plus you can
realize their

flexible,

reliable,

over 21.

record,

Valley,

^—

You'll receive free

infertile

Busy
office

Must pick up 12 y/o at Lincoln Mkldle School
in Santa Monica., supervise schoolwotk, activities and meals 3x a week. Must t)e re-

$600 per month, call for
details on our anonymous
sperm donor program.

help

NEEDED!!!*

M-F 3:00-7:30

Full-time,

possibility to continue.

Manage small medical research group.
Good communtoation/writing skills, word-

CAREGIVER
you're male, In college or
have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job
where you can earn up to

and

job

Looking for accounting, business, math, and
econ. majors with computer and bask: nuith
and English skills for PT-FT positions.
Phones and general office duties. Fax
resume and DPR (UCLA students): 818-769-

470-7594.

If

CHAUFFEURS.

PER HOUR

Westwood. 8-5:30 $200/wk. 310-

in

August 28 -September 1,2000

Daily Bfuin Classified

71^00

7UOO
Business Opportunities

OassHM

f-T^"'^

for

ext.

-*

L)»

Au9ust 28

42

-

September

1

,

D«ly Bniin CUssificd

2000

7800

8000

8200

8AOO

8400

Help Wanted

Internships

Tcinponii-y Eniployin(Mit

Ap;irtnionts for RtMit

ApartmtMits for Rent

LITERARY AGENCY-

internships

Paid

Flexible hours. BooK/screenplay evaluation,

general office. Fun and pleasant environment near UCLA. Send/fax letter of introduction stating interest in books/Tilm& learning
agency business&availability. Prefer graduate students. Include resume: Agency 1Q532
BIythe Ave. LA 90064. Fax:310-559-2639.

ILMORP
H

\

I

I

«t

M

N «

I

MUSEUM ATTENDANT
The UCLA Fowler Museum
tory is seeking

museum

No

attendants.

Furnished.
Single:
$900/month. Carpeted.
Gated complex.
Quiet Pool. Laundry. lyr lease. 310-824-

perience necessary. Must have flexible
schedule and ability to work weekends.
$7.31-8.98/hr Call Jose Garcia at:3l0-2067750.
fax:310-206-7007,
email
JgarciaOarts.ucia.edu

in West Los Angeles has part
time Positions Available for

Good pay and

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSIP Minimum 8

Moro Restorante
1 1400 Olympic Blvd
W. Los Angeles. CA 90064
Please call for interview

310-575-3530
w WW moro com
8000

--PR INTERN

.

Entertainment

Good

portunity for

at:

resume

to

Call

INTERNSHIP POSITION. International Media Agency Flexible hours. Great contacts to
Exposure. Call Carmen 310-451-9885
or Elmar 310-209-8300.
tional

•WESTWOOD

MALE
For personal care for disabled man. Monday-

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE IN FINANCIAL
ANALYSIS COMPANY:
WILSHIRE AND GLEN-

Friday

1

VILLAGE, MIDVALE

N.

OF

LEVERING. LARGE 1&2-BDRM APT, EXCELLENT VIEW. DINING ROOM, UNIQUE.
CHARM, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-6294.*

hr/day and alternate weekends. Will

Strong References.
$300/mo. 310-475-5209.

train.

Near UCLA.

8^00
Apartments

for

Rent

Apartments

MUST SEE!

2+1, w/d, yard,
$1300. 818-623-

4444. www.allofLA.com.

323-634-RENT.

Bachelor,

1

2+2, bateony, cont.
access, pool, laundry, spa. $1125. 818-6234444. www.alk)fLA.com

included. $600. 818-623-

FAIRFAX DISTRICT APARTMENT. 2+1,

f^ZCYCUE.

GLENDALE APARTMENT.
laundry.

BEVERLY HILLS CHARMING APARTMENT.
310-395-RENT. www.west-

310-395-7368.

$975.

MUST

1+1, dishwasher,

SEE! $675. 818-623-4444.

www.allofLA.com

GLENDALE APARTMENT.
laundry,

BRENTWCXJD GUESTHOUSE,

.'

BEETHOVEN

Bachelor,

1

www.alk>fLA.com

www.westsideren-

STUDIO CITY APARTMENT

ST. $2395/MO.

HOLLYWOOD APARTMENT

A/C.
blinds, partdng included. $650. 323-634f
RENT www.allofLA.com
1+1.

HOLLYWOOD COURTYARD COTTAGE,
w/c pet, hardwood floors, yard, parking.
$630. 323-634-RENT www.allofLA.com

www.housinglOl .net... Your move
pusl Search for summer sublets.

off

LOS FELIZ SPANISH APARTMENT
1

$2200, 3bd/2bth, upper, bal-

Studio,

pets,

.

f^rdwood

parking Included.

floors, w/d,

W/D. Parking

w/c pet.
818-623-4444.

$750.

garage.
www.allofLA.com

w/d.

R.W. Sclby

&

Managed By

2-txJnns. Pool, jacuzzi, walk-in ctosets,
Single, fireplace, balco-

PALMS
place,

laundry,

near

gated,

laundry,

$925/month.

bed/1 bath, gated, firebalcony, appliances, near
1

PALMS APARTMENT

2+2. patto, carport

818-623-4444.

$950.
www.altofLA.oom
parking.

"

& Company

I

Si^fer Big

Singles and

1

most modern

Make your

UCLA

Jjj,

^
1

Midvale Plaza

r
Wellworth

Village.

housing

bath,

hardwood

Single apt from $575, $600deposit
1-year lease only Stove, refrig.,carpets, vert.
tHinds. 310-837-1502 leave message. 8am-

I

&

5pm

II

II

1

&2 Bedrooms,

1

Kelton

&2 Bedrooms,

&

Leisure

P

1+1, blinds, sub-

terranean parking. $675.
www.allofLA.com

323-634-RENT.

pet. white ptoket fence,

Rooftop Spa

Area

824-7409

w/C

parking available.

1

floors,

Pool,

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT
2+1, w/c cat.
included.

IN 4-PLEX.
Ilbtocks to beach. Parking

208-4868

Bachelor, 1
laundry. $590. 818-

evenings 310-659-4834.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1325 AND
UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEIUNG. CHARM.

private patto,

Call (310)

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT

479-6205

bath, pool, laundry,

623-4444.

MUST

SEE! $550. 818-

1

Roommate
.

^

,

y

'

>,-

Service

bath,

310-839-6294.

$500.
www.altofLA.com

Furnished Apartments
Ask About Our Lease Specials

bath,

hardwood

ttoort.

Casablanca West
Available from
Sept. 1st

uispiay

825-2221

206-3060

1

Bedrooms

2 BED/1

Private

ftoors. laundry, yard.

Classlfit'cis

825-2221

VILLAGE

BATH

room,
$400.

good cook.

87OO
Condo

for

Sale

$479,950

for Sale

3!4

bath penthouse: high ceiling.
feet, new 50-k kitcfien.

2400 square
2

sMe by

skle parking, huge patto.

pool, washer/dryer

in unit,

Call

310-493-2419.

for

for Hel()
in

ex-

Must own car.
campus. References neces-

occastonal

FREE RENT

in

driv1r>g.

exchange

for

9^00
Room

for

Rent

Clean and frierKJIy boarding house has
rooms available for fall. $725/mon.(2/room);
$635 (3/room); $612.50 (5/room) includes
utilKies, cable TV, and 15 meals/week. Female students only. 310-208-5056.

Westwood 3 tjedroom 2 1/2 bath townhouse- AC, security system, extra storage.
skJe by skje parking arKJ rear yard.
Barbara Gardner. Broker 310-285-7505

PANORAMIC PALM
TREE VIEWS!
bed/1 bath Brent-

wood condo. New Berber carpet and freshly
painted. Immaculate move in conditioni Pool,
gym and rooftop sundeck. Great tocatton
alll

BEDROOM AVAILABLE FOR RENT starting
nvd-September. Big three room apartment
imile south of UCLA, ctose to Big Blue bus
lir>e. Rent is $47S/nrKX)th. Christian preferred.
310-493-9675.

$185,000 Elyse Arbour: 3 10-571-

530 Veteran
208-4394

Brentwood.
carpet and freahiy painted. Surrounded

New

1 bed/1

bath

BEVERLY HILLS, ntoe area, private honoe.
Room for rent. Female, non-smokirig. wortt-

full

t}ath-

dean

kitcf)en,

space

arxj

ap-

two

phonelines with one person. $700/nrKxith
and worth it) Available September 1 2000.
310-312-8704.

in SM. Big room,
hardwood ftoors and batoony. To start late
September or Octot)er. 310-581-8549.

To share 2t>ed apartment

SANTA MONICA. Female wanted, own room
shared

bath.

Clean,

drugs/smoking/pets.

SPACIOUS APT.

2 fun 23-year-okJ girts tooking for roommate
for 3t}edroom apartment. Professtonal or
grad student preferred. 21-26. No smoking
or pets, call:310-312-3369.

WEST LA
UCLA
line to
ties.

grad

roommate
for
Hardwood fkx>rs, bus

seeking

Partung, $425/month plus

UCLA.

ED. Must be

UCLA

565 Gaytey

student.

irtg,

some

utilities

pato.

full

kitchen, sfiarir^g

t)ed townhouse. Single mother preferr-

ably single female. Full access to the house.

$1300/month. 310-459-6265.

$650/month. 310-

824-6318.

9600

ctose to beach, tovely
5 minutes from
room, nice arto quiet neigfibortxxxj. $450.
Call Anna:310-670-1839.

RENT- CULVER CITY

LUXURY WESTWOOD
APARTMENT
Wanted two roommates tocated a mile from
UCLA on Wilshire. 2bed/2 1/2 bath,
$500/month. 626-732-6200.

FOR RENT
ROOMUCLA,

ROOM FOR

Private

WESTWOOD

3 easy-going females tooking
to share a two
apartment.
555
bedroom
Kelton.
$450/nrtonth. Sept 1 lease. For ntore details
call:31 0-543-0480
for

one easy-going female

entrance, private bath, share laundry and
kitchen. Female only Available Sept. 1 $495

9700

.

includes
3377.

utilities.

310-396-

Non-smoker.

St.

txiikl-

Roommates-Shared Room

High security area. Terwiis court, swimmir)g
laundry,

utitli-

Male/female ok. Sarah:3l0-3l3-8496.

WESTWOOD MALE ROOMMATE WANT-

PACIFIC PALISADES
one

SMC

Looking for 2-3 male roommates for 2 bedroom. 2 story townhouse. 1500 plus square
feet. Comer of Mtovale and Ophir. own
washer drier and parking. Contact Davkl
310-729-1009.

Separate entrance and own bathroom. $750. Call Susan03 10-273-6639.

private

no

responsible,

Street partung,

ing-girt.

Sublets

SHERMAN OAKS
to

UCLA.

front/t)ack

utilities.

bedrooms, share bath,

environment.
818-386-2878.

ar-

$400 plus

WEST HOLLYWOOD
CHARMING AND QUIET
LATE SEPTEMBER-FEBRUARY
tonger.

750 square

WEST LA

ROOM FOR RENT
1

nfiln

to

UCLA,

large private

room, shared livingrm, kitcfien, batfis, patto,
garage in gated complex with pool, laundry.
Available immediately. Rent $800/month +
($50 utilities), no pets, non-srrwker female
student/professional roommate wanted. Call
day:8 18-879-6348, eve:310-208-3918.

WESTWOOD
Clean, cool roommatss wanted. 430 KeNon
Ave. $875 own room, or $437.50 lo share. 5

min walk
Inquire.

to

campus. Males or temalaa may

Lak:310-435-3313.

No

pets.

No

1,

possibly

Common

patto,

$930/month. FuHy
smoking. 310-275-

3255.

Students wetoome. Ctose to publto transportatton. lOmin to UCLA. $550/month. Utilities
inckJded. 310-559-8946.

WESTWOOD

feet.

Offstreet permit pariting.

furnished.

in

by trees and very private. Pool, gym and
rooftop sundeck. Close to all. $172,500

ElyM Arbour.310-571-1346.

and paridng. Share

apartments. Partialy furnished, ntoe

RENT?
WHY PAYcondo

upgraded

txiilding

2t>ed/lbalh apartment.

Great

ctose to

UCLA.

WEST LA

ACROSS STREET
FROM UCLA

CONDO FOR SALE

1

to

t>edroom with walk-in ctoset and
room. Balcony Hot tub. Secure, quiet,

UCLA. No

474-4354

tistic/responsible

bright

mHes

3.5

Own

spa, saurui

Sean 310-663-7326

and

$40/day.

BEAUTIFUL

housekeeping,

chiWren, wonf>en only. Ctose to bus. 310-

ing area, private,

light

utilities.

310-475-8787.

area. $600/mo. 310-399-7456.

private entrance one-btock east of

$335,000

Updated

good references. Private bedroom sharebath. $450/month, includes

ROOMMATE WANTED

9300

pool,

Luxury highrise security buikJing. 24 hour
Pod, Spa. $2250/n>onth. Available
September 1. 310-209-8272.

from S1195

1/2 bkjck to beach.

818-623-4444. W¥VW.aUolLA.Com

i^iassiiieasi

CONIX) available
new kitchen, car-

WESTWOOD

Private bedroom,

SANTA MONICA HOUSE
hardwood

IN

Great Eastbome tocatton,

Bachelors $865

Private

$550. 818-623-4444. www.altofLA.com

bath,

spa.

1346.

SANTA MONICA HOUSE.

tooking for housing

quarter. 22/m, clean,

yard, garage, large livingroom, fireplace, din-

Great
818-623-4444.

LocatlonI

fall

house,
Required 2

in front

stay.

ple storage, large living/dining

Share a house. 10 min.

included.

parking

tile.

for appt. Avail today.

WESTWOOD ROOM

MILE

www altofLA.com

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT
room,

carpet and

pools
and
has
two
$330(ymonlh Agent 310-474-8640.

I

arrangements now!

new berber

Building

Call

www.allofLA.com
1

Rent

BRENTWOOD-GORGEOUS UPDATED
2BORM/2.5BTH TOWNHOUSE with large

Condo/Townhoiise

1-bdrm, junior $1200/month. All utilities and
one parking included. Days 310-475-7533,

2+1, launparking included. $1290. 818-623-4444.

Bachetor.

Needed

Hoiisinrj

8600
for

Westwood/Ptoo. 3-mo. min

WEST LOS ANGELES.

9200

310-477-4832.

Condo/Townhoijse

Roommates-Private Room

APARTMENT

www.we8tsklerentais.com

WLA-$555&up. Move-in special. Attractive
furnished-singles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for
students. Suitable for two. Definite must see!

valet,

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT
dry,

<

HILLS GUESTHOUSE. 1+1,

w/c pet, patto. A/C. parking included. $700.
818-623-4444. www.allofLA.com

Bi.

9500

1/2 btock to beach,

WOODLAND

8942.

TOP LOCATION

818-623-4444.

$1550.
www.allolLA.com

2 bedroom/1 bathroom.
room, dinning area, breakfast room,
storage, AC. 2 parturig spaces. $l650/nfK).
Walking distance to ocean. 818-895-0497.

8 minutes to
sary. 310-477-6977.

bedroonVI bath. Living

^_^_

SANTA MONICA.

included.

utilities

LINDA 310-442-5215.

ASIAI^/QUIET/CLEAN. Bus

DISCOUNTED ROOM AND BATH

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

SOUTH OF WILSHIRE.

room, dinning area, storage, parking space,
very clean. Ctose to UCLA $1350. 818-8950497.

2020.

change

Westwodd 3 bedrooms + den.

$725. 323-634-RENT vww.allofLA.com

SANTA MONICA

Sauna, Spa, Study Lounge w/
Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

fe 10983 Wellworth Avenue
.Cdj »- 10)
*
Id 1&2 Bedrooms, Pool,
Q. Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

PASADENA APARTMENT

PASADENA LOVELY RUSTIC HOUSE.

Avenue

Call (310)

527 Midvale Avenue
Singles,

430

only.

Ext.

623-4444. www.aHofLA.com

1525 Sawtelle

ing available. $700i/month,

Available 9/16. Call

bal-

pet, clean, bright. Prefer non-sn>oking grad
student. Sept. 15. $850. Call Alex 818-889-

WESTWOOD APARTMENT
,

8844

cony, pool, laundry, parking. $1250. 818-

7318

prefen-ed. 310-475-9145.

__

BETWEEN Santa-Montoa, Brentwood. Private room and bathroom in luxurious condo. Secured buitoing, batoony part(WLA

For lease $2,700/month. 2+1 and detached
studk}+3/4 bath. Large enctosed yard. Fabulous area. 818-265-8925 Pager81 8-905-

Room

HILLS APARTMENT. 2+2,

1+1. 2 ba. sec bWg.
Quiet Glendale area. $825. Call 909-868-

New. 1+1 apartment. 2 miles to campus.
Prime location. Private entry. $850. Female

Rent

BRENTWOOD

Parking. 310-479-8876

CONDO FOR RENT

WESTWOOD

PALMS.

Kelton Plozo

.

fall

2+2,
cont. access, fireplace, sub. park. $1400.
323-634-RENT www.allofLA.com

623-4444. www.altofLA.com

824-0463

& Leisure Area
(310) 208-0064

UCLA Campus and
Westwood

WEST HOLLYWOOD APARTMENT.

Ave. 310-230-4692.

(310)208-8798

Avenue

&2 Bedrooms;

and convenient housing

the

Greco

Roorfop Spa

Call

near

501-505
Gayley Bachelors $745. Studios with shared
and private bathroom Ijetween $875-1095. 1
Bedroom $1265-$1540. Call for details 310208-8505.

$1895 up. Brand new high tech luxury 2+3
bedroom townhouse apartments. 11 960 Iowa

Across the Street from

8900
for

area.

Apartments Furnished

WEST LA
BRAND NEW

bedrooms

1

quiet

gated,

furnished.

person. $675/month.

1

www.keitontowers.com.

www.altofLA.com

Apartments!

blinds,

gated garage,

WALKING DISTANCE TO UCLA.

Super Clean

kitchen, refrigerator, cable-

Full

hot water pato. instant

2+2. pod. parking
inckjded. Won't Last! $850. 323-634-RENT

729 Gayley Ave.

Call (310)

^540 Midvale Avenue
Singles,

offers the

broadband

avail,

&

gle $595.

Sin-

8500

balcony,

fullkitchen.

laundry room, gas

APTS

^& Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa
& Barbecue, Fitness Room

Midvole Plaza

R.W. Selby

place,

only,

FORMER UCLA athlete

DEAL. 1629 Brockton.

fire-

WEST HOLLYWOOD.

QAYLEY MANOR

Bruin Country.

Large singles and 1-bdnms,

Single Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck

Company, Inc

'The Standard of Excellence

WALK TO UCLA
WESTWOOD.

Quiet student
310-358-9949.

UCLA.

half mile to

and microwave,

kitchen, fridge

HOUSING NEEDED

WLA AMAZING

WOODLAND

ed. $590. 818-623-4444. www.altofLA.com

Walk to Village
Near Le Conte

Properties Professionally

Discounts Available

includ-

NORTHRIDGE HOUSE. 3+2 + den,

No

for

208-2251

^

VERY SMALL STUDIO,

VENICE APARTMENT-

310-442-0602.

660 Veteran

PALMS APARTMENT 1+1. won't last! $550.
310-395-7368. www.westsklerentals.com

partment Homes
Of Choice

Summer

634-RENT www.altofLA.com

AND 8PM:

vertk»l

bath,

partdng. $795. 310-395-7368.

CALL BETWEEN 5PM

Short Term

$590. 818-623-4444. www.altofLA.com.

ftoors,

LOCATION!!

ready,

1

Iivir)g

2BDRM/1 BATH WITH

Fireplace, Jacuzzi, D»»»>*waiher,
Re(rl3erator, Air CorxilttorMr Laurvdry,
Cathedral CelMr>9», no pet«

NORTH HOLLYWOOD GUESTHOUSE.
1-t-l,

NEWLY
REMODELED. GREAT
BUILDING.

BD $1195-1295
2 BD $1495
BDw/k>ft$ 1-495

Studto,

pool, fresh paint, gated paridng. $475. 323-

COTTAGE

10 MIN TO UCLA
QUIET, FOUR UNIT

Call

2 BDv«^/ Loft $1815
Intercom System < Gated Perkins
Rcc room, Sauna, Gym Room

8646.

WOO.

__

Sinsic $950-$995
Sinsle w/loft $1145

1

shops/fwy. 310-836-6007.

We Have

Tiverton

WILSHIRE/BUNDY

LAUNDRY. $1450/MO.
AVAILABLE SEPT. 15.

Ibdnn, hardwood fkwrs. $975. Close to
UCLA. Available now. 1 year lease. 310-479-

$1200/month.

310-442-0602.

DiamoiMl H««d
AfMntmcnts
1

quiet

for

House

ONE CAR GARAGE.

NEAR UCLA

appliances,
shops/fwy. 310-836-6007.

1

$1565 + Uncoln Place Apts.

foi Rj.nt

grad
student.
310-471-4144 or 310-273-

unit

8PM:

+

cam-

1+1, hardwood

BUNGALOW.
SPANISH
Hardwood floors. New bathroom, laundry.

$1320

310-396-3117.

634-RENT www.alk}fLA.com

ny,

- 030

2BDRM

bath, laundry, parking available. $450. 323-

P/U.MS $750/month.

;

SUMMER SPECIAL 1BDRM

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?

NORTH HOLLYWOOD GUESTHOUSE.

$625. 818-623-4444. www.alk)fLA.COm

El

CALL
BETWEEN 5PM AND

,

VENICE

done

HOLLYWOOD APARTMENT

SEPT. 20.

2+2, catok.
cont. access, pod. $1400. 818-623-4444.

9^00
Room

Newly

In beautiful restoential neigfibort>ood.

2BDRM/DEN/1 BATH
WITH LAUNDRY.
$1250/MO. AVAILABLE

STUDIO cmr apartment

43

GARDEN SETTING
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

LOCATION!!

1+1. w/c pet,

3+1 w/c pet. hardwood
ftoors, w/dhkps, parking. $1250. 818-6234444. www.altofLA.com

Guesllioiise for Rent

NEWLY
REMODELED. GREAT

www.altofLA.com

VAN NUYS HOUSE.

for RlmiI

BUILDING.

$685. 818-623-4444.

a/c, laundry, sub. park.

w/d hkps, sub parking. $1175. 818623-4444. www.allofLA.com
patio,

near UCLA, by appt, 11728
Mayfield #9, 310-271-6811.

In

2+1, park-

Must see! $950. 818-6234444. www.altofLA.com

GLENDALE DELUXE TOWNHOUSE. 2+2.5.

GLENDALE

no

bath,

dishwasher. $575. 818-623-4444.

cony, refrigerator/stove, carpet/drapes, parking,

SHERMAN OAKS APARTMENT

(310)391-1076
I^OPEN HOUSE MON-SAT 10-4PM^a

[

bath,

1

818-623-4444.

ing available.

catok, pool.

tals.com

www,keltontowers,com

Rent

for

dishwasher, bal-

lor

2bed/lbath duplex. Prime Carlson Park,
No pets, smoking or garage.
yard.
$1300/month. Sherry:310-837-2094.

ENCINO APARTMENT.

utilities

BRENTWOOD,

8^00

.

3954

2+1. Large clospaint. $895. 818-623-

$645.

Yard.

laundry.

Bachelor,

www.allofLA.com

4BD, 4BA. TOWNHOME, FP,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

carpets,

SEEKING QUIET. SINGLE OR COUPLE

siderentals.com

WALK TO UCLA

no expehence necessary.
Accounting background helpful. Please call
Allen: 310-234-2160

new

SANTA MONICA TRIPLEX.

1174S COURTLEIQH DR. $13»S/MO.
12630 MrrCHELL AVE. $139S/MO.
12741 MfTCHELL AVE. $139S/MO.

$645. 818-623-4444.

CULVER CITY DUPLEX

www alMLA.com

Pretty unit. $995.

Interns needed,

^.

hardwood fkx)rs, blinds, parking included.
$995. 323r634-RENT www.allofLA.com

3t>ed, part<ing,

DON

$1400.

carport.

bath, catok,

partying,

hardwood, $2100. Single all
utilities paid. $800. 310-208-4253 or 310824-2595.

2-^1

BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT.

BLOCK TO CAMPUS
$1300-1500.

1
2bdm. Hardwood,

Lastil!

310-395-7368.

8800

10 MIN TO UCLA
QUIET, FOUR UNIT

kitchen.

full

tals.com.

line

www.allofLA.com

4444.

.

with

www.westsideren-

8^00
WILSHIRE/BUNDY

condo.

in

www.altofLA.com

permit parking.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ.

Apnrtmonls

310-395-7368.

floors.

SANTA MONICA STUDIO

VISTA •

TOWNHOME, FP,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
11»31 AVON WAY. $1395/MO.

M

CULVER CITY DUPLEX.

Rent

room

Private

$385.
www.westslderentals.com.

$725.

667-669 Levering Ave.

Wont

MAR

2BD. 2BA,

:-'''.

(310)477-7237.
for

•

Village

(310) 208-3215

ets, pool, laundry,

Near Wilshire Blvd.

cony,

ADULT RESPONSIBLE

Interna-

train.

Apartments

Personal Assistance

and

4444. www.altofLA.com

8^00

8100

to School

BURBANK APARTMENT.

1235 Federal Ave.

8400-9800

seeks intem. Please fax
310-234-0034.

Joel:3>0-828-2292.

the Hollywood Industry. Will

housing

Near bus

Hardwood

SANTA MONICA Private room. R&S.
garage. $425. 310-395-7368. www.westsiderentals.com

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2395/MO

&2 Bedrooms

Pool,

310-843—0898. Unpaid.

1

AURM.CATOK

GARAGE.SEC.

www.allofLA.com

UCLA

1

Indie record lab>el

offers op-

permanent employment.

firm is looking for Intern.

SMALL WESTSIDE

INTERNSHIP POSITION
POST-PRODUCTION Company

Walk

garage.

mile to
Singles & Bachelor
1

verbal/written skills a must. Contact

Rebecca

Internships

PR

Bedroom

BURBANK APARTMENT. U1.

Avoid Westwood rents

—^-^

1

m

APTS

development
and presentations. Fax resume 310-7918801 or e-mail nikesh_kadakia© ml.com.
with research, analysis, client

SANTA MONICA

LOR TOWNHOME. FP.
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED

•

Near Glenrock

BRENT MANOR

available. Responsibilities include assisting

.

Apsirtments

310-839-6294.

flexible. All majors welcome, must
be articulate, diligent, and wilting to learn.
Experience in finance a plus. College credit

II

i I

rooftop pool/jacuzzi,

per week,

Great work environment.

.

hrs

&

Singles

Pari<

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ.
1.2BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE4 W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

/ hostess.

Rem

ApiirtnwMits for Rout

4BD. 3BA +

intercom entry,
gated paricing. laurtdry, all appliances. Movein ASAP Cats considered. 310-477-5108.
view,

8AOO

* PALMS *

''"'

'

'-.

Large Sunny

1830.

1380 VETERAN-2bdrm/2bth. $1595.

8/iOO
ApartnuMits for

LEVERING ARMS

WESTWOOD.

ex-

310-559-0831.

Tel

MIN TO UCLA

1

of Cultural His-

I

assistant host

'August 28 -September 1,2000
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SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE
FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!
www.tfiGsublGt.coni
8ublt»

in

m cHki«n (201-8>4-118>»

9800
Vacation Rentals
BEAUTIFUL,

SPACIOUS

YOSEMITE

HOME

surrounded by taN pines. CIom to
everything. Fuly Equipped, 5000* elevatton
sundeck. reasonable rstss. 818-785-1028.
www.yosemiis.isiowsty.oom
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Bar and

Grill

UCLA
Daily

Bruin

12,000 Re a de r s E a c h D ay

MONDAYS
The UCLA Daily Bruin has concluded
Registration Issue

its

on September 2Sth.

summer

In lieu of

line version of the printed classifieds for three

and

publication schedule

we

the printed Bruin,

will

not publish again until the

will publish Classifieds

EXTRA, an on-

weeks beginning on September 4th and ending on September

24th. Coll today to place your on-line classified line ad... don't forget to ask about our introductory offer!

Call to place your classified ad today.
ORDER
(310) 825-2221

TUESDAYS

ONLINE!

www.dailybruin.ulca.edu *

-

of

bar\J
gains—
student deals

absolutely

FREE* some

of the best deals in Westwood.

Check weekly

\

:

for updates so

WEDNESDAYS

you don't miss out on great savings!
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WORLD FAMOUS FOR 26 YEARS

Ye Olde KING'S Head
British Pub
Draught

British

ISfliBI

& Restaurant

Beer •Full Bar

• Darts

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • AFTERNOON TEA DINNER
in

a cozy British atmosphere

SATURDAYS
Damlen Joyce

ON

«(

WEST COAST TOUR

HIS 2nd

Come join award-winning

newest sinser/songwriter

Britain's

T

L>A. Magazine, Dec 1974
Best new bar in town. Kins's Head Santa

Monica

an authentic

is

in

local.

U,IC.

The Economist, Jan 1993
The King's Head is the real thing,
British

March 1989

An English pub which has now
become a landmark is the King's Head,
near the beach

and

in

For those

who

British life,

S.M.

It's

famous

for

chips.

Women's Own,

U.K.

miss tangible aspects of

there

is

the Ye Olde King's

the real thing

--

come

is

hungr/.

—

a "Genuine

Pub."

The

Star quality written

Sydney, August 1999
voted #1 pub by the Readers

LJ\..

of L.A. Independent Newspapers.

Best of L.A.

over

Q.M. Magazine, U.K.
A decent pint & Fish &
famous all over

-

at

The

Times
& Chips

at

.

fix

at this

Ye Olde

what

Head

In

Brits

SM

you'll find In Liverpool

chips... its

the world.

*•*,

cd/

hangout for

King's

or Glasgow

)

and well

"Best Pub"

Bangers and mash

Quality i(H)d \t Rcasonahlc Prices For Over 26

March 1993

Weekly

are superior to

it.

alive

is

Newsweek, 1999

Fish
all

debate
Head.

art of

King's

Lj\.,

U.K. 1999

be.

Vista Vis, United Airlines,

Head Pub.

GMTV,

-

Bon Appetit. May 1993
This ver/ British establishment

Daily Mirror, U.K.

fish

Dave

Saunders at 9:00!

Sydney Daily Mirror
What a British pub should

America's most succesful public house.

its

KJ

a light batter.

Auto Express.

*rX

99

L.A. Herald Examiner, 1975
Best of the pubs: Cod here is really finemoist, tender fillets coated with a light crispy
batter, minimally greasy, maximal flavor.

Ljj, Magazine, Dec 1993
Far and away the most popular British
waterins hole in So. California. Icelandic
cod Is cooked perfectly. Moist and

tender

SUNDAYS
David Saunders
SCARY~OKE

s

116 Santa Monica Boulevard, Santa Monica (310) 4S1-1402

,
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